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ATKYNS, SIR EGBERT, a judge and
an eminent political character in the latter

part of the seventeenth century, was de-

scended from a family of wealth and influ-

ence in Gloucestershire, His father and
grandfather were both distinguished mem-
bers of the profession of the law. His lather,

Sir Edward Atkjus, was one of the serjeants-

at-law named by the Long Parliament to

Charles I. as proper persons to be made
judges, in the proposals sent to the king in

January, 1642—43. (Clarendon's Rebellion,

vol. iii. p. 407.) He was made a baron of

the Exchequer in 1645 ; and although he re-

fused at first a renewal of his commission
from Cromwell, he afterwards became a
judge of the Court of Common Pleas during
the Commonwealth. Upon the restoration

of Charles II. he was appointed a baron of

the Exchequer, and was named in the com-
mission for the trial of the regicides. He
died in 1669, at the age of eighty-two.

Sir Robert Atkjois was born in 1621, and
after receiving the early part of his educa-

tion in his father's house in Gloucestershire,

was entered at Baliol College, Oxford. He
spent several years at the university, and in

November, 1645, was called to the bar by the

Society of Lincoln's Inn, to which his father

and grandfather had belonged. During the

Commonwealth he attained to high reputation

as an advocate, confining his practice to the

Court of Exchequer, which at that particular

time seems to have disposed of as much busi-

ness as either of the Superior Courts. (Har-
dres's BeportsS) Although he had taken the

engagement to be true to the Commonwealth,
and was a member ofthe popular party, he had
acted no personal part in the more obnoxious
and violent proceedings against Charles I.,

and being possessed of talents, wealth, and in-

fluence, he was one of those whom at the resto-

ration it was the policy of the government to
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conciliate. At the coronation of Charles II.,

therefore, he was one of the sixtj^-eight

" persons of distinction " who were created

knights of the Bath. In 1661 he was chosen
recorder of Bristol ; and upon the marriage
of the king to Catherine of Portugal, he
was appointed solicitor-general to the queen.

In the ensuing term he was called to the

bench of the Society of Lincoln's Inn. He
was not a member of the Convention Parlia-

ment assembled immediately upon the r ,tO-

ration, but he was returned to the Hoi i of
Commons for the borough of East Looe in

the Parliament which met in May, 1661.

He continued to hold his seat in the House of
Commons until he was raised to the bench

:

and although he retained his practice in the

Court of Exchequer, the frequent mention of
his name in the journals proves his assiduous

attention to parliamentary duties. In April,

1672, he was appointed a judge of the Court
of Common Pleas. No facts are recorded
which mark his judicial character, and at

such a period it was, perhaps, a proofofmerit
not to be conspicuous. He is mentioned,
however, as presiding, with other judges, on
the trials of several persons charged with
being concerned in the Popish Plot ; and al-

though his language and demeanour on those

occasions were decorous and moderate, it is

evident that he fully participated in the de-

lusion which pervaded all classes of society

respecting that transaction.

In the early part of 1 680, Sir Robert Atkyns
quitted the bench—whether by dismissal, or

by his voluntary resignation, is uncertain.

Possibly his disagreement with Chief Justice

North may have led to his retirement. Roger
North relates that he incited the other judges

to dispute the right of the chief justice to the

exclusive appointment of one of the ofiicers

of the court ; and adds, that " Judge Atkyns
took all opportunities to cross his lordship."
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{Life ofLord Keeper North, p. 184, 4to. edit.)

He was, however, too consistent in his prin-

ciples, as well as too independent in character

and circumstances, to submit to the abject

subserviency which the court at that time re-

quired from the judges; and soon after he
left the Bench, a committee of the House
of Commons, appointed to inquire into cer-

tain judicial misdemeanours of Sir William
Scroggs, notice " an ill representation which
had been made by the Lord Chief Justice to

the King of some expressions Atkyns had
used in favour of the right of petitioning."

{Commons' Journals, December 23, 1680.)

In the year 1682 Sir Robert Atkyns re-

signed his office of recorder of Bristol, in

consequence of his being involved in an
alleged irregular civic election in that city,

which led to his being indicted and found
guilty of a riot and conspiracy. The whole
proceeding obviously originated in the vio-

lent party-spirit of the time, inflamed by a

recent parliamentary election for Bristol, at

which Sir Robert Atkyns had been proposed

(apparently against his will) as a candidate.

He succeeded in arresting the judgment in

the Court of King's Bench, where he argued
his own case with great moderation and skill

;

but by the advice of Chief Justice Pemberton,
and his brother, Sir Edward Atkyns, who was
a baron of the Exchequer, he resigned his re-

cordership—which was, in fact, the object of

the prosecution. {Modern Reports, vol. ill.

p. 3.)

Upon quitting the bench, in 1680, Sir Ro-
bert Atkyns withdrew from all public occu-

pation to his seat in Gloucestershire, where
he lived for several years in great seclusion

;

and " keeping no correspondence " (as he
himself says in one of his letters) about pub-
lic affairs. There is no doubt, however, that

at this time he was privy to the consultations

and designs of the popular party; and, in

1683, he was applied to for his opinion re-

specting the management of the defence of

Lord Russell. He readily gave his advice

on this occasion ; and, in the letter which
contained it, censures in strong terms the

doctrine of constructive treason, and expresses

his sympathy for the unfortunate gentlemen
who were then under prosecution. After the

Revolution he published two tracts, entitled a
" Defence of Lord Russell's Innocency," in

which he argues against the sufficiency of the

evidence for the prosecution, and the validity

of the indictment. Both these tracts, and
also his letter of advice respecting Lord Rus-

sell's defence, are published among his " Par-

liamentary and Political Tracts."

Upon the occasion of the prosecution of

Sir William Williams, in 1684, for having,

as Speaker of the House of Commons, and by
order of the House, directed Dangerfield's
" Narrative " to be printed. Sir Robert Atkyns
composed an elaborate argiunent for the de-

fence. In the account of this case in Howell's

2

" State Trials," vol. xiii. p. 1380, it is stated

that Sir Robert Atkyns openly appeared and
argued for the defendant as counsel, " although

he was at that time resident in the country,

and had so entirely retired from the profes-

sion, that he was obliged to borrow a gown
to appear in court." In the contemporary
reports of the proceedings, however, Pollex-

fen and Jones are mentioned as the defen-

dant's counsel, and Sir Robert Atkyns is not

named. It is improbable, therefore, that he
actually delivered his argument, although he
formally composed it for the occasion, and
afterwards published it. The argument is a

laborious piece of legal reasoning, clearly

arranged, and displaying great historical re-

search, and a careful and acute examination
of the various authorities on the subject. It

was published by himself in 1689, under the

title of " The Power, Jurisdiction, and Privi-

lege of Parliament, and the Antiquity of the

House of Commons, asserted ;" and was re-

published after his death among his " Parlia-

mentary and Political Ti'acts."

In the reign of James 11. Atkyns composed
ajaother legal argument, which was suggested

by the case of Sir Edward Hales, and was
directed against the king's prerogative of

dispensing with penal statutes, which had
been asserted in that case.

It is not recorded in any of the histories of

the Revolution in 1 688 that Sir Robert Atkyns
took any prominent part in the promotion of

that event. Nevertheless, his character and
opinions, as well as his political associations

and the marks of distinction afterwards be-

stowed upon him by the new government,

afford a strong presumption that he was not

an inactive spectator of the change. In

April, 1689, he was appointed chief baron of

the Exchequer, Sir John Holt being at the

same time made lord chief justice, and Sir

Henry PoUexfen chief justice of the Com-
mon Pleas. In the same year he was chosen

speaker of the House of Lords, and continued

to hold that office until the great seal was
given to Lord Somers in 1693. In the course

of the following year he signified his intention

of retiring from public life ; the immediate
cause of this determination being disappoint-

ment in his desire to obtain the office of mas-
ter of the rolls, which was given to Sir Tho-
mas Trevor. Attempts were made to induce
him to continue in his office of loi'd chief

baron until certain difficulties respecting the

choice of his successor were removed ; but he
persisted in his determination, and retired to

his seat at Sapperton, near Cirencester, where
*he spent the remainder of his life. He died

in the year 1 709, at the age of eighty-eight

years.

Early in life Sir Robert Atkyns married
the daughter of Sir George Clerk of Walford,
in Northamptonshire, by whom he had no
issue. By his second wife, who was a daughter
of Sir Thomas Dacres of Cheshunt, in Hert-
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fordshire, he had an only son (the subject of

the next article) to whom his large estates in

Gloucestershire descended. (^Biographia Bri-

tannica ; Penni/ Ci/clopcedia, art. " Atkyns,

Sir Robert ;" Lincoln's Inn Begisters ; Par-
liamentary History.^ D. J.

ATKYNS, SIR ROBERT, Knight, was
the only son of the subject of the last article.

He was born in 1646 ; and was knighted by
Charles 11. when he visited Bristol a few
years after the Restoration. He was re-

turned to the House of Commons as member
for Cirencester in the Oxford Parliament, in

March, 1680— 1 ; and afterwards, in 1685,

represented the county of Gloucester in the

only parliament holden by James II. He
died in 1711, two years after the death of his

father. Sir Robert Atkyns, the younger, was
not a prominent public character ; and he is

only distinguished as the author of a History

of Gloucestershire, which he compiled with

much labour and care, but which was not

published until the year after his death. A
second edition of this work was published

in 1769. (Biographia Britannica ; Wood,
AthencB Oxonienses.^ D. J.

ATOSSA. [Darius.]
ATROCIA'NUS, JOANNES, a Latin

poet, philologist, and botanist, was a native

of Germany, and born towards the end of

the fifteenth century. Weiss (art. Atro-

eianus, Biographie Clniverselle) asserts that

Herzog (^Athence Bauracce) has confounded
Atrocianus with J. Acronius or Acron, pro-

fessor of medicine and mathematics at Basle,

making them one person. Herzog has been

followed in his account by Adelung and
modern medical biogi'aphers, all of whom
may have been misled by the skill of Atro-

cianus as a botanist, and his intimate con-

nection with the most celebrated physicians

of his day. He was well versed in the

learned languages, and was engaged for

some time as a schoolmaster at Fribourg.

From Fribourg he went to Basle, which city

he quitted on the establishment there of the

reformed religion; and, in 1530, he was at

Colmar. Beyond this nothing appears to be

known respecting him. His works are :

—

1. "iEmilius Macer de herbarum virtutibus,

jam primum emaculatior, tersiorque in lucem
editus. Prseterea Strabi Galli, poetse et

theologi clarissimi, Hortulus vernatissimus

;

uterque scholiis Joanis Atrociani illustratus."

Basil, 1527, 8vo. 2. " ^Emilius Macer de

herbarum virtutibus, cum Joannis Atrociani

comentariis longe utilissimis et nuquam antea

impressis. Ad hsec: Strabi Galli Hortulus

vernantissimus." Fribourg, 1530, 8vo. This
commentary must not be confounded with the

Scholia published in 1527; the commentary
is confined to the iEmilius Macer: and is

fuller and altogether different from the

Scholia. 3. " Elegia de bello rustico, ann.

1525, in Germania exorto; prseterea ejusdem
Epigrammata aliquot selectiora; prsemissa

3

etiam est Epistola ad bonas litteras horta-

toria." Basil, 1528, Svo. and Hanau, 1611,
8vo. This poem has passed through many
other editions, and is inserted in Freher's
" Germanicarum rerum Scriptores,*' Frank-
fort, 1624, iii. 232, and Strassburg, 1717, iii.

278. 4. " Nemo Evangelicus ; Epicedion de
obitu Frobenii, typographorum principis

—

Morapia, hoc est, superbia," l^asil, 1528, Svo.

The Nemo Evangelicus is a poem against the

Reformers. It was reprinted the same year
with the "Nemo" of Ulrich Hutten. 5.

" Querela Missse-—Liber Epigrammatum,"
Basil, 1529, 8vo. (Athence Ba iiracce, 334

;

Biographie Universelle, edit. 1843; Saxius,

Onomasticon Literarium, iv. 606 ; Hendreich,

PandectcE Brandenburqicce.) J. W. J.

ATROME'TUS. '[^schines.]

ATROME'TUS. [Amometus.]
ATRO'PATES ('ArpoTrciTTjs), a Persian

satrap, probably of Media, commanded a
large division of the Persian forces at the

battle of Gaugamela, or, as it is generally

called, of Arbela, b.c. 331. On the death of

King Darius, Alexander appointed him to the

satrapy of Media, and his daughter after-

wards married Perdiccas, at the famous
nuptials of Susa, b.c. 324. [Alexander III.

of Macedonia.] After Alexander's death,

Perdiccas continued Atropates in the sa-

trapy of Media, or, as Justin (xiii. 5) says,

gave him the satrapy of the Greater Media.

The northern part of this country was called

Media Atropatene, in consequence of Atropa-

tes having formed an independent kingdom
there, which existed till the time of Strabo

(xi. p. 523). There was a story that Atro-

pates once presented Alexander with a hun-
dred Amazons, but Arrian asserts his dis-

belief of the tale, which, as he says, is not

mentioned by the most trustworthy writers

of the life of Alexander. (Diodorus Siculus,

xviii. 4; Arrian, Anabasis, iii. 8, iv. 18. vii.

4, 13.) R. W—n.

ATSYLL, RICHARD, an English artist

of whom Vertue found a record, as graver,

or seal engraver to Henry VII I., for which
office he received a salary of twenty pounds
per annum. (Walpole, Anecdotes of Paint-

ing, &c.) R. N. W.
ATTA, TITUS QU'INTIUS, a Roman

dramatic poet, is said by Eusebius to have
died in the third year of the 174th Olympiad,

that is in the year B.C. 82, and to have
been buried on the Prsenestine Way, two
miles from the city. He was a writer of
" Comoedise Togatse," or Comedies repre-

senting Roman characters and manners

;

and his name is frequently mentioned by
the Latin writers. Horace refers to his

works in that tone of dissatisfaction with

which his courtly taste taught him to regard

most of the early monuments of Roman let-

ters. Gellius, Isidorus, and others, furaish

the names of the following comedies, as writ-

ten by Atta:— " Matertera," " Satyri,"

B 2
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" Conciliator," " iEdiles," " Tiro Profici-

scens." The very insignificant fragments of

his works which can be collected are given

by Bothe, " Poetse Scenici Latini." Festus

says that his name of Atta was derived from
a lameness in his feet, to which Horace like-

wise has been wrongly thought to make
allusion. (Eusebius, Chronicorum Liber Pos-

terior ; Horace, Epistolarum, lib. ii. 1, v. 79
;

Gcllius, lib. ii. cap. 9 ; Festus, Attce ; Vos-

sius, De Poetis Latinis ; Crinitus, De Poetis

Latinis, lib. ii. cap. 23.) W. S.

ATTAGI'NUS CATTa7rj/os), a Theban
who, with his fellow-citizen Timegenides,

took a leading part in inducing the Thebans
to join Xerxes when he invaded Greece,

B.C. 480. A short time before the battle of

Plataea, when the Persians under Mardonius
were encamped in Boeotia, Attagiuus in-

vited Mardonius and fifty Persians of the

highest rank to a grand entertainment at

Thebes; and he invited fifty Thebans to

meet them. Among the gmests there was
also one Thersander of Orchomenus, from
whom Herodotus had an account of a con-

versation which Thersander had with one

of the Persians who could speak Greek.

This is an instance in which the historian

has, apparently without design, informed us

of one of the direct sources of his informa-

tion about the events of this great cam-
paign. Thersander was an eye-witness of

that which Herodotus reports. After the

defeat of the Persians at Plataa (b.c. 479),

Pausanias, at the head of the confederate

Greeks, besieged Thebes, with the view
of compelling the Thebans to surrender

Attaginus and Timegenides, with the rest

who had favoured the Persians. After twenty
days' siege, Timegenides, with other The-
bans, and the children of Attaginus, were
surrendered to the combined forces. Atta-

ginus made his escape. Pausanias set his

children at liberty, saying that they were
not to be blamed for their father's fault.

The rest of the prisoners expected to save

their lives by a judicious distribution of
bribes, but Pausanias, suspecting their de-

sign, disbanded the confederate army, and,

taking the Thebans to Corinth, put them all

to death. Athenseus mentions the feast of
Attaginus, but the name is written Autamnus
in the last edition of Athenseus. The addi-

tion of the choice things which wei'e served

up on the occasion is an excusable invention

of Athenseus, (Herodotus, ix. 15, 86, &c.

;

Pausanias, vii. 10 ; Athenseus, iv. p. 148.)

G. L.
ATTAIGNANT, GABRIEL CHAELES

DE L', or LATTAIGNANT, a canon of
Reims, was born at Paris in the year 1697.

To his post of canon he united the office of
" Conseiller Clerc" to the parliament of
Paris. He was endowed by nature with a
lively imagination ; was passionately fond of
pleasure, and had a great taste for literature.

He appears to have possessed considerable

facility in extempore composition, and he did
not hesitate to devote much of his time to

the unclerical pursuit of a song writer. His
compositions were generally sprightly, and
always pleasing, excepting in one or two in-

stances when he indulged a satirical mood at

the expense of the Count de Clermont-Ton-
nere and others, and narrowly escaped severe

chastisement for his ill-timed witticisms.

After living a life of pleasure, he withdrew,
towards the end of his days, among the Fa-
thers of the Doctrine Chre'tienne, where he
died on the 10th of January, 1779. His con-
version was brought about by the Abbe Gau-
thier, who had been sent for to Voltaire on
his deathbed, and was chaplain to the Incur-

ables. This circumstance gave rise to the

following epigram :

—

" Voltaire et Lattaignant, par avis de famille,
*

Au meme confesseur ont fait le meme aveu.
En tel cas il importe peu

Que ce soit a, Gauthier, que ce soit a Garguille ;

Mais Gauthier cependant me paroit mieux trouve ;

L'honneur de deux cures semblables
A bon droit etoit reserve
Au chapelain des Incurables."

L'Attaignant's works are, 1 .
" Bertholde a

la Ville, Opera Comique, en un acte ; tout en
Vaudevilles." Pax-is, 1754, 8vo. This was writ-

ten in conjunction with two other authors. It

was reprinted at the Hague in 1760, 12mo.,
and at Amsterdam in 1770, 12mo. 2. " Le
Bouquet du Roi, Opera Comique, en un acte

;

en Vaudevilles." Paris, 1752 and 1753, 8vo.,

and at the Hague in 1753, 8vo., written in

conjimction with Vade and Fleury. 3. " Can-
tiques Spirituels." Paris, 1762, 12mo. 4.

" Correspondance Poetique et Morale entre

I'Abbe Lattaignant et R." 1788, 8vo. 5.

" Epitre a M. L. P. sur ma Retraite." Paris,

1769, 8vo. 6. " Pieces derobees a un Ami,
ou Poe'sies." 2 vols. Paris, 1750, 12mo. 7.

" Poe'sies, contenant tout ce qui a paru sous

le titre de ' Pieces Derobees,' avec des Aug-
mentations, Annotations, &c." 4 vols., col-

lected and published by the Abbe de la Porte.

Loudon and Paris, 1757, 12mo, 8. Chan-
sons et auti-es Poesies Posthumes, suivies de
particularites singulieres de la vie de Madame
de C * *." Paris, 1779, 12mo. 9. " Reflexions

Nocturnes, par M. L. D. L. T." Paris, 1769,
8vo. 10. " Le Rossignol, Ope'ra Comique,
en un acte, en Vaudevilles," 1753, 8vo., and
Paris, 1766, 8vo. 11. " Themireides ; ou
Recueil d'Airs," 8vo. 12. " Choix de ses

Poesies, precede d'une Notice," Paris, 1810,

18mo. (Sabatier de Castres, Les trois siecles

de la Litte'rature Frangaise, " Lattaignant;"

Dictionnaire Universel, 9th edition
; Que-

rard. La France Litte'raire.) J. W. J.

ATTAIGNANT, PIERRE, a printer at

Paris, in the sixteenth century, appears to

have been the first Frenchman who used
musical types. His earliest musical publi-

cation was a set of motets by various authors,

for four or five voices, which appeared in
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1527. Nineteen similar works were pro-

duced by Attaignant between this year and
1536, forming altogether the largest existing

collection of the compositions of the early

French masters. He also published eleven

books of French songs for four voices, and a
further collection of motets. He was living

in 1543, as his name appears to a " Livre
de Danceries a six parties," but in 1556 he
must have been dead, as his widow in this

year published several books. He writes his

name Attaignant, Attaingnant, and Atteig-

nant. Some of the works which he printed
are in the Bibliotheque du Roi, but they are
now very rare. (Fetis, Bioyraphie Univer-
selle des Miisiciejis.) E. T.

ATTA'jr or ATHA'JF NEWA'LF-
ZA'DE, the son of Athallah Newali', the in-

structor of Sultan Mohammed III., was a
Turkish poet, and the contemporary of At-
taji Newi-zade, with whom he is often con-
founded, although he is far inferior to the

celebrated son of Newi. Attaji Newalf-zade
was born at Constantinople in the middle of
the tenth century a.h. (the sixteenth of our
sera), and died in a.h. 1027 (a.d. 1617), after

having discharged the offices of secretary to

the Mufti, and judge, during a period of
thirty years. His best poem is an elegy on
the death of Sultan Mohammed HI. His
"diwan" is not printed. (Hammer, Ge-
schichte der Osmanischen Dichtkunst, vol. iii.

pp. 162—164.) W. P.
ATTA'JF or ATHA'JF NEWF-ZA'DE,

the son of Newi, who was the chief instruc-

tor of Sultan Miirad III., was born at Con-
stantinople in A.H. 991 (a.d. 1583), and stu-

died divinity and law at first under his fa-

ther, and afterwards under other distinguished
professors. In his twenty-fifth year he was
appointed Professor of Law at the college

called Janbaziye, and soon afterwards he be-

came judge at Ldfje. He subsequently held
the same office in several considerable towns
on the Danube and in Thessaly. He died
at Constantinople in a.h. 1045 (a.d. 1635),
with the reputation of being the most distin-

guished writer and poet of his time. His
principal works are :— 1 .

" Shakaikii-n'ii-

mamyet" (" Collection of Anemones"). This
is a Turkish continuation of the Arabic work
composed by Tash-ko'pri-zade, which is a
collection of biographies of the most distin-

guished divines and lawyers from the begin-
ning of the Turkish empire down to the begin-
ning of the reign of Sultan Selim 11. ; it was
translated into Turkish by Mejdi. Attaji

continued this work in Turkish till the end
of the reign of Sultan Miinid IV. A beau-
tiful MS. of this work (one volume of 434
pages in folio) is in the imperial library at

Vienna. 2. " S6hbetu-l-ebkyar " (" Conver-
sations of Virgins"), a poem on the principal

moral, social, and religious duties of men and
women of all ranks, finished in a.h. 1035
(a.d. 1625). The author severely blames
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the proi)ensities of his countrymen to unna-
tural pleasures, and from this poem, com-
pared with so many others on similar sub-
jects, we may conclude that the moral cor-

ruption of the higher classes in Turkey has
not been effected without a long struggle

against purer principles. 3. " Heft Khuan"
(" The Sevenfold Dish"). This is a didactic

poem, in which seven divine men speak in

seven sections on divine love, and its influ-

ence on men manifested by inspiration. The
author adopted the Persian title, in allusion

to the ancient Persian custom of eating twice

a year, on holy days, a dish composed of
seven different things: this dish is now
called 'Ashura, and the people eat it on the

10th of Moharram. The " Heft Khuan" is

of no great value. 4. " Nefhata-1-ezhar

"

(" The Breath of Flowers"), a poem on the

ascent to heaven and other miraculous
acts of Mohammed. 5. " Saki-name" (" The
Cupbearer's Book"), a poem on the art of
drinking, of eating opium, of love, and other

sensual pleasures. 6. " Diwan," a collection

of lyric poems, among which there is a beau-
tiful poem on the night, which is the first in

a series of " Mirajfyeler," or poems on the

ascent of Mohammed. The works of Attaji

have never been printed. German transla-

tions of many passages, and of whole poems,
are given in the sources cited below. (Ham-
mer, Geschichte der Osmanischen Dichtkunst,

vol. iii. pp. 244—283; Chabert, Ldtiji\

Lehensbeschreihungen Tiirkischer Dichter.)

W. P.

A'TTALA, SAINT, second abbot of the

monastery of Bobbio, in Italy, on the Trebbia,

an affluent of the Po. The monastery was
founded by St. Columban, or Columbanus, on
whose death (a.d. 614) Attala was chosen
abbot. He was a Burgundian of noble family,

and embraced the monastic life at Lirins, or

Lerins, on the coast of Provence ; but being
dissatisfied with the lax discipline of the

monastery there, he removed to the Abbey of

Luxeuil, in Franche Comte', where St. Colum-
ban was then abbot. St. Columban received

Attala among his immediate followers, and
probably took him with him to Bobbio. After

Attala's elevation to the abbacy at Bobbio,

discontents broke out among the monks, and
some withdrew ; but the death of three or

four of the malcontents, soon after their seces-

sion, being regarded as a divine judgment,

the rest returned and submitted. Jonas, the

disciple and biographer of Attala, has re-

corded several miracles as wrought by him.

He received what he conceived to be a divine,

though somewhat ambiguous, warning of his

death fifty days before it occurred ; and he oc-

cupied the interval in strengthening the walls

and renewing the roof of the abbey, and re-

pairing its furniture. He died of fever,

apparently about the time anticipated by him,

on the 10th March, but in what year is not

known. {-Life of St. Attala, by Jonas, in the
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Acta Sanctorum, by Bollandus and others,

10th March.) J. C M.
ATTALI'ATES, MICHAEL (Mtxah^ o

'ArraXeLarris) was pro-consul and judge {avdv-

iruTos Kal KfjiT-ns) under the Emperor Michael

Ducas, who reigned at Constantinople from
1071 to 1078. Of the personal history of

Attaliates nothing is known beyond the facts

of his having filled these offices, and compiled,

at the command of the emperor, a popular

compendium of law. This treatise is con-

tained in the second volume of the " Juris

Grceco-Romani Libri Duo" of Leunclavius,

published by Freher. Its title is: MLxa7]\

'Ai/dvndTov Koi Kpirov, rod "ArraX^LaTov,

7roiriiJ.a vofiiKhv fjroi irpayixariKT) Trouri9e7aa

KUTO, KeAevaiu rod ^a(Ti\4us Mix^V^ "^ov Aovko,

(" A Legal Work, or Pragmatical Treatise,

of Michael Attaliates, the Pro-Consul and
Judge, compiled by order of the Emperor
Michael the Duke "). It consists of a preface

(which contains a brief outline of the history

of the Koman law), ninety-five titles, and
six Novellas of the Emperor Leo. There is

little to remark on the arrangement, except

the insertion of a title " On the Supreme
Trinity ; the Catholic Faith ; and the Prohi-

bition to dispute publicly on these Mysteries

and Heresies" (vii. 3), between the title

" On Things" (i. 2) and that " On Obliga-

tions and Actions " (vii. 4). In the dedica-

tion to the emperor (jrphs rhv avroKpdropa

Mixa-nK), Attaliates professes to have aimed
at brevity and perspicuity, and the use of
popular phraseology (koli/oX^^Io). (Leun-
clavius, Juris Greece -Bomani tarn Canonici
quam Civilis Tomi Duo ; Jocher, Allgemeines

GeleJirten- Lexicon.) W. W.
A'TTALUS CArraAos), one of the officers

of Alexander the Great. He commanded
the Agrianians, and distinguished himself at

the battles of Issus and Gaugamela, and in the

pursuit of Bessus and his confederates, when
they carried off" Darius, the Persian king, as

a prisoner. (Arrian, Anabasis, ii. 9, iii. 12,

21.) J. C. M.
A'TTALUS, a mathematician, who edited

the " Phenomena" of Aratus, and subjoined

to it a commentary, in which he professed to

reconcile the statements of the poem with the

facts, or supposed facts, of the sciences of

which it treats. Hipparchus, who frequently

quotes him, charges him with having, with
one or two exceptions, followed Aratus in

his errors ; but elsewhere, in a passage sup-

posed to refer to Attains, he describes him
as the most careful of the expounders of the

poem. If this passage refers to Attains, he
was a contemporary of Hipparchus, who was
living between b.c. 162 and 128. Vossius and
Fabricius, with other moderns, call Attains

a Ehodian ; but we have not been able to

trace any mention of his country in Hippar-
chus, who is, as far as we know, the chief or

only ancient authority respecting him. (Hip-
parchus, Commentary on the Piianomena of
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Aratus ; Vossius, De Scientiis Mathematicis,
cap. xxxiii. § 21 ; Fabricius, Biblioth. Grcec.

iv. p. 93, ed. Harles.) J. C. M.
A'TTALUS, a stoic philosopher in the

time of the Roman emperors, Augustus and
Tiberius. The year and place of his birth

are not known ; but his name indicates that

he was of Greek origin ; perhaps the same
thing is indicated by an expression of Lucius
Ann;cus Seneca the philosopher, that "he
joined the subtile acuteness of a Greek to the

learning of the Etruscans." He is mentioned
by Marcus Annajus Seneca, the father of Lu-
cius, as the most acute and eloquent of the

philosophers of his day. He was introduced
as one of the speakers in the second of the
" Suasorise" of Marcus Seneca, but the pas-

sage is lost, and the fact of his being intro-

duced is known only from the critique of
Seneca at the close of the piece. Lucius Se-

neca was a pupil of Attalus, and tells us that

his master was not only willing but desirous

to impart instruction ; indeed Attalus appears
to have exercised considerable influence over
the mind of his pupil. " We were the first,"

says Seneca, " to enter the lecture-room, and
the last to leave it. We also drew him into

discussion in his walks." .... " Certainly

I, when I heard Attalus discoursing on the

vices, the mistakes, the evils of life, have
often pitied the human race, and considered

him as raised aloft, far above the highest

eminence of humanity. He himself said that

he was a king ; but it seemed to me that he
was more than a king, since it was his pre-

rogative to pass judgment on those who were
kings. When, too, he began to recommend
poverty, and to point out how everything
which exceeded the limits of necessity was
an unnecessary burden and heavy to be
borne, I often wished I could have quitted

his lecture-room a poor man," &c. {Epis-
tola 108.)

Seneca has quoted in his epistles many of
the sayings of Attalus. They are commonly
sensible and just, and in almost every case

illustrated by a comparison. In fact, judging
from the quotations of Seneca, liveliness of
illustration was one of the most marked cha-

racteristics of Attalus. This may serve as a
specimen. " Thei'e is a pleasure in the

memory of departed friends, which may be
compared to apples that have an agreeable
roughness, or to wine of too great age, the

very bitterness of which has a charm ; but
in which, after a time, all that was unplea-
sant is lost, and unmingled sweetness re-

mains." (^Epistola 63.)

Attalus wrote or discoursed on thunder,

regarded as ominous ; and laid down a num-
ber of rules by which its ominous character
might be discriminated : a summary of these

rules is given by Lucius Seneca in his " Na-
turales Qua?stiones." Attalus was banished by
the influence of Sejanus. Nothing is known
of him subsequently. Fabricius thinks it
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probable that he is the Attalus cited by He-
sychius, in his Lexicon (under the word
Kopivvovcri) as the author of a book nepi Yla-

poi/jLiaiy, " On Pi-overbs." (Fabricius, Bi-
bliotheca GrcBca, iii. p. 544, v. p. 106, ed.

Harles ; L. Annseus Seneca, Epistolce 9,

63, 67, 72, 81, 108, 110, Naturales Qicces-

tiones, lib. ii. c. 48 and 50 ; M. Annseus
Seneca, Suasorice, 2.) J . C. M.
A'TTALUS CArraAos), a physician, who

was a contemporary of Galen at Eome, in

the second century after Christ. He was
a pupil of Soranus, and belonged to the
medical sect of the Methodici. Galen gives
an account of his attending the Stoic phi-
losopher Theagenes in his last illness, and
accuses him of having been the cause of his

death by his faulty treatment. Theagenes
appears to have been suffering from an attack
of acute hepatitis, which Attalus undertook
to cure in three days, by means of a poultice

of bread and honey, by fomenting the part
with warm oil, and by restricting the patient to

a drink probably answering to our water-gruel,
which three remedies, Galen says, were con-
sidered by Thessalus and his followers to be
sufficient to cure acute diseases. Galen
warned Attalus of his error (though his own
proposed plan of treatment does not appear
altogether satisfactory), but without effect,

and in three days' time, when Attalus brought
some of his friends to enjoy his triumph, he
found the patient dead. This case is exa-
mined and explained at some length (though,
of course, in the style of the sixteenth century)
by Zacutus Lusitanus, De Medicor. Princip.
Histor. lib. ii. hist. 102, p. 363, Lyon, 1642.
(Galen, De Meth. Medendi, lib. x, cap. 15,

torn. X. p. 909, ed. Kiihn.) W. A. G.
A'TTALUS, a presbyter of the Christian

church in the fourth century, condemned at

the Council of Aquileia, a.d. 381, for having
embraced Arianism. {Epistola Sijnodalis

Concilii Aquileiensis ad Avgustos, quoted by
Baronius, Annales, a.d. 381, c. 93.) J.C.M.
A'TTALUS ("ArraAos), son of Andro-

MENES, an officer of eminence in the army of
Alexander the Great. He is first noticed on
occasion of the conspiracy of Dimnus, when,
after the execution of Philotas, Attalus and
three of his brothers, Amyntas, Polemon,
and Simmias, were charged with being im-
plicated in the treason, on account of their

intimacy with Philotas. Polemon fled, and
this was held to be a corroboration of his

own and his brothers' guilt. The other
three, however, defended themselves so well
as not only to secure an acquittal, but to ob-
tain leave for Polemon to return [Amyntas],

Attalus served with distinction after his

acquittal. During Alexander's operations
against the Sogdian insurgents (b.c. 328),
Attalus, with Polysperchon, Gorgias, and
Meleager, was left in Bactria to secure that

province; and early next year (b.c. 327)
Attalus was sent, with others, under the

command of Craterus, to finish the subjuga-
tion of the district of Para?tacene. He also
served with distinction in the Indian cam-
paigns of Alexander (b.c. 327—325), and
was, with his division, in the force sent
homeward through Carmania, under the
command of Craterus.

While Alexander was on his death-bed
(b.c. 323), Attalus was one of the seven offi-

cers who passed a night in the temple of Se-
rapis, to consult the oracle of the god as to

whether Alexander should be brought to the
temple. On the death of Alexander, when
the infantry, discontented with the arrange-

ments made by Perdiccas and others of the

superior officers, rose in revolt, Attalus and
Meleager were sent to quiet them. Instead

of doing so, they took part with the revolters,

and Attalus sent men to put Perdiccas to

death. The firmness of Perdiccas, however,
prevented the execution of this purpose, and
quelled the revolt. This account of the part

taken by Attalus on tliis occasion rests on the

sole authority of Justin. Some have thought
that the Attalus mentioned by that writer was
a different person from the son of Andro-
menes ; but we are disposed to identify them.
Attalus managed to reconcile himself to Per-
diccas, and received the command of his fleet

in the expedition against Ptolemy, the son of

Lagus, in Egypt (b.c. 321) ; and (unless the

marriage was of older date) received the

hand of Atalante, sister of Perdiccas, in

marriage.

When Perdiccas was assassinated by his

own officers on the bank of the Nile (b.c.

321), Atalante was also put to death. Atta-

lus, who was at Pelusium with the fleet, im-

mediately sailed to Tyre, and took possession

of the town, and of a considerable treasure

which Perdiccas had deposited there, and
afforded an asylum to such of the friends of

Perdiccas as fled to him. When Eurydice
attempted to raise a sedition against Anti-

pater in Syria, the same year, Attalus sup-

ported her ; but, on the failure of her efforts,

appears to have returned to Tyre, or pro-

ceeded to Pisidia, where he united his forces

with those of Alcetas, brother of Perdiccas.

He attacked the Rhodians, but was beaten

by them at sea (b.c. 320 or 321), and made
an attack, apparently without success, upon
Caunus and Cnidus. He and Alcetas de-

feated Asander, the satrap or governor of Ca-
ria, whom Antipater sent against them [Asan-

der] ; but they were soon afterwards defeated

by Antigonus in Pisidia, where they had col-

lected sixteen thousand infantry and nine hun-

dred horse: the army of Antigonus was
much more numerous, and composed of bet-

ter troops. Attalus, with Docimus and Pole-

mon (the latter probably his brother) were

taken, and confined in a strong fort situated

on a rock. After a time the prisoners, only

eight in number, by bribing some of the

guard, obtained their own freedom and the
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possession of the fort ; but while deliberating

whether to hold out there or attempt to es-

cape, they were blocked up by troops from the

different posts in the neighbourhood. They
had just time to admit some persons fi'om

without, who favoured them, and though
these did not make their number more than

sixty, they held out for above a year, ex-

pecting to be relieved by Eumenes. At last

they were obliged to surrender, and we hear

no more of Attains. (Arrian, Anabasis, iii.

27, iv. 16, 22, 27, v. 12, vi. 17, vii. 26, and
Fragmenta, apud Phot. Bihliotheca, Cod. 92

;

Diodorus Siculus, xviii. 27, 45, xix. 16, 35
;

Justin, xiii. 3.) J. C. M.
A'TTALUS ("ATTaAos), an Athenian

sculptor, who executed the statue of the Ly-
cian Apollo, which was in the temple of

Apollo at Argos. The date of Attains is un-

known. (Pausanias, ii, 19.) R. W. jun.

A'TTALUS (called on his coins Flavitjs

Priscus Attalus, the son of Priscus), one of

the later Emperors of the Western Roman
Empire. He is described as being an Ionian

by descent (by which is probably meant that

his family was from Ionia in Asia Minor),

and a heathen by education ; and it is pro-

bable that he continued a heathen until about

the time of his accession to the empire. After

the first siege of Rome by the Visigoths, under

Alaric (a.d. 409), Attalus was sent by the Ro-
man Senate, with Csecilianus and Maximia-
nus, to the Emperor Honorius, at Ravenna, on
a mission, the object of which is not clearly

stated. They could only relate and lament the

sufferings which Rome had endured, all useful

measures for remedying these evils being

obstructed by Olympius, then chief minister

of Honorius. Attalus received from Olym-
pius the appointment of chief of the treasury

at Rome, and was sent back under the escort of

Valens, and six thousand Dalmatian soldiers,

destined to garrison Rome. The escort was
attacked and destroyed by Alaric ; but Attalus

and Valens, and about a hundred men, escaped

to Rome ; where Attalus immediately super-

seded Heliocrates in charge of the treasury,

and proceeded, by order of Olympius, to

confiscate the property of those who had
been friends of Stilicho. This employment
was, however, disagreeable to him : accord-

ing to Zosimus, " he thought it impious

to insult the unfortunate ;" and he made the

search as inefficient as he could: he even
privately admonished some of the proscribed

parties to conceal their effects. His mild-

ness offended his employer, and he was sent

for to Ravenna to pay the penalty of his

indulgence ; and would have been put to

death, if he had not taken sanctuary in a

Christian church.

On the downfall and flight of Olympius,

soon after, Attalus was sent back to Rome by
the emperor, as prefect or governor of the

city, his former office of treasurer being con-

ferred on Demetrius. Attalus held the office
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of prefect when hostilities were renewed, and

Rome^was a second, time besieged by Alaric.

The capture of the Port (Portas), at the mouth

of the Tiber, a few miles distant from Rome, in

which the corn for the supply of the citizens

was stored up, obliged the city to submit to

the Gothic king (a.I). 409), Avho directed the

Romans to elect an emperor in place of Ho-
norius. It was by the command of Alaric

that Attalus was chosen. The choice was,

however, a popular one, and the accession of

the new emperor was hailed with great joy,

to which the prospect of a resident sovereign,

and the lenient character of Attalus, appear

to have conduced. As he was baptised by
Sigesarius, whom Sozomen describes as " the

bishop of the Goths," and who was an Arian,

it is probable that his baptism immediately

preceded or accompanied his elevation. His

accession gave hope to the Arians of greater

indulgence than they had experienced from

Theodosius and his sons. Those also who
adhered to the ancient religion of the empire

rejoiced at the accession of one who had been

brought up a heathen.

Attalus immediately proceeded to appoint

his officers. Alaric himselfwas made general

of the army, conjointly with Valens, who how-
ever appears to have been at the time at Ra-

venna with Honorius ; Ataulphus, or Adolphus,

brother of Alaric's wife, and afterwards his

successor in the Gothic kingdom, was made
general of the household cavalry : the other

offices were filled up with Romans. Attalus

then assembled the senate, and made a long

and elaborate speech, in which he promised

to preserve their privileges, and to reduce

Egj'pt and the provinces of the east under

their ancient subjection to Italy. Perhaps by

thus recalling the memory of their depai-ted

greatness, Attalus thought to revive the na-

tional spirit of Rome : he was also misled by

some pretended prophecies ; but whether these

were of pagan or Christian origin is not said.

His first attempt was on the province of

Africa of which Carthage was the capital,

which was held for Honorius by Count Hera-

clian. Attalus rejected the advice of Alaric

to send a small body of Gothic troops under

Drumas, and sent Constans, one of his parti-

zans, with scarcely any force, to supersede

Heraclian in the government of the province.

Sozomen and Zosimus attribute his conduct

to his infatuated reliance on the above-

mentioned prophecies ; but possibly an un-

willingness to deliver up the provinces of the

empire to barbarian troops may have had its

influence. Attalus, with Alaric, then ad-

vanced toward Ravenna at the head of a com-
bined army of Romans and Goths. Honorius
in alarm sent an embassy, consisting of his

chief officers, offering to make Attalus his

partner in the empire ; but Attalus refused

the offer, though he expressed his willingness

to allow Honorius his choice of an island, or

other place as a retreat, and to leave him the
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state and retinue of an emperor. As the

cause of Honorius seemed lost, Jovian, or as

Sozomen calls him, John ('Iwaz/j/rjs), or ac-

cording to Zosimus, Jovius Clo^ios), one of

his ambassadors, embraced the side ofAttains

;

and suggested to him to insist that Honorius
should midergo the mutilation of one of his

members : bu^t Attains immediately rejected

the proposal, and rebuked Jovian ; though
he received him at the same time into his

confidence, and confirmed him in his dignity

of patrician. Honorius was preparing to

quit Ravenna, and had vessels prepared for

the purpose, when he received a reinforce-

ment of four thousand men, or, according to

Zosimus, forty thousand, from his nephew
Theodosius II., Emperor of the East; and
this assistance determined him to cany on
the struggle to the last. The foregoing ac-

count of the transactions at Ravenna rests

chiefly on the authority of Olympiodorus,
whose narrative appears more accurate and
particular than that of Zosimus.
The aspect of affairs soon began to change.

Constans was slain in Africa by Heraclian,

who not only secured that province for Hono-
rius, but by laying an embargo on the corn-

ships destined for Rome, produced in that city

a dreadful famine, so that the inhabitants were
reduced to feed upon chesnuts in place of

wheat, and some were suspected of feeding

on human flesh. Attains in consequence re-

turned to Rome to consult the senate. Jovian,

seeing the turn of affairs, and being bribed

by Honorius, turned traitor again, and sought
to ruin Attains by alienating Alaric from
him. Attalus himself gave offence to his

Gothic patron, by refusing, in opposition to

the judgment of the senate, Alaric's renewed
offer to send a body of Gothic soldiers to

Africa ; and contented himself with sending
officers and money to support his adherents

there. About this time Valens was put to

death on suspicion of treason, but whether by
Honorius or by Attalus is not clear. The
account of Zosimus rather leads us to sup-

pose it was by Attalus. Possibly Valens,

like Jovian, had deserted Honorius when his

cause seemed desperate, and now sought, by
fresh treason, to be reconciled to him.

The siege of Ravenna meanwhile con-

tinued, but with little success : several towns
were taken by Alaric for refusing to acknow-
ledge Attalus, but Bononia (Bologna) success-

fully resisted his attacks. Alaric was, by this

time, quite estranged from the cause of Atta-

lus, disgusted, as is commonly said, by his

inefficiency
;
perhaps also offended by his re-

fusal to sacrifice the empire entirely to the

Goths. However this may be, he resolved on
his deposition : and, having made terms with
Honorius, he brought Attalus to Ariminum
(Rimini) and there publicly despoiled him of

the insignia of the imperial dignity, which
were sent to Honorius. All the officers of

Attalus resigned their honours ; which, how-
9

ever, Honorius restored to them. Attalus
did not venture to tnist the clemency of his

late competitor, but preferred to remain with
Alaric as a private individual. His son,

Ampelius, also remained with him. The
deposition of Attalus took place a.d. 410,

about a year after his elevation.

At a subsequent time Alaric replaced Atta-

lus in his imperial dignity, but almost imme-
diately afterwards again, and finally, deposed
him. We refer to this second and very brief

reign of Attalus the account of Socrates, the

ecclesiastical historian, who says that Alaric
" one day ordered him to go forth surrounded
with imperial state, and the next day made
him appear in the di-ess of a slave," meaning
probably of a subject. This second eleva-

tion of Attalus was probably at the time of

the third siege of Rome (Aug. a.d. 410) when
the city was pillaged by the Goths.

On the retirement of the Goths into Gaul
(a.d. 412), and afterwards (a.d. 414) into

Spain, under Ataulphus, Alaric's successor,

Attalus accompanied them. While in Gaul
he resumed the title of emperor for a short

time : but does not seem to have attempted

to obtain any actual power.

He appears to have had some influence

with the Gothic prince, and it was at his

suggestion that Ataulphus offered to assist

with his forces the usurper Jovinus, whom he
marched to join. Jovinus, however, feared

or suspected the Gothic prince, and reproached

Attalus with having brought him into con-

nection with so unwelcome an ally. On oc-

casion of the marriage of Ataulphus with

Placidia, sister of Honorius (a.d. 414), Atta-

lus composed or sung an epithalamium. He
afterwards attempted to leave Spain, ^ " on
some unknown enterprise" (incei'ta moliens),

says Orosius, but more probably from fear of

being delivered up to Honorius, with whom
the Visigoths maintained their alliance. His

attempt to escape was not successful : he was
captured at sea, and taken to Constantius,

general of Honorius, and by him sent to

Honorius at Ravenna, who took him to Rome,
and having exhibited him publicly before

his tribunal at Rome, and mutilated him by
the amputation of two of the fingers of his

right hand, sent him into banishment in the

Lipari Isles. Philostorgius says he was
delivered up by the Goths to Honorius after

the death of Ataulphus, which took place at

Barcelona a.d. 415. The date of his capture

is variously given : it probably occurred in

A.D. 416 or 417. Nothing further is known
of his history.

Tillemout and Gibbon both speak ofAttalus

very unfavourably: Tillemont apparently

from his want of orthodoxy, and Gibbon

from his deficiency in what are termed the

heroic virtues. Yet Attalus showed good-

ness of disposition in his unwillingness to

persecute the friends of Stilicho, and his re-

fusal (according to Olympiodorus) to require
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the mutilation of Honorius, His disinclina-

tion to send Gothic troops into Africa, how-
ever much at variance with the dictates

of self-interest, showed his regard for what
he deemed the interest and honour of the

empire ; and his deposition was, in fact,

caused by his unwillingness to subserve the

purposes and ambition of Alaric. (Zosimus,

vi. 6—12; Sozomen, Kccles. Hist. ix. 8, 9
;

Socrates, Eccles. Hist. vii. 10; Olympiodorus,

apud Phot. Bihlioth. Cod, 80 ; Philostorgius,

Eccles. Hist. xii. 3, 4, 5, with Godefroy's

Notes ; Paulus Diaconus, xiv. ; Orosius, vii.

42 ; Procopius, Vaadulic War, i. 2 ; Gibbon,

Decline and Fall, Sec, c. xxxi ; Tillemont,

Histoire des Empereurs.) J. C. M.
A'TTALUS ("ATTaAo?), a Macedonian

officer of rank, in the reign of Philip II., of

Macedon, the father of Alexander the Great.

Attains married the daughter of Parmenion,
one of Philip's best officers ; and when Phi-

lip, toward the close of his life, repudiated

Olympias, he married Cleopatra, niece of

Attalus. On occasion of these nuptials At-

tains, being drunk, insulted Alexander, by
inviting the Macedonians, who were present

at the marriage-feast, to ask of the gods a
" legitimate" successor to the throne. Alexan-
der kindled at the insinuation, and asking

Attalus whether he thought him a bastard,

threw his wine-cup at his head. Attalus

threw his in return ; and a brawl ensued, in

which Alexander had nearly fallen by the

hand of his own father. The retreat of

Alexander and his mother into Illyricum
and Epirus left Attalus predominant at the

court of Philip, where his abuse of his influ-

ence led to the king's death. A quarrel be-

tween two persons of the name of Pausanias,

one of whom was the friend of Attalus, led

Attalus to commit a gross outrage on the

other. The injured man complained to

Philip, but, not being able to obtain justice

from him, determined on his assassination,

which he effected B.C. 336.

At the time of Philip's murder Attalus ap-
pears to have been in Asia Minor, whither
he had been sent with Parmenion and
Amanitas, to prepare for the campaign against

the Persians, and where he had made himself,

by acts of kindness and by his friendly de-

poi'tment, acceptable to the army. The ac-

cession of Alexander led Attalus to engage
in some intrigues with the Athenians, then
influenced by Demosthenes; but changing
his mind, he sought to recover the king's

favour, and, to effect this, gave up to him a
letter which he had received from Demos-
thenes. Alexander, however, sent Hecatajus
into Asia, with orders, if possible, to bring
Attalus a prisoner ; but if not, to put him
privately to death. Hecataeus preferred the

latter course, and Attalus was put to death,

apparently soon after Alexander's accession.

It is doubtful whether Alexander, when he
gave his commission to Hecata:us, was influ-

j
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enced by more than suspicion of what Atta-

lus might do ; nor is it clear that Attalus

had involved himself so far in his commu-
nications with Demosthenes, as to be justly

liable to punishment. His death was made
the subject of reproach against Alexander,
both by Cleitus and Hermolaus; and it is

observable that Hermolaus, according to

Quintus Curtius, speaks of Parmenion as

the agent of Alexander in the affair : but
Diodorus and others are silent as to Par-
menion's participation in the death of his

son-in-law. (Diodorus Siculus, xvi. 93, xvii.

2, 3, 5 ; Justin, ix. 5, 6, xii. 6
;
Quintus Cur-

tius, vi. 9, viii. 1, 7, 8.) J. C. M.
A'TTALUS, the Martyr, one of those

Christians who were put to death at Lyon
during the reign of Marcus Aurelius, a.d.

177. He was a native of Pergamus in Asia,

and a Roman citizen, well instructed in Chris-
tianity, and a man of eminence in the church
of Lyon, of which he was regarded as " a
pillar and foundation." He and Alexander,
one of his fellow-martyi's, were exposed to

wild beasts; but, as these did not destroy
them, they were subjected to various tortm^es,

and then put to death. Attalus, while under
torture, was asked what was the name of
God : to which he answered, " God has not
a name like a man ;

" or, as Rufinus gives it,

" Those who are many are distinguished by
names: he who is one needs no name."
(Epistle of the Churches of Vienne and Lyon,
in Eusebius, Ecclesiastical Histuri/, v. 1 ; Ru-
finus, version of the above letter, in the Ada
Sanctorum, June 2.) J. C. M.
A'TTALUS ("ArraAos), the name of three

kings of Pergamus, one of the kingdoms
which were formed after the breaking up of
the great Macedonian Empire. Previous to

the time of the first Attalus, Pergamus had
been governed by dynasts or tyrants, whose
descendant Attalus I. assumed the title of
king, and transmitted it to his successors.

Attalus I. succeeded his cousin Eu-
menes I., in B.C. 241. He was a son of Atta-
lus, a younger brother of Philetsrus, the
founder of the principality of Pergamus, by
Antiochis. At the time of his accession the
Galatians, or Gauls, were overrunning Asia
Minor, plundering and ravaging the country,
and they served either as mercenaries in the
armies of the princes of Asia Minor, or made
war upon one another, Attalus I. was the
first of the Asiatic princes who succeeded in

defeating one of their hosts in Mysia in a
great battle. This victory, which was gained
by the aid of Gallic mercenaries, took place
soon after the accession of Attalus, and on
this occasion he assumed the title of king,
and dedicated a sculptured representation of
the defeat of the Gauls on the Acropolis of
Athens. By this victory Attalus extended
his kingdom, which was afterwards increased
by his taking advantage of the disputes
among the members of the royal family of
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Syria. In B.C. 229 he gained several victo-

ries over Antiochus Hierax, and his kingdom
gradually extended over all Asia Minor, west

of Mount Taurus. Seleucus Ceraunus, who
succeeded Seleucus Callinicus in b.c. 226,

attempted to recover the possessions which
Syria had lost in Asia Minor, but he was
murdered during bis campaign against Atta-

lus in B.C. 224. His kinsman Acha^us, how-
ever, carried out his plan, and succeeded so

far as to confine Attains to the town of Per-

gamus. But he was prevailed upon by the

Byzantines, whom Attains had assisted in

their war against the Rhodians, to abstain

from further hostilities. While Achgeus was
afterwards engaged in Pisidia in B.C. 218,

Attains recovered some of the towns which
he had lost, by the aid of Galatian mercena-

ries, but as he was making progress in JEo-

lis, an eclipse of the sun took place, which
frightened the barbarians, and they refused

to light any longer. In B.C. 216, Antio-

chus III. marched against Achseus, who,

after his victories, had revolted, and declared

himself an independent king. Attains now
formed an alliance with Antiochus, though

he does not appear to have taken any active

part in the campaigns against Achaus, who
was put to death in B.C. 214. In proportion

as the kingdom of Antiochus now increased

in importance by the defeat of Achseus and
other events, that of Attains sank in the scale,

and as Attains had also to fear the enterprise

of Philip V. of Macedonia, his dominions

became more unsafe. These circumstances

induced him to join the league which was
formed by the Romans and ^tolians against

Philip and the Achaians, in b.c. 211. Two
years afterwards Attains and Pyi-rhias were
elected strategi of the iEtolians, and in order

to support them against Philip, Attains

landed with a fleet on the coast of iEgina,

where he was joined by the Roman procon-

sul P. Sulpicius and his fleet, and both spent

the winter of B.C. 207 and 206 in ^gina.
While petitions were sent to Philip from
various parts of Greece to solicit his protec-

tion against Attains and the ^Etolians, Atta-

ins sailed to the island of Lemnos, and thence

to Peparethus, which he ravaged. After this

he held a meeting of the iEtolians at Hera-

clea. P. Sulpicius and Attalus now went to

Nicsea in Locris, and thence they proceeded to

Oreus in Enbaa, which the Romans besieged

by sea, and Attalus by land. After a fearful

struggle the Macedonian garrison was com-
pelled to quit the place. While Sulpicius

proceeded to Chalcis, Attalus took and de-

stroyed the town of Opus. Ignorant of the

approach of Philip, he lost his time in exact-

ing money from the wealthy inhabitants of

Locris, and had it not been for some Cretans,

who discovered the enemy at a distance, At-

talus would have fallen into the hands of the

Macedonians. He had only time to escape to

his ships, whither he was followed by Philip.
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On arriving at Oreus. he was informed that

Prusias, King of Bithynia, had invaded his

kingdom, and he hastily returned to Asia,

Respecting the events of his war with Pru-
sias, and its termination, nothing is known.

In B.C. 205, Roman ambassadors appeared
in Asia to fetch the symbol of the great mother
of the gods from Pessinns, and Attalus assisted

them in obtaining it. In the general pacifica-

tion which was brought about at the close of

B.C. 205, Attalus and Prusias were included,

the former as the ally of the Romans, and
the latter as the ally of Philip. This peace

was broken by Philip in b.c. 203 : by de-

stroying the town of Cius, on the Propontis,

he provoked the Rhodians, whom Attalus

sided with. In b.c. 201 Philip took revenge

upon Attains by invading his kingdom and
ravaging the neighbourhood of Pergamus in

a most barbarous manner, though he was un-

able to take Pergamus itself. A sea-fight

took place off" Chios, between the united

fleets of Attalus and the Rhodians on the one
side, and the fleet of Philip of Macedonia on
the other. Philip was defeated with consi-

derable loss ; but as Attalus, who had pur-

sued one of the enemy's ships too far, was at

last obliged to save himself by flight, Philip

claimed the victory. Hereupon Philip went
to Caria, and while he was still in Asia, At-

tains, at the request of the Athenians, who
were oppressed by a Macedonian garrison,

sailed to Europe. He was received at Athens
in the most flattering manner, B.C. 200, and
a new tribe was formed and called after him,

Attalis. At Athens he met embassies of the

Romans and Rhodians, and war was again de-

clared against Philip, who was then besieg-

ing Abydos on the Hellespont. Attalus im-

mediately set out to relieve the place, but he

did nothing. In the year following, b.c. 1 99,

the combined fleets of Attalus and L. Apns-
tius sailed from Piraeus to Andros, which
was surrendered to them after a short siege,

and the place w as given to Attalus ; the Ro-
mans kept the booty. After attempting to

take several other towns, Attalus and L.

Apustius appeared before Oreus in Eubcea,

which had again fallen into the hands of the

Macedonians, but was now taken after a reso-

lute defence of the Macedonian garrison.

Oreus was given to Attains, and the Romans
took the prisoners. But before the war could

be brought to a close, Attalus was obliged to

return to Asia, for Antiochus III. had taken

advantage of his absence, and invaded the

kingdom of Pergamus. Attalus requested the

interference of the Romans, and a Roman
embassy was accordingly sent to Antiochus,

which caused him to withdraw his troops from

the dominions of the ally of Rome. Attalus,

in his gratitude towards' his deliverers, again

joined the Romans in Greece in b.c. 198,

and after spending the winter in ^Egina, he

went to Thebes in Bceotia, with the view of

detaching the Bceotians from the cause of
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Macedonia. lie addressed the people in

their pul)lic assembly, but in the midst of
his speech he was seized with a fit of apo-

])h!xy. lie was carried to Pergamus, and
died there in ij.c. 1!)7, at the age of seventy-

two, and after a reign of forty-four years.

Attains was one of the greatest kings of liis

dynasty. When he succeeded Ids cousin,

riUinenes I., he had little except a well-

stocUed treasury, and tliis he emjdoyed in

delivering the coiuitry from a Ibrniidable

enemy, and in forming a kingdom. Me was
a great general, a liberal and faithful friend

and ally. Polybius glories in the idea that

Attains died in defending the liberty of

Greece. Attains was a man of singular mo-
desty, and a kind husband and father. IJy

his wife, Apollonis, or Apollonias, a woman
of no rank, to whom Attains was sincerely

attached, he had four sons, Fiiunenes, Atta-

ins, Phileticrus, and Atheuccus : I'hnnenes

succeeded him cm the throne of Pergannis.

Perganuis was at that time, like Alexandria,

one of the great seats of art and learning,

and Attains, like most members of his family,

loved and encouraged them. It has even
been su|)p()sed that he wrote on subjects of

natural history, but there is no satisfactory

evidence for this. (Polybius, iv. 48, 49,

V. 77, 78, X. 41, 42, xvi. 1, &c., xvii. 2, 8,

16, xviii. 24, xxii. 2, etc.; Livy, xxvi. 24,

xxvii. 29, .'50, .'}.'}, xxviii. 5, &c., xxix. 10,

&c., xxxi. 14, &c. 44, &c., xxxii. 8, 27, 33,

&c., xxxiii. 2, 21 ; Pausanias, i. 8, § 1, .5,

§ 5, 8, § 1, 25, § 2, x. 15, § 3 ; Strabo, xiii.

p. 624 ; Eusebius, Chronicon. Armen. p. 347

;

Diogenes Laertius, iv. 8 ; Pliny, Jfisf. Nat.
viii. 74, xxxiv. 19, § 24, xxxv. 49; Athe-
na^us, XV. p. 697.)

Attalus it., snrnamed Pmiladki. purrs,

was the second son of Attalus I. Alter the

accession of his elder brother, lOumenes II.,

he, as well as his other brothers, occupied a

private station, although they, and more
especially Attains, were actively engaged in

the armies of lOumenes. Thus we find Atta-

lus, in n.<'. 190, ojijjosing Seleucus, the son of

Antiochns III., who had invaded the king-

dom of Pergannis, and even laid siege to Per-
gamus itself, while l'>innenes was absent in

I^ycia. Afterwards, in the same year, he
connnanded the light wing in the battle near
Mount Sii)ylus against Antiochns III. In
the year following, while I'^nmencs was ab-

sent at Kome, Attalus was called upon by the

Koman consul, Cn. Manlius Vulso, to join

him in the war against the Galatians, and
Attalus accordingly nu't the consul with a

thousand I'oot and two hundred horse, and
recpiested his brother Athenicns to follow

with other troops. In n.c. iS2, just after his

retuin from an end)assy to Ivome, he served

his brother Eumenes in a war against Phar-
iiaces, and when Koman ambassadors arrived

in Asia, to bring about a peace between the

belligerents, Attalus was sent l)y his brother
12

Eumenes to meet and receive them. In u.c.

171 he accom])a!iie(l Eumenes and Athena'us
with a fleet to (.'halcis, from whence Attalus

j)r()ceeded with a detachment to the h'oman
consul P. Licinius Crassus, who was oj)era-

ting in Thessaly against the Macedonians.
Attains was also employed several times on
end)assies to Kome; and when he was sent

thither for the fourth time, in «.c. 1()7, to

congratulate the h'omans on their late vic-

tory over Perseus of Macedonia, some sena-

tors suggested to him that as he had always
been a sincere friend of the Konians, the
kingdom of Pergamus ought to be divided,

and that one half of it ought to be given to

him as an independent kingdom. Attalus

was not oidy disposed to enter into this

scheme, but appears to have thought of usurp-

ing the whole kingdom. However, the re-

monstrances of a ])hysician, naiiu'd Stratins,

whom lOmnenes had sent after him to watch
his conduct, prevailed upon him to abandon
the ])lan, as it was evident that Eumenes
could not live much longer.

I'jumenes died in u.c. 159, and Attalus

succeeded to the throne, according to Strabo,

only as the guardian of Attalus, a son of

Eumenes, who was yet a child ; but Polybius
mentions no such restriction. The first act

after his accession was the restoration of
Ariarathes V. Philopator to his kingdom of

(Jai)padocia, from which he had been ex-
pelled. In n.c. 156 he was involved in a
war with Prusias of Pithynia, wlio ad-

vanced as far as Perganuis, and after being

defeated by Prusias, Attains sent his bro-

ther Atheiiicus to Kome to inform the senate

of what had hapi-ened. The report Avas

looked upon at first with some suspicion,

until P. Lentulus, on his return from Asia,

confirmed it. Several end)assies were riow

sent from Ixome to ])revent Prusias continu-

ing his hostilities, but he persisted in spite of
the threats of the Komans. Attalus then

called in the aid of his Asiatic allies, Ariara-

thes of Cappadocia and Mithridates of Pon-
tus. "^I'lie Koman envoys advised Attalus to

l)rotect his frontiers, but to abstain fnmi act-

ing on the olfensive, while they exerted
themselves to iiiduce the towns of Asia to

abandon the cause of Prusias and join Atta-

lus. At last, however, a fresh Koman em-
bassy appeared in Asia, n.c. 154, which put
an end to the war, and established peace be-

tween the two kings on the following terms:
that Prusias shoidd surrender to Attalus

twenty sbijjs, \YAy five hundred talents in the

s])ace of twenty years, and that each of the

two kings should remain in the possession of
what he had before the war. Prusias was
also obliged to ])ay one hundred talents, as

an indenuiification for the injuries he had
inflicted upon several towns. In B.C. 152
Attains sent an auxiliary army to Alexander
Palas, and assisted him in usurping the

throne of Syria ; and as he had probably
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never forgiven the defeat he had suffered

from Prusias, l>e assisted Nicomedes, tlie son

of Prusias, at tirst seeretly, and afterwards

openly, against his father, and thus beeame
the main instrnment in bringing about the

downfall of his old enemy, in u.c. 14!). The
part he had taken in this affair between fa-

ther and son, drew upon him an attack from
Diegylis, a Thraeian prince, and son-in-law

of Prusias, whom, however, he soon coii-

(piered. Shortly after he assisted the Ro-
mans in tlicir wars against the impostor Philip

of Macedonia, and against the Acha.'ans, the

latter of which terminated in the destruction

of Corhith, u.c. 14(j. Durhig the remaining
years of his life he abandoned himself to in-

dolence, and was completely guided by Phi-

loptemen, one of his friends. Like his pre-

decessors, he encouraged the arts and learn-

ing in his dominions, and he founded the

townsof Attalia in Pamphylia and Philadel-

phia in Lydia. He died in u.c. 1.'38, accord-

ing to Lucian, at the age of eighty-two, and
was succeeded by Attains, the son of his pre-

decessor and brother. (Polyl)ius, iii. .5,

xxii. 22, XXV. 4, (J, xxx. 1, &c., xxxi. <),

xxxii. 3, 5, 2.5, &c., xxxiii. 1, (i, 10, &c
.;

Livy, XXXV. 23, xxxvii. 18,43, xxxviii. 12,

xlii. IG, .5.5, 58, 65, xlv. 10, 20; Strabo, xiii.

p. (J24, xiv. p. ()G7; Lucian, Macrob. 12;

Diodorus Siculus, xxxi. Excerpta, p. 589,

ed. Wesseling ; xxxiii. Excerpta, p. 505, ed.

Wesseling, &c. ; Appian, Dc Jicllo Mitlir'ul. 4,

&c. ; Justin, xxxv. 1 ; Plutarch, An Sent sit

gcrcnda licspuhl. 1(5 ; De Era trum Amore, 18";

Pliny, Hist. Nat. vii. 39, viii. 74, xxxv. 3G,

§ 10; Athenjeus, viii. 340, xiv. 034; Ste-

phanas Pyzant. under *tAa5eA</)ta ; Pausanias,

vii. l(i, § 8.)

Attalus IIL, surnamed Puilome'tor,
was a son of King Eumenes IL and Strato-

nice, the daughter of Ariarathes of Cappa-
docia. When yet a boy, he spent some time

at Rome, and on the death of his uncle, At-

talus IL, in B.C. 138, he succeeded to the

throne of Pergamus. No sooner was the go-

vernment in his hands than he set about

murdering his nearest relatives and friends.

After the perpetration of these crimes, for

which there was not the slighest excuse, he

sunk into a state of remorse and gloomy me-
lancholy ; he allowed his hair and beard to

grow, and withdrew from all society. IJn-

concei'ued about the afllairs of his kingdom,

he devoted himself to sculpture and garden-

ing : one of his favourite oceui)ations was to

prepare poisons, lie wrote a work on gar-

dening, which is lost, but it is mentioned by
Varro, Columella, and Pliny. lie died in

B.C. 133, in conse(pience of a fever which he

took by exposing himself to the heat of the

sun, in erecting a statue of his mother. He
bequeathed, in his will, the kingdom of Per-

gannis to the Romans ; but the suspicion is

not without some probability that this be-

quest was not an act of his free will, and that
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it was made on the advice of some friends of
the Romans. The R<mians, however, did
not remain in the inidisturbed possession of
the bequest ; for, soon after the death of At-
talus, Aristonicus claimed the kingxUnn. (Po-
lybius, xxxiii. KJ ; Strabo, xiii. 024 ; Diodo-
rus Siculus, xxxiv. Excerpta, p. 001, ed. Wes-
seling ; Justin, xxxvi. 14; Livy, Epit. lib.

58; Plutarch, Tib. Gracclnis, 14; Apj)ian,

Dc IhUn Mithrid. (52, Dc ndlis Civil, v. 4;
Velleius Paterculus, ii. 4 ; Varro, ])e lie Jiiis-

tica. Preface; Columella, i. 1 ; Pliny, Jlisf.

Aat. xviii. 5. On the family of the Attali, and
their merits in regard to the arts and litera-

ture, see Manso, LJebcr die Atta/cii, ilir staais-

lyliKjes BeDclnnen vnd, iJire aiidcrn Verdienstc,

Ibeslau, 1815, 4to. ; Wegener, ])e Aula At-

talica literarum artiumque fautricc, Copen-
hagen, 1830, 8vo.) Ij. S.

A'TTALUS ("ArTaAos), a sophist or rheto-

rician, son of PoT-EMON, also a sophist, lived

in the reign of the Roman emperor Marcus
Aurelius. His name occurs in a Greek in-

scription on the reverse of three different

medals of that ])eriod, " Attalus, the so])hist,

to his own cities, Smyrna and Laodicea." It

appears from this that he belonged to one of

these places by birth, to the other by adop-

tion. Which of the two was his birth-place

is disputed; it was probably Laodicea. He
appears to have settled at Smyrna. He had
a daughter, (^allisto, married to Rnsinianus,

a uuui high in municipal office in the city of

Phoca-a. Heruu)ci-ates, the sophist, was the

son ofC'allisto, and grandson of Attalus. The
Attalus, whose etymology of the word ju^Aa

(small cattle, as sheep or goats), is (pioted in

the " Etynu)logicum Magnum," is perhaps

the sophist. (Fabrieius, liiblioth. Grac. vi.

p. 124, ed. Ilarles; Tristan de St. Ajuand,

(hnwicidaircs Historiques, tom. i. p. 047

;

Ezechiel Spanheini, De Praslaiitia et [^su

Nutnisnialuiii Auliquorxnn Disscriatio Undc-

ci/iia, c. 35 ; Philostratus, Lives of the So-

pJiists, book ii. c. 25, with the notes of Olea-

rius.) J. CM.
AT-TAMI'MF, an Arabic physician,whose

complete designation was Abii 'Abdullah Mo-
hammed Ibn Ahmed Ibn Sa'i'd At-tami'mi

Al-makdesi'. He was (as his name implies) a

native of Jerusalem, where his grandfather

Sa'i'd had been a physician before him. He
was instructed in the art of medicine by a

Christian, and seems to have given nuieh

attention to pharmacy and materia medica,

especially to the discovery of a theriaca, or

universal antidote, on which subject he wrote

several works. He went to Egypt about

A. II. 300 (a.i). 070—1) and entered the ser-

vice of Ya'kub Ibn Kali's, who was vizir to

Al-'aziz, the second of the Fatimide Khalifs,

A.ir. 30.5—386 (a.d. 970—000). Here he

continued to prosecute his studies, and wrote

several other medical works: he was still

alive in Egypt in a.h. 370 (a.d. 980—1).
Abii-'l-faraj mentions him among the most
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eminent physicians of his time, and particu-

larly praises his good breeding ; saying, that
" he never contradicted any one but for the

sake of truth." The titles of seven of his

works are mentioned by Wiistenfeld, " Ge-
schichte der Arabischen Aertzte und Naturfor-

scher," Gottingen, 8vo. 1840. (Abu-'l-faraj,

Hist. Compend. Dynast, p. 214; Ibn Abi
Ossaybi'ah, Fontes liehitionum de Classibiis

Medicoritm, cap. xv. § 5.) W. A. G.
ATTAli, or, as he is more commonly

called, Cogi or Khojah Attar, from a title

attached to his name, was nominally the

vizir, but in reality the sovereign, of Ormuz
at the time when the Portuguese first ap-

peared before that city, under the command
of Affonso d'Albuquerque. The accounts of

his early career, given by Joam de Barros and
Lopes de Castanheda, differ in several parti-

culars. According to Barros he was first

known as a favourite eunuch of Torun-Shah,
the king of Ormuz, great-grandson of that

Gordun-Shah who first discerned the advan-

tages of the position of Ormuz for the com-
mand of the Persian Gulf, and founded a city

in that barren island, which rapidly became
the most splendid centre of commerce in

Western Asia. When discord broke out

among the three sons of Torun-Shah, and
the eldest was killed by some Abyssinian
slaves, it was by the advice and influence of

Attar that the youngest was raised to the

throne. On the defeat of the new monarch
in battle, by Sargol, the second of the brothers,

who blinded his vanquished competitor, Attar

was reduced to obscurity and exile during
Sargol's long reign of thirty years ; but on
his death it was again by Attar's influence

that Seif-ed-din, a boy of twelve, the son of

his former defeated and blinded master, was
made Shah of Ormuz. According to Cas-
tanheda, Attar, though a foreign eunuch, a
native of Bengal, had, after destroying the

Abyssinian slaves who mui'dered the eldest

son of Torun-Shah, taken himself a more
conspicuous share in the government than
Barros assigns him ; had first set up a blind
king, then deposed and murdered him, and
established another. There is no doubt that

Attar had the chief authority in Ormuz at

the time of Albuquerque's arrival, Sunday
the 25th of September, 1507. The news of
his ravages on the coast of Arabia had already

reached Attar, who had requested the com-
manders of some vessels in the port to delay
their departure, in expectation of the appear-

ance of this dangerous visitor. A messenger
was sent on board to request to know the object

ofthe European's visit. Albuquerque replied,

that he was a captain of the King Emmanuel
of Portugal, sent by him to the coasts of
Arabia to give peace to those who would
become his tributaries, and totally to destroy

all those who reftised ; adding that, as the

Portuguese were brought up in constant con-

test with the Moors, they would rather have
14

war than peace. Attar endeavoured to gain
time to meet these imperious demands ; but

Albuquerque refused to allow delay, and with
his fleet of seven sail, manned with four

hundred and seventy Portuguese, he attacked

the immensely superior forces in the port and
city of Ormuz, and gained a victory, in which
the Portuguese lost ten men and the Asiatics

sixteen hundred. Attar was compelled to

yield ; and at an interview between the boy-
king and Albuquerque, the Shah of Ormuz
acknowledged himself the vassal of the King
of Portiigal. Soon after, when envoys arrived
from the Shah of Shiraz to claim a customary
tribute from Ormuz, Attar sent them to Al-
buquerque, who gave them some lance-heads
and cannon-balls, and told them that was the
coin the King of Portugal paid tribute in.

The Portuguese shortly after commenced
biulding a fort, but, as if this was not humili-
ation enough, Albuquerque, upon missing
five of his men, before knowing what had
become of them, sent to Attar to demand
that they should be foiind and sent back to

him, with the threat that, unless this were
done forthwith, he would destroy the city

with fire and sword. His own captains in

vain opposed his headlong fury. On his re-

ceiving a " round-robin," signed by many of
them, as he was talking with the masons at

the fort, he handed it to one of the masons,
and contemptuously desired him to build it

into the wall. On not receiving the five

missing men, who some time afterwards

turned out to have deserted to Attar, he de-

clared war, in opposition to the opinion of his

captains, blockaded the island of Ormuz, and
cut off the noses, ears, and hands of the boat-

men whom he intercepted in endeavouring to

convey provisions from the mainland to the

insulated town. His next attempt was to

choke the wells from which the Ormuzians
derived their scanty supply of water ; but
Attar, obtaining information of his purpose,

hastened to the spot, and after a desperate

conflict, in which Barros says that more blood
was spilt than there was water in the wells,

the Portuguese were defeated. Three of
Albuquerque's captains, disgusted at his ob-

stinacy, deserted him, and sailed to carry
their complaints to Don Francisco d'Al-
meida, the Portuguese viceroy of India, which
obliged Albuquerque to relinquish his enter-

prise, and go to Avinter at Socotra. Attar, in

the mean time, opened a correspondence with
the viceroy, and when Albuquerque appeared
next year off Ormuz, with a repetition of his

demands, the Asiatic met them by producing
a letter from Almeida to himself, in which he
disowned the proceedings of Albuquerque,
and another from Almeida to Albuquerque,
commanding him to desist. The Portuguese,
after consulting with his captains, determined
to go on. Another desperate conflict took
place for the wells, at a place called Nabande,
and the Europeans conquered. On the same
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day the Portuguese suffered a defeat at another

point, and again Albuquerque was compelled

to retire, but with the resolution to let his

beard grow till he had conquered Ormuz.
This defeat was mainly owing to the skilful

use which Attar made of his own fort, which
he had completed during Albuquerque's ab-

sence. Attar expressed no reluctance to pay
the tribute agreed on, but was steadfast in

refusing to allow the Europeans to occupy
this fort, the ultimate purpose of which it

did not require much sagacity to foresee.

He actually paid a large sum, but only three-

fourths of the stipulated tribute, to Duarte
de Lemos, a Portuguese admiral, who after-

wards touched at Ormuz, and the Europe-
ans were on that occasion much disgusted

at what they called his ingratitude in not

pajdng the whole. The contests between
Albuquerque and Almeida for the viceroyalty

allowed him to remain for the rest of his life

in peace, so far as the Portuguese were con-

cerned. He appears to have died in 1513.

Two years later, when Albuquerque for the

third time assailed Ormuz, he found a new
king and a new vizir, who, with scarcely

any resistance, surrendered the island, and
gave up the Portuguese deserters to be burned.

(Barros, Asia, dosfeitos que os Portmjuezes

Jizeram no descubrimento do Oriente, decada ii.

livro 2, cap. 3, 4, &e. ; Lopes de Castanheda,

Historia do descohrimento da India, &c., livro

ii. cap. 61, &c. ; Alboquerque, Commentarios
do grande Ajfonso d'Alboquerque, parte i.

cap. 29, 61, &c.) T. W.
'ATTATt FERrD-UD-DFN, a Persian

poet of great celebrity, but chiefly admired
for his profound knowledge of the Siifi doc-

trines, with which his writings abound. He
was born at the village of Karkan (or, ac-

cording to some MSS., Karakdan), one of the

suburbs of Nishapui', in Khorasan, about

A.i>. 1119. In his earlier years 'Attar re-

ceived his instruction from Kutb-ud-dm Hai-

der, a distinguished Siifi of that period, who
lived to an extremely advanced age, as he
had been preceptor to the poet's father, Ibra-

him 'Attar Karkani, and died, according to

Daulatshah, in a.d. 1202. One of the poems
attributed to 'Attar is called the " Haider

Nama ;

" and, as it is inferior to his other

compositions, it is supposed to be his earliest,

'Attar's father seems to have made a con-

siderable fortune in the city of Nishapur as a

dealer in perfumes, in which occupation he
was assisted, and ultimately succeeded, by
the poet. About a.d. 1148 the father and
son removed to Shadyakh, one of the most
select suburbs of the city, where the governor
and the more distinguished families resided.

During his father's life 'Attar seems to have
been left to pursue his mystic studies at his

own leisure. He was known to, and in cor-

respondence with, numerous learned men and
illustrious shaikhs of that period. He had
also collected a library, consisting ofa hundred
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and fourteen volumes, the works of the most
distinguished masters on spiritual matters.
After his father's death 'Attar succeeded to

his fortune, and, unlike most poets in such
circumstances, seems for some time to have
conducted his business of perfumer, or drug-
gist, with great success. His shop was the
admiration of the city, its " beauty and
fragrance rivalling those of the garden of
Irem." Here the rich found an inex-

haustible source for the supply of their lux-

uries, and the poor never turned away dis-

appointed. 'Attar now lived more in the

style of a prince than that of a merchant of
drugs and perfumes. His Siifi friends, ac-

cording to whose doctrines this world is

nothing, and spirituality everything, under-
took to rouse him from his perilous con-

dition. One of these, having assumed the

garb of a darwesh mendicant, went to the

gate of 'Attar's mansion, and, on being ad-

mitted, found the poet surrounded by his

numerous attendants, busily engaged in his

thriving occupation. He humbly sought
alms, and his wants were liberally relieved.

About an hour after, the same beggar returned,

and readily received another donation. A
third time he returned, and was amply sup-

plied without a question asked. This time,

however, the beggar seemed in no hurry to

depart ; he remained gazing mournfully on
the wealth and splendour with which he saw
himself surrounded. At length the poet said

to him, " Friend, your wants have been
supplied; why not betake yourself to the

road ? " The darwesh replied,—" Sir, I

have been thinking how hard it will be for

you to enter upon that road which all must
tread. How can you convey these number-
less packages of the rarest drugs, these odo-

riferous perfumes, as well as your silver, gold,

and jewels ! As for me, I am at all times

prepared for the road ; this tattered cloak is

all my burden. You, whose possessions are

so great, have no time to lose in making
your preparations." 'Attar was deeply af-

fected at the words of the mendicant; the

thick mist of worldly prosperity was dis-

pelled from before his eyes, and the mirror

of his mind became illumined with the rays

of spiritual light. He renounced the world,

and abandoned his possessions to be seized

by any one who felt the inclination. He
entered the monastery of Shaikh Rukn-ud-
dm Asaf, a distinguished master of the Siifi

sect, said to have attained to the highest de-

gree of spirituality. Here he passed some
years, undergoing the severest mortification,

secluded from the world, and perpetually oc-

cupied in divine contemplation. After a few
years, when about the age of forty, 'Attar

made the pilgrimage to Mecca ; in the course

of which he became acquainted with a great

number of men distinguished for learning

and sanctity. On his return to Nishapur he

devoted the remainder of his long life to the
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practice of piety, and the composition of his

numerous works in prose and verse. Of the
former kind is his " Tazkirat-ul-awlia," or
Lives of the Saints—that is, those of his own
sect. His writings in verse are numerous and
extensive, amounting in all to upwards of a

hundred thousand couplets, forming forty

ditferent pieces, or works, of which the fol-

lowing twelve were favourites in the time
of Daulatshah:—1. "The Asrar-nama."
2. " The Ilahi-nama." 3. " The Masibat-
nama." 4. " The Ushtur-nama." 5. " The
Wasiyat-i Mukhtar-nama." 6. " Jawahir-
ul-lazzat." 7. " Mantik ul-tair." 8. " Bul-
bul-nama." 9. *' Gul o Hormuz." 10. " Pand-
nama." 11. " Haidar-mima." 12. " Siyc4h-

nama." Of these the text of the " Pand-
nama," or " Book ofCounsels," was printed at

Paris, 1819, with a French translation, and
valuable notes, by the eminent Orientalist

M. Silvestre de Sacy. Prefixed to the work
is a Life of the poet, apparently from an in-

correct copy of Daulatshah. In that memoir
we have Shadbakh, instead of Shadyakh,
which is the correct reading, as we know
from numberless other sources, among which
the " Geography ofAbu-1-feda," lately printed

at Paris, in the original Arabic, is sufficient

authority. Again, in M. de Sacy's memoir,
we are told that the poet " had collected a
library of Siifi works amounting to fourteen
hundred," instead of a hundred and fourteen.

Our MSS., and several others we have seen,

read the latter number ; and, time, place, and
subject considered, fourteen hundred volumes
savour strongly of exaggeration. I^astly,

our fifth work in the above list forms two in

De Sacy's memoir, and the " Pand-nama" is

not at all mentioned, which the translator

very justly considers as a remarkable omis-
sion on the part of the biographer. It would
be difficult now to ascertain how many of
'Attar's forty poems are extant. In com-
paring two MSS., said to contain the " Kul-
liyat," or whole works of 'Attar, each con-
tains several works not in the other, so as to

exceed twenty in number. But the fact is

that 'Attar's writings in general have little

attraction for Eui'opean scholars ; for, as De
Sacy remarks, " none but a thorough Sufi

could have the patience to read such an
enormous mass of mystic compositions, where
the theme is ever the same." In the Baron
von Hammer's valuable work " Geschichte
der Schoenen Redektinste Persiens," there is

a copious Life of 'Attar, with numerous trans-

lations from his works, occupying seventeen
quarto pages. In that work, however, the

birth and death of the poet are said to have
happened more than a century later than we
read of in all other works, but on what
authority we know not. Daulatshah him-
self is uncertain as to the period of 'Attar's

death, though he mentions a fact from which
we can easily ascertain the exact year. 'Attar

was murdered in a.d. 1221, in the himdred
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and second year of his age, by one of the

ruthless horde of barbarians who, under
Chingiz Khan, desolated the city of Nis-

hapur, at that time the capital of Khorasan.
The blood of this venerable and innocent

man would of itself be sufficient to tarnish

the arms of a conqueror; but humanity
shudders when we are told by all contempo-
rary and subsequent historians, that in the

city of Nishapiir and its environs not fewer
than one million seven hundred and forty

thousand people were massacred in cold

blood during that invasion. The leader

of this glorious feat was Tiili Khan, the

son of Chingiz ; and, as if he were deter-

mined to ascertain the full amount of his

notable deeds, he employed his troops twelve
days—not in burying—but in counting the

dead, that he might have something to

boast of to his worthy father. The city was
levelled with the ground, in such a man-
ner that horses might run over it without
stumbling, and a few years afterwards its

very ruins were obliterated by an earthquake :

its name and shadow only remain. (Daulat-
shah, Lives of the Persian Poets ; Majdlis
nl-Muminin, Atash Kadah, and Habib-us
Siiiar, Persian MSS.) D. F.

ATTARDI, BUONAVENTU'RA, was a
native of the Sicilian town of San Filippo

d'Agira. He became an Augustine monk, and
lectured on ecclesiastical history in the Univer-
sity of Catania, and was appointed, in 1738,

to be Provincial of his order in Sicily and
Malta. The following works of Attardi are

enumerated by Mazzuchelli :— 1. " Bilancia

della Verita," &c. Palermo, 1738, 4to.; a po-

lemical treatise in a controversy then going
on as to the place of Saint Paul's shipwreck,

which Attardi maintained to have been the

island of Malta. 2. " Lettera Scritta ad un
Amico," &c. Palermo, 1 738, 4to. ; in which
the author undertakes to prove that Saint

Philip of Agira, sent by Saint Peter, was the

first preacher of Christianity in Sicily. 3.

" La Risposta senza Maschera al SigTiore Lo-
dovico Antonio Muratori," Palermo, 1 742 ; a

controversial treatise on the Virgin Mary's
exemption from original sin. (Mazzuchelli,

Scrittori d' Italia.) W. S.

ATTAVANTE FIORENTI'NO, a verv
clever Italian illuminator, of the latter part

of the fifteenth century, much less known,
says Lanzi, than he deserves to be. He
worked chiefly at Venice. He is noticed by
Vasari in the " Life of Fra Giovanni da
Fiesole," with whom he was contemporary,
and he is also mentioned in the lives of Don
Bartolomeo, and Gherardo of Florence. Va-
sari notices an illuminated manuscript, by
Attavante, of Silius Italicus, w^hich in his

time was in the library of Santi Giovanni e

Paolo at Venice, but it is now in that of St.

Mark. It contains many historical figures,

and friezes containing numbers of birds

and children : there are portraits, or in-
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tended as such, of Silius Italicus, Scipio

Africanus, Hannibal, Pope Nicholas V.,

Hanno, Hasdrubal, Caelius, Massiuissa, L.

Salinator, Nero, Sempronius, M. Marcel-
lus, Q. Fabius, the younger Scipio, Vibius,

Mars, Neptune, &c. Vasari attributed this

work to Attavante, upon the authority of
Cosimo Bartoli, a Florentine nobleman

; but
Morelli, in the " Notizie d' Opere di Di-
segno," maintains that Bartoli misled Vasari,

and that Attavante was not the illuminator
of this manuscript. There is in the same
library a manuscript of Marcianus Capella,
with illuminations by Attavante ; it is signed
" Attavantes Florentinus, pinxit." These,
according to the Cav. Puccini, are very in-

ferior to the illuminations of the Silius Itali-

cus ; he says their greatest value is in their

laborious execution, and the brightness of
the gold ; but Lanzi, who also examined the
work, gives a different opinion : he praises

the conceptions throughout as most appli-

cable, and well illustrating the works, and
admires both the colouring and the design :

the design, he says, is like the most studied
of Botticelli, the colouring gay, lively, and
lucid. Tiraboschi also praises Attavante's
illuminations in some works in the Este
library, which belonged to Matthias Corvi-
nus king of Hungary, for whom they were
probably executed. There is in the

" Eoyal
library at Brussels a splendid folio missal on
parchment, which Attavante also illuminated
for Matthias Corvinus ; the former regents
of Belgium used to take their official oath
upon it ; the archduke Albert and Isabella
were the first to do so in 1.599, and the prince
of Saxen-Teschen, in the name ofJoseph II.,

was the last in 1781. Every page is orna-
mented with arabesques, flowers, and figures

:

the miniatures of the first two pages, and
those at the beginning of the canon mass, are
said to be of extraordinary beauty. On the
first page is the following inscrii)tion—" Ac-
tavantes de Actavantibus de Florentia hoc
opus illuminavit, a.d. mcccclxxxv.," and
on another miniature is written, " Actum
Florentia, a.d. mcccclxxxvii." The Hun-
garian arms are often repeated in the book,
but those of Austria and Spain have been
glued over them ; towards the end there are,

as gold medals, the portraits of Matthias and
his queen,—" Matthias Corvinus Rex Hon-
garia}," and " Beatrix de Aragon Regina."
This missal was probably brought to Brus-
sels by Maria, the sister of Charles V., who
obtained the government of the Netherlands
after the death of her husband Ludwig II.,

of Hungary
; it is described by Chevalier, in

the fourth volume of the " Memoires" of the
Academy of Brussels. This painter is some-
times called Vante Fiorentino. Vasari calls

him an imitator of Don Bartolomeo, in the
life of that painter, where, through the omis-
sion of a few words, he is, in the Giunti edi-

tion, confounded with Gherardo of Florence.

VOL, lY.

In the third volimie of the " Lettere Pitto-
riche," there are two letters from Attavante
to the Cav. Niccolo Gaddi, both of the date
1484. (ludcazi, Storia Pittorica, Sic.

] Vasari,
Vite de' Pittori, &c., in the life of Fra Gio-
vanni da Fiesole, and the note in Schorn's
German translation.) R. N. W.
ATTAVANTI, PA'OLO, an Italian eccle-

siastic of the fifteenth century, was born at
Florence, of a noble family, in the year 1419.
He entered at an early age the order of the
Servites, which he afterwards quitted for
that of the "Knights Regular" of Santo Spi-
rito in Rome. He enjoyed, in his own time,

distinguished celebrity as a preacher : Marsi-
lius Ficinus, hearing him preach in Florence,
called him a second Oi'pheus, saying, hyper-
bolically, that his eloquence animated the
very stones of the church. His extant ser-

mons, however, are pronounced by Tira-
boschi to display no superiority, either in

matter or in style, over the current oratory
of his times. He attended likewise to classi-

cal literature and to philosophy, cultivating

the society of Ijconardo Aretino, and fre-

quenting the famous Platonic Academy held
in the palace of Lorenzo de' Medici. Atta-
vanti died at Florence in 1499. Mazzuchelli
gives a full catalogue of his works, printed

and unprinted. In the former class the most
remarkable are his two volumes of sermons
for Lent :

" Quadragesimale De Reditu Pec-
catoris ad Deum," Milan, 1479, 4to. ; "Quad-
ragesimale De Tempore," 4to., printed with-

out note of place or date. Among his un-
published works was a History of Mantua, or

of the house of Gonzaga, of which an account
is given by Bettinelli. (Mazzuchelli, Scrittori

d'Italia ; Tiraboschi, Storia della Letteratura

Italiana, 1787—94, 4to. vi. 319, 770, 1148.)

W. S.

ATTEIUS CA'PITO. [Capitc]
ATTEIUS, a grammarian, surnamed

PRiETEXTATUS, aftcrwards assumed the name
of Philolggus. He was a native of Athens,

and a freedman. His name Atteius is Ro-

man. According to his own statement, !he

was well versed in Greek literature, and mo-
derately conversant with Roman literature :

he had been a hearer of Antonius Gnipho,

and had taught many noble Roman youths,

among whom were the brothers Claudii,

Appius and Pulcher. He is supposed to have

adopted the name Philologus, in imitation of

Eratosthenes, in respect of his extensive and

varied learning. He states that he had made
a digest of all kinds of subjects in eight hun-

dred books ; this compilation was entitled

" Hyle :" very little of his labours was ex-

tant in the time of Suetonius. He was very

intimate with C. Sallustius Crispus, the his-

torian, for whose use he compiled a compen-

dium or Breviarium of Roman history,"out of

which Sallust selected for his Roman history

what suited his purpose. After the death of

Sallust, Atteius became intimate with C.

c
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Asinius Pollio, who was also engaged on an
historical work. Pollio received from At-

teius instruction in the principles of compo-
sition. Suetonius expresses his surprise that

Pollio should have supposed that Atteius col-

lected for Sallust antiquated words and ex-

pressions, when Pollio must have known that

Atteius recommended him to adopt the lan-

guage which was in ordinary use, and par-

ticularly to avoid Sallust's obscurity and
abrupt transitions.

The age of Atteius is fixed by that of his

contemporaries who have been mentioned:

he lived in the latter part of the first century

B.C. (Suetonius, De Illustribus Grammati-
cis, c. 10; Madrig, Opusciila, p. 97.) G. L.

ATTE'NDOLI, DARIO, a native of Bag-
nacavallo, between Faenza and Ferrara, pub-

lished a treatise " On the Duel," and " A
Discourse on the Point of Honour." In the

preface to the latter work he tells us that

he studied at Bologna with Corso, secre-

tary to the Cardinal Coreggio. We know
that Corso received the degree of Doctor in

1 546, and soon after left Bologna, on account

of ill health, and are thus enabled to fix ap-

proximatively the time when Attendoli stu-

died there. In the collection of letters ad-

dressed by various persons to Pietro Aretino,

published in 1552, there is one from Ronche-
gallo Gioldi, professor of law at Ferrara,

dated in February, 1550, recommending to

the good offices of Pietro the bearer Dario
Crespoli da Bagnacavallo, Doctor of Laws,
formerly a pupil of Gioldi. Mazzuchelli has

assumed that this Crespoli was Attendoli,

apparently on the ground of Attendoli's hav-

ing mentioned in the dedication of his book
" On the Duel" that his great-great-grand-

father's name was Crespolo. In 1552 Atten-

doli served under the Prince of Salerno, who
commanded the infantry in the imperial

army in Piedmont. It is mentioned in the

sixth chapter of the first book of his treatise

" On the Duel" that Attendoli was ap-

pointed by the Prince of Salerno to act with
another officer as arbiter in an affair of ho-

nour between the prince's chamberlain and
Count Amurate Torello. The first edition

of the treatise " On the Duel " was published

at Venice in 1560, and it would appear from
a preface prefixed to a later edition that At-

tendoli had by that time abandoned the pro-

fession of arms for literature. The reason

assigned for the change is, that private ene-

mies and public feuds had tamed his spirit,

and made him desirous of embracing a pro-

fession in which several eminent prelates, his

friends, could be of more service to him.
The " Discourse on the Point of Honour "

was published in 1563: and on the title-

page of a small volume containing both trea-

tises printed at Venice in 1565, it is stated

that they had been revised and corrected by
the author. Nothing further is known of

Attendoli. The professed object of both
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treatises is to facilitate the amicable settle-

ment of quarrels on the point of honour.

Their titles are :— 1. " II Duello di M. Dario
Attendoli. Con le autoritti delle leggi e de'

Dottori, poste nel margine." 2. " Discorso

di M. Dario Attendoli intorno all' honore, e

al Modo di indurre le Querele per ogni sorte

d' Inquiria alia Pace." Some sonnets in the

collection entitled " Rime scelte de' Poeti

Ferraresi" are attributed to Dario Crespolo

Attendoli, and this name may perhaps be

thought to strengthen Mazzuchelli's conjec-

ture, that the Crespoli of Gioldi is the same
person as Attendoli. There is, however, this

difficulty, that Gioldi calls Crespoli Doctor
of Laws, and that Attendoli nowhere lays

claim to that title. (Mazzuchelli, Scrittori

d'Italia; Prefaces and Dedications of At-

tendoli's two Treatises, ed. 1565.) W. W.
ATTE'NDOLO, GIOVANNI BATTIS-

TA, a native of Capua, was a respectable

scholar and critic, and a small poet, in the

latter half of the sixteenth century. He be-

came a secular priest, but spent a part of his

life in retirement at the famous convent of

Monte Vergine, in the Neapolitan Terra di

Lavoro. Attendolo took part, on the side of

Torquato Tasso, in the literary controversy

which arose about that poet's " Gierusalemme
Liberata." He died, from the effects of an
accident, in the winter of 1592—93. Mazzu-
chelli enumerates, besides sermons, the follow-

ing publications by Attendolo :— 1. *' Rime,"

a considerable number of poems, with those

of Benedetto dell' Uva and Camillo Pere-

grino, Florence, 1584, 8vo. ; the same poems,

with twenty-two additional sonnets, Naples,

1588, 4to. 2. " Bozzo di Dodici Lezioni

sopra la Canzone di Messer Francesco Pe-

trarca, Vergine Bella," Naples, 1604, 4to.

3. " L' Unitk della Materia Poetica," Naples,

1724, 8vo., perhaps published previously.

Attendolo likewise edited (Vico, 1585, 8vo.)

the poem of Luigi Tansillo, called the " La-
grime di San Pietro." Tansillo, who was
now dead, had made himself obnoxious by
the looseness of his works ; and Attendolo,

with the professed view of qualifying the new
poem to obtain a licence from the Congrega-
tion of the Index, made on it mutilations and
other changes, which subsequent editors cen-

sured and endeavoured to amend. (Mazzu-
chelli, Scrittori d'Italia ; Crescimbeni, Storia

della Volgar Poesia, ii. 436, iv. 124, v. 138.)

W. S.

ATTE'NDOLO. [Sforza.]

ATTERBURY, FRANCIS, Bishop of

Rochester, a younger son of Dr. Lewis At-

terbury, was born March 6, 1662; and ad-

mitted a king's scholar at Westminster in

1676. Of his schoolboy days no record has

been preserved. Dr. Busby was then at the

head of the school.

In 1680 Atterbury was elected from
Westminster to Christ Church, Oxford.

He continued to reside at the University
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from the time of his admission till 1691.
The author of " Brief Memoirs of Bishop
Atterbury," in the fifth volume of Nichols's

edition of Atterbury's miscellaneous works,
states that his application to study was in-

tense, and that to the cultivation of polite

literature he added mathematical and theo-

logical studies. Atterbury's publications

during his college life afford a surer index
of his favourite pui-suits at that time. They
are,— 1. A Latin version of Dryden's " Ab-
salom and Achitophel," published in 1682.
2. " 'Av9o\oyia, seu Selecta quaedam Poema-
tum Italorum qui Latine scripserunt," pub-
lished in 1684. Of this collection Dr. John-
son remarked, without knowing who was
the author,

—

" A small selection from the
Italians who wrote Latin had been pub-
lished at London about the latter end of the
last century, by a man who concealed his

name, but whom his preface shows to have
been qualified for his undertaking." 3. " An
Answer to some Considerations on the spirit

of Martin Luther, and the Original of the

Reformation," published in 1687. The
" Considerations " to which this pamphlet
was a reply were published under the name
of Abraham Woodhead, a distinguished

Roman Catholic controversialist of the day

;

but the real author is understood to have
been Obadiah Walker, master of University
College. Atterbury's vindication of Luther
is eloquent and just ; his protest that, " let

the spirit of Martin Luther be as evil as 't is

supposed to be, yet the proof of this would
not blast one single truth of that religion he
professed," is judicious. It may serve to

throw some light on the views of the poli-

tical and ecclesiastical party to which Atter-

bury and Swift belonged, to direct attention

to Atterbury's early vindication of Luther,
in combination with the favourable manner
in which brother Martin is handled in the
" Tale of a Tub." The bold and active

spirit of Atterbury himself brealvs out in his

sketch of Luther :
—" His life was holy, and

when he had leisure for retirements, severe :

his virtues active chiefly, and homiletical,

not those lazy sullen ones of the cloister."

4. A nmnber of epitaphs and epigrams,

English and Latin ; and Imitations of Horace
and Theocritus in English verse.

Atterbury took the degree of bachelor of

arts,-"June 13th, 1684; and that of master,

April 20th, 1687. In 1690 he was mode-
rator of his College, and sub-lecturer. In
1691 he filled the office of censor (peculiar

to Christ Church), who presides over the

classical exercises, and held the catechetical

lecture founded by Dr. Busby. The Hon.
Charles Boyle, afterwards Earl of Orrery,

was placed under his tuition in 1690. Some
letters from this young nobleman to Atter-

bury, written in the years 1691—93, after

the latter had left Oxford, and containing an
account of his pursuits and studies (appa-
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rently the same as had been prescribed by
Atterbury), leave a favourable impression of
the manner in which the tutor discharged his
duties.

The aspiring spirit of Atterbury was not,

however, framed for the patient discharge of
the routine duties of a college. In a frag-
ment of a letter (dated Oxford, October 24th,
1690, and addressed to his father), which
was published by Budgell, he says :—" My
pupil (Mr. Boyle) I never wished to part
with till I left Oxford. I wish I coidd part
with him to-morrow on that score: for I

am perfectly wearied with this nauseous
circle of small affairs, that can now neither
divert nor instruct me. I was made, I am
sure, for another scene, and another sort of
conversation

; tliough it has been my hard
luck to be pinned down to this, I have
thought and thought again. Sir, and for

some years ; nor I have never been able to
think otherwise, than that I am losing time
every minute I stay here." The old gentle-
man, in reply, reminds him of the object
with which he was first sent to college,-—
which appears to have been that he should
succeed in time to the rectory of Risington,
which was held by Lewis Atterbury. He
draws a picture of the state of his son's

mind, which, in a manner, shadows out his

subsequent career :—" I know not what to

think of your uneasiness. It shows unlike a
Christian, and savours neither of temper nor
consideration. I am troubled to remember
it is habitual. You used to say, ' When you
had your degrees, you should be able to

swim without bladders.' You seemed to re-

joice at your being moderator, and of your
quantum, and sub-lecturer,—but neither of
these pleased you ; nor was you willing to

take those pupils the house afforded you,

when master ; nor doth your lectures please,

nor noblemen satisfy you. But you make
yourselves and friends uneasy : cannot trust

Providence."

This letter concludes with a strange mix-
ture of pious invocation and counsel of a

sufiiciently worldly character :—" For match-
ing, there is no way of preferaient like mar-
rying into some family of interest, either

bishop or archbishop's, or some courtier,

which may be done with accomplishments,

and a portion too ; but I may write what I

will, you consider little, and disquiet your-

self much. That God may direct and sea-

son you with his fear is the earnest prayer

of your loving father." Dr. Lewis Atter-

bury did his son injustice : he did " consi-

der." He had taken orders about this time,

and he not long after married Miss Catharine

Osborn, a near relative to the first Duke of

Leeds, " a great beauty, and possessed of a

fortune " of seven thousand pounds. In Oc-

tober, 1691, he was elected lecturer of the

parish of St. Bride's within the walls, on the

pai'ticular recommendation of Dr. Compton,
c 2
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Bishop of London. With this appointment

commences the public life of Atterbury, which
lasted till his exile in 1723.

During the first eight or nine years of his

residence in London, Atterbury was under-

going the probation which all men who have
raised themselves to eminence have had to

pass through—seeking for an opportunity of

distinguishing himself. On the 29th of

May, 1G92, he was appointed to preach be-

fore Queen Mary at Whitehall. The ser-

mon (" On the Duty of Praise and Thanks-
giving") was afterwards printed by her

Majesty's special command, and Atterbury

designated himself on the title-page simply
" student of Christchurch." On the 4th of

October, 1693, he was elected minister and
preacher of Bridewell ; and a sermon which
he preached before the governors of the

House (" On the Power of Charity to cover

Sins"), involved him in a controversy with

Hoadley. He was soon after appointed

chaplain in ordinary to their Majesties, and
preached a sermon before the queen on the

21st of October, 1694, which was published

under the title " The Scorner incapable of

true Wisdom." A real or supposed attack

on the orthodoxy of Tennison and Tillotson

in this discourse drew down several warm
attacks upon it and the author. In Novem-
ber, 1698, he was appointed preacher at the

Rolls.

Thus far Atterbury won his way, partly

by his pleasing eloquence as a preacher,

partly by the impression he created of his

skill as a controversialist, and pai'tly by the

arts of the courtier. His pulpit eloquence is

thus described in the sixty-sixth num-
ber of " The Tatler," at a later period of

his life :
—" He has so particular a regard to

his congregation, that he commits to his

memory what he has to say to them ; and
has so soft and graceful a behaviour, that it

must attract your attention. This, it is to be

confessed, is no small recommendation ; but

he is to be highly commended for not losing

that advantage, and adding to the propriety

of speech (which might pass the criticism of

Longinus) an action which would have been
approved by Demosthenes. He has a pecu-

liar force in his way, and has many of his

audience, who could not be intelligent

hearers of his discourse, were there no ex-

planation as well as grace in his action.

This art of his is used with the most exact

and honest skill. He never attempts your
passions, till he has convinced your reason.

All the objections which you can form are

laid open and dispersed, before he uses the

least vehemence in his sermon ; but when
he thinks he has your head, he soon wins

your heart, and never pretends to show the

beauty of holiness till he has convinced you
of the truth of it." The reputation Atter-

bury had won by his defence of Luther—of
which even the low-churchman Burnet ex-
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pressed tlie highest approbation—contributed

to fix upon him the eyes of those who were
capable of promoting his views. And that

he knew how to turn to account the arts of

the courtier is strikingly illustrated by the

sermon he preached on the death of Lady
Cutts, in 1698, at the desire of her husband.
This discourse, although evincing a sound
judgment, and (except in the forced manner
in which he introduces Queen Mary) good
taste, is, after all, no better than a piece of
skilful and delicate flattery to a living patron.

His continued connection with his pupil, Mr.
Boyle, is another exemplification of the way
in which he made and preserved powerful
friends—though that connection appears, by
a letter from Atterbury to Boyle, written iu

1698, to have ended in dissatisfaction. The
passage alluded to is curious, not only for

the light it throws upon the services which
Atterbury privately rendered to Boyle, but
also for the light it throws upon his share in

the controversy on the authenticity of the

letters of Phalaris :— " I have sent you back
the papers.* .... Sir, you might have sent

these papers to anybody better than me,
whose opinion all along in this controversy

you have not seemed very willing to take,

and whose pains in it, I find, have not pleased

you. Some time and trouble this matter has

cost me. In laying the design of the book,

in writing above half of it, in reviewing a

good part of the rest, in transcribing the

whole, and attending the press, half a year

of my life went away. . . . Since you came
to England no one expression, that I know
of, has dropped from you that could give

reason to believe you had any opinion of
what I had done, or even took it kindly

from me. Hitherto, Sir, I have endeavoured
to serve your reputation, without your thanks,

and against your will ; but it does not be-

come me always to do it. You will easily,

therefore, excuse me if I meddle no further

in a matter where my management has had
the ill-luck to displease you, and a good
friend of yours." This magnanimous re-

monstrance, taken in connection with Atter-

bury's improving prospects, reads rather like

a discharge given to a patron who was no
longer needed ; or a quarrel with his pupil

for discovering the indifferent character (for

scholarship) of the work he had been induced
to father.

The next period of Atterbury's life com-
prehends his struggles on a wider theatre,

while he was fighting his Avay up to the

bench of bishops. It extends from 1699 to

1713.

The first controversy of public interest in

which Atterbury engaged related to the

Convocation of the Anglican church. In

the latter end of 1699, or beginning of 1700,

* Dr. Bentley's Dissertation on the Epistles of
Phalaris and the Fables of ^sop, examined bv the
Hon. C. Boyle.
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he published "The Rights, Powers, and
Privileges of an English Convocation, stated

and vindicated, in answer to a late book of

Dr. Wake's, intituled ' The authority' of

Christian Princes over their Ecclesiastical

Synods asserted.' " This work appears, from
the preface, to have been the result of the

studies of three or four years, and to have
been published with a view to prevent the

annual assembling of the Convocation at the

same time with Parliament from falling into

disuse :—"It has so happened that, upon the

calling of a new Parliament, the writ for the

province of York has been dropped ; through
forgetfulness, no doubt : however, for the

same reason, it may so happen again, when
another Parliament is called, that the pro-

vince of Canterbury miay be forgotten too."

The object of the argument, however, is to

assert the Convocation's independence of the

civil legislature. Wake, whose opinions

were assailed in it, wrote to a friend in

Oxford, in March, 1700,—"The world is as

full of Mr. Atterbury's book as I left it at

Oxford. I find men's judgments follow their

affections ; and some look upon it to be a

complete conquest, others to have no such

formidable appearance in it : but in this all

agree, that it was writ with a hearty good
will, and may be a pattern for charity and
good breeding." Others did not judge of it

so leniently. Burnet attacked it in print, in

June, 1 700 ; and, in November, the judges

had a serious consultation on it, as being

supposed to trench on the royal prerogative.

Holt, then Lord Chief Justice, it is said, was
of that opinion, and encouraged in it by
Arclibishop Tennison. Attempts were made,
without effect, to induce the king to allow

the work to be censured. This work pro-

cured for the author the patronage of Sir

Jonathan Trelawney, then Bishop of Exeter,

and, through his recommendation, of the

Earl of Rochester and Bishop Sprat. A se-

cond edition appeared in December, 1700,

with Atterbury's name in the title-page, and

a dedication to Archbishops Tennison and
Sharp. The press now teemed with " An-
swers :" by Dean Kennett, in a bulky octavo

;

by Dr. Hody, in two large octavo volumes
;

and by Dr. Wake himself in a folio. An-
other controversy, in which Atterbury was
at this time engaged, arose out of the former,

and had also in view the obtaining an efti-

cient security that the Convocation should

not be silently suppressed. It related to the

execution of the Prsemuuientes—a right

claimed by the bishops of issuing writs to

summon the inferior clergy to Convocation.

In asserting this right Atterbury was warmly
supported by Bishops Compton, Sprat, and
Trelawney ; the last-mentioned of whom re-

warded his exertions by promoting him to the

archdeaconry of Totness, in which he was
stalled January 29th, 1701. On the 16th of

August Atterbury published a pamphlet, ad-
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vocating another means of ensuring the exist-
ence of the Convocation, " The power of
the Lower House of Convocation to adjourn
itself, vindicated from the misrepresentations
of a late Paper, intituled ' A Letter to a
Friend in the Country concerning the pro-
ceedings in the present Convocation.' " This
piece contains an analysis of what had been
Avritten on all these controverted points.

Whilst Atterbury's pen was thus busy in

support of the Convocation, he was at the
same time an active member of that body.
In particular he exerted himself to secure
the election of Dr. Hooper to the prolocutor's

chair, as successor of Dr. Jane ; in examining
irreligious books ; in the conduct of the contro-

versy between the Upper and Lower Houses

;

in " considering the means of promoting the

propagation of religion in foreign parts;"
and in preparing an address to the king.

Atterbury's party in the church was not
ungrateful. He received the thanks of the
Lower House of Convocation, " for his learned
pains in asserting and vindicating their rights,"

on the 7th of April, 1 701 ; and, in consequence
of a request from that body, the degree of
Doctor in Divinity was conferred upon him
by the University of Oxford, in the same
year. Nor had the controversy excited at

that time so much interest among secular

politicians as to render the dominant party

unfriendly to him. He retained the favour

of the king ; and he was selected to preach
before the House of Commons on the 29th of
May, 1701.

On the accession of Queen Anne (March,

1702), Atterbury was continued in his ap-

pointment of court chaplain. His rise in the

church was not however very rapid. In

May, 1 704, he became one of the four canon-

residentiaries of Exeter. On the loth of

July, in the same year, he was appointed by
the queen Dean of Carlisle. The appoint-

ment was objected to by Dr. Nicholson, bishop

of the diocese, on the ground that the letter

of presentation bore an earlier date than that

of the resignation of Dr. Grahame, the pre-

ceding dean. This was explained, on the

part of Atterbury, to have been occasioned

by a mistaken opinion that Dr. Grahame's
promotion to the deanery of Wells had,

ipso facto, vacated the deanery of Carlisle.

The explanation is scarcely satisfactory ; but,

after some demur on the part of the bishop,

Atterbury was instituted on the 12th of Octo-

ber, upon the original letter of presentation.

On the 28th of August, 1711, Atterbury was
appointed dean of Christchurch, notAvith-

standing a strenuous opposition, which kept

the office vacant for more tlian eight months.

At last, in the beginning of June, 1713, the

queen, at the recommendation of Lord Chan-
cellor Harcourt, advanced him to the bishopric

of Rochester, with the deanery of AVestminster

in conmiendam. A glance at the part taken

by Atterbury in public affairs during this
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period will sufficiently account for his tardy

promotion.

Early in October, 1 702, he published " The
Parliamentary Origin and Rights of the

Lower House of Convocation cleared, and
the Evidences of its Separation from the

Upper House produced, on several heads,

particularly on the point of making separate

applications (as a distinct body of men) to other

bodies of persons, in pursuance of an argument
for the power of the Lower House to adjourn

itself" About the same time he warmly
urged in Convocation the remission of the

first-fruits. He thus continued to retain the

post of foremost champion of the high church

party. Opposition in church politics, quite

as much as any other reason, appears to have

led to the incidental controversies between
him and Hoadley on doctrinal points. These
controversies widened the breach between
him and the ruling churchmen and their

patrons. In a pamphlet published by Atter-

bury in 1705, u,nder the title "Some Pro-

ceedings in Convocation," he charges " the

modest and moderate Mr. Hoadley" with
" treating the whole body of the established

clergy with language more disdainful and
reviling than it would have become him to

have used towards his Presbyterian antago-

nist, upon any provocation, charging them
with rebellion in the church, whilst he him-
self was preaching it up in the state." This
is very different language from that used in

the preface to " The Rights, Powers, and
Privileges of an English Convocation stated

and vindicated." There the Dissenters were
spoken of as " our brethren of the separation,"

and the warmest attachment professed to

Revolution principles of government. The
continuous growth of this spirit of bitterness

was marked in 1708 by the publication of

Atterbury's " Reflections on a late Scandalous
Report about the Repeal of the Test Act."

In 1709 a Latin sermon which he preached
before the clergy of London on the 1 7th of

May, was attacked by Hoadley as advocating
"passive obedience." In 1709—10 came on
the trial of Sacheverell, whose speech was
generally believed to have been drawn up by
Atterbury, in conjunction with Dr. Smalridge
and Dr. Friend. This of course broke all

tei'ms between him and the politicians of the

ministerial party ; but enough has been stated

of his previous career to show that his church
politics had by degrees engaged him in a
course of political opposition to the party
then in the ascendant.

The same cause which prevented his pro-

motion under the Whigs accelerated it under
their successors. The High Church party was
a main stay of the new ministers, and Atter-

bury was the most powerful member of the

Lower House of Convocation. He had in-

deed for some years held the chief manage-
ment of affairs in that house. In March,
1711, he was appointed one of the committee
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for comparing Whiston's doctrines with those

of the Church of England. In June he had
the chief hand in drawing up the draft of a
" Representation of the Present State of Re-
ligion," which was adopted by the Lower
House, and, though laid aside by the bishops,

printed for distribution. Burnet says of it

:

" Atterbury procured that the drawing of

this might be left to him, and he drew up a

most virulent declamation, defaming all the

administrations from the time of the Revo-
lution." In 1712 and 1713 he maintained
the validity of lay baptism in the Lower
House ; but openly expressed his regret that

the controversy should have been raised, as-

serting that it " will be looked upon by wise
and good men as a stroke levelled at the

present constitution of the church of Eng-
land, and as a cordial intended to keep up
the Dissenters' spirits under their late morti-

fication." On the 9th of April, 1713, he was
unanimously elected prolocutor of the Lower
House. Occupying this position, won by the

indefatigable services of fourteen years, it is

not surprising that the ministry should seek

to confirm their hold upon him by advancing
him to a bishopric.

The death of Queen Anne (August 1,

1714) precluded all prospect of fm-ther ad-

vancement. According to a story repeated

by Stackhouse, George I. evinced a personal

dislike to Atterbury. " He received a sen-

sible mortification presently after the corona-

tion of King George I., when, upon offering

to present his majesty (with a view, no doubt,

of standing better in his favom') with the

chair of state and royal canopy, his perqui-

sites as Dean ofWestminster, the offer was re-

jected, and not, as it is said, without some evi-

dent marks of personal dislike." If Bishop
Pearce's statement that Atterbury had of-

fered to proclaim the Pretender be true, it

may easily be conceived that the king should
be hostile to him. But whether the bishop's

hostility to the Hanoverian succession origi-

nated in a personal slight, or was of older

date, it was early and perseveringly dis-

played. Towards the end of 1714 a pam-
phlet appeared under the title " English
Advice to the Freeholders of England." It

was not published through the mediimi of a
bookseller, but privately, though extensively
distributed. It was denounced as " a mali-
cioixs and traitorous libel" in a royal procla-

mation, offering a reward of one thousand
pounds for the discovery of the author, and
five hundred pounds for the printer. It was
generally attributed to Atterbury, and those
who have perused this rare tract state that

the style affords strong internal evidence of
its being his composition. Many of the most
violent protests of the House of Lords, during
the early part of the reign of George I.,

were drawn up by him. A declaration of
the Archbishop of Canterbury, and the
bishops residing in or near London, w£is
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issued in 1715, professing their abhorrence of
the rebellion : Atterbury refused to sign it,

on the ground that unbecoming reflections

were cast upon the party in the church to

which he belonged. In 1721 and 1722 he
drew up the protests against the Quakers'
bill.

Atterbury was arrested on the 24th of Au-
gust, 1722, on suspicion of being engaged in

a treasonable plot, and committed to the
Tower. A committee of the House of Com-
mons appointed to inquire into his case, re-

ported that he had been engaged in " carry-
ing on a traitorous correspondence, in order
to raise an insurrection in the kingdom, and
produce foreign forces to invade it." Upon
this report a bill was brought in on the 23rd
of March, 1723, " For inflicting certain

Pains and Penalties on Francis, Lord Bishop
of Rochester," a copy of which was sent to

him with notice that he had liberty to ap-
point counsel and solicitors for his defence.

He desired the opinion of the House of Lords
as to his conduct in this conjuncture, and
appears to have been dissatisfied when a ma-
jority of the peers decided that he might,
without diminution of the honour of that

house, appear and make his defence in the

House of Commons. Notwithstanding this

decision, Atterbury informed the Speaker,
by a letter, that he had determined to give
the house no trouble, but should be ready to

defend himself when it came to be argued in

another house, of which he had the honour
to be a member.

His refusal to appear in the House of
Commons proves nothing against him, for

his political opponents had a majority there,

and were animated by personal hostility.

The strongest evidence against him consisted

of letters in cipher to General Dillon, Lord
Mar, and the Pretender, the addresses of
which were sworn by the clerks of the

post-office to be in the hand-writing of

the bishop's confidential amanuensis. Atter-

bury's attempt to prove that these letters

could not have been written or dictated by
him is not convincing, and indeed the whole
of the eloquent and ingenious speech in

which he defended himself in the House of

Lords, on the 1 1 th of May, is far from satis-

factory. The bill passed, after warm and
protracted debates, on the 16th, by a majo-

rity of eighty-three to forty-three. The
king gave his assent in person on the 27th.

It is said that George I. gave his assent to

the bill with reluctance. By it Atterbury

was deprived of all his offices and emolu-

ments, declared incapable of holding any
for the future, and sentenced to perpetual

exile.

Atterbury left the Tower, to embark for

France, on the 18th of June, 1723. On land-

ing at Calais, he was informed that Boling-

broke, having received a pardon, had just

reached that town on his return to England.
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Atterbury resided for some time at Brussels,

but experiencing annoyance there, in conse-
quence of the suspicions of the English mi-
nisters, he went to Paris. To avoid, it is

said, the solicitations of the agents of the

Pretender, he left that capital, in 1728, for

Montpellier, where he resided two years. He
then returned to Paris, and died there on the

15th of February, 1732. His body was
brought to England, with his MSS., which
underwent a strict examination. He was
buried in Westminster Abbey, in a vault pre-

pared by his directions in the year 1722,

the year of his wife's death. The funeral

was strictly private, and no memorial was
erected over his grave.

Atterbury was more a churchman and po-

litician than a man of letters. He cultivated

dialectics, history, the belles-lettres, and even
theology, far more as instruments to promote
his views than for themselves. He had from
nature a rich vein of humour, great delicacy

of taste, and a vigorous strain of eloquence.

He displays extensive, though not profound
learning ; is dexterous, though not always fair,

as a disputant ; and he cultivated with success

the graces of style, as we know, from the testi-

mony of Steele, he had cultivated the graces

of elocution. But the literary merits of his

writings are always subordinate to the pro-

motion of some end which he had in view.

To understand aright the character of Atter-

bury, we must never lose sight of the fact that

he was a clergyman. The lessons of a worthy
but not very intellectual and somewhat
worldly-minded father could inspire no very

clear or elevated principles of morality into

his mind when young ; but this defect was
in part counteracted by an energetic and ge-

nerous disposition. His ambition was great,

but it was high-minded. He threw himself

upon the world as an adventurer ; and look-

ing to the church as his only means of ad-

vancement, he devoted himself to assert the

interests of the clerical body to which he

belonged. His pleasing manner and elocu-

tion were turned to account to obtain a

position in the church. His support of the

Convocation, and his active participation in

its business, had in view to keep in existence

a means of rendering the clergy powerful,

and himself of consequence as a member of

it. That he was disposed to use well the

power acquired by such means, his discharge

of his official duties in the pulpit, at visita-

tions, and in promoting general literature

and the literature of his order, satisfactorily

show. He was one of those churchmen who
seek influence over the public mind, in order

to purify and refine it. He seems to have

taken Luther, with his high notions of the

authority oftheologians, and his impetuosity,

as a model. Some of Atterbury's admirers

have sought to vindicate him from the

" charge " of aspiring to be archbishop of

Canterbury : we believe that he did aspire
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to that office, and believed that he could do
good in it, Atterbury's politics were a mere
supplement of his zeal for the church. He
flattered Mary and William as long as the

church stood well at court ; he threw him-
self into the arms of the Tories because the

Whigs patronised the dissenters ; and he ap-

pears to have embraced the party of the Pre-

tender when the settlement of the succession in

the Hanoverian line broke the hopes of the

Tories. He had no definite political opinions,

and took up with any political party that pro-

mised to promote his views. He did not evince

the same tact and judgment in his secular as

in his ecclesiastical politics ; he was a church-

man, not (with all his familiarity with the

court) a man of the world. His writings are

voluminous, but for the most part of an ephe-

meral interest ; occasional sermons, polemical

pamphlets, and contributions to the publica-

tions of others. The works best calculated to

convey a just estimate of his powers are :

—

1. " An Answer to some Considerations on
the spirit of Martin Luther, and the original

of the Reformation," Oxford, 1G87, London,
1723. 2. " The Rights, Powers, and Privi-

leges of an English Convocation stated and
vindicated," Loudon, 1700. 3. " Sermons
on various Occasions, by the Right Reverend
Father in God, Francis Atterbury, D.D.,

late Bishop of Rochester, published from
the Originals by Thomas Moore, D.D., his

Lordship's Chaplain," London, 1734. 4.

*' The Epistolary Correspondence, Visitation

Charges, Speeches, and Miscellanies of the

Right Reverend Fraiicis Atterbury, D.D.,
Lord Bishop of Rochester. Edited and pub-
lished by J. Nichols," London, 1783.

Atterbury's wife died in 1722. He had by
her—Francis, who died an infant ; Osborn,

who entered the church and survived his

father; Elizabeth, who died in 1716, aged
seventeen ; and Mary, who married Mr. Mo-
rice, accompanied her father in his exile, and
died in 1729. (Thomas Stackhouse, Memoirs
of the Life and Writings of Francis Atterbury,

JJ.D. : Tlie Epistolary Correspondence, Vi-
sitation Charges, Speeches, and MisceUanies

of the Right Reverend Francis Atterbiiri/,

jD.D., Lord Bishop of Rochester, with His-
torical Notes, edited by J. Nichols ; Journals

of the Houses of Lords and Commons ; Kippis,

Bioqraphia Biitannica.) W. W.
ATTERBURY, LEWIS, D.D., called, by

way of distinction, Lewis Atterbury the elder,

was born about the year 1631, and was the

son of Francis Atterbury, rector of Middleton-
Malsor, in the county of Northampton, where,
according to Yardley, the family of Atterbury
had long been settled. The father of Lewis
Atterbury is said to have been an eloquent,

judicious, and useful preacher, and one who
subscribed, in 1648, to the Solemn League
and Covenant. Lewis was entered a student

of Christ Church, Oxford, in 1647 ; he sub-

mitted to the authority of the visitors ap-
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pointed by parliament ; took the degTee of

A.B. February 23, 1649; and was created

A.M. March 1, 1651, by dispensation from
Oliver Cromwell, who held the office of

chancellor of the university of Oxford. In

16.54 he was made rector of Great or Bi'oad

Risington, in Gloucestershire ; and, after the

Restoration, he renewed or confirmed his

title to that benefice by taking a presentation

under the great seal. In 1657 he became
also rector of Middleton-Keynes, or Milton-

KejTies, near Newport Pagnell, in Bucking-
hamshire, and he took the same means to

corroborate his title to that living on the re-

turn of Charles II. On the 25th of July,

1660, he was appointed chaplain extraordi-

nary to Henry, Duke of Gloucester, an office

which he held until the death of that prince,

before the end of the same year ; and, on
the 1st of December following, he received

the degree of D.D. He subsequently ap-

pears to have become involved in several law-
suits; and, on the 7th of December, 1693,

on his return from London, whither his legal

business had led him, he was accidentally

drowned, near his own residence at Middle-
ton-Keynes, where, according to Wood, he
was buried. Atterbury married, and left

two sons, the subjects, respectively, of the

following and the preceding articles. He
published the following single sermons:— 1.

" A Good Subject ; or the Right Test of Re-
ligion and Loyalty ;" a Sermon on Proverbs
xxiv. 21, 22, preached at Buckingham assizes,

July 17, 1684. 2. " The Grand Charter of

Christian Feasts, with the right way of keep-

ing them ;" on 1 Corinthians v. 8, preached

at St. Mary-le-Bow, London, before an assem-

bly of the natives of Buckinghamshire. 3.

" Babylon's Downfall, or England's Happy-
Deliverance from Popery and Slavery ;" a
sermon on Revelation xviii. 2, preached at

Guildhall chapel on the 28th of June, 1691
(and previously at Milton), and published by
desire of the Coui't of Aldermen. Watt, in

his " Bibliotheca Britannica," gives an erro-

neous account of the first of the above ser-

mons, and also assigns to this Lewis Atter-

bury a volume of sermons by his son, the

subject of the next article. (Yardley, Brief
Account of the Author, &c., prefixed to the

Sermons of Lewis Atterbury the younger,
vol. i. p. 4 ; Wood, Athence Oxonienses, ed.

Bliss, iv. 395 : Works, as above.) J. T. S.

ATTERBURY, LEWIS, LL.D., the
eldest son of Lewis Atterbury the elder, and
brother of Francis Atterbury, Bishop of Ro-
chester, was born at Caldecot, in the parish

of Newport-Pagnell, in Buckinghamshire, on
the 2nd of May, 1656, and was educated first

at Westminster school, under Dr. Richard
Busby, and subsequently at Christ Church
college, Oxford, where he matriculated April
10, 1674. On the 21st of September, 1679,
at which time he had taken the degree of
A.B., he was ordained deacon. In the fol-
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lowing year he became A.M., on the 5th of
July; and on the 25th of September, 1681, he
was admitted to priests' orders. In 1683 he
was chaplain to Sir William Pritchard, lord

mayor of London ; and in the following year
he obtained the living of Sywell, in North-
amptonshire, which he subsequently resigned
on receiving other preferments. On the 8th
of July, 1687, he took by accumulation the
degrees of bachelor and doctor of law. We
find no notice of his taking other degrees, but
on his title-pages he is styled LL. D. In
1691 Dr. Atterbury was lecturer of St. Mary
Hill, London ; and on the 16th of June, 1695,
he was elected preacher at Highgate chapel,

where he had, for some time before, officiated

for the Rev. Daniel Lathom, whose infirmity

and blindness incapacitated him from preach-
ing before his death. Before that time he
had been appointed one of the six chaplains
to the Princess Anne, at Whitehall and St.

James's, an office which he continued to hold
after she came to the throne, and also during
part of the reign of her successor, George I.

During his residence at Highgate he practised

physic for the benefit of his poorer neigh-

bours, and is said to have acquired consider-

able skill. In 1707 he was presented by
Queen Anne to the i-ectory of Shepperton, in

Middlesex, which had lapsed in consequence
of the incumbent having neglected to take the

oaths within the prescribed time ; and in

1719 the Bishop of London collated him to

the rectory of Hornsey, the parish in which
Highgate chapel was situated ; but he never-
theless held the office of preacher at Highgate
until his death. He never rose to any dig-

nity in the church ; but, as may be seen from
a correspondence published by Archdeacon
Yardley, he was very pressing in his requests

to his brother for the archdeaconry of Ro-
chester, when that prefemient became vacant
by the death of Dr. Sprat, in 1 720. His first

application was made before the death of

Sprat, on occasion of a false report to that

effect ; but this was resisted by the bishop on
the ground of the impropriety of placing so

near a relative in such a position with respect

to himself. " I caimot help thinking it,"

observes the bishop in one of his letters, " the

most unseemly indecent thing in the world

;

and I am very sure the generality of those

whose opinions I regard would be of that

opinion." Notwithstanding their disagree-

ment upon this point, Dr. Atterbury appears

to have lived subsequently in the strictest

friendship with his brother. He enjoyed
tolerably good health until about the age of

seventy; but after that period the infirmities

of age, and a slight stroke of the palsy, pre-

vented him from pi'eachiug much, and led him
frequently to visit Bath, where he died on the

20th (and not, as in some authorities, on the

1 7th or 24th) of October, 1 731, in his seventy-

sixth year, after being thirty-six years minis-

ter of Highgate chapel, where he was buried.
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He left a few books to the libraries at Bedford
and Newport-Pagnell, and a valuable collec-
tion of pamphlets, extending to more than
two hundred volumes, to the library of Christ
Church, Oxford. He likewise bequeathed
ten pounds a year towards the support of a
school-mistress at Newport-Pagnell ; one hun-
dred pounds to his brother, " in token of his

true esteem and affection ;" and the remainder
of his property first to his grand-daughter,
and after her death, which happened shortly

after his own, to his nephew Osborn, the son
of the bishop. He had married on the 27th
of December, 1688, and had two sons who
died in infancy ; a third, named, from the
maiden name of his mother, Bedingfield At-
terbury, who was educated at Oxford, and
gave promise of future eminence, but died at

an early age, in 1718; and a daughter, who
married and died before him, and who was
the mother of his heiress. Mrs. Atterbury
died in 1723.

The published woi-ks of Dr. Atterbury
were as follow:— 1. "The Penitent Lady, or
Reflections on the Mercy of God," translated

from theFrench ofMadame de laValliere, 1 2mo.
1 684. 2. " A Sermon on the Fimeral of Lady
Compton," 1687. 3. A volume of "Ten Ser-

mons preached before Her Royal Highness the

Princess Anne of Denmark, at the chapel at

St. James's," 8vo. 1699. 4. A second volume
of Sermons, 8vo. 1703. 5. "Some Letters

relating to the History of the Council of

Trent," a quarto pamphlet published in 1705.

6 . A Sermon preached at Whitehall, August
23, 1 705, on occasion of the public Thanks-
giving for the successes of the Duke of Marl-
borough, 4to. 1 705. 7. " A Vindication of

Archbishop Tillotson's Sermons ; being an
Answer to a Popish book, entitled ' A True
and Modest Account of the Chief Points in

controversie between the Roman Catholicks

and the Protestants.' " The work to which this

was an answer was avowedly by N. Colson

;

bvit Kippis says that the real name of the

writer was Cornelius Nary, whom he styles

an Irish priest, and author of a church his-

tory, from the creation to the birth of Christ,

some controversial tracts against Archbishop

Synge, and an English version of the New
Testament. Atterbury's answer was pub-

lished in 1709 (according to the copy in the

British Museum, but 1706 according to

Yardley), in a small 8vo. volume. 8. " The
Re-union of Christians : or the means to re-

unite all Christians in one confession of

Faith." Translated from the French, 8vo.

1708. 9. A sermon, entitled "The perfect

and upright Man's Character and Encourage-

ment," preached at Highgate, March 22,

1712-13, on occasion of the death of Lady
Gould, 4to. 1713. 10. A Sermon on Romans
xiii. 1, preached at Whitehall on Thursday,

June 7, 1716, the day of public Thanksgiving

for the suppression of the Rebellion, 8vo.

1716. 11. Two octavo volumes of " Sermons
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on Select Subjects," published from the origi-

nal manuscripts in 1743, under the editorial

care of Edward Yardley, B.D., ai-chdeacon

of Cardigan, who prefixed to the first volume
a memoir of Dr. Atterbury, and an account

of his writings. A portrait of Atterbury,

engraved by Vertue, is also prefixed to this

work. (Yai'dley, BrhfAccount of the Author,

prefixed to Atterbury's Sermons; Kippis,

liiographia Britannica.) J. T. S.

ATTERBURY, LUFFMAN, was a glee-

writer of some eminence towards the close of

the eighteenth century. His name appears

as a member of the Madrigal Society in 1 765,

and in that of the Catch Ckib in 1779. His
compositions, which were not numerous, will

be found in " Warren's Collection," in Bland's
" Ladies' Amusement," and the best of them,

his beautiful round " Sweet Enslaver," in

almost every collection of glees and catches

in existence. (Records of the Madrigal So-

ciety and of the Catch Club.) E. T.
ATTEY, JOHN, a " practitioner in mu-

sick," was the author of a work entitled " The
First Booke of Ayres, of four parts, with
Tablature for the Lute ; so made that all the

parts may be plaied together with the Lute,

or one Voice with the Lute and Bass VioU,"
London, 1622. E. T.
A'TTIA GENS. [Atia gens.]
ATTTANUS, CvE'LIUS. [Hadrianus.]
A'TTICA. [Atticus, Titus Pomponius.]
A'TTICUS QAttikSs), rhetorician. The

critical historians of ancient literatui'e have
not yet been able to adjust satisfactorily the

appropriation of this name among several

obscure claimants. The only one of these

about whom anything is positively known is

Dionysius Atticus. This person, as we are

informed by Strabo, was a native of Perga-
mus, and a disciple of Apollodorus (who
taught Augustus Csesar at ApoUonia); and
he himself became a sophist, or teacher of

rhetoric, and a writer of orations and histo-

rical compilations. This was in all likelihood

the same person to whom Quintilian refers by
the name of Atticus, without any pra^nomen

;

and of whom he says that his careful account

of his master's opinions was for Greek readers,

as that of Caius Valgius for those who read

Latin, the best authority for teaching the

differences between the contending rhetorical

schools of Apollodorus and Theodorus. Thus
far there is neither difficulty nor contradic-

tion. But a doubt arises when we turn to

the elder Seneca, by whom there are men-
tioned two rhetoricians, both bearing the

name of Atticvis. The one of these, being-

described as the pupil of Apollodorus, might
be set down as the person referred to by
Strabo, if Seneca gave him no prccnomen at

all, or that of Dionysius. However, he calls

him Atticus Vipsanius ; and from these names
it has been inferred, not only that this Atticus

was a different person from Dionysius, but that

he belonged to the family, and was perhaps
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even the son, of Marcus Vipsanius Agrippa,
who was the friend and minister of Augustus,
and son-in-law of Titus Pomponius Atticus.

Both points, however, are extremely question-

able. Nowhere else do we read of any such
member of Agrippa's family. Nor, again,

does it necessarily follow from the difference

of the two appellations in Strabo and Seneca,

that Vipsanius Atticus was a different person
from Dionysius of Pergamus. It has been
proposed to consider the word Vipsanius as

an incorrect reading; but, perhaps, this is

unnecessary. Dionysius Atticus, whose posi-

tion as a disciple of Apollodorus might natu-
rally have brouglit him into connection with
Augustus, was likely enough to have become
a client of the emperor's friend Agrippa, and
to have adopted, according to a practice usual
among his countrymen, the gentile name of
his Roman patron. No light is thrown upon
the difficulties as to the rhetorical Attici by
the second passage, in which Seneca mentions
a person of the name. He there merely re-

fers to a declamation written by one Antonius

Atticus : the name, however, is read ^Eticus

by one or two critics. (Strabo, lib. xiii. p.
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;
Quintilian, lib. iii. cap. i. sec. 18, with

Spalding's note ; Seneca, Controversia iii,,

Suasoria ii., with the note of Faber ; Schottus,

De Claris apud Senecam Rhetorihus, in Mo-
rell's Seneca.) W. S.

A'TTICUS (^Kttik6s), a philosopher of

the Platonic school, lived in the reign of Mar-
cus Aurelius, that is, in the latter half of the

second century of our sera. His place in the

history of philosophy is not indeed very con-

spicuous ; but it derives some importance from
the fact that we know rather more in regard

to his opinions than in regard to those held

by most of his contemporaries. Our know-
ledge is gained through six extracts from his

works, preserved by Eusebius. These frag-

ments, occupied in expounding essential dif-

ferences between the philosophy of Plato and
that of Aristotle, show him to have zealously

opposed that system of syncretism, by which
the recent revivers of the Platonic school had
endeavoured to make its doctrines acceptable

to the Aristotelians. In the subsequent ages

of the ancient philosophy, the works of Atti-

cus were highly authoritative. Plotinus used

to explain them to his pupils, as forming ex-

cellent manuals of the Platonic system. This
approval, however, pronounced in times of

philosophical as well as literary decline, has

not been confirmed by modern critics. Ritter

pronounces his exposition of the doctrines of

the two schools to be distinguished neither by
accuracy nor by ingenuity. The only remains
of Atticus are the fragments in Eusebius.

(Brucker, Historia Critica Philosophies, ii.

175; Ritter, Geschichte der Philosophie, ed.

1834, iv. 248; 'Eusebius, Prcrparaiio Evan-
gelica, lib. xv. cap. 4— 9.) W. S.

A'TTICUS ('Attz/cos), patriarch of Con-
stantinople in the fifth century, was born
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at Sebaste in Ai*menia. Educated in a monas-
tery attached to the Macedonian heresy, he

joined the orthodox communion on attaining

manhood, and was ordained a priest in the

church of Constantinople. He took part

against St. John Chrysostom in the quarrels

which issued in the removal of that prelate

from his see ; and, on the death of Arsacius,

who had been appointed Chrysostom's suc-

cessor, Atticus was irregularly made patri-

arch of Constantinople in his stead. His
election took place in March, a.d. 406. Pope
Innocent I. refused to recognise the appoint-

ment : the legates whom he despatched to re-

instate Chrysostom were maltreated ; and
the quarrel was further embittered when, on
Chrysostom's death, Atticus refused to in-

sert his name in the " Diptycha," or rolls of

the Constantinopolitan patriarchs, which it

was the custom to read publicly at the altar,

as containing the names of persons who had
died in the true faith. The bishops of the

Western Church solemnly separated Atticus

from communion with them; but he was
afterwards restored, and acknowledged by
Innocent, on making submissions, and con-

senting to replace Chrysostom's name in the

rolls. Atticus died in the year 425.

The testimonies as to the extent of his

learning are somewhat contradictoiy ; but he

is unanimously commended for his charity to

the poor, for his activity and sldll in busi-

ness, and for the prudence of liis dealings

with the Nestorians, Pelagians, and those

other heretical opponents with whom, like

the rest of the orthodox churchmen of his

time, he was incessantly engaged. He
preached frequently, but was not a popular

orator. He is named as the author of a lost

treatise in two books, " De Fide et Virgini-

tate," composed for the daughters of the em-
peror Arcadius. Cave enumerates the fol-

lowing as the only extant remains of his

writings :— 1. A long letter to Cyril of Alex-

andria, as to the admission of Chrysostom's

name on the patriarchal rolls, which, with

Cyril's angry answer, is preserved by Nice-

phorus, lib. xiv. cap. 26. 2. A short letter

to Calliopius, a pi-esbyter of Nice, in Socrates,

lib. vii. cap. 25. 3. A fragment cited three

times by the Council of Ephesus. 4. A
fragment from a letter to Eupsychius, in

Theodoret, Dialog, ii. (Cave, Scriptorum

Ecdesiasticorum Historia Literaria, Seculo

5 ; Moreri, Dictionnaire Historique ; Nice-

phorus, Historia Ecclesiastica, lib. xiv, ; So-

crates, Historia Ecclesiastica, lib. vi. vii.

;

Sozomen, Historia Ecclesiastica, lib. viii.
;

Suidas, 'AttikJs.) W. S.

A'TTICUS HERO'DES ('ArTt/cbs

'HpwSTjs). The full name of this person was
Tiberius Claudius Atticus Herodes. He was
descended of a noble Athenian family, which
professed to trace its pedigree to the'vEacidse.

The estates of his grandfather Hipparchus

were confiscated for treason against the Ro-
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man empire ; but the fortunes of the family
were restored in the course of the next two
generations. Atticus, the father of Herodes,
discovered in one of his houses an immense
treasure, which the emperor Nerva left en-

tirely at his disposal, returning to his pru-
dent expression of scruples on account of its

magnitude the well-known epigrammatic
answer :

—" If you cannot use this wealth in

a manner befitting your station, use it as if

your station were higher." Herodes himself
increased his wealth by his marriage. The
huge fortune which he thus possessed was
administered with a discerning and tasteful

liberality, which dovibtless contributed some-
what to the great literary reputation enjoyed

by him in his lifetime ; although, in his un-

wearied devotion to letters, there was reason

enough why even a poorer man should have
received literary honours.

Herodes was bora in the Attic demus of
Marathon, after the commencement of Tra-
jan's reign, and probably in a.d. 104. His
education, both in childhood and after he had
become his own master, was extensive and
careful. Eloquence was his favourite study

;

and in it he received instruction from all the

most famous masters of the day, such as Sco-

pelianus, Favorinus, Secundus, and Polemon.

He studied the Platonic philosophy likewise

under Taurus Tyrius. The acquisition of

fame as an orator and teacher of oratory was
the favourite object of his life : and he was
acutely sensitive to failure in this pursuit.

Having, while yet young, delivered before

the emperor in Pannonia an oration which
was ill i-eceived, he was with difficulty pre-

vented from drowning himself in the Da-
nube. With the Antonines, especially Mar-

cus Aurelius, he stood in high favour: he

was made successively prsefect of the free

Asiatic towns, archon of Athens, and Roman
consul. But the result of the imperial patron-

age which was most pleasing to him, was the

influence it gave him over the school of

Athens, planned by Antoninus Pius, and or-

ganized by Marcus Aurelius. To Herodes

was committed the duty of selecting the per-

sons who were to teach philosophy in the

institution; and, though he himself never

accepted a place in it, his relations to the

school became closer when, disgaisted with

public life and endangered by political sus-

picions, he withdrew to his Cephisian villa

near Athens, and there devoted himself to the

study, practice, and teaching of eloquence.

The celebrity attained by his own oratory,

both prepared and extemporaneous, was very

great : as to its real merit, in the absence of

all remains certainly genuine, we are left in

doubt ; although his biographer, Philostratus,

commends him both for graceful ease in ex-

pression and for originality in thought. Se-

vere purity in taste, or high vigour and ori-

ginality in argument or persuasion, could not

have been expected at a time when Grecian
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freedom had been long extinct, and when Gre-
cian literature had reached its second stage

of decay. But an argument, not altogether

unequivocal indeed, in favour of Herodes, is

furnished by his recorded admiration and
study of the oratory of the tyrant Critias.

The fact, though it raises a suspicion of ca-

price or of affected singularity, shows at the

same time a disposition to go back towards

the purer monuments of antiquity. As a

teacher of eloquence Herodes, a man of

wealth as well as of taste and talent, was po-

pular to the highest degree. In Rome he

had instructed Marcus Aurelius and Lucius

Verus; at Athens he numbered among his

pupils Hadrian of Tyre, Chrestus of Byzan-

tium, Pausanias of Ca^sarea, and many others,

who became the most famous rhetoricians

or sophists of the next generation.

The memory of Herodes, however, has

been most effectually preserved by the judi-

cious and generous use which he made of his

wealth. His benefactions to communities for

public purposes were munificent and conti-

nual. The theatre of Corinth, the stadium

of Delphi, the baths at Thermopylce, and the

aqueduct for the Italian town of Canusium,
were not the greatest of the works which he
executed or projected. He had de\"ised a

plan for cutting a canal through the isthmus

of Corinth, for which, however, he did not

venture to ask the imperial permission. But
Athens received the greatest share of his

liberality ; and two of those interesting mo-
numents whose ruins still remain owed their

existence to his tasteful philanthropy. These
are the Panathenaic stadium which bears his

name, and the Odeum, or musical theatre,

named after his wife Eegilla. Yet with his

fellow-citizens Atticus had disagreements,

and fell at last into confirmed disfavour.

The chief cavise is said to have been a mis-

understanding as to the testament of his

father Atticus, who had directed his heir to

pay annually one mina to every Athenian
citizen. Herodes having compounded by a

payment of five minse to each claimant in

satisfaction of all demands, the arrange-

ment was afterwards loudly complained of;

for this among other reasons, that he had re-

fused to make the payment to any of those

many citizens who were debtors of his father.

It was bitingly said that his stadium was
called " Panathenaic," because it was built

with money of w^hich he had defrauded " all

the Athenians."

The domestic relations of Herodes Atticus

were not altogether satisfactory. It does not

directly appear that he lived uncomfortably
with his rich wife, Annia Eegilla ; but after

her death he had a violent quarrel with her
brother, who added to the annoyance he then

suffered from political accusations, by charg-

ing him with having caused her death by
personal maltreatment. Atticus, the only

son who survived Herodes, was a source of
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yet more lively distress. As a boy he was
stupid to such a degree that his father, as the

only way of tempting him to learn his alpha-

bet, is said to have procured for him twenty-

four playfellows, each of whom was to be

called by the name of one of the letters. The
boy grew up a drunkard and a debauchee

;

and his father, allowing him to inherit his

mother's fortime, bequeathed his own paternal

inheritance to strangers. Herodes Atticus

died a natural death, about the seventy-sixth

year of his age, and was buried in or beside

his own Athenian stadium. If it is rightly

conjectured that he was born a.d. 104, his

death must have happened about a.d. 180.

Among works of Herodes which are cer-

tainly lost, the following are enumerated :

—

1. Epistles. 2. Dissertations {diaAe^eis).

3. Diaries {i(p7ip.€pi8€s). 4. " Manuals for

convenient use" (e7xeijOi'Sm Kaipia), which
are probably the same with the (rvyypa/x/xa

TToXv/xaOes, attributed to him by Suidas. They
are vaguely described by Philostratus as con-

taining the flowers of ancient erudition di-

gested into a narrow compass. 5. Orations,

both prepared and extemporaneous, Avhich

gained for him, in the hyperbolical phraseo-

logy of the time, such titles as those of " a

new orator added to the ten," " the king of

eloquence," " the tongue of the Greeks."
6. Iambic verses, or rather choliambics, have
been assigned to him ; but these, as Fiorillo

has shown, belong to a more ancient writer,

named Atticus, but otherwise unknown.
The following compositions still existing

pass by his name ;— 1 . An Oration, Trepl

TToXiTeias, urging the Thebans to contract an
alliance with the Peloponnesians and Lace-

daemonians against Archelaus King of Mace-
donia. It was first published in the Aldine

Greek Orators, Venice, 1513, folio; again,

in the collection of Henry Stephens, Paris,

1575, folio; again, by Canter, with a Latin

translation, at the end of his Aristides, Basle,

1566, folio ; and, with the Orations of Dinar-

chus, Lycurgus, Lesbonax, and Demades, by
Gruter, Greek and Latin, Hanover, 1619, 8vo.

It is also in the collection of the " Oratores

Attici," by Reiske, Dobson, and Bekker. It

is a question admitting of some doubt whe-
ther Herodes is really the author of this

wordy and poor oration. It is probably,

according to some critics, the work of an
unknown sophist, living at a time consider-

ably later in the period of Grecian decay.

2. The famous Triopian Inscriptions in

Greek, four in number, found on the site of

Triopium, a villa of Herodes, situated on
the Appian way, three miles from Eome.
No. I. is a prose inscription on two columns,
found in the beginning of the seventeenth

centiu-y ; and No. II. is a prose inscription in

barbarous language, describing the estate as

belonging to Eegilla. These two are short

and unimportant. The other two are com-
positions in hexameter verse, much longer
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and more curious. The marbles on which
they are cut now stand in a small temple
built for the purpose in the gardens of the

Roman villa Borghese. No. III., a consecra-

tion of the Triopium to Pallas and Nemesis,

discovered in 1607, consists of thirty-nine

hexameter verses. No. IV., a dedication of

the statue of Eegilla, discovered in 1627, con-

tains fifty-nine hexameters. These four in-

scriptions, but especially the latter two, have
been repeatedly discussed incidentally, and
also in the following treatises devoted ex-

pressly to them :—by Saimasius, in his " Ex-
plicatio Duarum Inscriptionum Veterum He-
rodis Attici Rhetoris," Paris, 1619, 4to., re-

printed in Poleui's " Supplementa utriusque

Thesauri," ii. 609—G84, Venice, 1737, fol.
_;

and by Ennio Quirino Visconti, " Inscrizioni

Greche Triopee ora Borghesiane, con ver-

sionied osservazioni," Rome, 1794, fol. Be-
sides other editions, in collections of Greek
inscriptiQus, and elsewhere, the two versified

inscriptions will be found in the Greek An-
thology (Brunck, ii. 300; Jacobs, iii. 14).

The authorship of all the four is uncertain

;

but Visconti, Avhose opinion is acquiesced in

by Fiorillo, attributes the verses, not to

Herodes, but to Marcellus Sidetes, who was
his contemporary, and is known as the au-

thor of some didactic fragments.

Particulars of the life of Herodes are

chieiiy derived from the long memoir by
Philostratus, " Vitse Sophistarum," lib. ii.

cap. 1. Among the modern works treating

of his history, the most elaborate are those of

Saimasius and Visconti, cited above ; Bvi-

rigny's " Me'moire sur la Vie d'Herode Atti-

cus," in the " Me'moires des Inscriptions et

Belles Lettres," xxx. 1—28, 4to. ed. ; Eich-

stadt, in Fabricius, " Bibliotheca Grseca," vi.

4— 11, ed. Harles ; Westermann, " Ge-
schichteder Beredtsamkeit," i. 199, 202—206;
and (the best and most useful of all) Fioril-

lo's " Herodis Attici quae supersunt, cum
Annotationibus," Leipzig, 1801, 8vo. W. S.

A'TTICUS, TITUS POMPO'NIUS, is a

personage equally interesting on account of

his own character, and on account of his re-

lations to the leading men of the disturbed

times in which he lived.

Atticus was born at Rome, in the year b.c.

109. His family was of the equestrian order,

and was evidently wealthy : it is asserted by
Cornelius Nepos to have been also very an-

cient ; but his pedigree is involved in con-

siderable obscurity. His surname of Atticus

was derived, in one way or another, from his

connection with the city of Athens. Educated
liberally and carefully, he was the schoolfellow

of the younger Marius, and of Marcus Cicero,

who was three years his junior. His father,

Titus Pomponius, died while he was a mere
youth ; and the first use he made of the inde-

pendence thus acquired was characteristic at

once of the extreme caution and of the attach-

ment to literary pursuits, which were the most
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prominent features in his subsequent history.
One of his female cousins was married to a
brother of the tribune Publius Sulpicius Ru-
fus, who was slain about the beginning of the
civil wars ; and the young Pomponius, whom
this affinity and his school-friendship with
the son of Marius might naturally have en-
listed among the enemies of Sulla, prudently
withdrew to Athens, transferring thither at
the same time the larger part of his fortune.

In that city a great part of his life was spent

;

and the events of it which we learn from
Nepos, and from the correspondence of Cicero,
show him to have always behaved with the
same prudence which he had exhibited at so

early au age.

His good temper displayed itself in his re-

lations to his family. His maternal uncle
Quintus Csecilius, a rich eques, whose hu-
mours were insupportable to every one else,

was treated by him with a respectful defe-
rence, which made the old man adopt him,
and bequeath to him three-fourths of his
large fortune. On this occasion Atticus, in
conformity to the Roman practice, assumed
the name of Q. Cacilius Pomponianus Atticus.

(Cicero, Ad Atticum, iii. 20.) The mother
of Atticus having died when he himself was
sixty-seven years old, he declared, on the

day of her funeral, that neither with her nor
with his sister (who was still alive) had he
ever had the slightest disagreement. The
sister, Pomponia, became the wife of Cicero's

brother Quintus ; and the quarrels of this

pair, which gave incessant trouble to their

friends, make it probable that Atticus had
no inconsiderable meiit in always maintain-

ing a good understanding with this member
of his family. Of his good agi-eement with

his wife he did not, as Bayle remarks, make
any boast on that occasion ; but, as the critical

historian allows, there is no reason for sup-

posing that he lived otherwise than happily

with her. A passage in the last book of

Cicero's letters to him, which has been fool-

ishly interpreted as intimating that his wife

wished for a divorce, really means that she

was sickly and laboured under an attack of

paralysis. Another letter of Cicero describes

her as manifesting much affection for her

husband. Atticus, however, cautious in all

points, did not marry till he was fifty-three

years old. Of his wife we know only that

her name was Pilia ; and, since his eulogist

Nepos says nothing of her, it may be fairly

inferred that the alliance was not brilliant.

The only offspring of the marriage was a

daughter, who was married to Marcus Vip-

sanius Agrippa, the friend of Octaviauus

Cajsar, and afterwards his minister in the

empire. The marriage, as Nepos with a

show of reluctance admits, was planned by
Marcus Antonius ; but Ave cannot doubt that

the bride's father was well pleased with au

alliance which was so consonant to his whole

plan of conduct. Vipsania, or, as she is
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sometimes called, Agrippina, the daughter of

this marriage, was contracted by Augustus,

in infancy, to Tiberius, who afterwards be-

came emperor, and by whom she was the

mother of Drusus. [Asinia Gens.]
The rule of Atticus's public conduct was

that of enrolling himself in no faction, but

of maintaining friendly relations with the

chiefs of all. When Sulla, having contracted

an intimacy with him at Athens, pi'essed him
to join in his expedition against the Marian
party in Italy, Atticus jocularly expressed

his surprise that Sulla should expect him to

act with him against a party, in whose ranks

(had he not left Italy to avoid such a step)

he must have fought against Sulla. They
parted on the most cordial terms. After-

wards, while Cicero was one of his most
cherished and confidential friends, he was
intimate with Hortensius, the orator's pro-

fessional rival, and familiarly acquainted with

Clodius, his implacable enemy. The over-

tures and caresses of Julius Csesar and of

Pompey were received by Atticus with equal

cordiality, and were alike unsuccessful in

tempting him to act for either party. After

having enjoyed the favour of the dictator

Julius, he continued, as long as his safety

allowed him, to extend to the dictator's assas-

sins, Marcus Brutus and Cassius, the same
sort of patronizing friendship which he, an
old man, had been accustomed to extend to

them his juniors. Towards Marcus Anto-
nius and Octaviauus Caesar his position was
maintained with not less caution. But,

while thus cautious, Atticus was not un-

friendly. He was particularly willing to

furnish the chiefs of defeated factions with
assistance in escaping from their enemies

;

and his character stood so high, and his

tactics were so skilful, that he contrived to

pass with safety through all these delicate

adventures. He made a large loan to the

younger Marius in his exile without offend-

ing Sulla, and to the fugitive Brutus with-

out incurring the vengeance of the triumvi-

rate. Whenever there occurred an emer-
gency in which a declaration of opinions be-

came unavoidable, Atticus, if in Italy, retired

to Athens, or to an estate which he had pur-

chased in Epirus. This kindly but time-

serving policy, however, could not always be

practised, in times so convulsed, without of-

fence or misconstruction. Accordingly we
learn from Cicero's letters, that the vain-

glorious Pompey, hurt by the coolness of

Atticus, had determined to chastise him if

he should be successful in his war with Julius

Csesar; and that Cicero himself, especially

during the exile into which Clodius had
driven him, believed himself to have reason

to complain of his old friend and schoolfellow

for a lukewarmness unworthy of the relations

which subsisted between them.
As Atticus steadfastly declined all public

honours and offices, so his Latin biographer
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claims for him the credit of having abstained

from all those methods of making money
which were systematically practised by the

Romans belonging to his order. In short,

according to this friendly testimony, the

liberality which Atticus displayed, not only
towards private persons, but towards com-
munities with which (as with the Athenians)
he had become connected, was practised by
one who, while thus always ready to give

away, took no pains to acquire anything be-

yond the wealth which had fallen to him by
inheritance. It appears, indeed, to be quite

true that he was not openly engaged in any
of the speculations for farming the public

revenues ; for the old reading of a passage
in one of Cicero's epistles to him (ii. 15),

which was once cited to prove that he was
himself a farmer of the revenues, has been
long since corrected, on sufficient grounds.

But there is evidence of his having been in-

directly interested in associations of that sort,

as well as of his having profitably used his

rich inheritance in investments of other kinds.

His large establishment of slaves was made
to contribute to his gains. Among other

occupations he made them copy books, which,
as we may collect from passages in Cicero's

letters to Atticus, were sold. His personal

expenses, likewise, were extremely moderate

;

and, as his panegyrist remarks, his increase

of wealth caused no change in his habits.

Instead of laying out gardens and building-

sumptuous villas, he contented himself with
his house in Rome, having indeed in Italy

no other landed property, except two or three

small estates at a considerable distance from
the city. The entertainments which he gave
were rendered attractive, not by pomp, but

by the select society which frequented them,
and by the literary and philosophical turn

which was given to everything that occurred
under his roof. Some of his highly educated
slaves read aloud at intervals dviring the

repast. Literature, indeed, was the favourite

recreation of his whole life. He had studied

philosophy both at Athens and Rome, and
attached himself, characteristically enough,
to the Epicurean sect. But his favourite

studies lay in Roman history and antiquities,

and in these departments he was really more
than a mere amateur. He wrote fluently

both in Latin and in Greek ; and we hear of

his having composed not only a large number
of letters, but historical works of an elaborate

kind. Two of these are particularly named :

a " History of Cicero's Consulship," written

in Greek ; and a Latin book of " Roman An-
nals." Plainness in style and minute accu-

racy in particulars are represented to have
been the distinctive qualities of those works.

The " Annals " were especially praised for

their exact chronological arrangement of

laws, treaties, and other important facts ; and
also for the fulness of their researches into

the genealogies of the Roman families. So
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highly, indeed, was Atticus esteemed for his

knowledge of pedigrees, that he was requested

by the heads of several distinguished houses

to draw up memoirs of their ancestry ; and
he thus framed accounts of the Jimii, Mar-
eelli, Fabii, and ^milii. He dabbled like-

wise in verse-making ; but his only efiusions

of this sort that are named were short in-

scriptions, none of them exceeding four or

five lines, for the pedestals of statues i*epre-

senting illustrious Romans.
Having completed his seventy-seventh year,

without having ever had any serious illness,

he was attacked by a distemper which, after

an interval of comparative ease, produced
violent internal pains, and resisted all the

efforts of the physicians. Upon this, calling

together his son-in-law Agrippa and two
other friends, he announced to them that he

had given up all hopes of cure, and that,

esteeming it foolish to protract a life of tor-

ment, he had determined to starve himself to

death. To this resolution he firmly adhered,

although, after two days' abstinence, the

violence of the disease had abated. On the

fifth day he expired. His death happened
in the year B.C. 32.

The character of Atticus has been viewed
in very difierent lights, according to the ten-

dency of the observers to respect prudent

kindness and elegant accomplishments, or to

despise a course of conduct open to the charge

of selfish timidity and time-serving. He is

panegyrized beyond all reasonable bounds
by Cornelius Nepos, from whose biography
of Atticus, and from the sixteen books of

letters addressed to Atticus by Cicero, we
derive almost all the direct knowledge that

has reached us in regard to the facts of his

life. The letters from Cicero to Atticus com-
mence in the year B.C. 68, before Cicero's

consulship, and continue at least to B.C. 44,

the year of Julius Caesar's death : several of

the letters were written after that event.

They form, as Nepos observes, almost a con-

tinuous history of the busy period during

which they were written. The life of Atti-

cus by Nepos, as far as the nineteenth chapter,

was written in the lifetime of Atticus, The
Abbe' Saint-Real, in the "Troisieme Jour-

ne'e " of his dialogue called " Ce'sarion

"

{CEuvres, ii. 217—257), has brought out,

with manifest exaggeration, all the weak
points in his character, and all the unfavour-

able features in the picture of it presented by
Nepos. Bayle {Dictionnaire, "Atticus")
has weighed the evidence very acutely and
(on the whole) fairly ; though with a leaning

towards Atticus, caused in some measure, as

he himself candidly hints, by the sceptical

philosophy of the subject of the memoir.
More recent writers do not seem to have
added much to the information which those

biographers have collected and digested.

W. S.

A'TTILA, or A'TTILAS {'KttiKas, or
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'ATT-fjKas), in Gei-man ETZEL, in Hunga-
rian ATZEL, surnamed " Metus Orbis " (the
Terror of the World), and " Flagellum Dei,"
or " Godegisel " (the Scourge of God), King
of the Huns. Attila was the son of Miind-
zuccus, who had two brothers, Octar and
Rua, or Roas, each of whom was king of
some Hunnic hordes. After the death of
Mundzuccus, Octar and Rua, before a.d. 430,
Attila and his brother Bleda, Bledas, or Bleta,

were acknowledged kings by the Huns, and
they ruled together till a.d. 445, when Bleda
perished by the intrigues of his brother.

Attila ruled over an immense tract north of

the Danube and the Black Sea, which was
then inhabited by the Huns, and also by
nations of Slavonic, Teutonic, and Finnish
oi'igin, which, however, continued to live

under their own kings and laws, being vas-

sals of the Huns rather than subjects. South
of the Danube Attila was master of the

country from the river Sau in the north to

Novi in Thrace in the south, the breadth of
which, according to Priscus, was fifteen days'

journey. These journeys, howevei', were
only short, Naissus, the present Nissa, being
put by the same author at five days' journey
from the Danube, although that town is

scarcely sixty miles from the nearest point

on the Danube, which would make twelve

miles for a journey. Naissus was situated

on the borders of the Hunnic and East Ro-
man empires, and was famous for the traffic

carried on there between the traders of the

two nations. A short time after the acces-

sion of Attila and Bleda, the Emperor Theo-
dosius the Younger renewed with them the

treaty of peace which he had concluded with

King Rua, and promised to pay an annual

tribute of 700 pounds of gold. In a.d. 442

Attila and Bleda invaded Thrace and Thes-

saly, and penetrated as far as Thermopylae

:

it seems that this war was terminated by a

treaty, mentioned by Priscus, by which the

emperor was compelled to pay down 6000,

and an annual tribute of 2100 pounds of gold.

About the time when Attila contrived the

death of his brother Bleda (a.d. 445), the

Emperor Theodosius conspired against At-

tila's life, but the plan was discovered, and

the Hunnic king reproached the Roman em-
peror in a style from which we may infer

Attila's power and pride, and the degraded

character of the imperial dignity. Both

Theodosius and Attila, said the barbarian,

were of noble and royal descent ; but while

he (Attila) had preserved the pure character

of his nobility, Theodosius had not only

stained it, but had become his slave by not

paying his tribute. The emperor's schemes

against his life were consequently nothing

but the treachery of a slave towards a king

whom his fortune and virtues had made the

master of the world ; and he would not cease

to call him a knave and a slave till the day

when he should be deprived of his manhood
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and put to an infamous death. We learn

from Priscus that Theodosius had well de-

served those reproaches, and that Attila had
sufficient reason to treat the emperor as a

creditor treats a spendthrift. The public

treasury and the private funds of the emperor
were dissipated in theatrical amusements and
luxuries of the most extravagant description

;

and the nobles and rich men at his court,

and in the provinces, not only followed the

emperor's example, but spent immense sums
on the gratification of their vanity. The
taxes and the tribute due to the Huns were
extorted from the people or such among the

rich as did not enjoy the emperor's favour,

and with such severity that thousands were
seen selling their last bit of property, their

furniture, their clothes, and many killed

themselves in despair. In those provinces

which were exposed to the inroads of the

Huns the misery was still greater : the towns
and villages were burnt, the crops and plan-

tations destroyed, and the inhabitants were
either killed or carried off as slaves. Some,
however, escaped and took refuge in the

fortified towns, or fled into the mountainous
districts of Macedonia and Thessaly, where
their descendants, the Kutzo -Wallachians,

continue to live to the present day. But the

greater part of the ancient province of lUyri-

cum was entirely depopulated ; and although
it was subsequently occupied by the Goths
and other Teutonic tribes, it was finally

abandoned by them, and became the abode
of those Slavonic nations which are still

known by the name of Serbes, Bosnians,

Croats, and Dalmatians.

The death of Theodosius the Younger, in

A.D, 450, and the accession of his more ener-

getical successor Marcian, preserved the East-

ern empire from destruction. When Attila

demanded his tribute, Marcian nobly answered
him, that he had gold for his friends and
iron for his enemies ; and the emperor pre-

pared for war. Two circumstances, however,
induced Attila not to attack Marcian, and to

choose the west for the theatre of his exploits.

Honoria, the sister of the Western emperor
Valentinian III., was tired of an unmarried
life, and made secret proposals to Attila to

marry her, for which purpose she invited

him to Italy. Although her intrigues were
discovered, and she was kept in custody,

Attila availed himself of the oppoi'tunity to

form a design against the Western empire.

He was fortified in his resolution by an in-

vitation from Genseric, king of the Vandals,

who excited him against his enemy Theo-
doric, king of the West Goths, in Spain and
Gaul.

Attila commenced his march to Italy in

A.D. 450, and his history now becomes a little

clearer, so as to enable us, in spite of many
deficiencies, to point out the precise object of
his ambition, and to trace the policy which
he adopted for deceiving his enemies and
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carrying his plans into execution. Among
the two objects suggested to him, as already

obsei'ved, the subjugation of the West Goths
was his principal aim ; but as this nation was
on friendly terms with the court of Ravenna,
and as he could not invade their territory

without touching the Eoman dominions in

Gaul, he first tried to cause jealousy between
the Romans and the West Goths. For that

purpose he proposed to Theodoric, King of
the West Goths, a division of the Western
empire, and he wrote to the Emperor Valen-
tinian that he intended to drive the West Goths
out of Spain and Gaul, for the sole purpose
of restoring the Roman authority over those

countries. The emperor, however, was well

aware that his share of profit in that under-
taking would be very uncertain, while the

plunder and loss of Roman Gaul, and subse-

quently an invasion of Italy, would be the

unavoidable consequence, and he displayed
the greatest activity in preparing for resist-

ance. He warned in time Sambida, or San-
gipanus. King of the Alani, who occupied
some territories on the Loire and on the left

bank of the Rhone near Lyon ; Gunthicarius,
King of the Burgundians, who had settled

between the Saune, Rhone, and Rhine ; the

chiefs of the Franks on the Lower Rhine and
in Belgium ; and above all. King Theodoric,
who answered the emperor that no king of
the West Goths had ever dreaded a just war,
and that fear was unknown to them. Unfor-
tunately for Gaul, there was division between
two Frankish chiefs, who were brothers ; and
one of them took the side of the Romans,
while the other implored the assistance of
Attila. This circumstance explains why At-
tila chose a northern direction for his inva-

sion of Gaud. Attila's head-quarters were
in Hungary, between the Danube and the

Theiss, and his ai^my consisted of 700,000
men. It was composed of the warriors of all

the nations which he had subjugated, and of
nearly all the Teutonic nations east of the

Rhine, except the Saxons, who, in the midst
of the general uproar of Europe, not only

preserved the integrity of their country, but
found leisure for the conquest of Britain.

The East Goths were under three chiefs,

Walamir, Theudemir, and Widemir, and the

Gepidsp, under their king Artharic, who,
with Walamir, enjoyed the particular con-

fidence of Attila. Sidonius Apollinaris, who
intended to wn-ite a history of Attila, but
found that it was a task above his powers,
mentions in his "Carmina" (v. 319, &c.) a
great number of Teutonic and other nations,

some of which, such as the Bellonoti, Neuri,
Bructeri, Bastarnse, and Geloni, he seems to

have introduced rather with a view of show-
ing his knowledge of Herodotus, Strabo, and
Pliny, than of giving the correct names of

those barbarians. As he was a contemporary
of Attila, they were imdoubtedly known to

him. The way which Attila took to Gaul is
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not precisely known, but it is very likely that

he marched north of the Danube, through
Moravia, Bohemia, and either Thuriugia, as

Mannert thinks, or along the left bank of that

river to the environs of Regensburg or Ratis-

bon, and thence through Franconia to the

Rhine, which he seems to have reached op-

posite Mainz. But as he crossed that river

by the aid of the Frankish chief, his ally,

who had stationed a body of troops on both
sides of the Rhine, we must suppose that he
effected his passage at some place below
Coblenz, in the Frankish territories ; and as

it does not appear that the passage took place

at Bonn or at Cologne, it is very probable
that he crossed the Rhine at the present town
of Neuwied. At that town a spacious plain,

surrounded by hills in the form of a half-

moon, with gentle slopes, extends for several

miles along the right or eastern bank of the

river, and a numerous army may gradually

debouche from the mountains, and form itself

in the plain. Opposite this plain, on the left

or western bank of the river, another plain

extends between Coblenz and Andernach,
which presents every opportimity for forming
troops as they cross the river, and a fit ground
for a vast camp, and for the manoeuvres of
cavalry, of which the forces of Attila were
chiefly composed. This is the spot where
Casar crossed the Rhine, and many other

armies in modern times. From the plain

between Coblenz and Andernach Attila in-

vaded Gaul, after having divided his army
into two bodies, as we may conclude from
the situations of the towns which the Huns
conquered and destroyed on their way. One
body marched north-west, and burnt Ton-
gern, west of Liege : the other marched south-

west, along the Moselle, upon Trier (Treves)

and Metz, both of which were destroyed. Be-
fore Attila overran the remainder and greater

part of Gaul, he had to fight with Gunthi-

carius, king of the Burgundians, who was
routed with the loss of nearly all his army.
There have been different opinions with re-

gard to the time of this defeat of the Bur-
gundians; but Mascov, cited below (vol. i.

p. .502, note 2), shows that it happened a short

time after Attila had crossed the Rhine. As
to the place where the battle was fought

nothing is known. We may, however, con-

jecture that as the Burgundians were then

settled between the Rhine and the Saone, and
extended northwards as far as the environs

of Mainz and Trier, they were employed by
their king to defend the passage of the Rhine
at Mainz and other places south of it. Attila

crossed that river at some distance from the

territory of the Burgundians, whence he
marched upon Trier, and we are inclined to

believe that Gunthicarius made some efforts to

save that rich and populous town from destruc-

tion. He Avould consequently have marched
from Mainz or its environs in a western direc-

tion towards Trier, and his encounter with the
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Huns would have taken place at some spot
in the mountains east of Trier, between the
Bloselle on the north-west and the river Nahe
on the south-east. These mountains are still

called the Hunsriick (the Huns' ridge), and
there is a popular belief, which may be traced
back to the oldest times, and is supported by
legends and chronicles, that they were so
called on account of the Huns ; but why they
should have come to that poor mountainous
tract, which lay quite out of their way, has
not been satisfactorily explained. The com-
mon opinion is, that the Hunsriick was so
called either on account of a horde of Hunnic
fugitives which is supposed to have settled

there after the great battle of Chalons-sur-
Marne, or of a colony of Huns which is said

to have been sent thither by the Emperor
Gratian. Both of these conjectures are highly
improbable : the colony of Gratian is a mere
invention ; and as to the fugitive Huns, they
would have been gi-eat fools to stop their

flight in the midst of their infuriated enemies,
while the neighbourhood of the Rhine af-

forded them the greatest facility to put a
barrier between themselves and the hostile

inhabitants of Gaul. It seems, therefore,

very likely that the mountains mentioned
above received the name of Hunsriick on
account of the victory which the Huns ob-

tained there over the Burgundians.
After his victory over Gunthicarius, Attila,

who was at the head of the main body of
his forces, which proceeded up the Moselle,

continued to advance in the same direction,

and destroyed successively Toul, Langres,
Besan^on, and other towns in the country
of the Burgundians. His second army
was equally successful in the north, and
burnt Arras and a gi'eat number of towns,

villages, and convents. Having thus con-

quered the eastern part of France, Attila

prepai'ed for an invasion of the West Gothic
territories beyond the Loire. He marched
upon Orleans, where he intended to force

the passage of that river, and only a little

attention is requisite to enable us to perceive

that he proceeded on a systematic plan : he
had his right wing on the north, for the pro-

tection of his Frankish allies ; his left wing
on the south, for the purpose of preventing

the Burgundians from rallying, and of me-
nacing the passages of the Alps between
Gaul and Italy; and he led his centre to-

wards the chief object of the campaign—the

conquest of Orleans and an easy passage into

the West Gothic dominions. The whole plan

is very like that of the allied powers during

their invasion of France in 1814, with this

difference, that their left wing entered France

through the defiles of the Jura, in the direc-

tion of Lyon, and that the military object of

the campaign was the capture of Paris.

During the time employed by Attila in

the conquest and plunder of eastern Gaul,

Aetius, the emperor's governor of the Roman
i>
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part of that counti'y, displayed great activity

in collecting an army of sufficient strength

to stop the conqueror's further progress.

The number of Roman soldiers which he
could muster was small, and he consequently

endeavoured to enlist foreign volunteers, and
to take strong bodies of barbarian auxiliaries

into his pay. In this undertaking he suc-

ceeded the easier, as the horrible cruelties

and devastation committed by the savage

bands of Attila had exasperated the various

inhabitants of Gaul, great numbers of whom
had fled beyond the Loire, and were ready
to sacrifice their lives for the recovery of

their homes. Others came from distant parts

of Gaul in the hope of sharing the plunder
which Attila had collected in his camp, and
among these there was a body of Saxons,

probably part of those who had settled, in

the beginning of the fifth century, in the

environs of Bayeux and Caen in Normandy,
and round the mouth of the Loire. Jor-
nandes states that in the camp of Aetius
there were, besides the Romans, Franks,
Sarmatians, Armoritani (Celtic inhabitants

of Armorica, or Brittany), Litiani, Burgun-
dians, Saxons, Riparioli (Ripuarian Franks),
Ibriones (Briones), and many other warriors
of Celtic and Teutonic origin. Yet this nu-
merous force was far from sufficient, and
Aetius anxiously waited for the arrival of
the West Gothic king, Theodoric, who was
pressed by Avitus, the lieutenant of Aetius,

to quicken the march of his army, and to

effect a junction with the Romans before

Attila could force the passage of the Loire.

But this river w^as bravely defended by
Ferreolus, the prsefectus prsetorii Galliarum,
and at last the West Gothic and Roman
armies effected a junction. The West Goths
were commanded by their king, Theodoric,
who took Thorismund and Theodoric, his

eldest sons, with him to the field. The
junction of the two armies took place at

a critical time, as Sangipanus, the king
of the Alani, had yielded to the threat or
persuasion of Attila, and secretly promised
to surrender to him the town of Orleans, of
which he was master ; but the plot was dis-

covered, Sangipanus was closely watched,
and his men were placed in the midst of the

most faithful auxiliaries of the Romans.
No sooner had Aetius and Theodoric

umfed their troops, than Attila suddenly re-

treated towards the Marne: he had evi-

dently advanced too far with the centre of
his army, and, feeling himself not strong

enough to risk a decisive battle, he retreated

upon his base of operation, in order to effect

a junction with his wings, which were occu-

pied in the neighbourhood of Arras and in

that of Besan^on. The whole Hunnic army
met in the environs of Chalons-sur-Marne
(Durocatalaunum, afterwards Catalauni), a
place equally distant from Orleans, Arras,

and BesauQon, and consequently well chosen
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by Attila as a rallying-point for his divided
forces. Near Chalons-sur-Marne there is a
large plain, called by contemporary his-

torians " Campi Catalaunici " and " Campi
Mauritii " or " Mauriaci." Here Attila

awaited the attack of the Romans and West
Goths, and formed his order of battle : he
himself, with his Huns and other subjects,

occupied the centre, and the East Goths, Ge-
pidse, and other auxiliaries formed the two
wings. As to the Roman army, Aetius com-
manded the left, and Theodoric the right
wing ; Sangipanus, with his Alani, was placed
between them in the centre, together with
troops whose fidelity could be trusted, and
he was obliged to fight well, whatever might
have been his secret designs. On both sides

the majority was composed of Teutonic sol-

diers. The battle was of short duration, but
bloody beyond all description. Without re-

sulting in a decisive victory over Attila, it

obliged him to retreat beyond the Rhine.
Attila ordered his troops to attack principally

the West Goths, whom he considered to be the

bravest of his enemies ; and in the first onset

of the Huns King Theodoric was slain by the
East Goth Andagis. But Thorismund took
the command in his stead, and the West Goths,
infuriated by the loss of their king, charged
the enemy so bravely, that, after having sus-

tained immense loss, Attila was compelled
to retreat within his camp, which was sur-

rounded by a rampart of carriages. The
battle took place in a.d. 451. The num-
ber of killed on both sides was about three

hundred thousand, as Idatius states, or one
hundred and seventy-two thousand according
to Jornandes; not including ninety thou-

sand, or perhaps only fifteen thousand, Franks
and GepidsD, these two nations having fallen

in with each other in the night previous to the

general engagement. Both these statements

are apparently exaggerated ; and this is the

case with the story of Jornandes, who says

that some old people had reported that a little

stream which runs across the battle-field was
changed, during the massacre, into a torrent

of blood. In the night Thorismund led

part of his warriors to storm the Hunnic
camp, and caused terror and confusion among
the enemy, but, being wounded and thrown
from his horse, he postponed the attack to

the following day. During that night Attila,

in despair, and to escape the disgrace of a
complete rout, would have burnt himself on
a pile of saddles ; but he was roused from
his despondency by his friends, and prepared
for a second battle. This battle, however,
did not take place, and, against his expecta-

tion, Attila was allowed to withdraw un-
molested with the remainder of his army.
He owed his safety to the policy of Aetius,

who, afraid of the glory obtained by the

West Goths, and the increasing influence of
Thorismvmd, who had been chosen king in

the place of his father by the West Goths
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on the battle-field, persuaded tlie young king
to hasten to his dominions, as it was very
likely that one of his yovinger bi'others would
seize the crown in his absence. Thorisnumd
was simple enough to follow this advice, and
went to Toulouse and thence to Spain, after

having celebrated the funeral of his father,

vv^ho was interred on the spot where he fell.

Thus Aetius got rid of an enemy and a

friend, both of whom he had equal reason to

fear.

The power of Attila, however, was not
broken by his defeat, and he recovered much
sooner than Aetius expected. In the follow-

ing year (452) Attila suddenly appeared
with an army, scarcely less numerous than
that with which he had invaded Gaul, on
the frontiers of Italy ; and, as Aetius had
neglected to fortify the passes in the Alps,

the Huns overran the north-eastern part of

that country, and destroyed or plundered
Aquileia, Padua, Milan, Pavia, and many
other cities. Many of the inhabitants fled

to the islands in the Adriatic, and, the fugi-

tives from Padua having settled on the

island of Rialto, thus gave origin to the city

of Venice. At Milan Attila saw a picture

representing Roman emperors sitting on
golden thrones, and the figures of some Scy-
thian slaves prostrate at their feet. Pro-
voked by the picture, he ordered himself to

be painted sitting on a golden throne, and
Roman emperors carrying bags of gold on
their shoulders, and emptying their contents

at his feet. (Suidas, KopvKos, and Me5i6\a-
vov.)

The progress of the Huns caused the

greatest alarm at Ravenna and Rome.
Aetius, who was then in Italy, advised the

emperor to fly from Italy ; and Pope Leo
tried to effect a peace with Attila on any
terms, for which purpose he set out for the

Hunnic head-quarters, in the country of

the Veneti, accompanied by the ex-consul

Avienus, and Trigetius, who was formerly

proefectus prffitorii. Leo obtained an audi-

ence of Attila, and, by what means is un-

known, persuaded him to leave Italy. Attila

retired into Hungary, but not without carry-

ing away an immense ransom, and the spoil

of the many tovrns which had yielded to his

sword. That the favourable issue of that

embassy was attributed to some miracle, or

supernatural influence exercised by Pope
Leo, need scarcely be said ; and it was evi-

dently the belief in such a miracle that in-

spired Raphael of Urbino and the sculptor

Algardi when they composed, the former the

splendid picture, and the latter an equally

excellent group of statues, representing Leo
addressing Attila ; both these works of art

are among the finest ornaments of St. Peter's

church at Rome. But if we compare the

embassy of Leo with a passage of Cassio-

dorus ( Variarum, i. Ep. 4), we are inclined

either to doubt the whole fact, or to admit
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two embassies sent to Attila, of which that
which is said to have been headed by Pope
Leo would have been the first. The passage
alluded to occurs in a letter written by order
of King Theodoric the Great to the senate
at Rome. The king informs the senators
that he has conferred the dignity of a pa-
trician on Cassiodorus, on account of his

great services to the state ; and, after having
given a flattering picture of the high qua-
lities of the new patrician, he adds that the
father of Cassiodorus, who had held the
offices of tribune and notarius to the Em-
peror Valentinian III., had been equally
distinguished. The father of Cassiodorus,
whose office of notarius combined the func-

tions of a private and state secretary, and
Carpilio, the son of Aetius, had been sent to

Attila, in order to negotiate a peace with
him, in which they succeeded. The father

of Cassiodorus, says the writer of the letter,

boldly faced that man, who, excited by some
inconceivable madness, aimed at the domi-
nion of the world ; he despised "his threats,

and opposed to his violent speeches so much
firmness and virtue as to convince Attila

that men represented by such ambassadors
were not easily to be intimidated, in conse-

quence of which the Hunnic king changed
his tempei*, made peace, and withdrew from
Italy. There is a little boasting in the ex-
pressions of the letter, but we have no ground
to consider it as a forgery ; and the embassy
of the father of Cassiodorus stands there as

a fact, exaggerated, perhaps, in some of its

details, but true in the main. However, the

reason why Attila retreated from Italy,

without being compelled to it by a defeat,

remains unexplained, although the following

events, combined with the conduct of Aetius

towards Thorismund, seem to justify our
conjecture that this retreat was the conse-

quence of the impression produced upon At-
tila by the subtle diplomacy of Aetius. In

the beginning of the Hunnic war Aetius

dreaded Attila because he had not then been
vanquished, and he formed an alliance with
the West Goths against him, in spite of the

fear with which they inspired the Roman
government After the victory on the Campi
Catalaunici the fear from Attila decreased,

while the danger from the West Goths
would have increased with every fresh vic-

tory over the Hxms. Under these circum-

stances Aetius allowed Attila to escape to

Germany, and persuaded Thorismund to de-

sist from the pursuit, and to go back to

Spain, thus putting the Western empire in a

much safer position than before the outbreak

of the war. The invasion of Italy might
have confounded some of the plans of Aetius.

Peace was finally concluded, and Attila re-

treated into Hungary. But after having

made some hostile demonstrations against

Marcian, the emperor of the East, Attila

suddenly turned his arms towards the Rhine,

D 2
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and invaded Gaul a second time. His pre-

text was the conquest of the dominions of

the Alani between the Rhone, the Saune, and
the Loire. This time the Ivomans did not

hasten to the defence of Gaul, but left the

contest to be decided between the Huns and
the Alani with their powerful allies the

West Goths. But if Aetius was so anxious

to make an alliance with the Goths against

the first attack of Attila, why did he remain
a spectator of the second contlict ? Evidently

because he then knew that Attila was not

powerful enough to subdue the West Goths
;

that, on the other hand, Thorismund could

not defeat Attila without weakening his

power by his very victories; and that, in

both events, the barbarians would become
less powerful, and the Roman empire safer.

This greater safety would more particularly

be secured for the Roman dominions in Gaul,

which were the particular object of the am-
bition of Aetius. In short, the second inva-

sion of Gaul by Attila leads to the conclusion

that Aetius succeeded in getting rid of Attila

in Italy by persuading him to make war
again on the West Goths, in which he had
good reasons for remaining neutral. To
weaken the barbarians by kindling discord

between them, was a policy well known to

and often employed by the Roman govern-

ment. Though the cunning Attila attempted

to keep his design secret, Thorismimd was
aware of it, and prepared for resistance. At
what place in Gaul he met Attila is not

known, but the battle was as bloody as that

on the Campi Catalaunici, and as fatal for

Attila, who tied into Germany, and thence

beyond the Danube. Joruandes is the only

early writer who gives an account of Attila's

second invasion of Gaul ; his statements have
been doubted, especially by Garelli, whose
interesting account is contained in Belius's

edition of Juvencus Cselius Callanus, cited be-

low ; but although it may be doubtful if Attila

penetrated far into Gaul, the fact of the

whole war cannot altogether be considered

as fabulous. Isidorus (67; ro?2. Gothor. Sid an.

490) states that it was said that after the loss

of the battle on the Campi Catalaunici, Attila

never appeared again (" nusquam comparuisse

dicatur"), but he evidently speaks of the bor-

ders of the West Gothic empire. Gregorius

Turonensis {Hist. Franc, ii. 7) says that Tho-
rismund overthrew the power of the Alani

in Gaul, an event which took place some
time before the death of Thorismund in

A.D. 453 : was Attila invited by the Alani to

his second expedition, and did they betray

the West Goths a second time, so as to desei-ve

a severe punishment? Gibbon passes over

in silence the embassy of the father of Cas-

siodorus, and the second expedition of Attila

against the West Goths.

Attila died in a.d. 453, in his royal village

in Hungary. Some say that he was killed

by a mistress ; others, that having married a

3G

new wife called Ildico, he died on the night

of his marriage from the rupture of a vessel

produced by too copious draughts of wine, to

which he was not accustomed. Awakened
by the cries of the young woman, his attend-

ants rushed into the bed-room, and found him
on his back suffocated by a torrent of blood.

His body was exposed in a silk tent, in the

midst of a vast plain, and a crowd of the most
gallant Huns assembled to solemnize the fu-

neral with martial plays on horseback, not

unlike the ludi circenses of the Romans,
whereupon they began a death-song to this

effect :
—" We praise the memory of Attila,

the son of Munzuccus, the greatest king of

the Huns, and master of the most gallant

nations of the world, who ruled with a power
unwitnessed before over the kingdoms of

Scythia and Germany, and who tei'rified both

the Roman empires by the conquest of their

splendid cities. But in order to preserve a

store of booty for future times, and soothed by
the prayers of the inhabitants, he withdrew,

contenting himself with an annual tribute.

When he had achieved all this with the

greatest success, he died not from a wound
received from his enemies, nor by the perfidy

of his subjects, but in the midst of his faith-

ful vassals, enjoying their merry company,
and without pain and agony. Who would
ever have expected such a death, which no-

body can take revenge for ? " According to

their national custom the Huns gashed their

faces with wounds, because such a great hero

was not to be lamented with womanlike tears,

but with the blood of men. After having
finished their song, they put the dead body
on a bier, covered with three plates, the first

of gold, the second of silver, and the third of

iron, by which they meant that Attila had
conquered with his sword the riches of both
the Roman empires. The body was interred

at night, and the grave was filled up with
precious ornaments and weapons : a tumulus
was erected over it, which was called strava

in the language of the Huns, and the captives

and slaves who were employed in heaping it

ug were put to death after the work was
finished, and bm'ied at the foot of the tumulus.
This is the account of Jornandes, on the au-

thority of Priscus. Attila left several sons,

who could not agree about the succession,

and during the troubles produced by their

ambition the Teutonic nations, their vassals,

shook off the Hunnic yoke. Artharic, kiug of
the Gepidae, was the first to take up arms,
and he defeated the Huns in a battle on the

river Netad in Pannonia, in which Ellac,

the eldest son of Attila, lost his life. The
other Teutonic vassals having followed the

example of the Gepidse, the Huns were driven

out of Pannonia and Dacia, and finally re-

treated as far as the Dnieper and Don, where
Dengezie, a younger son of Attila, succeeded
in maintainiug himself.

The reign of Attila lasted somewhat less
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than twenty-five years. In this short space

of time he founded an immense empire, and
acquired greater power than any barbarian

king had ever possessed in Europe. But his

empire was not a compact body connected by
solid civil institutions : subdued by the sword,

kept in obedience by fear, the numerous
nations which yielded to him had no other

common interest than the prospect of plun-

der. When the leader died whose genius

opened to them the treasuries of Greece,

Italy, and Gaul, their hopes vanished with
him, and each nation took the course dic-

tated to them by their own national sympa-
thies and antipathies. All the warriors of

Attila were not equally barbarous, yet by
their cruelty and the ru^in of so many towns
and humbler dwelling-places they have all

equally deserved the execration of mankind.
The principal theatres of Attila's devastations

were parts of Thrace, Macedonia, Thessaly,

and Illyricum, eastern Gaul, and north-

eastern Italy. Germany did not suffer from
him, which is easily explained, as the tribes

of southern and eastern Germany were his

vassals, and he never entered the countries of

the Saxons. Attila, as a conqueror, may be

compared to Genghiz Khan and Timur : all

three were bloody meteors ; but while Gen-
ghiz and Timur founded lasting empires,

Attila, in more remote and darker times, was
unable to forge chains that would hold be-

yond his own life.

Priscus, the ambassador of the Emperor
Theodosius the Younger at the Hunnic court,

has written a history of his legation, from
the extant fragments of which we derive the

most interesting information both about the

private and public life of Attila. Other de-

tails are given by Jornandes and Juvencus,
who have partly borrowed from Priscus.

The usual residence of Attila was an immense
village, an assemblage of tents, huts, and
magnificent buildings of wood, situated at

some distance east of the present town of

Pesth, and fifteen days' journey north of

Widdin, between the Danube and the Theiss,

in Hungary. His palace consisted of a great

number of contiguous buildings of wood, the

walls of which were covered with various

sorts of fine woods, polished, gilt, and carved

with remarkable taste ; others were hung with
costly tapestry, and the floors were covered

with the choicest carpets. When Attila re-

ceived Priscus, he sat on a throne, surrounded
by some of his sons and his ministers and
generals, and after the audience was finished he

invited the Greek minister to dine with him.

The guests dined at several small tables co-

vered with gold and silver vessels, and the

dishes were all in the Greek fashion : they

took copious draughts fx'om gold and silver

goblets. Attila was seated in a wooden
square-formed chair, in a very simple cos-

tume, so as to be easily distinguished from
the rest of the company, who were clad in the

richest dresses. He ate only a little meat
from a wooden platter, and drank a little

wine from a wooden goblet : sobriety, so rare
among the barbarians of those times, was one
of his greatest virtues. Towards the end of
the banquet some bards came in and sang the

exploits of Attila and the Huns. The Scy-
thian, the Gothic, the Greek, and the Latin
(Ausonian) tongues were spoken at his court.

Priscus was also received by and dined with
two of Attila's wives, Cerca and Recca, whom
he found lying on a beautiful divan, and their

apartments full of the choicest furniture and
ornaments. Attila's personal appearance was
very like that of the other Huns, who pro-

bably differed little from some of the present

Finnish nations in eastern Russia ; he was of

short stature, had broad shoulders, a large

head, a flat nose, a tawny face, and small pierc-

ing eyes. His chief passion was glory, and
he was subject to fits both of love and anger.

He was kind to those who were mider his pro-

tection, and always ready to listen to advice

or entreat}\ He used to preside in the courts

of justice, and his sentences wei'e dictated by
feelings ofequity. But he was terrible to his

enemies, and exterminated all from whom he
expected a protracted resistance. Preferring

the nomadic and warlike habits of his nation

to a settled life, he cared little for the de-

struction of towns, or perhaps he destroyed

them with the intention of depriving the

people of fixed habitations, and thus forcing

them to a wandering life, in which state they

would soon feel that he was the best protector

they could have. The zeal which nomadic
nations have always shown in the destruc-

tion of towns, a zeal which is generally attri-

buted to a kind of inexplicable passion for

destruction, is probably founded on the same
reasons, the policy of nomadic people to de-

stroy fixed settlements being quite as natural

as the efforts of civilized nations to force no-

mades into such settlements. Among his

own countrymen Attila was not only conspi-

cuous for possessing their virtues in a higher

degree, but also in being exempt from many
of their vices ; and while his mind was en-

lightened enough to raise him above their

superstitions, he had all the prudence and self-

possession reqviisite for turning such super-

stitions to his own account. The great suc-

cess of his ai-ms having been attributed by
the Huns to some extraordinary cause, he

spread a rumour that he had found the sword

once possessed by their god of war, and he

thus succeeded in creating among his war-

rioi-s that unbounded confidence in him and in

themselves, without which no man has sub-

dued, nor ever will subdue, the nations of the

world.

Attila and his Huns still live in the me-

mory of the people of Germany. After his

death, when the nations recovered from the

awe with which they were stricken, bards

made him the subject of their songs, and as
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the warriors of Germany had a just claim to

part of his glory, their own pride made them
forget their past sufferings, and through the

veil of poetry the bloody " scourge of God "

was admired by later generations as the model
of a great hero and a wise king. Attila is

the hero ofmany of the oldest German songs

and legends, and we can trace his fame in the

Sagas of Norway and Iceland. But nowhere
is his name more conspicuous than in the

celebrated " Niebelungen-Lied." There we
see King Etzel of " Heunenland," or " Hiu-
uenland," the mightiest king from the Rhone
to the Khine, and from the Elbe to the sea

(v. 4990), who marries Chriemhild, the

beautiful widow of the (Prankish) hero

Sivrit (^Siegfried), and the daughter of Dan-
chrad (Tancred), king of the Burgundians,

who resided at Worms on the Ehine.

Chriemhild at first declines the hand of

Etzel, because it would not befit a Christian

woman to marry a heathen king, and Etzel

also doubts if the princess would take him
on account of the difference of their religion

;

but the knights of Etzel encourage him to

try, his name being so high and his power
so great that no woman would refuse to be-

come his wife. Chriemhild yields to these

reasons, especially as Riidiger, Etzel's am-
bassador, tells her that if she will condescend

to love his noble master she will bear twelve

mighty crowns, and Etzel will also bestow on
her the lands of nearly thirty princes whom
he had subdued with his invincible sword
(vv. 4953—56). The road by which Riidi-

ger and his companions conduct the bride to

Etzelenburch, the residence of Etzel, is de-

scribed as leading to Vergen on the Tunov-
ve (Danube), thence across Bavaria to Ple-

delingen (Pladling on the Isar), Pazzove
(Passau), Everdiugen (Efferdiug), and Ens
in Osterland (Austria), thence to Zeizen-

mure (Mons Cselii, now Zeiselmauer), and
Tuln, where she was received by the knights

of Etzel, whose dominions were so vast that

there were knights of all the countries of

Europe, Russians, Greeks, Wallachians,
Poles, wild Pechenegues from Kiew, Thu-
ringians, and even a Danish knight. The
marriage took place at Vienna, Avhence they
travelled to Heimburg and Misenburg, where
they embarked on the Danube, and went to

Etzelenburch, which is described as situated

on the Danube, on or near the site of the pre-

sent towns of Ofen, or Buda, and Pestli.

Etzelenburch now becomes the theatre of the

further events related in the " Niebelungen-
Lied," and after the tragical death of all the

heroes, and at last of Chriemhild, Etzel re-

mains alone to lament the fate of so many
gallant knights who had fallen victims to the

jealousy and revenge of two women, Chriem-
hild and Brunhild. (Prisons, Excerpta de

Legationihus Gentium ad JRomanos, and es-

pecially l)e Legationibus Romanorum ad
Gentes, in the Paris and Bonn collections of
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the Byzantine writers ; Jornandes, De Begno-
rum Successione, pp. 57, 58, J)e Rebus Gothi-

cis, pp. 115—133, ed. Lindenbrog; Isidorus,

Chronicon Gothorum, ad an. 467 ; Marcelli-

nus Comes, Chronicon, ad an. 422, &c. ; Pros-

per, Chronicon, ad an. 1 Marciani et Valen-
tiniani, &c. : Idatius, Chronicon, ad an, 1 Mar-
ciani, &c. ; Gregorius Turonensis, Historia

Francorum, ii. 5, &c. ; Sidonius ApoUinaris,
EpistolcE, vii. 12, viii. 15, Carmina, v. 319,

&c., 336, &c. ; Baronius, Annates, ad an. 451,

452 ; Juvencus Caelius Callanus, Vita Attilce,

in IBelius, "Apparatus Hist. Hungariae."
Juvencus, who lived probably before the

twelfth century, compiled from Priscus

and other Greek sources : the first edition

of his work was published by Hieronymus
Squarciaficus, in his edition of the Lives of

Plutarch, Venice, 1502, fol. ; it is not men-
tioned by Fabricius: a second edition is

contained in the fifth volume of most of the

editions of Canisius, "Antiquse Lectiones,"

Ingolstadt, 1608, 4to. ; but although the first

edition and several MSS. of it were pe-

rused by French historians as early as the

beginning of the sixteenth century, both the

name of the author and his work were so

little known, that, long after the publication

of the Ingolstadt edition, Leibnitz said he be-

lieved it to be fictitious. (Fabricius, Biblioth.

Med. et Infim. jMtinitatis, "Juvencus, Caj-

lius;" Meusel, Bibliotheca Historica, vol. v.

part 1, pp. 338, &c. ; Mascov, The History of
the Ancient Germans, translated by Lediard,

vol. i. pp. 490—541 ; Der JViebelungenlied,

ed. Von der Hagen.) W. P.

ATTI'LIA GENS. [Atilia gens.]

ATTILIA'NUS. The name of a sculptor

so called appears on a statue of a Muse in

the gallery of Florence. He is stated to be
of Aphrodisias. The inscription is, " Opus
Attiliani Aphrodisiensis." R. W. jun.

ATTI'LIUS FORTUNATIA'NUS.
[FORTUNATIANUS.]
ATTIRE'T, JEAN DENYS, called

Frcre Attiret, a French painter, whose career

is remarkable. Hg was born in 1702, in the

Franche-Comte, at Dole, where his father

also was a painter, and his fii'st instructor.

The Marquis de Broissia sent him to Rome,
where he completed his studies. After his

return Attiret attracted some notice by some
pictures which he painted at Lyon ; he sub-

sequently went to Avignon, wdiere he joined

the society of Jesuits, and during his novi-

tiate he painted four pictures for the cathe-

dral of Avignon, and some other works.
About this time the French Jesuit mission-

aries at Peking wished a painter to be sent

out to them from France, and, accordingly,

Attiret set out about the end of the year 1737
to join his countrymen in China. Soon after

his arrival he presented the Chinese emperor,

Keen-Loong, with a picture of the Adoration
of the Kings, which so pleased his celestial

majesty that he ordered it to be hung up in
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one of the chambers in his palace ; and he
indicated an intention of entirely engrossing
the time of Attiret upon works according to

his taste, and in water-colours, for he dis-

liked the gloss of oil. He ordered him to

restore in distemper a painting upon a wall
in one of the rooms of his palace, which, if

an extraordinary honour to Attiret, as a fo-

reigner, was, through the ceremonies of the
palace, as extraordinarily troublesome. He
had to deliver himself over to various sets

of eunuchs, and to wait long at many doors
every time he entered and left the apartment
where the painting was, and in which he
was locked up from seven o'clock in the
moi-ning until five in the afternoon, with
several other eunuchs to attend upon, or
rather watch over him. Ceremony would
not admit of any derangement, and he was
accordingly obliged to make shift with a
chair upon a table as his scaffolding. His
meals were sent to him every day from the
emperor's table, but before they had per-

formed the journey from the emperor's
apartment to his they were quite cold, and
he did not touch them ; he ate fruit and bis-

cuits. However, notwithstanding his diffi-

culties, he completed the picture, with the

assistance of the advice of Castiglione of the

Portuguese mission, entirely to the satisfac-

tion of the emperor. [Castiglione, Giu-
seppe.]

The Chinese court painters became very
jealous of Attiret, and, knowing his dislike

to water-colours, they took care that he
should be constantly employed in that style

;

and, to add to his vexations, when he was
occupied over any great work, he was con-
stantly interrupted by eunuchs, who came
with orders from the emperor for him to

paint immediately some flowers upon a fan,

or some such trifling command.
He had so many commissions, not only

from the emperor, but from the great people
of the court also, that he was obliged to em-
ploy Chinese painters to enable him to exe-

cute them all. He made all the designs, and
executed the chief objects—as the figures,

and especially the carnations. He found
that in the costume, in the landscape, and
even in the animals, the Chinese painters got

on much quicker and better than he could.

By giving way to the Chinese taste Attiret

gradually became a great favourite, even

with the painters. One large picture which
he painted displeased the emperor : it was a
landscape, in which were some Chinese
ladies, but their fingers were not red enough,
and their nails were not long enough ; they

wanted also that imperturbable tranquillity

of demeanour which appears to be a charac-

teristic of the Chinese. Attiret took the

advice of one of the court painters, altered it

under his direction, obtained his good opi-

nion, and gave general satisfaction : he was
enabled even to establish a drawing-school.
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Between the years 1753 and 1760, the
emperor, Keen-Loong, obtained several vic-
tories^ over some Tartar hordes in distant
parts in the north-west of the empire, and in
1754 Attiret was ordered to follow, in order
to perpetuate his victories upon the spot.
He made many accurate drawings of tri-

umphs, processions, festivals, &c,, in which
he was assisted by Chinese painters ; and
from these he painted several pictures, which,
with portraits of the emperor, so pleased him,
that he created Attiret mandarin, with all

the appointments, a dignity, however, which
Attiret told the minister that he could not
assume. Some of his pictures were preserved
in the palace, and shown only by special
permission of the emperor. No pains were
spared to render them complete ; many offi-

cers who distinguished themselves travelled,
according to Father Amiot, even eight hun-
dred leagues to sit for their portraits. Six-
teen of these, or similar drawings, were sent
to France to be engraved at the emperor's
expense, and their execution was intrusted
to the direction of C. N. Cochin the younger.
The plates were engraved by J. Aveline,
Aug. de St. Aubin, L. Masquelier, F. de Ne,
J. B. Choffard, Ph. le Bas, N. de Launay,
and P. L. Prevost ; and on so large a scale
that it was necessary to make paper ex-
pressly to print them upon, which cost six-

teen pounds the ream. The prints are ex-
tremely scarce, for they were sent with the
plates to China as soon as they were printed,

a few impressions only, for the royal family
of France and for the library of Paris, being
reserved. The sixteen drawings were not
all by Attiret, some were by the Jesuits Cas-
tiglione and Sikelbar. There is a small
copy of the large prints by the engraver
Hebnan.

Attiret died at Peking in 1768, aged sixty-

six. The emperor ordered two hundred
ounces of silver to be given towards the ex-

pense of his burial ; and the emperor's bro-

ther sent his principal eunuch to weep over
his coffin, a duty, however, which the Jesuits

told him was not required, but he followed
the coffin some time on foot.

The sculptor Claude Francois Attiret
was the nephew of Frere Attiret, and was
born at Dole, in 1728. He Avas the pupil of
Pigal, and obtained one of the great annual
prizes for sculpture of the Eoyal Academy
of Painting and Sculpture at Paris, of which
he afterwards became a member. He died

in the hospital of Dole, in 1804. The fol-

lowing are his best works :—Statues of the

four seasons, of St. Andre and St. Jean, and
one of Louis XVI., which was the first that

was erected to him,—it was made for the

city of Dole. He made also the ornaments

of the public fountain of Dule. {Extrait

d'line Icttre du Fere Amiot du 1 Mars, 1769,

de Peking, contenant i'e'loqe die Frere Attiret,

et le precis de Vetat de ]a peinture chez les
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Chinois,—it was inserted by De Guignes in

the Journal des Sgavans, for June, 1771
;

Huber, Manuel des Amateurs, &c. ; Gabet,

Dictionnaire des Artistes de VE'cole Fran-
gaise, &c.) R. N. W.
A'TTIUS, LU'CIUS. [Accius.]

ATTO, or ACTO, Bishop ofVercelli, was
elected to that see in a.d. 924, on the death of

Eagembert, who perished in the conflagration

of Pavia by the Magyars, the then recent

conquerors of Hungary, and formidable in-

vaders of Italy. In the year 94G, as appears

by his will, he was advanced in age, and
in 964 a certain Ingo was bishop of Ver-
celli. This appears to be all that is posi-

tively known of Atto. He is called
^ by

Ughelli, in his " Italia Sacra," and by some
other writers, Atto the Second, but Buronzo,

the editor of his works, affirms that in the

list of bishops of Vercelli no other Atto is

found either before or after him. From his

own declaration that he lived under the law
of the Lombards, it was conjectured by Mu-
ratori that he was himself a Lombard, but

according to Buronzo it was open to any one

in that age to choose whether he would live

under the law of the Lombards, the Franks,

or the Romans, without regard to his origin.

Buronzo is, however, less successful in ex-

plaining away a declaration in one of Atto's

works, that he was by birth a stranger to

Vercelli, and there appears little room to

doubt that he was the Atto mentioned in a

contemporary charter as arch-chancellor to

Hugo and Lothair, the joint kings of Italy.

The works attributed to Atto by ditferent

writers are six in number ; for we can hardly

reckon his " Testamentum," or Will, as one.

They are ; 1 .
" Capitulare," or a collec-

tion of canons of the church of Vercelli.

2. " Libellus de Pressuris Ecclesiasticis," a

treatise on ecclesiastical jurisdictions. 3.

" Epistolse," a set of letters, mostly on theo-

logical subjects, eleven in number. 4. " Ser

mones," a collection of eighteen sermons. 5.

" Expositio Epistolarum Sancti Pauli," a

series of comments on the Epistles of St.

Paul. 6. " Polypticum," also called " Per-

pendiculum," a grave satire on the manners
of his time. The first five are written in

much the same style, which is superior to

that of his age ; the last in a most obscure

and aftected one, which it appears was in

vogue at the time, as ornamental, and might
be thought appropriate to the subject. There
are two editions or versions of the " Polyp-

ticum," the second of which was drawn up
by the author at a time when more freedom

of speech was allowed than when the first

was composed, but is still difficult to be un-

derstood ; while the first, Avithout the assist-

ance of the second, would be absolutely un-

intelligible. Andres, the historian of litera-

ture, speaks with praise of the treatise " De
Pressuris Ecclesiasticis," and Buronzo com-
mends the commentaries on St. Paul with a
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warmth which can hardly be ascribed alto-

gether to the partiality of an editor.

The first three of these six works were
first printed in D'Achery's " Spicilegium"
(published 1665—67), from a transcript fur-

nished to D'Ache'ry by Cardinal Bona, from
a manuscript in the Vatican, No. 4322. This
manuscript is damaged in every leaf, and
D'Achery found it impossible to obtain a

collation from another in the possession of
the chapter of Vercelli. In the new edi-

tion of the " Spicilegium," by De la Barre,

in 1723, some few of these defects in the

treatise " De Pressuris" were supplied from
another source. In 1761 Mansi inserted

in his new edition of the " Anecdota" of

Baluze five sermons of Atto, and a copy of
the " Polypticum," from the manuscript in

the Vatican ; but these were most incorrectly

printed from a hasty transcript. Seven years

after, in 1768, Carlo Buronzo del Signore

published what he called " Attonis Opera
Omnia," at Vercelli, in two volumes folio.

Being himself a canon of Vercelli, he had
full access to the manuscripts of the Chapter,

and supplied the deficiencies in the pieces al-

ready printed in the " Spicilegimn." Of the

publication by Mansi he had apparently never
heard, and the " Sermones" and " Polypti-

cum " are wanting in his edition, though he
hints obscurely in the preface that he was
aware of their existence, and meant to pub-
lish them at some time or other. About five-

sixths of his two volumes are occupied by
the comments on St. Paul, which he disco-

vered in the library at Vercelli, and sup-

posed to be Atto's from the similarity of

style, and from finding it stated at the end of

the manuscript that it was written by Atto's

order, "jussu Attonis." Mai is of opinion

that these grounds are by far too weak to

support the conjecture. It was the second

version of the " Polypticum" which was
made public by Mansi, in the " Anecdota,"
in 1761 ; the other was first published by
Mai, in the sixth volume of his " Serip-

torum Veterum nova Collectio," in 1832,

together with the eighteen sermons of which
Mansi had given five, and a copy of Atto's

will. Both versions of the " Polypticum"
commence with these words :—" Fulanus cu-

piens me sic beatum instar felicissinii opiiio-

nis Silvestri summi exitum," which Mansi
and Mai conceive to refer to the death of

Pope Sylvester II., which took place in 1003.

They suppose, therefore, that the author of

the " Polypticum" must be a different person

fiom the author of the works published by
D'Achery, and of a later date, and share the

productions of Atto between two men whom
they call Atto senior and Atto junior, both
bishops of Vercelli. Mai appears by this to

have overlooked the statement of Buronzo,
that no other Atto occurs in the list of the

bishops of that diocese. It does not seem
altogether impossible that the words quoted
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may refer either to Pope Sylvester I. or to

some eminent clim-ch dignitary of the same
name; and there are no other reasons for

supposing the existence of a second Atto, as

those which are given by Mai, in his notes,

are retracted by himself in the preface to the

samevokmie. (Atto, Opera omnia :Y)Wc]icrj,

Spicilegiam, viii. 1, &c., edit, of De la Barre,

i. 402, &.C. ; Baliizius, Anecdota, edit, of Mansi,

ii. 561 ; INIai, Scriptorum Veterum nova Col-

lectio, vi. Preface xviii. part ii. 43, &;c. ; De
Gregor}', Istoria della Vercellese Letteratura,

1819, i. 203—208.) T. W.
ATTOX. [Atto.]
ATTUMONELLI, MICHE'LE, was

born at Andria in the pro\Tiice of Bari, in

the kingdom of Naples, in 1753. From an
unusually early age he studied the medical

sciences under Cirillo and Cotugno. He re-

ceived his diploma at Salernum, and on his

return to Naples officiated for a time as Cli-

nical Professor at the Ospedale degli Incura-

bili, and was highly esteemed for both medi-

cal and general knowledge. In 1799, when
the French army was withdrawn from
Naples, Attimionelli, who had taken an ac-

tive part in the political movements of the

time, and had published a translation of

Condorcet's " Politique de la France re'gene'-

re'e," went to Paris, where he practised ex-

tensively, and died in 1826.

Besides the translation just mentioned, At-

tumonelli wrote the following works :

—

1. " Elementi di Fisiologia Medica, o sia

la Fisica del Corpo Umano,"' Naples, two
parts, 1787, 1788. This, in the " Gottingische

Anzeigen" (1790, p. 671), is said to be a

complete system of physiology, and a good

one, as far as it goes, but less perfect than,

for the labour bestowed upon it, it should

have been, because the author had withheld

its publication for nine years after he had
finished the manuscript. 2. " Me'moires sur

les Eaux INIine'rales de Naples, et sur les

Bains de Vapeur;" an essay written soon

after the author's arrival in Paris, and which

is said to have miich increased the reputation

of Naples as a resort for invalids. An ab-

stract of it, with a favourable report, was
published by the Society of Medicine of

Paris, in Sedillofs " Eecueil Periodique,'"

t, xi. 1801, p. 233. 3. " Memoire sur I'Opi-

um," Paris, 1802, and 1811, 8vo. 4. " Trat-

tato de Veneni che comprende varie Disser-

tazioui INIediche del Sr. Sauvages," Naples,

1785, 4to. 2 vols. (Visconti, Biographic

Universelle, Supplement; Callisen, Medici-

nisches Schriftsteller-Lexicon, Bde. 1, xxvi.
;

Querard, La France Litte'raire.) J. P.

ATTWOOD, THOMAS, an eminent

English composer, was born in the year 1767.

At the age of nine years he was admitted a

cliorister in the Chapel Koyal, where he re-

ceived his first musical instiiiction under

Dr. Nares, and aftei'wards under Dr. Ayrtou.

Attwood derived from nature the feeling and
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the capacity to form an accomplished musi-
cian. The love of his art dawned in his

childhood and expired only with his life.

His progress was such as might be antici-

pated from a mind so constituted ; his daily

duty was his delight, and the indications of
his talent were early and unequivocal. It

was the custom with the sons of George III.

to associate with the most eminent musicians

of their time, not merely as auditors, hut as

players, and thus young Attwood was thrown
into the society of George IV. when Prince
of Wales. The prince noticed his enthu-

siasm and his proficiency, and further in-

qu^iries led him to resolve to give Attwood
the advantage of foreign musical culture,

and especially to afibrd him the benefit of

studying under ^lozart. At the charge of

his royal patron he went first to Ital}', where
he I'esided, principally at Naples, for two
years, during which time he received in-

struction from Latilla. He then went to

Vienna, for the purpose of studying under
^Mozart. If Attwood's veneration for his

master was ardent and unchanging, the

attachment of Mozart was as sincere. He
loved Attwood as a friend and a brother.

Kelly was at Vienna during the period of

Attwood's residence there, and he thus re-

cords ]Mozart's estimate of his talents :—

•

" I have," said jSIozart, " the sincerest affec-

tion for Attwood, and I feel much pleasure

in tellino; you that he has imbibed more of

my style than any scholar I ever had.'

*It was during Attwood's residence at Vi-

enna that Mozarfs " Le Nozze di Figaro " was
produced. Attwood was on the eve of depart-

ing for England, and he remained at Vienna
for the purpose of witnessing his friend's

ti-iumph. Attwood was in the orchestra, at

]Mozart's elbow, when the opera was first

performed, and he had the pleasure of seeing

two of the characters supported by natives of

his own country—Signora Storace and Kelly.

A few years after his retm'n to England, on

the death of Mr. Jones in 1796, he was
elected organist of St. Paul's Cathedral, and

in the month of June following he was ap-

pointed the successor of Dr. Dupuis, as com-

poser to his majesty.

Attwood found few congenial spirits on

his return to his native country ; few -s\ ho

shared his enthusiastic love of all that was
elegant and dignified in his art. ISIozart

—

hisinstructor, his friend, ofwhom he never

spoke but with aflfectionate veneration—was
little known and less esteemed. Attwood

had witnessed the triumphant success of
" Le Nozze di Figaro" at Vienna in 1787,

and twentj--five years were suffered to elapse

before this opera was produced in London,

nor was any opera of Mozart's performed

there till 1806. Instrumental music was

little patronized, notwithstanding the im-

pulse Avhich it received from the exertions of

Salomon and the presence and assistance of
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Haydn ; and the Sinfonias of Mozart were
unknown to the London performers. The
vocal concerts of Harrison, Kuyvett, and
Bartleman were the fashionable musical

entertainments of the metropolis, and the

devotion of George III. to the compositions

of Handel excluded those of every other mas-
ter, English or foreign, from the precincts of

the court. Attwood, who came over enriched

with the works of his master, and eager to

introduce them to the notice of his country-

men, found neither sympathy nor help

—

neither performers nor listeners. He assem-

bled some of the best players of the day, and
placed before them Mozart's beautiful sinfo-

nia in E flat. After several reluctant at-

tempts, it was thrown aside as an impracti-

cable affair, and many years elapsed before

its merits were appreciated by any portion of

the English public. It was Mozart's inten-

tion to visit England in the year 1791, in

conformity with his promise to Salomon, but

death closed his short and brilliant career

before the stipulated period arrived, and Att-

wood saw his honoured instructor no more.

Such a state of things was singu.larly un-

favourable for the development of Attwood's

musical powers. His ardour was damped

—

his zeal discouraged. Even the situation he
filled at St. Paul's was not the one most
suited to him. He had quitted the English

school and, in a degree, formed his style of

ecclesiastical composition anew. He had
become used to the modern music of the

Roman Catholic church—to its gorgeous and
brilliant orchestral accompaniment, and to

the interspersion of operatic passages and
operatic effects into the service of the mass.

These, perhaps imperceptibly, tinged his own
compositions and style of accompaniment,
and cathedral music thus received from him
somewhat of a new colour. He entered, how-
ever, upon his new duty (as he did upon
every duty) with alacrity and zeal, and pro-

duced many services and anthems for the

Chapel Royal and for St. Paul's.

In Italy and in modern Germany most of

the composers who have excelled in writing

for the stage have also devoted their talents

to the service of the church. In England
three names alone of any eminence appear

both as sacred and dramatic v*riters—Pur-

cell, Boyce, and Attwood : and of these the

first only continued to write for the stage to

the termination of his briefcareer ; Boyce and
Attwood quitted all connection with it at a

comparatively early period. Attwood had
the power to have done much for the

English lyric drama, bvit he was denied the

means. He had just quitted a country in

which every theatre was supplied with ex-

cellent instrumental performers and com-
petent singers. He found at the great Lon-
don theatres neither the one nor the other.

Their oi'chestras were limited and feeble,

and their singers were not able to realize
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his conceptions of the true power and effect

of dramatic music. He had to write for In-

cledon, Sedgwick, and Dignum. Incledon

was the child and pupil of nature, endowed
with a voice which for tone and compass was
unrivalled—gifted with the power of impart-

ing to the simplest melody a degree of ex-

pression that went to the heart, because thence

it sprang, but unequal to grapple with the

more elaborate forms of vocal composition.

The same may be said of Sedgwick, whose
splendid voice was only surpassed by his mu-
sical ignorance. Dignum knew a little more,

but his vocal range was ver^^ limited. As
instructed singers the ladies of the two thea-

tres, at this time, took a higher rank, and
among them Mrs. Crouch and Miss Leak.

But Attwood, like every writer for the stage,

was compelled to adapt himself to the powers

of his singers, and hence his productions for

the stage exhibit their capabilities rather

than his own. Nor did he ever attempt a

grand opera, of which he regarded the per-

formance, according to his view of it, as

hopeless, contenting himself with the pro-

duction of a number of musical after-pieces.

The first of these was " The Prisoner," of

which the libretto was written by the Rev.

Mr. Rose, one of the masters of Merchant
Tailors' school. It was performed by the

Drury-Lane company in 1792 at the Opera

House (Drury Lane Theatre being then in

the course of erection), and, according to

Oulton, " well received." Here Attwood in-

troduced to his countrymen Mozart's now
well-known song, " Non piu andrai," which
was sung by Sedgwick to words beginning
" Where the banners of glory are stream-

ing," and evinced powers both natural and
acquired in the rest of the opera, which
might, under more favourable circumstances,

have advanced the reputation of the English

lyric drama. The following list comprises

all Attwood's dramatic productions :
—

" The
Prisoner," 1792; "The Mariners," 1793;
" Adopted Child," 1793; " Carnarvon Cas-

tle," 1793; "Poor Sailor," 1795; "Smug-
glers," 1796; "Mouth of the Nile," 1798;
" Devil of a Lover," 1798 ;

" Day at Rome,"
1798; " Castle of Sorrento," 1799; " Magic
Oak" (pantomime), 1799; "Old Clothes-

man," 1799; "Red Cross Knight," 1799;
" St. David's Day," 1800 ;

" True Friends,"

1800; "Escapes" (altered from Cherubini),

1801. He also wrote, in 1807, the music for

Tobin's posthumous play of " The Curfew,"

which contains the most popular of his dra-

matic compositions, " Hark, the curfew's so-

lemn sound." These musical pieces were, for

the most part, expected to be short-lived, and
they were so ; but there is scarcely one de-

void of some evidences of their author's in-

ventive powers and attainments. Attwood
was always in the power of his singers, to

their caprices he was compelled to conform,

and often to write down to their level ; nor
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were the intrigues and contentions of the

green-room suited to a character of which
benevolence and strict integrity formed the

principal features. For the last thirty years
of his life he had given up dramatic com-
position. The works which he produced
during this period were almost exclusively
of a religious character.

The Prince of Wales, on Attwood's return
to England, appointed him one of his cham-
ber musicians, a situation which he held for

many years. On the marriage of the Duke
of York with the Princess Royal of Prussia,
he was selected as her musical instructor, and
he afterwards attended the Princess of Wales
in the same capacity. When the differences
at Carlton House began to assume a serious
form, he was often placed in situations of a
very trying kind, in which he was uniformly
guided by sound principle and discretion.

On the coronation of George IV., it became
Attwood's official duty to compose one of the
coronation anthems, when he produced " I

was glad when they said unto me," which
was performed at the coronation, was after-

wards published, and sung at every musi-
cal festival in the kingdom. It also re-

stored him to the notice of his early patron,

who appointed him organist of the private

chapel m the Pavilion at Brighton—a place

solely of honour, as the expenses attending it

far exceeded his salaiy. On the accession

of William IV., he composed for the corona-
tion his anthem, " O Lord, grant the King
a long life." He survived the accession of
Queen Victoria, and had commenced his an-

them for her coronation, which, however, he
did not live to witness.

His appointment to the office of composer
to his majesty took place in 1796, on the

death of Dr. Dupuis, on which occasion Dr.
Porteus, then dean of the Chapel Royal, sepa-

rated the place of composer from that of or-

ganist, and Attwood did not hold the latter

till the death of Mr. Stafibrd Smith, about
thirty years afterwards.

The following list comprises all of Att-

wood's compositions for the church that are

now known to exist :—Morning and Evening
Service in f, 1796, published in Goss and
Turk's Cathedral Music ; Morning and
Evening Service in A, 1825; Morning and
Evening Service in c, 1832 ; Morning and
Evening Service in d, 1833.

In addition to the anthems already men-
tioned—" Teach me, O Lord " (printed)

;

" My soul truly waiteth " (ditto) ;
" Bow

down thine ear " (ditto) ;
" Turn thee, O

Lord " (ditto) ;
" Let thy hand be strength-

ened," with orchestral accompaniments

;

" Blessed is he that considereth ;" Collect
for the Epiphany ; Collect for the first Sun-
day after Epiphany; " Grant, we beseech
thee ;" " Let the words of my mouth ;"

" Withdraw not thou thy mercy ;" " They
that go down ;" " O pray for the peace

;"
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^' Be thou my judge." The anthem "Blessed
is he " was written for the yearly meeting of
the charity children at St. Paul's in 1806

;

the rest bear various dates, from 1814 to
1837. He also set the " Sanctus" and the
" Kyrie Eleison " in several different keys,
apart from the Services already named.

His labours as composer to his majesty
were prompted by a sense of duty and a love
of his art. From the official dignitaries of
the Chapel Royal he experienced only dis-

couragement. His first Service in f alone
appears on the choir books ; the parts of his
other Services he was compelled to have co-
pied at his own expense. When he had
finished his second Coronation Anthem, a
similar objection was made to the expense of
having the necessary orchestral parts copied,
and it was only in consequence of his de-
clared intention of appealing directly to the
king that the composition was prepared for
performance. When engaged in writing his
first Coronation Anthem, he received an inti-

mation, from the same quarter, that it must
not exceed seven minutes in length ; an in-

junction which, to a man of Attwood's charac-
ter and station, was equally rude and bar-
barous.

Another department of his art was culti-

vated by Attwood with equal success : some
time after his return to England he became
known as a glee writer. The society known
by the appellation of the " Concentores So-
dales," and of which Webbe, Callcott, R.
Cooke, Horsley, and other eminent glee

writers have been members, was founded in

1798, and Attwood joined it in 1801. There
was also a society called " The Harmonists,"
which used to meet at the Albion Tavern, for

the purpose of glee singing, of which Ste-

vens—the Gresham professor of music—was
long the director, and for which he wrote
many of his admirable glees. On his re-

signation Attwood was invited to succeed
him, and for these two societies most of his

glees were composed. He also followed the

example which Stevens was the first to set,

and produced several glees with double
accompaniment for the pianoforte. Among
the most popular of these were " In peace

love tunes the shepherd's reed" and " Rise

to the battle, my thousands." A long list

might be given of his single songs, but there

is one which earned a career of popularity

which few classical English songs have, of

late years, attained. " The Soldier's Dream "

is the product of a mind gifted with power
to confer upon music its highest attribute and
most powerful charm.
Attwood was married in 1793 to Mary,

only child of Matthew Denton, Esq., of Stot-

fold, Bedfordshire. His son George, as

Senior Fellow of Pembroke College, Cam-
bridge, succeeded to the living of Framling-

ham^ Suffolk, of which he is now rector.

Attwood died in March, 1838, and was
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buried on the 31st of that mouth in St. Paul's

Cathedral, nearly under the organ. His
funeral was attended by the members of the

three metropolitan choirs, and, as part of

the service, his "Magnificat" and "Nunc
dimittis" were sung. He was succeeded,

as organist of this cathedral, by his pupil

Mr. John Goss.

In Attwood's character were combined
qualities which commanded the respect and
won the affection of those who were asso-

ciated with him either by family ties, by
professional intercourse, or by the relations

of instructor and pupil. He delighted, from
his copious store of knowledge and experi-

' ence, to guide and animate the young, even
the youngest musical student. Instruction

was, with him, not only a duty but a plea-

sure, and in this feeling all who received it

from him largely participated. Every evi-

dence of talent among his pupils he cherished

with parental assiduity and spoke of it with
parental pride. To his art he was enthusias-

tically attached, and this feeling continued
without abatement through his life. Though
his exertions were early checked from causes

over which he had no control, and though
he failed at once to awaken the sympathies
of his countrymen for the works of his great

master, his confidence in their future popu-
larity was unshaken, and when the time to

which he had looked forward did arrive, his

aid was promptly rendered to assist in their

production. He was one of the earliest mem-
bers of the Philharmonic Society, and for

many years one of its conductors. His com-
positions were marked by the features of his

character

—

" He mark'd in his elegant strain

The graces that glowed in his mind."

They are the offspring of a mind naturally

susceptible of everything that was graceful,

strengthened by the power of knowledge and
enriched with the resources of art. Music was
with him a passion and a language, rather

than a profession. He loved it for itself, and
in every true votary of it he welcomed a
friend and a brother. ( Gentleman''s Maga-
zine ; Information received from Mr. T. F.

Walmisleij and Mr. Goss ; Personal Knoiv-

ledge.) E. T.

ATWOOD, GEORGE, fellow and tutor

of Trinity College, Cambridge, was born in

1745, took the degree of A.B. in 1769, died

in 1807. We can find no recorded details of

his life. Atwood's writings are:— 1. "A
Treatise on the Rectilinear Motion of Bo-
dies," Cambridge, 1784, 4to. This is a very
laboured work, embracing much more than

the title would suggest, and written with a

strong effort to preserve both the form and
the reality of ancient rigour. It contains

the first account of the machine since called

by the name of Atwood, by which the laws
of simply-accelerated motion are experimen-
tally verified. This work exercised much
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influence on the studies of the university ill

which it appeared. 2. " Analysis of a Course
of Lectures on the Principles of Natural
Philosophy, read in the University of Cam-
bridge," London, 1784, 8vo. ; a work of no
pretension, but much utility. 3. " A Disser-

tation on the Construction of Arches " (fol-

lowed by a Supplement), London, 1801, 4to.

This is the pure statical theory of arches

(without friction), and, until very recently,

was the most elaborate separate treatise on
the subject: that theoiy carries Atwood's
name with it almost as much as the celebrated

machine. Atwood was a useful teacher, and
a sound mathematician. His writings are

now obsolete, but his excellent mode of mea-
suring and illustrating the effects of constant

acceleration will preserve his name.
A. De M.

ATWOOD, THOMAS, who is stated to

have been fonnerly chief judge of the island

of Dominica, and afterwards of the Bahamas,
published in 1791 an octavo volume of nearly

300 pages, entitled " The History of the Island

of Dominica," which contains, according to

the title-page, a description of its situation,

extent, climate, mountains, rivers, and natural

productions, and an account of the civil go-

vernment, trade, laws, customs, and manners
of the different inhabitants of that island, of

its conquest by the French, and its subse-

quent restoration to the British dominion.
He is also said to have published, in 1790,

an ill-written pamphlet entitled " Observa-
tions on the True Method of Treatment and
Usage of the Negro Slaves in the British

West India Islands." Of his personal his-

tory we find no particulars, excepting that

he died in the King's Bench prison, at an
advanced age, and broken down by misfor-

tune, on the 27th of May, 1 793. ( Gentleman's

Magazine, Ixiii. 576 ; Literary Memoirs of
Living Authors of Great Bi-itain (published

inl798), i. 22.) J. T. S.

ATWOOD, WILLIAM, a constitutional

writer and political controversialist of the

end of the seventeenth and the beginning of

the eighteenth century. He had been chief

justice of New York, but at what time is not

distinctly known. The first work attributed

to him was a defence of the early authority

of parliament, called " Jani Anglonmi Facies

Nova" (erroneously entered by Watt " Jus
Anglonim," &c.), printed anonymously in

1680. It was severely attacked in the " In-

troduction to the Old English History," by
Brady, whose great learning in the sources

of British history made him a powerful ad-

vocate of the prerogative. Atwood is sup-

posed to have been the author of a rejoinder

called " Jus Anglorum ab antique," and to

have written another book against Brady,
called " Argumentum Anti-Normanicum ; or

an Argvmieut proving from Ancient Histories

and Records, that William Duke of Nor-
mandy made no absolute Conquest of Eng-
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land by the sword, in the sense of our modern
writers," 8vo. 1682. He soon afterwards he-

came one of the parties to the controversy
regarding the legality of the dispensing power
as employed by James II. In 1688 Sir Ed-
ward Herbert had published a vindication of
his own conduct on this point, which Atwood
answered in a book called " An Examination
of Sir Edward Herbert's Account of the Au-
thorities in law, whei'eby he would excuse
his judgment in Sir Edward Hale's case," 4to.

1689, in which he maintained that Herbert's
authorities were unfairly cited and misap-
plied. In reference to England, Atwood was
a champion of constitutional freedom. When
he examined the institutions and history of
the other parts of the empire, it was with the
desire of proving their dependence on the
crown of England. In 1698 he published a
small volume called " The History and Rea-
sons of the Dependency of Ireland upon the

Imperial Crown of the Kingdom of England,
rectifying Mr. Molineaux's state of the case,

of Ireland's being bound by Acts of Parlia-

ment in England." Molineaux's book had
acquired a great popularity in Ireland, and
was the cause of an address to the crown by
the English parliament, against " dangerous
attempts " made by subjects in Ireland " to

shake off their subjection and dependence on
England." The desire to curry favour with
the parliament of England seems to have
been Atwood's chief inducement to appear
on the occasion ; and he pleads as strenuously

for the independence of the Commons of
England on the one hand, as for the subjec-

tion of the Irish people on the other. Nichol-
son ranks him among " several dabblers in

English law and politics," who were " called

to arms " on this occasion. This very well
informed writer says of Atwood, that he was
a " barrister-at-law, and had conversed much
with the records in the Tower in Loudon,
or, at least, with Mr. Petyt, the keeper of
them He undertakes to prove
the nature of Mr. Molineaux's complaint, and
his mistaken popular notions about liberty-

;

to prove the original right which the kings
of Britain and England (Arthur, Edgar, &c.)

had to the dominion of Ireland ; and to show
that the claim is now better founded and
stronger than it was at first. He seems to

have had a sufficient number of records upon
his file to answer his own occasions, as well

as his adversary's arguments ; but the great

bustle he made in the field has obliged him
to huddle them up in too much confusion

;

and the eighteen queries, wherewith he con-

cludes his discourse, show that he had written

himself into a heat." The queries fully jus-

tify this opinion : one of them, the thirteenth,

which is one of the shortest, may be cited as

a specimen. It is, " Whether our Saviour's

observation upon the Roman penny, and St.

Paul's Epistle to the Romans, did not esta-

blish a general rule of subjection." Acting
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on an excited people, a work written in such
a tone and spirit was likely to rouse much
indignation

; and it is frequently spoken of
in a strong tone of reprobation by Irish his-

torical writers. Atwood next turned his at-

tention, in the same spirit, to Scotland, where
he was opposed by James Anderson [An-
derson], against whom he wrote a rejoinder
at considerable length, called " The Supe-
riority and direct Dominion of the Imperial
Crown of England over the Crown and
Kingdom of Scotland, the true Foundation
of a complete Union, reasserted," 1705, 8vo.
The professed object of this work is to pre-
pare the way for a union of the kingdoms

;

but it may be questioned if that measure was
really furthered by such advocacy. The
author states that he is " proud of his rela-

tion to considerable families" in Scotland.
The time of Atwood's death is unknown.
The titles of some other works written by
him are given by Watt. ( Works referred to;

Nicholson, English Historical Library/, 193— 19G, Irish Historical Library, 65, 66
;

Watt, JBibliotheca Britannica.) J. H. B.
ATZEL. [Attila.]
AUBAIS, CHARLES de BARCHI, MAR-

QUIS OF, descended of an ancient Italian

family, was born at Beauvoisin near Nismes,
on the 20th of March, 1686. In 1713 he
published " Genealogie de la Maison de
Genas, originaire de Dauphine," in folio. In
1759 he published, with Leon Me'nard, in

three volumes quarto, " Pieces fugitives pour
servir a I'histoire de France, avec des notes

historiques et ge'ographiques," a collected

reprint of rare tracts and documents illus-

trative of French history. The marquis was
celebrated for his magnificent and curious
library, and this collection was probably
formed from the more rare portions of it, as

the Harleian Miscellany was from the

library of Lord Oxford. The marquis was
also the author or compiler of a " Ge'ographie

Historique," published in 1761, which ac-

quired but little reputation ; and his name
appears as the author of a history of the

house of Narbonne-Pelet, without date. He
had a high reputation as a patron of litera-

ture. He died at his castle of Aubais, on
5th March, 1777. (^LesTrois Siecles de la

Litterature Frangoise ; Le Long, Bibliotheque

Historique, iii. 42499, 43369.) J. H. B.

AUBE. [Richer d' Aube.]
AUBENTON, LOUIS JEAN MARIE D',

was born at Montbar in the department of

Cute-d'Or, in France, where his father was a

notary, on the 29th of May, 1716. He com-
menced his studies at the College of Jesuits

at Dijon, and afterwards went through the

course of philosophical studies prescribed by
the Dominicans. At an early age he gave

those indications of diligence and good

nature which so much distinguished him
through life. His father destined him for

the church, and he accordingly went to
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Paris for the purpose of studying tlieology.

But he had imbibed a love for the study of

natural history, and whilst ostensibly pur-

suing a course of theological study, he was in

secret devoting himself to medicine, a pro-

fession which promised him the means of en-

gaging in the pursuits to which he was most

devoted. Whilst in Paris, he attended the

lectures of Baron, Martiney and Col de Vil-

lars, and also those of Winslow, Hunavild,

and Antoine de Jussieu. His father died in

1736, and being left at liberty to pursue his

own inclinations, he completed his proba-

tionary medical education, and graduated at

Reims in 1740. He immediately returned

to his native town, where he commenced the

practice of his profession. He was here dis-

tinguished by the skill with which he treated

the cases which occurred during the pre-

valence of an epidemic fever in the district

in which he lived.

It was at this period of D'Aubenton's life

that BufFon, who was also a native of Mont-
bar, conceived the idea of writing his great

work on natural history. He moreover
found that his knowledge of anatomy was
too limited to enable him to execute this

part of his projected woi-k, and accordingly

he made an arrangement with D'Avibenton to

assist him in this department. BufPon was
soon after called to Paris to assist in arrang-

ing the royal cabinet of natural history.

Through his influence D'Aubenton was pre-

vailed upon to take up his residence at Paris,

and he was speedily appointed curator and
demonstrator of the cabinet of natural his-

tory. His salary on first engaging in this

situation was 500 francs per annum, but it

was subsequently increased to 4000 francs.

Before the appointment of D'Aubenton to

this position the royal cabinet of natural

history at the Jardin des Plantes consisted

of a very meagre collection of objects in

natural history. Its principal contents were

a collection of shells which had been made
by Tournefort. No sooner, however, had
D'Aubenton been appointed curator than he
applied with all diligence to collect speci-

mens ; and he was materially assisted by the

influence of Buffbn. He devoted himself to

the art of preserving specimens in natural

history, and succeeded especially in the

stuffing and setting up the skins of birds and
quadrupeds. To the labours of his curator-

ship D'Aubenton was ever sincerely devoted,

and to the last days of his long life he gave

especial attention to the arrangement and
good order of the vast amount of specimens

which he had seen accumulate around him,

and the museum of the Jardin des Plantes,

as long as it lasts, will be a monument of his

diligence, genius, and skill.

Whatever merit belongs to the anatomy
of the animals described in the first thirteen

volumes of BufFon's " Natural History," and
this, it must be confessed, is very great for
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the time, is entirely due to D'Aubenton. In

this work he has given the anatomical details

of 182 species of Mammalia, 58 of which had
not been described, and 18 species were en-

tirely new. Since the publication of this

work comparative anatomy has made great

progress; but whatever may be the defects

of these labours of D'Aubenton, they have
the merit of being the first in which any-

thing like a system of comparative anatomy
had been attempted. His observations were
confessedly imperfect, but they were always
correct, and in recording with accuracy a

great number of facts, of the ultimate value

of which he was little aware, the observa-

tion of Camper may be justly applied to him,

that " D'Aubenton was unconscious of all

the discoveries of which he was the author."

Such too was the opinion of Cuvier, who of

all men knew most the value and made
the best use of D'Aubenton's observations.

But D'Aubenton was not allowed to finish

the work which he had so well commenced.
Buffon sought other assistance in the details

of the anatomy of the birds and reptiles.

All the circumstances that led to the separa-

tion of Buffon and D'Aubenton have not

transpired. Some attribute it to the jealousy

of Reaumur, who was at that time a candi-

date for the first position amongst naturalists

;

others, to the jealousy of Buffon himself.

Whatever may have been the cause, it is

certain that Buffon published a duodecimo
edition of the first part of his work on qua-

drupeds, in which all the anatomical details

were left out. It is said that this displeased

D'Aubenton so much that he refused to give

any further assistance in the completion of

the larger work. It seems, however, so na-

tural that the graphic and popular descrip-

tions of Buffon should be published separately

for the purpose of obtaining a wider circula-

tion of a scientific book, that we can hardly

think that this was the ground of D'Auben-
ton's declining a further share in the labours

of this great work. D'Aubenton did not

make any public statement of his grievance,

and whatever the misunderstanding might
have been between Buffon and himself, it

was not permanent, for long before the death

of Bufibn they were again on the most inti-

mate terms.

In the remaining parts of his work Buffon

was assisted by several anatomists, and
amongst those who have executed their la-

bours best are Pallas and Lacepede. Many
of the editions of this work are reprints of

the original duodecimo, and those who wish
to obtain D'Aubenton's labours complete must
procure the first edition. In the part of the

work on minerals Buffon derived much as-

sistance from the manuscripts of D'Auben-
ton.

Up to the time of his discontinuing his

researches for Buffon, he had written little,

but afterwards during his lengthened life he
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contributed many papers on the various de-

partments of natural history to the Memoirs
of the Academy of Sciences and of the Royal
Society of Medicine. The following notice

of these papers will indicate the varied cha-

racter of the pursuits of D'Aubenton. In

1 740 he published, in the " INIemoirs of the

Academy of Sciences," a paper on the " iNIan-

ner of distinguishing the different precious

Stones;" in 1751, a memoir " On the Hippo-
maues, a Fluid enveloping the IMembraues of
the developing Foal;" in 1752, "Observa-
tions on the Fluid of the Allantois ;" and in

1754, a memoir upon " Alabaster." In 1756
he contributed a memoir upon the Shrew-
mice of France, and described a species

which had not been observed by naturalists.

This paper was illustrated by two plates.

This was followed, in 1 759, by a memoir " On
the Family of Bats," in which he described

five new species. In the Memoirs for 17G2,

his paper on " Bones and Teeth remarkable
for their Size" appeared, in which he endea-

voured to refer to their real position the

animals to which those bones belonged. His
memoir " On the True Position of the Occi-

pital Foramen in INIan and Animals" ap-

peared in 1764. This was a most important

contribution to the study of comparative ana-

tomy, and corrected many mistakes with

regard to the bones of extinct animals. A
memoir " On the INIechanism of Rmnination,

and of the Temperament of Sheep" appeared

in 1768. In 1772, " Observations on the Pen-
ning of Sheep," and in the same year " Ob-
servations on the Animal which yields Musk,
and its relation to other animals." In 1779
appeared a " Memoir upon Foreign Wools."
In 1781 he published several papers, one " On
the Minerals called (Eil de Poisson and the

Sparkling Spar," another " On the Wood of

the Oak and the Chesnut," and a third " On
the Trachea of Birds." In 1782 he pub-
lished his " Observations on the gi'eat Bone
which had been found in the earth near

Paris," and also " Observations on the Cranial

Bones of the Cetaceae;" and in the same year

a paper •' On the Vegetable Markings in

Stones." In 1784 and 1785, memoirs ap-

peared •' On the Preparation of Wool, and on
that which had been produced in France ;"

in 1787, a memoir "On the Pechstein of

Germany;" and in 1790, "Observations on
the Organization and Growth of Wood."
Nor was he less industrious when the Aca-
demy was resolved into the Institute, for in

the first volume of the Memoirs of this body
we find the following by D'Aubenton:

—

" Plan of Experiments conducted at the

Jardin des Plantes, on Sheep and other do-

mestic Animals ;" " Observations upon Ge-
neric Characters in Natural History ;" " On
the Means of augmenting the Production of

Wheat in the Republic of France, by the

folding of Sheep and the Disuse of Fallows."

His principal contributions to the "Me-
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moirs of the Royal Society of Medicine"
were made between 1779 and 1783. These
papers were principally on the aliment and
drink of sheep, and on their diseases and
their remedies. He contributed a paper to

the " Journal des Mines" " On the Colour of
Gems." He also contributed papers to the
" Journal des Savants" and to the " Collec-
tion Academique de Dijon."

Several of the above papers fonned the

basis of works which D'Aubenton published,

and which made him as extensively known
among the iTiral population of France as he
had been among men of science. These
were his papers on the breeding, rearing,

management, and uses of sheep. In the

midst of his scientific labours he had a lively

sense of the importance of applying science

to the details of practical life, and being
warmly attached to agricultural pursuits, he
determined to turn his attention to the sheep
as a source of national wealth. His first

work on this subject, consisting of instruc-

tions to shepherds on the management of
their flocks, was published at Paris, in 1782,
with the title " Instructions pour les Bergers
et les Proprie'taires de Troupeaux, avec d'au-

tres Ouvrages sur les Moutons et sur les

Laines," 8vo. An extract or selection from
this work was published in Paris, in 1810,

under the title " Catechisme des Bergers,"

and has gone through numerous editions.

He also published a memoir on the manu-
facture of superfine woollen cloth in France,

entitled " ISIemoire sur le premier Drap de

Laine superfine du crii de la France," Paris,

8vo. 1784. The labours of D'Aubenton on
this subject were attended with important

results. He made nimierous experiments,

pointed out the bad effects of confining sheep

in stables at night, produced the best qua-

lities of wool, and had it manufactured into

cloth, and succeeded in introducing an im-

proved breed of sheep into France. For
these labours he was truly entitled to national

gratitude, and they probably saved his life

at an hour when his scientific reputation was
forgotten in the fact of his connection with

the aristocratic Buffon. During the Revo-

lution he had to solicit a certificate of citizen-

ship, a step that was necessary for professors

and others holding ofiices under government

at a period when the people watched over

those who had been connected with the aristo-

cratical body with the greatest jealousy ; and

it was in the capacity not of a man of science

that he sought this, but in the more humble

one of a shepherd. The following is a trans-

lation of the copy of the certificate of D'Au-
benton's citizenship :

—

" Section of Sans Culottes.—Copy of the

Extract of the Deliberation of the General

Assembly at the sitting of the 5th of the first

decade, in the third month of the second

year of the one and indivisible French Re-

public.
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" As it appears from tlie report made by the

Fraternal Society of the Section of Sans

Culottes, that good citizenship and acts of

humanity have always characterized the

shepherd Daubenton, the General Assem-

bly unanimously decrees that he shall be

presented with a certificate of citizenship,

and that the president, attended by several

members of the said assembly, shall give him
the brotherly embrace, with all the acclama-

tion due to the distinguished humanity by
whicli his conduct has been marked on A^a-

rious occasions.
" Signed, E. G. Dardel, President.

DoMONT, Secretary.
" A true copy."

D'Aubenton does not appear to have prac-

tised his profession in Paris; but in 1791

he published a work on indigestion, which
produced considerable sensation at the time :

it was entitled " Memoire sur les Indiges-

tions qui commencent a etre plus frequentes

pour la plupart des hommes a I'age de 40 a

45 ans," Paris, 8vo. In this work he

pointed out the importance of the stomach

in the animal kingdom, and traced the oc-

currence of organic disease in other parts

of the body to a want of health in this

organ. As a remedy for the condition into

which the stomach was prone to get be-

tween the ages of 40 and 50 years, he pro-

posed the administration of small doses of

ipecacuanha ; and lozenges containing this

ingredient are to this day sold in Paris bear-

ing his name. In 1784 he published a work
on mineralogy, intended as a text-book for

his lectures on this subject. It was entitled
*' Tableau me'thodique des Mineraux, suivant

leur differentes natures et avec des caracteres

distinctifs, apparents, ou faciles a recon-

naitre," Paris, 8vo. This work has gone
through many editions. During the life-

time of D'Aubenton two Encyclopedias were
publishing in France, to both of which he
contributed many articles on natural history.

The " Dictiounaire des Animaux Vertebres"

of the " Encyclopedic Methodique" was al-

most entirely his work. He also possessed ma-
nuscript works, which are mentioned by his

biographers, and to which his friends, par-

ticularly Buffon, had access. These were
his lectures at the Normal School, his course

of mineralogy at the College of France, and
a manuscript called the " Elements of Natu-
ral History."

D'Aubenton delivered several courses of

lectures, an occupation for which he was well

fitted. In 1 7 7 5 he was appointed lecturer on na-

tural history in the College of Medicine, and
in 1783 he delivered a course of lectures on

rural economy. He was appointed by the

Convention Professor of Mineralogy at the

Jardin des Plantes, and also delivered lec-

tures on the same subject at the Normal
School. He was very successful as a lec-

turer, and paid considerable attention to the
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philosophy of teaching. He maintained that

a science should be presented to the mind in

three fonns: first, in an elementary form,

divested as much as possible of technicality,

and independent of its relations to other

subjects that might attract the mind more
strongly, and reduced to simple preliminary
notions, the acquisition of which must be
regarded as a step to ulterior knowledge

;

secondly, under the form of a complete
course, and with a design of presenting sys-

tematically and in a detailed manner all the

branches of science ; third, under the form
of general principles, and from a point of
view embracing the utmost attainments of
science, so as to exhibit its most extended
relations and its general results, as well as

its applications to the varied purposes of
life. His lectures at the museum of the

Jardin des Plantes were conducted accord-
ing to the first two forms, but those at the

Normal School, the objects of which he un-

derstood better than most of his contempo-
raries, were conducted according to the last

form.

In the year 1799 D'Aubenton was ap-

pointed a member of the Constitutional

Senate ; he was then in his 84th year, but
with his usual energy he attended the first

sitting after his election. He went lightly

clad for the occasion, but his frame was
not sufficiently vigorous to resist the eifects

of the cold of a December night, and he
was seized with an apoplectic fit, which
terminated his existence after a few davs'

illness, on the 1st of January, 1800. He,
however, recovered his senses after the first

attack, and with great composure of mind
pointed out the progress of the paralysis

that was so soon to destroy his life. He was
interred in Paris with funeral honours. His
name is perpetuated in botany by a genus of
leguminous plants which De CandoUe has
called Dauhentonia.

It is difficult to give a correct estimate

of labours so varied and extensive as those

of D'Aubenton, and which embraced almost
every department of natural science. His
mind, however, partook more of the percep-

tive than the reflective character. He was
remarkable for the patience with which he
investigated facts, and his observations will

generally bear the test of rigid scrutiny. He
was almost in every respect the opposite of
his colleague Buffon, and he had a great

influence in tempering his mind, which, with
its brilliant imagination and impatience of
control, was often betrayed into hasty and
false conclusions. As a patient anatomist few
writers have excelled D'Aubenton, and to his

accuracy science is indebted for the foundation
of that department of inquiry which, in the

hands of Cuvier, has thrown so much light

upon the obscure questions of the geologist.

This branch of science is fossil comparative
anatomy. In his memoir " On the bones of a
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supposed human giant in the Garde-meuhle

of the King at Paris" he proved that they

belonged to a species of giraife, and in the

method he pursued in this inquiry he pointed

out the path for the establishment of a new
science. His more important papers on com-
parative anatomy, in which he made most
use of his large knowledge of facts, were
those on the relations of the mineral, vege-

table, and animal kingdoms to each other

;

on the distinctions between the vertebrate and
invertebrate animals, and on the position ofthe

occipital foramen in man and animals. His
most valuable contributions to zoology were
his papere on the shrew-mice and bats. In

his experiments on sheep, and his various

works on their value and uses, he was actu-

ated as much by his benevolent feelings as

by his love of inquiry, and must always stand

in an honourable position as a benefactor of

his country.

In his physical conformation D'Aubenton
was delicate, and he suffered much from a

weak state of health. In his manners he was
kind, amiable, and frank, and thus it was
that he continued a favourite both with the

people and the government during those

fierce contests, in the midst of which he was
quiet and peaceful. He was married to a

lady who could appreciate his exertions, and
who herself was known in the literary woi'ld

as the author of a little romance entitled

"Zelie dans le Desert." It was in her

society that D'Aubenton sought relaxation

from his severe studies, and became ac-

quainted with the lighter literature of his

day, a change of pursuit to which many of

his biographers have, not improbably, attri-

buted the lengthening out of his days. He
left behind him no children. {Biog. Medicale

;

Querard, La France Litteraire; Ersch and
Grwher, AUgem. Encydop.) E. L.

AUBER was born at Eouen, about the

middle of the last century. He devoted

himself to the profession of a schoolmaster,

and on the establishment of central schools

by the French republic in 1795, he was ap-

pointed professor of Belles -Lettres in the

school of the department of the Lower Seine.

As a member of the Academy of Sciences at

Rouen, he acquired an honourable distinc-

tion ; and was mentioned, in 1 804, in terms

of the highest praise, by M. Gourdin, in a

memoir of the most distinguished members
of that learned body. His learning is there

described as " vast and varied," both in litera-

ture and science. (Precis des Travaux de

VAcade'mie de Foiien, 1804, 8vo. Rouen,

1807.) For many years he was secretary to

the Societe d'Emulation at Rouen, and pub-

lished several able reports upon the labours

of that society. However much devoted to

learning, he was an active and enlightened

citizen, and, from the character of his works,

would seem to have been especially alive to

the political and social interests of his coun-
YOL. IV.

try and of his native city ; suggesting im-
provements in agriculture and other means
of developing the sources of national wealth,

and anxious for the encouragement and pro-

tection of the fine arts. In 1803 he resigned

his chair in the central school, the better to

pursue his favourite studies, but died in the

following year. His works which he has left

behind, are— 1 .
" Me'moire sur le Gisement

des Cotes du Depai'tement de la Seine-Infe'-

rieure, sur I'c'tat actuel de ses Ports tant sur

la Manche que sur la Seine, sur les moyens
de les perfectionner et sur les canaux qu'il

serait utile d'y etablir, pour faciliter la naviga-

tion inte'rieure," 4to. Rouen, 1795. 2. " Rap-
port sur les moyens d'ameliorer les Laines,"

4to. Rouen, 1795. 3. " Rapport sur les prix

nationaux d'Agriculture dans le de'partement

de la Seine-Infe'rieure, avec des notes y re-

latives," 4to. Rouen, 1795. 4. "Memoire
sur la necessite de conserver, de multiplier,

de reunir dans les de'partements les chefs-

d'cEuvre de I'art, et en particulier ceux de la

commune de Rouen," 4to. Rouen, 1797. 5.

" Reflexions sur I'utilite de I'e'tude des belles-

lettres dans les republiques," 8vo. Rouen.
M. Lecarpentier, professor of the School of

Design at Rouen, published a memoir of

Auber shortly after his death, and presented

it to the Academy of Sciences (8vo. Rouen,

1804). (Precis auali/tiqite des travaux de

VAcade'mie de Rouen pendant Vanne'e 1804,

8vo. Rouen, 1807 ; Precis analijtique des

travaux de VAcade'mie de Bouen depuis sa

fondation en 1 744, jusqu'a Ve'poque de sa restau'

ration, 29 Juin, \Sd3, pre'ce'de' de Vhistoire de

VAcade'mie, par M. Gosseaume, 8vo. Rouen,

1814: Biographie Universelle, Supplement.)

T. E. M.
AUBERLEN, SAMUEL GOTTLOB,

organist of the Cathedral of Ulm, was born

November 23, 1758, at Fellbach near Stutt-

gard, where his father was a schoolmaster.

The life of an artist is often a hard one, but

few have had to struggle with disappoint-

ment and poverty so long as Auberlen. His

father designed him for his own employ-

ment, but music, which was intended for one

only of its necessary qualifications, early ab-

sorbed his chief attention. At the age of four-

teen he began to give his reluctant assistance

to his father, but about this time he became

acquainted with Keuz, who gave him lessons

on the violin, which, combined with his at-

tendance at the theatre at Stuttgard, con-

firmed and developed his musical taste. At

Constanz he assisted in the performance of

the sinfonias of Haydn, which then began

to excite the admiration of musical Europe,

and here he attracted the attention of Enslen,

court musician of the Dulie of Wiirtemberg,

who gave him further instruction. In 1782

he went to Zurich, where he studied under

Heinrich Ritter. In 1784 he married a girl

who, like himself, had nothing, and they

earned a scanty subsistence by singing and
£
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playing at dififerent Swiss towns. The
illness of his wife compelled hira to re-

turn to Zurich, where he struggled hard,

but vainly, to live. He then solicited a place

in the Kapelle at Stuttgard, but could only

obtain that ofa supernumerary, that is, a place

without a salary. He consoled himself with

the hope of advancement, and with the ex-

pectation of being able to prosecute his

studies under Poll, Kapellmeister to the

Duke. But here again he had only to en-

counter poverty and misery. The number
of his pupils was small, and he had no other

source of income ; he was obliged to give up

all his scanty possessions to his creditors,

and to quit Stuttgard on foot, with his wife

and son, both invalids, without money, and
with only the clothes on their backs. In the

history of his life, published at Ulm in 1824,

entitled " S. G. Auberlen's Organisten am
MUnster in Ulm, &c., Leben, Meinungen,
und Schicksale, von ihra selbst beschrieben,"

he describes in the most affecting language

the scenes of misery and the feelings of

despair which he had to eucoimter. He wan-
dered from place to place imable to find

employment or sometimes shelter, but at

length an humble situation at Zofingen pre-

sented itself, and there he settled, in January,

1791. He increased his small stipend by
teaching and composing for a musical society

some pieces for wind-instruments. These
were so much admired that he produced for

the same society three sinfonias for a full

orchestra. After residing nine months at

Zofingen, he was appointed music-director at

Winterthur, where he wrote his Cantatas
*' The Praise of Poetry," " The Praise of

Music," and his Oratorio " Golgotha," some
airs, duets, and pieces of instrumental music,

and, in 1796, a mass.

Here Auberlen passed seven years, if not

of prosperity, yet of tranquillity and com-
parative comfort, when the invasion of Switz-

erland by the French again drove him from
his home, to seek his fortune in the world
anew. He wandered from town to town,

penniless and friendless, until at length, in

March, 1800, he entered the service of the

Duchess of Wiirtemberg. This appointment

he held for a very short time : the French
armies overran Wiirtemberg ; the Duchess
fled to Vienna, her establishment was broken

up, and Auberlen was compelled to accept

the situation of music-teacher in a school at

Bebenhausen near Tubingen. His scanty sa-

lary scarcely afibrded him a maintenance, but

neither poverty nor disappointment had the

power to damp his exertions in his art. He
set himself to work for the improvement of

music at Tubingen, and succeeded so well,

that the inhabitants promised him an addition

to his income, which, however, he never re-

ceived. After seven years of hard strug-

gling, he was invited to become the music-

director at Schaffhausen, whither he went
.50

in November, 1807. Here he found many
well instructed amateurs, and increased their

number by his pvipils. Encouraged by the

resources now at his command, Auberlen

projected the establishment of periodical

Musical Festivals in Switzerland. The first

took place at Lucerne, in June, 1808, and its

success bore the most emphatic testimony to

the excellence of his arrangements and the

discipline of his orchestra. The second fes-

tival was held at Ziirich, and the third at

Schaffhausen ; and similar ones have been
continued to this time with increased num-
bers and reputation. Chiefly with reference

to these meetings, Auberlen founded a school

of chorus-singing, which has since been
widely extended, and wrote for it a system
of instruction, some four-part songs, the

music to some of the odes and hymns of

Gellert, three sets of sacred compositions in

four parts, and other productions adapted to

its use. These were printed at Schaffhausen

in 1816 and 1817. In 1809 he established

an amatexir theatre there, at which his pupils

perfi^rmed operettas, among them some
which he composed.
At length, after sixty years of unwearied

and ill-requited labour, the period of pros-

perity arrived. He was appointed organist

and music director at the Cathedral of Ulm,
and there, in 1824, he published the volume
whence the present account of his life has

been chiefly derived. The time of his death

is not given even in the latest edition of

Gerber.
In addition to the compositions already

mentioned, he also published at Leipzig,

Augsburg, and Heilbronn, a set of songs, and
several sets of waltzes and allemandes for

the piano-forte. (S. G. Auberlen, Leben,

Meinunqen, und Schicksale, &c.) E. T.
AUBERT, FATHER, a Jesuit, who lived

in the earlier part of the eighteenth century.

He wrote "Nouvelles Observations sur les

Eaux de Bourbon" (1714), and " Explication

Physique du Flux et du Reflux d'un Puits

situe aux environs de Brest" (1728), both in

the " Memoires de Trevoux," and some other

works, chiefly on natural history, which will

be found by consulting the index to Le Long,
" Bibliotheque Historique." J. H. B.

AUBERT DU BAYET, N , was
born, apparently of French parentage, in

Louisiana, in North America, on 19th Au-
gust, 1759. He served in the American army
during the war of independence, and came
to France at the outbreak of the Revo-
lution. He is considered to have at first

rather opposed than supported the popular

principles, by publishing, in 1789, a pam-
phlet against the admission of the Jews to

the privilege of citizenship. Being elected

however, in 1791, to represent the depart-

ment of Isere in the Legislative Assembly, he
acquired the character of being a violent re-

volutionist. He afterwards served in the
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armies of the Convention, becoming succes-

sively lieutenant-colonel, brigadier-general,

and general-in-chief. He assisted, in 1793,
in the defence of Mentz, for which he received

the thanks of the Convention, and afterwards

commanded the ai'my of the Moselle. He was
subsequently engaged in the unhappy war of
La Vende'e, where he acquired little military

renown, but had the merit of checking the

effusion of blood, a circumstance which pro-

cured him the dangerous enmity of the Jaco-

bins. In 1796 he was made minister of war,
but, though popular among the troops, he
appears not to have possessed business talents

sufficient for the arduous duties of that office.

He was afterwards ambassador to Constanti-

nople, and in this appointment is said to

have obtained the object of his highest am-
bition, which from an early period had
aimed at a diplomatic career. He is said

to have hastened his end by his excesses : he
died on the 17th December, 1797. {^Nouveau

Dictionnaire Historique; Biog. Universelle,

Supplement ; Babie and Beaumont, Galerie

Militaire, i. 40—72.) J. H. B.

AUBERT DE LA CHENAYE DES
BOIS, FRANCOIS ALEXANDRE, was
born at Ernee in Mayenne, in the present

department of this name in France, on the

17th May, 1699. Nothing is known of his

personal history except that he was for

some time a Capuchin friar, and that he
left the order without being absolved from
its vows. He died at Paris in 1784, in

great poverty, and, according to some ac-

counts, in a public hospital. A long list of
works wi'itten or edited by him will be found
in Querard. He wrote " Dictionnaire de la

Noblesse, contenant les gene'alogies, &c. des

families nobles de France," published between
1770 and 1786, in 15 vols. 4to. In the
" Nouveau Dictionnaire Historique,"' pub-
lished in 1789, it is stated that this work is

imperfect and erroneovis ; that the length to

which the author would illustrate the his-

tory of any family depended on the amount
of the bribe he received for doing so, and
that thus many of the most distinguished

families are mentioned very briefly or en-

tirely omitted. Complete copies of this book
are said to be very rare, owing to many co-

pies of the last three volumes having been
destroyed during the Revolution. Aubert
wrote a " Dictionnaire Militaire," present-

ing practical information in relation to every
branch ofmilitary affairs, which went through
four editions. He wrote several dictionaries.

One embraces the subject of animated na-

ture, another meats and liquors, a third is a
" Dictionnaire Domestique Portatif." He
wrote a similar work on gardening and agri-

culture, and two repertoires of French an-

tiquities, also in the dictionary form ; the

one embracing towns and the ancient build-

ings and institutions connected with them,
the other I'eferring to the ancient manners
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and usages of the French. He wrote several
critical works, one of which appears to have
been of some pretension :

" Lettres Amu-
santes et Critiques sur les Romans en gene-
ral Anglais et Fran9ais, tant anciens que
modernes" (1743). There is a work called
" ffiuvres Militaires, dediees au Prince de
Bouillon, par M. de Sionville, capitaine d'in-

fanterie," published in 1757, in 4 vols. 12mo.,
which Freron says was written by this Au-
bert. He seems to have been ambitious of
distinguishing himself also as a naturalist;

and there are several works on zoological

science in Querard's list: among others, a
" Systeme du Regne Animal, par classes, fa-

milies, ordres, &c." (1754, 8vo.). Aubert
was the founder and editor of some periodi-

cal works of reference, such as " Almanach
des Coi-ps de Marchands," commenced in

1754 ;
" Calendrier des Princes," commenced

in 1762. He also edited several books writ-
ten by other authors. Nearly all his works
were printed anonjnuously ; and thus his au-
thorship of the large list given by Querard
appears to have been ascertained by degrees,

as a much smaller number of books is attri-

buted to him in early bibliographical works.
(^Nouveau Diet. Historique, " Desbois ;"

Diet. Universelle, " Chenaye ;

" Brunet,
Manuel du Libraire : Que'rard, La France
Litte'raire.') J. H. B.
AUBERT, DANIEL, professor of belles-

lettres in the college of Lausanne, about the

beginning of the eighteenth century. The
Jesuit Dunod had written a tract to prove
that the town of Autre in Franche Comte
was the Aventicum of the ancients. In re-

lation to this, Aubert wrote " Trois Lettres

en forme de Dissertations contre la De'cou-

verte entiere de la Ville de Autre," &c., pub-
lished at Amsterdam, in 1709. The work
must have become very rare, as Le Long ques-

tions whether it was printed. Aubert also

wrote " Recueil des Dissertations sur divers

sujets d'AntiquiteV' Paris, 1706. (Le Long,
Bihliotheque Historique; Adelung, Suppl. to

Jocher, Allgemeines Gelehrten Lexicon.)

J. H. B.

AUBERT, ESPRIT, was the author of a

work called by Jocher, in his Lexicon,
" Marguerites Poetiques Fran9oises." He
published at Lyon, in 1613, a work with the

following title, which explains all that can

be discovered of his profession and place of

residence :
" Amalthseum Grsecse Locutionis,

sive Thesaurus Linguoe Latinse, Gra?ca^, et

Gallicse, post prima Gulielmi Morellii Initia

auctus et emendatus. Editore R. D. Spiritu

Aubert, a Pontissorgia apud Auenion Ca-

nonico." It is a dictionary, in which the al-

phabetical arrangement is the Latin, and the

sj-nonyms are given first in Greek and next

in French. It gives the translation not only

of words, but of phrases and apophthegms,

which are indexed according to the most

prominent Latin words in them. J. H. B.

E 2
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AUBERT, FRAN9OIS, was born at Dor-
mans, on the 28th of September, 1675 ; the
" Biographie Universelle" says in 1695. He
was for many years physician to the liospital

of Chiilons-sur-Marne. He published a work
on the diseases of animals, " Discours svir les

Maladies des Bestiaux." In 1745 he pub-

lished, at Chalons, a work in 4to., on the
" Maladie Noire," with the title " Consulta-

tions Mcdicales sur la Maladie Noire." In

1751 he published at Chalons an anatomical

work in reply to some observations made by
Navier, a physician at Chalons, on the struc-

ture of the peritoneum. This work had the

title " Reponse aux ecrits de M. Navier
toucliant le Pe'ritoine," 4to. This work was
written to disprove Navier's statement of the

peritoneum having no external opening ; but

Navier was right in his statement on this

subject. There is, however, an exception in

the plagiostome fishes, which was equally

unknown to Navier and Aubert. {Biog.

Medicale ; Blog. Universelle.

)

E. L.

AUBERT, FRAN9OIS, a canon regular,

was born at Paris, in 1709. He wrote " En-
tretiens sur la nature de I'ame des betes,"

published at Colmar, in 1756, and at Basle, in

1760. He wrote also an attack on Rousseau,

Voltaire, and the other writers who had made
themselves offensive to the religious classes

of France, under the title " Refutation de
Be'lisaire et ses Oracles," Paris, 1768. (Que-
rard, La France Litteralre.) J. H. B.

AUBERT, FRAN9OIS HUBERT, was
born at Nancy, about the year 1720. He
became an advocate, and practised at the bar
of his native province. In 1 762 he published
" Le Politique vertueux," apparently a small

tract inculcating candour and honesty in

politics, a lesson which must have appeared
Utopian in its author's age and country. He
entered the service of Stanislaus, King of
Poland, and partly from his own observation,

partly from the information of those about
him, wrote " Vie de Stanislas Lecszinski, Roi
de Pologne, Due de Lorraine et de Bar," pub-
lished in 1769. The Abbe Proyart, who
afterwards wrote on the same subject, is ac-

cused of having borrowed from Aubert with-

out acknowledgment. Aubert was attached

for nearly twenty-five years to the service of
Stanislaus, on whose decease he returned to

France. The time of his death is not known.
(Desessarts, Les Siecles Litte'raires ; Querard,
La France Litte'raire; Biog. Universelle?)

J. H. B.
AUBERT, GUILLAUME, was born at

Poitiers, about the year 1534. He studied

law, and was admitted as an advocate before

the parliament of Paris in 1553. He is de-

scribed as a learned lawyer and an eloquent

speaker, but as a bad man of business, and
his blunders seem to have lost him the ad-

vantages which would otherwise have accom-
panied his learning and genius. He quitted

the parliament, and practised before the Cour
52

des Aides, or Court of Exchequer, of which
he became advocate-general in 1580. He
styles himself also " conseiller du roy." It

appears that about the year 1523, having a

family of six children, feeling his official

emoluments insufficient for his support, and
suffering from the pressure of poverty, he
resumed his practice as an ordinary advocate

before the parliament. It is mentioned of

him as a peculiar circumstance, that in the

court where he was advocate-general he re-

quested and obtained a licence to appear for

individuals. The time of his death is not

precisely known ; he was alive in 1595, but
in 1602 he is spoken of by Loisel, in his
" Dialogue des Avocats," as dead. He pub-

lished several works in prose and verse,

which seem to be very rare, and at the same
time are seldom alluded to by the later

French bibliographers. A favourite opinion

with him appears to have been that Christian

kings should not make war against each

other, but should fight only against the com-
mon enemy, the Turk. An exhortation to

peace, written in the sixteenth century, such

as is indicated in the following title, would
be curious at the present day :

" Oraison

de la Paix et les moyens de I'entretenir,

et qu'il n'y a aucune raison suffisante pour

faire prendre les armes aux Princes Chre'-

tiens les uns contre les autres," 1559, 4to. A
Latin translation of this work bears date

1560. In 1560 he published a fragment,

called " L'Histoire des Guerres faites par les

Chretiens contre les Turcs sous la couduite

de Godefroy de Bouillon, Due de Lorraine,

pour le Recouvrement de la Terre Sainte."

It appears that he had projected a general

history of all the memorable events connected

with French history, both at home and
abroad, and that he had prepared the above

as a specimen, expecting to obtain for his

project the patronage of Henri II. and the

principal persons of his court. The work
was not continued. He made a translation

of the twelfth book of " Amadis de Gaule,"

which was published in 1560. During this

and the preceding year, he appears to have
experienced some peculiar impulse towards
authorship, as, besides the above, he printed

some other works during these years. His
pen seems then to have rested till the year

1569, when he published two poems, one of

them a Hymm addressed to the President de
Thou. The titles of his works will be found at

length in the authorities cited. (Niceron, Me'-

moiresdes Hommes illustres, xxxv. 264—270
;

Le Long, Bibliotheque Historique.) J. H. B.
AUBERT, JACQUES, a French phy-

sician, was born at Vendome, and wrote

several works on medicine during the six-

teenth century. He appears to have prac-

tised his profession at Lausanne, where he
died in 1586. He wrote several works on
medicine, and opposed the alchemists of his

day in many of his writings. His first work
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was publi«;hed in French, at Lausanne, and
was on the causes and cure of, and preserva-

tion from, the plague. This book is in small

8vo., and is entitled " Traite contenant les

Causes, la Cui-ation, et Preservation de la

Peste." In the same year he published, at

Lausanne, a work on the nature of man in

general, as well as of particular parts, with
the title " Des Natures et Complexions des

Hommes et d'une chacune partie d'iceux, et

aussi des signes par lesquels ou peut dis-

cerner la diversite' d'icelles," 8vo. This
book was republished in 1 6mo., at Paris, in

1572. It contains an exposition of the

nature of the body and its parts, on the doc-

trine of the moist and dry, hot and cold tem-
peraments. In 1575 he attacked the al-

chemists in a little work, published at Lyon,
on the origin and causes of metals, with the

title " De Metallorum ortu et causis, brevis

et dilucida explicatio," 8vo. In this woi-k

he vigorously opposes the absui-d anticipa-

tions of the alchemists, and displays con-

siderable acqu^aintance with the nature of

minerals. He was replied to by Joseph
Duchesne, in a work published at Leiden in

1575, with the title " Ad Jacobi Auberti
Vindonis de ortu et causis metallorum, contra

chymicos explicationem Josephi Quercetani

Armeniaci D. Medici brevis Responsio," Svo.

To this work Aubert replied in a book with
the title " Duoe Apologetics responsiones ad
Josephum Quercetanum," Lyon, 1576, Svo.

The first of these replies contained a con-

sideration of the Ladanum of Paracelsus,

and the properties of calcined crabs'-eyes :

and the second was devoted to exposing the

vanity of the existing chemistry. In 1579
Aubert published a work at Bale, entitled
" Progymnasmata in Johanni Fernelii librum
de abditis rerum naturalium causis," Svo.

This work was devoted to exposing what the

author considered the errors of the alche-

mists ; and if his own views are not free from
error, he has at least the merit of having seen

clearly the false basis on which the alche-

mists were working at the secrets of nature.

In addition to these works, he published
" Institutiones Physicse instar commentario-
rum in libros Physicse Aristotelis," Lyon,
1584, Svo. " Semeiotice, seu ratio dignos-

cendarum sediiim male afFectarum et affec-

tuum prseter naturam," Svo. This work
was published at Lausanne in 1587, and at

Lyon in 1596 : it was also reprinted, with a

work on military surgery, by Guillaume-
Fabrice de Hilden, at Basle, in 1634. {Biog.

Medicale ; Aubert, Works, except the last

two.) E. L.

AUBERT, JACQUES, principal violin

in the Chambre du Roi, the Opera, and the

Concert Spirituel, entered the Academic
Royale de Musique in 1737, where he was
appointed first violin in 1 748, and, about the

same time, music director to the Duke de

Bourbon. In May, 1752, he retired from the

Opera, and died at Belleville near Paris, in

1753. Aubert composed some ballets and
other pieces for the Opera; a cantata, and
three books of sonatas for the violin, which
were published at Paris. (Laborde, Essai
sur la Musique.) E. T.
AUBERT, JEAN LOUIS, a writer of

poetry, tales, and criticism, was born at Paris

on the 15tli of February, 1731. He was
educated at the College of Navarre, with a

view to his entering the church. He re-

ceived the tonsure, and was named a chaplain

of the chm'ch of Paris ; but although he is

always called the Abbe Aubert, it appears

that he never was in priest's orders. His
earliest literary productions were fables, and
other literary trities contributed to the " Mer-
cure de France." In 1752 he undertook the

editorship of a literary journal called " An-
nonces et Affiches de la Provence et de
Paris," commonly known by the name of
" Petites Affiches." This journal obtained

under his superintendence great popularity

;

and as the articles were generally pungent
and sarcastic, the literary men of the day
trembled before it. In the correspondence

of Laharpe and others Aubert is frequently

mentioned as one whose judgment was anxi-

ously expected as an element in deciding the

fate of a new play or poem. Villenave, in

the "Biographic Universelle," regrets that

these pieces have not been published in a

separate collection. In 1756 Aubert pub-

lished anonymously the first edition of the
" Fables Nouvelles," the work by which he
is principally known. This book went
through six editions in a very short time,

and with the later editions the author issued

" une dissertation sur la maniere de lire les

fables." These fables have not yet entirely

disappeared from the fashionable literature

of France, and in their author's day they were
highly popular. They were translated into

several languages, and became a sort of

household literature by being inscribed, with

illustrations, on the fire-screens of the French

parlours. Voltaire found in these fables

philosophy adorned with the charms of

genius, and he selected two of them in par-

ticular as uniting sublimity with naivete.

They were viewed in general as imitations

of La Fontaine, and contemporary critics

give Aubert the praise of having approached

nearer to his master than either Lamotte or

Richer. The author of the " Trois Siecles

de la Litterature" says he gave a calm and

philosophic dignity to fabulous dialogue, of

which it was not previously believed to be

susceptible, and that he had a peculiar feli-

city in bringing out prominently and vividly

the moral to be inculcated by his fictions.

In 1825 a selection from these fables was
published, with some others, with the title

" Fables choisies de I'Abbe J. L. Aubert et

de Lamothe-Houdart mises en ordre." In

1765 Aubert published "La Mort d'Abel,
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drame en trois actes et en vers, suivi du
potime de Jephte." " The Death of Abel" is

said to be a poor imitation of Gesner. The
poem published with it is on the subject

of Jephthah's vow. In 17G5 he published
" Psyche, Poeme en huit chants," a poetical

version of the Psyche of La Fontaine. In

the preface to this piece he speaks of his

master with an air of superiority which shows
that the popularity of his works, acting on
a naturally vain mind, had made him form a

very false estimate of his literary position.

He speaks of La Fontaine as an imitator,

and of himself as having written two hundred
fictions entirely of his own invention. The
" Psyche," though it has fallen into oblivion,

received in its own day nearly as much
admiration as the fables, and is extrava-

gantly praised by the author of the " Trois

Siecles," both for the beauty of the ideas and
the melody of the versification. On the 22nd
December, 1773, Aubert was appointed pro-

fessor of French literature in the Royal
College at Paris. This chair was specially

created for him by his patron the Due de
Vrilliere. He distinguished himself by intro-

ducing the practice of making inaugural

orations in French, instead of Latin. In the

following year he published that which he
had himself delivered, under the title " Dis-

cours sur les progres de la langue et de la

litte'rature Fran9aises et sur la necessite d'en

etudier le genre et le caractere." This seems to

have been a hasty work considering the mag-
nitude of the subject, and it is charged with
exhibiting gross ignorance of the early state

of Europe. In 1774 he was appointed di-

rector-general of the " Gazette de la France."
In 1784 he retired from his professorial

chair. He gave up the management of the

Gazette in 1786, resumed it in 1791, and
finally retired from it in 1793. He seems to

have led a happy old age, going through no
hard labour, and occasionally following his

old pursuit of writing fables, which were not

published, but distributed among his friends.

He died on the 10th November, 1814; and
his death, which was somewhat sudden, was
attributed to joy at the restoration of the

Bourbons. He laboured hard to obtain ad-

mission to the Academy, but unsuccessfully,

as he had been known as a partisan of Freron
and those who ridiculed the philosophical

party. It was considered a happy appreciation

of his sarcastic character that under a bust of
him, by Moitte, some wag had written " Pass
quick—he bites." A full list of his works
will be found in Querard. One of them,
called " Refutation suivie, detaille'e, des Prin-
cipes de M. Rousseau, de Geneve, touchant

la musique fran^aise, addresse'e a lui-meme,
en reponse a sa lettre," published in 1754,

seems to have escaped the notice of Pathay,
who, in his " Vie de Rousseau," professes to

criticise all the works which were written

against him. (^Les Trois Siecles dc la Lil-
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tcrature Frangaise ; Desessarts, Les Siecles

Litte'raires ; Bioy. Universelle ; Biog. des

Contemporains ; Querard, La France Lit-
tc'raire.) J. H, B.

AUBERT, LOUIS, eldest son of Jacques
Aubert, was born in 1720, and entered the

orchestra of the Opera at eleven years of age.
In 1755 he succeeded his father there as

leader, and continued in the same situation

till 1771, when he retired. He published, at

Paris, six solos, six duets, and tAvo con-
certos for the violin. (Fetis, Biographic
Universelle des Musiciens.) E. T.
AUBERT, MICHEL, a French engraver

of moderate reputation, born at Paris in

1700. He engraved portraits and historical

pieces : among the former may be mentioned
the numerous set of painters' portraits which
he executed for the " Abrege' de la Vie des
plus fameux Peintres " of D'Argenville,
many of which, especially some of those

copied from Houbraken, are done with great

mastery ; but many others are very poor in

eiFect. He engraved a few prints after Wat-
teau, Rubens, and some of the celebrated

Italian masters. He died at Paris, in 1757.
There was a painter of the name of Louis

Aubert, who lived at Paris about the latter

part of the same century. (Huber, Manuel
des Amateurs, &c. ; Heineken, Dictionnaire
des Artistes, &c.) R. N. W.
AUBERT, PIERRE, was Counseiller au

Presidial at Beauvais in the early part of the

seventeenth century. He is the author of
" Histoire et Recueil des Gestes et Regnes
des Rois de France, leur Couronnement et

Sepulture, les Noms des Roynes, leurs

Epouses, et de leur Enfans," &c., Paris,

1024, 4to. (Adelung, SuppL to Jocher, All-

gemeines Gelehrten Lexicon ; Le Long, Bib-
liotheque Historique.) J. H. B.
AUBERT, PIERRE, a lawyer and mis-

cellaneous writer, was born at Lyon, on 1 9th

February, 1642. In his early youth he was
a great reader of poetry and romances ; and
between the ages of sixteen and eighteen he
perused one of the latter, called " Le Voyage
de risle d'Amour," which had such an influ-

ence on his imagination that he wrote a
cou^nterpart of it, called " Le Retour de ITsle

d'Amour." This piece was afterwards printed

by his father, without Pierre's consent, and
during a journey which he was making to

Paris to see the world ; but the date of the

publication is not stated. Returning to Lyon,
he applied himself with energy to the study
of law, and joined the bar. A feeble frame
and other causes prevented him from being
able to distingiTish himself as a speaker, and
he restricted himself to chamber practice.

He held for some years the office of Procu-
reur du Roi, or Attorney -General, in the

court " de la Conservation des Privileges des

Foires de Lyon," which was probably a tri-

bunal in which important questions i-egard-

ing the commercial privileges of the citizens
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were discussed. In 1 700 he was chosen one
of the e'chevins, or magistrates, of Lyon, and
was afterwards made Procureur du Roi of
the police of that town. He had collected a
large library, which, in the year 1731, he
gave to the citizens ofLyon, on the condition

that it should be kept open for public use.

This was probably the foundation of the

great public library for which that city is

honourably distinguished among commercial
towns. The town, in return, gave him an
annuity of two thousand livres for life, and,
on his death, appointed his nephew librarian,

with a salary of five hundred crowns. Au-
bert died on the 18th February, 1733, aged
ninety-one years. He was one of the small
knot of citizens of Lyon who constituted a
society for the cultivation of literature, which
was in 1724 incorporated under letters patent
as the Acade'mie des Sciences et de Belles-

Lettres. He wrote some papers published in

the Transactions of this body. In 1710 he
published, at Lyon, " Recueil de Factums et

Memoires sur plusieurs Questions impor-
tantes du Droit Civil, de Coutumes, et de
Discipline Ecclesiastique," 2 vols. 4to. It

has been objected to this work, as a good
collection of precedents, that it does not pro-

perly connect the pleadings in the cases with
the decisions pronounced in them. In 1728
he edited, in three volumes, folio (Lyon), the
" Dictionnaire de la Langue FrauQaise, an-

cienne et moderne" of Richelet, and he made
large additions to the original work. It was
reprinted at Amsterdam in 1732. The titles

of Aubert's works will be found at length in

the authorities referred to. (Niceron, Mem.
des Homines Illustres, xxxv. 270—274; De-
sessarts, Les Siecles Litteraires ; Querard,
La France Litteraire.) J. H. B.

AUBERT, PIERRE FRAN9OIS OLI-
VIER, was born at Amiens in 1765, where,

without the help of a master, he acquired

considerable proficiency on the violoncello.

He then obtained an engagement at the Opera
in Paris, where he remained twenty -five

years. He was the first person who published

a good elementary work on violoncello play-

ing in France. He composed several quar-

tets, twelve duets for violoncellos, and a set

of studies for the same instrument. He also

published " Histoire abregee de la Musique
ancienne et moderne." (Fetis, Biographie
UniverseUe des Musiciens?) E. T.

AUBERT, or GAUBERT, DE PUICI-
BOT, called the Monk of Puicibot, a Pro-
ven9al Troubadour of the thirteenth century,

was born at Puicibot, a place of which his

father was chatelain or viscount, in the dio-

cese of Limoges, and in the present depart-

ment of Haute Vienne. According to the

practice of the Benedictines, he was admitted

while a child to a monastery of that order,

where he was subjected to the monastic dis-

cipline. Becoming disgusted with the ri-

gours of the cloister, he changed this form
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of life for one of a very different character,
adopting the united pursuits of a troubadour
and a minstrel. By the rules of the order,
it appears that parents had authority to bind
their children to the sanction of the monastic
vows, and the manner in which Aubert got
rid of the encumbrance is not very fully ex-
plained. He was patronised by Savari de
Mauleon, a rich and powerful baron, himself
an eminent troubadour, who equipped him
in a manner suitable for attendance at courts.

He became enamoured of a lady, to whom he
addressed six songs, the only traces of his

poetic abilities which have been preserved.
His biographers say that the lady would not
give her hand to any one who was not a
knight, and that Aubert's munificent patron
not only procured him the honour of knight-
hood, but gave him a house and land for the
support of his rank. He married the lady,
who, on his afterwards travelling in Spain, is

said to have been unfaithful to him. There
is a romantic story which represents Aubert
in a visit to an infamous house discovering
his lost wife as one of its inmates. Accord-
ing to some authorities, he compelled her to

enter a nunnery ; while others state that she
was punished with death. Aubert is said to

have died in a monastery, in the year 1263.
(Millot, Hist. Lit. des Troubadours, ii. 384

—

389; Raynouard, Choix des Poesies Origi-

nates des Troubadours, v. 51—53.) J. H. B.
AUBERT, RENE', a French jurist, who

lived in the middle of the sixteenth cen-

tury, of whom nothing is known except
that he wrote " Index Rerum et Verborum
quse in Pandectis tractantur," Paris, 8vo.

1 648. (Adelung, Suppl. to Jcicher, Allgemeines

Gelehrten-Lexicon.') J. H. B.
AUBERT, or AUDEBERT, generally

Latinized AULBERTUS, SAINT. There
were two bishops of this name, the one
in the seventh, the other in the eighth cen-

tury.

The former was Bishop of Cambrai and
Arras, the sees of which had been united.

He is called the seventh bishop of Cambrai,
in which he succeeded Ablebert. He is said

to have been consecrated on the 24th of

March, 633. He was the means of Chris-

tianizing many people of rank, and had great

influence with the powerful King Dagobert,

who by his persuasion became a great patron

and benefactor of the Christian Church. To
Aubert is attributed the merit of having con-

verted Landeliu, the chief of a band of rob-

bers, whose subsequent life became so great

a contrast to that which he had previ-

ously led, that he founded four monasteries,

and, after performing other acts of munifi-

cence to the church, was canonized as St.

Landelin. Aubert founded several churches

and religious houses. He sanctioned the dis-

interment of the relics of St. Furstius, and

directed the translation of those of St. Ve-

dast, at Arras, to the monastery which bears
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that saint's name. The translation is said to

have occurred in the year 658, and to have

been accompanied by a miracle in the person

of a blind Bishop Audomar, who was gifted

with the sense of sight for the occasion. The
monastery of St. Vedast, which was founded

on that occasion, afterwards received rich

endowments from Thierri III., and became

celebrated for its wealth. Among the dis-

tinguished acts of St. Aubert is recorded

his having invested with the religious habit

St. Waldetrude, the wife of Count Madelgare,

and her sister St. Aldegunda, both celebrated

saints and benefactors of the church. The
year of St. Aubert's death is stated as 669,

and his commemoration-day in the calendar

is 13th December. His shrine is preserved

in an abbey of canons regular in Cambrai,

which bears his name, and was founded in

1066. In the " Dictionnaire Historique,"
" Biographic Universelle," and other bio-

graphies, it is said that there is a Life of St.

Aubert in the second volume of Mabil Ion's

" Vitse Sanctorum Ordinis St. Benedicti."

In reality, however, Mabillon mentions him
in his " Index Sanctorum Pra;termissorum,"

or index of saints omitted, observing that he

appears not to have been a monk. It is sin-

gular that Butler says, at the end of his ar-

ticle on this subject, " See the ' Life of St.

Aubert,' written by a monk, in Mabillon, Act.

Ben. t. ii. p. 873." In the edition of Ma-
billon published at Venice, 1733, there is, in

page 837 of vol. ii., an accouut of Aubert's

intercourse with St. Landelin, as above re-

ferred to ; and this may be the passage to

which Butler intended to allude. Mabillon

elsewhere incidentally mentions Aubert, and
particularly in the " Life of St. Waldetrude."

(Le Cointe, Annales Ecclesiastici Francorum,

iii. 8, 9 ; Sammarthanus, Gallia Christiana,

iii. 6, 7 ; Butler, Lives of the Saints, xii.

215—219 ; Authorities referred to.)

The other Aubert was Bishop of Avran-
ches, and is chiefly commemorated as the

founder of the establishment called Mont St.

Michel, about the year 708. The edifice

which he constructed appears to have been
a mere oratory or small chapel. There were
afterwards erected on the spot a monastery,

and a church, which is marked in Cassini's

map as that of the parish. In the midst of

a wide sweep of sands and sea-marshes, ofi' the

coast ofNormandy, where the two small rivers

See and Selune fall into the sea, there are

two isolated rocks or mounds, which used to

be separated from the land at high water,

and were very dangerous to navigators.

Either from the many shipwrecks occurring

in their neighbourhood, or from their tumu-
lar shape, they were called TumbcP, or the

Tombs, and one of them is still called Tombe-
laine. The miraculous cause of the founda-

tion, according to the annalists, was the

appearance to the bishop of the archangel

Michael, who made three distinct visits before
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the necessary effect was produced. It is a

disputed point whether the vision on its last

appearance inflicted on the bishop such chas-

tisement as might keep the interview in his

mind during his waking moments, or was
content with some other miraculous relic

of the reality of the interposition. Many
miracles are recorded in connection with

the Mont St. Michel, and, among others, the

circumstance that on St. Michael's day the

tide did not rise round the mound, but al-

lowed the devotees a free passage during the

whole day—a statement which Mabillon does

not consider well authenticated. At the

present day there appears to be a raised road,

or mole, leading to the mound. The body of

St. Aubert was disinterred some centuries

after his death, and his commemoration-day
in the calendar corresponds with the day on

which that circumstance is said to have oc-

curred—the 26th of June. Many pilgrim-

ages were made to his relics, and they were
visited by Louis XL, who, to commemorate
the occasion, founded, on the 1st of August,

1469, the celebrated French order of St.

Michel. The motto of the order, supposed

to bear an allusion to the local character and
traditional history of the Mont St. Michel, is

" Immensi Tremor Oceani." (Mabillon, An-
nales Ordini St. Benedicti, ii. 19—21 ; Bio-

graphie Universelle.) J. H. B.

AUBERT DE VERIE. [Verie.]

AUBERT DE VERTOT. [Vertot.]
AUBERTIN, DOMINIQUE, was bom

at Luneville, on the 28th of April, 1751, of

obscure parents. He entered the French
army as a private in 1767, and before the

Revolution had risen to the rank of adjutant-

major. In 1792 he received the cross of St.

Louis ; and in the following year he served

in Flanders, whence he was ordered to La
Vendc'e, where he was actively engaged du-

ring 1793 and 1794. Exhausted by wounds
and length of service, he retired in 1797, at

which time he held the rank of adjutant-

general. He died at Luneville, on the 2Cth

of April, 1825. He was the author of " Me'-

moires sur la Guen-e de la Vende'e," printed

in the first volume of " Me'moires du General

Hugo," 8vo. Paris, 1823. They are of some
value as the production of an eye-Avitness of

the events to which they relate. (Querard,

La France Litteraire ; Biographic Universelle,

Siippl.) J. W.
AUBERTIN, EDME, was born at Cha-

lons-sur-Marne in 1595, admitted a minister

of the Reformed Church by the synod of

Charenton in 1618, and appointed, first to

Chartres, and afterwards to Paris, to which
city he removed in 1631. Five years before,

he had published a volume on the " Confor-

mite de la Cre'ance de I'Eglise avec celle de

St. Augustin sur le Sacrement de I'Eucha-

ristie," which he followed up in 1633 with a

larger work on the same subject, " L'Eucha-
ristie de I'Ancienne Eglise." One chief ob-
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ject of this production was, to prove that the

doctrines of transubstantiation and the real

presence were unknown diu'ing the first six

centuries of the church ; and Aubertin was
at least successful enough to excite the bit-

terest rage among his opponents, the Roman
Catholic clergy. Their agents applied for

and obtained a royal ordinance for Aubertin's
arrest, on the ground that he had taken the
style of " Ministre de I'Eglise Reforme'e,"
without the legal addition of " Pre'tendue,"
and that he had stigmatized cardinals Bellar-
mine and Du Perron as " adversaries of the
church." The prosecution, however, was not
persisted in, and had no other effect than that
of giving an increased circulation and popu-
larity to Aubertin's treatise, and of stimu-
lating the author to prepare a much enlarged
edition for the press in the Latin language.
Before this could be printed, Aubertin was
seized with a lethargic disease, of which he
died at Paris, on the 5th of April, 1652. His
last moments are said to have been embittered
by a visit from the cure of his parish, accom-
panied by a tumultuous mob, who insisted

that Aubertin wished to return to the bosom
of the Catholic church, and was forcibly

prevented by his family. To avoid worse
consequences, the cure was at last admitted
to his bedside, when Aubertin had just

strength enough to declare his determination
to die in the principles which he had always
professed.

The Latin version of Aubertin's treatise

was published at Deventer, in 1654, under
the editorship of David Blondel. Consider-
able attention was drawn to it, some time
after, by the conspicuous position it occupied
in the controversy on the Eucharist, between
the Protestant minister Claude, on the one
hand, and Nicole and Arnauld, of Port Royal,
on the other. Arnauld claimed to have com-
pletely refuted the assertions of Aubertin,
while Claude insisted that he had left the
main body of his arguments untouched ; and
each champion was held by his own party to

have gained the victory. (Bayle, Diction-
naire Historique et Critique, i. 379 ; Ahrege
de la Vie de M. Daille", prefixed to his Deux
Derniers Sermons, p. 19, 33, 35; Arnauld,
Perpe'tuite' de la Foi, in his CEuvres, Paris,

1777, xii. 87— 101; Claude, Re'ponse an
Livre de M. Arnauld.) J. W.
AUBERY, ANTOINE, a French histo-

rian, was born at Paris, on the 18th of May,
1616. Ancillon, in his Memoires, calls him
erroneously Louis, and this error has been
followed by many subsequent writers, who
have in consequence confounded him with
Louis Aubery, Sieur du Maurier. His stu-

dies were superintended by an elder brother,

an ecclesiastic of considerable piety and
learning, whom Boileau has made to figure

in his " Lutrin" under the name of Alain :

"Alain tousse et se leva, A.laiii, ce savant horame,'
Qui de Bauni vingt tbis a lu toute la Sommc,
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Qui p^ossede Abeli, qui sait tout Raconis,
Et meme entend, dit-on, le Latin d'A-Kempis."

Antoine went through the regular studies
of the Humanities and Philosophy, and ap-
plied himself for a time to Jurisprudence,
but ultimately devoted himself entirely to
historical pursuits. His diligence was un-
ceasing : the greater part of each day was
spent in composition. He always arose
about five o'clock, and worked all the morn-
ing and afternoon until six o'clock. His
evenings were spent at the houses of Dupuy,
De Thou, and Vilevault, where he enjoyed
the conversation of men of learning. He
mixed little in general society. He died on
the 29th of January, 1695. His works are

—

1. " Histoire gene'rale des Cardinaux," five

volumes, Paris, 1642—1649, 4to. This work
was written under the auspices of the Cardi-
nal Mazarin, to whom it is dedicated, and
who rewarded the author by a pension of
400 livres. 2. " De la preeminence de nos
Rois et de leur preseance sur I'Empereur et
le Roi d'Espagne, traite historique ; avec quel-
ques pieces tire'es des Me'moires de MM.
Bignon et Dupuy," Paris, 1649, 4to., and
again in 1650 and 1680, 4to. A German
translation was published at Leipzig in 1679,
12mo. 3. "Histoire du Cardinal de Joy-
euse : avec plusieurs me'moires, lettres, de-
peches," &c., Paris, 1654, 4to. This work
embraces the period between 1562 and 1611.
4. " Histoire du Cardinal de Richelieu,"
Paris, 1660, fol., and Cologne, 1666, 12mo. in

two volumes. Aubery has been accused,
with justice, of a departure from strict histo-

rical truth in his endeavours to prove the
Cardinal a better man than he really was.
5. "Me'moires pour I'histoire du Cardinal de
Richelieu depuis I'an 1616 jusqu'a la fin de
1642, qui contiennent des lettres, des instruc-

tions, et des memoires," two volumes, Paris,

1660, fol., and again at Cologne in five

volumes in 1667, 12mo. It is stated by La
Caille {Histoire de VImprimerie, p. 285) that

Bertier, the publisher of this woi'k, before he
printed it, represented to the queen-mother
that he dared not publish it without the spe-

cial licence and protection of the king (Louis
XIV.), as it contained some very severe

strictures on the irregularities of several per-

sons connected with the coixrt : to which the

queen replied, " Proceed fearlessly in your
work, and so shame vice, that it shall no
longer find a place in France." 6. "Des
justes pretentions du Roi sur I'Empire,"

Paris, 1667, 4to. and in 12mo. A German
translation was published in the same year,

in 4to. This work contains much which
Aubery had previously advanced in his
" Traite' de la Pre'e'rainence," supported by new
facts and arguments It gave great umbrage
to the princes of Germany, who were loud in

their complaints. In order to appease them,

the conseil du roi judged it expedient to com-

mit the author to the Bastile. His confine-'
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ment however was only nominal : he was
well treated, visited by persons of the highest

rank, and soon set at liberty. His book was
answered by several German writers. 7.

" De la dignite' de Cardinal," Paris, 1673,

12mo. This had been originally intended

to form a preface or introduction to his

history of the Cardinals. 8. " De la Re'-

gale," Paris, 1678, 4to. 9. " Histoire du
Cardinal Mazarin depuis sa naissance jusqu'

a sa mort, tire'e pour la plus grande partie

des registres du Parlement de Paris;" two
volumes, Paris, 1688 and 1695, 12mo., and
also at Rotterdam in the same year. 10.
*' Politique tres-chretien ; ou, discours po-

litique sur les actions principales de la vie

du Cardinal de Richelieu," Paris, 1647,

12mo. 11. " Traite des droits du roi sur la

Lorraine," also entitled " Dissertation histo-

rique et politique sur le traite touchant la

Lorraine en 1661," 1662, 12mo. The last

two pieces are attributed to Aubery, but are

of uncertain authorship. {E'loge de M. Au-
bery, in the Journal des Savans (1695), 123

—

127, &c. ; Ancillon, Me'moires concernant les

vies de plusieurs Modernes ce'lebres, 357—377
;

Niceron, Me'moires pour servir a Vhistoire des

hnrnmes illustres, xiii. 305—315 ; Lenglet du
Fresnoy, Methode pour etudier I'Histoire, xii.

270, edit. Drouet.) J. W. J.

AUBERY, CLAUDE, a French physi-

cian, who lived during the sixteenth century.

Having embraced the doctrines of the Re-
formation, he retired from Paris, and lived

at Lausanne, where he was appointed pro-

fessor of philosophy. He afterwards pub-
lished a work entitled " Apodictai Orationes,"

upon the Epistle to the Romans, in which he
exhibited a tendency to favour the position

of the Roman church. He was in conse-

quence attacked by Beza, who condemned
his work at the synod of Berne. This dis-

pleased Aubery so much, that he went to

Dijon, and there made his recantation. He
died at Dijon, in 1596. His works, of which
there are none in the libraries of the British

Museum or College of Surgeons, London,
indicate, says Jourdan, in the " Biographic
Me'dicale," great erudition, and many of
them exist in the Bibliotheque du Roi which
have never yet been published. Aubery be-

longed to the school of chemical and mys-
tical physicians which prevailed in his day,
and wrote a work in defence of his prin-

ciples, entitled " Tractatus de Concordia Me-
dicorum," Berne, 1585, 8vo. In this work
he defended the chemical medicine of Para-
celsus, as well as the absurd doctrine of sig-

natures. This doctrine assumed as a first

principle that every object in nature bears
upon it certain external characters, which
indicated the diseases in which it is good
to be used. A long list of useless remedies was
thus introduced into medicine, from which
the Materia Medica of the Pharmacopoeias of
the present day is not thoroughly purged.
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The other works of Aubery are—" Poste-

riorum notionum Explicatio," Lausanne,

1576, 8vo. ;
" De Interpretatione," Lausanne,

1577, 8vo. ;
" Organon Doctrinarmn om-

nium," Lausanne, 1 584, 8vo. ;
" De Terrse

Motu," Lausanne, 1585, 8vo. He also pub-
lished an edition of the characters of Theo-
phrastus at Bale, in 1582, with a Latin ver-

sion, and translated into Latin a work written

in Greek by Theodore Ducas Lascaris, with
the title " Tractatus de Communicatione na-

turali." (^Biog. Me'dicale; Biog. Universelle.)

E. L.
AUBERY, JEAN, a French physician,

was born in the Bourbonnais, and studied

his profession at Montpellier. He com-
menced practice at Paris, and was appointed

physician to the Due de Montpensier. He
wrote several works on medicine. His first

essay was an attempt to prove that love and
its consequences were subjects for the consi-

deration of the physician. It was entitled

" L'Antidote de 1'Amour," Paris, 1599, 12mo.
This work was republished at Delft, in 1663.

It is full of cvirious matter, and displays a

considerable amount of learning. It was de-

dicated to Dulaurens. In 1 604 he published

a work on the baths of Bourbon, entitled

" Les Bains de Bourbon-Lancy, et de Bour-
bon I'Archambault," 8vo. This work con-

tained a history of the baths ; a minute ac-

count of the properties of the various ingre-

dients that enter into the composition of the

waters; speculations on the cause of their

heat, and on the use of the various springs

in different kinds of disease. He arrived at

the conclusion that the baths of Bourbon
were the most singular in the world, and that

they could in no way be artificially imitated.

Two other works are cited as having been
written by Aubery. The first entitled " Apo-
logeticus de restituenda et vindicanda Medi-
cinse Dignitate," Paris, 1608, 8vo. The se-

cond entitled "Histoire de rantique Cite

d'Autun." This work was going through
the press when the author died, and it was
never published. The loose leaves, however,
were disseminated, and are valued by collec-

tors of rare works. (Biog. Me'dicale; Eloy,

Diet. Hist, de la Me'd.) E. ly.

AUBERY, LOUIS, Sieur du Maurier.
The time and place of this writer's birth are

not known. His father, Benjamin Aubery
du Maurier, was ambassador from the court

of France to the States-General of the United
Netherlands in the early part of the seven-

teenth century. Louis studied the sciences

and jurisprudence at the university of Leiden,

and while yet very young was employed in

some diplomatic capacity in Holland : he
afterwards travelled in Germany, Italy,

Poland, and the North. On his return to

Paris he was favourably received by the

queen-mother; and the Princess Maria
Louisa, who was destined for the throne of

Poland as wife of Ladislaus IV,, applied to
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him for information respecting that country,

with which he was thoroughly acquainted.

The request was conveyed through the Due
de Noailles, and Aubery communicated the

required particulars in several after-dinner

conversations. The favour in which he was
held by the royal ladies, however, led to no
public employment, and some time after the

death of the Cardinal de Richelieu he retired

from court, and occupied himself with me-
moirs of his observations in foreign countries.

His father was a Protestant ; he himself was
a firm Roman Catholic, but an enemy to all

religious persecution, from which he had
suflFered greatly in his own person- He
thanks Louis de la Verane, Bishop of Mans,
for having protected his old age from the

persecution of the Protestants. His death

took place in 1687. His works are— 1.

" Histoire de I'Execution de Cabrieres et de

Merindol, et d'autres lieux de Provence,

particulierement de'duite dans le plaidoye

qu'en fit I'an 1551, par le commandement du
roy Henry II., et comme son advocat-general

en cette cause, Jacques Aubery, lieutenant

civil au Chastelet de Paris, et depuis Am-
bassadeur extraordinaire en Angleterre pour

traiter de la Paix, I'an 1555. Ensemble une
relation particuliere de ce qui se passa aux
cinquante audiences de la cause de Merindol,"

Paris, 1645, 4to. Jacques Aubery, above

mentioned, was the grand-imcle of Louis, and
this history was a republication, with many
additional " pieces justificatives," of the Plai-

doyer, which had been published by Daniel

Heinsius, at Leiden, in 1619. [Aubery,
Jacques.] 2. " Me'moires pour servir a

riiistoire de Hollande, et des autres Pro-

vinces Unies ; oii Ton verra les veritables

causes des divisions qui sont depuis soixante

ans dans cette Re'publique, et qui la me-
nacent de ruine," Paris, 1680, 8vo. Adelung
asserts, on the authority of Neaulme's Cata-

logue, that the first edition appeared in

1668, but this must be an error, as the pri-

vilege bears date 1679. These memoirs
have long enjoyed a very high reputation for

the cori-ectuess of their details and the free-

dom and impartiality with which the author

has sought to state the truth. Some of these

truths were extremely offensive to the Dutch
government, such as that William II. and
his son William III. aimed at the sovereign

power. A bookselter who ventured to pub-

lish the work at the Hague, in 1694, was
fined one thousand livres and banished, and
the book was strictly proscribed. An edition

was published by the Abbe' Se'pher, in two
volumes, under the title " Me'moires pour
servir a I'histoire de la Republique des Pro-

vinces Unies et des Pays Bas ; contenant les

Vies des princes d'Orange, de Barneveld,

d'Aersens, et de Grotius, par Aubry du
Mauriez. Donne's avec des notes par Ame-
lot de la Houssaye," &c., London (Paris),

1754, 12mo. There are also copies of the
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work with the title " Histoire de Guillaume
de Nassau, Prince d'Orange, avec des Notes
politiques, &c., par Amelot de la Houssaye."
It was translated into Dutch in the year
1704. 3. " Memoires de Hambourg, de
Lubeck, et de Holstein, et de Dannemarck,
de Swede, et de Pologne," Blois, 1735, 12mo.
This is a posthumous work, and was edited

by Louis Le'onor Alphonse Dorvaulx du
Maurier, the author's grandson. In 1740
there appeared at Brussels a work in two
volumes, entitled " Me'moires de Hollande et

des Royaumes du Nord," the first volume of
which is another edition of the " Me'moires
pour servir a I'histoire de Hollande," and
the second volume is merely another copy of
the "Me'moires de Hambourg," &c. of 1735,

with a new title-page. (Ancillon, Memoires
concernant les Vies de plusieurs Modernes,
338—357 ; Moreri, Dictionnaire Historique,

edit. 1759 ; Journal des Savans (1736), 303

—

309 ; Lenglet du Fresnoy, Me'thode pour
etudier VHistoire, xii. 166, xiii. 306; Bar-
bier, Examen Critique des Dictionnaires

;

Chalmot, Biographisch Woordenboek der JVe-

derlanden.^ J. W. J.

AUBESPINE, a noble family of France,

several of whose members took a part more
or less distinguished in the public service of
their country during the 16th, 17th, and 18th

centuries. It is supposed to have been a
branch of the noble Burgundian family of
the same name, but this does not appear to

be clearly established. The founder of the

house was Claude I., who, in consequence of

his marriage with Marguerite, daughter of

Pierre le Berruyer (27th Februaiy, 1507),

became Seigneur d'Erouville. The eldest

son of Claude I. founded the house of Cha-
teauneuf-sur-Cher ; the third, that of Verde-
ronne. The family of Aubepin claimed to

be descended from the Aubespines of Verde-
ronne, but the genealogy is not satisfactorily

made out. The only members of the family

whom it seems necessary to notice here are

—Claude II., son of Claude I. ; Madelaine,

daughter of Claude II.; Charles and Gabriel,

grandsons of Claude II. by his second son

Guillaume, who succeeded to the honours and
estates after the death of his brother Claude
III. (1570) without issue.

Claude de l'Aubespine, second of the

name, was the first-born of the first wife of

Claude I. The year of his birth is unknown,
but was probably 1507 or 1508, as his parents

were married in February of the former year.

He entered the civil service by being placed

under Guillaume Bochetel, secretary of state

and finance. He was appointed seci-etary to

the king on the 10th of March, 1537. He
married Bochetel's daughter, Jeanne, on the

14th of January, 1542, and was nominated

about the same time to succeed to the oflice

of secretary of state and finance after the

death of his father-in-law. In the ensuing

year he was appointed colleague to Bochetel,
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on the death of Jean le Breton, seigneur de
Villandry. Claude de I'Aubespine held the
appointment of secretary of state and finance

till his death. On the death of his father-in-

law he succeeded in right to the seigneurie

of Hauterive and barony of Chateauneuf-sur-
Cher, from which he and his descendants
took their title. Claude de I'Aubespine was
joined in commission with the Cardinal du
Bellay, the Marechal du Biez, and President

Eemond, to negotiate a peace with England
in 1544 ; and in 1555 and 1559 he assisted in

negotiating the treaties ofArdres, Calais, and
Cateau-Cambresis. He was present at the

Assembly of Fontainebleau in 1560; nego-
tiated the surrender of the city of Bourges
in 1562; he was deputed by Catherine de'

Medici to hold conferences with the Hugo-
not leaders at the fauxbourgs St. Marcel and
la Chapelle, before the battle of St. Denis.

He died on the dav of that battle, the 11th of

November, 1567. Le Pere Anselme says of
Claude II. de I'Aubespine, that under Bo-
chetel " he rendered himself capable of ma-
naging the most important public business."

Davila calls him " a man much respected,

and one of the most faithful servants of the

queen." Catherine de' Medici visited him
on his death-bed, to receive his last counsels.

By his first wife, Jeanne Bochetel, he had
two sons, Claude and Guillaume, and one
daughter, Madelaine ; by his second wife,

Catherine d'Alizon, he had no children.

Madelaine de l'Aubespine, daughter
of Claude II., was born on the 21st of March,
1546. She was married, in 1562, to Nicolas
de Neufville, seigneur de Villeroi. She died

at Villeroi, on the 17th of May, 1596. Her
beauty, talents, and accomplishments ren-

dered her one of the greatest ornaments of
her court. Ronsard addressed complimen-
tary verses to her ; and Jean Berthault, Bishop
of Seez, composed a flattering epitaph for her
tomb. La Croix du Maine, a contemporary,
says, " Her compositions in prose and verse

are so felicitous, and her genius and judg-
ment so uncommon, that the hereditary vir-

tues which shine in her attract the notice of
every one. As a proof of her learning, I

may mention her translation of Ovid's

Epistles, not yet printed, and a great num-
ber of poems of her composition, which will

be published when she pleases."

Gabriel de l'Aubespine was the third

sou (the first of the second marriage) of

Guillaume de l'Aubespine, Baron de Chateau-
neuf, by Gasparde Mitte de Miolans. The
year of his birth is unknown. He was
named Abbe de Preaux in 1600, and, after

the death of his relative Jean de l'Aubespine

(of the Verderonne branch), bishop of

Orleans in 1604. He Avas consecrated at

Eome in that year, on the 28th of March,
held a synod in 1606, attended an assembly
of the bishops of the province of Sens held at

Paris in 1612, and Mas made a commander of
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the order of St. Esprit in 1619. In 1639 tlie

prelates assembled at Paris deputed him to

represent their wishes to Louis XIII., then at

Lyon. He died on his return, at Grenoble,
on the 15th of August. Sainte-Marthe and
Du Pin attribute to this prelate some works,

which we have not seen, and have not even
been able to obtain a correct transcript of

their title-pages. They are Latin treatises

on the ancient discipline of the church; a

French book on the ancient regulations for

the administration of the Eucharist, and some
notes on Tertullian, the Canons of several

Councils, &c.
Charles de l'Aubespine, younger bro-

ther of the preceding, second son of the second
marriage of Guillaume, was born at Haute-
rive on the 22nd of February, 1580. He
was nominated a Councillor of Parliament
of Paris in 1 603, and he appears to have ob-

tained the Abbacy of Preaux when his bro-

ther was elected Bishop of Orleans, in 1604.

In 1609 Henri IV., who had previously

employed the Abbe Charles in some pri-

vate aflairs, sent him as ambassador extraor-

dinary to Holland, and afterward to Brussels.

In 1617 he obtained the credit of having
been mainly instrumental in persuading the

malcontent princes to return to court. In 1 62 1

,

on his father's resigning the office ofChancellor

of the Orders of the king, Charles was ap-

pointed his successor. As the latter, however,
was about the same time sent, together with the

Due d'Angouleme and M. de Bethune, to the

court of Vienna and the republic of Venice,

it was arranged that his father should during

his absence continue to act as chancellor, and
receive the emoluments, with a right of suc-

cession in the event of his son dying before

him. This arrangement was to last for four

years. In 1629-30 the Abbe' de Preaux, now
Marquis de Chateauneuf (his father having
died in 1629), was sent ambassador to Eng-
land. On his return from this mission, he
was nominated Garde des Sceaux, and re-

ceived the seals from the king's hand, on the

14th of November, 1630. In 1632 he pre-

sided at the trial of the Marshals Marillac and
Montmorency, and was for so doing exposed
to much obloquy, it being known that he was
a personal enemy of the former, and had been
a page in the household of the latter's father.

In 1633, having incurred the suspicions of

Richelieu, he resigned the seals on the 25th

of February, was arrested and confined in the

castle of Angouleme, where he remained a
prisoner till 1643. He founded at a subse-

quent period six scholarships in his College

of the Jesuits at Angouleme. At the ter-

mination of his imprisonment, he repaired to

his own house at Montrouge, where he re-

mained till the 2nd of March, 1650, when
the seals were restored to him. He was
obliged to resign them again on the 5th of

April, 1651, and with them the office of

Chancellor to the Orders of the king. He
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received, as some amends for his deprivation,

the cross of Prelate-Commander of the Orders.

He survived his last disgrace more than ten

years, and died on the 17th of September,

1653, leaving behind him the reputation of

an inveterate political intriguer. In his con-

duct, Charles de I'Aubespiue evinced to the

last a total disregard of the decorum, either

of his sacred office or his age. His natural

daughter, by Elizabeth de Trossy, was bap-

tized at St. Sulpice, on the 25th of September,

1647 (when he was 67 years of age), and is

registered as " Marie butarde de I'Aubes-

pine." Two pamphlets published by the

Marquis de Chateauneuf on the affairs of the

Fronde are mentioned by Le Long (vol. ii.

Nos. 23,337 and 23,346):— I. "Avis impor-

tant de M. de Chateauneuf, donne' avant le

de'part de sa Majeste' de Fontainebleau (le 4

d'Octobre) touchantla resolution qu'on doit

prendre sur le mccontentement de M. le

Prince," 1651, 4to. 2. ",Second Avis de M. de

Chateauneuf, donne a sa Majeste' a Poictiers,

sur la proposition qui fut faite, s'il falloit

avancer ou reculer, ou sejourner dans cette

ville, et quel conseil il falloit prendre dans

cette conjoncture," 1651, 4to. An account of

his embassy to Germany in 1620, 1621, at-

tributed to M. de Be'thune, was published by
his son, 1667, (Le Long, iii. No. 30,458.) (Le
Pere Anselme, Histoire Ge'nealogique et Chro-

nologique ; Rigoley de Juvigny, Les Biblio-

theques Frangaises de La Croix dii Maine
et de Du Verdier, Sieiir de Vanprivas ;

More'ri, Dictionnaire Historique ; H. C. Da-
vila, Historia delle Guerre civili di Francia

;

Thuanus, Historia sui temperis ; Sammartha-
nus, Gallia Christiana; Du Pin, Noiivelle

Bibliotheque des Auteurs Eccle'siastiqiies du

X VII. Siecle.) W. W.
AUBETERRE. The title of Aubeterre

has been borne in succession by three noble

families of France :—Raymon, Bouchard,

and Esparbez. Of the first family none

have attained an historical character ; and of

the other two, only one individual in each

appears to deserve notice here.

DxiviD Bouchard,VicoiiTE d'Aubeterre,
claimed to descend by the male line from
Bouchard, grand-esquire of Charlemagne.

The Vicomte' of Aubeterre is said to have

come into this family by the marriage of

Guy Bouchard to Marie Raymon, heiress of

Aubeterre, in what year the family annals do
not mention. Fran9ois Bouchard d'Aubeterre,

great-grandson of Guy, distinguished himself

as a soldier under Charles VIL and Louis XL
His grandson Francois Bouchard embraced
the Reformed religion, and retired with his

second wife, Gabrielle de Laurensane, to

Geneva, where their son David was born.

The year of David's birth is unknown. His

mother returned with him to France after

his father's death ; and he, liaving embraced
the Roman Catholic religion, obtained,

though with difficulty, restitution of his
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father's estates, which had been seized for

the crown, from the heirs of the Mare'chal de

St. Andre'. The first event in David's life

of which we are able to fix the date with
certainty, is his marriage with Renee de

Bourdeille. It took place on the 16th of

February, 1579. Henri III. conferred upon
him the government of Pe'rigord ;

and his

name stands last on the list of twenty-eight

princes and nobles who were created Knights

of the order of St. Esprit, on the 31st of

December, 1585. After the death of Henri

III. the Vicomte d'Aubeterre attached him-
self to the party of Henri IV., for whom he

held Pe'rigord, In 1593 he was attacked by
Mompensat, an officer of the League, whom
he defeated, took prisoner, and treated w ith

singular delicacy. The Vicomte d'Aube-

terre died on the IGth of August of the same
year, in consequence of a gun-shot wound
which he received at the siege of L'Isle en

Pe'rigord. By his wife he had only one
daughter, Hypolite, who carried the estates

and title of Aubeterre into the family of

Esparbez.

Henri Joseph Bouchard d'Esparbez
DE Lussan, Marquis d'Aubeterre, was
great-great-grandson of Francois d'Esparbez

de Lussan, who, by his marriage with Hypo-
lite Bouchard, acquired the lands and title

of Aubeterre. Henri-Joseph was born on

the 24th of January, 1714. He was enrolled

in the first company of the moixsquetaires du
roi in 1730. In 1738 he obtained a regi-

ment. In 1 743 he was wounded in the arm
at the battle of Dettingen, and in 1 744 re-

ceived a gun-shot wound in the body at the

assault of Chateau-Dauphin in Piedmont.

The surrender of that fortress was attributed

in a great measure to his courage and perse-

verance. His subsequent promotion was
steady. He was made mare'chal de camp in

1 748 ; marquis and chevalier des ordres du
roi in 1757; lieutenant-ge'neral in 1758;

conseiller d'e'tat d'epe'e in 1767. In 1769

he was ambassador at Rome, when Clement
XIII. died, and obtained the credit of having

been mainly instrumental in the elevation of

Ganganelli to the papal chair as Clement

XIV. He succeeded the Due d'Aiguillon as

commandant des etats de Bretagne in 1775.

He held this office during the whole time of

the struggle between the court and the states

of Bretagne, from the first indication of weak-

ness on the part of the former, by the re-es-

tablishment of the Parlement de Bretagne in

1775, till his death in 1788. He exercised

little personal influence over the progress of

the struggle which was carried on by the

States of Bretagne and the ministers of the

day ; but he continued to enforce the orders

of the ministers with a fimmess that satisfied

the court, and a moderation which excited no

personal animosity against him in the pro-

vince. His character for probity was unim-

peached. On the 15th of June, 1783, hcAvas
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created Marechal de France. He died on
the 28th of August, 1788. Though twice

married, he left no family : his estates passed

into the families of Bourdeille Matha and
Baderon St. Geuiez. (Le Pere Anselme,
Histoire Genealogique et Chronologique ;

Thuanus, Historia sui temporis ; Mezeray,
Histoire de France ; Moreri, Dictionnaire

Historique ; Daru, Histoire de Bretagne

;

Precis Historique des Troubles de Bretagne ;

Discours sur la Noblesse du Parlement de

Bretagne ; Biographic Universelle, Supple-

ment.) W. W.
AUBIGNAC, FRANCOIS HE'DELIN,'

ABBE' D'. [Hedelin, Franqois.]
AUBIGNE' DE LA FOSSE, NATHAN

D', was born at Nancroy near Pluviers, in the

Gatinois, on the IGth of January, 1601. In
1621 he went with his father and mother to

Geneva, and afterwards pursued his studies

at Fribvirg in Brisgau, where he graduated
in medicine, on the 2nd of May, 1626. The
following year he was presented with the

citizenship of Geneva. Here he practised

his profession to an advanced age, but the

year in which he died is not known ; he
was living in the year 1669. He was made
a member of the council of two hundred in

1658. He was married twice : the first time,

in 1621, and was left a widower in 1631 ; and
married a second time in 1632, nine months
after the decease of his first w ife. His works
were on chemical subjects, and were written

under the name of Albineixs. [Albineus,
Nathan.] (Eloy, IJict. Hist, de la Me'd.

;

Biog. Me'dic.) E. L.

AUBIGNE', THE'ODORE AGRIPPA
D', was born at St. Maury near Pons, on the

8th of February, 1550. At his birth, the life

of his mother was sacrificed to save his own.
At the age of four years his father brought
down from Paris a tutor, who began teach-

ing him at once Latin, Greek, and Hebrew,
so that at six he could read in those three

languages and in French ; and the results of

such premature excitement of the brain are

shown in a vision which he states himself to

have had at this age, while lying in bed one
morning, of a woman, " very white," whose
garments rustled against his curtains, and
who, after having drawn them and given him
an icy kiss, suddenly disappeared. He re-

mained without speech or motion, and then

was seized with a brain-fever which lasted

for a fortnight. At the age of seven and a
half, he translated the Crito of Plato, on his

father's promising him to have it printed

with his childish portrait for a frontispiece.

A year after this, his father took him to

Paris to put him to school. On their way
through Amboise, but lately the scene of the

execution of many of the Hugonots, who had
engaged in the Amboise conspiracy, the elder

D'Aubigne' recognised the remains of some
of his old comrades exposed in the market-
place, and exclaimed in the hearing of seven
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or eight hundred persons (it was fair-time),

" The murderers ! It is France they have be-

headed." Scarcely could he escape the fury

of the populace excited by these words, and
when young D'Aubigne, spurring after, at last

came up with him, the father placed his hand
upon tlie boy's head: "Child," said he,
" thou must not spare thy head, after mine,
to avenge those honoured chiefs : shouldst

those spare thyself, my curse be on thee."

Whilst he was at Paris, under the care of
a teacher of the name of Beroalde (jin grand
personnage, as he tells us), the first religious

war broke out, and the teacher, with his

family and scholars, was compelled to leave

Paris. On their way they fell in with a
party of about a hundred horse, commanded
by a certain Sieur D'Achon (who afterwards

became the captive of the elder D'Aubigne),
and were made prisoners. Young D'Aubigne
was examined separately by an Inquisitor of

the name of Demochares, who happened to

be with the party of the Roman Catholics,

and incensed him much by his answers.

When threatened with death if he did not

abjure, " The mass," he replied, " was more
full of horror to him than the stake." And
here he relates a strange incident. There
were two violins in the room, to which the

company had been dancing : the child was
ordered to dance a " gaillarde ;" he did so

amid universal plaudits, and was then sent

back to prison to await his doom. However,
an officer in D'Achon's party contrived their

escape, and the whole party arrived in safety

and were hospitably entertained for three

days at Montargis, where the Duchess of

Ferrara made the young scholar sit for three

hours on a cushion beside her, and discourse

upon the contempt of death. Hence they con-

tinued their perilous wanderings, hunted from
Gien, where they had taken refuge, pursued
by musket-balls on their way down the Loire
to Orleans. Here an epidemic broke out,

the surgeon and four other persons of the

party, amongst others the tutor's wife, died in

the room ofyoung D'Aubigne, who was him-
self labou.ring at the time under an attack.

Jean d'Aubigne, the father, seems to have
been a man both of courage and of counsel.

Although severely wounded in the execution
of an enterprise of some danger during the

siege of Orleans by the Roman Catholic

party, he was employed, and successfully, in

negotiating peace between the two rival

forces. On starting for Guyenne, where he
was to enforce the observance of the treaty,

he reminded his son of Amboise, exhorted
him to be zealous for his religion, a lover of
science and of truth, and then kissed him,
"against his wont," says D'Aubigne, "which
touched me extremely." On the road, his

unhealed wound festered into an abscess, and
he died, leaving his son an encumbered per-

sonal estate, which, however, he was enabled
to disclaim.
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At thirteen young D'Aubigne was sent to

Geneva, then the great seminary of Protest-

ant learning. If we trust his own account,

he was now able to compose as many Latin

verses as a good scribe could write down in

a day, to read off the Rabbins without the

diacritical points, and to construe Greek,

Latin or Hebrew without seeing the text,

besides having gone through a course of

mathematics. Notwithstanding these ac-

quirements he was put to college, for some
slip, he tells us, in the Dialects of Pindar.

This for a time thoroughly disgusted him with

study, and after committing various youthful

indiscretions during a two years' stay at

Geneva, he left suddenly for Lyon, unknown
to his relations, for the purpose of studying

mathematics and magic, although resolved,

he tells us, never to make use of the latter.

The runaway magician soon found himself

penniless, threatened with ejectment by his

unpaid landlady, and had to pass a whole
day without food ; at the close of which, as

he was about to drown himself in the Saone,

he saw a servant carrying a trunk, and soon

afterwards recognised his cousin, the Sieur

de Chaileaud, who was bringing him some
money from his family.

He now returned to his guardian's in

Saintonge, unsobered however by his late

trials. To curb him, his guardian could

see no better plan than confining him, and
taking away his clothes at night. A new
war had just then broken out(l567), and some
of his young friends had resolved to escape

by night to join a party of Hugonot troops in

the neighbourhood. It was agreed that they

should fire off a musket under D'Aubigne's
window at starting. On hearing the signal,

he let himself down from his window by his

sheets, leaped two walls, and, barefoot and
in his shirt, succeeded in joining his friends.

At Jonsac, two or three Hugonot captains

lent him money to procure sufficient clothing

;

and he wrote down at the bottom of the re-

ceipt, that never would he reproach war with

having robbed him, as he could not come out

of it in a more beggarly plight than he had
entered. At Saintes he had to encounter

fresh opposition from the governor. Monsieur
de Mirebeau, and from one of his cousins,

who wanted to send him back to his guardian,

and throughout the whole of the campaign
he had severe hardships to undergo, always
hiding from the sight of his relations, and
often dragging himself at night from fire to

fire to escape being starved with cold.

In the third war, 1568, during the whole
of which he was employed in Saintonge, he
succeeded in obtaining the command of some
twenty men, all luckless adventurers like him-
self. A single combat, from which he came off

victorious, earned him still further credit, and
he obtained a cornetcy in the colonel's com-
pany. Soon afterwards he was nearly carried

ofl' by a violent fever, and, thinking himself
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on his death-bed, confessed to some brother
officers the commission, by himself and his

band of thirty mounted musketeers (arque-

busiers), of such crimes and excesses as made
his hearers' hair stand on end. The worst of
these, he says, was the having suffered the

murder, unprovoked and in cold blood, of an
old peasant by one of his men in his presence,

to go unpunished.

His health mending, his morals too, he
states, began to improve ; his guardian sup-

plied him with a little money, and sent him
off, with the counterpart of a lease as his sole

title-deed, to claim one of his father's estates,

which appears to have been in the vicinity of

B] ois . Another wa s already in possession,who
claimed as heir, and his maternal relations

refused to assist him on the score of religious

differences. His fever again came on, and
he could scarcely find strength to drag him-
self to Orleans. Here, however, he pleaded
his own cause so pathetically, that the judges
exclaimed, " The son of the Sieur d'Aubigne
can alone speak in this manner !" and he was
reinstated in his property.

We have given thus fully the events of his

youth, because they alone can sufficiently ex-
plain his subsequent character as it appears
in his woi'ks, exhibiting at once, in most in-

congruous union, the learned and somewhat
pedantic scholar, the daring military adven-
turer, the fanatical religionist, and the bold

and unflinching partisan. He now fell in

love, became a poet on the occasion, and com-
posed for his mistress, Diane Salviati, what
was afterwards known by the name of the
" Printemps d'Aubigne." Sitting one even-

ing with the elder Salviati, to whom he had
stated that he was in possession of all the

original documents relating to the conspiracy

of Amboise, to some of which, ifwe may credit

his own account, was affixed the seal of the

Chancellor L'Hopital, the old man advised

him, by way of retrieving his fortunes, to

extort ten thousand crowns from L'Hopital by
a threat of publication. D'Aubigne instantly

fetched a bag containing all the papers, and
cast it into the fire, lest he should ever again

be tempted to such an act. The next day
Salviati, who at first had upbraided him for

his folly, accepted D'Aubigne"s suit for his

daughter. But the marriage was broken

off by an uncle of the lady, on religious

and pecuniary grounds ;—notwithstanding the

chivalrous gallantry which made the lover

on one occasion, when dangerously woimded
by an assassin, perform a twenty-two leagues'

journey without stopping, to have the plea-

sure of dying in his mistress's arms.

He had hitherto refiised to attach himself

to the fortunes of any leader ; ambition, how-

ever, seems now to have overcome in him
this spirit of personal independence, for we
see him enter the service of Henry, King of

Navarre, soon after the capitulation of La
Kochelle, in 1573. That prince, though in fact
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a prisoner at court and outwardly professing

the Roman Catholic faith, was still looked up
to by the Hugonot party as their chief. D'Au-
bigne' took service first as a standard-bearer

to the Sieur de Fervaques, a lord in Henry's

suite, and then a great enemy to the Hugonot
cause, and afterwards became equerry to

Henry himself. He played at this time a

double part, serving against the Hugonots in

the royal armies, even at the battle of Dor-
maus, 1575, but refusing to take the oaths of

allegiance, and endeavouring to thwart the po-

licy of the court. The deep-seeing Catherine

de' Medici at once suspected him on his first

appearance at court, while Charles IX. was
dying, but his talents and bravery earned him,

on the other hand, the friendship ofthe power-

ful brothers of Guise, as well as of his own
master, Henry of Navarre, and of the Duke
of Alenyon. He composed masques and en-

tertainments for the court, and, amongst
others, a tragedy of " Circe," which, however,
was not performed till the reign of Henry
III., on account of the expense : he tilted in

a tournament together with the King of Na-
varre and the two brothers Guise and Mayenne,
and remained with them master of the field

—a sight, he tells us, which killed with grief

and vexation his faithless mistress Diane
Salviati, who had come to court on this occa-

sion. Fervaques, formerly his superior, now
his equal in the confidence of their common
master, soon grew tired of D'Aubigne's fame
and favour, set assassins upon him, attempted

to murder him with his own hand, and even
gave him poison.

The life of Henry of Navarre was equally

in peril at the court, and the prince was
anxious to rejoin his party. D'Aubigne was
one of those who advised and contrived

Henry's flight from Vincennes (3rd Febru-

ary, 1575). This was probably of all the

actions of his life that of which he remained
the most proud; he styles himself in his

history, one " chosen of God to be the instru-

ment of his prince's freedom." His fortunes

at the court of Navari-e exhibit from hence-

forth singular alternations of favour and dis-

grace. Fervaques still pursued him with
his enmity, and the Queen of Navarre, whose
profligate conduct D'Aubigne had no scruple

in satirizing, was equally his enemy. The
king, while confiding to him important mis-

sions, was often incensed by his freedom of

speech, and by his refusal to pander to his

master's amours. He complains ofhaving re-

ceived no other reward than a portrait for

the perilous enterprise of stirring up to war
the whole of the westei'n provinces, 1577

;

he was next sent into Languedoc, where he
succeeded in preventing the Marcchal de

Bellegarde from going over to the party of

the French court, and was nearly being

stabbed and thrown into the river by order

of his master on his return. He then left

the court for a time for the small garrison-
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town of Castel-Geloux, where he was second
in command, and from whence he directed

or shared in the direction of various petty but

adventurous expeditions. On one occasion,

he tells us, while dangerously wounded
and in bed, he dictated the first stanzas

of his " Tragiques" to the judge of Castel-

Geloux. He gave great offence to the King
of Navai're by seizing the town of Castelnau
near Bordeaux, and retaining it, contrary to

Henry's orders ; and on the conclusion of

peace at Poitiers, 1577, determined to leave

the king's service altogether for that of Prince
Casimir, second son of the Elector Palatine,

with whom he was acquainted.

On his road to join this new master, he fell

in love with a lady named Suzanne de Lezai,

whom he saw at a window, and was easily

prevailed upon by some friends to go no fur-

ther, but to join them in two partisan attempts

upon Montaigu and Limoges. He was al-

ready regretted by Henry, who wrote four

letters to recal him, all of which D'Aubigne
thrust into the fire ; but on hearing of the

grief which the king had shown on receiving

the unfounded news of his captivity and death

at Limoges, he consented to return to the

court, then held at Ne'rac. The whole of the

young nobility of Henry's court came out to

receive him, 1 580 ; he was graciously received

by both the king and queen, and was consulted

by the former, with three other captains,

before commencing the seventh religious war,

that of the Lovers (la Guerre des Amoureux),
so called because out of the five originators

of it four were in love, and chiefly resolved

it to please their mistresses. He was present

at the taking of Montaigu by the Hugonots

;

made an unsuccessful attempt upon Blaye,

and, on learning that the affair had been
reported at Henry's court to his disadvan-

tage, accomplished a perilous journey of
eighty leagues, from Montaigu to Nerac, to

exculpate himself, and then returned amidst

the like dangers, to spend the rest of the year

in forays. During the peace, which was con-

cluded at Fleix (1581), he was not less ac-

tively employed. In Henry's absence, he
defended his interests at a meeting which
took place at Libourne between the Queen of

Navarre, her brother the Duke of Anjou and
his wife, and the Prince of Conde : he was
sent to La Rochelle, one of the chief places

of safety of the Protestant party, to warn the

inhabitants of an intended surprise. Although
on the occasion of an interview between the

King and Queen of Navarre and the Queen-
Dowager of France, in 1582, the former
princess succeeded in obtaining his dismissal

by her husband, D'Aubigne still preserved

in secret all the favour of Henry, who even
wrote letters for him to his mistress Suzanne
de Lezai. After fruitlessly endeavouring to

win her hand by a series of costly masques
and entertainments, D'Aubigne obtained it

from her father by a singular expedient.
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One of his friends went to the Sieur de Le'zai,

and suggested to him, as a means of getting

rid of a troublesome suitor, that he should
require proofs of his noble lineage, as-

suring him that they would not be forth-

coming. The father fell into the snare, pro-

mised his daughter's hand on the production

of certain papers, which he was told were not
in existence, and on the appointed day D'Au-
bigne easily carried off his prize.

Soon after his marriage, D'Aubigne was
despatched to the court of France to demand
satisfaction for some affront which had been
offered to the Queen of Navarre (1583). He
acted on this occasion in the most haughty
manner, rejected a written apology offered by
the King of France, and obtained from Henry
HI. a promise that he would send some mem-
ber of his council to give full satisfaction.

Two years after (1585), when De Segur,
president of the council to Henry of Na-
varre, who had been won over to the party
of the French court by the Duke of Epernon,
was endeavouring to prevail upon his master
to go and meet Henry HI. at Paris, D'Au-
bigne led him to a window of the castle of
Pan, overlooking a rocky precipice :

" This
is the leap," said he, " which you will have to

make on the day that your master and ours

takes his departure for the court of France."
His frequent indiscretions, however, were near
costing him his life, for soon afterwards the

Countess of Guiche, Henry IV.'s mistress,

obtained from her lover a promise that he
would have D'Aubigne' put to death. D'Au-
bigne became apprised of it, and openly re-

proached him with his treachery.

When war was declared by the League
against the Hugonots, in the name of the

King ofFrance (1585), whilst the assembly of
the Hugonot party at Guistres were hesitating

how to act, D'Aubigne was the first to advise

resistance, and his advice was followed by the

King of Navarre and the principal leaders.

During this war (that of the Three Henrys
—Valois, Bourbon, and Guise), D'Aubigne
nearly lost his life in endeavouring to retake

Angers, which had been surprised by the

Roman Catholic party ; he also raised at his

own expense a regiment of 1100 men (1586),
and took possession of the isle of Oleron,

where he narrowly escaped death for having
attempted to land first. He was, however,
subsequently taken prisoner, and his troops

were expelled from the island. On his re-

lease he went to La Rochelle, where his rigid

enforcement of discipline brought on him
again the displeasure of the king. Disgusted
with his master's fickleness and ingratitude,

he felt tempted to apostatize, and began to

read the controversial works of the Roman
Catholic party ; but their perusal, he says,

only strengthened his previous convictions.

In 1587 he was again recalled by Henry
IV., and was intrusted by him with the

planning of the battle of Coutras; after
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which he was sent with Du Plessis Mornay
on an unsuccessful expedition into Brittany.

The king, now a widower, was at this time
strongly inclined to marry his mistress, the

Countess of Guiche; D'Aubigne, who was
consulted by him, dissuaded him from it, and
obtained a promise that for two years he would
not again revert to the project. Being named
soon after governor of Maillezais in Poitou, he
began, at thirty-seven, to take some respite

from those labours which, since the age of
fifteen, had never left him for four successive

days wholly unemployed, except when dis-

abled by illness or by his wounds.
On the reconciliation between the kings of

France and Navarre, in 1589, D'Aubigne
served again for a short time under them,
led the forlorn hope at the siege of Etampes,
and followed the two kings under the walls
of Paris. On the assassination of Henry III.,

he was one of those who advised the King of
Navarre boldly to assume the crown, not-

withstanding his religion; he was present at

the siege of Paris by Henry IV., and at that

of Rouen. Henry IV. intrusted to his care the

old Cardinal of Bourbon, at once his captive

and his rival, who had been proclaimed king
by the League ; and D'Aubigne asserts that

while he had the cardinal's custody, he was
offered, on behalf of the Mare'chal de Retz, a
Roman Catholic noble, 200,000 crowns, or

50,000 and the government of La Rochelle,

if he allowed the captive to escape, and re-

fused.

He now remained for some years absent

from court, except on one occasion, when he
took part in the siege of La Fere, and in an
interview with the king, who was already
meditating his apostacy, made use of some
remarkable words, which he evidently con-

siders to have been prophetical. The king
was showing him his lip, which had been
cut open by an assassin: "As yet," said

D'Aubigne' to him, "you have only renounced
God with your lips, but should you do so with
your heart, your heart will be pierced as

your lips have been." He now chiefly

figured in synods and other religious assem-
blies, as the steadfast upholder of the strictly

Protestant interest, at the synod of St.

Maixent, and at the General Assembly, which
lasted two years, and was held successively

at Vendome, Saumur, Loudun, and Chatel-

lerault. He had a public conference with
the Bishop of EAa-eux, afterwards Cardinal
du Perron (1600), which lasted five hours,

before more than 500 persons of both reli-

gions, and so pressed his adversary, that at

last the sweat dropped from his brow upon a

manuscript Chrysostom which he held in his

hand. He had another conference with the

same adversary seven years afterwards

(1607), and again states himself to have had
so mvich the advantage that he was near

being rewarded by a lodging at the Bastile,

which the king twice ordered to be made ready
F
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for him (1608). Aware at last of his dan-

ger, he solicited for the first time a pension,

and withdrew to his government of Mail-

lezais, invested with the dignity of admiral
of the coasts of Poiton and Saiutonge. He
was concerting with the king the plan of an
armament against Spain, when Henry IV. fell

under the dagger of Ravaillac (14th May,
1610).

On the occasion of the regency, which was
given to the queen dowager, Maria de' Medici,

by the parliament of Paris, D'Aubigne alone,

in his own province of Poitou, protested in

favour of the violated rights of the States-

General. When the States were convoked, he
was deputed to them by his province (1614),

and incurred great odium at court by not going

down on his knees before the king and queen-

dowager, when at the head of a deputation.

His pension, of which he refused an augmen-
tation, ceased to be paid, and no money was
furnished for keeping up his garrison of Mail-

lezais. On his part, he fortified Maillezais,

as well as the smaller town of Doignon,
which he had bought, and he furnished advice

and money to the two ill-concerted plots or

wars of the Prince of Conde, but without
taking in them any very prominent part.

The policy of the court was now to regain

possession of the various places of defence

which were held by different petty leaders,

all ready to break out into open revolt on a

fitting occasion. D'Aubigne was offered two
hundred thousand crowns if he would give

up Maillezais and Doignon ; he refused, but

delivered them up for half the sum to the

Duke of Rohan, then the chief of the Hugonot
party, and withdrew to St. Jean d'Angely,

where he employed himself in printing his

works at his own expense. The first two
volumes of his " Universal History" had been
published with the royal licence in 1616 and
1618 ; the third, on its appearance, was burnt
at Paris by the hand of the common execu-
tioner (1620).

It was now time for him to leave the coun-

try, and he made his escape amidst many
dangers, accompanied only by twelve horse-

men, to Geneva, which he reached on the 1st

of September, 1 620, and where he was received

with honours such as were usually given only

to princes and to the ambassadors of crowned
heads. While engaged in fortifying Ge-
neva, he received from the Hugonot assembly
of La Rochelle the mission of concluding

various treaties with the Protestant cantons

of Switzerland, the town of Geneva (not then

admitted into the League), and the German
princes, and he had already secured the ser-

vices of the Count of Mansfeldt and of two
Dukes of Weimar, when the matter was taken

out of his hands to be placed in those of the

Duke of Bouillon. He next fortified the

town of Berne, though not at first without

encountering great opposition from the lower

orders, and planned a scheme of fortifica-
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tions for that of Bale, but of which only

four bastions out of twenty-two were ac-

tually constructed. He was even solicited by
the Venetian ambassador in Switzerland to

engage as general in the servdce of the re-

public of Venice, but the intrigues of Miron,

the French envoy, broke off the treaty. In

his absence, sentence of death was passed

against him at Paris, 1621, for having used up
some consecrated materials in works of fortifi-

cation ; the fourth sentence, he says, that he had
suffered for the like crimes, which had given

him honour and profit. Having at this time
been a widower for some years, he was pre-

vailed upon to marry a rich widow, Rene'e

Barbany, of the house of Burlamaqui of

Lucca. His last days were embittered by
the conduct of his son Constant (father of

Madame de Maintenon), a double apostate,

who availed himself of his father's name to

go over to England, obtain possession of some
state secrets, and then hasten to Paris to be-

tray them. Theodore Agrippa d'Aubigne
died at Geneva on the 29th of April, 1G30,

at the age of eighty, leaving several children,

to whom he had dedicated his epitaph, a piece

of most crabbed and obscure Latin.

The following is a list of D'Aubigne's
printed works : 1 .

" Vers funebres sur la

mort d'Etienne Jodelle," Paris, 17.54, 4to.

2. " Les Tragiques donnes an public par le

Larcin de Promethe'e," Desert, 1616, 4to.

Geneva, dateless, and again 1623, Bvo. 3.

" Histoire Universelle depuis I'an 1550
jusqu'a I'an 1601," Maille (St. Jean d'Angely),

1616-18-20, fol., and Amsterdam (Geneva),

1 626. 4. " Confession Catholique du Sieur de

Sancy," a satire against De Harlay, one of

Henry IV.'s favourites, said to be his master-

piece. 5. " Aventures du Baron deFoeneste,"

1617-19-20, three incomplete editions; the

first complete edition, 1630, Desert (Maille),

8vo. Cologne, 1729-31; Amsterdam, 1731,

8vo. 6. " Lettres du Sieur d'Aubigne sur

quelques Histoires de France et sur la sienne,"

Maille, 1620, 8vo. 7. " Libre Discours sur

I'etat present des Eglises Reformees de

France," 1625, 8vo. 8. " Petites ffiuvres

mesle'es du Sieur d'Aubigne, en prose et en
vers," Geneva, 1630, 8vo. 9. " Histoire

secrete de Theodore Agrippa d'Aubigne,

ecrite par lui-meme," printed several times

wdth the Baron de Foeneste, and also con-

tained in Buchon's " Choix de Chroniques et

Me'moires sur I'Histoire de France, Seizieme

Siecle," Paris, 1836.

His greatest work is his " Universal His-

tory," dedicated by him to posterity. It is

highly praised by Bayle for its accuracy and
impartiality, and he gives us to understand
that some persons preferred it to that of his

contemporary De Thou. Impartial it can
hardly be called, nor expected to be ; it is

modelled after the antique, like the work of
De Thou, with moral reflections and fictitious

harangues, though less frequent than in the
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latter author ; and on the whole, in addition

to the advantages of an extensive personal
experience, it shows much labour and re-

search. It is written in a terse and vigorous,
but somewhat obscure style, often disfigured

by jarring metaphors. All or almost all the
daring exploits of the author are related in

it, though in general without his name ; but
this omission is very regularly supplied in

his private memoirs. His " Tragiques,

"

divided into seven books, contain many strik-

ing and powerful lines. The " Baron de
Fceneste," a favourite work of the great Prince
of Conde', and to our mind somewhat under-
rated by Mr, Hallam in his " Introduction to

the Literary History of Europe during the
sixteenth and seventeenth centuries," is a
philosophical satire in dialogue, the aim of
which appears to be the contrast between
truth and speciousness. The latter is per-
sonified in a beggarly Gascon courtier of the
Roman Catholic persuasion, lord of Foeueste

((paiueaOai) ; the former, by a Hugonot coun-
try squire (if the term may be used), named
Enai (tlj/ai) : the advantage in their contro-

versies of course remains with the Hugonot.
The interest of the work is somewhat marred
by the Gascon's speeches being spelt accord-
ing to the pronunciation of his province.
The work is remarkable for exhibiting in

curious medley the broad wit and humorous
tale, so characteristic of the age, with the

acutest theological learning.

His memoirs, which, as Mr. Hallam says,
" have at least all the liveliness of fiction,"

were, if we credit the author, written for his

children alone, whom he recommended to

keep only two copies, and to let none go out
of the family. One is often stnick in read-

ing this autobiography with the easy appli-

cation to himself of his own character of
Foeneste. There is the same straining after

ejffect, the same vanity, the same recklessness

of human life and feelings, though not by
any means the same cowardice and ill-luck,

as in his Gascon hero. As with Pi'ocopius,

the private memoirs often entirely reverse

the public history. Henry IV., in his

history the greatest and noblest of men, ap-

pears on the whole in the memoirs a mean,
fickle, envious, ungrateful, and treacherous

prince, turning even his old spaniel Citron
adrift to die :

" Payement coustumier du service des rois !"

as D'Aubigne wrote in a fijie sonnet, which
he tied to the dog's neck on sending it back
to its master.

Some of the author's works appear to be
lost, as the printer of the " Baron de Foeneste,"

who claims the honour of having rescued
that book from the flames to which its author
had sentenced it, mentions that he hopes " to

put his hand upon some other books which
the author names to, ye\o7a, of a higher relish

than these;" of such however, no further

notice appears. {Histoire secrete de Tlieo-

dore Agrippa D'Aubigne' in Buchon, as be-
fore quoted ; Prosper Marchand, IHctionnaire
Historique ; and for some of the bibliographic
notices, the Biographie Universelle.) J.M. L.
AUBIGNY VON ENGELBRONNER,

NINA D', the yomiger of two sisters, the
daughters of an officer in the Hessian army.
They were taught music by Sales, Kapell-
meister to the Elector of Treves, and in 1790
and 1792 obtained considerable reputation
there and at Cassel as singers. The elder
sister then married a member of the con-
sistory at Biickeburg, whither Nina accom-
panied her, and pursued her musical studies
with diligence and success. Here, in 1803,
she became acquainted with an English-
woman, who assumed the rank of a countess,
and mixed with the best society of the place.
On this person's return to England, Nina
d'Aubigny accompanied her, and discovered
only when she arrived in London that the
pretended countess was a mere adventurer,
who declared her inability to fulfil any of
the promises she had made. Nina had no
other friend or connection in London, but her
talents and good conduct gained them. She
employed herself in teaching, and among
other families, that of an officer in the East
India Company's service ; and, at their re-

quest, accompanied them to Bombay. Her
subsequent history is unknown. She pub-
lished— 1. " Deutsche, Italianische, und
Franzosische Gesange," Augsburg, 1797.
2. " Ueber das Leben und den Charakter
des Pompeo Sales." 3. " Ueber die Auf-
merksamkeit die jeder dem Sanger schul-

dig ist." 4. " Mein Lieblingswort, Piano."
(The last three in the Leipzig " Musicalische
Zeitung.") 5. " Briefe an Natalie, iiber den
G^sang, als Befdrderung der hauslichen
Gliickseligkeit, und des geselligen Vergniig-
ens, " Leipzig, 1803, This work, which
has reached a second edition, is written in a
very agreeable style, and contains many
excellent remarks. (Gerber, Lexicon der

Tonkilnsller.) E. T.
AUBIN, AUGUSTIN DE SAINT, a

celebrated French designer, etcher, and en-

graver, born at Paris in the year 1 736, ac-

cording to Brulliot ; Huber says about 1 720.

He was the pupil of Laurent Cars and Fes-
sard in engraving, was a member of the old

Academy of Painting, and was one of the

most ingenious and productive artists of his

time. His works are very numerous and
very various : Heineken gives a copious list

of them. There are by him portraits, after

himself and various masters, of Benjamin
Franklin, Madame Pompadour, J, F. Mar-
montel, L'Abbe' Raynal, George Washington,
Beaumarchais, C. N. Cochin, fils, the en-

graver, P. J. Mariette, amateur, and Cous-
tou the sculptor,— all after Cochin, fils ; also

of Charles XII, of Sweden, Peter the Great

of Russia, Voltaire, Rousseau, Pellerin the

F 2
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antiquary, Heineken the writer on art, and
many others after various masters.

Saint Aubin engraved two of the sixteen

drawings sent to Paris by the Emperor of

China to be engraved ; namely, a battle in

a mountain-pass of China, and a Chinese
fortified camp invested by an enemy. [At-
TiRET, J. D.] He engraved, also, the cele-

brated collection of ancient gems of the

Duke of Orleans, " Collection des Pierres

gravees antiques du Due d'Orleans," as a

companion to the royal collection of Mariette

;

the descriptions are by the Abbe de Lachau
and the Abbe le Blond. He also engraved
about three thousand medals for the " Eecueil

de Medailles et de Monnoies des Peuples et

des Villes par M. Pellerin." The cabinet

of medals of this antiquary, amounting to

about thirty-two thousand, was purchased
for the Royal Collection of France, at the

valuation of three hundred thousand francs.

His engravings for books, as title-plates, vig-

nettes, and other ornaments, are very nume-
rous. He died at Paris, in 1807.

Charles Germain and Gabriel Jacques
DE Saint Aubin were brothers of Augustin.

Charles Germain, born at Paris in 1721,

bore the title of draughtsman to the king
for modern costume, and he is also known
for a few prints after his own designs, as
" Premier Essai de Papillonneries humaines,"

in two sets of six plates, in oblong folio;

" Mes Fleurettes," a Hower-book, in folio ; and
a few other similar works. He died at Paris, in

1 786. Gabriel Jacques, painter and engraver,

or etcher, was born at Paris in 1 724. He exe-

cuted a plate of the Exhibition of the Louvre
in 1753: his brother Augustin and a few
other engravers have executed some plates

after him. He died at Paris in 1780. Hei-

neken mentions also a Pougeain de Saint
Aubin, a pastel portrait-painter, who was
contemporary with the others at Paris. (Hei-

neken, Dictionnaire des Artistes, &c. ; Huber,
Manuel des Amateurs, 8ic. ; Brulliot, Diction-

naire des Monogrammes, &c.) R. N. W.
AUBIN, JEAN SAINT, a physician of

Metz, and a friend of the celebrated Foes.

He assisted Foes in making his translation of

Hippocrates, but there is no ground for the

charge that Foes was indebted for his repu-

tation to the labours of Aubin, as Foes has

everywhere acknowledged where he was in-

debted to him. Aubin died at an early age,

in 1597. He left behind him the manuscript

of a work on the plague, which was published

by Bucelot, under the title " Nouveau conseil

et avis pour la preservation et guerison de

la Peste," Metz, 1598, 8vo. This work is

written in a clear and simple style, the de-

scriptions are accurate, and the directions for

treatment, as well as the prognosis of the

disease, are sound. {Biog. Me'dic.) E. L.

AUBIN, N., a French Protestant minister

of the seventeenth and eighteenth centuries.

We have no account of the year of his birth,
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nor is his Christian name given at length by
our authorities. He was a native of Loudun
in Poitou, and was obliged to leave France
on the repeal of the Edict of Nantes (1685),
and retired to Holland. He lived into the

eighteenth century, but we have no account
of the year and place of his death. He pub-
lished, in 1693 or 1694, after his retirement

fi-om France, a history of the strange affair of
Urbain Grandier at Loudun [Grandier,
Urbain], under the title of " Histoire des
Diables de Loudun, ou de la Possession des

Religieuses Ursulines, et de la Condemnation
et Supplice d'Urbaiu Grandier, Cure de la

meme ville," 12mo. Amsterdam: in 1698, a
French translation of Brandt's Life of De
Ruyter, fol. Amsterdam ; and in 1 702, a
" Dictionnaire de Marine," 4to. Amsterdam,
which was favourably noticed in " Le Journal
des Savans," and came to a second edition

in 1 736 ; but whether the author was then

living does not appear. His principal work
is the " Histoire des Diables de Loudun :" it

was frequently reprinted under diiferent

titles, and was translated into the Dutch lan-

guage. The style of the narrative is good :

the author vigorously maintains the innocence
of Grandier, and attacks the reality of the

possessions. His work was severely criticized

by M. de la Menardaye, a priest, formerly of
the Oratory, in his " Examen et Discussion

de FHistoire des Diables de Loudun," &c.
Liege (Paris), 2 vols. 12mo. 1749, but was
defended by Dreux du Radier, in the " Bib-

liotheque du Poitou," torn. iv. pp. 299, seq.

{Biographic Universelle, Suppl. ; Adelung,
Supplement to Jocher, Allgem. Gelehrt.-Lex.

;

Dreux du Radier, as above ; Journal des Sa-
vans for 1702, pp. 226, seq. It is to be
observed that Adelung gives the author of
" L'Histoire des Diables de Loudun " as a
different person from the author of the other

two works mentioned in this article as written

by Aubiu.) J. C. M.
AUBLET, JEAN BAPTISTE CHRIS-

TOPHE FUSE'E, was born at Salom in

Provence, on the 4th of November, 1 720. At
an early age he is said to have displayed a
taste for collecting plants : he also gave an
indication of his love of adventure by run-

ning away from his home and going to

Spain, where he remained for above a year.

During his stay in Spain he obtained a sub-

sistence by acting as an assistant to an apo-
thecary at Granada, and on returning to

France he proceeded to Montpellier, for the

purpose of studying botany and chemistry.

On leaving Montpellier he fixed himself at

Lyon, but soon after obtained an appoint-

ment in the army of the Infant Don Philip.

He afterwards proceeded to Paris, and pur-
sued his chemical studies under Rouelle, and
his botanical studies under Bernard de Jus-
sieu, with whom he formed an intimacy
which subsisted through life. In 1752 he
proceeded, under the direction of the French
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Indian Company, to the Isle of France, for

the purpose of establishing there a dispen-

satory and a botanic garden. He remained in

this island nine years, till he was recalled on
account of some misunderstanding between
himselfand Poivre, the governor ofthe island.

He does not appear to have been very active

as a botanist in this island, although he after-

wards published a list of plants that he found

growing on it. Du Petit Thouars, who
writes very bitterly of Aublet in the " Bio-

gi'aphie Universelle," says that this list of

plants is not to be depended on. In 1762 he
was sent out by the French government as

apothecary-botanist to French Guiana, and
here it was that he made those collections of
plants, the description of which, with draw-
ings, &c., constitutes his great work, en-

titled " Histoire des Plantes de la Guiane
Frau^oise," London and Paris, 4 vols. 4to.,

1775. This work was not published till

some time after his return from Guiana,
which took place in 1765.

Before returning to Paris he visited St. Do-
mingo. In his work on the history of the

plants of Guiana, Aublet acknowledges him-
self very much indebted to Bernard de Jussieu

for his assistance, in drawing and describing

the plants. Many of the descriptions were
made however by Aublet in Guiana, but the

drawings were mostly executed from the dried

plants. In this work upwards of 800 plants

are described, of which nearly 400 had never
before been described. The engravings of

plants, which are less valuable on account of

their having been made from dried speci-

mens, are 392 in number. In addition to

the description of plants, there are several

essays on the uses and cultivation of plants

employed as food or used in medicine and
the arts ; and also one on the condition of

the slave population of Guiana, in which he
strongly condemns the use of slave labour in

the French colonies. The other papers are :

on the cultivation of coffee ; on the sugar-

cane and sugar ; on the species of magnoc of

Cayenne and of the drinks prepared from it

;

on the nature of vanilla ; on palms and their

uses; and notes to serve for a history of

the Isle of France.

Aublet is charged by his countrymen with

being dissipated and dishonest, more addicted

to pleasure than to science, and his reputa-

tion is attributed to accident, and not to merit.

He is said not to have collected the plants of

Guiana himself, but, whilst lying sick from
his excesses, he employed persons to collect

the plants, which he brought to Europe and
described. His descriptions are also said to

be mostly incorrect, and often entirely false.

We have not the means of defending Aublet
from these charges, but what he has done
proves most evidently that he had a love of

the stud)^ of plants, and that whatever may
be the defects of his history of the plants of

Guiana, it is a work of great labour, and one
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that has added much to our knoAvledge of
the botany of a previously unexplained part
of the world.

Aublefs collection of dried plants was
purchased by Sir Joseph Banks, and now
forms part of the herbarium in the British

Museum. Aublet died at Paris, on the 6th

of May, 1778. Rozier, Gsertner, Loureiro,

Richard, and Schreber have named plants in

honour of Aublet, but a singular fate has

attended the whole of them, and at the pre-

sent moment we are not aware that there is

any recognised genus of plants with the

name Auhletia. (Biog. Medicale ; Biog.

Universelle ; Aublet, Histoire des Plantes de

la Guiane Fiungoise.) E. L.

AUBREY, JOHN, a member of an an-

cient family, which produced several persons

of note, including Dr. William Aubrey, was
born at Eastou-Piers, in the northern divi-

sion of Wiltshire, on the 12th of March,
1625-6, according to the Memoir prefixed

to his " Natural History and Antiquities of

the County of Surrey," which is said to have
been founded partly on his o\mi manuscript

notes ; though the " Biographia Britaunica"

and some other works give the date Novem-
ber 3 of the same year. He was educated, at

the expense of his maternal grandmother,

Mrs. Lyte, in the grammar-school at Malmes-
bury, under Mr. Robert Latimer, who had
also been tutor to Thomas Hobbes ; a cir-

cumstance wortliy of mention, chiefly to cor-

rect the erroneous statement of some writers,

that Aubrey and Hobbes were contemporaries

at INIalmesbury, and that there their friend-

ship commenced. Though Aubrey may have

very early been on intimate terms with

Hobbes, their intercourse cannot have com-
menced in Malmesbury school, as Hobbes
left it for Oxford more than twenty years

before the birth of Aubrey. On the 6th of

May, 1642, Aubrey was entered as a gentle-

man-commoner of Trinity college, Oxford,

when he formed an ac(piaintance with An-
thony a Wood, which appears to have been

beneficial to both, but especially to Wood,
who availed himself largely of the industiy

of Aubrey in his literary pursuits. While
at Oxford Aubrey devoted his attention to

English history and antiquities, and took a

lively interest in the projected publication of

the " Monasticon Anglicanum," to which
work he contributed a plate, engi-aved by
Hollar from a sketch taken by hmiself while

a student at Oxford, of the ruins of Osney or

Oseney Abbey, which were subsequently de-

stroyed during the civil war. This plate,

which is M^anting in many copies of the

work, was placed in the second volume, at

p. 136 ;
and it has a Latin inscription in

which Aubrey is styled Johannes Albericus.

In 1646 he became a student of the Middle

Temple, but he did not pursue the study of

the law, in consequence, we are informed, of

the death of his father, October 31, 1652,
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upon which he succeeded to several estates in

Wiltshire, Surrey, Hereford, Brecknock-
shire, and Monmouthshire. He also, accord-

ing to a passage in his " Miscellanies," pos-

sessed an estate in Kent, comprising some
marsh-land, the charges and water-scots upon
which, by the irruption of the sea, not only

rendered it worthless to him, but also in-

volved him in many expenses. He became,

whether through this marsh-land alone, or

through the possession of other estates also,

is not distinctly stated, involved in many
lawsuits, which hindered him from study,

and eventually reduced him to poverty.

Wood, who says that the estates left to Au-
brey were worth 70o/. per annum, attributes

his misfortunes in some degree to his extra-

vagance and thriftlessness, and intimates that

he lived in unusual gaiety while at Oxford.

In lG5f3 Aubrey became a member of the

club of Commonwealth's Men, which was
founded upon the principles laid down by
Harrington in his '' Oceana," and which,
after holding for a considerable time nightly

meetings, which were frequented by several

men of talent, at which lively discussions

were conducted upon matters of government
and other subjects, and decisions were made
by balloting, was at length broken up in the

year 1659. He also maintained an intimacy

with the learned men who then met pri-

vately for philosophical and scientific dis-

cussions, and who were subsequently formed
into the Royal Society ; and on the -20th of

May, 1663, he became a fellow of the Society.

In 1660, shortly after the Restoration, Au-
brey visited Ireland, and in returning home
in the autumn of that year he narrowly
escaped shipwreck near Holyhead. " On the

1st of November, 1661," observes the " Bio-

graphia Britannica," "his notes inform us

that he suffered another shipwreck ;" but this

was not, as Chalmers's " Biogi'aphical Dic-
tionary" would leave us to suppose, a mere
nautical casualty, for the context proceeds to

say, quoting his ov/n words, that he then
made his first addresses in an ill hour to Joan
Sommer, or, according to the memoir pre-

fixed to his " Surrey," Joan Somner. The
precise time and circumstances of his mar-
riage are unknown, but it seems to have been
an unhappy affair, and we are told that he
had been some time married when he re-

turned, in October, 1664, from a tour through
France to Orleans. In 1666 he sold some
of his property, and as his difficulties in-

creased he parted with more and more, until,

about four years after that time, he was re-

duced to a state of indigence, and compelled
to become dependent upon the bounty of his

friends, especially upon that of Lady Long,
of Draycot, near Easton-Piers, in Wiltshire,

who gave him an apartment in her house,

and supported him until his death. His de-

pendent position appears to have left his

spirit unbroken, for in his private notes, after
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recording the sale of his Wiltshire estate, he
alludes to the subsequent portion of his life

by observing—"From 1670 I have, I thank
God, enjoyed a happy delitescency." " This
obscurity," according to the " Biographia
Britannica," " which he calls happy, con-
sisted in following the bent of his genius,

while he owed his subsistence to the kindness
of his friends ; and in labouring to inform
that world in which he knew not how to

live." So obscure was Aubrey's position to-

wards the latter end of his life, that Dr.
Rawlinson, Avho edited his "Surrey," was
unable to ascertain either the precise date of
his death or the place of his burial, and
merely stated that he died at Oxford, on his

return from London to Lady Long's house
at Draycot. A manuscript note in the copy
of that work which was formerly in the pos-
session of Browne Willis, and subsequently
in that of George III., with which it was
transferred to the British Museum, states

that he was buried in St. JNIichael's Church,
Oxford, in Jesus College aisle ; and a note in

Sir William Musgrave's MS. " Biographical
Adversaria" states that he died in 1697, at

the age of seventy-two.

Although Aubrey projected several impor-
tant works, and was engaged for many years
in collecting materials for them, he only pub-
lished one complete work himself, consisting

of extracts from his numerous collections,

upon several curious subjects. 1. This small
volume was published in 1696, under the title

of "Miscellanies," and embraces, under se-

parate divisions, the following subjects :

—

i. Day Fatalitj^; ii. Local Fatality; iii. Os-
tenta ; iv. Omens ; v. Dreams ; vi. Appari-
tions; vii. Voices; viii. Impulses; ix. Knock-
ings; X. Blows Invisible; xi. Prophecies;
xii. Marvels; xiii. Magick; xiv. Transpor-
tation in the Air; xv. Visions in a Beril, or
Glass; xvi. Converse with Angels and Spi-

rits; xvii. Corps-Candles in Wales; xviii.

Oracles ; xix. Extasie ; xx. Glances of Love
and Envy; xxi. Second-sighted Persons.
From this curious collection, as well as from
his other works (in one of which he observes
that " in an ill hour" he first drew his breath,

Saturn directly opposing his ascendant), it is

evident that Aubrey was a very credulous
man, and deeply tinctured with superstitious

notions. The " Miscellanies," which on a
kind of second title-page are styled " A
Collection of Hermetick Philosophy," were
republished in 1721, with a Life of the au-
thor, and considerable additions from the
manuscript notes in a copy which he had
prepared for republication; and they were
subsequently reprinted in 1723, 1731, and
1784. The second and subsequent editions

contain an additional section, on " The Dis-
covery of two Murders by Apparitions." 2.

Aubrey left in manuscript "A Perambula-
tion of the County of Surrey, begun 1673,
ended 1692," which was edited by Dr.
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Richard Rawlinson, and published in 1719, in

five small octavo volumes, under the modified

title of " The Natural History and Antiquities

of the County of Surrey, begun in the year

1673, by John Aubrey, Esq. F.R.S., and con-

tinued to the present time." This work is

illustrated vr'ith a map, a portrait of Aubrey,
and other plates, and the first volume con-

tains a memoir of Aubrey, which is said to

have been chiefly supplied by a Wiltshire

gentleman, and partly founded upon Aubrey's

own manuscripts. This work was printed

from a manuscript in private hands, but col-

lated with another in the Ashmolean Museimi

;

both the manuscripts are in his own hand-

writing, but very confused and unmethodical.

3. Aubrey also collected matter for a similar

work on the Northern division of Wiltshire,

the " Introduction" to which, dated April 28,

1670, was published in 1672, in a small

volume, which appeared anonymously, and is

now very scarce, of " Miscellanies on several

curious subjects, now first published from their

respective originals." This book, a copy of

which is preserved in the library of George
III., contains also several letters addressed to

Aubrey ; and it shows that his Wiltshire col-

lections were commenced in consequence of

an arrangement made in 1659, for a survey of

the whole county, in imitation of Dugdale's
" Warwickshire," according to which Aubrey
was to undertake the Northern division, and
other persons the Middle and Southern divi-

sions. The " Introduction " styles the work
a " Survey and Natural History ;" but the

manuscript collections for the two appear to

have been distinct, and the survey seems to

be the work alluded to in the memoir pre-

fixed to his " Surrey," as that of which, fore-

seeing his inability to complete it, he recom-
mended the completion to Dr. Thomas Tan-
ner, afterwards Bishop of St. Asaph. A por-

tion of this work was privately printed in

quarto in 1821, and a further portion in 1836
;

but the printing of the book, which is styled
" Aubrey's Collections for Wilts," appears,

by the incompleteness of the copy in the

British Museum, to have been suspended or

given up. Avibrey's Wiltshire manuscripts,

the principal of which are preserved in the

Ashmolean Museum, have also been made use

of by Bishop Gibson, in his edition of Cam-
den, and by subsequent writers. 4. Among
the manuscripts of Aubrey, preserved in the

museum at Oxford, are thi-ee volumes, con-

taining a valuable series of memoirs of Eng-
lish writers, especially poets ; many of the

persons thus commemorated were among
his personal friends. This manuscript was,

as appears by a letter from Aubi'ey to An-
thony a Wood, dated London, June 15, 1680,

compiled at the request and for the assistance

of Wood, who made free use of it in his

" Athense Oxonieuses," and took his account of

Milton, which was the first that ever appeared

in print, entirely from it. These " Lives of
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Eminent Men " were printed almost verbatim
in a collection of " Letters written by Eminent
Persons in the seventeenth and eighteenth
centuries," and other interesting manuscripts
from the Bodleian Library and Ashmolean
Museum, published in 1813, in two octavo
volumes; and they occupy pages 197—592
of the second volume of the work, which,
being double the thickness of the first, was
published in two parts. These are arranged
alphabetically, and are followed by a Life of
Hobbes, which occupies pages 593—637 of
the second volume, and was separated from
the rest on account of its gi'eater length, and
of its having been originally written in a
separate book. The manuscript of this me-
moir w^as lent to Dr. Richard Blackbourn,
M.D., who made much use of it in his Latin
Life of Hobbes, Some biographical anecdotes
from Aubrey's collections were printed in

1797, with a collection of portraits published
by Caulfield in a thin quarto volume, entitled
" The Oxford Cabinet," which contains a
portrait of Aubrey. 5. Another important
manuscript left by Aubrey, and which ap-

pears, by several incidental notices in Gough's
" British Topography, " and in Nichols's

"Literary Anecdotes" (vol. i. p. 150, &c.
&c.), to consist of four folio volumes, and to

be in private hands, is entitled " Monumenta
Britannica," and is described in the memoir
prefixed to Aubrey's " Surrey " as a discourse

concerning Stonehenge and Rollrich-stones,

near Long Compton, in Oxfordshire, and to

have been written at the command of Charles
II., who, meeting Aubrey at Stonehenge,

conversed with him upon that curious monu-
ment of antiquity, and approved his idea that

both it and the Rollrich-stones were remains
of Druidical establishments prior to the period

of the Roman invasion. Gough says that
" this work, which he intended to publish if

his proposals had met with encouragement,
w as to have given a particular account of our
earlier antiquities, the temples, religion, and
manners of the Druids ; the camps, castles,

&c. of both Britons and Romans." Some use

was made of this collection in the edition of

Camden's "Britannia," published in 1695,

Dr. Bliss gives, in a note upon the Life of

Wood prefixed to his edition of the " Athense

Oxonienses" (p. 1\'.), a complete list of the

manuscripts of Aubrey now preserved in the

Ashmolean Museum, which contains, besides

the articles mentioned above : 6. " Architec-

tonica Sacra," a short but curious dissertation

on English Ecclesiastical Architecture. 7.

" An Apparatus for the Lives of our English

Mathematical and other Writers." 8. " An
Interpretation of Villare Anglicanmn." 9.

"An Idea of Education of Young Gentle-

men, " respecting which some information

jnay be obtained from a letter addressed to

Aubrey by the Rev. Andrew Paschal in

1684, after perusing the manuscript, which

letter is published in the memoir prefixed to
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Aubrey's " Surrey." 10. " Designatio de

Easton-Piers in Com. Wilts," consisting of

several views of the house, gardens, and en-

virons of Easton-Piers, his native place. 11.

A volume of letters and other papers of Elias

Ashmole, relating chiefly to Dr. Dee and Sir

Edward Kelley. 12. Two volumes of letters

addressed to Aubrey by various eminent per-

sons. 13. Among the LansdoAvne MSS. in

the British Museum is a collection by Au-
brey, entitled "Remains of Gentilisme and
Judaisme," which seems to have been com-
piled with a view to the publication of a work
to draw a parallel between the superstitions of

Greece, Rome, and England, and from which
many passages were introduced into Sir Henry
Ellis's edition of Brand's " Popular Anti-

quities." Further extracts from this manu-
script were printed by W. J. Thorns, Esq.,

F.S.A., in his " Anecdotes and Traditions

illustrative of early English History and
Literature," issued by the Camden Society in

1839. Several letters which passed between
Aubrey and his learned friends were pub-

lished after his death in the collection of

philosophical letters by Ray, Willughby, and
other eminent men, edited by Derham in

1718.

The above notice of Aubrey's principal

writings w^ill show that he was a diligent

collector of literary materials, although he

published so little himself. Wood, after

making, as would appear from a note by
Aubrey, dated September 2, 1694, which is

printed in the same collection as his " Lives"

(vol. ii. p. 171), free and rather unscrupulous

use of his industry, and after having men-
tioned him in some of his writings in terms

of high commendation, appears to have taken

oflFence at him ; and he subsequently, in his

Life of himself, mentioned him very slight-

ingly, styling him " a pretender to antiqui-

ties," and " a shiftless person, roving and
magotie-headed, and sometimes little better

than crazed." A very different account of

his character was written by Malone, and
published with his " Historical Account of

the English Stage." This authority observes,

that Aubrey " was acquainted with many of

the players, and lived in great intimacy with

the poets and other celebrated writers of the

last age, from whom, undoubtedly, many of

his anecdotes were collected ;" and, after giv-

ing a long list of distinguished persons with

whom Aubrey enjoyed an intimacy, Malone
adds, that a person esteemed by such a circle

of friends must have been a very different cha-

racter from what Wood's splenetic remarks
might lead us to suppose. Malone further

observes, that Aubrey's character for veracity

has never been impeached ; and that, as a very

diligent antiquary, his testimony is trust-

worthy. Toland, who was well acquainted

with him, has a similar remark in his " Spe-

cimen of a Critical History of the Celtick

Religion" (p. 122), where he observes, that
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though Aubrey ** was extremely superstitious,

or seemed to be so, yet he was a very honest
man, and most accurate in his account of
matters of fact." To these may be added the
testimony of Gough, who, in the Introduction
to the first volume of the " Archaologia,"
assigns to him the merit of having " first

brought us acquainted w^ith the earliest mo-
numents on the face of the country,—the re-

mains of Druidism, and of Roman, Saxon,
and Danish fortifications." (Rawlinson, Me-
moir prefixed to Aubrey's Surrey ; Memoir
prefixed to the second edition of Aubrey's
Aliscellanies ; Wood, Athence Oxonienses, ed.

Bliss, vol. i, p. Ix. of the Life of AntJiony
a Wood ; Kippis, BiograpJiia Britannica ; Ma-
lone, Account cf Aubrey, printed in pp. 694—
697 of the second volume of Prolegomena to

Boswell's edition of Malone's Shakspeare,

1821 ; Gough, British Topoyraphy, i. 161, 162,
ii. 315, 316, 369, 370, &c. ; Thomson, History

ofthe Royal Society, Appendix, No. iv. p. xxi.

;

and the printed Works of Aubrev.) J. T. S.

AUBREY, or AWBREY, WILLIAM,
an eminent English civilian of the sixteenth
century, was born at Cantre in Brecknock-
shire, in 1529 or 1530. His epitaph on the
monument (destroyed in the great fire of
London) erected in St. Paul's Cathedral to

his memory by his sons stated that he was
of a good family. It does not appear in

what year he entered the University of
Oxford; but in 1549 he took his degree of
bachelor of law there, and was elected a
fellow of All Souls' College. Next year he
was chosen principal of New Inn Hall. In
1553 he was appointed regius professor of
civil law. This appointment was, in 1554,
bestowed upon William Mowse : Wood says,

whether in his own right or as a deputy of
Aubrey he had been unable to learn : Strype
conjectures that Aubrey, not having been
found so pliant as Mowse, who was a con-
former to the Roman Catholic religion, had
been deprived. This conjecture is not very
probable, as we find that Aubrey took his

degree of doctor of law and was admitted an
advocate in the Court of Arches in 1554.
He held the ofiice of judge-advocate in the
expedition against St. Quintin's. Archbishop
Grindal appointed him auditor and vicar-

general in spirituals for the province of Can-
terbury, offices which he appears to have
held till his death. In 1577, during the
temporary sequestration of Grindal for re-

fusing to enforce rigorously certain edicts

and judgments against the Puritans, Aubrey
was one of the civilians named to carry on
the visitation in which Grindal Avas engaged
at the time. Queen Elizabeth subsequently
appointed Aubrey a member of the comicil
of the marches for Wales, and a master in

chancery. He died on the 23rd of July,

1595. Wood, on the authority of a grand-
son, describes him as a man of distin-

guished erudition, singular prudence, and
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agreeable manners. Tanner attributes to him
letters on the dominion of the sea, addressed

to Dr. Dee, which have not been published.

Extracts from his opinion on the best mode
of reforming the Court of Arches, also men-
tioned by Tanner, are given in Strype's

" Life of Grindal." A few of his opinions

are preserved among the Lansdowne MSS.
in the British Museum, and some fragments

of his letters have been published by Strype.

Dugdale's " History of St. Paul's Cathedral"

contains a drawing of the monument and

effigy of Aubrey in St. Paul's. Aubrey
had by his wife Wilgiiford three sons and
six daughters. (A. Wood, Hist, et Antiq.

Universitatis Oxoniensis ; Sir W. Dugdale,

Historij of St. Paul's Cathedral; Tanner,

BihliotJieca Britannico - Hihernica ; John
Strype, Histories ofArchbishops Cranmer and
Grindal.) W. W.
AUBRIET, CLAUDE, was born at Cha-

lons-sur-Marae, in 1651. Having acquired

some reputation as a miniature painter, and

studied under Joubert, he was appointed to

make drawings of objects in natural history

at the Jardin des Plantes in Paris. Here he

became acquainted with Tournefort, who
thought so highly of his talents, that he pro-

posed that Aubriet should undertake with

him his journey to the Levant. Having ac-

cepted this offer, he accompanied Tourne-
fort, and on his return he was appointed

painter to the king at the Garden of Plants,

as successor to Joubert, where he was occu-

pied for many years in adding to the fine

collection of natural history painting com-
menced at Blois, by Nicolas Robert, by order

of Gaston, Duke of Orleans, This collection

of drawings, to which also Joubert contri-

buted, consists of sixty-six folio volumes,

which are now deposited in the library of the

Jardin des Plantes. Aubriet's drawings in

this collection ai-e superior to those of Joubert,

but are not always equal to those of Robert.

The plates which illustrate Tournefort's

work entitled " Elements de Botanique," or

the Latin edition " Institutiones Rei Her-
baria?," were executed from designs by
Aubriet. The plates also accompanying
Tournefort's account of his voyage in

the Levant were from drawings made by
Aubriet on the spot. On his return from
the Levant he commenced making drawings
for Sebastian Vaillant's great work, the
" Botanicon Parisiense," which was published

in folio in 1727. In the royal library at

Paris are five folio volumes of designs by
Aubriet, including various species of mol-

lusca, butterflies, fishes, and birds. Of these

the drawings of the fishes, kept in the mena-
gerie of Louis XIV., are considered the best.

Aubriet died in the year 1743.

Under the tuition of Tournefort, Aubriet

became an able botanist, and it is to his ac-

curate knowledge of botany that many of his

drawings of plants are indebted for their
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excellence. Although these representations

of plants by Aubriet were probably the best

that had been published up to his time, they
want many of the accurate details that are
considered necessary at the present day. Du
Petit Thouars, in his notice of Aubriet, in

the " Biographic Universelle," says that Lin-
nseus considered Aubriet a better botanist

than Tournefort ; but this could only apply

to some particular branch of botany, as Lin-
nseus himself, though opposed in theory in

many things to Tournefort, must have been
well awai'e of the great merit of the author of
the " Institutiones Rei Herbarige." (^Bioq.

Univ. ; Chalmers, Biog. Diet. ; Fiissli, All-

gem. Kiinstler-Lexicon.) E. L.

AUBRION, JEAN, an historian of the

fifteenth century. He was a burgess of

Metz (in what was then called the Three
Bishopricks, afterwards included in Lor-
raine), and a man of importance in that city.

He was a member of or attendant upon a
deputation sent from Metz to Charles le

Te'meraire (the Rash), Duke of Burgundy,
then at Luxemburg. Returning, apparently

in the course of the same year, from Bourges,
he fell into the hands of a party of Burgun-
dians, and only obtained his liberty on pay-
ment of a considerable ransom. The object

of his journey to Bourges and the ground or

manner of his capture are not stated. In

1477 he was one of a deputation from the

citizens of Metz to Louis XL, then at Nogent,
eighteen or twenty miles from Auxerre ; and
in 1492 he is again noticed as taking an
active part in the affairs of the city of Metz.

He is said, in the " Biographic Universelle,"

to have died 10th of October, 1501, but the

authorities are not given in the article. Two
manuscript w^orks by him are noticed in Le
Long's " Bibliotheque Historique de la

France" (vol. iii. Nos. 38,770 and 38,777,

and vol. iv. : Supplement to vol. iii. No.
38,770, ed. by Fevret de Fontette) : one en-

titled " Les Chroniques de la Ville de Metz ;"

the other, " Journal de Jean Aubrion." They
are probably the same work, and contain,

according to Le Long, a minute history of

Metz from 14G4 to 1500, or, according to

Calmet, from the death of Charles le Temc'-

raire in 1477, to 1501 or 1502. The style of

Aubrion is rude, but his writings contain

some information not to be found elsewhere,

and his participation in the affairs of which
he speaks gives value to his testimony.

(Calmet, Bibliotheque de Lorraine ; Le Long,

as above ; Biographic Universelle, Suppl.)

J. C. M.
AUBRIOT, HUGUES, prevut of Paris in

the latter end of the fourteenth century. He
was originally a burgess of Dijon, and had
been recommended by Philippe le Hardi

(the Bold), Duke of Burgundy, to his brother

Charles V. of France as a man of ability.

The Duke of Anjou, another brother of

Charles V., procured his appointment as pre-
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vot, or mayor, of Paris, an office which he
held for a long time. While in possession

of this office Aubriot was intrusted with the

charge of repairing or rebuilding the fortifica-

tions of the city, the sewers, the bridge of

St. Michel, the Petit Chatelet, the quay of the

Louvre, and other buildings. The cost of

these erections, and the strict police which
Aubriot established, rendered him extremely

unpopular with the populace ; and he incurred

the hatred of the University by the prompti-

tude with which he imprisoned the students

on the slightest evidence ; and of the clergy,

whom he treated with the greatest contempt.

Those whose enmity he had thus incurred

made secret inquiries into his course of life,

which, it was said, was found to be of very
disgraceful character. His licentiousness was
alleged to be gratified partly by force exer-

cised upon his victims, partly by the influence

of money, gifts, or promises : and the charges

were aggravated by the statement that some
of his mistresses were Jewesses. Irreligiou

was also charged upon him ; he was said not

to believe in the sacraments of the church,

and even to deride them—never to go to con-

fession, and, in a word, " to be a very bad
Catholic." He was apprehended in 1381,

and imprisoned " in the prisons of the bishop

(archbishop) of Paris." He was examined
on various charges of heresy, impiety, and
other crimes ; and having confessed some of
the charges, was declared by the clergy who
sat in judgment on him to be justly liable to

the stake. This extreme penalty was, on the

intercession of the princes of the blood, to

whom he was acceptable, commuted for de-

gradation, perpetual imprisonment in a dun-
geon, and to be fed on bread and water. He
was brought forth in the close of the cathedral

of Notre Dame at Paris, and was pro-

claimed by the Archbishop of Paris guilty of

Judaism and other heresies and crimes. He
was then remanded to prison, from whence,
however, he was next year (1382) delivered

by the Parisian insurgents termed " maillo-

tins" (" hammer -men" or "club-men").
They requested him to be their leader, to

which proposal he seemingly assented; but
the very same night he took the opportunity

to escape into Burgundy, his native province,

and, says Froissart, " told his adventure to

his friends." In the " Biographic Univer-
selle" his rescue is erroneously placed in

1381 ; and Aubriot is said, but it is not men-
tioned on what authority, to have died in

Burgundy the following year. (Froissart,

Chruniques, livre ii. ch. cxxvii. ed. Buchon,
Paris, 1837; Les Grandes Clironiques de St.

Denis, quoted in Buchon's note to Froissart,

in loco citato ; Juvenal des Ursins, Histoire

de Cliarles VI. a.d. 1381, 1382; Barante,

Histoire des Dues de Bourgogne, liv. i.)

J. C. M.
AUBRIOT, JEAN, Bishop of Chfilons-

sur-Saone in the fourteenth century. He was
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a native of Dijon, and of the same family as

Hugues Aubriot, prevot of Paris. He was
elected bishop of Chalons toward the end of

1345 or the beginning of 1346. He stood

high in the favour of Eudes IV. Duke of Bur-
gundy, to whom, by the wisdom of his coun-

sels and his skill in business, he rendered
great service. He was one of the executors

of Eudes, who died in 1349. There is some
difference as to the time of Aubriot's death,

which is said by some to have occurred in

or before 1350 ; but, according to other and
better authority, he was appointed in 1351
president ofthe Chambre des Comtes at Paris.

He probably died either in that or the fol-

lowing year. {Gallia Christiana.) J. C. M.
AUBRY, the name of several French ar-

tists.

Etienne Aubry, a portrait and genre

painter, born at Versailles in 1745. He
painted several domestic pieces with much
feeling, and in a good manner, several of
which have been engraved by different mas-
ters. He was a member of the French aca-

demy of painting, and died at Paris in 1781.

Pierre Aubry was a designer, engraver,

and printseller at Strassburg in the seven-

teenth century. He was born at Oppenheim
in 1596, and died at Strassburg in 1660.

He published a great many portraits, of
which Heineken, in his " Dictionary of Ar-
tists," has given an alphabetical list of two
hundred and sixty-one : among them are

portraits of Masaniello, John of Austria,

Beza, Buxtorff, Charles II. of England, Des
Cartes, Christina of Sweden, Cromwell, Fa-
bricius, Grotius, D. Heinsius, John king of
Portugal, Louis XIV., Maximilian of Bava-
ria, Admiral Ruyter, Salmasius, Marshal Tu-
reune. Van Tromp, and Wallenstein. None
of these probably were engraved by Aubry,
but they are all marked P. Aub. exc, or

P.A. Heineken says his other works are not

worth notice.

Abraham and Jean Philippe Aubry
were relations, the former a brother of Pierre

Aubry, and likewise engravers and print-

sellers ; Abraham with his brother at Strass-

burg, and Jean Philippe at Frankfurt-on-the-

Main. Abraham's best Avorks are a set of
twenty-four Scripture characters, which he
published under the title " Les Hommes II-

lustres de 1'Ancien Testament ;" eleven of the

twelve months after Sandrart (the twelfth

was engraved by F. Brun) ; and an interior

view of the cathedral of Strassburg.

The works of Jean Philippe are not worth
specifying. He made many copies after other

prints, but few of any merit.

There have been two or three other ob-

scure artists of the name of Aubry, but little

or nothing is known about them. (Heineken,
Dietionnaire des Artistes, &c. ; Brulliot, Dic-
tionnaire des Monogrammes, &c. ; Nagler,

Neues Allgemeines Kiinstler-Le.vicon.)

R. N. W.
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AUBRY DU BOUCHET, N., born at

La Ferte Milon, about the year 1740, was
elected at the Revolution deputy to the States-

General for the bailliage of Villers-Coterets.

He voted for all the revolutionary measures,

but took a prominent part only in such mat-

ters as related to his profession as a commis-
saire-a-terriers. He was a member of the

Committee on Finances, and of that for

effecting a new geographical division of the

kingdom. He also originated the project of

a Cadastre Ge'neral, or General Registry of

Estates, for the purposes of taxation, which
constitutes his chief claim to notice. His de-

tailed plan was printed by order of the Na-
tional Assembly (Paris, 1790, 8vo.), and
Aubry died shortly after. (Rabbe, &c., Bio-

(jraphie des Conteinporains, i. 155 ; Aubry du
Bouchet, Cadastre General de la France.')

J. W.
AUBRY, CLAUDE CHARLES, was

born at Bourg-en-Bresse on the 25th of Octo-

ber, 1775, and entered the French army on
the 10th of March, 1792, as nnder-lieutenant

of artillery. He served in the campaign of

the Milanese, in 1800, which commenced with

Napoleon's passage of the Alps ; in the dis-

astrous French expedition to St, Domingo;
the successful campaign against Austi-ia, in

1809 ; the invasion of Russia, in 1812; and
the campaign of 1813 in Germany. He dis-

tinguished himself on two memorable occa-

sions in the construction of bridges : once, in

1809, when Napoleon, who had received a

check from the Austrian?, and was shut up
in the island of Lobau in the Danube, was
thus enabled to renew the struggle ; the

other, in the retreat from INIoscow, in Novem-
ber, 1812, when he constructed the bridge

over the Berezina, which saved the wretched
remains of Napoleon's army. It was in re-

compense for this service, according to the
" Biographic Uuiverselle," that Aubry was
made general of division ; but in an official

document referred to in the " Victoires et

Conquetes des Fran^ais" he is stated to have
been already a general at the time of the

battle of Polotzk, on the 20th of October,

1812. On the third day of the battle of

Leipzig, the 18th of October, 1813, both of

his thighs were shot off by a cannon-ball, and
he died the next morning. {Biographie

Universelle ; Victoires, Conquetes, ^c. des

Fran^ais, xix. 114, xxi. 26G.) T. W.
AUBRY, FRANCOIS, one of the inferior

actors in the French revolution, appears to

have preserved throughout a character of

comparative moderation, remarkable at that

time for its rarity. He was born at Paris,

about the middle of the eighteenth century

—

accoi'ding to Feller in 1749, and according

to the " Biographie Universelle" in 1750;
and was the son of a merchant who had pro-

perty in Provence. He entered the artillery,

and had risen to the rank of captain when he
quitted the service, and, having adopted the
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principles of the Revolution, became, in 1 790,
mayor of Nismes, where he resided, and, in

1792, deputy to the National Convention for

the department of Le Gard. It is stated in

the " Biographie Universelle " and many
other works, that he voted for the death of
Louis XVI. with a respite till the acceptance

of the constitution by the people ; but in his

own speech on the occasion, which was
printed at the time, we find that he concluded

by proposing that the National Convention
should decree that Louis was guilty, but that

it appealed to the sovereign people to deter-

mine his punishment. The whole speech is

directed against the idea of putting Louis to

death. " The people," he exclaims in an ani-

mated passage, " will say to you, how is it

you did not fear to draw on the nation the

accusation of an unworthy abuse of its

strength ? As republicans you ought indeed to

be severe, biat you should be great and ge-

nerous also ; the austerity of your principles

ought never to have been opposed to the im-
mutable rights of justice : it is to these rights

I appeal, and it is on your heads that the

vengeance must fall which is due to the cul-

pable abuse you have committed of tlie rights

I transferred to you. Posterity will judge
you also, and a just proscription, either of

yourselves or your descendants, will certainly

follow the culpable facility you have shov/n

to give yourselves powers you did not pos-

sess." In another part of the same speech

he censures the absurdity of forcing liberty

upon foreign nations at the point of the

sword. He signed the protest of the Gth of

June, 1793, against the arrest of the Giron-

dins on the 31st of May, and was in conse-

quence put, with seventy-two other deputies,

under arrest, which was terminated by the

fall of Robespierre. On the 4th of April,

1795, he succeeded Carnot in the direction

of the military operations as a member of the

Committee of Public Safety, and in that ca-

pacity took an active pai-t in the suppression

of the revolt of the sections against the Con-
vention on the three days beginning with

the 20th of May (1st of Prairial), the success

of which would probably have led to a still

more terrible Reign of Terror. His alleged

propensity to the employment of aristocrats

in the armies led to his retirement from the

Committee of Public Safety, on the 2nd of

August, and on the 22nd of October he was
placed under arrest on a charge of miscon-

duct in the organization of the armies ; but

the accusation fell to the ground. On the

28th of August, 1796, he supported a pro-

posal by Camus for a general amnesty, and

he afterwards became a member of the club

of Clichy, which was accused of having con-

nections with the Royalists. On the revolu-

tion of the 4th September, 1797, which was
as violent in principle as any that had pre-

ceded it, but happily bloodless, Aubry shared

the fate of the rest of the members of tliis
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club, and was condemned to transportation

to Guiana. From this unhealthy exile he
escaped on the 4th of June, 1798, with
Pichegru and several other colleagues, to

Demerara, and there, according to the " Bio-

graphic Universelle," he died, at the com-
mencement of 1799. In Feller's " Diction-

naire Historique" it is asserted, on the con-

trary, that he went from Demerara to the

United States, and thence to England, that he

was well received by the Duke of Portland,

and that he died in this country about the com-
mencement of the present century, bitterly

regretting that he was not allowed, like his

companions in exile, to return to France, to

which Bonaparte, then First Consul, persisted

in refusing his consent. We find no mention
of the death of Aubry in the obituaries of the
" Annual Register" or the " Gentleman's
Magazine."
The measures proposed by Aubry in the

National Convention were chiefly of a mili-

tary character, and though he may not have
had the genius of his predecessor Carnot, he
appears to have shown considerable talent.

His project of a military penal code, proposed
and adopted in 1796, is the basis of that

which now prevails in France. Another of

his proposals, against allowing the executive

an arbitrary power of dismissing military

officers, was adopted in 1797. His greatest

error as a military man was his refusal, in

1795, a year before the campaign in Italy,

to employ Bonaparte. During his banish-

ment at Guiana, he composed a work on the

French revolution, which has not yet been
published. The large collection of tracts

on the French revolution at the British

Museum contains thirteen by Aubry, chiefly

reports and projects of laws, printed by order
of the National Convention : their titles are

given at length in the printed Catalogue of

the Museum. The " Opinion sur le Juge-
ment de'finitif de Louis Capet," from which
some quotations have been given, is the most
eloquent and interesting, but many of the

othei's display ability. (Dictionnaire Bio-
graphique et Historique des Hommes mar-
quans de la Jin dii I)ix-huitieme Steele, i. 57,

&c. ; Biographie Universelle, ly'i. 522; Feller,

Dictionnaire Historique, 5th edition, ii. 7;
Lievyns, &c., Fastes de la Le'gion d'Honneur,

i. 175; Aubry, Opinion, &c.) T. W.
AUBRY, J EAN D', or AUBERY, com-

monly known by the name of the Abbe
Aubry, was born at Montpellier. He was son

of an attorney, and laid claim to be descended
from St. Roche. After having been succes-

sively a surgeon's boy, a monk, and a secular

preacher, he took up the study of medicine.

In 1 638 he published a work for the instruc-

tion of preachers. Shortly after this he
determined, according to his own account, to

visit the Turks for the purpose of converting

them to Christianity. He returned to his

own country, and became " very melancholy,"
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he says, *' because that our religion could not
be proved useful to pagans and infidels by
the Holy Scriptures, the miracles, history,

the fathers of the church, and our doctors."

He accordingly determined to pursue another

method, and he went to Africa, relying on
the light of reason to recommend his reli-

gious teaching, and some say he added to this

the working of miracles. It was during
these travels that he pretended to have got a
knowledge of medicine hitherto not known

;

but some of his biographers have taken the
liberty of doubting whether he ever was in

Asia or Africa at all. In his medical doc-
trines he was a follower of Van Helmont and
Raymond Lully. In 1656 he published a
work on the Archaus (the fancied principle

of fire and life) of Van Helmont, entitled
" Le Triomphe de I'Archee et le Deses-
poir de la Medecine," Paris, 4to. This work
was translated into Latin, and published at

Frankfort, in 1660, and both together were
published at Paris in the same year. This
work contained a reprint of a small work
which he had published in 1638, in order to

defend himself from the charge of using
magic in his cures. It was entitled " Apologie
del'Abbed'Aubry contre certains docteurs en
medecine, les persecuteurs de son emprisonne-
ment, re'pondant a leurs calomnies

;
que I'Au-

theur a guery par Art Magique, beaucoup
de maladies incurables et abaudonne'es,"

Paris, 4to. He obtained permission of Pope
Alexander VII. to practise medicine although
he was a preacher. He published other

works on medicine, in which the absurd
chemical views of the alchemists are applied

in their utmost extent to the explanation of

the symptoms and treatment of disease. His
other woi'ks are, " La Merveille du Monde, ou
la Medecine veritable nouvellement ressus-

cite'e," Paris, 1655, 4to. " Me'decine Univer-
selle des Ames," Paris, 1661, 4to. " Abrege de
I'ordre admirable et des beaux secrets de

Saint Raymond Lulle," Paris, 1665,fol. This
work seem to have had its origin in the fact

of Mascal, professor of the doctrines of Ray-
mond Lully at Majorca, having indicated his

approbation of Aubry's previous writings by
presenting him with manuscript copies of
two of Raymond Lully's works. The work
in which he gives an account of his voyages
to Asia and Africa is entitled " Trompette
de I'Evangile."

Aubry possessed an enthusiastic mind, and
mistook the creations of his imagination for

the conclusions of his reason. He had great

confidence in his own powers, which pro-

bably gave confidence to others, and will

account for many of his miraculous cures.

It appears from his own account that he was
imprisoned for being supposed to use magic,

and this could only have the effect of con-

firming him in the opinion that the views
which he held were true and of importance

to the world. He has been, without suf-
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ficient evidence, condemned, with the rest of

his school, as a charlatan and an empiric by
those whose writings at a subsequent period

may not appear less absurd or dishonest

when criticized by the light of advanced
knowledge. (Biog. Med. ; Eloy, Diet. Hist,

de la Medecine.^ E. L.

AUBRY, JEAN FRAN9OIS, was phy-

sician in ordinary to Louis XVI., King of

France, and superintendent of the mineral-

waters of his native place, Luxeuil, during the

latter half of the eighteenth century. Few
particulars of his life exist ; but he was well

known in France by the publication of a

work on the symptoms of diseases, with the

following title, " Les Oracles de Cos, ouvrage
de Me'decine clinique a la porte'e de tout

lecteur capable d'une attention raisonnable,

inte'ressant pour les jeunes Medecins, et

utile aux chirui'giens, cures et autres eccle-

siastiques ayant charge d'ame," Paris, 1776,

8vo. This work was published again at

Paris in 1781, and at Montpellier in 1810.

In this work Aubiy conceived the singular

project of re-establishing the text of the

sentences of Hippocrates, not according to

the manuscripts and commentators, but after

the accurate observation of disease. He con-

sidered that any errors in the works of Hippo-
crates did not exist in the original, but was
the consequence of the want of care on
the part of transcribers and printers. The
Moslem has not more respect for the Koran
than Aubry for the works of Hippocrates.

He said of them that they contained the art

of relating the past, of recognising the pre-

sent, and predicting the future. In the pre-

liminary discourse to his work he displays

great erudition and an extensive knowledge
of diseases and their symptoms. For each
sjTuptom in disease he gives the appropriate

treatment on the principles of Hippocrates.

Such a work was ill calculated to advance
the study of medicine, and although in many
instances it affords faithful pictures of disease,

still it fails to refer particular symptoms to

general principles, by which alone the science

of medicine can be improved and success-

fully practised. Aubry died at Luxeuil, in

1795. {Biog. Med.; Que'rard, La France
Litteraire.

^

E. L.

AUBRY, MARIE. [Gouges.]
AUBRY, PHILIPPE CHARLES, was

born at Versailles on the 8th of February,

1 744, of parents who were not in very good
circumstances. He studied gratuitously at

the college of that town, and obtained an
employment in the Ministry of Marine, In

1798, when some reductions were made, he
lost this situation, and returned to Versailles,

where he followed the profession of teacher

of languages till his death, on the 23rd of

May, 1812. Aubry wrote verses both in

Latin and French, and published a small

collection of his lyric poetry with his initials

only, under the not very modest title of " Le
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Pe'trarque Frangais ;" the first edition is not
mentioned by our authorities, but the second
appeared at Tours in 1799. He was ac-

quainted with several modern languages, and
among others with English and German, at

that time an unusual combination of accom-
plishments for a French man of letters. He
published the "Esprit d'Addison," a selec-

tion of essays from the Tatler, Spectator,

and Guardian, and a translation of the " Lei-

den des jungen Werthers," which he entitled
" Les passions du jeune Werther." The ori-

ginal had been first published in 1774; the

first French translation, by Yverdun, appeared
at Maastricht in 1776, and that by Aubry
with the imprint of Mannheim in 1777.

Though inferior to its predecessor, it ran
through several impressions, and the " Sor-

rows of Werter," published in 1789, in Har-
rison's " Novelist's Magazine," is said in the

title-page to be "translated from the ge-
nuine French edition of Monsieur Aubry,
by John Gifford, Esq." Barbier inserts it

in his " Dictionuaire des Ouvrages ano-
n;jTiies et pseudonymes," and adds, in a paren-
thesis, to the name of Aubry, " or rather by
the Count von Schmettau," a statement which
the " Biographic Universelle" brings for-

ward some considerations to rebut, but omits
the strongest. Prefixed to the translation

in the " Novelist's Magazine" is a letter

from a German of literary eminence to

Monsieur Aubry, which commences with
these words: "I have received your ac-

knowledgments. Sir, for the assistance I

afforded you in the ' Sorrows of Werter.'

"

It seems not unlikely that the Count von
Schmettau may have been this " German
of literary eminence," and that he thus had
really a part, but only a part, in the transla-

tion. Mr. Gifford states in his preface to

the English reader, that " the letter pre-

fix;ed to the work, at the same time that it

conveys some idea of the state of literature

in Germany, will demonstrate the extreme
difficulties that a foreigner must inevitably

experience in the study of the German lan-

guage, and which render it almost impos-
sible that he should acquire a sufficient know-
ledge of it to be able, without the assistance

of a native, to give good translations of the

best German authors." This is speaking

of German in much the same style in which
it is now customary to speak of Chinese. An-
other version of Werter from the original, by
a native. Dr. Render, was published in Eng-
lish in 1800, but the translation from Aubry
has been much more frequently reprinted

than that from Goethe. (Barbier, JJiction-

naire des Ouvrages anonyvies et pseudonymes.

No. 13,892; Eckard and H. AudiflFre't, in

Biographie Universelle; Goethe, Sorroivs of
Werter, by Gifford.) T. W.
AUBUSSON, FRANCOIS D', DUC DE

FEUILLADE. [Feuillade.]
AUBUSSON, JEAN D', was a trouba-
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dour of the thirteenth century, who has left

a piece, or tenson, on the subject of the be-

stowal, by the Emperor Frederic II., on Bo-
niface, marquis of Moutferrat, of some privi-

leges and estates. It is in the shape of a

dialogue between the poet and Nicolet, the

former asking the explanation of a dream, in

which he had seen an eagle soaring on high
and putting all to flight. He is told that the

eagle is the emperor, who puts to flight all

who have offended him ; that no land, nor

man, nor aught in the world can prevent his

being master of all things, as it is just he
should be. He goes on to say that he saw a

vessel come down from Cologne, and make
way across the land, full of Are, which the

eagle was blowing ; and is told that the eagle

is the treasure which the emperor is bringing

to Germany, the ship the army of Germans
which he is leading. He continues :—that

the eagle blew out the fire, and shed forth a

light which shone in Moutferrat first, and
then throughout all the earth ; and then sat on
high, in so lofty a region that from thence he
could view the whole world. The fire which
he puts ovit is that peace which he will give

to the world ; the light is the restoration of

Moutferrat, and other rewards which he will

give to the deserving ; the eagle sitting on
air indicates that the whole world is subject

to the imperial dominion.
This piece illustrates in a curious manner

at once the strange conceits of the trouba-

dours and the high Ghibeline principles of

the age. Several extracts are given from it,

in the original, in Raynouard's " Choix des

Poesies originales des Troubadours," Paris,

1820, vol. V. p. 236.

No other works of this author have been
discovered, nor is anything known of his life.

(Mittot, Histoire Litteraire des Troubadours,

Paris, 1774, vol. ii. p. 207; Raynouard, as

above cited.) J. M. L.

AUBUSSON, PIERRE D', the son of

Renaud d'Aubusson, lord of Monteil-au-

Vicomte in La Marche, and one of the most
successful opponents of the progress of Turk-
ish conquest in the fifteenth and sixteenth cen-

turies, was born in 1423. He embraced at an
early age the profession of arms, and, on the

conclusion of a truce between England and
France, offered his services to the Emperor Si-

gismund of Luxemburg against the Turks,

and distinguished himself highly in Hungary,
when only twenty years of age. When their

iuvasionof that country had been arrested, he

sought to obtain the good graces of the em-
peror, a zealous patron oflearning, by studying

languages, geography, mathematics, especially

in relation to war, and above all things his-

tory, and he soon became a favourite. But
on the death of Sigismund in 1437, D'Au-
busson found no longer the same disposition

in his successor Albert II., and was glad of

an occasion to return to France. Introduced

to court by his cousin Jean d'Aubusson,
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chamberlain to Charles VII., he obtained

high favour with the Dauphin, afterwards
Louis XL, whom he accompanied to the siege

of Montereau, and afterwards on his expedi-
tion to Switzerland in 1444. On the revolt of

the Daupliin, D'Aubusson had tact enough to

retain his favour without joining in his attempt,

and was one of those whose wise advice at last

prevailed upon him to submit. The king's

gratitude for this service intrusted him with
the conduct of various important and secret

matters; it was rare, Charles VII. used to

say, to find so much fire combined with so
much wisdom.

Peace, however, was ill suited to D'Au-
busson's ambitious spirit. The progress of
the Turks, and the successful resistance op-

posed to them by the Knights of St. John of
Jerusalem, impelled him to leave France for

Rhodes, and solicit admission into the order,

which was granted. But a treaty had just been
concluded between the grand-master Jean
de Lastic and Sultan Murad II., and D'Aubus-
son had at first nothing to do but to study his

new duties, and to give chace to some Turk-
ish pirates. The death of Mm-ad IL, and
the demand of tribute from the Order by
Mohammed II. , soon called his talents into

play. He was deputed to the court of France
to solicit assistance, and although Charles
VII. was indisposed to a holy war, D'Aubus-
son obtained from him permission to levy

tenths on ecclesiastical property throughout
the kingdom, with promise of assistance, and
16,000 gold crowns. D'Aubusson laid the

money out in the purchase of artillery, am-
munition, and stores of every kind, which he
sent off to Rhodes.

After his return to Rhodes he was in-

trusted with a diplomatic mission to Rome,
for the purpose of defending the new grand-
master Pedro Ramon Zacosta (second in suc-

cession from De Lastic), who had excited dis-

affection by endeavouring to levy the arrears

due on lands in the vassalage of the order, and
to reform the dissolute habits of the knights

;

and he met with full success. After rising

successively to the higher dignities of the

order, he was admitted into the council, where
he distinguished himself by taking the part

of the fugitive Queen of Cyprus, Charlotte of

Lusignan, and was soon intrusted with the

superintendence and defence of the fortifica-

tions of the island of Rhodes. He was finally

elected grand-master in 1476, by the unani-

mous voice of the council. He shed tears, it

is said, on this occasion, whilst being carried

on a chair to the high altar upon the shoul-

ders of the chief commanders of the order.

His first care was to perfect the fortifica-

tions, as well of the island as of the castle of
St. Peter, a possession of the order upon
the opposite coast of Caria. There was need
for all his vigilance, for he was threatened at

once by Mohammed 1 1, and by the Vene-
tians, whom the order had offended by giving
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an asylum to Charlotte of Lusignan, whilst

Venice supported the claims of Catherine
Cornaro, the adopted daughter of the repub-
lic. The Venetians, however, did not choose
to commence hostilities, and the Turks wanted
money, so that a truce was concluded, whilst

the Turkish governor of Lycia sent an am-
bassador to bargain for the ransom of some
knights of Rhodes and other vassals of the

order, prisoners of the Turks. Soon after-

wards, just as a dreadful storm had almost
dismantled the town, and some dissensions

between the Greeks and Latins upon certain

doctrinal points, which had even given rise

to rioting, had scarcely been appeased, the

news arrived, through a Turk in the ambas-
sador's suite, w ho had offered his services to

the grand-master, that a formidable arma-
ment was in course of preparation. It was on
occasions such as these that D'Aubusson's
energy and quiet decision shone conspicuous

:

he repaired the half-ruined forts, compelled
all vagrants and strangers to take service in

the troops, and put an embargo on all ships

in the harbour. For the time, however, it

proved but a false alarm, as the Turkish fleet

withdrew after devastating various islands of

the archipelago. Yet the danger was still

nigh, and D'Aubusson sought to provide

against it by sending a circular letter to all

the priors of his order, inviting them to come
to his assistance, and threatening with expul-
sion all those knights who should not per-

sonally appear before him on the 1st of May in

the ensuing year, 1477. He sent the Chevalier
de Blanchefort to his old friend Louis XL
ofFrance, now seated upon his father's throne,

whose passion for curious animals, which is

well known to the readers of Commines, he
sought to gratify by sending him a leopard
and some rare hunting hawks. Louis XL
obtained for him from the pope a jubilee (or

plenary indulgence) for all persons ofhis realm
who should assist the order at this juncture, the

lai'ge proceeds of which were entirely devoted

to the defence of the island. At the same time

two favourable treaties were concluded with
Mohammedan princes, the one with the Sul-

tan of Egypt, by which it was stipulated that

neither party should molest the other, that

Rhodian ships should be received with fa-

vour in Egyptian ports, and Rhodian vassals

exempted from oppressive tolls and dues on
their pilgrimage to the Holy Land, and that

the Egyptians should have nearly similar

privileges in return ; the other with the Bey
of Tunis, much in the same tenor as the

former, with the further somewhat singular

condition, that Rhodian vessels should be
allowed to ship from the coast of that state

free of duty, and under whatever circum-
stances of peace or war, plenty or dearth,

30,000 measures of wheat. Yet all these pre-

cautions had well nigh been of no avail ; the

corn-ships were wrecked off the coasts of
Asia Minor and the islands of the archi-
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pelago, and fearful storms, succeeded by a
famine, would have placed the Rhodians at
the mercy of their enemies, if the love ofgain
of the Turkish merchants themselves had
not provided the grand-master with fresh

supplies.

It was some time before the war broke
out. Advised by his principal ministers to

come to terms with a foe whom it would be
more difficult than profitable to subdue, Mo-
hammed sent three successive embassies to

Rhodes, at first in the names of his son and
nephew, and subsequently in his own, endea-
vouring to obtain a tribute. This D'Aubusson
steadily refused ; asserting, moreover, that

he could not treat without the permission
of the pope, but that he was ready in the

meanwhile to conclude a truce, and to allow
free trade between the two contending par-

ties. At the same time he was earnestly

preparing for war, and getting in vast sup-
plies of corn from Naples, Syria, Egypt, and
other countries. The general assembly of
the knights of the order, which had by this

time met in Rhodes, invested him with the
sole superintendence of the finances, ord-

nance, and commissariat of the order, as well
as with the right of naming to various offices

;

new embassies were sent to Europe, and
some knights who had not responded to the

grand-master's appeal were expelled the or-

der, or otherwise punished.

The Turkish fleet, repulsed on its first ap-

pearance (4th of December, a.d. 1479) before

Fano, one ofthe fortresses of the island, turned

off against the small Rhodian island of Tilo in

the archipelago, which was subdued. This
had given time to D'Aubusson still further to

complete his preparations for the defence,

toAvards which nothing was spared ; two
churches were thrown down to make way
for new fortifications, all the standing corn,

even that which was green, was cut down
and brought into the city for provisions or

fodder, whilst the translation to Rhodes of a
miraculous image of the Virgin inspired the

Christians with fresh confidence.

On the 23rd of May, 1480, the Ottoman
fleet again made its appearance, 160 sail

strong, carrying, it is said, 100,000 soldiers,

amongst others the elite of the spahis and
janissaries, 4000 adventurers of reckless

courage, and some of the veteran bands of

Mohammed II., besides a German engineer

of the name of George Frapam (?). The
command was held by the renegade Misach
or Misithes Palseologus, of the Greek im-

perial family of that name. Ably se-

conded by his brother Antoine d'Aubusson,

his nephew Blanchefort, and other knights

of the order, the grand-master succeeded

in repelling all the attacks of the enemy

:

he exposed himself to much personal

danger, often led the defence himself, and
was struck by the stones or arrows of

the enemy. His activity and vigilance were
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incessant. He repaired or strengthened the

fortifications, worked himself, and excited

by his example all the knights of the order,

the citizens of the town, and even the women
and girls, the nuns and little children, to

similar efforts. At the last assault, which
was a general one, made on the 27th of July,

when seven Turkish standards were planted

on the wall, the grand-master had to lead the

defence in person, while behind him the

women manned the inner walls, dressed as

men, to increase the apparent number of the

garrison, some casting down boiling oil,

stones, and pieces of iron, others fire-balls,

some even using the arms of soldiers who
had been killed in the fight, till at last the

wall was retaken, and the flags wrested from
the Turks. An old corps of janissaries was
then called out, with orders to aim chiefly at

the grand-master's person ; though wounded
at once in five places he yet fought on, and
had the good fortune to repulse the enemy and
to pursue them into their own camp. Pa-
laeologus now prepared for a retreat, at the

very juncture when two vessels sent to the

assistance of the town by Ferdinand of Na-
ples were coming into the harbour, and he left

the island completely batfled, after an eighty-

nine days' siege, and with a loss, it is said, of

9000 killed and 15,000 wounded.
D'Aubusson, whose wounds had been con-

sidered mortal, was soon restored to health,

and in commemoration of this splendid tri-

umph he founded churches in Rhodes, both
according to the Latin and Greek rites of
worship, to unite both religions in the recol-

lection of their joint success. Embassies
were sent to the Christian princes to apprize

them of the event ; rewards were distributed

among the deserving ; and the population of
the island obtained a three years' exemption
from taxation. These rejoicings were likely

to have proved premature : earthquakes and
inundations of the sea spread universal terror

throughout the island, while the news was
received that Mohammed II. had left Con-
stantinople with 300,000 men, to take ven-
geance for his general's defeat. Death, how-
ever, stopped his progi'ess at Nicomedia
(1481), and whilst his sons were disputing

for his throne, D'Aubusson applied himself to

reform the morals of his order, from which,
it is said, he succeeded in banishing even all

games of chance. He made an unsuccessful

attempt to take Mitylene, and sent privateers

to devastate the coasts of Egypt and Syria, to

retaliate for some infractions of the treaty

with the sultan. On Zizim's expulsion from
the throne by his brother Bajazet, D'Aubus-
son granted him an honourable asylum ; but
seeing the arrival of ambassadors from his

brother to negotiate his dismissal, the fugitive

prince himself asked leave to embark for

France, after concluding a perpetual alliance

with the order, in case he should ever recover

his kingdom. So completely were matters
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reversed since the death of Mohammed, that

15ajazet consented to a humiliating treaty, by
which he engaged to pay a sort of tribute to

the order, in the shape of an annual sum of

40,000 ducats, partly for the subsistence of

Zizim, and partly as an indemnity for the

extraordinary expenses of the late war.

The possession of the Turkish prince, who,
though in France, was still under the care of

the order, at the commaudery of Bourgneuf
in Auvergne, was a powerful weapon in the

hands of the grand-master ; and solicited in

turn by the pope, by kings Ferdinand of Naples
and Ladislaus of Hungary, by Cahir Bey of

Egypt, to give up to them his prisoner-guest,

for a long time he refused them all, and by
the credit of such refusals obtained from the

Turkish sultan almost all his demands. He
prevailed upon him to refrain from aiding

the Venetians against the King of Naples,

and received from him " the hand of St. John
the Baptist which had baptized our Saviour ,•"

he also obtained for the Genoese island of

Scio the remission of a heavy tribute which
had been imposed upon it by the Turks. He
was finally prevailed upon by Pope Inno-

cent VIII. to transfer Zizim to Eome (1488)
(but still under the guard of some knights of

the Order), and was rewarded by the uniting

of the orders of St. Sepulchre and St. Lazarus
to that of St. John, and by being named car-

dinal and universal legate in Asia. Bajazet at

first complained ofthe transfer ofhis brother to

Rome, but was appeased by the grand-master,

and even induced to send an embassy to the

pope, and to deliver up "the lance which
had pierced the side of Christ."

Although sometimes threatened with war,

on which occasions he would quickly repair

the fortifications, and buy in corn from Sicily,

Naples, and the Turkish coasts, D'Aubusson's
attention was now for a time chiefly devoted

to internal matters—the building of churches,

the administration of the finances of the

order, the punishment of some Spanish pi-

rates, whom he caused to be broken alive on
the wheel, the draining of a morass which
created frequent pestilence in the Rhodian
island of Lango, and the institution of an
order of nvms on the model of and in con-

junction with that of St. John, founded at

Seville by a female admirer of his wisdom
and talents. Still he pursued what had always
been the grand object of his life, the forma-
tion of a general league amongst the Chris-

tian princes against the Turks, towards the

success of which the possession of a claimant

to the Turkish throne seemed at this time to

offer great encouragement. To attain this

end, he found himself at last compelled abso-

lutely to deliver up his prize to Pope Alex-
ander VI. (Borgia), who in turn gave him
over to Charles VIII. ofFrance, having first, it

is said, poisoned the prisoner, who died shortly

afterwards. Courted by European princes

;

invited by the young conqueror Charles VIII.,
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then in the full tide of his glory, to meet him
at Rome ; consulted by the Emperor Maxi-
milian on a projected war against the Turks,
D'Aubusson seems now studiously to have
provoked the hostilities of the Turkish sultan,

which the latter as studiously avoided. His
haughty complaints of the piracies of some
Turkish vessels received immediate satisfac-

tion ; no notice was taken of the embassies
sent by the grand-master to Louis XII. of
France, who had succeeded Charles VIIL,
to Ladislaus of Hungary, and other princes,

to excite them to a crusade, nor of the
assistance afforded to the Venetians, on
the invasion of Romania by the Turks, by
the gi-and-master's own nephew, the prior

Blanchefort; and a Rhodian vessel having
been taken by a Turkish one, all the prisoners

were instantly given up.

The long-talked-of league was formed at

last: it included the kings of Castile, Por-
tugal, and Hungary, the Emperor Maximi-
lian, the Pope, and Louis XII. of France.
D'Aubusson was declared at Rome captain-

general of the crusade, 1501, yet all went
wrong. The pope long failed in sending his

contingent of fifteen galleys ; instead of the

preconcerted combined attack of the allied

fleet by sea, and of the king of Hungary by
land, Ravesteiu, the French general, made
an unsuccessful and premature attempt upon
Mitylene, where the grand-master arrived
only to find the siege already raised, and the

general out of sight, homeward bound. But
the grand-master's zeal, or spite, was not to

be appeased. In vain did Bajazet send his

own son to sue for friendship and freedom of
trade ; in vain did the war between Spain
and France warn him of the little faith to be
placed in a league of princes for the defence

of the faith ; he would still exhaust himself
in fruitless exhortations to concord on the

one side, in petty acts of spleen on the other,

such as taking a few Turkish vessels, stirring

up discord between Turkey and Persia, and
conquering Santa Maura, which he gave to

the Venetians. Where he could not perse-

cute the Moslems, the luckless Jews would
serve his purpose as well. He expelled the

Jews from Rhodes, except the children,

whom he tore from their parents and bap-

tized, " as, being slaves of the Christian

princes, they could not have the fulness of

paternal power over their children." When
the Jews were expelled, he employed him-
self in making severe enactments against

oaths, luxury, and other vice. But his credit

was failing with his genius; the Venetians

gave up Santa Maura to the Turks, and
Ladislaus made his peace ; the pope, engaged
with other affairs, made no scruple to offend

the troublesome grand-master, by disposing

of a priory which by right was in the gift

of the latter. Tired and disheartened, the

old warrior fell ill and died, on the loth day
of July, 1 503, at the age of eighty.

VOL. IV.

Notwithstanding the unbounded praise of
his panegyrist, Father Bouhours, who speaks
of him as " a man chosen of God amongst
the French, to put bounds to the conquests of
the Infidels," D'Aubusson appears to have
been nothing more than a stubborn though
able bigot, perfectly unscrupulous in his

dealings with men of another faith, and
viewing all questions through the medium
of the narrowest fanaticism. His base be-

trayal of his confiding guest, Zizim, into the

hands of the most treacherous of popes,

Alexander Borgia, has been frequently com-
mented on ; and his whole conduct towards
the Mohammedan princes presents a course

of double-dealing which has rarely been
rivalled, and which is truly worthy of the

early friend of Louis XI. of France. (Bou-
hours, Vie du Grand -maitre D'Aubusson,
La Haye, 1739.)

He is stated to have left a history, in

Latin, of the siege of Rhodes, entitled " De
servata urbe prajsidioque suo, et insigni

contra Turcos victoria, ad Fridericum III.

imperatorem relatio," contained in " De
Scriptoribus Germanise," Frankfort, 1602,

8vo. {Biographie Universelle, " D'Aubus-
son.") J. M. L.
AUCHMUTY, SAMUEL, was the son

of the Rev. Samuel Auchmuty, D.D., of
New York, a minister of the Church of Eng-
land, and was born in 1756. In the contest

with the colonies, all the members of his

family were decided partisans of the mother-
country, and in 1776 Samuel entered the

British army as a volunteer, in which capa-

city he served three campaigns under Sir

William Howe, and was present at several

actions, particularly those at White Plains

and Brooklyn. He obtained an ensigncy in

1778. From 1783 to 1796 he was in India,

and at the latter date had risen to the rank of
lieutenant-colonel, and filled the office of

adjutant-general. During that period he
served two campaigns on the Malabar coast

and in the Mysore, and assisted at the first

siege of Seringapatam, under Lord Corn-
wallis. He returned home in 1797, and
in 1800 he was sent from England, with

the rank of colonel, to take command of a
force to be despatched from the Cape of

Good Hope to attack the French posts at

Kosseir and Suez, on the Red Sea. On ar-

riving at Jidda, his command merged in that

of General Baird, whom he found there at

the head of the Indian army ; but he was
appointed adjutant-general, at first to that

army, and afterwards to the whole British

forces in Egypt. He remained in that coun-

try during 1801 and 1802, and in 1803, on

his return to England, was honoiu-ed with

the Grand Cross of the Bath. In 1806 Sir

Samuel Auchmuty was ordered to take com-
mand of the British troops in South America,

with the rank of brigadier-general. On his

arrival he found affairs in a critical position,
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the main body of the troops already on the

spot being shut up in Buenos Ayres, on ac-

count of the recapture of that city by the

Spaniards. He landed on the 5th of January,

1807, on the island of Maldonado, of which
possession was still kept by the remnant of

the British forces. Seeing the necessity of

instant action, he determined on the attack of

Monte Video, a city so well fortified that it

was often called " the Gibraltar of America."

The whole of his force, amounting to 4800
men, was accordingly landed near the city

on the 18th of January, and on the 20th it

sustained an attack from a well-appointed

Spanish force of 6000 men, which was re-

pulsed with great loss to the Spaniards. Re-
gular siege was then laid to Monte Video,

and a breach effected, notwithstanding the

great strength of the works, which mounted
1 60 pieces of cannon. Intelligence arriving

that 4000 men and 24 pieces of cannon were
approaching for the relief of the place, the

general determined on an immediate assault,

which, on the morning of the 3rd of Oc-
tober, was made with complete success. The
British loss amounted to 600, and on the

side of the Spaniards there were 800 killed,

500 wounded, and 2000 taken prisoners.

After this brilliant action, little more was
done by Sir Samuel Auchmuty until he was
superseded, on the 9th of May, by General
Whitelocke, whose incapacity caused the loss

of the advantages which his predecessor had
gained. For the taking of Monte Video, Sir

Samuel received the thanks of both houses of
parliament.

In 1810 Sir Samuel Auchmuty sailed

again for India, as commander-in-chief in

the presidency of Fort St. George, and in

the next year he commanded the troops at

the reduction of the island of Java. He
landed on the 4th of August, 1811, Batavia
was taken on the 8th, and on the 18th the

island surrendered by capitulation. For this

service also Sir Samuel received the thanks
of both houses. In 1813 he returned to Eng-
land, and was made lieutenant-general in the

army, but he was not afterwards engaged in

active service. He died suddenly, in the

Phoenix Park, Dublin, on the 11th of Au-
gust, 1822, in his sixty-sixth year. At the

time of his death he was commander of the

forces in Ireland. (Allen, American Bio-
graphical and Historical Dictionary, i. 58

;

Gentleman's Magazine, Ixxx. 301, xcii.

184, 471 ; Annual Biography and Obituary,
Tii. 312—14; Narrative of the Operations

of a small British Force employed in the Re-
duction of Monte Video, by a Field-Officer

of the Staff, London, 1807, pp. 5—21.) J. W.
AUCKLAND, LORD. [Eden.]
AUCLERC, GABRIEL ANDRE', born

at Argenton in Berry, about the middle of the
eighteenth century, became an ardent advo-
cate of revolutionary principles, and endea-
voured to substitute for the Christian religion
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the rites of ancient paganism, taking himself

the name of Quintus Nantius, and the pre-

tended garb of a pontiff. His household,

however, ended by being the sole proselytes

whom he could muster for the celebration of

his rites, although he continued, even for

years after the restoration of the Christian

worship, to appear in public in his long pon-

tifical robes. His tenets, which consist of a

few moral views with a farrago of miscel-

laneous dogmas, are to be found in a work
entitled " La Threicie, ou la seule voie des

Sciences divines et humaines, du culte vrai et

de la morale," Frankfort (Paris), 1799, 8vo.,

though not in all their original boldness.

His style is said to be somewhat impassioned,

but incoherent and incorrect. He subse-

quently published, it is said, a recantation, in

the shape of a poem in three cantos, under
the title of " Ascendant de la Religion, ou
recit des crimes et des fureurs, de la conver-

sion et de la mort Chretieune qui ont eu lieu

re'cemment dans la ville de Bourges," anony-

mous, Bourges, 1813; and died two years

after. {Biographic Universelle.) J. M. L.

AUCOUR, JEAN BARBIER D'. [Bar-
bier.]

AUDA, DOMENI'CO, a Franciscan monk,
of Lantusca, in the province of Nizza. He
lived during the early part of the seven-

teenth century, and is known by two medi-
cal works which he published. He oflBciated

as a priest in the convent of St. Francis at

Rome, and was afterwards attached, accord-

ing to Jocher, to the hospital of the Holy
Ghost in " Saxia Aromatarius." His first

work was published at Rome, in 1655, and
contained a short account of marvellous
secrets. It was entitled " Breve Compendio
di maravigliosi Segreti," 12mo. This work
is divided into four books, the first of which
treats of medical secrets ; the second, of se-

crets appertaining to various things ; the third,

of chemical secrets ; and the fourth, of me-
dicinal astrology. The first three books of
secrets consist of receipts of various kinds,

supposed to be good in particular diseases.

The fourth book contains general remarks
on the means of preserving health, and is not
at all confined to an astrological view of the

subject. This work was republished at

Rome in 1660, at Venice in 1663, at Turin
in 1665, at Milan in 1666, and again at Ve-
nice in 1692 and 1716. His second work is

sometimes quoted as having the Latin title

" Praxis Pharmacise utriusque dogmaticse et

chimicse;" and an Italian edition in 12mo.
is referred to by Mazzuchelli, as having been
published at Venice in 1683. In the British

Museum library there is an edition of this

work published at Venice in 1670, with the

title " Pratica de' Spetiali che per modo di Dia-
logo contiene gran parte anco di Theorica,"

12mo. It consists of directions for forming
various medicinal preparations, which are

arranged according to their form, as pills.
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plasters, ointments, electuaries, &c. With
this work are bound up two others by the

same author, and which were published at

Venice at the same time. The title of the

first is " Trattato delle confettioui nostrane

per uso di casa ;" the other was an appendix
to the Secrets, and entitled " Nuova aggiunta
di Segreti." The date of his birth or death
is not recorded. (Mazzuchelli, Scrittori d'Ita-

lia ; Jocher, Allgem. Gelehrten-Lexicon, and
Adelung, Supplement ; Auda, Works.) E. L.

AUD.EUS, or AUDIUS (A^SoIos, The-
odoret ; Ai;5tos, Epiphanius ; Audseus, Je-
rome), founder of a sect in the fourth century
after Christ. He was born in Mesopotamia,
and obtained great reputation there by the

holiness of his life and the earnestness of
his zeal. He was in the habit of boldly re-

buking the sins of presbyters and bishops,

plainly telling them, when he noticed their

love of money, their luxurious self-indul-

gence, or their departure from what was tlien

deemed the faith and discipline of the

church, that " such things ought not to be."

This severity of reproof, not pleasing those

of the clergy who were lax in conduct, drew
upon him much ill-will, which was mani-
fested by insult and contradiction. This
treatment he long bore with patience, not
wishing to separate himself from the church

;

but at length, worn out by it, he determined
on separating ; and many others withdraw-
ing with him, they formed a dissenting com-
munity or sect, variously called by the Fa-
thers " Audaeans," " Audians," " Odians,"
" Vadians," and " Basians."

Among the separatists were several bishops

and presbyters, and by one of these seceding
bishops Audffius was himself ordained to

the episcopal office. According to Jerome,
Audseus had obtained great reputation in

Coele-Syria, and from that Father's brief

notice of the Audaeans ( Chronicon, a.d. 344)
it may be inferred that the sect rose in Coele-

Syria. Audseus, in his old age, was banished

by the Emperor (it is uncertain by which
of the emperors) into Scythia, on the accu-

sation of the bishops (we may presume of

the country where he lived) for inducing
the people to withdraw from the commu-
nion of the church. In his exile, he with-

drew into the country then occupied by the

Goths, and instructed many of that nation in

Christianity, established monasteries among
them, and inculcated celibacy and the strict-

est ascetic observances. The time of his

death is not known, but it must have been
before (and was probably some years before)

the expulsion of the Christians from the

Gothic territory, which took place in a.d. 372.

After the death of Audseus, the leading
bishops of the sect were Uranius in Mesopo-
tamia and Silvanus in the territory of the

Goths. The sect, however, soon diminished,
and as those of the Gothic territory were
expelled with other Christians, the remain-
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ing members of the body, when Epiphanius
wrote, were to be found chiefly at Chalcis
near Antioch and in the neighbom-hood of
the Euphrates.
There is some uncertainty as to the leading

tenets of Audseus and his followers. Epi-
phanius ascribes the separation of Audseus to

the persecution which his zeal had entailed on
him, rather than to any important divergence
from the then prevalent doctrine of the

Church. He distinctly says that the Audseans
were chargeable with " defection and schism,
but not with heresy;" and that "he (Au-
dseus) and his followers were most correct in

their belief, though over pertinacious in a
trifling matter." That he held orthodox
views of the doctrine of the Trinity is also

expressly stated ; the " trifling matter " of
which Epiphanius speaks was his explanation
of the passage that God made man " in his

own image;" an expression which he in

sisted was to be understood of man's bodily
form. He and his followers supported this

opinion by an appeal to those passages of
Scripture in which eyes, ears, and hands, or
other members are ascribed to God. From
their thinking and arguing thus, some of the
other Fathers, Augustin and Theodoret,
charged them with anthropomorphism, and
apparently not without reason, notwithstand-
ing the testimony of Epiphanius to the sound-
ness of their faith. They differed from the
Catholic Church also in the time of observing
Easter, which they regulated so as to make it

coincide with the Passover of the Jews

;

charging the Church with having altered the
time to please the Emperor Constantine, and
alleging the authority of the pseudo " Apos-
tolical Constitutions."

According to Epiphanius these were the

only peculiarities of the Audseans, but Theo-
doret adds some others. He says that Au-
dseus was charged with holding that dark-
ness, fire, and water were uncreated ; but that

his followers concealed their opinion on this

point : the charge, however, from Theodoret's
mode of stating it, seems to have rested on
a mere rumour. He also charges them with
giving absolution to sinners on condition

merely of confessing their sins, while pass-

ing between their sacred books (of which he
says they had many spurious, besides the ge-

nuine ones, and that they revered the spurious

most, as being most mysterious) arranged in

two lines. Whether this charge had any
foundation is not clear. The followers of

Audseus were, according to Epiphanius, re-

markably strict in their morals, and Theo-
doret admits that they alleged the vices of the

Catholics as the cause of their separation;

Theodoret, indeed, charges them with doing

much worse things themselves, but he does

not say what these things were. (Epi-

phanius, Against Heresies, No. 70 ; Augus-
tine, De Hceresibi(&, c. 50 ; Theodoret, Fic-

tions of the Heretics, book iv. No. 10,-
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Petau (Petavius), Dogmata Theologica (De
Deo, Deiqiie proprietatihus) lib. ii. cap. 1, §
viii. ix. ; Tillemont, Memoires, torn. vi. pp.

691, seq. ed. 1704.) J. C. M.
AUDEBERT, GERMAIN, was born at

Orleans in the year 1518. After finishing

his education in France, he proceeded to

Italy to complete his study of the law. He
resided three years in Bologna, under the

tuition of Alciati, and afterwards travelled

through the whole of Italy. On his return

to his own country, he was offered very high
legal places, but he always refused them, and
contented himself with the humble one of an

Elu of Orleans, in which he died on the 24th

of December, 1598, after a service of fifty

years. He was so highly esteemed, that, on
the king (Henri III.) creating a president and
lieutenant in each election, he specially or-

dered that during his life Audebert should

take precedence of those officers in the elec-

tion of Orleans. As an author Audebert is

known by three poems in Latin hexameters,
in praise of the cities of Rome, Venice, and
Naples, which procured him some honours
beyond those which usually attend a literary

reputation. For his poem on Rome, Pope
Gregory XIII. conferred on him the dignity

of a Knight ; and for that on Venice, the se-

nate sent to him at Paris the collar of Saint

Mark, which was presented to him by the

ambassador of the republic before a nume-
rous assembly. Besides these works, Aude-
bert is said to have written a great number
of smaller poems, many of which would pro-

bably have been printed by his son Nicolas,

but for his premature death. He died five

days only after his father, and they were in-

terred together in the cemetery of Sainte-

Croix at Orleans, where a superb monument
was erected to their memory.
The " Venetia," appeared at Venice, 1 583,

4to., from the press of Aldus ;
" Roma et

Parthenope," together at Paris, 1585, 4to.;

and the three collected, at Hanover, 1 603, 4to.

They are also given in the " Delitiee Poet-

arum Gallorum," vol. i. The original edi-

tion of the poem on Venice is accompanied
by some pieces from the pen of Nicolas, and
by the recommendatory verses of Sannazarius
and others. (Sammarthanus, Gallorum Doc-
trina Ilhistrium Elogia, lib. iv., 24 ; Niceron,
Memoires pour servir a I'Hist, des Hommes
Illustres, xxiv. 84—90 ; Moreri, Dictiomiaire

Historique (ed. Drouet), i. 498.) J. W.
AUDEBERT, JEAN BAPTISTE, a

French painter and engraver, distinguished

also as a naturalist, born of poor parents at

Rochefort, in 1759. He went to Paris at the

age of seventeen, in order to learn painting

and engraving; and he eventually distin-

guished himself as a miniature painter. M.
Gigot d'Orcy, receveur-general des finances,

having noticed Audebert's ability, employed
him (1787) to make some drawings of the

rarest specimens in his valuable collection of
84

objects of natural history. He sent him also

to England and to Holland, to make drawings

of a similar kind. Many of the illustrations

in the " Histoire des Insectes" of Olivier wei'e

from the drawings of Audebert. These en-

gagements gave Audebert a great taste for

the pursuit ; he devoted himself with enthu-

siasm to the study of natural history ; and he
afterwards distinguished himself by two ori-

ginal works, which would have been followed

by a complete series of others on natural his-

tory, had his labours not been suddenly ter-

minated by death in 1800, in his forty-second

year.

His first work was " L' Histoire Naturelle

des Singes, des Makis, et des Galeopitheques,"

published in 1800, containing sixty-two plates

in folio, all of which were drawn, engraved,

and explained by himself The plates were
printed in oil-colours, after a method devised

by himself The next, on birds, was a more
splendid work, but was not published until

after his death in 1802, by M. Desray. This

was the '* Histoire des Colibris, des Oiseaux-

Mouches, des Jacamares, et des Prome'rops."

Two hundred copies were printed in folio,

with the names in letters of gold ; one hun-

dred iu large quarto; and fifteen in very

large folio, of which the whole text was
printed in gold. The original set of draw-

ings upon vellum were bound up in one vo-

lume, and were in the possession of M. Des-

ray, the publisher, who also published the

following work, which Audebert left incom-

plete, " L'Histoire des Grimpereaux et des

Oiseaux de Paradis," &c., for which M. Vieil-

lot wrote the text. Both the works on birds

were also published together, in 2 vols, folio,

under the title " Oiseaux dores, ou a reflets

metalliques." Audebert intended to illustrate

the whole of animated nature in a similar

manner. For some time before his death he
was busy rearing spiders. He directed the

printing ofthe work " Les Oiseaux d'Afrique,"

by Le Vaillant, as far as the thirteenth part.

His method of printing in oil-colours and in

gold has been of the greatest service in the

illustration of works of natural history : by
some metallic preparations he contrived to

imitate in print every shade of gold. Aude-
bert, to his other accomplishments, added
that of dramatist : he wrote some comedies.

{Biographie Universelle.^ R. N. W.
AUDEBERT, SAINT. [Aubert, Saint.]

AUDEFROI THE BASTARD was one of

the earliest and most remarkable among the

trouveres, or poets of the Langue d'Oil, in

the twelfth and thirteenth centuries. No-
thing is known of his life, but M. Paulin

Paris, the first who published in the original

the few of his pieces which have been pre-

served, in his " Romancero Fran9ais" (Paris,

1833, in 12mo.), conjectures, from the cir-

cumstance of his compositions being gene-

rally placed among those of the poets of

Artois, that he belonged to that province,
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and also, from the envoy of several of them
being made to a Seigneur de Nesles, that the

author was a contempoi'ary of Jean de Nesles,

who took the cross in 1200. Five songs

bearing his name, the abridged translation

of which is to be foimd in Legrand d'Aussy's
" Recueil des Fabliaux," are all that have
been published ; though ten others similar

in style, but thought to be of an older date,

have been given in the original with the

before-mentioned five, by M. Paulin Paris,

He is considered by Legrand as the inventor

of the Romance. These five short poems,
entitled respectively " Belle Argentine,
Ammelot, Lai d'Idoine, Lai d'Isabeau, and
Lai de Beatrix," contain each a love-tale,

concluding generally with some catastrophe

which unites the lovers ; they are composed
of a various number of stanzas, each ending
with a burden which is the same through-
out. One of them, " Belle Argentine," which
recounts the misfortimes, wanderings, and
final restoration of a wife turned adrift by
her husband for the love of her maid, is

supposed to allude to the conduct of Philip

Augustus towards his queens Isemberge
and Agnes of Meranie, each of whom, in

turn, was repudiated by him. Another,
" Isabeau," has reference to the Crusades.
There is much grace and pathos in these

short poems, the simplicity of which forms
a great contrast with the artificial mechan-
ism of the works of the troubadours. Take
for instance Argentine's departure :

—

" Argente has risen to her feet, whether
she will or no ; weeping she takes her leave,

sad and wroth ; she begs all the barons to

help her children. Then she kisses them
weeping, and they in turn have embraced
her. When she must part from them, she

becomes almost mad." On her return

:

" When the lady hath recognised her fair

children, such joy hath her heart that she

almost faints. She would not say one word
for a whole kingdom ; she demeans herself

as though her soul were parting ; near her
are her children seated on a bench." The
following is a sample of the language, taken

from the last-quoted stanza :

—

" Quant recomneus a ses biaus enfans la dame
Tel joie en a son cuer qu' a pou que ne se pame.
Ne deist un seul mot pour trestout un roiame

;

Eusement se maintient que s'en allast li ame,
Lez li sunt li enfant assis seur un escame."

The burden is :
" Who hath married a

bad husband, must often grieve in heart."

The music of these songs is in the manu-
scripts of the Royal Library at Paris. (Le-
grand d'Aussy, Fabliaux ; Leroux de Lincy,

Jiecueil de Chants Historiques Frangais, 1st

Series, Paris, 1841.) J. M. L.

AUDENAERDE, or OUDENAERDE,
ROBERT VAN, a Flemish historical and
portrait painter, etcher, and engraver, born
at Ghent in 1663: he took the name of Au-
denaerde from the birth-place of his father.
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He learnt painting of Mierhop and J. van
Cleef; and in 1685 he went to Rome, and
entered the school of Carlo INIaratta, who,
from an etching which he saw from one of
his own pictures, advised Audenaerde to fol-

low engraving. This he did, but did not
entirely give up painting ; and during the
seventeen years which he lived in Rome, he
engraved many prints after INIaratta. Frey
and Audenaerde were Maratta's favourite

engravers. Audenaerde was a clever etcher,

but he never used the graver with any great
degree of skill or freedom ; his best prints

are those in which he used both the point
and the graver. It was the advice of Ma-
ratta, that, in historical engraving, the etching-
needle should be used as much as possible,

and the graver only for those effects which
could not be obtained with the needle. Water-
loo carried out this principle to great perfection
in landscape-engraving. There are or were
some altar-pieces by Audenaerde at Ghent

;

the best was that of St. Peter in the monastery
of the Carthusians. As a painter, he was a
good colourist ; but he painted few pictures.

His prints, on the other hand, are numerous

;

the best of them are some of those which he
engraved after Maratta, particularly the fol-

lowing:—Agar in the Desert; David with
the Head of Goliath ; Bathsheba in the Bath

;

Christ on the Mount of Olives ; a Pieta ; a
San Filippo Neri; the Martyrdom of San
Biagio ; and Apollo and Daphne. He made
also, according to Gandellini, copies of An-
dreani's woodcuts of Mantegna's " Triumph of
Julius Caesar," and a print of Guide's Aurora
in the Rospigliosi Palace at Rome, a picture

which Frey likewise engraved.

Huber mentions a set of medallion por-

traits of the family of the Cardinal Barbarigo,

which was commenced by Audenaerde for

that cardinal, after whose death, however,
the work was for some years suspended. It

was completed by the cardinal's family, and
was published at Padua in 1762, under the

title " Numismata virorum illustrium ex
gente Barbarica," and was sold at the Bar-
barigo Palace for twelve zecchini. Every
portrait is accompanied with emblems, and
Latin verses, of which Audenaerde was the

author. Among his prints is one from the

Descent from the Cross, by Daniele da Vol-
terra, at Rome. There are prints also by
him after Domenichino, Annibal Carracci,

Pietro da Cortona, Bernini, and others. His
works are marked sometimes with an r and
a V upon an a, and sometimes with r. v.

A. G., the G signifying Gandensis, or of

Ghent. He died at Ghent in 1743. (Des-

camps. La Vie des Peintres Flamands, See.
;

Gandellini, Notizie degli Intagliatori, &c.

;

Heineken, Dictioanaire des Artistes, &c.

;

Huber, Manuel des Amateurs, &c.)

R. N. W.
AUDE'NTIUS, a theological writer of

uncertain date. All that is known of him
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appears to rest on the authority of Gennadius
of Marseille, a writer of the fifth centuiy,

who drew up a supplement to Jerome's Cata-

logue of Ecclesiastical Wi-iters, and whose
account is as follows :

—" Audentius, a Spanish

bishop, wrote a book against the Manichaeans,

the Sabellians, the Arians, and chiefly and
with especial design against the Photinians,

who are now called Bonosians ; which book
he entitled * A Treatise on the Faith against

Heretics.' He shows in it that the Son of

God is co-eternal with the Father, and that

he did not first receive his Godhead, when
by the power of God his human nature was
conceived and born of the Virgin Mai-y."

(Gennadius, De Viris Illustribus, c. 14, in

the Bibliotheca Ecclesiastica of Fabricius,

Hamburg, 1718, fol.) Cave assigns Audentius

to the middle, and Possevino to the latter end
of the fourth century; but nothing definite

can be gathered from the notice of Gennadius,

except that Audentius was antecedent to that

writer. (Cave, Scriptorum Kcclesiasticorum

Historia Literaria ; Possevino, Apparatus
Sacer.) J. C. M.
AUDIBERT was born at Toulouse, about

1720, and became vicar of Vieille-Toulouse,

a village which he believed, on account of

the antiquities discovered there, to be the site

of the capital of the Volcoe Tectosages, in op-

position to the opinion of most writers. La-
faille and Raynal among the number, who
place the site at the modern city of Toulouse.

Audibert defended his hypothesis in a " Dis-

sertation sur les Origines de Toulouse,"

Avignon, 1764, 8vo. his only published work.

He died in 1770. {Biographie Toulousaine,

i. 22.) J. W.
AUDIFFRED, J. P., a French mathema-

tician of the last century. He published, in

conjunction with F. N. Babeuf, a work en-

titled " Cadastre Perpetuel," Paris, 1789,

Svo., in the title-page and preface to which
mention is made of a mode of surveying in-

troduced by Audiffred, by means of a new
instrument called the " Trigonometrical

Graphometer," invented by M. Fyot, for-

merly professor of mathematics in the Aca-
demic of Lyon, and perfected, after many
years' study, by Audiffred. A second instru-

ment, called the " Cyclometer," which Au-
diffred was engaged in improving, is also

mentioned. It was designed for use in con-

junction with the Graphometer. Audiffred

took part in a work called " Nouvelle Theorie
Astronomique," 4to. Paris, 1788. He is not

noticed either in the " Biographic Univer-

selle" or its Supplement, or the " Biographic

des Contemporains," or " Biographic des

Hommes vivans." (Preface to the Cadastre

Perpetuel.) J. C. M.
AUDIFFRET, FRANCOIS CE'SAR

JOSEPH MADELON, was born at Dra-
guignan, 15th of January, 1780. After ten

years' service in one of the financial go-

vernment offices at Paris, he was dismissed
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in 1814, shortly after the restoration of the

Bourbons, though decidedly royalist in his

principles; and died at Montmartre, a.d.

1820, "of the consequences (as it is ambi-
guously stated) of mental alienation." He
paid great attention to dramatic literature,

and formed a large collection of theatrical

pieces. He had a considerable hand in the

publication of the first two volumes of the

"Annuaire Dramatique" (1805, 1806), and
assisted in some of the subsequent volumes.
In 1809 he published " L'Almanach des
Spectacles," an annual which did not survive

the first year. (^BiograpJde UniverseUey

Supplement.) J. C. M.
AUDIFFRET, HERCULE, a French

theological writer of the seventeenth century.

He was born at Carpentras, 1 5th May, 1 603,

and having become a member of the Congre-
gation of the Fathers of the Christian Doc-
trine, rose to be general of the body. He was
maternal uncle to the celebrated Flechier,

whose education he directed, and to whom
for twelve years he acted the part of a father,

Flechier joined the Congregation during his

uncle's generalship, but quitted it after his

death. Hercule Audiffret died at Paris, 6th

April, 1659. He was regarded as one of the

most eloquent men of his day, and composed
sermons for those who aspired to the reputa-

tion of good preachers, among whom were
some of the French bishops. One of these

prelates having preached a sermon in one of
the churches of Paris which obtained him
great reputation, a wit, who was present, and
knew who was the real author of the dis-

course, observed that he had been listening

in a sermon to the labours of Hercules. Au-
diffret is described in the " Me'moires de
Trevoux," Nov. 1711, as one of the great

refonners of pulpit eloquence in France.

His funeral orations for Marguerite de Mont-
morency, Princess of Condc', and for the

Duke of Candale, were admired for their

good taste. The following works of Audif-
fret have been published:— 1. " Questions et

Explications spirituelles et curieuses sur le

Pseautier et divers Pseaumes," 12mo. Paris,

1668; 2. " Ouvrages de Piete'," 3 tomes,

12mo. Paris, 1675. If these were the first

editions, both publications must have been
posthumous. (Biographical notices of Fle-

chier prefixed to an edition of his Works, in

10 vols. 8vo. Nimes, 1782; Catalogue des

Livres imprimez de la Bihliotheque du Roi—
Theologie, ii. partie, Nos. 6035, 6041.)

J. C. M.
AUDIFFRET, JEAN BAPTISTE D', son

of Louis Audiffret, an Avocat au Parlement,
was born at Marseille. He published " La
Geographic ancienne, moderne, et historique,"

Paris, 1689—91, 2 vols. 4to. ; 1694, 3 vols.

12mo. He died at Nancy, in 1733, aged
seventy-two years. According to La Renau-
diere, Audiffret was sent to Nancy as envoy
extraordinary to the Count of Lorraine,
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having previously discharged the same office

at Mantua, Parma, and Modena successively.

He was among the first who sought to com-
bine historical notices with topographical

description. (Le Long, Bibliotheque Histo-

rique de la France ; Watt, Bibliotheca

Britannica ; Biographie Universelle.) W. W.
AUDIFFRET, LOUIS, an advocate of

the parliament, apparently of Aix in Pro-
vence, and father of the geographer J. B.
Audifii-et, He was the author of a work in

4to. called " L'immuable Fidelite de la Ville

de Marseille." (Le Long, Bibliotheque His-
torique de la France, No. 38,233.') J. C. M.
AUDIFFRET, POLYEUCTE, a native

of Provence, born at Barjols, about 1750,
of the same family as Frangois Cesar Joseph
Madelon Audifiret mentioned above. His
early life was very disorderly; but being
led to forsake his licentious habits, he became
a Trappist. On the occurrence of the French
revolution he retired into Italy, and, after

some years, entered a Camaldolite convent in

the kingdom of Naples, where he died in 1807.

He was well acquainted with numismatics, and
had collected a rich cabinet of medals. {Bio-
graphic Universelle, Supplement.) J. C. M.
AUDIGIER, a French historian of the

seventeenth century, author of a work " De
rOrigine des Fran9ois et de leur Empire,"
2 vols. 12mo. Paris, 1676. Le Long says

there is no difficulty in finding out that the

author was a Gascon; but nothing more
seems to be known of him, nor is he noticed

by Moreri, or in the " Biographie Univer-
selle." He had two special objects in his

work : the first was, to discover the origin of
the Franks, who, he endeavours to prove,

were descended from the Gauls that emi-
grated (according to Livy) into Germany,
under Sigovesus, in the time of Tarquin the

elder; the second was, to show that the

Frankish kingdom originated in a division

of the Roman empire. He showed his na-

tional feeling by making the Gauls under
Sigovesus come from the neighbourhood of

the Pyrenees. (Le Long, Bibliotheque His-
torique de la France, No. 15,430; Lenglet du
Fresnoy, Me'thode pour e'tudier VHistoire,

tom. iv. p. 10.) J. C. M.
AUDIGIER, a French historian of the

eighteenth century, not to be confounded with
the subject of the last article. He was born
at Clermont in Auvergne, of a good family,

and having entered the church, became a

canon of the Cathedral of Clermont while
Massillon was bishop. He is the author of a
" Histoire civile, litteraire, et religieuse de
la Province d'Auvergne," which exists in

manuscript in the King's Library at Paris.

It contains some useful matter, and modern
writers have made extracts or quotations

from it. Le Long, by mistake, calls the

writer Audusier. (Le Long, Bibliotheque

Historique de la^France, No. 37,440 ; Biogra-
phie Universelle, Supplement.') J. C. M.
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AUDIGUIER, VITAL D', Sieur de la

Menor, a soldier and a man of letters, was
born, according to some, at La Menor, but
more probably at Naiac, both near Ville-

franche in Guienne, about the year 1570. He
was of noble extraction, and the family of the
D'Audiguiers was once both wealthy and
powerful ; but at the time of the birth of
Vital it had fallen into decay, and his father,

an indigent lawyer, filled some petty post in

the magistracy of his native province.

At an early age Vital was sent to school,

but a distaste for study or the ignorance of
his teachers impeded his progress in learning.

With advancing years, he seemed solely de-

sirous of emulating the valour of his ances-

tors, who had been remarkable for an heredi-

tary loyalty. Foremost in every quarrel,

whether fighting duels with his companions
or engaged in more serious conflicts with the

wandering partisans of the rebellious League,
he displayed no symptoms of future eminence
in the world of letters. Dissatisfied with his

conduct, his father recalled him to La Mc'nor,

from which, after a short period, he was
sent to the imiversity (of Paris?), where,
having completed the courses of " Humanity
and Philosophy," he became, nominally at

least, a student of jurisprudence. In 1590
the elder D'Audiguier relinquished his post

to his son. But Vital had no liking for law
or a lawyer's life, and in the spring of the

following year, having been twice attacked

and wounded by some soldiers of the League,
he resigned his situation. He now resolved,

in spite of the opposition of his friends, to

abandon his home. He bade farewell to his

parents, commended them to the care of an
uncle, and, with no wealth but his sword,

sallied forth into the world as a military

adventurer.

The Dutch were at that time successfully

persevering in their struggle to throw ofi" the

yoke of Spain, and D'Audiguier's first inten-

tion was to repair to Holland and ofier his

services to the States. His biographers add,

that the knavery of a servant, who decamped
with his best horse, prevented the execution

of this project ; but a similar story is told of

his predecessor, the poet Marot, and such

coincidences are always suspicious. D'Audi-
guier, however, did not leave France. He
joined the army of Henry IV., and distin-

guished himself in several campaigns against

the League. It is stated that his services

went unrewarded
;
yet as it appears from the

dedication to his poems that previously to

the year 1 604 he was attached to the retinue

of Queen Margaret, it may be reasonably con-

cluded that he owed this distinction to his

exertions in the cause of her husband.

Shortly after the peace, early in the seven-

teenth century, D'Audiguier went to Paris

;

but of his occupations and circumstances

during his residence there, and during the

remaining years of his life, no definite or de-
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tailed account is conveyed in tlie confused
statements of his biographers.

As a courtier, a man of pleasure, and a
poet, he made many friends and patrons.

But his love of duelling involved him in

never-ending misfortunes. On one occasion

he killed his antagonist, and was obliged to

fly from Paris. In the preface to a novel

published in 1G15, he begs the reader to

excuse the many faults of the work, alleging

that the wounds received in a recent duel

prevented him from correcting them. It

must be mentioned, however, that this was per-

haps more his misfortune than his fault : at

least, in a work on duelling, published in

1617, and dedicated to Louis XIII., he be-

seeches the king to put a stop to that barba-

rous practice, unless on solemn and special

occasions.

He seems to have never forsaken the pro-

fession of a soldier, Bayle speaks of letters

written by him in 1621, from Saint Jean
d'Angely, then the seat of war ; and D'Audi-
guier, in the preface before alluded to, men-
tions a recent summons to military service.

His life alternated between the duties of the

camp, the enjoyments of the capital, and the

assiduous cultivation of letters.

For this last pursuit, so far at least as re-

spects fertility of imagination, D'Audiguier
was unusually qualified. The intervals which
choice or necessity interposed between his

hours of business and of pleasure must have
been few and brief; yet his productions in

point of number would not disgrace a life-

time of literary leisure. From 1604 to 1624,
the year of his death, poems, novels, miscel-

laneous treatises, translations from the Spanish,

flowed in quick succession from his pen. His
poems seem to nave been his favourite pro-

ductions
;

yet they brought him neither the

profit nor the reputation of his other works.
In one of his prefaces he declaims against the

anti-poetical spirit of the age, and laments,

with considerable exaggeration, that he has
grown grey in singing the praises of the
great, without receiving either assistance or
applause.

Among the MS. " Lives of the French
Poets," by Coteler, there is one of D'Audi-
guier, from which Barbier has extracted a
curious account of his death. He was play-

ing piquet, it seems, at the house of a pre-

sident of parliament, in the Faubourg Saint

Germain, when perceiving that his part-

ner repeatedly cheated, he exclaimed, " You
are reckoning wrong :" the other gave him
the lie, and at the same time some assassins

rushed from behind the tapestry, and attacked
D'Audiguier with their drawn swords. D'Au-
diguier's sword had been placed upon a couch,
and was seized by his assailants before he
could reach it : he snatched up a stool, how-
ever, and bravely defended himself for some
time, but was at last ovei'pcwered and mur-
dered. " His figure," adds Coteler, who
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knew him, " was tall and commanding, his

countenance mournful ; he was of a thought-
ful and solitary disposition ; for the rest, to-

wards the close of his life, a devout. God-
fearing man, and always a staimch and faith-

ful friend."

Although the works of D'Audiguier are

more remarkable for the ease with which they
were produced, than for any intrinsic excel-

lence, he cannot be denied the praise of having
been among the first to polish and refine the
language of his country. The French Aca-
demy, in 1638, inserted all his prose writings
in their " Catalogue of the most celebrated

Works of our Tongue." His translations

from the Spanish, and especially from Cer-
vantes, were deservedly celebrated in their

day, and contributed to diffuse in France a
knowledge of that noble literature. Among
his poems, which, though published by com-
mand of Queen Margaret of France, are as

uninteresting as they are worthless, two de-

votional pieces, the " Complainte Chrestienne"
and the " Priere," may still be read with
pleasure.

The following is a list of D'Audiguier's
works :

—

1. "La Philosophic Soldade, avec un ma-
nifeste de I'auteur contre ceux qui I'accu-

saient faussement d'avoir voulu livrer sa ville

natale entre les mains des ennemis," Paris,

1604, 12mo. 2. " Le Pourtrait du Monde,"
Paris, 1604, 12mo. 3. " La Flavie de la

Menor," Paris, 1606, 12mo. 4. " La De'faite

d'Amour, et autres oeuvres poetiques de V. D.
5. de la Menor," Paris, 1606, 12mo., re-

printed with alterations and additions under
the title of " CEuvres Poe'tiques," Paris, 1614,

8vo. 5. " Les donees Affections de Lyda-
mant et de Callyante," Paris, 1607, 12mo.
6. " Histoire Ethiopique d'Heliodore " (an
improved edition of Amyot's translation),

Paris, 1609,1614, 1616, 12mo. ; 1626, 8vo.

7. " Epitres Fran9aises et libres Discours,"

Paris, 1611, 8vo., often reprinted. 8. " Les
diverses Fortunes de Panfile et de Nile"
(from a drama by Lope de Vega), Paris,

1614, 8vo. 9. " Histoire tragi-comique des

Amours de Lisandre et de Caliste," Paris,

1615. This work has been often reprinted,

and appeared with a Dutch translation, in two
volumes, Amsterdam, 1663, 12mo., and with
a German translation, Amsterdam, 1670,
12mo. An adaptation of it was published by
the Abbe Guillot de la Chassagne, under
the title of " Le Chevalier des Essarts et la

Comtesse de Bercy . . . Par M. G. D. C,"
2 vols. Amsterdam (Paris), 1735, 12mo.
10. " Le vi-ai et ancien usage des Duels,"

Paris, 1617, 8vo. 11. " Les Maximes de

Guerre du Marechal de Biron" (with notes),

Paris, 1617, 8vo. 12. " Six Nouvelles de
Michel Cervantes," translated from the Spa-

nish, with " Six autres Nouvelles de la Tra-

duction de Francois de Kosset," Paris, 1618,

8vo. 13. " Les Travaux de Persiles et de
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Sigismonde," from the Spanish of Cervantes,
Paris, 1618, 1626, 1653, 1681, 8vo. 14. " Re-
lations de Marc d'Obregon," translated from
the Spanish, Paris, 1618, 8vo. 15. " Traite'

de la Conversion de la Magdelaine," trans-

lated from the Spanish, Paris, 1619, 8vo.

16. " Stances en I'Honneur de Louis XIII."
Paris, 1620. 17. " L'Antiquite' des Larrons,"
from the Spanish of Garcia, Paris, 1621, 8vo.

18. " La Perfection du Chretien," from the

Spanish of Rodriguez, 3 vols. Paris, 1G23,
4to. 19. " Les Amours d'Aristandi'e et de
Cleonice," Paris, 1625, 8vo. 20. " Diverses
Aiiiections de Minerve ; Palinodie de FAuteur

;

les e'pitres et libres discours du menie,"
Paris, 1625, 8vo. 21. " Epitres Franyaises
et libres Discours," Paris, 1625, 8vo.

22. " Discours," in prose, on the apparition of
his deceased valet. Several of D'Audiguier's
poems may be found in the collection edited

by Jean de Lingendes, Paris and Lyon, 1615.

Specimens of his prose are contained in La
Serre's compilation entitled " Le Bouquet des
plus belles fleurs de Teloquence cueilli dans
les jardins des Sieurs Du Perron, D'Audiguier,
&c.," Paris, 1625, 8vo. (Goujet, Bihliotheque

Frangaise, vol. xiv. 341—354 ; Barbier, Ex-
amen critique et complement des Uictionnaires

Historiques ] Bayle, Dictionnaire Historique
et Critique, augmente de notes extraites de

Cltaiifepie, &c. ; Dictionnaire Universel His-
torique, &c. ; Biographie Universelle ; D'Au-
diguiei'. Works.) G. B.
AUDIN-ROUVIERE, JOSEPH MARIE,

was born at Carpentras in the present de-

partment of Vaucluse, in 1764. He went
through a course of classical studies and com-
menced his medical education at Montpellier.

In 1 789 he repaired to Paris for the purpose
of taking his degree of doctor of the faculty

of medicine, and attended the lectures of

Portal, Louis, and Pelletan. The Revolution,

however," prevented him taking his degree.

The medical society of Paris having offered

a prize for the best essay on the medical and
physical topography of Paris, he wrote for it

;

but although the prize was never awarded,
the Committee of Public Instruction ofthe Na-
tional Convention awarded him 1200 francs

towards the expenses ofpublishing his produc-
tion. This essay was published in Paris in

1794 with the title " Essai sur la topographic

physique et medicale de Paris, ou Dissertation

sur les substances qui peuveut influer sur la

sante des habitans de cette cite," 8vo. This
essay was translated into German : in addi-

tion to the topographical particulars, it gives

an account of the hospitals of Paris. Whilst
a student in Paris he also contributed many
articles on hygiene to the " Journal Medical,"
edited by Bacher. In 1794 he joined the

army, and was attached to the military hos-
pital of Milan. In 1795 he published a
work recommending inoculation, with the

title " Me'moire sur la necessite' de ITnocula-
tion a Paris et sur I'utilite' d'un hospice dcs-
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tine k cette operation," Paris, 8vo. He re-

turned from Italy to Paris in 1798, and gave
a course of lectures on hygiene to the Ly-
cee des Etrangers, of which he was a mem-
ber. In 1800 he was attached as physician
to the campaign of Marengo. His residence
in Lombardy was not long, but he became
acquainted with the composition of a cele-

brated popular remedy, which he vended on
his return to Paris, after the peace of Lune-
ville, under the name of " grains de vie" or
" grains de sante." He is said in this way
to have realized a large income.

In 1794 Audin published a work entitled
" La Me'decine sans Medecin ;" but it attracted

little notice at the time. He republished this

work, as it appears, in 1820 ; although Querard
states that the first edition was 'published in

1824. This work was written on the prin-

ciple of making every man his own physician,

and is one of the most popular medical works
in France. A thirteenth edition was pub-
lished in Paris in 1830; and it has been
translated into almost all European languages.
This work contains some useful precepts, is

written in an agreeable style ; but one great
end the author had in view in writing the
late editions was evidently to sell his " grains

de vie." In 1826 he published a little work
on leeches, entitled " Plus de Sang-sues,"

Paris, 8vo. This work was directed against

the abuse of leeches, and caused a law-suit

between the author and Dr. Frappart, Audin
having charged the doctor with having ap-

plied eighteen hundred leeches to General
Foy. He also published several extracts from
his work on Physic without a Doctor, with
distinct titles. These were—" Chronique
Me'dicale de Paris," Paris, 1827 ;

" Hygiene
abre'gee," Paris, 1827 ;

" Oracle de la Sante',"

Paris, 1829. He accumulated a large for-

tune, was distinguished for his hospitality,

and obtained a distinguished place in the
" Almanach des Gourmands." He died of
cholera, on the 23rd of April, 1832. (^Biog.

Univ. Supp. ; Que'rard, La France Litte-

raire.) E. L.

AUDINOT, NICOLAS ME'DARD, was
born at Nancy, and made his first appearance

on the stage in 1764, at the The'atre Italien.

He quarrelled with his brother actors and
left the company in 1767, but two years after

he returned to Paris, and set up a booth at the

fair of St. Germain, the actors in which were
wooden puppets, each of which had a ridicu-

lous resemblance to some performer at the

Theatre Italien. The idea pleased the Pa-
risians, and Audinot was so successful that

he was enabled to build the Theatre de

rAmbigu-Comique, where he replaced his

puppets by a juvenile company, who per-

formed with equal applause. When these

grew too old to pass for prodigies any longer,

Audinot enlai*ged his theatre, and produced

series of pantomimes and grand spectacles,

by tlie great " run " of which he amassed a
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fortune. He died on the 21st May, 1801,

leaving the tlieatre, the popularity of which
had then passed away, to his son. Audinot
was author of " Le Tonnelier," a piece which
failed when first produced, but was almost en-

tirely re-written by M. Quetant, and highly

successful on its reproduction in 1782. The
principal character was sustained by Audinot,

who was a great favourite in what the French
call apron-parts, such as those of working-

men. Audinot also wrote " Dorothe'e," a

pantomime, and he is sometimes called the

introducer of melo-dramas, which he de-

signated, aptly enough, as " pantomimes dia-

loguees." He had a talent for music, and
composed some pieces for his own theatre.

(Arnault, &c., Biographie Nouvelle des Con-

temporains, i. 269; Theatre de V Opera
Comique, v. 141 ; Notice prefixed to " Le
Tonnelier.") J. W.
AUDIUS. [AuD^us.]
AUDLEY, or more properly DE AL-

DITHLEY, HENRY, the first of the line

of Lords Audley, barons by tenure, and sub-

sequently by writ, whose titles and estates

descended, on the failure of the male line, to

the family of Touchet, is supposed by Dug-
dale to have belonged to the ancient family

of Verdon, of Alton, in Staffordshire, and to

have assumed the name of Aldithley (or, as

it is sometimes written, Aldithleg), which
has been corrupted into Audley, about the

time of King John, from the inheritance of

Aldithley (now Audley), in the same county,

which he received from Nicholas de Verdon.

He adhered to John in his contest with the

rebellious barons, and he was, according to

Dugdale, " an active person in the times

wherein he lived," and " in no small esteem

with Ranulph, Earl of Chester and Lincoln,"

who is said to have been the greatest subject

of England in his time, and for whom Audley
performed the duties of sheriff for the coun-

ties of Shropshire and Staffordshire during

the first four years of the reign of Henry IIL
Of his other public services and the rewards
which he received for them, Dugdale gives a

minute account. In 1223 he founded and
endowed an abbey for Cistercian monks, at

Hilton, in Staffordshire. The date of his

death is not recorded, but it appears to have
been between the years 1241, when he was
one of the messengers or commissioners ap-

pointed by Henry IIL to meet David, Prince

of Wales, at Shrewsbuiy, to receive satisfac-

tion for the grievances of which complaint

had been made against him, and 1247, about

which latter year his son did homage for,

and received livery of his lands. (Dugdale,

Baronage of England, i. 746, 747 ; Owen and
Blakeway, History of Shrewsburi/, i. 113,
1 1 c \ ITS
AUDLEY, JAMES, LORD, the son and

successor of Henry, the first Baron Audley,

or de Aldithley, did homage for his father's

lands in the 31st year of Henry IIL, about
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the year 1247, and distinguished himself by
his adherence to Henry IIL, and his services

against the Welsh rebels, who were headed
by their native prince, Llewellyn. He re-

ceived several appointments of trust from the

king, among which was that of Justice of
Ireland ; and his firm attachment to the royal

cause, during the troubles of the latter part of

Henry's reign, rendered him so obnoxious to

the rebellious barons, that they seized upon
his castles and lands in Shropshire and Staf-

fordshire. He was one of the peers appointed
on the king's behalf under what were termed
the "Provisions ofOxford;" and when Henry
was taken prisoner at the laattle of Lewes, he
raised forces to assist in his rescue. About
the year 1268 he undertook a pilgrimage to

St. James in Galicia, and two years later he
went to the Holy Land, " after which," ob-

serves Dugdale, "ere long, viz. in ann. 1272

(56 Hen. IIL), he broke his neck," after his

return to England, we presume, although this

is not distinctly stated. (Dugdale, Baronage

of England, i. 747, 748.) J. T. S.

AUDLEY, JAMES, LORD, the second
of the Lords Audley, barons by writ, who
succeeded the Lords Audley, or De Aldith-

ley, barons by tenure, on the death, without
issue, of the seventh and last of that line,

appears to have been born in the seventh year
of Edward IL, about 1314, to have succeeded
his father Nicholas, when about three years

old, and to have very early distinguished

himself in the wars against the Scots, for

his services in which Edward III. forgave
him a covenant for 10,000 marks which he
had given to Roger Mortimer, Earl of March,
and which, upon Roger's attainder, had been
forfeited to the king. In the sixteenth year of
Edward IIL, about 1342, he was made custos

or governor of the town of Berwick-upon-
Tweed, and also the king's Justice of that

town, and of all other lands belonging to the

king in the neighbouring parts of Scotland.

He was summoned to parliament, according

to Nicolas, from the 25th of January, in the

fourth year of Edward IIL, 1330, to the 8th

of August, in the tenth year of Richard IL,

1386, in which year Nicolas places the date

of his death. Other authorities, however, give

it a year earlier. This individual is chiefly

worthy of notice because he has been gene-
rally confounded with the Sir James, or, as

he is often called. Lord James Audley, who
distinguished himself in the French wars,

and who died several years earlier [Aud-
ley, Sir James] ; and Ashmole tries to ex-

plain one of the discrepancies thus occa-

sioned by alluding to a son James, of whom
Dugdale makes no mention. James, Lord
Audley, called, by way of distinction. Lord
Audley of Helc-gh, was succeeded by his son

Nicholas, who died without issue in 1392,

when the title descended to the family of

Touchet. (Dugdale, Baronage of England,

i. 748—750 ; Ashmole, Institution, Laws, and
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Ceremonies of the Most Noble Order of the

Garter, 704—706 ; Nicolas, Synopsis of the

Peerage of England, i. 34 ; Beltz, Memorials

of the Order of the Garter, 75, &c.) J. T. S.

AUDLEY, or AUDELEY, SIR JAMES,
one of the original knights or founders of the

Order of the Garter, has been supposed by
Dugdale, Ashmole, and other writers to be

the same person as the Lord James Audley
who died in 1385 or 1386 (the subject of

the preceding memoir), though the researches

of the late G. F. Beltz, Esq., Lancaster

Herald, have brought to light sufficient

proof of his having been a different per-

son, though probably descended from the

same original stock. He appears to have
been the son of a Sir James Audeley, or de

Audele, ^ho served in the expedition to Gas-
cony in 1324, and in that to Scotland in 1327,

and to have obtained letters of protection in

1346, as James, the son of James de Audeley,
of Stretton Audeley, in Oxfordshire, to pro-

ceed beyond sea in the retinue of Edward
the Black Prince, who then attended his

father, Edward HT., into France. Various
incidental notices in Froissart and other con-

temporary authorities, which are fiilly re-

ferred to by Mr. Beltz, show that Audley
was engaged in connection with the Black
Prince, and frequently in personal attendance

upon him, at various times between the above

date and that of the battle of Poictiers, in

which his gallant conduct was eminently

conspicuous. In recording the preparations

for that great battle, which was fought on
the 19th of September, 1356, Froissart relates

that Sir James Audley (who is generally

called Lord James Audeley in Johnes's trans-

lation), so soon as he saw that the armies

must certainly engage, requested permission

to quit the prince, in order that he might, in

fulfilment of a vow which he had formerly

made, stand foremost in the attack, and either

prove himself the best combatant in the Eng-
lish army, or die in the attempt. His request

being granted, he, with his four squires, per-

formed prodigies of valour throughout the

battle. He advanced so eagerly as to engage
for a considerable time the Lord Arnold
d'Andregheu, Marshal of France, under his

banner; and, without stopping to take any
prisoners, he employed his whole time in

fighting and following his enemies, continuing

to fight in the heat of the battle until severely

wounded in the body, head, and face, and
covered with blood. Towards the close of

the engagement his squires led him out of the

fight, and laid him under a hedge to dress

his wounds ; and when it was over, the prince

desired that, if he were able to be carried to

his tent, he might be brought to him, offering

to go to him if he were too weak to be moved.
Audley was borne in a litter to the prince,

who immediately, as a reward for his gallant

bearing, retained him as his own knight,

giving him an annual revenue of 500 marks,
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and declaring him the bravest knight on his
side of the battle. On returning to his tent,

in the true spirit of chivalric disinterested-

ness, Audley resigned his annuity to his

attendant squires ; but when this act of gene-
rosity was made known to the prince, he sent

for Audley, and bestowed upon him a further

annual sum of 600 marks, for his own use.

On the renewal of warlike proceedings in

1359, Audley was again engaged in various
sieges and other military operations. In 1362
he went with the Black Prince into Gascony,
and from that period there is no evidence of
his having returned to England. During the

expedition of the prince into Spain, Audley
was appointed governor of Aquitaine ; and in

1369 he filled the high office of seneschal of
Poitou. Among other engagements of that

year, he took part in the capture of La Roche
sur Yon, in Poitou, after which he retired to

his residence at Fontenay-le-Comte, where
he died before the close of the year. His
funeral obsequies were performed with great

ceremony at Poictiers, the prince himself
attending on the occasion. On the formation
of the Order of the Garter, about the year
1344, Audley was appointed to the eleventh

stall on the prince's side, which, after his

death in 1369, was occupied by Sir Thomas
de Granson [Grandison]. (Beltz, Memorials

of the Order of the Garter, pp. clii. 75—84;
Froifcsart, Chronicles of England, France, and
Spain, Johnes's translation, octavo edition,

ii. 320—353, iii. 457, 458.) J. T. S.

AUDLEY, JOHN. [Awdelay.]
AUDLEY, JOHN. [Awdeley.]
AUDLEY, THOMAS, LORD AUD-

LEY OF WALDEN, Lord Chancellor of
England during the reign of Henry VIII., is

supposed by Dugdale, who could not discover

his extraction, not to have been a member of

the family of Audley, or de Aldithley, of
whom came the early barons of that name.
This supposition is perhaps somewhat con-

firmed by the circumstance that he received

a grant of arms which bear only a slight

allusion to the arms of the baronial family ; a
circumstance which proves at least that he
could not establish his descent from it. Lloyd
states that he was born in Essex, and inti-

mates, though somewhat vaguely, that he

came of an honourable family. Morant
mentions Earl's Colne, in the above county,

as his native place, and says that he was born

in 1488, but gives no account of his ancestry.

His name is sometimes written Awdley or

Awdeley, but on what authority we know not,

as his own letters, of which several are pre-

served among the Cotton MSS. in the British

Museum, are signed Audeley. He is said to

have received a university education, but

whether at Oxford or Cambridge is uncer-

tain ; and the first circumstance which Dug-
dale could discover concerning him was,

that in the eighteenth year of Henry VIII.,

about the year 1 526, he became the Autumn-
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reader in the Inner Temple, " whereby," he
observes, "it appears that, ; having been a

diligent student of the laws, he arrived to a

great proficiency in that commendable learn-

ing." Lloyd intimates that he gained re-

putation in tliis office by his reading on the

Statute of Privileges, which, he says, com-
mended him to the king's service. About
three years later he was made Speaker of the

House of Commons in that Long Parliament

which, continuing by prorogation until the

twenty-seventh year of the reign, effected the

dissolution of all the smaller religious houses

the revenues of which did not exceed 200/.

per annum. In the twenty-second of Henry
VIII., about the year 1530, he became at-

torney for the Duchy of Lancaster, an ap-

pointment which appears to have been given
to him on the recommendation of the Duke
of Suffolk, to whom he was steward or

chancellor; and about the same time he
was advanced to the dignity of a sergeant-

at-law, and speedily appointed king's ser-

geant. Having risen thus rapidly in the

royal favour, Dugdale observes that no
further promotion was thought too great for

him, for, in 1532, upon the resignation of
Sir Thomas More, he was knighted and
made lord keeper of the great seal, which
was delivered to him at East Greenwich in

the month of May in that year ; and on the

26th of January, 1533, he was made Lord
Chancellor of England, an office which he
held until within a few days of his death,

when he resigned the S3als.

Dugdale expresses an opinion that the

subsequent proceedings of Audley, with re-

ference to the dissolution of monastic esta-

blishments, leave no doubt of his having been
instrumental, in no small degree, in the ear-

lier measures of suppression sanctioned by
the Parliament of which he was Speaker

;

and which, from the obnoxious character of
many of its proceedings, is styled by some
writers the Black Parliament. Be this as it

may, he appears to have been a man emi-
nently qualified to become a principal agent
in the arbitrary proceedings of Henry VIII.

;

and one who did not hesitate to turn them to

his own aggrandizement. Lloyd says that

he was a member of the Black Parliament by
his own interest, and Speaker by the king's

choice. " Sir Thomas More," he observes,
" was to serve the crown in the Lords' House,
and Sir Thomas Audley was to succeed him
in the House of Commons." Kippis observes

that " In an age of the meanest compliances
with the will of the prince. Lord Audley un-
doubtedly equalled, if he did not exceed, all

his contemporaries in servility ;" and the very
full account of the proceedings of the Parlia-

ment over which he presided, given in the

memoir of Audley in the " Biographia Bri-

tannica," aifords sufficient illustration of the

remark, which also accords with the cha-

racter given by Lloyd, who savs that " He
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was well seen in the flexures and windings
of afiairs, at the depths whereof other heads
not so steady turned giddy : he had the arts
of a statesman and the closeness of a politi-

cian : reserved he was, but no dissembler :"

although, as he previously remarks, " The
age was uncertain, interest not so;" and
Audley " was fixed on the one, above the
alterations of the other ; understanding what
was most convenient, at a time when there
was nothing lauful."

Eespecting the rewards which Audley re-

ceived for his services. Fuller quaintly
remarks that " In the feast of abbey lands.
King Henry VIII. carved unto him the first
cut, and that, I assure you," he observes,
" was a dainty morsel." It was the priory of
canons of the Holy Trinity, commonly called
Christ Church, near Aldgate, in the city of
London, the site and precincts of which,
together with all the plate and lands belong-
ing to the establishment, were, shortly after
his appointment to the chancellorship, be-
stowed upon Audley, who converted the
priory into a residence for himself. Dug-
dale also adduces proofs of his activity in

promoting the surrender of other establish-

ments, and in securing a share of the spoil

for himself. He at length succeeded in
obtaining the great abbey of Walden, in

Essex, after pleading "that he had in this

world sustained great damage and infamy in
serving the king, which the grant of that
should recompense ;" and, having gained
possession of this noble estate, he was cre-
ated, by letters patent bearing date the 29 th
of November, in the thirtieth year of Henry
VIII., 1538, Baron Audley, of Walden. He
was also invested, in 1540, with the Order of
the Garter. Audley did not long enjoy these
great accessions of wealth and honour, but
died at his residence at Christ Church, on
the last day of April, 1544 (according to
his epitaph, though some authorities say the
8th of May), at the age of fifty-six. He
was, according to the directions given in his

will, buried at Walden.
Though by no means the most virulent

enemy of that great and good man, the Lord
Chancellor Audley will be especially remem-
bered as the chief judge of Sir Thomas More.
When the first attempt was made to procure
the attainder of More, on a charge of mis-
prision of treason, in connection with the
matter of Elizabeth Barton, Audley was one
of the commissioners before whom he was
called to appear; but such seems to have
been his conviction that, if More were al-

lowed to speak in his own defence, the accu-
sation would be overthrown, that when he
saw the king vehemently set upon the passing
of the bill of attainder, and bent upon being
present himself to hear his defence before the
House of Lords, he and the other commis-
sioners for the examination of More besought
Henry on their knees to forbear from a course
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which they considered so likely to lead to a

public overthrow of his cause. Roper states

also, that the Lord Chancellor and the Secre-

tary of State made such additions to the oath

confirming the supremacy and the second

marriage of the king as should make it more
agreeable to him ; and that More, perceiving

how they had exceeded the language of the

statute, conceived that they would be unable

by their own law to justify his imprisonment

for refusing to take it. Before his trial,

Audley and other members of the Privy
Council exerted all their policy in vain to

bring More either to admit or distinctly to

deny Henry's supremacy ; and having failed

in these efforts, the Chancellor, either by a

shrewd attempt to prevent the prisoner from
being freely heard, or by a most unaccount-

able act of forgetfulness, proceeded to pass

judgment upon him immediately upon the

giving in of the verdict, without the custo-

mary form of asking him what he could

plead in arrest of judgment. More stopped

him to claim this right, which Audley does

not appear to have contested. The con-

trast presented by the characters of Audley
and More was remarkable, and led Lloyd to

observe that " When Sir Thomas could not

act with the times, Sir Thomas Audley could

;

the one being weary of the seal, the other

takes it."

Audley is the reputed founder of Mag-
dalen College, Cambridge, the patronage of

which is vested in his representatives; but

the college which bears that name was ori-

ginally founded by Edward Stafford, Duke of

Buckingham, about the year 1519, under the

name of Buckingham College, The institu-

tion was yet incomplete when, in 1521, it

came into possession of the crown upon the

attainder of Buckingham. In the 34th year

of Henry VIIL (1542), Lord Audley entered

into articles of agreement with the king, by
virtue of which the college was regularly in-

corporated under the name of St. Mary Mag-
dalen, which, Parker observes, is " vulgarly

in English pronounced Maudleyn, contains

the founder's name, with addition of two
letters, one at the beginning and the other at

the end." Audley assigned certain lands and
tenements formerly belonging to the priory

of the Holy Trinity towards the support of

the re-established college, but they proved
insufficient to the maintenance of an esta-

blishment of the extent originally proposed,

and at the death of Audley there were only
four fellows, besides the master, instead of

eight, which was the number proposed.

Audley died without male issue, and con-

sequently the barony became extinct. His
daughter married, first, a younger son of the

Duke of Northumberland, and subsequently

Thomas, Duke of Norfolk, by whom she had
a son Thomas, who was summoned to par-

liament as Baron Howard of Walden, and
who founded at Walden, upon the ruins of
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the abbey, the stately mansion of Audley-
End. (Dugdale, Baronage of England, ii.

382, 383; Lloyd, State Worthies, Whit-
worth's edition, 1766, i. 81—8G ; Fuller,

Histortj of the Worthies of England, Nichols's
edition, 1811, i. 347; Moraut, History of
Essex, ii. 548, 549 ; Kippis, Biographia Bri-
tannica ; Roper, Life of Sir Thomas More,
Singer's edition, 1817, pp. 78—111; Acker-
mann, History of the University of Cambridge,
ii. 147—149 ; Parker, History and Antiqui-
ties of the University of Cambridge, 133, 134;
Beltz, Memorials of the Order of the Garter,

p. clxxiv.) J. T. S.

AUDLEY, BARONS, of the Touchet
family. [Touchet.]
AUDOIN. [Alduin.]
AUDOIN DE CHAIGNEBRUN,

HENRI, was born in 1713 or 1714, at Clief-

boutonne in the department Des Deux Sevres.

After studying surgery at Paris he returned
home, and for a short time was engaged in

surgical practice ; but on the advice of his

former teachers he afterwards settled in Paris.

In 1745 he served as surgeon in the amiy,
and on his return from the campaign was
appointed to the office of watching and treat-

ing epidemic diseases in the ge'ne'raUte of
Paris. Soon after this he received the degree
of Doctor of Medicine at Montpellier. He
continued in the office just mentioned for

thirty-five years, discharging its duties with
admirable zeal, and returning to it after

being five or six times attacked by infectious

diseases, and once by the malignant pustule.

He died in 1781, leaving the following works

:

1. '• Parallele nouveau, ou abrege des diffe'-

rentes methodes de tailler," Paris, 1749, 4to.

2. " Lettre a M. Guattani sur la Caute'risation

des plaies d'Armes a feu," Paris, 1 749, 4to.

Both these are small and unimportant works.

3. " Relation d'une Maladie e'pide'mique et

contagieuse qui a regne en 1757 sur les Ani-
maux de la Brie," Paris, 1762, 12mo. ; a
work very highly esteemed at the time of its

publication. 4. " Cartes microcosmogra-
phiques, ou Description du Corps humain,"
Paris, 4to. 17G8 (so dated, though it was not
published till 1770). It was the cause of a
quarrel between the author and M. Chirol,

whom he accused of plagiarism for having
published similar plates before the period of

the privilege granted to his own had. com-
pletely expired. Audoin was also the author

of some papers published in the 12th, 16th,

46th, and 52nd volumes of the " Journal de

Medecine" and of two remarkable essays on
epizootic diseases, and one on a case of gan-

grene of the leg, published by his friend M.
Goulin in his " Memoires litteraires, cri-

tiques, &c." in 1777. (Goulin, Encyclope'die

3Ie'thodique, Me'decine.) J. P.

AUDO'LEON (AvSoXeoov). A king of the

Pffionians, named Audoleon, is mentioned by
Diodorus (xx. 19) as having received the

assistance of Cassander, King of Macedonia,
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who reigned B.C. 315—296, against the Au-
tariatee. There are medals of a King Audo-
leon, with a Greek legend Ai/SwAeofros and
AvSwkeouTos ISacnXccos. The smaller medals

are not very rare : the tetradrachms are rare.

(Rasche, Lexic. Rei Numarice.) G. L.

AUDOUIN DE GE'KONVAL, MAU-
RICE ERNEST, was born at Paris in the

year 1802. He was secretary to theAcademie

de r Industrie and to the Socie'te' de Statis-

tique Universelle, and also member of se-

veral learned societies. His death took

place in Paris in 1839. He wrote— 1. " Me'-

moire sur les Jacheres," 8vo. 2. " Projet

d'une Ferme Modele, adopte'e par I'Institut,"

1820, 8vo. The idea of the establishment of

a model farm is said to have originated with

Audouin. 3. " Les Esperances des Fran^ais

au berceau de S. A. R. Mgr. le Due de Bor-

deaux (relation de la Naissance de M. le Due
de Bordeaux, pre'sentee au roi)," Paris, 1820,

8vo. 4. " Considerations sur 1' Industrie,"

Paris, 1821, 8vo. 5. " Le Soldat Vendeen,
mimodrame historique," Paris, 1822, 8vo.

6. " Lettres sur la Champagne ; ou, Me'moires

historiques et critiques sur les Arts, les

Lettres, 1'Industrie, et les Mceurs de cette

Province," Paris, 1822, 12mo.
;

published

again in 1823, 8vo. 7. " Reflexions sur la

Session de 1822," Paris, 1822, 8vo. 8. " Re-

lation du Siege de Mezieres," Paris, 1824,

8vo. 9. " Essai historique sur le Sacre des

Rois de France," 1824, 8vo. 10. " Epitre a

M. le Baron de Hake. . . .sur les Bienfaits de

la Restauration Fran^aise, suivie d'une Lettre

sur le Sacre des Rois de France," Paris, 1825,

5vo. 11. " Manuel de I'lmprimeur; ou,

Traite de Typographic." Paris, 1826, 18mo.

12. " Celine," Paris, 1828, 12mo. 13. " Le
Page du Paladin, conte fantastique," 1830,

8vo. 14. " La Fille du Condamne', Villa-

nelle, a Madame Danjou, Fille de I'infortune

Lesurques," Paris, 1835, 8vo. Audouin was
also the author of several works which have

not been published, amongst which are— 1,

*' Essai sur 1'Education physique." 2. " Le
Maudit ; ou, Souvenirs de la Suisse." 3. " Re-

sume de I'Histoire de Corse." 4. " Chimie
en xii. le9ons ; ou, Elemens de cette science

re'duits en tableaux synoptiques." 5. " Une
Flore des Ardennes." A full list will be

found in Querard. Audouin was also a fre-

quent contributor to several scientific and
literary periodicals, and is said to {have been

the author of some vaudevilles which were
represented in Paris and the provinces, but

have not been printed. (Querard, La France
litte'raire, and La Litterature Frangaise con-

temporaine ; Guyot de Fere, Statistique des

Lettres et des Sciences en France, 86—306.)
J. W. J.

AUDOUIN, JEAN VICTOR, was born

at Paris on the 27th of April, 1797. His

early education was intended to fit him for

the law, the study of which he commenced.
His inclinations however were towards the
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study of organic nature, and he accordingly
gave up the law for the study of medicine.

His mind was early directed to the study of

that department of the animal kingdom
which comprised the large class of insects.

The first paper which he published was a
description of an animal belonging to the

class Insecta, in 1818, and from this date to

the time of his death, his labours on this class

of animals and those connected with it were
incessant. The results of most of his investi-

gations were published in the form of contri-

butions to the various journals or in the

Transactions of Societies. These papers were
numerous, and they are all valuable. The fol-

lowing are the most important of his papers :

— 1818. " Anatomy of the Larv^a of Conops."
(In " Mem, Soc. d'Hist. Nat. de Paris," t. i.

and " Journ. de Phys.," t. Ixxxviii.)—1820.
" On the natural relations which exist between
the masticating and locomotive organs of

Crustacea, Hexapod insects, and Arachnida."

(Abstracted in Cuvier's " Analysis of the

Academy of Science," 1820.)— 1820. " On the

Thorax of articulated animals, particularly

insects" (partly published in " Ann. Sc. Nat.,"

t. i.).—1821. "OnAchlysia" (now proved to

be the immature state of Hydrachna). (In
" Mem. Soc. d'Hist. Nat. de Paris," tom. i.)—
1821. " On the natural relations between Tri-

lobites and articulated animals." (In " Ann.
Gen. Sc. Phys.," t. viii.)—1821. "On the

copulative organs of male Bombi." (In the

same.)— 1824. " Letter on the generation of

Insects." ("Ann. Sc. Nat.," t. ii.)—1824.
" Anatomy of Drilus flavescens." (In the

same.)—1824. " Note on a new species of

Achlysia." (In the same.)—1825. " De-
scription of the Plates of Aunulosa " in the

great work upon Egypt. These belonged

to the collection of M. Savigny, whose
notes were lost in the expedition, and who,
on account of blindness, was unable to de-

scribe his own drawings. 1826. " On Ni-

cothoe, parasitic on the Lobster" ) with

M. Edwards). (In " Ann. Sc. Nat.," tom.

ix.)—1826. " On a small Isopodous para-

site upon Callianassa." (In the same.)

—

1826. " Researches upon the natural history

of the Cantharides." (In the same.) This
was afterwards augmented and published as

his medical thesis.— 1827. " Researches upon
the circulation of the Crustacea " (with M.
Edwards). (" Ann. Sc. Nat.," t. xi.)—1827.
" Researches upon the nervous system of

Crustacea" (with M. Edwards). (" Ann. Sc.

Nat.," t. xiv.)—1828. " On the Respiration of

Crustacea" (with M. Edwards). (In the same,

t. XV.)— 1829. "On the Anatomy of Crus-

tacea" (with M. Edwards). (In the same,

t. xxi.)— 1830. " Re'sume d'Entomologie

"

(with M. Edwards), 2 vols. 32mo.— 1830.
" Note on the nervous system of Crustacea

"

(with M. Edwards). (" Ann. Sc. Nat.," t. xx.)
— 1832. " Description of Cicindela 4-macu-

lata." (Guerin, " Mag. Zool.")— 1 832. " Me-
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moir on various Acaridse." (" Ann. Sc. Nat.,"

t. XXV.)—1833. " On the nest of Mygale
fodiens." (" Ann. See. Ent. Fr.," 2)—1833.
" On a coleopterous insect which passes a

great part of its time under water (iEpus
fulvescens)." (•' Nov, Ann. du Mus.," t. iii.)

—1833. " On the Metamorphoses of Dosithea
and its parasitic Ichneumon." (" Ann. Soc.

Ent. Fr./' t. iii.)—1833. " On the habits of

Sitaris humeralis." (In the same, t. iv.)—
1835. "Description of Meloe collegialis.

"

(Guerin, " Mag. Zool.")—1835. " Analysis

of Calculi found in the biliary canals of
Insects." (" Ann. Sc. Nat.," t. v, 2 ser.)—1836. " Researches upon Muscardine."
("Ann. Sc. Nat.," 2 ser. t. v.)—1837. "New
experiments on Muscardine." (In the same.)—1837. " Observations on Cyzycus." ("Ann.
Soc. Ent. Fr.," t. vi.)—1837. " On the nest

of a Brazilian Mygale." (" Ann. Sc. Nat.")— 1837. " On the ravages of the Pyralis of
the vine." (In the same.)— 1837. " On
Scolytus," in Loudon's " Arboretum et Fru-
ticetum Britannicum."—1839. " Exposition
of various observations upon insects injurious

to Agriculture." (" Ann. Sc. Nat.," 2 ser.

t. ix.)— 1839. Entomological instructions for

a traveller in Abyssynia." (" Comptes rendus,"

t. ix.)—1839. " On the habits of Odynerus."
(" Ann. Sc. Nat," 2 ser. t. xi.)— 1840, " Ob-
servations on various insects which attack

timber." (" Ann. Sc. Nat.," 2 ser. t. xiv.)—
1840. "On a specimen of Bombyx Cecro-
pia, reared at Paris." (" Comptes rendus," t.

ii.)—1840. " On the Phosphorescence of
some Articulata." (In the same.)—1840.
" Description of New Cicindelidse," in the
collection of the Jardin des Plantes (with
M. Brulle'). (" Archives du Museum," t. i.)— 1841. " Description of New Crustacea,"
in the same collection (with M. Edwards).
(In the same, t. ii.)

In addition to these contributions, Audouin
wrote many of the Entomological articles in

the " Encyclopedic Me'thodique," and also in

the " Dictionnaire Classique d'Histoire Natu-
relle." He wrote also the article " Arachnida"
in the " Cyclopaedia of Anatomy and Physio-
logy," a work still publishing in parts in Lon-
don. He also edited that portion of a new
edition of the " Regne Animal " of Cuvier
which relates to the annulose subkingdom of
animals, and contributed much matter to

Brulle's " Histoire Naturelle des Insectes."

He was also one of the editors of the " An-
nales des Sciences Naturelles."

His early papers on the anatomy of the

Insecta, and especially those on the Anne-
lida, introduced him to the notice of Cuvier,
Geoffroy St. Hilaire, and Latreille, with
whom he lived on terms of intimacy, and
from whose instruction he obtained those

enlarged views of the relations of the animal
kingdom which are so conspicuous in all his

writings. In 1826 he became connected with
M. Milne-Edwards in researches upon the
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Crustacea and Annelida, which resulted in
a great addition to existing knowledge on
the subject ©f the minute anatomy and func-
tions of these animals. In the same year
he became assistant to Lamarck and La-
treille in the Jardin des Plantes, and ou the
death of the latter he was appointed professor
of entomology in the museum attached to

that institution. In his lectures here he paid
particular attention to those insects which were
injui-ious to vegetation. His investigation of
the economy of insects was very extensive,
and only a small portion of the matter he had
collected was published before his death. He
has left behind him fourteen quarto volumes
of manuscript on this subject, with numerous
drawings, and arrangements are making for

publishing the more important of them.
Many of Audouin's published papers were on
destructive insects, but the most important on
this subject was one which he undertook at the
request of the government of France, on the
insects which attack the vines of France. He
was for many years engaged on this subject.

The result was the publication of a work en-
titled "Histoire des Insectes nuisibles a la

vigne, et particulierement de la Pyrale qui
devaste les vignolles des departemens de la

Cote-d'Or, de Saone-et-Loire, du Rhone, de
I'Herault, des Pyrenees-Orientales, de la

Haute-Garonne, de la Charente-Inferieure, de
la Maine, et de Seine-et-Oise." This work
was published under the auspices of the go-
vernment, and came out in six parts quarto.

The first part appeared in 1840, but the last

did not appear till some time after the
author's death, in 1843. The principal part
of this work is devoted to the history of the

Pyralis, a genus of insects belonging to the

tribe of moths, which produces during its

larva state a great destruction in the vines

during the early part of their growth. The
first two chapters treat of the natural history

and classification of the Pyralis, with its geo-

graphical distribution. The last two treat of
the means of preventing the increase, and
of destroying this insect, as well as of other

insects which are found to be injurious to the

vines. The work is illustrated with beautiful

plates, after drawings by the author, and,

whether regarded as an example of careful ob-

servation, and the application of science to a

practical subject, or for the beauty of its illus-

trations, is probably one of the most valuable

ever contributed to entomology.

Audouin fell an early victim to the pursuit

of his favourite science. In the summer of

1841 he visited the south of France, for the

purpose of investigating the habits of the

insects which injure the olive-plantations.

Here he exposed himself to wet and cold,

which brought on an attack of apoplexy, of

which he died on the 9th of November, 1841.

On the day of his funeral orations were de-

livered at his tomb by M, Serres, President of

the Academy of Sciences; M. Chevreul,
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Director of the Museum of Natural History
;

by M. Milne-Edwards, and M. Blanchard.

He was succeeded in his chair at the Jardin

des Plantes by M. Milne-Edwards.
Audouin had collected a fine museum, not

only of individual insects, but of specimens

illustrating their economy. These were ex-

hibited after his death at tlie museum of the

Jardin des Plantes. His library was large,

and when sold by public auction at his de-

cease realized 20,000 francs.

It would be unjust to Audouin to regard

him as a mere entomologist. He was a com-
parative anatomist and naturalist, whose
power of acute observation peculiarly adapted

him for the study of the habits and the

structure of insects. In all his more im-

portant papers on entomology, it is evident

that he did not regard insects as the end of

his inquiries, but that he looked upon them as

a great class of phsenomena, illustrating the

general laws that were deducible from the

study of the whole animal kingdom. With
him external forms were only regarded as

dependent on an internal structure, which in

its development, and the functions it per-

formed, stood closely related to the whole
animal kingdom. It was thus that he was
led to investigate the annulose subkingdom
of animals, and succeeded in adding to science

so many important facts which assist in in-

dicating the true relation of these animals to

one or the other division of the animal king-

dom. At present it is difficult to estimate all

the importance of Audouin's labours, but there

can be no doubt that, as science advances, to

him will be given an important position in the

history of its advancement as a comparative

anatomist and zoologist. (Westwood, Arcana
Entomologica ; Querard^ La France Litte-

AUDOUIN, PIERRE, a clever French
engraver, born at Paris in 1768: he was a

pupil of Beauvarlet. He engraved several

plates from pictures in the Louvre for the
" Collection du Museum" of Laurent ; as

—

Jupiter and Antiope, after Correggio ; La
Belle Jardiniere, after Raphael ; the picture

of the two portraits called Raphael and his

Fencing-master, also attributed to Raphael

;

the Entombment of Christ, after Caravag-
gio; La Charite, after Andrea del Sarto

(this picture is one of the first which was
transferred from the panel upon which it was
originally painted to canvas) ; Melpomene,
Erato, and Polyhymnia, after Le Sueur ; two
pictures after Terburg; one after Mieris;

and one after Netscher. The Caravaggio is

no longer in the Louvre : it was probably
removed at the general restoration of the

plundered pictures in 1815; it was formerly

in the Chiesa Nuova, or Santa Maria, in

Vallicella, at Rome.
Audouin engraved also Le Gros' por-

trait of Louis XVI 1 1., besides many other

good plates : he was engraver in ordinary to
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the king. In 1819 he obtained a medal for

the prints he exhibited in that year. He died

at Paris in 1822. (Joubert, Manuel de I'Ama-
teur d' Estampes; Gabet, Dietiomiaire des Ar-

tistes, &c. ; Titi, Pitture di Eoma.) R. N. W.
AUDOUL, GABRIEL or GASPARD,

a native of Provence, was an Advocate of

the Parliament of Paris, and a Member of

the Council of the Duke of Orleans. In

1708 he published "Traite de I'Origine de la

Regale, et des Causes de son Etablissement,"

4to. This work became conspicuous by being

condemned by a brief of the pope in 1710,

and by the parliament of Paris suppressing

the brief on the motion of the king's advo-

cate-general. Such is Moreri's account, but

Le Long, who is followed by Clement, says

Audoul's book was condemned by an arret of

the parliament. Adelimg, however, contra-

dicts this statement, and gives a similar

account to Moreri's. The book is said to be

very rare. {Moreri, Dictionnaire Historique

;

Le Long, Bihliothtque Historique ; Clement,

Bihliotheque Curieuse ; Adelung, Siippl. to

Jocher, Allqemeines Gelehrten-Lexicon.^

J. H. B.

AUDOVERE. [Chilperic]
AUDOVI'NUS. [Alduin.]
AUDRA, JOSEPH, Baron de Saint-Just,

a French abbe and philosopher of the school

of Voltaire, was born at Lyon, in the year

17 10 1 or, according to another account, in

1714. The latter date is, perhaps, the more
accurate. No particulars have transpired

respecting his education and early pursuits.

For many years he passed a life of philo-

sophic leisure in his native city ; but with the

exception of a work which shall presently be

noticed, said to have been published by him
in the year 1766, as the result of an intimacy

contracted with M. de la Michaudiere, In-

tendant of Lyon, the biography of Audra,

from the year of his birth to the year 1768,

is a complete blank. In this last-mentioned

year he was appointed Professor of History

in the Royal College at Toulouse. Audra
was scarcely installed in his new office when
his sympathies became enlisted in the cause

of innocence and humanity. Toulouse, some
years before Audra arrived there, had been

the scene where the aged Calas suffered

death on the wheel for a crime of which he
was innocent. France and all Europe rung
with Voltaire's denunciations of the cruel and
unjust sentence, which was ultimately re-

versed, and thus his property was secured to

his children. Not long afterwards, another

innocent man, named Sirven, was accused of

a similar crime. Sirven, with the frightful

example of Calas before his eyes, feared to

abide his trial at Toulouse, and with his

family fled for refuge to Voltaire at Ferney.

He was condemned as contumacious. This

involved the confiscation of his property, and

the only course open for Voltaire and his

friends was to endeavour to secure him the
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benefit of a fair trial. Among the en- I

lightened men at Toulouse whom Voltaire

interested in favour of his client, the Abbe
Audra was foremost. A correspondence im-
mediately commenced between them. Au-
dra's letters are not preserved, but from those

of Voltaire, which are in his general cor-

respondence, it is evident that Audra's exer-

tions not a little contributed to the acquittal

of Sirven. In the first of these letters, dated
Jan, 3rd, 1769, Voltaire writes to Audra

—

" This unhappy family will owe you fortune,

honour, and life ; and the parliament of
Toulouse will owe you the re-establishment
of its honour, at present tarnished in the eyes
of all Europe. You will have seen thefact urn

of the seventeen advocates of the parliament
of Paris in favour of the Sirvens. It is very
well done ; but Sirven will owe much
more to you than to the seventeen advo-
cates, and you will have performed an action

worthy of philosophy and of yourself." The
other letters of Voltaire to Audra upon this

subject were written at intervals between the

date above mentioned and the nineteenth of
June in the following year. They all bear
similar testimony to the high estimate which
Voltaire formed of the energy and talents of
his correspondent

In the year 1770 Audra published an ano-
nymous work entitled " Histoire gene'rale a
I'usage des colleges, depuis Charlemagne
jusqu'a nos jours," tome premier, Toulouse,
1770, 12mo. Only the first volume appeared.
This work was an abridgment of Voltaire's
" Essai sur les Moeurs," and its latitudinarian

and philosophic spirit gave considerable of-

fence to the clergy and the orthodox party
generally in France. Shortly after its pub-
lication, Voltaire wrote to compliment Audra
upon his performance. " D'Alembert," he
says, " is very well contented with your
abridgment, some fanatics are not so well
pleased, but it is because they have neither

esprit nor manners. For your sage hardi-

hood you have nothing to fear ; there is not
one word in your publication, for which they
can annoy you For the rest, you
have an archbishop who is of the same sen-

timents with yourself, and who will shortly

be a member of the Academy." But this

was an unfortunate publication for Audra.

The archbishop of Toulouse (M. Lomenie
de Brienne), contrary to Voltaire's opinion,

was unwillingly compelled to censure the

work ; although he did this without naming the

author. Avidra nevertheless felt it incumbent
on him to resign his professorship; he re-

tired, overwhelmed with chagrin and disap-

pointment, and died of brain-fever, after an

illness of twenty-four hours, on the 1 7th of

September, 1770. Voltaire was much affected

by this event, and the editor of his works

(70 vol. edition), in a note on the G2nd
chapter of his " Essai," informs us that it

drew tears from him a very few days be-
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fore his death. D'Alembert, in a letter to

Voltaire, dated December 21st, 1770, jus-
tifies the conduct of the Archbishop of Tou-
louse; he states the case at full length,
and proves that the archbishop for a long
time withstood the representations of the
bishops, clergy, and parliament of Toulouse,
as to the dangerous tendency of Audra's
abridgment, but that he was at length com-
pelled, contrary to his own judgment, to

yield to their clamours, and to issue his ec-

clesiastical censure of the publication. Audra,
moreover, himself in a measure precipitated

the archbishop's censure, by indiscreetly

stating that one of the grand-vicars had seen
and approved of the work. " You see, my
dear master," D'Alembert says at the con-
clusion of his letter, " that the Archbishop
of Toulouse has only done what he could
not help doing with respect to the Abbe.
Rest assured that he will never persecute
any one ; but his position will not always
allow him to yield to the suggestions of his

own disposition and principles, which are
both in favour of toleration. I saw him
myself before he set out for Toulouse, and I

assure you that he was not in the least dis-

posed to be unfriendly to the Abbe' Audra."
The work above alluded to as having

been attributed to Audra, is entitled " Re-
cherches sur la Population des Geue'ralites

d'Auvergne, de Lyon, de Rouen, &c., par
M. de Messance, receveur des tallies de I'e-

lection de St. E'tienne," Paris, 1766, 4to.

The " Dictionnaire Univei'sel Historique," and
the " Biographic Uuiverselle" speak of this

work as the production of Audra, and the

fruit of his intimacy with M. de la Michau-
diere. Barbier (" Dictionnaire des Ano-
nymes," &c.) controverts this statement, and
quotes Beguillet and Grimm, the latter of
whom, in his correspondence, attributes it to

M. de la Michaudiere ; and Barbier inclines

to the same opinion. But these writers ap-

pear entirely to overlook the name of M. de
Messance (the " Biographic Universelle"
calls him " Mezence"), the receiver of taxes

mentioned on the title-page ; or, at best, they
only treat him as an imaginary personage.

But M. de Messance was a real personage,

and the author of the work which bears his

name. In support of this assertion the reader

is referred to a supplementary publication

issued at Paris in the year 1788, 4to., entitled
" Nouvelles Recherches," &c. by M. de Mes-
sance. In the commencing pages of this, the

author speaks in his own person of the work
published by him in the year 1766. He men-
tions it by name, and informs us that he com-
menced it while he was secretary to M. de la

Michaudiere, from materials originally sup-

plied by M. de la Michaudiere. He himself

procured additional materials ; the work grew
under his hands; and although he laid it

aside for a time, he at length published it in

the year 1766. In all this not one word is
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said of the Abbe Audra. There is nothing

which should lead us to suppose that De
Messance is not the name of a real person-

age ; and if he owed even any portion of the

work to Audra, why should he not confess it,

while he so frankly acknowledges his obli-

gations to La Michaudiere ? But the error

of the " Biographic Universelle" and of Bar-

bier may be accounted for by supposing that

neither of them had seen the " Nouvelles

Recherches" of 1788. {Dictionnaire Univer-

sel Historique ; Biographie Universelle ; Vol-

taire, Correspondance ; Barbier, Dictionnaire

des Anoni/mes, &c. vol. ii. 133, vol. iii. 125,

126; Biographie Lyonnaise, 16.) G. B.

AUDRADUS, who always assumed the

appellation of Modicus, was chorepiscopus or

rural bishop of Sens, under the Archbishop

of Sens, Wenilon, and not a bishop, as stated

erroneously by Oudin. He was born at the

close of the eighth or beginning of the ninth

centui-y. He does not appear to have been

distinguished otherwise than by his visions

or revelations, the truth of which he main-

tained with success against more than one

attempt by Charles the Bold to convict him
of falsehood. In consequence of one of these

visions, he made a journey to Rome in the

year 849. While there he presented his

poem " Fons Vitge" to Pope Leo IV., who
received it with great respect. On his return

to Sens in the same year, he was summoned
to the council held at Paris, and in the

month of November was deposed, together

with all the other rural bishops, notwith-

standing the efforts made in their favour by
Raban, who wrote a treatise upon the subject.

The bishopric of Chartres becoming vacant,

Charles the Bold nominated to the vacant

see a deacon of more than doubtful reputa-

tion, named Burchard. Wenilon, the arch-

bishop, before proceeding to ordain him, de-

sired Audradus to ascertain if it were the will

of God that Burchard should be Bishop of

Chartres. Audradus complied with the

archbishop's request, and when the bishops

met, in the month of May, 853, to assist at

the ordination of Burchard, Audradus pre-

sented himself before them, and declared, in

a prophetic tone, that God forbade them from
proceeding with this ordination under the

denunciation of dreadful punishments. The
prelates were intimidated, and separated

without proceeding further in the matter at

that time ; Burchard was, however, ordained

in the following month. Audradus is sup-

posed to have died in the year 854. He
wrote :— 1. " Excerpta Revelationum quas

Audradus Modicus scripsit anno 853." These
extracts, or rather parts of them, have been

printed in Du Chesne, " Recueil des His-

toriens de France," ii. p. 390, and in Bou-
quet, " Recueil des Historiens des Gaules,"

vii. 289. They are described as pious fic-

tions which the author considered himself

justified in making use of for the purpose of
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impressing the minds and hearts of his au-

ditors more forcibly, and putting an end to

divisions and civil wars between the reigning

princes. 2. " Fons Vitse." This is a poem
written in heroic verse, and consists of three

hundred and four verses, preceded by a poetical

epistle addressed to Hincmar, Archbishop of

Rheims. It was published for the first time

by Casimir Oudin, in his work entitled " Ve-
terum aliquot Gallise et Belgii Scriptorum

Opuscula Sacra," Leiden, 1692, 8vo. Oudin
has fallen into an error in attributing this

poem to Hincmar. It has also been printed

by Gallandius, "Bibliotheca Veterum Pa-
trum," xiii. 565, Venice, 1779, fol. {His-

toire Litteraire de la France, y. 131—133;

Ceillier, Aiiteurs Sacre's, xviii. 725, 726 ; Fa-

bricius, Bibliotheca Latina medice et inJimcE

cttatis, edit. Mansi.) J. W. J.

AUDRAN, the name of a very distin-

guished French family of artists, especially

engravers.

The first distinguished artist of this name,
Charles, or, as he latterly called him-

self, Karle Audran, the son of Louis, and
grandson ofAdam Audran, was born at Paris,

in 1594. After he had acquired the first prin-

ciples of engraving at Paris, he went to com-
plete his studies at Rome, where he is sup-

posed to have taken Cornelius Bloemart as

his model, and he was successful in his

imitation. He settled in Paris after his

return from Italy, and his first prints are

marked with the letter C or Charles ; but in

consequence of his brother Claude using the

same letter, he used the letter K, and signed

himself Karle: he died at Paris in 1674.

There are a few prints by him after Titian,

Ludovico and Annibal Carracci, Domeni-
chino, Guido, Albani, A. Sacchi, P. daCor-
tona, J. Stella, Vouet, and Le Brun. He
used the graver only, and, in the opinion of

Strutt, his style is neater than Bloemart's,

and resembles much that of Lucas Kilian,

His prints amount to about 130: an An-
nunciation, after Annibal Carracci, and an
Assumption of the Virgin, after Domeni-
chino, are accounted the best.

Claude Audran L, or the elder, the

brother of Karle, was born at Paris, in 1592,

and established himself at Lyon, where he was
professor of engraving in the Academy, and
died in 1677. He showed little ability' as an
engraver himself, but his three sons, Germain,
Claude, and Girard especially, were all dis-

tinguished artists. Among the works of the

father, which are not numerous, is a portrait

of Galileo.

Germain Audran, the eldest son ofClaude
I., was born at Lyon in 1631, and studied en-

graving with his uncle Karle at Paris, after

he had acquired the rudiments from his

father. He established himself at Lyon,
and died there, in 1710, leaving four sons,

all of whom were artists,— Claude, Benoit,

Jean, and Louis. Germain used the needle
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and the graver, and was likewise a draughts-

man ; but the majority of his works consist

of ornamental designs,

Claude Audran II., the second son of

the first Claude, painter and, according to

Heineken, engraver, was born at Lyon, in

1639. He studied drawing for some time

with his uncle Karle at Paris, and subse-

quently went to Rome, and after his return

was engaged by Le Brun at Paris, where he
was elected, in 1675, a member, and, in 1681,

a professor, of the Royal Academy of Paint-

ing, &c. He assisted Le Brun in his Battles

of Alexander, at the Passage of the Granicus,
and the Battle of Arbela, and in many other

of his works, and was an imitator of his style.

He painted in fresco, under the direction of

Le Brun, the chapel of Colbert's Chateau de
Sceaux, the gallery of the Tuileries, the

grand staircase at Versailles, and some other

works. He drew well, and had a great

facility of execution : his brother Girard and
his nephews Benoit and Jean engraved a few
plates after his works, of which the best are

a Miracle of the Five Loaves, and the Death
of John the Baptist. He died at Paris, in

1684.

GiUARD Audran, sometimes, but impro-

perly, says the Abbe de Fontenai, called

Gerard, the third son of Claude I., designer

and engraver, and the most celebrated of all

the artists of this name, was born at Lyon in

1 640. His father taught him the elements

of drawing and engraving, in which he early

distinguished himself. He went to Paris,

where he attracted the notice of Le Brun,
who employed him to engrave Coustantine

the Great's victory over Maxentius and his

triumphal entry into Rome, which he did in

four plates ; and Le Brim was so struck with
his ability that he spoke very favourably of

him to the minister Colbert, and to Louis

XIV., who gave him apartments at the

Gobelins. He afterwards went to Rome,
where he remained three years, but at the

expiration of that term he was recalled to

Paris by Colbert, and when he returned was
appointed engraver to the king, with a pen-

sion for life.

At Rome Audran engraved several excel-

lent plates, especially a portrait of Pope
Clement IX., from a drawing of his own.
He was an excellent draughtsman, and in

drawing improved many of the works which
he engraved : this is conspicuously the case

in the prints of the battles of Alexander after

Le Brun ; that painter himself acknowledged
it. Watelet says of this engraver, that for the

bea;xty of their drawing alone his prints are

very valuable, but this is only one of their

merits ; the point and the graver in his hand
assumed the powers of the brush, all objects

have their natural appearance, and to pro-

duce other works like his, he himself must
be brought to life again, for they cannot be

imitated. He terms him the first of eu-
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gravers for the works of the Roman school,
and of a similar class ; which is a proper
discrimination, for the qualities of Girard's
vigorous and correct style, though adequate
to a duly faithful representation of all ob-

jects, are not the most suitable for such
works as are distinguished for mere super-

ficial imitation ; as, for instance, higlily-

wrought stufFs, or pictures of flowers, fruit,

and still-life. Strutt, who was himself an
engraver by profession, terms Girard Audran
" the greatest engraver, without any ex-

ception, that ever existed in the historical

line."

Distance is admirably kept in Audran's
prints

;
parts are cut with great boldness by

the graver, and other parts are merely etched
with the needle, and the colours of various

objects are finely distinguished by an ad-

mixture of dots and small lines, both with
the graver and the needle.

In 1681 he was made a member of the

council of the Academy of the Arts. He
died in 1 703, aged sixtj'-three.

Audran's mastei'pieces are his Victories of

Alexander, after Le Brun, of which he en-

graved four, in thirteen plates ; the Passage
of the Granicus; the Battle of Arbela; the

Defeat of Porus ; and Alexander's Entrance
into Babylon : the fifth, representing the Tent
of Darius, was engraved by Edelinck. The
best impressions are those printed by Goyton,
and which bear his name, but they are very
scarce.

Audran etched and engraved also after

Raphael, Giulio Romano, Andrea Sacchi,

Titian, Romanelli, Palma the young, Anni-
bal Carracci, Domenichino, Guido, Guercino,

Lanfranc, P. da Cortona, Bernini, N. Pous-

sin, Le Sueur, Coypel, Mignard, Testelin,

Girardon, La Fage, Bourguignon, and others.

He engraved thirty-eight plates after Le Bnxn.
Among his prints after Raphael are two of

the cartoons—the Death of Ananias, and Paul
and Barnabas at Lystra.

He is also the author of a work on the

proportions of the human figure, published

under the following title, at Paris, in 1682:
" Les Proportions du Corps humain, sur les

plus belles Statues de rAntiquite, a Paris,

chez Audran, Graveur du Roi." There is an
English copy of it, which has gone through

many editions; it contains a preface and
twentj'-seven plates of ancient statues, with

the relative proportions of all the parts

marked upon them.

Claude Audran III., tlie eldest son of

Germain Audran, was born at Lyon in 16.58.

He was a painter of ornaments and grotesque

subjects, in which capacity he was appointed

painter to the king. He died in 1734, in the

palace of the Luxembourg, of which he was
keeper or concierge for twenty-nine years.

There are many of his works at Versailles,

Marly, Trianon, and Meudon. The celebrated

Watteau is said to have been his pupil.

H 2
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Benoit Audran I., designer and engraver,

second son of Germain, was born at Lyon, in

1661. He also learnt the first principles of

drawing and engraving from his father, and
afterwards went to Paris, and completed his

studies with his micle Girard. His prints

are bold and clear, but they want the mel-

lowness of his uncle's ; he however attained

considerable celebrity as an engraver, was
appointed engraver to the king with a pen-

sion, and in 1715 was elected a counsellor of

the Academy ofthe Arts. He died in 1 72 1 , at

an estate of his own near Sens. His prints are

very numerous ; the following are considered

the best :—the Seven Sacraments, after Pous-
sin ; the Brazen Serpent, after Le Brun ; the

niness ofAlexander, and St. Paul preaching at

Ephesus, after Le Sueur ; and two of Rubens's
series of the Life of Maria de' Medici, the

Birth of Louis XIIL, and the Exchange of
the two Princesses, Isabelle de Bourbon and
Anne of Austria, by France and Spain.

There are also twenty-five prints after

Watteau by B. Audran ; he engraved like-

wise several other good plates after Le Brun
and Le Sueur; and some after Raphael,
Daniele da Volterra (the David and Goliath
in the Louvre, falsely attributed to Michel-
Angelo), Annibal Carracci, Domenichino,
Albani, Guido, Lanfranc, Caravaggio, Paul
Veronese, Mignard, A. Coypel, and others.

He made also copies of his uncle Girard's

print of Porus conquered, and of Edelinck's

print of the Tent of Darius, after Le Brun

:

on the former is inscribed " La Vertu plait

quoique vaincue;" on the second, "II est

d'un roi de se vaincre soi-meme."
Jean Audran, the third son of Germain,

born at Lyon, in 1667, was also an engraver,
and, after Girard, was the most distinguished

artist of this family. He also, when he had
acquired the first rudiments from his father,

was sent to Paris to complete his studies with
his uncle Girard. He distinguished himself
as early as his twentieth year; in 1707 he
was appointed engraver to the king, and had
apartments given him in the Gobelins, and
in 1708 he was elected a member of the

Academy of the Arts. He engraved until he
was upwards of eighty years of age, and he
lived to be ninety ; he died at his apartments in

the Gobelins, in 1756, leaving three sons, of
whom Benoit IL was an engraver, and Michel
one of the contractors or directors of the

Gobelins manufactory of tapestries. Of Jean
Audran, Strutt says—^"The most masterly
and best prints of this artist, in my opinion,

are those which are not so pleasing to the eye
at first sight. In these the etching consti-

tutes a great part ; and he has finished them
in a bold, rough style. The scientific hand
of the master appears in them on examina-
tion. The drawing of the human figure,

where it is shown, is correct. The heads are

expressive and finely finished ; the other ex-

tremities well marked. He has not, however,
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equalled his uncle. He wants that harmony
in the effect ; his lights are too much and too

equally covered; and there is not sufiicient

diiference between the style in which he has

engraved his backgrounds and his dra-

peries."

Jean Audran's prints are very numerous

;

he has engraved after upwards of fifty dis-

tinguished painters. His master-piece is,

perhaps, the Rape of the Sabines, after Pous-

sin. Among his portraits are those of Fe'ne-

lon, after Vivien, and of Rubens, after Van-
dyck. Of his historical pieces, the following

are the best : Galatea, after Carlo Maratta

;

four of the victories of Alexander, after Le
Brun, copied from the prints of his uncle, as

companions to the two engraved by Benoit

from the fifth, and the print by Edelinck

;

the Raising of Lazarus, and the Miracvdous

Draught of Fishes, after Jouvenet ; the Resur-

rection of Christ and the Finding of Moses,

after A. Coypel ; the Coronation of Maria de'

Medici, and two others of the Luxembourg
gallery, after Rubens ; the Presentation of

Christ in the Temple, after M. Corneille ; and
the Miracle of the Five Loaves, after Claude

Audran, his uncle. There are many others

of nearly equal merit.

Louis Audran, engraver, the fourth son

of Germain, was born at Lyon in 1670. He
followed the same course as his brothers, and

went to Paris to complete his education as an

engraver with his uncle Girard, after he had
acquired what his father could teach him.

He had considerable ability as an engraver, but

dying suddenly in 1712 in his forty-second

year, he had not the opportunity of producing

many good plates. He made some good copies,

on a small scale, of some of the best plates

engraved by his uncle and brothers after the

great French masters ; he was probably em-
ployed in a subordinate capacity by those en-

gravers. Of his own prints, the following

are mentioned as the best : the Seven Acts of

Mercy, after Seb. Bourdon ; the Slaughter of

the Innocents, after Le Brun ; and a piece

called Le Cadavre, after Houasse.

Benoit Audran II., or le Jeune, the son

of Jean, was born at Paris, and was living

when his father died, 1756. He was very

inferior to the distinguished artists of this

family ; his prints are few, and they may be

distinguished from his uncle's of the same
name, by their inferiority. He engraved

the Descent from the Cross, after the picture

by N. Poussin, which is now at St. Peters-

burg ; and also the picture of Christ with his

two disciples at Emmaiis, by Paul Veronese,

which is likewise in the Imperial gallery at

St. Petersburg. (Lacombe, Dictionnaire des

Beaux Arts, &c. ; L'Abbe de Fontenai, Dic-
tionnaire des Artistes ;Y{e\\iek.Qn, Dictionnaire

des Artistes, &c. ; Watelet and Levesque, Dic-
tionnaire des Arts, &c. ; Strutt, Dictionary of
Engravers; Huber, Manuel des Amateurs,

&c.) R. N. W,
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AUDRAN, PROSPER GABRIEL, son

of Michel Audran contractor for the manu-
facture of the Gobelins tapestry, and a mem-
ber of the family of the celebrated engravers,

was born at Paris on 4th February, 1744.

He studied law under Pothier, by whom he

was highly esteemed. His father purchased

for him the situation of Conseiller au Cha-
telet, or judicial member of the civic court of

Paris ; and he entered on his duties in Au-
gust, 1768. The Chatelet was one of the

inferior courts which, after the banishment
of the non-conforming members of the par-

liament of Paris, offered resistance to the

projected judicial alterations of the chancel-

lor Maupeou ; Audran was exiled, with the

other members of his coui-t, in 1771, but he

returned in 1774, on the accession of Louis

XVL He resigned his judicial situation in

1784. He seems to have before this time in-

dulged in strong religious feelings, which
increased till they assumed the aspect of as-

ceticism. Fortunately for literature, his en-

thusiasm took the direction of an intense and
minute study of the sources of the Christian

religion. During the Revolution he appears

to have lived in retirement ; and though he

favoui-ed republican principles, he did not

participate in any of the public proceedings

of the time. The character of his studies

pointed him out as the person best fitted, on
the death of Riviere, to succeed him in the

chair of Hebrew in the University of Paris.

It was with much difficulty that he was pre-

vailed on to abandon his retirement ; but he

at last accepted the chair, on the 1 5th Novem-
ber, 1799. He died at Paris, on the 2.3d

Jmie, 1819. He is said to have been amiable

in his character, but to have carried in his

manners the peculiarities which frequently

accompany a retired and studious life, such

as he had led for many years. In 1805 he
published " Grammaire He'brai'que, en ta-

bleaux," 4to., of which a second edition ap-

peared in 1818. In this latter year he pub-

lished " Grammaii-e Arabe, en tableaux, a

I'usage des Etudiants qui cultivent la Langue
He'braique," 4to. In the " Biographic Nou-
velle des Contemporains" (1820), the account

of Audran differs from the above ; but it is

there stated that little is known of him. (Biog.

Universelle, Supplement ; Querard, La France

Lxtt€VCl%T€•) J • XJ.. J3.

AUDREIN, YVES MARIE, a miscella-

neous Avriter and politician connected with

the French Revolution. The date of his

birth is not known. He was a professor

of the College of Quimper in Bretagne,

superintendent of studies in that of Louis-

le-Grand, and coadjutor and vicegerant

of that of Grassins, founded by Pierre

Grassin for poor students of the town of

Sens. He had acquired a reputation as a

preacher, was chosen grand-vicar, ad honores,

to several bishops, and became vicar-episco-

pal of the diocese of Morbihan. He was a
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member of the National Assembly, and, at

the sitting of the 6th March, 1791, he distin-

guished himself by moving that all the schools
of the realm should be taken out of the hands
of the particular corporations by which they
were administered, and subjected to a vmi-

form system under the control of the cen-

tral government—a proposal which seems to

have attracted sligiit attention in its day,

but embodies a principle which in later

times has been the subject of much discussion

in various parts of Europe. At a later period

an educational superintendence, resembling
that which Audrein appears to have had in

view, was actually vested in a department of
the government of France. He sat in the

Legislative Assembly as deputy for Morbi-
han, and represented the same department
in the Convention. He had been the in-

structor of Robespierre and Camille-Desmou-
lins, had the reputation of teaching them some
of the doctrines they practised, and was in

his own person a violent partisan of revolu-

tionary principles, but humane in acting up
to his opinions. He signalised himself in

the Legislative Assembly by denoimcing the

Spanish representative in France as an enemy
to the constitution, and by proposing that

the Assembly should receive the addresses of

popular bodies. He took part in the pro-

ceedings against Louis XVI., but used his

exertions in favour of the younger members
of the royal family. It is stated that, in

1795, he wrote a book, or pamphlet, in favour

of the daughter of Louis XVI. (who must
have been the Duchess d'Angouleme), then

confined in the Temple, which had the effect

ofmitigating the severity ofher lot—this pub-

lication is not mentioned by Que'rard. On the

restoration of bishops, and the meeting of the

Assembly of the clergy at Paris, in 1798, he
was chosen by the directory Bishop of Quim-
per-Corentin. In his episcopal capacity he
attended the council convoked by the con-

sular government in 1800, and he there

preached a sermon inculcating principles

which he appears to have previously pro-

mulgated in one of his works—viz., that the

writings of the " philosophers " were the

cause of all the evils of the Revolution. He
appears to have at that time retracted may
of his old opinions, as he adduced the death

of Louis XVL, to which he was instrumental,

as one of those evils. He was not thanked
for his recantation. Proceeding to Morlaix,

the metropolis of his diocese, the diligence in

which he travelled was surrounded by a

band of Chouans, headed by Le Cat, who, com-
manding the other travellers to remain quiet,

directed Audrein to descend, and put him to

death in retribution, as he was told, for the

death of Louis XVI. This occurred in

October, 1 800. A list of his works will be

found in Querard. The more important seem
to be;— 1. " Apologie de la Religion, contre

les pretendus Philosophes," 1797, 8vo. 2.
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" De riuiportance de 1'Education Publique,

et de son influence sur toute la vie, " 1798,

8vo. 3. " Recueil de discours propres a la

jeuuesse, dont le but est de former le citoyen

par les principes de la morale et de la reli-

gion, " 1790, 12mo. {Biog. Universelle

;

Biofj. Noiwelle des Contempurains ; Querard,

La France Litteraire ; Analyse complette et

impartiale du Moniteur, &c., according to the

Index.) J. H. B.

AUDRICHI, EVERADO, an Italian ec-

clesiastic, a brother of the Pious School, an

order of comparatively modern origin, de-

voted to the education of youth. He held a

professorship of philosophy and mathematics

iu one or more of the schools of his order.

He published, in conjunction with Father

Pietro Maria Soderini, of the same order, a

collection of Latin plays, entitled " Comcedice

et Tragcedia; selects ex Plauto, Terentio, et

Seneca, 8vo. Florence, 1748." The selection

fl'as accompanied, according to Mazzuchelli,

with an admirable preface, two learned dis-

sertations, and various notes. He also pub-

lished " Institutiones Antiquarian, quibus

priesidia pro Grsecis Latinisque Scriptoribus

Nummis, et Marmoribus, intelligeudis propo-

nuntur, &c." 4to. Florence, 1756. (Adelung,

Snppl. toJocher, Allgem. Gelehrten Lexicon

;

Mazzuchelli, Scrittori d' Italia ; Gottingische

Anzeigen von Gelehrten Sachen, 27th Octo-

ber, 1757.) J. C. M.
AUDRY, AUDRI, or ALDRIC, in Latin

ALDRICUS, SAINT, a French ecclesiastic

of the eighth and ninth centuries. He was
born in the district of Gatinois, of a noble

family, a.d. 775 ; and was remarkable even

in childhood for gravity of manner, and de-

light in study and in the exercises of devtj-

tion. During the period of his education he
delighted to visit monasteries, and the con-

versation of the monks, as well as his natural

disposition, led him, notwithstanding the re-

pugnance of his parents, to embrace a mo-
nastic life. He entered the abbey of Fer-

rieres in Gatinois just before Alcuin resigned

the abbacy, and under Sigulfe (Sigulfus) or

Singulfe, successor of Alcuin, he made great

advances in the studies and duties of his pro-

fession. His merit obtained the notice of Je-

remie, Archbishop of Sens, and subsequently

of the Emperor Louis le Debonnaire. He
was made Preceptor Palatinus (by which
Mabillon understands Chancellor), after-

wards Abbot of Ferrieres on the death of

Adelbert, successor of Singulfe, and finally,

A.D. 829, after the death of his friend Jeremie,

Archbishop of Sens. Both in his abbacy
and archbishopric he was assiduous in the

discharge of his duty. He died 10th of

October, a.d. 840, in the sixty-first year of

his age, according to his anonymous biogra-

pher ; but this statement is inconsistent with

the year of his birth given above, from the

same author. He was buried by his own direc-

tions in the abbey of Ferrieres, but his body
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was afterwards transferred to Chateau Lan-
don. Two letters of Audry are extant, and
are given by Mabillon. ( Vita Sti. Aldrici,

by an anonymous writer; Mabillon, Acta
Sanctorum Ordinis Sti. Benedicti, saic. iv.

pars 1 ; Bollandus, Acta Sanctorum, 6th of

June ; Baillet, Vies des Saints, 10th of

October ; Ceillier, Auteurs Sucre's, tom. xviii.)

J. C. M.
AUDWIN. [Alduin.]
AUENBRUGGER VON AUENBRUG,

LEOPOLD (called AVENBRUGGER by
French and English writers), the inventor of
percussion as a means of detecting diseases of
the chest, was born at Gratz in Styria on the

19th of November, 1722. The scene of his

medical labours was Vienna ; he was physi-

cian to the Spanish nation in the Imperial

Hospital of that city.

Three methods are practised in the present

day for detecting and discriminating diseases

of the chest by the help of the sense of hear-

ing. They are called succussion, percussion,

and auscultation.

The first, succussion, is mentioned by Hip-
pocrates, and seems to have been commonly
employed in his time for the diagnosis of

empyema, a disease in which the pleural ca-

vity surrounding the lung is partly occupied

by a liquid. This mode of examination con-

sists in shaking the patient by the shoulders,

and listening for the sound of fluctuation.

Hippocrates seems to have regarded it as ap-

plicable to all cases of empyema, although

he certainly mentions the occasional absence

of fluctuation, and accounts for it by sup-

posing an unusual density of the fluid and
fulness of the cavity. The truth is that the

cases of empyema are very rare in which a
splashing sound can be produced by succus-

sion—for it can never occur imless air, as

well as liquid, be contained in the pleural

cavity. This fact was not distinctly recog-

nised till modern times, and ignorance of it

had led to a disuse of succussion, until Laen-

nec showed the real and high value of this

process in the limited class of cases to which
it is applicable.

The second method of examining the chest,

percussion, was invented by Auenbrugger,
and has gained for its author the highest

rank among the improvers of practical me-
dicine. It was published by him in 1761,

under the title " Inventum novum ex Per-

cussione Thoracis huniani ut signo abstrusos

interni Pectoris Morbos detegeudi," Vienna,

8vo., pp. 95. This little work is stated by
the author to have been the fruit of seven

years' careful and laborious investigation, iu

the course of which he had proved the facts

again and again by the evidence of his own
senses. His mode of examining the chest

was by striking it with the tips of his fingers

:

from the character of the sounds thus pro-

duced conclusions were drawn as to the state

of the organs contained within. When the
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lungs are in a healthy state, their tissue is

distended with air, so that a smart stroke on
the elastic walls in which they are inclosed

elicits a clear hollow sound. If therefore

the sound, on thus striking the chest, be dull

instead of clear, the inference is that the

lung beneath is diseased. For example, dul-

ness of sound may be occasioned by solid

matters filling or compressing the air-cells,

or by a liquid in the pleural cavity inter-

posed between the lung and the walls of the

chest ; and in fact there are few of the va-

rious diseases of the lungs which do not

occasion more or less deviation from the

normal sound of percussion. Again, over

the region of the heart the sound is natiu-ally

dull, inasmuch as the heart contains no air

;

but as the normal extent of this dull sound is

well defined, a deviation from its natural

limits is an important sign for distinguishing

the disease.

Auenbrugger's mode of percussion did not

differ materially from that which is now in

general use, but he preferred having a glove

on his hand; or a shirt drawn tight over the

chest. In the present day, percussion is per-

formed by the naked fingers, either on the

naked chest or on the fingers of the other

hand of the operator closely applied to the

chest. It has recently been proposed by M.
Piorry that the percussion should be made on
a small plate of ivory, which he has named
a pleximeter, but this instrmnent has not been

generally adopted.

The " Inventum novum" seems to have
been well received at the time of its publi-

cation. It is highly spoken of in the " Got-

tiugische Anzeigen " and the " Commentarii
Lipsienses" of that period ; it was translated

into French by Roziere de la Chassagne,

and published at the end of his " Manuel des

Pulmoniques," 12mo., Paris, 1770; and, as

Sprengel states (" Histoire de la Medecine,"

tom. vi.) the discoveries were in part con-

firmed by Isenflamm, in a dissertation " De
difficili in observationibus anatomicis epi-

crisi," 4to., Erlangen, 1773. Yet strange as it

may seem, notwithstanding this early recog-

nition of the value of percussion, its practice

remained almost in abeyance imtil, in 1808,

Corvisart published a French translation of

the original work, together with long com-
mentaries of his own on each of its para-

graphs (8vo., Paris). The example and pre-

cepts of this professor established percussion

as a common practice in Finance at a time

when it seemed to have been almost forgotten

in the land of its discovery. In England it

was little known and less practised so late as

1824, when a translation of Auenbrugger's
work and Corvisart's Commentaries was pub-

lished by Dr. John Forbes, together with

some original observations and illustrative

cases. In the present day percussion is uni-

versally regarded as an indispensable process

for discriminating disorders of the chest ; and
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its employment, in conjunction with the more
recent invention of Laennec, auscultation,

has led to a rapid advance in our knowledge
of such diseases.

Percussion has also been practised of late

years with great advantage in the explora-

tion of diseases of the abdomen, and its appli-

cation to this purpose has been brought to

remarkable perfection by M. Piorry.

The " Inventum Novum" has very recently

been republished at Vienna under the title

" Leopold Auenbrugger's Neue Erfiudung
mittelst des Anschlages an den Brustkorb
als eines Zeichens verborgene Brustkrank-

heiten zu entdecken. Im Latein. Ori-

ginal herausgegeben, iibersetzt und mit An-
merkungen versehen von Dr. S. Ungar

:

begleitet mit einem Vorworte vpn Jos.

Skoda," Vienna, 1843. The original and
the translation are printed opposite to one
another ; and excellent remarks are given
by Dr. Ungar, partly for illustration of

some difiiculties in the original, partly for

critical comparison with the more recent

results of acoustic examinations of the

chest.

Auenbrugger was the author of two works
relating to insanity :— 1 .

" Experimentum
nascens de remedio specifico sub signo speci-

fico in mania virorum," Vienna, 1776,

8vo. 2. " Von der Stillen Wuth oder dem
Triebe zum Selbst-morde, als einer wirk-

lichen Krankheit," Dessau, 1783, 8vo. Of
the former of these works there is a notice

in the " Guttingische Anzeigen," May 21st,

1778, p. 277, containing long extracts from
the original. The form of insanity of which
it treats is characterised by a peculiar state

of the male generative organs, and the spe-

cific for its relief is camphor. The author

relates in an orderly well-written style the

histories of twelve insane persons in whom
the peculiar symptom was observed, and of

whom eleven were restored to reason ; and he
states that their recovery took place speedily,

and by the same degrees as the restoration of

the generative organs to their normal appear-

ance. The treatment was not confined to the

administration of camphor, but this was re-

garded as the principal and specific remedy,

and was continued for some time after appa-

rent recovery. The cures were rapid, and
the cases altogether very remarkable.

Auenbrugger contributed an article to the
" Wienerisch-Beytrage zur praktischen Arz-

neikunde," 2nd vol. for 17 83. Its subject

was an epidemic dysentery at Vienna:
" Heilart einer Epideraischen Ruhr im Jahre

1779." There is an abstract of this memoir
in vol. i. of the " Guttingische Anzeigen"

for the year 1784, p. 235.

He wrote also a drama entitled "Der
Rauchfangkehrer." He died at Vienna, May
18th, 1809. (Auenbrugger, Works; Got-

iinqische Anzeigen : Bioqraphie Medicate.)

G. E. P.
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AUER : there have been two German
painters of this name.
JoHANN Paul Auer, born at Niirnberg

in 1G36, distinguished himself as an historical

and as a portrait painter. He went in 1654
to Regensbui-g, and placed himself for four

years with G. C. Eimart the elder, an emi-
nent painter of that place. After the expira-

tion of the four yeare he returned to Niirn-

berg ; and in 1660 went to Venice, and studied

some time with Pietro Liberi, called Liber-
tino. From Venice he went to Rome, where
he remained four years ; from Rome he went
to Paris, where he delayed some time, and
finally returned to Nih'nberg in 1670. Auer
enjoyed a great reputation in his day, both as

historical and portrait - painter. Sandrart
praises his works. He painted, says Doppel-
mayr, several electors and other princely

personages; and many beautiful histories,

large and small. He coloured in the style

of Liberi. He died at Niirnberg, in 1687.
Auer was the first husband of Susanna Maria,
daughter of the engraver Jacob von Sand-
rart, the nephew of Joachim von Sandrart,

author of the " Teutsche Academic," &c.
Jacob Sandrart and the younger Eimart
haveetched a few plates after Auer ; and the

younger Joachim von Sandrart engraved his

portrait.

Anton Auer, a painter on porcelain, was
born at Munich in 1778. His parents kept a
public-house at Nymphenburg, near Munich

;

and, through the inspector Aulizeck, Anton
obtained, in 1795, admission into the porce-

lain manufactory of that place, in which his

abilities procured him employment as a
painter. He was instructed by Melchior,

who succeeded Aulizeck ; and made such
progress that he was sent, in 1807, by Maxi-
milian I., King of Bavaria, to Vienna, to

study painting in the imperial academy there,

He returned to Munich in 1808, and was ap-

pointed principal painter to the above-men-
tioned porcelain manufactory ; and Ludwig,
the present King of Bavaria, a well-known
patron of the arts, ordered Auer to paint a

table-service for him, upon each piece of
which he was to make a copy of one of the

best pictures in the Munich gallery. Auer,
however, had little more than commenced
his laborious task, in which he was assisted

by J. Reis, when death put an end to his

labours, in 1814, in his thirty -sixth year.

The work was suspended for some years, and
was not recommenced until the accession of
Ludwig L ; and it is now being proceeded
with by the following painters:—Christian

Adler, Max, Auer the son of Anton, K. T.
Heinzmann, and K. F. le Feubure. Accord-
ing to Soeltl, Auer was born in 1777; and
was sent to Vienna in 1809, and returned in

the same year : the dates given are those of

Lipowsky. He is considered the founder of

the present school of Bavarian porcelain-

painters. (Sandrart, Teutsche Acadcmie der
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Bail- Bild- und Mahlerey - Kiinste ; Doppel-
mayr, Historische Naehricht von den Niirn-

bergischen Mathematicis und Kiinstlern ; Li-
powsky, Baierisches Kiinstler Lexicon ;

Soeltl, Bildende Kunst in Munchen.)
R. N. W.

AUERBACH, JOHANN GOTTFRIED,
a German portrait-painter, born at Miihlhau-
sen in Saxony, in 1697. He settled in Vieima,
and attained the rank of court-painter there.

There are two pictures in the gallery of the

Belvedere of Vienna by him,—a full-length

portrait of the Emperor Charles VL as

Knight of the Golden Fleece; and a large
equestrian portrait of Prince Eugene of
Savoy, in the apartment containing the pic-

tures of his battles, by Parrocel. Auerbach
painted also the heads of Charles VL and
the Count Althan, in Solimena's picture of
that emperor receiving from the count the

inventory of the gallery, in 1728, which
is placed in the hall of the grand stair-

case of the lower Belvedere. Several of
his portraits have been engraved; and his

own, in folio, by A. J. von Prenner. He
also etched a plate of himself painting his

wife. He died at Vienna, in 1753, aged
fifty-six, leaving a son, Johann Karl Auer-
bach, who was likewise a portrait-painter.

(Heineken, Dictionnaire des Artistes, &c.

;

Mechel, Catalogue des Tableaux de Vienne.)

R. N. W.
AUERELL, WILLIAM. [Averell^

William.]'
AUERNHAMMER. [Aurenhammer.]
AUERSPERG, or AUERSBERG, HER-

BARD, BARON VON, hereditary marshal
of Krain, the defender of south-eastern Ger-
many against the Turks, in the sixteenth

century. The family of Auersperg derives

the name from the castle of Auersperg, or
more correctly Auersberg, in Suabia, where
their ancestors became known among the
nobility as early as the tenth century. They
afterwards settled in Krain, then a province
belonging to the duchy of Karnthen, or Carin-
thia, and one of those countries which, being
originally a conquest from foreign nations,

received the name of " Marken," or frontier-

provinces, had a particular administration,

and were governed by " markgrafen," or
margraves. For some time Krain formed
part of the Windish Mark, a name which is

still given to a tract along the frontier of
Hungary. In 1463 the Emperor Frederick
III. conferred upon the chief of that family
the hereditary dignity of Marshal of Krain
and the Windish Mark. John Weichard
Auersperg was created a count of the empire
in 1653, and took his seat in the provincial

diet of Suabia, for the county of Thengen,
which was made a principality in 1654, in

consequence of which he became a prince of
the empire and was admitted to the imperial

diet. He also acquired the principalities, after-

wards duchies, of Miinsterberg and Franken-^
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stein in Silesia, and a seat among the nobility

of that country, which was not yet united with

Germany, although it was a fief of Bohemia.
Charles Joseph Anton Auersperg having sold

Miinsterberg and Frankenstein to Frederick

William IL, King of Prussia, in 1793, his

lordship of Gottschee, a large district in

Krain, was created a duchy by the Emperor
Francis II., and the present chief of the

family, Charles Philip William, is Prince of

Auersberg and Duke of Gottschee. The
county of Thengen, in Suabia, having been
mediatized after the dissolution of the Ger-

empire, and the foundation of theman
Rhenish Confederation, in 1806, and its for-

mer independence not having been re-esta-

blished at the congress of Vienna, the princes

of Auersperg took their seat for that county
among the high nobility (Standesherren) of

the grand-duchy of Baden, with which Then-
gen was united. Besides those dominions the

family of Auersperg is possessed of the county

of Auersperg in Krain, of the county of

Thurn-am-Hart, in the archduchy of Austria,

and of a considerable number of lordships in

diiferent parts of the Austrian empire ; but

these vast domains are divided among six

branches, the eldest of which has alone the

princely and ducal title. The house of

Auersperg belongs to the real nobility of

Germany, that is, not to that host of barons

and other gentlemen whose only nobility con-

sists in the privilege of distinguishing them-
selves from other people by putting the word
" von " before their family name, but to those

ancient families which became conspicuous

as popular leaders in the earliest pei'iod of

the German empire, or even before ; and
which are generally still in possession of

those extensive dominions in respect of

which their ancestors had a seat in the diets.

Herbard Auersperg, whose name is at the

head of this article, was born about 1525, and
distinguished himself in defending Krain
against the inroads of the Turks, who con-

tinued to molest the frontiers of Germany
although the emperor was at peace with the

Sultan. While the emperor's ambassadors at

Constantinople, Busbecquius, and, after him,

Albert von Wyss, endeavoured to negotiate a

more solid peace. Deli Mohammed and Ha-
san invaded Krain, in 1560, with a body of

Albanians and other savage soldiers, who
committed unheard of cruelties. Auersperg
was marshal of Krain, and consequently its

military commander. He surprised the

Turks, killed the two chiefs with his own
hand, routed the enemy, and made an excur-

sion into the Turkish territory, from which
he returned laden with booty. In 15G3 he
defeated the Turks at Kostenowicz in Bosnia,

but he was unable to prevent Mustafa Sokol-

lowich. Pasha of Bosnia and Herzek (Herzo-
gevina), from laying siege to Kruppa in

Croatia, and taking that important fortress,

the gallant inhabitants of which were cut to
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pieces (1565). As Auersberg was in sight
of the fortress wuth a body of 7000 men,
some Hungarian officers charged him with
cowardice, though the fact was that the
Turks were four times as numerous, and
occupied a strong position, from which they
could not be driven, except by a superior

force. In the following year, 1566, Auers-
perg found an opportunity of showing that he
was not to be reproached for want of courage.

He invaded Turkish Croatia, took two forti-

fied places by storm, and proceeded as far as

Novigrod, which he was going to besiege

when he was informed that the Pasha of
Kheluna was near with a superior force,

which he had led thither by mountain roads
for the purpose of surprising the Germans.
But Auersperg was so watchful and quick
that it was the pasha who was surprised.

The Turkish army was completely routed,

Auersperg seized the pasha and made him
prisoner, and the four sanjak-beys who com-
manded under the pasha, having likewise

been made prisoners, they were all sent to

Vienna to be presented to the Emperor Maxi-
milian II. During that time the Turks had
been compelled to confine their inroads to

Austrian Croatia, and during the following

seven years also Krain enjoyed a state of
peace unknown before, so that the inhabitants

used to call their arallant marshal the bulwark
of Krain, In 1575 the Turks invaded Aus-
trian Croatia with an overwhelming force.

Auersperg resolved to attack them near Bu-
dacki on the river Radonia, and advanced
upon the Turks with scarcely more than one
thousand horse, hoping to keep the enemy
in check till his main body should come up.

He thought that he would only have to do
with the enemy's vanguard, but when he
came in sight of them he was assailed by the

whole Turkish army, and after a sharp fight

was thrown from his horse and killed by the

lance of a sipahi. With him fell Colonel

Weixelberg, his lieutenant, and almost all

his officers, among whom was his son Wolf
Engelhard. The joy of the Turks was ex-

treme. The heads of Auersperg and Weixel-
berg were severed from their bodies, and sent

to Constantinople, together with the prisoners,

who were paraded through the streets, pre-

ceded by two Turkish officers who carried

the two heads on pikes, and they were sub-

sequently presented to the grand-vizir, and to

Sultan Miirad III. The commander of the

Turks in that battle, Ferhad-Bey, was gallant

enough to send Auersperg's body to his

widow ; but the impei-ial ambassador at Con-
stantinople having wished to buy the heads

of Auersperg and Weixelberg, the grand-vizi'r

asked 80,000 ducats for them, adding that

this was only a trifling price for an invalu-

able thing. However, he afterwards pre-

sented the ambassador with them in order to

induce him to favour the Turkish views

with regard to the peace which was going to
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be settled, and the heads were finally sent to

Laibach in Krain, where they were buried

with the bodies, accompanied by the lamenta-

tions of the inhabitants. (Hammer, Ge-
schichte des Osmanischen Ileiches, vol. iii.

pp. 400, 433, 511, iv. 22, &c. ; Almanac de

Gotha ; Ersch and Gruber, Allyemeine En-
cyclop'ddie, Sec. ; Schonleben, Genealogia II-

InstrissimcB FamilicE Frincipum, Comitum et

Baronnm ah Auersperg, Laibach, 1681, fol.;

George Khisl de Kaltenbrunn, Herhardi
Anerspergii, Baronis, Vita et Mors, &c. Lai-

bach, 1675.) W. P.

AUFFMANN, JOSEPH ANTON XA-
VEK, Kapellmeister at Kempten about the

middle of the eighteenth century, published

three Concertos for the organ, under the

title of" Triplus concentus Organicus," Augs-
burg, 1754. E. T.
AUFFRAY, JEAN, a French economist,

was born at Paris in 1733. His first known
production was published in April, 1753, in
" Le Mercure," and consisted of reflections

upon printing and literature. In this paper

he endeavoured to prove that the art of

printing had caused more injury than benefit

to learning—to enforce the propriety of ad-

mitting none to the profession of an author

without an examination—and to restrain the

printing of all books not acknowledged to be
useful, and necessary for the advancement of

literature. In answering objections to these

views he afterwards undertook to show that

the art of printing itself was retrograding

throughout Europe. So limited a conception

of the value of printing introduces him, not

very favourably, as an economical writer;

but though at no time an author of much
merit or consistency, he has given to the

world some just opinions. An advocate for

restrictions in literature, he was nevertheless

in favour of unlimited freedom in commerce.
He proposed the suppression of apprentice-

ships, corporations and guilds ( jurandes)

;

and, unmindful of the bonds he had prepared

for authors, he argued "that the artisan

ought not to be restrained any more than the

artist." With much error and some truth in

his speculations, he wrote several treatises

upon political economy. He laboured with
some of the most eminent of the economists

of his day in the preparation of the Ephe-
merides and Gazettes of agriculture and
commerce, and published separately the fol-

lowing works:— 1. " Idees patriotiques sur la

nece'ssite de rendre la liberte an Commerce,"
8vo. Lyon, 1762. 2. " Le Luxe considere

relativement a la Population et a I'Economie,"

Lyon, a work in which he recommends the

often-tried experiment of sumptuary laws.

3. " Discours sur les avantages que le Pa-
triotisme retire des Sciences c'conomiques,"

8vo. Paris, 1767. 4. " Conside'ratious sur

les Manufactures dans les Villes maritimes et

commer<;antes," Paris, 1 768. 5. " Essai sur les

moyens de faire du Colise'e un ctablissement
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national et patriotique," Paris, 1 772. 6. " Vues
d'un Politique du Seizieme Siecle sur la Legis-
lation de son temps," Paris and Amsterdam,
1775. 6. "Louis^XIL, surnomme le Pere
du Peuple, dont le pre'sent regne nous rap-
pelle le souvenir," Paris, 1775.

None of these works appear to have at-

tracted much notice in his own time, and
they are now scarcely known. They are not
mentioned either in Brunet or Watt, nor are
any of them in the British Museum. He was
elected a member of the Academy of Metz
in 1767, and of Marseille some few years
afterwards. He died in obscurity about the
year 1788. (^BiograpMe Universelle, Suppl.

;

Precis des travaiix de I'Acade'mie de Rouen.')

T. E. M.
AUFFSCHNAITER, BENEDICT AN-

TON, was kapellmeister at Passau in the
beginning of the eighteenth century, and
composed largely for the church. Gerber
gives the following list of his published
works:— 1. " Concors Discordia," Niirn-

berg, 1695. 2. " Dulcis fidium harmonia."
3. " Memnon sacer ab oriente sole animatus,
a 4 voc. Violinis, &c.," Augsburg, 1709. 4.

Five Masses, Augsburg, 1711. 5. "Duodecim
Offertoria de venerabili Sacramento, 4 voc. et

inst." Passau, 1719. 6. " Cymbalum Davidis,

vespertinum seu vespera pro festivitalibus,

&c., 4 voc. et inst." Passau, 1729. (Gerber,
Lexicon der Tonkilnstler.) E. T.
AUFI'DIA GENS was plebeian. The

cognomina of this gens were Lurco, Orestes,

Gemellus, and Rusticus, but Rusticus is

doubtful. (Orelli, OnomcLsticon ; Rasche,
Lexic. Rei Numarice.^ G. L.
AUFI'DIUS BASSUS. [Bassus.]
AUFFDIUS CHIUS, a jurist, is quoted

in the " Fragmenta Vaticana" (s. 77) as citing

an opinion of Atilicinus. Nothing is known
of his period, but he must have been either

a contemporary of Atilicinus or after him.
[Atilicinus.] G. L.
AUFFDIUS, CN., was qusestor B.C. 119,

and tribune B.C. 114. He lived to be very
old, and Cicero knew him in the latter part

of his life. Though he became blind, he
used to speak in the senate, and give his

friends his advice ; and he employed himself
on a Greek history (Grseca Historia) (Cicero,
Tusc. 5, 38,' 11 2). This histoiy was probably
a history of Rome from the earliest times to

his own period. This Aufidius was not the
person who proposed the Lex Aufidia de
Ambitu, on bribery at elections ; this lex was
proposed by M. Aufidius Lurco, b.c. 61.

(Cicero, Ad Attic, i. 16.)

Pliny {Hist. Nat. viii. 17) mentions Cn.
Aufidius, a tribune who proposed a measure
which repealed an old Senatusconsultum
against the importation of wild beasts from
Africa, so far as to allow the importation for

the Ludi Circenses. In Harduin's note on
Pliny, it is stated that the Cn. Aufidius who
proposed the repeal of this Senatusconsul-
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turn was tribune in b.c. 84, but no authority

is given for the year.

Cn. Aufidius in his old age adopted Cn.
Aurelius Orestes, which case is alleged by
Cicero, or the author of the oration " Pro
Domo" (c. 13), to show that he who adopts

another must at the time be unable to get

children, and must have attempted to get

them. (Krause, Fragtnenta Vet. Historic,

lloman. ; Orelli, Onomasticoii.) G. L.
AUFI'DIUS NAMUSA. [Namusa.]
AUFI'DIUS, T., has been enumerated

among the Roman jurists, but improperly.
He was quoestor b.c. 84. T. Aufidius was
subsequently prsetor of Asia. He aspired to

equal some of his distinguished contemporary
orators, but he spoke little. Aufidius lived

to a great age. He was the brother of the
tribune M. Virgilius, or Virginius, who, at

the instigation of Cinna, became the accuser

of Sulla with the view of repealing his con-

stitutional measures. (Cicero, Brutus, c. 48,

ed. Meyer.) G. L.

AUFI'DIUS, TITUS, an ancient physician,

who was a native of Sicily, and appears from
his name to have been of Roman origin.

He was one of the pupils of Asclepiades of
Bithynia, and must therefore have lived in

the first century b.c. He is generally sup-

posed to be the same person who is called

Titus only by Cffilius Aureliauus, and said

by him to have been a pupil of Asclepiades.

This Titus wrote a work on the Soul, " De
Anima," in which he recommended friction in

cases of pleurisy and pneumonia, which mode
of treatment is very properly objected to by
Cffilius Aurelianus. The same author men-
tions that in cases of mania Titus used to

confine his patients with cords, and employed
flagellation and starvation, while at the same
time he allowed them to indulge their sexual

appetite. (Stephanus Byzantius, De Urbib.

AvppdxLop; Cselius Aurelianus, De Morb.
Acut. lib. ii. cap. 29, p. 144, ed. Amman,
De Morb. Chroii. lib. i. cap. 5, p. 339.)

W. A. G.
AUFI'DIUS TUCCA. [Tucca.]
AUFRE'RE, ANTHONY, son of A.

Aufrere, of Hoveton Hall, Norfolk, was born
in 1756. Eai'lyin life he acquired a taste

for the literature of Germany, and, at a

time when the German language was much
less cultivated in England than at present,

published the following translations:— 1." A
Tribute to the Memory of Uiric von der

Hutten," from Goethe, 1789. 2. "Travels
through the Kingdom of Naples," by Salis-

Marschlius, 1795, 8vo. 3. " A Warning to

Britons against French Perfidy and Cruelty,

or a Short Account of the treacherous and
inhuman Conduct of the French Officers and
Soldiers towards the Peasants of Suabia
during the Invasion of Germany in 1796,

selected from well-authenticated German
publications," 1798, 8vo. The translation

was accompanied by an " Address to the
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People of Great Britain," by Aufrere ; and
as the whole was intended to arouse his
countrymen to the dangers of French in-

vasion, an abridgement was published for
more general circulation.

Aufre're also edited the " Lockhart Let-
ters," 2 vols. 4to., a task which devolved
upon him in consequence of his man-iage
with Matilda, the youngest daughter of
General Lockhart, of Lee and Carnwath, to

whom the papers had been left, with an in-

junction that they were not to be examined
until after the lapse of half a century from
their date. The correspondence throws con-
siderable light on the rebellions of 1715
and 1745. Aufrere was a frequent con-
tributor to the " Gentleman's Magazine." He
died at Pisa, on the 29th of November, 1833.

( Gentleman's Magazine, vol. i., New Series,

1834, p. 535 ; Literary Memoirs of Living
Authors of Great Britain, 1798, p. 23.)

J.W.
AUFRE'RI, ETIENNE, an eminent

French jurist, for whose life scarcely any
materials exist. Aufreri mentions, in his
" Decisiones Capellse Tolosanae," that Pierre
de Leon, Archbishop of Toulouse, appointed
him official in the archiepiscopal court, in

1483. A form of citation issued by the
Parlement of Toulouse in 1497 begins,
" Estienne, &c., au premier huissier." In
the edition of the "Stilus supremae curiaj

Parlamenti Parisiensis atque Tolosani," pub-
lished at Paris in 1530, he is spoken of as the
" distinguished Etienne Aufreri, an eminent
professor of civil and canon law, and during
his lifetime president of the inquests in the
Parlement ofToulouse." In the " Biographic
Toulousaine " it is stated that Aufreri died on
the 11th of September, 1511. No authority

is given for this assertion, and Lamoureux,
in the Supplement to the " Biographic Uni-
verselle," says that the date is evidently

incorrect. Lamoureux, however, does not
assign any reason for thinking it incorrect

;

and is himself in error when he states that

Aufreri was born about the commencement
of the sixteenth century, when it is certain

that he was the official of the Archbishop of
Toulouse in 1483. In the " Biographic
Toulousaine " it is said that Aufreri " pro-

fessed law" (professa le droit) at Toulouse
in his twentieth year ; by which probably
nothing more is meant than that he became
a legal practitioner at that age.

The following legal treatises by Etienne

Aufreri are re-printed in Ziletti's collection,

entitled " Tractatus universi Juris in mium
congest! :"— 1. " De Recusationibus" (" Of a

court declaring that it has not Jurisdiction"),

vol. iii. part 1. 2. " De Testibus" (" Of Wit-
nesses"), vol. iv. 3. " De Potestate Seculari

super Ecclesiis et Ecclesiasticis Personis"

(" Of Secular Jurisdiction over Churches and
Ecclesiastical Persons"), vols. xi. and xvi.

4. " De Potestate Ecclesiastica super Laicis ct
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eorum rebus" (" Of Ecclesiastical Jurisdiction

over Laymen and their property"), vol. xiii.

The third and fourth of these treatises were
published at Paris, in 1514, with another

entitled " Repetitio Clementinse primae et

Clericorum, de officio et potestate judicis

Ordinariis " (*' On the Ordinary Office and
Jurisdiction of a Judge—a repetitio on the

first of the Clementina) ' ut Clericonim' "),
which appears from its title to have been an
academical exercise or prelection. We have
been unable to learn whether this was the

first edition of these treatises : if the date of

Aufreri's death in the " Biographic Tou-
lousaine" be correct, it was a posthumous
publication. A work of Aufreri entitled
" Decisiones curiae Archiepiscopalis Tolosje,

dictoe Decisiones Capellae," of which an en-

larged edition was published at Lyon, in

1616, we have not seen. According to Ca-
tel, it is merely a continuation and commen-
tary on the " Decisiones Capellae Tolosanse"
of Corserius. Catel states that Aufreri
mentions, in his pi-eface, his having com-
menced the work, in 1483, at the request of
his patron, the Archbishop of Toulouse. The
" Stilus curiae Parlamenti Tolosaui," pub-
lished with that of Paris in 1530, and re-

published in 1551 by Du Moulin, has notes

by Aufreri. Du Moulin, in the preface to

this work, speaks in high terms of Aufreri's

learning and practical skill. His reputation

was great among the canonists of his own
time, some of whom were in the habit of
quoting him by his baptismal name alone.

The treatises mentioned above as included in

Ziletti's collection, are characterized by great

power of condensation and lucid arrange-

ment. A marked inclination to extend the

limits of ecclesiastical jurisdiction as far

as possible may be attributed to his early

practice in the church courts. (Catel, Me'-

moires de VHistoire de Languedoc ; Biographie
Toulousaine ; Du Moulin, Stylus Parlamenti
Parisiensis (Preface) ; Pasquier, llecherches

de la France ; Ziletti, Tractatus Universi

Juris, iii. iv. xi. xiii. xvi.; Biographie Uni-
verselle. Supplement.^ W. W.
AUFRESNE, JEAN RIVAL, an actor,

whose original name was Rival only, was
the son of a watchmaker of the latter name
in Geneva, where he was born in 1709. His
father was a friend of Rousseau and Voltaire,

and a man of literary tastes and habits, in

which the son partook. His theatrical talents

are said to have been developed while he
was on a visit to Normandy, about the year

1757. A professional actor being seized with
illness just before he was going to act his

part in a tragedy. Rival, after some hesita-

tion, was prevailed on to take his place, and
received such encouraging applause that he
resolved to seek his fortune on the stage.

This choice was the subject of much morti-

fication to his respectable Genevese relations,

and it was to spare their feelings that he
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adopted for after-life the name of Aufresne.
On the 30th of May, 1765, he passed the
ordeal which in that age decided the fate of
a French actor, by making his debut in the

Comedie Fran^aise, where he performed the
part of Auguste in " Cinna." He was success-

ful, and is said to have enjoyed much public
favour, but to have been unpopular with his

brother actors. He seems to have been am-
bitious of creating a new school of acting in

tragedy and serious comedy, but to have
found insuperable barriers in his way.
Though thus at war with his brethren, he
was nevertheless raised to the rank of a so-

cius in the Comedie Fran^aise. He after-

wards left France. He visited Prussia,

where Frederic the Great admired his acting,

and, after a tour through Italy, visited Vol-
taire at Ferney, in 1 776. He afterwards spent
his days in Russia, where Catherine II. gave
him a distinguished reception. He died in

the year 1806, at the age of ninety-seven, and
is said to have acted the part of Auguste
within a few months of the day of his death.

(^Biog. Universelle.) J. H. B.
AUGE, DANIEL D', also known by the

Latinized form of his name Augentius, was
born at Villeneuve-l'archeveque in the dio-

cese of Sens, in Champagne, in the first half
of the sixteenth century. He was a man of
considerable learning, and became royal pro-
fessor of the Greek language in the univei'sity

of Paris in the year 1578. He had pre-

viously been tutor to the son of Francois
Olivier, chancellor of France. He died in

the year 1595. At his death he bequeathed
forty thousand crowns to his niece, who was
married to a wine-merchant named Antoine.
This lady murdered her husband in order
that she might marry a person of the name
of Jumeau: the crime was discovered, and
the murderess hanged, and Jumeau broken on
the wheel.

Auge was the author of the following

works :— 1 .
" Oraison consolatoire sur la

Mort de Messire Fran9ois Olivier, chancelier

de France, a Madame Antoinette de Cerisay,

sa femme," Paris, 1560, 8vo. 2. "Deux
Dialogues de 1'Invention Poetique, de la

vraie Connaissance de I'Histoire, de I'Art

Oratoire, et de la Fiction de la Fable," Paris,

1560, 8vo. 3. "Discours sur I'Arret donne
au Parlement de Dole en Bourgogne, tou-

chant un Homme accuse et convaincu d'etre

loup-garou." La Croix du Maine states that

this work was printed, but does not say
where. 4. " L'Institution d'un Prince Chre'-

tien, traduite du Grec de Synese, e'veque de
Cyrene. Avec une Oraison de la vraie No-
blesse, traduite du Grec de Philon Juif,"

Paris, 1555, 8vo. 5. "Quatre Homelies de
Saint Macaire, Egyptien, contenant la vraie

Perfection necessaire et utile a chacun Chre-
tien," Paris and Lyon, 1559, 16mo. 6.

"Epitre a noble et vertueux Enfant An-
thoine Thelin, fils de noble Guillaume The-
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lin, auteur du livre intitule Opuscules
divins, en laquelle est traite du vrai Patri-

moine et Succession que doivent laisser les

Peres a leurs Enfans," printed at the begin-
ning of the " Opuscules divins," which he
edited, Paris, 1565. 7. "Recueil des plus
belles Sentences et manieres de parler des
Epitres familieres de Ciceron, Kecueillies

premierement par un docteur Italien, nomme
Christophe Capharo, mis en Fran9ois par
Daniel d'Auge," Paris, 1556, 8vo. 8. He
published, with notes, a poem of Sannazaro,
entitled " De Morte Christi Lamentati," Paris,

1557, 4to. 9. "D. Gregorii, Nyssa? poutificis,

magni Basilii fratris, de Immortalitate Aui-
mse, cum sua sorore Macrina dialogus, nun-
quam ante hoc ueque Grace neque Latine ex-

cusus. Daniele Augentio interprete," Paris,

1557, Svo. Printed without the Greek text.

10. "Divi Basilii Homilia de Invidia. Ex
Dan. Augentii Interpretatione, cum ejusdem
Notis," Paris, 1586, 4to. This edition has
the Greek text. 11. "Theodori Gazse En-
comium Canis, Greece. Latine fecit et Notis
illustravit Dan. Augentius," Paris, 1590, 4to.

12. "Epitaphium Gelonidis, Macrini Con-
jugis," printed in Gniter's " Delitia^ Poetarum
Gallorum," pt. i. p. 263. (La Croix du
Maine and Du Verdier, Bibliotheques Fran-
coises, edit. Rigoley de Juvigny; Bayle,

Dictionnaire Histoidque, edit, in Svo; More'ri,

Dictionnaire Historique.^ J. W. J.

AUGE'ARD, MATTHIEU, a priest, was
born at Tours, in the year 1673. He was
secretary of the seal under M. Chauvelin, who
was keeper of the seals from 1727 to 1737.

His death took place at Paris, on the 27th of

December, 1751. His works are— 1. "Arrets
notables des difFerens Tribvmaux du Roy-
aume, sur plusieurs Questions importantes

du Droit Civil, de Coutume, de Discipline

Ecclc'siastique, et de Droit Public," 3 vols.

Paris, 1710—1718, 4to. The first volume,
which was printed in 1710, contains deci'ees

passed between the 29th of March, 1696, and
the 5th of June, 1709. The second, dated

1713, contains similar documents from the

1 5th of July, 1 6 8 1 , to the 5th of August, 1710;

and the third volume, dated 1718, com-
mences with the 25th of January, 1690, and
extends to the 14tli of August, 1710. It

would appear, therefore, that he printed as

soon as he had collected sufficient materials

to form a volume. This work was under-

taken in imitation, or rather as a continua-

tion, of the " Joumal du Palais," by Blon-

deau, Gueret, and others. It was well re-

ceived, and Augeard afterwards employed
himself in collecting many decisions which
had previously escaped his notice, with the

intention of publishing an improved edition,

in which he proposed bringing the whole
body of decrees into one chronological series.

He did not live to carry out this design, but

the work appeared in this improved form in

1756, in 2 vols, fol., edited by Richer. This
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new edition contains decrees down to the
commencement of the year 1736. Augeard
also took part with J. B. Brunet in an en-
larged edition of Denys le Brun's "Traite
de la Communaute' entre Mari et Femme,"
published at Paris, 1754, 1776, fol. (Moreri,

Dictionnaire Historique; Barbier, Examen
critique des Dictionnaires ; Querard, La
France Litteraire ; Beauvais, Biographic
Universelle, edit. 1838.) J. W. J.

AUGE'ARD, N., or, according to the
*' Biographic Universelle," Jacques Matthieu,

farmer-general and secretaire des commande-
mens to Marie Antoinette, Queen of France,

was born at Bordeaux in the year 1731. It

appears that he was sent early to Paris,

where, aided by the advantages of ability and
person, and the influence of his family, which
was one of the first in Bordeaux, his career

was highly successfid, until the commence-
ment of the revolutionary movement in

France. He was devoted to the royal family,

and soon became an object of jealousy to the

opposite party. His clerk Seguin accused
him in the month of October, 1789, of having
formed some design against the nation. He
was immediately arrested and his papers
seized ; and the subject was referred to the

Chatelet, by which tribunal, after a strict in-

vestigation, he was acquitted, on the 8th of

March, 1791. This affair gave rise to the

following pieces:—"Memoire pour M. Au-
geard, Secretaire des Commandemens de la

Reine," Paris, 1789, 8vo. "Compte rendu a
I'Assemblee Generale des Representans de la

Commune, par M. Agier, au nom du Comite
de Recherches, le 30 Nov. 1789," Paris, 1789,

8vo. " Lettre de M. Blonde, ancien avocat

au Parlement, a M. Agier, Pre'sident du Co-
mite des Recherches de la Ville, au sujet de
son Compte rendu a la Commrme de TafFaire

du Sieur Augeard," Paris, 1 789, 8vo. " Eclair-

cissemens donne's a va\ des MM. de I'Assem-

blee Nationale, par M. Agier, au sujet de la

Lettre de M. Blonde, ami et conseil du Sieur

Augeard," Paris, 1790, Svo. " Re'ponse de

M. Blonde aux Eclaircissemens donnes par

M. Agier, dans Taffaire de M. Augeard,"

Paris, 1790, Svo. " Plaidoyer pour M. Au-
geard, par M. de Bonnieres," Paris, 1 790, Svo.

The public suspicion against him may have

been augmented by the circumstance of his

having, some time before his arrest, and with-

out authority as it is asserted, requested the

committee of farmers-general to give him
the earliest notice of vacancies in all lucrative

posts, supporting his demand by the assurance

that their compliance would be agreeable to

the queen. The committee assented, though

with some reluctance ; but when the queen

was informed of what had taken place, she

openly declared her disapprobation of the

conduct of her secretary, and carefully ab-

stained from all interference in the appoint-

ments. This circumstance, notwithstanding,

contributed much to strengthen the general
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belief that financial employments were placed

at the disposal of the queen.

Three months after the acquittal of Au-
geard,—namely, in June, 1791,—the king
actually attempted to escape from Paris, and
was stopped at Varennes. Augeard, fearing

that this event might lead to yet more serious

consequences to himself, made his escape to

Brussels as soon as he Avas informed of the

arrest of the royal family. Here he met the

French princes, and drew up the manifesto

which they published against the constitution

of 1791. He returned to Paris for a short

time, and took part in some political intrigues

;

but prudently retired again in 1792, and thus

avoided the dangers of the reign of terror.

In 1799, when tranquillity was restored by
the events of the 1 8th Brumaire, he returned

to France, and lived peaceably at Paris until

his death, which occurred on the 30th of

May, 1805. Augeard was the last of the

farmers -general. He left behind him me-
moirs of the various intrigues of the court

from 1771 to 1775, which have never been
published. He is also said to have left many
valuable manuscripts relating to the history

of finance. He was intimately acquainted

with all the proceedings of the court, the in-

trigues of the Revolution, and the secret

movements of the coalition against the re-

public. (Rabbe, Biographie des Contempo-
rains ; Biographie Moderne; Le Moniteiir

(1805), p. 812; Biographie Unirerselle, edit.

1843; Catalogue ofprinted Books in the Bri-
tish Museum!) J. W. J.

AUGE'NIO, ORA'ZIO, was born at Monte
Santo Castello in Romagna, according to a

conjecture of Mazzuchelli, in 1527. His
father, whose name was Louis Augenio, was
a physician, and practised with great success

for upwards of sixty years in the cities of

Romagna and Tuscany. He obtained the

esteem of Pope Clement VII., who attached

him to his service. The fame of the father

was of great assistance to the son, and he com-
menced his studies at Fermo with unusual ad-

vantages. He studied with diligence classical

and general literature, and attended the courses

on philosophy and theology. He took his de-

gree of doctor of medicine at an early age,

upon which he was appointed professor of
logic in the university of Macerata, a post

which he resigned at the end of two years, in

order to take part of the chair of the theory
of medicine at Rome. Here he continued
till 1563, when he removed to Osimo for the

purpose of practising his profession. He,
however, did not remain long here, and in

1570 practised at Cingoli, and in 1573 he
again removed to Tolentino. He continued
to practise at Tolentino till 1577, when he
was elected professor of practical medicine
in the university of Turin. Some of his

biographers state that he had, during this in-

terval, held a chair of medicine in Pavia and
Paris, but this appears to be erroneous. In
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Turin he was the colleague of Giovanni
Costea da Lodi, and continued there till

1593, when, on the death of Bernardin

Pateino, he was appointed professor of theo-

retical medicine in the university of Padua.
The emoluments of this chair were much
more considerable than those of the others

which he had occupied. He received at first

as his stated income 900 florins annually;

but so highly were his services valued by
the senate of Venice, that in 1699 they in-

creased his salary to 1100 florins. He died

at Padua, in 1603.

Augenio published a great number of

works on the various departments of medi-
cine. Many of these have been collected and
published in folio at various places, under the

title " Opera omnia." The first edition ap-

peared at Frankfort, in 1597 ; the second in

1 600 ; and the same was published again at

Venice in 1602, and a second time in 1607.

One of the first works published by Augenio
was a compendium of the practice of medicine,

and was entitled " Compendium totius Medi-
cina?," Turin, 1580, 8vo. In 1570 he pub-

lished a work on blood-letting, with the title

" De Sanguinis Missione libri tres," which
was printed in 12mo. at Venice. He after-

wards enlarged this work very considerably,

and it was published again at Geneva, in

1575, with the title " De curandi Ratione per

Sanguinis Missionem libri xvii." He consi-

dered bleeding an entirely revulsive remedy,
and recommended the abstraction of blood in

inflammation from parts distant from the

seat of disease. In this work he describes

at great length the process of cupping and
the application of leeches, and combats the

views of Botalli and Arcangelo Mercenario.

Other editions of this work were published

at Turin in 1584, at Venice in 1597, and at

Frankfort in 1 598 and 1 605. The next work
of Augenio was on renal and calculous dis-

eases, with the title "De medendis Calcu-

losis et exulceratis Renibus," 4to. Camerino,

1575. This, like most of the author's works,

is exceedingly verbose, and is principally

devoted to the relation of a case cured by
sulphuric lemonade. In 1577 he wrote upon
the plague, the object of his labours being to

point out the means of preventing it. His
work was entitled "Del modo preservarsi

dalla Peste libri tre," Fermo, 1577, small

8vo. This book is written in Italian, al-

though it is generally quoted with its Latin

name. The author gives as his reason for

writing it in his mother tongue, that it was
intended for the use of the whole community.
It was published again at Leipzig in 1598.

In 1579 he published, at Turin, the first

twelve books of a work consisting of dis-

cussions on various medical subjects, entitled

" Epistolarum et' Consultationum Medicina-

lium libri xxiv., in duos tomos distributi."

The second twelve books were published at

Turin, in 1580. They were afterwards re-
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published together in folio at Venice, in

1592, and at Frankfort in 1597 and 1600.

In 1600 he published a series of letters, en-

titled " Epistolarum Medicinalium tomi tertii,

libri xii.," Venice, folio. These letters were
principally against the views held by Ales-

sandro Massaria, and contained an exposition

of the author's views on the principal doc-

trines of Galen and Hippocrates. In 1695

he published a work on the question of the

periods of utero-gestation at which children

may be born alive. It was entitled " Quod
homini non sit certura nascendi tempus libri

duo," 8vo. It was republished afterwards at

Frankfort in folio, as well as with some of

his other works. He maintained in this

work, against the general opinion of his time,

that children lived who were born at the

eighth month of utero-gestation. He also

relates a case in which the Cesarean section

was performed and the life of the child saved,

although the mother died. The last work of

Augenio, and probably the best, was pub-

lished by his son after his death, and was on

the subject of fever, and particularly of a

form of that disease which he had observed

from 15G8 to 1572. It was entitled " De Fe-

bribus, Febrium Signis, Symptomatibus, et

Prognostico, libri septem, ab ipso authore ab

anno 1568 usque ad 1572 singuli conscripti

:

nunc vero post ejus obituni ab Hilario Au-
genio authoris filio in lucem emissi," Venice,

folio, 1605. This work treats first of the cure

of the symptoms of epidemic fevers ; secondly,

of epidemic fevers in general ; and thirdly,

of the cure of small-pox and measles. He
strongly recommends bleeding in all cases of

fever, even in infants and delicate persons.

It may be here, however, observed, that the

practice which is successful in one epidemic

may not be in another, and we have had in

this country recently instances of fevers pre-

vailing, and requiring at different times

almost opposite modes of treatment. There
is yet another production of Augenio men-
tioned by his biographers, entitled " Consilia

quffidam Medica," which was published at

Frankfort, in 1605, in the " Consilia Medici-

nalia" of Joseph Lautenbach. (Mangetus,

Bihliotli. Script. Med. ; Mazzuchelli, S'cnYfor

i

d'Italia; Biog. Medicale ; Eloy, Diet. Hist.

de la Me'decine ; Augenio, Works.') E. L.

AUGENTIUS. [AuGE.]
AUGER, ATHANASE, ABBE', was born

at Paris, on the 12th of December, 1734. He
embraced the ecclesiastical profession, but

was always devoted to the study of the clas-

sics, particularly to that of the Greek and
Roman orators. He was for some time pro-

fessor of rhetoric in the college of Rouen.

Afterwards he was made, by the Bishop of

Lescars, grand-vicar of that diocese. Enjoy-

ing an income which, though small, was suf-

ficient for his very moderate wants, he spent

the greater part of his life in Paris, immersed
in his classical pursuits, careless of all that
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passed around him, and perfectly happy in

the belief that the illustration of the master-
pieces of ancient eloquence was the purpose
for which he had been sent into the world.

Having been offered a profitable ecclesiastical

cure in Normandy, he refused it, saying with
surprise, " If I should accept this place, who
would translate Demosthenes ?" His religious

feelings are described as having been warm
without bigotry. He attempted preaching,

and believed himself to be qualified for suc-

cess in sacred oratory ; but, after a time, he
gave it up, alleging as his reason the weak-
ness of his voice. One of his friends, how-
ever, says (and the abbe's published writings

confirm the opinion), that his sermons showed
no real eloquence. The early storms of the

French revolution passed over his head with-

out materially disturbing his contemplative

repose ; although he was so far aroused as to

publish opinions of a moderate and rational

cast, on some questions of national interest.

La Harpe, and other literary men who took

a part in the first scenes of the political drama,
studied under the Abbe Auger, and regarded
him with respect and affection. He died on
the 7th of February, 1792. In the Academy
of Inscriptions, of which he was a member,
Herault de Sechelles, one of his pupils, pro-

nounced his " eloge," which was printed in

the second volume of the abbe's posthumous
works. There was promised, for the same
collection, a long life of Auger, by his friends

Paris and Selis, which, however, never ap-

peared.

The works of the Abbe Auger were of two
classes,—original compositions, and transla-

tions from the Greek. His works of the first

class (all of which, like those of the second,

were published at Paris) were the following

:

1. " Discours sur I'E'ducation," 1775, 12mo.

2. " Projet d'E'ducation Publique, pre'cc'de de

quelques Reflexions sur I'Assemble'e Nation-

ale," 1789, 8vo. 3. " Catechisme du Citoyen

FrauQois," 1791, 8vo. 4. " Des Gouverne-

ments en general, et en particulier de celui

qui nous convient," 1791, 8vo. 5. " Combien
il nous importe d'avoir la Paix," 1792, 8vo.

6. " De la Constitution des Romains, sous les

Rois et an temps de la Republique." This

treatise, the most elaborate which proceeded

from the author's pen, is reported to have oc-

cupied him at intervals during more than

thirty years. The part of it which is strictly

systematic is followed by a second part, which
is properly a life of Cicero, treated in its re-

lations to the history and political state of

Rome in the orator's time. The work exhibits

both talent and learning. The French biblio-

graphical books describe it as having been

printed in 1792, in 3 vols. Svo. It fills like-

wise the first volume and the greater part

of the second in the "(Euvres Posthumes

d'Athanase Auger," Paris, 1792—93, 10 vols.

8vo. The remainder of the collection con-

tains Auger's translations from Cicero. 7. " De
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la Trage'die Grecque," 1 792, 8vo., designed

as an introduction to a translation of the ex-

tant Greek tragedies, but not published till

four days after the author's death. 8. Two
Memoirs in the collection of the " Academic
des Inscriptions et Belles Lettres," 1793, vol.

xvi., " sur Lycurgue," and " sur des Restitu-

tions faites au texte de Lysias et d'Isee."

Auger's translations are the following:

—

1. " Harangues d'Eschine et de Demosthene

sur la Couronne," 1768, 8vo. 2. " CEuvres

completes de De'mosthene et d'Eschine, tra-

duites en Frangois, avec des Remarques sur les

Harangues et Plaidoyers de ces deux Ora-

teurs, et des Notes critiques et grammaticales

en Latin sur le texte Grec," 1777, 4 vols.

8vo. ; 1788, 6 vols. 8vo. ; 1804, 6 vols. 8vo.

;

and, edited by J. Planche, with the Greek
text, 1819—21, 10 vols. 8vo. 3. " (Euvres

completes d'Isocrate," 1783, 3 vols. 8vo. 4.

" Discours de Lycurgiie, d'Andocide, d'Isee,

de Dinarque, avec un Fragment sous le nom
de Demade," 1783, 8vo. ; and again, 1792,

8vo., under the title " Les Orateurs Athe-

niens," &c. 5. " CEuvres completes de Ly-
sias," 1783, 8vo. In the same year Auger
edited the original of Lysias :

" Lysise Opera
omnia, Greece et Latine, cum versione nova,

&c., edidit Athanasius Auger," 1783, 2 vols.

8vo. and 4to. 6. " Homelies, Discours, et

Lettres Choisies, de S. Jean Chrysostome,"

1785, 4 vols. 8vo. 7. "Discours Choisis de

Cice'ron," 1787, 3 vols. 12mo. 8. " Harangues
tirees d'Herodote, de Thucydide, et des

CEuvres de Xe'nophon," 1788, 2 vols. 8vo.

9. " Homelies et Lettres Choisies de S. Basile

le Grand," 1788, 8vo.

Upon the Abbe Auger's merits as a trans-

lator and annotator of the Greek orators,

opinions are now unanimous. He was a man
of good taste, good sense, and great industry

;

but he possessed neither acuteness nor com-
prehensiveness enough to distinguish him
highly as a classical critic, nor force or elo-

quence enough to qualify him for doing jus-

tice to the master-pieces ofAttic oratory. His
few Latin annotations on Demosthenes and
^Eschines are of little value. His historical

explications are more elaborate and valuable.

Of his translations, those from Isocrates

are by far the best ; and, indeed, the flowing

style of this orator fitted him Avell for

exercising the pen of Auger, whose feeble

circumlocutions and polished elaboration of

language convey a most inadequate image of

the pregnant vigour of Demosthenes. Per-

haps the first edition of the translations may
have been better than those which followed

;

for he himself, dissatisfied with the work as

it first appeared, voluntarily undertook the

toil of re-casting it almost entirely, confessing

in his preface of 1 788 that he had previously

adhered too slavishly to the letter of his ori-

ginal, and had failed in attaining that ease

and lightness which he regarded as essential

to the merit of such compositions. The
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general correctness of Auger's Demosthenes,

both in point of style and in rendering the

substance of his author's meaning, with its

unquestionable superiority to the partial

translations previously executed by Tourreil

and D'Olivet, has gained for it in France a

popularity which cannot be said to be unde-

served. But the French critics acknowledge
freely the inability of his translations to com-
municate an idea of the original ; and his

editor, Planche, in announcing his edition of

the translations as revised and corrected,

avows that he has endeavoured to bring

them, in many places, closer to the specific

conciseness of the Greek text. (Biographie
Universelle ; Querard, La France Litte'raire,

vol. i. 1827 ; Herault de Seychelles, E'Loge

d'Athanase Auger; De Castres, Les Trois

Siecles de la Litterature Frangoise, i. 56 ; La
Harpe, Lycce, xiv. 328—340; Becker, De-
viostheiies ah Staatsbilrger, &c. p. 152—158,

1830; Planche, Preface.) W. S.

AUGER, EDMOND, an active and able

Jesuit of the sixteenth century, was born of

poor parents, in the French diocese of Troyes,

in the year 1515. Begging his way to Rome
with a letter of introduction to the well-

known Jesuit father Le Fevre, but finding

on his arrival that Le Fevre was dead, he
considered himself fortunate in obtaining per-

mission to serve in the kitchen of the Jesuit

establishment. The attention of Saint Igna-

tius was soon attracted by the promising

talents of the young Frenchman, who, being

admitted to the noviciate, and passing through
it with great distinction, was afterwards em-
ployed to teach the principles of poetry and
eloquence at Perugia, at Padua, and in

the Collegio Romano. The French bishops,

alarmed by the success of the Hugonot doc-

trines, requested assistance from father Lay-
nez, the general of the Jesuits ; and Auger,
who was selected as one of the missionaries,

returned to his native country in 1559. In

his preaching and other professional labours

in the south of France he was exposed to

many perils. At Valence in Dauphine' he
was sentenced by the Baron des Adrets to be
hanged ; and it was only when he stood on
the ladder that he was saved by the interces-

sion of a Hugonot minister. Escaping from
Valence, he continued his exertions with re-

doubled zeal, till, in 1575, he was chosen to

fill the office of confessor to the weak and
bigoted King Henry III., of whose supersti-

tious follies Auger, deservedly or not, bore

in public estimation the principal blame.

After a time, indeed, he became tired of his

equivocal position. Although he refused a

bishopric, he retired from the court, and soon

afterwards obeyed a summons of the general of

his order to return to Italy. He died at Como,
in 1591. His Jesuit biographer gives him
credit for having converted more than forty

thousand heretics ; and it is at any rate cer-

tain that he advised measures of extreme
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severity for their suppression. His eloquence

as a preacher was highly admired by his

Catholic contemporaries, one of whom calls

him " the Chrysostom of France." He pub-

lished several controversial treatises, of which
a list, probably incomplete, is given in the

" Bibliotheca" cited below. Among his other

works were these :—an esteemed Catechism ; a
" Metanoeologie sur le sujet de la Congrega-

tion des Penitens," Paris, 1584, 4to. ; and

a work entitled " Le Pedagogue d'Armes a

un Prince Chretien, pour entreprendre et

achever heureusement une bonne guerre

victorieuse de tou.s les ennemis de son etat

et de I'eglise," 1568, 8vo. (Alegambe, &c.,

Bibliotheca Scriptorum Societatis Jesu, 1676,

p. 182; Moreri, Dictionnaire Historique

;

Feller, Dictionnaire Historique.) W. S.

AUGER, LOUIS SIMON, a French man
of letters, whose industry and temporary

reputation were somewhat greater than his

talents, was born at Paris on the 29th of De-
cember, 1772. His earliest literary attempts

were vaudevilles and other petty dramas ; but

being soon taught that his strength did not lie

in original invention, he applied himself to the

more congenial task of criticism, biography,

and political writing. In early manhood he

was employed in a subordinate character in

the administrative departments of the govern-

ment; but, having attained some literary

reputation, he withdrew, in 1812, from the

place he held in the bureau of the minister

of the interior, and received an appointment in

the imperial commission which was charged

with the examination and composition of clas-

sical works. Thenceforth he was a literary

man by profession, and one ofthe best rewarded

literary men of his times. On the restora-

tion of the Bourbons, he was named censor-

royal ; but, having advocated the cause of the

royal family during the hundred days, was
displaced, and suffered a short imprisonment.

He was re-appointed to the censorship on the

second restoration of Louis XVIII., and in

1816 received a pension. On the remodel-

ling of the Institute of France in the same
year, and the expulsion of the obnoxious

members. Auger was named to one of the

two places which had become vacant in the

academy. He was next appointed, with a large

salary, to be a member of the commission for

the French Dictionary; in 1820 he became
one of the censors, under the law which sus-

pended the liberty of the press; and in 1827,

on the resignation of M. Raynouard, he was
named perpetual secretary of the French Aca-
demy. In the midst of this uninterrupted train

of worldly successes. Auger's life came sud-

denly to a premature close. On the evening of

the 2nd of January, 1829, after having spent

some hours in his own house with M. Barante,

he went out and never returned. Three
weeks afterwards his body was found in the

Seine, near Meulan. Difficult though it was
to understand what could have made such a
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man weary of his life, there could yet be no
doubt, from the appearance of the corpse, and
from his known opinions, that he had com-
mitted suicide.

Auger's literary labours were voluminous
and diversified ; but there is not among them
any original work which can preserve him
from being forgotten. He was successively

editor, or principal contributor, in several

newspapers and other periodicals; amongst
which were the " De'cade Philosophique

"

(afterwards called the " Revue"), the " Jour-
nal de I'Empire," the " Journal General de
France," a ministerial paper, which, after

having written down its circulation to a frac-

tion, he quitted in 1817 to perform the same
service for the *' Mercure de France," another
organ of the government. In these publica-

tions he maintained a bitter warfare against

some of the most distinguished men of the

day, such as Jouy, Constant, and his worst
enemies the expelled academicians, who
revenged themselves for their expulsion by
continually ridiculing their subservient suc-

cessor. One of the most whimsical of his

controversies was that with Madame Genlis,

whom he had offended by a criticism on her
work " De I'lnliuence des Femmes dans la

Litte'rature." For the charge of pompousness
and egotism, constantly brought against him
by his assailants, there was abundant reason,

both in his writings and in his personal

demeanour. His compositions are justly de-

scribed likewise as being usually dry and
unanimated. But he was a person of good
sense, industry, and activity, and maintained
with no inconsiderable ability the cause of

literary classicism against the followers of

the fashionable romantic school. His origi-

nal works, published elsewhere than in

periodicals, were the following:— 1 and 2.

Two unsuccessful vaudevilles. 3. " E'loge de

Boileau-Despre'aux," Paris, 1805, 8vo. ; an
essay which was crowned by the Institute,

and received with general applause. 4. " E'loge

de Corneille," Paris, 1808, 8vo., which re-

ceived from the Institute an accessit or sup-

plementary prize. 5. " Abrege de Geogra-
phic Physique et Politique," Paris, 1808, 1809,

12mo. 6. " Ma Brochure en reponse a celles

de Madame de Genlis," Paris, 1812, 8vo.

7. " Essai sur la Vie et les Ouvrages de Cer-

vantes," Paris, 1825, 8vo. 8. "Observations

sur la Nature de la Propriete Litteraire,"

Paris, 1826, 4to. (a memoir of 8 pages pri-

vately printed for the Literary Commission).

9. The " Discours Preliminaire " of the
" Biographic Universelle," and a large num-
ber of the biographical articles contained in

that work. At the time of his death he was
engaged in completing an elaborate " Com-
mentaire de Moliere," on which he had

laboured very long.

Those publications of Auger, however,

which were most useful, as well as most nu-

merous, were the editions of French authors
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which appeared under his superintendence,

with occasional notes, and elaborate prefatory

notices, biographical and critical. Querard

enumerates thirty-two editions thus published

by Auger, among which the most voluminous

are the works of Duclos, Boileau, Montes-

quieu, Count Hamilton, Voltaire, and Moliere,

the " Lycee " of La Harpe, and select works

of Beaumarchais, Sedaine, and others. {Bio-

grapJiie Universelle, Supplement ; Biographie

des Hommes Vivants ; Biographie des Con-

temporaiiis : Querard, La France Litteraire.)

W. S.

AUGEREAU, ANTOINE, better known
by the Latinized form of his name Augurel-

lus, a printer and bookseller of Paris. The
greater part, if not all, the productions of

Augereau's press bear date from the year 1 531

to 1 544, in which latter year he probably died,

as no work is known to have been printed by
him after that period. He is said to have
printed also in conjunction with Jean Petit

and Simon de Colines. His books are dis-

tinguished for the beauty of their execution,

and the excellence of the type both Greek
and Roman. La Caille ranks him among
the improvers of the Roman character. He
also says that he was one of the first who
cut punches for Roman letters, the character

hitherto employed being for the most part

Gothic. This statement must be qualified,

being true only as to France, for the Roman
character had been used in Italy and in Ger-
many nearly seventy years before Augereau
printed. Panzer enumerates several of the

productions of his press. (Panzer, Annales

Typograpkici, viii. 153, &c. ; La Caille, His-

toire de rimprimerie et de la Lihrairie, 104;

Greswell, A view of the early Parisian Greek
press, i. 126 ; Lottin, Catalogue des Lihraires

et des Lihraires-Imprimeurs, 24, and part ii.

p. 3 ; Hoffmann, Lexicon Bihliographicum,

art. " Plutarchus," p. 344.) J. W. J.

AUGEREAU, PIERRE FRANCOIS
CHARLES, DUC DE CASTIGLIONE, was
born in the faubourg St. Marceau, on the

11th of November, 1757. His father Avas a

mason, his mother was a vender of fruit

:

they could give the boy no education, and,

abandoned to his own impulses, he contracted

a hardy reckless character, which was con-

tinually involving him in scrapes. Like many
other wild youths, he sought refuge in the

army. Little is known of his early career, and
that little has been highly coloured by the ma-
lice of the Bonapartists. He served as a pri-

vate soldier, first in the (cavalry) regiment of

Bourgogne ; then in the Marquis de Poyanne's
regiment of carbineers, and ultimately entered

the Neapolitan service, in which he rose to

the rank of sergeant. About the year 1787
he was encouraged and assisted^by the Baron de
Talleyrand, at that time French ambassador
to the Neapolitan court, to establish himself

as a fencing-master at Naples. He continued

to exercise this profession till he was obliged,
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like all his countrymen, to quit the kingdom,
in consequence of the violence offered by
the Parisians to Louis XVI. on the 10th of
August, 1792.

He returned to Paris in September, 1792,
at the moment when a foreign enemy had
penetrated into Champagne, and volunteers
were enrolling themselves for the defence of
the country. He joined one of the Parisian
battalions that was marched into La Vendee.
Among these raw levies of men the trifling

military experience of Augereau was of use.

He distinguished himself in the war of La
Vendee by his courage and activity, and rose
rapidly in rank ; and early in 1793 was trans-

ferred to the army of the Pyrenees with the
rank of adjutant-general. The most dis-

tinguished portion of Augereau's military
career, and probably the happiest part of his

life, was that which elapsed between the period
of his appointment to the army of the Pyre-
nees and his first political mission to Paris,

1797.

He continued with the army of the Pyre-
nees till September, 1795. At first he was
under the command of Dugommier. He dis-

tinguished himself in the battle of the 24th of
July, and at the re-capture of Bellegarde on
the 18th of September, 1793. Early in the
following year he was promoted to the rank
of general of brigade, and in that capacity
earned new laurels in the blockade of
Figueras, May, 1794. Scherer succeeded not
long after to the command of the army of the

Pyrenees, and under that commander Auge-
reau contributed mainly to the victory gained
over the Spaniards on the Fluvia, in June,
1795.

The French government was about this

time alarmed at the aspect of affairs in Italy.

Bonaparte having resigned the command of
the army of Italy, in May, 1795, Kellerman,
personally brave, but unfit to command in

chief, was appointed his successor. The
peace with Spain in 1796 left the general and
army of the Pyrenees at the disposal of the
government, and Scherer, with 12,000 of his

best troops, among whom was Augereau with
the rank of general of division, was trans-

ferred to Italy. The Austrian army had also

been reinforced. The Austrians were inter-

posed between Genoa and the French army

;

the season was far advanced, and Scherer
became anxious to re-establish his communi-
cations with Genoa, in order to be able to

retire with security into winter-quarters.

He resolved therefore to risk a battle. The
French army, consisting of 35,000 or 36,000
men, occupied the line of the Borghetto ; the
left division, under Serrurier, was stationed at

Ormea ; two divisions, under Massena and
Laharpe, were at Sucharello and Castel-

Vecchio ; and two, under Augereau and Soret,

opposite Borghetto. The Austrians, amount-
ing to 45,000, had their head-quarters at

Finale; the right wing at Gavessio, the
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centre at Rocca Barbene, and the left wing
at Loane. Massena attacked the Austrian

centre at daybreak of the 22nd of November,
drove back the enemy, and bivouacked at

night-fall on the heights of S. Jacopo; on

the 23rd he skirmished with the right of the

enemy, and held it in check. While he was
thus engaged, Augereau debouched on the

Borghetto, attacked the enemy's left, and car-

ried every position. Serrurier, who had in the

meanwhile kept the superior Austrian force

opposed to him at bay, was reinforced with

two brigades on the evening of the 23rd, and

on the 24th attacked in his turn, and drove

back the Piedmontese upon Ceva. The
Austrians, having lost great part of their artil-

lery, magazines, and baggage, and 4000 pi'i-

soners, abandoned the Riviera of Genoa, and

retreated across the Appennines. Had Scherer

been an enterprising general, he might have

followed up his victory by the conquest of

Italy ; but he was not, and, satisfied with re-

establishing his communications, he retired

into winter-quarters, and himself returned to

Nice. This battle established Augereau's

reputation as a general of division.

On the 13th of February, 1796, Bonaparte

again took the command of the army of Italy,

and an enthusiastic confidence in the com-
mander-in-chief appears to have inspired

Augereau, like all his fellows in arms, with

redoubled zeal. The campaign of 1796 is

part of the history of Napoleon: hei'e it will

only be necessary to enumerate the actions in

which Augereau took a part, and the part he

took in them. On the 13th of April, after a

forced march of two days, he stormed the pass

of Millesimo, and forming a junction with

Joubert and Mesnard, drew the Austrians

from their positions, and obliged Provera,

with 1500 soldiers, to capitulate. On the

15th of the same month Augereau stormed

the redoubts of Montesimo, formed a junction

with the division under Serrurier, and pre-

vented the Sardinian and Austrian armies

from joining. On the 16th of April he

stormed and took the fortified camp of the

Piedmontese at Ceva ; on the 7th of May he

entered Casale. On the 10th of that month
he decided the fight of Lodi by his gallant

charge along the bridge over the Adda at the

head of his division. He crossed the Po on

the 16th of June at Borgo-forte. Bologna
surrendered to him on the 19th, and on that

occasion the cardinal-legate, his staff, and
some hundreds of Roman soldiers were taken

prisoners. Augereau took Lugo in July, and

gave the town up to be plundered for three

hours. His obstinate resistance at Lonato on

the 1st day of August, and at Castiglione on
the 5th, checked Wurmser's advance upon
Mantua, and rendered unnecessary the hasty

retreat that Napoleon had in contemplation.

On the 25th of August Augereau crossed the

Adige and forced the Austrians back upon
Roveredo, where they were defeated on the
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3rd and 4th of September. After the battle

of Roveredo, Augereau fastened upon
Wurmser, and obtained advantages over him
at Primolano on the 7th, and at Bassanoon the

8th of September. On the 10th Augereau
advanced from Padua upon Porto Legnano,
and hemming in Wurmser by his movement
between his own and Massena's division,

obliged the Austrian general to throw him-
self into Mantvia. On the 11th Augereau
captured Porto Legnano

;
joined Sahaguet,

and on the 15th took possession of Forts

George and the Favorite, and the bridge-

head of Mantua. When Alvinzi advanced
across the Brenta in November, Augereau
w^as equally enterprising and successful. On
the 7th he attacked the enemy and drove him
back upon Bassano, and on the 14th at Arcole,

as at Lodi, he decided the day by a daring
and well-timed charge along the bridge.

In the beginning of 1797 Augereau was
sent by Bonaparte to present the trophies

taken from the enemy in the campaign of

1796 to the Directory. In Bonaparte's

official dispatch to the Directory, he said that

Augereau had requested permission to visit

Paris on his private affairs. In reality, how-
ever, Augereau was selected for this charge

under the impression that he was a resolute,

unreflecting man of action, for the twofold

purpose of becoming the military tool of the

Directory, and conciliating the republicans,

who were already becoming jealous of the

general of the army of Italy. Augereau was
received with flattering marks of distinction

by the Directory, and on the 9th of August
he was appointed to succeed Hoche in the com-
mand of the seventeenth military division (of

Paris). He fulfilled at first the expectations

entertained of him, in so far as recklessly

obeying any commands imposed upon him by
the Directory went On the 18th of Fruc-

tidor (4th of September, 1797) he executed

punctually and with audacity the directions

of the majority of the Directors : entered at

the head of his guards the hall of the Council

of Five Hundred, and arrested the members
who were condemned to deportation. But in

discharging his commission he contracted a

taste for political intrigue which had not

been suspected. Politics were with him, as

with most uneducated men, an affair of senti-

ment, not of opinion. He was zealously at-

tached to the new order of things, which had
afforded him an opportunity of raising him-

self. The cordiality which Bonaparte felt it

prudent at that time to profess for the blus-

tering democrats, Augereau really felt. In-

stead of remaining a mere link between

Bonaparte and them, he became involved in

all the intrigues of the faction. The Direc-

tory accordingly soon found it necessary to

remove him from the command of the divi-

sion of Paris. Hoche's death (15th of Sep-

tember, 1797) occurred opportunely for them

:

Augereau was nominated his successor, and

I 2
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i'epaired to Offenbourg, the head-quarters of

the army of the Sanibre and Meuse, about

the end of that month.
He still, however, kept up an active cor-

respondence with his democratic allies at

Paris, and being animated, like the rest of

them, with a spirit of propagandism, fo-

mented revolutionary movements in the

south-east of Germany. After the peace of

Campo-Formio (17th of October, 1797)
Bonaparte had returned to Paris. The
Austrian ministry complained of the pro-

ceedings of Augereau as a breach of the

treaty to Bonaparte, who made vehement
remonstrances to the Directory. Augereau
was in consequence removed from the army
of the Sambre and Meuse, and sent, in Janu-
ary, 1798, to Perpignan, to command the

tenth military division.

Augereau had, after the 1 8th of Fructidor,

been instigated by his party to aspire to be

made a Director. His defeat had irritated

him against the Directory. His removal to

Perpignan by their authority completed the

alienation. He soon learned the part Bona-
parte had taken in the transaction, and his

enthusiasm for the general was turned into

hatred for the politician. Augereau regarded
himself as the champion of the Revolution

(there he overrated liis own importance),

13onaparte as the champion of the anti-revolu-

tion : there he was right. There were, sub-

sequently, brief truces and alliances between
Augereau and Napoleon, but all confidence,

all cordiality, all sincere friendship was gone
for ever.

At Perpignan the political connections

formed by Augereau at Paris were kept up.

The military duties of his appointment were
not of a nature to engross his attention. In

1799, having been elected a member of the

Council of Five Hundred, by the department
of Haute-Garonne, he resigned his command
and returned to Paris. On the 20th of June,

the Council chose him for its secretary. On
the 14th of September he spoke in favour of
Jourdan's motion for declaring " the coun-
try in danger." When Bernadotte resigned

the portfolio of the ministry of war, Augereau
again mounted the tribune, and declared in

vehement and somewhat vulgar language his

devotion to the cause of the national repre-

sentatives. Bonaparte was aware that much
of this patriotic zeal was aimed at his person,

but he took no notice of it. The revolution of

the 18th Brumaire (9th November, 1799) was
accomplished without his having been allowed

an opportunity of declining to take part in it,

and without his being able to prevent it.

When all was over, he reproached Bonaparte
for " having entertained a project for benefit-

ing the realm, and neglected to invoke the

assistance of Augereau." In the decimated

Council of the Five Hundred he maintained a

profound silence.

In January, 1 800, Augereau was appointed

lie

to the command of the Gallo-Batavian army,
and remained at its head till after the battle

of Hohenlinden. He was superseded by
Victor, in October, 1801. Andreossi, who
was at the head of his staff, published in 1 802
an able memoir on the operations of this

army during the time that Augereau com-
manded it. As some vulgar and bigoted

idolaters of Napoleon persist in underv^aluing

the militai-y talents of Augereau, the opinion

of an impartial and critical judge like An-
dreossi ought, in justice to him, to be men-
tioned :

—" The Gallo-Batavian aniiy was,

properly speaking, a mere flanking corps, but
it performed its task in a distinguished man-
ner. This was owing to the character of its

commander, to his extensive knowledge of
military operations, to his habits, which in-

spired him with the confidence which regards

reverses as of no moment that would throw
less experienced leaders into confusion, and de-

cide them to make a disadvantageous retreat."

Augereau remained without active militaiy

employment till September, 1805. He re-

sided during this interval for the most part

at a property called La Houssaye, near Melun,
which he had purchased. But he visited

Paris frequently, and kept up his correspond-

ence with the democratic faction. The First

Consul was informed of all his movements by
the police, but appeared to pay no attention

to them. He railed with vulgar violence at

the Concordat (15th July, 1801, and April,

1802); and was, with Lannes, about to

leave the carriage when they discovered, on
the 11th of April, 1802, that they were being

conveyed to the first mass celebrated at Notre
Dame since the establishment of the republic.

When Bonaparte asked him what he thought
of the ceremony, he replied that it was very
fine—" there only wanted the presence of the

million of men killed in putting down what
was now re-established." Augereau's dis-

like of religion was, like his politics, a senti-

ment merely, not an opinion. Naturally of
an unreflecting, impetuous disposition, he
had received in youth neither moral nor re-

ligious instruction. All that he knew of re-

ligion was, that it was professed by priests,

who were hostile to the Revolution. As a
matter of party, he railed at religion, without
knowing what it was. He felt, however, the

ascendancy of Napoleon, and did not struggle

against him. He continued, as before, a
hater and despiser of the church and the

aristocracy ; but he swam with the tide, and
accepted, with others, titles at the hand of

the emperor. On the 19th of May, 1804, he
was created a Marshal of France ; on the 1st

of February, 1805, a Commander in the

Legion of Honour ; and, not long after, Due
de Castiglione. The title is, in itself, an ex-

pression of Napoleon's opinion of Augereau's

conduct on that eventful day, which all his

peevish and slighting language at St. Helena
cannot efface.
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In September, 1805, Augereau led the

army which had been collected for the inva-

sion of England across the Rhine at Hiinin-

gen, and joined the great army in Gei-many.
In the course of this campaign he defeated

the Austrian general Wolfskehl, on the east

shore of the Lake of Kostnitz and took
Liudau and Bregenz. In the war with
Prussia, in 1806, he rendered distinguished

services at the battle of Jena. When Poland
was invaded, he dispersed a Russian corps
on the 27th of December ; and, a few days
later, he had a horse killed under him in the
affair near Golymin. At the battle of Preus-
sisch-Eylau, though exhausted by rheumatic
fever, he caused himself to be tied to his

horse, and in this manner joined the fight.

His troops gave way under a heavy cannon-
ade and a blinding snow-storm. He endea-
voured to rally them, but was dangerously
wounded and carried from the field. Under
the influence of wounds and fever, he ex-

claimed to Napoleon, who passed at the time,
" It is shameful

;
you send us to be butchered !"

The emperor replied, " Mai*shal, you shall

return to France, to have your wounds cured."

He continued in the retirement to which he
was sent by these words till 1809.

The exigencies of the Peninsular war
called him from his retreat. The siege of
Gerona was intrusted to him in 1809 : the

place capitulated to him on the 11th of Oc-
tober. He defeated Blake and O'Donnel ; but
being in turn defeated by the Spaniards, was
forced to fall back upon Barcelona. This
reverse, which was not justly attributable to

Augereau, but was a necessary consequence
of the general progress of events in Spain at

that time, irritated Napoleon, and Macdonald
was ordered to take the command in Cata-
lonia.

Augereau's next appearance on the theatre

of public events was in Napoleon's last cam-
paigns in Russia and Germany. When the

emperor invaded Russia in 1812, one of the

armies appointed to hold Germany in check
and cover his rear was intrusted to the Due
de Castiglione. He was stationed at Berlin.

The appearance of an advanced guard of Cos-
sacks excited, on the 13th of February, 1813, a
popular insurrection in the city, which was
only suppressed by resorting to the use ofartil-

lery. A few days after this struggle Augereau
evacuated Berlin. He has been accused by
his countrymen of not being sufiiciently alert

and energetic in suppressing or opposing the

preparations made in Prussia in 1812—13 to

throw off the French yoke ; but a dispassionate

consideration of facts does not substantiate

the charge. What a soldier could do by
military means, he did ; but the force which
overpowered him and his master was a moral
one. It was not against a German army, but
against the German people, he had to con-

tend. The struggle was too unequal. In
April Napoleon appointed Augereau gover-
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nor-general of the grand-duchy of Frankfort
and Wiirzburg. He was present and dis-

tinguished himself in the battle of Leipzig,
where he maintained his position in a wood
for a whole day.

The French armies having been concen-
trated within the French frontiers, Augereau
was, in January, 1814, placed in command
of the army of the East (composed of the
sixth and seventh divisions), which had its

head-quarters at Lyon. On the 22nd of that

month he called upon the citizens of Lyon to

take arms against the enemy. He kept head
against the Austrians ixnder Bubna till the
11th of March, when he was defeated by
Bianchi at Macon. On the 18th he was
again defeated by the Prince of Hesse-Hom-
burg at Villefranche. In consequence of
these reverses he was under the necessity of
evacuating Lyon under capitulation, and fall-

ing back upon Vienne and Valence. It was
in the last-mentioned town that Augereau
announced to his soldiers the abdication of
Napoleon and the restoration of the Bour-
bons. Napoleon, in his proclamation to the
French people, issued after his return from
Elba, accused Augereau of having surren-

dered Lyon without defence, and in his pro-

clamation to the army he denounced him and
Marmont as traitors. The events of Auge-
reau's campaign in the valley of the Rhone
afford no ground for such a charge ; and Na-
poleon had abdicated five days before Auge-
reau's recognition of the Bourbons appeared.
Napoleon had ceased to calculate upon the

personal attachment of Augereau after 1797,
when the latter had become a member of
the democratic party. Augereau, like many
other French generals, had long entertained

the opinion that Napoleon was sacrificing

both them and their country to his ambition

;

and Augereau was one of the few who had
told him this to his face. As long as France
and Napoleon were one, Augereau continued
the struggle ; but when the nation had ac-

knowledged another dynasty, he went along
with it. The influence which the house of

Talleyi'and possessed over Augereau's mind,
from early associations, seems to point at the

individual who may be supposed to have
ultimately decided him to pursue this line

of conduct. But though his acknowledge-
ment of the Boui'bons implies no stain on his

character, the terms in which he ?poke of

Napoleon in the order of the day which an-

nounced his recognition of the new dynasty

to the soldiers under his command, and still

more his rudeness to the ex-emperor in an
accidental interview near Valence, betrayed

a coarse mind.
Augereau, on his arrival in Paris, was

made by Louis XVIII, a member of the

council of war, and (4th of June) a Chevalier

de St, Louis, In March, 1815, the king ap-

pointed him to command the fourteenth divi-

sion (of Caen). Like Ney, he was obliged
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to give way to the enthusiasm of the soldiery.

On the 22nd of March he issued an order of

the day, declaring " the emperor is in the

capital"—" his rights are imprescriptible."

But, more fortunate than Ney, Augereau was,

from Napoleon's personal animosity, left

without employment, and even excluded from

the Chamber of Peers. He was restored to

this assembly on the return of the Bourbons,

and nominated a member of the court-martial

which was appointed in the first instance to

try Ney, but declared itself incompetent.

The condemnation and execution of Ney are

understood to have affected Augereau so

strongly as to accelerate his death. He re-

turned to his estate La Houssaye, and died of

water in the chest, on the 12th of June,

1816. He left no family, though twice mar-
ried. His brother Jean-Pierre, Baron Auge-
reau, who was his adjutant, inherited his

estates, but not his peerage.

When the utter neglect which Augereau
experienced in his childhood, and the irre-

gularities into which his ungovernable tem-

per precipitated him in youth, are taken into

account, his successfid career in after-life

implies the possession of an ample fund of

just feeling and no ordinary powers of self-

control. Vulgar and reckless in his expres-

sions he continued to the last, and was more
the creature of impulse than of principle ; but

with his utter want of education it could

scarcely be otherwise. He was eager to ac-

quire money, and, like most of his associates,

not remarkable for delicacy as to the means
by which he procured it.^ But he was not

cruel. He was capable of lasting gratitude,

and not prevented by false shame for his low
origin from showing it, as is proved by his

attachment to the family of Talleyrand. His

domestic character was amiable : an un-

friendly judge admits that his wife " was very

happy with him." When he thought of mar-
rying, he commissioned his notary to find

out for him '' a young woman of good family,

prudent and fair." Bourrienne appears to

have estimated his political character with

tolerable justice :
" Augereau, an old repub-

lican, and always a republican, although

made Duke of Castiglione by Napoleon, had
always been one of the discontented. After

the fall of the emperor, he was of the very
considerable number who became royalists,

not from love of the Bourbons, but from
hatred of Napoleon. . . . Exaggerated in

everything, like all men who have had no
education, Augereau issued a proclamation

against him, violent and even grossly libel-

lous." While there was a hope for demo-
cracy, Augereau was a democrat ; when mon-
archy, aristocracy, and the church were re-

established under Napoleon and the Bourbons,

he retained his sentiments, and gave vent to

them rudely and recklessly in private society,

but submitted to the current of events and
took his share of the promotion that was
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going. It is upon his abilities as a soldier

that his fame must rest, and in this point of

view he stands at the vei-y top of the class

which, unable of itself to command in chief,,

is in the colossal and complicated system of

modem warfare indispensable to a com-
mander. Las Casas, echoing Napoleon, does

him less than justice, and yet the picture is

favourable :
—" He preserved order and dis-

cipline among his soldiers, and was beloved

by them. His attacks were regular and made
with precision ; he divided his columns and
placed his reserves well ;

and fought with in-

trepidity, but all this was only for a day.

Conqueror or conquered, he felt discouraged

in the evening. His words and manners gave
him the appearance of a fire-eater, which he
was not by any means after he was gorged

with honour and riches." The last trait is

incorrect and unjust. We have the testimony

of Andreossi to the extraordinary power of

bearing up under reverses which Augereau
displayed on the Main and the Rednitz in

1800 and 1801 ; and the man who saved Bo-
naparte by tlie determined and prolonged

stand he made at Castiglione, fought so obsti-

nately at Preussisch-Eylau, when from ill-

ness he was obliged to have himself tied to

his horse, and kept his ground longest at

Leipzig, did not deserve this imputation.

Augereau is entitled to a high rank among
the soldiers of the French revolutionary

army. {L'Art de verifier les Dates de Van

1770 jiisqti'a nos jours; Madame de Stael,

Me'moires sur la devolution Franca ise ; Las

Casas, Memorial de St, Helene ; Montholon
and Gourgaud, Me'moii^es pour servira VHis-
toire de France sous Napoleon, et Me'langes

Historiques ; Andreossi, Campagne sur le

Mein et le Rednitz par I'Arniee Gallo-Ba-

tave ; Bourrienne, Me'moires sur Napoleon;

Ersch andGruber, Allgemeine Encyclopddie;

Biographie Universelle, Supplement.) W. W.
AUGIAS. [Agias.]

AUGIER-DUFOT, ANNE AMABLE,
was born at Aubusson in 1733, and died in

1775, at Soissons, where he practised medicine

and taught midwifery. He wrote many
works on various subjects, of which the fol-

lowing list contains the titles of the most im-

portant :— 1. " Journal historiqueet physique

de tons les tremblements de terre," Soissons,

1 756, 12mo. 2. " Traite de la Politesse et de

I'Etude," Paris, 1757, 12mo. 3. " Considera-

tions sur les Moeurs de temps," Paris, 1759,

12mo. 4. " Les Je'suites atteints et convain-

cus de Ladrerie," Paris, 1759, 12mo. 5.

"De morbis ex Aeris Intemperie," Paris,

1759 and 1762, 12mo. 6. " Tractatus de

Cordis motu," 1 763, 1 2mo. 7. " Memoire sur

les maladies epide'miques dans le pays Laon-

nais," Laon, 1770, 8vo. 8. "Memoire pour

preserver les Betes a Corne de la maladie

epizootique qui regne dans la generalite de

Soissons," Paris, 1773, 8vo. 9. "Catechisme

sur I'art des Accouchements," Paris, 1775,
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12mo. We have not found any of these

works in our chief libraries, or referred to

as good authorities on the subjects of which
they treat ; it may be presumed, therefore,

that they possess no great merit. The last

named is said to be the re'sume of the lec-

tures of M. Solayres which was made by
M. Bandelecque, from whom it passed first

to M. Leroy and then to Augier-Dufot. It

was published for the sages-femmes of the

district of Soissons by order of the govern-
ment. Augier-Dufot was also the author of

a letter in the " Journal de Me'decine," tom.

27 (1767), on the establishment of dispen-

saries. (Querard, La France Litteraire

;

Dictionnaire Historique de la Me'decine An-
cienne et Moderne.) J. P.

AUGIER, JEAN, Lord of Maisons
Neuves, a native of Issoudun, where he oc-

cupied a government appointment, is known
as the author of a collection of poems called
" Torrent de Pleurs Funebres," published in

1 589, 8vo. It professed to embody the author's

lamentations for the death of his wife. {Biog.

Universelle.) J. H. B.

AUGIER, JEAN BAPTISTE, was born
at Bourges, on the 2 7th of January, 1 769. He
studied law, and became dean of the Faculty
of Advocates at Bourges. The military fer-

vour of the Revolution prompted him to join

the army, in which he distinguished himself
in 1793 by the defence of the fortress of

Bitche, afterwards so celebrated as a depot for

English prisoners, against the Austrians. On
the 27th of January, 1 794, he was made briga-

dier-general. In consequence of severe wounds
he retired from active service, and was ap-

pointed commander, first of the department
of Manche, and afterwards of that of Cher.

Napoleon made him in 1804 a commander
of the Legion of Honour, and afterwards

raised him to the rank of baron. In 1809 he

joined the French army in Spain, where he
made two campaigns. He was appointed to

the army for the invasion of Russia, but

escaped the horrors of that campaign by re-

maining as governor of Kouigsberg. He
was a deputy of the legislative chambers,

where he advocated the deposition of Napo-
leon. He received the order of St. Louis at

the Restoration of 1814. He acted what was
considered a vacillating part in the Chamber
of Deputies imtil the announcement of the

return of Napoleon from Elba, when he sig-

nalized himself by proposing the boldest

measures for resisting and crushing " the

common enemy," as he called his old master.

His proceedings on this occasion do not seem
to have been dictated so much by loyalty to

the Bourbons as by a dread of the restoration

of the strong government of the empire, for

while he was proposing immunities and pri-

vileges to those who should join in a national

resistance to the attempt of Napoleon, he
urged the necessity of taking measures against

the probable restoration of the imposts and
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aristocratic privileges which the Revolution
had obliterated, and proposed the resumption
of the tri-coloured flag. In the midst of pro-

posals whose consistency with each other was
rather too subtle to be recognised at such a
juncture, Napoleon arrived. Augier's re-

signation of his honours and emoluments, and
their revocation by the government of the

Hundred Days, were simultaneous. On the

second Restoration he was of course replaced,

and he was made president of the electoral

college of St. Amand, by which he was
elected to the Chamber of Deputies. As a

member he created considerable surprise

among his friends by the contrast between his

timid cautious policy and the energy he had
displayed on the emergency above referred

to. He suffered much from his early wovinds,

and he died at Bourges, in September, 1819.

{Biog. Universelle, Siippl. ; Biog. Nouvelle

des Contemporains.') J. H. B.

AUGOS, JUAN DE, a Spanish sculptor,

and one of the eighteen employed upon the

tabernacle of the high altar of the Cathedral
of Toledo in the year 1500. (Cean Bermudez,
Diccionario Historico, &c.) R. N. W.
AUGUIS, PIERRE-JEAN-BAPTISTE,

was born in 1748, at Ruelle in Poitou, where
he received the rudiments of his education

;

he continued his studies in the university of

Poitiers. He served for some time in the

army, and afterwards became president of the

bailliage of Melle. Having imbibed the

opinions of the Revolution party, he was, in

1791, appointed " president du tribunal" of

the district which in the new arrangements

corresponded with his bailliage. In 1792 he

was elected deputy to the National Conven-
tion for the department of Deux-Sevres. In

the votes as to the condemnation of Louis

XVI., he supported the measure that the king
should be kept imprisoned till the cessation of

hostilities, and should then be banished, under
pain of death, in case of his return. He was
an opponent of the cruel policy of Robes-

pierre, and joined in the measures for crush-

ing him. He was appointed, with M. Serre,

on a deputation from the Convention to Mar-
seille and the surrounding district. He was
here in the centre of the power of the Robes-

pierre party, and he distinguished himself by
the courage with which he denounced them
on the spot, and the zeal with which he ex-

posed their projects and policy to the Con-
vention. On the 2nd of October, 1794, the

Convention passed a vote of approbation of

his conduct, sanctioned the measures adopted

by him and his colleague for the preservation

of order, and decreed the appointment of

a military commission of inquiry, charging

the Committee of Public Safety to furnish a

sufficient force for the occasion. On his

return from his mission he was himself ap-

pointed a member of the Committee of Public

Safety, and he signalized himself by the zeal

and energy with which he suppressed the
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efforts of the Terrorists to reconsolidate their

party. In the outbreak of the inhabitants of

the Faubourgs on the 1st April, 1795, he was
met by the multitude while he was on a mis-

sion to inspect the prisons, and they attacked

him, and wounded him with their pikes. On
the 20th of May ensuing he headed a force

which entered the place of meeting of one of

the Terrorist assemblies, and dispersed the

members. He afterwards ceased to sit in the

Convention, and was sent to the army of the

Western Pyrenees, on one of those missions of

observation peculiar to the French military

organization of the day. On his return he

became a member of the Council of Ancients,

and in 1799 he represented the department of

Deux Sevres in the Council of Five Hundred.

He there opposed the motion of Jourdan to

declare the countiy in danger. He main-

tained that such a declaration would amount
to one of distrust in the directorial govern-

ment, and candidly explained, that when he
had last supported a similar proposition in

1792, it was with the view of overturning the

system of government of the time, viz. the

monarchy of Louis XVI. He sided with

Napoleon at the revolution of the 18th

Brumaire (9th November, 1799), and ob-

tained a seat in the new Legislative Assembly,
of which he became secretary. He died on

the 7th of February, 1810. {Biog. Nouvelle

des Contemporains ; Biog. Universelle, Siippl. ;

Revolution Frangaise, ou Anali/se complete,

Sfc. (Ill Moniteur, according to the index.)
T H R

AUGURELLI, GIOVANNI AURE'LIO*
one of the most pleasing among the minor
Latin poets of modern times, was bom at

Rimini in the Papal States, about the year

1454. He studied in the university of Padua.

Afterwards, devoting himself, though some-

what late in life, to the study of Greek, he at-

tained reputation at Venice as a teacher of

that langiiage and of Latin. Several times,

however, he shifted his place of residence

;

and we read of his having at one time been a

canon at Treviso. He was esteemed not only

for his classical knowledge, but for his criti-

cal skill in the modern Italian tongue, which
made Bembo and other eminent literary

men submit their works to his revisal. Not-

withstanding his high reputation, he lived

and died poor ; a fact which probably ought

to be attributed not to his love for poetry,

but to his insane devotion to alchymy. Paul

Jovius indeed describes him as accustomed

to neglect everything for his pursuit of the

philosopher's stone, and as spending entire

days and nights beside the chemical furnace.

The only fruit of these labours was his " Chry-

sopoiia," a poem on the making of gold,

which, presuming that one who spent much
money would receive favourably instructions

in the art of procuring it, he dedicated to

Pope Leo X. It is said that the pope, in

requital, gravely presented him with an
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empty purse, saying that one who knew how
to make gold could not have any difficulty in

filling it. Augurelli died and was buried at

Treviso ; and the event is supposed by Maz-
zuchelli to have occurred in 1537.

His works are the following:— 1. " Car-

mina," Verona, 1491, 4to. ; Venice (with

additions), Aldus, 1505, 8vo. ; Geneva, 1608,

8vo. Of the poems in this collection, con-

taining Iambics, Odes, and Horatian " Ser-

mones" or Epistles, a large number is

printed in Gruter's " Delicise Italorum Poeta-

rum," i. 287—321, 1608, 12mo. ; and in the
" Carmina lllustrium Poetarum Italorum,"

i. 408— 434, Florence, 1719, 8vo. 2. and 3.

" Chrysopoiiffi Libri Tres," and " Geronticon

Liber Unus," published together ; Venice,

1515, 4to.; Basle, 1518, 4to. ; Antwerp, 1582,

8vo. The " Chrysopoiia " is also in Grat-

tarolo's collection of writers on alchymy,

Basle, 1561, fol. ; and both it and the " Ge-
rontica" are in Zetzner's " Theatrum Che-
micum," iii. 197—266, Strassburg, 1659,

8vo. There are also two separate editions of

the " Chrysopoiia " undated ; and a French
translation, Paris, 1626, 8vo.

Upon the poems of Augurelli critics have
pronounced opposite judgments. Scaliger,

not the best qualified among the judges of

poetical beauty, treats him with angry scorn

;

but there is more justice in the favourable

opinions expressed by others. The Epistles

contained in the volume of " Carmina," and
the miscellaneous compositions of the same
sort which make up the " Gerontica," or

poems of old age, are allowed by common
consent to be the best of his works. It is less

difficult to acquiesce in this decision than in

that which gives the preference to his " Chry-

sopoiia" over his Odes and Iambics. The
" Chrysopoiia " is certainly deficient in poeti-

cal spirit ; and, although its didactic dryness

is relieved by many episodic inventions, yet

the study of it as a whole is a task which few

are likely to accomplish. In his minor

poems, however, we find much that is ex-

tremely pleasing; a general simplicity and
correctness of language, an agreeably placid,

contemplative, and refined tone of thought

and sentiment, and a gentle grace and pic-

turesqueness in the classical imagery. (Maz-
zuchelli, Scrittori d'Italia ; Tiraboschi,

Storia della Letteratura Italiana, 4to. ed.,

vi. 960 ; Baillet, Jugemens des Savans, No.

1240; Julius Csesar Scaliger, Poetica, lib.

vi.) W. S.

AUGURI'NUS. This name was borne

by two families of antient Rome ; one a

branch of the gens of the Minucii, the other

of the Genucii. Both families originally

were patricians. The name is derived from
the word Augur (Rasche, Lex. Rei A^imi.).

At a later period we meet with individuals

of the name of Augurinus of other families.

The more eminent individuals of the name
of Augurinus were as follows :

—
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AuGURiNus, Cneius Genucius. The
" Fasti" of Onuphrius Panvinius, corroborated

by the " Anonymous Fasti," edited by Cardi-

nal Noris, and published in the " Thesaurus
Antiquitatum Romanarum " of Grcevius, give

the surname of Augurinus to the Cneius
Genucius who, according to Livy and Dio-

dorus, twice held the office of military tribune

with consular authority, namely, in B.C. 399
and 396. In his second tribuneship, Genu-
cius, with his colleague, Lucius Titinius

Pansa Saccus, commanded the army sent

against the Falisci and Capenates. The
rashness of the Roman generals led them into

an ambuscade ; and in the engagement which
ensued, Genucius fell in the front ranks,
" expiating," says Livy, " his rashness by an
honourable death." Titinius rallied his

forces on an eminence, but did not venture

to descend from it and renew the engage-
ment.

The surname of Augurinus is not given to

Cu. Genucius by Livy ; and as that writer

has called him a plebeian, Pighius, in his

" Fasti," published in the " Thesaurus," &c. of

Grsevius, has called him Cu. Genucius Aven-
tinensis, assuming that he belonged to the

plebeian family of the Genucii Aventinenses.

But the second of the two fragments of the
" Capitoline Fasti," of which a copy with a

dissertation upon each was published by Bar-

tolomeo Borghesi (in two parts, 4to. Milan,

1818, 1820), corroborates the " Fasti" of Pan-
vinius, (Livy, V. 13, 18 ; Diodorus Siculus,

xiv. 54, 90.)

Augurinus, INIarcus Genucius, was con-

sul B.C. 445, with C. Curtius Philo. His

year of office was distinguished by violent

contention between the patrician and plebeian

orders. C. Canuleius, tribune of the plebeians,

introduced early in the year a proposition for

allowing intermarriages between the two
orders ; and he with eight more of the tri-

bunes united in proposing that the consulship

should be open to plebeians. Genucius and
his colleague vehemently opposed both mea-
sures, and shared the satisfaction of the patri-

cian body at the news of the revolt of the

people of Ardea, the actual hostilities of those

of Veii, and the threatened hostilities of the

Volsci and the ^Equi. They trusted that the

occurrence of war would divert the plebeians

from urging the two propositions of their tri-

bunes. Livy has put into the mouths of
" the consuls " and of Canuleius, speeches

which may be taken to represent the senti-

ments of the contending parties. The patri-

cians at length gave way on the question of

the intermarriage of the orders, which was
legalized ; but they held out with respect to

the consulship. The consuls held private

assemblies of the chief senators, the business

of the regular meetings of the senate being

hindered by the interposition of the tribunes.

At these private assemblies the most violent

measures were proposed by C. Claudius, but
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overruled by the two Quintii (Cincinnatus and
Capitolinus) and others who were more mo-
derate. Ultimately it was agreed to com-
promise the matter by creating a new office

in the place of the consulship, that of the
military tribunes with consular power, and
admitting plebeians to it. The season for

military operations was probably over before
this arrangement was concluded, as we read
of none during Genucius's term of office

(Livy, iv. 1—6; Dionysius Halicarnassensis,

Antiquitates Bomance, xi. 52, 61 ; Diodorus
Siculus, xii. 31 ; Niebuhr, History of Home,
Eng. transl. by Hare and Thirlwall, vol. ii.

p. 383, seq.)

Augurinus, Titus Genucius, was brother
ofMarcus noticed above, and apparently, from
his earlier prominence in the state, an elder

brother. He was consul B.C. 451, with Appius
Claudius, but abdicated when the decemvirate
was created. He was one of the decemvirs
for the first year, but not for the second. In
the consulship of his brother Marcus, when
in the private assembly of the principal sena-

tors it had been agreed to propose the esta-

blishment of the military tribuneship, it was
intrusted to Titus Genucius to bring the mat-
ter forward in the Comitia. (Livy, iii. 33

;

Dionysius Halicarnassensis, Antiquitates Eo~
mana', xi. 56, 60.)

Augurinus, Lucius Minucius Esqui-
LiNus (Florus erroneously calls him Marcus
Minucius), was consul b.c. 458, with C.
Nautius Rutilus. According to Livy, Minu-
cius had the conduct of the war against the

iEqui, who, under their leader Cloelius Grac-
chus, had occupied INIount Algidus. The
timidity of Minucius first incurred a defeat

and then allowed the enemy to surround the

Roman camp by a line of circumvallation.

Five horsemen managed to escape just before

the blockade was completed, and carried the

news to Rome. L. Quintius Cincinnatus was
chosen dictator in this emergency, and with

the aid of Minucius and his army defeated

the enemy, and forced them to pass under
the yoke. The stern dictator withheld from
the consul's army all participation in the

plunder, and rebuked Minucius, as destitute

of " the spirit of a consul." Valei'ius Maxi-
mus and Dionysius say that Cincinnatus com-
pelled him to resign his office. Fabius Quin-

tus was chosen his successor. Niebuhr re-

jects a considerable part of the narrative of

Livy, but admits the defeat and blockade of

Minucius by the iEqui, and his rescue by a

Roman army sent to his relief. L. Minucius,

apparently the same person, was a member
of the second decemvirate, b.c. 450. (Livy,

iii. 25, seq. 35 ; Dionysius Halicarnassensis,

Antiquitates Romano; x. 22, seq. 58 ;
Florus,

i. 11 {Bellum Latinum); Valerius Maximus,

ii. 7 ; Dion Cassius, Historice Romance, libro-

rum priorum frag?nenta, xxYii. ed. Reimari

;

Niebuhr, Roman History, Eng. translation,

ii. 262.)
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AuGURiNus, Lucius Minucius, was, by
the favour of the plebeians and the sufferance

of the senate, created Prsefectus Annonse at

the time of the dreadful scarcity B.C. 439.

The efforts of Minucius to obtain a suffi-

cient supply of corn were ineffectual ; and
so great was the famine that many of the

poorer plebeians in despair di'owned them-

selves in the Tiber. But what Minucius

with all his official resources coi Id not

do, was to some extent effected by the great

liberality of Spurius Majlius, a rich Ro-

man eques. JNIinucius, according to Livy,

discovered and denounced to the senate

the treasonable designs concealed under this

show of munificence, and Majlius was even-

tually slain by C. Servilius Ahala, master of

the horse to the Dictator L. Quintius Cincin-

natus. Minucius sold to the plebeians at a

low price the store of corn which Mselius

had laid up, and the popularity which he ob-

tained with one of the orders by this distri-

bution, and with the other by his denunciation

of Melius, led to his receiving the honours
of a bvill with gilded horns and a statue just

without the Porta Trigemina. Some tradi-

tions stated that he passed over from the

patrician to the plebeian order, and that he

was chosen as an eleventh tribune of the

plebeians, in which character he quelled a

sedition by reducing the price of meal.

Niebuhr has vindicated the innocence of

Mselius. This L. Minucius appears in his-

tory at the same period as the L. Minucius
who was consul b.c. 458, and probably de-

cemvir B.C. 450 ; and, from anything to the

contrary that appears in Livy, they may have
been one and the same person, though re-

garded by modern writers as two different

persons. Pliny indeed in one place calls the

Prajfectus Annonse, Publius, but in another

place accords with Livy in calling him Lu-
cius. (Livy, iv. 12, 16; Pliny, Hist. Nat.
xviii. 4 (with the notes of Dalechamp and
Desfontaines given in Lemaire's Bihliotheca

Latiiia), xxxiv. 11; Niebuhr, Roman His-
tory, Eng. transl. ii. 414, seq. ; Eckliel, Doc-
triiia Numorum Veterum, v.)

AuGURiNUS, Marcus Minucius, was con-

sul B.C. 497, with A. Sempronius Atratinus.

According to Livy, the festival of the Satur-

nalia was instituted and a temple dedicated

to Saturn (according to Dionysius, on the

ascent from the Forum to the Capitoline hill)

in his consulship ; but other writers refer the

institution of the Saturnalia to an earlier

period. He was consul again with the same
colleague in b.c 491. In this consulship,

according to Livy and Dionysius, there was
a dreadful famine ; and the proposal of C.
Marcius Coriolanus to keep back a supply of

corn which had come from Sicily, from the

plebeians, until they had surrendered the

franchises which they had formerly extorted

from the patricians, provoked the enmity of

the plebeians, and led to the banishment of
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Coriolanus, in whose favour Minucius pleaded,

but in vain. Dionysius has put some long

speeches into the consul's mouth on this occa-

sion. According to the same writer, Minucius
was one ofthe'ambassadors sent from Rome to

Coriolanus when (b.c 488) he attacked Rome
at the head of a Volscian army. Dionysius

reports a long speech of Minucius on this

occasion. (Livy, ii. 21, 34, seq.; Dionysius

Halicarnassensis, Antiqintates RoviancE, vi. 1,

vii. 20, seq. viii, 22, seq.; Niebuhr, Roman
History, Eng. transl, ii. 234, &c.)

AuGURiNUS. Some modem writers give

this name to Marcus Minucius, tribune of

the people b.c 216 (the second year of the

second Punic war), who proposed and carried

the nomination of three eminent men as

Triumviri Mensarii, or commissioners for

advancing money on security from the trea-

sures of the state, an expedient adopted only

in great emergencies, and at this time occa-

sioned by the scarcity of money. Livy
simply calls the tribune M. Minucius, and
we know not on what authority he is assigned

to the family of the Augurini. (Livy, xxiii.

21.)

AuGURiNus, Publius Minucius. The
" Fasti " of Idatius, and the " Anonymous
Fasti" edited by Cardinal Noris, give the

name ofAugurinus to Publius Minucius, whom
Livy mentions as consul with T. Geganius
(B.C. 492). Their consulship was distin-

guished by a dreadful famine, which would
have been destructive to the slaves and ple-

beians, but for the care of the consuls, who
sent for corn from Sicily and Etruria ; and
by the foundation of a colony in the hills

about Norba, and the augmentation of the

number of colonists at Velitrse, or, according

to Dionysius, the re-establishment of a colony

there. Livy states that the year was one of

rest both from foreign warfare and domestic

sedition ; but Dionysius relates some violent

contentions between the plebeians and the pa-

tricians, and notices a hostile incursion into

the territories of Antium by a party of volun-

teers under Coriolanus. He passes on Mi-
nucius and his colleague the encomium, that

they safely guided the vessel of the state

through a stormy and dangerous pei'iod, and
that their administration was characterized

rather by prudence than by good fortune.

(Livy, ii. 34; Dionysius Halicarnassensis,

Antiquitates Romance, vii. 1, 2, 12—19.)

Augurinus, Quintus Minucius, was the

brother, as appears from the "Capitoline Fasti,"

of Lucius Minucius, who was consul B.C. 458,

and was blockaded on Mount Algidus by the

iEqui. Quintus was consul the year after

his brother, with Cains Horatius Pulvillus.

The early part of their consulship was dis-

turbed by the attempts of the plebeians, under

the leadership of their tribunes, to can-y the

propositioris of Terentilius (as to which see

Niebuhr, " Ivoman llistoiy," Eng. transl. ii.

277, seq.) for a revision of the laws. The con-
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tention was interrviptcd by hostilities with the

^qui and the Sabines. Miniicius marched
against the latter, who had ravaged the

Eoman territory from Crustumerium to Fi-

dense. On the consul's approach, they with-

drew into their own territory ; and abandon-
ing the open country, shut themselves up in

the towns, so that Minucius had no oppor-
tunity of striking a decisive blow. Dionysius
states that before the tribunes of the plebeians

would allow the consuls to raise an army,
they extorted from the senate the concession
that their own number should be increased

from five to ten. (Livy, iii. 30 ; Dionysius
Halicarnassensis, Antiquitates iiomance, x.

26—30.)
AuGURiNUs, Tiberius Minucius, was

consul B.C. 305. Livy and Diodorus call him
simply Ti. Minucius : we learn his name
Augurinus from the " Fasti," edited by Cardi-
nal Noris. His colleague was Lucius Pos-
tumius Megellus. The two consuls marched
with separate armies against the Samnites

;

and Postumius, after an engagement of un-
certain issue near Bovianum, fortified his

camp, and leaving a strong body of troops to

guard it, marched secretly with the rest of
his forces to the aid of his colleague, who
by his instigation was already engaged with
the enemy. The arrival of Postmnius with
his legions decided the victory in favour of

the Romans ; and the united armies, march-
ing back to the camp of Postumius, gained
a second victory over the Samnites who were
before it, and besieged and took Bovianum.
Livy states, that according to some accounts
the two consuls triumphed together for their

victory ; but that according to others, Minu-
cius was wounded, apparently in the second
battle, and died in the Roman camp, to which
he had been carried ; and Marcus Fulvius,

who was appointed in his room, took Bovia-
num. This is in all probability the correct

account. The Capitoline Marbles assign a

triumph to Fulvius, as consul this year, but
do not notice either Postumius or Minucius.
(Livy, ix. 44.) J. C. M.
AUGURI'NUS, SENTIUS, a contempo-

rary and friend of the younger Pliny, who has
spoken very highly of the poetical talents of

Augurinus, and has preserved in one of his let-

ters the only extant specimen of his Poematia
(little poems), as Augurinus himself termed
them. The specimen which is re-printed in

the " Anthologia Veterum Latinorum Epi-
grammatum et Poematum" of Burman and
Meyer presents nothing remarkable. Pliny
notices the author's intention of publishing
a "book of similar pieces. We learn from
Pliny that Augurinus was intimate with
Antoninus, uncle of the Emperor Antoninus
Pius.

A consul of this name of Augurinus ap-

pears in the Fasti, a.d. 132 ; and again, or

another person of the name, in a.d. 156. An
inscription referring to the second consulship
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(Gruter, Corpus Inscriptionum, cxxviii. 5)
calls Augurinus, C. Serius Augurinus. Gru-
ter in his index suggests that Serius is a
mistake for Sentius. If this correction be
admitted, the consul seems to have been a
member of the poet's family, if not the poet
himself. (Pliny, Epistolce, iv. 27, ix. 8.)

J. C. M.
AUGUSTA. [Augustus.]'
AUGUSTA, CRISTOTORO, a clever

Cremonese painter, born at Casalmaggiore
near Cremona, in the latter half of the six-

teenth century. He was a pupil of the Ca-
valiere Giovanni Battista Trotti, and gave
great promises of distinction, but he died
young. There is a picture by him in the
church of San Domenico at Cremona, dated
1590. (Zaist, Pittori, Sfc. Cremonesi ; Lanzi,
Storia Pittorica, &c.) R. N. W.
AUGUSTA, JAN, was born at Prague,

in 1500, of Utraquist parents, and studied
theology under Waclaw Koranda, an eminent
Utraquist professor. On the death of Ko-
randa, he left the university of Prague for

that of Wittenberg, where he became ac-

quainted with Luther and Melanchthon, with
both of whom he afterwards maintained an
uninterrupted friendship and correspondence.
He soon after abandoned the opinions of the

Utraquists, but without embracing those of
Luther, whose zeal he thought too much di-

rected to questions of doctrine and too little

to those of discipline. Augusta became one
of the sect of the Bohemian Brethren, which
had arisen in 1450, and may be regarded as

the origin of the modern sect of the Mo-
ravians. At their meeting in 1531, he was
admitted into the ministry ; he was soon after

appointed pastor of the congregation of Leu-
tomysl, and after a few years lie was unani-

mously chosen bishop of all their churches
in Bohemia. He made repeated attempts to

effect a union between the Bohemian Brethren
and the Protestants, and at his last interview

with Luther on this subject, in 1 542, it is said

that Luther told Augusta and his colleague

Israel to return to their country and be the

apostles of Bohemia, while he and his would
be the apostles of Germany. This unity of
feeling with the Protestants induced the Bo-
hemian Brethren to withhold their assistance

from King Ferdinand in the war of Smalkald
against the Elector of Saxony; and Ferdi-

nand, on the successful issue of the war,,

took his revenge by ordering the banish-

ment of the whole sect from Bohemia, the

shutting-up of their meeting-houses, and
the apprehension of their preachers. Au-
gusta, who escaped from Leutoniysl, was
soon taken in the disguise of a peasant, and

sent in chains to Prague. At first he was
treated with great harshness, and three times

put to the rack to ascertain if he had not

been concerned in a project for transferring

the crown of Bohemia to the Elector of

Saxony; but as he confessed nothing, his
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enemies relaxed their severity. In the castle

of Burglitz, to which he was transferred, he
was indulged with pen and ink, and occupied

his time in composing works in behalf of the

Bohemian Brethren. He was repeatedly

offered his liberty on condition of passing

over to the doctrines of either the Koman
Catholics or the Utraquists, the only two
confessions then allowed in Bohemia; and

on one occasion he declared his readiness to

conform to the Utraquists if they would not

insist on the ceremony of a public recanta-

tion, but they refused to concede him the in-

dulgence. At length, in 1564, the death of

the Emperor Ferdinand I. set him at liberty,

after an imprisonment of sixteen years, but

on the condition that he should not teach or

preach. The Bohemian Brethren made him
their chief director, and he died in that ca-

pacity, at Jung-Bunzlau, the principal seat

of the sect, on the IStli of January, 1575.

His works, all of which are in Bohemian,
are—^1 .

" O Zawazach krz'estianskych Za-

kona Krystowa" ("On the Duties of the

Christian Religion"). 2. "O Pokussenjch"
(" On Temptations"). 3. " Ohlassenj a Ozwanj
proti Knjz'ce Petra" (" Answer to the priest

Peter," with whom he was engaged in a con-

troversy). 4. " Jana Augusty a Kniez' stwa

Kalissneho Prz'e" (" The Controversy be-

tween J. Augusta and the Calixtine Priest-

hood"). 5. " Spis gmenem wssy Gednoty swe
k geho Milosti cysarz'ske do Augspurka
poslany" ("A Letter in the name of the

Congregation sent to his imperial Majesty at

Augsburg"). 6. A funeral Oration on Justina

de Kunstadt, of which Pelzel does not give

the original title. 7. " Regstrz'jk a Rzecz'i"

("An Abridgment of the Doctrine of the

Bohemian Brethren and Sermons"). This
abridgment, which was written in prison,

was not accepted by the Brethren till after

several alterations had been made in it, a cir-

cumstance which highly offended Augusta,

and seems to have occasioned his intended

passing over to the Utraquists. Augusta had
a controversy with Martin Klatowsky, a

Utraquist, who, in 1544, published a work
entitled " Rozsuzowanj," &c. (" Examination
of some Articles in the controversial Writings

of John Augusta, in which he attacks, under
the name of Priesthood, every form of Chris-

tianity except the sect of the Waldenses").
Jan lilahoslaw, the successor of Augusta in

the bishopric of the Brethren, published a

long Life of him in the Bohemian language,

from which Pelzel extracted these particu-

lars. (Pelzel, Ahhildungen Bokmischer und
Miihrischer Gelehrten und Kilnstler, ii. 67,

&c.) T. W.
AUGUSTENBURG. [Charles Chris-

tian, Duke of Schlesv, ig-Holstein-Son-
derburg-augustenburg ; holstein.]
AUGUSTI, CHRISTIAN JOHANN

WILHELM, was born on the 27th of Octo-

ber, 1771, in the village of Eschenberge
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near Gotha, where his father, Ernst Anton
Augusti, was then pastor. He was the

grandson of Friedrich Albert Augusti, the

converted Jew. After having received his

early education from an imcle at Girstadt,

who also made him acquainted with the ele-

ments of Hebrew, in 1787 Augusti entered

the gymnasium of Gotha, where his teachers,

and among them especially Kaltwasser,

Manso, and During, laid the foundation of

that love of classical and historical studies,

to which the greater part of his subsequent
life was devoted. In 1790 he entered the

university of Jena for the purpose of study-

ing theology. Here Griesbach exerted a
great and stimulating influence upon him.
After the completion of his academical
course at Leipzig, in 1793, he spent five years

without having any public office, living in

obscurity, and struggling with various diffi-

culties. His theological and philological

studies, however, were continued with great

zeal, and he also commenced his literary ca-

reer by contributing to the •' Theologische

Blatter," and by the " Exegetisches Hand-
buch des Alten Testaments," which he wrote
in conjunction with Hopfher. In 1798 he
began his career as a teacher at Jena, as a

privat-docent in the philosophical faculty.

His lectures on Oriental literatui-e were
highly valued, partly on account of their in-

trinsic merits, but more especially on account

of the liveliness and humour with which he
treated his subjects. In 1800 he became
professor extraordinary, and three years

later he was appointed the successor of llgen

as professor of Oriental literatui-e. In 1804
he married Ernestine Wunder, with whom
he lived very happily until his death. The
familiar intercourse with the distinguished

men at Jena, where philosophical and theo-

logical investigations were pursued with ex-

traordinary activity and freedom, rendered
the period which now followed the happiest

of his life. The critical spirit of theological

investigation, which had been called forth by
Griesbach, was, however, not followed up by
Augusti, for he was a man of too positive a

character to become an innovator, and he
took his stand upon the forms that were es-

tablished. He was one of the first German
theologians in the beginning of the present

century who recognised the importance of

established forms of belief, and endeavoured
to support them by his writings. Among the

works of that period which were written pre-

vious to his abandoning the critical philo-

sophy, we may mention his continuation of
Berger's " Praktische Einleitung ins Alte

Testament ;" " Apologieen und Parellelen

theologischen Inhalts ;" " Memorabilien des

Orients ;" an edition of the apoci'yphal

books of the Old Testament ;
" Lehrbuch dcr

Christlichen Dogmengeschichte," Leipzig,

1805, 8vo., and " Historisch-Kritische Ein-

leitung ins Alte Testament," Leipzig, 1806,
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8vo. In 1807 he was appointed ordi-

nary professor of theology at Jena, and the

course of lectures which he now delivered on
the Christian dogmas led him to publish, in

1809, his "System der Christlichen Dog-
niatik, nach dem Lehrbegriffe der Luther-
ischen Kirche." In this work Augusti op-

posed the critical philosophy, and stedfastly

maintained the doctrines of the Lutheran
church. Henceforward he chiefly devoted
himself to the investigation of the early his-

tory of Christianity and the early church.
The great reputation which he had acquired
by his lectures and publications, though he
was rather a patient investigator of historical

facts than a philosophical historian, caused
various distinctions to be conferred upon
him. In 1808 the university of Rinteln con-
ferred upon him the degree of D.D., and the

year after the Duke of Weimar made him a
counsellor of his consistory, to reward him
for having declined an honourable offer

which would have drawn him away from
Jena. The attention of the Prussian ministry,

too, was directed towards Augusti as a fit

man to assist in their exertions to bring
about the i-estoration of Prussia. Attempts
were accordingly made, at first, to draw him
to Konigsberg, and afterwards to Frankfurt
on the Oder. The university of Rostock
likewise endeavoured, in 1810, to gain him,
but it was not till the new organization of the

university of Breslau was completed, that

Augusti accepted a professorship of theology
in it, with a seat in the consistory of the
province. The period from 1811 to 1819,
which he spent at Breslau, completely deve-
loped his practical character, and he was not
only one of the main instruments in bringing
about the revival of the university of Bres-
lau, but he exercised a great and beneficial

influence upon all the scholastic and eccle-

siastical affairs of Silesia. During the

eventful years of 1813 and 1814, Augusti
was rector of the university, and it required
all his personal intrepidity and energy to

evade the suspicions of the French, and to

overcome the pusillanimity of his colleagues,

and the calumnies against him which reached
even the ears of the king. Augusti, however,
resolutely followed his own way, and exerted

himself as much as he could to rouse his

countrymen against the French, both by his

publications and his lectures. He assembled
around him in his lecture-room those young
men who were willing to fight in the cause
of their country, and he succeeded in thus
secretly forming and organizing a band of
volunteers. When the danger became
threatening, and he thought the university
no longer safe, he declared on his own
responsibility that the lectures of the uni-

versity were suspended, and, with the funds
of the institution, he retreated to the head-
quarters of the Prussians. Here he put to

shame those who had spread calumnious
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reports about his proceedings, and the king
hencefoi'th distinguished him by various
marks of royal favour. His oflScial functions
and the disturbances of the war rendered it

impossible for him to display the same lite-

rary activity which he had done before, but
he published several small works, and he
commenced a large work, to which the greater
part of his subsequent life was devoted, and
which is his most important production.
We allude to his " Denkwiirdigkeiten aus
der Christlichen Archaeologie," 12 vols. 8vo.

1817— 1835. Augusti subsequently con-
densed this work into a manual of Christian

archaeology, "Handbuch der Christlichen

Archaeologie," 3 vols. 8vo, Leipzig, 1836 and
1837.

In 1818, when the university of Bonn was
founded, Augusti, who had been so useful in

re-establishing that of Breslau, was again
called upon to lend his assistance and his

name to adorn the new institution. Accord-
ingly, in 1819, he went to Bonn as professor

primarius of theology, and a member of the
consistory of Cologne. In 1825 he was raised

to the rank of Ober-Consistorialrath at Co-
blenz, and in 1833 to that of Consistorial-

Director, so that he had the supreme control

of all the ecclesiastical affairs of the Rhenish
province of Prussia. In the meantime he
still continued his lectures in the university

of Bonn, as his presence at Coblenz was re-

quired only on certain occasions. During
this later period ofhis life Augusti completed
his " Denkwiirdigkeiten," and wrote a great
many other works, such as " Versuch einer

historisch-dogmatischen Einleitung in die

heil. Schrift," Leipzig, 1832, 8vo. ;
" Histo-

riae Ecclesiasticse Epitome," Leipzig, 1834,

8vo. ; and others. He also began a work on
the history of Christian art—" Beitrage zur
Christlichen Kunstgeschichte und Liturgik,"

of which, however, only the first volume had
appeared when death suddenly terminated
his career. His position, however, obliged

him to turn his attention more particularly

to questions of a practical nature,—such as

the constitution of the church and its relation

to the state. When the late king, Frederick
William III. of Prussia, recommended to the

Protestant churches in his dominions the

introduction of a new liturgy, and called

upon the two Protestant parties, the Luther-
ans and Calvinists, to unite, the plan was
opposed by the liberal party, which was
headed by Schleiermacher ; but Augusti de-

fended the government measures in a series

of essays. He died at Coblenz, on the 28th

of April, 1841. His body was conveyed to

Bonn and buried there.

Augusti was, all through life, one of the

most active theological writers in Gennany

;

and in his opinions he was as far from the

pietistical party as he was from the philo-

sophical or speculating school. After he had

abandoned philosophy, his works, so far as
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doctrinal points are concerned, show him to

be a resolute champion of the substance of

the Lutheran creed, with this only fault,

that he clings too much to the letter and

rather neglects the spirit. His greatest merits

consist in his historical investigations, which
contain the most ample proofs of his learning,

diligence, and accuracy ; but, useful as they

are as works of reference, they show that he

was unable to derive comprehensive views

from history : and all his historical writings

are deficient in those qualities which render

books agreeable reading. In his private life

Augusti was a man of the highest integrity,

open-hearted, and sincere. He was an enemy
to every kind of assumption and hypocrisy

;

he had neither pride nor vanity ; and was a

most cheerful man in society, although he

was subject to mueh suffering during the last

years of his life. {Jenaische Allgemeine

Literatur-Zeitung, for June, 1841 ; Intelli-

genzblatt, p. 66, &c.) L. S.

AUGUSTI, FEIEDRICH ALBRECHT,
a converted Jew, and afterwards Lutheran

pastor at Eschenberg in the duchy of Gotha,

was born at Frankfort on the Oder, on the

30th of June, 1696. At his circumcision he

received the name of Josua Ben-Abraham
Herschel. His father, who was a learned

Jew, instructed him in the Biblical and Tal-

mudical writings ; and such was his diligence

that at nine years of age he knew by heart

the Pentateuch, the Haphtharoth (or those

portions of the Prophets introduced by the

Jews into their public services), and the

Psalms in the Hebrew language ; and at

thirteen the learned among his people spoke

of him as one who would " instruct Israel

in the law, and be a light to his people." In

September, 1709, soon after the death of his

father, he went to Lithuania for the purpose

of studying in the high school of Bressci.

While here he received valuable instruction

from a Jew of Jerusalem, particularly in

Hebrew grammar as taught by the Eastern

Jews, and also in the Hebrew, Chaldee, and
Arabic languages : his teacher could speak no
others. At the expiration of two years he
accompanied this person as far as Constanti-

nople, it being their intention to visit Jeru-

salem together, but having neglected to pay
some Turkish impost, they were seized and
thrown into confinement. After a consider-

able period Augusti's companion was allowed

to depart, but he himself was kept as a young
slave, whose price would increase. He was
at length ransomed by a rich merchant of

Podolia, at the earnest entreaty of some Jews
"who made themselves responsible for his

price, and he was thus enabled to return to

Lithuania. He pursued his studies at Mos-
cow and Cracow, and afterwards at the High
School at Prague, where he held disputations,

and distinguished himself as an expounder
of the Sacred writings. Being desirous of

studying the Cabbala, he projected a journey to
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Italy, as the Jews of his native country would
not impart its mysteries to him until he had
attained his fortieth year : but he was seized

with an illness which obliged him to abandon
his design for a time, and took up his resi-

dence at Sondershausen. Here he became
acquainted with M. H. Reinhardt, the Lu-
theran superintendent, who, in the course of

several theological discussions, succeeded in

convincing him of the truth of the Christian

religion. Augusti was remarkable for his

love of truth, and no sooner did he pei'ceive

the errors of Judaism than he was anxious

to renounce them. This he did publicly on
the 22nd of May, 1721, being the first day of

Pentecost, before the assembled Jews, and
was baptized on Christmas-day, 1722. He
spent some years in study at the gymnasium
at Gotha and at the University of Leipzig

;

was one of the collaborators of the third class

in the gymnasium ofGotha, in 1 729, and on the

foundation of the University of Gottingen was
about to proceed there, when it was deter-

mined by the reigning duke of Saxe-Gotha,

Frederick III., that he should devote himself

to the duties of a pastor. He was accord-

ingly, in 1734, appointed substituirten pastor,

or curate, and in 1739 pastor at Eschenberg,

where he remained until his death on the

13th of May, 1782.

For some time after his conversion he suf-

fered great persecution by the Jews, who
pursued him with bitter hatred, and, it is said,

attempted to poison him when they found

that their efforts to induce him to return to

them were vain. His works are :— 1 .
" Fasci-

culus Dissertationum de Pontificatu Christi

:

Dissertatio I. De Adventus ejusdem neces-

sitate tempore templi secundi, " Leipzig,

1729, 4to. 2. " Dissertatio Epistolica de
factis et fatis Abrahami," Gotha, 1730, 4to.

3. " Aphorismi de studiis Juda?orum hodier-

nis," Gotha, 1731, 4to. 4. "Vondem Son-

nenwechsel in dem guten Zeichen des Lowens

:

ein Gliickwunschungsschreiben an den sel.

Generalsup. Lowen," Arustadt, 1745, 4to.

5. " Die Aenderung des Nameus bey der

Uebergabe des Herzens an den Seelenhirten

Jesu ; eine Rede bey der Taufe eines Juden
zu Eschenberga gehalten," Arnstadt, 1746,

or, according to the "Universal Lexicon,"

1747, 4to. 6. "Die Pflicht eines rechtglau-

bigen Ebrder ; eine Rede bey einer Juden-
taufe," Arnstadt, 1 749, 4to. 7. " Historische

Nachricht von Eschenberga und denen seit

der Reformation daselbst gestandenen Pfar-

rern," Gotha, 1748, 8vo. 8. "Geheimnisse
der Juden von dem Wunderfluss Sambathion,

wie auch von den rothen Juden, in einem
Briefwechsel mit den heutigen Juden, zur

Erlauterung 2 Reg. xvii. 6, abgehandelt,"

Erfurt, 1748, 8vo. 9. " Beweis, dass der

Hebraische Grundtext des Alten Testaments

unverfalscht sey, mit nlitzlichen Anmer-
kungen versehen, der Einladvmgsschrift Herr
Schottgens vmter den titel ' Criticse Sacrse
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Sanctionis Specimen' entgegen gestellt," Arn-
stadt, 1748, 4to. 10, " Die vertheidigte

Version der Teutsehen Bibel Lutheri wider
J. V. Zehner's Probe einer wohliiberlegten

Verbesserung der Teutsehen Bibel," Erfurt,

1 749, 4to. 11." Griindliche Nachricht von den
Karaiten, ihrem Ursprung, Glaubenslehren,

Sitten und Kirchengebrauchen," Erfurt, 1752,

8vo. 12. " Dissertationes historico-philolo-

gicse, in quibus Judeeoiiim hodiernorum con-

suetudines, mores et ritus, tarn in rebus sa-

cris quam civilibus exponuntur," Ease. 1, 2,

Erfurt, 1753, Svo. 13. " Erklarung des

Buchs Hiob mit kritischen und politischen

Anmerkungen, " Erfurt, 1754, Svo. 14.

"Frommer Proselyten Trost und Aufmun-
teruugzur Glaubensbestilndigkeit," 1735, Svo.

Augiisti's life has been written by his son

E. F. A. Augusti, superintendent and pastor

at Ichtershausen in Gotha, under the

title " Nachricht vom Leben, Schicksal und
Bekehrung F. A. Augusti eines Judischen

Rabbi," Gotha, 17S3, Svo. (Meusel, Lexicon
der vom Jahr 1750 his ISOO verstorhenen

teutsehen Schriftsteller ; Adelung, SiippL to

Jocher, Allgemeines Gelehrten Lexicon ; Gros-

ses vollstdndiges Universcd-Lexicon, Suppl. ii.

896—905.) J. W. J.

AUGUSTIN, GOTTLIEB, a celebrated

organ-builder at Rittau in the Oberlausitz.

His son was living in 1790 at Budissin, with

the reputation of being an equally skilful

workman. E. T.

AUGUSTIN, JEAN BAPTISTE
JACQUES, a distinguished French miniature

painter in oil and in enamel, was born at St.

Diez (Vosges) in 1759. In 1781 he esta-

blished himself at Paris, where, from the year

1796 until his death in 1832 he exhibited a

long succession of portraits, highly finished

and beautifully drawn and coloured, and
among them are portraits of many of the

most remarkable and distinguished persons

of that pei'iod. In 1806 and in 1824 he

obtained medals of the first class for the

pictures he exhibited; in 1819 he was ap-

pointed principal miniature-painter to the

king, Louis XVIII., and in 1821 he was
made Chevalier de la Legion d'Honneur.

Augustin kept for a long time a school of

drawing and painting, in which many of

the best French miniature-painters of the

present time were educated. He died of

cholera in 1832, having outlived his repu-

tation, through the prevalence of a different

taste and style. His widow and pupil,

Madame Augustin, has likewise distin-

guished herself as an artist in the same
branch: she also obtained a medal in 1824.

Among Augustin's portraits are those of

—

Napoleon, Josephine, the Queen Hortense,

the King of Holland, the Queen of Naples,

Louis XVIII., the Dukes of Berri and
Orleans (Louis-Philippe), and the Duchess of

Angouleme, the Duke of Richelieu, Lord W.
Bentinck, Denon, Chaudet the sculptor, &c.
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Several of them have been engraved by
Lignon. (Gabet, Dictionnaire des Artistes,

&c. ; Biographie Universelle, SiippL)

R. N. W.
AUGUSTINE or AUSTIN, SAINT,

" the apostle of England," was prior of the Be-
nedictine monastery of St. Andrew at Rome,
towards the end of the sixth century. The
moment was favourable for restoring to Eng-
land her religion, which had been almost
swept away by the Anglo-Saxon conquest.

Bertha, the wife of Ethelbert, King of Kent,

and daughter of the King of Paris, was a
Christian ; and she enjoyed by express stipu-

lation the fi'ee exercise of her religion and
the service of Christian ministers. Gregory
I. the Great was then pope, and he eagerly

availed himself of these circumstances. He
selected Augustine as his agent, and dis-

patched him, together with several monks,
on this important mission. As the travellers

proceeded through France, they heard fearful

stories about the dangers of the journey and
the barbarism of the people to whom they
were sent, insomuch that, at the instigation

of his brethren, Augustine returned to Rome,
and repi'esented these obstacles to the pope.

But Gregory disregarded his remonstrances,

and, providing him with fresh letters of pro-

tection, commanded him to proceed. Late
in the summer of 596 he landed on the Isle

of Thanet ; and, after an interview with the

king, he received permission to propagate

his faith. The monks were then established

at Canterbury, where the purity of their lives

gained them much favour ; and, though the

intercourse with the natives was only carried

on through the medium of French interpre-

ters, they made some proselytes. But the

work of conversion proceeded much more
rapidly after Ethelbert himself had consented

to receive baptism. His subjects followed

his example with great zeal. The holy

ardour is said to have spread to the northern

counties; and so rapidly, that, according to

Gervase and others, ten thousand persons

were baptized in the river Swale on Christ-

mas-day, in 603. But Bede ascribes these

successes to Paulinus, the first prelate of York,

and to the year 627. Augustine returned to

France, and having received episcopal ordi-

nation from the Archbishop of Aries, was

invested by Gj-egory with the pallium for the

see of Canterbury, and with spiritual autho-

rity over the island. Historians agree that

his first operations were conducted with mild-

ness and moderation ; and we do not leani

that he employed his influence over his royal

proselyte for the purpose of inducing him to

force the consciences of his subjects. But it

would appear that after his success and eleva-

tion he assumed a more insolent tone
;
and

this he displayed especially against the

" schismatics" of Wales, the remnant of the

original Christians. These pious men, through

ignorance and long seclusion from other
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Christian societies, still retained the old

Oriental practice in the celebration of Easter,

and had some other points ofdifference with the

Church of Korae. In these usages, when Augus-
tine peremptorily demanded their immediate
abolition, they firmly persisted ; and then it

seems probable that he turned the arms of the

English prince against them. Yet it would
be unjust to hold him responsible for all the

evils which followed; and the massacre of

the monks of Bangor, which has sometimes

been ascribed to his instigation, probably oc-

curred after his death. The year of his death

is not, however, certain. It is variously

stated as 604, 607, and even 614; but 607

appears the most probable date. In 604 he

ordained two bishops, Mellitus to London,
and Justus to Rochester ; and before his

death designated Laurence, one of his ori-

ginal associates in the enterprise, as his own
successor in the see of Canterbury. Ethelbert

founded the abbey of SS. Peter and Paul at

Canterbury, afterwards called by the name
of St. Austin.

To no one among the saints of the

Church have more miracles been ascribed

than to St. Austin ; and on this subject there

exists a very curious epistle addressed to him
by Gregory, in which he is judiciously ex-

horted " not to be too highly elated by that

gift, but to consider it as vouchsafed to him not

on his own account, but on account ofthose for

whose salvation he was labouring." This let-

ter has been advanced as a proof of the reality

of those miracles : it only proves that the pope
thought it prudent to profess his belief

in them. Several questions which he ad-

dressed to Gregory respecting the spiritual

government of the new converts, together

with the pontiff's answers, are still extant,

and may be found in Bede. (Bede, Histor.

Eccles. lib. i. c. 23, et seq. 1. ii. c, 14; Ger-
vasius, Actus Cantuarensis EcclesuB, sub ini-

tio ; Ranulphus Higdenus, Polyclironicon, a.d.

603; Gregorius, Epistolce, 1. vii. Ep. 5, 30,

1. ix. Ep. 56, et seq.) G. W.
AUGUSTINE, SAINT. [Augustinus,

AURELIUS.]
AUGUSTINI, JAN, a clever flower-

painter of Haarlem, born at Groningen in

1725. He painted also portraits, some of

which have been engraved. In 1757 A.

Delfos engraved a drawing by Augustini of a

large Aloe in full bloom. He died in 1773,

at Haarlem, leaving a son, Jakob Uberti

Augustini, who likewise followed painting

for some time, but upon receiving an appoint-

ment of some sort, he gave up painting:

he is known for some clever imitations of

basso-rilievo. (Nagler, Neiies Allgemeines

Kilnstler Lexicon, who quotes Van Eynden
and Vander Willigen, Vaderlandsche Schil-

derkunst.) 11. N. W.
AUGUSTTNUS, ANTO'NIUS (AN-

TONIO AGUSTIN), Archbishop of Tar-

ragona, was one of the most learned jurists
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of Spain. He was boni at Saragossa on the

25th of March, 1517. His father, whose

name he inherited, was Vice-Chancellor of

Aragon, and President of the Supreme Tri-

bunal of that kingdom. His mother, Aldouza

Albanella, was of a noble family of Barce-

lona. Antonio was the youngest of six sons.

Antonio, the father, died soon after his son

had completed his sixth year ; Aldonza, while

he was yet in his thirteenth. His eldest

brother Hieronymo appears to have taken

upon himself the charge of the boy's edu-

cation.

Antonio Agustin made choice of a clerical

career so early as the year of his father's

death. His brother sent him to the high

school of Alcala in 1 524, where he remained

studying, it is believed, general literature and

the elements of philosophy till 1528. In the

month of November of that year he was re-

moved to Salamanca, where he commenced
his legal studies. The only incidents of his

life at Salamanca that have been preserved

are a narrow escape he had from drowning

in the river Tormes, and an attack of pleu-

risy, which was the occasion of his returning

in February, 1535, to his family at Sara-

gossa. Spain was at that time convulsed

with civil war, and therefore an unfavourable

field for study. On this account, the friends

of Agustin resolved to send him to Bologna,

where he arrived on the 29th of December,

1535.

Bologna continued to be his head-quarters

till November, 1 544. But during that period,

he visited Padua, Florence, and Venice ; and

in Padua he resided at one time eight months.

The object in residing at Padua (November,
1 537, to Jime, 1 538) was to attend the lectures

ofAlciati. He twice visited Florence (Novem-
ber, 154], and June, July, and August, 1543)

for the purpose of examining the Florentine

MS. of the Pandects. He visited Venice in

October, 1 543, to make arrangements for the

publication of his " Emendationes," of which
the first book was originally published in

1538. In October he left Bologna for Rome.
At the time of his arrival in Bologna, Agustin

appears to have been deficient both in his

knowledge of law and of classical literature.

He made great exertions to supply both de-

fects. He adopted with enthusiasm the views

of the jurists who were at that time endea-

vouring to combine the study of Roman law
with that of classical antiquities. This was
the cause of his eagerness to attend the lec-

tures of Alciati, and of his journey to inspect

the Florentine MS. In the beginning of

1538, he published the first book, dedicated

to Michael Mai, of his "Emendationes et

Opiniones," which is chiefly occupied with

remarks on the variations of the Florentine

Pandects, and essays on Roman antiquities.

The fourth book, published in 1543, is ad-

dressed to Antoine Pernate, Bishop of Arras,

and treats of topics more strictly legal. This
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work, though the style is somewhat harsh,

evinces both taste and acuteness.

The cause of Agustin's journey to Rome
in 1544 was an invitation from Paul III., on
the occasion of the death of Luiz Gomez,
Bishop of Samo, and one of the College of

Twelve. Agustin, however, did not re-

ceive his promised appointment to the college

till about July, 1.545. He was soon after

promoted to be Auditor of the Rota. In

1555, Julius III., having been requested by
Cardinal Pole to send to England some per-

son in whose discretion, learning, and fidelity

he had confidence, to promote the re-establish-

ment of the Romish church there, made
choice of Agustin. Agustin set out on his

journey in February, charged to deliver to

Philip, then recently married to Queen Mary,
a sword, cap of state, and the golden rose

;

and carrying with him his diploma as Nuncio,
and letters expressing the most entire con-

fidence in him to Cardinal Pole, and Ruiz
Gomez, confidential secretary of Philip. He
did not, however, remain long in England.
In October, 1555, he received instructions to

proceed to the Netherlands, and in January,
1556, he was recalled to Rome. His time
was occupied in the discharge of his ofiicial

duties and in literary pursuits, till December,
1556, when he was appointed Bishop of Alife

in the Neapolitan dominions.
In December, 1557, Agustin was sent as

Papal envoy to the Emperor Ferdinand to

treat of a peace between the Pope, the Em-
peror, and the King of Spain. The tact and
knowledge of business he evinced during
these negotiations attracted the notice of
Philip, who sought to attach Agustin to his

own service. In May, 1559, he proceeded
to Sicily by order of the Spanish king, in

the capacity of ecclesiastical censor, and re-

mained in the island discharging the duties

of that office till October, 1560. In the

interim the bishopric of Lerida fell vacant,

and Agustin was presented to it by Philip,

in March, 1560, and consecrated by the Pope
in August, 1561. From Rome, to which he
had returned for the purpose of receiving the

papal consecration, Agustin was sent to

Trent, where the Council was then sitting.

He took a distinguished part in the discus-

sions, and must have been detained a con-

siderable time, for his first synod was held

at Lerida on the 31st of March, 1562.

With the exception of a mission to Trent,

in which he was engaged, 1563, and occa-

sional visits to Barcelona and Saragossa, the

next twelve years of his life were spent at

Lerida. His efforts to overcome the reluct-

ance of his clergy to adopt the resolutions of

the Council of Trent, and his literary pur-

suits, fully occupied his time.

In 1574 Agustin was promoted to the

Archbishopric of Tarragona. The duties of

his high station he continued to discharge

till his death, with the utmost diligence,
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finding time, however, for the composition of
numerous works, some polemical, but the

greater number on topics connected with his

favourite study— legal antiquities. Though
a Spaniard by birth, and though ultimately

raised to a high rank in the Spanish church,

the Archbishop of Tarragona may with more
propriety be placed in the Italian than the

Spanish school of jurists. His writings,

especially those which treat, of Roman and
Canon law, are still regarded as classical.

The most important of his printed works
are:— I. On Roman Law. 1. " Emenda-
tionum et Opinionum Libri IV." A juvenile

work, of which the first book was published

(at Florence?) in 1538, and the whole four

books at Venice in 1543. It is the fruit of the

excursion he made to Florence to compare
Haloander's edition of the " Pandects" with
the Florentine MS. 2. '' Juliani Anteces-
soris Epitome Novellarum," Lerida, 1567.

3. " De nominibus propriis Pandectarum,"
Tarragona, 1579. This index of the proper
names contained in the Pandects was in-

tended to be the precursor of a complete
" Index Verborum," which was never pub-
lished. 4. " De Legibus et Senatus-consultis

Romanorum cum notis Fulvii Ursini,"

Rome, 1583.— II. On Canon Law. 1. " An-
tiquse Collectiones Decretalium cum Antonii
Augustini, Episcopi Ilerdensis, notis," Lerida,

1576. 2. " Constitutionum Provincialium
Tarraconensium Libri V.," Tarragona, 1580.

3. " Constitutionum Synodalium Tarraco-
nensium Partes V.," Tarragona, 1581. 4.

" Canones Pcenitentiales cum notis quibus-

dam Antonii Augustini, Archiepiscopi Tarra-
conensis," Tarragona, 1582. 5. " Antonii

Augustini, Archiepiscopi Tarraconensis, Juris

Pontificii veteris Epitome," Pars prima, Tar-
ragona, 1587. 6. " Antonii Augustini, Ar-
chiepiscopi Tarraconensis, de emendatione
Gratiani dialogorum Libri II.," Tarragona,
1587. Spangeuberg calls this " his immortal
and most useful work."— III. On topics of
general literature. 1. " Familise Romanse
quae reperiuntur in antiquis numismatibus
ab urbe condita ad tempora Divi Augusti.

Ex Bibliotheca Fulvii Ursini, adjunctis fa-

miliis triginta ex libro Antonii Augustini,

Episcopi Ilerdensis," Rome, 1577. 2. " Dia-

logos de las Medallas, Inscripciones y otras

Antiguedades," Tarragona, 1587. Spanheim
speaks in high terms of this work ; it has

been twice translated into Italian. 3. " Frag-

menta historicorum coUecta ab Antonio Au-
gustino," published at Rome, in 1595. Agus-
tin also published, in 1 557, notes on Varro, and,

in 1560, notes on Verrius and Festus. An
edition of his collected works was published

at Lucca in folio, between 1765—77 ; a col-

lection of his Latin and Italian letters at

Parma, in 1804. A catalogue of his library,

which was rich in Greek and Latin MSS.,
was printed at Tarragona, in 1586. {Antonii

Augustini vitce historia, quam Hispcmice
K
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scrihehat Gregorius Mayansus Siscarius,

Latine vertebant Fabius Prosper Cenarmis et

Joannes Baptista Montecatinius, in the

second volume of the Lucca edition of Agus-
tin's Works ; Nicolaus Antonius, Bihliotheca

Hispana Nova ; Spangenberg, in Ersch and
Gruber, Allqemeine Enci/clopddie.) W. W.
AUGUStl'NUS, AURE'LIUS, SAINT,

the most celebrated among the earlier fathers

of the Latin church, was born at Tagasta in

Numidia, on the 13th of November, 354.

His mother, named Monicca, who was a

Christian, was anxious to furnish his mind
with religious impressions, and introduced

him into the schools of the catechumens. His

father was equally solicitous to qualify him
for secular distinctions by learned instruction

in Greek, rhetoric, and philosophy, and to

this end made considerable sacrifices from
very moderate means. The first lessons,

which he received at Madaura, gave no great

promise of success : the boy was idle and
mischievous, and indisposed to any laborious

study, especially that of Greek. At an early

age the violence of his passions broke out and
betrayed him into great incontinence. In his

seventeenth year he was removed to Carthage,

for the completion of his education ; and there,

though he had previously taken some interest

in the mythological and poetical fictions of

Greece and Eome, the first serious impression

was made on his mind by a work of Cicero,

now lost— the " Hortensius ;" and from
this he derived his first notions of philo-

sophical eloquence. It was about the same
time, when he was nineteen, that his imagi-

nation, strong and restless, and not confined

by any certain belief, was captivated by the

doctrine of the Manichseans—that there were
two principles, and that there were two sub-

tile substances inherent in matter. And
though he was perplexed, on further thought,

by the objections so easily raised against this

theory, and though a long-promised inter-

view with Faustus, a chief or bishop of the

sect, was far from removing his scruples, yet

he continued for nine years in the same pro-

fession. After delivering lectures on gram-
mar at Tagasta and on rhetoric at Carthage,

he visited Rome; and from the prefect of

Rome he received, in his twenty-ninth year,

the appointment of Professor of Rhetoric and
Philosophy at Milan. Ambrose then occupied

that see :
" I was introduced to him (says

Augustine in his " Confessions") in ignorance

of God, that through him I might be brought
to the knowledge of God. The holy man re-

ceived me with paternal regard, and showed
an interest for the foreigner such as became
a bishop ; and I began to love him, not at

first as a teacher of truth, for I was altogether

without hope in the church, but as one who
had behaved kindly to me. So I listened

diligently whenever he addressed the people,

not, indeed, with any holy intention, but

rather as a critic of his eloquence, to examine
130

whether it was worthy of its great reputation.

I hung attentively upon the words, incurious

and contemptuovis in regard to the matter

;

and was delighted with the suavity of a dis-

course more erudite than that of Faustus,

though less cheerful and soothing."

Augustine soon afterwards renounced the

Manichaian doctrines ; but he did not imme-
diately assent to the truth of Christianity.

Many conflicts disturbed this interval. The
great problem of the origin of evil was con-

stantly in his mind ; and he could discover no
solution of it. His immoralities continued.

A mistress, who had followed him, having
returned to Africa, he immediately formed
another similar connection. He loved his

pleasures passionately ; but he believed in the

judgment—the thought of it was ever before

him, and he trembled. At length, in his

thirty-second year, on an occasion which he
describes at length in his " Confessions," a

dreadful conflict took place between the spirit

and the flesh; and while he was yet con-

vulsed with agony and struggling with de-

spair, he heard some children at play, sing-

ing and continually repeating, as the burden
of their song, "Take and read, take and
read ( ToUe lege, tolle lege)." He considered

this to be a warning from Heaven. He took

up St. Paul's Epistles, the book nearest at

hand, and, opening them at hazard, he read

:

" Not in rioting and drunkenness, not in

chambering and wantonness, not in strife and
envying ; but put ye on the Lord Jesus Christ,

and make not provision for the flesh, to fulfil

the lusts thereof" (Rom. xiii. 13). From
that moment he dated his conversion ; and in

the following year he was baptized, together

with his friend Alypius, and his natural son

Adeodatus, by Ambrose. He then resigned

his professorship (his mother dying about the

same time), and revisited Rome ; and there,

forsaking the profligate habits of earlier life,

he applied his talents to confute the Mani-
chffian opinions, and published a "Treatise

on Free Will."

From Rome he returned to Africa, where
he passed three years in holy retirement in

the society of a few religious friends, having
sold his patrimony for the common benefit

;

and then yielding, as is related, to the press-

ing solicitations of the people, he was oi'dained

to the priesthood by Valerius, the Bishop of
Hippo, and appointed, in 395, his coadjutor

in this see. Before this last event, while he
was yet a presbyter, he succeeded in per-

suading the faithful to renounce the celebra-

tion of the Agapa?, or Feasts of Love, which
from an innocent origin had descended into

abuse and immorality, and to substitute ser-

vices of reading and chanting in their place.

Scarcely was he appointed bishop, when he
was called away from his contests with his

ancient brethren the Manichseans to engage
against the Donatists. These schismatics had
resisted the church with various fortune for al-
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most a hundred years, and nearly half of the

bishops of Africa were numbered among them.

In a council at Carthage, in 401, Augustine
gained distinction as their adversary ; but it

was not till ten years later that the great

final conference was held there, in which
the imperial commissioner Marcellinus, after

three days of free discussion, delivered a con-

clusive judgment in favour of the Catholics.

The credit of this triumph is ascribed to the

eloquence of Augustine; and he did not

hesitate, according to the ecclesiastical prin-

ciples of that and much later ages, to pursue
his advantage by the employment of the

temporal sword. While he was thus occu-

pied, Pelagius began to disseminate the

opinions which are still known by his name

;

and he too found his most formidable anta-

gonist in the Bishop of Hippo. Augustine
then plunged into the subjects of grace and
predestination with his accustomed ardour;

and, in his vehement attacks upon the imper-

fect faith of his opponent, he has not escaped

the charge of deviating into the opposite

error of fatalism. In the midst of these va-

rious controversies, he still found leisure and
energy to contend with the followers of

Priscillian and Origen ; and perhaps his most
noble woi'k, " On the City of God," was com-
posed against the heathen. But the close of

his long life was disturbed by another de-

scription of enemy. In 429 Count Boniface

introduced Genseric and his Vandals into

Africa, who, in the following year, after com-
mitting many devastations, laid siege to

Hippo. The bishop did not live to witness

the calamities of his flock. On August 28,

430, in the third month of the siege, he died

in Hippo.
The commanding power which Augustine

possessed over the minds ofhis contemporaries
may be ascribed to some rare combinations
which distinguished his own mind. With
strong passion, he miited mildness and hu-

manity ; with authority, much deference to

the feelings of those over whom it was exer-

cised ; with a large expanse of intellect, per-

fect logical strictness. The same is the cha-

racter of his writings. In the same work,
often in the same page, we find him sublime
and almost puerile, giving loose to the full

stream of a rapid imagination and deep piety,

and then arguing with African subtilty, or

canvassing some minute scruple. He re-

mained to the end of his life almost ignorant

of Greek and entirely so of Hebrew, and his

theological acquirements were not profound.
But his oral eloquence was of the most effec-

tive description, for it embodied the heat and
earnestness of religious feeling, together with
great rhetorical talents, cultivated by a rhe-

torical education. And if his taste degene-
rated as his life advanced, his later discourses

may have been better suited to the intellectual

condition of his hearers. His habits Avere

simple and frugal, but without any affectation
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of austerity. His works are very numerous.
The most celebrated are those—"De Doc-
trina Christiana ;" " De Civitate Dei ;" " De
Amma et ejus Origine ;" " Contra Pelagium
et Coelestium de Gratia Christi," &c. ; " De
Fide et Operibus ;" the " Confessions ;" and
the " Eetractations." The " Confessions"
were published about the year 400, and con-

tain a vivid picture of the passions, perplexi-

ties, errors, vices, and inward conflicts of his

earlier life. His books on grace and faith

have supplied the church with an unfailing

source of evangelical piety, even during its

worst ages. The Benedictine edition of the

works of Augustine, published at Paris in

1679, in 11 vols, folio, was republished at

Antwerp, by T. le Clerc, in 1 700—3, with
the valuable addition of an " Appendix Au-
gustiniana."

The " Confessions " are divided into thir-

teen books. The first ten of these are chiefly

personal, though interspersed with some ex-
traneous matter and many remarks not im-
mediately suggested by the events related

;

the other three contain reflections on the
earlier part of Genesis. The eleventh book
opens with a very solemn prayer for divine
aid and illumination for that purpose. The
calamities of the empire were ascribed by
the Pagans to the destruction of their idols

through the prevalence of Christianity. The
first object of the "City of God" was to

overthrow this notion. This work consists

of twenty-two books. Of these the first ten

are employed in assailing the foundations of

Paganism, or the City of the Daemon ; the

other twelve in establishing those of the

Christian religion, or the City of God. Con-
siderable historical knoAvledge, as well as

rhetorical talent, is displayed in this produc-
tion, which became, indeed, the storehouse

whence the subsequent opponents ofPaganism
derived their arguments. It is said that

Charlemagne made it his constant study, and
that Charles the Sage heaped rewards on the

first who presented it to him translated into

French. Several valuable passages of clas-

sical authors, especially of Cicero, are pre-

served in it. The " Ketractations " of Au-
gustine are among the latest of his writings.

In this remarkable production he passes in

review his numerous publications, desig-

nating each by its title and its first words,
and marking its date and the occasion on
which he composed it. After admitting, in

the Preface, his liability to error, in his

earlier and even in his later days, he pro-

ceeds to explain some passages, either in

themselves obscure, or which, through plau-

sible misinterpretation, might give occasion

to unfavourable inferences. He softens some
harsh expressions, corrects some mistakes,

and supplies several omissions. His " Let-

ters," amounting to two hundred and seventy,

and extending from a.d. 386 to the year of

his death, contain much information valuable

K 2
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to the ecclesiastical historian. The follow-

ing are among many of his works which
have been published separately :

—" De Civi-

tate Dei," fol. Mainz, 1473; "De Hajresi-

bus," 12mo. Cambridge, 1G89 ;
" Super Psal-

mos," and "Super Johannem," fol., Basle,

1489. " Sermo de Nativitate Christi,

"

" Dialogus de Trinitate," " Sermo ante

Altare," and others, may be found in the

"Bibliotheca Patrum Latinorum." A cri-

tical analysis of all the writings ascribed to

him, under the heads of Genuine, Doubtful,

Spurious, and Lost, is given by Cave, in

" Bibliotheca Ecclesiastica," fol., p. 244. Se-

veral of his writings have been translated

into English, and the following are the titles

of some of them :—" A Treatise of St. Au-
giistine, of Faith and Works, newly trans-

lated into English ; with a Treatise of Justi-

fication founde among the writinges of Cardi-
nal Pole, Lovanii apud Joannem Fonterum,"
1569, 4to. ;

" Saynt Augustine's Rule, in

English alone, by the Wretche of Syon,

Richarde Whyteford," London, Wynkyn de

Worde, 1525, 4to.; " The Kernell of St. Au-
gustine's Confessions," 1538, 8vo. ;

" St.

Austin's Confessions, translated into English
by Tobie Mathew," I^ondon, about 1624,

8vo. ;
" Twelve Sermons of St. Augustine,

translated by Richard Paynell, dedicated to

Queen Mary," London, 1555, 8vo. ;
" St. Au-

gustine's Meditations, and his Treatise of the

Love of God, translated by George Stan-

hope," London, 1701, 1708, 1714, 1720,

1728, 1745, 8vo. ;
" Two Bokes of the Noble

Doctor and B. S. Augustine : th'one entitled.

Of the Predestination of Saints ; th'other, Of
Perseverance unto th'End. Faithfully trans-

lated by John Scory, the late Bishop of Chi-
chester," London, no date, 8vo. (Augustinus,

Confessions and Epistles ; Possidius, Bishop
of Calama, Life ofAugustine ; Tillemont, Me'-

moires, torn. xiii. edit. Paris ; Bahr, Christ-

liche Romische Theologie, may also be con-

sulted, as may Butler, Lives of the Saints,

vol. viii. Watt, Bibliotheca Britannica, enu-
merates at great length the various editions

of Augustine's works.) G. W.
AUGUSTI'NUS KASENBORT, sur-

named MORA'NUS or OLOMUCE'NSIS,
because he was a native of Olmlitz in Mo-
ravia, where he was born about 1470. He
studied jurisprudence at Padua, probably
after 1493, and it appears that he took the

degree of doctor of law in that imiversity.

He afterwards took orders, became dean of
the chapters of Olmiitz and Briinn, and was
appointed private secretary to Ladislas II.,

King of Hungary. He died suddenly, on
the llthof May, 1513. Besides jurisprudence

and theology, Augustinus pursued philoso-

phical, astronomical, and poetical studies

with considerable success. He is the author

of the following works:— 1. "Dialogus in

Defensionem Poetices," Padua, 1493, which
is written in Latin verse. 2. " Epistolse con-
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tra Waldenses," Leipzig, 1512, 4to. 3. "Ca-
talogus Episcoporum Olomucensium," which
is contained in Freherus, " Corpus Scriptorum
Rerum Bohemicarum," and in Gruterus,
" Chronicorum Chronicon." Augustinus is

supposed to be the author of " Threna Re-
ligionis neglectse ad Ladislaum Regem," and
" De Componendis Epistolis ;" but Adelung
doubts his authorship of the latter work. He
is the editor of Joan. Blanchinus, " Tabulae
Coelestium Motuum," Venice, 1495. Augus-
tinus Kasenbort or Olomucensis is not in

Fabricius, " Biblioth. Lat. Med. et Inf. ^t."
(Adelung, Supplement to Jocher, AUgem.
Gelehrten-Lexicon ; Adelung refers to Bal-
binus, Bohemia Docta, vol. ii., and Buhm,
Commentarii de Avgustino Olomuceiisi, &c.
Leipzig, 1758, 8vo.) W. P.

AUGUSTI'NUS MORA'NUS. [Augus-
tinus Kasenbort.]
AUGUSTI'NUS OLOMUCE'NSIS. [Au-

gustinus Kasenbort.]
AUGUSTI'NUS, SAINT. [Augustinus,

AURELIUS.]
AUGU'STULUS, RO'MULUS. [Odoa-

CER.]

AUGUSTUS. This name was conferred

by the Roman senate on Caius Julius Coesar

Octavianus, b.c. 27. Some members of the

senate were of opinion that he should be
called Romulus, as a second founder of the

city, but it was finally determined that he
should have the honourable name of Au-
gustus. The name Augustus is equivalent

to " sacred," or " consecrated," and accord-

ingly it is represented in Greek by the word
2EBA2T02. But ATrOT2T02 also occurs

on Greek coins. The word Augustus is pro-

bably formed from Augur, by a like analogy
with other words of the same form, as " ro-

bustus." The name Augustus was adopted

by Tiberius, the immediate successor of Oc-
tavianus, and it became a title of succeeding

emperors. The Emperor Alexander Severus,

in a speech to the senate (Lampridius, c.

10), observed, "that the first Augustus was
the founder of the empire, and that all who
followed him succeeded to the name by a
kind of adoption or law of succession." M.
Aurelius, who associated with him in the

empire L. Verus, gave him the title of Au-
gustus. This was the first instance of two
Augusti at the same time, but it often oc-

curred afterwards. In the later empire, the

Csesars, or presumptive successors to the im-

perial power, were sometimes designated

Augusti on the medals ; but generally the

name Caesar occurs on such medals in con-

nection with that of Augustus, which refers

to the reigning emperor or emperors. The
title Augustus generally occui's on medals
in the abbreviated form AVG, or on Greek
medals Avr. The form AVGG denotes

two contemporary Augusti. The wives of

the emperors were called Augustse, and this

title occurs on their medals, but these medals
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are fewer than those of the August! . The
first who received this title was Livia, the

wife of Augustus, but not till after her hus-

band's death. She was adopted by his will

into the Julian Gens, as his daughter, and
was empowered to take the name of Augusta.
The emperors' wives, both on their own me-
dals and on those of their husbands, are

never called *' uxores," but only AVG. or

AVGVSTA. The title Augusta by itself on
an imperial medal may be taken as a proof

that the woman who is there commemorated
was the wife of an emperor; for when a

sister, daughter, or mother received the title,

the word " soror," " filia," or " mater" is

added.

The name Augusta was also given to co-

lonies which were founded by Augustus and
his successors, but the name was generally

connected with the name of the place : thus

there were Augusta Bilbilis, Augusta Emerita,

in Spain ; Augusta Vindelicorum, the mo-
dern Augsburg, and many others. The cor-

responding title of Greek towns was SejSao-TTj.

(Suetonius, Octavian. Augustus, c. 7 ; Taci-

tus, Annal. i. 8 ; Rasche, Lexicon Rei Nu-
maricE ; and Eckhel, i>oc^rtw. iV«?«. Ke^. viii.,

where the subject is fully explained.) G. L.

AUGUSTUS, CAIUS JU'LIUS CiESAR
OCTAVIA'NUS, was born at Velitrse, on
the 23rd of September, b.c. 63, in the con-

sulship of M. Tullius Cicero and Caius
Antonius. He was the son of Caius Octa-

vius and Atia, whowas the daughter of Julia,

the younger sister of the Dictator Casar.
Caius Octavius, the son, was adopted by the

testament of his great uncle the Dictator,

after whose death he took the name of Caesar,

retaining however, according to the Roman
custom, in the modified name Octavianus, the

memorial of the Octavian Gens to which he
belonged. It was not till after the battle of

Actium, and in the year b.c. 27, that he as-

sumed the name of Augustus, by which he is

now best known. The name Octavius does

not appear on any of his medals, nor that of
Octavianus.

His father C. Octavius, who had been
governor of Macedonia, died soon after his

return to Rome from his province, when his

son was about four years of age. C. Oc-
tavius was in his childhood named Thu-
rinus, because his father had dispersed near
Thurii a body of men who were partisans

of Catiline. This name was subsequently

dropped, and only remembered by his ene-

mies as a term of ridicule ; but the fact of

the name is confirmed by Suetonius, who
says that the Emperor Hadrian made him a
present of a small bust of Octavius which
bore the name Thurinus. His tutor was
C. Toranius, who had been ^dile with his

father, and afterwards was Prsetor. Toranius
lost his life in the proscriptions of the year
B.C. 43, and his former ward, though not the

immediate cause of his death, consented to it.
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His tender years were watched over by his
grandmother Julia while she lived. He was
a feeble child, and was nurtured with great
care. His mother took for her second hus-
band L. Marcius Philippus (Consul b.c.

56), who treated him as a father and su-

perintended his education. Octavius was
inured to the manly exercises of the Ro-
man youth, and his mind was disciplined

in the best studies of the day. He showed
from his early years a great capacity,

and the prudence and foresight which cha-
racterised his subsequent career. Philippus
and his mother were constant in inquiring
from his teachers and guardians about his

progress and his conduct, and they had a
daily account of h is behaviour. I'his scru-

pulous care, combined with his own good
sense, secured Octavius against the licentious

life of the Roman youths, and laid the founda-
tion of those regular habits which contributed
to his political success. In his twelfth year
he pronounced, according to the Roman
fashion, a funeral oration in honour of his
grandmother Julia, and in due time he as-

sumed the toga virilis, the symbol of the
attainment of the age of legal maturity. But
he was still watched with the same care by
his anxious mother, and though in fact eman-
cipated from legal control, he still paid to

her the dutiful obedience of a son.

The defeat of Pompeius at the battle of
Pharsalus, B.C. 48, opened a brilliant career
to Octavius. His great uncle the Dictator
Caesar had no children, and the power which
he had acquired seemed destined to be the
inheritance of the young Octavius. The age
at which he assumed the toga virilis is dif-

ferently stated, but probably it was after the
battle of Pharsalus, and at the same time he
was created a member of the College of Pon-
tifices, in the place of L. Domitius Ahenobar-
bus, who lost his life at Pharsalus, fighting on
the side of Pompey. Octavius wished to ac-

company the Dictator in his African expe-
dition, B.C. 47-46, but the fears of his mother,
and the care of his uncle for his health, which
was still feeble, kept him at home. But he
appeared in the triumph of the Dictator, B.C.

46, and he gained the favourable opinion of
the Romans by using his influence with the
Dictator to obtain the pardon of several of
his political opponents, and among them of
Agrippa's brother, who had been a friend of
Cato, and was taken prisoner in the African
war. Marcus Agrippa is now mentioned for

the first time as the friend of young Octavius.

He had been brought up with him, and con-
tinued through life his faithful adherent.

Illness prevented Octavius from accompany-
ing the Dictator in his Spanish campaign of
the year b.c. 45, but he joined him in Spain,

probably after the battle of Munda (17th of
March, b.c. 45). It is said that an omen
which occurred in Spain determined the Dic-
tator to adopt Octavius and to make him his
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heir. He had always shown great affection

to his nephew, and during the illness of Octa-

vius, which preceded the Dictator's Spanish
expedition, he had manifested the greatest

solicitude about his recovery. Octavius ac-

companied the Dictator on his return to Italy,

and entered Eome before him. The pre-

tended Marius met him with a large train at

the Janiculum, and urged him to admit the

justice of his claim as a relation of the Julian

Gens ; but the prudence and caution of

Octavius did not fail him on this occasion.

He politely rejected all communication with

the pretender and referred him to the Dicta-

tor as the head of the family and the ad-

ministrator of the Roman State, saying that

his decision would determine the opinion of

everybody else. [Amatiu.s.]

Before his Spanish triumph, in the year

B.C. 45, the Dictator made his will. His plan

was to carry his conquests into the East, and
he thought it prudent to provide a successor

in case of his death. By his will he made
Octavius his heir, and adopted him into the

family of the Csesars. Shortly after the

triumph, Octavius went to Apollonia in

Epirus, with Marcus Agrippa and Q. Salvi-

dienus Rufus. Troops were collecting here

for the projected Parthian war, and Octavius

employed the interval before the expected

arrival of the Dictator in prosecuting his

studies under his teachers Apollodorus and
Theogenes, who accompanied him. The
Octavii were only of equestrian rank, though
they were rich and of high antiquity : the

father of young Octavius was the first mem-
ber of the family who attained the senatorian

rank. The Dictator, who had provided a

successor to maintain his family and his

name, took the precaution of raising him to

the class of the Patricii : this was effected by
a Lex Cassia, while Octavius was staying at

Apollonia. The same honour was conferred

on others at the same time. Caesar also

named Octavius his Magister Equitum for the

year b.c. 43.

On the Ides of March, b.c. 44, the Dictator

was assassinated in the senate-house, and
Octavius, on receiving the news, set out for

Italy, with Agrippa and a few attendants.

He landed at Lupiae, near Brundisium, early

in April, and, after visiting Brundisium,
proceeded through Campania to Rome, where
he found everything in confusion, and Marcus
Antonius, who was then consul, in posses-

sion of the money and papers of the Dic-
tator. Marcius Philippus advised him to

renounce the inheritance of his uncle, but

Octavius rejected the advice, and made the

formal declaration of acceptance before the

city praetor, Caius Antonius, the brother of
the consul. He also assumed the name
of Cajsar, in conformity to the Dictator's will,

which indeed had been given to him from
the time of his landing in Italy, and hence-

forth he is appropriately called by his adopted
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name, though it is more usual to designate
him by the name of Octavianus. If Csesar
from the first formed the bold design of suc-

ceeding to his uncle's power, he could not
have devised better means of success than
the assumption of his illustrious name. By
Roman usage an adopted son was in all re-

spects on the same footing as a son born
of a man's body, and accordingly Octavius
after his adoption was the representative of
the Dictator, and in the eyes of the Romans
his true son. There are several medals which
contain on one side the head of the deceased
Dictator, and on the other the head of Caesar
with an inscription to this effect—" Casar,
the son of Diviis Julius." They may not
have been struck immediately after the death
of the Dictator, though some of them proba-
bly belong to a time shortly after that event.

The legions at Apollonia had offered Cffisar

their services on his setting out for Rome,
which, however, he declined; and on his

road from Brundisium to Rome, the veterans

from the Dictator's colonies had flocked around
him, and expressed their readiness to avenge
the death of their former general. Though
he entered Rome merely as the claimant of
the private inheritance of his uncle, he had
ascertained what the feeling was towards him,
and he was thus guided in his subsequent
measures.

The Dictator had left by his will a sum
of money to each Roman citizen, and Caesar

declared his intention to pay the legacies

and celebrate magnificent games. But Marcus
Antonius, who afiected to manage evei'jthing

his own way, refused to give up the money
or denied that he had it ; he put obstacles in

the way of realizing the sums necessary for

the payment of the legacies : he opposed the

passing of a Lex Curiata, the object of which
was to give to the adoption of Csesar what-
ever legal sanction it might require ; and he
also prevented Caesar from being elected a
tribune.

Caesar celebrated, at his own expense,

the games in honour of the completion of the

temple of Venus, the ancestress of the Julian

Gens, but fear ofAntonius prevented him from
exhibiting to the people the golden chair and
crown of the Dictator. A brilliant star or me-
teor was visible during the celebration, which
was interpreted as a token that the deceased
Dictator was raised among the gods, and
Caesar confirmed the popular superstition by
dedicating a bronze statue of his uncle in the

temple of Venus, with a star placed above the

head of the figure. The head of the Dictator

crowned with a star appears on some coins

and gems. The respect paid to the memory of
the Dictator by his adopted son, and his cau-

tious policy, gave him the advantage over his

rival Antonius, withwhom all parties were dis-

gusted. Antonius, whose period of office was
near expiring, attempted to win the popular

favour by causing his brother, the tribune,
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L. Antonius, to carry a measure for the divi-

sions of laud in the Pontine marshes. He also

succeeded in obtaining from the senate as his

province, instead of Macedonia, which had
fallen to his lot, Gallia Cisalpina, which was
now under the government of Decimus
Brutus, one of the conspirators against

Caisar. Antonius and Csesar were now using
all their efforts to gain the advantage over

each other ; and the caution and prudence of
the youth prevailed over his older rival.

Caesar was charged by Antonius with an at-

tempt to assassinate him ; the people believed

that Antonius fabricated the charge to justify

his conduct towards Csesar, but Cicero says

that all men of sense believed the charge to

be true and approved of the attempt. (Ci-

cero, Ad Fam. xii. 23.) Early in October An-
tonius went to Brundisium to meet the legions

which had come over from Macedonia, and
to lead them into Cisalpine Gaul. Caesar

also sent his agents to promise them a largess.

The soldiers expected more from Antonius
than from Caesar ; and when Antonius only
promised them four hundred sesterces apiece,

they mutinied. The disturbance was promptly
quelled by the execution of some of the

centurions and soldiers, and the troops were
marched towards Gaul. But on arriving in

the neighbourhood of Rome, many of the

soldiers went over to the side of Caesar, and
the whole of the fourth and the Martial

legion.

Caesar in the mean time had gone into

Campania, where he got together a consider-

able force, especially from Capua, the in-

habitants of which were indebted to the

Dictator for their lands. He professed his

intention to avenge his uncle's death, and
he gave every man who followed him two
thousand sesterces. The soldiers whom
Caesar got together were veterans who had
served under the Dictator, men devoted to his

person and proud of their general. On his

return to Rome, where he arrived before

Antonius, he addressed the people, recapitu-

lated the great deeds of the Dictator, spoke
in modest terms of himself and attacked

Antonius. He next set out into Etruria to

raise more troops. Thus a youth at the age
of nineteen, without any authority, and at his

own expense, raised an army, with which he
ventured to enter the city. No more deci-

sive proof could be given of the feebleness of
the party which had accomplished the death
of the Dictator, of the wavering purpose and
feebleness of the resolves of Antonius, and of
the consummate policy and dissimulation of
Caesar. The aristocratical party hated both
Antonius and Caesar, but Antonius more,
because they thought him the more dan-
gerous. They were all deceived by Caesar.

Cicero, who saw him on his road to Rome in

the month of April, anticipates in a letter to

Atticus (xiv. 12) that the "boy's" arrival

at Rome might cause some disturbance.
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Early in November he informs Atticus that
Caesar is raising troops in Campania, evi-
dently for the pvirpose of opposing Antonius,
and that Caesar had requested an interview
with him at Capua or in the neighbourhood.
In the same month Cicero received many
letters from Caesar, who urged him to be a
second time the saviour of Rome. He was
acting, says Cicero, with great vigour, the
towns of Campania were favourable to him,
but he adds, he is still a mere boy (xvi. 11).
If Caesar succeeded, Cicero foresaw that

all the measures of the late Dictator would
be more firmly established, that his enemies
would be completely put down: if Caesar
failed, the insolence of Antonius would be
past endurance. Which of the two was the
less evil he could not decide. The feeble

purpose of Cicero is the expression of that of
his party, for though he was not one of
the Dictator's actual assassins, he saw him
fall in the senate-house, he indecently ex-
ulted in his death, and he identified himself
with the party of the Bruti and Cassius.
Cicero wished to see Antonius ruined, and
this was the sole reason for the part which
he afterwards took in favour of Caesar. In
another letter to Atticus (xvi. 15), Cicero
speaks of the speech of Caesar to the people
after his return to Rome from Campania,
of which he had received a copy : the youth
plainly aspired to the honours of his deceased
uncle.

The conduct of Antonius during this

struggle for popularity was vacillating, and
betrayed the want of a well-concerted plan.

At last the defection of the fourth legion de-

cided him, and he hastened from Rome to

his province of Cisalpine Gaul, fearing lest

he might fail to find support there also, if he
stayed away any longer. Decimus Brutus,
who was the actual governor of Cisalpine
Gaul, to which he had been appointed by the
Dictator, refused to give up the province to

Antonius : he affected to hold it for the senate

and the Roman people. Cffisar hated Deci-
mus Brutus and Antonius equally, but the

time was not yet come for avenging his

uncle's death, and he accordingly made pro-

posals to aid Decimus if he would keep the

province against Antonius. The senate passed

a vote of thanks to Decimus Brutus and to

Caesar, and the soldiers who had deserted

Antonius. Cicero, who had been wavering,
now came forward as the supporter of the
" boy Octavian," and spoke strongly in his

favour before the senate. On the 2nd of
January, b.c. 43, Caesar was invested with
the rank of Propraetor, and commissioned
to command the troops which he had raised

:

he received the rank of Praetor, and with it

the privilege of voting in the senate ; the

law also which limited the age for attain-

ing the consulship was so far repealed as

to allow him to enjoy the office ten years

before the legal age. Hirtius and Pansa
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were the consuls for the year b.c. 43. Be-
fore the close of the year 44, Antonius was
besieging Decimus Brutus in Mutina. The
senate, on the 5th of January, B.C. 43, sent

proposals of peace to Antonius, which were
suppoi'ted by the advance of Hirtius and his

legions. Csesar with his troops marched
from Etruria into Umbria, and, after cross-

ing the Eubicon, he joined Hirtius
; the other

consul, Pansa, arrived afterwards with his

troops. In the conflicts that ensued about

Mutina, Antonius was finally defeated, but

both the consuls lost their lives. In one of

the battles fought about the end of April,

Caesar distinguished himself by his personal

courage. Mutina being relieved, and An-
tonius driven across the Alps, the senate now
changed their tone towards Csesar ; they

thought that the party of the Dictator was
crushed by the defeat of Antonius. Decimus
Brutus, who had done nothing, received

public thanks, and the commission to follow

up the war against Antonius at the head of

the consular army. The name of Csesar was
not mentioned.

In the mean time, the governors whom the

Dictator Csesar had appointed in Spain and
Gaul, M. ^Emilius Lepidus, Munatius Plan-

cus, and Asinius Pollio, were instructed by the

senate to pursue Antonius as an enemy. Caesar

had dissembled his vexation at D. Brutus be-

ing appointed to the command ; he asked for

a triumph, and the senate refused it. Caesar

now made overtures to Antonius, conformably

to the dying advice of Pansa, as Appian says.

In the mean time, the faction of Porapey,

exulting in their victory, took steps towards

the repeal of the late Dictator's measures,

which had been carried into effect by An-
tonius : they also expected to elect two con-

suls of their own party to supply the places

of Hirtius and Pansa for the rest of the year.

But Csesar aspired to the consulship, and
he wrote to Cicero, urging him to be his col-

league : as the older and more experienced
man, Cicero was to discharge the duties of

the consulship ; Cassar would be satisfied with
the honour. Cicero was pleased with the

proposal, and he laid it before the senate;

but the senate would not listen to it, and the

relations of the conspirators feared to see

Csesar invested with the consular authority.

Antonius and Lepidus, after a short negotia-

tion, had become reconciled, and they united

their forces, on the 28th of May, b.c. 43,

and crossed the Alps into Cisalpine Gaul.
The alarm of the senate on receiving this in-

telligence was great ; they made preparations

to oppose Antonius, and in order to pacify

Csesar they named him to the joint com-
mand with D. Brutus, simply for fear that

he might join Antonius. But Csesar was
not to be pacified : he encouraged his soldiers

to claim of the senate certain sixms of money
that had been promised to them, and he told

the army that there was no hope either for
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them or himself, unless he were made consul

;

he would then accomplish what the Dictator

intended and left unfinished ; and he would
avenge his death. A deputation of the cen-

turions were sent to Rome to ask the consul-

ship for Csesar, which the senate refused

on the ground of his youth. The army of

Csesar was in a state of frenzy, and called

upon him to lead them to Rome. With his

forces he crossed the Rubicon, the little

stream which then separated the province of

Cisalpine Gaul from Italy, and dividing his

troops into two parts, left one part to follow

him, with the other he marched rapidly upon
Rome. Thus, six years after Csesar crossed

the Rubicon to enforce his claims against the

senate and his rival Pompeius, his adopted son,

who bore the same name, crossed the same
sacred boundary of the province to maintain

a similar claim against the senate. The
coincidence is striking, and it is not passed

unnoticed by Appian. Probably Csesar had
with him many of the same soldiers who
had served under his illustrious uncle, and
the name of Csesar and the cause in which
they were engaged were sufficient to assure

them that they were marching to a second

victory. Rome was all in alarm : the senate,

as when the first Csesar crossed the Rubicon,

were unprepared ; M. Brutus and Cassius, the

great support of their party, were now in the

East ; and Cicero, who had been loud and
active, disappeared, as he did when the first

Csesar was advancing on the city. The
senate now passed a decree for the payment of

money to the soldiers of Csesar, and to allow

him to be a candidate for the consulship in

his absence, the very privilege which they

had allowed the first Csesar, and afterwards

refused to abide by. But the sudden arrival

of two legions, which they had sent for from
Africa, again roused the drooping courage of

the senate; Cicero again showed himself,

and it was resolved to oppose Csesar by
force, and to seize his mother and sister as

hostages, but they contrived to conceal them-
selves. The treachery of the senate only

irritated the army of Csesar, who in a short

time occupied, without any resistance, a posi-

tion in front of the city, in the neighbour-

hood of the Quirinal Hill ; on the next day he
entered Rome with a small guard, and was
greeted by his mother and sister with the

Vestal virgins in the temple of Vesta. Three
legions which were in the city came over to

him ; and Cicero, hearing that there was no
danger, prayed for an interview, in which
he reminded Csesar that he had proposed to

the senate his election as consul. The be-

haviour of Cicero towards the two Csesars

was the same : the first Csesar treated him
with generous forbearance ; the second, for

the present was satisfied with showing by a

sneering answer that he knew him well.

Once more the senate and Cicero showed
their faithlessness. A rumour got abroad
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that two of Caesar's legions had gone over to

the senate, and the senate had the folly to

think that w ith their aid they could oppose
his superior force : they also sent Manius
Aquilius Crassus into Picenuni with a com-
mission to raise troops. Cicero was de-

lighted at the prospect of destroying the boy ;

the senate met in the night, and Cicero was
at the door of the senate-house to receive and
give his congratulations. But the rumour
was soon ascertained to be false, and Cicero
again absconded. The account of these trans-

actions in Appian is clear and circumstantial

;

that of Dion, though less complete, is also

distinct. Middleton, in his " Life of Cicero,"
has given a very imperfect view of them, in

which he relies mainly on Cicero's own evi-

dence, and even on the Letters to Brutus.
Caesar knew his power, and he only

laughed at his enemies. He brought his

forces into the Campus INIartius, and he
showed all through these trying circum-
stances the most perfect self-possession and
prudence. Those who had taken the most
active part against him were allowed to be
immolested : they were spared for the pre-

sent. He distributed a large sum of money
among his soldiers, and he soon paid the

legacies which the Dictator had left to the
people. In conformity to law, Caesar left the
city during the election, by which he and
Quintus Pedius, his kinsman, were appointed
consuls for the rest of the year. The election

took place in the month of August, B.C. 43,
when Caesar was in his twentieth year.

Being now invested with constitutional au-
thority^, he caused his adoption to be regu-
larly confirmed by a Lex Curiata. He also

caused a measure to be passed for the reliefof
Dolabella, who had been declared an enemy

;

and in pursuance ofa Lex which was pi'oposed

by his colleague Pedius, a regular prosecu-
tion was instituted against the assassins of
Caesar and their accomplices. The prosecu-

tion was conducted in due legal form, and as

none of the accused appeared, they were con-
victed pursuant to law. Thus the conspirators

were in effect declared enemies of the Eoman
State, and there remained nothing but to

enforce the sentence by arms. But to ac-

complish this, Caesar wanted the aid of
Antonius. Accordingly he left the city and
advanced towards Cisalpine Gaul, while his

colleague Pedius stayed at Eorae to further

his views. The senate were induced by their

fears to come to terms with Antonius and
Lepidus, though they saw that the union of
Antonius and Caesar, which was now con-

templated, would cause the ruin of their

own partisans, M. Brutus and Cassius. But
they were helpless, and they yielded : they
repealed their own decrees by which Antonius
and Lepidus had been declared enemies, and
they sent a friendly message to Antonius
and Lepidus. Caesar also wrote to Antonius,

and offered his assistance against Decimus
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Brutus. Antonius replied, that he would
deal with Brutus himself, and then would
join Caesar. While Antonius was pursuing
Brutus, he was joined by Asinius Pollio with
two legions. Pollio brought about a recon-

ciliation between Antonius and Plancus, who
joined Antonius with three legions. D. Brutus

was not a match for the increased force of

Antonius, and he at first attempted to make
his way to M. Brutus in Macedonia ; but his

soldiers deserted to Antonius and Caesar,

and he was at last left with ten companions.
While attempting to make his escape in the

disguise of a Celt, he was taken near Aquileia

by some robbers, whose chief informed An-
tonius of the capture. Antonius told the

barbarian to send him the head of Brutus
;

he looked at it, and ordered it to be bm'ied.

D. Brutus was the second of the Dictator's

assassins who came to a violent end: Tre-
bonius, who perished in Asia, was the first.

Caesar, Antonius, and Lepidus had an inter-

view in an island on a small stream near Bo-
nonia (Bologna). They agi'eed that Ventidius

should take the place of Caesar as consul for the

rest of the year, b.c. 43 ; that the three should
administer the state for five years with equal

powers with the consuls ; and that they

should name the annual magistrates for five

years to come. It was also agreed to dis-

tribute the provinces among them : Antonius

was to have all Gaul, except a part adjacent

to the Pyrenees, which Lepidus was to have,

together with Spain ; Caesar was to have
Africa, Sardinia, and Sicily and the small ad-

jacent islands. Caesar and Antonius were to

conduct the war against M. Brutus and Cas-

sius, and Lepidus was to be consul, and con-

duct the administration in Home with three of

his legions. The remaining seven were to be

distributed between Caesar and Antonius so

as to make up their numbers to twenty le-

gions each. It was further agreed to en-

courage their soldiers by promises of donations

and of the distribution of the lands of eighteen

cities in Italy, which were named. Finally,

it was agi-eed that all their enemies at Eome
should be destroyed, that there might be no
fuither danger from them. The terms of

this agreement were read to the soldiers, who
were well content ; but nothing was said of

the intended massacres.

In order to secure the imion of the two
chief leaders, the soldiers of Antonius also

planned a marriage between Caesar and
Clodia, the daughter of Fulvia by Clodius

:

Fulvia was now the wife of Antonius, who is

supposed to have urged the soldiers to make
this proposition. Caesar was already betrothed

to Servilia ; but he broke off' that engagement,

and from motives of policy agreed to take

Clodia for his wife. Clodia was yet very

young, and Caesar divorced her shortly after,

without having consimimated the marriage.

When great calamities threatened the state,

the Roman historians always speak of prog-
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nostications of the coming evil. So it was
now. Wolves howled through the Forum;
a cow spoke with a human voice ; there

was the clatter of arms, unusual signs in the

sun, showers of stones, thunder and lightning.

The omens portended dreadful calamities

;

but the calamities were greater than the

omens. The Triumviri, as the three were

called, made a list of three hundred senators

and about two thousand equites, who were

to be put to death. The list contained even

kinsmen of the Triumviri, for each had pri-

vate enemies that he wished to get rid of,

who were the friends and relations of the

others. They also wanted money for the

campaign against M. Brutus and Cassius,

and accordingly some were proscribed merely

because they were rich ; and at last, when
money was still wanting, heavy contributions

were levied on the commonalty and on rich

women. The Triumviri sent orders for the

death of a small number of the most distin-

guished of their enemies before they reached

Kome, and Cicero was among them. Some
of them were immediately massacred, and
alarm spread through the city ; but Pedius,

the consul, calmed the fears of the citizens by
publishing the names of those who were to

be proscribed, and declaring that these were
to be the only sufferers. But Pedius was
not in the secret of his colleagues, and he
died before the Triumviri reached Rome.
The Triumviri entered Rome separately,

each with his praetorian cohort and a legion :

the city was filled with soldiers. A law
was hurriedly passed by which Csesar, Anto-

nius, and Lepidus were invested with consu-

lar power for five years, for the purpose of

settling affairs, and thus the Triumvirate was
constituted in legal form. In the following

night a list of one hundred and thirty per-

sons, who were proscribed, was set up in many
parts of the city ; and a hundred and fifty

more were soon added to the list. Notice

was given that the heads should be brought

to the Triumviri, and the bearer was to have a

fixed reward ; if a freeman, money ; if a

slave, his liberty and money too. Rewards
were offered to those who should discover

the proscribed, and the penalty for conceal-

ing them was death. The preamble to the

proscription list is given by Appian {Bell.

Civ. iv. 8), as well as he could turn it from
Latin into Greek. It is an apology for the

measure, founded on the alleged guilt and
ingratitude of the proscribed, the murderers
of the Dictator Csesar, who had shown them
his clemency : it speaks of treacherous de-

signs against the Triumviri, and of their

moderation in punishing only the most
guilty. Lepidus was foremost in this af-

fair, though Csesar and Antouius were the

most unrelenting after a beginning was
made : Dion Cassivxs, however, acquits Caesar

of much of the guilt of the proscription. As
soon as the lists were published, the gates
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of the city were closed, and all the outlets

and places of refuge were strictly watched.
And then came a scene of misery such as

had not been witnessed even in the times of

Marius and of Sulla. Men hid themselves
in drains and privies, or in the tiles of

roofs and in chimneys. Old grudges, that

had long slumbered, now revived, and men
took this opportunity of getting rid of their

enemies : many perished who were not on
the lists. Slaves betrayed their masters,

children their parents, and wives their hus-

bands. Some prayed for mercy, but in vain

;

others met their death with fortitude, and
a few made a desperate resistance. Every
avenue in the city and all the country round
Rome was scoured by soldiers eager to earn

the rich reward by carrying heads to the

Triumviri. But there were also instances of

generous friendship and devoted affection, of

slaves who saved their masters, of children

who died with their parents, of wives who
would not survive their husbands. All the

enemies of the Triumviri who were unfor-

tunate enough to be found, were sacrificed

to their vengeance. The tribune Salvius, a

personal enemy of Antonius, had his head
cut oft' while he was sitting at his own table

with his guests. But the man whom Anto-

nius had most cause to hate was Cicero, who
was overtaken in his flight, and his head was
literally sawed from his shoulders by the

clumsiness of his executioner, Popillius La?na,

whose cause Cicero had once successfully

pleaded. His hands and head were carried

to Rome, and fixed up on the Rostra, the

scene of his harangues. Many of those who
escaped were drowned at sea, but some
reached Sicily, where they were kindly re-

ceived by Sextus Pompeius, the son of the

Dictator's great rival.

Sicily, which had fallen to the share of

Csesar in the distribution of the Western
provinces, was held by Sextus Pompeius,

who had a well-manned fleet. Caesar sent

his admiral Salvidienus Rufus against Sicily,

and went to Rhegium, where he met Salvi-

dienus. A severe battle took place in the

strait, in which the loss was about equal on
both sides. Giving up Sicily for the pre-

sent, Caesar sailed to Brundisium, whence he
crossed over to Dyrrachium to join An-
tonius. M. Brutus and Cassius had now ad-

vanced from Asia as far as Philippi in Mace-
donia, where they heard that Antonius was
approaching, and that Caesar had fallen ill

and was detained at Dyrrachium. Caesar

arrived before the battle, though he was
still feeble. In the first of the two en-

gagements at Philippi, Cassius killed him-
self, thinking that all was lost; and in the

second Brutus was defeated, and put an end
to his life. Many of their soldiers joined

the armies of Caesar and Antonius. This de-

cisive victory, which broke the senatorial

party, was mainly due to the courage and
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generalship of Antonius. The battle of

Philippi was fought about the close of B.C.

42. A large body of the army of Brutus

and Cassius capitulated to Casar and An-
tonius. Many of those who had been con-

cerned in the Dictator's death fell by their

own hand : Livius Drusus, the father of the

future v/ife of Cajsar, killed himself in his

tent. Suetonius says that Csesar behaved
with great cruelty, and used insulting lan-

guage towards the most illustrious of the

prisoners. The head of Brutus was sent to

Kome to be placed at the foot of Caesar's

statue, but it was thrown into the sea on the

voyage.

A new division of the provinces was now
made. Caesar and Antonius arranged mat-

ters their own way, and took from Lepidus

what had been given to him. Antonius set

out to the East to collect money; Csesar

returned to Italy to superintend the distribu-

tion of the promised lands among the sol-

diers.

Csesar fell ill at Brundisium, and a report

reached Rome that he was dead. Having
somewhat recovered, he came to Rome, and
produced letters of Antonius, pursuant to

which Calenus, who held two legions in Italy

for Antonius, gave them up to Csesar, and
Sextius was ordered by the friends of An-
tonius to give up Africa to Csesar, which Cse-

sar gave to Lepidus. The soldiers who had
served under Csesar and Antonius were now
impatient for their rewards, and they claimed

the lands which had been specifically pro-

mised. The occupiers (possessores) urged

that they ought not to be the only sufferers,

and that all Italy should contribute. But
the promised lands were given to the soldiers,

and they were established as military colonies

in due form. Thousands were driven from
their homes, and many of the ejected cultiva-

tors fled to Sextus Pompeius in Sicily.

Kome also was crowded with them: they

came to complain of the hardship of their

lot
;
young and old, women and their chil-

dren, filled the public places and the temples

with their lamentations. Csesar could only

tell them that they must submit to necessity

;

the soldiers must be satisfied. But he knew
that what was promised would not be enough
for them, and that they would take more than

was given. These soldiers were not restrained

by the strict discipline of the Roman army.

Many of them were mere adventurers who
had joined Csesar or Antonius to support

their cause, and they were not, nor did they

consider themselves as the soldiers of the re-

public. They knew that they were neces-

sary to their commanders, and presuming on
their power, they abused it. Accordingly

many persons were driven out of their posses-

sions who had the misfortune to live near the

lands which were assigned to the soldiers,

and Csesar allowed this licence to pass un-

punished. The sufferers were loud in their
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complaints against him, but he looked steadily

at one object, to secure the favour of his sol-

diers. His prudence and firmness stopped a
mutiny at Rome which threatened dangerous
consequences.

In the year b.c. 41 the consuls were Pub-
lius Servilius and Lucius Antonius, one of the

brothers of Marcus. But Lucius, and Fulvia,

the wife of Marcus, who was left by her hus-

band in Italy, really directed the administra-

tion. Lucius and Fulvia were jealous of the

popularity which Csesar was gaining with the

troops by being the dispenser of rewards ; and
Csesar, who could not bear the woman's in-

solence, sent back her daughter Clodia, with

a solemn assurance that she was still a vir-

gin, though she had been for some time in

his house. They claimed the nomination of

the commissioners who should conduct the

soldiers of Antonius to their new settlements

;

and though the agreement between Antonius
and Csesar left the distribution of lands with
Csesar, he yielded from motives of prudence

;

for the remembrance of Philippi was fresh,

and that victory was attributed to Antonius.

The commissioners who were appointed to

assign lands to the soldiers of Antonius al-

lowed even greater licence than Csesar had
done, and men complained that the military

colonies were worse than the proscription.

Csesar knew that great wrong was done, but

he had no money to compensate those who
were ejected, and a war was impending with
Sextus Pompeius, who was master of the

sea, and by shutting out the supplies of corn

was threatening Rome with famine. Dion
Cassius states that Antonius and Fulvia, see-

ing the great dissatisfaction caused by the

measures of Cffisar, took up the part of the

ejected possessors, and that they did not assign

any lands to the soldiers of Antonius, but

gave them promises instead. This history of

the assignment of lands to the soldiers requires

a particular investigation.

Lucius Antonius, the consul, and Fulvia,

now made an effort to destroy Csesar. Fulvia

had also hopes that a war might bring back
her husband, who w^as enslaved by Cleopatra,

the Queen of Egypt. Csesar was supported by
M. Agrippa, and by Salvidienus, who advanced
from Spain, and joined him with six legions.

After some unsuccessful movements on the

part of Lucius Antonius, he threw himself

with his forces into the strong city of Perusia,

which Csesar and his generals blockaded.

The place was obstinately defended, but

famine at last compelled a surrender, b.c.

40. Csesar was inclined to punish the yoimg
recruits who had assisted in the defence of

Perusia, and to pardon the veterans who had
served under Marcus Antonius, but he saw

that he could not safely punish, and he did

not attempt it. Lucius was pardoned ; but

three or four hundred captives, for the num-
bers vary, among whom were the Decuriones

of Perusia, were put to death. It is told
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both by Suetonius and Dion Cassius that they

were slaughtered like victims at an altar

erected to the honour of the deified Dictator,

and the day of the sacrifice was the me-
morable Ides of March.
The capture of Perusia dispersed the ad-

herents 'of Marcus Antonius, and they fled

from Italy. Fulvia with her children escaped

to Brimdisium, whence she crossed over into

Greece. Among the fugitives fx-om Italy were
Tiberius Claudius Nero, and his wife Livia

Drusilla, and their infant child Tiberius.

Livia shortly after became the wife of

Ca:sar, and Tiberius was his adopted son,

and his successor.

Antonius left Alexandria in the spring

of B.C. 40. On his route to Athens he heard

of the affair of Perusia, and he blamed both

his brother and his wife Fulvia. On reach-

ing Athens, he found Fulvia there, and his

mother Julia, who was attended by Lucius

Scribonius Libo and others. Antonius was
urged to unite with Sextus Pompeius against

Caesar, but he professed his vmwilliugness

to commence such a contest, if Caesar would
abide by their agreement.

Italy being now clear, Caesar again thought

of attacking Sextus Pompeius in Sicily,

but having no ships, and learning what the

force of Pompeius was, he took another

course. He knew that some of his enemies
had fled to Antonius to Athens, but he did

not know what was doing there. Accordingly
he commissioned Maecenas to negotiate a

marriage for him with Scribonia, the sister

of Lucius Scribonius Libo, who was the

father-in-law of Sextus Pompeius. Libo
consented, and Csesar took for wife Scri-

bonia, a woman much older than himself,

who had already had two husbands. Many
Eoman ladies had been proposed to him as

suitable matches, but he foresaw that there

might be a contest with Antonius, and he
wished to prepare the way for a reconciliation

with Pompeius.
M. Antonius left his wife Fulvia ill at

Sicyon. He had not a large army with him,
but he entered the Ionian Sea with two hun-
dred vessels, where he met with and received

the svibmission of the fleet of Cn. Domitius
Ahenobarbus, who had been an adherent of

Brutus and Cassius. The combined fleet came
to Brundisium, but it was occupied by troops of

Caesar, who refused to receive Ahenobarl)us, as

being one of tbe conspirators against Ca?sar,

and an enemy, and they refused to receive

Antonius because he brought Ahenobarbus
with him. Antonius immediately blockaded
Brundisium, and sent for Sextus Pompeius
to join him. Pompeius sent Menodorus,
who is also called Menas, with a strong

force to Antonius, and also seized Sar-

dinia, which belonged to Caesar, and gained

over two legions which were in the island.

Caesar, seeing the position of affairs, sent

Agrippa into Apulia, and, following with a
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considerable force, he seated himself down
near Brundisium. The soldiers of Caesar

wished to effect a reconciliation between
him and Antonius, which was accomplished

mainly through the intervention of Cocceius,

a common friend, and was facilitated by
the arrival of the news of Fulvia's death.

Antonius had left her ill at Sicyon, and went
off without seeing her. As a preliminary step

to the negotiations, Antonius was induced by
his mother to send Pompeius back to Sicily,

who had come to his aid, and to dismiss

Ahenobarbus, whom he appointed governor

of Bithynia. It was then agreed that An-
tonius and Caesar should again be friends,

and that the sister of Caesar, Octavia, who
had just become a widow by the death of

her husband Marcellus, should marry Anto-

nius. There were great rejoicings in both

armies on this occasion. A new division of

the provinces was made between Caesar and
Antonius : all to the west of Scodra, a town
of Illyricum, was to be administered by
Caesar ; Antonius was to have all to the east

of Scodra ; Lepidus was to keep Africa,

which Caesar had given him ; and Caesar

was to be allowed to prosecute the vrar

against Pompeius if he chose. Antonius and
Caesar entered Rome, and the marriage of

Antonius with Octavia was celebrated. An-
tonius took the opportunity of putting to

death Manius, on the ground of his having

urged on Fulvia to the war with Caesar,

and brought about the calamities of the

siege of Perusia ; and Caesar being informed

by Antonius of the treachery of Salvidienus

Kufus, who had offered to join Antonius at

Brundisium, sent for him from Gaul, on the

pretence that he wished to employ him on
some business. As soon as Salvidienus came
to Rome, Caesar charged him with his offence

before the senate, and Salvidienus was either

put to death, or anticipated the executioner

by his own hand.

Rome was still afilicted with famine, and
the usual supplies of grain did not come.

Pompeius, who was in Sicily, stopped all ap-

proach to the city from the east, and his

partisans, who held Sardinia and Corsica,

allowed no vessels to come from the west.

The famine and the attempt to raise money
by heavy taxation caused great riots in the

city, and Caesar, who attempted to pacify

the populace, was pelted with stones and
wounded. Antonius, who came out to them,

was at first better received, but he was at last

pelted also, upon which he sent for a detach-

ment of the soldiers who were outside of the

walls, and fell on the rioters in the narrow
streets leading to the forum. Antonius pro-

bably saved the life of Caesar on this occa-

sion. The dead bodies were thrown into

the Tiber. The riots were put down by this

massacre : the famine got to its height, and

the people suffered, but they were quiet. At
last, Caesar and Antonius went to Baiae
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to meet Sextiis Pompeius. The interview

between the two Triumviri and Pompeius
took place at Puteoli. Two stages, supported

on timbers, were erected in the sea, with a

narrow space between them : Caesar and An-
tonius occupied one stage, and Pompeius
the other. The first conference led to no re-

sult, but they finally agreed to peace on these

teiTus : Pompeius was to hold Sardinia, Sicily,

Corsica, and the Peloponnesus, with the same
powers that Caesar and Antonius had in

their respective administrations ; and the

exiles were to be allowed to retura, with the

exception of those who had been condemned
for the murder of Caesar. There were also

other favourable terms for Pompeius and his

partisans. At an entertainment which Pom-
peius gave to his new friends, it was agreed

to marry the daughter of Pompeius to Mar-
cellus, the stepson of Marcus Antonius, and
the nephew of Caesar. On the following

day they nominated the consuls for the next

four years. (Appian, Civil Wars, v. 73.) It

is not stated by Appian that the Senate was
consulted as to the arrangement, or that the

usual mode of election was obsei*ved ; but it

is probable that the consuls were formally

elected at the Comitia. (Dion, xlviii. c. 35,

and Reimar's note.) Antonius spent the win-

ter with Octavia at Athens.

In the following year, B.C. 38, war broke

out between Caesar and Sextus Pompeius,
on various grounds of dispute. Eome was
again afflicted with famine, for Pompeius had
a powerful fleet, and shut out the supplies.

Caesar was not a match for him by sea, but he

was strengthened by the defection of Menodo-
rus from Pompeius. Menodorus was made
commander of the ships which he brought

with him, and next in rank to Calvisius Sa-

binus, who commanded the fleet. The cam-
paign was mifortunate for Caesar, and he lost

more than half of his ships. During this year

he put away his wife Scribonia, who had borne

him a daughter, Julia. He disliked Scribonia,

and he had also another passion. He married
Livia Drusilla, the wife of Tiberius Nero,

who must have either divorced herself from
her husband or have been divorced by him

;

for according to Roman law, a man could

not marry the wife of another. It is not

said how the affair was managed, or how Nero
was induced to sm'render his wife. How-
ever, the husband himself gave away Livia as

if she had been his daughter, and Livia sat

down to the marriage-feast together with her

old and her new husband. Livia was then

six months gone with child, with Drusus, the

brother of the future emperor Tiberius.

Caesar remained attached to her as long as

he lived, and she had always great influence

over him.
In the spring of the year b.c. 37, Antonius

crossed over to Tarentum from Athens with
three hundred vessels, with the intention of

assisting Caesar against Pompeius. Suspi-
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cions had been growing up between them,
which were partly removed by Octavia visit-

ing her brother. An interview followed be-

tween Antonius and Caesar on the river

Taras, which ended in a reconciliation. They
rode in the same chariot to Tarentum, and
spent several days together. Antonius gave
Caesar a hundred and twenty ships, and
Caesar gave or promised Antonius twenty

thousand legionary soldiers from Italy. The
period of the five years' triumvirate was now
near expiring, and they renewed it for an-

other five years. But on this occasion they

did not ask or receive the sanction either of

the senate or the people. It was also agreed

at this interview that Antyllus, the eldest son

ofAntonius, should marry Julia, the daughter

of Caesar. Antonius set out for Syria, and
Octavia remained with her brother. She
had now, according to Appian, a daughter by
Antonius.

Caesar had been actively engaged in pre-

paring for the war against Pompeius. Hos-
tilities did not commence till the month
of July. Menodorus, who had deserted

Caesar, again took sei'vice imder Pompeius,
and the fleet of Caesar was shattered by a
storm, but Pompeius derived no advantage
from this ; he contented himself with sacri-

ficing to Neptune, and calling liimself his

son. Menodorus again deserted to Caesar,

being dissatisfied with his reception by
Pompeius, and Caesar again accepted his

services. Lepidus, who had been invited to

aid in the war against Pompeius, had landed
in Sicily before Caesar, with part of his forces

;

the fleet which was bringing the rest from
Africa was met at sea by Papius, one of the

commanders of Pompeius, and dispersed or

destroyed. Agrippa was now in the com-
mand of the fleet of Caesar, and, under his

able direction, Caesar was finally victorious.

[Agrippa, INI. Vipsamies.] Pompeius fled

from Sicily, intending to go to Antonius, with

seventeen ships ; and many of his soldiers

deserted to Caesar and Lepidus. Plennius,

who commanded for Pompeius in Messene,

surrendered to Lepidus, who had sat down
before that city with Agrippa, and Lepidus
allowed his own soldiers and those of Plen-

nius to plunder the city. The force of Lepidus
now amounted to twenty-two legions, and he
had a strong body of cavalry. He was thus

encouraged to claim Sicily, as he had landed

on the island before Caesar, and had reduced

most of the cities. Caesar and Lepidus had
an interview, from which they parted in

anger and with mutual threats. A new civil

war seemed to be ready to break out; but

the soldiers of Lepidus knew his feeble cha-

racter, and they admired the vigour which
Caesar had recently displayed. Being in-

formed of the disposition of the army of

Lepidus, Caesar sent his agents among
them. Shortly after, he entered the camp of

Lepidus with a few attendants, and was sa-
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luted as Imperator by those soldiers of Pom-
peiiis who had been corrupted. The noise

roused Lepidus from his tent ; he rushed to

arms ; missiles began to fly about, and
Caesar was struck on his breast-plate, but not

wounded. For the present he was obliged to

retreat, but the rest ofthe soldiers ofPompeius
soon went over to him, and the soldiers of Le-

pidus followed. The cavalry of Lepidus, who
were the last to desert, sent to ask Caesar if

they should kill their commander, but they

were told to spare his life. Lepidus, laying

aside his military dress, hastened to the

camp of Cffisar in the midst of a number
of curious spectators. He would have
thrown himself at the feet of his brother

triumvir, but his old comrade would not

allow it. He sent him to Rome just as he
was, stripped of his military command, but

still retaining his office of Pontifex Maximus.
Lepidus spent the rest of his days in quiet

—

he who had often commanded armies, been a

Triumvir, and had doomed to death so many
illustrious Romans (b.c. 36). Csesar did

not pursue Pompeius, who, after various in-

trigues against M. Antonius, was taken pri-

soner in Asia Minor by the generals of An-
tonius, and put to death (b.c. 35).

The force of Csesar now amounted to

forty-five legions, twenty-five thousand horse-

men, near forty thousand light troops, and
six hundred vessels. He gave his troops re-

wards for their late services, and he promised
more ; the commanders of Pompeius received

a pardon. But the army was dissatisfied,

especially his old soldiers, who claimed ex-

emption from further service, and the same
solid rewards which the soldiers had received

who fought at Philippi. Csesar offered

crowns to the legionary soldiers, and to the

centurions and tribunes the toga pra^texta,

and the senatorial rank in their several cities,

of which the prsetexta was the symbol. One
of the tribunes told him, in the presence of

the army, that crowns and such things were
children's playthings ; the rewards of a sol-

dier were lands and money. The soldiers

applauded his speech ; but the next day the

tribune had disappeared, and he was never

seen again. Csesar, however, was obliged

to yield : he pacified the officers ; and allowed

those soldiers to retire who had served at

Philippi and before Mutina, to the number
of twenty thousand, but he sent them from
Sicily immediately, that they might not cor-

rupt the rest of the army. The soldiers who
were disbanded afterwards received lands in

Campania ; the rest received a present of

money, which was probably paid out of the

heavy contribution that was levied on the

conquered island. He also sent to Tarentum
the ships which he had received fi'om An-
tonius.

Before the close of the year B.C. 36 Csesar,

now twenty-eight years of age, returned to

Rome, where he was joyfully received by all
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classes. The Senate were profuse in voting
him honours; but he w^as moderate in his

wishes. He accepted a minor triumph, and
a gilded statue in the forum, which repre-

sented him in the dress in which he entered

the city. He also consented that there should
be an annual celebration of the Sicilian vic-

tories. In his addresses to the Senate and
the popular assemblies, he went through his

political career from the beginning to the

then time, and he published his speeches.

The people wished to give him the priestly

office which Lepidus held, but he refused

to hold it ; and though he was importuned
to take the life of Lepidus, he would not

consent.

Rome and Italy were infested with robbers

and pirates ; but they were put down by the

vigour of Sabinus, who received a commis-
sion for that purpose. The regular magis-

trates now resumed many of their functions

;

all evidence of the late civil quarrels was
burnt, and Csesar promised to restore the

old constitution when Antonius returned
from his Parthian expedition. Appian states

that he was made perpetual tribune ; but the

statement of Dion Cassius is, that his person

was made inviolable, like that of the tribunes,

and that he received the privilege of sitting

on the same seats with them.
While Antonius was occupied in the East,

Csesar invaded Illyricum (b.c. 35). He
also marched against the Pannonians, whom
he compelled to submit. On his return to

Rome, the Senate decreed him a triumph,

which he deferred for the present; but he
obtained for his sister Octavia, who had been
staying at Rome since Antonius left Italy,

and for his wife Livia, exemption from the

legal incapacities of Roman women in the

management of their own affairs, and the

privilege of their persons being declared in-

violable, like the tribunes. They were thus

placed in the same rank with the Vestal vir-

gins. This measure, the object of which is

not mentioned by the historian, was intended

as a mark of honour, and probably as a means
of safety in case of any reverse to Csesar,

It is said by Dion, that Csesar meditated an
invasion of Britain after the example of

the Dictator ; and that he had advanced as

far as Gaul, when he was recalled by an
outbreak of the Pannonians and Dalma-
tians. Agrippa first marched against the

Dalmatians, and he was followed by Csesar.

The Dalmatians made a brave resistance

;

and Casar himself was wounded in this

campaign. Part of the Roman army deserted

or turned their backs in battle, for the fact

is ambiguously expressed ; some of them were
punished with having their usual allowance

of wheat changed to barley, and the rest were
decimated (b.c. 34).

Rome now began to reap some benefit from

peace; and the public improvements of

Agrippa during his sedileship (b.c. 33) added
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both to the sahibrity and the splendour of the

city. [Agrippa, M. V.] The spoils of the

Dalmatian war supplied the funds for the

porch and the library, which were called

Octavian, in honour of the sister of Cffisar.

A learned grammarian (Suetonius, De Gram-
mat. 21) was placed at the head of the li-

brary. The year b.c, 33 was Cesar's second

consulship.

Caesar and Antonius had long foreseen

that there would be a contest between them

;

and the removal of Sextus Pompeius and
Lepidus was a preliminary to it. Neither

of them now had an enemy to contend with,

for Csesar was at peace in the West, and
the Parthians were quiet. Mutual causes

of complaint were not wanting. Antonius

complained that Csesar had appropriated to

himself the province of Lepidus, together

with his soldiers and those of Pompeius : he

also claimed half of the soldiers that were
levied in Italy; for it was part of their

agreement that Italy should be common, for

the purpose of raising troops. Caesar com-
plained that Antonius acknowledged his

children by Cleopatra as legitimate, and also

Csesarion, Cleopatra's son by the Dictator

Caesar. Cn. Domitius Ahenobarbus and C.

Sosius, the consuls of the year 32, made an
unsuccessful demonstration at Rome in fa-

vour of Antonius ; but seeing that Caesar was
too powerful for them, they fled to Antonius,

and many of the senators accompanied them.

Some of the partisans of Antonius also came
over to Caesar, and among them Marcus
Titius and Munatius Plancus, who left him
on his declaring his intention to make war
on Caesar, partly also on account of the beha-

viour of Cleopatra. Antonius crowned his

insults to Octavia by sending her a formal

notice of divorce. Titius and Plancus knew
the contents of the will of Antonius, which
was deposited with the Vestals at Rome ; and
Caesar, upon their information, contrary to

all legal usage, got possession of it, and
made it public. [Antonius, Marcus, p. 113.]

This odious proceeding, however, strength-

ened Csesar ; for Rome and Italy feared

that they might become the vassals of an

Egyirtian queen, if Antonius should get the

victory over Caesar, and that the seat of

empire might be transferred to Alexandria.

The year b.c. 31 was the third consulship of

Caesar, in which he gained a complete vic-

tory at Actium, on the 2nd of September,

over Antonius and Cleopatra. The events

of this campaign are given in the life of

Marcus Antonius.

A few days after the battle of Actium, the

land-forces of Antonius surrendered. The
conqueror used his victory with moderation,

and only a few were put to death, who were
his declared enemies. Maecenas was sent

to Rome to maintain quiet in Italy, and
Caesar set out for Athens, whence he passed

over to Samos on his route to Egypt, whither
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Antonius and Cleopatra had fled. But a
mutiny among the veterans who had been
sent to Italy under Agrippa recalled him,
and he reached Brundisium after a dangerous
winter voyage. Here he was met by the

senators of Rome, and matters were settled

for the present by giving money to some of
the soldiers, and lands to others. The spoils

of Egypt afterwards supplied the demands of
those who consented to wait.

The year b.c. 30 was the fourth consul-

ship of Caesar. After staying twenty-seven

days at Brundisium, he set out for Egypt
by the route of Asia Minor and Syria. His
movements were so rapid, that Antonius and
Cleopatra received at the same time the

news of his return from Asia to Italy, and
of his second voyage to Asia. Caesar en-

tered Egypt on the side of Pelusium, which
he took ; but it was said that the city was
surrendered at the command of Cleopatra,

who had some hopes of conciliating or capti-

vating the adopted son of her former lover

the Dictator. The events which followed,

the death of Antonius, and that of Cleo-
patra, belong to other articles. [Antonius,
Marcus ; Cleopatra.] Caesar was much
disappointed in not securing Cleopatra for

his triumph. She and Antonius were placed

by his orders in the same tomb. [Antonius,
Marcus; Cleopatra.]

Caesar immediately put to death Antyl-
lus, the eldest son of Antonius by Fulvia,

who was betrothed to his own daughter ; and
Caesarion also, the son of Cleopatra by the

Dictator Caesar, was overtaken in his flight

and killed. lulus, a younger son of Fulvia

by Antonius, and his children by Cleopatra,

were spared. Egypt was made a Roman
province, of which Cornelius Gallus, who
had assisted in its reduction, was appointed

the first governor. The form of administra-

tion was peculiar. Egypt was a countiy

from which Rome received large supplies of

grain ; the people were turbulent ; and it was
both distant from the imperial city and diffi-

cult of access. It was necessary, therefore,

to keep it under strict subjection, and yet

not to intrust the administration to any man
who might aspire to make it an indepen-

dent state. Caesar would not intrust the go-

vernment to a senator, nor would he permit

a senator, or even an eques of distinction, to

visit the country without his permission. He
gave the administration to a man of inferior

rank, and by this means kept Egypt in his

own hands. Thus the once powerful king-

dom of the Pharaohs, afterwards the imruly

vassal of the Persian kings, then once more,

under the Ptolemies, a rich and powerful

state, was seized by a Roman citizen, and the

country, which in our time under a bold

usurper has once more assumed the rank of

an independent kingdom, became and con-

tinued the private property of the Caesars.

Before leaving Alexandria, Caesar saw
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the body of Alexander, which was em-
balmed and kept in the city which he had
founded. He placed upon it a golden crown,
and strewed it with flowers. He was asked
if he would see the bodies of the Ptolemies
also ; but he replied that he wished to see a
king and not a carcass. He returned to Asia
Minor through Syria, and entered on his fifth

consulship while he was in Asia (b.c. 29).

In the summer of this year he passed through
Greece to Ital}'. His arrival at Kome was
celebrated in the month of August by three

triumphs on three successive days, for his

Dalmatian victories, the victory at Actium,
and the reduction of Egypt. The temple of
Janus was closed, and Rome was at peace
with herself and with the world.

Ca?sar, it is said, now thought of laying
aside the power which he had acquired, and
he consulted his friends Maecenas and
Agrippa. Dion (lib. 52) has given at length
what they said on the occasion. Without
discussing the value of these tedious
harangxies, we may perhaps consider the fact

of their advice being asked as certain.

Agrippa recommended him to resign his

power ; Maecenas advised him to keep it, and
this advice or his own judgment he followed.
In this year (b.c. 29) he received the title of
Imperator, not in the old sense of that term,
as it was understood under the Republic, but
as indicating a permanent and supreme
power. The title had been also given to the
Dictator by the Senate, and Suetonius enu-
merates among the unusual honours conferred
on Julius Caesar the use of Imperator as a
prscnomen or preface to his name ; under the
Republic the word Imperator followed the
name of the individual on whom it was con-
ferred. The import of the word as applied
to Augustus and his successors was that of
supreme power, and it is always rendered in

Greek by a word which has this meaning
{avTOKparoop). The title king was odious to

the Romans, and that of dictator was never
assumed after the time of Julius Caesar. But
Imperator became a title of the Roman
Caesars, and from this word we derive our
modern title of Emperor. With the aid of
Agrippa, and acting as Censor, though per-
haps without the title, he reformed the Senate,

which had been increased to a thousand in

number by the introduction of improper and
unqualified persons by the Dictator Caesar and
by M. Antonius when consul in the year b.c.

44. One hundred and ninety members were
induced or compelled to retire, but the matter
was conducted with discretion and there was
no disturbance. In his sixth consulship
(b.c. 28) Caesar had for his colleague Marcus
Agrippa. The ofiice of consul placed him
at the head of the administration, according
to the Republican constitution, and he held
the office in conjunction with a colleague for

the next five years ; the year b.c. 23 was
his eleventh consulship. The solemn cele-
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bration of a lustrum and the taking of the

census, an improved administration of the

treasury, and the construction of useful

buildings, 'among which were the temple
and ;the library of the Palatine Apollo, sig-

nalized his sixth consulship. But it is the
seventh consulship of Caesar (b.c. 27) which
forms a memorable epoch in his life and in

the history of the empire. He proposed to

the Senate to restore the old Republican
form, which in effect was to restore to the
Senate the administration of the Roman
state. But he was urged by them to remain
at the head of affairs, and he consented to

administer part of the empire and to leave
the rest to the Senate. A division of the

provinces was made, according to which, those

which were on the frontiers and most exposed
were administered by Caesar. In the West
he had all the Gauls, and part of Spain
with Lusitania; in the East he had Coele-

Syria, Phoenicia, Cilicia, Cyprus, and Egypt.
Some variations were from time to time
made in the division of the provinces be-

tween Caesar and the Senate. Italy was not
a province ; it was now all Romanized and
was the seat of empire. Caesar would only
undertake the administration of these parts

of the empire for ten years ; but at the end
of the ten years, the administration was given
to him again, and this was repeated to the

end of his life. This was a great change in

the administration of the state, and Caesar
thus obtained a power which in extent no
Roman had enjoyed before. The perpetual

Proconsular power was conferred upon him
by the Senate, and he enjoyed it both within
and without the city. In his provinces he
had an authority as full and complete as any
Proconsul had in his province under the

Republic. Caesar, while at Rome, governed
his provinces by his deputies (legati), who
were his representatives and had always a
sufficient force for that purpose. Thus, in

fact, he had always at his command the chief

armies of the empire. On the 1 Gth of Janu-
ary, B.C. 27, Caesar received from the Senate
and the Roman people the title of Augustus,
the Sacred or the Consecrated, by which
name he is henceforth known on his medals,
sometimes with the addition of Caesar and
sometimes without. The Augustan years
were dated at Rome from this time, which is

also generally considered the commencement
of the empire. The title was conferred, as

the historians state, by the Senate and the

people, which means that the Senate proposed
the measure and it was confirmed by a lex. .

In the year b.c. 23, the eleventh consulship

of Augustus, the Senate conferred on him the

Tribunitian power for life. He was not

made Tribune, but he received and exercised

for thirty-seven years all the authority of the

office, as if he had been annually elected to it

under the old constitutional forms. The
ordinary tribunes still continued to be elected
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as before. No mention is made of any con-
firmation by the popular assembly of the
grant of the Senate ; but it cannot be assumed
that there was no such formal confirmation
of it. The power of the Tribunes under the
Eepublic is an important element in the Ro-
man constitution, and the possession of this

ofiice hj Augustus gave him a civil power
which, combined with his Imperium and Pro-
consular authority, was more than any con-
stitutional king in Europe possesses. His per-

son was thus declared inviolable ; and he
could, according to the old constitutional

forms, obstruct any measures in the Senate
or prevent the enactment of any lex or ple-

biscitum by the popular assemblies. By
accepting the Tribunitian power Augustus
declared himself the guardian of the popular
part of the constitution, and the conservator
of the rights of the Plebs. The assumption
of the title was a measure of sound policy

in his position, and his successor Tiberius
found it so at the commencement of his ad-

ministration, when his power was still uncer-
tain. The title of Tribunitian Power hence-
forth appears on the medals of Augustus and
his successors.

In B.C. 12, on the death of Lepidus, Au-
gustus was made Pontifex Maximus, and
probably was elected by the popular assem-
bly, to whom the choice of the Pontifex
Maximus had been restored b.c. 63. The
functions of the Pontifex Maximus, or the

head of religion, may be collected from many
instances under the old constitution. The
title of Pontifex Maximus is from this time
commemorated on the medals of Augustus,
and on those of his successors. It is only
necessary, to form an adequate conception of
the form of administration in the republican

period, to understand what power Augustus
possessed. He held no new ofiice, and he
had no new name ; he did not even acquire

the title of Dictator. His title, as Tacitus
says, was " Princeps," a term familiar in the

Republic (Princeps Senatus) : Tacitus takes

no notice of " Imperator" as a title, though
Dion particularly dwells on it. But it was
not by names or titles, it was by the accumu-
lation of powers and ofiices in his own per-

son, and by his prudent management, that

Augustus was in effect the administrator of

the Roman state, while all the old forms
were maintained. Tacitus, who must have
been a competent judge, observes " that all

the names of magisti-ates were retained:"

the form of the Republic was preserved. If

all the various functions that Augustus dis-

charged had been distributed among different

persons, as they were in the Republic, the

Republic, such as it was, would still have
existed. The union of many of these func-

tions in one person, and the peraianent exer-

cise of these powers, constituted the change,
which was in effect a greater change than if

he had assumed the title of king. The effect
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of the union of so much power, military

and civil, in one person, was what Tacitus

has briefly characterized : he gradually as-

sumed " the functions of the Senate, of the

INIagistrates, and of the Laws." This literal

version of the words of the historian requires

a short explanation.

The Senate was the administrator of tlie

Roman state. The popular assemblies were
neither in form nor in fact excluded entirely

from administration ; but a limited body like

the Senate could always act more efficiently

than a popular assembly ; and in the deve-

lopment of the Roman constitution the

Senate had acquired all the substantial ad-

ministrative power before the time of the

Dictatorship of Caesar. The skilful manage-
ment of this body was therefore equivalent

to administering the state; and the policy

which was begun by Augustus was conti-

nued by his successors, under whom the au-

thority of the Senate varied in some degree

with the character of the emperor, Augustus,

as already observed, had purged the Senate

once, and he made a complete refonn eleven

years afterwards, b.c. 18. The regular days

of meeting of the Senate were limited to two
a month, on the kalends and the ides ; an
arrangement which appears to have been

continued, for it is confirmed by an old

Roman kalendar, drawn up long after the

time of Augustus. (Suetonius, Aug. 35, and
Boxhorn's note.) In the months of Sep-

tember and October only a certain number,

chosen by lot, were required to be present to

give their sanction to what was done : under

the old constitution a larger number, per-

haps four hundred, was necessary. Augustus

also had a council appointed by lot, every

six months, which consisted of fifteen sena-

tors, with whom he deliberated on matters

which were to be proposed to the Senate.

By this arrangement it seems probable that

the Senate lost all power of originating any
measure. Augustus also kept the proceed-

ings (acta) of the Senate secret, which, under

Julius Cffisar, had been published. To give

emplojTuent to many persons, and thus make
them feel that they had some share in the

administration, he made a great variety of

commissioners (cm'atores)—such as commis-

sioners of public works, commissioners of

roads, commissioners for the supply of water,

commissioners for cleaning the bed of the

Tiber, commissioners for supplying the

people with grain ; and so on. The Prefec-

ture ofthe city, which was not a new office, be-

came one of great importance under Augustus

and his successors.

The expression of Tacitus as to Augustiis

assuming the functions of the laws is not quite

clear. It is easy to show that the Comitia

were held for elections and for legislation to

the close of his life. In the reign of Tibe-

rius, as Tacitus remarks, the Comitia were

transferred from the Campus INIartius to the
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Senate,—an expression which only refers to

the elections, and not to legislation. Many
leges were amended or passed in the time of

Augustus : Suetonius enumerates sumptuary
laws, and laws concerning adultery, bribery,

and marriage. These leges are well known
under the general head of " Juliie Leges :"

the several leges are distinguished by a word
which has reference to their object. But
though the Comitia ratified these laws in the

usual way, it is easy to conceive that Augus-
tus easily exercised a great influence over

the Comitia, through the Senate, which was
managed by him. Still the law on marriage,

as subsequently modified under the name of

the Lex Julia et Papia Poppaa, was not car-

ried without a good deal of trouble.

Other matters, connected with the accu-

mulation of offices and powers in the person
of Augustus, and the discussion of the so-

called Lex Regia, are here purposely omitted.

Enough has been said to show the general

character of the Imperial system at its com-
mencement : the development of this subject

is a matter of history.

The great events of the period of Augustus
belong to the history of Rome, and they need
only be briefly mentioned in chronological

order. They show his activity in the ad-

ministration of the state, and enable us to

form a better estimate of his character. In
B.C. 27 he set out for Gaul, intending or pre-

tending that he would visit Britain ; but from
Gaul be passed into Spain, in which he esta-

blished order. The following year Cor-
nelius Gallus, prsefect of Egypt, was tried

by the senate for maladministration and
other offences committed during his go-

vernment and convicted, on which he put

an end to his life. Augustus spent the

years 26 and 25 in Spain, where he was
engaged in a war with the Astures and
Cantabri, the warlike inhabitants of the As-
turias and the north-west of Spain. The suc-

cessful conclusion of the war was signalised

by the temple of Janus being closed a second
time by Augustus, and by the settlement of

veterans in the colony of Emerita Augusta
(Merida) on the Guadiana. In the year 24
he returned to Rome from Spain. This year

is memorable for the expedition against

Arabia Felix of^lius Gallus, who was then

governor of Egypt: a notice of his cam-
paign is preserved by Strabo (p. 819, ed.

Casaub.). The next year (b.c. 23), that in

which Augustus received the Tribunitian

power for life, and his eleventh consulship,

brought a domestic calamity, the death of
young Marcellus, the son of his sister Octavia,

and the husband of his daughter Julia. His
peace was also disturbed by conspiracies : that

in which Murena was engaged, or alleged to

be engaged, belongs to the year 22. In b.c.

21 Augustus again left Rome for the purpose
of settling the eastern part of the empire. He
first visited Sicily, and while he was there
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great disturbances occurred at Rome during
the election of the consuls, for the old forms
of election were still maintained, as they were
during the lifetime of Augustus. The dis-

turbance required his interference, but he did

not return to Rome : he appointed Agrippa
to the administration of the city in his

absence, and gave him his daughter Julia

in marriage. [Agrippa, M. V.] From Sicily

Augustus passed over into Greece, and
thence to the island of Samos, where he spent

the winter. The year b.c. 20 is memorable
for the restoration by the Parthians of the

standards which they had taken from Crassus
and M. Antonius, and of the captive soldiers,

an event which the flatterers of Augustus
have often commemorated, and also for the

birth of Julia's son by Agrippa, Caius
Csesar, as he was afterwards called, in con-

sequence of being adopted by his grandfather.

Augustus spent another winter at Samos,
where he received ambassadors from the

Scythians and the Indians. The Indians

brought presents, and among them some
tigers, which the Romans had never seen

before. From Samos Augustus passed over

to Athens, where one of the Indians who ac-

companied him burnt himself alive. From
Athens Augustvxs returned to Rome in the

following year, b.c. 19. The Cantabri had
revolted in b.c. 22, and were finally subdued
in this year (b.c. 19) by Agrippa, who after

sustaining several reverses nearly annihilated

all the Cantabrian warriors. In the year 18

the ten years had expired for which Augustus
had undertaken the administration, but the

period was renewed for five years, and
Agrippa was associated with Augustus in the

Tribunitian power for the same period.

Agrippa's alliance with Augustus, and his

talents for war and administration, rendered

it prudent to associate him in the administra-

tion of the empire. With the aid of Agrippa,
he made another revision of the senate. In this

year Virgil died, on his return from Athens,

where he had seen Augustus. The carrying

of the Lex Julia De Maritandis Ordinibus,

the object of which was to compel people to

marry under penalties, belongs to the year
B.C. 18: it is alluded to in the "Carmen
Sseculare " of Horace, which was written in

the following year, that of the celebration of
the Ludi Sseculares. This law of marriage
was subsequently modified, and formed the

foundation of the Lex Julia et Papia Pop-
psea, which is so often mentioned by the

Roman writers, and particularly the jurists.

In this year Julia bore another son, Lucius,

who, together with his brother Caius, was im-
mediately adopted by Augustus, and both of

these youths are henceforth called Caius

Caesar and Lucius Csesar. Agrippa, with his

wife Julia, set out for Syria, being intrusted

with the general administration of affairs in

those parts. In B.C. 16 Augustus left Rome
for Gaul. Various reasons are assigned by
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Dion for his leaving the city, but the main
object was to superintend warlike operations

against the Germans, who had defeated Mar-
cus LoUius, Statilius was the governor of
Eome and Italy in his absence. The Rhceti, an
Alpine people, were subdued by Tiberius and
Drusus, the stepsons of Augvistus : and many
colonies were established or restored in Gaul
and Spain. These were principally military

colonies, and the lands were given to satisfy

the claims of the old soldiers, who were con-

tinually asking for grants. Augustus re-

turned from Gaul in the year 13, and gave
to the senate a written account of his pro-

ceedings. In this year, according to Dion,
Augustus dedicated the theatre of Marcellus,

and games were celebrated, in which six

hundred wild beasts from Africa were
slaughtered. The year 12 is that in which
Lepidus died, and Augustus succeeded him
as Pontifex Maximus : Agrippa also died in

this year, and in the following year his

widow Julia was married to Tiberius, the

stepson of Augustus. Tiberius was obliged

by Augustus to put away his wife Vipsania

Agrippina, the daughter of Agrippa by a

former marriage, though she had borne him
a son and was with child at the time, and
though he was much attached to her. Au-
gustus compelled him to take Julia, for rea-

sons of policy, though Tiberius disliked

her, and was already aware of her profligate

habits. The new bridegroom was sent off to

fight against the Pannonians, whom he de-

feated, and the marriage was solemnized on
his return. In this year Octavia, the sister

of Augustus, died, a woman whose life was
free from reproach, and whose virtues entitle

her to be ranked among the illustrious

Roman mothers. It is a pleasing feature in

the mingled character of Augustus that he
loved his sister.

In B.C. 10 Augustus was again in Gaul with
his stepson and son-in-law Tiberius. Drusus
also prosecuted the war against the Germans
in this and the following year. He advanced as

far as the Elbe, but his career was cut short

by a fall from his horse, which occasioned his

death. His body was carried to Rome, and
Augustus pronounced his fimeral oration in

the Circus Flaminius : he also wrote an epi-

taph for his tomb and composed a memoir of
his life. In the year 8 the second term of ten

years expired: Augustus, with a show of
unwillingness, accepted the administration

again ; and this year is recorded as that in

which the month Sextilis received the name
of Augustus, which it retains. In this year
also a census was taken. Tiberius now con-

ducted the military operations on the Rhine.
Two more of the friends of Augustus died
this year, Maecenas and the poet Horace.
Maecenas had for many years been his faith-

ful fi'iend and adviser, and had been in-

trusted with the important office of Prsefectus

Urbi. It was believed in Rome that Augustus,
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among his other amours, had an adulterous
commerce with Terentia, the wife ofMaecenas,
which caused her husband some vexation,
but it never made him break with Augustus,
and he left him the bulk of his immense for-

tune. Tiberius received the title of Impe-
rator for his German victories, and in the
year 6 he received the Tribunitian power for

five years ; but instead of staying at Rome,
he retired to Rhodes, where he resided
seven years, mainly perhaps through jealousy
of Caius and Lucius Caesar, the adopted sons
of Augustus, who conducted themselves in a
haughty and insolent manner; perhaps too

to get rid of his wife, for he certainly left her
behind.

In the year B.C. 4, or according to perhaps
the best authorities, in the year b.c. 3, Jesus
Christ was born at Bethlehem in Judaea.

Some chi'onologists place this event in the
year b.c. 2.

The year b.c. 2 was the thirteenth consul-
ship of Augustus, and in this year L, Caesar
received the toga virilis : Caius, the elder,

had taken it in b.c. 5. Thus Augustus had
now two grandsons, his sons by adoption,

who had attained the age of puberty, and he
had a prospect of securing in his family the

succession to a greater power than any man
had ever yet acquired. But his happiness
was marred by the conduct of his daughter
Julia, the mother of his adopted sons. In the

lifetime of Agrippa she had perhaps not been
a faithful wife, but now in the tliirty-eighth

year of her age she had broken through
all the bounds of decency and prudence.

Her indignant father could hardly restrain

himself when he ascertained the extent of her
degradation. Many of her lovers were put
to death, and among them Antonius lulus, a
son of M. Antonius by Fulvia. Julia was
banished to the small island of Pandataria,

on the coast of Campania, and afterwards to

Rhegium, where she lived a life of misery,

and yet survived her father. Her mother
Scribonia, the long-divorced wife of Augustus,
voluntarily accompanied Julia in her exile.

This matter is often spoken of in such terms
as would lead a reader to suppose that Au-
gustus in these and like cases acted according

to his pleasure ; whereas that would be en-

tirely inconsistent with the administration of

justice at that period. Julia and some of her

paramours and accomplices came within the

penalties of the Lex Julia on adultery, which
was passed about b.c. 18 or 17, and probably

before the " Carmen Saeculare" ofHorace was
written. They were accordingly banished.

Those who were put to death suffered on the

additional charge of a treasonable design, as

shown by their cohabiting with a member of

the family of Augustus; probably a mere
pretext to get rid of them, but enough to

prove that the forms of law were observed.

Julia, the grand-daughter of Augustus, his

daughter's daughter, who was married to L.

L 2
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iEmilius Paullus, followed her mother's ex-

ample, and suffered a similar pimishment
(a.d. 8).

In A.D. 1 Caius Cffisar was sent to conduct

the war in Armenia, and Tiberius came
from his retirement as far as Chios to pay

his respects to the adopted son of Augus-

tus. But the time was near when the son

of Livia was to become the representative of

the Caesars. Lucius Cffisar died at Mas-
silia, in a.d. 2, shortly after Tiberius had re-

turned to Rome, a favour which he had ob-

tained with the consent of Caius, and which

was probably one motive for this wily poli-

tician going so far to see him. Caius died

in Lycia, on his return from Armenia, in a.d.

4, and Augustus, who in the year preceding

had accepted the administration for another

decennial period, now adopted Tiberius as

his son, and associated him in theTribunitian

power for ten years. At the same time he

compelled Tiberius to adopt Germanicus, the

son of his brother Drusus, though Tiberius

had a son of his own. Tiberius was sent to

conduct the military operations on the Ger-

man frontier : the details of these events

belong to his life. After a successful cam-
paign, Tiberius returned to Rome, in a.d. 9,

the same year in which Ovid was banished

from Rome, most probably for his licentious

poetry, which would bring him within the

penalties of the Lex Julia on adultery. The
success of Tiberius and the .laurels won by
his adopted son Germanicus in this year and
the preceding, were overcast by the news of

the defeat of Quintilius Varus and the de-

struction of his army. [Arminius.] This

was the greatest reverse which Augustus sus-

tained in the long course of his administra-

tion. The war on the German frontier con-

tinued, and in a.d. 12 Tiberius enjoyed a

triumph for his victories. In a.d. 13 Au-
gustus for the fifth time accepted the ad-

ministration of the empire for ten years. He
had now lived long enough to see all his

direct male descendants die, except one
grandson, Agrippa Postumus, a youth of un-

promising disposition, who was sent into

banishment. [Agrippa Postumus.] But
Claudius, the son, and Caligula, the grand-

son of his stepson Dinisus, were already born,

and both of them became in time his un-

worthy successors. Even Vespasian, the

eighth in the series of the Roman Csesars,

was born in the lifetime of Augustus.
In A.D. 14 Augustus held the third census,

with the assistance of Tiberius. He had for

some time been in feeble health. In the

summer of this year, after superintending

the celebration of some games at Naples, he
retired to Nola, where he died on the 1 9th

of August, in the seventy-sixth year of his

age, and in the same room in which his

father had died. Feeling his end near, he
called his friends together, and asked them
if they thought he had played his part well
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in life ; and if they did, he added, give me
then your applause. He died while he was
kissing Livia, and telling her to remember
their union. An accomplished actor un-

doubtedly he was, and he played a great

part. A rumour that he was poisoned by his

wife has been preserved by the historians,

but not the slightest evidence is alleged in

confirmation of it. By his will he left Livia

and Tiberius his heirs. The ceremonial of

his funeral and the accompanying events

belong to the period of his successor Tiberius,

the commencement of whose reign is inti-

mately connected with the close of the reign

of Augustus. In this imperfect sketch some
facts have been stated without any limitations,

which in a history would require a careful

examination. Of all periods this is one of

the most eventful, and of all perhaps the

most fruitful in consequences, for it is the

period in which was consolidated that system

of government and administration which has

determined the character of European civili-

zation. It is remarkable also for the personal

history of the man, which, from the battle of

Actium, comprised a period of near forty-four

years, and from the time of his landing at

Brundisium in B.C. 44, a period of fiftj-seven,

Augustus was a man of middle stature, or

rather below it, but well made. The ex-

pression of his handsome face was that of un-

varying tranquillity; his eyes were large,

bright, and piercing; his hair a lightish

yellow; and his nose somewhat aquiline.

The profound serenity of his expression and

the noble character of his features are shown
by his gems and medals. He was temperate

even to abstinence in eating and drinking,

and he thus attained a great age, though he

was of a feeble constitution ; but though a

rigid father, and a strict guardian of public

morals, he is accused of incontinence. He
was fond of simple amusements, and of chil-

dren's company. In all his habits he was
methodical, an economizer of time, and

averse to pomp and personal display. He
generally left the city and entered it by
night, to avoid being seen. The master of

so many legions—he who directed the admi-

nistration of an empire which extended from

the Euphrates to the Pillars of Hercules, and

from the Libyan Desert to the German
Ocean—lived in a house of moderate size,

without splendour or external show. His

ordinary dress was made by the hands of his

wife, his daughter, and his gi-and-daughters.

The young women were kept under a strict

discipline, and their conduct every day was
carefully registered in a book. He assisted

in the education of his grandsons and adopted

sons Caius and Lucius. From his youth he

had practised oratory, and was well ac-

quainted with the leai-ning of his day.

Though a ready speaker, he never addressed

the senate, the popular assemblies, or the

soldiers without preparation, and it was his
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general practice to read his speeches. He
was a man of unwearied industry, a great

reader, and a diligent writer. He drew up
memoirs of his own life, in thirteen books,

which comprised the period up to the Canta-
brian war, and also various other works in

prose. He also wrote a poem in hexameter
verse, entitled " Sicilia," and a book of Epi-
grams, some of which are extant, and are

very obscene. His Latin style, as appears
from the few specimens which are extant, was
simple and energetic, like his character ; he
disliked trivial thoughts and far-fetched

words, and his object was always to express
his meaning in the clearest possible way.
Accordingly, he never scrupled to add pre-

positions when perspicuity required it, or to

repeat conjunctions. His biographer Sueto-

nius, who had inspected many of his manu-
scripts, which were preserved to the time of
Hadrian, gives many interesting particulars

about them. The historians and writers of
memoirs had ample materials even in the

papers which Augustus left in his own hand-
writing, and the minuteness of many of the

particulars of his life may be depended on
for their accuracy. But the malice of his

enemies has also preserved many anecdotes,

which are at least of doubtful credit. Besides
his will, which was partly written by his

own hand, he left three or four large manu-
scripts sealed. They contained directions

for his funeral, a recapitulation of all his

acts, and a view of the resources of the em-
pire. This last and the most important of
them comprehended a complete enumeration
of the military and naval force of the empire,
and of the kingdoms within its limits which
still existed, a statement of the whole revenue
and expenditure, all written out with his own
hand, and advice as to keeping the empire
within its actual limits. The contents of the

manuscript which contained his acts, he or-

dered to be cut on bronze plates, and to be
placed in front of the Mausoleum at Rome,
in which he was interred. The " Monu-
mentum Ancyranum" is a copy of this

important document. Augustus left to his

successor an empire regulated like a well-

ordered household.

The chief friends and advisers of Augustus
were Agrippa, Maecenas, and Asinius Pollio.

During his administration Rome was much
improved by buildings both for ornament
and utility. The sewers were increased and
repaired, the supply of water was made most
abundant, the city had a police under the

prajfectus urbi, and regulations were made
for extinguishing fires. A fleet was main-
tained at Ravenna, and one at Misenum

;

and the seas were kept clear of pirates.

Though there was war on the frontiers, the

body of the empire was tranquil, and the

merchant sailed in safety from Egypt to

Rome. The world never before enjoyed so

long a period of peace.

I.

Descendants of C. Octavius, through
his daughter Octavia, and of

M. Antonius Triumvir, through his
daughter Antonia.

C. Octavius, Prajtor B.C. 61,
and governor of Macedonia, married (1) Ancharia.

Octavia,* the elder, married 1, C. Claudius Marcellus.

M. Marcellus, married
1. Pomoeia, the daughter

of Sextus Pompcius.

2, Julia, the daughter of
Augustus,

Marcella the elder, married
1. M. Vipsanius Agrippa, by
whom she probably had
no children.

2. lulus Antonius, a son of
Marcus Antonius Triumvir.

Marcella, the younger.

L. Antonius Africanus,
died at Marseille.

Octavia the elder married (2.) M. Antonius Triumvir.

Antoniat the elder, married Antonia the younger. (No. III.)

L. Domitius Ahenobarbus.

Domitia married
Crispus Passienus?

Domitia Lepida, married
M. Valerius Barbatus Messala.

On. Domitius Ahenobarbus, married
Agrippina, daughter of
Germanicus.

2.

Valeria Messalina, the
wife of the Emperor Claudius (No. III.)

Ap. Junius Silanus. J

Nbro, Euipeior.

L. Silanus, betrothed to
Octavia, afterwards the

wife of the Emperor Nero.

M. Silanus,
Proconsul ofAsia.

Junia Calvina, daughter-in-law
of Vitellius.

* It is not certain whether Octavia the elder or the younger was the mother of M. Marcellus.

t Tacitus, Annul, iv. 44, and xii. 64, makes the younger Antonia the wife of this Domitius.

j But see the note of Lipsius, Tacit. Annal. xiii. I.
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C. Juliua Csesar married Aurelia.

II.

Descendants of Julia the sister of the Dictator,

and of C. Octavius tlirough Augiistus.

C. Julius Uoesar,
the Dictator.

Julia married
M. Alius Balbus,

I

Atia, second wife of C. Octavius, Prcetor B.C.; 61.

Octavia the jounger. C. Oclavius, afterwards C. Julius C^sah Octavianus Augustus,
betrothed 1. to Servilia.

2. married Clodia, whom he divorced.
3. Scribonia, by whom he had a daughter, Julia.

4. Livia Drusilla, the wife of Tiberius Claudius Nero.

Julia, the daughter of Augustus,
married 1. M. Marceilus.

3. Tiherius, the stepson of Augustus, afterwards Emperor.
2. Marcus VIpsanius Agrippa.

Caius Csesar, married
Livia, or Livilla, the sister

of Germanicus.

I

Lucius Cassar.
I

Agrippa Postumus. Julia, married
L. ^milius Paullus,
the son of the Censor.

I

Agrippina. married Caesar
Germanicus, grandson
of Livia Drusilla.

I

M. iEmilius Lepidus, married
Drusilla, daughter of

Germanicus.

I

iEmilia Lepida,
married

Ap. Junius Silanus.*

Nero, married
Julia, daughter
of Drusus, son of

Tiberius.

Drusus,
married
jEmilia
Lepida.

C.Csesar Caligula,
the Emperor.

. I

Agrippina, married,
1. Cn. Domitius

Ahenobarbus
(No. I.)

2. Crispus Passienus.
3. Claudius, Emperor.

I

Drusilla. married
1. L. Cassias.

2. M. ^milius
Lepidus.

Livia, or Livilla, as she
is called by Suetonius,

or Julia, as she is railed
by Tacitus and Dion,
married M. Vinicius.

III.

Descendants of Livia Drusilla, the wife of Augustus.

Tiberius Claudius Nero married Livia Drusilla.

;NeTiberius Nero, Emperor,
married 1. Vipsania Agrippina 2. Julia, the daughter of Augustus.

Drusus married Livia or
Livilla, the sister of Germanicus.

Drusus Nero Germanicus,
the brother of the
Emperor Tiberius.

Tiberius Gemellus,
(Suetonius, Caligula, c. 23.)

Gemellus, other name unknown,
(Tacitus, Annal, ii. 84, iv. 15.)

Julia, married
1. Nero, son of Germanicus.
2. Rubellius Blandus, by

whom she had

Eubellius Plautus,
(Tacitus, Anjial. xvi. 10.)

Drusus Nero Germanicus, the brother of the Emperor Tiberius, married
the younger Antonia.

Caesar Germanicus, married
Agrippina, (No. II.)

Livilla, married
1. C. Cffisar. son of Agrippa.
2. Drusus, son of the Emperor

Tiberius.

3. Betrothed to Sejanus,
(Tacitus, Annal. iv. 40.)

Claudius, Emperor, married
1. Plautia Vergulanilla,

by whom he had

Drusus Claudia.

2. iElia Petina, by whom he had
^1

Antenia.

3. Valeria Messalina, by whom
be had

Octavia, married
Nero, Emperor.

Claudius
Britannicus.
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IV.

Descendants of Marcus Vipsanius Agrippa.

M. Vipsanius Agrippa married
1. Pomponia, the daughter of T. Pomponius Atticus, by whom he had a daughter,

Vipsania Agrippina, who married, first, Tiberius Nero, Emperor ; and, second,
Asinius Gallus. (Tacit. Annal. i. 12.)

2. Marcella, the elder. No. I.

3. Julia, daughter of Augustus, No. II.

Bj whom she was probably the mother of L. and M. Silanus. No. I.
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The age of Augustus is a brilliant period

in the history of Rome. There were the

lawyers M. Antistius Labeo and C. Ateius

Capito ; the poets Virgil, Horace, Ovid, and
others ; and the historian Livy, The literary

remains of Augustus were published by J. A.

Fabricius, Hamburg, 1727, 4to.

The annexed table shows the various de-

scendants of Julia, the sister of the Dictator

Caesar, down to the Emperor Nero, who left

no children. The Dictator had only a daugh-
ter, and she died childless.

The relationship of the various members
of the family of Augustus is very com-
plicated, but it is necessary to understand it

well in studying the history of his period.

The preceding tables by Lipsius show the

relationship of all the members of the Octa-

vian, Antonian, Julian, and other Geutes

who were connected with the family of

Augustus. There are some difficulties about

a few names ; but they are of no importance.

(Nicolaus of Damascus, Life of Augustus, ed.

Orelli ; Suetonius, Augustus ; Dion Cassius,

lib. xlv.—Ivi. ; Appian, Civil Wars, ii.—v.,

and Illyrica ; Cicero, Letters and Philippics

;

Velleius Paterculus, ii. 59—124 ; Tacitus, An-
nul, i. ; Momimentum Ancijranum, in Oberlin's

Tacitus or the editions of Suetonius ; Plu-

tarch, Antonius ; Clinton, Fasti Hellenici

;

Rasche, Lexicon liei Numarice ; Eckhel,

Doctrina Num. Vet. vols. vi. viii.) G. L.

AUGUSTUS, Duke of Saxony, and last

Archbishop of Magdeburg, the second son

of John George I., Elector of Saxony, and
Magdalena Sibylla, daughter of Albrecht

Frederick, Duke of Prussia, of the house of

Brandenburg, was born at Dresden on the

13th of August, 1614. At the age of twelve

he was chosen by the chapter of Magdeburg
coadjutor to the Archbishop of Magdeburg,
Christian William, Margrave of Branden-

burg (8th of December, 1625), who was de-

posed by the chapter in 1628 on the groimd

of having made war upon the Emperor Fer-

dinand II., as an ally of King Christian IV.

of Denmark. But the real cause of his de-

position was the fear of the chapter that the

Emperor, encouraged by his victories over

the Danes and their allies among the Pro-

testant German princes, would drive Chris-

tian William out, and impose upon them a

Roman Catholic bishop in the person of his

second son, the Archduke Leopold William,

the consequence of which would have been

the re-establishment of the Roman Catholic

religion in that bishopric. In order to pre-

vent that danger, the chapter, immediately
after the deposition of Christian William,

chose prince Augustus archbishop, alleging

that, as he was already coadjutor, they could

not conveniently choose any other indivi-

dual. But the real motive was the hope
that the Emperor would not make any
objection to his election, because he was the

son of the Elector of Saxony, the most power-
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ful among the German princes, with whom,
although he was a Protestant, the ,Emperor
was on terms of friendship and alliance.

The chapter was deceived. Misled by fana-

tical counsellors and Jesuits, and confident in

the victorious arms of Tilly and Wallenstein,

the Emperor issued the famous " Edictum
Restitutionis" (1629), which was calculated

to wrest from the Protestant princes so many
bishoprics which were once Roman Catholic,

and other ecclesiastical territories, where the

Protestant religion was then established, and
of which their younger sons were chosen

bishops and abbots. The Emperor conse-

quently declared himself against the election

of Augustus, whom he contrived to deprive

of his episcopal dignity by means of the Pope.
The Emperor's son Leopold William was
chosen archbishop, the Protestant canons and
deans having ^first been driven out and re-

placed by Roman Catholics. Count Wolf
of Mansfeld was appointed by the Emperor
governor of the bishopric for his son, and
the Roman Catholic religion was in a fair

way to be forced upon all the inhabitants.

Tilly occupied the comitry with the imperial

army, and the city of Magdeburg, which was
not under the bishop's authority, having re-

fused to receive an imperial garrison, was
besieged by him, and finally taken and de-

stroyed. The King of Sweden, Gustavus
Adolphus, had endeavoured to prevent the

unfortunate fate of that rich and populous

city, but his alliance with the Elector of

Brandenburg being not yet concluded, he
could not assist Magdeburg in time ; how-
ever, soon after the fall of that city, he ap-

proached it with his main army, obliged

Tilly to evacuate the bishopric and to fall

back upon Leipzig, and in the environs of

that town defeated him in a decisive battle

(7th of September, 1631). The bishopric of

Magdeburg being thus conquered by Gus-
tavus Adolphus, who, according to his pro-

clamation, had taken up arms not only for the

defence of the Protestant faith, but also for

the protection of the Protestant princes, it

was supposed that he would restore it to its

legitimate sovereign Augustus ; but he kept

it for himself, and appointed Prince Louis of

Anhalt-Dessau governor of it. The Swedes
remained in possession of Magdeburg till

they lost the great battle of Nordlingen (19th

of August, 1634). Their defeat led to a se-

parate peace between the Emperor and the

Elector of Saxony, which was concluded at

Prague, on the 20th of May, 1635, in which
it was stipulated that Augustus should be re-

cognised as Archbishop of Magdeburg. The
Elector, however, was obliged to take the

bishopric by force from the Swedes, and it

was not until 1638 that Augustus received

the homage of the chapter and states of

Magdeburg. No sooner was he in possession

than he was driven out again by the Swedes

:

he retook and lost it several times more, till
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at last he succeeded, in 1646, in keeping him-
self neutral between the Swedes and the Em-
peror. In the following year, 1647, Augustus
married Anna Maria, daughter of Adolphus
Frederick, Duke of Mecklenburg, and on
this occasion he renounced the title of Arch-
bishop, and assumed that of Administrator,

because, although celibacy had been abolished

in the Protestant church, there was still an
opinion among the Protestants that a bishop

ought not to be married. At the peace of

Westphalia, in 1 648, Augustus was acknow-
ledged as sovereign prince of Magdeburg,
which, after his death, was to belong to

Frederick William, Elector of Brandenburg.
The city of Magdeburg, still claiming the

privileges of a free imperial city, refused to

do homage to Augustus or Frederick Wil-
liam, till the elector besieged it with an
army of 14,000 men, and forced the citizens

to sign the treaty of Kloster-Bergen (28th of

May, 1666), in consequence of which Magde-
burg was degraded from a free imperial city

(freie Reichsstadt) to a " Landstadt," or a
town subject to a prince. The father of Au-
gustus having died in 1656, he inherited part

of his dominions—the town of Weissenfels, a
considerable district in Thuringia, and the

districts of Burg, Queerfm-t, Jiiterbock, and
Dahne, situated within the archbishopric of

Magdeburg; in 1659 he acquired the county
of Barby. He built the fine palace at Weis-
senfels, and by a wise administration suc-

ceeded in healing many of the wounds which
the Thirty Years' War had inflicted upon his

dominions. Augustus had five sons and
seven daughters by his first wife, who died in

1669. He made a second marriage, in 1672,

with a countess of Leiningen-Westerburg,
by whom he had three children moi'e. After

his death, which took place on the 4th of
June, 1680, the archbishopric of Magdeburg,
as stated above, was united with the do-

minions of the Elector of Brandenburg,
whose descendants still possess it, but the

districts mentioned above were inherited by
the eldest son of Augustus, John Adolphus,
who founded the branch of the dukes of
Saxe-Weissenfels, which became extinct in

1746, in John Adolphus II., a renowned
general. [Adolphus II., John, Duke of
Saxe-Weissenfels,] (Weisse, Geschichte der

Chur-Sdchsischen Staaten, vol. iv. vi. p. 200,
&c. ; Bottiger, Geschichte des Kurstaates und
Koniijreiches Sachsen, vol. i. p. 320, &c.)

W. P.
AUGUSTUS I. of Poland. [Siegmund

AUGU.STUS.}
AUGUSTUS I. (II.), FRIEDERICH,

King of Poland and Elector of Saxony,
is called Augustus II. by those who consider

King Siegmund Augustus, who reigned from
1529 till 1572, as Augustus I.; although he
is more properly called Siegmund II. Au-
gustvis, or simply Siegmund Augustus. Au-
gvistus Frederick, the subject of this bio-
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graphy, was the second son of John George
III., Elector of Saxony, and Anna Sophia,

daughter of Frederick III., King of Den-
mark : he was born at Dresden, on the 12th

of May, 1670. The Elector John George III.

died in 1691 ; and was succeeded by his eldest

son, John George IV., a highly gifted but

extravagant prince, who died, in 1694, of the

small-pox, which he had caught from his un-

worthy mistress Sibylla von Neizschiitz, who
died a few days before her noble lover. John
George IV., having left no issue, was suc-

ceeded by his brother Augustus Frederick.

Augustus Frederick was gifted with an
amiable disposition, rare talents, unusual

beauty, and unparalleled strength, owing to

which circumstance he acquired the name of

Augustus the Strong, by which he is well-

known in history. He received an excellent

education, and developed his natural taste

for the fine arts and literature in a three

years' journey through the pi'incipal coun-

tries of Europe ; but being given to sensual

pleasures and " noble" extravagances, he
imitated the example of the court of Ver-
sailles and others which he visited, and there

contracted that extraordinary passion for

luxury and royal splendour for which his

name has become as conspicuous as that of
King Louis XIV. of France. At Vienna the

young prince made a lasting friendship with

the Roman king, afterwards emperor, Joseph
I. of Austria. His father, who was known
as a good general, and had signalized himself

at the famous siege of Vienna by the Turks
in 1683, wished to bring him up to arms;
and the young prince was scarcely sixteen

when he was sent into the camp of his grand-

father, the King of Denmark, who intended

to reduce the free city of Hamburg, and had
assembled an army under its walls. During
the years from 1689 to 1691, Augustus served

in the imperial army which was employed
on the Rhine against the French; and al-

though he did not exactly show the qualities

of a general, he attracted the attention of

both the French and the Germans by many
gallant deeds. After his accession he renewed
the alliance of Saxony with the emperor,
obtained the coramand-in-chief against the

Turks, and joined the imperial army in

Hungary with 8000 Saxons (1695). For
some time he was successful in Transylvania,

and laid siege to Temesvar (1696); but the

approach of the great Turkish army obliged

him to raise the siege. In the following year

(1697) he was defeated, after a brave resist-

ance, at Olash, on the river Bega in Hun-
gary ; but although his defeat was only fol-

lowed by moderate disadvantages for the

imperialists, he resigned his post of com-
mander-in-chief, and went to Vienna. His
personal appearance, and the chivalrous spirit

which he showed in many adventurous en-

gagements, made a great impression on the

Turks, and they used to call liim " Demir
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el," or " the Iron-hand ;" being more polite

than their historiographer Rashid, who calls

him, in his Persico-Arabico-Turkish patch-

work language, " Sax nam laini pur shur,"

or, " the Saxon whose name be cursed, but

who is easy to shear," that is, " to beat."

The motive of Augustus' journey to Vienna,

and his long stay there, soon became known.
John III. Sobieski, the chivalrous King of

Poland, had died in 1696, leaving three sons,

James, Alexander, and Constantine, and a

widow, Marie de la Grange, the daughter of

the Marquis d'Arquien, a P>ench nobleman.

During the last years of his reign King John
III. lost the confidence of the nation, which
he so well merited by his personal character

and his brilliant victories over the Turks;
and there were few Poles who would have
chosen one of his sons for his successor.

To choose a king among their own coun-

trymen would, however, have been the best

course the Poles could have taken, if the

weakness of the republic had not been mani-
fest, surrounded as she was by the rising

powers of Russia, Sweden, and Brandenburg,
by troublesome Turks and Tartars, and by
that power, Austria, which was the more
dreaded by the Poles as two neighbour

kingdoms, Bohemia and Hungary, the con-

stitution of which was formerly very like

that of Poland, had been deprived of their

political liberties by the house of Austi-ia.

There was consequently reason to fear that

some of these dangerous neighbours would
have showed themselves hostile to Poland
from the moment that the republic would
have been less accessible to their influence

by being headed by a national chief, unless

that chief was not only a hero, but also a man
above the temptation of gold. Moreover,

that man ought to have been a noble exalted

by his name, his wealth, and his influence

above those intrigues and jealousies which at

that time prevented any cordial union among
the Polish nobles. But however rich in

heroic soldiers, Poland had no general who
was the hero of the nation as John Sobieski

once was ; nobles possessed of royal fortunes

were as easily bribed with millions as those

starving knights, their peers, with a dollar

and a bottle of brandy, for which they sold

their suffrages at the diet of 1697 ; and the

great families of Radziwil, Sapieha, Sobieski,

Leszczynski, Jablonowski, Czartoryski, and
others were divided by jealousy, and so far

from possessing any general influence, that

the least attempt to obtain it would have
united their rivals against them, and caused

the failure of their patriotic or their selfish

undertakings. Another circumstance which
made the choice of a national king unsafe

was the more nominal than real authority of

the king, who was only the first peer of a

realm in which there were no citizens except

nobles, and where all nobles had equal poli-

tical rights, so that even a few malcontents
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or intriguers might cause great trouble to the
king, even if he could reckon upon a powerful
majority. This state of things was a sufii-

cient reason for the majority of the Polish
nobles wishing for a foreign king descended
from a powerful family, though not so power-
ful as to become dangerous to the liberties

and independence of Poland ; a superior ge-

neral able to defend the republic in her cri-

tical position and to conduct a successful war
against those powers which, in the course of
the seventeenth century, had wrested several

valuable provinces from Poland; and rich

enough not only to maintain himself with
dignity on the throne, so as to become no
charge to the nation, but also to pay those

who should support him with their sufii'ages

and influence. For there is no doubt, and
the course of events will show, that the Polish

nobles expected to be bribed, and that they
were not ashamed to sell their suffrages, al-

though they considered all trade as de-

grading, and left it to Jews and the German
inhabitants of the principal towns.

Ten candidates, native and foreign, pre-

sented themselves or were proposed for the

Polish crown. The first in rank among the

natives was Prince James Sobieski, the eldest

son of the late king, who offered five millions

of Polish guldens (about 119,000/. sterling)

for his election ; but this sum was far from
being sufficient, and, besides, the young prince

met with a strong opposition even among
those who wished for a native king, because

he was the son of a king of an elective mo-
narchy. Next to him came John Przepen-
dowski, senator, grand treasurer of the crown
and castellan of Culm, and Bielinski, the

marshal of the diet, both of whom played an
important part during the ensuing troubles,

but they soon renounced their plan, as they

were not powerful enough to gain a numerous
party. Among the foreign princes, the first

was Frangois-Louis de Bourbon, Prince de
Conti, of a younger branch of the royal house
of France. The others were Charles, Count
Palatine and Prince of Neuburg, who was
married to Louise-Charlotte Radiiwil ; Leo-
pold, Duke of Lorraine ; Maximilian-Ema-
nuel, Elector of Bavaria, a celebrated gene-

ral ; Louis, Margrave of Baden, also a re-

nowned general, but who was rejected because

he was not rich enough ; Don Livio Odes-
calchi, the nephew of Pope Innocent XL,
who promised twenty and even thirty millions

of Polish guldens ; and last, Augustus Fre-

derick, Elector of Saxony.
Augustus Frederick was in many respects

a very fit man for a king of the Poles. Al-

though he was no great general, he knew
warfare well and had attracted attention by
his chivalrous conduct, which, together with

his majestic appearance, his noble manners,

his liberality, and unbounded generosity, were

highly admired by a nation of warriors. His

hereditary dominions were situated almost
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on the frontiers of Poland, and were consi-

derable enough to give an additional weight
to the power of the republic, without being
dangerous to her liberties. He was rich, and
did not care for money, fond of splendour,

the most gallant courtier of his time, and by
choosing him for their king the lords of

Sarmatia had the prospect of spending their

time at his court in those luxuries and sen-

sual pleasures which were the delight of so

many spirited nobles, by whom the fine arts

and literature were little valued.

Long before it became known that Augus-
tus aspired to the throne of Poland, negotia-

tions were secretly carried on at Vienna.

The Emperor Leopold I., and his son the

Koman King Joseph, were both in favour of

Augustus, and they made the greatest efforts

to prevent the election of the Prince de Conti,

as that circumstance might give an advan-

tage to France, with which the empire was
still engaged in that war which was termi-

nated in the following year, 1697, by the

peace of Kyswick. Augustus was likewise

supported by Frederick, Elector of Branden-
burg, and Sovereign Duke of Prussia, who
aspired to the royal dignity, and was in his

turn supported by the Elector of Saxony.
Among the Poles Augustus had likewise nu-

merous adherents. However, the Elector of

Saxony was not only a Protestant, but the

head of the Lutheran princes of Germany,
and in this quality he was invested with im-

portant political power in the diets of the

empire ; and as the constitution of Poland
required the king to be a Roman Catholic,

there seemed to be no chance of success for

him. Augustus removed this obstacle by
adopting the Roman Catholic religion. He
took the oath in the presence of his cousin

Christian Augustus, Duke of Saxony, who
had likewise adopted the Roman Catholic

religion and taken orders. The conversion

of Augustus took place early in 1697, at

Baden near Vienna. Upon this Augustus
returned to Dresden, for the purpose of being

nearer to the scene ofthose shameful intrigues

and bribery which were publicly and impu-
dently employed by the different candidates.

The envoy of Augustus at Warsaw was his

favourite, Field-Marshal Count Flemming, a

man fit for such business, and who was allied

to several of the chief Polish houses. Flem-
ming was married to a sister of the Castellan

of Culm, John Przependowski, who had given

up his canvass, and hastened to Dresden to

assure the elector that everything would go
well if money was not spared. However, the

Prince de Conti had a numerous party headed
by Radziejowski, Archbishop of Gnesen and
Primate of Poland. His envoy, the Abbe
de Polignac, bought fresh votes at -any price,

till, after having spent ten millions of Polish

guldens, his funds were exhausted ; and his

master could not furnish him with more
money, on account of the financial embarrass-
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ment into which France was thrown by her
perpetual wars. The Saxon party was headed
by Dombski, Bishop of Cujavia and Vice-

Primate of Poland, and increased daily, as

Flemming paid, not only as well as Polignac,

but continued to pay long after the Abbe had
been reduced to eloquence and persuasion as

his only resources. When the treasury of

Augustus was exhausted, he sold a large part

of his private domains, and several territories

and towns of the electorate, among which
was the convent of Petersberg, where his

ancestors were buried, whose ashes were
given into the bargain to the purchaser, the

Elector of Brandenburg. Besides the sums
employed by Flemming in bribing, which
amounted very probably to twenty millions

of Polish guldens (480,000/. sterling), he
declared that his master promised to give

ten millions of guldens to pay the debts of

the crown, which were contracted by the late

king ; to effect, with his own troops and at

his own expense, the conquest of Kaminiec-
Podolski, that strong bulwark which had
been taken by the Turks, and generally of

all the provinces taken from Poland by fo-

reign powers, Wallachia, Moldavia, Podolia,

Ukraina, part of the palatinate of Kiew, and
the greater part of Livonia; to keep 6000
Saxons at the disposal of the republic, to re-

pair the fortresses and build new ones at his

own expense. He made various other pro-

mises calculated to please the Poles. Fiv^'m-

ming succeeded so well in his negotiations,

that the leaders of the Saxon party thought

themselves powerful enough to leave the

question to be decided by the assembly of the

nobles, and the diet was consequently con-

voked for the 26th of May, 1697, for the elec-

tion of a king.

The elective diets of the Poles were held

in the open field near Wola, a village a short

distance west of Warsaw, and on this occa-

sion eighty thousand nobles on horseback, all

armed as for some warlike expedition, entered

the vast enclosure, or " szapa," where the

election was to take place. As this diet was
one of the most remarkable ever assembled,

inasmuch as it furnished the world with the

most striking proof of the imfitness of the

Polish constitution for any nation, except

Tartars or Mongols, we shall dwell longer

upon its proceedings than we should have
ventured to do under less extraordinary cir-

cumstances. The diet having been opened

by the Primate of Poland, the palatines of

Krakow and Posnania spoke in favour of

Prince James Sobiesld ; but no sooner had
they finished, than eighty thousand voices

cried out" all at once the names of their re-

spective candidates : the cries of *' Conti
!"

were the loudest, but all the other names
were heard also, down to that of Don Livio

Odescalchi. The partisans of Augustus at

last got a hearing, but they met with a

strong opposition, and many thousand voices
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cried out that the Elector was not fit for

their king, since he was no Roman Catholic.

The Saxon party, however, produced a docu-

ment to prove the abjuration of Augustus,

which, as they said, was signed by the nuncio

of the pope, who himself recommended
Augustus to his faithful Poles. This trick

having succeeded so far that many of the

partisans of the minor candidates declared in

favour of the Elector, the whole assembly

suddenly divided into two bodies, the one for

Conti, and the other for Augustus. They
drew up in battle array on the opposite sides

of the field, and, sword in hand, seemed
to wait for an order to attack each other,

while the Castellan of Kalisz, seated on a

charger, and holding in one hand a drawn
sword, in the other a crucifix, rode up and
down, shouting with a thundering voice

—

" Vivat Deus ! vivat Conti ! vivat libertas !"

The excitement and confusion now became
so great, that several bishops and many other

persons trembled for their lives, and escaped

in haste to Warsaw, where they hid them-
selves in the church of St. John. However,
no blood was shed ; but as night approached,

and the assembly could not come to any
agreement, it was settled that they should

remain on the field, and accordingly the

greater number rode up and down all night,

while others slept in their carriages. Others

secretly went to Warsaw, where the most
powerful among the partisans of the principal

candidates, employed their time in intrigue

and bribery. Unfortunately for Conti, his

funds were exhausted, while Flemming had
not only kept a considerable sum in reserve,

but was liberally supported by the ambassa-
dors of those foreign courts which were for

the Elector of Saxony. From the Branden-
burg minister he received 200,000 thalers

;

from the Bishop of Passau, the Imperial

ambassador, 150,000; and from the Venetian
envoy 30,000 thalers, which were intrusted

to him by the queen dowager for the pur-

pose of employing them for her son. Prince

James, but which he thought he could use

better by supporting Flemming. All this

money went rapidly into the camp at Wola,
and the party of Augustus increased with
every fresh supply. Still more hands being

ready to be held up for Saxony, if they were
first filled with gold, Flemming and his allies

borrowed a large sum from the Jews at War-
saw, who hid their treasures till the moment
was come to employ them profitably by taking

bills for them at an enormous discoimt.

About 80,OO0Z. sterling were thus collected,

and the distribution was so well managed
that each had his share in proportion to his

rank and influence; some received large

sums, while whole companies of poor knights

were bribed with a dollar and a bottle of

brandy each, as already stated. In spite

of this partial success, the Saxon party was
deceived in their expectation, for after the
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proceedings of the Diet had been recom-
menced on the following morning (27th of

May), and continued all the day with the

utmost confusion, the French party suddenly

formed a body by themselves, and the pri-

mate proclaimed the Prince of Conti King of

Poland, and Grand Duke of Lithuania. Upon
this they withdrew from the field, proceeded

to Warsaw, and went to the church of St.

John in order to celebrate the customary re-

ligious ceremony which took place in that

church on the election of a king.

The Saxon party was by no means dis-

couraged by this check, and while the pri-

mate was giving thanks to God, and the

roaring of the artillery accompanied the " Te
Deum," the Bishop of Cujavia succeeded in

stopping all who remained on the field, but

were gradually leaving it, at some distance

from the " szapa," and after having protested

against the election of Conti as illegal, he
recommended to them again the Elector of

Saxony, who, as he said, was descended from
a house which had given several emperors to

the German empire, one of whom, Otho III.,

had erected Poland into a kingdom, and
founded the archbishopric of Gnesen. This
argument, however, was only true in so far

as Otho had founded the archiepiscopal see

of Gnesen ; it is extremely doubtful if he
erected Poland into a kingdom ; and the

Elector of Saxony, who belonged to the house

of Wettin, was not a descendant of Otho III.,

who belonged to the old dynasty of the dukes

of Saxony. However, the argument of the

Bishop of Cujavia had great effect upon the

electors ; they declared for Augustus, and
the bishop proclaimed Augustus Frederick,

Elector of Saxony, King of Poland and
Grand-Duke of Lithuania.

As there was no time to lose, the bishop

chanted the " Te Deum " on the spot, and
then hastened with his partisans to the church

of St. John in Warsaw, which was shut up
by the Conti party, but which the guardians,

the Bishops of Posnania and Livonia, oblig-

ingly opened after some secret negotiations

had taken place, or probably after Flemming
had shown them his golden key. The par-

tisans of Augustus being checked in their wish

to have their candidate recognised in Warsaw
by the objection that the election of Augustus

was illegal because it had not been made
within the " szapa," as it ought to be, accord-

ing to the constitution—" Never mind," said

the Bishop of Cujavia ;
" we will make an-

other ;" and he forthwith proceeded to Wola
with a body of his partisans, and had Au-
gustus once more elected. On the following

day, the 28th of May, Flemming took an

oath for his master to observe the " Pacta

conventa," or those conditions which he had

engaged himself to observe after his accession.

Flemming was invested only with the func-

tion of the Elector's minister or envoy or-

dinary, and had never received a special
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mandate to swear for his master in such an
important affair ; but he, as well as the Bishop
of Cujavia, cared very little for that : the

bishop declared that Flemmiug was envoy
extraordinary, and Flemming assumed that

title and took the oath, knowing very well

that Augustus had no intention to observe the

conditions. The " Pacta conventa" con-

tained thirty public and several secret ar-

ticles, some of which were very humiliating to

Augustus. Augustus having been married
since 1693 to Christina Eberhardina, Princess

of Brandenburg-Culmbach, a pious lady who
was zealously devoted to the Protestant faith,

it was stipulated in one of the articles that his

queen should not be allowed to enter the

kingdom unless she turned Roman Catholic

;

but she refused to do so, and never appeared
in Poland. It was also stipulated that the

religious liberties granted to the Dissidents

(Dissenters) or Protestants should not be ex-

tended to Arians, Anabaptists, Mennonites, and
Quakers ; that the king should not be al-

lowed to acquire real property in the empire,

nor introduce foreign troops into it, nor send
Polish troops beyond the frontiers, nor make
any war without the consent of the nation

;

and that he should not listen to the advice of

women, nor take secret oaths, nor sell places.

In article twenty-three it was stipulated that

the kitchen of the king should be managed
exactly as under the former kings, and there

should be no foreign extravagance. Of all

this Augustus did exactly the contrary.

The city of Warsaw during and after the

election presented a state of confusion which
was never before witnessed, and the inhabit-

ants were in the greatest alarm lest the

Conti and Saxon parties should come to blood-

shed. Both parties contested the legality of

their adversaries' election, but the fact was
that neither of them was legal : the decisions

of the diet were required to be unanimous.
The Conti party were apparently puzzled by
the bold proceedings of the Saxon, but their

candidate was in France, and the Abbe de
Polignac had spent all his money. Augustus,
on the contrary, stood with 8000 chosen troops

on the eastern frontier of his electorate, and
no sooner was he informed of his election than

he rapidly traversed the narrow part of

Silesia which then divided Saxony from
Poland, and entered his new kingdom, where
lie was received and complimented by Jablo-

nowski, the woiwode of Wolhynia, and a

body of one thousand well-armed nobles.

Thence he went to Krakow, where he was
crowned on the 15th of September; he en-

tered Warsaw on the 15th of January, 1698.

His slow progress was the consequence of the

Conti party's preparing for armed resistance.

They were encouraged by the arrival of the

Prince de Conti off Danzig with a small

French fleet, commanded by the celebrated

Jean Bart ; but the prince on landing heard

that the town had declared for Augustus, and
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being attacked by some troops of his rival, he
naiTowly escaped being made a prisoner, and
hastened on board his fleet. He sailed back
to France, and never returned to Poland.
During this time the power of Augustus in-

creased by the fears of the Conti party that

Austria would support him with an armed
force, her peace with France being nearly
settled, and the Turkish army in Hungary
having been destroyed by Prince Eugene of
Savoy in the battle of Zenta ( 1 2th of Septem-
ber, 1697). They listened to negotiations,'and

one after another recognised Augustus. One
of the last was the primate Przependowski,
who, declining to accept money himself,

made no objection to a set of beautiful dia-

monds being presented to the lady Castellana

of Lenczicz, who was said to be his mistress,

and this had the effect of inducing him to

submit to Augustus.
The assembly of the Polish diet at Wola, on

the 26th and 27th of May, 1697, is an event

to which history presents no parallel. Until

that day, the republic of Poland, although she

had lost the power and influence which she

possessed in the preceding century, still had a
high rank among the nations of Europe, and
the recent victories of King John Sobieski

had covered her with a veil of glory under
which only an experienced eye could discover

the rottenness of the political institutions by
which that vast empire was supposed to be
firmly kept together. But on the field of

Wola, where they ought to have remembered
the virtues of their ancestors and their own
duties, they prostituted themselves in the

eyes of all Europe. That sacred field, which
had witnessed so many deeds of honour, in-

tegrity, and patriotism, was now disgraced

with their vices. It is not with the reign of

the weak King Stanislas Poniatowski that

the ruin of Poland begins : her fate was in-

evitable from the election of Augustus of

Saxony. That election told Europe that

Poland's constitution might do for a nation on
horseback, moving from one steppe to another,

but that it would perish if any attempt were
made to combine it with a well-established

polity; and that while the nation at large

was still formidable on the battle-field, the

state might be overthrown by intrigue and
bribery. The Polish statesmen had shown
themselves to be political spendthrifts, and
were despised by all foreign statesmen ; and
looking at the means by which from this time

kings were imposed upon that nation, and
the disregard which was shown to their au-

thority by their own subjects, foreign princes

accustomed themselves to consider Poland as

the property of a bankrupt, and themselves as

the creditors. Thus the day was inevitable

when Poland would become the pi'ey of three

crowned heads, who committed a political

robbery of which history knows no example.

Before we proceed to the further events of

the reign of Augustus in Poland, it will be
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necessary to refer to the consequences of his

accession for Saxony and Germany. Saxony
was the cradle of Protestantism, and the Elec-

tor of Saxony was not only the first of the

Protestant members of the empire, but also

the legal and hereditary defender of the Pro-
testant church in Germany, in which quality

he exercised great influence in the Diets at

Regensburg. His conversion, of course,

caused great alarm in Saxony, as well as in

the other Protestant parts of Germany, and
although Augustus ceded the defence of Pro-
testantism to the Duke of Saxe-Gotha, and
invested the consistory at Dresden with the

supreme direction of ecclesiastical affairs in

Protestant Saxony, the Saxons had frequent

occasion to be on their guard against his

secret schemes to introduce the Roman Ca-
tholic religion by means not always com-
patible with the spirit of impartiality and
toleration. These schemes were probably

suggested to him by the Jesuits, and it seems
that some of the secret articles of the " Pacta

conventa" tended to the introduction of the

Roman Catholic faith into Saxony. It is

further important to state that the Elector of

Saxony was the only Lutheran Elector, the

other two Protestant electors of Brandenburg
and of the Palatinate being both Calvinists

;

so that after his conversion there was no
Lutheran elector, except Ernest Augustus,

Elector of Brunswick-Liineburg, who had
been raised to that dignity in 1 692, but was not

yet recognised by the princes of the empire.

After the conversion of Augustus, the elector-

ship of Brunswick was recognised by them,

although only in 1710, during the reign of

George Louis, afterwards King George I. of

Great Britain and Ireland.

The beginning of the reign of Augustus
was rather fortunate for Poland, the Porte

having been compelled by the treaty of Car-

lowitz, in 1699, to cede to Poland, Podolia

and the fortress of Kaminiec Podolski, for

which the republic made compensation by re-

nouncing her ridiculous claims upon Mol-
davia. But Augustus designed to reign over

Poland as an absolute king, and to change

that elective kingdom into an hereditary

monarchy. The Poles soon detected his plans,

and compelled him, in the " Diet of Pacifica-

tion," 1699, to send back the Saxon troops

which he had brought with him, in spite of

the Pacta conventa, except a guard of twelve

hundred men. Unable to carry his plans into

execution without the assistance of his own
army, Augustus now looked out for some
pretext to introduce them again into Poland.

For this purpose he joined the great league

against the young King of Sweden, Charles

XII., an imprudent step, to which he was per-

suaded by Peter the Great, and excited by
the famous Patkul. The allied powers were
Russia, Denmark, and Augustus in his qua-

lity as Elector of Saxony, the representatives

of Poland having refused their co-operation.
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Augustus hoped to bring Poland also to a
declaration of war against Sweden, and for

that purpose he opened the campaign in 1 700
with an attack upon Livonia, intending to re-

unite that country, which the Poles consi-

dered to belong to their empire, with the

republic, and thus to compel the Poles to de-

fend it, and to take part in the great war.

The details of this campaign, as well as of the

whole war between Augustus and Charles

XII., belong to the history of Charles. The
attack on Livonia failed, Augustus being not

only unable to take Riga, but having also

suffered a severe defeat from Charles, on the

river Diina, in July, 1701: his army was
composed of Saxons, whom he had introduced

into Poland without asking for permission.

Supported by the powerful Lithrmian
family Sapieha, and counting upon the great

distrust which the Poles showed towards their

king, Charles resolved to turn all his forces

against Augustus, to have him deposed, and
put a Pole on the throne devoted to Sweden
and hostile to Peter of Russia. In 1702
Augustus was again ,beaten at Klissow, and
in 1 703 at Pultusk, in consequence of which
he lost all authority in Poland. The primate
Pi'zependowski went over to Charles, assem-
bled the adversaries of Augustus, absolved

them from their oath of allegiance, and de-

posed the king, whereupon he declared an in-

terregnum, during which the primate was the

head of the state. Swedish troops occupied

the field of Wola, and mider their protection

the primate and his adherents chose Stanislas

Leszczynski King of Poland (12th of July,

1 704), who was crowned on the 5th of Octo-

ber, 1705. The cause of the delay in his

coronation was a reinforcement of 12,000

Saxons, commanded by Count Schulenburg,

who joined Augustus in proper time, and
checked the progress of King Charles for a
year. Surrounded, at last, by superior forces,

Schulenbui'g effected his celebrated retreat,

and although he was beaten by the Swedish
general Rhenskiold, commonly called Rhein-

schild, at Fraustadt, on the 1 6th of February,

1706, he reached the Saxon frontier. It was
believed for some time that Charles would not

venture to enter the territory of the German
empii-e, and the Oder was called his Rubicon

;

but he knew that the emperor Joseph I., then

at war with France, would not make such a

step the subject of a second war, and he conse-

quently crossed the Oder, and invaded Saxony.

Before six months had elapsed, Augustus was
compelled to conclude the peace of Alt-Ran-

stadt (24th of September, 1706): he re-

nounced the crown of Poland, recognised

Stanislas Leszczynski as king, and paid heavy
contributions : the whole damage done by the

Swedes to Saxony has been calculated at

twenty-three millions of thalers, nearly four

millions of pounds sterling. Not satisfied

with his triumph, Charles obliged Augustus

to congratulate Stanislas on his accession,
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which he did with a very good grace, adding
that he wished the king might find the Poles
more faithful subjects than he had. Augustus
had an interview with Charles at Giinthers-

dorf, near Alt-Ranstiidt, on the 1 7th of De-
cember, 1706. They embraced each other

affectionately. Shortly afterwards Charles

unexpectedly paid him a visit at Dresden;
and it was suggested to the*elector to seize

upon his royal guest, but he was too noble-

minded to commit such an act of treachery.

This was the first bitter fruit of Augustus's

ambition to be king. He had lost his crown,
his hereditary dominions were plundered, his

pride was humbled, and the Poles, although
they had now a national king, were compelled
to consider Charles as the arbiter of their

fate.

The spirit of Augustus was unbroken by
his defeat. He took up his residence at

Dresden, and tried to forget his misfortune

by indulging his passion for pleasure and
splendour. Fond of war, however, he sent

8000 men to the imperial army in the Nether-
lands (1708), and shortly afterwards went
there in person, and served as a volunteer in

the staff of Prince Eugene of Savoy, the

emperor's general field-marshal. After he
had quitted Dresden, one of his natural sons,

the Count of Saxony, then a boy of twelve

years, secretly left that city, and followed his

father on foot till he found an opportunity of

informing him of his presence, and imploring
him to take him with him to the field. Au-
gustus allowed it after some hesitation, say-

ing that the boy would one day be a great

general,—a prognostic in which he was not

deceived. Augustus did not remain long in

the Netherlands.

On the 9th of July Charles XII. lost the

battle of Pultawa, and fled to Turkey. His
power was broken ; and as his own obstinacy

prevented him from making the best of his

position, which was far from being hopeless,

his enemies were active in making the best

of theirs. Augustus began by declaring the

peace of Alt-Ransfadt to be null and void,

concluded an alliance with the Czar Peter,

and entered Poland at the head of a Saxon
army, while Russian troops advanced from
the east to his succour. An amnesty was
promised to all who had abandoned Augustus,
if they would now abandon Stanislas. The
Poles saw that Charles was unable to defend
the present state of things ; and as Stanislas

was very averse to a civil war, he submitted
to circumstances and quitted Poland. Au-
gustus was once more acknowledged as king
(1709). The details of these events belong
to the history of Stanislas Leszczynski.

Poland being occupied by Russian and
Saxon troops, the diet held in 1712 peremp-
torily demanded their removal ; and as the

king hesitated to comply with their just re-

quest, the Poles prepared to drive them out

by force. The Russians withdrew in 1713
;
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but the Saxons remained, and their presence

caused a state of anarchy which lasted till

1717, when at last the king was compelled to

send them back. The discontent of the Poles

was greatly increased by his obstinate and
anti-Polish policy; but Augustus had the

means of reconciling them, at least to his

person, by intoxicating them with the plea-

sures of his court, and by yielding to the in-

tolerant spirit of the clergy, who were under
the direction of the Jesuits. An instance of

this occurred in the proceedings against the

Protestants at Thorn, where the lower classes,

exasperated by the intolerance and haughti-

ness of the Jesuits, caused a riot in 1724 ; in

consequence of which nine citizens, mostly

Germans, among whom were several high
functionaries and magisti'ates, were con-

demned to death and beheaded. This affair

has been discussed in many works and
pamphlets ; and it must be admitted that their

death was most cruel and unjust. The affair

of Thorn was taken up by the neighbouring

Protestant powers, especially by the King of

Prussia, as a case which justified their inter-

ference with the proceedings of the Polish

diet ; and perhaps it would have led to a war,

but for tlie death of Peter the Great in 1725,

an event which rendered any war with

Poland impolitic till the policy of his suc-

cessor, the Empress Catherine I., was ascer-

tained.

The latter part of the reign of Augustus
was quiet. A truce with Sweden was con-

cluded in 1 720 ; but peace was only made in

1729, on the statu quo, Livonia, the principal

cause of the war, having been ceded by
Sweden to Russia in the peace of Nystad, on
the 10th of September, 1721. This state of

tranquillity was partly due to the creation of

a standing army of 24,000 men, the first ever

kept in Poland; for until that time wars
were carried on by the nobility, who were
called to arms by the king, in virtue of a

decree of the diet, and returned to their

homes after peace was concluded. There
were, however, some foot-regiments of mer-
cenaries ; but their number varied according

to circumstances, and sometimes there were
none. In 1732 Augustus convoked a diet,

the first since 1725, for the purpose of effect-

ing the election of his only son Augustus as

his successor. During the debates of this

diet Augustus suffered much from an old

ulcer in his left thigh ; and as he neglected

the advice of his physician, mortification

came on, and he died on the 1st of February,

1733, before the diet had decided upon the

succession. He was buried in the royal

sepulchre at Krakow ; but his heart was sent

to Dresden. The queen, sumamed " die

Betsiiule von Sachsen" (the pillar of prayer of

Saxony), died as early as 1727. The succes-

sion of Poland was disputed between the

king's son and successor in Saxony, Augustus,

and the fugitive king, Stanislas Leszczynski.
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The consequences of the reign of Augustus
for Poland have been shown. From the time

of his accession Poland was involved in those

court-intrigues which then prevailed in Eu-
rope ; and having once come into contact with
the Western powers, which drew their strength

from industry, increasing trade, and solid

civil and military institutions, Poland, having
none of these, could not advance at an equal

pace, but continued without progress, and
finally sank into utter insignificance. A
nation on horseback, half civilized and half

barbarous, victorious in campaigns, but di-

vided by factions and unable to maintain
a war, was mined by intrigues, and over-

thrown by a few battles, in spite of their

patriotism and martial spirit.

The reign of Augustus was not so dis-

astrous for Saxony, although its bad con-

sequences were numerous, and finally led to

the him[iiliation of the royal house of Saxony
and to the division of that country in 1815.

Saxony is indebted to him for the ameliora-

tion of the civil and criminal procedure, a law
on legal fees, and a decree against arbitrary

and rapacious proceedings of advocates ; an-

other concerning the public examinations of

advocates and notaries, a law against duelling,

a law of bankruptcy, and many regulations

concerning mines, high roads, police, and
other important subjects. A collection of the

greater part of these laws was published by
Liinig, a magistrate of Leipzig, in 1728. But
at Dresden, as well as at Warsaw, the mo-
rality of the people was weakened by the

example of extravagance, luxury, and liber-

tinism set by Augustus and his courtiers.

The splendour of the court of Dresden was
only surpassed by that of Versailles, but if

considered with reference to the small extent

of Saxony, from which alone Augustus drew
his resources, Poland being a country where
he spent ten times more than he received,

that splendour was unparalleled in Europe.
A standing army of 30,000 men, thrice too

numerous for a population of about one
million, became the more onerous to the

country, as it served both for war and plea-

sure, and was commanded by a body of field-

marshals, generals, and other officers of rank,

who would have been sufficient for an army
of 100,000 men. In June, 1730, Augustus
formed a camp near Miihlberg, which lasted

thirty days : forty-seven kings and princes

were entertained there as his guests, and fes-

tivities of the most extraordinary description

were daily given for their amusement. One
day a cake was baked in the royal kitchen,

which was twenty-eight feet long, twelve feet

broad, and three feet high ; and after it had
been paraded through the camp, a cook, in

the dress of a carpenter, approached and cut

it open with a silver axe. But these fes-

tivities were trifling in comparison with those

on the marriage of the electoral prince

Augustus with the archduchess Maria Jo-
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sephina of Austi'ia, daughter of the Emperor
Joseph I., on the 20th of August, 1719. The
princess proceeded down the Elbe in the

Bucentaurus, a large ship, built of the most
costly materials and adorned in the richest

style, which was surrounded by a fleet of one

hundred beautiful gondolas, and fifteen large

flat ships rigged as frigates, and carrying each
from six to twelve cannons. The crews of

all these ships were dressed in yellow satin

with white silk stockings. At Pirna the prin-

cess was received by the king, whose dress

was covered with jewels estimated at more
than two millions of thalers, and he was sur-

rounded by a court of nineteen hundred
noblemen and gentlemen, six regiments of

infantry, three of cavalry, and a body of

eleven hundred yeomen headed by the post-

master-general. Baron von Mordax, who
carried a massive golden post-horn covered

with jewels. The king and his court went
on board, and accompanied the bride to the

environs of Dresden, where they landed.

They then proceeded to Dresden in one hun-
dred and seven carriages and six, followed

by the whole Saxon anuy, forty-four gene-

rals, and a crowd of noblemen and gentlemen
on horseback. The Te Deum in the cathe-

dral was accompanied by a salute of four

hundred guns, and the religious ceremony
being finished, festivals were given for a
whole month, among which the great mytho-
logical feast, in which Augustus and his illus-

trious guests appeared as gods, while those of

minor birth and rank were dressed and acted

as demigods, fauns, satyrs, and nymphs, was
not the most extraordinary. The expense of

these royal follies was estimated at four mil-

lions of thalers. While Augustus was thus

amusing himself, famine was raging among
the weavers and miners in the Erzgebirge.

Augustus planned and directed all his great

feasts, and such were his ideas of royal dig-

nity that the person next to him and the

royal family, according to his rule of pre-

cedence, was the great chamberlain, the

second the eldest field-marshal. Place No.
60 was filled by the lieutenants of the life-

guards, and No. 61 by the chief preacher

of the court, who was the first in rank

among the Protestant clergy in Saxony. The
beautiful buildings at Dresden were nearly

all erected by order of Augustus, who was
likewise the founder of the rich galleries and
museimis, which were augmented by his son

and successor. He bought the fine collec-

tions of pictures and statues of Prince Chigi,

cardinals Albani and Belloni, and others : he

offered 800,000 thalers for the famous Pitt

diamond, afterwards called the Eegent, be-

cause it was purchased by the Duke of

Orleans, Eegent of France : it is now the

finest among the crown jewels of France.

His collection of Chinese, Japanese, and

Saxon porcelain, the catalogue of which filled

five volumes in folio, was estimated at more
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than one million of thalers ; it contained

the greater part of a collection of vases with

the arms of Poland and Saxony painted on
them, which were made for him in China by
native artists, and for which he paid 60,000

thalers. Porcelain was first made in Europe
during his reign by Bottiger, an alchymist,

who, while looking for gold, accidentally

found a substance by means of which Saxony
has made many tons of gold. Augustus had
a firm belief in alchymy, astrology, and

magic, and spent great sums on the professors

of these follies. A swindler, who styled him-

self Baron Hector von Klettenburg, was em-
ployed by Augustus in making " the true

tincture of gold and everlasting life," and he

received a pension of one thousand thalers per

month. The king furnished the precious

metal of which that tincture was to be made

;

the baron of course used a great deal, although

he produced nothing but some bitter drops,

which gave the colic to all who tasted them.

At last the king got angry, the tincturer was
imprisoned ; and as he tried to escape, he was
charged with having cheated royalty, and
Hector paid for his folly with his head (1 720).

In 1731 Augustus sent some naturalists,

among whom was the well-known Heben-
streit, to the north coast of Africa, where they

were to buy wild beasts for the royal mena-
gerie. They got a good cargo, money being

no object to them ; and in order to please

their master, who was fond of turning, and
had attained great perfection in that art, they

also brought some hundred trunks of large

orange and lemon trees. When the trees ar-

rived at Dresden, Hebenstreit observed that

there was still some freshness in them, and
he proposed to put them in tubs, which was
done, and except a few they all budded. This
is the origin of the celebrated orangery at

Dresden, which is much finer than that at

Versailles, and is probably the finest in the

world. All those trees are still in their

vigour.

Augustus crowned his extravagancies by
a course of gallantry to which no parallel

has ever been seen. Without referring to

authorities, as " La Saxe galante," a book,

however, which is far from being altogether

devoid of credit, and gives good accounts of

many events for which there are no docu-

ments in the archives, but by keeping strictly

to an historian like Bottiger, or a grave
statesman like Von Dohm (^Denkwurdigkeiten

meiver Zeit), we still meet with things which
would be rejected as fobles, had they not

been witnessed by cool observers, and if they
could not be proved by authentic documents.
The number of the mistresses of Augustus
has never been ascertained : it is said that no
woman ever resisted him when he had once

made up his mind to seduce her. They
were of all nations, partly state mistresses,

like those at the court of Versailles, partly

of a more transient description, and chosen to
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please for a month, a week, or an hour.

Among the state mistresses, the most cele-

brated was the beautiful Aurora von Konigs-
mark, the mother of the Marshal of Saxony,
and the only human being who ever fright-

ened Charles XII. The principal mistresses

next to her were the Countess von Kosel,

and the ladies Lubomirska, Kessel, Esterle,

Fatime, Dubarc, Duval, DunhofF, Osterhau-
sen, and Dieskau. They cost him enormous
sums : the Countess von Kosel alone cost him
upwards of twenty millions of thalers, a sum
admitted .to be correct by Bottiger, who had
access to the archives at Dresden. It is said

that he had three hundred and fifty-two ille-

gitimate children, but this is undoubtedly an
exaggeration. The most celebrated of his

natural sons were the Marshal of Saxony,
the Chevalier de Saxe, the Count von Kosel,

and the Count Eutowski, a general well

known in the history of the wars of King
Frederick II. of Prussia. His principal fa-

vourite was Field-marshal Count Flemmiug,
who left a fortune of sixteen millions of tha-

lers, half of which his widow was obliged to

refund to the treasury. The whole amount
spent by Augustus in luxury and extrava-

gant imdertakings has been estimated at one
hundred millions of thalers. The people

of Saxony were consequently oppressed by
heavy taxes, but the nation at large was
not impoverished. The money of Augus-
tus was chiefly spent in the country, and,

owing to the sojourn at Dresden of num-
bers of rich foreigners, especially Poles, who
spent a large part of their princely fortunes

there, money was in constant circulation,

and the effect on the manufactures and the

trade of Saxony, especially with Poland, was
beneficial. In 1 705 there were 32,400 woollen-

cloth weavers, and the number of looms, in-

cluding those for woollen cloth, was upwards
of 64,000. Augustus patronised the fine arts

and poetry more than learning and scientific

literature ; during his reign, however, Ziirner,

a clergyman and a good geographer, who
was commissioned to inspect the high roads

in Saxony, made the first good map of that

country. (Bottiger, Geschichte dcs Kur-
staates vnd Konigreiches Sachsen (in the col-

lection of Heeren and Ukert), vol. ii. p. 185,

&c. ; Fassmann and Horn, Friedrich August
des Grossen Leben vnd Heldenthaten (this

book contains many facts, but the authors do
not show much judgment : it was written in

a hurry), 1734; De la Bizardiere, Histoire

de la Scission arrivee en Pologne le 21 Juin,

1697; Parthenay (Desroches de), Histoire

de la Pologne sous Auguste II.; Rulhiere,

Histoire de VAnarcMe de Pologne, vol. i.

p. 65, &c. ; Zaluski, Epistolce Historiccefami-
Hares, vol. ii. ; a valuable important work.)

W. P.

AUGUSTUS II. (III.), FREDERICK,
King of Poland and Elector of Saxony, the

only son and successor of the King and Elector
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Augustus I. (II.) and Christina Eberhardina,
Princess of Brandenburg-Culmbach, was born
at Dresden, on the 7th of October, 1696. Not-
withstanding the conversion of his father to

the Roman Catholic religion, Prince Augustus
was brought up in the Protestant faith (under
the care of his pious mother and maternal
grandmother), but during his sojourn in Italy

in 1712 he yielded to the persuasion of Car-
dinal Cusani and other priests, and adopted
the Roman Catholic religion. Although
Pope Clement XI. considered his conversion
as a great triumph for Rome, it was kept
secret till 1717, when it was announced to

the inhabitants of Saxony by a letter-patent

of the elector-king a few days previous to the

celebration of the second centenary anni-
versary of Luther's reformation. The motive
of his change of religion was the hope of
being chosen the future successor of his

father in Poland, and of obtaining the hand
of the Archduchess Maria Josephina, eldest

daughter of the late Emperor Joseph I., and
niece to the then Emperor Charles VI., to

whom he was married in 1719. Prince
Augustus, who had inherited the majestic
beauty, but none of the talents of his father,

took little part in government affairs; he
spent his time in amusements, especially in

hunting, of which he was passionately fond.

His usual residence was the castle of Huberts-
burg, which became afterwards so conspicuous
by the Seven Years' War being terminated
there, in 1763, by the peace of Hubertsburg.
It has been stated in the preceding article

that his father died during the debates of the

Polish elective diet in 1733, before they had
voted for any candidate. The throne being
vacant the Archbishop-Primate Potocki put
himself at the head of those Poles who, being
alarmed by the ambitious proceedings of the

late king, wished for a national king, and his

party was not only numerous, but was sup-

ported by the cabinet of Versailles. Thus
the deposed King Stanislas Leszczynski, the

father-in-law of King Louis XV. of France,
was once more chosen King of Poland at

the diet of Wola, on the 1 2th of September,
1 733. The Saxon party, however, although
not very numerous, opposed to him the

Elector Augustus, who was likewise pro-

claimed king by six hundred nobles only, on
the field of Wola, on the 5th of August, 1733,
and crowned on the 17th of January, 1734.
Both Russia and Austria at first opposed
the election of Augustus, and assembled
troops to prevent it, fearing that he might
change Poland into an hereditary king-
dom, and thus deprive them of all the
advantages which they derived from the

disorderly and feeble condition of that em-
pire under elective kings. But Augustus
won both these powers. He promised the

Empress Anne of Russia to give the duchy of
Courland, a Polish fief, which had recently

become vacant by the death of the last duke
VOL. IV.

of the house of Kettler, to her favourite

Biron ; and he gained the Emperor Charles
VI. by renouncing the claims which he might
have on Austria after the emperor's death,

and adhering to the Pragmatic Sanction by
which the succession to all the dominions of

the house of Austria was settled upon the

emperor's eldest daughter Maria Theresa,
who married Francis, Duke of Lorraine, in

1736.

Stanislas Leszczynski secretly left France,

arrived at Warsaw in the garb of a merchant,
and his partisans took up arms in his cause.

But a Russian army, commanded by Count
Lascy, invaded Poland, advanced rapidly

upon Warsaw, and compelled Stanislas to fly

to Danzig, where he was besieged by the

Russians and a Saxon army commanded by
Adolphus John, Duke of Saxe-Weissenfels,

who forced the town to surrender. Stanislas,

however, for whose person a high price was
offered by the Empress Anne of Russia, es-

caped to Konigsberg, and thence to France.
The election of Augustus and the pro-

tection which he received from Austria and
Russia caused a war between those two
powers and the German empire on one side,

and France, Spain, and Sardinia on the other

side, which was terminated by the peace of
Vienna (1735—1738). The em.peror paid

dear for the pleasure of having imposed a

king upon Poland: France, indeed, recog-

nised Augustus, but she obtained for Stanislas

the duchy of Lorraine, which after his death
was to be united with France, while the

Duke of Lorraine, the emperor's son-in-law,

was indemnified with the grand-duchy of
Tuscany ; to Spain the emperor ceded the

kingdoms of Naples and Sicily, and to the

King of Sardinia several districts of the duchy
of Milan. However, as the troubles in

Poland continued till they resulted in the

division of that empire, in which Austria ob-

tained the kingdoms of Galicia and Lodo-
meria, her protection of Augustus was finally

no bad speculation.

In 1736 Augustus assembled the Polish
diet, which assumed the name of the Diet of
Pacification, its principal object being the

restoration of domestic peace to the republic.

This diet was the only one held during the

reign of Aitgustus, and it did little towards
that object. The oppressive laws against the

dissidents were not repealed ; the nobles con-

tinued to live in anarchy ; and although the

Saxon troops were obliged to withdraw, the

Russians remained in several parts of Poland
in spite of the menaces of the diet ; and the

new Duke of Courland, Biron, having been
banished to Siberia, the duchy was occupied

by Russian troops, who held possession of

it for eighteen years. After the death of the

Emperor CharlesVL, Augustus declared him-
self not bound by his promise to recognise

Maria Theresa as the emperor's sole heir,

according to the Pragmatic Sanction, and
M
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he joined the league formed against her by
France, Spain, Prussia, Bavaria, and some of

the minor German princes. He undertook

the war against Austria only as Elector of

Saxony. A Saxon army, commanded by
four ofAugustus's most distinguished brothers,

the Marshal of Saxony, the Chevalier de

Saxe, Count Rutowski, and Count Kosel, en-

tered Bohemia in October, 1741, and being

reinforced by a Bavarian army, took Prague,

while King Frederick II. of Prussia was suc-

cessful in Silesia. Frederick's victories roused

the jealousy of Count Briihl, the favourite of

Augustus, who exercised unlimited influence

over his master, and would not allow the

junction of the Saxon troops with the Prus-

sians, lest Frederick should conquer the whole
northern part of the Austrian empire. The
Saxon generals were consequently ordered to

remain on the defensive. Meanwhile Fre-

derick carried his point with his own forces,

and made a separate peace with Queen Maria
Theresa at Breslau, on the 28th of June, 1742,

by which he obtained Silesia. Augustus ad-

hered to this peace, and his jealousy of Fre-

derick was so great that he renounced all

claims on the Austrian empii'e, and secretly

promised Maria Theresa to assist her in any
further contest with the King of Prussia.

This contest broke out in 1 744, and Augustus
was thus involved in a war with Frederick II.

The Saxon troops fought bravely at the

battles of Hohen-Friedberg and Kesselsdorf,

but they were beaten, and the Austrian army
being likewise unsuccessful, Augustus and
Maria Theresa made peace with Frederick at

Dresden, on the 15th of December, 1745.

Augustus ceded the town of Furstenberg on
the Oder, and the tolls on that river, to Fre-

derick, and paid one million of thalers ; but

his dominions had suffered ten times more by
the plunder of the Prussian troops, who had
taken possession of the whole electorate and
its capital, Dresden.
The following years of the reign of Au-

gustus, in Poland as well as in Saxony, were
quiet. He resided generally at Dresden,
and his court was no less magnificent than

that of his father. As to Poland, he cared

very little for it, being satisfied with the

royal title, and for twelve years there was no
government at all in that country ; but as

the Russians withdrew, and as there was no
interference with the Poles in their private

quarrels, and they were not prevented from
mismanaging their own country, and had
plenty of opportunities of amusing themselves

at Dresden, they were comfortable and wished
for no change. Unfortunately for Augustus
he was involved by Count Briihl, a personal

enemy of Frederick II., in the intrigues

which preceded the Seven Years' War, and
which were chiefly carried on at Dresden.

Saxony, Russia, and Austria concluded a se-

cret alliance, to which France and the south-

ern German states acceded, for the purpose
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of annihilating the rising power of Prussia.

But the plot was discovered to Frederick,

whose ambassador at Dresden had bribed

Menzel, the secretary of the state archives of

Saxony, and Frederick suddenly invaded Sax-

ony before his adversaries were ready for war.

The events of the Seven Years' War be-

long to the history of Frederick II. Its very

commencement was unfortunate for Augustus,

the whole Saxon army commanded by Count
Rutowski being forced to surrender to

Frederick in its camp near Piraa, on the

IGth of October, 1756, and Augustus fled to

Poland, leaving his queen at Dresden. As
she refused to give up part of the secret ar-

chives which were under her care, the keys

were taken from her by force, an insult to

royalty which filled the petty courts of Ger-
many with alarm. When the Dauphine of

France, daughter of Augustus, was informed

of this, she threw herself in tears at the feet

of King Louis XV., imploring him to re-

venge the insult offered to her mother, and
it is said that the king was thus finally decided

to join the confederation against Frederick.

Augustus remained at Warsaw during the

war, but he was so utterly unable to main-

tain the dignity of Poland, that whole pro-

vinces were occupied by Russian and Prus-

sian troops when they found it convenient

for their purpose. Saxony, being the princi-

pal theatre of the war, suffered dreadfully.

Augustus derived some little consolation from
his son Charles being invested with the

duchy of Courland in 1758 ; but when Biron

returned from Siberia early in 1763, Duke
Charles was driven out by Russian bayonets.

This happened during the negotiations which
led to the peace of Hubertsburg (15th of

February, 1763), by which Saxony was re-

stored to Augustus, who returned to Dresden,

but only to see the ruin of his country and to

die. His death took place on the 5th of Octo-

ber, 1763. His successor in Poland was
Stanislas Poniatowski, and in Saxony his

eldest son Frederick Christian Augustus.

Augustus loved splendour, but his magni-

ficence was dull and heavy, and although he

encouraged the fine arts, he had no taste ; he

did it merely because his father had done so.

He was good natured, stupid, and a slave

of his favourite Briihl, who left a fortune

still larger than that of Flemming, the fa-

vourite of Augustus I. Augustus II. used

to take Briihl into the forests of Poland,

where he used to hunt, and when tired of

rambling about would sit down and stare for

hours in Brlihl's face, who seldom ventured

to interrupt the dull silence of the king when
he supposed him to be thinking of his un-

happy Saxony, At last the king would sigh

and say, "Have I any money, Briihl?"

—

" Yes, sire," was always the ready answer.

This question he regularly put when he felt

oppressed by any thing, and the answer

always comforted him, for he would rise im-
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mediately and say, " Let us go on hunting."
The fact was, that owing to the care of
Briihl, Augustus had always money for his

personal expenditure, but the state was ex-
hausted. The damage done to Saxony du-
ring the Seven Years' War has been roughly
calculated at one hundred millions of thalers,

besides the heavy taxes imposed upon her by
Frederick II., who derived his chief resources

from that country, and a public debt of forty

millions of thalei'S. The quantity of bad
coin issued during and after that period was
enormous ; it was chiefly fabricated by Messrs.
Ephraim, Itzig, & Co., Jewish bankers at

Leipzig. The gold coin contained three

fourths of copper, and the silver coin con-
tained scarcely any silvei% for one bad Au-
gust d'or, the price of which if good would
have been five good thalers, could not be
purchased under twenty bad thalers, so that

a good August d'or would have fetched

eighty bad thalers. The silver coin was
consequently sixteen times less in value than
it ought to have been. Augustus ordered the

bad coin to be melted down, a measure which
was executed partly during his reign and
partly during that of his successor ; and
Bottiger states that the quantity of silver

coin destroyed in that way in the mint at

Freiberg mounted to 4888 cwt., of which,
however, only a small portion was real silver.

The galleries and museums at Dresden were
enriched by Augustus at great cost ; for the

Modenese collection of pictures he paid one
million and two hundred thousand thalers.

German literature was cultivated during his

reign at Leipzig and Dresden with great suc-

cess, although it was not so much patronized

by the king as by the people in general, whose
taste for art, literature, and learned pursuits

was greatly developed under the influence, of
the court. The manners of the people also be-

came more polished, and while elegance and re-

finement became universal among the higher

classes, good manners and civil and obliging

conduct found their way down to the miners
and weavers of the Erzgebirge. One might
have supposed that, notwithstanding his in-

dolence, the sensual Augustus would have
imitated the profligate example of his fa-

ther in his amours ; but in this respect the

son was altogether the opposite of the father.

He was faithful to his queen, by whom he
had fifteen children, five of whom died before

him. Of the surviving children five were
daxighters, and five sons, viz. Frederick
Christian Augustus, his successor in Saxony,
who died in 1765, and left Frederick Au-
gustus, a minor ; Francis Xaver, the excel-

lent regent of Saxony during the minority
of his nephew Frederick Augustus ; Charles
Christian Joseph, Duke of Courland ; Albert
Casimir Augustus, Duke of Saxe-Teschen, and
governor-general ofthe Austrian Netherlands

;

and Clement Wenceslaus, Elector of Trier
(Treves). (Bottiger, Geschichte des Kur-
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staates und Konigreiches Sachsen, vol. ii. p.
288, &c. ; Rulhiere, Histoire de VAnarclde
de Pologne, vol. i. p. 140, &c.) W. P.
AUGUSTUS, FRIEDRICH WILHELM

HEINRICH, Prince of Prussia, holds a
high rank in the annals of the Prussian
army. He was the second of the two sons of
Prince Augustus Ferdinand, youngest brother
of King Frederick II., and Anne Louise
Elizabeth, Margravine of Brandenburg-
Schwedt, and was born on the 19th of Sep-
tember, 1779. He received a militarv edu-
cation, like all the other Prussian princes,

and early made great proficiency in the en-
gineer and artillery departments. He made
his first campaign against the French in the
unfortunate war of 1806-7, the very begin-
ning of which was signalized by the death of
his gallant brother. Prince Louis, who fell

by the hand of a French serjeant in an en-
gagement near Saalfeld, a few days previous
to the battle of Jena. In this battle (14th of
October, 1806) Prince Augustus fought at

the head of a battalion of grenadiers, and
having been involved in the general rout,

retreated with that part of the Prussian army
which was commanded by the incompetent
Prince Hohenlohe, who laid down his arms
with his whole corps, at Prenzlau. Infuriated

by the cowardly conduct of his commander-
in-chief, Augustus refused to adhere to the

capitulation, and tried to escape with a body
of four hundred men, but having lost his

way, and got into marshy ground, he was
overtaken by the French eight miles from
Prenzlau, and compelled to surrender. Na-
poleon at first carried him with him to Ber-
lin, whence he was sent, as prisoner of war,
to Nancy in France, and thence to Soissons.

He also lived some time in Paris, till he ob-

tained his liberty in consequence of the peace

of Tilsit, and left France after a forced so-

journ of thirteen months. He tried to forget

the misfortunes of his country and his family
in a tour through Italy and Switzerland, and
after his retui-n to Berlin displayed great

activity in the re-organization of the Prussian

army, a plan conceived under the most dis-

advantageous circumstances, but which was
crowned with complete success. In this

undertaking Augustus was employed in the

Board of Ordnance, and his merits were so

conspicuous that the king rewarded him by
making him a major-general and Master of

Ordnance. After the outbreak of the new
war against Napoleon, in 1813, Augustus
continued in his post till the expiration of the

truce concluded at Poischwitz on the 4th of

June, and the accession of Austria to the

coalition against France, on the 27th of July,

in consequence of which arms were taken up
again. Until then Augustus was retained by
his duties at Berlin, or in the head-quarters

of the king, but wishing for more active em-
ployment, he was appointed lieutenant-ge-

neral and commander of the twelfth brigade

M 2
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of the secoud corps d'armee, commanded by
General von Kleist, afterwards Count Kleist

von Nollendorf, whose head-quarters were

with the gi-and army in Bohemia. In the

battles of Dresden, Kulm, where Vandamme
was made prisoner with half his army, Leip-

zig, and many others, Prince Augustus showed

the skill of a general and the courage of a

soldier, and more than once victory was due

to his exertions. In the campaign of 1814,

in France, he distinguished himself in the

battles of Montmirail, Laon, and Paris, into

which he made his entrance at the head of a

division. After the return of Napoleon, and

his defeat at Waterloo, Prince Augustus was

appointed commander-in-chief of the second

German corps d'armee, composed of the

troops of north-western Germany, and which

was destined to besiege the fortresses in north-

eastern France. This post suited his taste,

and in the ensuing sieges he evinced such

superior qualities as to a<jquire the reputation

of the first artillery officer in the Prussian

anny. In one month he took Maubeuge,

Philippeville, Marienbourg, Longwy, Ro-

croy, Givet and Charlemont, Montmedy,
Se'dan, Me'zieres, &c. These sieges were

nearly all undertaken at the same time ;
the

Prince was constantly going from one camp
to another, and his arrival was considered by

the besieging troops as a certain proof of a

speedy surrender of the besieged fortress.

He exposed his troops very little, but had

them always ready for some feigned attack,

by which he disconcerted the garrison ; he

opened the trenches at a short distance from

the fortifications, but with so much precau-

tion and so quickly, that this dangerous

operation was effected with little loss ; and he

never attacked the outworks till he had care-

fully examined his means, and then with so

much vigour and such a heavy fire, that they

soon fell into his hands. The garrison of

Landrecies defended the place with great

courage, and the besiegers being at a loss how
to take the fortress without the assistance of

Augustus, who was employed at another

place, the Prince hastened there, and in

three days the fortress surrendered (23rd of

July, 1815). Owing to the protracted re-

sistance of the garrison, and the suflerings

of the besiegers, some of his officers were
for refiising an honourable capitulation.

Prince Augustus thought differently, and

would not make the garrison prisoners of

war, but allowed them to march out, fifty

men of each battalion carrying their arms
with them. Being informed that there was
a regiment of veterans among them, rem-
nants of those with whom Napoleon had
fought in Egypt and in Italy, Augustus
allowed each of them to carry his arms, and
to leave the place with all the honours of

war. This generous conduct won him the

hearts of the French. After the second

peace of Paris, Augustus was appointed Ge-
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neral of Infantry and Master-General of

Ordnance, in which capacity he continued to

render eminent services to the army ; he was
also President of the Commission for exa-

mining new military inventions and theories,

and Chief-Inspector of the Artillery and
Engineer Schools. Under the head " Artil-

lerie," in the source cited below, the reader

will find an account of the important im-

provements which the Prussian artillery re-

ceived during his administration. The mili-

tary accomplishments of Prince Augustus
were above the assaults of jealousy and envy.

During the manoeuvres of the artillery of the

fortress of Wesel, in the autumn of 1831, and
the grand manoeuvres near Berlin in the

summer of 1 833, as well as on many other

occasions, the writer of this article has wit-

nessed the admiration with which Prince

Augustus was spoken of in the Prussian

army ; not even junior artillery officers, who
often would enhance their own merits by de-

preciating those of their superiors, ventured

to make Prince Augustus the subject of their

professional criticisms. Augustus died on
the 19th of July, 1843, and with him the col-

lateral branch of the royal house of Prussia,

founded by Prince Augustus Ferdinand, be-

came extinct. He was considered to be the

richest landowner in Prussia, having united

in himself the property of his brother Louis,

and of his father, who died in 1813, and who
was the sole heir to the estates ofthe collateral

branch of Brandenburg-Schwedt, founded by
Philip William, the younger brother of King
Frederick I. ( Preussische National-Encii-

clopiidie; Almanack de Gotha, 1844, p. 255.J
W. P.

AUGUSTUS WILHELM, Prince of

Prussia, was the second son of Frederick

William I., King of Prussia, and his queen

Sophia Dorothea, daughter of George I.,

King of Great Britain, and Elector of Ha-
nover ; he was bom at Berlin on the 9th of

August, 1722. He was the second brother

of King Frederick II. Showing more incli-

nation for military matters than his elder

brother, he became the favourite of his fa-

ther, who intended to make him his suc-

cessor, and, after the adventurous flight of

Frederick, took the necessary steps for car-

rying that intention into execution. The
submission of Frederick, however, and the

strong opposition of his ministers, changed
Frederick William's intentions, and Frede-

rick finally succeeded his father in 1740.

Immediately after his accession, Frederick

declared war against Austria, and in the first

Silesian war, as well as in the second, Prince

Augustus, notwathstanding his youth, distin-

guished himself as an able officer, especially

at the battle of Hohen-Friedberg, on the 4th

of June, 1745. During the period of peace

between the Silesian wars and the commence-
ment of the Seven Years' War, Augustus

studied the military sciences with great zeal,
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and his royal brother rewarded his abilities

by appointing him general of infantry. In
this capacity he found occasion to signalize
himself in executing part of those skilful

manoeuvres by which the king forced the
Saxon army, under Count Rutowski, into
a most dangerous position near Pima, where
the enemy, being unable to extricate them-
selves, were compelled to surrender almost
without a shot being fired. In the battle of
Lowositz, on the 1st of October, 1756, Au-
gustus won fresh laurels ; his name was
ranked among those of the first Prussian ge-
nerals, and his brother the king gave him
the most decisive proofs of his esteem. After
the loss of the battle of Kollin (18th of June,
1757), the king, being compelled to evacuate
Bohemia, appointed Augustus to command
the rear of the beaten army, which he led
back into Saxony. In order to check the
Austrians as long as possible, Augustus, with
30,000 men, occupied a strong position near
Leipa, not far from Zittau ; but being at-

tacked by an overwhelming force under the
Austrian commander-in-chief Count Daun,
he was compelled to abandon his position
and to make a hasty retreat. This, how-
ever, he effected as well as circumstances
would allow. The king, who had not ex-
pected this result, blamed Augustus and
the officers of his stalF in severe terms,
charging them with incapacity and treating
them with contempt. Prince Augustus
attempted to justify himself, and a long
correspondence was carried on between
him and the king, the greater part of
which is given in " Recueil de Lettres de
S. M. le Roi de Prusse, pour servir a I'His-

toire de la derniere Guerre," Leipzig, 1772.
However, the king could not be induced to

form a better opinion of his brother, who,
on the command having been taken from
him, gave up his military career, and retired

to Berlin. Persuaded that he had done his

best, and that he had only yielded to circum-
stances over which he had no control, Prince
Augustus abandoned himself to sorrow, and,
before a complete reconciliation had taken
place between him and the king, he died at

Oranienburg, near Berlin, on the 28th of
June, 1758, at the age of thirty-six. As to

his military activity, the reader will find a
good account in Archenholz's "History of
the Seven Years' War," and in the works of
King Frederick II. Prince Augustus was
married to Louise - Amalie, daughter of
George I., King of Great Britain, and Elector
of Hanover, by whom he had issue—Frede-
rick William, who succeeded his uncle Fre-
derick II. as King of Prussia ; Frederick
Henry Charles, who died at the age of
twenty ; and Friederike Sophie Wilhelmine,
who married William V., Hereditary Stadt-

houder of the United Provinces of the Ne-
therlands. Prince Augixstus was the great-

grandfather of the present King of Prussia.
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(Preussische National-Encijclopddie ; Pauli,
Lehen Grosser Helden, vol. ii.) W. P.
AUGUSTUS EMIL LEOPOLD, Duke

of Saxe-Gotha and Altenburg, the eldest
son ofDuke Ernest II., and Charlotte Amalie,
Princess of Saxe-Meiningen, was born at
Gotha on the 23rd of November, 1772. He
finished his education at Geneva, where he
lived several years with his younger brother
Frederick, and, after having returned to

Gotha, married, in 1797, Louise Charlotte,
Princess of Mecklenburg-Schwerin, whom he
lost in 1800, whereupon he concluded a
second marriage with Caroline Amalie,
Princess of Hesse-Cassel. He succeeded his
father in 1804, and displayed great energy
and activity during the war between France
and Prussia, in 1806 and 1807, when his
dominions suffered very much from both the
belligerent parties, and would have suffered
much more but for the resolute character of
Augustus. Being an ally of Prussia, his
duchy became an easy conquest to Napoleon,
but the duke nevertheless remained in his
capital, Gotha, for the protection of his sub-
jects, and finally removed all danger by ad-
hering to the Rhenish Confederation, together
with the Elector and the other dukes of
Saxony, except the Duke of Saxe-Coburg.
This took place before the war was finished

by the peace of Tilsit in 1807. Augustus
was a sincere admirer of Napoleon, who in

his turn was pleased with the amiable and
noble conduct ofthe duke. Rudolph Zacharias
Becker, a well-known author, having spoken
rather freely against the French government,
French gendarmes suddenly seized him in

his house at Gotha, and brought him to the

fortress of Magdeburg, where he was im-
prisoned (1811). The fate of Palm, a Ger-
man bookseller, who was shot a few years
before by order of Napoleon, for having kept
in his shop a book, the contents of which
were unknown to him, but in which the
French government was severely attacked,

made the friends of Becker tremble for his

life, and they made an unsuccessful attempt
to obtain his liberty. Some years after

Becker's imprisonment Napoleon happened
to pass through Gotha, and during the short

time that was employed in changing the

horses of his carriage, Duke Augustus sud-
denly appeared at the carriage door holding
Becker's trembling wife by his hand, whom
he presented to the French emperor as the

wife of an innocent victim of the police,

begging that his majesty would restore a
husband to his family and a useful and faith-

ful servant to the duke his master. Napo-
leon complied with the request without hesi-

tating, consoled the lady, and only added, he
wished this might be a lesson for Becker

(1813). During the retreat of the French
army after the battle of Leipzig (16th—19th

of October, 1813), the dominions of the duke
were again exposed to the calamities of war,.
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but having large stores of provisions, which

he gave away with great liberality, Augustus

succeeded in hastening both the retreat of the

French and the pursuit of the victorious

Prussians and their allies, and his duchy was

consequently soon delivered from those dan-

gerous visitors. After the peace of Paris, in

1814, Augustus was admitted among the

sovereign members of the German Confedera-

tion, and spent the following years between

literary occupations and the cares of govern-

ment. He died suddenly on the 1 7th of May,
1822, and having left no male issue, was
succeeded by his brother Frederick, the last

duke of Saxe-Gotha and Altenburg. Augus-

tus was the maternal grandfather of Prince

Albert of Saxe-Coburg-Gotha, the husband

of Queen Victoria, his only daughter, whom
he had by his first wife, having married, in

1817, Duke Ernest of Saxe-Coburg, the

father of Prince Albert. Duke Augustus

was a liberal patron of the fine arts and litera-

ture, and he wrote several philosophical and
sesthetical novels, in which he displayed a

fertile imagination. Only one of these works
was published. This is " Kyllenion," or
" Auch ich war in Arkadien," Gotha, 1805,

8vo., a series of idyls and reflections on the

beauty of nature, interwoven with songs set

to music by the author. His other works,

however, though not printed, became known
by circulating in MS. (Wolif, E7icyclopddie

der Deutschen National-Literatur, vol. i. p.

102, &c. ; Conversations- Lexicon ; Jacob,

Vermischte Schriften, vol. i. ; Memoria Au-
gusti Diicis Saxonice, Principis Gothanorum,

&c. 2nd edit. Gotha, 1823.) W. P.

AUGUSTUS I., Elector of Saxony, sur-

named " the empire's heart, eye, and hand,"

held a conspicuous rank among the German
princes of the sixteenth century. He was
the second son of Henry the Pious, Duke of

Saxony, and Catharine, daughter of Magnus,
Duke of Mecklenburg. He was born at Frei-

berg, on the 31st of July, 1526. Being the

younger son of a younger son of the head of

a younger branch of the house of Saxony, he
had little chance to rise to power. He rose

under the following circumstances :—
Frederick H., the Pacific, Elector and

Duke of Saxony, who died in 1464, left two
sons, between whom he divided his domi-

nions : Ernest, the elder, received the electo-

rate, and became the founder of the Ernestine,

now ducal branch of Saxony; and Albert,

the younger, received a considerable portion

of those dominions which his father pos-

sessed besides the electorate, and which the

son acquired as the duchy of Saxony : Albert

was the founder of the younger, or Al-

bertine, now the royal branch of Saxony. A
descendant of Ernest was the Elector John
Frederick the Magnanimous, who, being the

chief of the league of Schmalkalden, ven-

tured on a war with the Emperor Charles V.,

but was defeated in the battle of Miihlberg,
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in 1547, made prisoner, and sentenced to be
beheaded. However, he was pardoned by
the Emperor, and only kept in prison, on
condition of renouncing his electoral dignity,

the whole extent of the electoral dominions,

and all those territories which he possessed

under any other title, except his allodial pro-

perty, or, in short, the dominions of the Er-
nestine branch, except the principality ofSaxe-

Coburg, with which his brother John Ernest
was invested. All these dominions and the

electorship were given to Moritz, Duke of
Saxony, a descendant of Duke Albei't men-
tioned above. This is the same Moritz who
assisted the Emperor Charles V. when power-
less, and made war upon him when powerful,

for his own interest, as well as for the op-

pressed Protestant faith, and compelled
Charles to conclude the peace of Passau
(30th of July, 1552), by which Moritz ob-

tained his objects. Moritz was the elder

brother of Augustus, the subject of this article,

who thus suddenly got the chance of be-

coming the most powerful prince of the em-
pire, Moritz having no male issue. Moritz
having been killed in the battle of Sievers-

hausen (1553), which his troops gained over

Albrecht Alcibiades, Margrave of Branden-
burg-Culmbach, Augustus succeeded him in

the electorate, as well as in his other do-

minions ; the succession to the electorate, to

which he had originally no legal title, was
granted him in 1 548, at the Diet of Augs-
burg, where he did homage for it to the Em-
peror.

Augustus had received a very careful and
learned education. In his youth he went to

the grammar-school of his native town Frei-

berg, carrying his books under his arm, like

other boys, and playing with them after school

in the pleasure-grounds and public places of

the town. For some time he was at the court

of the Roman king Ferdinand I., at Prague,

and there formed a lasting friendship with the

Archduke Maximilian, who afterwards suc-

ceeded his father Ferdinand as emperor, and
was early known for his learning. Thence
he was sent to the university of Leipzig, and
intrusted to the care of John Rivius, a good
scholar, who was head-master of the school

at Freiberg, but left that place after having
been appointed instructor to Augustus. When
he became of age, his brother Moritz ceded

to him the revenues of some districts near

Weissenfels, where he used to live in a very
retired way, except when he was called to

govern the electorate during the frequent ab-

sences of Moritz, who had great confidence in

his brother. In 1548 Augustus married
Anne, daughter of Christian III., King of

Denmark, an excellent woman, who had re-

ceived an education which made her worthy
of her husband.
Having succeeded his brother in 1553,

Augustus was soon involved in great diffi-

culties, which arose from the deposition of
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the Elector John Frederick. Beiug released

from captivity, this prince contested the le-

gality of his deposition ; but, after long ne-
gotiations, he at last signed the treaty of
Naumburg (24th of February, 1554), by
which the title of Elector was granted to him
for life ; but he was obliged to give up all

his other claims, in return for which he re-

ceived as his own a considerable portion of
the Saxon dominions in Thuringia. This
portion was augmented, after the death of his

brother, John Ernest, who died childless, by
the principality of Saxe-Coburg, and the
whole was afterwards divided among the sons
of John Frederick, who founded the present

branches of Saxe-Weimar, Saxe-Coburg-
Gotha, Saxe-Meiningen, and Saxe-Alten-
burg.

While Moritz founded the power of his

house by the sword, Augustus augmented
and consolidated it by profitable transactions

and a wise administration. His conduct to-

wards his cousins of the Ernestine branch,
however, was not generous. Wilhelm von
Grumbach, an assassin, who was under the

ban of the empire, having been received as

guest and protected by John Frederick, Duke
of Saxe-Gotha, a son of the Elector John
Frederick, the ban was likewise pronounced
against the duke, and Augustus did not blush
to accept the commission of proceeding
against him according to the constitution of

the empire, that is, sword in hand. The
unfortunate duke was defeated, made pri-

soner, and compelled to cede to Augustus a
considerable portion of his dominions, on con-

dition, however, that he might purchase it

back within a certain time. But in order to

prevent this, Augustus refused to restore the

duke to liberty, and after a captivity of
twenty-eight years, John Frederick died in

prison, and the territory in question was per-

manently united with the electorate. Au-
gustus was no less blameable in his conduct
towards the sons of John William of Saxe-
Weimar, another son of the deposed Elector

;

he forced himself upon them as their guardian,

and deprived them of half of the county of

Henneberg, to the whole of which they were
entitled. Within the limits of the electorate

there were three sovereign bishoprics, Merse-
burg, Naumburg, and Meissen, the inhabit-

ants of which were then mostly Protestants.

With regard to these, Augustus imitated the

policy of the other Protestant princes, who,
since the Reformation, tried to reform the

bishoprics, and to convert them into secular

territories, hereditary in their respective

families, although they still preserved the

name of bishoprics, by which term all here-

ditary succession was apparently excluded.

These three bishoprics became the prey
of the Electors of Saxony, who for a long
period had them governed by younger sons

of their family, with the title of administra-

tors, till they were finally incorporated with
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the electorate. The Covmts of Mansfeld
having been involved in great pecuniary dif-

ficulties, Augustus, their principal liege lord,

and the Bishops of Magdeburg and Halber-
stadt, to whom the counts owed allegiance

for some smaller fiefs, contrived the seques-

tration of the fine county of Mansfeld, the

administration of which was henceforth re-

gulated by the three liege lords, who under-
took to divide the revenues among the credi-

tors, till the whole debt should be paid off.

In 1579 Augustus became the sole trustee.

It does not appear how much the creditors

received, but it is known that when the last

Count of Mansfeld died in 1780, the county
w^as still under sequestration, having been so

during two hundred and ten years (1570 to

1780): it was finally united with Saxony.
However equivocal the means were by which
Augustus aggrandized his dominions, he go-
verned them with wisdom, and his reign is the

first instance of a complete system of govern-
ment having been constructed in a German
state, on the basis ofthose numerous rights and
privileges which the German princes gra-

dually wrested from the emperor and the

empire, till the emperor was completely
destitute of all power, and they themselves
were sovereign princes. Augustus began with
reforming ecclesiastical affairs. The principles

of Philip Melanchthon having been adopted
by a great number of Saxon divines, who,
being more tolerant than Luther, made some
successful steps towards a complete union be-

tween the Lutheran faith as laid down in the

Confession of Augsburg and the belief of
the Zwinglists and Calvinists, those divines

received the name of Philippists, and were
accused of Crypto-Calvinism. Augustus was
an orthodox Lutheran, but not well informed
of the intentions of the Philippists, which he
would never have sanctioned if he had known
them, and he consequently supported their

exertions, ordering that the " Corpus Doctrinse

ChristianaD," which was published by Vo-
gelin at Leipzig in 1560, and contained

several of the principal treatises of Melanch-
thon, should be a symbolical book of the

Lutheran church in Saxony. Encouraged by
this success, the Philippists published in 1574

a work entitled " Exegesis perspicua Contro-

versiae de Coena Domini," in which they not

only laid down their opinion on the eucharist,

but attacked the opinion of Luther on that

subject. The Electress Anna now showed
Augustus that the Philippists did not intend

to unite the three creeds by introducing Lu-
ther's principles into the faith of the Re-

formed and the Calvinists, but by adapting the

Lutheran creed to the dogmas of the Swiss

reformers, and no sooner had Augustus per-

ceived that difference than he gave way to

anger, and ordered the principal leaders and
protectors of the Philippists to be punished.

Stossel and Schiitz, both divines, and Caspar

Peucerus, the learned physician, were ba-
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nished, and the ringleader of all, the Elector's

privy-councillor Cracau, died in consequence

of the tortures which were employed in

extracting from him a confession (l575).

Peucerus gives an account of these cruel pro-

ceedings in his work " Historia Carcerum et

Liberationis Divinai," Zurich, 1606, 8vo,

Alarmed by the boldness of the Philippists,

and trembling for the fate of the orthodox

Lutheran faith, Augustus displayed great

activity in establishing that faith on a solid

basis. As early as 1.576, he succeeded in

assembling a body of distinguished divines

at Torgau, who recorded their religious be-

lief in a work called the " Book of Torgau"
(" Das Torgauer Buch"), which was sent to

the first Lutheran divines, and several of the

Lutheran members of the empire, with a re-

quest that they would give their opinion on
its orthodoxy. The answer being favourable.

Dr. J. Andreas, Dr. Selnecker, and Dr. Chem-
nitz, all first-rate theologians, met at Kloster-

Bergen near Magdeburg, and taking the

Book of Torgau as their basis, composed
the " Concordia," or " Concordien-Formel,"
printed in 1580, which an eminent divine, J.

G. Walch, in his " Christliches Concordien-

Buch," describes as " a summary exposition

of the religious points contested between the

divines of the Confession of Augsburg, ex-

plained and compared with Christian feelings

and according to the Gospel." The clergy

and the schoolmasters of the electorate and
ducal Saxony were compelled to swear on
the " Concordien-Fonnel," or to resign their

functions, and this work thus became a sym-
bolical book, and greatly contributed to the

well organized establishment of the Lutheran
faith in Saxony. Augustus tried to introduce

it also into the other Lutheran countries of

Germany, but he succeeded only partially,

for the reigning princes of those countries

were for the most part Calvinists or Zwin-
glists. [Andrew, Jacob.]

Augustus as a legislator holds a high rank
among the princes of his time. No sooner

had he succeeded his brother, than he endea-

voured to obtain the " privilegium de non
appellando," which the emperor granted him
in 1559. This privilege was most eagerly

sought for by the German princes, inasmuch
as it conferred upon them the highest judicial

authority in civil and criminal matters over

their subjects, which was originally vested

in the Eeichs-Kammergericht, or the imperial

court of chancery at Speier, and since 1688 at

Wetzlar; and in the Reichs-Hofrath, or su-

preme imperial court at Vienna. The privile-

gium de non appellando was granted by the

Golden Bull to the Electors, but only for that

inalienable and indivisible part of their domi-
nions which constituted the electorates in the

original and narrower meaning of the word

;

but in 1559 Augustus obtained it for all his

dominions. In the same year he established

a supreme court of redress (Appellations-
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Gericht) at Wittenberg. At that time there

was great confusion in Germany in the law.

The national laws were partly written, such
as the Sachsen-Spiegel (the Mirror of the

Saxons), which was the code for the greater
part of northern Germany, and the Schwaben-
Spiegel (the Mirror of the Suabians), the
code for southern Germany ; but there was
also a variety of customs and traditional

laws, of a more local character, many of
which were also written and were called
" Land-Rechte." The study of the Pandect
of Justinian in Italy having given rise to

the celebrated law schools in that country,
many learned Germans went thither for the

purpose of studying the Roman law, and when
they were afterwards employed in judicial

functions in their native country they gradu-
ally introduced Roman principles into the

system of German law. The leai-ned jurists

were generally employed in the higher courts

of justice and in the chanceries of the princes,

to whom the spirit of the Roman law was
agreeable for many reasons, among which it

will be sufficient to mention that the Roman
law, as introduced into Germany, was the

law of the Justinian period, which was per-

vaded by the principles of absolutism, and
which distinctly declared that the will of the

prince is law. The Romanists, as the learned

jurists were called, gradually accustomed
themselves to consider the Roman law as

much better than the German, which, in

their eyes, was a code for barbarians, and,

neglecting to study the national law, they
gave their decisions according to Roman
principles ; and as there were many civil in-

stitutions in Germany which were entirely

unknown to the Romans, they took some
analogous Roman principle of law as their

model, and made their decisions conformable
to it. This was particularly the case in suits

about real property and the law of things, so

that the various hereditary tenements, and
the various duties to which the tenants were
liable, or, in other words, the rights to which
the lord was entitled, were treated by those

jurists on the principle of the Roman emphy-
teusis and servitutes. The confusion which
arose from this state of things, and the bitter

complaints, especially among the peasantry,

cavxsed serious apprehensions for the public

peace, and judicial reforms were of urgent
necessity. Towards such reforms Augustus
directed his attention, and assisted by able

jurists and statesmen, among whom Melchior
von Ossa held an eminent rank, he issued

numerous regulations, which were partly

printed in 1572 under the title of " Constitu-

tiones Augusti." These " Constitutiones
"

and such other laws as we shall mention
hereafter, are the groundwork of the present

Saxon code ; it cannot be denied that Augus-
tus and his councillors were guided by Ro-
man principles, but however oppressive they
were in some instances, they were laid down
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clearly, and they put an end to the existing

confusion ; the spirit of the Roman law is

especially visible in the new system of civil

and criminal procedure, which was so well

regulated that the Saxon procedure was
henceforth considered in the German uni-

versities as a model, and lectures on it were
delivered in many states where the adminis-
tration of justice was not so well regulated

as in Saxony. Among the laws issued sepa-

rately, and which were not called Constitu-

tiones, the principal were those on police,

issued in 1555, the mint, issued in 1558, the

ecclesiastical courts, schools, and the like

matters, issued in 1550, and those on mines,

issued during the period from 1554 till 1573,

and which not only regulated the law as to

the opening of mines, but also the technical

part of mining. The Saxon mines were so

rich that the country, and especially the

princes, drew a considerable part of their

wealth from them ; the silver produced by
the mines of Freiberg only, during the course

of the eighteenth century, amounted to about
three million two hundred thousand thalers,

and the yearly produce of the mines in the

Erzgebirge amounts at present to one million

and a half of thalers. Ever since the regula-

tions of Augustus, Freiberg has been re-

nowned for its mining academy, which is not

surpassed by any in Europe. The finances

were equally well administered, the people

were no longer arbitrarily taxed, and manu-
factures were extended and improved by
many thousands of Flemings and Dutchmen,
who fled from the Spanish tyranny in the

Netherlands, and were well received in

Saxony. Augustus was fond of agriculture,

and by the good management of his private

estates he showed his subjects how they
ought to cultivate their own. He forced his

subjects by a decree to plant yearly a certain

number of fruit-trees, of which he had such
extensive plantations that he could sell 60,000
in the course of one year. When he travelled

he always carried boxes of seeds with him,
which he distributed among the peasants

:

and he wrote " Kiinstlich Obst und Garten-
Biichlein " (a book on the art of gardening
and training fruit-trees), which was printed,

but in what year the authorities do not state.

All his regulations were minute in the ex-

treme ; in short, he was a methodical, clever

man, who had his own peculiar notions of

justice, where his own interest was concerned,

and kept more to the letter of the law than to

the spirit ; he put everything in order, right

or wrong, and by enforcing his laws wherever
he could, he prevented his subjects from
acting towards their neighbours as he had
acted towards his. He was courted by the

emperor and foreign powers, and he was the

first among the German princes who kept

regular ambassadors at foreign courts ; at the

diet and in the imperial cabinet he exercised

such influence that Thuanus called him
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" Conciliator ac moderator rerum Imperii."
In 1584 he appointed his son Christian co-
regent. Having lost his wife in 1585, he
married, in 1586, Agnes Hedwig, Princess of
Anhalt, who was only thirteen, but he died
a few weeks after the marriage, on the 11th
of February, 1586. By his first wife he had
fifteen children, all of whom died before him,
except a son, Christian, and three daughters.
(Bottiger, Geschichte des Kurstaates und
Konigreiches Sachsen, vol. i. p. 211, &c.

;

Weisse, Geschichte der Churscichsischen

Staaten, vol. iii. ; Eichhorn, Deutsche Staats
und Bechts- Geschichte, p. 469, &c. ; Hom-
mel, Elector Augustus, Saxonies Legislator,

Leipzig, 1765, 4to. ; Diemer, Ohservationes

de Meritis Augusti Ducis Electoris Saoconice,

Leipzig, 1809, 4to.) W. P.
AUGUSTUS FREDERICK, PRINCE

of GREAT BRITAIN AND IRELAND
and DUKE of SUSSEX, the sixth son and
ninth child of George III., was born at
Buckingham Palace, on the 27tli of January,
1773. After having made some progress in

his studies under private tuition, he went to

the university of Gottingen, and subsequently
travelled in Italy. During this tour, and
while still under age, he contracted a mar-
riage with Lady Augusta Murray, second
daughter of the Earl of Dunmore in Scot-

land, of which he gave the following account
in a letter to Lord Erskine :

" In the month
of December, 1792, being on my travels, I

got acquainted at Rome with Lady Dunmore
and her two daughters, who were just come
from Naples. Englishmen, when they meet
in foreign countries, generally keep their

own national society; such was exactly my
case. I used to live a great deal with my
fellow-countrymen. The well-known ac-

complishments ofmy wife, then LadyAugusta
Murray, caught my peculiar attention.

After four months' intimacy, by which I got

more particularly acquainted with all her
endearing qualities, I offered her my hand,
unknown to her family, being certain before-

hand of the objections Lady Dunmore would
have made had she been informed of my in-

tentions. The candour and generosity my
wife showed on this occasion by refusing the

proposal, and showing me the personal dis-

advantage I should draw upon myself, in-

stead of checking my endeavours, served only
to add new fuel to a passion which no earthly

power could ever more have extinguished.

At length, after having convinced Augusta
of the impossibility of living without her,

I found an English clergyman, and we were
married, at Rome, in the month ofApril, 1 793,

according to the rites of the English church."

A doubt having arisen whether, according to

the principles of the lex domicilii, any mar-
riage performed by a Protestant clergyman
in Rome, where there is no British representa-

tive, could be valid, the ceremony was re-

peated at St. George's, Hanover Square,
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London, on the 5tli of December, 1793. By
the act 12 George III. c. Ill, called the

Eoyal Marriage Act, it was declared, with

certain exceptions, which did not include the

Duke of Sussex, " that no descendant of his

late Majesty King George IL shall be ca-

pable of contracting matrimony without the

previous consent of His Majesty," " and that

every marriage or matrimonial contract of

any such descendant, without such consent

first had and obtained, shall be null and void

to all intents and purposes whatsoever." On
the ground of this enactment, and at the in-

stance of the crown, the marriage of the

Duke of Sussex was, in 1794, declared in the

Prerogative Court of Canterbury to be null

and void. Owing to circumstances connected

with the conduct of this case, which it would
be out of place here to explain, it is con-

sidered by lawyers that it leaves the question,

which it professes to decide, still open to

discussion upon different grounds from
those on which it was decided. Among the

various causes of complexity, in which a full

inquiry into the application of such an Act to

parties living abroad, and of whom the one

was of Scottish origin, while the other was,

in the eye of the law, as much Scottish and
Irish as he was English, there is the circum-

stance that the statute was passed before the

union with Ireland, and that it contains pro-

visions which, if they were pleaded in a

Scottish court, might be found not to have
reference to that part of the island, but to be

applicable solely to the statutory marriage-

law of England. An opinion obtained from
Dr. Lushington and Mr. Griffith Richards,

July 13, 1831, is to the effect that the

Royal Marriage Act does not extend to mar-
riages contracted " beyond the limits of

British jurisdiction, and that the marriage of

his royal highness at Rome was not a mar-
riage impeachable under that statute." In

fulfilment of a recommendation in this opi-

nion, a bill was afterwards filed in Chancery
to perpetuate the testimony of the clergyman
who had solemnized the marriage. The duke
was for some years separated from Lady
Augusta. She died on the 5th ofMarch, 1834

;

and the finiit of the union was a son. Colonel

Sir Augustus Frederick d'Este, born 13th of

January, 1794, and a daughter, Ellen Au-
gusta d'Este, born 11th of August, 1801, who
both survived their parents. Prince Augustus

was raised to the peerage on the 2 7th ofNovem-
ber, 1801, when he received patents as Baron
Arklow, Earl of Inverness, and Duke of

Sussex. Parliament voted him an income of

12,000Z. a year, which was afterwards in-

creased to 18,000/. The Duke of Sussex

early adopted, and was to the last days of his

life a steady and persevering advocate of the

liberal side in politics. In his votes and

speeches, at various times, he supported the

abolition of the slave-trade and of slavery,

and the removal of the Roman Catholic and
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Jewish disabilities. He was a friend to re-

ligious toleration in its widest sense, including

the abolition of all civil distinctions founded
on differences in religious creed. He took a

warm and active interest in the progress of

the Reform Bill, and gave his support to the

principles of free trade. He was also con-

nected with many public and benevolent in-

stitutions. On his eldest brother becoming
Prince Regent in 1810, the Duke of Sussex
became Grand Master of the United Order of

Free Masons of England and Wales. In 1816
he became President of the Society of Arts.

On the 30th of"November, 1830, he became
President of the Foyal Society. There was
much difference of opinion within the Society

as to the propriety of this choice, arising out of

a fear that it might form a precedent for con-

verting the official stations of office-bearers in

learned bodies into appendages of rank. In

the choice of new members of the council,

preparatory to the election of a president, the

list put before the members by the existing

council was prepared with the view of ele-

vating Mr. (now Sir John) Herschel to the

chair ; and, in reality, the appointment of the

Duke of Sussex arose out of an appeal from
the nomination of the council to the votes of

the Society. The votes for the dvike as a

member of the council were 119; for Mr.
Herschel, HI. The duke retired from the

presidency in 1839. It was said that his

limited income prevented him from dispensing

to his satisfaction the hospitalities which were
expected from him in such a situation. Some
years before his death he contracted a second

marriage, without acceding to the terms of

the Royal Marriage Act, with the Lady Cecilia

Letitia Buggin (widow of Sir George Buggin),

who, on the 30th of March, 1 840, was raised

to the dignity of Duchess of Inverness. His

royal highness died at Kensington Palace, on
the 21st ofApril, 1843. The events of his life

portray his character. He was free from all

ostentation and all pride of rank. In what-

ever class of society he might have been

placed, he would have been one of those

whose sympathies extend as much to those

below them as to those above them ; and the

fear expressed at the commencement of his

presidency of the Royal Society, " that a

check would inevitably be given to that free-

dom of language and conduct which is indis-

pensable to the business of an institution

having for its primary objects the discovery

and application of scientific truth," however
just as a general anticipation, was not exem-
plified in this particular instance. He was
bountiful to many institutions for purposes of

charity and social improvement; and, not-

withstanding this drain on his comparatively

limited means, he left behind him one of the

most magnificent private libraries in Britain.

His librarian, Dr. Pettigrew, commenced an
account of the more valuable works in this

collection, with critical remarks, biographical
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notices, and engraved illustrations, under the

title " Bibliotheca Sussexiana ; a descriptive

Catalogue, accompanied by historical and
biographical notices, of the manuscripts and
printed books contained in the library of

H. E. H. the Duke of Sussex in Kensington
Palace." The first volume, relating to theo-

logical and Biblical MSS. in various lan-

guages, appeared in two parts in 1827. The
second volume, relating solely to editions of
the Bible and of portions of the Bible, was
printed in 1839. It appears that in 1827 the

library consisted of upwards of 50,000 vo-

lumes, 12,000 of which were theological.

{Gent. Mag., new series, xix. 645—652 ; De-
bret. Peerage ; Papers elucidating the Claims
and explaining the Proceedings in Chancery of
Sir Augustus d' JEste, 1832 {privately printed)

;

Dillon, Case of the Children of H. K. H. the

Duke of Sussex; Law Magazine, vii. 176

—

183; yl Statement of Circumstances connected

with the late Electionfor the Presidency of the

Royal Society, 1831; Pettigrew, Bibliotheca

Sussexiana.) J. H. B.

^
AUGUSTUS OF UDI'NE, so called from

his native town in the north-east corner of

Italy, was one of the most obscure among the

small Latin poets of the sixteenth century.

His real name was Public Augusto Graziani.

He was a public teacher at Trieste and Udine,
and his local fame is attested by the existence

of a medal struck in his honour. He was
dead before the publication of a volume of
odes, which are his only known compositions :

"Augusti Vatis Odse," Venice, 1529, 4to.

(Mazzuchelli, Scrittori d'Italia.) W. S.

AULAF, or ANLAF. In the history of
the Anglo-Saxon period in England, during
the reigns of Athelstan and his brothers

Edmund I. and Edred, frequent mention
occurs of Danish princes of Northumbria,
whose name is variously written Anlaf, Ana-
laf, Analaph, Analav, or Onlaf, sometimes
Latinized by the addition of the syllable us.

In the Irish annals, the name is variously

written Amlaib, Amlaibh, Amhlaibh, Am-
laoib, Amlaoibh, Amlaoimh, Amlaim, Am-
laip, and Anlaf. The ancient Danish writers

give the form Olafr, Latinized Olaus. Mo-
dern English historians commonly write

Anlaf, as the name of the Anglo-Danish
princes of Northumbria ; in other cases, the

name is usually, in English, written Olave.*

Sir Francis Palgrave suggests, but with hesi-

tation, that Aulaf is the ancient form, of
which Anlaf is a corruption.

There is as much perplexity in the history

of these princes as in the orthography of their
name. The two most conspicuous are by

* There is a mode of pronouncing this name, of
evidently ancient use, still preserved in Norfolk,
and perhaps elsewhere—" Ooley." With the prefix
" Saint," it forms " Saint-Ooley ;" from whence, by
corruption, is formed the name of a well- known
street in the metropolis (in Southwark), " Tooley
Street," properly " St. Olave's Street," from the ad-
jacent St. Olave's Church.
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some of our principal historians, including
William of Malmesbury and Simeon of Dur-
ham, regarded as one ; and of those who dis-

tinguish between the two, some connect par-
ticular events with one which others connect
with the other. We give with hesitation the
following notices.

Aulaf, or Anlaf, son of Sihtric. There
seems reason to identify Sihtric, the Danish
prince of Northumbria, who married Athel-
stan's sister, and died about a.d. 926, with the

Sitruc or Sitriucc, grandson of lomhair or
Imair, a Danish chief, powerful in Ireland,

whose death is recorded by the Irish annalists

as happening about that time. When Guth-
fi'ith or Guthferth and Aulaf, sons of Sihtric,

were expelled from Northumbria by Athelstan
[Athelstan], Aulaf fled to Ireland, where he
carrij-d on hostilities with the natives, and pos-
sibly assisted in the recovery of Dublin, from
which, after Sihtric's death, the Danes had
been for a short time expelled. In 934 he
plundered the island in Loch " Gabhair," and
the cr;y'pt of " Cnoghbhai." He married a
daughter of Constantine, King of Scotland,
but at what period is not known, except that

it was not later than a.d. 937. In a.d. 937
or 938 he attempted, with the aid of Con-
stantine and other allies, to recover North-
umbria, and entered the Humber with a fleet

of above six hundred vessels, and a force

which Mr. Turner estimates at forty thousand
men. At first he met with some success ; but
Athelstan, having collected an army, routed
the invaders at Brunanburh with great slaugh-

ter. Aulaf and Constantine escaped, but many
of their subordinate chiefs fell in the battle.

William of Malmesbury records that Aulaf,

before the battle, explored Athelstan's camp
in the disguise of a harper, but was discovered
by a soldier, whose notice was attracted by
seeing him hide in the ground the money given
him as the reward ofhis minstrelsy, and which
his pride would not suffer him to carry away.
The soldier, having once served under Aulaf,

allowed him to pass without hinderance ; but
after he was gone, informed Athelstan who
he was, and advised him to remove his tent,

excusing his allowing his escape on the plea

that he had formerly taken the oath of alle-

giance to him. The following night Aulaf
broke into the Anglo-Saxon camp, and slew

a bishop and his retinue, who occupied the

spot from which Athelstan's tent had been
removed. The Saga of Egil Skallagrim de-

scribes minutely the events and negotiations

which preceded the battle.*

In a.d. 938 or 939 Aulaf was again in

Ireland, and plundered Kilcullen; but no-

thing further is known of him until a.d. 943,

when he succeeded Aulaf, son of Godefrid,

or Guthfrith, or Guthferth, in a part of the

* This Saga describes Aulaf (Olafr) as born of a

Scottish father and a Danish mother of the race of

Ragnar Lodbrok, and makes him King of Scotland.

It gives to him the surname of " Rufus," the Red.
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Danish kingdom of Northumbria. Edmund,
who had succeeded Athelstan,anxious to restore

the supremacy of the Anglo-Saxon dynasty,

which he had previously been obliged to sur-

render, attacked the Northumbrian Danes, and
took from them the five " burghs," as they

were termed, of Lincoln, Nottingham, Derby,
Stamford, and Leicester, and all the rest of

Danish Mercia, and probably East Anglia,

all which Aulaf, the son of Guthferth, had
possessed. Aulaf was obliged to submit. He
renounced paganism, and received Christian

baptism, Edmund being his sponsor. Regi-

nald, son of Guthferth, a Danish chieftain

who possessed York with a part of Northum-
bria, was also obliged to submit and profess

Christianity; and Edmund assisted at his

confirmation. But both the Danish princes

were shortly after obliged to flee, and Ed-
mund reduced Northumbria under his im-
mediate dominion. Henry of Huntingdon
charges the two Danish princes with break-

ing their treaty with Edmund, and so incur-

ring this expulsion.

After the death of Edmund, Aulaf returned

with a considerable fleet to Northumbria

;

and though the Northumbrians had taken an
oath of allegiance to Edred, brother and suc-

cessor of Edmund, they gladly received Aulaf,

who, however, held only a part of Northum-
bria, the rest, with the city of York, being
occupied by Eric, or Ire, the son of Harold.
After holding his dominions for four years,

his subjects (about a.d. 952) expelled him,
and transferred their allegiance to Eric, who
thus became ruler of all Northumbria, from
which he was, however, soon expelled by
Edred. A passage in Henry of Huntingdon
seems to intimate that Aulaf recovered his

dominions " for a short time ;" but no other

author, so far as we are aware, notices the

fact. Hoveden mentions that " Amancus,
the son of Onlaf," was killed at the time of

Eric's expulsion from Northumberland ; but
it is not clear that he was the son of this

Aulaf. Maccus, a son of Aulaf, apparently
this Aulaf, is said by some writers to have
been one of those by whom Eric, then a fugi-

tive, was slain on Stainmoor ; and the rivalry

of Aulaf and Eric renders the statement not
improbable.

After his expulsion from Northumbria, in

the reign of Edred, Aulaf appears to have
given up all further designs upon that coun-
try, convinced probably of his inability to

struggle against the Anglo-Saxon princes,

and having his attention occupied by affairs

in Ireland, where, in a.d. 945, on the expul-

sion of Blacar, or Blacarius, a son of Guth-
ferth (and apparently nephew ofAulaf), from
Dublin, he became ruler of the Danes of
that city. In 956 he was engaged in hosti-

lities with Congalach, King of Ireland, whom
he defeated and slew at " Taig Guirann," or
" Tighiogran." In 962 he gained a great

victory over a Danish chief, " Sihtric the
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crooked," who had, with his fleet, committed
great ravages and amassed great booty.

This victory is ascribed by the Irish annal-

ists (the " Four Masters") to the superior skill

of Aulaf. Two years after he sustained a
defeat from the men of Ossory at Inis-Teoc,

or the Isle of Teoc. In 967 Muiredhach, or
Murdoch, heir to the kingdom of Leinster,

was killed by Aulaf, " prince of the strangers"

(the Danes), apparently our Aulaf; and in

A.D. 977, two Irish princes, Muircertach
or Murcertach, son of Donald O'Neil, and
Congalach, son ofanother Donald, were killed

by Aulaf, apparently in battle, but where is

not stated; and in 978, Ughar, King of Lein-
ster, and other princes, fell in battle against

the Danes of Dublin, at Bethland, or Baoth-
lann, or Bithlainde ; but whether Aulaf was
present in the engagement is not mentioned.
In the same year an Aulaf (apparently the

subject of this article) was engaged in battle

against Donald O'Neil, King of Ireland, at

Killmon. In 980 Aulaf lost his son and heir,

Ragnall, or Reginald, in a defeat which his

sons received from the Irish ; and the same
year he went on a pilgrimage to lona, and
there died. He must have been an old man,
but there are not sufficient data to ascertain

his age. Glun-iarn, or " Iron-knee," Sihtric,

Harold, and Dubgal, or Dubgallus, are called

in the Irish Chronicles sons of Aulaf, but
whether of this or another Aulaf is not clear.

Aulaf, son of Guthfrith or Guthferth. It

is probable that this Guthferth (the Irish

writers give his name with several variations)

was the son of Sihtric ; so that this Aulaf was
the nephew of the preceding. In a.d. 929
Kildare was plundered by Danes from Water-
ford, under " the son of Guthferth ;" but whe-
ther by Aulaf or another son is not clear. In
A.D. 932 Aulaf plundered Armagh and the

kingdom of Ulster, but was at length defeated

by the natives under Muircertach O'Neil. In
A.D. 937 he set out from Dublin to attack

another band ofDanes at Loch " Ribh," under
another Aulaf " of the scald-head," whom he
made prisoner and destroyed his ships. As
the Danes soon after abandoned Dublin, their

principal stronghold in Ireland, in order to

concentrate their forces for the invasion of
Northumbria (a.d, 937 or 938), under Aulaf
the son of Sihtric, it is not unlikely that

Aulaf the son of Guthferth was engaged in

that expedition. In a.d. 938 he returned to

Dublin, and plundered Kilcullen ; but in a.d.

939 he was obliged to quit Dublin again.

About the commencement of the reign of
Edmund, successor of Athelstan (a.d. 941),

Aulaf invaded England, advanced to York,
and having been received by the Northum-
brian Danes, proceeded southward to recover

the five burghs of Danish Mercia. He be-

sieged Northampton, but in vain; but he
stormed Tamworth, and took Leicester, in

which town he was in turn besieged by Ed-
mund. Aulaf, sallying out, gained a victory
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over the besieging force, which led to a treaty,

negotiated by Odo, Archbishop of Canterbury,
on the part ofEdmund, and by Wulstan, Arch-
bishop of York, on the part of Aulaf. By this

treaty England was divided between the two
princes, and Watling Street was made the
boundary. All to the north and east of that
line was ceded to Aulaf, who thus acquired a
wider dominion in England than any previous
Danish prince; while all to the south and
west remained to Edmund. It was also ar-

ranged, that whichever of the two princes
died first, the survivor was to inherit his

dominions. Aulaf, after the peace, married
Alditha, daughter of Orm, a nobleman
(whether Anglo-Saxon or Dane is not clear)

by whose aid he had gained his victory at

Leicester. It is probable that Aulaf made
profession of Christianity at this time. He
soon afterwards plundered the church of St.

Balterus, and burned Tinningham, in con-
sequence of which he was, according to the

pseudo Matthew of Westminster, " overtaken
by the judgment of God, and died miserably."
His treaty with Edmund, his marriage, and
his death probably occurred in a.d. 942 and
943 : Matthew of Westminster and Hoveden
place them rather earlier. He appears to

have left a son, Camman, noticed by the Irish

chroniclers.

Aulaf Cuarain, a Danish chieftain, con-
temporary with Aulaf son of Sihtric. The
Irish annalists, " The Four Masters," record
his going to York a.d. 938 (corrected by
O'Conor to 940) ; but the statement is pro-

bably an error, the annalists confounding him
with the son of Sihtric. In 94G he plundered
Kilcullen. In the following year he was
confederated with the Irish against the Danes
of Dublin, who were defeated with severe loss.

In 949 he was in England, but no exploit is

recorded of him ; and in a.d. 953 he was again
in Ireland, ravaging the coast of Ulidia, or

Down. In a.d. 970 he plundered Kells ; after

which we read no more of him.
Aulaf, King of Norway in the time of

the Anglo-Saxon king Ethelred IL [Olaf,]
The Anglo-Saxon and other early authori-

ties for the above articles are— the Saxon
Chronicle, by Ingram ; Matthew of West-
minster (so called), Flores Historiarmn ; Flo-

rence of Worcester ; and the writers con-

tained in the collections of Savile, Twysden,
and Gale. The Irish authorities, chiefly " The
Annals of Ulster" and " The Four Masters,"

are contained in O'Conor's Rerimi Hiberni-

carum Scriptores, 4 vols. 4to. Buckingham,
A.D. 1813—1826. The Danish authorities

are in Johnstone's Antiquitates Celto-Scan-

dicce, 4to. Copenhagen, 1786. To these may
be added Palgrave's Hise and Progress of the

English Commonwealth ; and History of
England, in the Family Library ; also Tur-
ner's Anglo-Saxons ; and Lingard's History

of England. J. C. M.
AULAIRE. [Saint Aulaire.]
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AULA'NIUS EVANDER, an Athenian
sculptor, who lived in Rome in the time of
Augustus. Pliny mentions him as the re-

storer of the head of a statue of Diana by
Timotheus, which was in the temple of
Apollo on the Palatine Hill. Horace is

thought by some to refer to this or to some
artist named Evander (1 Sat. 1, 91), but
the passage admits of a better interpretation.

The scholiast Porphyrio says that the Evan-
der mentioned by Horace was a chaser in

metal (cselator) and a statuary, who was
taken to Alexandria by Marcus Antonius, and
thence carried captive to Rome, where he
executed many admired works. (Pliny, Hist.

A^at. xxxvi. 6 ; Heindorf, Azotes on the Sa-
tires of Horace.) R. W. jun.

AULBER, JOHANN CHRISTOPH,
was born at Waiblingen in the year 1671,
and studied at Tubingen, where he took his

master's degree in 1693. In 1705 he was
pastor primarius at Pressburg in Hungary : he
returned to his native country in 1711, and,

after filling various clerical situations, was
made Provost of Herbrechtingen in 1724,
and in 1730 Abbot of Konigsbrunn. He
died on the 2nd of June, 1743, He wrote
" Gedachtniss der vor 200 Jahren durch D.
Luther angefangenen Reformation." (Jocher,

Allgemeines Gelehrten Lexicon.) J. W. J.

AULBER, MATTH^US, was born at

Blaubeuren, in the year 1495. He studied

at Tubingen, where he took his degree of
doctor in theology. About the year 1518 he
removed to Wittenberg, and became a dili-

gent hearer of Luther and Melanchthon, and
in the following year removed to Reutlingen,

where he exerted himself by his preaching
to establish the doctrines of the Reformed re-

ligion, and succeeded so far as to induce the

town to subscribe the Augsbiirg Confession,

in 1530, notwithstanding the danger attend-

ant upon such a step. In 1535 Ulrich, Duke
of Wiirtemberg, associated him with Brentz,

Schnepffen, and Blaurer, in the labour of
Protestantizing the duchy. He continued in

his office of preacher at Reutlingen twenty-

nine years, that is, until the 25th of January,

1548, when, the town being compelled to

adopt the Interim, Aulber was displaced.

On this occasion Duke Ulrich made him
counsellor of consistory and cathedral-

preacher at Stuttgard, where he remained
fourteen years, and exerted himself with
much zeal in his office, but in 1562 retired

to his native place, because, as it is stated,

he would not subscribe to the doctrine of the

real presence.

He wrote " Via compendiaria reconciliandi

partes de Coena Domini controvertentes,"

which has been inserted by Christian Mat-
thaus Pfaff in his " Acta et Scripta Publica

Ecclesise Wiirtembergicae," fasc. i., Tubingen,

1720, 4to., together with the letters of

Zwinglius to Aulber upon the subject, and
other letters addressed to him by Luther,
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Melanchthon, and Brentz. He also discusses

the same matter iu the Prodromus to the
" Acta et Scripta," in opposition to V. E.

Loscherus. {Allgemewes Lexicon, Basle,

1742; Jooher, Allaem. Gelehrten-Lexicon.)

J. W. J.

AULBERTUS, SAINT. [Aubert,
Saint.]
AULBERY, GEORGE, a native of

Charmes-sur-Moselle, was secretary to

Charles III., Duke of Lorraine, and author

of several poems, the principal of which
were, a " Cantique sur le Miserere," printed

at Nancy, in 1613; and " Hymnes sur 1'As-
cension de Notre Seigneur," likewise printed

at Nancy. He also produced a prose work,
" Vie de Saint Sigisbert, Roi d'Austrasie,

avec la Description de la Lorraine et de

Nancy," dedicated to his patron the duke,

Nancy, 8vo. 1616. The dates of his birth

and death have not been preserved. (Calmet,

Bihliotheque Lorraine, p. 30 ; Goujet, Bih-
liotheque Frangoise, xv. 95.) J. W.
AULETTA, PIE'TRO, Maestro di Ca-

pella to the Prince of Belvedere in the early

part of the eighteenth century. In 1728 he
produced, at Rome, *' Ezio," a serious opera,

and another entitled " Orazio," at Venice, in

1748. E. T.
AULICZECK. [AuLizECK.]
AULFSIO, DOMENICO D', was a native

of Naples. According to Giustiniani, he was
born on the 14th of January, 1639, but Biagio

Troisio and others assign his birth to the

year 1649. He studied successively under
Muzio Floriati and Lionardo Martena. His
talents were great, varied, and precocious. At
the age of nineteen years he instructed the

young Neapolitan nobility in the arts of

poetry and fortification with considerable

reputation. He was shortly afterwards ap-

pointed by the king, Charles II., to teach

fortification in the military school of Pizzo-

falcone : this post he held twenty-three years.

Aulisio was a good linguist : in his lectures

on fortification he spoke with equal facility

the Spanish, French, and Italian languages

;

he was also well versed in the Greek, Latin,

Hebrew, Chaldee, Syriac, Arabic, and Illy-

rian. Historj^, chronology, and antiquities,

especially numismatics, had been successfully

cultivated by him, and also the ancient and
modern systems of philosophy, medicine, and
the various branches of mathematics. He
had studied jurisprudence diligently from a

very early age, and although he declined the

practice of the courts in order that he might
be able to indulge his inclination for literary

and scientific pursuits, he accepted the place of

extraordinary professor of the Civil Institutes

in the University of Naples in 1675. Eight

years later he was made ordinary professor of

the Civil Institutes; in 1689, ordinary pro-

fessor of the Codex ; and in 1695, on the death

of Felice Aquadia, the principal professor of

civil law, Aulisio was unanimously elected to
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the vacant chair with a salary of 1100 ducats

per annum. He acquired great reputation by
the manner in which he discharged his duties

as professor, and, according to Giannone, he
introduced important improvements into the

existing mode of communicating legal in-

struction.

Aulisio was involved in more than one con-

troversy. The most remarkable arose from his

opposition to an hypothesis of his uncle the

celebrated Lionardo di Capua, advanced in

his " Pareri sull' Incertezza della Medicina,"
who asserted that the rainbow might be seen

in an entire circle. The dispute between
Aulisio and the partisans of Lionardo became
so serious that the viceroy, Luigi della Cerda,
Duke di Medina Celi, judged it expedient to

interpose and put an end to all further dis-

cussion, fearing that the parties would appeal

from the pen to arms. A question of pro-

fessorial precedence gave rise to another dis-

pute with Niccolu Capasso, and a third ori-

ginated in his expulsion from the body of the

Arcadians of Rome in the year 1711, who
struck his name from their list because he
refused to take any share in a question which
at that time divided the members of the Aca-
demy into two parties.

He died on the 29th of January, 1717. It

was reported after his death that he had been
poisoned, and his nephew Niccolo Ferrara-

Aulisio was accused of having perpetrated the

crime in order to hasten his possession of his

uncle's property. He was imprisoned on the

suspicion, although there does not appear to

have been any ground for the charge, and
only released at the end of two years, tiirough

the active exertions of Giannone.
Aulisio was called the polyhistor of his

time. Panzini, in his Life of Giannone,
describes Aulisio as " the most splendid orna-

ment of the University of Naples : profoundly

versed in every branch of science ; in medi-
cine, philosophy, the learned and Oriental

languages; well skilled in Roman, Greek,

and Hebrew learning, and a consummate
master of jurisprudence."

His works are— 1. " De Gymnasii con-

structione. De Mausolei architectura. De
Harmonia Timaica. De Numeris medicis

dissert. Pythagorica. His accessit epistola

de Colo Mayerano," Naples, 1694, 4to. These
are the only works published by the author.

When his nephew Niccolo was released from
prison, he presented several of his uncle's

choicest books and manuscripts to Giannone
as a mark of gratitude for the exertions he
had made in his behalf. Giannone, who had
been Auiisio's favourite pupil, immediately
selected the two following works for publica-

tion—2. " Commeutaria Juris Civilis,"

3 tom. Naples, 1719—20, 4to., published

again at Naples in 1774— 76, 4to. 3, " In IV.

Institutionum Canonicarum libros Commeu-
taria," Naples, 1721, 4to. Again at Venice
in 1738, 8vo., and at Naples in 1752, 8vo.
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4. " Delle Scuole sacre, libri due postumi,"

2 torn. Naples, 1 723, 4to. This work gives

the history of the sacred schools of the Jews
and Christians, and was edited by the author's

nephew, Niccolo Ferrara. 5. " Eagiona-

menti intorno a' principj della filosofia e teo-

logia degli Assirj ed all' arte d' indovinare

degli stessi popoli." These ragionamenti are

printed in the " Miscellanea di varie operette,"

Venice, torn, vi., p. 245. 6. Rime. His

verses are scattered through several collec-

tions. Nine sonnets are printed in the " Rime
scelte di varj illustri poeti Napoletani," Flo-

rence (Naples), 1723, 8vo. vol. ii., p. 255. The
following works have never been published

—

1. " Considerazioni sopra i Pareri di Lionardo
di Capoa." 2. " Dell' Architettura civile e

militare." 3. " Le Scuole della poesia, cioe

degli Ebrei e de' Greci, de' Latini, Italiani e

Spagnuoli." 4. " Delia Lirica e dell' Osiri,

ossia poesia Fenicia e loro cronologia."

5. " De polemica et civili architectura."

6. " Mare magnum Rethorum." 7. " Phi-

losophicum Enchiridion." 8. " Descriptio et

Disputatio veterum Numismatum." 9. "His-
toria de ortu et progi-essu Medicinse." This
work would have occupied four volumes.

The publication was abandoned on the ap-

pearance of the works of Daniel le Clerc and
Johann Conrad Barchusen upon the same
subject. 10. " Istoria delle Antichita Greclie

ed Ebraiche." 11. " Philosophia Naturse

eclectica. " 12. " Gramatica Ebraica.

"

13. He is also said to have written a history

of Naples which was given to Giannone with

others of his manuscripts : and it is further

reported that Giannone availed himself of

this work in his " Storia civile del regno di

Napoli," but there appears to be no proof in

support of this statement, (i^/e of Aulisio,

by Cito, in the Notizie degli Arcadi Morti,

iii. 65—69 ; Life, by Troisio, prefixed to

Aulisio's " Scuole Sacre ;" Origlia, Istoria

dello Studio di Napoli, ii. 106—108 ; Afflitto,

Memorie degli Scrittori di Napoli; Giusti-

niani, Memorie degli Scrittori legali del regno

di Napoli ; Napoli-Signorelli, Vicende della

Coltura nelle Due Sicilie, v. 99— 104.)

J. W. J.

AULIZECK or AULICZECK, DOMI-
NIK, a sculptor, was born at Policzka in Bohe-
mia, in 1734. After he had mastered the first

rudiments of drawing and modelling in his

own country, he repaired toVienna,and studied

there for some time with an obscure sculptor

of that city. He subsequently visited Paris

and Loudon, and finally Rome, where he re-

mained some time studying with the architect

Cajetano Chiaveri ; and he acquired the re-

putation of a clever sculptor. He gained a

prize for the best model in the Academy of

St. Luke ; and was made a Cavaliere of the

order of the Golden Spur by Pope Clement
XIIL Aulizeck made several good statues

while in Rome, and was enabled to save a
small sum, to take home with him to his own
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country ; but upon his journey back to Ger-
many, he was robbed of 1200 florins by an
impostor who gave himself out as a Hun-
garian bishop. At Munich Aulizeck was in-

troduced to the Count Haimhausen, director

of the porcelain manufactory at Nymphen-
burg, in which he obtained a situation ; and
he was shortly afterwards made inspector

and model-master of the establishment, and
was appointed sculptor to the court. In 1782
he Avas further honoured with the titular

rank of privy-counsellor (hofkammerrath).
He died at Munich, according to Lipowsky,
in 1803, or, according to Dr. Nagler, in

1807.

Aulizeck was connected for many years,

until 1796, with the porcelain manufactory
of NjTnphenburg ; and the establishment

steadily increased in prosperity the whole
time that it was under his able management,
to which much of its present success is due.

There are, in the royal garden of Nymjjhen-
burg, four clever statues, larger than life, by
Aulizeck, of Jupiter, Juno, Pluto, and Pro-
serpine. (Lipowsky, Baierisches Kilnstler

Lexicon ; Nagler, Neiies Allgemeines Kilnst-

ler Lexicon, and an account of the porcelain

manufactory in the Bayerische Annalen for

1834, No. 33; Soltl, Bildende Kunst in

Miinchen.) R. N. W.
AULNAYE, FRANCOIS HENRI STA-

NISLAS DE L'. [Delaulnaye.]
AULNOY, MARIE CATHERINE,

COMTESSE D'. [Aunoy.]
AULTANNE, JOSEPH-AUGUSTIN

DE FOURNIER, MARQUIS D', a French
military commander, was born at Valre'as, on
the 18th of August, 1759. He entered the

army as a cadet at the age of ten, and in

1799 was raised to the rank of general of bri-

gade. He was at the battles of Zurich and
Hohenlinden, and having connected himself
with Moreau, became for some time an ob-

ject of suspicion to Napoleon's government.
He was afterwards allowed to serve in the

campaign in Germany, and as he distin-

guished himself at Austerlitz and Jena, was
made general of division in 1806. After

the peace of Tilsit, he was appointed governor
of Warsaw, and, afterwards serving in the

Peninsular war, he held the office of governor

of Toledo. On the return of Napoleon from
Elba, he offered his services to Louis XVIII,

,

who appointed him chef-d'etat-major-ge'neral

of the army of the south. Few of the hun-

dred days had passed before he found himself

a commander without an army, and he was
obliged to capitulate to the new government.

As a militai-y man of eminence and a de-

clared opponent of the Emperor, he was sub-

jected to surveillance. On the second return

of the Bourbons, he served for some time as

commandant of the seventh military division,

and then retired into private life. He died

on the 7th of January, 1828. {Biog. Uni-

verselle, Siippl.) J- H. B.
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AULUS, the name of one or more ancient

gem-engravers, who lived in or about the

time ofthe early Roman emperors. Bracci, in

whose work there are prints of twelve gems
from different collections bearing this name,

has fancied that he discovered the labour of

six different hands in them, both from the

workmanship and from the style of the cha-

racters of the name, which slightly vary. On
three of the gems the name is written ATAOC

,

on the other nine ATAOT, " of or by Aulus."

The best is that of the head of iEsculapius.

One of them, according to Bracci, represents

Abdalonymus, King of Sidon. Sillig speaks

of only two artists of this name—Aulus, and
Aulus the son of a certain Alexander ; a dis-

tinction inferred from the circumstance of

some gems being marked with the artist's and
his father's name, as ATA02 AAEEA En, of

which, however, there is no instance in

Bracci's work. If a judgment may be formed
from the enlarged prints of Bracci, some of

these gems are cut with great skill and nicety.

(Bracci, Commentaria de Antiquis Sculptori-

bus, &c. pi. xxxi.—xlii. ; Sillig, Catalogus

Artijicum.) R. N. W.
AULUS GELLIUS. [Gellius.]

AULUS POSTU'MIUS. [Postumius.]
AUMALE or ALBEMARLE,

COUNTS and DUKES of. These nobles

take their title from the town of Aumale in

Normandy, on the border of Picardy. Some
of the early counts held titles and possessions

both in England and France. In English

history they are generally called Earls of

Albemarle, a form of the name derived from
the Latinized form Alba-Maria. In French
history they are called Counts of Aumale.
The county of Aumale was created by

William the Conqueror, as Duke of Nor-
mandy, in favour of Eudes or Odo, of the

house of Champagne. [Aumale, Eudes
Count of.] The successors ofEudes were as

follows: Etienne, son of Eudes, to A.D. 1127

[Aumale, Etienne, Count of] ; Guillaume
or William I., son of Etienne, a.d. 1127—1180
[Aumale, Guillau3ie, Count of] ; Havoise

or Hadwide, daughter of Guillaume I. from
A.D. 1180 ; married successively to Guillaume
or William de Mandeville, Earl of Essex,

Geofroi or Geoffroi, Lord of Les Forts in

Normandy, Baudouin or Baldwin, Lord of

Choques, and Guillaume or William of Les
Forts. The domains of the county passed

away from the descendants of Havoise, but

the title was preserved for a time in the line

of her fourth husband.

Philippe Auguste, after the conquest of

Normandy, conferred the County of Aumale
on Simon, second son of Alberic II., count of

Dammai-tin, who held it, though not uninter-

ruptedly, from A.D. 1200 to 1239. [Aumale,
Simon, Count of.] His successors were,

Jeanne, his eldest daughter, married to Fer-

dinand III., or St. Ferdinand, King of Castile,

A.D. 1239—1252; Ferdinand, sou of Jeanne,
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A.D. 1252—1260; Jean I., son of Ferdinand,

killed at the battle of Courtrai, a.d. 1260

—

1302; Jean 11. , son of Jean I., a.d. 1302

—

1342; Blanche of Castile, daughter of Jean
II., married to Jean d'Harcourt (who is by
some reckoned as Jean III., Count of Au-
male), A.D. 1343—1387; Jean III. (or IV.),

son of Blanche and Jean d'Harcourt, a.d.

1387—1389 ; Jean IV. (or V.), son of Jean
III., A.D. 1389—1452; Jean V. (or VI.), son

of Jean IV., held the county by cession from
his father during his lifetime, a.d. 1411

—

1424 ; he was killed in the battle of Verneuil,

and the county reverted to his father ; Marie,

eldest daughter of Jean IV., a.d. 1452—1476

;

Rene, Duke of Lorraine, grandson of Marie,

A.D. 1476—1508.
In the time of Claude I., son and successor

of Rene, the County of Aumale was raised

(a.d. 1547) to the rank of a duchy. The
Duchy of Guise was created in favour of

Claude, and he is celebrated under that title.

Claude died a.d. 1550. His successors in

the duchy of Aumale were : Claude II.,

third son of Claude I., Duke of Guise and
Aumale, a.d. 1550—1573 [Aumale, Claude
II., Duke of] ; Charles, son of Claude II.,

A.D. 1573—1631 [Aumale, Charles, Duke
of] ; Anne, daughter of Charles, a.d. 1631
— 1638, married Henri of Savoy, Duke of

Nemours ; Louis, eldest son of Henri of Savoy
and Anne, a.d. 1638—1641 ; Charles Ame'dee,

second son of Henri of Savoy and Anne, and
brother of Louis, a.d. 1641—1652; Henri,

third sou of Henri of Savoy and Anne, and
brother ofLouis and Charles, a.d. 1652—1659;

Marie Jeanne, daughter of Charles Amedee,
and niece of Henri, succeeded her imcle

Henri, a.d. 1659 ; she sold the Duchy of Au-
male to Louis Auguste of Bourbon, Duke of

Maine, natural son of Louis XIV., and upon
his death the title appears to have become
extinct. It has since been revived, and is

borne at present by Henri-Eugene-Philippe-

Louis, fourth son of Louis-Philippe, King of

the French, illArt de Verifier les Dates.)

J. C. M.
AUMALE, CHARLES, DUKE OF, son

of Claude II., Duke of Aumale, and Louise

de Breze (daughter of Lou.is de Breze, by the

celebrated Diane de Poitiers), was born the

25th of Januarj^, 1556, and succeeded his

father in the Duchy of Aumale and in the

post of Grand Veneur (Great Huntsman)
when he was only in his eighteenth year.

He assisted, as representative of the ancient

County of Champagne, at the consecration of

Henri III, at Reims, on the 13th of February,

1575. In 1581 he received the Lordship of

Anet as his portion of the inheritance of his

grandmother, Diane de Poitiers ; which
lordship was by Henri III. (a.d. 1584) raised

to the rank of a principality.

He eagerly embraced the party of the

League, and in the year 1585 he committed

great excesses in Picardy, collecting a band of
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ruffians, for the alleged purpose of searching
out the Hugonots, but employing them in

killing and plundering several both of the

gentry and common people. He attended the

Assembly of the League, held (a.d. 1586) at

the Abbey of Orcamp, where it was resolved

to take up arms without waiting for the orders

of the king, in order to prevent the Protestant

princes of Germany from sending aid to the

Hugonots. In 1587 he Avas again in Pi-

cardy, where he attempted to surprise Bou-
logne, of which the Spanish ambassador,
Mendoza, urged the League to obtain pos-

session. The attempt at surprise failed, and
when Aumale afterwards formally besieged
the town, he met with no better success.

This failure disappointed the Spaniards
in the hope which they had conceived that

the harbour of Boulogne would afford

shelter to tlie Armada which they were
preparing for the invasion of England

;

and was partly owing to Aumale's having
disgusted the Catholic nobility who served
under him, by appointing as his Mare'chal de
Camp, Du Hamel de Berenglise, a fanatic,

nicknamed " the tribune of the faith," whose
vanity gave general dissatisfaction. Au-
male, however, obtained some successes; it

was probably about this time that he took
Doulens ; and towards the end of the year
he assisted at the battle of Vimori or Vimaury,
near Montargis, where the Duke of Guise
defeated the German Protestants who had
come to the aid of the Hugonots.
With all his zeal for the cause of the

League, Aumale appears to have shared in

the dissatisfaction felt by the other nobles
of the house of Lorraine at the pre-eminence
of the Duke of Guise and his brother the

Cardinal of Lorraine ; and he was one of
those who warned the king of the designs

which they had formed against his person

;

but when the news of the assassination of
Guise and the Cardinal reached Paris on
Christmas-eve, 1588, he partook of the ge-

neral indignation and alarm of his party.

He was at Paris at the time, and was imme-
diately appointed commander of the forces of
the League there, and President of the

Council chosen for the management of their

aflFairs. He at first restrained th(; violence of
the mob, who were disposed to murder the

leading Koyalists, and to plunder their

houses ; but afterwards ordered the " Council
of Sixteen" to plunder the houses of the

Royalists, and of the " Politiques ;" and sti-

mulated the fanaticism of the Parisians, by
attending the processions that were con-
tinually instituted to implore the divine bless-

ing on the opponents of the race of Valois,

but he mingled with these appearances of
devotion various indications of his licentious-

ness.

In March, 1589, he left Paris to attack

Senlis, but was defeated by the Royalists, and
lost his artillery and baggage. In the latter
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part of the same year he was at the battle of
Arques, and in 1590 he commanded the left

wing of the army of the League at the battle

of Ivry. The same year he was in the army
of his cousin, the Duke of Mayenne, which
raised the siege of Paris, and in 1591 he was
defeated in an attack upon the Royalist quar-
ters before Noyon.

In 1593, during the three months' truce of
La Villette, between the Royalists and the

Leaguers, Aumale was in Picardy, where he
was recognised by the partisans of the League
as governor. His presence and the reception

given to him appear to have been regarded
by the king as a violation of the truce, al-

though he did not think it desirable to resent

it. Aumale was a party to the secret engage-
ment made by the principal Leaguers with
the Pope's legate and the King of Spain just

before the truce, to maintain the League, and
to make no peace, either conjointly or sepa-
rately with Henri IV. The influence of the

League was, however, rapidly declining, and
Peronne, Roye, Montdidier, Abbeville, and
Montreuil, towns and fortresses of Picardy,
were delivered up early in 1594 to the king,
in spite of Avimale's opposition. But not-

withstanding this, when the Dukes of Lor-
raine, Mayenne, and Aumale met at Bar-le-

Duc in the spring of the same year, to deli-

berate on the course to be followed, Aumale
was for continuing the war to the last, even
at the cost of submitting entirely to Spain.

In Augvist he was, after a sharp struggle,

driven out of Amiens by the inhabitants, who
desired to submit to the king ; and threw him-
self entirely into the hands of the Spaniai'ds,

against whom Henri IV. had now declared
war ; and to whom, notwithstanding the re-

monstrances of Mayenne, he delivered up the

town of Ham, the only one in Picardy that

remained to him. But Orvilliers, an officer

of the League, who occupied, as the lieu-

tenant of Aumale, the citadel or castle of
Ham, while the Spaniards held the town, did
not share the feelings of his master, but
introduced the French army under the Lord
of Humieres into the place ; and the Spanish
garrison was destroyed. Humieres fell in

the encounter; and his death, and some
atrocious circumstances connected with the

capture of the place, roused the indigna-

tion of the French nation against Aumale,
who, as having given up the town to

the Spaniards, was regarded as the author
of all the consequent calamities. He was
accused of high treason by the Procureur
General of the king, before the parliament of

Paris ; which, disregarding his privileges as

a peer of France, condemned him to the con-

fiscation of all his domains and other pro-

perty, the demolition of his castle of Anet,

the degradation of his family, and to suffer

death by being torn in pieces by four horses.

As Aumale was with the Spaniards in the

Netherlands, the latter part of the sentence

N
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was executed in ef&gy on the Place de Greve
at Paris, July, 1595, iu the midst of a vast

concourse of people. The violence of the

parliament in this case was disapproved by
the king, who was absent at the time ; those

parts of the sentence which referred to the

domains and family of Aumale were not

registered or carried into effect, but the duke
never obtained leave to return to France.

Aumale served with the Spanish army
under the Count of Fuentes, at the siege of

Doulens (1595) ; and remained the rest of

his life in the Netherlands, Italy, Spain, or

other countries out of France, He was treated

with consideration by the Spanish court and
by the Archduke Albert of Austria, Govenior
of the Netherlands; but is said to haA^e

always desired permission to return to France,

though he could never obtain it either of Henri
IV. or Louis XIII. He died at Brussels,

early in a.d. 1631, in his seventy-sixth year.

By his wife Marie, daughter of the Marquis
of Elboeuf, another branch of the house of

Lorraine, he had three children, ofwhom only

one daughter, Anne, afterwards Duchess of

Aumale, survived him. (Thuanus, or De
Thou, Historia sui temporis ; Cheverny, Me-
moires; L'Estoile, Memoires ; Sismondi, His-
toire des Frangais ; L'Art de Verifier les

Bates.) J. C. M.
AUMALE, CLAUDE II., DUKE OF,

the third son of Claude I., Duke of Guise and
Aumale, was born on the 1st of August, 1526.

On the death of his father, 12th of April,

A.D. 1550, he succeeded to the Duchy of

Aumale, and the post of Grand Veneur
(Chief Huntsman) of France ; the duchy of

Guise passing to his eldest brother Francois,

the most illustrious of the French nobles of

his day. Aumale received the appointment

of governor of Burgundy the same year that

he acquired his title. He had married, in

1547, Louise de Breze, daughter of Louis de

Breze and of Diane de Poitiers (who, after the

death of her husband, was mistress of Henri
11. of France), and in the same year had as-

sisted as representative of the ancient county
of Champagne at the consecration of Henri
II. He svibsequently (a.d. 1559 and 1561) as-

sisted at the consecration of Francois II. and
of Charles IX. In 1552 he commanded a

corps near Metz, which the Emperor Charles
V. was besieging, and was wounded and
taken prisoner (4th of November) in an en-

gagement with Albert, Margrave of Bran-
denburg. He soon, however, regained his

liberty, and served with distinction in the

rest of the war between the Emperor and the

French. In 1555 he commanded on the

Italian frontier as lieutenant-general of the

king ; and took by capitulation the fortress of

Vulpian or Volpiano in Piedmont; and in

1558 he took part in the capture of Calais.

In 1559, on the death of Henri II., when
the Duke of Guise and the Cardinal of Lor-
raine became hostile to Diane de Poitiers,
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whose favour they had previously courted,

Aumale at first took part with his mother-in-
law, but soon yielded to the instances of his

brothers, and gave up her cause. On the

breaking out of the religious wars (a.d. 1562)
he embraced the side of the Catholics. He
commanded their army for a short time in

Normandy, and made one or two vain at-

tempts on Eouen, but he took some smaller

places. He was present at the battles of

Dreux in 1562, and St. Denis in 1567, and at

the battle of Moncontour and the siege of St.

Jean d'Angely in 1569. In the early part of
that year he had been sent with the Duke of
Nemours to prevent the German auxiliaries

of the Hugonots, under the Duke of Deux-
Ponts, from crossing France, but was not

able to arrest their march into Poitou. Ta-
vannes alleges the discord and jealousy of

Aumale and Nemours as the cause of the

failure.

Aumale was an accomplice in the attempt

to murder Coligny just previous to the mas-
sacre of St. l^artholomew, and in his actual

murder at the commencement of the mas-
sacre (24th of August, 1572). He appears to

have been instigated by revenge for the as-

sassination of his brother the Duke of Guise,

of which he regarded Coligny as the author.

Aumale did not long survive : he was killed

by a cannon-shot at the siege of Eochelle

(14th of March, 1573), to the great joy of his

opponents, who declared that his death was
the commencement of the judgment of God
on the authors of the massacre. The Duke
of Aumale left several children, the eldest of
whom, Charles, succeeded him in his duchy.
(Thuanus, Historia sui temporis; Tavannes,
Memoires; Eabutin, Comvientaires ; Montluc,
Commentaires ; Sismondi, Histoire des Fran-
gais ; L'Art de Verifier les Dates.') J. C. M.
AUMALE, CLAUDE OF, Knight of

Malta, son of Claude II., Duke of Aumale,
was born about 1563. He was distinguished

in the party of the League, which, like the

rest of his family, he embraced, hj his valour,

ferocity of disposition, and licentiousness.

On the arrival at Paris of the intelligence of

the assassination of the Duke of Guise and
his brother at Blois (Decembei', 1588), the

Chevalier d'Aumale (as Claude was usually

termed) was sent to secure Orleans from the

king's forces, which he effected. In the

year 1589 he served in the army of the

League at the battle of Arques and the siege

of Dieppe, and was, in conjunction with the

Duke of Nemours, appointed by the Duke of
Mayenne to defend Paris when besieged by
Henri IV. in 1590, after the battle of Ivry.

His activity and valour were conspicuous in

this charge : he drove the Royalists from the

abbey of St. Antoine, and repulsed the king's

attack upon the castle of Vincennes. His
hatred of the Royalists and " Politiques " led

him to contemplate the most dreadful atro-

cities. In passing through Poissy he de-
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clared to some nuns that he had not confessed

or received the sacrament for three years,

and swore that he would not do either until

he had "made a St. Bartholomew of the

Eoyalists all over France." He is said to

have promised to the Council of Sixteen that

he would massacre the Eoyalists and Poli-

tiques at Paris ; but the design (if he really

entertained it) was prevented by his death.

He fell on the 3rd of January, 1591, in an
attempt to take the town of St. Denis, which
the Eoyalists had occupied. (Thuanus, His-
toria sui temporis ; Cheverny, Me'nioires

;

L'Estoile, Memoires ; Sismondi, Histoire des

Frangais ; L'Art de Verifier les Dates.)

J. C. M.
AUMALE, orALBEMAELE,ETIENNE

or STEPHEN, COUNT OF, was the son of
Eudes, first Count of Aumale and Earl of
Holderness, and Adelaide, sister on the
mother's side to William the Conqueror, and
became Count of Aumale in the -lifetime of
his father, who had fixed his residence in

England, and Earl of Holderness on his

father's death. When William Eufus seized

Normandy in 1090, the Count of Aumale,
supported him, and strengthened his castle

of Aumale, which became one of the strong-

holds of William's party, and into which he
admitted an English garrison. He subse-
quently changed sides, and in 1095 a conspi-

racy was formed by several Anglo-Norman
nobles, headed by Eobert de Moubrai or
Mowbray, Earl of Northumberland, to de-

throne William Eufus and place Etienne of
Aumale on the throne of England. The
conspiracy being detected, Etienne took sanc-
tuary in the monastery of St. Oswin at

Tinmouth, or Tynemouth, but being taken
thence, was condemned to the loss of his

eyes. On the intercession of his wife and
kindred he was pardoned, and soon after

embarked with Eobert, Duke of Normandy,
his cousin, for the first Ci'usade. After his

return, he took part with Henry I. of Eng-
land in his invasion of Normandy, and
fought in his army at the battle of Tinche-
brai, a.d. 1106. In 1118, at the instigation

of his wife, he again changed sides, and
supported Guillaume or William, son of Eo-
bert, and claimant of the duchy of Nor-
mandy. He was the last of the Norman
lords who held out for William, but was com-
pelled, A.D. 1119, to submit, and obtained his

pardon. In a.d. 1127 he again rebelled

against Henry, and joined a new league
formed to support the claims of William ; in

consequence of this, Henry took and burnt his

castle of Aumale. Etienne now departed a
second time for the Holy Land, and died
there the same year. (Ordericus Vitalis,

Historia Ecclesiastica ; Carte, History of
England ; L'Art de Ve'rifier les Dates.)

J. C. M.
AUMALE, or ALBEMAELE, EUDES,

or ODO, COUNT OF, son of Etienne IL,
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Count of Champagne, was, on his father's

death (about 1047 or 1048), deprived of the
county of Champagne, his rightful inherit-

ance, by his imcle Thibaut III., and took re-

fuge with Guillaume or William (afterwards
known as the Conqueror), Duke of Nor-
mandy. William gave him his half-sister

Adelaide in marriage, and after the conquest
of England (a.d. 1066), in which Eudes ren-

dered good service, made him Earl of Hol-
derness in England. He also erected into a
county the territory of Aumale, in Nor-
mandy, which had been given to Eudes by
Jean de Bayeux, Archbishop of Eouen ; but
the time of the establishment of this county
is not stated. After the Conqueror's death,

Eudes supported William Eufus, in opposi-

tion to Eobert of Normandy ; but in 1094 he
joined in the rebellion of Eobert de Moubrai
or Mowbray, for which he was imprisoned
by William and continued in confinement
the rest of his days. The time of his death
is uncertain. He left two children ; Etienne,

or Stephen, who succeeded him ; and Judith,

widow of Waltheof, Earl of Huntingdon.
(Ordericus Vitalis, Historia Ecclesiastica,

with Bouquet's note in vol. xii. of his Re~
cueil des Hisioriens, &c. p. 587 ; L'Art de

Ve'rifier les Dates.) J. C. M.
AUMALE, or ALBEMAELE, GUIL-

LAUME or WILLIAM, COUNT OF,
was son of Etienne, or Stephen, and suc-

ceeded his father in the county of Aumale
and earldom of Holderness in a.d. 1127, or

thereabout. He supported Stephen in his

contest for the throne of England with the

Empress Maud, and was one of the com-
manders of the English army in the battle of
the Standard (22nd of August, 1 138), in which
David I., King of Scotland, was defeated;

Eichard of Hexham and John of Hexham
affirm that William of Aumale received for

his services on this occasion the earldom of
Yorkshire, or an earldom in Yorkshire.

William was at the battle of Lincoln in 1141,

and his early flight is said to have exposed
the king to captivity. After the accession of
Henry II., the grants and titles which Wil-
liam and others had received from Stephen,

including Scarborough Castle and, probably,

the earldom of Yorkshire, were resumed by
the Crown, on the ground that Stephen was
a usurper. In 1173 William entered into the

rebellion of young Henry, son of Henry II.,

but su.bmitted and surrendered all his castles

to the king's troops. He died a.d. 1180.

(Ordericus Vitalis, Historia Ecclesiastica ;

John of Hexham, Continuation of Simeon
of Durham's Historia de Gestis Begum
Anglorum ; Henry of Huntingdon, Historia ;

Eichard, Prior of Hexham, De Gestis Re-
gis Stephani et Bello Standardii ; Carte,

History of Enaland ;' L'Art de Ve'rifier les

Dates.)
" '

J. C. M.
AUMALE, SIMON, COUNT OF, was

the second son of Albe'ric II., Count of Dam-
N 2
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martin. He was made Coimt of Aumale by
Philippe Auguste of France, a.d. 1200, and by
favour of the same monarch married Marie,
heiress to the county of Ponthieu. In 1213
he joined the revolt of the Count of Flanders,

and was taken, a.d. 1214, at the battle of
Bouvines, and deprived of his county of Au-
male, which was given, A.D. 1224, by Louis
VIII., to his own brother Philippe Hurepel.
Ponthieu was also confiscated in a.d. 1225,

in which year Marie, wife of Simon, had in-

herited it ; but it was restored to Marie the

same year, and in a.d. 1230 the county of
Aumale was restored by St. Louis to Simon.
Simon died a.d. 1239. {^LArt de Verifier

les Dates.) J. C. M.
AUMANN, DIETRICH CHRISTIAN,

organist of one of the churches at Hamburg,
published there the following works:— 1.

*' Choralbuch fur das neue Hamburgische
Gesangbuch," 1787. 2. " Hochzeit-Kantate
im Klavierauszuge," 1788. 3. " Oster Ora-
torium, mit einer doppelten Sanctus," 1788.
4. "Das neue Rosenmadchen, Operette in 2

Akten," 1789. E. T.
AUMONT, the family of, a baronial

and subsequently a ducal house in France,

whose territories lay in L'Isle de France,
near Meru, in the present department of
Oise. The first head of the house who ap-

pears in history is Jean, who, in 1248, made
several donations to the abbey of Ressons in

the Beauvoisis, and accompanied St. Louis
to the Holy Land. His son and successor

Jean died about the end of the thirteenth

century. A third of the same name in the

direct line was at the battle of Cassel in 1328,
was knighted in 1340, and died in 1358.

After two successors named Pierre, who were
connected with the secondary warlike opera-

tions of their time, a fourth of the name of
Jean was killed at the battle of Azincourt, in

1415. He was succeeded by his son Jacques,

counsellor and chamberlain to Philip the

Good Duke of Burgundy, and governor of
Chatillon, After two intermediate succes-

sors to the family honours, Jean d'Aumont,
who was born in 1522, and died in 1595, was
Count of Chateau-Raoul, Baron of Estra-

bonne, and a marshal of France. He was
wounded and made prisoner at the battle of
St. Quentin, in 1557, and served at the siege

of Calais in the following year. As a par-

tisan of the Roman Catholic party against

the Hugonots, he fought at the battles of
Dreux, St. Denis, and Moncontour, and as-

sisted at the memorable siege of La Rochelle
in 1574. Notwithstanding his Catholic par-

tisanship, and his having received the honours
which he held from Henri III. as the reward
of his zeal, he was one of the first among the

French nobility to acknowledge Henri IV.,

whom he served with the same zeal which
he had displayed in the cause of his prede-

cessor. He was appointed governor of
Champagne, and was at the battle of Arques
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in 1589. At the great battle of Ivry, he so

distinguished himself as to elicit a marked
compliment from the king Henri IV. In

the capacity of governor of Bretagne he had
afterwards to conduct the war against the

partisans of the League in that province and
its vicinity ; and, after taking several places

of strength, he received his death-wound at

the siege of Camper near Tours. He was
celebrated for his candour and magnanimity,
for his knightly proM^ess, and generally for

those virtues of partial civilization which the

character of his master tended to propagate

among the French nobility of that age. He
was succeeded by his son Jacques, who had
served under him with distinction, and who
died in 1614. Cesar d'Aumont, the eldest

son of Jacques, though called the Marquis
d'Aumont, held rank as Marquis of Clairvaux

and Viscount of La Guerche. The second

son, Antoine, was created Duke d'Aumont,
and held the additional titles of Marquis of

Isles of Chappes and of Villequier, and Baron
of Estrabonne. The son of Antoine, Louis-

Marie-Victor, second Duke of Aumont, born
in 1632, was a distinguished military com-
mander in the wars of Louis XIV. He held

the title of captain of the guards at the age of

sixteen. Holding rank as a brigadier, he
accompanied Louis XIV. in the wars of the

Netherlands, where he took several fortified

places. He was appointed first gentleman of

the king's chamber and governor of Bou-
logne and of the country of the Boulonnais.

His efforts served to modify the revei'ses

which characterized the latter years of the

reign of Louis XIV. He died in 1704. His

son Louis, who succeeded him, held the same
governorship and office of first gentleman of

the chamber. He held high rank in the

army, was ambassador to Great Britain in

1713, and died on the 5th of November, 1723.

He was succeeded by his son Louis-Marie-

Augustin. The later representatives of the

family are separately noticed. (Anselme,

Histoire Ge'ne'alogique, iv. 870—879 ;
Mo-

reri, Dictionnaii-e Historique ; Nouveau Dic-

iionnaire Historique.) J. H. B.

AUMONT, THE DUCHESS OF, wife

of the Duke Louis Marie Celeste. Her
maiden name is not mentioned by biographei'S,

and when married to the duke, in 1792, she

was the widow of the Comte de Reuilly.

She is accused of having created that aliena-

tion of feeling which is mentioned in her

husband's biography as having caused so

much pain to his first wife. In 1803 she

published, under the name of Duchesse de

Fiennes (the title then held by her husband),
" Les deux Amis," a romance, in 3 vols. 12mo.

In 1823 she published, in 3 vols. 12mo.,

"Gabriela, par I'auteur des deux Amis."

In 1816 she projected a periodical called

" Le Bon Fran9ais," which was to be the

organ of an association professing to have

in view many beneficent objects, of which
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she constituted herself the head: the pro-

ject was not successful. She was older than

her husband, and in her latter years is said

to have suifered from domestic alienation,

similar to that of which she had in her youth

been the occasion. (Btoy. Universelle, Stip-

plement ; Que'rard, La France Litteraire.)

J. H. B.

AUMONT, JACQUES D'AUMONT,
DUKE OF, commanded a battalion of the

National Guard at the time of the Revolution,

and was oifered, but hesitated to accept, the

command of that body, which afterwards

devolved on Lafayette. At the time of

the abortive efforts of Louis XVI. and his

family to escape from Paris (21st of June,

1791), D'Aumont commanded the bat-

talion of the National Guard which did

duty near the king's person. He was ac-

cused of having favoured the attempt, and
was maltreated by the mob. In the sit-

ting of the National Assembly of the 22nd of

June, we find him presenting a letter in which
he asserts his devotion to his country, and
next day a friend attests his civism. It will

be seen in the memoir of his brother Louis

Marie, that the king escaped through the

apartments of the latter, and it is probable

that though the opinions of Jacques were re-

publican, both brothers were concerned in

the attempt. He was afterwards raised to

the rank of lieutenant-general, and made
commandant at Lille, at which 'place he be-

came a member of the Society of the Friends

of the Constitution. He retired from service

in 1793, and died in October, 1799. (Biog.

Universelle ; Analijse complete et impartiale

da Moniteur, according to the index.) J. H. B.

AUMONT, LOUIS MARIE ALEXAN-
DRE D'AUMONT, DUKE OF, was born

on the 14th of August, 173G. He had the

title of Duke of Villequier until he succeeded

his elder brother Jacques in 1799. He held

the two offices of First Gentleman of the

King's Chamber, and Governor of the coun-

try of the Boulonnais, which had been pos-

sessed by members of his family for several

generations. He held rank in the army as

lieutenant-general. In 1789 he was elected

a member of the States-General, as deputy

from the senechaussee of Boulogne ; but he

resigned his seat early in the following year.

At the sitting of the National Assembly on
the 24th of June, 1791, it was stated by
Maguet, that the result of the inquiries by
the municipality as to the method by which
Louis XVL had made his escape from Paris

on the 21st, showed that he had made his

exit through D'Aumont's official apartments

in the palace. D'Aumont is generally be-

lieved to have been privy to the attempt;

and it will be seen that his elder brother

Jacques was suspected of aiding the fugitive.

Notwithstanding the dangerous suspicion

which was thus raised, and the circumstance

that he was a staunch royalist, he was per-
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mitted to escape to Brussels. He there sup-

ported the cause of his old master, and be-

came a sort of consul to the royalist party,

an order being issued by the Dutch Govern-
ment, in 1792, requiring all Frenchmen re-

siding in Holland to produce a certificate

under his hand. He lived in obscurity after

the death of the king, returned with the

Bourbons in 1814, and died on the 28th of

August in that year. (^Bioq. Universelle;

Analijse complete et impartiale du Moniteur,

according to the index, " Villequier.")

J. H. B.

AUMONT, LOUIS MARIE CELESTE
D'AUMONT, DUKE OF, was born in Pi-

cardie about the year 1770, and was the son

of Duke Louis Marie Alexandre. He held

the title of Duke of Fiennes till the death of

his uncle, when his father succeeding to the

dukedom of Aumont, the son succeeded him in

his former title of Villequier. He succeeded

to the family title of Aumont on his father's

death in 1814. When a very young man, he
became conspicuous as a supporter of the

fashionable extravagances which immediately

preceded the breaking out of the Revolution.

He appears to have been a sort of superior

Brummel, making the fortune of the tailor

whom he chose to patronise, and rivalling

royalty in his influence over fashionable

habits and caprices The taste for English

jockeyship which then became prevalent re-

ceived much aid from his exertions, and
enabled him very successfully to indulge his

expensive tastes. The " turn-out" of his

carriages and horses is described as having

been unrivalled, except by that of the Duke
of Orleans ; while his stable establishment

was of the most magnificent character. He
indulged the Parisians with the then novel

exhibition of horse-races in the English style.

He paid a visit to England, and is said to

have found in the young Prince of Wales,

afterwards George IV., a kindred and sym-
pathizing spirit. The Duke of Fiennes was
at first an ardent supporter of revolutionary

principles ; but he soon perceived events as-

suming a complexion which did not suit his

views and habits, and he allied himself with

the royalist party. He emigrated to Spain in

the summer of 1792. When the Convention

declared war against that country, he entered

the royal legion of the Pyrenees as a volun-

teer ; and after serving in successive engage-

ments, and being severely wounded, he rose

by degrees to the rank of colonel, and com-

manded the legion. He was afterwards

colonel of a force called the Spanish volun-

teers. At the peace of 1795 he was obliged

to quit Spain ; and he proceeded to join the

exiled prince, afterwards Louis XVIII., in

Germany. In 1800 he received from the

prince the titular commission of marechal de

camp, and was sent by him on a mission to

Stockholm. He was authorized by his master

to enter the Swedish army, in which he
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served in the various campaigns between
1805 and 1808. He was in Sweden at the

time of the restoration of the Bourbons in

1814, and thence proceeded to Paris, where
he filled the office of First Gentleman of the

King's Chamber, which had been held by his

uncle, and speedily succeeded to the family

honours by the death of his father on the

28th of August. He was appointed lieu-

tenant-general and commandant of the four-

teenth military division of France, and sta-

tioned himself at Caen. On the return of

Napoleon, knowing that he could not rely on
his troops, he tied to the coast, trusted him-
self with a few officers to a small vessel, and,

after a series of dangers and hardships, ar-

rived at Newhaven on the coast of Sussex, so

much exhausted that he required upwards of

a week of repose before he could proceed to

London. He here planned an expedition to

operate in France in favour of the Bourbons,

in support of the allied troops, of which it is

to be regretted that scarcely any account is

to be found in the usual histories of the

memorable year 1815. He was to receive

the co-operation of M. Hyde de Neuville, at

Ghent, and entertained the prospect of ap-

pearing at the head of a powerful force ; but

it appears that he left Portsmouth with only

about ten followers, who were increased to a
little more than sixty by a detachment which
joined him at Jersey, and finally reached the

number of one hundred and thirty. With this

small force it seems to have been supposed
that a nucleus might have been made for the

royalists of Normandy to gather round ; and
a few of their number were sent to prepare the

country for their reception, but were not per-

mitted to land. D'Aumont and his little band
at length effected a landing by force near the

village of Aromanche, proceeded on their

march, and entered Bayeux. The whole of
the expedition was on the point of being
overwhelmed by General Vedel, who com-
manded for Napoleon at Caen, when they
were saved by the results of the greater mili-

tary movements which had been taking place

in the Netherlands, and the second restoration

of the Bourbons.
After this romantic enterprise, the Duke

d'Aumont lived a retired life under the mo-
narchy. He became president of the " So-

cie'te des Amis des Arts." As first gentleman
of the king's chamber, he had the superin-

tendence of the theatre of the Opera-Co-
mique, and had in this capacity his name
mixed up with a violent internal con-

troversy of which that institution was the

arena. He died on the 12th of July, 1831.

He had been married at a very early age to a
daughter of the Count de Eochechouart, who
had two other married daughters, and stipu-

lated that all the three, with their husbands,
should reside in the Hotel Eochechouart. This
lady acquired great celebrity by her beauty
and amiable disposition, and by her fine taste
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in literature. It is said that she was strongly
attached to her husband, but that neglect on
his part created mental suffering which
caused her death in 1790, in her 22nd year.

Of D'Aumont's second wife, who had some
literary reputation, a separate notice is given.

{Biog. des Hommes Vivants ; Biog. des Con-
temporains ; Biog. Universelle, Suppl.)

J. H. B.
AUNA'EIUS or AUNACHA'EIUS,

SAINT, Bishop of Auxerre, is mentioned
under a variety of names, all more or less

resembling each other : the reader will find

these enumerated at length in the "Acta
Sanctorum," which work contains a learned
defence of the orthography here adopted.

Aunarius was born of a rich and noble
family, in the city of Orleans, about a.d. 540.

His parents were named Pastor and Eagno-
ara, and besides Aunarius, had a son Austre-
nus, who became bishop of his native city,

and a daughter Agia or Aiga, known as the

mother of Saint Lupus, Archbishop of Sens.

Aunarius was early distinguished for his

piety and love of learning. His youth was
spent in the court of Gontran, King of Bur-
gundy and Orleans ; but as he advanced to-

wards maturity, he conceived a distaste for

the frivolous pursuits of a courtier's life, and,

accompanied by two of his youthful com-
panions, made a secret pilgrimage to Tours.
Here he assumed a clerical dress, and at the

shrine of Saint Martin vowed to devote the

remainder of his days to the service of the

church.

When this pious resolution of Aunarius
was commimicated to Syagrius, Bishop of
Autun, he sent for the young devotee, and
undertook to instruct him more fully in the

duties of the clerical office. Aunarius soon
made great progress in ecclesiastical learning

and piety, and upon the death of Jiltherius,

Bishop of Auxerre, was consecrated his suc-

cessor. The date of his consecration can-

not be exactly fixed, but it must have been
some years before the fourth Council of Paris,

in 573, at which Aunarius was present, and
v/as the fifteenth in order of the twentj'-six

simple bishops who subscribed its decisions.

Aunarius assisted also at the first and second
Councils of Macon, in 581 and 585. Besides
assisting at these Coiincils, he was one of ten

prelates who, at the request of King Gontran,
used their influence in pacifying the rebel-

lious nuns of Saint Eadegninda at Poictiers.

Some time after the second Council at IMa-

con, he presided over a synod of the clergy
of Auxerre, consisting of seven abbots,

thirty-foiu' presbyters and three deacons.

The object of this synod was to adopt such
salutary regulations as might be deemed ne-

cessary for the ecclesiastical administration

of the diocese. In this synod forty-five

canons, chiefly relating to points of disci-

pline, were agreed upon, and it is evident

from their tendency that the French church,
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even at so late a period as the end of the

sixth century, still groaned under a weight
of Pagan errors and superstitions. Avinarius

did much to remove these ; but in other re-

spects he was not superior to his age. He
maintained an epistolary correspondence with
Pope Pelagius, and from two letters addressed
to him by Pelagius, it appears that both of
these fathers lent their sanction to the adora-

tion of relics and similar practices. Of the

correspondence mentioned, only these two
letters of Pelagius, in answer to two re-

ceived from Aunarius, are now extant ; but
the " Acta Sanctorum" furnishes its readers
with what it supposes to have been the prin-

cipal topics of the two lost letters to which
we possess the Pope's replies. There is how-
ever still preserved a letter from Aunarius
to Stephanus, an African presbyter, request-

ing him to write a prose life of Saint Amator,
and to versify the life of Saint Germanus,
already written in prose by an author named
Constantius. These two saints, Amator and
Germanus, were predecessors of Aunarius, for

whom he entertained a peculiar veneration.

Aunarius enjoyed considerable reputation

among his contemporaries ; he was learned,

eloquent, and pious ; his instruction was ea-

gerly sought after by the yomig clergy of
France, and among his disciples are reckoned
his nephew Saint Lupus, Saint Walaricus,
and Saint Austregisilus, Bishop of Bourges.
Aunarius died " in the odour of sanctity," on
the 25th of September, in the year 604 or

605, and was buried in the abbey of Saint

Germanus, to which he had bequeathed con-

siderable property. Some miracles are said

to have been performed by him during his

life, and a still greater number after his death.

His relics were frequently translated, and
some columns of the " Acta Sanctoriun" are

occupied with a narrative of their desecration

by the Hugonots in the sixteenth century.

(^Acta Sanctorum, Septemhris, vol. vii. 86

—

111; liistoire Litteraire de la France^ vol. iii.

493—496 ; Richard and Giraud, Bihliotheque

Sacre'e.) G. B.

AUNILLON, PIERRE CHARLES
SABIOT, Abbe' du Gue'de Launay, was born

in the year 1684, and bred to the church. In

1715 he delivered a Funeral Oration on Louis

XIV. in the cathedral of Evreux, which Avas

printed (Paris, 1715, 4to.), but was con-

sidered one of the worst of the many which
the occasion had called forth. Notwith-
standing his profession, he afterwards turned

his attention to the drama, and in 1728 pro-

duced a prose comedy, in three acts, called

" Les Amants De'guises," which met with
some success, and was published (8vo. Paris,

1728) under the pseudonyme of le Chevalier

Dove'. Aunillon was also author of a fairy

tale, " Azor, ou le Prince enchante'," profess-

edly translated from an English original by
*' le savant Popinjay" (2 vols. 12mo. Paris,

1750, with the feigned imprint " Londres"),
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and of a novel called " La Force de I'Educa-
tion" (1750, 12mo.). He died on the 10th
of October, 1760. In the year 1746 he was
emjiloyed on the Rhine by the French go-

vernment as a secret political agent, and the

reports made by him in that capacity are still

extant in MS. (^Bihliotheque du Tlwutre

Frangois, iii. 170; Cabi?iet des Fees, xxxv'n.

44; Que'rard, La France Litteraire, i. 133;
Biographie Universelle, Suppl. Ixvi. 574.)

J. W.
AUNOY, MARIE CATHERINE^

COMTESSE D', was the daughter of M.
le Jumel de Berneville, and allied to many
of the first families of Normandy. She was
born in 1650. After the death of her father,

her mother married the Marquis de Gadaigne,
and resided at the Court of Madrid, where
she enjoyed a pension under the kings

Charles II. and Philip V., and where she

died. Mademoiselle de Berneville became
the wife of Francjois de la Mothe, Count
d'Annoy, a nobleman of whom it is recorded

that he was once on the point of execution

for high treason, when he was saved by the

late repentance of one of his accusers, who
acknowledged his testimony to be false. The
countess was a distinguished ornament of

the French court, as her aunt, Madame Des-
loges, had been before her. She possessed

great facility in composition, and formed one
of a coterie of court ladies, who contributed

very considerably to the light literature of

their day. The Countess d'Aunoy died at

Paris, in January, 1705, at the age of fifty-

five, leaving behind her four daughters, one

of whom, Madame de Here, kept alive the

family reputation, and was celebrated in

verse for her wit and talents, by writers

whose highest praise was, that in both she

recalled the memory of her mother.

The literary fame of ]^Iadame d'Aunoy
has been preserved to our own day almost

entirely by her " Fairy Tales." This species

of composition was introduced into France at

the close of the seventeenth century, by
Charles Perrault, whose success was so great

that he drew a host of imitators into the field.

At their head were three ladies, Madame
Murat, Mademoiselle de la Force, and the

Comtesse d'Aunoy, and of these the last was
the most voluminovis and the most successful,

although she was far behind Perrault. Like

her competitors, she overlooked the fact that

simplicity was the chief charm of his narra-

tives, and that he employed supernatural

agency with, for a fairy chronicler, a sparing

hand. " They seem, " says Dunlop, " to

have vied with each other in excluding na-

ture from their descriptions, and to have

written under the impression that she must

bear away the palm whose palace was lighted

by the greatest profusion of carbuncles, whose

dwarf was the most diminutive and hideous,

and whose chariot was drawn by the most

unearthly monsters. Events bordering on
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probability were carefully abstained from,

and the niost marvellous thing in these tales,

as Fontenelle has remarked, is when a person

shipwrecked in the middle of the ocean has

the misfortune to be drowned." Notwith-

standing her share in these drawbacks, the wit

and vivacity of the Countess d'Aunoy gave her

the superiority over her competitors, and have

secured for many of her tales a degree of po-

pularity in which they are surpassed only by
those of Perrault himself. We cannot, in-

deed, find a volume by her filled with such

fairy classics as " Blue Beard," " Cinderella,"
" The Sleeping Beauty," "little Eed Kiding-

hood," " lliquet with the Tuft," " Puss in

Boots," and " Hop o' my Thumb," all of which
appear in a single publication of Perrault,

but among the nuich more numerous pro-

ductions of the countess we meet with one,

at least, " The White Cat," which rivals in

estimation the best works of her master, and
sevei'al more, such as " The Yellow Dwarf,"
"Cherry and Fair Star," and "The Fair

One with the Golden Locks," which stand

first in the second rank. For the ground-
work of her stories, Madame d'Aunoy did

not rely on her own invention ; like Perrault,

she resorted for her plots to Italian soiu'ces,

principally the " Pentamerone" of Basile, and
the " Piacevoli Notti" of Straparola, both of

which had not long before been translated

into French. The genn of one of her stories,

" Gracieuse et Percinet," may be found in

the Cupid and Psyche of Apuleius, and other

fairy legends have been traced even to a re-

moter origin, but the Italian novelists were
to Madame d'Aunoy and the rest of the fairy

chroniclers, as they had been to our own
dramatists, the immediate storehouse ofsupply
for plot and incident. From whatever source

the material was derived, however, the

French writers seem to have formed the

mould which has given shape to the fairy

fiction of Europe.
The writings of Madame d'Aunoy have

been much turned to account by writers for

the stage, especially in our own cou.ntry,

where spectacle is so much in request, that

any opportunity for a display of scenic splen-

dour is eagerly sought for. Her tales have
furnished the foundation for numberless pan-
tomime-openings and holiday spectacles, and
of late years similar pieces of a higher
class, and with pretensions to wit and satire,

as well as glitter, have gained great favour.

One founded on " The White Cat" was pro-

duced at Covent Garden Theatre in 1842,

with extraordinary success, and at the pre-

sent moment (Februar}', 1844) another called
" The Fair One with the Golden Locks" is

in the midst of an uninterrupted run, which
has already extended to nearly sixty nights,

at the Haymarket Theatre.

The first series of Madame d'Aimoy's
Fairy Tales was published at Paris in four

vols. 12mo. in 1698, the year after the ap-
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pearauce of Perrault's volume. The " Nou-
veaux Contes des Fees," and " Les Fees a
la Mode, ou le Nouveau Gentilhomme Bour-
geois, " rapidly followed, completing her
writings of this kind. The whole are re-

printed in vols. 3, 4, and 5 of the collection

called the " Cabinet des Fc'es." The prin-

cipal tales have run through numberless edi-

tions, and it would be an impossible task to

give a list of the translations of them into

various languages, or even into our own, or

to catalogue the many abridgments, poetical

versions, and dramas founded on them which
have been almost constantly appearing from
the period of their first publication to our own
day.

Madame d'Aunoy was a voluminous writer

in another line of fiction—the sentimental

novel. Her principal work of this class,

" Hyppolite, Comte de Duglas," originally

published in 1696, is still sometimes read,

and a new edition appeared at Paris in 1810.

Indeed, the writer of her life in the " Bio-

graphic Universelle," who strangely enough
dismisses her " P'airy Tales" with a bare

mention, asserts that " Hyppolite " is the

only one of her works known to the modem
reader. It is a miserable production in every

respect. The preservation of propriety is so

little thought of, that although the opening

scenes are laid at a castle in Scotland in the

fifteenth century, the characters act and
speak, down to the minutest conventionality,

precisely in the manner of Parisian people of

quality of the authoress's own day. The
sentimentalism of the book is of a sickening

cast, and the incidents, wliich crowd on one

another in most strange disorder, are quite

as absurd and improbable as those of a fairy

tale, without being a thousandth part so

amusing. Madame d'Aunoy's two other

novels, " L'Histoire de Jean de Bourbon,

Prince de Carency," and " L'Histoire du
Comte de Warwick," have the same faxilts

;

and in the latter the introduction of some real

passages from the life of the renowned King-

maker tends to increase the distaste rather

than the interest of the reader.

In the " Memoires de la Cour d'Angleterre"

the countess carried this system of mixing
truth and falsehood to a still greater extent.

The book opens with an apparently serious

sketch of the court of Charles II., in which
the writer boasts of her intimacy with " Le
Due de Bouquinkam," " my Lady Heyde,"
and other real personages of the time, and
declares her intention to detail some of the

most remarkable incidents of their lives.

The work is then almost immediately trans-

formed into a commonplace amatory ro-

mance, in which half the characters are de-

corated with the real names which the

authoress has chosen to pitch upon, while the

other half, with nmch greater propriety, are

distinguished by the merely fanciful names
usually bestowed on the heroes and heroines
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of romance. The " Memoires de la Cour
d'Espagne" are of a similar character. The
" Voyage d'Espagne" is somewhat less tinc-

tured with the romantic, but quite enough so to

destroy its value. Although it relates to the

countess's actual journeys in Spain, it is a

book of that peculiarly unpleasant class in

which it is impossible to tell where truth

ends and fiction commences, if indeed the

thread of the narrative be not of a mingled
yarn throughout.

The same objection extends even to the

countess's works of a more decidedly serious

complexion, especially to her " Memoires
Historiques de ce qui s'est passe en Eu-
rope, depuis 1672, jusqu'en 1679, tant aux
guerres contre les Hollandois, qu'a la paix

de Nimegue," 2 vols. 8vo. Paris, 1692, a

work not at all to be depended upon. Her
" Histoire Chronologique d'Espagne, tiree

de Mariana, et des plus celebres auteurs

Espagnols," is a mere compilation, and ap-

pears never to have been completed. She is

said to have been the authoress of a novel of

English life, called " My Lady," published

in the " Lettres " of Madame du Noyer, but

it is attributed to her on somewhat doubtful

authority. None of her works, except the
" Fairy Tales " and " Hyppolite," have been

reprinted in the present century. {Histoire

Litteraire des Femmes Francaises, ii. 166

—

305 ; Cabinet des Fees, xxvii. 42—44 ; Dun-
lop, History of Fiction, iii. 301—303; La
Harpe, Lyce'e, vii. 307, 315; Moreri, Dic-
tionnaire Historique, edit. Goujet and Drouet,

i. 541 ;
Querard, Fa France Liite'raire, i. 132

;

Comtesse d'Annoy, Contes des Fe'es, Cour
d'Angleterre, &c.) J. W.
AURANGZEB 'A'LAM-GI'R, Emperor

of Hindustan, was born in October, a.d. 1618.

He M- as the third son of Shah-Jahan, and the

fifth in descent from Baber, the founder of

what is called (perhaps erroneously) the

Mogul Dynasty, the shadow of which still

occupies the throne of Delhi. Aurangzeb in

his youth displayed a contemplative and
devout turn of mind ; and it happened

that he received his education, if we may so

term it, from men belonging to the most
bigoted sect of Mohammed's followers. As
he grew up to manhood he gradually dis-

played his native qualities. He was of a

mild temper and a cold heart, cautious, artful,

and designing, a perfect master in dissimula-

tion, ever on the watch to gain friends and
propitiate foes. At the same time he pos-

sessed great courage, and a thorough know-
ledge of the military art as it was then under-

stood in his country. But his ruling, though
well concealed, passion was ambition, for the

gratification of which neither religion nor mo-
rality was allowed to stand for a moment in his

way ; and though full ofpious scruples respect-

ing the ceremonious parts of his faith, he did

not hesitate to perpetrate the most atrocious

crimes in order to attain his father's throne.
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During the last eight years of Shah-Jahan's
reign, Aurangzeb was intrusted with several

high offices in the state, both military and
civil, in the discharge of which he was no
less distinguished for his valour than his

diplomacy. At length, in a.d. 1657, the Em-
peror Shah-Jahan was seized with an illness

so serious as to leave no hope of his recovery.

He had four sons—no pleasant prospect for

the empire—all of such an age as to render

them impatient of any subordinate situation.

Dara Shikoh, the eldest, was in his forty-

second year ; Shuja, the second son, forty;

Aurangzeb, the third, was thirty-eight ; and
the youngest, Murad, at least above thirty.

The mutual jealousy of these princes, hitherto

kept under restraint, now burst forth in all

its fuiy. Dara, the eldest, on whom the

crown would naturally devolve, was at the

moment invested with the administration of
his father's government. This state of affairs,

involving all Aurangzeb's prospects of ambi-
tion and even of safety, immediately with-

drew his attention from his intrigues in the

Dekhan, where he was then governor, to-

wards the seat of empire. Dara, the heir

apparent, was a high-spirited and generous
prince, liberal in his opinions, and had he
lived, it is probable that he would have ti'od-

den the footsteps of his great-grandfather, the

illustrious Akbar. He had laboured to dimi-

nish the acrimony that existed between the

followers of Mohammed and Brahma; and
had written a work to prove that the two
religions agreed in all that was good and valu-

able, and differed only in things that were of

no real consequence. The astute Aurangzeb
immediately availed himselfof Dtira's laxity of

opinion respecting the *' true faith," of which
he avowed himself the champion, Avell assured

of the support of the selfish and bigoted

priesthood of that religion. Of his other two
brothers, Shuja and Miirad, he had less to

fear, as neither of them was very popular

;

the former being of the Shia sect, and de-

voted to the forbidden juice of the grape

;

and the latter, though brave, addicted to low
and sensual pleasures. The illness of Shah-
Jahan being considered mortal, Dara on
taking the reins of government is supposed to

have acted with too much precipitation to-

wards his brothers, of whom Shuja was then

governor of Bengal, Aurangzeb of the Dek-
han, and Murad of Guzerat. All communi-
cation with them was interdicted on pain of

death ; and their agents, papers, and effects

at the capital were seized by his orders.

Shuja was the first to take up arms, both as

he was nearest the scene of action, and as he

had had the means of amassing a large trea-

sui-e from one of the richest provinces of the

empire. In the meantime Aurangzeb's con-

summate policy began to unravel itself,

which was, in the first place, to allow Dara
and Shuja to exliaust their strength and re-

sources against each other ; and secondly, to
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play off Miirad against the victor. He accord-
ingly persuaded Murad that his o^vn views
were entirely directed to heaven, not to a
throne ; that neither of his brothers Dara and
Shuja was worthy of the crown, on account
of their irreligion ; that for the sake of old

affection, and for the promotion of the true

faith, he was desirous to aid Murad to his

father's throne, after which the only boon he
should crave would be to retire into obscurity

and devote the remainder of his life to the

service of his creator.

In the meanwhile Shuja was defeated near
the town of Mongeer by Sulaiman, Ddra's
eldest son, and at the same time intelligence

arrived of the advance of a powerful army
from the south, under the joint command of

Auraugzeb and Murad. The imperial army,
flushed with success, was immediately led

against the rebels, but Auraugzeb's valour
and policy prevailed. Dara soon after led

his whole forces in person against his two
brothei'S, but his principal generals being
gained over by the intrigues of Aurangzeb,
his army was totally routed, and he himself
compelled to seek shelter in tha city of Agra.
In the meantime the aged Emperor Shah-
Jahan had in some degree recovered from his

illness. He was well aware of Aurangzeb's
crafty and ambitious character; and with
the hope of drawing him into his power, he
affected to overlook all that had passed, and
to throw the whole blame ou his eldest son
Dara. But the emperor had to deal with a
perfect master in the arts of duplicity. Au-
rangzeb affected the utmost loyalty, and un-
der pretence of paying a visit to his father,

in order to obtain his blessing and forgive-

ness, he at the same time gave instructions

to his son Mohammed, who, with a select

body of troops, took possession of the palace,

and thus the aged monarch became a prisoner

for life. Soon after Aurangzeb seized his

brother Mitrad, whom he had so thoroughly
deluded, and confined him in a strong for-

tress near Delhi. His brothers Dara and
Shuja were still at large ; but after two or
three years' efforts, they were both secured
and put to death by Aurangzeb's command.
Murad also shared their fate, and thus the

throne of the Great Mogul became the undis-

puted possession of the crafty usurper. Au-
rangzeb required importuning before he
would accept the imperial diadem. In a gar-

den near Delhi, August 2, a.d. 1658, overcome
by the earnest entreaties of his nobles, he at last

submitted to receive the insignia of royalty,

assuming at the same time the pompous title

of 'A'lam-gir, or "conqueror of the world."

It must be confessed, however, that Aurang-
zeb's long reign of half a century, notwith-

standing the dishonourable means of which
he availed himself to gain the sovereign

power, was upon the whole distinguished for

its pi'osperity. From the time that he was
firmly established on thQ throne, the vigilance
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and steadiness of his adjninistration pre-

served so much internal tranquillity in the
empire, that historians have recorded few
events worthy of notice. But though the

prosperity of the empire appeared not to

have suffered any diminution, causes wei'e

already in operation which menaced its fu-

ture destruction at no very distant date. The
intolerance of the emperor revived religious

animosities between the various sects and
parties subject to his sway. The per-

fidy and insincerity of which he had set

svich a glaring example spread through his

court, so that he had neither a minister nor
an officer worthy of confidence. Even his

own sons seemed to emulate him in disobedi-

ence to their father and distrust of each
other. Of all his nobles, the one he dreaded
most was Amir Jumla, with whom he had
been connected in frequent intrigues in the

Dekhan, and by whose instrumentality he
had been enabled to ascend the throne. On
his accession, Aurangzeb appointed this able

man governor of Bengal ; but his experience
told him that he was never safe while there

was a man alive who had the power to hurt
him. In order, therefore, to keep in employ-
ment this dangerous individual, he recom-
mended to him an invasion of the kingdom
of Assam, whose ruler had broken into Ben-
gal dm-ing the distractions of the empire, and
still remained unchastised. Jumla, who pro-

mised himself both plunder and renown from
this expedition, immediately undertook the

task ; but after several victories on the part

of the Mogul troops, they were compelled to

return, their number greatly reduced by un-
favourable weather and the violence of a
disease to which their leader at the same
time fell a victim. On hearing the news,
the emperor remarked to the son of Jumla,
whom he had recently made commander-in-
chief of the horse, " You have lost a fa-

ther, and I have lost the greatest and most
dangerous of my friends."

In the third year of Aurangzeb's reign the

empire was visited by a severe famine, in

consequence of an extraordinary drought, by
which all vegetation was suspended. On
this trying occasion Aurangzeb used every
exertion to diminish the evil ; and his con-

duct forms a pleasing contrast to his previous

actions. He remitted the rents and other

taxes of the husbandmen ; he opened his

treasury without reserve, and employed its

ample funds in purchasing corn in those

provinces where it could be obtained, and in

conveying it to such places as were most in

want, where it was distributed among the

people at very reduced prices. At his own
court the utmost economy was observed, and
no expense was allowed for luxury and os-

tentation. From the day he began to reign,

he had himself so strictly superintended the

revenues and disbursements of the state, that

he was now in possession of ample resources,
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which he so nobly applied to the relief of his

people. In the seventh year of Aurangzeb's
reign, his father Shah Jahan died; and
though the life of the aged monarch had
reached its natural period, yet some able his-

torians have expressed their suspicion that

his death was occasioned by a draught of the

poiista, a species of slow poison. Such is the

statement of Mill, the historian of India,

though we know not on what authority. In
fact, Aurangzeb could have no object in add-
ing to the list of his crimes that of parricide

;

as he had nothing to fear from his father,

now in the eighth year of his imprisonment
in the strong fortress of Agra, weighed down
at the same time by old age and a lingering

disease. During the whole reign of Au-
rangzeb, the northern part of India, which
constituted the Mogul empire under Akbar,
continued in a peaceful and apparently flou-

rishing state ; but the bigotry and illiberal

policy of the ruler towards his Hindu sub-

jects roused a powerful enemy in the south,

which ultimately triumphed over the proud
house of Timur. The Marhattas for the

first time began to show a formidable aspect

under the guidance of the renowned chief

Sevagf, -w'ho had been originally a leader of

plunderers, inhabiting the mountain districts

between Canara and Guzerat. He had ac-

quired considerable power and influence du-
ring the civil wars that desolated the countiy

at the commencement of Aurangzeb's reign.

He at first tendered his allegiance to the

usurper, and was invited to court, where he
was loaded with insults which his haughty
spii'it could not brook. In the meantime he
was imprisoned virtually, though not lite-

rally ; his movements being strictly watched,
and guards placed around his residence.

With great address he managed to efiect his

escape, and, in conjunction with other cliiefs

of his nation, devoted the remainder of his

life to the prosecution of a defensive war
against Aurangzeb. The Marhatta chiefs

acted entirely on the guerilla system ; they

eluded encounter in the field with the Mogul
troops, but by the rapidity of their move-
ments, aided by their knowledge of the corm-

try, they were enabled to annihilate the

enemy in detail, by assailing all his weak
points, cutting off his supplies, and laying

waste those parts of the country through
which he must pass. So enriched were they

by the spoils thus obtained, and so strength-

ened by the number of Hindu adventurers
who joined their ranks, that towards the

close of Aurangzeb's reign the advantages of
the war had so decidedly turned in their fa-

vour, that they thenceforth assumed the offen-

sive.

The religious intolerance of Aurangzeb
increased as he advanced in years, even so

far as to make him blind to his best policy.

He gradually withdrew from his Hindu sub-

jects that toleration and kindness which had
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so endeared to them the beneficent reign of
Akbar and his two successors. He laid upon
them a heavj' capitation tax called ihejazia,
nor was this a sufficient protection to them,
for his pious zeal rioted in the desti'uction of
their ancient and magnificent temples, and in

offering every insult to their religious feel-

ings. By this ill-judged policy, which we
must believe to have originated from the

more violent of his religious ad^dsers, he
completely forfeited the allegiance and affec-

tions of the Rajputs, a brave, proud, and
high-spirited class of Hindus, occupying the

central provinces of fne empire. When
acting as governor of the Deldian under his

father, Aurangzeb had employed his talents

in exciting discord and intrigues between the

ISIohammedan kings of Eijapur and Golconda.
These kingdoms, in the course of his reign,

he was enabled to seize and add to his al-

ready overgrown empire. The latter years
of this monarch were passed in miseiy. He
was suspicious of every one around him, and
more particularly of his own children. The
remembrance of Slaah Jahan, of Dara, of
Shuja, and of Murad, now haunted him
everywhere. How much he was influenced

by remorse for his share in their fate, it is

difficult to say ; but his actions sufficiently

showed how much he feared that a like mea-
sure might be meted out to himself. He ex-

pired in the city of Ahmednagar, on the 21st

ofFebruaiy, 1707, in the eighty-ninth year
of his life and fiftieth of his reign. Under
Aurangzeb the JMogul empire had attained its

utmost extent, consisting of twenty-one pro-

vinces, Avith a revenue of about forty millions

sterling. Yet with all this outward show of
prosperity, the heart of the state was tho-

roughly diseased. This was mainly owing
to the character and conduct of the ruler,

whose government was a system of universal

mistrust, eveiy man in office being employed
as a spy on the actions of his neighbours.

This spirit of suspicion chilled the zeal and
attachment of his Mohammedan nobles, whom
he on all occasions employed. His Hindu
subjects were thoroughly alienated by his

narrow views in religion. They were ex-

cluded from office, degi'aded by an odious

tax, and their temples, with all that they had
deemed sacred, subjected to profanation and
destruction. It is true they were not directly

persecuted : for it does not appear that any
Hindu suffered death, imprisonment, or loss

of property for his religious opinions. Yet
the long course of degradation and insult, to

which this patient race had to submit, at

length roused among them the most deter-

mined spirit of resistance. It is a curious

fact that, in the eleventh year of his reign,

Aurangzeb imposed the strictest silence on

all the historians within his realm :
" prefer-

ring," as it is said, " the cultivation of inward

piety to the ostentatious display of his

actions." Yet to this very prohibition we
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are indebted for the best and most impartial

Indian history extant. Mohammed Hashim,
a man of good family residing at Delhi, pri-

vately compiled a minute register of all the

events of this reign, which he published

some years after the monarch's death, in the

reign of Mohammed Shah. This work is a

complete history of the house of Timur

;

giving, first, a clear and concise account of

that dynasty, from the founder down to the

close of Akbar's reign. This portion of the

history the author veiy properly condenses,

as the events had been so fully detailed by
previous writers. The great body of the

work is occupied with the hundred and twenty

years that succeeded the death of Akbar,
where all the important occurrences of each
year are fully detailed. It is probable that

he had written the first half of the worit be-

fore he was compelled to stop by Aurangzeb's
orders ; but, resolved to bring down his his-

tory to the close of his own life, he continued

his labours in secret. Mohammed Shah was
so pleased with this history, that he ennobled
the author, with the title of Khafi Khan (the

word K/ifiJi denotes "concealer"). It is

only of late that this valuable work became
known in Europe. When Colonel Dow
wrote his " History of Hindustan," he was
obliged to stop short at the end of the tenth

year of Aurangzeb's reign, from want of

proper documents. Even Mill, in his " His-

tory of British India," complains that " we
have no complete history of Aurungzeb."
This defect is now fully remedied in the
*' History of India " lately published by the

Honourable Mountstuart Elphinstone, where
the author, an accomplished Oriental scholar,

has availed himself of Khafi Khan's History,

and the result is a complete narrative of the

reign of Aurangzeb and his immediate suc-

cessors. An excellent account of the com-
mencement of this monarch's reign will be

found in Bernier's "Travels in the Mogul
Empire." The author, a well-educated

Frenchman, brought up to the medical pro-

fession, passed twelve years in India, during
eight of which he acted as physician to Au-
rangzeb. (Mountstuart Elphinstone, His-
tory of India; F. Bernier, Travels in the

Mogul Empire ; Dow, History of Hindustan ;

Mill, History of British India.) D. F.

AURAT. [DoRAT.]
AURBACH, or AURPACH, JOHAN-

NES DE. Mention occurs in Konig, Dun-
kel, and Jocher, of three jurists of this name.
One is said to have been vicar of Bamberg,
and to have lived in the fifteenth century

;

another to have been a lawyer of Leipzig,

and to have been alive in 1515; and the

third to have been a Bavarian, who travelled

in France and Italy about 1565. Adelung
with considerable plausibility argues that

there was in reality one jurist of the name,
the vicar of Bamberg, and that the writers

mentioned above have been led to assume
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the existence of the other two merely from
having seen only later editions of his works.
That a Johannes de Aurbach was vicar of
Bamberg, and published two books in the

latter half of the fifteenth century, is certain

;

and this is all we know about him. That three

other books are attributed on their title-page

to a Johannes de Aurbach, and were printed

in the latter half of the sixteenth century, is

equally certain ; but whether they are merely
reprints of publications by the vicar of Bam-
berg, or printed from his MSS. after his

death, or the works of another of the same
name, it is impossible to say. The undoubted
works of the vicar of Bamberg are:

—

1. " Summa Magistri Johannis de Aurbach,
Vicarii Bambergensis." This is a folio

without any title-page ; the imprint states

that it was printed by Ginter Zeiner de Reut-

lingen, in Augsburg, in the year 1469. 2.

" Directorium Curatorum, Domini doctoris

Aurbach." This is a quarto volume without

date or printer's name. The types are ap-

parently the same which were used in print-

ing the quarto edition of St. Augustine's " De
Vita Christiana," at Spire, in 1471. Both of

these works are practical manuals extracted

from the writings of the canonists for the use

of the resident clergy having cures of souls.

They are brief, distinct, and well adapted for

that purpose. A MS. in the imperial library

at Vienna, entitled " Magistri Jo. Aurbachii

egregii decretorum Doctoris Directorium
Sacerdotum," is probably the work which in

the printed edition is entitled " Directorium
Curatorum." The other publications of a
Johannes de Aurbach mentioned above are :

—1. " Jo, de Aurbach, processus juris, cum
lectura et expositionibus," Leipzig, 1512, fol.

2. " Johannis Aurbachii Poematum Libri II."

Padua, 1557, 8vo. 3. "Libri IV. Epistola-

rum Juridicarum quae Consiliorum vice

esse possunt. Autore Joh. Aurpachio ICto."

Cologne, 1566, 8vo. This work is also printed

at the end of—4. " Singularum allegationimi

Libri II." Cologne, 1 57 1 , 8vo. Later editions

of this work were published also at Cologne,
in 1591 and 1606, both in 8vo. It is possible

that allusions may occur in the poems or in

the juridical epistles calculated to throw light

on the question as to who was their author

;

but neither of these works is contained in

the library of the British Museum. The two
undoubted works of the vicar of Bamberg
are there, and are interesting specimens of

early typography. (Jocher, Allgemeines Ge-
lehrten-Lexicon, and Adelung, Supplement;

Summa Magistri Johannis de Aurbach ; Di-
rectorium Curatorum Domini doctoris Atir-

bach.) W. W.
AURE'LIA GENS. To this Gens, which

was of Sabine origin and Plebeian, many
illustrious Romans belonged. The Prseno-

niina of the members of this Gens are Caius,

Lucius, and Marcus, and the Cognomina are

CoTTA, ScAURUS, and Orestes. The cog-
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nomen Rufus appears to be established by a

medal. C. Aurelius Cotta, consul b.c. 252,

is the first recorded member of this Gens who
obtained the consulship. After this date we
find many distinguished personages who had
the gentile name Aurelius. The important
part which they played in the history of the

Republic is attested by the name Aurelia,

applied to laws (leges), roads, aqueducts,

bridges, and other monuments of their ac-

tivity and their honours. Aurelia, the

mother of the Dictator Caesar, belonged to

this Gens. Under the empire many persons
had the gentile name of Aurelius [Aure-
lius], both emperors and others. (Rasche,
Lexicon Rei Numarice.^ G. L.

AURE'LIA was the wife of Caius Julius

Csesar, and the mother of C. Julius Cyesar

the Dictator, and two daughters, the elder

and the younger Jidia. Her parentage is

not ascertained, but the conjecture of Dru-
mann, that she was the daughter of M. Aui-e-

lius Cotta, and the sister of C. Aurelius Cotta

(consul B.C. 75), of M. Aurelius Cotta (consul

B.C. 74), and L. Aurelius Cotta (consul b.c.

65), presents at least no chronological dif-

ficulties. She was a woman of excellent

character, and carefully superintended the

education of her son Caius, like Cornelia

the mother of the Gracchi and other illus-

trious Roman mothers. Her son always
showed her the greatest atfection, and in

B.C. 63 she had the satisfaction of seeing

him elected Pontifex Maximus. She was
living with her son at the time (b.c. 62) when
Clodius was attempting to seduce Caesar's

wife Pompeia, on whom Aurelia kept a strict

watch. Clodius contrived to get into Caesar's

house in a woman's dress during the cele-

bration of the rites of the Bona Dea, but

he was discovered by Aurelia. Caesar

divorced his wife on the occasion, and Au-
relia gave evidence against Clodius on his

trial for violating the rites of the Bona Dea.
Aurelia lived to see her son consul b.c. 59,

and to hear of his great exploits in Gaul.

But she never saw him after he left Rome
for his province, and she died B.C. 54, a short

time before her grand-daughter Julia, the

wife of Cu. Pompeius. (Plutarch, Julius

CcBsar, 9, 10; Suetonius, Julius Ccesar, 26, 74
;

Drumann, Geschichte Honis.^ G. L.

AURE'LIA. [Aurelius.]
AURE'LIA ORESTILLA. [Catilina,

L. Sergius.]
AURE'LIAN, or AURELIA'NUS,

SAINT, Bishop of Aries in the sixth century,

was born in or about a.d. 499, and suc-

ceeded Auxanius in the metropolitan see of

Aries, A.D. 546, and was about the same time

appointed the pope's vicar for Gaul. Pope
Vigilius, who gave him this appointment, di-

rected him to use his influence in maintain-

ing the existing alliance of the Emperor
Justinian and the Prankish kings, against

their common enemies the Ostrogoths. Au-
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relian assisted (some think he presided) at

the Council of Orleans, a.d. 549, and died at

Lyon, A.D. 551, on the 16th of June, which
day is observed as his anniversary in the

Roman Catholic church. There are extant

of St. Aurelian, the " Rules " which he drew
up for a monastery and for a nunnery
founded by him at Aries, and a letter to

Theodebert I., King of the Franks of Aus-
trasia. (Henschen and Papebroch, in the

Acta Sanctorum, 1 6th June ; Histoire Litte'-

raire de la France, ii. 252, seq.) J. C. M.
AURELIA'NUS, CLAU'DIUS DOMI'-

TIUS, the Roman Emperor who succeeded

Claudius II. In a letter addressed to him by
the Emperor Claudius, he is called Valerius

Aurelianus. It is probable that he assumed the

names of Claudius and Domitius after his ac-

cession to the empire. It is sometimes asserted

that his name on the coins is Lucius Domitius

;

and Tillemont suggests that the C. L. which
appear on some coins are the abbreviations of

Caesar Lucius. But a coin has the inscription

IMP. CAE. or CAES. CL. DOM. AVRELIANVS AVG.,

which shows that his name was Claudius,

which he probably assumed from admiration

of his warlike predecessor. He was probably

born about A.D. 212. His parentage and birth-

place are uncertain ; some say he was born at

Sirmium in Pannonia, others in the Lower
Dacia (Ripensis), and some in Moesia. His

parents were poor, and his father is said by
some authorities to have been a colonus (a

half kind of serf) on the estate of a senator;

but it is also said that his mother was a

priestess of a temple of the Sun, a story

which may have been founded on the fact of

the reverence which Aurelian showed to this

divinity. This youth of unknown parentage,

who subsequently occupied the seat of the

Caesars, rose to this elevated rank by his

military talents. He Avas of a robust frame,

had great courage, and loved war. His early

career in the Roman armies is unknown ; he
was a tribune in a legion stationed at Ma-
guntiacum (Maina), when he defeated the

Franks, who are mentioned on that occasion

for the first time in history. The value of

his early services is indicated by the fact that

the Emperor Valerian called him (a. d. 256)

the equal of the Corvini and the Scipios, the

liberator of Illyricum, and the restorer of the

Gauls. Aurelian was a rigid disciplinarian

and his punishment was prompt and cruel.

He would not permit his soldiers to commit
the slightest excess : the theft of a bunch of

gi-apes was a serious offence. In a.d. 256,

he was commissioned by Valerian to make a

general visitation of the military stations.

In the following year he acted as legatus to

Ulpius Crinitus in Illyricum and Thrace,

from which countries he drove the Goths,

and as a reward for his services he was

named Consul by Valerian for the year 258.

Ulpius Crinitus adopted him in the presence

of Valerian and the army at Byzantium, and
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probably gave him his daughter or one of
his relatives to wife. The wife of Aurelian
is called on the medals Ulpia Severina : the

name Ulpia renders it probable that she Avas

of the family of Ulpius Crinitus. Am-elian

is not mentioned under the reign of Gallienus

:

but under the warlike Claudius, the successor

of Gallienus, he assisted in the defeat of

Aureolus (a.d. 268), and gained a victory

over the Sarmatians and Suevi. He was sent

on an embassy to the Persians, but the time

of this embassy is not ascertained.

In the year 270, Claudius died atSirmium,

and Aurelian, who was probably there at the

time, was declared Emperor by the soldiers,

Quintillus, the brother of Claudius, who was
then in Italy, also assumed the purple, but

his troops abandoned him in a few days, and
he committed suicide. Aurelian came to

Rome to confirm his authority, but after a

short stay in the city he left it for Pannonia,

to oppose the Goths or Scythians, as Zosimus
calls them, who had made an irruption into

Pannonia. A battle was fought with doubt-

ful success, and the barbarians recrossed the

Danube, and aftei'wards sued for peace.

Gibbon states that Aurelian " withdrew the

Roman forces from Dacia, and tacitly relin-

quished that great province to the Goths and
Vandals." Tillemont places this event near

the close of Aurelian's career. The wars of

Aurelian with the Alemanni, Marcomanni,
and Juthingi, as these enemies of Rome are

variously called by various writei's, are pro-

bably, as Gibbon remarks, the same war, and
with the same people ; and he adds, that it

requires some care to conciliate and explain

the historians. But no care can extract

from the confused writers of the period a
satisfactory histoiy of the Alemannic wars.

The following is briefly Gibbon's view of

these wars, to which the writer would not

implicitly subscribe.

In A.D. 270 the Alemanni, after devasta-

ting the country from the Danube to the Po,

made a hasty retreat, Aurelian collected his

troops, and marched (it is not said where he
mai'ched from) along the border of the Her-
cynian forest, and lay in wait for the bar-

barians on the opposite bank of the Danube.
He allowed part of the barbarians to cross

the river and defeated them, and then passing

the Danube, placed himself in the rear of the

remainder. In this emergency the Alemanni
sent ambassadors to Aurelian's camp, who
received them with all the pomp and splen-

dour of military display. The barbarians

asked for money as the price of their friend-

ship with Rome, but Aurelian told them that

they must submit without conditions, or feel

his vengeance. It is said that Aurelian left

to his generals the care of completing the

Alemannic war, and that in his absence the

barbarians escaped from their dangerous po-

sition, and retreated over the mountains into

Italy. The devastation which they caused
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in the territory of Milan recalled the Em-
peror to Italy, and a contest ensued in which
the safety of Rome was at hazard. Aurelian
sustained so severe a loss in the neighbour-
hood of Placentia, that his biographer re-

marks that the empire was near its dissolu-

tion. In a second battle, fought at Fanum in

Umbria, the remembrance of which is pre-

served by an inscription found at Pesaurum,
near Fanum (Gruter, p. 276, No. 3), the

invaders Avere defeated, and the remnant of

the Alemanni was destroyed in a third battle

near Pavia (a.d. 271). During the Ale-
mannic invasion, the Sibylline books were
consulted at Rome at the recommendation of
the Emperor, and the usual ceremonies were
performed to avert the threatened danger.

After the defeat of the invaders, Aurelian
came to Rome, and he punished with severity

the authors of certain disturbances that had
taken place in his absence. He is accused of
putting to death not only those who had
caused the disturbances, but some senators

also on frivolous charges. He also com-
menced the restoration of the walls of Rome,
which were intended to include a circuit of

about twenty-one miles. Though these walls

were commenced under Aurelian, they were
not finished till the reign of Probus, or per-

haps till the year a.d. 278, in the reign of

Diocletian.

In the year 272, Aurelian set out on his

Asiatic expedition. The Roman empire in

the East was in the possession of a woman.
Septimia Zenobia, Queen of Palmyra, was
the second wife and the widow of Odenatlius,

who had raised himself to imperial power in

the East, and had been acknowledged by
Gallienus as his colleague in the empire.

Odenathus was assassinated at Emesa in

Syria, a.d. 267, with his son Herodes or

Orcdes by his first m ife ; but Zenobia avenged
her husband by putting the assassins to death,

and she succeeded to his power. Palmyra
in the Syrian desert, then the seat of an ex-

tensive commerce between the Euphrates and
the Mediterranean, was the residence of

Zenobia, but her authority extended over

Syria and a large part of Asia Minor, and she

added Egypt to her sway while the warlike

Emperor Claudius was engaged with the

Goths. After her husband's death she deco-

rated with the purple her son Athenodorus or

Vaballath by her first husband. Her sons by
Odenathus were Herennianus and Timolaus,
to whom also, according to some statements,

she gave the imperial insignia, and the title

of Augusti. She also had them taught to speak
the Latin language. But the government
was administered by Zenobia, under the title

of the Queen of the East, and she ruled her
extensive empire with a manly vigour which
secured the peace and respect of the neigh-

bouring Arabs, Persians, and Armenians.
This warrior queen, whose active life forms
so strong a contrast with the secluded condi-
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tion of Eastern women, possessed singular

natural endowments, which were improved

by education. She was a woman of sur-

passing beauty. Her complexion was dark,

her eyes were black and piercing, her teeth

were white as pearls, and her voice strong

and clear. She was inured to bear the hard-

ships of the camp, and would sometimes march
on foot with her soldiers. Her habits were
abstemious, but she would sometimes indulge

in excess in company with her generals.

When she appeared before her soldiers, she

wore a helmet. Zenobia was well instructed

in the learning of the day ; she knew Latin

sufficiently well, but she spoke the Greek
language and the Egyptian perfectly, like her

native Syriac. Her literary taste was shown
by her drawing up an outline of Eastern

history for her own use. Longinus, the

author of the treatise on the Sublime, was
one of her secretaries and advisers.

After leaving Rome for the East, Aurelian

had enemies to contend with before he passed

into Asia. He defeated some barbarians in

Illyricum and Thrace; and he crossed the

Danube and destroyed Cannabas or Canna-
budes, a Gothic chief, with four thousand of

his men. Aurelian made a marriage between

a captive Gothic woman of the royal blood

and Bonosus, one of his officers, who could

drink more than the barbarians. The object

of this marriage, it is said, was to get at the

secrets of the Goths by means of the rela-

tions of the wife of Bonosus ; but the con-

fusion in the chronology of Aurelian's reign

renders it difficult to know what is the exact

date of this marriage, and what credit we
ought to give to it and its supposed object.

Zenobia's power extended at least as far as

the borders of Bithynia, and Aurelian's cam-
paign against the Queen of the East com-
menced with the capture of Ancyra. Tyana,
after making an obstinate resistance, was
taken through the treachery of a citizen, who
was rewarded by being abandoned to the

fury of the Roman soldiers. Aurelian had
vowed to exterminate the inhabitants of

Tyana, but he was diverted from his purpose

by a vision of Apollonius of Tyana, whose
countenance was well known to Aurelian

from his busts and statues. Apollonius ap-

peared to the emperor in his tent, and bade

him spare the innocent citizens, as he valued

his own safety. Vopiscus, who vouches for

the credibility of the story, also vouches for

the miracles of Apollonius. [Apollonius,]
Aurelian got possession of Antioch, accord-

ing to Vopiscus, after a slight contest near

Daphne. But in the neighbourhood of

Emesa a fierce battle was fought, in which
Zenobia and her general Zabdas or Zabas, at

the head of 70,000 men, were completely

routed. The account of the two battles by
Zosimus is, as Gibbon remarks, clear and cir-

cumstantial. Aurelian despatched Probus,

one of his best generals, to take possession of
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Egypt, and he marched from Emesa through
the desert to Palmyra, where Zenobia had
taken refuge. In crossing the desert Aure-
lian's army was annoyed by the roving

Arabs. Palmyra was well prepared for re-

sistance, and the siege, though pressed with
vigour, was long and tedious. Vopiscus has

preserved a letter of the Emperor, in which
he speaks of the difficulty of the military

operations against Palmyra ; and also a letter

to Zenobia, in which the Emperor, who was
wearied with the siege, offered terms to the

queen. The terms for herself were life and
an honourable maintenance; for Palmyra
the preservation of its civil rights. The terms

were rejected by Zenobia with contempt in

a letter, which is also preserved by Vopis-

cus ; and Aurelian redoubled his efforts. He
hemmed the city in on every side, and cut off

or gained over the troops which came to the

relief of Zenobia from the Persians, Saracens,

and Armenians. The queen at last, seeing

that further resistance was useless, attempted

to escape into Persia on her dromedaries, and
she had advanced as far as the Euphrates,

and was crossing the river, when she was
overtaken by the Roman cavalry and carried

back to Aurelian. The Emperor asked her

how she had dared to assail the majesty of

Rome. His pride was flattered by an answer
which told him that he was worthy to be

considered as an Emperor, though his pre-

decessors were not. Palmyra soon surreia-

dered, and the immense wealth which it con-

tained fell into the hands of the conqueror

;

but the people were spared, and a small gar-

rison was left in the city. The capture of

Palmyra took place a.d. 273.

Aurelian returned to Emesa, where the sol-

diers were clamorous for the death of Zenobia,

but the Emperor would not take her life. He
also pardoned Vaballath, whose name ap-

pears on a medal with that of Aurelian, an

event which some wi-iters refer to a period

prior to the capture of Palmyra ; but there is

great difficulty about the medals of Vabal-

lath. The two other sons of Zenobia were

probably spared also, as Pollio states in one

passage that they appeared in the triumph of

Aurelian. But some ofthe advisers of Zenobia

were put to death, and among them Longinus.

Zosimus charges the queen with the mean-
ness of imputing to him her rash resistance to

the Roman arms. The philosopher met his

death with calm resolution.

Aurelian received the congratulations and

homage of all the neighbouring nations.

Even the Axumites (in the modern Abys-

sinia) and the Seres, a nation beyond the

Indian peninsula, sent ambassadors and pre-

sents. The fame and the terror of the Roman
arms had now penetrated to the remotest

parts of the antient world. Aurelian passed

through Asia Minor to Byzantium, but in

Thrace he received intelligence that the Pal-

myrenes had revolted and massacred the
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Roman garrison. "With his characteristic

energy he returaed to chastise the rebels, and
reached Antioch before it was known that he
had left Europe. From Antioch he advanced
upon Palmyra, the inhabitants of which were
given up to indiscriminate massacre.

A letter of the emperor to Ceionius Bassus

states that neither women, children, nor old

men had been spared ; it bids him, however,

stop the slaughter and restore the temple of

the Sun, which had been plundered by the

soldiers. But Palmyra never recovered its

importance : the magnificent buildings, which
were erected during its season of commercial
prosperity, are monuments of its past gran-

deur and its present desolation.

During the war of Palmyra a rebellion

broke out in Egypt. Firmus, or, as he is

called on a medal of perhaps doubtful credit,

M. Firmius, who styled himself the friend of

Zenobia, assumed the title of AugiTStus, and
made himself master of Alexandria and
Egypt. This Firmus, a native of Seleuceia

in Syria, was a rich merchant, who traded to

India with his own ships, and used to boast

that he had a stock of papyrus and glue

valuable enough to maintain an army : it is

also mentioned as a proof of his wealth that

the apartments of his house were cased with
squares of glass. Firmus was a man of

great stature, gigantic strength, undaunted
courage, and incredible voracity. His com-
mon beverage was water, but he could swal-

low more wine without being intoxicated

than the most practised drinkers. This
usurper is entitled to a place among the

Roman Caesars from the fact of his assuming
the purple and the name of Augustus, which
appeared or his medals, and the title of

Imperator (AuTOKpdTwp) in his edicts. Au-
relian was at Carrhtc in Mesopotamia when
he heard of the Egyptian rebellion. He
marched into Egypt and quickly put down
the insurrection. Firmus, according to a
common story, hanged himself ; but Aurelian,

in his letter to the Roman people, states that

he defeated, besieged, tortured, and put to

death the usurper. Gibbon infers from the

same letter that Firmus was the last oppo-
nent whom Aurelian had to deal with, and
that Tetricus, who ruled in Gaul, had been
already suppressed. Accordingly he places

the downfall of Tetricus before the ex-
pedition to Palmyra. Tillemont places it

after the final reduction of Palmyra and the

death of Firmus.
Gaul, Spain, and Britain were still dis-

membered from the empire. Junius Postu-
mius, who had reigned in Gaul for six years,

was assassinated by his own soldiers. Vic-
torinus, his successor, had many good qua-
lities, but his passion for women led him into

excesses which were punished by the just in-

dignation of husbands whose wives he had
violated or corrupted. He was assassinated

at Cologne, together with his son. But in the
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West also, as in the East, a woman seized the
government, and maintained herself in the
possession of the imperial power, with the
title of Augusta. Victorina, the mother of
Victorinus, seated Marius and Tetricus in
succession on the throne of the Caesars, but the
real administration was in her hands, and
money was coined in her name. When Te-
tricus was raised to this dangerous dignity he
was governor of the province of Aquitania.
He reigned nominally in Gaul, Spain, and
Britain from five to six years, but he was
uneasy in his exalted station, and he invited

Aurelian to deliver hina from his splendid
slavery. Aurelian hastened into Gaul, and a
battle was fought between him and Tetricus
at Chalons on the Marne, in which Tetricus
betrayed his own cause, and his anny after a
desperate struggle was cut to pieces. About
the same time Aurelian gained some advan-
tages over the Germans, whom he compelled
to recross the Rhine. Lyon, which had re-

sisted him, was severely punished.
In three years Aurelian had restored

peace to the empire, and carried his victorious

arms from the Euphrates to the German
Ocean. His triumph was one of the most
splendid that Rome ever saw. Twenty ele-

phants, four tigers, camelopards, and above
two hundred other animals appeared in the
pompous procession. They were followed by
eight hundred pair of gladiators and the cap-
tives of the conquered nations. There were
ambassadors from the Blemyes, Axumites,
Indians, Bactrians, Iberians, Saracens, and
Persians, each carrying their presents. Goths,
Alans, Sarmatians, Franks,Vandals, Geraians,
and other northern nations swelled the proces-
sion. The captives marched first, with their

hands tied behind them. Ten female war-
riors of the Gothic nation were marked with
the title of Amazons ; and in front of the re-

presentatives of every conquered nation was
carried an inscription to designate the country
to which they belonged. Tetricus, once the
Emperor of the Gauls, and his son, appeared
dressed in a purple robe, a saftron tmiic, and
Gallic trowsers. Zenobia walked in the
triumphal pomp loaded with jewels and fet-

ters of gold: the golden chain about her
neck Avas supported by a slave, and she was
followed by the chariot in which she had
designed to enter Rome. The car of Odena-
thus, which was oniamented with gold and
jewels, and another chariot, the present of
the Persian king, also appeared in the pro-
cession. The car of Aurelian, which had
been captured from a Gothic king, was drawn
by four stags. The people of Rome, the
colours of the city companies (collegia) and
of the camps, the booty taken in the wars,
the army, and the senate added to the tri-

umphal pomp, which did not reach the
Capitol till the ninth hour, where Aurelian
sacrificed the stags pursuant to his vow to

dedicate both them and the chariot which
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they drew to Jupiter Optimus Maximus. On
the following days the people were enter-

tained with theatrical exhibitions, the games
of the Circus, combats of gladiators, and sea-

fights (naumachise).

The senate were displeased to see Tetricus,

a Roman citizen, and one who had enjoyed

the honours of the state, exhibited in the

trimnph of Aurelian. But the emperor
treated his captive princes with generosity.

Tetricus and his son were restored to their

former station and their property, and both

of them enjoyed the favour of the emperor.
Zenobia received a villa at Tibur (Tivoli),

not far from the palace of Hadrian, where she

lived with her children in the style of a
Roman matron: and her descendants were
said to be among the noble families of Rome in

the fifth century. The statement of Zosimus
that she died on her road from Syria to

Rome cannot be admitted against the positive

statements of other writers, confirmed by col-

lateral evidence, that she appeared in the

triumph of Aurelian. It is not certain who
were the children with whom she retired to

Tibur : they might be her sons Herennianus
and Timolaus, for the fact of their having
been put to death by Aurelian, which was
stated by some authorities, was disputed by
others.

The triumph of Aurelian was followed by
a rebellion caused by his attempt to restore

the coinage to its true standard. The work-
men of the mint are described in one of the

emperor's letters as having risen in rebellion

at the instigation of a slave whom Aurelian
had employed in the finances : the outbreak
was put down, but with the loss of seven
thousand of those hardy soldiers who had
been inured to the campaigns of Dacia and
the Danube. The scepticism of Gibbon
about this extraordinary statement is well
founded. One cannot conceive how the few
who might be interested in debasing the

coinage could rouse a whole people against

a reform which was for their benefit. A
contest in which seven thousand of the em-
peror's veteran soldiers fell must have been
a struggle for mastery ; and if we admit the

facts as stated, we can find no other solution

of the difficulty than that the senate and the

praetorian troops must have conspired against

the emperor. There may have been a dis-

turbance caused by the reform of the coinage,

and this may have been the commencement
of a riot, of which a discontented faction took
advantage to attempt a revolution. Au-
relian's severity and even cruelty were felt

and dreaded, and the meanness of his birth

only made his haughtiness and pride the

more intolerable. The senate always dis-

liked and feared him. The suppression of
the insurrection of the mint-workers was fol-

lowed by the punishment of several persons

of rank who were implicated in the charge of
conspiracy.

VOL. IV.

Towards the close of the year 274 Au-
relian was in Thrace, and on his march
against the Persians. He had a secretary

(notarius) named Mnestheus, whom he em-
ployed in writings which required secrecy.

This man had incurred the displeasure of the

emperor for some cause or other, and had
been threatened by him. The secretary knew
that his master's threats were serious warn-
ings, and, to save himself, he forged the

handwriting of Aurelian, and drew up a list

of names of officers in the army, who, accord-

ing to the purport of the paper, were to be
put to death. The secretary inserted his own
name among the rest, and showed the list to

those who were included in it. The hand-
writing deceived the officers, some of whom
were known to be disliked by Aurelian, and
they determined to anticipate the emperor's
design. As he was on his march between
Heracleia and Byzantium, they suddenly at-

tacked him, and he fell by the hand of
Mucapor, a general to whom one of his ex-
tant letters is addi'essed. Aurelian was pro-

bably assassinated about the close of January,
A.r>. 275. The treachery of the secretary was
discovered, and both he and the assassins were
punished. Aurelian left a single daughter,
Severina, whose posterity were living in the

time of Vopiscus. The Roman world was
without a master for six months after the

death of Aurelian. His successor was Taci-
tus.

Aurelian was called the Restorer of the

Empire, a title wh'ch appears on some of his

medals. He deserves this praise for his mi-
litary talents and success ; but the judgment
of the Emperor Diocletian is just : Aurelian
was more fit to command an army than to

govern a state. His severity was carried into

every department of the administration, and
even into his own household. But the ob-

jects of his vengeance were generally those

who well deserved it. Public informers and
peculators were punished with inexorable

severity, and every abuse he swept away with
unsparing hand. Accordingly he was not

unpopular with the mass of the people, who
felt the beneficial effects of those reforms,

which the weakness and corruption of former
princes had made necessary. It is mentioned
as an instance of his severity or his cruelty,

that he always had his slaves punished in his

presence, and that he put to death a female

slave for incontinence with a male of her own
class, an affiiir which no emperor before him
would have deigned to notice. He refused

his wife a silk dress on account of the ex-

pense, and she and her daughter were re-

quired to look after the household. Some
contradictory stories which are told of his

magnificence perhaps refer to public display,

and on such occasions his splendour was un-

bounded. The Roman emperors before him
had been addressed by the style of Dominus,
or Master, and the younger Pliny thus ad-

o
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dresses the Emperor Trajan iu his letters.

But Aurelian was the first who assumed this

title on his medals, and he also wore the

diadem, the symbol of kingly power : this

statement of one of his historians is confirmed

by an extant medal, according to competent

judges. His arrogance is also shown by the

inscription on a medal of ' A God and our

Master' (Deo et Domino nostro). Though
his health was not strong after his accession

to the empire, Aurelian was incessantly en-

gaged in war, and he was assiduous in taking

exercise on horseback. When he was ill, he

never sent for a physician ; his only remedy
was abstinence. In a better age, and with a

better education, he might have been equal

to Augustus or the Antonines as a civil ad-

ministrator. As a soldier he ranks among
the most illustrious of the Caesars.

Some ecclesiastical writers have reckoned
Aurelian one of the persecutors of Chris-

tianity, and his persecution has been called

the ninth. How little authority there is for

this statement, is apparent from the evidence

alleged in support of it. (Lardner, Credibi-

Litij, &c. " Aurelian.")

The chronology of Aui*elian's period is

very confused, and his medals rather impede
than aid us in establishing the order of events.

Few of them bear the years of his tribunitian

power and consulship. He had the history

of his reign and a journal of his exploits

drawn up, which were preserved in the

Ulpian Library at Rome. These documents
formed the materials from which Vopiscus
drew up his Life of Aurelian, the principal

extant authority for the events of that period,

in the reign of Diocletian or Constantius

Chlorus, and perhaps as late as a.d. 306.

This was the first Latin history of Aurelian.

Vopiscus cites some Greek writers, as Cal-

licrates of Tyre and othei'S : one Nicomachus
is the authority of Vopiscus for the letter of

Zenobia to Aurelian, which Nicomachus had
translated from Syriac into Greek. Dexip-
pus, a Greek of Athens, who lived to the

time of Aurelian, is also an authority for

some of the events of this period. The letters

of Aurelian which ai"e preserved by Vopiscus
are written in a style which we might expect
from a soldier. His Latin is perspicuous

and energetic. (Vopiscus, Divus Aurelianus,

Firmus, JBonosus ; Trebellius Pollio, Odena-
tus, Herodes, McEonius, Tetrici, Herennianus,
Timolaus, Zenobia, with the notes of Salma-
sius and Casaubon; Zosimus, i. 47—62; Gib-
bon, chap. xi. ; Tillemont, Histoire des Em-
pereiirs, " Aurelien," where all the authorities

are given ; Biographie Universelle, " Odenath
(Septimius)," by St. Martin, and " Zenobie
(Septimia)," by Michelet ; Eckhel, Doctrina
Num. Vet, vii. ; Rasche, Lexic. Eei Nu-
marice.) G. L.

AURELIA'NUS, CCELIUS, or C^LIUS,
one of the most valuable ancient medical
writers, whose work is the more interesting
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as it is the principal source of our informa-
tion respecting the opinions and practice of
the medical sect of the Methodici. Of the
life of Ciclius Aurelianus no particulars are
known, and even his name has by some pei'-

sons been supposed to be L. Cselius Arrianus.
He is commonly said to have been a native of
Sicca Veneria, a town in Numidia, but per-
haps without any direct evidence : his date
also is very uncertain ; for though he cannot
have lived earlier than the second century
after Christ, as he quotes Soranus, yet how
much later he is to be placed has given rise

to great differences of opinion. From his

never mentioning Galen in his extant work,
it has been supposed that he lived before him

;

but neither does he quote Theophrastus,
Dioscorides, Celsus, Pliny, and others, some
of whom were perhaps almost equally emi-
nent with Galen, and all of whom lived be-

fore the second century after Christ. Again,
as he is never mentioned by Galen, who
quotes so many far inferior writers, it has
been conjectured either that they were con-
temporaries who lived in different parts of
the world, and were therefore unknown to

each other, or that he lived later than the

time of Galen ; which latter opinion is cer-

tainly much confirmed by his very singular
and barbarous style, which has induced
Reinesius and Haller (no mean authorities)

to place him as late as the fifth century after

Christ. Sprengel and others think that his

African origin and the imperfect education
which, in common with the majority of the
Methodici, he probably received, will account
for his barbarous Latinity, as well as his

blunders in Greek. With respect to his im-
perfect knowledge of Greek, he is not perhaps
so singular ; but no Latin author who lived

in the second century after Christ has written

in a style so barbarous as that of Cselius

Aurelianus (as may be seen at once by look-

ing at Almeloveen's "Lexicon Cselianum"),
while the language of several who lived

much later is infinitely purer and more
elegant.

He wrote several medical works, of which
only two are still extant : one entitled " Ce-
lerum Passionum Libri Tres" ("Three
Books on Acute Affections"); the other,
" Tardarum Passionum Libri Quinque "

(" Five Books on Chronic Affections ").
These works, as he intimates himself in se-

veral places, are in a great measure trans-

lated from some treatises of Soranus which
are now lost ; but he has also added nume-
rous observations of his own, with extracts

from other authors. In making this trans-

lation, he exhibits occasionally great igno-

rance of the Greek language, confounding
irSpos with irajpos {De Morh. Chron. lib. v.

cap. 2, p. 559, ed. Amman.), 6veip6yovos with
6peipwy/j.6s, and translating u^t/j/ inv^^wKws by
hypozygos menibrana {De Morb. Chron. lib. ii.

cap. 1, p. 347): several other instances of
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equally gross ignorance might be mentioned.

With respect to the peculiar medical opi-

nions belonging to the Methodici, it seems to

be the more proper place to notice these

under the name of their founder Themison,
selecting at present from the writings of

Cselius Aurelianus only such observations as

appear to belong to himself individually. He
is one of the most practical of all the antient

physicians, and has treated of almost all the

principal diseases that commonly occur, be-

sides several of the rarer sort (as satyriasis,

incubus, phthiriasis, &c.), which are scarcely

noticed by any other ancient author. iVgain,

none of the older writers are more minute
and accurate in their diagnosis than Caelius

Aurelianus ; and frequently, after describing

the characteristic symptoms of the disease of
which he is treating, he points out the pecu-

liarities by which it may be distinguished

from others which nearly resemble it. His
account of hydrophobia has been particularly

commended as being more complete than any
other antient treatise on the subject ; and he
mentions that the disease sometimes occurs

spontaneously without any apparent cause.

Of his practice generally, it may be said to

be upon the whole scientific and good,

though, like many others of the antient phy-
sicians, he seems to have been rather deficient

in vigour : and, lastly, it deserves to be men-
tioned that some persons have preferred him
to all the Greek medical writers, not except-

ing even Galen and Aretseus.

The first edition of his work on Chronic
Affections was published in 1529, Basel, folio,

edited by J. Sichard; that of his work on
Acute Affections appeared in 1533, Paris,

8vo., edited by J. Guinter of Andernach,
commonly called Andernacus. The first

complete edition of the two works was pub-
lished at Lyon, 1566, 8vo., edited by J. Dale-
champ ; the last complete edition forms part of

Haller's Collection of Latin Medical Writers,

Lausanne, 8vo. 2 vols. 1774, which contains

some emendations by Reinesius, extracted

from his " Varioe Lectiones," lib. iii. cap. 1 7, 18.

The best edition is that which was begun by
J. C. Amman, published after his death atAm-
sterdam, 1709, 4to., and more than once re-

printed. This edition contains some valuable

annotations and a " Lexicon Cselianum " by
Almeloveen. In 1826 an edition of the work
on Acute Affections was published at Paris,

8vo., edited by C. Delattre, and designed to

form the second part of a collection entitled
" Bibliotheque Classique Me'dicale." The
work on Chronic Affections never appeared,

and the idea of a collection was given up.

The work on Chronic Aflections is inserted

in the Aldine Collection, Venice, 1547, fol.

;

but neither work is contained in that of H.
Stephens, Paris, 1567, fol. Some academical
dissertations on Caelius Aurelianus and the

principal physicians quoted by him, contain-

ing some manuscript annotations by D. W.
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'I'riller, were published by C. G. Kiihn,
Leipzig, 1816, 1817, 1820, 4to., and after-

wards reprinted in the second volume of his
" Opuscula Academica Medica et Philolo-

gica," Leipzig, 1827, 1828, 8vo. (Reinesius,

VaricB Led. lib. iii. cap. 17, 18, p. 645, sq.

;

Fabricius, Biblioth. Latina, lib. iv. cap. 12,

§ 2 ; Haller, Biblioth. Medic. Pract. tom. i.

p. 207 ; Sprengel, Hist, de la Med. tom. ii.

p. 37 ; Choulant, Handhuch der Biicherhinde

fiir die Aeltere Medicin, Leipzig, 1841, 8vo.)

W. A. G.
AURELIA'NUS, SAINT. [Aurelian,

Saint.]
AURE'LIO, King of Asturias, appears

in the roll of the early Spanish princes as
the fifth king of the house of Pelayo. He
was elected in a.d. 768, in place of Froila,

his brother according to some accounts, or,

according to others, his cousin -german.
Froila, a cruel and despotic prince, was slain

in a conspiracy, in which Aurelio was sup-
posed to have acted a leading part. Aurelio's
reign over his small kingdom, which termi-
nated in the year 774, was weak and inglo-

rious. The principal events recorded as

having happened in the course of it were
two : his suppression of a revolt of the slaves

;

and his making with the Moors a discredit-

able treaty, of which one condition is said to

have been that a certain number of Christian
maidens should annually be delivered, by
way of tribute, to the Moorish kings. (Ma-
riana, De Rebus Hispanice, lib. vii. cap. 6.)

W. S.

AURE'LIO, AURELLI, or ARELLI,
GIOVANNI MU'ZIO, a native of Mantua,
is known as a minor Latin poet. He is usually
called by his Latinized name, Joannes
Mutius Aurelius. The part of his life about
which any particulars are recorded, falls

within the earliest years of the sixteenth cen-

tury. After having in youth made poetical

attempts in the modern Italian language, he
devoted himself to the composition of Latin
verses. Pope Leo X., esteeming him highly,

appointed him to be governor of the small
town of Mondolfo. Acting oppressively and
greedily in that office, he became unpopular
to a degree which, in a few months, cost him
his life. After he had been missing for

several days, his dead body, and that of the

mule on which he had ridden out, were found
at the bottom of a deep well. Aurelli's only
extant compositions are two short Latin
poems,—a hymn, in hexameters, to John the

Baptist, and a begging epistle, in elegiac

verse, addressed to Leo X. These poems are

in Toscano's " Carmina Illustrium Poetarum
Italorum ;" and they are also in the " Car-
mina Illustrium Poetanun Italorum," vi.

385—391, Florence, 1720, 8vo. Julius Ca?sar

Scaliger praises him in the highest terms, not

only for his skill in Latin versification, but

also for his poetical merit as an imitator of

Catullus, of which the critic was hardly so

o 2
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competent a judge. Aurelli was said to have
likewise written other elegies and epigrams,

and to have been occupied at the time of his

murder in the composition of an heroic poem,
of which the hero was Porsena. (Pierius,

De Literatorum Infelicitate, 1647, p. 33;

Gyraldus, De Poet is Suornm Temporum,

Dial. i. ; Baillet, Jugeniens des Savans, No.
1233: Scaliger, Poetica, lib. vi. cap. iv.)

W. S.

AURE'LIO, or AURE'LJ, LODOVI'CO,
a native of Perugia, lived in the early part

of the seventeenth century, and became a

Jesuit at an early age. He was at one time

keeper of the public library in his native

town, afterwards a canon of the Lateran, and
died at Rome in 1637. He was distinguished

not only as a linguist, in Greek, Latin, and
German, but also for his historical learning.

His principal published works were the fol-

lowing :— 1
.'" Ristretto delle Storie del Mondo

di Orazio Torsellino Gesuita, col supplemento
di Lodovico Aurelj traduttore dell' opera,"

Perugia, 1623, 12mo. ; Venice, 1653, 12mo.
The second of these editions contains a se-

cond part by Bernardo Oldoini. 2. " Delia

Ribellione de' Boemi contro Mattia e Ferdi-

uando Imperadore, Istoria," Rome, 1625,

8vo. ; Milan, 1626, 8vo. 3. " Annales Car-
dinalis Baronii in Epitomen redacti," Perugia,

1634, 2 vols. 12mo. ; Paris, 1637, 2 vols.

12mo. ; Rome, 1636, 2 vols. 12mo., 1638,

8vo. ; Paris, 1665, 3 vols. 12mo. A French
translation of this work and the following in

the list appeared at Paris, 1664, 6 vols. 12mo.,

and again, with a supplement by Chaulmer,
the translator, Paris, 1673, 8 vols. 12mo. 4.

" Bzovii Continuatio in Epitomen redacta,"

Rome, 1641, 8vo. (Mazzuchelli, Scrittori

d' Italia ; Oldoini, Athenceum Aiigiistian, p.

214.) W. S.

AURE'LIUS. This name is common to

many Roman emperors, though only one,

Marcus Aurelius Antoninus, is generally de-

signated by it. 1 . Titus Aurelius Antoninus,
commonly called Antoninus Pius, though the

name Aurelius does not appear on his me-
dals. 2. Marcus Aurelius Verus Antoninus,

the Philosopher. 3. Lucius Ceionius Com-
modus, who was also called Lucius Aurelius

Verus. 4. Lucius Aurelius Commodus.
5. Marcus Aurelius Bassianus Antoninus
Caracalla. 6. M. Opelius Aurelius Severus
Macrinus. 7. M. Aurelius Antoninus Bassi-

anus Elagabalus. 8. M. Aurelius Severus
Alexander. 9. M. Aurel. Marius. 10. Au-
rel. Victorinus, the father. 11. Aurel. Vic-

torinus, the son. 12. M. Aurel. Claudius
Gothicus. 13. M. Aurel. Quintillus. 14. M.
Aurel. Valerius Probus. 15. M. Aurel.

Cams. 16. M. Aurel. Carinus. 17. M.
Aurel. Numerianus. 18. M. Aurel. Va-
lerius Maximianus. 19. M. Aurel. Valerius

Maxentius. 20. M. Aurel. Romulus Caesar.

To this long list others may be added who
also bore the name Aurelius. But they are
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all better known by other names, and when
the Emperor Aurelius is spoken of, it is

now usual to mean Marcus Aurelius, the

Philosopher. Dion Cassius states (lib. 72,

c. 22) that the genuine family of the Imperial
Aurelii ended with the Emperor Conunodus,
the son of Aurelius the Philosopher. But
it is not certain that any of the Imperial Au-
relii, not even Antoninus Pius, belonged to

the Gens Aurelia. It is also remarked that

there is neither any wife, mother, or daugh-
ter of the Imperial Aurelii, who is comme-
morated under the name of Aurelia either on
coins or by the antient writers. (Rasche,
Lexicoji Bei Numarics ; Eckhel, Doctr. Num.
Vet. vii.) G. L.
AURE'LIUS ARCA'DIUS CHARP-

SIUS. [Charisius.]
AURE'LIUS AUGUSTI'NUS. [Augus-

TiNus, Aurelius.]
AURE'LIUS CORNE'LIUS, the Latinized

name of a Dutchman, whose family name
was Sopsen. He was a native of Gauda,
whence he is occasionally called Cornelius

Gaudensis. He lived about the end of the

fifteenth and the beginning of the sixteenth

century. He was a canon regular of St.

Augustine in Hemsdonc, near Dort. He is

now better known as the friend of Erasmus
than for his own literary reputation. Moreri
and the other biographical authorities state

that he was the preceptor of Erasmus.
Their correspondence with each other would
seem to indicate, however, that Aurelius was
rather the junior than the senior of the two,

and that he was an aspiring young man,
whom his illustrious friend, who honours
him with the epithet " omnium niihi carissi-

mus," was endeavouring to bring into notice.

Aurelius speaks of a work which he wishes

to come before the public with favourable

auspices, and his friend oifers to " break the

ice," by prefixing to it some encomiastic

verses. Moreover, the subjects on which
Aurelius wrote—the death of the Emperor
Maximilian, and the reign of Charles V., bring

him beyond the year 1520, the old age of

Erasmus. The question is set at rest, how-
ever, if the following account of one of his

works, by Le Long, be merely a copy of the

title-page :
" Cornelii Aurelii, D. Erasmi olim

Prseceptoris, Apocalypsis sive Narratio face-

tissima super obitu Ludovici, Regis Gallia-

rum, et Maximiliani, Imperatoris Romani
;
qui

in unum consentientes, nepotes suos, super im-

perio contendentes, felici fcedere pacificarunt,

Carmine Elegiaco." Another of his works,

not printed until the year 1586, is called " Ba-
tavia, sive de antique veroque situ, &c. Ant-
verpise." He is the author of another work,
printed in the same year, called " Diadema
Imperatorum, sive de officio boni Impera-
toris." One of the works, to which no date

is attached, and which perhaps was never

published, is called " Prognosticon, sive

Caroli V. Ca?saris Prseconia, versu elegiaco."
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Burman, in his " Analecta de Adriano VI,"
printed a tract on the depressed state of the

Catholic church at the time of that pontiff's

elevation, from a MS. in the university of
Leiden, attributed to Aurelius. Foppens
mentions several other MSS. and works by
him, extant in the same collection. (Fop-
pens, Bibliotheca Belgica ; Le Long, Biblio-

theque Historique ; Erasmus, Epistoloc, ccccvii.

et seq.) J. H. B.

AURE'LIUS CORNE'LIUS CELSUS.
[Celsus.]
AURE'LIUS, JOA'NNES MU'TIUS.

[AuRELio, Giovanni Muzio.]
AURE'LIUS ANTONFNUS, MARCUS,

commonly called the Philosopher, was born
at Rome, on the 26th of April, a.d. 121.

His father was Annius Verus, who died

while he was praetor ; his mother was Do-
mitia Calvilla, or Lucilla, the daughter of

Calvisius Tullus, who had been twice consul.

Annius Verus had also a daughter, named
Annia Cornificia, who was younger than
Marcus. Some genealogists traced the pedi-

gree of Marcus to King Numa, and also to a
king of the Salentini. But Capitolinus, the

biographer of Marcus, traces his lineage no
further back on the father's side than to An-
nius Verus, a prsetorius of Succubo, a mimi-
cipium in Spain (Bsetica), who became a
Roman senator. This Annius Verus had a
son Annius Verus, who was thrice consul,

and praefectus urbi, and was raised to the pa-

trician rank by Vespasian and Titus, acting

as censors. The second Annius Verus mar-
ried Rupilia Faustina, the daughter of Ru-
pilius Bonus, a consular. The following

table exhibits the family of Aurelius and his

connection with the Emperor Antoninus
Pius :

—

Annius Verus, Consul iii., a.d. 126, married Rupilia Faustina.

Annius Libo,
Consul A.D. 128.

Annius Verus,
married Domitia Calvilla,

or Lucilla.

I

Annia Galeria Faustina,
married the Emperor
Antoniujis Pius.

Annia Cornificia. M. Annius Verus, afterwards
the Empeior Marcus Aurelius,

married Annia Faustina.

Annia Faustina,
married the Emperor
Marcus Aurelius.

I

Annius Verus
Ceesar, died

A.D. 170.

Antoninus Geminus,
twin brother of

Commodus, died at

four years of age.

Lucius Aurelius
Commodus,

the Emperor,
born A.D. 161.

Annia Lucilla, Vibia
married L. Aurelia

Aurelius Verus, Sabina.
the colleague of
the Emperor
Aurelius.

Domitia
Faustina.

Fadilla.

As to the other children of M. Aurelius, and
his family generally, see Tillemont, *' Hist,

des Empereurs," ii. 340.

On his mother's side, the pedigree of Au-
relius is traced to Catilius Severus, his great-

grandfather, who was consul twice and prae-

fectus urbi. After the death of his father,

M. Annius Verus was adopted by his grand-

father. The Emperor Hadrian, who saw the

boy's promising talents, used to call him
Verissimus (" most veracious "), a kind of

play upon his name, which however is some-
times used by ancient writers, and appears on
a medal of Tyana (BHPI22IM02 KAI2AP).
When Hadrian adopted Antoninus Pius, after

the death of Lucius Ceionius Commodus
Verus Julius Caesar, commonly called ^lius
Caesar, M. Annius Verus and L. Ceionius

Commodus, the son of ^lius Caesar, were
adopted by Antoninus; and from this time

M. Annius Verus assumed the name of M.
iElius Aurelius Verus Caesar ; the name
^lius in reference to the family of Hadrian,

and the name Aurelius in reference to the

family of Antoninus Pius. After becoming
Augustus, he dropped the name of Verus,

and took that of Antoninus.
Aurelius was brought up " in the lap of
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Hadrian," with whom he was a great fa-

vourite, and who made him a member of the

College of Salii when he was only seven
years old. From his earliest years he was a
youth of serious character, but affectionate

to his relations, and kind and considerate to

all about him. His education was most
carefully conducted, and he had masters,

Greek and Roman, for every branch of know-
ledge, whose names he has gratefully comme-
morated. Among his masters of eloquence

were Herodes Atticus and M. Cornelius

Fronto, some of whose letters to the emperor
and the emperor's replies are extant. On
completing his eleventh year he assumed the

dress of philosophers, lived the life of a hard
student, and was most temperate in all things.

He soon left the study of poetry and rhetoric

for philosophy, and in good time he attached

himself to the Stoics, of which sect he is one

of the most illustrious ornaments. His

master in the Stoic philosophy was Apollo-

nius of Chalcis, whom the Emperor Anto-

ninus sent for to Rome to instruct his adopted

son. He also studied law under Lucius Vo-
lusianus Maecianus, who was a distinguished

jurist. He had many other teachers, and
among them Sextus of Chaeroneia, a nephe-\y
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of Plutarch, -whom he has mentioned in

grateful terms in the first book of his Medi-
tations. Even after he was emperor he at-

tended the public lectures of Apollonius and

Sextus. But his favourite was Rusticus, who
was both a philosopher and a man of busi-

ness, and was prefect of the city, twice con-

sul under Aurelius, and his adviser on all

occasions.

In his fifteenth year Aurelius took the

toga virilis, and the daughter of iElius Caesar

was betrothed to him at Hadrian's request.

When he was sixteen, he surrendered to

his sister all his share in his father's pro-

perty. Early in a.d. 138, when Aurelius

was about eighteen years of age, Hadrian

adopted Antoninus Pius, who at the same
time adopted Marcus Aurelius and L. Corn-

modus, the son of iElius Cajsar: L. Com-
modus was then about seven or eight years

old. Hadrian died in July, a.d. 138. The
marriage with the daughter of iElius Csesar

did not take place, and Aurelius married

Faustina, the daughter of Antoninus Pius,

probably about a.d. 14G. He had a daughter

by Faustina in a.d. 147, and several other

children, whose names are mentioned in the

table.

In a.d. 139 Antoninus named Aurelius

consul for the following year, conferred on
him the title of Csesar, and associated him in

the administration of affairs. In the year

147 Aurelius received the Proconsular and
TribiTuitian power. The friendship and
affection of Antoninus and Aurelius were
never disturbed by jealousy or suspicion.

They lived in perfect confidence : Aurelius

showed to his adopted father the obedience

and respect of a dutiful son, and Antoninus

loved and esteemed Aurelius for his virtues

and good sense.

Antoninus died in March, a.d. 161. He
declared Aurelius his successor, and the

senate urged him to undertake the adminis-

tration without taking any notice of Lucius
Commodus, who was also the adopted son of

Antoninus. This Lucius Ceionius Commo-
dus, who is generally known under the name
of Lucius Verus, was a man of pleasure and
of a feeble character. Aurelius, however,
associated him with himself in the empire
with the title of Augustus, which was the

first instance at Rome of two persons at the

same time sharing the sovereign power. He
also gave him the name Verus, which was
originally his own name. The year 161 was
the third consulship of Marcus Aurelius and
the second of Verus : thus there were two
August! cousiils for the same year, which
was also entirely new. Various reasons are

assigned or conjectured for this measure of

Aurelius : Dion says that Aurelius took Verus
as his colleague in order that he might have
more time for his studies, and on account of

the feebleness of his health, for Lucius was
more robust and better qualified for military
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service. The two emperors conducted the

administration harmoniously, and Verus
showed to his colleague the respect which
was due to his greater age and superior vir-

tues. Aurelius also betrothed to Verus his

daughter Lucilla, but the marriage did no*

take place for several years.

The reign of Aurelius was a troubled

period from its commencement. Besides dis-

turbances on the German frontier, a Parthian

war broke out under Vologeses, who in-

vaded Syria. Verus, who was sent to the

Parthian war, made his journey a tour of

pleasure, and when he reached Antioch, he
devoted himself to his usual amusements, and
took very little active part in the campaigns
against the Parthians. But the war, which
lasted four years, was conducted successfully

under Statins Priscus, Avidius Cassius, and
other generals of Verus. Statins Priscus took

the city of Artaxata in Armenia ; and Mar-
tins Verus, who succeeded Priscus, restored

Sosemus to the throne of Armenia, who had
apparently been driven from it by Vologeses.

The success of the Roman arms in Armenia
was commemorated by the title of Armenia-
cus, which was conferred on the two emperors.

During these wars, and about a.d. 164, Au-
relius sent his daughter Lucilla to Verus.

He accompanied her as far as Brundisium,

where he intrusted the youthful bride to the

care of his sister. Verus met his wife at

Ephesus. The year 165 concluded the

Parthian wars, the history of which is very

obscurely told. Avidius Cassius defeated

Vologeses and pursued him to his city of

Ctesiphon on the Tigris, which was taken by
the Romans. The neighboviring city of Se-

leuceia, which had received the Romans as

friends, was pillaged and burnt. The result

of the war appears to have been that the Ro-
man power was established on the banks of

the Euphrates and in Mesopotamia. Verus
and Aurelius celebrated a triumph for the

success of the Roman arms in the East (a.d.

166), but these rejoicings were followed by
a pestilence, which devastated Rome and
Italy, and spread over the rest of western

Europe. At Rome many thousands perished,

and the dead bodies were carried off in carts.

The popular belief was that the army of

Verus brought the plague from the East.

Before the Parthian war was concluded,

hostilities were threatened from the Marco-
manni, a warlike German tribe ; but military

operations were deferred till Verus returned

to Rome. Great alarm was felt on account

of the impending war, and Aurelius per-

formed all the religious rites which were
usual on such occasions : the solemn cere-

mony of the Lectisternia, or feast of the gods,

was repeated for seven days. The wars with

the German nations occupied Aurelius for

the rest of his life. The tribes from the bor-

ders of Gaul to Illyricum were in motion,

and those inroads of the northern nations,
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which finally devastated Italy, were now only

prevented by the vigour of Aurelius and his

generals. It is probably to this period that

we must refer the operations of Avidius
Cassius on the Danube. The two emperors
advanced with their forces as far as Aquileia,

upon which the Marcomanni retreated, and
the Quadi, who had just lost their king, pro-

mised to submit the confirmation of their

newly elected chief to the two emperors.

Aurelius, not satisfied with these deceptive

appearances of peace, took Verus with him
across the Alps, much against his will, and
provided for the defence of the Italian and
Illyrian frontiers (a.d. 167). The events of
this period are so confused in the original

authorities, that it is impossible to extract

from them a clear and consistent narrative.

Tillemont supposes that Aurelius and Verus
returned to Rome in 167, and that in the fol-

lowing year there was another German war,
and a victory obtained by the Roman arms,

for in this year Aurelius and Verus received

the title of Imperator for the fifth time. He
also supposes that a fresh war recalled the

emperors to Aquileia (a.d. 169), where they
intended to pass the winter and make pre-

parations for the German war (Tillemont,

ii. 359). This second visit to Aquileia does

not seem to be clearly made out by the ex-

tant authorities ; but we have the evidence of

the physician Galen that on one occasion,

when the emperors and the troops were at

Aquileia, he was summoned there, and that

on his arrival a pestilence broke out, which
carried off many men. The emperors hastily

left Aquileia for Rome with a few soldiers

;

the rest remained behind, and many died of

the plague and the sufferings incident to the

winter season. Aurelius and Verus had got

as far as Altinum in the same carriage, when
Verus died of apoplexy, at the age of thirty-

nine, and after a joint reign of not quite nine

years, as Tillemont shows. His body was
taken to Rome, and placed in the mausoleum
of Hadrian, where his father iElius Caesar

was buried. This worthless partner in the

empire, who had all the vices of the Emperor
Nero except his cruelty, received the honours
of deification, and accordingly his name, with
the addition of Divus, appears on some medals
of Aurelius. Various contradictory stories

were current about his death, and calumny
went so far as to impute it to Aurelius, a fact

which shows how cautious we should be in

believing all that is reported even of the

worst of the emperors of Rome.
Aurelius was now sole emperor, unencum-

bered by his indolent and voluptuous col-

league. The German wars required his best

exertions. The treasury was exhausted, and
in order to raise money without imposing
extraordinary taxes on the provincials, he
made an auction of various works of art

and valuables, some of which seem to have
been attached to the imperial dignity (orna-
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menta imperialia), and he thus raised money
enough to carry on a five years' war. Before

leaving Rome he gave his daughter Lucilla,

the widow of Verus, to Pompeianus, a man
of merit, but only of equestrian rank. Nei-
ther Lucilla nor her mother was satisfied

with the arrangement. The preparations for

the German war were commensurate with

the importance of the undertaking, and even

slaves and gladiators were enrolled among
the troops. The details of these wars are not

well recorded; but we know that the em-
peror showed himself a brave soldier, a
skilful general, and a humane man. He
drove the Marcomanni out of Pannonia, and
also the Sarmatians, Vandals, and Quadi.

The Marcomanni were almost annihilated

while they were retreating across the Danube

;

and Dion (71, c. 7) makes the same state-

ment as to the lazyges, and describes a vic-

tory over them obtained by the Romans on
the frozen river. During this expedition

Aurelius resided for three years at Carnun-
tum on the Danube. The great event of the

German wars was the battle with the Quadi,

A.D. 1 74, in which the emperor and his army
were saved by a miracle. It was in the heat

of summer, while the emperor was cariying

on the campaign against the Quadi, probably

in the country north of the Danube, that the

Romans were hemmed up in a dangerous
position by the enemy, and were in danger of

perishing of thirst. On a sudden the clouds

collected, and a copious shower descended to

refresh the exhausted soldiers, whom the bar-

barians attacked while the Romans were more
intent on satisfying their thirst than on fight-

ing. The army would have been cut to

pieces if a shower of hail accompanied with

lightning had not fallen on the Quadi. Thus
fire and water came down at the same time,

fire on the barbarians and water on the

Romans ; or if the fire came on the Romans,
it was quenched by the water; and if the

water fell on the barbarians, it only added
fuel to the fire, as if it had been oil. The
Romans gained a great victory, and Aurelius,

who was saluted Imperator for the seventh

time, shortly afterwards assumed the title

of Germanicus, which appears on his medals.

He wrote, says Dion, an account of this

miraculous deliverance to the senate ; and
there is now extant a letter of Aurelius in

Greek, addressed to the senate, which com-
memorates this event.

The miracle is mentioned by all the autho-

rities who mention the battle ; but the

heathen writers give the credit of it to their

false gods, and the Christian writers attribute

it to the intercession of the Christian soldiers

in the emperor's army. Apolinarius, Bishop

of Hierapolis, a contemporary of Aurelius, is

cited by Eusebius as evidence for this ; but

Eusebius does not give his words. It is said

that there was a legion of Christian soldiers

in the army, called the legion of Melitene

:
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and Apolinarius, according to Eusebius,

adds, that in consequence of their services on

this occasion the emperor gave the legion the

title of the Thunderbolt; and Xiphilinus, the

epitomator of Dion, says the same. But the

twelfth legion had this name at least as early

as the time of Trajan. Tertullian also speaks

of a ^letter which the emperor wrote, in

which he ascribed the miracle to the prayers

of the Christians. Tertullian speaks of the

letter as if he had seen it
;
yet Lardner infers

just the contrary from his words. Eusebius

has no information on the matter of the letter,

except what he gets from Tertullian ; and
other writers speak of the letter as existing,

but without being more particular. A letter

in Greek, which is extant, and printed after

the " Apologies" of Justin, is admitted not to

be genuine by the best critics, even among
those who maintain the truth of the miracle,

and that it was due to the prayers of a Chris-

tian legion. The matter is worth notice, as

it has always been, and still is, a subject of

controversy.

A medal shows that Aurelius returned

to Rome in the year 174. But he soon

went back to Germany, and resumed opera-

tions against the Quadi, Marcomanni, and
other tribes. The few and doubtful details

of those compaigns need not be recapitulated.

The German war was interrupted by a revolt

in the East (a.d. 175).

Avidius Cassius, a brave and skilful gene-

ral, who had hitherto enjoyed the confidence

of Aurelius, commanded the legions in Syria.

His motives to aim at the imperial power are

imperfectly stated, but he revolted in a.d. 175,

and declared himself Augustus. He got pos-

session of all Asia east of Mount Taurus, and
also of Egypt ; but Bithynia was kept faith-

ful to Aurelius by Clodius Albinus, who
commanded the troops there, and who him-
self subsequently fell in the contest for the

empire against Septimius Severus. Cassius

was favoured in his revolt by the Jews.
Aurelius was still occupied with his German
wars when he received intelligence of the re-

bellion. His son Commodus was now old

enough to assume the toga virilis, and the

emperor sent for him, and gave him this

symbol of attaining the age of maturity in

the camp on the frontiers of the empire. This
was apparently done to secure the succession

to Commodus, in case of his own death or

defeat in the contest with Cassius. A civil

war, which might have been long and bloody,

was on the point of breaking out, when
Cassius was assassinated by some of his

officers. His head was brought to Aurelius,

who would not look on it, but ordered it to be

buried. The revolt was ended by the death

of Cassius ; and the emperor's humanity was
conspicuous in his treatment of the family

and partisans of Cassius. His letter to the

Senate is extant, in which he recommends
mercy to the guilty. [Avidius Cassius.]
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It is probable that Aurelius did not return

to Rome on hearing of the revolt of Cassius,

but that he marched direct to the East, taking

with him his son Commodus and his wife

Faustina. He heard of the death of Cassius

on his route, but he still continued his march
and advanced into Asia. Faustina died sud-

denly at Halale, a place at the foot of Mount
Taurus in Asia Minor, to the great regret of

her husband. Report accused her of scan-

dalous infidelity to Aurelius, which, says

Capitolinus, he either knew nothing about
or pretended not to know. However, in his

works the emperor says she was a good wife,

and, according to his own testimony, he was
satisfied with her. Aurelius wrote to the

Senate to pray them to decree to her due
honours and a temple, and he thanked them
for conferring on her the title of Diva, which
appears on many medals that were struck

after her death. He also formed an esta-

blishment for girls, called Puellse Fausti-

nianse, in honour of his wife, similar to that

which was instituted in honour of his wife's

mother [Antoninus Pius] ; or probably he
only added to the members of the original

establishment. The Senate also decreed that

silver statues of Aurelius and Faustina, and
an altar, should be erected, at which all the

girls in the city at their marriage should

sacrifice with their husbands ; and that a

golden statue of Faustina should be placed in

a chair as often as Aurelius should visit the

theatre, in the same place in which she used

to sit when she was alive, and that all the

ladies of the highest rank should sit by it.

These were singular honours to pay to a

woman whose lewdness was notorious, ac-

cording to the scandal of the day ; but it

must be remembered that Aurelius speaks of

her (Medit. i. 17) as a " wife obedient, affec-

tionate, and simple."

In his Eastern journey (a.d. 176) Aurelius

visited Syria and Egypt. Antioch, which
had favoured the revolt of Cassius, at first felt

his displeasure, and an imperial edict deprived

the city of many of its privileges ; but they

were restored by the emperor before he left

the East. Alexandria also had favoured the

rebel ; but the emperor overlooked all this,

and during his stay in Egvpt he lived among
the people as a citizen and a philosopher, and
not as a master. He also visited Smyrna,
either on his road to Asia or on his return,

^lius Aristides, the rhetorician, then resided

at Smyrna, but it was three days after the

emperor's arrival before he came to pay his

respects to him : his excuse was, that he was
busy about a piece of his fustian. Aurelius

was a man who never took offence at such
things : he prayed the rhetorician to give him
a specimen of his oratory, and the prayer was
granted on condition that the rhetorician's

pupils might be present and give their master

the usual applause. These anecdotes illus-

trate the character of Aurelius, who had a
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wonderful degree of patience in bearing with
the follies and even the vices of men ; but we
cannot attribute this patience to mere sim-
plicity and facility of character, or to want
of sense : his own writings show how much
there was in the world that he thought it

wiser to bear with than to complain about.

[Aristides, iEmus.]
Aurelius also visited Athens, where he was

initiated into the Eleusinian mysteries. Re-
spect to religious observances is a character-

istic of Aurelius, and on many occasions we
find him conforming to all the established

religious rites of his age, and performing all

the ceremonies with due solemnity. It has
been sometimes concluded from this, that he
shared largely in the ordinary superstitions

of the time. But if we contrast the Emperor's
public observances of religious rites with his

private thoughts as exhibited in his Medita-
tions, we can hardly admit this conclusion in

its full extent. He had doubts and diffi-

culties, and on many points hardly a defined
belief, but he was above superstitious hopes
or fears. Yet he conformed to the religion

of his age, and, like all great administrators,

of whom he was undoubtedly one, he never
offended religious opinions or superstitious

prejudices. The religious part of his charac-
ter is indeed one which it is somewhat diffi-

cult to estimate, but his toleration and love

of quiet, his consideration for others, exhibited
in every act of his life, his self-denial and
self-humiliation, all concur to make us be-

lieve that he viewed the religious usages of
mankind with the eye of a politician and a
philosopher, that his religion was not debased
by superstition, and his toleration was un-

mixed with contempt.
Dion states that Aurelius appointed teachers

of all branches of knowledge at Athens with
salaries

; but there must have been teachers

at Athens some time before this, for in the

year 175 the Athenians made their com-
plaint to the Emperor against Herodes At-
ticus, to whom Aurelius had up to that

time given the nomination of the teachers

of philosophy. Antoninus also had already

granted immunities and probably salaries to

rhetoricians and philosophers. Probably Au-
relius more fully organized the school of
Athens, to which, in common with many
other schools, Antoninus had been a bene-
factor.

On landing at Brundisium, on the voyage
from Greece, Aurelius and his soldiers

assumed the toga or ordinary dress of citi-

zens. The passage of Capitolinus seems to

mean that he never allowed the soldiers to

wear the sagum or military dress in Italy
;

which implied that Italy was peaceful and
united, and that it was onlv when the Roman
went beyond its limits that he found an
enemy. Commodus, though only in his six-

teenth year, was named consul for a.d. 177, an
act of indulgence for which the Emperor '
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obtained a dispensation of the law which li-

mited the age for civil employments. In No-
vember (176) he also conferred on Commodus
the title of Imperator, which he assumed
himself for the eighth time, probably for

some successes obtained over the Germans.
Aurelius and his son entered Rome in

triumph on the 23rd of December, in honour
of the victories obtained by the Roman arms
over the barbarians on the northern frontier.

It was usual on such occasions to distribute

money among the soldiers and citizens, and
Aurelius surpassed all his predecessors in his

liberality.

In 177, the year of the consulship of Com-
modus, this youth was associated with his

father in the empire, and took the name of
Augustus. The Emperor remitted on this

occasion the arrears which had become due
to the Fiscus and iErarium for the space of
forty-six years, which followed a like remis-
sion of Hadrian (thus Tillemont interprets

the passage in Dion) ; and he burnt in the
Forum all the written evidence of these

debts. The Emperor also showed his libe-

rality in the assistance which he gave towards
restoring the city of Smyrna, which had been
destroyed by an earthquake. But Eusebius
places the great earthquake of Smyrna in
A.D. 179, which will hardly agree with the
chronology of Dion. [Aristides, tEi-ius.]

The historian justly adds that this was an
instance of the Emperor's generosity, and he
wonders how anybody could accuse him of
parsimony. In his personal expenses Aurelius
was economical, and he was thus able to give
largely when there was a proper occasion.

He well knew that without judicious economy
there can be no well-regulated generosity.

The war on the northern frontier still con-

tinued, and was conducted with vigour by
the two Quintilii. But the presence of Aure-
lius was thought necessary, and he made
preparations for leaving Rome again. He
married his son Commodus to Crispina, the

daughter of Bruttius Prsesens, and the people
received a present on the occasion, which is

commemorated by an extant medal that bears

the usual inscription, liberalitas . avg.
He would not take money from the serarium
without asking the consent of the senate ; not,

says Dion, that the serarium was not at his

disposal, but he said that it belonged to the

senate and the Roman people : and he added,
" We (the Emperors) are so far from having
any property that we live in your house."

This was giving effect to what only existed

in theory under the Imperial constitution,

and was a restoration of the republican con-

stitution, so far as it could be restored. It

is consistent with the character of Aurelius,

that he should have laboured to divest the

Imperial office of all extravagant pretensions.

Before he left Rome Aurelius was requested

by his friends, who apprehended that he
might not return from his expedition, to ex-
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pound to them the principles of philosophy,

which he did for three days.
Aurelius had to oppose his old enemies,

the Marcomanni, Hermonduri, Sarmatians,
and Quadi, who were defeated (a.d. 179) in a
great battle in which the Romans were com-
manded by Paternus. On the occasion of

this victory Aurelius received the title of

Imperator for the tenth and last time, and
his son Commodus, who was with him, for

the fourth time. The success of the Roman
arms was promising a speedy termination of

the war, when Aurelius was seized with
some contagious malady. He died in the

camp at Sirmium, according to some, Vinde-
bona (Vienna), according to others, on the

17th of March, a.d. 180, after a reign of

nineteen years and a few days, and in the

fifty-ninth year of his age. Dion says that

he knew that the emperor was taken off by
his physicians to please Commodus, and that

he did not die of the disease under which he
was suffering. Dion, however, adds that

Aurelius when on the point of death recom-
mended Commodus to the soldiers, and when
a tribune came as usual to ask for the watch-
word, he bade him go to the rising sun, for

he was setting. The account of his death by
Capitolinus, which contains some of his usual

obscurity, is this : — Aurelius exhorted his

son to prosecute and finish the war ; he then

abstained from food and drink, which in-

creased the violence of the disease : on the

sixth day he called his friends together, to

whom he spoke of the vanity of all human
things, and he showed them that he feared

not death ; he also said, " Why do you lament
for me and not for the pestilence, and the

fate of all ?" When they were going to leave

him, he said, " If you dismiss me now, I bid

you farewell : I go before you." Being asked
to whom he recommended his son, he said,

" To you if he is worthy, and to the immortal
gods." The soldiers, who were strongly at-

tached to him, were exceedingly grieved at

his illness. On the seventh day he grew
worse, and only saw his son, and him he eoon
sent away, for fear he might contract the

disease. He then wrapped up his head, as if

he would sleep, and he died that night.

It is probable that the body of Aurelius,

or his ashes, were carried to Rome. He
I'eceived the usual honours of deification, as

his biographer states, and numerous medals
show, which have on one side Divvs . M.
Antoninvs Pivs ; and on the other the usual

word, CoNSECRATio. The name Pius was
not given to him in his lifetime. Every
person who could afford it had a bust or

statue of the emperor in his house : and in

the time of Capitolinus, who wrote in the

reign of Diocletian, there wei'e statues of

Aurelius in many houses among the Dei
Penates. A temple was erected to his me-
mory: priests, sodales, and flamens, were
appointed, and all the usual religious honours
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were decreed to him. The British Museum
contains a bust of Aurelius, and one of his
wife Faustina. The expression of Aurelius
is grave and serious : he wears a beard. The
face of Faustina is handsome enough. The
Antonine column (cochlis columna), which
now stands at Rome in the Piazza Colonna,
was erected in the reign of Commodus to the

memory of his father. The height, including
the pedestal and capital, is 136 feet, and the

bassi rilievi, which cover the shaft, com-
memorate the victories of Aurelius over the
Marcomanni and Quadi, and the miraculous
shower of rain. A staircase inside leads to

the top, and under the emperors who suc-

ceeded Aurelius there was a keeper of the

column appointed to take care of it, and to

allow visitors to ascend. {Beitrag zur
Geschichte der Superficies, Zeitschrift fur
Geschicht. Itechtswisseiischaft, xi.) The statue

of Aurelius was placed on the capital of the

column, but it was removed, nobody knows
when, and a bronze statue of St. Paul was
put in its place by Pope Sixtus V.
The period of Aurelius is unimportant in

the literary history of Rome ; the chief

names are those of jurists. Gaius wrote
both in the time of Antoninus Pius and Au-
relius. There were also L. Volusianus Mae-
cianus, whom Aurelius and Verus called

tlieir friend, Tarruntenus Paternus, L. Ul-
pius Marcellus, and Q. Cervidius Scsevola,

who was the chief legal adviser of Aurelius.

Fronto the rhetorician, one of the teachers of
Aurelius, addressed various letters to Aure-
lius, some of which, as already observed,

are still extant. Other letters of Aurelius
are contained in the writers of the Historia

Augusta. There are numerous Constitu-

tions in the Digest of the Divi Fratres, and
of Marcus and Commodus. The Divi
Fratres are Aurelius and Verus, who are

also called Antoninus et Verus Augusti.

The Constitutions of Marcus and Commodus
belong to the period after Commodus was as-

sociated with his father in the empire. In

order to secure evidence of a person's birth,

with a view to disputes that might arise about
freedom, Aurelius made a rule that every
citizen at Rome should give in the name of
his children within thirty days after the

birth to the superintendents of the treasury

of Saturn ; and he established public registers

in the provinces for the same purpose. He
also established a prator tutelaris, whose
function was to appoint tutores for those who
required them; and he extended the Lex
Plaetoria (incorrectly written Lsetoria in

Capitolinus), and required all persons who
were under twenty-five to have a curator.

The Senatusconsultum Orphitianum (Dig.

38, tit. 17) was made in the joint reign

of Aurelius and Commodus. He was imre-

mitting in his application to business, and
was regular in his attendance at the senate.

His humanity was shown by his not per-
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mitting gladiators to figlit with other than

blunted weapons.
In the time of Aurelius there appeared the

apologies of Tatian, Athenagoras, Apolinarius

of Hierapolis, Melito of Sardis, and Theo-
philus of Antioch. (As to the apologies of

Justin, see Fabricius, Bihlioth. Grac. vii.)

The apology of Athenagoras is addressed

to Aurelius and Commodus, and must have

been written near the end of his reign.

During the time of Aurelius, Justin and Po-

lycarp suffered death for their religion, and
the persecutions raged at Lyon in France
with great fierceness. There is no doubt

that Aurelius was acquainted with the

Christians and with their doctrines in a ge-

neral way. He speaks of them in his Medita-

tions (xi. 3), as persons who were ready to die

from mere obstinacy : a passage which seems

to prove that he knew that they had been

put to death. The sufferings of the martyrs

of Lyon are told at great length by Eusebius,

and though there are manifest absurdities

and exaggerations in the narrative, there is

no reason to doubt the main facts. Justin

was executed at Rome, but it is not agreed in

what year. He was examined before Rusti-

cus, the prsefect of Rome (e-n-apxos), who ap-

pears to be Junius Rusticus the Stoic, who
was also prsefectus urbi, and who is men-
tioned in a rescript of Aurelius and Verus as

their friend (Dig. 49, tit. 1, s. 1). Justin

and his associates were required by the prse-

fect to sacrifice to the gods, and on their re-

fusal were sentenced to be whipped and be-

headed, pursuant to the Emperor's edict—an
expression which seems to have been some-

times misunderstood, and taken to signify

that the Emperor sat in judgment. {Acta

Martyris Justini ; Justiuus, Opera, ed.

Haag, fol. 1742.) It is diflBcult to reconcile

the behaviour of Aurelius towards the Chris-

tians with the general humanity and kind-

ness of his character. There is indeed no
satisfactory evidence of any edict being pub-

lished by him against the Christians, and
the persecutions of Smyrna and Lyon were
carried on in places distant from Rome.
Still it cannot be doubted that he was well

acquainted with what was going on in the

provinces, and he must have heard of what
took place at Lyon and Smyrna. The
letter of the churches of Vienne and Lyon
to the churches in Asia and Phrygia, which
is preserved by Eusebius {Hist. Eccles. v. 1),

states that the governor of the province sent

to the Emperor, who was then at Rome
(a.d. 177), to ask what should be done with

respect to Attains [Attalus the Martyr]
and other Christians, who were then in

prison. Attalus was a Roman citizen. The
rescript of the Emperor was, that those who
confessed themselves to be Christians should

be put to death, but that those who denied

that they were should be set at liberty.

These persecutions of the Christians are de-
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scribed as accompanied by popular tumults,

and they had their origin apparently in the

bigotry of the people and the suspicion with
which the government looked on the Chris-

tians. There is no evidence that Aurelius

encouraged these persecutions ; nor is there

any evidence that he prevented the perse-

cutions or punished those who were most
active in them. The rescript contained in

Eusebius {Hist. Eccles. iv. 13), which was
published at Ephesus, and forbids the perse-

cution of the Christians, is attributed to Aure-
lius by some critics, and to Antoninus Pius

by others. The opinions expressed in this

rescript are consistent enough with what
Aurelius thought of the Christians ; but it is

not easy to decide to which of these two em-
perors this rescript belongs, nor yet if it is a

genuine document. Aurelius did not like

the Christians, and he may have thought

their assemblies dangerous to the state.

Those ecclesiastical historians who have
judged him the most severely have judged
him unfairly; and yet the admirers of
Aurelius will find it difiicult to give a satis-

factory explanation of the sufferings of the

Christians in his time. The relation of

the Christians during this period to the im-

perial government, and the persecutions to

which they were exposed, is a subject full of

difficulty.

The philosophy of Aurelius was the Stoic.

His thoughts are recorded in his own work,

in twelve books, which is entitled MdpKov
^hvTOivivov AvTOKparopos tS)V ejs kavrhu ^i^Kia

0, "Twelve Books of the Meditations of

Marcus Antoninus the Emperor :" but it is

not certain that this is the true title, and the

matter is of no importance. These Medita-

tions form no system of philosophy, nor were
they written with that view. They illustrate

the Stoic doctrine of self-government and the

constant examination of our thoughts and
actions. They are the record of the private

thoughts of a man who administered an ex-

tensive empire and who combined with the

labour of government the severe task of self-

discipline. The remarks seem to have been

often suggested by circumstances and to-

have been put down as opportunity occurred

:

sometimes they have the appearance of reflec-

tions preparatory to entering upon business

or important measures. They show the

cares and anxieties attendant on an exalted

station, and that the Emperor had often occa-

sion to recur to first principles to fortify

himself against the annoyances and troubles

of life. Aurelius had recourse to whatever

he found to his purpose in the writings of

the Greek philosophers, but his favourite

sect was the Stoic, whose doctrines always

found most followers among the Romans
who were of a grave and serious temper.

The great model of the imperial philosopher

was a man of servile birth, Epictetus. Au-
relius thanks Rusticus in his Meditations
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for supplying him with a copy of the works
of Epictetus, on whose philosophy that of

Aurelius is based. The philosophy both of

Epictetus and Aurelius is that which was
most suited to the Roman character, the Ethi-

cal, or that which concerns the conduct of

life. Philosophy, according to Epictetus,

consisted in investigating and confirming by
practice the rules of action : and Aurelius

(ix. 16) says, " Not in passivity, but in action

consist the evil and the good of the rational

political animal
;

just as virtue and vice

consist not in passivity, but in action." Au-
relius, as his work shows, does not reject

speculation, but all speculation must have
reference to self-improvement and the con-

duct of life. Of the three divisions of philo-

sophy made by some antient philosophers,

and retained by the Stoics, the Dialectical,

Physical, and Ethical, Avxrelius only con-

sidered the Physical and the Ethical : he

rejected the Dialectical as useless. The
Physical was philosophy in its highest sense,

the branch of inquiry which investigated the

nature of the universe and of the Deity.

Thovigh the mind of Aurelius was sometimes
clouded with doubt, he often asserts empha-
tically the existence of the gods, and that

they direct human affairs. " Always act and
think as if you may have to quit life at any
moment : but as to leaving the world, if there

are gods, there is no cause of fear, for they

will not bring you to harm ; and if there are

no gods, or if they have no concern for

human affairs, why should I care to live

in a world without gods or without a provi-

dence ? but there are gods, and, they have
concern for human affairs, and they have put

it into men's power not to fall into those things

which are real evils."—" Death and life,

honour and dishonour, pain and pleasure,

wealth and poverty, all these are alike inci-

dent to all men, both the good and the bad,

but as these things are neither virtuous nor

vicious, so they are neither good nor bad."

Virtue alone is good ; vice alone is bad

:

the things that are akin to virtue also are

good ; the things that are allied to vice are

bad. There are four chief virtues, each of

which has its proper sphere : wisdom, or the

knowledge of good and evil
;
justice, or the

giving to each his due ; fortitude, or the en-

during of labour and pain ; and temperance,

or moderation in all things. The end of all

the virtues is to live conformably to nature.

Aurelius says that a man must go in the

straight course, following his own nature

and the common nature, and the path of

both is one. He who would really live

according to nature, must ascertain the na-

ture of himself and of everything else ;
" He

must always remember this, what is the

nature of things generally and what is our

own, and how this is related to that, and
what part it is of what whole, and that there

is no one who prevents us from always doing
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and saying what is according to the nature of

that of which we are a part" (ii. 9). A man
should follow the monitor that is within him
(he calls it a SaiVwv), which the deity (Zeus)

has given as a guardian and guide, being a

portion of himself (iii. 6, v. 27). Death is

no evil, and therefore a man should expect it

calmly and with satisfaction ; but it is also his

maxim that a wise man should take his leave

of life, when he can no longer live conform-
ably to nature. The opinions of Aurelius on
the immortality of the soul are not expressed

with sufficient clearness ; but as the human
mind is said to be a portion of the divine, it

follows that it must return to the divine

source from which it came, when the body is

dissolved by death.

The Greek of Aurelius is concise and some-

times obscure : the text also is often corrupt.

With these disadvantages the " Meditations"

of the Emperor still form one of the most use-

ful manuals for self-discipline that exist. A
noble and elevated tone pervades the whole,

and those who read the Emperor's work with

care will be the better for it. His own life

was an exemplification of his doctrine. He
was grave, but not morose, temperate in all

things, just, generous, and merciful. The
chief defect in his character was indulgence

to his sou Commodus, who was unworthy of

it ; and his acquiescence in his wife's irregu-

larities, if the stories of her are true. He
took great pains with the education of Com-
modus, but his labour was thrown away, and
there are intimations that Aurelius knew the

badness of his disposition. It would have
required unusual firmness of character to

exclude from the empire a son who was unfit

to administer it; but a Stoic philosopher

should have been able to do that. His

severity to the Christians is inexcusable, if

he was the author of their persecutions,

which is not yet proved ; but there is suffi-

cient evidence that the Christians during his

time were persecuted by popular bigotry and

subjected to cruel punishments by persons in

authority under him, and that Aurelius

knew it. Some of his modern biographers

are shocked at this decent emperor taking

a concubine after his wife's death, and
others will not believe the story, though it

rests on as good evidence as other parts of

his history. 13ut the concubinage of Aurelius

and of Antoninus Pius was a recognised mode
of cohabitation among the Romans, as free

from all imputation as a morganatic marriage

of a German prince. Aurelius was unwilling

to give a step-mother to his children.

The letters between Pronto and Aurelius

have been published by Mai, whose edition

was reprinted at Frankfort, 1806. The first

edition of the Meditations was by Xylander,

Zurich, 1558, 8vo. with a Latin version. That
by Thomas Gataker, Cambridge, 1652, 4to. is

still the most useful. Gataker's edition was
reprinted in 1697, 1704, 4to. with some addi-
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tions by George Stanhope. The edition of

J. M. Schultz, Schleswig, 1802, 8vo. is ac-

companied with a Latin version ; the Greek
text is improVed by the collation of several

MSS. ; a commentary was promised, but it

has not yet appeared. The " Meditations " of

Antoninus also form the fourth volume of

Coray's " Bibliotheca Hellenica," Paris, 1816,

8vo. The text of Schultz was reprinted by
Tauchnitz, Leipzig, 1821, 12mo.

^
There

are at least live German translations of

the " Meditations;" the latest is by J. M.
Schultz, 1799. There are French, Italian,

Spanish, and English versions. The trans-

lation of John Bourchier, Lord Berners

(1534, 8vo.), is from the French. There
is a translation by Meric, son of Isaac Ca-
saubon, of which there are several editions.

The translation of Jeremy Collier, as it is

called, 1702, 8vo. is a vulgar, blundering

paraphrase, which bears no resemblance to

the original : it is the most impudent attempt

that has been made to pass off a thing as a

translation which has not a single quality of

a good version. There is a translation by
James Thomson, London, 1747, 8vo. ; an
anonymous one, Glasgow, 1749, 1764, 12mo.

;

and one by R. Graves, London, 1792, 8vo.,

which is said to be the best. (J. Capito-

linus, M. Ant. Philosoplnis ; Dion Cassius,

lib. Ixxi., and Reimar's Notes; Tille-

mont, Histoire des JEmpereurs, and the au-

thorities quoted by him ; Nic. Bachius, De
3Iarco Aurelio Antonino Philosophante, &c.

Leipzig, 1826, 8vo. ; Lardner, Credibility,

&c. ; Moyle, Works, London, 1726, 8vo.

;

Whiston's Dissertation on the Thundering

Legion, and Woolston's Defence of the Miracle

of the Thundering Legion, were called forth

by Moyle's Dissertation on the subject

:

Fabricius, Bibliotheca Grceca, v. 500 ; Rasche,

Lexic. Eei Numarice ; Eckhel, Doctrina

Num. Vet. vii. ; the Apologies of Justin and
Athenagoras, the Ecclesiastical History of

Eusebius, and Ruinart's Acta Primorum
Martyrum, are the materials for the history

of the Christian persecutions under Marcus
Aurelius.) G. L.

AURE'LIUS OLY'MPIUS NEMESIA'-
NUS. [Nemesianus.]
AURE'LIUS PRUDE'NTIUS. [Pru-

DENTIUS.]
AURE'LIUS SY'MMACHUS. [Sym-

MACHUS.]
AURE'LIUS VICTOR. [Victor.]

AURE'LJ, LODOVrCO. [Aurelio,
LODOVICO.]
AURELLI, GIOVANNI MU'ZIO. [Au-

relio, Giovanni Muzio.]
AURENGZEBE. [Aurangzeb.]
AURENHAMMER or AUERNHAM-

MER, JOSEPHA, was a celebrated piano-

forte player at Vienna, at the close of the

eighteenth century. She was a pupil of Rich-

ter, Kozeluch, and Mozart, and, in addition to

her celebrity as a performer, she acquired some
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fame as a composer. To her was confided

the task of editing the greater part of Mo-
zart's Sonatas and Airs with variations for

the piano-forte. Her own compositions were
chiefly of the latter class. In 1796 she mar-
ried Herr Bosenhonig, but she is musically

known by her maiden name. (Gerber, Lexi-

con der Tonkiinstler.) E. T.

AU'REOLUS, CAIUS, one of the nu-

merous usurpers sometimes called, but incor-

rectly, " the Thirty Tyrants," who assumed
the purple in various provinces of the empire

in the reign of Gallienus. He was born in

Dacia, of an obscure family. He was origi-

nally a shepherd, but entered the military

service of the empire, and rose by his merit

and the favour of the Emperor Valerian to

the rank of " commander {(ppovTicrTi]s) of the

imperial cavalry," probably the cavalry of

the emperor's guards. In this office he served

Gallienus, by whom he was highly esteemed,

in his wars with the usurpers Ingenuus, Ma-
crianus, and Postumus.
The battle between Sirmium and Mursa,

in which Ingenuus, who had been declared

emperor by the troops in Moesia and Pan-
nonia, was defeated by Gallienus in person

(a.d. 260), was gained chiefly by the valour

of Aureolus and his cavalry. When Ma-
crianus (or, as Zonaras calls him, Macrinus)

had, with his sons Macrianus the younger and
Quietus, assumed the purple in the East, and
was marching westward, with a force of

thirty thousand men according to some ac-

counts, or forty-five thousand men according

to others, he was defeated (a.d. 262) on the

confines of Thrace, by Aureolus or his lieu-

tenant Domitian, and only escaped captivity

by a voluntary death. There is reason to

think that the soldiers of Macrianus had
been gained over before the battle, for they

laid down their arms on the first encounter,

and were nearly all incorporated in the vic-

torious army. In the war with Postumus,

or Postumius, in Gaul (a.d. 262 or 263), Au-
reolus was less assiduous or less faithful ; for

after the defeat of the usurper, of whom he
was sent in pursuit, he allowed him to es-

cape, alleging falsely his inability to over-

take him.
Trebellius Pollio places the revolt of Au-

reolus before these wars, at least before those

of Macrianus and Postumus. He makes
him conquer Macrianus as a competitor for

the empire ; and in the war with Postumus,

represents him as the ally, not the subject, of

Gallienus, who, according to him, after a

vain attempt to destroy Aureolus, had made
peace with him. The authority of Trebellius

is, however, less valuable than that of the

other historians of the period ;
and his nar-

rative is confused and inconsistent.

It was probably not before a.d. 267 that

Aureolus assumed the purple. The state-

ment of Trebellius that he was constrained

to this step by the troops which he com-
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manaed, would be more credible if his con-
duct in the war with Postumus had not
thrown suspicion on his fidelity. The scene
of his revolt is doubtful. According to dif-

ferent writers, it was Illyricum, or Gaul, or

Rhsctia, or Mediolanuni (now Milan) in the

north of Italy. Most likely it was Rhajtia.

Aureolus had crossed the Alps and esta-

blished himself in Milan, before Gallienus,

roused by the approach of danger, advanced
(it is doubtful whether from Moesia or from
Rome) to meet him. Aureolus was defeated

in a battle, which Aurelius Victor fixes in a

place called from the event " Pons Aureoli "

(the Bridge of Aureolus), now Pontiroli on
the Adda, between Milan and Bergamo ; and
was driven into Milan, where he was closely

besieged. In this emergency he had recourse

to treachery. He drew up a list of names,
including those of the chief officers of Gal-
lienus ; and giving to the document the ap-
pearance of a private memorandum made by
the emperor of persons whom he designed to

put to death, caused it to be secretly dropped
within the lines of the besieging army.
Having been found and communicated to the

parties interested (of whom Aurelian, after-

wards emperor, was one), and regarded by
them as a genuine paper of Gallienus which,
by accident or carelessness, had got abroad,
a conspiracy was formed, and Gallienus was
murdered, in the early spring of a.d. 268,
by his own officers and troops.

Aureolus reaped little benefit from his

treachery. His overtures to Claudius II.,

the successor of Gallienus, for a partition of
the empire and an alliance, were disdainfully

rejected, with the remark that " they should
have been addressed to Gallienus, whose cha-
racter and fears might have induced him to

consent." Aureolus then submitted to Clau-
dius, by whom his life was spared ; but he soon
resumed his arms, and was finally defeated

and taken, and put to death, either on the

field of battle or afterwards at Milan. This
second defeat, not the former one, is placed
by Trebellius at Pons Aureoli. The circum-
stances of Aureolus's death are differently

given. According to some he was put to

death by the soldiers, without the consent of
Claudius ; according to others, Claudius or-

dered or sanctioned the deed. Some writers

charged it upon Aurelian, but were not

agreed as to whether he acted by order of the
emperor or without it. Aureolus was slain

in A.D. 268.

The history of this usurper is perplexed
by the contradictory statements of the antieut

writers. Some of the statements given above
must be regarded as the most probable,

rather than as clearly ascertained. We have
adopted Tillemont's dates.

The name is uniformly written by Latin

historians, and on medals, Aureolus ; but the

Greek writers Zosimus and Zonaras call

him 'AypioAos; in some places of Zosimus
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the evidently corrupt forms Avp7]\io5 'and
Avpr]\Lav6s are found in some manuscripts.
The prsenomen Caius is derived from a me-
dal cited by Eckhel, with the inscription

IMP. c. AVREOLVS. AVG : another medal has
IMP. M. ACIL. AUREOLVS. P. F. AVG., but itS

genuineness is very doubtful. (Zonaras,
Annals, xii. 24, 25, 26 ; Zosimus, i. 38, 40,

41 ; Aurelius Victor, De Ccesaribus, c. 33,

Epitome de Cccsaribus, c. 33, 34 ; Trebellius
Pollio, Gallieni Duo, c. 2, 5, 7, 9, 14, Tri-

ginta Tijranni, c. 10 (de Begilliano), 11 (c?e

Aureolo), 12 (de Macriano), 14 {de Qiiieto);

Claudius, c. 5 ; Flavins Vopiscus, Aurelianus,

c. 15; Tillemont, Hisloire des Empereurs,
Gallien, art. 8, 10, 11, 13, 17, 18, and Claude
II.; Gibbon, Decline and Fall, c. 10, 11;
Eckhel, Doctrina JVumorum Veterum, vii.

464, 465.) J. C. M.
AU'RIA, GIOVANNI DOMENICO D',

a distinguished Neapolitan sculptor of the six-

teenth century, the pupil of Giovanni da Nola.

He was likewise an architect. D'Auria is

very highly praised by Dominici, the histo-

rian of Neapolitan artists, and, according to

Count Cicognara, much more than he de-

serves to be. He executed many works for

the churches of Naples, and for the city,

which are still extant; he made also some
works for Palermo, and various Italian cities.

His masterpiece is the Fontana Medina, in

the place of the Castelnuovo, or Largo del

Castello, at Naples; for which excellent

work he was granted a pension by the reign-

ing king. It received afterwards some addi-

tional figures by Fansaga. D'Auria died in

1585 ; and Dominici has recorded the follow-

ing distich to his memory, from the " Pro-
blemi Accademici" of Francesco de Penis :

—

" Natura invita, lapidi das Auria vitam

:

Te facit invita vivere morte lapis,"

(Dominici, Vite de' Pittori, ^"c. Napolitani ;

Cicognara, Storia della Scultura, &c.)

R. N. W.
AUTJA, GIUSEPPE D', a Neapolitan

mathematician, towards the end of the six-

teenth century, is the translator of several

works of the Greek mathematicians. No
particulars in his biography seem to have
been recorded. He wrote one original work,
" De Imitatione, sive de Optima Studiorum
ratione liber unicus nunc primum a Josepho
Auria in lueem editus. Ejusdem de vitse

humanse fragilitate oratio," Naples, 1599, 4to.

The titles of his translations are as follows

:

— 1. " Autolyci de Sphsera quse movetur
liber, et Theodosii Tripolitse de Habitationibus

liber ; omnia scholiis antiquis et figuris illus-

trata, et nunc primum in lucem edita, Josepho
Auria interprete. His additse sunt Maurolyci
Annotationes," Rome, 1587, 4to. 2. "Auto-
lyci de vario ortu et occasu Astrorum inerran-

tium lib. ii., nunc primum de Grseca lingua

in Latinam conversi, scholiis antiquis et

figuris illustrati, de Vaticana Bibliotheca

deprompti, Jos. Auria interprete," Rome,
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1588, 4to. 3. " Theodosii Tripolitse de

Diebus et Noctibus libri duo, de Vaticana

Bibliotheca deprompti, scholiis antiquis et

figuris illustrati, de Graeca in Latinam
linguam conversi a Josepho de Auria," Rome,
1591. 4. " Euclidis Phoenomena post Zam-
berti et Maurolyci editionem nunc tandem
de Vaticana Bibliotheca deprompta. Scholiis

antiquis et figuris optimis illustrata, et de

Graeca lingua in Latinam conversa a Josepho

Auria Neapolitano. His additae sunt Mauro-
lyci breves aliquot Annotationes," Rome,
1591, 4to. This translation was afterwards

inserted in the " Synopsis Mathematica" of

M. Mersenne, Paris, 1644, 4to. Besides

these works, Auria is known by an unpub-

lished translation of " Hero," in the library

of the Archbishop of Toulouse, and of " Dio-

phantus," in the Royal Library at Paris.

(Lionardo Nicodemo, Addizioni alia Biblio-

teca Napoletana del Dottor JV. Toppi, p.

145 ; Joeher, Allgem. Gelehrten-Lexicon, and
Adelung's Supplement.) G. B.

AU'RIA, VINCENZO, an industrious

Sicilian antiquary, was born at Palermo, on
the 5th of August, 1625, of a family said to

be descended from the famous Dorias of

Genoa. His father, Federigo Auria, a man
of cultivated intellect, favourably known by
several works on jurisprudence, occupied a

high post in the administration of justice

;

his mother, Cecilia, was the sister of Mario
Muta, a Sicilian jurist of great celebrity.

Almost immediately after the birth of

Vincenzo, the elder Auria died ; but his

brother, Giovanni Francesco, also a judicial

functionary of rank and a writer of repute on

legal subjects, undertook to assist the widow
in the education of her son. Vincenzo grew
up a youth of remarkable promise. Being
sent to the Jesuits' College of Palermo, he

outstripped his companions in the usual

studies, more particularly in rhetoric and

poetry ; and when he had completed the

final course, that of philosophy, it was re-

solved that he should follow the profession of

the law.

Auria now applied himselfwith diligence to

the study of the civil and canon law. Mean-
while, however, he found time for a careful

perusal of the classics and of the best Italian

poets, and, above all, for what was with him
to the close of life a favourite occupation,

the study of Sicilian history. Before the age

of twenty he was admitted a member of the
" Accademia de' Raccensi," and the beauty

of his compositions in Latin and Italian

verse gained for him the appellation of the

"Sicilian Petrarch." In his twenty-third

year he became a professed author, by con-

tributing his " Canzone Siciliane " to a col-

lection entitled " Muse Siciliane."

In July, 1652, he took the degree of Doctor

of Laws in the university of Catania, and a

lucrative and brilliant career at the bar

seemed to open before him. The friends of
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Auria now hoped that he might rise to judi-

cial eminence; but he disappointed their

expectations. His youthful taste for literary

pursuits had gradually ripened into an en-

grossing attachment ; wealth and fame were
no objects of his ambition, and he gave up
the legal profession to devote himself with

more ardour than ever to antiquarian and
historical studies.

Auria, by abandoning his profession, was
enabled to confer upon his country a long

series of useful works. These, without much
pretension to literary excellence, prove their

author to have been a man of erudition and
indomitable perseverance. Neither must the

extent of his labours be estimated solely by a

catalogue of his published and unpublished

writings : no work appeared, we are told, on
the history or antiquities of Sicily to which
he did not contribute information.

As an instance of his obliging disposition,

it may be mentioned, that having completed

an extensive work (in opposition to the
" Agatha Cataniensis" of Giovanni Batista

de Grossis) proving that Palermo was the

birthplace of St. Agatha, on learning that

Giuseppe Buonafede was engaged on a

similar publication, Auria immediately sup-

pressed his own, and furnished his friend

with whatever materials his industry could

bring to bear on their common cause.

In 1679 Auria was appointed keeper of the

archives by the viceroy Count di Santo Ste-

fano. The following year the viceroy having

repaired the palace at Palermo, and deco-

rated one of its apartments with the portraits

of his predecessors from the year 1409, Auria

was commissioned to write a continuous his-

tory of their lives and administrations. In

1701 the successor of Santo Stefano, Cardinal

Francisco de' Giudici, established an academy
for the purpose of drawing up a descriptive

and antiquarian account of Sicily. Auria

was appointed a member, and superintended

the department of precious stones and ther-

mal springs. As an author Auria' s income

must have been slender, and his declining

years were embittered by pecuniary diffi-

culties, which he bore with fortitude.

He died, after a year's illness, on the etli

of December, 1710, and the senate ofPalermo
decreed him the funeral honours reserved for

the most illustrious citizens.

Auria's published works are as follows :—

•

1. " Canzone Siciliane," inserted in the col-

lection entitled "Muse Siciliane," vol. ii.,

part ii., Palermo, 1647, 12mo., and 1662,

12mo. 2. " II Martello di Claudio Mazzeo

per la marmorea inscrizione, eretta dal pub-

blico di Messina, I'anno 1648 in falsa ofiesa

della citta di Palermo," &c., Ancona, 1649,

4to. 3. " Raguaglio delle feste fatte in Pa-

lermo, Luglio, 1649, neir annual memoria

del Ritrovamento di S. Rosalia," Palermo,

1649, 4to., under the name of Andrea

Zuonvicini. 4. " I duemartirid' Alessandria,
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racconto historico del martirio di S. Giuliano,"
Palermo, 1651, 12mo. 5. " Vita di Giusep)pe
Fiore, e annotationi all' Alloro, ode Pindarica
dello stesso," in an edition of Fiore's poems,
Venice, 1651, 12mo. 6. " Canzone Siciliane

Burlesche," inserted in the " Muse Siciliane,"

part iii., Palermo, 1651, 12mo. 7. " Canzone
Siciliane Sacre," in the same collection, part
iv., Palermo, 1653, 12mo. 8. " Oratione
recitata nell' Accademia de' Sig. Riaccesi di

Palermo nell' Allegrezze fatte in essa citta

per le vittorie di Sua Cattolica Maesta in

Italia," &c., Palermo, 1653, 4to. 9. " Epis-
tola de origine Motuca? urbis Sicilise," pub-
lished in the " Motuca Illustrata " of Placido
Carafli, Palermo, 1653, 4to. 10. " Dell' ori-

gine ed antichitti di Cefalii," Palermo, 1656,
4to. 11. " Relatione della machina alzata in

Palermo, celebrandosi la festa dell' inven-
tione di S. Rosalia," Palermo, 1661, 4to.,

under the name of Andrea Zuonvicini.
12. " Vita della Gloriosa S. Venera o Vene-
randa," inserted in the " Legendarium Sanc-
tarum Virginum," Palermo, 1661, 1676, 1678,
8vo. 13. " Relatione delle reliquie de' Santi

Martiri Palermitani venute da Roma in Pa-
lermo," &c., Palermo, 1664, 4to. 14. " An-
notationes ad vitam B. Augustini Novelli,"

Palermo, 1664, 4to. 15. " La Rosa Celeste,

Discorso historico dell' inventione, vita e

miracoli di S. Rosalia," Palermo, 1668, 4to.

16. " Vita di S. Rosalia," Palermo, 1669,
4to. 1 7. " II vero ed original ritratto di

Christo in croce, narratione historica dell'

origine del SS. Crocifisso della metropoli-
tana chiesa di Palermo," Palermo, 1669, 4to.

18. " Osservationi all' Aulunno, overo alia

Gelosia, Geloga terza del Battillo di Gio-
vanni Batista Basile," Palermo, 1686, 12mo.
1 9. " La Giostra, discorso sopra 1' origine della

Giostra in varie parte dell' Europa," &c.,

Palermo, 1690, 4to. 20. " Historia cronolo-
gica dell Signori Vicere di Sicilia, dall' anno
1409 al 1697," &c., Palermo, 1697, fol. 21.
" II Gagino redivivo, overo notitia della vita

ed opere di Antonio Gagino," Palermo, 1698,
4to. 22. " La verita historica svelata,

overo avvertimenti e correzioni al Nuovo
Laertio di D. Filadelfo Mugnos, sopra alcune
vite di filosofi e altri huomini illustri Sici-

liani," Palermo, 1702, 4to. 23. " La Sicilia

Inventrice, overo le invenzioni lodevoli nate
in Sicilia," Palermo, 1704, 4to. 24. "II
Beato Agostino novello Palermitano, opera in

cui si prova che il B. Agostino fu di nascita

Palermitano," &c,, Palermo, 1710, 4to.

For a long list of Auria's unpublished
works it is sufficient to refer to Mongitore,
who acquired the greater portion of them on
the decease of his friend. (Mongitore, Bih-
liotheca Sicula ; also full Life of Auria, by
Mongitore, in Crescirabeni, Vite d'Arcadi
Illustri, part iii. 109—128.) G. B.
AURIFABER, JOHANN, the Latinized

name of Johann Goldschmid, a Lutheran
divine of some repute. He was born at
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Brcslau, on the 30th of January, 1517, and
he was the younger brother of Andreas
Aurifaber, a physician. John Aurifaber
studied divinity at Wittenberg, where he
took the degree of A.M. in 1 538, and during
twelve years taught mathematics, philoso-
phy, and the classical languages in his qua-
lity of adjunct to the philosophical faculty of
that university. Sometime before 1550,he
took the degree of D.D.,^ and in that year
was appointed professor of divinity and mi-
nister at St. Nicolas at Rostock. Without
being known as a literary man, John Auri-
faber acquired a name as a practical divine
and a person skilled in managing ecclesias-

tical affairs. As soon as he was appointed
professor at Rostock, he was sent by the
Duke of Mecklenburg to Liibeck, in order
to settle those religious differences by which
the free town and the bishopric of Liibeck
were then disturbed, and which prevailed
not only among the Protestant clergy, but
also between Lutherans and Roman Catholics,

nobles and commoners, and especially be-

tween the different corporations of the town.
He performed this duty well, and to the satis-

faction of the Protestant inhabitants of Lii-

beck. In 1554 he was called to Konigsberg
to a meeting of several divines assembled
there for the purpose of settling the dif-

ferences occasioned by the doctrine of Osian-
der, and the Duke of Prussia, Albrecht of
Brandenburg-Culmbach, rewarded his zeal

by appointing him professor of divinity at

the university founded by the duke at Ko-
nigsberg. For some time Aurifaber dis-

charged the functions of president, a new
name for vicar-general, of the united epis-

copal sees of Samland and Pomesia, and he
was finally appointed bishop. He resigned
this dignity in 1567, and went to Breslau, in

the capacity of minister at St. Elizabeth's and
chief of the Lutheran church, as well as di-

rector of the Lutheran schools. He died at

Breslau, on the 19th of October, 1568. John
Aurifober drew up the plan of the new regu-

lations for the establishment of the Lutheran
church in Mecklenburg, and although his

work was soon superseded by another, we
have no reason to believe that his regulations

were not good. The establishment of the

Protestant church in the different states of
Germany was connected with great diffi-

culties ; the state of ecclesiastical affairs was
dependent upon political events and the am-
bition of the princes, and the divines engaged
in establishing that church and putting an
end to the politico-religious chaos deserve
high praise, although their efforts were not
always successful. In Prussia Aurifaber was
equally active in the establishment of the

Lutheran church. (Jocher, Allgem. Ge-
lehrten-Lexicon, and Adelung's Supplement.^

W. P.

AURIFABER (GOLDSCHMID),
JOHANN, a German divine, who was born
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in the county of Mansfeld, in 1519, deserves

notice for having taken an active part in pub-
lishing the works of Luther. His life pre-

sents some interesting events. He studied

divinity at Wittenberg, became tutor of the

sons of the Count of Mansfeld, the friend

and protector of Luther, served as field-

preacher in the French war in 1544, returned

to Wittenberg in 1545 for the purpose of

teaching divinity, and it is said that Luther
employed him as his " familiar" or private

secretary, and that he was present at Luther's
death, at Eisleben, in 1546. The Elector of
Saxony, John Frederick, having been made
prisoner by the Emperor Charles V. at the

battle of Miihlberg, in 1547, Aurifaber ac-

companied him to his prison, and remained
with him during six months. In 1551 he
was appointed court preacher at Weimar, but
he was dismissed in 15G2, and during the

following four years was enabled, by a pen-

sion from the Count of Mansfeld, to devote

all his time towards the publication of a col-

lection of such of Luther's works as were not

contained in the Jena edition, in the publi-

cation of which he had likewise been active.

In 1566 he was appointed minister of the

principal Lutheran church at Erfurt, became
senior preacher in 1572, and died there on
the 18th of November, 1575. The latter part

of his life was embittered by quarrels with
his colleagues, which were probably of the

same description as those that prevailed

among the difterent editors of the works of
Luther, and led to many fanatical charges of

heresy and Crypto-Calvinism. Besides the

Eisleben collection of some of Luther's works,
and the Jena edition of which he was co-

editor, as stated above, John Aurifaber edited
" Letters of Luther," in two volumes, and his
" Table-Talk." Adelung mentions seventeen
letters of Aurifaber to King Christian III.

of Denmark, which were first published by
Andreas Schumacher, in " Briefe gelehrter

Manner an die Konige von Dannemark,"
Copenhagen, 1758, 8vo. (Jocher, Allgem.

Gelehrten- Lexicon, and Adelung's Supple-
ment.) W. P.

AURIFERI, BERNARDIUS, author of
the " Hortus Panormitanus." He was born
in 1739, in the Val di Demona in Sicily.

His parents were so poor that they could
not give him any education. At the age of
fifteen he ran away from his home, and took
the road to Palermo. Here he attracted the

notice of a painter, who, finding he had a
taste for drawing, admitted him into his

house studio. His progress was so rapid,

that at the end of a few years he excited so

much the jealousy of the other pupils of his

master, that he was obliged to leave the
house of his protector. In this situation

he found a refuge in the convent of Fran-
ciscan monks at Palermo, and was shortly
after admitted one of the order, when he was
twenty-three years of age. In the convent a
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taste for botany developed itself; and he be-

came so well acquainted with the subject, that

he delivered public lectures on it, which were
well attended. He was subsequently appointed
curator and demonstrator of botany in the

royal botanic garden of Palermo. He several

times made the tour of Sicily, for the purpose
of collecting plants ; and the royal gardens
were much improved under his superinten-

dence. He died on the 29th of January,

1796, leaving behind him an extensive her-

barium. The " Hortus Panormitanus" was
published in 4to. at Palermo, in 1789. It

coutiiined an account of the plants growing
in the botanic garden, as well as of the wild
plants found in the neighbourhood ofPalermo.
It is arranged according to the artificial sys-

tem of Linnaeus. There is no copy of this

work in the Banksian library at the British

Museum. {Biog. Univ. Supp.) E. L.

AURIGNY, GILLES D', a French
writer of note during the reigns of Francis

I. and Henry II., was born at Beauvais, to-

wards the close of the fifteenth century.

D'Aurigny embraced the legal profession,

and having removed early in life to Paris,

became an advocate in the parliament of that

city. His first literaiy efiort was the com-
pilation of a sort of table of contents to the

Latin edition (a very faulty one) of the cele-

brated " Songe du Vergier," published by
Galiot du Pre', at Paris, in the year 1516.

The " Biographic Universelle " says that

D'Aurigny edited the " Songe du Vergier,"

but his name only occurs in one jjassage in

the edition referred to. The words are,
" Repertorium alphabeticum super aureo
Somnii Viridarii libello ab Egidio d'Aurigny
Bellovaco, in legibus licentiato, nuperrime re-

collatum hie finem capit optatum," and surely

these are not sufficiently strong to raise

him to the rank of an editor. Besides, he
must have been extremely young at the date

of this publication. Nearly forty years

elapsed before he became, strictly speaking,

an author. During the nine years, however,
which preceded his death, he made amends
for his past silence, by giving to the world a
long series of works, imaginative, legal, and
even theological. In these he usually adopted
one or other of the pseudonymes, " Le Pam-
phile " and " LTnnocent Egare'." The fol-

lowing list may be relied on :— 1. " Les Con-
stitutions et OrdoDnances faites pour le bien

et utilite' des Agricoles de France par

Charles VII., Louis XL, Charles VIIL,
Louis XIL, Fran9ois I., &c." (Paris?),

1527, 8vo. 2. " Le Cinquante-deuxieme Ar-
ret d'Amour, avec les ordonnances sur le fait

des masques," Paris, 1528, 8vo. ; reprinted in

all the editions of the " Ai-rets d'Amour."
3. " Le Livre de la Police Humaine, extrait

des grands et amples volumes de Francois
Patrice, par M. GilJes d'Aurigny, et traduit

en Francois par Jehau Leblond," Paris,

1544, 8vo. Some copies bear the title of
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" Guidon de la Police Humaine." 4. " La
Peinture de Cupidon, par 1'Innocent Egare,''

Poitiers, 1545. 5. "La Genealogie des
Dieux poetiques, nouvel lenient composce par
rinnocent Egare ; La Description d'Hercules

de Gaule, composee en Grec par Lucien, et

par le diet Innocent Egare traduite en vul-

gaire Francoys," Poitiers, 1545, 16mo.
6. " Le Tuteur d'Amour, auquel est com-
prinse la fortune de I'innocent en amours,
composee par Gilles d'Aurigny, dit le Pam-
phile," &c. Paris, 1546, 8vo. ; reprinted at

Lyon in 1547, and, with additions, at Paris

in 1553. 7. "Contemplation sur la Mort de

Jesus Christ," Paris, 1547, 8vo. 8. "Psalmes
de David," in verse, Eouen.

In general these productions are rare and
much sought after by bibliographers ; but
their intrinsic merits are not great. D'Au-
rigny's fame, such as it is, rests chiefly on
his poems. Of these the longest and most
admired is the '' Tuteur d'Amour," which is

by no means an unfavourable specimen of
French versification in the year 1546. " In
this work," says the notice of D'Aurigny pre-

fixed to an extract in the " Poetes Fran9ais
depuis le douzieme Siecle jusqu'a Malherbe,"
" we find displayed a rich and glowing ima-
gination, while the story in its details pos-

sesses an interest, and the style a fluency and
elegance, which have led many critics to re-

gard it as the best production of the cen-

tury."

D'Aurigny's death is ascertained to have
happened in the year 1553. An edition of

his poems, said to be augmented by several

posthumous pieces, was published towards
the end of that year, and among the posthu-

mous additions is inserted an epitaph on An-
toine de Hellwin, Seigneur de Piennes, who
was killed only a few months previously at

the siege of Terouenne. It may be added,
that Francois Habert, a contemporary poet,

laments D'Aurigny's death as premature.
(^Me'moires de Litte'rature tirez des re'gistres

de VAcademic Royale des Inscriptions et

Belles Lettres, vol. xiii. 665 ; Goujet, Bih-
liotheque Frangaise, \o\. xi. 165—178; Les
Poetes Frangois depuis le Douzieme Siecle

jusqu'a Malherbe, avec une notice historique

et litte'raire sur chaque poete, vol. iii. 177, &c.

;

La Croix du Maine and Du Verdier, Bih-
liotheques Francoises, vol. i. 283, 284 ; Bar-
bier, Dictionnaire des Anoni/mes, &c. ; Brunet,

Manuel du Libraire ; Bioyraphie Univer-

selle.) G. B.

AURIOL, BLAISE D', was born at Cas-

telnaudary, and studied at the university of

Toulouse, where he obtained the degree of

Doctor. He entered into holy orders, and
among other dignities held those of canon of

Castelnaudary, dean of the church of Pamiers,

and referendary in the chancery of the par-

liament ofToulouse, When Francis I. made
his grand entry into Toulouse, in August,

1 533, the task of receiving his majesty with
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an oration was committed to D'Auriol, who
was then " regent " or professor of canon
law, and his eloquence was so effective, that

the king was induced to grant to the uni-

versity the title of " noble," and to the pro-

fessors the singular privilege of creating

knights. Blaise d'Auriol himself, by whose
exertions the privilege had been obtained,

was the first to enjoy the honour of knight-

hood under it. On the 1st of the follow-

ing^ September he was invested with great

pomp and ceremony by Pierre Daffis, the

doctor-regent, and comte-es-lois, a title borne
by the regents or professors of twenty years'

standing. D'Auriol was duly girded with
a sword and decked with gilt spurs on his

heels, a gold chain round his neck, and a
ring on his finger, according to the rules of
chivalry ; after which he made an oration in

Latin, which was responded to by Daffis.

The whole proceedings were very gravely
entered in the records of the university. It

does not appear that any more of these lite-

rary knights were formally made, but the

professors long continued to enjoy the honour
of being buried w ith gilt spurs and the other

insignia of knighthood. D'Auriol retired

from his professorship on the 5th of March,
1539, but the time of his death is not re-

corded.

D'Auriol was known both as a juriscon-

sult and a poet. His chief work in the

former capacity now extant is entitled " Ad-
ditiones et Apostillai ad lecturam Guillelmi

de Montelauduuo in sextum decretalium,"

Toulouse, 1524. As a poet his chief pro-

duction is " La De'partie d'Amours, oii il y a
de toutes les tailles de rimes que Ton pour-

roit trouver," Toulouse, 1508, reprinted

Paris, 1533, 4to. It is intended as a con-

tinuation of " La Chasse d'Amours" of Octa-

vien de St. Gelais, but it is a mere rhapsody,

in every way beneath the poem to which it

aspires to be the sequel. D'Auriol through-

out avails himself without acknowledgment
of the poetry of Charles, Duke of Orleans,

from whom he is a wholesale plagiary, and
he even copies many of the best ballads of

the duke's, with scarcely any alterations, to

eke out his own work. Du Verdier mentions
another publication by him, a translation

from the Latin, in prose and verse, of " Les
Joies et Douleurs de Notre Dame ; avec une
Oraison a Notre Dame, par equivoques Latins

et Fran(;ais ; outre a Sainte Anne," &c.,

Toulouse, 1520, 4to.

It is related by some writers that D'Auriol
was a believer in astrology, and that in order

to avoid a second deluge, which, as the astro-

logers foretold, was to occur in 1 524, he con-

structed a sort of ark, in which he and his

friends were to take refuge. The story rests

on no good foundation, and according to

other accounts, the supposed ark was merely
a fishing-boat of somewhat unusual con-

struction. (Moreri, Dictionnaire Historique,
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edit Goujet and Drouet, i. 549 ; La Croix du
Maine and Du Verdier, Bihliotheques Fran-
coises, edit. Juvigny, iii. 248, 249 ; Goujet,

JBibliotheque Frangaise, x. 299—310.) J. W.
AURISICCHIO, a composer of consider-

able promise, who died in early life at Rome,
about the middle of the eighteenth century.

He was maestro di capella at the church of

San Giacomo, for which he wrote some com-
positions of great excellence ; and an opera,

produced in London by Cocchi, in 1758, con-

tained several pieces of his composition.

(Gerber, Lexicon der Tonkiinstler ; Burney,
History of Music.') E. T.
AURISPA, GIOVANNI, was one of the

most active and successful among the re-

storers of classical learning in Italy. He
was born at Noto in Sicily, about the year
1369. The earliest fact of any importance
which is known in his history, is his having
visited Constantinople, probably about 1418,

and having there collected a rich store of

Greek manuscripts, which he conveyed to

Italy and Sicily. On his return from the East,

he spent some time at Venice, where he was
in such poverty that he was compelled to

pledge two hundred and thirty-eight manu-
scripts of Greek classics, for fifty gold florins.

Aurispa having communicated his embarrass-

ments to Ambrosius of Camaldoli, the manu-
scripts were redeemed by Lorenzo de' Me-
dici, the brother of Cosmo, to whom the

security was transferred. Soon afterwards

Aurispa went to Bologna, where he taught

Greek for a year, receiving a salary from the

community. He was next called to Florence,

at the instance of Niccolo de' Niccoli, to per-

form there the same duties in the place of

Guarino of Verona ; but quarrels seem to

have arisen, which in no long time obliged

him to quit that place. He had left Florence
before the year 1433. He found refuge at

Ferrara, where, patronized liberally by the

house of Este, he lived for several years. He
taught the classics, and, having taken orders,

obtained ecclesiastical preferment. Alfonso,

King of Naples, invited him pressingly,

through his friend Panormita, to migrate to

the south of Italy ; but the solicitations were
steadfastly rejected. In 1438, however, when
the Council of Basle was transferred to Fer-
rara, he became personally known to Pope
Eugenius IV. ; and offers of patronage at

Rome met with a more favourable reception.

In 1441 and 1442 we find him to have held
the office of Apostolic Secretary to Eugenius

;

and he was confirmed in the post by Nicholas
v., who conferred upon him two abbacies.

In 1450 Aurispa returned to Ferrara, and
there spent the remaining years of his life,

dying in 1459, when he had almost completed
his ninetieth year.

The only compositions of Aurispa that

have been printed are the following : 1

.

'• Hieroclis Liber in Pythagorse Aurea Car-
mina, a Johanne Aurispa Latinitate donatus,"
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Padua, 1474, 4to. ; Rome, 1475 and 1495,
4to. ; Lyon, 12mo. ; Basle, with amend-
ments, 1543, 8vo. This translation has
been slightingly spoken of. 2. " Philisci

Consolatoria ad Ciceronem dum in Mace-
donia exularet, e Groeco Dionis Cassii a
Johanne Aurispa in Latinum versa,^' Paris,

1510, 8vo. 3. "Epistolffi," thirteen letters,

with abstracts of four others, in INIartene and
Durand's " Collectio Veterum Scriptorum,"
iii. 709. Mazzuchelli names likewise, as said

to exist in manuscript from the pen of Aurispa,

Epigrams, and translations of a Dialogue of
Lucian, and of Xenophon's " fficonomicus."

Gesner's assertion that Aurispa translated the

works of Archimedes, is acknowledged to be
a mistake.

Aurispa's services to literature, however,
consisted much less in what he wrote, than in

his zeal and success as a teacher, and as a
collector of classical manuscripts. Among
those which, in a letter to Ambrosius, he
mentions his having brought to Venice, were
the poems of Pindar, Callimachus, and Oppian,
and the Oi'phic verses ; the historical works of
Dion Cassius, Diodorus Sicuius, and Arrian

;

the philosophical works of Plato, Xenophon,
Plotinus, and Proclus. A considerable num-
ber of the classical works which he brought
from the East had hitherto been unknown in

Europe. He collected likewise manuscripts
of the Greek Fathers, which he sent to Sicily.

His irritable friend and correspondent Philel-

phus, with whom he seems to have had the

rare merit of never quarrelling, taunts him
in one of his letters with making a trade of

buying and selling manuscripts, and with
liking better to use them as merchandise than
to study their contents. Such expressions,

however, from a discontented and ill-tem-

pered man, cannot be allowed to derogate

from the reputation of one who, although
probably possessed of little original talent,

was yet a valuable labourer in the great work
of reviving the study of ancient literature in

Europe. (Mazzuchelli, Scrittori d'Italia ;

Tiraboschi, Storia della Letteratura Italiaiia,

4to. ed. vi. 265.) W. S.

AURIVILLIUS, the Family of, received

its name from Qlof Aurivillius, who, having
been born at Orbyhus in Upland, assumed
this appellation from " auris" and " villa,"

the Latin translation of " or," or ear, and
" by," or town. He had five sons, of whom
two—Pehr, born in 1636, and Erik, born in

1 643, both at Knutby, where their father was
pastor— became professors atUpsal; Pehr,

of metaphysics and logic, and afterwards of

the Greek language ; Erik, of law. Pehr,

who died in 1677, published several poems
in Greek, and is said to have presided at

thirty-five academic disputations; which is

equivalent to saying that he published thirty-

five essays, in the classical languages, on dif-

ferent subjects, of about the same length as

the articles in a modern review. One at

p2
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least of these disputations was remarkable
for being in Greek. Erik seems not to

have been distinguished as a legal lecturer,

since we find it recorded, in the annals of
the university of Upsal, that on some occa-

sions one auditor only was found in his

lecture-room, and on others none at all; a

circumstance which does not seem to have
prevented his being held very strictly to

his duties. He wrote a Swedish grammar,
which is still preserved in manuscript in the

library of the gymnasium at Linkr»ping ; and
he presided, in 169'^, at a disputation, in

which his nephew Magnus Aurivillius was
the respondent, on the proper spelling and
pronunciation of the Swedish language. He
died in 1 702. His nephew Magnus, the son

of Pehr, born in 1673, is best known as the

favourite preacher of Charles XII., whom he
followed to Pultowa and to Bender, where he
was present at the famous sally of his master
against the Turks. He was also one of the

commission on the trial of Baron Gortz, who
was executed after Charles's death for having
too faithfully assisted him in his ambitious

projects. Magnus, who died in 1740, was the

father of Carl Aurivillius. {Biographiskt

Lexicon of'ver namnkunnige Svenska Man, i.

315—320.) T. W.
AURIVILLIUS, CARL, the son of

Magnus Aurivillius, was born at Stockholm,
on the l()th of August, 1717, and entered as a

student at Upsal in 1725. He early showed
a wish to travel and a strong attachment to

the Oriental languages, and he lived to gra-

tify both inclinations. The death of his

father, in 1 740, left the family in such poor

circumstances, that the children gave up the

whole of the property to their mother. Auri-
villius before taking a degree set out to pursue
his studies abroad. He first applied to Rab-
binical and Syriac under Tympe at Jena, and
then removed to Halle, for the advantage of

Arabic and Syriac instruction from Christian

Benedikt Michaelis, father of the more cele-

brated Johann David Michaelis. He also

resided at Paris for some time, to study Ara-
bic under Fourmont, and before returning

home, in 1744, he visited Leiden to improve
himself in the same language under Schul-

tens. He had been enabled to set out on
his journey by the aid of an endowment called

the Guttermuth stipend for travelling stu-

dents, but this allowance ceased even before

he left Germany. He went to Paris on the

faith of promises of assistance from a young
fellow-countryman, who left him to himself

soon after his arrival, when he would have
been reduced to severe distress, but for the

timely aid of another countryman, Claes

Grill, who lent him the means of support on
the security of his honest face. On his re-

turn to Sweden, his exertions as a private

tutor, to get money to repay the debt thus

contracted, prevented him from returning to

Upsal till 1 746, when he took his degree of
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Master of Arts, and was'first on the list among
fifty candidates. The remainder of his life

was spent at L^psal, in the pursuit of Oriental

and mostly of biblical philology, with the

exception of a few years when, on account of
the professorship of poetry, which he ob-

tained in 1754, he gave his chief attention to

that study. In 1764 he received the more
congenial appointment of translator of Arabic
and Turkish for the Royal Chancery, and in

1772 he attained the summit of his wishes in

the Professorship of the Oriental languages

at Upsal. In 1758 he became a member of

the Upsal Society of Sciences, and in 1767

succeeded Linngeus as its secretary, and he
was a leading member of the Commission of

Twenty-one, appointed in 1773, to prepare a

new translation of the Swedish Bible. His

death took place at Upsal, on the 18th of

January, 1786. He was married, and left

one son, Pehr Fabian, and two daughters,

one of whom, who died in the same year as

himself, was married to Professor Adolph
Murray.

Aurivillius was a most amiable man, un-

pretending and learned. He lived with his

books, of which he had a choice collection,

amounting to about seven thousand volumes,

which was sold by auction after his death for

60,000 dollars copper-money, or about 750/.

English. This library was always open to

the use of his students. His colleague and
father-in-law. Professor Ekerman, who was
said to be fond of collecting nothing but

money, published an academical dissertation
'• De Bibliomania," in ridicule of the pro-

pensities of his son-in-law. Johann David
Michaelis pronounced Aurivillius the great-

est Oriental scholar of his time in Swe-
den, and doubted if Gemiany could produce

his equal. He spoke with especial com-
mendation of his academical dissertations,

which would, he pronounced, if collected,

acquire for their author a fame at least equal

to that of Celsius, whose Hierobotanicon was
composed in the same manner. Aurivillius's

name appears as Pra>ses, which in his case

means author, to fifty-four of these disserta-

tions, thirty of which are included in a

volume published by Michaelis, at Gottingen,

in 1 790, under the title " C. Aurivillii, &c.

Dissertationes ad sacras literas et philologiam

Orientalem pertinentes." Michaelis an-

nounced in the preface his intention of pub-

lishing others if he met with sufficient en-

couragement, but no more appeared. Au-
rivillius was also the author of eleven aca-

demical programms, a class of compositions

into which, as into the dissertations, from the

poverty of their country, the learned of

Sweden are glad of introducing curious in-

formation, which they thus render public

without going to any expense. An " Oratio

Parentalis in obitum Henrici Benzelii," or

funeral oration on Henrik Benzelius, was
published at Upsal iu 1 758, and was followed
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in 1802 by a catalogue of his Oriental manu-
scripts, " C. Aurivillii IJecensio codicum
manuscriptorum ab Henrico Beuzelio in

Oriente coUectorum," which was then made
public in order to facilitate the sale of the

library. In the " Nova Acta" of the Upsal
Society, which are all composed in Latin, there

are live articles by Aurivillius— a " recension"

of a manuscript of the works of Horace in

the University library, a Dissertation on Ara-
bian coins found in Sweden, and the Lives
of Olof Celsius, Samuel Klingenstjerna, and
Martin Stromer. In the version of the Bible

prepared by the new Commission, Aurivillius

translated the Pentateuch, Joshua, Judges,

Job, the Psalms, the Prophets, and Lamenta-
tions. The Old and the New Testament
were published in various portions, at dif-

ferent times, from 1774 to 1793, during which
the question of adopting the new version

occasioned a controversy, which resulted in

its being quietly laid on the shelf. Its supe-

rior accuracy was not contested, but it was
alleged that its general tone was too modern,
and that many of the expressions in the old

version had become so consecrated by devo-
tional use, that nothing else could be substi-

tuted for them with advantage. This view
of the subject, however, has not so far pre-

vailed as to prevent the appointment of a

fresh commission, which is now issuing a

second " Profufversattning, " or Specimen-
Translation, at Stockholm. There is an
" Oratio Parentalis" on Aurivillius, by Floder,

Upsal, 1786, 4to., and a Swedish notice of

him by Christian Dahl, Upsal, 1793, 8vo.

(Biographiskt Lexicon cjfver namnkunnige
Svemka Man, i. 321 ; Wieselgren, Sveriges

skona Litteratur, i. 176 ; Wieselgren, Uela-
gardiska Archivet, xv. 76 ; J. D. Michaelis,

Neiie Orientalische und Kxegetisclie Biblio-

ihek, V. 72 ; Aurivillius, Dissertatious, &c.)

T. W.
AUPtlVILLIUS, PEim FABIAN,' the

son of Professor Carl Aurivillius, was born on
the 10th of December, 1756. His life was al-

most entirely spent in the university of Upsal.

He entered as a student in 1775; in 1782 he

was appointed " amanuens," or assistant in the

library, and in 1787 librarian. This office

he held for forty-two years, and the duties

connected with it formed his daily occupa-
tion and his daily pleasure. The post of

librarian carries with it that of professor of

"humanities," with the duty of delivering

lectures on literary history and a-sthetics.

Aurivillius also became a member of the

Upsal Academy of Sciences, and of the Royal
Swedish Academy of Literature, History,

and Antiquities ; the former in 1792, and the

latter in 1812. He was four times Rector
of the University, and in 1824 he received

the order of the Polar Star. His death
took place very suddenly, without any pre-

vious indisposition, at a meeting of the Aca-
demical Consistory, on the 14th of No-
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vember, 1S29. He was married, and had six

children.

Aurivillius was the compiler of the " Ca-
talogus librorum impressorum Bibliothecse

Regise Academicae Upsaliensis," two sections

in three " fascicles," generally bound in three

volumes, 4to. Upsal, 1814. Though it bears

so recent a date, this catalogue does not con-

tain any books that have been added to the

library since 1 796. In that year Carl Albert

Roseuadler, an eminent patron of Swedish lite-

rature, promised to defray a large part of the

expense of printing the catalogue, if he were

made certain that the printing had actually

begun, by seeing the first sheet. Aurivillius

caught at the otter, and the printing went on
till 1799, when it had advanced as far as the

letter l, about five hundred quarto pages in

three years. The death of Rosenadler, which
then took place, removed the motive for ad-

vancing at a rate which, though it may not

appear very rapid, was found by Aurivillius

prejudicial to the correctness and complete-

ness of his labours. The library at Upsal is

the largest in Sweden, but in 1796 it did not

contain more than about'40,000 volumes, and

the catalogue will often be consulted in vain,

even for Swedish books of note. Between

1796 and 1814 the library was augmented
with about 33,400 additional volumes, in-

cluding the whole of Rosenadler's collection,

which his own impatience had thus excluded

from the list. The catalogue is arranged

on a very peculiar plan. Ihe works which

bear the names of their authors, and those

which do not, are divided into two separate

alphabets, the first of which occupies the fii'st

two volumes of the Catalogue, and the other

the third. The anonymous books are divided

into various classes, such as " Academiai,"
" Acta Societatum," " Adagia," " Alchymis-

tica," which are arranged alphabetically, and

these classes are again subdivided, generally

according to the langaiagcs in which the books

are written. The arrangement is certainly

not philosophical, and it does not seem to be

convenient. Aurivillius was Prseses to twenty-

three academical disputations, some of which,

relating to manuscripts in the library, are of

interest, and he issued eleven academical pro-

gramms. He published also " Aminnelse-Tal

ofver Profess Th. Bergman,'' Upsal, 8vo., a

funeral oration on Bergman, the celebrated

chemist, which was translated into Latin, and

published at Leipzig in 1787, "Sermo pane-

gyricus in pacem Suecico-Moscoviticam ad

Werela," Upsal, 1791, 4to., and " Utdrag utur

Prof. Barchau anteckningar uti Landthus-

hallningen," Parts 1 and 2, Upsal, 1828—29,

an Extract of Prof. Barchaeus's notes on Poli-

tical Economy. Aurivillius superintended

the publication of Warmholtz's " Biuliotheca

Historica Sueo-Gothica," after the author's

death, fj'om the eighth lo the fifteenth or last

vokune, but he made scarcely any alterations

or additions. As secretary to the Upsal So-
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ciety, a post which his father had also occu-

pied, he superintended the publication of
vols. 6 to 9 inclusive of the new series of

their Transactions, " Nova Acta," in which
are included two biographies by himself, one

of Thorbern Bergman, different from the

Aminnelse-Tal, and the other of Magnus von
Celse. {Bioyrupliisht Lexicon i'fver namn-

kunnige Svenska Mm, i. 325; Molbech, Breve

fra Sverrige i Aares, 1812, ii. 289, &c. ; Au-
rivillius, Cataloqus, 8cc.) T. W.
AURIVILLIUS, SAMUEL, a Swedish

physician, was a pupil of Haller at Gottingen,

where he received his doctor's degree, in

1750. He went to Upsal, and was appointed,

first, librarian of the University, then pro-

fessor of anatomy, and some time afterwards

professor of practical medicine. He died in

1767. The works which he has left are all

inaugural dissertations, and it is not certain

what parts of them were written by himself
and what by those who were respondents, and
who maintained the dissertations as a part of

of their examinations for the diploma of the

University. Haller, who probably knew
what Aurivillius himself wrote, assigns to

him the following dissertations on anatomical
and surgical subjects ; those on medical sub-

jects are included in the larger list in the
" Biographie Me'dicale :"— 1 .

" De inequali

vasorum pulmonalium et cavitatum cordis am-
plitudine," Gottingen, 1750, 4to. This was
Aurivillius's dissertation for his own degree

;

he shows in it, by many experiments, that the

arteries are larger than the veins of the lungs,

and the right cavities of the heart larger than
the left. 2. " Classis prima remediorum
ophthalmicorum," 1756; urging the advan-
tages of bleeding from the temporal artery.

3. " De Dentitione difficili," 1757. 4. "De
Camphora," 1758. 5. "De Iseso motu in-

testinorum vermiculari," 1759. 6. " De
Naribus Internis," 1760. 7. " De spiritu

vini mercuriali," 1760. 8. " De Crisibus,"

1760. 9. " De Expectoratione Peripneumo-
nicorum, " 1760. 10. " De Erysipelate,"

1762. 11. "Icterus leviter adumbratus,"
1763. 12. "De Asthmate," 1763. 13, " De
Hydrocephalo interno annorum xlv.," 1763

;

in which there is described a remarkable
case of hydrocephalus with which the patient

lived till she was forty-five years old. 14.

"De Rheumatismo," 1764. 15. " De glan-

dulis animalibus," 1764. 16. " De Angina
infantum," 1764. 17. " Structurae corporis

humani idea generalis," 1765. 18. " De
febribus intermittentibus malignis," 1765.

19. " De Paralysi leviter adumbrata," 1765.

20. "De Herniis spuriis," 1765. 21. " De
Doloribus," 1765. All these dissertations, ex-

cept the first, were published, in 4to., at Up-
sal. (^Biographie Me'dicale ; Haller, Bib-
liothecce Anatomica et Chirurgica ; Commen-
tarii Lipsietises, t. xiv.) J. P.

AUROGALLUS, MATTH^US, an ac-

complished scholar of the sixteenth century, a
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contemporary and friend of Luther, was born
about the year 1480, at Commettau in Bo-
hemia. Early in life he substituted for his

Bohemian family name the classical appella-
tion of Aurogallus, and having visited se-

veral of the academical institutions of Ger-
many, finally settled as a student at Witten-
berg. Here he applied himself with diligence

and success to the study of Latin and Greek,
but more particularly of Hebrew. In the
course of time he became professor of these

three languages in the university of Witten-
berg, and in the year 1542 was raised to the
important situation of rector. He died on
the 10th of November of the following year.

There is still extant an intimation of that

event made by his successor to the members
of the university, inviting them to assemble
before the house of the deceased, and accom-
pany the corpse to the place of interment.

The literary labours of Aurogallus, though
chiefly those of an editor and grammarian,
were of no inconsiderable value in his day.

Balbinus, in his " Bohemia Docta," mentions
him as the author of a history of that country.

There can be no doubt that Aurogallus wrote
a work of this kind ; but as neither Balbinus
nor his industrious editor Raphael Ungar
was able to procure it, probably it was never
printed, and may now be irretrievably lost.

Bayle states that Aurogallus had amassed a
library of considerable extent, and praises

him as one who was not only a collector of
books, but a zealous student. The most re-

markable fact, however, in the biography of
Aurogallus is, that Luther's admirable trans-

lation of the Bible into German owes much
to his co-operation and learning. This proves
that Aurogallus had adopted the new opin-

ions of his friend ; but he seems to have been
content with lending to the Protestant cause

such humble aid as philology could offer,

leaving to others the fame which might be
acquired in the arena of religious contro-

versy.

Aurogallus published the following works :—1. " De Ebrseis urbium, regionum, popu-
lorum, fluminum, montium et aliorum loco-

rum nominibus," &c., Wittenberg, 1526, 8vo.

2. " Grammatica Hebrseaj Chaldaeseque lin-

guse," Basil, 1539, 8vo. 3. " Psalmi Davidis
cum versione interlineari Santis Pagnini,"

Antwerp, 1608, 8vo. 4. " Collectio Gno-
micorum, cum Callimachi Hymnis, Greecisque

in illos scholiis," Basil, 1532, 4to. (Joannes
Bismarcus, VitcB et res gestce pracipitorum

theologoriim, ^"c. . . . lib. i. continens vitam et

res gestas theolog. Viteberg, without pagina-

tion ; Balbinus, Bohemia Docta, part ii.

p. 69, &c. ; Bayle, Dictionnaire historique et

critique, Paris, 1820.) G. B.

AUROUX DES POMMIERS, MA-
THIEU, an ecclesiastic and legal commen-
tator of the eighteenth century, was con-

seiller-clerk of the duchy of the Bourbonnois,

and a doctor in divinity. In 1732 he pub-
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lished " Coutunies generales et locales du
Pays et Duche' de Bourbonnois, avec des

Commentaires," folio, a work illustrated from
the MSS. of the practical lawyers of the pro-
vince. In 1741 he published " Additions au
nouveau Commentaire de la Coutume de
Bourbonnois," folio. The two works were re-

printed in 1780. The author published a
work having some relation to his clerical

character, in 1 742, called " Traite siir la

necessite de s'instruire de la verite' de la Re-
ligion et sur les moyens de s'en assurer,"

12mo., described as a prospectus of a larger

work on the abstract principles of Catholicism
as separate from the subtleties with which it

had been surrounded. (Biog. Universelle,

Siippl. ; Desessarts, Les Siecles Litte'raires ;

Adelung, Suppl. to Jiicher, Allgemeines Ge-
lehrten-Lexicon ; Nouveau Dictionnaire His-
torique.) J. H. B.
AURPACH. [AuRBACH.]
AURUNGZEBE. [Aurangzeb.]
AURUSS KHAN. [Urus Khan.]
AUSO'NIUS, DE'CIMUS MAGNUS.

The poet Ausonius is usually called by all

these three names ; of which, however, the

first and second are given to him on no better

authority than the titles prefixed to early

manuscripts of his works. The life of Auso-
nius occupied nearly the whole of the fourth

century m the Christian eera. His father,

Julius Ausonius, a distinguished physician
who resided at Bordeaux, married Emilia
-^onia, a daughter of Cfecilius Argicius Ar-
borius. [Arborius.] The poet was born at

Bordeaux, probably in one of the earliest

years of the fourth century. His juvenile

precocity justified the promising horoscope
drawn for him by his grandfather ; while
it well rewarded the expense and trouble

which his father bestowed on his educa-
tion. Among his teachers are named Tibe-
rius Victor Minervius in his native town,
and his uncle ^milius Magnus Arborius at

Toulouse. Grammar, eloquence, and the

elements of the Greek tongue successively

occupied his attention ; and, on the comple-
tion of his studies, he practised for some
time at the bai-, though seemingly with little

liking and as little success. He devoted
himself more zealously to teaching. Settling

in Bordeaux, he married Attusia Lucana
Sabina, who died at the age of twenty-eight,

after having borne three children to him.
Ausonius first taught grammar, and after-

wards rhetoric. Among the many pupils

of distinction who flocked to his school, the
most eminent was Paulinus, afterwards cele-

brated as the hermit-bishop of Nola. His
fame having reached the imperial court, he
was summoned, about his sixtieth year, to

become the tutor of Gratian, the elder son of
the Emperor Valentinian I., and already
(a.d. 367) invested with the purple and the

title of Augustus. It has been said, but erro-

neously, that Ausonius Avas likewise tutor to
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Gratian's younger brother Valentinian. The
virtues which adorned the early years of
Gratian's reign did credit to the assiduity of
his instructor ; and the imperial pupil's satis-

faction with the manner of the teaching was
attested by the favour which he always ex-

tended to his old master, upon whom there

were heaped, one after another, all the

highest titles of distinction which the Lower
Empire had to bestow. The schoolmaster of
Bordeaux became successively a count of the

palace, a quaestor, praetorian praefect of Italy,

and afterwards of Africa and of Gaul; and
finally, in 379, he was raised to the nominal
honours of the consulship. The Emperor
Theodosius showed dispositions equally fa-

vourable to Ausonius. The poet, however, now
very old, gave up, after his pupil's premature
death in 383, that attendance at the court of
TreVes which he had so long rendered. He
appears to have spent the last few years of his

life in rural retirement, migrating from one
to the other of two villas which he possessed,

both lying in districts adjacent to Bordeaux.
The time of his death is not exactly known.
His mention, however, of the victory of Theo-
dosius over the rebel Maximus near Aquileia
{Clarce Urhes, vii.) shows him to have sur-

vived the vear 388 : and from his corre-

spondence with Paulinus, it has been further

inferred that he was alive in 392, and pro-

bably died about 394. Two of his three

children survived him. His son Hesperus
rose to the highest dignities of the empire

;

his daughter was successively the wife of

two men of rank.

The following are the extant works of
Ausonius, as arranged in the common edi-

tions. All are in verse except those which
are described as not being so.— 1. "Epi-
grammata," Epigrams, a hundred and fifty

in nvimber. 2. " Ephemeris," a series of
small poems, in various metres, describing

the occupations of a day. 3. " Parentalia,"

thirty poems, commemorating the history

and virtues of as many deceased relatives of

the poet. 4. " Commemoratio Professorum
Burdigalensium," tributes to twenty-five per-

sons deceased, who had either taught gram-
mar or oratory at Bordeaux, or, being born
in that town, had been professoi's of those

studies in other places. 5. " Epitaphia He-
roum," thirty-eight epitaphs, chiefly of heroes

who fell in the Trojan war. 6. " De Duo-
decim Csesaribus," a meagre roll of the

twelve Csesars, somewhat in the manner of

memoriter verses. 7. " Tetrasticha," twenty-

four tetrastichs of a similar kind, commemo-
rating the emperors from Julius Caesar to

Heliogabalus. The remaining names are lost.

8. " Ordo Nobilium Urbium," fourteen short

poems, commemorating illustrious cities. 9.

*' Ludus Septem Sapientum," a curious group

of poems, in which, after a dedication and

two prologues, the seven sages of Greece de-

liver their doctrines in iambic trimeters.
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10. " Septem Sapientum Sententicc," another

exposition of those doctrines, seven verses in

various measui'es being devoted to each phi-

losopher. 11. "Eidyllia." Under this title

are grouped twenty poems of various kinds,

several of which are the most important pro-

ductions of the autlior. To some of them
are prefixed prose prefaces or explanatory

epistles. The most bulky of these poems is

the " Mosella," the most admired work of

Ausonius, which, in 483 hexameter verses,

describes the river Moselle. Among other

poems of the collection are the following:

—

" Versus Paschales," a short religious poem

;

" Epicedlon in Patrem," celebrating the vir-

tues of the poet's dead father ;
" Cupido Cruci

affixus," a fanciful mythological scene, upon

which the admirers of Ausonius have lavished

high commendations ; " Griphus Ternarii

Numeri," a whimsical and in some places

inexplicable effusion, setting forth the virtues

and relations of the number three ;
" Tech-

nopsegnion," a series of fantastic experiments

in versification, of which the merit consists

in overcoming self-imposed and childish diffi-

culties ;
" Cento Nuptialis," a production de-

servedly infamous, in which verses or hemi-

stichs of Virgil are tacked together so as to

present indecent descriptions. 12. "Eclo-

garium," a kind of versified almanac. 13.

" Epistolarum Liber," containing twenty-five

epistles, most of which are in verse, though

some are in prose, and others in a mixture of

prose and verse. Among the persons to whom
they are addressed, the most celebrated are

two of the author's most intimate friends,

Saint Paulinus, the Christian recluse, and
Symmachus, the famous advocate of heathen-

ism. 14. " Gratiarum Actio pro Consulatu,"

a prose oration, in which the poet thanks the

Emperor Gratian for his consulship. 15.

" Periochse," prose arguments to the books of

the Iliad and Odyssey. 16. " Prsefatiunculai

Tres," three epistles, the first of which is

an answer to a complimentary letter ad-

dressed to Ausonius by the Emperor Theo-
dosius.

The editions of the works of Ausonius are

numerous. Several appeared before the close

of the fifteenth century ; but the merit of

these is small, and their bibliography not in

all instances certain. The first edition is

believed to have been the " Ausonii Peonii

Poeta5 Disertissimi Epigrammata" (with

small poems of other writers), Venice, 1472,

folio, without the name of the printer. Be-

sides other editions of the same century, an

incomplete collection of the works of Auso-

nius, edited by .^milius Ferrarius, appeared

at Milan, 1490, folio; and a fviller collection,

edited by Thaddaus Ugoletus, at Parma,

1499, folio. Further additions were made
in the edition of Hieronymus Avantius, Ve-

nice, 1507. In subsequent editions of the

sixteenth century, the text received gradual

improvements. The best of these was the
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annotated edition of Elias Vinetus, Bor-

deaux, 15/5, 4to. ; and good serv'ice was
done to the poet by Joseph Scaliger in his

" Ausonianse Lectiones," first published in

1573, and afterwards frequently printed

with the works. But the most valuable of

all the editions is that of Leiden, 1671, 8vo.,

edited by Jacob Tollius, who incorporated

with his own annotations the most useful of

those contributed by Mariangelus Accursius,

Scaliger, Vinet, and his other predecessors.

Another good edition is that " In usum Del-

phini," Paris, 1730, 4to., which was com-
menced by the Abbe' Fleury, and completed

and published after his death by Father

Souchay. The works of Ausonius are also

in several collections of the Latin poets.

The literary excellence of Ausonius has

been estimated very differently at different

periods. The opinion entertained as to the

court-poet of Treves in his own times is per-

haps represented adequately by the flatter-

ing compliments in the epistle of Theodosius,

and by the warm admiration repeatedly ex-

pressed by the accomplished and eloquent

Symmachus, He was no less extolled by the

philologers of the sixteenth and seventeenth

centuries ; although these great scholars were

not blind to his prevailing harshness of

style, or to the frequent carelessness which
makes the productions of Ausonius so un-

equal in merit. Indeed some of the qualities

which recommended him to the favour of

such judges as Barthius and the elder Scaliger,

were the very things which had made him
acceptable to the corrupted taste of the literary

men in the Lower Empire. In more modern
times, a smaller poetical value is attached to

frequency of pedantic allusion, to neatness

in appropriating the thoughts and expres-

sions of older writers, or to skill in perfoi-m-

ing petty feats of verbal ingenuity. Accord-

ingly the fame of Ausonius has for a consi-

derable time sunk far beneath its former

level. In idiom, in the choice of words, and

even in declension and construction, Auso-

nius not only shows manifest traces of the

decline of the Latin language at the time

when he wrote, but is even more faulty than

several of those who lived after him. His

impurity of taste, however, goes much deeper

than the words. Some of his poems are such

an abuse of labour as no man of sound judg-

ment, addressing enlightened readers, would
have ventured to be guilty of. His " Tech-

nopsegnion" is the most glaring example. In

most of the pieces which it contains each line

ends with a monosyllable ; in one of them, the

monosyllabic word which ends a line is the

first word of the next. The forced analogies

which make up the staple of the " Griphus,"

and which Schottus and others regarded as

proofs of genius, are equally unworthy to re-

ceive the name of poetry. He delights in

showing his learning by introducing scraps

of indifferent Greek ; and in one poem Greek
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and Latin alternate in half-lines, while the

perfection of the wit consists in giving to a
Latin word a Greek termination. But such
freaks of folly, although highly conducive to

the authoi''s reputation in his own day, were
regarded by himself, professedly at least, as

being mere playthings of an idle hour, which
might (like the " Griphus") be written in an
afternoon.

The poet must be judged by his more se-

rious and elaborate works ; and these assu-

redly are of a higher strain. Even their

strain, however, is for from being the highest.

In no way could one more readily be con-

vinced, both of the feebleness of his ima-
gination and of the dulness of his sensibility

for the noblest elements of poetry, than by
contrasting, in tone and spirit, his works with
those of Claudian. Claudian, notwithstand-

ing all his faults, regarded with the eye of a

poet the striking events which passed around
him ; and in his page those events are trans-

formed into rich and vivid poetical pictures.

For the mind of Ausonius all those lofty

images were a total blank : at least, they were
merely themes for the rhetorical wordmonger,
occasions for saying fine things. In his ad-

dress of thanks to Gratian, a fulsome and
tedious piece of fustian (for his prose, affected,

artificial, and cold, is always worse than his

verse), he never thinks of honouring his im-

perial patron by painting poetic representa-

tions of those achievements, which had dis-

tinguished both his reign and that of his

father. He contents himself with penning a

systematic treatise on the virtues of the young
emperor ; and, like a genuine pedagogue, he

reserves his warmest admiration for the asto-

nishing purity of the Latiuity in a letter

wiiich his imperial pupil had addressed to

him. His want of true poetic strength of

imagination may be perceived most clearly

in his collections of verses called the " Pa-
rentalia" and " Professores." These are bio-

graphical memoirs : they furnish throughout,

as most of his other poems furnish inci-

dentally, an abundant stock of materials for

the history of the persons of whom they

treat. Of several of these persons, the Ar-
borii for example, there have been written

long biographical notices, in which the in-

formation, down to the dates, is derived ex-

clusively from those verses. Nothing can be

more alien from the comprehensive and idea-

lizing spirit of poetry than this petty chroni-

cling of individual facts.

If, however, this were a full account of the

poetical character of Ausonius, it would be

impossible to discover how he had acquired

even the qualified celebrity which he still

possesses. In several of his best poems there

occurs much, and in others there occur occa-

sionally some things, entitling us to believe that

his celebrity is not undeserved. His poetical

strength lies in description and sentiment. In

descriptive poetry indeed he holds a prominent
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position ; for his poem on the Moselle has
been correctly said to be the oldest known
specimen of its class. External nature had
never before been made the paramount theme
of a poetical composition ; and Ausonius thus
stands as the inventor or first writer of a
species of poetry which has become in modem
times both common and popular. The tedious

catalogue of the fishes in the river, and of
their respective merits as articles of cookery
(a passage which, both for its terseness of ex-
pression and for its accuracy in natural his-

tory, has been much admired by some of his

learned critics), may be considered as an in-

voluntary act of obedience to that law of
classical poetry, which had refused to admit
pure description unless as an ornament of the
narrative or the didactic. Many of the land-
scapes painted in other parts of that poem,
and a few which might be culled from others,

are conceived with much picturesque liveli-

ness and executed with greater pointedness
than usual.

In sentiment the poems of Ausonius are in

many places distinguished by a placid and
amiable and slightly imaginative temper,
which is extremely pleasing. Indeed it is

strange to think that their refinement of
thought and feeling should have emanated
from the same mind, which disgraced itself

by the clumsy filthiness of many of the epi-

grams, and by the intolerable obscenity of the
" Cento." The tone of sentiment in the best

of his serious pieces is marked by peculiari-

ties analogous to those which have been
hinted at as characterizing the description of
the " Mosella." Its cast is not so much clas-

sical as modem. It may be called sen-

timentalism, the term being applicable to it

sometimes in the bad sense and sometimes in

the good. An interesting example is pre-
sented in the short poem to his wife {Epiyr.
xix.), whose early death he deeply deplored,

and whose place he never allowed to be filled

up. It has been said by some one (though
not quite truly) that the classical poetry, with
all its seeming refinement, is essentially so

gross in its idea of love, as to have made it

impossible for an ancient poet of Greece or

Rome to conceive an attachment between
man and woman which could survive the

charms of youth, and discern mental loveli-

ness through the wrinkles of old age. Now
just such a feeling of affection, stronger than
change or time, is expressed in that beautiful

little poem of Ausonius ; it is an antique an-

ticipation of one of Burns's finest songs. In
thus speaking of the modem tone so fre-

quently distinguishing the works of the Latin

poet, it is worth while to call attention to his
" Ludus Sapientum," in which perhaps it is

not too fanciful to suppose that we may trace

a curious likeness to the dramatic representa-

tions of the middle ages.

The consideration of the sentiment pre-

valent in the writings of Ausonius naturally
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introduces the disputed question ; whether he
"vras a Christian or a pagan ? Cave, Span-
heim, Muratori, and others, have confidently

pronounced him a heathen : but for this judg-

ment no reasons have been assigned that are

at all satisfactory. His profession of Chris-

tianity is sufficiently proved by some points in

his family history, by his appointment as

tutor to Gratian, and by the contents of

several of his poems (especially the " Ephe-
meris" and the " Versus Paschales"), the

genuineness of which there are no good
grounds for dovibting. Others of his poems,

however, do no credit to any religion. For
the Epigrams he alleges no excuse but the

hackneyed one, that his life was purer than

his verses : the " Cento," he says, was com-
piled by the command of Valentinian, who,
uniting a little voluptuousness with his

crvielty, had tried his own imperial pen in a

similar task. The intimacy of Ausonius
with Symmachus is no disproof of his pro-

fession of the predominant faith. But the

religious position not only of Ausonius, but

of Claudian and other literary men of those

times, is a topic which deserves to be better

examined than it has hitherto been, and
which, if properly elucidated, might throw
some light upon the last stage in the contest

between the false religion and the true.

(Souchay, Dissertatio de Vita et Scriptis

Aiisonii, in his edition of the poet ; Histoire

Litteraire de la France, tom. i. part ii. p.

281—318; Fabricius, Bibliotheca Latina,

ed. Ernesti, iii. 139—149 ;
Blount, Censura

Celehriorum Authorum, p. 189, 190.) W. S.

AUSO'NIUS, SAINT, is said to have

been a native of the French pi'ovince of Saint-

onge, to have been consecrated in a.d. 260 as

the first Bishop of Angoulcme, and to have

been killed in 270, in an invasion of the Van-
dals. The legend which relates these inci-

dents, with the miracles which preceded the

saint's birth, and were wrought by him in

his lifetime, will be found in the collection of

the Bollandists. The editors admit, however,

that it deserves very little credit. No irrup-

tion of the Vandals into France having taken

place till much later than the third century,

the bishop must either have lived in a more
recent age, or have received his death from

some other barbai'ic tribe, perhaps the Alle-

manni. An abbey near Angouleme bore

his name, and was said to have been founded

by him. Among the earlier antiquaries of

modem times, some confusion arose between

Saint Ausonius and Ausonius the poet. {Acta

Sanctorum, Maii, Die Vigesimd Secundd

;

Sainte Marthe, Gallia Christiana, ii. 975-

977.) W. S.

AUSPFCIUS, SAINT, Bishop of Toul,

was a distinguished ornament of the French

church about the middle of the fifth century.

The materials for a biography of this saint

are more than usually scanty. The year of

his birth, his parentage, birthplace, and edu-
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cation are a mystery which even his biogra-

pher in the " Acta Sanctorum " cannot pene-

trate. The date of his consecration to the

bishopric of Toul cannot be satisfactorily de-

termined, although it appears that his imme-
diate predecessor Celsinus was the fourth

bishop of that diocese. It is known, however,

that he was a contemporary of Sidonius

Apollinaris, Bishop of Clermont, and of Arbo-
gastes or Arbogastus, Count and governor of

Treves, and afterwards Bishop of Chartres

;

and that he was senior in age to these two
prelates. To the former he was endeared by
an epistolary intercourse of some years,

although the distance which separated the

two friends, and the disturbed state of the

country, frequently interrupted their corre-

spondence. From a letter of Sidonius, the

only one now remaining of this correspond-

ence, the reader is led to entertain a high

opinion of the learning and piety of Auspicius,

and this opinion is corroborated by a letter

from Sidonius to Arbogastes. It appears that

Arbogastes had requested Sidonius to furnish

him with an explanation of some difficult

passages in holy writ, and to instruct him
more fully in the duties of a religious life,

Sidonius, in reply, either from diffidence or

incapacity, declines the task; while at the

same time he eulogizes the extraordinary

attainments of Saint Lupus, Bishop of Troyes,

and of Saint Auspicius, and refers Arbo-
gastes to one or other of these prelates, as

the men best qualified to assist him. In

compliance with this advice, Arbogastes

placed himself under the instruction of

Auspicius, who may be regarded in a certain

measure as his spiritual father. A monument
of their intercourse survives in a poetic epistle

from Auspicius, full of useful and pious

maxims. With these he interweaves some
dexterous allusions to the political services of

Arbogastes and the nobility of his birth ; but

he nevertheless warns him against the sin of

avarice, to which he perceived that Arbo-

gastes was inclined; he commends alms-

giving, and concludes with an exhortation to

devote himself to the service of the church.

Auspicius died about the year 488, and was
buried in the church of Saint Mansuetus at

Toul, where his relics were discovered in the

year 1070. The 8th of July, according to

Du Saussaye {Martijrologium Gallicanum), or

the 28th, according to the " Acta Sanctorum,"

is set apart in honour of his memory. The
" Acta Sanctorum," however, observes that

no martyrology of the French church before

the time of Du Saussaye recognises the claim

of Auspicius to the title of Saint. The " Mar-
tyrology " of Du Saussaye, who was one of

the successors of Auspicius in the bishopric

of Toul, was not published until the year

1638. (Acta Sanctorum, Julii, vol. vi. 561,

5G2 : Histoire litteraire de la France, vol. ii.

478—480.) G. B.

AUSSURD, ANTOINE, was a printer at
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Paris early in the sixteenth century. No
particulars in his biography are known.
Avissurd printed chiefly for Jean Petit, and is

distinguished for the elegance of his types, if

not for the number of works which issued

from his press. Of these may be mentioned
an edition of Justin, Florus, and Sextus
Eufus, 1519, fol., and of John Eaulin's
" Sermones de Poenitentia," 1524, 4to. (Peig-

not, Dictionnaire Raisonne de Bibliologie.)

AUSTEN, FRANCIS. [Austen, Ralph.]
AUSTEN, JANE, was born on the 16th

of December, 1775, at Steventon in Hamp-
shire, where her father, an accomplished
scholar, was for more than forty years rector

of the parish. When he was upwards of
seventy, he retired with Mrs. Austen, with
Jane and another daughter, to Bath, where
he died after a residence of about fovir years.

The family then removed for a short time to

Southampton, and afterwards, in 1809, to the

pleasant village of Chawton, in the same
county. In the early part of 1 8 1 6 symptom s

of a deep and incurable decay began to mani-
fest themselves in Jane; in May, 1817, she

was removed to Winchester for the benefit of
medical advice, and she died in that city on
the 18th of July in the same year.

It was while at Chawton that Miss Austen
published her novels. " Sense and Sensi-

bility, by a lady," was the first that ap-

peared, in 1811, and it met with unex-
pected success. The authoress was agree-

ably surprised at receiving 150Z. from its

profits. " Pride and Prejudice," " Mansfield
Park," and *' Emma," succeeded at regular

intervals; the last in 1816, and all anony-
mously. Her name was first affixed to
" Northanger Abbey " and " Persuasion, "

which were published together after her
death, in 1818. " Northanger Abbey" was
her earliest and feeblest production, and had
been rejected by the publisher to whom it

was originally offered. " Persuasion" was
her latest composition, and in many respects

her best. The whole series was reprinted in

1833, in Bentley's Standard Novels.

Miss Austen was of a sensitive and re-

tiring disposition ; she never allowed her
portrait to be taken, and on one occasion she

declined attending a party on learning that

Madame de Stael was to be present. Though
fond of music and dancing, she was not dis-

tinguished for accomplishments. She does
not appear to have known any foreign lan-

guage, but with all the elegant literature of
her own she was perfectly familiar. Her
stature was tall, and her personal beauty con-
siderable.

" Edgeworth, Ferrier, Austen," says Sir

Walter Scott, in his Diary, " have all given
portraits of real society, far superior to any-
thing man, vain man, has produced of the

like nature." It may be observed, however,
that the circle of Miss Austen was more
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limited than that of either of her distin-

guished rivals. Her pictures are exclusively

confined to the middle ranks of English so-

ciety, and almost exclusively to life in the

country or in provincial towns. She never
aims at delineating the follies of the fashion-

able, nor does she ever notice the manners of
the poor. She also never ventures on any
unusual or striking course of incident ; the

most prominent events in her novels are

generally a ball or a pic-nic party ; the most
serious accident, a broken limb. Her cha-

racters are never of an extraordinary kind,

either morally or intellectually ; we not only
meet with no unredeemed villains or fault-

less heroes, but her pages are equally free

from the very witty and the very absurd.

She shows no powers of delineating exter-

nal nature ; she has no broad humour, and
(except, perhaps, in " Persuasion") no deep
pathos. After all these limitations, it may
be inquired by those who have not read
INIiss Austen's works, what constitutes their

charm. " That young lady," says Sir Walter,
in another passage of his Diary, " had a
talent for describing the involvements and
feelings and characters of ordinary life, which
is to me the most wonderful I ever met with."
The truth of her dialogue, the thorough pre-

servation of character in every action, in

every speech, it might almost be said in

every word of her dramatis personse, would
almost induce a belief that her scenes wei'e

transcripts from actual life, but for the art

with which it is finally found that they are

made to conduce to the working out of a plot,

which in all her novels, but her earliest, ap-

pears to have been fully constructed in the

author's mind before the first page was
written. In this unerring fidelity to nature.

Miss Austen stands unrivalled. It would be
vain to search throughout her works for a
line of that sentimental extravagance which
chai'acterizes whole chapters of the writings

of Miss Bremer, a lady who in other respects

has legitimately earned the title which some
of her English admirers have conferred on
her, ofthe " Miss Austen ofthe North." Yet
that Miss Austen's writings are not deficient

in tenderness of the truest kind, the readers of
" Persuasion" will bear witness. In a letter

to a friend she herself compares her pro-

ductions to " a little bit of ivory, two inches

wide," on which, according to her own ac-

count, " she worked with a brush so fine as

to produce little effect after much labour."

Her works are, in fact, exquisite miniatures,

and Miss Austen the most ladylike of artists.

The whole of Miss Austen's works have

been translated into French, and are popular

in France, though the loss they must suffer

by the transfer is incalculable. One of them,
" Pride and Prejudice," has received the

honour of two rival versions. A list of the

whole will be found in Querard's " France

Litteraire." Oulv one appears to have been
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rendered into German, by Lindau, Leipzig,

1822 ; it bears the new title of " Anna," and
is doubtless " Persuasion." There is an
elaborate criticism on Miss Austen in the

twenty-fourth volume of the Quarterly Ke-
view, which was reprinted in 1835, in the

eighteenth volume of the Prose Works of

Sir Walter Scott, but has since been dis-

covered to be the composition of Dr. (now
Archbishop) Whately. Mr, Lockhart states,

however, that the opinions given coincide

very nearly with those of Sir W^alter, who
was fond of reading Miss Austen's novels

aloud to his family. (Biographical Notice

of Miss Austen, prefixed to " Northanger
Abbey" in 1818, and reprinted, with some
slight alterations, before " Sense and Sensi-

bility," in Bentley's edition, 1833, of Miss
Austen's Novels; Lockhart, Lije of Sir

Walter Scott, v. 158, vi. 2(;4, 281.) T. W.
AUSTEN, EALPH, who describes him-

self on the title-pages of his works as a
" practiser in the art of planting," was born
in Staffordshire, but resided during the

greater part of his life at Oxford, where, ac-

cording to Wood, who says that he was eitlier

a Presbyterian or an Independent, he " was a
very useful man in his generation," and spent

all his time in planting gardens, " grafting,

inoculating, raising fruit-trees, &c." Froin
an entry in the " Fasti Oxonienses," under
the date April 7, 1G30, he appears to have
been a student of Magdalen College, and to

have been chosen one of the proctors of
the university at that time ; and from a sub-

sequent page of the same work we learn that

in the latter end of July, 1652, he was " de-

puty registrary to the visitors," and sub-

sequently registrary in his own right. He
died at Oxford in 1676, after having prac-

tised gardening and horticulture there for

about fifty years. In 1652 he was, accord-

ing to Wood, " entered a student into the

public library, to the end that he might find

materials for the composition of a book which
he was then meditating." 1. This work was
published at Oxford in 1653, in a small
quarto volume, with a curious engraved title-

page, under the name of " A Treatise of
Fruit-Trees, showing the manner of grafting,

setting, prmiing, and ordering of them in all

respects." In this work Austen professes to

give the result of twenty years' experience, in

a plain, sound, experimental form, and to

correct some dangerous errors both in theory
and practice ; and also to point out how the

value of land might be increased at a small

expense of money and labour; and Wood
observes that " this book was much com-
mended for a good and rational piece by the

Honourable Mr. Kobert Boyle," who, he
thinks, made use of it in a work or works
which he subsequently published. A second
edition, with some additional matter, but
without the engraved title, was published in

1657; and Wood thinks that it would have
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been more frequently reprinted if Austen had
not bound up with each edition a second
treatise, which is separately paged, entitled
" The Spirituall Use ofan Orchard or Garden
of Fruit-Trees, held forth in diverse simili-

tudes between Naturall and Spirituall Fruit-
Trees, in their natures and ordering, according
to Scripture and experience," " which," he
observes, " being all divinity, and nothing
therein of the practice part of gardening,
many therefore did refuse to buy it." Both
Johnson and Watt say that there were also

editions in 1662 and 1667. 2. Austen also

published, in 1658, at the same place and in

the same form, " Observations upon some
part of Sir Francis Bacon's Natuvall History,

as it concerns Fruit-Trees, Fruits, and Flow-
ers," a work wliieh both Johnson and Felton

erroneously ascribe to a Francis Austen, and
state to have been originally published in

1G31, and again in 1657. A passage in the

address to the reader, by R. Sharrock, shows
that it had not been published prior to the
" Treatise on Fruit-Trees," while nothing is

said to indicate that the edition of 1658 was
not the first and only edition. 3. Wood
states that Austen also wrote " A Dialogue
or Familiar Conference between the Hus-
bandman and Fruit-Trees in his Nurseries,

Orchards, and Gardens," which was printed

at Oxford, in 8vo. in 1676 and in 1679.

4. Watt, who erroneously attributed the
" Christian Moderator" and " Devotions in

the ancient way of Offices," both written by
John Austin, to Ralph Austen, mentions also

a work entitled " The strong-armed Man not

cast out, against J. Jackson," London, 1676,
8vo., which, however, may have been the

work of some other writer of the name.
(Wood, Fasti Oxonienses. ed. Bliss, i. 453,

ii. 174; Johnson, Historij of Enylish Gar-
dening, 93, 98 ; Felton, On the Portraits of
English Authoi's on Gardening, second edi-

tion, 18, 19; Watt, Bihlivtheca Britannica.)

J. T. S.

AUSTEN, WILLIAM, an English metal-

founder of the fifteenth century, whose name
has been preserved by Sir William Dugdale.
He lived in the reign of Henry VL, and was
one of the artists employed in the construc-

tion of the splendid tomb of Richard de
Beauchamp, Earl of Warwick, in St. Mary's
church at Warwick. The tomb and the

chapel which contains it, which is called

Beauchamp chapel, were twenty-one years
in completion, at the gross expense of
2458/. 46'. 7c?. ; a great sum, when we con-
sider that at that time the price of an ox was
only thirteen shillings and fourpence. The
tomb itself cost 125/., the image of the earl

4C/., and the gilding of the image and its acces-

saries 13/. Austen was employed on the tomb,
but the image and its accessaries were entirely

his work. The following were the other
artists employed, between whom and the exe-

cutors of the earl's will the covenant has been
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preserved by Sir W. Dugdale :—John Essex,
marbler; Thomas Stevyns, coppersmith;
John Bourde, of CorfFe Castle, marbler; Bar-
tholomew Lambspring, Dutchman and gold-

smith of London; John Prudde, of West-
minster, glazier and painter on glass ; John
Brentwood, citizen and steyner (painter) of
London ; and Kristian Coleburne, another
painter, of London.
The style and matter of the following ex-

tract, concerning Austen, from the above-
mentioned document, are worthy of attention.
" Will. Austen, citizen and founder of London,
xiv. Martii 30 H fi, covenanteth, &c. to cast,

"work, and perfectly to make, of the finest

Latten to be gilded that may be found, xiv.

images embossed, of lords and ladyes in divers

vestures, called weepers, to stand in housings
made about the tombe, those images to be
made in breadth, length, and thickness, &c.
to xiv. patterns made of timber. Also he
shall make xviii. lesse images of angells, to

stand in other housings, as shall be appointed

by patterns, whereof ix. after one side, and
ix. after another. Also he must make an
Hearse to stand on the Tombe, above and
about the principal Image that shall lye in

the Tomb according to a pattern ; the stuffe

and workmanship to the repairing to be at the

charge of the said Will. Austen. And the

executors shall pay for every image that shall

lie on the Tombe, of the weepers so made in

Latten, xiii.s. i\.d. And for every image of

angells so made v.s. And for every pound
of Latten that shall be in the Hearse x.d.

And shall pay and bear the costs of the said

Austen for setting the said images and
hearse.

" The said William Austen, xi. Feb. 28
H 6, doth covenant to cast and make an
Image of a man armed, of fine Latten, gar-

nished with certain ornaments, viz. with
Sword and Dagger ; with a Garter ; with a
Helme and Crest under his head, and at his

feet a Bear musted [muzzled], and a Griffon

perfectly made of the finest Latten according

to patterns ; all which to be brought to War-
wick and layd on the Tombe, at the perill of
the said Austen ; the executors paying for the

Image, perfectly made and layd, and all the

ornaments, in good order, besides the cost of

the said workmen to Warwick, and working
there to lay the Image, and besides the cost

of the carriages, all which are to be born by
the said executors, in total xl. li."

It has been disputed what Latten signifies,

whether brass or tin ; but as this m.onument,
which exhibits great mastery for the period,

still exists, the dispute may be very satis-

factorily settled : it is, like other sepulchral

monuments of the kind, of brass. Flaxman,
in his review of the progress of sculpture in

England, notices this monument, and pro-

nounces it equal to anything that was done at

the same time in Italy, although Donatello

and Ghiberti were then living. It appears
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from the text quoted that Austen was not the

designer of the figures, for his contract was,
to found them in brass from " patterns made
of timber." However, it is possible, though
not pi'obable, that he was the maker also of
the patterns. Richard de Beauchamp, Earl
of Warwick, died in 1439.

For other particulars contained in the do-

cument quoted, see the respective articles of

the above-mentioned artists. (Sir W. Dug-
dale, Antiquities of Warwickshire, Sec, p. 448

;

Flaxman, Lectures.) R. N. W.
AUSTIN, JOHN, was born in the year

If) 13, at Walpole, in the county of Norfolk.
He received the rudiments of his education in

the public school of Sleeford, and in lf;31

was admitted a pensioner of St. John's Col-

lege, Cambridge. He resided at Cambridge
until the year 1G4U. About this time, or

earlier, he became a convert to the Roman
Catholic faith, and having found it necessary

to leave the university in consequence, he
removed to London with the intention of
studying the law. He was entered a student

of Lincoln's Inn, and from the tenor of his

writings there is reason to believe that he
distinguished himself in the legal profession

;

but the turbulence of the times and his reli-

gious tenets prevented him from continuing

in it as a means of subsistence. During the

civil war he resided for some time in the

family of a Staffordshire gentleman, named
Fowler, as tutor. About the year 1650,

however, he relinquished this employment
and returned to London. In a postscript to

one of his works, the second part of the

"Christian Moderator," published in 1G52,

Austin alludes to a mournful event, by which
he was unexpectedly called into the country

;

and M^e find that after this date he was en-

abled to live in the metropolis as a private

gentleman, whence it is concluded that he had
acquired some property by the death of a
relation. His residence was in Bow Street,

Covent Garden, where he continued during
the remainder of his life. He died in the

summer of 1669, and was buried in the parish

church of St. Paiil.

" Mr. Austin," says Dodd (" Church His-

tory"), " was a gentleman of singular parts

and accomplishments, and so great a master

of the English tongue that his style continues

to be a pattern for politeness. His time was
wholly spent in books and learned conversa-

tion ; having the advantage of several in-

genious persons' familiarity, who made a
kind of junto in the way of learning, viz.

Mr. Thomas Blount, Mr. Blackloe, Francis

Saint Clare (C. Davenport), Mr. John Ser-

geant, Mr. Belson, Mr. Keightley, &c. ; all

men of great parts and erudition, who were

assistants to one another in their writings."

As a writer Austin was in many respects

superior to his contemporaries : his stj le is

occasionally fluent and graceful, and although

by no means " a pattern for politeness," his
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principal work, the " Christian Moderator,"

may still be read with pleasure. He was an
able and ingenious advocate of the Romish
faith, and deserves to be ranked among the

more distinguished Roman Catholic authors

of Great Britain,

It is almost impossible to trace our English

Romanists through the various disguises

which they were compelled to assume in the

publication of their writings. The following,

however, may be regarded as a tolerably ac-

curate, although necessarily an incomplete

list of such works as there is good authority

for ascribing to Austin :— 1 .
" The Christian

Moderator ; or persecution for Religion con-

demned by the light of nature, law of God,
evidence of our own principles. With an

explanation of the Roman Catholic belief

concerning these four points : their Church,

Worship, Justification, and Civil Govern-
ment," Part i. London, 1651, 4to. A
second part appeared in the following year,

and a third part in the year 1653. The first

two parts ran through four editions before

the end of the year 1652. The " Christian

Moderator" is the best known of Austin's

works. It was published under the pseudo-

nyme of William Birchley, and was attri-

buted by an anonymous writer (the author of

the " Beacon flaming with a non obstante,"

London, 1652) to Christopher Davenport,

better known by the name of Sancta Clara.

Anthony Wood, however, informs us that

John Sergeant assured him it was the pro-

duction of Austin, who was his particular

friend. Dodd and Butler are of the same
opinion. In this work Austin assvmies the

disguise of an Independent, who deplores the

bitterness and animosity prevalent among
the various sects of Christians towards each

other. He condemns persecution for reli-

gion as contrary to the spirit of Christianity
;

and argues from reason and Scripture in

favour of an unlimited toleration of all reli-

gious creeds. He is even disposed to extend

this toleration to his Roman Catholic fellow-

countrymen, although much shocked by the

more odious tenets usually ascribed to them.

He pretends, however, to hold a conference

upon these with a Roman Catholic recom-
mended to him by a particular friend, and puts

into the mouth of his antagonist so ingenious a

defence of the more prominent Roman Catho-

lic doctrines, that the reader is soon enabled to

recognise in Mr. Birchley not the antagonist,

but the champion of Popery. He next passes

on to enumerate all the hardships and cruel-

ties inflicted on the Roman Catholics of Great

Britain during a long series of years. He
commends their patience, moderation, and

piety, and concludes by an energetic appeal to

the Independents to grant them such civil

rights and indulgencies as were extended to

other sects and communions. " The Christian

Moderator " is upon the whole an ingenious

plea for the Roman Catholics of Great Bri-
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tain, well drawn up by a sagacious lawyer.

An answer to the " C'hristian Moderator

"

was published under the title of " Legenda
lignea," &c. by D. Y., London, 1652, 8vo.

2. " The Oath of Abjm-ation arraigned," Lon-
don, 1651, 4to. This work was also pub-
lished under the pseudonyme ofW. Birchley.

3. " Reflections upon the Oaths of Supremacy
and Allegiance ; or the Christian Moderator,

the fourth part : by a Catholic gentleman, an
obedient sou of the Church and loyal subject

of his Majesty," 1661. The size and place

of publication are not mentioned. 4. " Booker
rebuked; or Animadversions on Bookei^'s

Telescopium Uranieum or Ephemeris for

1665." London, 1665. Probably a broad-

side. This was the joint production of Austin,

Sir Richard Baker, and John Sergeant. It was
written to puff" Baker's " Catholic Almanack,"
and, according to Wood, " made much sport

among people at the time of its publication."

5. " Devotions in the antient way of Offices :

with Psalms, Hymns, and Prayers for every

day in the week and every holiday in the

year," 2nd edition, 2 vols. Rouen (London?),

1672, 8vo. This was a posthumous work
edited by Sergeant: the prayers are sup-

posed to have been written by Keightley, a

friend of Austin. When or where the first

edition was published is unknown. There
was an edition at Paris in the year 1675, and

a third volume of the work was written, but

never published. " An edition," says Butler,

" was published by the celebrated Dr. Hicks

for the use of his Protestant congregation.

From the publisher of this edition it was ge-

nerally known among Protestants as Hicks's

Devotions." 6. " A Letter from a Cavalier

in Yorkshire to a Friend," Dodd mentions

this publication, but without any imprint or

notice of its contents. 7. " A punctual An-
swer to Dr. John Tillotson's Book called the

Rule of Faith." No imprint mentioned : an

unfinished work ; only six or seven sheets

printed. 8. " The Four Gospels in one." No
imprint. " An useful work," says Butler,

" deserving to be reprinted and generally

read." Besides the publications already

mentioned, Austin is said to have written

several anonymous pamphlets against the

Assembly of Divines at Westminster. (Wood,
Athence Oxonienses, Bliss's edition, vol. iii.

149, 150, 1226, 1227; Dodd, Church His-

tory of England, vol. iii. 256, 257; Butler,

Historical Memoirs respecting the English,

Irish, and Scotch Catholics, vol. ii. 330.)
C B

AUSTIN, or AUSTINE, ROBERT, D.D.,

of whose personal history we are unable to

find any particulars, was the author of a

quarto pamphlet published at London, in

1644, entitled "Allegiance not Impeached:

viz. by the parliament's taking up of arms

(though against the king's personall com-

mands) for the just defence of the king's

person, crown, and dignity, the laws of the
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land, [and] liberty of the subject : yea, they

are bound by the words of the oath, and trust

reposed in them, to doe it ;" in which he at-

tempts to support his argument partly by the

oath of allegiance itself, and partly by the

principles of nature and law, as laid down by
Lord Chancellor Elsmore [Ellesmere] and
twelve judges in the case of Robert Calvin,

one of the Post-nati, or persons born in Scot-

land after the accession of James VI. (of

Scotland, or James I. of England) to the

English thi'one, but before that country was
imited with England under the general name
of Great Britain, in an action tried to prove

whether he was an alien or not. In this

curious pamphlet the author's name is written

Austine, but in a small catechism published

by him in 1647, entitled "The Parliament's

Eules and Directions concerning Sacramental

Knowledge," it is given Austin. J. T. S.

AUSTIN, SAINT. [Augustine, Saint.]

AUSTIN, REV. SAMUEL, was born at

Lostwithiel, in Cornwall, about the year

1806, became a batteller of Exeter College,

Oxford, in 1623, took the degree of A.B. in

1627, and that of A.M. in 1630, "about

which time," observes Wood, " being num-
bered with the Levites," he " was beneficed

in his own country." While at college he

contracted a friendship with Drayton and

other young men of poetical talent, and pub-

lished, in 1629, in a small octavo volume,
" Austin's Vrania, or the Heavenly Muse, in

a poem full of most feeling meditations for

the comfort of all soules at all times." This

poem is in two books, which comprise, ac-

cording to a second title-page, " a true story

of man's fall and redemption." The first

book is dedicated to Dr. Prideaux, whom
Austm styles " the especiall favourer" of his

studies; and prefixed to it is an address to

his poetical friends Drayton, Browne, and

Pollexfen, and to other poets of his time,

urging them to devote their talents to sacred

subjects. " What other things he hath written

or published (besides various copies of verses

printed in Latin and English in other books),"

observes Wood, " I know not, nor any thing

else of him, only that he had a son of both

his names," for an account of whom see the

next article. (Wood, Athence Oxonienses, ed.

Bliss, ii. 499 ; Fasti Oxonienses, i. 430, 456.)

AUSTIN, SAMUEL, the son of the above,

was born in Cornwall, about the year 1636
;

became a commoner of Wadham College,

Oxford, in 1652; took the degree of A.B. in

1656, and afterwai'ds went to Cambridge for

a time. Wood styles him " a conceited cox-

comb," and says that " over-valuing his poeti-

cal fancy more than that of Cleveland, who
was then accounted by the bravadoes the
' hectoring prince of poets,' he fell into the

hands of the satyrical wits of this university

(Oxford), who, having easily got some of

his prose and poetry, served him as the wits
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did Tho. Coryat in his time," and published

them, accompanied by a number of satirical

commendatory verses by various hands, under

the title of " Naps upon Parnassus ; a sleepy

Muse nipt and pincht, though not awakened."

This little volume, which was printed at

London, in 1658, "by express order from the

Wits," contains also, in prose, " Two exact

Characters, one of a Temporizer, the other

of an Antiquarian ;" and it is prefaced by an
" Advertisement to the Reader," signed

Adoniram Banstittle, alias Tinderbox. Aus-
tin himself published, in 1661, " A Panegyric

on King Charles II.," in which he promised

to publish more poems, in case that should be
well received. " But what prevented him,"

observes Wood, " unless death, which hap-

pened about the plague year in 1665, I can-

not tell." (Wood, Athence Oxonienses, ed.

Bliss, ii. 499, iii. 675; Fasti Oxonienses, ii.

192.) J. T. S.

AUSTIN, WILLIAM. [Austen, Wil-
liam.] There was likewise a designer and
engraver of this name, who was a pupil of

George Bickham, and lived in London about

the middle of the eighteenth century. He
was also drawing-master and printseller : as

an engraver his ability was very moderate : he
is not noticed by Strutt. He is known for a

few landscapes after Vanderneer, Ruysdael,

Zuccarelli, and a few others ; also for a set of

ten prints of views and buildings of Palmyra
and of Rome, in ruins and restored, " The
Ruins of Palmyra, and views of ancient

Rome in its original splendour;" and for

some political caricatui-es of the French^

which are scarce. (Heineken, Dictionnaire

des Artistes, &c. ; Huber, Manuel des Ama-
teurs, 8cc.) R. N. W.
AUSTIN, WILLIAM, of Lincoln's Inn,

who died January 16, 1633, at the age of
forty-seven, and was buried in the church of
St. Mary Overies, Southwark, appears, from-

a letter addressed to him by Howell in 1628,

to have written a poem upon the passion of
Christ, which Howell urged him strongly tO'

publish. He did not, however, as far as we
can ascertain, publish anything himself, al-

though the following works by him were-

published after his death:— 1. " Certain

devout, godly, and learned INIeditations

"

upon the principal fasts and festivals of the

Church, published in folio, in 1635 according

to Lowndes, or 1637 according to Granger,

with an engraved title and portrait of the

author, of whose piety it is said the work
gives a high idea. 2. " Hsec Homo, wherein

the excellency of the creation of Avoman is

described, by way of an essay," published in

1637, in a small volume, with an engraved

title containing a portrait of the author, and

a portrait of INIrs. Mary Griffith, to whom
the book is dedicated. He appears to have

borroAved some hints for this work from

Cornelius Agrippa " De Nobilitate et Prae-

cellentia Foeminei Sexus." 3. A note by
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Bindley, appended to the last edition of

Granger, says that Austin was the author of

an English translation, with annotations, of

Cicero's " Cato Major, or the Book of Old

Age," of which translation a second edition

was published at London, in KiTl. Granger

also states that Austin wrote his own funeral

sermon, on Isaiah xxxviii. 12, but does not

say whether it was published. (Granger,

Biugrapldcal Ilisiorij of Em/land, fifth edi-

tion", 1824, iii. 143,' 144; Howell, Familiar

Letters, tenth edition, 1753, pp. 225, 226, or

part i. letter cxix. ; Lowndes, Biblioyrapher's

Afanual, i. 84, 85; Le Neve, Monumenta
An(^licana, 16U() to 1G4'J, p. 146.) J. T. S.

Austin, WILLIAM, of Gray's Inn,

who may possibly have been a son of the

preceding, though we find no biographical

particulars concerning him, published in

1664, in an octavo volume, dedicated to

Charles II. " Atlas mider Olympus ; an he-

roick poem," which was followed, in 1G6G,

by a small volume entitled " 'EiriXoiixLa ctt??
;

or the Anatomy of the Pestilence, a poem, in

three parts, describing the deplorable condi-

tion of the city of London under its merci-

less dominion, 1665; what the plague is,

together with the causes of it ; as also the

prognosticks and most effectual means of

safety, both preservative and curative."

J. T. S.

AUSTIN, WILLIAM, M.D., in the early

part of his professional life practised medi-

cine at Oxford, where he was so much
esteemed both for his skill and for his excel-

lence in private and social life, that, about

1783, when he proposed to leave the uni-

versity, he was offered 1200/. a year if he
would remain; but he declined the offer,

and came to London, where he maintained

for a short time as high a repu.tation. In

1786 he was elected physician to St. Bartho-

lomew's Hospital; but in 1793, in the midst

of a most brilliant and lucrative career of

practice, he was cut off" by a fever, at the age
of forty.

Dr. Austin was eminent among the che-

mists of his time, and occupied himself in

endeavours to analyze some of the gases,

which, under the influence of Lavoisier and
Priestley, were then favourite subjects of

chemical inquiry. On these he published

two papers in the " Philosophical Transac-
tions :" namely, " Experiments on the forma-

tion of volatile Alkali, and the affinities of

the phlogisticated and light inflammable
Airs" (nitrogen and hydi'ogen), in the 78th

volume, 1788, p. 379 ; and " Experiments on
the Analysis of the heavy iniiammable Air"
(carburetted hydrogen), in the 80th volume,

1790, p. 51. A more important work was
his " Treatise on the Origin and Component
Parts of the Stone in the Urinary Bladder,"

London, 1791, 8vo. This contains the sub-

stance of the Gulstonian lectures delivered

at the College of Physicians in the preceding
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year, and was one of the first attempts to

discriminate the several kinds of urinarv
calculi. The attempt failed through want of

accuracy and variety of chemical analysis,

for the calculi were chiefly tested by the

rough application of heat and alkalis ; and
not less through the opinion which Ur,
Austin entertained, that calculi were formed
almost exclusively from the hardened mucus
of the urinary passages. The facts which
led him to this conclusion were those which
proved that many calculi are formed, from
the first, in the urinary bladder, and that

others are enlarged in the bladder by the

addition of substances which do not appear
to be derived from the urine ; and for collect-

ing and very clearly desciibiug facts of this

kind he deserves the credit of having giveii

the first medical account of the phosphate of

lime calculi, and of having first insisted upon
the necessity of attending, in the treatment

of stone, as much to the state of the bladder

as to that of the urine. But he erred in

supposing that mucus is the chief, and urine

only a subordinate, source of the materials of

which calculi in general are formed; and
the facility with which his error was dis-

proved prevented his truths from attracting

the attention which they deserved. (Gen-
tleman's Magazine, vol. Ixiii. 1793; Journal

of St. Bartliolomew's Hospital ; Austin,

Works.) J. P.

AUSTINE, PtOBEPtT. [Austin, Ko-
BEHT.]

AUSTRIUS, SEBASTIAN, a physician

who lived in the sixteenth century, and pub-
lished books at Strassburg and Basle. His
first work was on the preservation of health,

and was published in 8vo. at Strassburg in

1538, with the title " De secunda Valetudine

tuenda in Pauli ^ginetse librum explanatio."

He published another at Basle, in 1 640, on the

diseases of children and infants, with the

title " De Infantium sive Puerorum, morbo-
rum et symptomatum dignotione et curatione

liber," 8vo. It was republished again at

Lyon with a different title, in 32mo,, in 1549.

It consists principally of a selection of re-

marks on the diseases of young persons, from
Greek, Latin, and Arabian writers. (Ade-
lung, Supplement to Jcicher, Allgem. Gelelir-

ten-Lexicon.) E. L.

AUTELLI, JA'COPO, an Italian mosaic-

worker of the seventeenth century. He was
musaicista to the Grand-Duke of Tuscany;
and there is, says Lanzi, in the imperial gal-

lery of Florence a curious mosaic (what the

subject is he does not say), upon which Au-
telli worked sixteen years, from 1633 till

1649, though with many assistants, and Poc-

cetti and Ligozzi had worked upon it before

him. It is octagonal, with a design in the

centre and a frieze all round it. The central

design is by Poccetti, the frieze by Ligozzi

;

the other designs are by Autelli. (Lanzi,

Storia Pittorica, &c.) K. N. W.
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AUTELZ, GUILLAUME DES, was
bom at Charolles iu Burgundy, in or about
the year 1529. His father was a man of
good family, but slender means, and left to

his son for " sole inheritance," as Des Autelz
states in one of his poems, " poverty, embar-
rassments, sorrow, and good renown." He
received a good education, became a Greek
and Latin scholar, and studied law at the

university of Valence in Dauphine', though
probably without much profit. He became
an author at an early age, and whilst at Va-
lence wrote a work in imitation of Rabelais,

entitled " Fanfreluche et Gaudichon, Myt-
histoire barragouyne, de la valeur de dix
atumes, pour la recreation de tons bons Fan-
freluchistes," Lyon, 8vo. Jean Die'pi (Pidier).

Though very worthless, it reached a second
and a third edition—Lyon, 1574, and Rouen,
1578, IGmo. Here also was probably made
a collection of poems under the title of " Re-
pos de plus grand Travail," Lyon, Jean de
Tournes, 1550, 8vo., of which the contents

were written between the ages of fifteen and
twenty years. It is dedicated to his mistress

(for whom, however, his love appears to

have been purely Platonic), a lady of the

name of Denise, whom he had seen at Ro-
mans in Dauphine, and whom he calls his
" saint." Another volume of poems, en-

titled " Amoureux Repos de Guillaume des

Autelz, gentilhomme Charolois," Lyon, 1553,
serves to fix the date of his birth, as it con-

tains his portrait, side by side with that of
his mistress, which give their ages respec-

tively at twenty-four and twenty. As a poet,

he ranks as an imitator of Ronsard ; he is

obscure, pedantic, and often unintelligible.

In some of his " moral dialogues," in verse,

he introduces such personages as Divine
Will, the Spirit, the Earth, the Flesh. His
works (some in Latin) are somewhat nume-
rous, both in prose and verse, the latter in-

cluding, according to his contemporary La
Croix du Maine, a versified translation of
Lucretius's " De Natura Rerum," but which
was never printed, besides various pieces in-

serted in the different collections of the time,

some under the name of Guillaume Terhault,
an anagram of " Des Autelz." His writings

in general appear to have little other merit
than that of rarity; but he acquired some
celebrity at the time by a controversy with
a Lyonnese writer of the name of Meygret,
the first of a numerous class of authors who,
during the sixteenth and seventeenth cen-
tiiries, endeavoured, with most persevering
ill-success, to conform the orthography of
the French language to its pronunciation.
The first work of Meygret was published in

1545 ; Des Autelz answered it in 1548 (be-

ing probably still at Valence), under the
name of Glaumalis de Vezelet, another ana-
gram of his own. Meygret replied, and pub-
lished a second treatise in 1550, which Des
Autelz again answered the following year,

VOL. IV.

this time iu his own name ; but he left un-
answered a last work of his adversary's, of
which the title will show the childish unim-
portance of the reforms then attempted to be
introduced: " Reponse a la dezespe're'e re-

plique de Glaomalis de Vezelet, transforme'

en Gyllaome des Aotelz," 1551. However
contemptible, this orthographical controversy
ran very high, so as to divide the literary

world into rival sects of " Meygre'tistes" and
" anti-Meygretistes." In the political and
religious feuds of the day, Des Autelz seems
to have been opposed to the pretensions of
the Hugonot party, since his works com-
prise a " Remonstrance au Peuple Fran^ais
de son devoir en ce temps a la Majeste du
Roy," Paris, 4to. 1559; and a "Harangue
au Peuple Fran^ais contre la Re'bellion,"

Paris, 4to. 1560, the latter on the occasion of
the conspiracy of Amboise. Little is known
of his private life, except from his works.
He was married at the date of his " Amour-
eux Repos," 1553; he was the owner of a
chateau at Vernoble, near Bissy in Charo-
lais, an estate " less wealthy than noble," as
he writes ; and was the near neighbour, rela-

tion, and friend of Pontus de Thiard, Bishop
of Chalons, another poet of the day. The
date of his death is unknown : he was still

living in 1576; and La Croix du Maine,
writing in 1584, was not aware whether Des
Autelz was then alive or dead. Rigoley de
Juvigny states in one place that he died in

1570 (which is clearly incorrect), and iu

another, that his death took place about the
age of seventy, which would have been in

1599. (La Croix du Maine and Du Verdier,
Bihliotheques Francoises, ed. Rigoley de Ju-
vigny, Paris, 1772, vols. i. and iv. ; Niceron,
Memoires pour servir a VHistoire des Hommes
Illustres dans la Kepiiblique des Lettres,

Paris, vol. xxx. 1734 ; Goujet, Bibliothtques

Francoises, vols. i. iv. xii.) J, M. L.
AUTENRIETH, JOHANN FRIED-

RICH FERDINAND VON, was the son
of a gentleman and privy-councillor of Stutt-

gart, where he was born in 1772, I'eceived

both his general and medical education, and
took his doctor's degree in 1792. After tra-

velling in Italy, Austria, and Hungary, he
returned home in 1794, and shortly after-

wards went with his father to Pennsylvania,

and practised medicine and surgery for a year
and a half at Lancaster in that state. Having
narrowly escaped death by the yellow fever,

for which he had caused himself to be largely

bled, he returned late in 1795 to Stuttgart,

where he was appointed superintendent of the

zoological department of the Ducal Museum,
and lectured on the elements of natural his-

tory and chemistry. In 1797 he was ap-

pointed professor in ordinary of anatomy,

physiology, surgery, and midwifery at

Tiibingen: in 1812 and 1818 he received

orders of knighthood ; and after often hold-

ing the highest offices of the university and

Q
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medical faculty of Tubingen, he died in 1835.

He was succeeded in his professorship by his

son, Hermann Friedrich, the present pro-

fessor, some of whose writings are well

known.
The merit of Von Autenrietli is due to his

varied knowledge and his constant industry,

rather than to any brilliant discovery in the

sciences which he studied. His numerous
works relate to subjects in every department

of medicine, and in several of the collateral

sciences, and many of them indicate an ex-

cellent power of observation ; though a cer-

tain obscurity of style prevented them from
becoming popular, or producing much in-

fluence on the progress of medicine. The
following is an account of such as are chiefly

interesting :— 1 .
" Dissertatio inauguralis de

Sanguine, praesertim venoso," Stuttgart, 1792,

4to. This is his dissertation for the diploma
of doctor of medicine ; it contains numerous
experiments on the various appearances of

the blood in different persons and times, the

efiects of the access of air and other circum-
stances upon the coagulation of blood, and
the properties of its several constituents. The
results of the experiments are well recorded,

and have been confii-med; but no general

conclusion was drawn, nor does the author

appear to have been aware of the full im-

portance of some of them. 2. " Programma
observationum ad historiam Embryonis fa-

cientium," Tubingen, 1797, 4to.; containing

accounts of the partial dissections of embryos
from early periods to the beginning of the

fifth month. In the second section of the

work, which relates chiefly to the develop-

ment of the skeleton and coverings of the

several parts of the head, Autenrieth treats of

hare-lip and cleft palate, and describes a

means for the cure of the latter by pressure.

3. " Der Physische Ursprung des Menschen
durch erhabene Figuren sichtbar gemacht,"
Tubingen, 1800, 8vo. This was published

anonymously : it contains the male and
female human figure, and the genital organs

of each represented in a compound of wax
and some kinds of earth poured on linen, so

as to be in slight relief They are said to be
well executed, but the author did not carry

out the design, which he at first announced,
of representing on the same plan all parts of

the body. 4. "Handbuch der empirischen
menschlichen Physiologic," Tubingen, 1801
— 1802, three parts, 8vo. The physiology of

Autenrieth expounded in this, his chiefwork,

was founded on the chemical principles of the

time, and on the expressed belief that "it is

to chemistry that we must look for a true

zoonomy." There are in it not a few points

of resemblance to the chemical physiology of

the present school of Liebig: for example,
Autenrieth, while he held that there is an
imponderable vital essence or principle, yet

considered that vital force and the vital phe-

nomena are the immediate results of chemical
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actions constantly going on in the body, and
especially of the constant decompositions
taking place between the elements of the
animal substance and of water. He main-
tained also that this chemical action was ex-
cited and materially assisted by the contact
of oxygen, of which a portion from the in-

spired air always passed, as he believed, into

the blood, and was conveyed with it to every
part in which vital actions were going on.

Of the decomposed water, he supposed that

the hydrogen combining Avith carbon formed
the fatty principles, the peculiar compounds
found in the blood of the splenic and portal

veins, those found in fatty livers, and the
compounds of carbon and hydrogen in the
bile ; and that the oxygen was disposed of in

the formation of the uric, carbonic, and phos-
phoric acids. He regarded the function of the
liver in the foetus as supplemental to that of
the lungs: and considered that its general

purpose is that of secreting " the wateiy
compound of the less oxydized carbon and
the inflammable gas," by which he no doubt
understood the carburets of hydrogen, at that

time very imperfectly known. In the same
view he considered the kidneys, skin, and
lungs as the organs which remove most excre-

mentitious matter when oxygen is abundant

;

and the liver as that which is most active in

excretion when oxygen is deficient. Alto-

gether this physiology indicates great indus-

try, extensive knowledge, and an active spirit

of observation ; it is obscurely written, and
was not popular, and hence the author has
never received the credit which he deserves

for having clearly observed several important
facts, and obtained glimpses, however slight,

of the most celebrated chemico-physiological

principles of the present day. 5. " Anleitung
fiir gerichtliche Aerzte und Wundarzte,"
Tubingen, 1 806, 8vo. 6. " Versuche fiir die

praktische Heilkunde," Tiibingen, 1807, 1808,

8vo. This, of which two parts appeared, was
intended to be published periodically, and to

contain the results of Autenrieth's observa-

tions in the clinical institution which he
founded in 1803 at Tubingen. The first part

contains an excellent description of croup, and
of the advantages of treating it with mercury

;

and an account of the value of rubbing the

epigastrium with an ointment composed of
lard and tartarized antimony in the treat-

ment of hooping-cough. This ointment,

which is now so extensively used as a counter-

irritant, is still often called in France " Pom-
made d'Autenrieth ;" for Autenrieth, if he
did not invent it, certainly first brought it

into reputation. The other papers in this

work are of little importance. 7. " Griind-

liche Anleitung zur Brodzubereitung aus

Holz," Stuttgart, 1817, 8vo. ; and Tubingen,

1834, 8vo. ; a small work in support of Dr.

Oberlechner's plan of making bread from
wood. An improved method is described,

and experiments upon dogs and the author's
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own family are related in proof of the whole-
someness and nutritious properties of bread
thus prepared. 8. " Ueber den Menschen
und seiue HofFnung einer Fortdauer," Tu-
bingen, 1825, 8vo. 9. "Abhandlung uber
den Ursprung der Beschneidung," Tubingen,
1830, 8vo. 10. " Ansichten iiber Natur- und
Seelenleben," Stuttgart, 1836, 8vo. ; a post-

humous work edited by the author's son. 11.
" Handbuch der speciellen Nosologie imd
Therapie," Wiirzburg, 1838, 2 vols. 8vo.

This, containing the substance of the author's

medical lectures, edited by C. L. Reinhard,
had been published, without his name, in

1834.

Besides these works, Autenrieth published
several papers in the " Archiv fiir Physio-
logic," of which he was, from 1807 to 1812,
joint-editor with Reil. His papers are in

the volumes for 1807 and 1808. One of
them is a long essay on the differences of
the sexual organs, as a contribution to the

theory of anatomy ; another relates to phy-
siological principles deducible from cases

of ovarian cysts containing teeth and hairs
;

in another he describes the apparent divi-

sion of the lobules of the liver into cor-

tical and medullary portions,—an appear-
ance which Ferrein had observed, but which
was first considered important after the

publication of this paper. There are also

numerous original papers on practical sub-

jects, and reviews, by Autenrieth, in the

"Tubinger Blatter fiir Naturwissenschaft
und Arzneikunde," of which he edited three

volumes in 1815— 17. He translated, with
Hopfengartner, Dr. Rush's celebrated work
upon the Yellow Fever ; and contributed

more or less to each of eighty-three inaugural
dissertations, which were maintained under
his presidency at Tiibingen, and of which
several were afterwards published with pre-

faces by him in Reil's " Archiv," and J. S.

Weber's " Sammlung medicinischen Disser-

tationen von Tubingen." The titles of these

and of others of his works are given by
Callisen. (Callisen, Medicinisches Schrift-

steller-Lexicon ; Medicinische-Chirurgische
Zeitung, 1793 to 1820.) J. P.

AUTEROCHE, CHAPPE D'. [Chappe
d'Auteroche.]
AUTHARIS. [Antheric]
AUTHON. [AuTON.]
AUTHVILLE DES AMOURETTES,

CHARLES LOUIS D', a French tactician

of no great reputation, was born at Paris in

1716, and, having embraced the profession of

arms, he attained the rank of lieutenant-

colonel of the royal grenadiers. He ap-

pears to have devoted much attention to mili-

tary science, and he published, anonymously,
the following works :— 1. " Essai sur la Ca-
valerie, tant ancienne que moderne," 4to.,

Paris, 1756. 2. "Relation de la bataille

navale de 1759;" the battle in which the

French squadron under Marshal de Con-
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flans was defeated off Belleisle by Sir Ed-
ward, afterwards Lord, Hawke

;
published at

Paris, in 4to. in 1 760. 3. " L'Anti-Lc'gionnaire
Fran9ais, ou le conservateur des constitutions

de I'infanterie," 12mo. Paris, 1762, and We-
sel, 1772. 4. He also published, in 12mo. in

1756, a revised edition of the " Memoires des

deux dernieres campagnes de Turenne, en
Allemagne," in 1674 and 1675, written ori-

ginally by Deschamps ; and in 1757 he issued

new editions of (5.) the " Parfait Capitaine"

of the Due de Rohan, and (6.) the " Politique

Militaire, ou Traite sur la Guerre," of Paul
Hay du Chastelet. Barbier states that he
also contributed some articles to the folio
" Encyclope'die, " edited by Diderot and
D'Alembert ; but his name is not given in

the list of contributors to that work. He
died at Paris, about the year 1762. D'Auth-
ville's name is given in " La France Litte-

raire" of 1769, as Dautliville Desamourettes,
and Hauteville in a table in the " Bibliotheque
Historique de la France," but, according to

the " Supplement" to the *' Biographic Uni-
verselle," the latter is very defective. (He'-

brail, La France Litteraire, 1769, ii. 33;
Barbier, Examen Critique, i. 66 ; Biograpkie
Universelle, Siq^plement.^ J. T. S.

AUTI CHAMP, JEAN THERESE
LOUIS DE BEAUMONT, MARQUIS
OF, was born of a distinguished French
family, at Augers, in 1738. At the age of
eleven he entered the army. During a part

of the Seven Years' war he acted as aide-de-

camp to his uncle the Duke of Broglie, and
before its termination he became colonel of
a regiment of dragoons which bore his

family-name. He was made a Knight of

St. Louis in his twenty - fourth year, and
appointed Marechal-General des Logis, or

quartermaster - general, of the army com-
manded by Broglie before the walls of Metz
in 1788. In the following year he performed
the same function in the army assembled at

Paris, the distracted councils of which proved
so calamitous to its leaders. Disgusted, it is

said, by finding his councils unavailing, he
followed the Prince of Coude' to Turin. He
was denounced to the Chatelet, or municipal
court of Paris, and in the National Assembly,
as an aristocrat. In the meantime, having
connected himself with the Count of Artois

(afterwards Charles X.), he became a busy
agent of the royalist party, carrying on
negotiations in their favom* in all parts of

the country which presented him with hopes

of success. After having assisted in the

war in Champagne in 1792, so disastrous

to his party, he proceeded to Maastricht,

and thence to Switzerland, whence he vainly

endeavoured to return to France, where he
wished to join the royalist chiefs at Lyon.
He went to England, and there, consulting

with the Count of Artois, he resolved to join

the army of La Vendee, when he was pre-

vented by the defeat of the Royalists in their

Q 2
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attempt to effect a diversion at Quiberon.
In 1797 he obtained a commission in the

army of the Emperor Paul I. of Russia, who
is said to have solicited his services on ac-

count of a high opinion formed of his mili-

tary talents from his OAvn observation. He
rose high in the Ihissian sei'vice ; and in

1799 was at the head of an army of 30,000
men appointed to co-operate with Suwarrow
in Switzerland, a project which was defeated

by the rapid victories of Massena. After

the death of Paul, he retained his high ap-

pointments under Alexander, but does not

seem to have been employed in active ser-

vice. He returned to France with the Bour-
bons in 1815, held the rank of lieutenant-

general, and was appointed Governor of the

Louvre. Hejs said to have performed the

functions of this office with diligence and
enthusiasm ; but it is probable that so very
old an officer would not have been continued
in such a command, had such service as that

which he had to perform during the three

days of the revolution of 1 830 been antici-

pated. Ninety-two years of age, and suffer-

ing with gout, he insisted on assuming the

whole responsibility and duties of the defence

of his post, and after having struggled for

some time to defend it, was, very much
against his own inclination, superseded. He
died on the 12th of January, 1841. {Biog.

des Hommes Vivants ; Biog. des Contempo-
rains ; Biog. Universelle.) J. H. B.

AUTOm. [Alduin.]
AUTO'LYCUS {AhToX{jKos\ the mathe-

matician, as Diogenes Laertius (who men-
tions liim incidentally as one of the teachers

of Arcesilaus) calls him, was a native of

Pitane in ^Eolis, and lived somewhat before

E.G. 300. Two extant works, Trepl KivovjuLeurjs

acpalpas, and irepl iiriToXuij/ Koi Sixrecay, " on
the moving sphere," and " on the risings and
settings," are the earliest Greek writings on
astronomy, and the earliest remaining speci-

men of their mathematics. In the first of

these works the simplest propositions of the

doctrine of the sphere are enu.nciated and
demonstrated; in the second (which is in

two books) the risings and settings of the

stars with respect to the sun are discussed.

There is nothing, as Delambre remarks,
which can serve as a basis for any cal-

culation, much less any notion of trigo-

nometry.
There are various manuscripts of Autoly-

cus at Oxford, at Rome, and elscAvhere. The
only Greek text is that of Dasypodius, in his

" Sphericse Doctrince Propositiones," Strass-

burg, 1572, which contains several other

writers, but gives (as was very common) only

the enunciations of the propositions in Greek.

There is an anonymous Latin version of the

second work, Rome, 1568, 4to. ; a French
translation of both by Forcadel, Paris, 1572,

4to. ; a Latin version of both (of the first,

1587, of the second, 1588, Rome, 4to.) by
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Giuseppe Auria, from a Greek manuscript
with notes by Maurolycus ; a reprint of the
last, Rome, 1591, 4to., with "cum scholiis

antiquis" in the title; finally, Paris, 1(;44,

4to., in the " Universse geometria^ mixtaque
matheseos synopsis" of Mersenne, there is a
version of Autolycus, by Maurolycus. Heil-
bronner has it that the earliest version was
this of Maurolycus, and that it was first pub-
lished in folio at Messina, in 1558; and
Lalande certainly gives the following title

—

" Theodosii et aliorum Sphserica" as of that
form, place, and date. (Delam.bre, Hist.
Asb-on. Anc. ; Lalande, Bihliogr. Astron. ; Fa-
bricius, Bihlioth. Grccc. yoI. ii. ; Heilbronner,
Hist. Math. Univ.) A. De M.
AUTO'MEDON (Abrofi^Sco:^). To a poet

of this name are attributed twelve epigrams
contained in the Greek Anthology. (Brunck,
ii. 207, iii. 331 ; Jacobs, ii. 190—193.) In
the Vatican manuscript the author of the
Epigram No. IV. is said to have been a
native of Cyzicus, and to the same Auto-
medon all the twelve are usually ascribed.

The age of the writer is ascertained by an
indication in No. XL, a poem addressed to

Nicetas, an orator, who, according to Philo-
stratus, lived in the reign of Nerva. All
these epigrams too were inserted' in the An-
thology of Philippus of Thessalonica,
which was collected about the end of the

first century.

Among the Epigrams published under the
name of Theocritus of Syracuse, No. VI 1 1.

(Brunck, i. 378; Jacobs, i. 197) is attri-

buted in the Vatican manuscript to Auto-
medon the ^tolian. It is admitted that the

poem does not belong to Theocritus ; but it

has been conjectured, partly on the ground
that the gentile name is put before the name
of the individual, that the name Alexander
and a conjunction have dropped oat of the

manuscript. According to this view the

statement intended to be made is, that the

epigram was written either by Alexander the

vEtolian or by Automedon. On this sup-

position the epigram in question might be
assigned to the author of the other twelve.

(Jacobs, Anthologia Grceca, vii. 198, xiii.

866.) W. S.

AUTOMNE, BERNARD, Latinized
Bernardus Autumnus, a French lawyer and
critic, is said, in the " Biographic Univer-
selle," to have been born in the province of
Agenois, in 1587. It has been observed, how-
ever, that in his " Confe'rence du Droict Fran-

cois " he speaks of himself as forty-four years
old, while the authorities concur in dating the

first edition of this work 1610. This would
carry back his birth to the year 1566, a calcu-

lation which serves to render improbable the

date assigned to his death, 1666. Nothing is

known of the events of his life, except that

he was an advocate of the parliament of Bor-
deaux. His principal works are, an edition of

Juvenal with the title " Juvenalis Satyrarum
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libri quinque, et in eas Philyrse," Basel, 1596.

This date concurs with the circumstance

above noticed in disproving the period as-

signed for his birth. "Juvenalis et Persii

Satyrse ex MSS. restitutoe, et in eas Commen-
tationes, Observationes, et Paralipomena,"

8vo. Paris, lo07. In IGIO he published
" La Conference du Droict Francois avec le

Droit Romain, civil et canon." A fourth

edition, in 2 vols, folio, was printed in

1(344. This is a work on the history of the

progress of Roman jurisprudence during the

middle and later ages in Europe, and espe-

cially in France. The author's method of

proceeding is to take the various titles of the

Pandects according to the ordinary arrange-

ment, and show from royal ordinances or

other laws how far the Roman law has been

adopted or rejected in various parts of Eu-
rope. More'ri has given Automne the cha-

racter of possessing more learning than

judgment, and this opinion has been adopted

by succeeding biographers. It would call

for a minute inquiry into the merits of his

labours, if we should undertake to pronounce
on the fairness of this judgment ; but it may
be at least observed that the " Conference"
has the appearance of being a work full of

valuable and curious information on the

progress of Roman jurisprudence in Europe,

which cannot fail to be of service to inquirers

into that important subject. The work is

full of anecdotes illustrative of the adminis-

tration of justice and the state of the govern-

ment in various parts of Europe at various

times. Thus in reference to the fourth title

of the first book, " De Constitutionibus Prin-

cipum," where the power of the people is

spoken of as deposited in the hands of the

Emperor, it is said that the King of France
holds his power no otherwise than from the

Deity, and that an advocate having spoken

in a pleading of the king as deriving power
from the people, the expression was directed,

at the instance of the crown, to be expunged
from the record. Automne was a lively and
humorous writer, as the following parallel

will perhaps show. He is speaking of the

practice of the civilians in starting hypo-

thetical legal difficulties created out of subtle

distinctions, and says, " It appears to me that

these learned jurists have made out of their

subtleties of the civil law, that which nature

has made in the insignificant animal, almost

a nothing in the world, which we call a

gnat. We know not where are its organs of

sight, or where its taste is lodged, how it

acquires its knowledge of smell, and through
what means it makes so loud a noise. Can
anything be more delicate than the wings
attached to its back, and its legs so long and
thin ? Nature hath given it a cavity to be

filled, yet we know not where is the stomach
which thirsts after, and teaches it to find, the

human blood. So these great jurists : out of

matters which look like nothing, they have
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created such a complete system of divisions
and distinctions, endowing them with mem-
bers which furnish in the end a complete
body, having this point in common with the
gnat which consumes human blood, that they
consume the reason, which is the blood of the
judgment." In 1621 Automne published
'' Commentaire sur la Coutume de Bor-
deaux," re-edited by P. Dupin in 1728. The
titles of some other works attributed to Au-
tomne will be found in Adelung's Supplement
to Jocher, Allgeni. Gelekrt. Lex. ( Worhs re-

ferred to.) J. H. B.
AUTON, or ANTON, JEAN D', a

French chronicler and poet of the age of
Louis XII. Opinions are various as to the
proper form of this writer's name: he is

called D'xiuton, D'Authon, D'Autun, Dauton,
Dauthon, D'Anton, and Dauton. Of these

forms, the first five, being similarly pro-
nounced, may be easily reconciled and re-

duced to one ; but between this and the sixth

and seventh forms, which may also be re-

duced to one, there is a considerable discre-

pancy in the pronunciation. After the un-
successful attempts of the Abbe Goujet, La
Croix du Maine, Rigoley de Juvigny, and
more recently the Bibliophile Jacob (La-
croix), to determine between the N and the

U in the first syllable, it is not intended here
to enter at any length into the subject. It

may be remarked, however, as singular that

the authority of two contemporary rhyme-
sters is as much in favour of one form as of
another. Jean Bouchet, in the following

quatrain, calls him D'Anton or D'Authon:

—

" Georges avait une veine elegante,

Grave et hardie, et frere Jean D'Authon
Douce et venuste, et Lemaire abondante,
Le Charretier prose avait de haut ton."

But in opposition to this we have a couplet

from Guillaume Cre'tin in favour of D'Anton
or Danton:

—

" Le reverend abbe le bon Danton
Merveille n'est, car il abonde en ton."

Add to this that in the chronicle of the

abbots of Angle he is called Dauton, and, in

two of his works printed during his life-

time, Danton. After ridding ourselves of
this discussion touching D'Anton's name, we
are immediately met by another as to his

birth-place. Guy Allard (" Bibliotheque de
Dauphine") says that he was born at Beaure-
paire ; the Abbe Goujet (" Bibliotheque Fran-
9aise"), at Poitiers; and Dreux du Radier
(" Bibliotheque de Poitou"), at Saintonge.

Dreux du Radier is perhaps correct.

The materials for a biography of D'Auton,
which are exceedingly scanty, consist prin-

cipally of a long epitaph composed in honour
of his memory by his friend Jean Bouchet,

and of a few incidental notices in D'Auton's

own works. From these it appears that he
was born about the year 1466, probably of a

noble family ; and that he was a monk of the
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order of St. Benedict—not of St. Augustine,
as stated iu the " Biographie Universelle."

D'Auton early distinguished himself by his

love of rhetoric and poetry ; he instructed

Jean Bouchet in these two arts, and the

grateful pupil ever afterwards spoke with
enthusiasm in praise of his master. Some
poetical compositions of D'Auton introduced

him to the notice of Anne of Brittany, wife

of Louis XII. This queen was celebrated

for her patronage of literature, and it was
probably owing to her influence that he re-

ceived the appointment of chronicler or his-

toriographer to Louis XI I. In this capacity

D'Auton composed his " Annals of the reign

of Louis XII. from the year 1499 to 1508,"

and was privileged to attend the king's person
in all his journeys. Louis XII. rewarded
him for his services with the revenues of the

Abbey of Angle in Poitou, and of the priory
of Clermont- Lodeve. Upon the death of
the king, D'Auton retired to his abbey,
where he led a religious life, and died,

aged sixty years, in the month of January,
1527.

All of D'Anton's metrical compositions,

with the exception of a French translation of
Ovid's " Metamorphoses," exist in a single

MS. numbered 7899, in? the Bibliotheque

Eoyale at Paris. The following were pub-
lished during his lifetime:—]. " Les Epis-

tres envoyees au roy tres-chrestie de la les

motz par les estatz de France, coposees
par frere Jehan Danton, historiographe du
diet seigneur, avec certaines ballades et

rondeaux," &c., Lyon, 1509, Gothic type,

4to. 2. "Lexil de Gennes la superbe faict

par frere Jehan Danton, historiographe du
roy," 8 leaves, Gothic type, 4to. ; no im-
print. 3. A poetic Epistle attached to the
" Chevalier sans reproche" of Jean Bouchet.
4. A poetic Epistle attached to the " Laby-
rinthe de Fortune" of the same author. The
former half of D'Anton's chronicle was pub-
lished by The'odore Godefroy, at the end of
Claude Seyssel's " History of Louis XIL,"
1615, 4to. ; and afterwards separately, in

1 620, 4to. The latter half was published for

the first time in a complete edition of the
whole work, entitled " Chroniques de Jean
d'Auton, publie'es pour la premiere fois en
entier, d'apres les MSS. de la Bibliotheque
du Roi, avec notices et notes par P. L. Jacob,
Bibliophile (Lacroix)," 4 vols. Paris, 1834—35, 8vo., forming a portion of the collec-

tion entitled " Chroniques, Me'moires, et Do-
cumens de I'Histoire de France." The editor

cannot be too highly praised for the manner
in which he has executed his task : a spirited

notice of D'Auton is prefixed to the first

volume.
As a poet D'Auton seldom rises above me-

diocrity, and frequently sinks below it. His
friend Jean Bouchet calls him " Grant ora-

teur tant en prose qu'en rithme ;" but poor
Bouchet's own poems are worth very little,
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and his criticism still less. D'Auton, how-
ever, was one of the principal authors of the
" Equivocal" school of poetry, founded by
Jean Molinet. The " Equivocal" poets wrote
alternate French and Latin verses ; the Latin
words corresponding in sound, if not in

sense, with the French placed immediately
above them.

As a chronicler, D'Auton executes his task

with fidelity and zeal. An eye-witness of
most of the occurrences which he recorded,
he carefully distinguishes between these and
such transactions as had not come under his

own immediate notice. Simple and truthful,

he always condemns vice and always honours
virtue. In style he must suffer by a compa-
rison with Froissart and some others of the

early French chroniclers. His ideas are fre-

quently vague, and he is unsuccessful in his

choice of words to express them : this is more
particularly the case in his prologues. His
rhetorical studies are often an impediment in

his path ; and he delights to revel in a tor-

tured phraseology, half Latin and half
French. " In description," says the biblio-

phile Jacob, " he is a great painter ; there is

life, force, and colouring in his expression
;

he ceases to stammer, and grows eloquent."

(Goujet, Bibliotheque Frangaise, vol. xi. 356—362 ; La Croix du Maine and Du Verdier,

Bihliotheques Francaises ; Biographie Uni-
verselle; Notice of D'Auton by the biblio-

phile Jacob (Lacroix), prefixed to his edition

of D'Anton's Chronicle ; Brunet, Manuel du
Libiaire.') G. B.
AUTOPHEADA'TES (At-TO(/)pa5aT77s), a

Persian general in the time ofArtaxerxes III.

(Ochus) and Darius II. (Codomannus), kings
of Persia. He was engaged in the suppression

of the revolt of Artabazus, satrap of Lydia,
whom he succeeded in capturing, but allowed
to escape. (Demosthenes, Against Aris-

tocrates, p. 671, ed. Reiske.) He besieged

the town of Atarneus in Mysia, where Eubu-
lus, a Bithynian adventurer, had established

himself; but gave up the siege on Eubulus
telling him to calculate the probable expense
of it, and saying that he would probably sell

him the town for a smaller sum. Autophra-
dates, however, did not purchase the town,
which Eubulus left to his favourite slave

Hermias. The dates of these events are not

ascertained, but they belong to the reign of
Ochus. (Aristotle, Politic, ii. 4.)

In the warfare of Alexander the Great
with Darius 1 1, he commanded the fleet of
Darius, which comprehended the Phoenician
and Cyprian vessels, in the ^gean Sea, in

conjunction with Pharnabazus, son of Arta-
bazus ; and after the death of Memnon the

Rhodian, who was preparing to attack Lesbos,

he pressed the siege of Mitylene with such
vigour that it was forced to capitulate, B.C.

333, on terms which the Persians did not

observe. Autophradates then, separating

from Pharnabazus, who sailed to Lycia,
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sailed to attack the other islands of the

-^gean ; but we have no notice of his pro-

ceedings till he was rejoined by Pharnabazus,
when, with a hundred vessels of war, they
sailed to Tenedos and compelled it to submit.
Autophradates and his colleague then garri-

soned Chios, detached squadrons to Cos and
Halicarnassus, and with the rest of the fleet

came to Siphnos, where they were met by
Agis, King of Sparta, who came to request
assistance, both in ships and money, for his

intended war with the Macedonians. Au-
tophradates supplied him with thirty talents

of silver and ten triremes, which last were
immediately despatched to the Peloponnesus.
Autophradates then sailed to Halicarnassus,

where Agis again came to him. Pharna-
bazus had previously sailed to Chios, on
hearing of Darius's defeat at Issus, b.c. 333,

fearing a revolt in that important island. We
hear nothing further of Autophradates. Upon
Alexander's occupying Phoenicia, the vessels

of Aradus and Byblus, which composed part

of the Persian fleet, returned home, and the

war in the ^gean languished. (Arrian,

Anabasis, ii. 1, 2, 13, 20, iii. 2.) J. C. M.
AUTOPHRADA'TES, a Persian, satrap of

the Tapuri, who submitted to Alexander after

the death of Darius. Alexander restored to

him his satrapy, and added to it that of the

Mardians. (Arrian, Anabasis, iii. 23, 24.)

J. C. M.
AUTREAU, JACQUES, a French por-

trait-painter of eccentric character, who was
a poet by preference, but a painter by neces-

sity. He was born at Paris, where he died

in 1745, in the Hospital of the Incurables,

aged eighty-nine. There are several esti-

mable pictures by Autreau ; and he obtained

a name by some dramatic performances of
his pen. The reputation, however, acquired

by such works he despised, as he despised

also many other things which most men
esteem. His best picture is one representing

a discussion between Fontenelle la Mothe
and Danchet. His last piece was a clever al-

legorical eulogium upon the Cardinal Fleury.

He painted himself as Diogenes with the

lantern as having found the man he was in

search of, who is represented by a portrait of
the cardinal, which he painted from the pic-

ture by Rigaud. It has been engraved by
S. D. Thomassin and by J. Houbraken : the

latter print is without the name of the en-

graver. Autreau first appeared as a drama-
tic writer in 1718, when he brought out a
comedy entitled " Port-a-l'Anglais," the suc-

cess of which, says the writer in the " Bio-

graphic Universelle," induced the Italian

comedians then in Paris, who were about to

return to their own country, to establish

themselves in France. This comedy was
succeeded by several other pieces more or

less successful, all of which were published

at Paris in a collected form, in 4 vols. 12mo.
in 1749. There is some account of the merits
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and demerits of Autreau's writings, and of
his character, in the " Biographic Univer-
selle." He wrote a song, celebrated in its

time, against Rousseau, supposing him to be
the author of an abusive couplet against him-
self, in which he is termed " ce peintre Au-
treau, toujours ivre." Autreau is described

as a man of a morose temper, and of a dis-

agreeable exterior : he died, as he had lived, in

poverty. (De Fontenai, Dictionnaire des Ar-
tistes, &c. ; Heineken, Dictionnaire des Ar-
tistes, &c.) R. N. W.
AUTREY, HENRI JEAN BAPTISTE

FABRY DE MONCAULT, Count, grand-
son of Fleurian d'Armenonville, was born at

Paris, on the 9th of June, 1723. He entered
the army, and rose to the rank of chief of
the second brigade of the light horse of
Brittany. His leisure was devoted to the

unwarlike occupation of refuting the opinions

of the encyclopedists and other philosophers

of the eighteenth century. He died at Paris,

in the year 1777. Voltaire, in a letter ad-

dressed to Autrey (tom. lix. p. 166, edit.

Kehl), says, " I have had the honour to

spend some part of my life with your mother

:

you possess all her intellect, with much more
philosophy." His works are— 1. " L'Anti-
quite justifiee ; ou, Re'futation d'un Livre (by
Boulanger) qui a pour titre ' L'Antiquite

devoilee par les Usages,' " Pai-is, 1776, 12mo.
In this work Autrey contends that the sys-

tem set up by Boulanger furnishes additional

proof in favour of Revelation. 2. " Le Pyr-
rhonien raisonnable; ou, Me'thode nouvelle

proposee aux incre'dules, par I'Abbe * * *,"

La Haye (Paris), 1765, 12mo. Barbier, in

the first edition of his " Anonymes," attri-

buted this work erroneously to the Count
d'Ales de Corbet. This mistake is corrected

in the second edition. Voltaire, in one of

his letters to Damilaville (vol. lix. p. 42,

edit. Kehl), laughs at this book, " in which,"

says he, " they fancy they can prove original

sin geometrically." 3. " Les Quakers a leur

frere V * * (Voltaire), Lettres plus philo-

sophiques que sur sa Religion et

ses Livres," London and Paris, 1768, 8vo.

Barbier, in the first edition of his "Ano-
nymes," attributed this work to the Abbe
Gue'ne'e, but corrected the error in the second

edition. The above works were published

anonjTnously. 4. The Abbe Gerard, in his
" Melanges inte'ressans," p. 58, states that

Autrey was the author of several " lettres

ingenieuses" to Voltaire. {Biographie Uni-

verselle, SuppL; Querard, La France litte'-

raire ; Barbier, Dictionnaire des Ouvrages

anonymes, 2nd edit. ; Grimm, Correspondance

litte'raire, vi. 252, edit. 1813.) J. W. J.

AUTRIVE, JAQUES FRAN9OIS D',

one of the most eminent pupils of J arnovich

on the violin, was born in 1 758, at St. Quentin.

To great purity of tone he united the ex-

pression and finish of a true artist. His

career was terminated, at the age of thirty-
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five years, by deafness. His compositions,

which abound with graceful melody, are

concertos and duets for the violin. He died

at Mons, in December, 1824. (Fetis, Bio-

graphie Universelle des Miisiciens.) E. T.

AUTROCHE, CLAUDE DELOYNES
D', was bom at Orleans on the 1st of January,

1 744. At an early age he showed a decided

inclination for literature and the arts; he

travelled in Italy for the purpose of im-

proving his taste, and although very religious

visited Voltaire at Ferney as the chief of the

republic of letters. He said, referring to

this visit, that he quitted Ferney more a

Christian than he entered it. We are not

told how this improvement was effected. On
his return home from his travels he married,

and the remainder of his life was spent in

the embellishment of his estate, in writing

verses, chiefly translations, and in charitable

deeds both numerous and important. He
died at Orleans, on the 17th of November,

1823. His works, all which were published

anonymously, are — 1 .
" Traduction de

I'Eneide de Virgile en vers Fran^ais, suivie

de notes litte'raires et morales," 2 vols.

Orleans and Paris, 1804, 8vo. ; also with the

Latin text, in 3 vols. 8vo. In this work the

translator displays a very amusing simplicity.

He proposes to remodel Virgil, and is evi-

dently well satisfied with the manner in

which he has performed his task : sometimes

he takes to himself the credit of not being

inferior to his original : sometimes he makes

corrections, at others he embodies his im-

provements in additional verses. In the pre-

face he informs us that it had been his inten-

tion to give a new edition of the " ^neid,"

such as he supposed Virgil would have written

had he lived long enough to put the finishing

hand to his poem, in which he, Autroche,

would have removed all that was feeble and

unnecessary, and, while he preserved all the

beauties, would have endeavoured to add

such as Virgil doubtless would have added.

He states also that he had flattered himself

with uniting in one work the chief beauties

of the " Iliad " and the " Odyssey," and all

those of the " iEneid." Autroche does not

say why he had abandoned this intention.

2. " Traduction libre des Odes d'Horace en

vers Fran(;ais, suivie de notes historiques et

critiques," 2 vols. Orleans, 1789, 8vo. 3.

" Me'moire sur 1'Amelioration de la Sologne,"

Orleans and Paris, 1787, 8vo. 4. " L'Esprit

de Milton, ou Traduction en vers Francais

du Paradis Perdu, de'gagee des longueurs et

superfluite's qui de'parent ce poeme, " Orleans,

1808, 8vo.

Delille had published his translation of

Milton before that by Autroche appeared.

Autroche anticipates the objection that a

second translation was not called for, by

stating in his preface that Delille had given

Milton as he was, with all his defects ; while

he, more jealous of the reputation of the
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English poet, had considered that the sup-
pression of all his superfluities would display

a form perfectly constituted, and endowed
alike with beauty and regularity. 5. " Jeru-
salem de'livree du Tasse, traduite en vers
Francais," Paris, 1810, 8vo. 6. "Traduction
nouvelle des Pseaumes de David, en vers

Francais, avec le texte Latin en regard,"

Orleans, 1820, 8vo. 7. Autroche is also

said to have been the author of " Corre-
spondance en vers avec Napoleon Buona-
parte," 8vo. His verses are good, but his

efforts to improve Virgil and Milton were
productive of nmch more amusement to the
critics than honour to himself or benefit to

his authors ; all, however, even those who
treat him most severely as a poet, bear tes-

timony to his excellence as a man. (Mahul,
Annuaire ne'crologique, Annee 1823 ; Barbier,

Dictionnaire des Ouvrages anunijmes ; Bio-
graplde Universelle, Siippl. ; Que'rard, La
France littemire.') J. W. J.

AUTRO'NIA GENS. This Gens was not

originally of any note ; and is not distinguished

by any cognomen. Afterwards the cogno-

men P^Tiis came into use, and it appears on
several medals which record the foundation

of colonies and triumphs. (Rasche, Lexicon

Rei JVumarice.) G. L.

AUTUMNUS. [AuTOMNE.]
AUTUN. [AuTON.]
AUVERGNE, COUNTS OF. The first

Count of Auvergne of whom any mention is

made is Blandin, who held the county in the

time of Pepin le Bref, King of France, whose
hostility he provoked as being one of the

supporters of Waifre, Duke of Aquitaine.

He fell in battle against Pepin, a.d. 703.

His successors were as follows :—Chilping or

Hilping, nominated by Waifre, a.d. 763 to

765 ; Bertmond, nominated by Charlemagne,
A.D. 774 to 778 ; Itier (in Latin, Icterius),

brother of Loup I., Duke of Gascony, was
count from a.d. 778, but how long is not

known. Warin, a.d. 819, or earlier, to 839,

when he was deposed by Louis le Debon-
naire; Gerard or Gerard, a.d. 839 to 841,

killed in the great battle of Fontenai ; Gviil-

laume or William I., 841 to 846, at the latest

;

Bernard I., 846—858 ; Guillaume or William
II., a.d. 858 to 862 at the latest. Etienne or

Stephen, a.d. 862 to 863; Bernard II., sur-

named Plantevelue, a.d. 864 to 886 [Au-
vergne, Bernard II., Count of], in whose
family the county became hereditary. Guil-

laume or William III., called by some I., sur-

named Le Pieux, son of Bernard II., a.d. 886
to 918. Guillaume or William IV. (or II.),

surnamed Le Jeune, nephew of Guillaume
III., A.D. 918 to 926 ; Acfred, brother of

Guillaume IV., a.d. 926 to 928. Ebles, Count
of Poitiers, not of the family of the here-

ditary counts, A.D. 928 to 932. Raymond
Pons, Count of Toulouse, cousin of Guil-

laume IV., A.D. 932—950 ; Guillaume or

William V. (or III.)j surnamed Tete d'Etoupe,
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Count of Poitiers, not of the hereditary line,

A.D. 951 to 963; Guillaume or William VI.
(or IV.), surnanied Taillefer, Count of Tou-
louse, son of Raymond Pons, a.d. 963 to

979 ; Qui I., a.d. 979 to 989. Gui had
previously been Viscount of Auvergne, and
was not of the hereditary line ; he received
the county by grant from Guillaume VI.,

who reserved to himself the suzerainte' of
the county. Gui became founder of a new
line.

Guillaume or William VII. (or V.),

brother of Gui I., a.d. 989 to 1016 at latest.

Robert I., son of Guillaume VII., a.d. 1016
to 1032 at latest. Guillaume or William
VIII. (or VI.), son of Robert I., a.d. 1032 to

lOGO at latest. Robert II., son of Guillaume
VIII., a.d. 1060 to 1096 or later. Guil-
laume or William IX. (or VII.), son of
Robert II., a.d. 1096 at the soonest, to 1136
at the latest. [Auvergne, Gcillaume IX.,

Count of.] Robert III., son of Guillaume
IX., A.D. 1136 perhaps to a.d. 1145. Guil-
laume or William X. (or VIII.), surnamed
Le Jeune or Le Grand, son of Robert III.

;

a.d. 1 145 at the latest to 1155. Guillaume or

William XI. (or IX.), surnamed Le Vieux,
brother ofRobert III., A.D. 1155 to 1182. Ro-
bert IV., sou of Guillaume XI., a.d. 1182 to

about 1194; Guillaume or William XII. (or

X.\ son of Robert IV., a.d. 1194 to 1195,

Gui II., second son ofRobert IV., a.d. 1195 to

1224. [Auvergne, Gui II., Count of.] Guil-

laume or William XIII. (or XL), sou of Gui
IL, A.D. 1224 to 1247. Robert V., son of
Guillaume XIIL, a.d. 1247 to 1277. He was
Count of Boulogne in right of his mother,
and transmitted that county to his successors

in Auvergne. Guillaume or William XIV.
(or XII.), son of Robert V., a.d. 1277 to

1279 at the latest; Robert VI., another son

ofRobert V., a.d. 1279 to 1314, or possibly

1318; Robert VII., surnamed Le Grand,
son of Robert VI., a.d. 1314 to 1326 at the

latest ; Guillaume or William XV. (or XIIL),
son of Robert VII., a.d, 1326 at the latest, to

1332 ; Jeanne, daughter of Guillaume XV.,
1332 to 1360 : she married into the ducal

house of Burgundy, and thus added Au-
vergne to the possessions of that house. Phi-

lippe, surnamed de Rouvre, son of Jeanne,

A.D. 1360 to 1361. He was Duke of Bur-
gundy, of the first branch of the royal

family (Capet) of France which possessed

that duchy. In him that branch became
extinct : and on his death the county of Au-
vergne, with that of Boulogne, passed to

Jean I. (brother of Guillaume XV. and uncle

of Jeanne), a.d. 1361 to 1386 ; Jean IL, son

of Jean I., a.d. 1386 to 1394; Jeanne IL,

daughter of Jean IL, a.d. 1394 to 1422 ; she

married first, Jean, Duke of Berri, son of

Jean II. King of France, and then Georges de

la Tremouille : she had no children. She left

her counties of Auvergne and Boulogne to

Marie, grand-daughter of Robert VII., Avho
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held the counties from a.d. 1422 to 1437. She
married Bertrand V., Lord of La Tour ; Ber-
trand I., son of Marie, and Bertrand of La
Tour, united the inheritances of his father and
his mother, a.d. 1437 to 1461. Bertrand IL,

son of Bertrand I., a.d. 1461 to 1494. Jean
III., son of Bertrand IL, a.d. 1494 to 1501.

Anne, daughter of Jean III., a.d. 1501 to

1524. She married John Stuart, Duke of
Albany, a Scotch nobleman: she left her
county of Auvergne to her niece Catherine
de Medicis, wife of Henri II. of France.
Upon Catherine's death, Henri III., her
son, bestowed it upon Charles de Valois,

natural son of Charles IX. of France, better

known as Duke of Angouleme [Angou-
leme], but it was taken from him (a.d.

1606) by a decree of the parliament of
Paris, in favour of Marguerite of Valois,

daughter of Catherine de Me'dicis, and di-

vorced wife of Henri IV. of France. In
A.D. 1651 the domains of the county of
Auvergne and other possessions were given
by Louis XIV., then a minor, to the Duke
of Bouillon, in exchange for Se'dan and Rau-
cour. i^VArt de Verifier les Dates.)

J. C. M.
AUVERGNE, DAUPHINS OF. This

line of French nobles originated with Guil-

laume or William X. (VIII. according to

some), called Le Jeune, Count of Auvergne,
who, when despoiled of his county by his

uncle Guillaume XL (or IX.) le Vieux, pre-

served a small part of the domains of his

county, together with the county of Velai,

He commonly took the title of Count of Le
Puy, but also called himself Dauphin of Au-
vergne, in imitation apparently of his ma-
ternal grandfather, Guignes IV., Count of
Albon and Viennois, who had taken the title

of Dauphin some years before. Guillaume
le Jeune died a.d. 1169. His successors

were:—Robert, surnamed Dauphin, son of

Guillaume le Jeune, from a.d. 1169 to 1234
[Auvergne, Robert-Dauphin, Dauphin
of]. He styled himself Comit of Clermont,
and sometimes even Count of Auvergne.
Guillaume 1 1., surnamed Dauphin, Count of

Clermont and of Montferrand, son of Robert-

Dauphin, from A.D. 1234 to 1240 at latest.

Robert II., Count of Clermont, son of Guil-

laume 1 1. Dauphin, from 1240 to 1262 ; Ro-
bert III., Count of Clermont, son of Robert

IL, from 1262 to 1282; Robert IV., Count
of Clermont and of Montferrand, son of Ro-
bert III., from 1282 to 1324; Jean, sur-

named Dauphinet, from 1324 to 1351 ; Be-

raud I., son of Jean Dauphinet, from 1351 to

1356 ; Be'raud IL, Count of Clermont and
Mercoeur [Auvergne, Beraud IL, Dau-
phin of], son of Beraud I., from 1356 to

1400; Be'raud III., Count of Clermont and
of Sancerre, son of Beraud IL, from 1400

to 1426 ; Jeanne, Countess of Clermont and

Sancerre, and of Montpensier, daughter of

Beraud III., from 1426 to 1436.
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On the death of Jeanne without issue, the

dauphinate of Auvergne passed to Louis of

Bourbon, Count of Montpensier, husband of
Jeanne, by the gift of that princess, and he

transmitted it to his posterity by his second
wife. He held the dauphinate from 1436 to

148G. His successors were :—Gilbert, Count
of Montpensier (under which title he is

chiefly known), son of Louis of Bourbon,

from 1486 to 1496 ; Louis H., son of Gilbert,

and his successor in the duchy of Mont-
pensier and the dauphinate of Auvergne,
from 1496 to 1501 ; Charles, Duke of Bour-

bon, Count of Montpensier and of La Marche,
second son of Gilbert, and brother of Louis

II., from 1501 to 1527. He is eminent in

history as Duke of Bourbon and Constable of

France. His lands and honours were forfeited

to the crown ; but, in 1560, the dauphinate of

Auvergne and other honours and domains
were restored to his nephew Louis, Duke of

Montpensier, son of his sister Louise of Bour-
bon and of Andre de Chauvigny, Prince of

De'ols. From him the dauphinate descended
with the duchy of Montpensier, till the line

of succession ended with Anne Marie Louise

of Orle'ans, known as Madame de Montpen-
sier (cousin-german of Louis XIV.), who
died A. D. 1693. {L'Art de Verifier les

Dates.) J. C. M.
AUVERGNE, ANTOINE D', although

of a family claiming to be noble, was in early

life the leader of the concerts at Clermont.

He was born at Clermont-Ferrand, in 1713.

In 1739 he went to Paris, and was soon after

appointed the leader of the king's private

band. In 1 742 he became the leader of the

Opera; and in 1752 he made his first essay

in dramatic composition, in his opera
" Amours de Tempe'." In the following

year he attempted an opera according to the

Italian model, which, after having been per-

formed with some success, was suddenly pro-

hibited, because it was not conformed to the

French rules for the lyric drama.
When Mondonville relinquished the direc-

tion of the Concerts Spirituels, D'Auvergne,
in conjunction with Joliveau, succeeded him,
and produced there manj'^ compositions which
are said to have been admired. In 1770 he
was appointed director of the Opera, a situa-

tion in which he seems to have found it dif-

ficult to reconcile the perpetual craving of

the Parisians after novelty with their belief

that France was the source of every musical

excellence and perfection. It is related of

D'Auvergne, that when the first act of Gluck's
'* Iphigenia" was sent to him, with a proposal

to produce it at Paris, he replied, " If the

author of this act will undertake to produce

six operas for our theatre, I will bring it out;

but on no other condition : it will annihilate

everything that the French school has pro-

duced."

Between the years 1 752 and 1 776 Auvergne
wrote twelve operas and some solos for the
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violin, as well as some concerted pieces ; but
his compositions, like those of his country-
men in general, are unknown beyond France.
Auvergne died at Lyon, in 1797. (Laborde,
Essai sur la Afusique.) E. T.
AUVERGNE, BE'RAUD II., DAU-

PHIN OF, surnamed Count Camus, was
the eldest son of Be'raud I., Dauphin of Au-
vergne, and of Marie de Villemur, niece of
Pope John XXII. He succeeded his father
in the dauphinate of Auvergne, and the
county of Clermont and lordship of Mer-
coeur, in August, 1356. Three weeks after-

wards he fought in the French army in the
battle of Poitiers ; and, in 1359 was one of
leaders of the nobility of Auvergne when
they assembled to oppose an inroad of the
English under Sir Robert Knolles. KnoUes
retired without fighting. In 1360 the Dau-
phin of Auvergne was one of the hostages
given up to the English for the due execu-
tion of the treaty of Bretigni, and he re-

mained thirteen years in England. On his

return he was in the army assembled by
Louis, Duke of Anjou (1374), brother of
Charles V., to attack the English in Gas-
cony ; in 1383 he served under Charles VI.
in his campaign against the Flemings ; and
in 1386 was in the great army assembled by
Charles VI. for the invasion of England— an
attempt which proved abortive. In 1390 he
engaged in the unsuccessful expedition against
Tunis, devised by the Genoese, and headed
by Louis, Duke of Bourbon, maternal uncle
of Charles VI. He died in 1400, with the
reputation of one of the bravest nobles of his

day. He had three wives :—Jeanne, daugh-
ter of Guignes VIII., Count of Forez;
Jeanne, daughter of Jean I., Count of Au-
vergne ; and Marguerite, daughter and
heiress of Jean III., Count of Sancerre. By
his first wife he left a daughter, and by the
last he had several children, the eldest of
whom, Beraud III., succeeded him in his

duchy. (Froissart, Chroniques ; Sismondi,
Histoire des Frangais; UArt de Verifier les

Dates.) J. C. M.
AUVERGNE, BERNARD II., surnamed

Plantevelue (Planta Pilosa),COUNT D', was
the first of the hereditary counts, and became
possessed of the couutship in 864. There is

some doubt as to the identity of this Bernard,
there being several nobles of the same name

;

the general opinion appears, however, to be
in favour of the son of Bernard I., Count of
Poitiers, with which Baluze (^Histoire de la

Maison d'Auvergne, ii. 3) coincides. Ber-
nard joined the league of the French nobles
against Charles the Bald, in 877, but made
his peace with the king in the following
year. This temporary defection was the
more inexcusable on the part of Bernard, as

he was one of the council appointed by
Charles to assist his son Louis le Be'gue,

afterwards Louis II., during his own tempo-
rary absence.
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Bernard endeavoured to efface the memory
of his delinquency by rendering important

services to the crown, and so well acquitted

himself, that Louis II. conferred upon him
the Marquisate of Septimanie, of which its

former possessor, Bernard, had been deprived,

by a sentence of the diet of the kingdom,
held at Troyes, as a punishment for his re-

bellion against the king. The Duke of Aqui-
taine having seized upon the county of Au-
tmi, and slain Bernard Vitel, its possessor,

Louis II. sent against him his son, afterwards

Louis III., at the head of the army of Bur-
gundy, under the guidance of the Count of

Auvergne, Hugues I'Abbe, Duke or Marquis
of Outre-Seine, Boson, Duke of Provence,
and Thierri, the grand chamberlain. They
soon became masters of the city of Autun,
and were engaged in the reduction of the re-

mainder of the county, when the news of the

death of Louis II., which occurred on the

lOtli of April, 879, reached them. Louis by
his will appointed the Count of Auvergne
guardian of his son Louis III. Bernard
justified this appointment by the exertions he

made to maintain the peace of the kingdom,
repress the intrigues of the great lords, and
confirm the authority of the new king. One
of his first cares was to assemble a diet at

Meaiix preparatory to the coronation of the

young king, and he then conducted Louis

and his younger brother Carloman to Fer-

rieres, where they were both crowned. The
malcontents however, with Gauzlin, chancel-

lor of France, at their head, held another as-

sembly at Creil, whence they sent a deputa-

tion to Louis, King of (fermany, to ofrer him
the crown of France. Louis accepted the

offer, and passed the Rhine at the head of a

large army, but was induced by Bernard to

return, by the cession of that portion of the

dominions of Lothaire situated on the Scheldt

and the Meuse, which had fallen to Charles

the Bald, when the immense territories which
Lothaire had inherited from his father Louis

le Debonnaire were divided, as the condition

of peace between himself and his brothers

Louis of Germany and Charles the Bald.

This affair was hardly settled when Boson,

Duke of Provence, caused himself to be pro-

claimed King of Burgundy by the bishops

of his department, assembled at Mantaille, in

881. The following year Bernard marched
against him with Louis and his brother, and
commenced operations by the siege of Mficon,

which, being taken, was, together with its

department, conferred upon Bernard. Siege

was then laid to Vienne, but the capture of

this place was not so easily accomplished.

The Duchess of Provence defended it with

consummate bravery and skill, and protracted

the siege for two years, but was at length

forced to surrender, in the year 884, Ber-

nard continued the war against Boson, and
lost his life in a battle fought between them
in the month of July, 886. Bernard had
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three sons : Guillaume and Warin, who died
young ; and another Guillaume, surnamed the

Pious, who succeeded him as Count of Au-
vergne; and two daughters. (L'Art de Veri-

fier les Dates ; D'Harmonville, Dictionnaire

des Dates ; Sismondi, Histoire des Fraugais,

iii. 230, &c.) J. W. J.

AUVERGNE, EDWARD D', rector of
Great Hallingbury, in the county of Essex,

was born in Jersey, in the latter half of the

seventeenth century. He was entered at

Pembroke College, Oxford, and he took his

degree of Bachelor of Arts in Michaelmas
term, 1679, and his Master's degree in May,
1686. King William III. made him his

chaplain, and in this capacity he attended
him in all his wars in the Spanish Nether-
lands. He was also rector of St. Brelade, in

the isle of Jersey, and afterwards was made
chaplain to the third regiment of Guards.
On the 11th of December, 1701, he was in-

stituted to the rectory of Great Hallingbury
(upon the advancement of Dr. Robert Hun-
tington to a bishopric in Ireland), which he
held until the time of his death, which oc-

curred on the 13th of November, 1737. He
wrote the history of the campaigns of Wil-
liam III., of many of the events of which he
was an eye-witness, comprised in the follow-

ing works :— 1. " A relation of the most re-

markable transactions of the last Campagne
in the Confederate Army under the command
of His Majesty of Great Britain, and after

of the Elector of Bavaria (Maximilian II.),

in the Spanish Netherlands, Anno Dom.
1692," London, 1693, 4to. 2. " The History
of the last Campagne in the Spanish Nether-
lands, anno Dom. 1693, with an exact draught
of the several attacks of the French line by
the Duke of Wirtemberg with the detach-

ment under his command," London, 1693,

4to. This was edited by his friend and coun-

tryman Dr. Philip Falle. The preface to

this work is dated from Bruges. 3. " The
History of the Campagne in the Spanish

Netherlands anno Dom. 1694; with the

Journal of the Siege of Huy," London, 1694,

4to. The preface to this work is dated from
Bruges. 4. " The History of the Campagne
in Flanders for the year 1695, with an ac-

count of the Siege of Namur," London, 1696,

4to. 5. " The History of the Campagne in

Flanders for the year 1696," London, 1696,

4to. The preface to this work is dated from
Bruges. 6. " The History of the Campagne
in Flanders for the year 1697. Together
with a Journal of the Siege of Ath, and a
summary account of the Negotiations of the

General Peace at Ryswick," London, 1698,

4to. 7. " The History of the Campagne in

Flanders for the year 1691, being the first

of His late Majesty King William the Third,

and completing the History of the Seven

Campagnes of his said Majesty to the Treaty

of Ryswick," London, 1735, 4to. Tliis work
contains a history of the events leading to
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the war, and the author thus accounts for

the great dehiy in its publication :
—" I could

not be master enough of my subject at that

time to give a full account of it, which is the

reason why this work hath not appeared
sooner ; and not being tied to any particular

time, I have composed it as it suited best

with my own leisure and inclination

I have used all possible diligence to give an
exact and impartial account of affairs, to in-

form the people of England of the truth,"

&c. (Wood, Athence Oxonienses, iv. 749,

750, edit. Bliss; Gentleman s Magazine for

1737, p. 702 ;
Salmon, History and Anti-

quities of Essex, 93.) J. W. J.

AUVERGNE, GUI II., COUNT D',

second son of Robert IV., succeeded his

brother, Guillaume X., in the year 1195.

Richard I., King of England, following the

example of his father Henry II., claimed the

suzerainte, or feudal superiority of Auvergne.
Philippe Auguste, the French king, refused

to acknowledge his right, and a war ensued.

Richard contrived by fair promises to draw
the Count and Dauphin of Auvergne [Au-
vergne, Robert, Dauphin D'] into his in-

terests. This proved an unfortunate alliance

for them. Philippe entered Auvergne with
an army, ravaged the country, and made
himself master of several places ; while Ri-

chard returned to England, leaving the count
and dauphin to their fate. They were obliged

to throw themselves on the mercy of the king,

who granted them peace, but obliged them,
as a condition, to sacrifice those portions of
territory which he had already seized. In
the year 1197 a great quarrel arose between
Gui and his brother Robert, the Bishop of

Clermont. The bishop, having excommuni-
cated his brother, and placed his lands under
an interdict, hired troops, with which he
devastated his territory during two years.

The count, driven to extremities, wrote to

the pope. Innocent III., beseeching him to

interpose his authority, in order to put an
end to the murders, burnings, and pillage

committed by his brother with impunity in

his province. Before an answer arrived from
the pope, Gui had surprised his brother and
thrown him into prison. This circumstance
was speedily communicated to the pope, who,
in his letter dated in 1199, authorizes the

prelates therein named to absolve Gui from
the ecclesiastical censures, on condition of

his performing penance and making due
satisfaction for the excesses of which he had
been guilty in seizing and imprisoning the

bishop. In the month of July of the same
year the Archbishop of Bourges, Henri de

Sulli, succeeded in reconciling the two
brothers, and inducing them to conclude a

treaty of peace, which they confirmed in May,
1201. In 1202 Gui committed to the bishop's

custody " his city and subjects of Clermont,"

to hold until he and his had made their peace

with the King of France. From this time the
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Bishops of Clermont held possession of the
city until the year 1552, when they were
ousted by a decree of the Parliament of Paris
given in favour of Catherine de INIedicis, to

whom the province of Auvergne had been
bequeathed by her aunt Anne, Countess of
Auvergne, in 1524. In 1206 the count and
his brother were again at variance : Gui a
second time made the bishop his prisoner,

and was again excomnmnicated by the pope,
Innocent III. Philippe, having marched
against him with a strong force, compelled
him to release the bishop and give security

for the reparation of the damage he had done.
In the year 1208 the province of Rodez was
bequeathed to him by the Count Guillaume

;

but he sold it in the following year to Ray-
mond IV., Count of Toulouse, who already
possessed a portion of it. In the same year
he took part in the crusade against the Albi-

genses. Fresh disputes having arisen in

1211 (according to the Chronicle of Bernard
Ithier) between Gui and the Bishop of Cler-

mont, Gui completely destroyed the abbey of
Mauzac. P'or this violent act Philippe sent

against him Dampierre, Sire de Bourbon,
who took from him one hundred and twenty
places, all of which the king conferred upon
the conqueror. Gui continued the struggle

until stripped of nearly every possession, and
then retired from the field. His fiefs were
never restored to him. He died in the year
1 224. In 1 1 80 he married Pernelle de Cham-
bon, who brought him the lands of Combraille
as her portion. By this lady he had three

sons and three daughters. Gui is described

as a great drinker and an incorrigible pillager

of the church, appropriating to himself sacred
vessels or the contents of a convent's cellar

with equally unscrupulous rapacity. This
peculiarity may account for the bitter quarrels

between himself and the Bishop of Clermont,
and the severity with which he was treated

on occasion of these outbreaks. (Capefigue,

Histoire de Philippe Auguste, iii. 50; L'Art
de Verifier les Z)ates.) J. W. J.

AUVERGNE, GUILLAUME D', the

Latinized form of whose name is Gulielmus
Alvernus or Arvernus, Bishop of Paris, was
born at Aurillac, in the last half of the twelfth

century. He studied at Paris, and early dis-

tinguished himself by his diligence and great

ability ; theology, philosophy, and mathe-
matics were his favourite objects of study,

and in due course he became one of the doc-

tors of the Sorbonne and professor of theo-

logy. On the death of Barthelemy, Bishop
of Paris, in 1228, Guillaume d'Auvergne was
chosen to fill the vacant dignity. His religion

was more than theoretical. In the year
1 225, while only a professor, he founded a new
Maison des Filles-Dieu, or female peniten-

tiary, at St. Denis, and placed there several

women who had been reformed by his ex-

ertions ; and every year of his episcopacy is

said to have been distinguished by pious
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foundations or institutions, and other merito-
rious works, a minute account of which is

given in the " Gallia Christiana." Among
others may be named the foundation of
the priory of St. Catherine, in 1229

;

the concessions granted, through his influ-

ence, to the Franciscans and Trinitarians in

1230 ; and the foundation, in 1234, of a bap-
tismal church at Crene, near Villeneuve St.

Georges. The demands of the University of
Paris for extended privileges did not meet
with his support. The masters, finding that
Blanche, the queen-regent, disregarded tlieir

remonstrances, applied to the bishop, antici-

pating his ready concurrence in favour ofthe
institution with which he had been so long
and intimately connected. It would appear,
however, that he considered his own rights

to be infringed by the claims of the Univer-
sity, and he consequently co-operated with
the chancellor, Philippe de Greve, in his op-
position to them. In concert with the papal
legate, he excommunicated such of the mas-
ters and scholars as had bound themselves by
oath not to return to Paris until they should
obtain the satisfaction they demanded. In
the year 1230 he was sent into Brittany for

the purpose of counteracting the treasonable

practices of Peter, Duke of Brittany, who,
having entered into an alliance with the

English king, Henry III., was exerting him-
self to induce his vassals to join him in his

defection. Guillaume succeeded in bringing
back the Breton nobles to their natural alle-

giance, and, in order to release them from
their oaths of fealty to the duke, he declared
him degraded from his principality by virtue

of an act published in the month of June,

1230, in an assembly of prelates held in the

city of Ancenis. IBetween the years 1234
and 1238, Guillaume d'Auvergne was ac-

tively employed in foi'warding the resolutions

which condemned the plurality of benefices.

In the latter year, the king, Louis IX., re-

deemed the Holy Crown of Thorns, which
had been pledged to foreigners for the ex-

penses of the French Crusades ; the Bishop
of Paris presided at the religious ceremonies,

which took place on the 11th of August,
1239, when the cro"\vn was delivered to him,

and was by him placed in the royal church of

St. Nicholas, called the Holy Chapel since its

re-erection under the reign of the same king.

He baptized the eldest son of Louis IX. in

1244, and in the following year attended the

king in his interview with the Pope Innocent
IV. at Cluny. A crusade was projected, but

the bishop had the good sense and the good
fortune to dissuade the king from the I'ash

and ruinous enterprise. The last act that is

recorded of this prelate's life is his sub-

scription, in the year 1248, to the solemn
condemnation of the Talmud, pronounced by
the legate Eudes, on the advice of fortj'-three

doctors of theology and canon law. He died

on the 30th of March, 1249, N.S.
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Guillaume d'Auvergne was held in great
estimation during his life, and his virtues
have not been overlooked by posterity. His
perceptions were keen and rapid, and his

judgment solid. He was well acquainted
with the philosophy of Plato and Aristotle,

but never hesitated to reject and refute such
of their doctrines as appeared to him to be
contrary to truth. He was a zealous opponent
of heresy in all its forms. His proofs are,

for the most part, drawn from Scripture and
reason, whence he has been accused of neg-
lecting the fathers : it is probable that he
thought the sacred writings the better au-
thority. He is said to have been the first

doctor of the Sorbonne who made use of the
books attributed to Hermes, or Mercurius
Trismegistus. Clarke, in his " View of the
Succession of Sacred Literature" (ii. 735),
calls him the most valuable writer of his
age—neither so dry as to disgust, nor so dif-

fuse as to be powerless.

There is no complete edition of this au-
thor's works, which are extremely numerous.
The most comprehensive is that published at

Orleans, in 1G74, in 2 vols, fob, edited by
Ferron, canon of Chartres. The first volume
contains the following works :— 1 . De Fide.
2. De Legibus. 3. De Virtutibus. 4. De
Moribus : this consists of thirteen discourses,

filled with scholastic arguments, historical or
fabulous narratives, texts of Scripture, and
cpiotations from Aristotle, Cicero, and other
writers. 5. De Vitiis et Peccatis. 6. De
Tentationibus et Eesistentiis. 7. De Meritis.

8. De Retributionibus Sanctorum. 9. De
Immortalitate Animse. 10. Rhetorica Divina :

this is a treatise on prayer. It was the first

of Auvergne's works printed, and passed
through more editions in the fifteenth and
sixteenth centuries than any other by the

same author. 1 1. De Sacramentis in generali.

12. De Sacramento Baptismi. 13. De Sacra-
mento Coufirmationis. 14. De Sacramento
Eucharistise. 15. De Sacramento Pceniten-

tiae. 16. De Sacramento Matrimonii. 17. De
Sacramento Ordinis. 18. De Sacramento
Extremae Unctionis et de Sacramentalibus.

19. Tractatus de Causis cur Deus homo.
20. Tractatus novns de Pcenitentia : this is a
supplement to the former treatise on the same
subject. 21. De Universo. lliis is the au-
thor's most important work. It is arranged in

two principal divisions, each of which is sub-

divided into three sections. The three sections

of the first division treat of— 1. the Author,
origin and principles, or natui'e of the uni-

verse ; 2. its duration, and difierent states,

past, present, and future ; 3. the Providence

which preserves and governs it. In the se-

cond division, the author considers— 1. pure

intelligence freed from matter ; 2. the calo-

dsemones, or good spirits; 3. the cacoda?-

mones, or devils. Dupin and some meta-

physicians of modern times have highly

eulogised this work ; and even Daunou, the
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writer of the rather severe critique upon it

in the " Histoire Litteraire de la France,"
admits that the author has claims to much
originality, and deserved a more prominent
place in the history of philosophy in the

middle ages than he obtained. The second

volume of this edition comprises—22. Three
hundred and forty-two discourses. 23. De
Trinitate et Attributis Divinis. 24. De
Claustro Anima;. 25. A Supplement to the

treatise on penitence. 26. De coUatione et

pluralitate beneficiorum. Of the discourses,

one hundred and eleven are upon the Epistles

for the Sunday masses, from the first Sunday
after Epiphany to the twenty-fourth Sunday
after Trinity. One hundred and forty are

upon the Gospels for the same Sundays, and
ninety -one upon the saints' days. Great
doubts are entertained respecting the author-

ship of these discourses, which is by some
attributed to Guillaume Perault, Archbishop
of Lyon. Oudin supposes that Auvergne
was the author, but that they were abridged
by Perault, in which form we now have
them. The Dominicans, on the other hand,

to whose order Perault belonged, insist upon
his sole claim to the authorship, and in addi-

tion to the difierence of style between these

discourses and the undoubted productions of

the Bishop of Paris, adduce the evidence of
Bernhard Guidonis, Sahanac, Laurent Pig-
non, and others, and especially the manu-
scripts of the Sorbonne and other places.

27. The work " Errores detestabiles contra

Catholicam veritatem, per R. P. D. Guilliel-

mum Parisiensem damuati, anno 1240," not

in this edition, but printed in the " Maxima
Bibliotheca Patrum," xxv. 329, closes the list

of the authenticated works of the Bishop of
Paris. In 1591 Dominique Trajani published

at Venice, in folio, an edition of Auvergne's
works ; but it was far from complete, com-
prising only twenty-one works. Many of the

separate treatises have passed through a great

number of editions, a particular account of
which is given in Hain, " Bibliographicum
Repertorium," No. 8225—8323. The " Rhe-
torica Divina," printed at Ghent in 1483, 4to.

is the first book known to have been produced
in that town with a date. There is a Gloss
on the Epistles and Gospels, written by one
Guillaume or Guillerin, entitled " Postilla

in Epistolas et Evangelia," which passed
through nearly eighty editions between 1475
and 1520. This is commonly attributed to

Auvergne, but his claim to the authorship

can only be considered as probable. Trithe-

mius and other writers mention works en-

titled " Summa Virtutum," " De Operibus
Virtutum," &c. ; but these appear to be no-

thing more than parts of some of the treatises

enumerated above. (^Gallia Christiana, vii.

94—100 ; Trithemius, Catalogus Scriptorum

EccJesiasticorum, 91, edit. 1531 ; Oudin,
Commentarius de Scriptoribus Ecclesiasticis,

iii. 100—105 : Richai'd and Giraud, Biblio-
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theque Sacre'e, xii. 412—419; Histoire Litte-

raire de la France, xviii. 357—385.)

J. W. J.

AUVERGNE, GUILLAUME II. (or
IV,), surnamed the Younger, was the son of
Acfred, Count of Carcassonne, and of Ade-
linde, the sister of Guillaume the Pious.
He succeeded to the countship of Auvergne
on the death of his uncle, Guillaume the
Pious, in 918; but that of Carcassonne does
not appear to have descended to him. Im-
mediately on his accession he attacked and
made himself master of the city of Bourges,
but was driven out by the inhabitants ; and
having again seized it, Raoul, Duke of Bur-
gundy, and Robert, Duke of France, recap-
tured it, in the year 922. Raoul, having been
raised to the throne of France, marched
against the Count of Auvergne, who refused
to acknowledge his title, in 924, for the pur-
pose of forcing his submission. An accom-
modation was effected between them, in

which the king gave up Bourges and the pro-
vince of Berri to the count, which he had
taken from him before his elevation to

the throne of France. This reconciliation

was not of long continuance. In 926 hosti-

lities again commenced between them, pro-
voked by the insubordination of the count
and his brother Acfred, and were continued
until the death of the count, in December of
the same year. In some of his charters he
calls himself Marquis ofAuvergne and Count
of Macon. {L'Art de Verifier les Dates.)

J. W. J.

AUVERGNE, GUILLAUME VII.,
COUNT D', was the son and successor of
Robert II., and during the lifetime of his

father bore the title of Count de Clermont.
He became Count of Auvergne about the
year 1096. In 1102 he quitted France for

the Holy Land, in company with the elite of
the nobility of his province. He was present
with Raymond de Saint Gilles at the blockade
of Tripoli in 1103, at which time Raymond
gave one half of the city of Gibelet, situated

between Tripoli and Beyrout, to the abbey of
St. Victor of Marseille. This gift is said to

have been made by the advice of Guillaume,
whose name appears among those subscribed

to the grant. He is stated to have returned
to France about the year 1114. The subse-

quent events of his life that are recorded re-

late principally to his dispute with the Bishop
of Clermont, who shared with him the tem-
poral authority of this city. Guillaume, in

order to secure the sole authority, seized the
cathedral in 1121, aided by the treachery of
the dean, and fortified it against the bishop,

who was driven by this violent proceeding
to implore the aid of the king, Louis le

Gros. The Count of Auvergne was forced,

by the presence of the royal army, to render
satisfaction to the bishop, l)ut five years after-

wards he recommenced hostilities, and, in

order to meet the anticipated interference of
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the king, he engaged the Duke of Aquitaine to

support him in his enterprise by acknowledg-

ing him to be his feudal superior or suzerain.

The king, however, got the start of the duke,

and, entering Auvergne, laid siege to Mont-
ferrand. A party of the besieged in a sortie

fell into an ambuscade, and were made pri-

soners by Amauri, Count de Montfort, who
conducted them to the quarters of the king.

In answer to their offers of ransom, Louis

ordered one of the hands of each to be struck

off, and sent them back thus mutilated to the

town. This barbarous act, so characteristic

of the times, struck terror into the besieged,

and they resolved to surrender. In the mean-

time the Duke of Aquitaine approached, and

the king hastened to meet him. On behold-

ing the formidable array of the royal troops,

the duke lost no time in making his submis-

sion, acknowledging himself the vassal of the

crown, and offering to represent the Count

d'Auvergne at the court of the king for the

purpose of receiving whatever judgment

might be passed upon him. The offer was

accepted, and a day fixed for the parties to

plead their cause before the king at Or-

leans : but the count and bishop anticipated

the judgment of the court by consenting

to an accommodation between themselves,

in the year 1128. Guillaume died about

the year 1136. {L'Art de Verifier les Dates;

D'Harmonville, Dictionnaire des Dates?)

J. W. J.

AUVERGNE, GUILLAUME IX.,

COUNT D', called the Elder, was the bro-

ther of Robert III. Guillaume VIII., the

Younger, also called the Dauphin, and who
commenced the family of the Dauphins d'Au-

vergne, had succeeded to the province of Au-

vergne on the death of his father Robert III.,

about the year 1145. In the year 1155 his

uncle, afterwards Guillaume IX., disputed his

right, and the two parties immediately had

recourse to arms. During the continuance

of the dispute Henry IL, King of England,

entered Auvergne. As Duke of Aquitaine,

Henry claimed cognizance of the affair, and

summoned Guillaume the Elder to his tri-

bunal. Guillaume at first consented, but

afterwards appealed to the King of France as

his sovereign lord. This step led imme-

diately to a dispute between the two so-

vereigns as to their respective jurisdictions.

They had an interview upon the subject,

which, however, led to no satisfactory ar-

rangement, and hostilities commenced be-

tween them. While the two kings thus waged
war in the Vexin, the two Guillaumes con-

tinued their struggle in Auvergne. In 11G2

they came to a temporary accommodation,

and employed this season of peace, in union

with the Viscount de Polignac, in ravaging

the ecclesiastical territories of the bishoprics

of Clermont and Pui. The oppressed inha-

bitants besought the assistance of the pope,

Alexander III., then in France, and of the
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king, Louis le Jeune. Louis hastened to the
spot at the head of an army, and made the
two counts and the viscount prisoners, and
refused to restore them to liberty until they
had undertaken to indemnify the injured par*

ties for their losses : he then sent them to the

pope for absolution. In 11G3 hostilities re-

commenced between the two counts, on which
occasion Henry II. of England gave his as-

sistance to Guillaume VIII. , the nephew,
and ravaged the lands of the uncle. Finally,

about the year 1169, Guillaume IX. consented
to an arrangement by which he gave up to

his nephew one moiety of the city of Cler-

mont with that part of the Limagne which
has for its capital Vodable, or, according to

others, Aigueperse. It was from this parti-

tion that both counts and their successors

respectively took the title of Counts of Cler-

mont. Guillaume IX. is supposed to have
died about the year 1182. He married Anne,
daughter of Guillaume II., Count de Nevers,
by whom he had Robert, who succeeded him
as Count of Auvergne, and one other son and
two daughters. The dispute as to jurisdiction

between the kings of France and England,
Louis and Henry, was never settled. {^DArt
de Verifier les Dates ; Sismondi, Histoire des

Frangais, v. 457.) J. W. J.

AUVERGNE, MARTIAL D', also called

Martial de Paris, a distinguished lawyer,

wit, and poet, was born at Paris, about the

year 1440, and died on the 13th of May,
1508. The place of his birth has been dis-

puted. La Croix du Maine makes him a na-

tive of Limousin, and Benoit le Court asserts

that he was called D'Auvergne, because born
in that province. Both these statements

however are contradicted by his epitaphs, as

given in the additions by Joly to Loiseau's
'' Offices de Fi-ance," book i. vol. i. p. 144.

It is in Latin prose and in French verse, and
from it, indeed, we collect almost all that is

known respecting him. The French epitaph

is as follows :

—

" Cv devant gist en sepulture

Maistre Martial d'Auvergne surnorame,

Ne de Paris, et fut plein de droicture
; ^

Pour ses vertus d'un chacun bien ayme ;

En Parlement Procureur renomme,
Par cinquante ans exerca la pratique ;

Avec ses pere et mere est inhume
Les honorant comme fils catholique :

Sous Jesus Clirist en bons sens pacifique

Patiemment rendit son esperit,^

En May trieze ce jour la sans replique

Qu'on disoit lors mile cinq cent et huit."

The Latin epitaph states in addition, that

he was the adviser and supporter of the poor

and that he died of old age.

In Denis Godefroy's edition of the " Chro-

nique de Louis XL," also called " La Chro-

nique scandaleuse," by Jean de Troyes, there

is the following passage :—" In the month of

June (1466), the time when beans become

good, it happened that many men and women
lost their wits : and even at Paris there was a
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young man named^ Marcial d'Auvergne, pro-

cureur in the Court of Parliament and No-
tary of the Chastelet de Paris, who had been

married three weeks to a daughter of Jacques

Fournier, Conseiller du Roy in the Court of

Parliament of Paris, who lost his wits to

such an extent, that on the day of Monseig-

neur St. John the Baptist, about nine of the

clock in the morning, he threw himself from

his chamber-window into the street in a fit

of frenzy, and broke his thigh and bruised

his body all over, and was in great danger of

death." Goujet, who quotes this passage,

asserts that La Croix du Maine has founded

upon it his statement that Martial d'Au-

vergne died of fever, &c., and adds further,

that in the edition of the Chronicle, pub-

lished at Paris in 1558, neither the name of

Martial d'Auvergne nor that of the lady to

whom he was married occurs, and that the

reference of the passage to the poet is purely

conjectural. It must be observed, however,

that the names do occur in the Chronicle as

printed by Petitot in his " Collection des

Memoires' relatifs a I'Histoire de France,"

vol. xiii. There do not appear to exist any
further statements respecting him.

Martial d'Auvergne was one of the best

writers of his time ; distinguished not less

for his judgment and honesty than for his

wit. His works are:— 1. " Les Arrests

d'Amour." At the time at which this work
was written the courts of love had ceased to

exist. During the twelfth, thirteenth, and
fourteenth centuries they were held in seve-

ral cities of France, and exercised a consider-

able influence over the manners of the times.

The judges were generally ladies of high

rank, and the cases submitted to the decision

of these extraordinary tribunals embraced

every imaginable point that could give rise

to dispute or doubt in matters of love and
gallantry. Their jurisdiction could not be

rejected nor their sentences appealed from.

These decisions were called Arrets d'Amour.
Many of the best writers have discussed the

subject of the courts of love, and have con-

templated it from widely different points of

view. Sir Walter Scott, in the following note

to " Anne of Geiersteiu," has given in a few

words a sufficiently comprehensive notion of

this institution to enable us fully to appre-

ciate the work of Martial d'Auvergne. " In

Provence during the flourishing time of the

Troubadours love was esteemed so grave and
formal a part of the business of life, that a

Parliament or High Court of Love was ap-

pointed for deciding such questions. This

singular tribunal was, it may be supposed,

conversant with more of imaginary than of

real suits; but it is astonishing with what

cold and pedantic ingenuity the Troubadours

of whom it consisted set themselves to plead,

and to decide, upon reasoning which was not

less singular and able than out of place, the

absurd questions which their own fantastic
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miaginations had previously devised. There,

for example, is a reported case of m.uch cele-

brity, where a lady (Guillemette de Baraques)
sitting in company Avith three pei'sons (Sa-

vari de Mauleon and two others) who were
her admirers, listened to one with the most
favourable smiles, while she pressed the hand
of the second, and touched with her own the

foot ofthe third. It was a case much agitated

and keenly contested in the Parliament of

Love, which of these rivals had received the

distinguishing mark of the lady's favour.

Much ingenuity was wasted on this and simi-

lar cases, of which there is a collection in all

judicial form of legal proceedings under the

title of ' Arrets d'Amour.'

"

The arrets given by Martial d'Auvergne
are 51 in number: although purely imagin-
ary, they must not be regarded as a satire,

being in fact very faithful imitations of the

questions usually discussed in the courts of

love, although in some instances rather more
free than their models. They are in prose,

with a poetical introduction and conclusion.

The earliest dated edition was printed by
Le Noir, at Paris, in 1525, 4to., two or

three without date having been printed

there previously. La Croix du Maine assigns

the date of 1528 to the earliest edition, but

this a mistake, the work thus referred to

being a 52nd Arret, written by Gilles d'Au-
rigny, under the title " Le Cinquante deux-
ieme Arrest d'Amours avecques les ordon-

nances sur le Fait des Masques." In 1541

the Arrets were published at Paris in 8vo.

with the title " Droitz nouveaulx et Arrestz

d'Amours, publiez par Messieurs les Sena-

teurs du Parlement de Cupido, sur I'estat et

police d'Amour, pour avoir entendu le dif-

ferent de plusieurs amovxreux et amoureuses."

Other editions printed at Paris, in 1545, 8vo.,

1555, 16mo., and at Lyon in 1581, 16mo.,

were entitled " Lqs Declamations, Procedures,

et Arrests d'Amours, donnez en la Court et

Parquet de Cupido, a cause d'aulcuns dif-

ferens entenduz sur ceste police." The work
was also printed at Paris in 1546 and 1556,

16mo., at Lyon in 1587, KJmo., at Eouen in

1597 and 1627, 12mo. This last edition con-

tains only 48 Arrets. The most recent and
the best is one edited by Lenglet du Fresnoy.

under the title " Les Arrets d'Amour, avec

I'amant rendu Cordelier a I'Observauce

d'Amour, accompagne's des commentaires de

Benoit de Court : edition augmente'e de notes

et un glossaire des anciens termes," 2 vols.

Amsterdam or Paris, 1731, 12mo. The com-
mentaries here referred to appeared for the

first time in Latin, in 1533, at Lyon, in 4to.,

and M^ere entitled " Arresta Amorum, cum
erudita Benedicti Curtii Symphoriani expla-

natione," and have accompanied most of the

subsequent editions of the Arrets. Benoit

le Court was a skilful jurist of Lyon, and has

displayed a good deal of learning and given

many excellent expositions of points of civil
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law in his commentary, and that with a
gravity which adds not a little to the drollery
of the text. The 52nd Arret, under the title

" Des Maris umbrageux, qui pretendent la

reformation sur les privileges des Masques,"
and a 53rd, of a licentious character, entitled
" Arrest rendu par I'abbe' des Coruards," &c.
were added to the greater number of the edi-

tions that appeared from 1541. The Arrets
have been translated into Spanish by Diego
Gracian, and were published at Madrid in

2 vols. 8vo. in 1569.

2. " Les Vigilles de la Mort du feu roy
Charles VII. a neuf pseaulmes et neuf lecons
contenant la cronique et les faitz advenuz
durant la vie dudit feu roy," Paris, about
1492, 4to., printed by Pierre le Caron.
Another edition printed by Jehan du Pre',

Paris, 1493, 4to., also 1505, 4to., besides four
or fii^e editions without date. An edition

was printed at Paris in 1724, 8vo. in 2 vols,

under the title " Les Poesies de Martial de
Paris dit d'Auvergue." Martial d'Auvergne
is indebted chiefly to this work for his repu-
tation. It consists of between six and seven
thousand verses, and gives a chronological

and very circumstantial account of the mis-
fortunes and exploits of Charles VII. and the

principal events of his reign. The poet has
named his work after the office of the Roman
Catholic church called Vigils, the form of
which he has adopted : the place of the psalms
is occupied by historical narratives tending to

the praise of the king, and which are recited

like the lessons, by the nobility, clergy, and
people, and also by France, peace, pity, the

chaplain of the ladies, justice, church, &c.
personified. The poem closes with the death
of Charles VII., on the 22nd of July, 1461.

3. " L'Amant rendu Cordelier a I'Observ-

ance d'Amour," Paris, 1490, 4to., again

about 1492, by Pierre le Caron. Also three

early editions without date. It was also

printed with the Arrets d'Amour in 1731.

Da Verdier mentions an edition in 1473,

but the existence of such an edition appears

to be very doubtful. This is a poem of two
hundred and thirty-four strophes, each con-

taining eight verses ; and comprises an
account of a disconsolate lover, who, having
fallen asleep in a meadow, dreamt that he

was driven to despair by the rigour of his

mistress, and had resolved to become a Cor-
delier. The object of the poem is to show
the folly and extravagance into which the

passion of love plunges those who abandon
themselves to it, and the despair it causes

when unrequited. This work appeared ano-

nymously, and has been attributed by some
to Charles, Duke of Orleans, the father of

Louis XII. The striking resemblance how-
ever between the style of this poem and the

thirty-seventh Arret, where the case of the

lover turned Cordelier is mooted, has led to

its being generally assigned to Martial d'Au-
vergne.

VOL. IV.

4. *' Devotes Louanges a la Vierge Marie,"
Paris, 1492, 8vo. Again in 1494, 1498, and
1509, 8vo. The existence of an edition of
1489, mentioned by Denis and Panzer, is

denied. This is a history of the life of the
Virgin Mary, containing the usual amount
of fable. Extracts from Martial d'Auvergne's
poems are given in Auguis's " Poetes Fran-
9ois depuis le XII. siecle jusqii'a Malherbe,"
ii. 271—287. (Niceron, Me'moires pour
servir a VHistoire des Hommes Ilhistres, ix.

171— 183, X. 273—275; Goujet, Bihliotheque
Frangoise, x. 39—68 ; La Croix du Maine
and Du Verdier, Bihliotheques Francoises,
edit. Rigoley de Juvigny ; Brunet, Manuel du
Lihraire, edit. 1843 ; Rolland, Uecherches sur
les Coiirs d'Amour—inserted in Leber, Col-
lection des Meilleures Dissertations relatives a
VHistoire de France, xi. 307, &c., 1826 ; Me-
langes tire's d'une Grande Bihliotheque (by the
Marquis de Paulmy and others), iv. 331—356

;

Raynouard, Choix de Poesies des Troubadours,
ii. 79—124, Introd.) J. W. J.

AUVERGNE, PETROLS D', a Pro-
vencal poet of the twelfth century. There
has been much confusion between Peyrols,
Pierre d'Auvergne, and Pierre de la Ver-
negue, both Ginguene' and Nostradamus
having in some cases confounded them to-

gether. Peyrols was born at the Chateau
of Peyi'ols, close to Roquefort, in the apa-
nage of the Dauphin d'Auvergne, Robert.
The Dauphin, who was a poet and a patron
of poets, was much pleased with his person,
elegant manners, and the early indications he
gave of poetical talents ; and as he was with-
out fortune, he charged himself with the care
of his maintenance. Peyrols, in compliance
with the custom of the troubadours, selected

a lady whose beauty he might make the sub-

ject of his verses. His choice fell upon Os-
salide de Claustre (called in the antient ma-
nuscripts Sail or Nassal de Claustra), the
sister of the Dauphin, who was married to

Beraud de Mercoeur, a powerful baron of
Auvergne. The Dauphin not only approved
of this poetical passion, but is said to have
extended his complaisance towards his fa-

vourite so far as to encourage and assist

him in carrying it to a criminal extent.

Peyrols appears to have been deficient in

the discretion necessary to a favoured lover

;

for a time he complained in his verse of
the cruelty of his mistress, but at length

he changed his theme to the exultations

of a successful passion. The baroness re-

sented either the imprudence or the imper-

tinence, and the Dauphin banished the poet

from his court, who was thus compelled to

seek his fortime elsewhere. He soon con-

soled himself for the loss of his mistress, and
for some time led a dissolute life, wandering
about the country, and supporting himself by
visiting the courts of the great in the cha-

racter of a jongleur. The third crusade at

length aroused him ; he determined to join

R
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it, and composed on this occasion his Dia-
logue with Love, in which he answers all the

reasons brought forward by the god to induce

him to abandon his design, complains of the

little profit or pleasure his service had
brought him, and prays that peace may soon

be restored between the kings of England
and France, in order that they may prosecute

the war against the infidels. The original

of this poem, which ranks among the best of

his compositions, is given by Fabre d'Olivet,

in his " Troubadour; Poesies Occitaniques du
Treizieme Siecle ;" also by Rochegude and

by Raynouard. A prose version appears in

Sismondi ; and Roscoe, in his translation of

Sismondi, has rendei'ed it into verse. Pey-
rols did in fact visit the Holy Land, as ap-

pears by a sirvente composed by him in

Syria, after the Emperor Frederic Barbarossa

had lost his life and the kings of England
and France had abandoned the crusade.

Raynouard has inserted it in his collection,

vol. iv. p. 101.

On his return to France, towards the close

of the twelfth century, Peyrols married at

Montpellier, and is supposed to have died

there shortly afterwards. About twenty-five

chansons and five tensons by him are said to

be known, the greater part of which are pre-

served among the manuscripts of the Vatican,

No. 3204, and those of the Bibliotheque du
Roi at Paris, No. 7226. Seven are given by
Raynouard, with several extracts : three by
Rochegude ; and prose translations of the

principal are given by Millot. (Baluze,

Histoire Gene'alogique de la Maison d'Au-

veryne, i. 65, ii. 252 ; Millot, Histoire Litte-

raire des Troubadours, i. 322—333 ; Ray-
nouard, Choix des Poe'sies Originales des

Troubadours ; Histoire Liite'raire de la

France, xv. 454—456 ; Rochegude, Le Par-
nasse Occitanien, 88—94; Sismondi, De la

Litte'rature du Midi de VEurope, i. 141

—

144, and Roscoe's Translation.^ J. W. J.

AUVERGNE, PIERRE D', a celebrated

troubadour, who lived in the middle of the

twelfth century, was the son of a citizen of

the diocese of Clermont. Nostradamus calls

him Peyre d'Aulvergne. He is described as

possessed of a handsome person, with a cul-

tivated mind, and of a prudent disposition.

Until Girauld de Borneilh became known, he
was considered as the best troubadour, and
he was treated with proportionate distinction

by persons of high rank. He is said to have
been in such high favour with the ladies, that

after reciting his verses to them he enjoyed
the privilege of saluting her who most pleased

him ; a distinction he generally conferred

upon Clarette de Baux, the beautiful daugh-
ter of the Lord of Berre. All these advan-
tages, however, do not appear to have secured
him a prosperous course in love. In one of
his chansons he complains of the falsehood

of women, and announces his determination
to renounce love and seek for consolation in
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religion. He did so in effect, and after pass-

ing many years in the world with reputation

he embraced a monastic life, in which state

he continued until his death. When this

even took place it is difficult to say. Emeric
David, upon the authority of Ginguene,
whose Life of Pierre de Vemegue, in the
" Histoire Litteraire de la France," he re-

fers to erroneously as the Life of Pierre

d'Auvergne, states, in his biographies of the

troubadours, that he died about the year
1195 ; there is, however, reason to conjecture

that he was alive nearly twenty years later,

as in two of his sirventes he exhorts Philippe

Auguste of France, Otho IV., Emperor of

Germany, and John, King of England (who
were at war in 1214), to make peace among
themselves, and join the Crusade for the re-

covery of Jerusalem.

According to Raynouard, Pierre was the

author of about twenty-five pieces, moral,

satirical, warlike, religious, and amatory. He
seems to have been most successful in the last

species of composition, two specimens ofwhich
are particularly noticed by his biographers.

In the first the poet addresses himself to a

nightingale ; he paints in lively colours his

passion for his mistress, and begs it to go
and repeat to her all that he has said. The
bird executes his mission, and moreover ex-

horts the lady to avail herself of the spring-

time of life to love. Portions of these pieces

have been successfully translated into verse

by Miss Costello, in her " Pilgrimage to

Auvergne," ii. 228, and still more elegantly

by Edgar Taylor, in his " Lays of the Min-
nesingers," p. 243. In the second " Chan-
son " the nightingale conveys to the trouba-

dour the lady's answer. His religious pieces

are three in number, and are filled with de-

clamations against the manners of the times.

Pierre was extremely vain and arrogant. In

two of his pieces he speaks of himself as un-

rivalled in the composition of verses, and in

one of his sirventes he satirizes with great

severity some of the troubadours of his time,

including Girauld de Borneilh and Bernard
de Ventadour, who were his successful rivals.

Raynouard gives seven of his pieces, Roche-
gude two, Auguis tw^o, and Millot various

extracts in prose.

The above is the most consistent account

that can be extracted from the several authors

who have treated of Pierre d'Auvergne by
that name, or who seem to treat of him under
some other. The confusion that prevails is,

however, all but inextricable. In the " His-

toire Litteraire de la France" he is con-

founded with Pierre de la Vemegue, and con-

sequently no notice appears of him by his

proper name in that work ; and Raynouard,
in the fifth volume of his work, has fallen

into a similar error ; while Millot conjectures,

without any just grounds, that he may be the

same as a Jacobin writer (a Dominican
monk) of the thirteenth centui-y known under
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tlie name of Petrus de Alvernia. (Nostra-
damus, Vies des Poetes Provensaux, 1 62

;

Millot, Histoire Litte'raire des Troubadours,
ii. 15—27; Crescimbeni, Vite de' Poeti Pro-
venzali, 121—124; Rochegude, Le Parnasse
Occitanien, 135—141 ; Auguis, Les Poetes
Franigais depuis le XII. Steele jusqu'a Mal-
herbe, i. 129— 135"; Raynouard, Choix des

Poesies Originales des Troubadours.) J. W. J.

AUVERGNE, PIERRE D', also called

PETRUS DE ALVERNIA, ARVERNIA,
or AVERNIA, and PETRUS DE CROS,
as a descendant from that noble family, was
a native of Auvergne, and was born about the
middle of the thirteenth century. Under the
instruction of St, Thomas Aquinas, he became
one of the most celebrated philosophers of
his time, and also a distinguished theologian-
He was a Socius of the Sorbonne and also

Canon of the cathedral of Paris, which dig-

nity he held until his death. Sammarthanus
{Gallia Christiana) inserts him among the
bishops of Clermont in 1302, and assigns his

death to the 25th of September, 1307 ; but
he is said by others, to have died soon after

the year 1301. He has been by some called

a Dominican monk, and also confounded
with Pierre d'Auvergne the Troubadour, who
lived about a hundred yeai"s before him.
His works are:— 1. "Appendix Commenta-
riorum divi Thomse Aquinatis ad libros Aris-

totelis de Coelo quos D. Thomas absolvere
non potuit, nimirum ad Partem iii. et ad iv.

integrum," printed with the Commentary of
Thomas Aquinas," Venice, 1495, foL, 1506,
foL, and 1562, fol. 2. " Commentarii in

libros Aristotelis de Motibus Animalium, De
Longitudine et Brevitate Vita?, De Juven-
tute^et Senectute, De Respiratione, De Vita
et Morte," Venice, 1507. 3. "Commen-
tarii super quatuor libros Meteororum Aris-

totelis." Preserved in manuscript in the

Navarre and Sorbonne libraries at Paris,

and in the libraries of Baliol College and
Merton College, Oxford. 4. " Commentarii
in Aristotelem de Somno et Vigilia." In ma-
nuscript in the Navarre and Sorbonne libra-

ries, and in the library of Merton College,

Oxford. 5. " Commentarius in xii. libros

Metaphysicorum Aristotelis." In manuscript
in the Navarre library, and in the Bodleian.

6. " In Aristotelis libros de Sensu et Sensato

et de Memoria et Reminiscentia." In manu-
script in the library of Merton College, Ox-
ford. 7. " Commentarius in Politica Aristo-

telis ; In libros parvorum Naturalium ; In
libros De Causis." In manuscript in the li-

brary of St. Peter's College, Cambridge.
(Quetif and Echard, Scriptores Ordinis Prce-

dicatorum, i. 489 ; Grosses vollstiindiges Uni-
versal-Lexikon, " Peter von Alvernia," "Peter
von Auvergne;" Oudin, Commentarius de
Scriptoribus Ecclesiasticis, iii. 593 ; Catalogi

librorum Manuscriptorum AnglicB et Hibernice,

Oxford, 1697.) J. W. J.

AUVERGNE, PIERRE D', a Canon of
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the church of the Blessed Virgin Mary, at
Paris, lived in the last half of the thirteenth
century, and was celebrated for his scholastic
learning. In 1272 the Rectorship of the
University of Paris became vacant, and the
University, not being able to agree in the
election of a Rector, submitted the matter for

decision to the papal legate, who, in 1275,
appointed Pierre d'Auvergne to the vacant
post. About the j^ear 1300 he wrote " Sum-
ma Qusestionum quodlibeticarum." The
time of his death is not known. (Bulseus,

Historia Universitatis Parisiensis, iii. 418,

705 ; Oudin, Commentarius de Scriptoribus

Ecclesiasticis, iii. 527, 528.) J. W. J.

AUVERGNE, R O B E R T, surnamed
DAUPHIN D', was the son of Guillaume
VIII. the Younger, Count d'Auvergne, and
succeeded, on the death of his father in 1169,
to that portion of the province which had
been ceded by Guillaume the Elder in the

same year. He, like his father, bore the title

of Count of Clermont, and in some of his

Actes he is styled Count d'Auvergne. In
the year 1195 he, together with Gui, Count
of Auvergne, entered into an alliance with
Richard I., King of England, against Phi-
lippe Auguste, King of France. [Auvergne,
Gui II., Count D'.] In the struggle which
ensued the French king took from him Is-

soire and other places, and deprived him of the

rights he possessed in Clermont ; and Richard,

regardless of his entreaties for assistance, left

him to his own resources. Thus circum-
stanced, he threw himself upon the mercy of
his sovereign, and by treaty, dated the 30th
of September, 1199, acknowledged him as his

immediate lord. By a treaty between the

Dauphin and St. Louis, dated February, 1229,
the Dauphin, after doing homage and taking

the oath of fidelity to the king, is restored to

the possession of several estates which I^ouis

had placed under the wardship of Archam-
baud de Bourbon. The inference drawn from
this treaty is that the Dauphin had joined

Guillaume, Count of Auvergne, in his revolt

against Louis during his minority. He died

at a very advanced age, on the 22ud of May,
1234.

Robert is described as an accomplished
knight, and he held no mean rank among the

troubadours of his time, to whom his court

was always open. He received, among others,

Peyrols d'Auvergne, Pierre d'Auvergne,

Pierre Vidal, Faidit, Hugues Brunet, Per-

digon, &c. His love of magnificence was
great, and in the early part of his career he

indulged it to an extent ruinous to his for-

tune ; subsequently, however, by what means
is not clearly known, he more than restored

his exhausted finances. He was a writer as

well as an admirer of verse. The Bishop of

Clermont, his cousin, who is described as a

bold, turbulent man, much addicted to sarcasm,

composed some satirical verses against the

Dauphin about the year 1212, who replied in

K2
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a sirvente, and accused the bishop of having
caused the husband of a lady of whom he
was enamoured to be assassinated. The
bishop answered this retort by another satire,

to which the Dauphin replied by a second
sirvente, in which he reproached the bishop

with having refused the rights of sepulture

to his best friends, because he found that they

could not pay sufficiently large fees. The
sirventes launched by Richard I., King of

England, and the Dauphin, against each

other, are extremely interesting. It has been
stated above that Richard left the Dauphin
and Gui II., Count of Auvergne, in the lurch

after they had joined his party against their

own king : the consequence of which de-

sertion was that they were obliged to sacrifice

a part of their lands as the price of peace.

Shortly afterwards war recommenced be-

tween the English and the French king, and
Richard again summoned the Dauphin and
Count to his aid. They refused, and Richard
published his sirvente against them, com-
mencing with the line

—

"Daufin ieu voill demander."

The Dauphin replied with a sirvente in Pro-
vencal, beginning

—

" Reis, pus vos de mi chantatz,"

in which he defends his conduct with much
dignity and firmness. This piece is his best,

the subject-matter and the rank of his oppo-

nent affording him an opportunity to display

his powers as a poet to the best advantage.

His compositions are unsurpassed for purity

of language and skill in versification. It

appears from the sirventes against the bishop

that Robert had joined the league against the

Albjgenses, and the Count of Toulouse on the

entry of the Duke de Montfort into Lan-
guedoc.

The Dauphin is also the author of several

teusons. Crescimbeni mentions some as

being among the manuscripts in the Vatican.

One between the Dauphin and. Perdigon is

in the manuscript No. 7225 of the Biblio-

theque du Roi, at Paris. His pieces will

be found printed in Raynouard, iv. 256—259
;

V. 124—126 ; also in the " Histoire Litteraire

de la France," with translations. Translations

or paraphrases are given by Millot, i. 62— 68
;

303—312, and the Sirvente against Richard
in Rochegude and Auguis. {Histoire Litte-

raire de la France, -2L\in. 607—615; HArt
de Verifier les Dates, edit. 1818, x. 158;
Raynouard, Choix des Poesies Originates des

Troubadours ; 'hl\\\oi„Histoire Litteraire des

Troubadours ; Rochegude, Farnasse Occita-

nien ; Auguis, Les Foctes Frangais, &c.

jusqu'a Malherbe, i. 95—98.) J. "VV. J.

AUVERGNE, THE'OPHILE MALO
CORRET DE LA TOUR D', was born at

Carhaix, in the department of Finisterre, on
the 23rd of December, 1743. He was de-

scended from the House of Bouillon, through

an illegitimate branch ; he, however, took the
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name and arms under the authority of a
decree of the parliament of Paris. He re-

ceived his early education under the Jesuits
in the college at Quimper, and was placed at

the proper age in the military school, where
his assiduity and talents were rewarded with
the Cross of Merit. His love of study was
united to a passion for arras. History, lan-
guages, and antiquities occupied all his

leisure time, but were never allowed to in-

terfere with his duties as a soldier. On the
3rd of May, 1767, he entered the corps of
musketeers, and after five months' service in

the same year, he passed into the grenadier
regiment of Angoumois, with a commission
as sub-lieutenant. On the breaking out of
the American war of independence, he asked
leave to serve against the English in Ame-
rica : this application was refused, but he ob-
tained permission to serve under the Due de
Crillon in the campaign ofMinorca, and joined
the Spanish army, then engaged in the siege
of Mahon, as a volunteer. He distinguished
himself greatly by his bravery and coolness,

took a conspicuous part in every action, and
contributed not a little both by his personal
exertions and by his example to the injury
and annoyance of the English. On one oc-

casion, after a sharp conflict, he returned
under the English battery to look for a
wounded soldier, whom he raised on his

shoulders and carried off in safety to the
Spanish camp. The Due de Crillon was so
much struck with this generous act that he
immediately offered him the command of the
numerous corps of volunteers. Auvergne de-
clined the offer: but afterwards, in 1782,
accepted the post of aide-de-camp to the
duke, whom he served in this capacity until

the end of the campaign. On the termination
of the American war in 1783, Auvergne re-

joined his regiment, in which he rose to the
rank of captain. At the earnest solicitation

of the Due de Crillon, he visited Madrid in

1786, where he was received in the most
flattering manner by the Spanish court.

Charles III. conferred upon him the mili-

tary order of Caiatrava, and at the same
time offered him a pension, according to

some, of one thousand livres ; others say three
thousand : the pension he refused, although
he was poor.

When it became necessary for the French
to defend their revolution by arms, Auvergne
was among the first volunteers. As senior
captain he accepted from the general-in-chief,

Muller, the command of all the companies of
grenadiers, amounting to 8000 men (which
were united, and obtained the name of the
Infernal Column), but he refused all further
promotion, although the rank of general was
frequently offered to him. During this war,
his principal exploits were performed with the
army of the Western Pyrenees. In 1794 he
made himself master of St. Sebastian by the
following daring manoeuvre. He threw him-
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self iuto a skiff with a single eight-pounder,

and sailed for the rock on which the place is

situated. He landed and immediately sum-
moned the commander to surrender, telling

him that the French had brought all their ar-

tillery with the determination of reducing the

fortress. " But, captain," said the commander,
thrown off his guard, " you have not fired a
single shot against the citadel ; at least do me
the honour to salute it, otherwise I cannot
surrender to you." Auvergne immediately
returned to his skiff and brought his eight-

pounder to play, which was answered by a
shower of bullets. He then returned, and the

keys of the citadel were delivered to him.
In the course of the Spanish campaign he
made eight or nine thousand prisoners, and
rendered himself master, among other places,

of the extensive foundries of Eguy and Obey-
lietie.

Peace was concluded between France and
Spain on the 22nd of July, 1794. In the fol-

lowing year Auvergne embarked at Bayonne
with the intention of returning to France, but
the vessel was captured by the English, and
he remained a prisoner in England until

1796. On his return to France, he found
his place in his regiment filled up, a report

having been circulated that he was dead.

The value of his commission was paid him
in assignats, and he retired to the village of

Passy on a pension. This pension he trans-

ferred to a poor family ; and soon afterwards

quitted his retirement, under circumstances

truly characteristic of his noble and generous
nature. M. Lebrigant, a man of letters of

much merit, advanced in years, was depend-
ent on an only son eighteen years of age:

this youth was summoned to join the army
under the conscription. Auvergne no sooner

heard of the painful situation of M. Lebx'i-

gant, who was his friend, than he hastened

to the Directory, and asked permission to

supply the young man's place, whom he
thus restored to his father. His destination

was the army of the Rhine, with which he
continued until the treaty of Campo For-

mio, which was signed in 1797. He retired

from service for a short time, and then joined

his old comrades during the operations in

Switzerland. Ill health compelled him once

more to seek retirement, but before the close

of the century he again offered his services.

As he declined any other rank than that of

captain, Napoleon conferred upon him in the

month of May, 1799, the title of First Grena-
dier of France. This distinction was com-
municated to him through Carnot, then Mi-
nister of War, and was accompanied by a
sabre of honour. Auvergne at this time served

in the forty-sixth demi-brigade, which formed
part of the army of the Danube, under the

command of General Moreau. After the

passage of the Danube the French gained se-

veral victories over the enemy, and made
themselves masters of Swabia and part of
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Bavaria. The Austrian general, Kray, was
closely pursued, and on the 27th of June,

1 800, the division of the French army, under
the command of Lecourbe, came up with
him at the village of Oberhausen, near Neu-
burg. A furious conflict took place. In

the midst of the fight, Auvergne attempted to

seize one of the enemy's standards, but re-

ceived a thrust from a lance which pierced

him to the heart. His last words were " I

die contented—I desii'ed so to end my life."

He was buried with his colonel and twenty-

seven officers on the spot on which he pe-

rished. By the unanimous desire of his com-
rades, his heart was deposited in an urn and
carried by a fourrier at the head of his com-
pany : at each roll-call the sergeant com-
menced with the name of Auvergne, to which
the fourrier replied, " Dead on the field of
honour." By a decree of the Consuls, his

sword of honour was suspended in the church
of the Invalids, then called the temple of
Mars, and the urn in which his heart was
enclosed was, after some time, deposited in

the Pantheon. On the restoration of the

Bourbons, this urn was claimed and held by
a family of the same name as the deceased,

but by a decree of the Cour Royale, passed

early in the year 1837, it has been ordered to

be delivered up to a family named Kersausie.

Three monuments have been erected to his

memory; one on the height behind Ober-
hausen, raised by his grenadiers in a single

day, another in the city of Carhaix in 1801,
and the third in the same neighbourhood in

the year 1841.

Many anecdotes are extant respecting

Auvergne. They show a singular consist-

ency of character, and justify the numerous
eulogiums that have been passed upon him
for modesty, bravery, disinterestedness, and
magnanimity. The affection of his soldiers

shielded him effectually against the revolu-

tionary fury which, in the midst of his exer-

tions for France, would have sacrificed him
as a noble. He is said to have borne a strik-

ing resemblance both in features and cha-

racter to his gi'and uncle, the Marshal de
Turenne. The comparison is rather in fa-

vour of Auvergne than otherwise : he was
never beaten in battle ; never faltered in his

fidelity to^ the republic ; and never deserted

his colours. So much cannot be said of the

marshal. It is true Auvergne never was at

the head of an array, but as commander of

eight thousand grenadiers, his post was far

from unimportant.

The short periods of leisure which were
enjoyed by Auvergne were devoted to philo-

logical and antiquarian researches. He was
familiar with all the languages of Europe.

In 1792, he published at Bayonne, in 8vo.,

" Nouvelles Recherches sur la langue, I'ori-

gine, et les antiquite's des Bretons, pour servir

a I'histoire de ce peuple. Par M. L. T. D. C,
Capitaine au 80^ regiment d'Infanterie." He
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is said to have become dissatisfied with his

work, and to have suppressed many of the

copies. To this work is added " Pre'cis his-

torique sur la ville de Keraes" (Carhaix), the

foundation of which he attributes to the

Eoman general Aetius, about a. d. 436.

This precis had appeared in the " Dictionnaire

de la Bretagne" of Jean Ogee, but is here cor-

rected and enlarged by reflections on the

means of extending the commerce and pros-

perity of the city. According to the Bio-

graphic Universelle and Querard, a second edi-

tion of the " Nouvelles Recherches" appeared
in 1795, in 8vo. In 1797, they were repub-

lished under the title "Origines Gauloises,

celles des plus anciens peuples de I'Europe,

puise'es dans leur vraie source ; ou, Recherches
sur la langue, I'origine et les Antiquites des

Celto-Bretons de I'Armorique, pour servir a
I'histoire ancienne et moderne de ce peuple

et a celle des Frangais," Paris, 8vo. At
the end of this work is a " Glossaire Poly-
glotte ; ou, tableau comparatif de la descend-

ance des langues." This glossary only ex-

tends through letter A, being, as the author
states in his preface, a sketch of a larger w^ork

(probably that mentioned hereafter), the ma-
terials for which were however prepared.

Another edition of the " Oingines Gauloises"

was published at Hamburg, in 1801, 8vo.,

"augmentee d'une notice historique," by
Mangourit. The object of this work is to

prove that the Gauls have been known under
the name of Celts, Scythians, and Celto-

Scythians; that their language is preserved

in Brittany, and that the Bas-Bretons are

their descendants ; that traces of their lan-

guage are found in those of various nations

of Europe and Asia, amongst which the Celts

or Gauls made settlements ; and that it is to

the Celts or Gauls that the Greeks and Ro-
mans are indebted for their worship, and the

greater number of their customs. The man-
ner in which Auvergne has treated his sub-

ject is spoken of in terms of high approba-

tion by those who have examined his book
critically. He left behind him in ma-
nuscript, a " Dictionnaire Breton-Gallois-

Fran^ois," and a " Glossaire Polyglotte" of
forty-five languages, in which he compares
the Breton with the other antient and modem
languages. His life has been written by
Roux, Lecoz, and recently (in 1841) by
Buhot de Kersers. (Rabbe, Biographic des

Contemporains ; Arnault, Biographie des

Contemporains ; Memoir, by Villenave, in

the Portraits et Histoire des Homines xitiles,

publies par la socie'te Montyon et Franklin,

331—350 ;
Querard, La France litteraire ;

Remarques sur les Origines Gauloises, par

J. B. Roux, in Millin's Magasin encijclo-

pe'diqiie, iv. annee, i. 524, &c.). J. W. J.

AUVIGNY, JEAN DU CASTRE D',

was born of a good family in the Hainault,

about the year 1 700 or later, but scarcely as

late as 1712, the year mentioned in the
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" Biographie Universelle." He was edu-
cated under the superintendence of his uncle,

who was probably an ecclesiastic. In 1728
his uncle died, and D'Auvigny went to Paris.

In the capital he became known as a man of
pleasure and cultivated intellect. Patronised
by the Abbe Guyot des Fontaines and M.
d'Hozier, he assisted both of these writers in

their publications, and at the same time
wrote several original works—romance, his-

tory, and biography. These productions,

although now not much esteemed, seemed to

flow from his pen with an easy grace, and
D'Auvigny might have risen to literary dis-

tinction had he chosen to cultivate his

powers, and not sacrifice too much of his

time to pleasure. It appears that D'Auvigny
was married, but to whom or at what time is

uncertain. His circumstances were easy, if

not affluent, and his society was much courted.

At length, however, he grew tired of the

gaieties of Paris, and, not being sufiiciently

devoted to literature, resolved to enter the

army.
The French and English were at the

time engaged in hostilities ; D'Auvigny be-

came attached to a company of light horse,

and lost his life at the battle of Dettingen, on
the 27th of June. 1743. It is said that he
was ambitious of writing an autobiography,

and that his ostensible object in becoming a
soldier was to add an additional charm to

the future narrative of his life.

His writings, alphabetically arranged by
Querard, are— 1

. " Amusements historiques,"

2 vols. Paris, 1735, 12mo. 2. " Anecdotes
et Recreations historiques," Paris, 1736,

12mo. 3. " Anecdotes galantes et tragiques

de la Cour de Neron," Paris, 1735. In the

Privilege this work is said to be composed
by Dellery ; but it is attributed by some to

Constant d'Orville, and by others to the

Abbe' Desfontaines ; the Abbe himself, how-
ever, in his " Observations sur les Ecrits

modernes," gives it to D'Auvigny. 4. " Aven-
tures d'Aristee et de Telasie, histoire ga-

lante et heroique," 2 vols. Paris, 1731, 12mo.
Some copies of the same date bear the

title " Les Voyages et Aventures d'Aristee

et de Thelasie, par Madame D * * *." 5.

" Aventures du Jeune Comte de Lancastel,"

Paris, 1728, 12mo. Although this is ascribed

to D'Auvigny by the Abbe Lenglet, it was
most probably written by De Vergy. 6.

" Histoire de France et Histoire Romaine,
par demandes et par reponses, nouvelle

edition" (the third), 2 vols. Paris, 1749,
12mo. The first edition was only in one
volume, containing the History of France,
The " Bibliotheque Historique de France"
mentions D'Auvigny as the author of the

edition of 1729, and the Abbe Guyart as

author of the additions in the subsequent

editions, although the title declares that they
were by the Abbe Desfontaines, who had a

principal share in the work. It is probable,
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however, that the Abbe Guyart and Desfon-
taines were the same person mentioned in

the narrative above as the Abbe' Guyot des
Fontaines. 7. " Histoire de la Ville de
Paris," 5 vols. Paris, 1735, 12mo. The first

four volumes by D'Auvigny and Desfontaines,
the fifth by L. J. de la Bari-e, who revised
the whole work. 8. " L'Histoire et les

Amours de Sappho de Mytilene, avec une
Lettre qui contient des Reflexions sur les

Accusations formees contre ses moeurs, par
Madame D * * *," Paris, 1724, 12mo. ; also

at the Hague, 1743, 12mo. 9. " Melchu-
kina, ou Anecdotes secretes et historiques,"

Amsterdam (Paris), 1736, 12mo. 10. " Me-
moires de Madame de Barnevelt," 2 vols.

Paris, 1735, 12mo. : revised by the Abbe'
Desfontaines. 11. " Me'moires du Comte de
Comminville," Paris, 1735, 12mo. 12. "La
Trage'die en prose, ou la Trage'die extra-

vagante, come'die en un acte et en prose,"

Paris, 1730, 12mo. 13. " Vies des Hommes
illustres de la France, avec la continuation
par Perrau et Turpin, depuis le commence-
ment de la Monarchic," 27 vols. Paris,

1739—57, 12mo. Of this work D'Auvigny
wrote altogether ten volumes : the first eight
appeared during his lifetime ; the ninth and
tenth were a posthumous publication. (Mo-
reri, Grand JJictionnaire Historique ; Bio-
graphie Universelle ; Querard, La France
Litteraire.) G. B.
AUVITY, JEAN ABRAHAM, was for

many years surgeon of the Hopital des En-
fans Trouves at Paris. He was also a mem-
ber of the College and of the Royal Academy
of Surgery, and had a high reputation for

skill in treating the diseases of children. He
died at an advanced age in 1821.
The present reputation ofAuvity is founded

on two prize essays published in the " His-
toire de la Societe Royale de Me'decine de
Paris," vol. ix. Paris, 1790, for the years

1787,1788. The first is entitled " Me'moire
sur la Maladie aphtheuse des Nouveaux-ne's,
connue sous le nom de Muguet, Millet,

Blanchet, &c." It assisted greatly, together
with the essay of Dr. Sauponts, which ob-
tained the first prize offered by the Society
for essays on the subject, in drawing attention

to this disease, a kind of epidemic malignant
thrush, which is apt to prevail among children
of a few months old when crowded together
in hospitals. The second essay is called
" Memoire sur la question, Rechercher quelles

sont les Causes de I'Endurcissement du tissu

cellulaire auquel plusieurs Enfans nouveaux-
nes sont sujets :" it obtained the first prize

offered by the Society, and contains numerous
observations in illustration of the opinions of
Auvity's colleague Andry, by whom the dis-

ease was first clearly described. [Andry, C.
L. F.] Besides these, Auvity wrote a short
" Me'moire sur I'Hospice de la Maternite,"
which was read before the Society of Me-
dicine, and published in their " Recueil Pc'-
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riodique," torn. iii. 1797, p. 165; it contains
an account of an establishment, then recently
adjoined to the Hopital des Eufans-trouves, for

poor lying-in women, who might afterwards
serve as nurses both to their own children and
some of the foundlings, among whom there had
previously been a terrible mortality for want
of proper nurses. {Dictionnaire Historique
de la Me'decine ; Auvity, Worhs.^ J. P.
AUVRAY, FELIX, a French historical

painter of Paris, where he died in 1833, aged
only thirty-three. He was one of the most
distinguished scholars of Baron Gros. Gabet
mentions the following pictures by him :—
St. Louis prisoner; Gautier de Chatillon
defending St. Louis against the Saracens

;

the Spartan Deserter ; and St. Paul at Athens.
The Art-union of Douai decreed Auvray a
medal of honour, but it arrived at his house
during the ceremony of his funeral.

Another painter of this name, Philipp
Peter Joseph Auvray, was born at Dres-
den in 1778. He studied first with Casa-
nova, and, after his death, with Schenau, of
whose pictures he made copies. He made
copies also of some of the best pictures in the

Dresden gallery, and painted portraits in oil

and in miniature. He died in 1815. (Gabet,
Dictionnaire des Artistes, &c. ; Nagler, Neues
Allgemeines Kiinstler Lexicon.) R. N. W.
AUVRAY, JEAN, was born about the

year 1590. The place of his birth is not
stated ; his profession also is uncertain. In
some laudatory verses prefixed to his " Ban-
quet des Muses" he is styled " Poeticse nee
non chirurgicse disciplinse hujus temporis
facile princeps," which would lead to the

conclusion that he was a surgeon ; but he is

also called advocate of the parliament of Nor-
mandy (Rouen) in Beauchamp's " Recherches
sur les Theatres de France" and Parfait's
" Histoire du Thejitre Frangois." Whatever
his profession may have been, poetry appears

to have chiefly occupied his attention. The
events of his life are not recorded, and he is

said to have died before the 19th of Novem-
ber, 1633.

His works are— 1. " Discours Funebre sur

la Mort d'Henri de Bourbon, Due de Mont-
pensier," with " Stances Consolatoires a
Madame la Duchesse de Montpensier sur le

Tre'pas de son Mari," &c. Rouen, 1608, 8vo.

2. " L'Innocence de'couverte, tragi-comedie,"

Rouen, 1609, 12mo. : printed again in 1628,

The edition of 1609 was printed without any
title, and Parfait has asserted, erroneously,

that it is a different work from the " Inno-

cence de'couverte." 3. " Tre'sor Sacre' de la

Muse Sainte," Amiens, 1611, 8vo., and Rouen,

1613, 8vo. This work, M^hich is dedicated " to

the virtuous princesses, the Damoiselles de

Longueville and d'Etouteville," comprises son-

nets, stanzas, " L'Amaut Penitent," " Chants

royaux sur la conception de la Sainte Vierge,"

and many minor pieces upon sacred subjects.

The author asserts that from his youth he
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had always loved sacred poetry, and exclaims
loudly against those who pervert the art by
applying it to profane purposes. All this,

however excellent in itself, contrasts strangely

with the language and sentiments of the
" Banquet des Muses." Either Auvray held

consistency in little estimation, or he must
have changed his opinions very much for the

worse between the publication of his Tresor

Sacre and the composition of the satires con-

tained in his " Banquet." 4. " Poemes d'Au-
vray, preemiez au Puy de la Conception,"

Rouen, 1622, 8vo. 5. " Triomphe de la

Croix," Eouen, 1622, 8vo. 6. "Le Banquet
des Muses, ou les divers Satyres du Sieur

Auvray: ensemble est ajoutee I'lnnocence

decouverte, tragi-comedie, par le meme au-

teur," Rouen, 1628, 8vo.
;
published again in

1633, under the title " Banquet des Muses,
ou Recueil de Satyres, Panegyriques, Yambes,
Mascarades, Epitaphes, Epithalames, Gayetez,

Amovu'ettes, et autres poemes profanes." Au-
vray admits, in his dedicatory epistle, that

this collection contains scurrilous and comic
poems ; upon which Goujet remarks, that he
ought to have added indecent and obscene.

Gaillard, in his " Monomachie," characterizes

a great portion of the poetry of Auvray by
the line—" Auvray, ce gros camard, plaide

pour les suivantes." Other editions of the

"Banquet" appeared in 1631 and 1636. 7. "La
Madonte, tragi-comedie," Paris, 1631, 8vo.

8. "La Dorinde, tragi-come'die," Paris, 1631,

8vo. 9. " CEuvres Poetiques du Sieur Au-
vray," Paris, 1631, 8vo. 10. " (Euvres
Saintes," Rouen, 1634, 8vo. This collection

was edited ,by David Ferrand, the friend of
the author, and was printed by him in com-
pliance with the dying request of Auvray.
Many pieces are inserted in this collection

which had appeared previously.

Auvray's poems possess much merit ; but

the not infrequent excellencies, both of style

and matter, are more than counterbalanced
by the coarseness and indelicacy of expres-

sion which prevail throughout. (Beauchamps,
Recherches sur les Theatres de France, ii. 82

;

Parfait, Histoire du The'utre Frangois, iv.

414, 494, 520 ; Goujet, Bibliotheque Frangoise,

XV. 318—327; Brunet, Manuel du Lihraire,

edit. 1842.) J. W. J.

AUVRAY, JEAN, Prior of Saint Odon
de Bossets, was born at Montfort I'Amaury,
near Paris, towards the end of the sixteenth

or beginning of the seventeenth century, and
died on the 19th of July, 1661. His prin-

cipal works are— 1. " La Vie de Jeanne Ab-
solu, dite de Saint Sauveur, religieuse de
Fontevrauld," Paris, 1640, 4to. This work
was reprinted several times : the last edition

appeared in 1670. 2. " L'Enfance de Je'sus

et sa Famille, honoree en la Vie de Saiute

Marguerite du St. Sacrement," Paris, 1654,

8vo. 3. " Pratiques de Piete de I'Eglise

Catholique, conformes a 1'esprit et aux des-

seinsde I'Eglise/' &c. Paris, 1651, 12mo.; also
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in 1665 and 1666, 12mo. Martin de Barcos
published a work at Paris in 1644, 8vo.,

under the assumed name of Auvray, entitled
" Censure d'uu Livre que le P. J. Sirmond
a public, et qu'il a intitule ' Prsedestinatus.'

"

(Le Long, Bibliotheque Historique de la

France, i. 905, &c. ; Barbier, Examen Cri-
tique des Dictionnaires ; Lii'on, Singularites

Historiques et Litte'raires, i. 473—477.)
J. W. J.

AUVRAY, LOUIS MARIE, was born at

Paris on the 12th of September, 1762, and
was bred to the law ; but on the breaking
out of the French revolution he entered the

paid national guard. Thence he passed into

the 104th regiment, and after serving with
much credit with the army of the North and
in Italy, was promoted to the colonelcy of the

40th regiment of infantry. He was after-

wards appointed Pre'fet of the department of
Sarthe, in which office he devoted much at-

tention to the statistics of his department, and
published a work entitled " Statistique du
De'partement de la Sarthe," 8vo., Paris,

1802; a volume of 254 pages, which is

considei-ed one of the best works of the kind.

He was deprived of his prefecture in 1814 by
the emperor ; but on the accession of Louis
XVIII. he was raised to the rank of major-
general, and decorated with the order of St.

Louis. He died at his house near Tours, on
the 12th of November, 1833. {Biog. Univ.

Suppl.) t. E. M.
AUWERA, JOHAN GEORG WOLF-

GANG VON, a sculptor of the eighteenth

century, mentioned by Jack, who terms him
an Italian of noble birth. He was educated
in Rome, but settled in Wiirzburg in Bavaria,

where he was court-sculptor; and he died

there in 1756. He executed several monu-
mental works for the cathedrals of Mainz,
Bamberg, and Wiirzburg. The same writer

mentions a Franz Auwera, likewise a
sculptor, who was probably a son of the

above, for he was born near Wiirzburg,

about the middle of the eighteenth century.

He learned sculpture first from a Bamberg
artist, and afterwards from Roman Anton
Boos, then court-sculptor at Munich ; and he
died there, in the Herzog Joseph's Spital, in

the early part of this century. (Jack, Lehen
und Werke der Kiinstler Bambergs.)

R. N. W.
AUXCOUSTEAUX. [Arthur aux

CoUSTEAUX.l
AUXENTIUS, Bishop of Milan during

the middle of the fourth century, was born
in Cappadocia, about a.d. 310. Nothing is

known of his early life, except that he was
an active and useful supporter of Gregory,
the Arian Bishop of Alexandria, during
the second exile of Saint Athanasius ; and
that Gregory rewarded him for his services

with priest's orders about the year 342 or

343. Throughout the Arian controversy,

Auxentius distinguished himself as an oppo-
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nent of the orthodox doctrine of the Trinity

At the Council of Milan, in 355, the sup-

porters of Athanasius were driven into exile

by the Emperor Constantius; Dionysius,

Bishop of Milan, was deprived of his see,

and the services of Auxentius appeared so

meritorious, that, although totally ignorant

of the Latin language, he was summoned
from Cappadocia to succeed him. Four years

afterwards, at the celebrated Synod of Rimini,

Auxentius was a prominent leader of the

Arian minority, which, supported by the Im-
perial authority, forced on that assembly the

adoption of an Acacian or Homoean creed.

After a short period, however, it became ap-

parent that the Western church was on the

whole opposed to the doctrines of Arius and
his followers. Auxentius now pretended

to acquiesce in the prevalent faith, and
struggled, though unsuccessfully, to acquire

the confidence of the orthodox inhabitants of

his diocese.

During the reign of Valentinian, several

attempts were made to procure the deposi-

tion of Auxentius. In 3G9 the indefatigable

Saint Hilary of Poitiers repaired to Milan,

where the Emperor then resided, and en-

deavoured to convince him that Auxentius
was in reality an Arian, and that the spiritual

administration of so extensive and important

a province should no longer be left in the

hands of a heretic. Valentinian ordered

Auxentius to make a public statement of his

belief. Auxentius complied, and his con-

fession of faith appeared so satisfactory to the

tolerant or indifferent Emperor, that, without

further inquiry, he commanded Hilary, as a

calumniator and stirrer up of strife, to retire

forthwith to his own diocese.

In 372 Auxentius was condemned as a

heretic in a synod especially convoked for

the purpose at Rome, by Damasus, Bishop of

that city. The decision of the Synod of

Rome was confirmed by several subsequent

assemblies of the Spanish and Galilean

churches. Auxentius, however, continued to

enjoy the favour of the Emperor, and died

Bishop of Milan in the year 374. (Baronius,

Annales Ecdesiastici, subannis 355, 359, 369;

Moreri, Dictionnaire Historique ; Newman,
The Avians of the Fourth Centurij, chap. iv.

§ 3 and 4.) G. B.

AUXIRON, CLAUDE FRANCOIS
JOSEPH D', son of Jean Baptiste, the

physician, was born at Besan^on, in the

year 1728. He served in the army twice;

first, in the regiment of Austrasie, and after-

wards as captain of artillery. His favourite

pursuit was mathematics, and finding that his

duties as an officer interfered with his mathe-

matical studies, he resigned his commission,

and retired to Paris, where he died in the

year 1778. His works, which were pub-

lished anonymously, are—1. "Projet patrio-

tique sur les Eaux de Paris ; ou, Memoires
sur les moyens de fournir a la ville de Paris
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des eaux saiues," Paris, 1765, 12rao. 2.

" Principes de tout gouvernement ; ou, Examen
des causes de la faiblesse ou de la splendeur

de tout etat, conside're en lui-meme et inde-

pendamment des moeurs," 2 vols. Paris, 1766,

12mo. 3. " Comparaison du projet fait par

M. Parcieux a celui de M. d' Auxiron, pour

donner des Eaux a la ville de Paris," Paris,

1 769, 8vo. 4. " La Theorie des Fleuves, avec

I'art de batir dans leurs eaux et d'en prevenir

les ravages ; traduit de TAllemand de J. I.

Silberschlag," Paris, 1767, according to Bar-

bier ; 1769, according to Querard and the
" Biographic Universelle." (Querard, La
France Litte'raire ; Barbier, Dictionnaire des

Anojii/mes, 1^0^.2553, 14810, 14963, 17792;
Bioqraphie Universelle.^ J. W. J.

AUXIRON, JEAN BAPTISTE. We
know nothing more of him than is stated in

the " Biographic Universelle," namely, that

he was born at Baume-les-Dames, in 1680,

was a physician, and died at Besan^on iu

1760, leaving the following writings : "De-
monstration d'un secret utile a la marine,"

Paris, 1750, 8vo ; and "Nouvelle maniere de

diriger la bombe," Paris, 1754, 8vo.

A. De M.
AUXIRON, JEAN BAPTISTE D',

Professor of French law in the University of

Besan9on, in which city he was born in the

year 1736. He died in the same city, in the

year 1800. He wrote— 1. " Observations sur

les jurisdictions anciennes et modernes de la

ville de Besan9on," Besan9on, 1777, 8vo.

2. " Projets pour les fontaines publiques de la

villa de Besan9on," Besan9on, 1777, 8vo. 3.

" Reflexions sur le sujet propose par I'Aca-

demie de Besan9on (en 1 781, sur les vertus pa-

triotiques)," Besan9on, 1783, 8vo. 4. " Me-
moires historiques et critiques sur les e'cluses de

Besan90a, et sur la navigation du Doubs,"

Geneva (Besan9on),1785, 8vo. He is said to

have left behind him in manuscript an im-

portant work on the means of extinguishing

mendicity in France. {Biographic Univer-

selle ; Querard, La France Litte'raire.)

J. W. J.

AUZANET, BARTHELEMI, a French

lawyer, was born at Paris, in 1591. The
editor of his works informs us that he en-

joyed a wide-spread reputation as an able

practical lawyer, and was extensively em-

ployed. His success is attributed to his pro-

found knowledge, his integrity, and his sound

common sense, while it is stated that he was

not deficient in the more rhetorical qualifica-

tions of an accomplished lawyer. His editor

further appeals to the reminiscences of many
Parisian families who had experienced his

able professional assistance and friendly ser-

vices ; and this view of his character is con-

finned by other writers. When De Lamoig-

non, the first president of the parliament of

Paris, conceived the great project of esta-

blishing a uniform system of law through

all the provinces of France in the more ge-
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neral and important departments of juris-

prudence, and of consequently abolisliing the

corresponding laws of the local coutumes,
he looked to Auzanet as the person most
likely to assist him in carrying the plan into

execution. Auzanet seems to have viewed
the project as somewhat visionary, and only

capable of limited realization. He enume-
rates, in a letter to a friend on the subject of

the various attempts to refomi the law in

France, the various practical difficulties which
stand in the way of projects of uniformity,

when the central government is weak, and
local prejudices and interests are strong. He
makes the remark, that in some matters uni-

formity may be easily accomplished ; and he
instances weights and measures—an unfortu-

nate example, according to the experience of

later times. The sole extent to which he
seems to have voluntarily projected a system
of uniformity, was in the collection of doubt-

ful questions in the local laws of the various

provinces, and the settling of them by lettres

de declaration from the crown, with as near
as possible an approach to system. He was
engaged in making notes with this view,

when Lamoignon employed him to prepare a
memoir on the subject, to be submitted to a
committee of lawyers and official persons.

Several articles were, it seems, laid before

the committee, where they were debated at

such length that Lamoignon became disgusted

with the project, and allowed it to drop. The
fruit of Auzanet's labours, so far as it had
thus been sanctioned, formed a series of what
were called " Arretez," and being withheld
from publication in France, became so far a
subject of interest to juridical students, that a
very inaccurate foreign edition appeared in

1 702. The collection was afterwards printed

in the general edition of Auzanet's works.
The text is the " Coutumes de Paris," which
is accompanied by a series of critical notes,

and by substantive proposals for amendment.
Whether at the instigation of Lamoignon, or

from a change in his own opinions, his views
on law reform, when applied to particulars,

seem to have been more sweeping than the

general sentiments which, as above, he ex-
pressed on the subject. The changes which
he proposed were extensive and important.

The editor of the general collection of the
*' Coutumes de Paris " has printed Auzanet's
work with notes, and he remarks, that having
been left in an imperfect state, and never
finally corrected for the press, many parts of

it are obscure and inaccvirate. Auzanet col-

lected " Arrests du Parlemens de Paris sur

les plus belles questions de Droit et de Cou-
tumes, qui servent de preuves a la plus grande
partie des Notes sur la Coutume de Paris, et

aux Memoires," which the above authority

pronounces to be a somewhat inaccurate

collection. Auzanet was a member of the

Council for the Reformation of Justice ap-

pointed by Louis XIV. in 1665, and he has
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left in his works an interesting account of
the proceedings of that body. He held rank
as Conseiller d'Etat. He died in 1673. In
the accounts given of him by the French bio-

graphical works of reference, the dates are

generally erroneous. {CEuvres de M. Bar-
thelemi Auzanet, ancien avocat au Parle-
ment, 1 708 ; Corps et Compilation de tons les

Commentateurs anciens et modernes sur la

Coictunie de Paris.) J. H. B.
AUZOLES, JACQUES D', Lord of La

Peyre, was born in the castle of La Peyre in

Auvergne, on the 1 4th of May, 1571. He was
the son of Pierre, Lord of Auzoles, and of
Marie Fabry, an Auvergnat lady. He finished

his education at Paris, whither he was taken
for the purpose at a comparatively early age

;

and became secretary to the Duke of Mont-
pensier, whose confidence he enjoyed ; but he
was chiefly known as a writer, especially on
chronology and on subjects connected with the

Bible. He died at Paris, on the 19th of May,
1642. His principal works are as follows:

—

1. A Latin Harmony of the four Gospels,

entitled " Sancti Domini nostri Jesu Christi

Evangelia secundum Evangelistas," fol.

Paris, 1610. The work is arranged in five

columns, four of them respectively appro-

priated to the four gospels; the fifth con-

taining a text harmonized or compounded of
the four, like the " compound text" in Dod-
dridge's " Family Expositor." 2. " Les
Saints Evangiles de N. S. Jesus Christ, selon

les Saints Evangel istes," a French translation

of his Harmony, above mentioned, 4to. Paris,

1610. 3. " La Genealogie de Melchisedech,"

1622. In this work he advanced the opinion

that Melchizedek was still living on the earth.

4. " La Ve'ritable Gene'alogie de Job," 1623.

5. " La Sainte Geographic, ou la Description

de la Terre Sainte, et la Veritable Demonstra-
tion du Paradis Terrestre," fol. 1629. 6. " Le
Disciple des Tems," a reply to the criticisms

of Denis Petau (Petavius) in his book " De
Doctrina Temporum." 7. " L'Anti-Babau,"
8vo. 1632 : a reply to Bolduc, who, in his
" Ecclesia ante legem," had gravely confuted

the opinion of Auzoles respecting Melchize-

dek. Babau is the name of a bugbear em-
ployed by nurses in the south of France to

frighten children. 8. "La Sainte Chrono-
logic." 9. " Le Berger Chronologique," 1633
or 1634. 10. "Ariadne, ou Filet Secourable

pour se debarasser des Filets du P. Petau,"

8vo. Paris, 1634. These two works were in

reply to the " Rationarium Temporum" of

Petau. 11. " Eclaircissemens Chronolo-
giques." 12. " Apologie conti'e le Pere
Salian, Jesuite, du tems auquel a vecu Mel-
chisedech," 8vo. 1635. In this work he
replied to the attacks of Salian in his

"Aunales." 13. " L'Epiphanie." 14. " Le
Mercure Charitable du Sieur de Lapeyre,"
Paris, fol. 1638: a reply to the "Pierre de
touche Chronologique" of Petau. He left

also a large work in manuscript, called the
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" Pantheon." These works show Auzoles to

have been an industrious writer, but of little

judgment and great vanity. He allowed his

friends to call him " the Prince of Chrono-
logers." He regarded the forgeries of Annio
da Viterbo [Annio da Viterbo] as justi-

fiable ; and would have made the year to

consist of three hundred and sixty-four days,

so that it should always begin on Sunday.
He is noticed in several dictionaries under
the head of La Peyre. (^Biographie Univer-

selle, Supplement ; Moreri, Dictionnaire His-
torique ; Jocher, Allgem. Gelehrten-Lexicon ;

Niceron, Me'moires, xxxvii. 123, seq.)

J. C. M.
AUZOUT, ADRIEN, was born at Ptouen,

when is not known ; it is not certain when
he died, but it was probably at Rome, and
either in 1691 or 1693; the registers of the

Academy say the latter, according to Mon-
tucla, but Rozier's list has 1691. Nothing
is known of Auzout, independently of his

inventions and writings, except that his

health was bad to a degree which adds

much to their merit, and that in 1666 his

reputation was so well established that he
was elected one of the first members of the

Academy of Sciences.

Picard avowed to Lahire (Montucla, ii.

569), that much of his application of the

telescope to the astronomical quadrant was
due to Auzout : but Picard does not mention
any assistance on this point in his writings.

Auzout was an inventor of the moveable wire

micrometer, which, it afterwards appeared,

had been invented and used by Gascoigne.

But as the prior invention was not published

till after that of Auzout, and as it had been
forgotten, so far as it had ever been known,
even in England, Auzout must be considered

as the inventor. With this instrument he
first observed and measured the diurnal va-

riation of the moon's diameter; and it is

said that his observations of the comet of

1664, when presented to Louis XIV., sug-

gested to that king the foundation of the Ob-
servatory of Paris : of this comet Auzout
published an ephemeris (Weidler, p. 509),

constructed upon the hypothesis of the comet
moving in one plane, and giving predictions

as to its course, which were verified by the

result : Cassini was doing the same thing at

Rome. He was also one of the first who
seriously attended to the comparison of

weights and measures, ancient and modern.
In all these matters Picard was also engaged,
and he and Auzout were in constant corre-

spondence and co-operation : if Auzout helped
Picard in the application of the telescope

above noted, Picard was useful to Auzout
in completing his micrometer. Auzout was
a skilful maker of telescopes and other in-

struments. Auzout's writings are— 1. " Epis-

tola de duabus novis in Saturno et Jove
factis observationibus," Paris, 1664, 4to. on
which remarks were written by Campani;
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2. " Lettre k M. I'Abbe' Charles, sur le Bag-
guaglio di due nuove osservationi, &c. de Jo-

seph Campani, avec de reraarqvies nouvelles

sur Saturne et Jupiter, sur les lunes de Jupi-

ter," &c. Paris, 1665, 4to. ; 3. " Traite du mi-

crometre, ou maniere exacte pour prendre le

diametre des planetes et la distance entre les

petites etoiles," Paris, 1667, 4to. This last

work was re-printed in the collection pub-
lished by the Academy of Sciences, " Divers

Ouvrages de Mathe'matique et de Physique,"

Paris, 1693, folio, which also contains Auzout's

comparisons of the weights and measures,

under the title 4. "Mesures prises sur les

originaux, et comparees avec le pied du
Chastelet de Paris." (Lalande, Bibliogr.

Astron. ; Delambre, Hist, de L'Astron. Mod.

;

Weidler, Hist. Astron. ; Condorcet, E'loge

;

Biot, Life in Biogr. Univ.') A. De M.
AVALOS, D', written also D'Avalo and

Davalo by the Italians, is the name of a noble
family, originally from Spain, which mi-
grated to Italy and settled in the kingdom of
Naples about the middle of the fifteenth cen-

tury. Ruy Lopez de Avalos, Count of Ri-

badeo, was Great Constable of Castile in the

reign of Juan IL, a weak king, who was go-

verned by his favourite Don Alvaro de
Luna. Enrique, Infante of Aragon, cousin of

Juan, aspired to the hand of Catalina, Juan's

sister. His suit being rejected, he resorted to

violence. Being assisted by his friend Ruy
Lopez de Avalos, he forced his way with a

strong armed party into the king's residence

at Tordesillas, in July, 1420, and removed
the king and his sister to the alcazar of

Avila. A civil war epsued, in the course of

which Enrique was imprisoned, and his par-

tisans were obliged to take refuge in the ter-

ritories of Aragon. Ruy Lopez, one of the

refugees, retired to Valencia; his property

in Castile was confiscated, and the office of

Great Constable, being taken from him, was
given to the favourite Alvaro de Luna. Two
sons of Ruy Lopez, Inigo and Alonso, took

service under Alfonso V. of Aragon, and
followed him in his expeditions to Sicily and
Naples. liiigo de Avalos was page to King
Alfonso, was taken prisoner with him by the

Genoese at the battle of Ponza, a.d. 1435,

and was sent with him to Milan, where the

Duke Filippo Maria Visconti, behaving with

unexpected generosity, released his royal

captive, and even assisted him in effecting

the conquest of Naples. Inigo de Avalos,

being young and of a pleasing address, re-

mained at Milan by desire of the duke, who
kept him at his court. After a time liiigo

rejoined King Alfonso, who was now firmly

seated on the throne of Naples. Both liiigo

and his brother rose high in the king's fa-

vour, through their personal services, as well

as through the remembrance of their father's

unfortunate attachment to Alfonso's brother

Enrique, According to the feudal system,

the king had the disposal of the hand of the
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heiress of a fief: Alfonso bestowed the hand
of Antonia d'Aquino, a Avealthy heiress of an
antient family, upon Inigo de Avalos, who in

virtue of this marriage assumed the title of

Count of Aquino. His brother married a

lady of the Orsini family, but died without

issue, and left his property to Inigo. liiigo

was employed for a time at sea in command
of a squadron against the Venetians. After

the death of Alfonso, he was treated with

equal favour by Ferdinand I. of Naples,

whom he served faithfully in his wars against

the faction of the Anjous, and afterwards

against the Turks, who had taken Otranto.

Soon after this last campaign, a.d. 1481,

Inigo died, leaving several sons, two of

whom, Alfonso and Inigo, are mentioned in

history.

Alfonso d'Avalos, Marquis of Pescara,

eldest son of Inigo, followed the profession of

arms in the service of his king, Ferdinand II.

of Naples, whose personal friend he was.

When [the French under Charles VIII. in-

vaded Naples in 1495, Ferdinand intrusted

him with the command of the Castel Nuovo.
He defended it stoutly for a time, and greatly

annoyed the French by his cannon, but being

obliged at last by the mutinous garrison to

give up that fortress, he followed his fugitive

prince to Ischia and thence to Sicily. He was
one of the first to return after a few months,
when, Charles VIII. being obliged to hurry
back to France, King Ferdinand was again

restored to Naples amidst the acclamations of

the people. It was now Alfonso's turn to

besiege the castle, in which the remaining
French soldiers had shut themselves up, and
he repulsed a strong sortie which they made
with a view to get possession of the mole and
the harbour. Having strictly blockaded the

castle, he restored confidence among the

people, who in their joy saluted him as the
" liberator of his country." He next endea-

voured to procure secret intelligence within

the castle by means of a Moorish slave who
was in it, and to whom he promised a bribe.

But either the Moor played false or the plot

was discovered, for when Alfonso repaired at

night to the appointed place at the foot of the

castle-wall, he was shot at with a barbed ar-

row, which fixed itself in his throat, and
caused his death towards the end of 1495.

Inigo d'Avalos, the younger brother of

Alfonso, was made Marquis del Vasto ; he
served faithfully King Frederic, successor

of Ferdinand II., and when Ferdinand was
obliged to leave Naples in 1501, in conse-

quence of the unprincipled treaty of partition

between his cousin Ferdinand of Spain and
Louis XII. of France, he intrusted the Mar-
quis del Vasto with his family and household,

which he left in the island of Ischia. When,
soon after, the French and the Spaniards came
to an open rupture about the partition of the

kingdom, the Marquis del Vasto joined the

Spaniards, as the cause of King Frederick had
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become hopeless. He served under the great

captain, Gonzalo of Cordova, in his campaign
against the French, but died of fever just be-

fore the decisive battle of the Garigliano, in

December, 1503. His eldest son Alfonso
figured afterwards as Marquis del Vasto in

the reign of Charles V. Inigo left also a
daughter Costanza, who became Duchess of
Amalfi.

Alfonso II. d'Avalos, Marquis del
Vasto, son of the younger liiigo and of
Laura Sanseverina, was an infant when his

father died in 1503. He was brought up to

the military profession, and at an early age
entered the service of his king, Charles V.
He made his first campaign against the

French in Lombardy in 1521—22, under his

cousin the Marquis of Pescara, and was
wounded at the battle of La Bicocca. He
afterwards accompanied Pescara into Pro-
vence in 1524. In the retreat from that un-
successful expedition, Pescara gave up the

command of the infantry to Del Vasto, whilst

he went to Pavia to concert measures with
the Viceroy Lannoi and the Connetable de
Bourbon for opposing Francis I., who had
again invaded Italy. At the decisive battle

of Pavia, in February, 1525, the Marquis del

Vasto was sent by Pescara with a chosen
body of Spanish infantry to force his way
into the park or wood which covered one
flank of the French position. He succeeded,

and having completely routed a large divi-

sion of Swiss infantry in the French service,

he greatly contributed to the victory of that

day. At the end of the same year the Mar-
quis of Pescara died at Milan without issue,

having bequeathed, with the consent of
Charles V., his Neapolitan fiefs to his cousin

Del Vasto, who thus became one of the prin-

cipal barons ofthe kingdom of Naples. Mean-
time Del Vasto, together with Antonio de

Leyva, a brave and able, though unprincipled

Spanish soldier of fortune, remained in com-
mand of the Spanish or imperial army in

Lombardy, which army, composed of men of

various nations, Spanish, German, and Ita-

lian, they had the greatest difficulty in keep-

ing together under anything like discipline.

The soldiers, as their pay was much in

arrear, lived upon the unfortunate Milanese,

committing all sorts of extortion, which drove
the people to frequent revolts. The Spaniards
were besieging the castle of Milan, in which
the Duke Francis Sforza, who had been de-

clared a rebel, had shut himself up, and the

surrounding country was scoured by the

troops of the Pope and the Venetians, who
were leagued with Francis I. of France
against Charles V. This state of things lasted

all the year 1526, during which the castle of

Milan capitulated. In the following spring,

when the Connc'table de Bourbon undertook his

disorderly march towards Rome with what
was still called the imperial army, but which
bore no allegiance to either emperor or king,
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the Marquis del Vasto and other Neapolitan

barons left those plundering bands on the

road, and accompanied the Viceroy Lannoi
to Naples, which was again threatened by
the French. At the beginning of 1 528 a power-
ful French army, under Lautrec, invaded the

kingdom and laid siege to Naples, whilst a
Genoese squadron in the French service

blockaded it by sea. The Spanish viceroy
Moncada, with the Marquis del Vasto and
other generals, and a body of land forces,

embarked in the Spanish ships which were in

the harbour, in order to raise the blockade
and obtain provisions. They fought against

the Genoese, but were defeated ; the viceroy
was killed, and Del Vasto, his brother-in-law

Ascanio Colonna, and many more, were
taken prisoners, and were sent to the admiral
Andrea Doria at Genoa, to wait for their

ransom. Del Vasto, whilst a prisoner of
Doria, who treated him with great courtesy,

discovered that serious misunderstandings,
both personal and national, existed between
the Genoese admiral and the French court.

Doria's term of engagement with King
Francis was drawing to an end. Del Vasto
skilfully availed himself of the opportunity

to induce Doria to enter the service of his

master Charles V., with offers of many
advantages to himself, and, what was of
greater importance to Doria, with a promise
of independence for his own country, Genoa,
where the French were actina; as overbearing
masters. Doria having listened to the pro-

posals, the negotiation was carried on through
the agency of Del Vasto, between Doria and
Charles V. ; and the result was that Doria
quitted the French service for that of the

emperor, and his fleet, instead of blockading

Naples, was employed in carrying provisions

to the town. The further consequences of
Del Vasto's successful negotiations were most
important to the fortune of Charles V. The
French besieging army, being attacked by a

contagious disease, of which Lautrec died,

was obliged ;to capitulate, the permanent do-

minion of Naples was secured to Charles,

together with his paramount influence over
the rest of Italy, while his superiority by sea

was established by means of Doria and the

Genoese fleet.

On his return to Naples, Del Vasto was
employed in the following year, 1 529, in re-

ducing several towns of Apulia, and he re-

ceived for his share of the confiscated pro-

perty of the barons who had taken the part

of the French, the fiefs of Angri, Gragnauo,
Airola, Montesarchio, and Procida. By the

peace of Barcelona, concluded in the same
year between Pope Clement VII. and Charles
v., the Emperor placed the Prince of Orange,
Viceroy of Naples, and his troops, at the

Pope's disposal, for the purpose of ol)ligiug

the Florentines to submit again to the Medici.
The Prince of Orange took with him the

Marquis del Vasto, who was present at the
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campaign of 1 530 in Tuscany, which ended
in the surrender of Florence, and the sup-
pression of the Florentine republic.

Del Vasto repaired to Vienna in 1532,
together with Ferrante Gonzaga, Antonio de
Leyva, and other officers of the army of Italy,

and joined the imperial forces in the cam-
paign of that year against Sultan Solyman in

Hungary. The Turks having soon after re-

tired to Belgrade, the Italian officers returned
home.

In 1535 Del Vasto embarked at Naples
with the expedition commanded by Charles
V. in person against Tunis. On arriving at

Porto Farina, Charles appointed Del Vasto
commander-in-chief of the land forces, whilst
Andrea Doria commanded the fleet. The
Goletta was stormed, and soon after Tunis
was taken ; and Charles having reinstated the
Moorish king, Muley Hassem, as vassal of
the crown of Spain, and having left a Spanish
garrison at La Goletta, the expedition re-

turned to Naples, where the emperor re-

mained several months, during which he
assembled a parliament of the kingdom to

obtain a grant, or gift as it was styled, of
money. Upon this occasion the Marquis del

Vasto and other noblemen, who were dissatis-

fied with the Viceroy Don Pedro de Toledo
for the rigour of his administration, which
respected no rank or person, endeavoured to

persuade Charles to remove him, but they
did not succeed. Del Vasto followed Charles
V. in his journey from Naples to Upper Italy,

when a large army was collected for the pur-
pose of invading Provence. Del Vasto, An-
tonio de Leyva, Ferrante Gonzaga, the Duke
of Alba, and other distinguished officers, held
commands under the emperor in person. Del
Vasto, who remembered the failure of the

former expedition, under his cousin Pescara
in 1524, tried to dissuade the emperor from
the projected invasion ; but Charles, who was
tenacious of his purpose, and was moreover
secretly encouraged by Antonio de Leyva,
persisted. He entered Provence in July,

1536, with 50,000 men, attacked Marseille
in vain, and after losing in a few months
one-half of his army, mostly by disease, made
a disastrous retreat to Italy with the re-

mainder. Antonio de heyvsL having died of
illness during the campaign, the Marquis
del Vasto succeeded him as captain-general

of the Imperial forces in Italy, and shortly

after he was also appointed Governor of the

Duchy of Milan, in 1537. After some fight-

ing in Piedmont between Del Vasto and the

French, a truce for ten years was concluded

between Francis I. and Charles V. at Nice,

in June, 1538.

Del Vasto's administration of the Duchy
of Milan las-ed ten years, and all that can be

safely said of it is, that it was less harsh and
disorderly than that of his predecessor An-
tonio de Leyva, whose name remained long

in detestation among the Milanese. But Del
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Vasto wa3 obliged, in order to support the

troops, as Charles V. sent no remittances

from Spain , to impose fresh taxes and to levy

extraordinary contributions on a country of

limited extent, and already exhausted by
many years of a cruel war, attended by plun-

der, and atrocities of every kind, besides

pestilence and famine. The soldiers, who
had broken up from their cantonments in

Piedmont in consequence of the truce, spread

themselves about the country, living at dis-

cretion, and their comrades in garrison at

Milan seemed disposed to join in the mutiny.

An envoy was sent by the city to Charles V.,

who sent back an order to Del Vasto to levy

on the citizens of Milan, a contribution of

one hundred thousand crowns for the pur-

pose of satisfying the most pressing demands
of the soldiers, who were thus induced to

depart on their way to Hungary to fight

against the Turks. This incident, which
was not a solitary one of the kind, shows

how difficult the position of the Governor of

Milan must have been. He had also the

task of re-organizing the internal adminis-

tration, civil, judicial, and economical, of the

duchy as a dependency of the crown of

Spain. He caused a new body of laws, or
*' constitutions" as they were styled, to be

compiled, which, being approved by the

senate, were sanctioned by Charles V. at his

passage through Milan on his way to the

Algiers expedition in 1541. A new census,

or valuation of the landed property for the

better apportionment of the land-tax, was
ordered at the same time, but it was not

completed till many years after.

King Francis I. who was never thoroughly

reconciled with Charles V., was keeping

secret negotiations with Sultan Solyman
for the sake of stirring him up against

the emperor. Antonio Rincon, a Spanish

refugee, outlawed by Charles, had been taken

by the French king into his service, and sent

to Constantinople as his agent. - Being a man
of subtlety and intrigue, he ingratiated him-
self with the Porte by obtaining, through

some emissaries at Venice, a copy of the secret

instructions sent by the Venetian senate to

its envoy at Constantinople, the knowledge
of which enabled the Turkish ministers to

insist upon the cession of the Morea as a con-

dition of the peace with Venice in 1540.

Soon after Rincon returned to France with

splendid presents from Solyman. Francis

I. despatched him again to Constantinople in

1 54 1 . Rincon was ti'aveiling in company with

Cesare Fregoso, a Genoese refugee, likewise

outlawed by his country, who was going as

French agent to Venice. On arriving at

Turin, in order to avoid the territories of

Charles V., they embarked on the Po to pro-

ceed to Venice, but at the confluence of the

Ticino, below Pavia, they were stopped by
some armed boats and carried off, and were
never seen alive afterwards. It was ru-
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moured that they had been taken to the castle

of Milan and there tortured in order to ex-
tort from them a confession of their secret

instructions. King Francis made loud and
indignant complaints, demanding his agents.

The Marquis del Vasto stoutly denied being
concerned in this dark transaction, and he
maintained that the two agents had been way-
laid and murdered either by private enemies
or by highway robbers. He ordered a search

to be made in the neighbourhood of the spot

where they had disappeared, when the two
mangled bodies of Rincon and Fregoso were
found lying in a field near the banks of the Po.

Langei, the French governor ofTurin, having
instituted a formal inquiry, the depositions

of several boatmen and other attendants of

the two agents were taken, which went to

prove that the boat in which the agents were,

had been seized by the armed boats of the

governor of Milan, This event hastened the

rupture of the truce, in July, 1 542. A desul-

tory war was carried on in Piedmont by Del
Vasto against Annebaut, the French com-
mander. The next year the united Turkish
and French armament, under Khair-ed-din

Barbarossa, having attacked Nice, Del Vasto
hastened to its relief, and was in time to save

the castle, the Turks having plundered the

town before they retired. Del Vasto after-

wards took Mondovi by a capitulation, which
the Spanish soldiers violated, stripping the

Swiss in the French service, who formed the

main body of the garrison, and ill-using and
killing many of them. In the following year,

1544, the French army in Piedmont, being
reinforced, attacked Carignano, where there

was a Spanish garrison. Del Vasto marched
to its relief; a battle ensued near the village

of Ceresole or Cerisolles, as the French write

it, April 14,1544, The Swiss, who formed
a large part of the French army, enraged at

the ill-usage of their countrymen in the pre-

ceding campaign, fought desperately, cheering

one another by shouts of " Mondovi ; remem-
ber Mondovi !" and they gave no quarter.

The veteran Spanish infantry was cut to

pieces. Del Vasto had 8000 men killed, some
say more ; he was himself wounded, and re-

tired to Asti. In September of that year
peace was concluded at Crespy, which lasted

during the remainder of the life of Francis.

The Milanese took the opportunity of the

peace to send deputies to Charles V. in Spain
to remonstrate against the heavy taxes and
other burdens under which they groaned.

It was at the same time insinuated to the

emperor, either by them or by persons at the

Spanish court who were ill-disposed towards
Del Vasto, that the marquis was not a faithful

steward of the monies which he drew from
the people. Being apprised of the charge,

Del Vasto repaired to Spain, where he was
received with coldness by Charles, who de-

sired him to return to Italy and lay his

accounts before the auditors who had been
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already appointed for the purpose. This
intimation was a death-blow to the haughty
spirit of the marquis. He returned to Italy

in ill health, and died of a slow fever in

March, 1546, at his estate of Vigevano, in

Lombardy, from whence his remains were
removed to the cathedral of Milan. Fer-

rante Gonzaga was appointed his successor.

Del Vasto was a man of considerable lite-

rary attainments and a patron of learning.

He had at his court, when governor of Milan,

several learned men, such as Giulio Camillo,

Luca Contile, Girolamo Muzio, Vendramino,
Quinzio, and others, with whom he delighted

to converse on various branches of know-
ledge. He employed some of them in diplo-

matic missions, and liberally supplied their

wants. Contile, in his letters, gives some
interesting particulars concerning the mar-
quis, describing his noble demeanour and
affable manners, and his pleasing conversa-

tion. " His court," he adds, " is exemplary
for its decorum and propriety ; no gambling,

no swearing, no licentiousness," Del Vasto

was himself no mean poet. Muzio relates

that, while accompanying him on a journey

to Mondovi, they were challenging one an-

other on the road to make sonnets and other

short poems, which they afterwards wrote

down and corrected when they arrived at

their station for the night. The poetical

compositions of the Marquis del Vasto are

found scattered in various collections. Some
of his sonnets are among the " Rime di di-

versi," published by Giolito at Venice ; others

in the " Rime scelte " by Dolce, and some
others in the " Rime di diversi " by Arri-

vabene. Crescimbeni speaks very highly

of the poetical merit of these compositions.

Four letters of Del Vasto are inserted in the
" Nuova Scelta di Lettere di divei*si," by Pino,

Venice, 1582. Mazzuchelli had in his col-

lection two medals struck in honour of the

Marquis del Vasto, one of which bears on
the reverse the motto " Africa capta." Maz-
zuchelli quotes also the following epitaph by
Nicola d'Arco :— " Alphon. Davalus Mar.
Vasti moriens immortalitatis suae testes

Cffisarem et hostes Caesaris reliquit." Del
Vasto was one of the most powerful men in

Italy in the service of Charles V. His fame
as a commander, though not so brilliant as

that of his cousin Pescara, stood high, and
he was very useful to his master, both as a

general and a statesman. His personal cha-

racter, like that of most public men of that

age, is not without stain. He left by his

wife Maria d'Aragona, five sons, the eldest

of whom, Francesco Ferrante, was governor
of Milan under Philip II., and afterwards

Viceroy of Sicily in 1568—71. The house

of Del Vasto has maintained a high station at

Naples till our own times. The Marquises

del Vasto, like some other Neapolitan and
Sicilian nobles, had the rank of grandees of

Spain. The Palace del Vasto is one of the
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largest in Naples. In the dialect of the

country Vasto is pronounced Guasto, and
French historians, misled by this defective

pronunciation, write it Del Guast, and some
even Dugast, as they write Pescara "Pes-
caire," occasioning thereby some perplexity

to general readers.

Giovanni Tosi wrote a Life of Alfonso del

Vasto, which has not been published. Giovio,

who knew him personally, wrote a notice

of him in his " Elogia Virorum bello illus-

trium."

CosTANZA d'Avalos, daughter of the

younger Inigo, and sister of Alfonso, Marquis
del Vasto, was born about the beginning of

the sixteenth century. She married Alfonso

Piccolomini, Duke of Amalfi, and was left a

widow at an early age, and without children.

She spent the remainder of her life in study

and retirement. She has been highly praised

by contemporary writers for her virtue, her

beauty, and her poetical talent, and she has

been placed in the same class with her relative

Vittoria Colonna, Veronica Gambara, and
other illustrious and learned Italian women
of that age. Some of her poetical compo-
sitions were published, together with those of

Vittoria Colonna, by Rinaldo Corso, Venice,

1558, and some others are found in the
" Rime di nobilissime Donne raccolte dal

Domenichi," Lucca, 1559 ; and also in the
" Raccolta di rime per la morte d 'Irene di

Spilimbergo." The time of her death is

not stated. Mazzuchelli savs that she was
living about the middle of the sixteenth

century.

Ferdinando d'Avalos, known in history

as the Marquis of Pescara, only son of the

elder Alfonso d'Avalos and of Ippolita di

Cardona, was born at Naples about 1490.

He lost his father while he was an infant.

At four years of age he was betrothed to

Vittoria, the infant daughter of Fabrizio

Colonna, a celebrated commander of that

age. Young Pescara showed an early predi-

lection for arms ; he was also very fond of

books of chivalry, especially in Spanish, a

language which he used in preference to

Italian. At the age of eighteen he married

Vittoria Colonna, whom he seems to have

sincerely loved. Before he entered the array

he spent much of his time on his feudal

estates, which lay scattered in various parts

of the kingdom ; and he is said to have per-

formed the duties of a diligent and equitable

administrator. Pope Julius II., the Vene-

tians, and Ferdinand of Spain having formed

an alliance in 1511 to drive the French out

of Lombardy, Cardona, Viceroy of Naples,

was placed at the head of the allied forces.

Among the Neapolitan barons who went

with the army was young Pescara, who made
this his first campaign in company with

his father-in-law, the veteran Fabrizio Co-

lonna. The beginning of the campaign was
unfortunate, for in April, 1512, the allied
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army was defeated by the French at the
battle of Ravenna, and Fabrizio Colonna,
Pescara, and many other officers, were taken
prisoners. Pescara, who was severely

wounded, was sent to Milan, where he found
a friend in Trivulzio, who was governor for

the French, but whose wife, Beatrice d'A-
valos, was the aunt of Pescara. Trivulzio

allowed his young relative to remain at large

in his own house. Pescara employed some
of his leisure hours in writing a " Dialogue
of Love," addressed to his wife at Naples.

Giovio mentions this little work with praise,

and speaks of it as being published in his

time ; but Tiraboschi could not find it any-
where.
The French army in Lombardy being

much weakened by its dearly bought victory,

the allies, who had been reinforced by a
body of Swiss, resumed the offensive, and
drove the French out of Milan; and Pescara,
now free, rejoined Cardona's army, of which
he commanded the light cavalry. In 1513
he was sent with a strong division of Spanish
troops to Genoa, from whence he drove away
the Adorni, or French party, and caused one
of the Fregosi to be appointed Doge. Re-
turning from Genoa, he joined Cardona
against the Venetians, who had again become
the allies of France. In October, 1513,
Pescara led the attack against the Venetian
army under Alviano, at I'Olmo, near Vicenza,
and defeated it with little resistance. After
the battle, Pescara, who was already an ad-

mirer of the valour and discipline of the

Spanish troops, and especially of the Spanish
infantry, expressed himself in indignant
terms at the cowardly behaviour of the

Venetian troops, and even said, according to

Giovio, that he almost regretted that his

ancestors had fixed themselves in Italy, a
country which produced such weak soldiers.

From that time, says Giovio, the Italians

began to dislike Pescara, whilst he, on his

part, showed a marked predilection for his

Spanish soldiers, and for Spanish usages and
dress. The campaign of the following year,

1514, was one of skilful movements and
manoeuvres between Alviano and Pescara,

near the banks of the lower Adige, in a
country intersected by numerous rivers and
canals. Each of the two watchful com-
manders tried to surprise his antagonist, but
neither succeeded. In 1515 Francis I. having
invaded Lombardy with a powerful army,
took possession of IMilan. Pope Leo X. made
peace with him, and Cardona and Pescara
returned to Naples. Peace was made be-

tween France and Spain in the following

year. Ferdinand died in 1516, and his grand-

son Charles became King of Spain and of

Naples. Pescara was chosen by the city and
the nobility of Naples as their envoy to the

new king. He repaired to Flanders, where
he was well received by Charles, who con-

firmed all the dispositions of his grandfather
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concerning the feudal property in the king-
dom of Naples, which had been taken from
the barons of the French party and given to

the friends of Spain. On his return to Naples,
Pescara received the appointment of General
of the infantry in Italy.

The war which broke out in 1521 between
Charles V. and Francis I. "fforded full em-
ployment to Pescara's activity. Spanish and
Neapolitan troops marched from the kingdom
of Naples to attack the French in Lombardy,
and they were joined on their way by some
Papal troops of Leo X., and by a body of
auxiliaries from Germany. Pescara had the
command of the infantry, and Prosper©
Colonna that of the cavalry. They attacked
Parma, and forced their way into the town,
of which they occupied one half; but the
French made a stout resistance in the re-

maining part. The allies heard, at the same
time, that Lautrec, the French commander-
in-chief, and Alfonso d'Este, Duke of Fer-
rara, were both marching against them. The
position of the imperial army within the
town was critical : a council of war was held,

but the old officers shrank from the idea of
evacuating a place which they had half taken.

They dreaded the responsibility of such a
measure. Pescara, one of the junior officers

present, disregarding vulgar prejudice, ad-
vised an immediate retreat as the only means
of saving the army. This advice, coming
from one well known for his bravery, over-

came the qualms of the rest : a retreat was
ordered, and the army was placed in safety.

Soon after, a serious affray having broken
out between the Italian and the Spanish sol-

diers, in which many were killed on both
sides, Pescara rushed among the combatants,
and succeeded in restoring order. Meantime
a body of Swiss, who had enlisted in the ser-

vice of the pope, came down the Alps, and
Pescara and Colonna, on their side, having
forced the passage of the Adda, Lautrec was
obliged to retire to Milan, followed by the

imperialists, who, headed by Pescara, made
their way into the town, whilst the French
hurried out of it at the other extremity.

Pescara marched next to Como, which he
battered with his cannon. He had opened a

breach in the wall, when the French garrison

capitulated upon honourable conditions for

themselves and the inhabitants. But the

Spanish soldiers, eager for prey, rushed tu-

multuously into the town through the breach,

and began to plunder and commit other ex-
cesses. Pescara exerted himself to protect

the French officers and soldiers, according to

the terms of the capitulation, but did not, or

could not, prevent the pillage of the town.
The historian Giovio, who was present with
the army, being in the retinue of Cardinal
Giulio de' Medici, the pope's legate, says that

he entreated Pescara to save his (Giovio's)

native town, but that Pescara, whilst acknow-
ledging the infamy of his soldiers conduct,
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which he feared would reflect disgrace upon
himself, said that he had no control over his

scattered men in their present state of excite-

ment. " And I have heard him," says Giovio,
" repeatedly observe, that it was a most diffi-

cult thing for a soldier to follow both Mars
and Christ, as the usages and practice of war
were totally opposed to the dictates of justice

and religion."

The French under Lautrec still kept the

field, trying to relieve the garrison which
they had left in the castle of Milan. Pescara
and Colonna went to offer them battle at a

place called " La Bicocca," half-way be-

tween Milan and Monza. The Swiss in the

French service, about 8000 in number (some
say more), advanced to attack the position of

the imperial army. Pescara had placed his

arquebusiers behind a ditch, in four ranks,

with directions for the front rank to fire at a

given signal and then kneel down and load,

whilst the rear ranks fired each in succession,

so as to keep up a continual discharge. This
manoeuvre is mentioned by Giovio as being

first practised by Pescara in the Italian wars.

The Swiss after a discharge of artillery came
running up at a quick step, but they were
received with showers of balls, which de-

stroyed whole companies at a time. Three
thousand Swiss fell in the attack, and the

rest, staggered at seeing the heaps of bodies

lying before them, retreated. The French
cavalry, which had attempted a diversion by
assailing the imperial camp in the rear, was
repulsed by Colonna's horsemen, and the de-

feat of the French was complete. The battle

of La Bicocca, on the 29th of April, 1522, de-

cided the evacuation of Lombardy. Lautrec

retired across the Alps into France. Pescara

and Colonna then marched against Genoa,

which still held out for the French. Pes-

cara dragged his artillery up the rugged
hills which command the town, effected a

breach in the western wall, and stormed the

place. The town was plundered, but Pescara

exerted himself to save the honour of the

women, and killed with his own hand two sol-

diers for committing rape. The churches and
many of the warehouses were saved, and the

citizens were allowed to ransom their pro-

perty by paying a sum of money to the sol-

diers. In order to get the troops out of the

town, Pescara and Colonna circulated a

report that the French were again moving
forward across the Alps into Italy, and on
the fourth day after the storming the town
was cleared, and the army marched with its

booty to Carignano in Piedmont, where Pes-

cara endeavoured to restore discipline, which
had become much relaxed in consequence of

the plunder. A number of loose women and

camp followers, and an immense quantity of

horses and other cattle, encumbered the camp.

Pescara fixed the number of horses to be

retained by each company, dismissed all use-

less and idle persons, and ordered the troops
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to remove into fresh cantonments. A few
turbulent Spanish soldiers having tried to

excite a mutiny, Pescara struck down some
of them himself, and had others seized

and executed on the spot, on seeing which,

the rest slunk away to their companies, and
the army marched quietly into the new can-

tonments assigned to them. The soldiers

feared Pescara and yet they liked him, be-

cause he acted justly and impartially to all,

and even in his anger never lost his self-

command.
Soon after a messenger arrived from Spain

bringing to Colonna the commission of cap-

tain-general or commander-in-chief of the

imperial forces in Italy. Pescara, who, as

general of the infantry, had been upon an
equal footing with Colonna, and had more-
over had the principal share in the success

of the campaign, considered himself ill-used,

and determined to go to Spain to lay his

grievance before the emperor. He found the

court at Valladolid, was received most gra-

ciously, and was made to sit down by the

side of the emperor, who, anticipating the

subject of his errand, exhorted him patiently

to allow the aged veteran Colonna, who was
related by family alliance to Pescara him-
self, to enjoy in his old age the first rank in

the army of Italy, although everybody knew
that Pescara had been the main agent in the

late victories. Pescara then begged of the

emperor to be allowed to resign for the pre-

sent the command of the infantry, volunteer-

ing at the same time his services in any
capacity whenever they might be required.

This was consented to by Charles, who pro-

moted the young Marquis del Vasto, Pes-

cara's cousin, to a higher rank in the army.

After remaining some time at court, where
he was treated with marked distinction, Pes-

cara set off to return to Naples, and Charles

gave him ten thousand golden ducats for the

expenses of his journey to Spain, which how-
ever was only one-half of the sum which it

cost Pescara.

In September, 1523, the French under Bo-

nivet made another irruption into Italy, and

laid siege to Milan, where Colonna shut him-

self up with the few troops he had. In this

emergency the Viceroy Lannoi, who had

succeeded Cardona at Naples, was sent to

Lombardy with all his disposable forces, and

he asked the Marquis of Pescara to accom-

pany him. The winter was spent in desul-

tory warfare, in which Pescara took the prin-

cipal part; and early in the spring of 1524,

Bonivet made a hurried and disastrous re-

treat by Ivrea. In this retreat. Bayard, who
commanded the French rear-guard, received

a mortal wound. He expressed a wish to

surrender to Pescara, who hastened to the

spot, and appointed a guard for the protection

and assistance of the dying knight. In the

same year, and at the instigation of the Duke
I of Bourbon, who had deserted the service of

s
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Francis I. for that of his rival, Charles V.
resolved to invade Provence. Colonna hav-

ing died in the previous winter, at Milan,

Pescara had succeeded him in the command,
subordinate, however, to the Duke of Bour-
bon. Pescara, from the first, was not san-

guine about the success of the expedition, but

Bourbon, like most political emigrants, mis-

taking his wishes for realities, expected a ge-

neral rising in the South of France in his fa-

vour. The army having entered France, laid

siege to Marseille, which defended itself

stoutly, whilst King Francis advanced to

Avignon, with a strong army, to relieve the

town. Pescara, in a council of war, advised

a retreat, to which Bourbon himself assented

with reluctance, and the army withdrew in

very good order ; the artillery being taken to

pieces and carried on carts and mules through
the rugged passes of the Riviera. The sol-

diers had to replace their worn out shoes by
sandals of raw hides. The retreating army,
consisting of about 15,000 men, and encum-
bered with several thousand carts, was twenty-
three days on its march, during which it sus-

tained little or no loss. This retreat was af-

terwards remembered with pleasure by Pes-

cara, as his most arduous undertaking. He
had all along entertained a suspicion that King
Francis would seize the opportunity to invade

Lombardy, which was left destitute of troops,

and he hurried his army back accordingly. His
suspicions were well founded, for he arrived

at Pavia about the same time as the French
crossed the Ticiuo, higher up near Vigevano.
Lannoi, the Viceroy of Naples, who had re-

mained in Lombardy, evacuated Milan, which
King Francis entered without opposition, and
Pescara, Lannoi, and Bourbon, withdrew to

Lodi, to collect their scattered forces, having
left at Pavia, Antonio de Leyva, a Spanish

officer of determined bravery, with a strong

garrison of German troops. Francis L, hav-
ing taken possession of Milan, went to lay

siege to Pavia, at the end of October. Meet-
ing, however, with a most spirited resistance,

in which the citizens joined, he changed the

siege into a blockade, and encamped his whole
army before the town, where he spent the

winter. Meantime the imperial commanders
at Lodi, having received reinforcements from
Germany, resumed the offensive. King
Francis, to effect a diversion, detached John
Stuart, Duke of Albany, with about ten

thousand men, to march against Naples. The
senate of Naples in alarm wrote to the

Viceroy Lannoi, entreating hini to return

with his troops to defend the kingdom.
Lannoi would have done so, but Pescara
strongly remonstrated in council against the

impolicy of dividing the army, thereby run-

ning the risk of losing both Naples and Lom-
bardy, whilst, ifthey kept together, they could

in one battle defeat Francis before Pavia, and
then the Duke of Albany, who had not suffi-

cient strength to conquer the kingdom of
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Naples, would be glad to effect his escape.
Bourbon assented to Pescara's opinion, and it

was resolved to march to the relief of Pavia.
One great difficulty was the want of money,
as the soldiers reftised to leave their winter
quarters unless they were paid their arrears.

Pescara undertook to pacify them ; he re-

paired first to the cantonments of his favourite

Spanish infantry, and pretending not to be-
lieve the reports he had heard, as unworthy
of honoural)le Spanish soldiers, who had not
come to this war as mercenaries for mere pay,
but to obtain victory followed by the liberal

rewards of their sovereign, he appealed to

the deeds of their countrymen in various parts

of the world, which had raised the power of
Spain so high that it was envied by all other
nations ; and he pointed out to them, at the

same time, the prey they had within their

reach, a great and wealthy king, surrounded
by a brilliant retinue of nobles and knights.

The Spaniards were easily won over by
Pescara's address, and they cried out to be
led against the enemy. He then took the
Spanish officers with him to the camp of
the Germans, to whom he represented that

the brave Spaniards were willing to fight,

without waiting for their pay, in order to re-

lieve the German garrison, shut up within
Pavia ; and he hoped that the German sol-

diers would act no less generously to save
their own countrymen. He succeeded with
the Germans as well as the Italians ; but he
found more difficulty with the Spanish heavy
horsemen, who were sullen, because Pescara,

by his new tactics, had carried on operations

chiefly by means of the infanti'y and light

cavalry, and had left the heavy cavalry mostly
unemployed in the war. Pescara, finding

that he made little impression on their minds,
borrowed of his own officers, on his personal

responsibility, a sum of money, which he dis-

tributed among the cavalry. The army,
being now ready, broke up from its canton-

ments in the beginning of February. They
mustered about 22,000 foot and 2000 horse,

commanded by Pescara, Bourbon, and Lan-
noi. After passing nearly three weeks in

reconnoitring and skirmishing, they resolved

to attack the French camp on the 24th
Februai'y, Charles V.'s birthday.

Full particulars of the battle of Pavia are

given by Giovio, Guicciardini, and other his-

torians. The whole plan of attack and the

orders given on the field of battle were
Pescara's. He had for many days previously
kept the French outposts in continual alarm
by feigned attacks, especially by night, until

through weariness they had fallen into a
state of fancied security. The night previous

to the battle he sent a body of men to make
a breach, by means of battering-rams, in a
remote part of the wall of the park, which
covered one flank of the French position, and
at break of day he introduced his cousin the

Marquis del Vasto with 5000 men into the
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park, with orders to opeu a communication
with the garrison of Pavia. King Francis

came out of his camp with all his cavalry,

which he extended in long lines, and in this

position he was attacked by Pescara, Bour-
bon, and Launoi. Pescara ordered out a
body of musketeers from Biscay, whom he
had exercised to form in extended line like

our modern riflemen, and to take advantage
of any protection which the ground afforded.

These men fired with sure aim at the French
men-at-arms, who were unused to this kind of

warfare, and in less than an hour the splendid

French gendarmerie was almost annihilated.

The Swiss infantry, left unsupported by ca-

valry and panic-struck, were routed by the

Spaniards of Del Vasto and driven into the

river Ticino. The famous " bande nere" or

veteran companies of Giovanni de' Medici,

deprived of their accustomed leader, who
had been w^ounded a few days before, were
attacked by the German landsknechte un-

der Bourbon, and they fought most des-

perately; Richard, Duke of Suffolk, who
commanded them, was killed. It was in this

part of the fight that Pescara was severely

wounded in two places. Soon after. King
Francis, being left alone, surrendered to the

Viceroy Lannoi, and the victory of the im-
perialists was complete. Pescara, though
nominally not the first in command, was uni-

versally considered to have won the day.

The Spanish and German infantry gained
the battle, and Pescara's conviction of the

superior importance of the infantry in mo-
dern warfare was verified. The battle of

Pavia was decisive in its results; it fixed

the destiny of Lombardy, and established

the supremacy of the House of Austria in

Italy.

Pescara, as soon as he was able to go out,

went to pay his respects to the captive king,

and it was observed that he appeared before

him in a plain dark dress, and not in velvet

and gold as some of his brother generals.

Francis seemed pleased at this feeling mark
of attention for his present condition, and
took pleasure in conversing familiarly with
the marquis.

The Viceroy Lannoi, who had contributed

little to the victory in the field, wished to

have the best share of the honour. He per-

suaded his prisoner Francis to go to Spain

with him to have an interview with Charles
V. The removal of the French king was
effected in secret. Pescara and Bourbon were
highly offended at Lannoi's presumption, and
Bourbon went to Spain to remonstrate with
Charles. Pescara remained in Lombardy at

the head of the army, but he wrote strong

letters to Spain on the subject. Months passed

and Pescara had no token of the emperor's
approbation, whilst Lannoi was received at

court in the most flattering manner. Mean-
time no remittances came from Spain to pay
the troops, and Pescara, who had pledged his
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word to the officers and soldiers before the
battle, was exposed to reproaches and taunts.

An order came from Charles not to release

Henri d'Albret, King of Navarre, who had
been made prisoner in the battle of Pavia, and
to whom Pescara had promised his liberty on
paying a ransom. Pescara's mind became dis-

satisfied at all these things, and he took no
pains to conceal it. From open dissatisfaction

to treason there is, however, a great step, but

this step some Italian politicians fancied that

they could induce Pescara to take. It had
been agreed in 1521, between the pope and
the emperor, that Francesco Sforza should
hold .the duchy of Milan as a great fief of
the empire. Sforza, however, though he was
acknowledged as duke, had no power as a
sovereign, for the imperial commanders in

Italy were the real masters. Sforza felt un-
easy and discontented, and his chancellor

Morone upon this raised an intrigue, which
proved nearly fatal to himself and his master.

The pope, Clement VII., the Duke of Fer-
rara, the Venetians, and the Florentines were
all jealous of the power of Charles V. Mo-
rone proposed to form a league of all the

Italian states in order to expel the imperial

troops from Italy, reckoning as usual on the

support of France. A leader being required,

Morone fixed his eyes on Pescara, who was
an Italian by birth, though more a Spaniard
than an Italian by feeling and ancestral re-

collections, a circumstance of which either

Morone was ignorant, or to which he did not

attach sufficient importance. Morone dis-

closed the whole scheme to Pescara, stimu-

lating his ambition by the prospect of the

crown of Naples, which, he said, the allies

would guarantee to him, as he made no doubt

that the Neapolitans would prefer one of their

own noblemen, a commander of tried repu-

tation, to a Spanish or Flemish viceroy sent

by a distant prince whom they had never

seen. This part of the scheme was rather

visionary, and must have appeared as such to

a man of Pescara's sagacity, and this is the

strongest argument against those who think

that Pescara was at first an abettor of the

conspiracy. Pescara is said to have started

objections concerning his honour and alle-

giance, which Morone thought of dispelling

by appealing to Rome, where the Cardinal

Accolto and other canonists undertook to re-

move the scruples of the marquis by stating

in writing the antient rights of the see of

Rome over the kingdom of Naples, according

to which the pope had a prior claim to the

allegiance of the marquis. This is stated by
Varchi and Giovio, and it was made the

subject of a formal charge against Clement,

in a letter which Charles V. wrote, in 152fJ,

in reply to a brief of that pope, and which

has been published by Goldast in his " Con-

stitutions of the Empire," and by Lunig in

his " Diplomatic Code of Italy."

An active correspondence was carried on
s2
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for some time between Morone and Ivome,

and a league was formed against Charles V.,

which was styled " holy," because the Pope
was at the head of it. Henry VIII. of Eng-
land, who was tlien in a fit of ill humour
against Charles, joined the league. A cor-

respondence was carried on with the Duchess
of Angoulerae, Francis's mother and Regent
of France, and with Francis himself, then a

prisoner in Spain. The historian Sepul-

veda says that the allies advised Francis

by all means to endeavour to obtain his

freedom, " to stickle at no promise or oath,

nor refuse any hostages for the purpose, as

it would be easy afterwards to obtain his

release from all engagements from the su-

preme pontiff, who was himself at the head
of the conspiracy." Pescara, it appears,

informed Charles of what was going on, at

what period he made the disclosure is how-
ever a matter of controversy, and he received

instructions to let the intrigue proceed, until

he should have all the threads of it in his

hands. At last, in October, 1525, Pescara,

who was ill at Novara, sent for Morone for

tlie purpose of conferring with him. Morone
came ; he stated the plans of the league, and
the prospect there was of success. Pescara
had concealed Antonio de Leyva behind the

tapestry of the apartment in which the con-

versation was held. When Morone took his

leave of Pescara, he met in the hall Antonio
de Leyva, who arrested him as a prisoner of

the emperor. Other persons were arrested

at the same time, and they were put to the

torture. The whole plot was then discovered,

and Morone was condemned to be beheaded,

but was respited. Duke Sforza was also found
guilty of treason against the emperor, and as

such was declared to have forfeited his

duchy. Pescara desired the duke to give up
to him the castle of Milan, which Sforza,

protesting his innocence, refused to do until

he should receive an answer from Charles,

to whom he had appealed. Pescara then

blockaded the castle, in which Sforza had
shut himself up. In the midst of all this,

Pescara, who had never recovered from the

consequence of the wounds received at Pavia,

felt himself gradually sinking under a slow
wasting fever, and knowing that he was near

the point of death, he wrote to Charles V.
eau'aestly begging of him to liberate Morone,
as he had given him his word for his safety

when he sent for him at Novara. Morone
was afterwards released by the Duke of

Boui'bon, on paying a ransom. Pescara then

recommended his wife, Vittoria Colonna, to

the care of his cousin Del Vasto, to whom,
with the emperor's permission, he bequeathed

his feudal titles and estates, as he had no
issue. His estates were much encumbered,

as he was naturally of a generous disposition,

and had been in the habit of drawing upon
his own resources in the course of his cam-
paigns. He also recommended to Dei Vasto
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his trusty Spanish soldiers, giving him some
advice for the maintenance of subordinatio)i

and discipline, especially in case of another
Italian war, which he saw fast approaching.
He then distributed among his attendants his

horses, arms, wardrobe, money and other

property, and bequeathed a legacy to build a
church at Naples in honour of St. Thomas.
He died at the end of November, nine months
after the victory of Pavia, at thirty-six years

of age. His funeral was attended by the

troops of the garrison of Milan, who showed
much grief for the loss of their favourite

commander. His body was transferred to

Naples, and was deposited in the church of St.

Domenico, where the urn which contains his

remains is still to be seen in the same chapel

with the tombs of the Aragonese dynasty,

with his effigy, his banner, and his sword.

His wife Vittoria, on hearing of the illness of
her husband, set out from Naples to join him,
but on arriving at Viterbo she was apprised

of his death. She was for a long time in-

consolable ; she wrote several affecting son-

nets in memory of him, whom, whether pre-

sent or absent, she seems always to have
loved and admired. When she first heard
rumours of the proposals made to her hus-

band by Morone and the Pope, she wrote
him in anxious terms entreating him not to

listen to deceitful offers, nor swerve from the

straight path of loyalty, adding that for her-

self she had not the least ambition to be
a queen, considering herself to be much
more honoured in being the wife of a com-
mander who had conquered and captured

kings. After a time she retii'ed to a monas-
tery, in which she died in 1547. (Paolo
Giovio, La Vita di Don Ferrando Davalo,
Marchese di Pescara, tradotta per M. Lodo-
vico Domenichi ; Sansovino, Delia Origine c

dei Fatti delle FamirjUe illiistri d'Italia

;

Verri, Storia di Milano ; Giannone, Storia

civile del Regno di Napoli ; Guicciardini and
Botta, Storia d' Italia ; Sepulveda, De Rehvs
Gestis Caroli V. Imp. et Regis ; Cronache
Milanesi scritte da Gio, Pietro Cagnola, Gio.

Andrea Prato, e Gio. Marco Burigozzo, ora

per la prima vnlta pubhlicate, Florence, 1842;
Brantome, Vies des Homines illustres et grands
Capita ines.) A. V.
AVANCI'NUS, NICOLA'US, was born

in the Tyrol, in the year 1(512. In 1627 he
took the vows of the Society of Jesuits at

Gratz, and having entered the Jesuits' Col-

lege in that city, he soon distinguished him-
self by his acquirements, and became suc-

cessively professor of rhetoric, ethics, and
philosophy. He next removed to Vienna,
where he occupied the chair of moral theo-

logy for four years, and of scholastic theology

for six. Subsequently he became rector of

the Colleges of Gratz, Passau, and Vienna.

In the year 1672 he was elected a deputy to

the Congregation at Rome : he was after-

wards appointed visitor of his Order in the
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province of Bohemia, and died on the Gth of
December, 1G85.

Avaucinus was a voluminous writer, and
published the following works :—1. " Poesis
Dramatica," 3 parts, Vienna, 1655—71, 12mo.;
afterwards at Cologne, 4 parts, 1675—79,
12mo. 2. " Poesis Lyrica, qua continentur
•lyricorum libri iv. et epodon liber 1

," Vienna,
1659, 12mo., and 1670, 12mo. 3. " Pietas
Victrix, sive Flavins Constantinus Magnus,
Tragoedia," (anonymous,) Vienna, 1659, fol.

4. " Oratioues, in tres partes divisae," 2 vols.

Vienna, 1661, 12mo. ; and Cologne, 1675.
5. " Imperium liomano-Germauicum, sive

Elogia 50 CflDsarum Germanorum," Vienna,
1663, 4to. 6. " Vita et Virtutes Serenissimi
Archiducis Leopoldi Guilielmi, " Antwerp,
1565, 4to. 7. " Vita et Doctrina Jesu Christi,"

Vienna, 1665, 1667, 1674, 12mo. ; Amster-
dam, 1667, 12mo. ; Cologne, 1678, 12mo. A
French translation, Paris, 1713, 12mo., and a
German translation, Duderstadt, 1672, 12mo.
8. " Compendium Vitse et Miraculorum Sancti
Francisci Borgia?, Ducis Gaudice, et Generalis
tertii Societatis Jesu," translated from the Ita-

lian of S. Sgambata," Vienna, 1671, no size

inentioned. 9. " Deus solus, seu confuederatio
inita ad honorem solius Dei promovendum,"
from the Italian ofAuturini, Vienna, 1673, no
size mentioned. (Ribadeneira, Alegambe, and
Southwell, Bihliotheca Scriptormn Societatis

Jesu; Jocher, Allgem. Gelehrten Lexicon,
and Adelung's Supplement.) G. B.
AVANTIUS, HIERONYMUS. [Avan-

ZT, GiROLASIO.]
AVA'NZI, GIOVANNI MARFA, an

eminent Italian jurisconsult, has gained a
notice in biographical records by having
spent some of his leisure hours in poetical

composition. He was bora at Rovigo, in

1549, was a friend and fellow-student of the
poets Guarini and Torquato Tasso at the

university of Ferrara, and studied law at

Bologna and Padua. For many years he
practised as a lawyer in his native town with
high reputation ; and he had the honour of de-

clining an invitation to the court of the Em-
peror Ferdinand II. Pecuniary losses, how-
ever, personal feuds (in one of which he was
stabbed in eighteen places), and the death of
near relatives, threw him into low spirits, and
finally induced him to quit Rovigo. He
resided at Padua from 1606 till his death in

1 622. Avanzi left in manuscript many verses

both Italian and Latin, an unfinished treatise
" De Partu Hominis," and a large number of
professional papers. His only published
writings were the following:— 1. " II Satiro,

Favola Pastorale," Venice, 1587, 12mo.
2. " La Lucciola, Poemetto," Padua, 1627,
12mo. ; a poem on the Glow-worm, in nine
cantos of ottava rima. 3. A few verses in

two obscure collections. (Mazzuchelli, Scrit-

tori d'Italia; Papadopoli, Historia Gtjnina-

sii Fatavini, ii. 117; Foutaniui, Eloqucnza
Italiana, by Zeno, ii. 480.) W. S.
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AVA'NZI, GIRO'LAMO, a native of Ve-
rona, possessed considerable authority as a
Latin philologer, about the end of the fif-

teenth century and in the earliest part of the

sixteenth. The particulars of his life are

very imperfectly known. It is said that in

1493, when he wrote his remarks upon Ca-
tullus, he was a professor of philosophy at

Padua; but the assertion comes from an
equivocal quarter, and he himself describes

his labours executed about that period as

having been the fruits of youthful inexpe-

rience. The early printers in the north of

Italy found in Avanzi one of their most ac-

tive assistants in preparing the works of the

Latin classics for the press. With the Al-
dine printing-house, in particular, he main-
tained a close and constant connection, both
during the lifetime of Aldus Manutius and
after his death. Aldus, in his prefaces, fi-e-

quently expresses, in the warmest terms, his

sense of the value of Avanzi's services. He
survived the year 1534, when Paul III., who
patronized him zealously, was raised to the

popedom.
Avanzi's merits as a critic have been flat-

teringly estimated by some of his literary

countrymen, even in recent times. But the

modern scholars of other countries, although
his position has necessarily called their at-

tention to his labours, have by no means
judged them so leniently. His favourite

field of criticism was conjectural emendation
of texts. He was bold and unscrupulous in

his introduction of new readings, for which
he derived his reasons oftener from his own
ingenuity than from the manuscripts which
he consulted. Indeed, enthusiasm and in-

dustry Avere perhaps his principal merits.

It would be impossible to collect a complete
list of the Latin classics in the publication

of which Avanzi was either the chief editor

or an assistant. The following are the prin-

cipal editions in which he was certainly con-

cerned:— 1. Ausonius. He revised the text

for the edition of 1496, Venice, which bears

the name of Georgius Merula, the author of

the preface. He edited likewise the edition

of 1507, printed by Joannes de Tridino, Ve-
nice, 1507, in which he gave several pieces

not previously published. 2. Statins, Ve-
nice, printed by Querengi, 1498, fol.; and
additional emendations inserted in his third

edition of Catullus. 3. Catullus, and the
" Priapeia." A few pages of his " Emenda-
tiones " on these are in the edition of Ca-
tullus, Tibullus, and Propertius, published

under his superintendence at Venice, 1500,

fol.; Venice, Aldus, 1502, Svo. ; Venice,

1 520, fol. 4. Lucretius, " Hieronymi Avantii

ingenio et labore," Venice, Aldus, 1 500, 4to.

5. The Younger Pliny : the Aldine edition,

Venice, first printed in 1504. Mazzuchelli

is wrong in asserting that, in this edition,

Avanzi had the merit of having for the

first time published the tenth book of Pliny's
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Letters. 6. " Emendationes in Senecse Tra-
goedias," Venice, by Joannes de Tridino,

1507, 4to. ; used in the Paris editions of

the tragedies, 1514, fol. ; and inserted, with

Avanzi's dissertation on Seneca's metres,

in the Aldine edition, Venice, 1517, 8vo.

Avanzi asserts that he had corrected in

the text of Seneca nearly three thousand

errors. He was probably employed, par-

ticularly by Aldus, in several other publica-

tions. Broukhusius, the severest of his mo-
dern censurers, professes to trace his hand
in several objectionable readings of the Al-

dine text of Propertius ; and believes him to

have interpolated the text of many other

Latin classics which issued from that press.

(Mazzuchelli, Scrittori d' Italia; Fabricius,

Bibliotheca Latina, ed. Ernesti, i. 79, 92, ii.

135,413, iii. 146 ; Souchay, Dissertatio in

Ausoniinn, p. xxxiii. ; Broukhusius, In Pro-
pertium, ii. 7, 76, iii. 4, 25, iii. 7, 16.) W. S.

AVA'NZI, JA'COPO DI PA'OLO D', a
celebrated Italian painter. He lived at Bo-
logna in the latter part of the fourteenth

century, and was apparently a Bolognese by
birth, but he is claimed likewise by Padua
and by Verona ; the earliest writers, however,
call him Jacopo da Bologna. His father's

name was Paolo, and according to Baldi, an
old writer quoted by Malvasia, he was of the

noble family of the Avanzi of Bologna.
D'Avanzi in his earliest works signed himself

Jacobus Pauli, but latterly Jacobus de Avan-
tiis. Lanzi considers him a Bolognese, and
he was the scholar, according to some, of Vi-
tale of Bologna called Dalle Madonne, or of

Franco Bolognese, according to Malvasia.

Jacopo is generally mentioned in company
with his fellow-scholar Simone da Bologna,
commonly called Simone de' Crocefissi, or II

Crocefissaio, because, in his earlier years, he
almost exclusively represented, on a large

scale, the crucifixion of our Saviour. He
and Jacopo afterwards became partners, and
they then painted all kinds of subjects, each,

according to report, having a hand in their

joint productions. Before this partnership

Jacopo painted Madonnas almost as exclu-

sively as Simone did Crucifixions, and he
was, like Vitale, whom he imitated, known by
the nickname of Dalle Madonne.

Masini and Orlandi, and through them
many recent writers and lexicographers, have
written of these painters as of the same fa-

mily, and have given to Simone also the

name of Avanzi, but this is an error ; they

are treated as of distinct families by Baldi

quoted by Malvasia, by Vasari, by Malvasia,

by Baldinucci, by Lanzi, and in the manu-
script of Oretti, in which Simone is surnamed
Benvenuti. [Benvenuti, Simone.] The
Avanzi were an ancient and noble family of

Bologna. Jacopo painted in the style of
Giotto, but surpassed him in attitude and in

expression. The frescoes of the chapel of

San Felice (formerly San Jacopo), in the
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church of Sant' Antonio at Padua, which
were painted by Jacopo d'Avanzi in 1376,

were long attributed to Giotto ; they were
partly restored in 1773, by Francesco Zan-
noni. Lanzi considers them Jacopo's best

works : the Destruction of Jerusalem is one
of the subjects. Simone and Jacopo painted

together thirty frescoes in the old church of
the Madonna di Mezzaratta without the

Porta San. Mamolo at Bologna, illustrating

the life of Christ from his birth to the last

supper with his disciples. The painters

Galasso of Ferrara and Cristofano of Bo-
logna also painted some frescoes in that

church at the same time, and they were all

completed in 1404. These paintings are the

best of the old frescoes at Bologna, and they

are said to have been much praised, consider-

ing their time, by Michel Angelo and the

Carracci, who recommended their preserva-

tion
; they are not yet entirely obliterated. On

account of these works, the Madonna di

Mezzaratta is, says Lanzi, to the school of

Bologna, what the Campo Santo at Pisa is to

the school of Florence.

Besides these works Jacopo painted two
triumphs in a public hall at Verona, which
Mantegna is said to have looked upon as

works of extraordinary merit; and also, in

company with Aldighieri da Zevio, some fres-

coes in the chapel of San Giorgio in the

church of Sant' Antonio at Padua, which,

after long neglect, have been recovered from
dirt and oblivion by Dr. E. Forster, who had
them cleaned, and has described them in the
" Kunstblatt" of 1838 (pp. 16 and 22).

According to Giordani there are two small

pictures in the gallery of Bologna by Jacopo

;

both are marked Jacobus Pauli: one is a

picture of Christ crucified between the two
thieves, with various other figures ;

the other

is^ the Madonna crowned by her Son, with

angels witnessing from above. Some critics

do not consider these pictures worthy of the

reputation of Avanzi.
Lanzi conjectures that Avanzi was the son

of Maestro Paolo, the oldest known painter

of Venice, who, with his two sons Jacobus

and Johannes, painted an altar-piece for the

church of St. Mark there. Paolo was how-
ever a Venetian, for there is a painting by
him in the sacristy of the Padri Conventuali

at Vicenza, inscribed as follows:—" 1333,

Paulas de Venetiis pinxit hoc opus." If

therefore Avanzi were the son of this Maestro

Paolo, it is unlikely that he was of a Bo-
lognese family, though he may have settled

in Bologna. Lanzi supposes likewise that

the two painters Pietro and Orazio, di Jaco-

po, who lived at this time at Bologna, were
the sons or scholars of Avanzi.
There was a Niccolo Avanzi, mentioned

by Vasari, who was a distinguished gem en-

graver of the early part of the sixteenth

century. He was a native of Verona, of a

good family, but he worked chiefly at Rome.
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He cut in a piece of lapis lazzuli three inches
wide, a Nativity of Christ, in which he intro-

duced many small figures ; it was purchased
by the then Duchess of Urbino as a great
curiosity. Niccolo was one of the instructors

of Matteo dal Nassaro, who was likewise a
native of Verona, and a very distinguished

gem-engraver of that period.

Giuseppe Avanzi was a painter of the
school of Costanzo Cattanio of Ferrara, where
he was born in 1655. He is better known for

the quantity than for the quality of his works

;

he seems, says Lanzi, to have painted against
time, to see what he could earn in a day.
He painted figures, landscapes, and flowers,

mostly alia prima, or at once, and seldom
retouched his paintings

;
yet, among many

slighted works by him, there are a few esti-

mable and carefully painted pictures: his

best is a Beheading of John the Baptist at

the Certosa of Ferrara, which is painted
much in Guercino's style. He died at Ferrara,
in 1718. (Vasari, Vite de' Fittori, Sec, and
the Notes to Schoi-n's German translation;

Malvasia, Felsina Pittrice; Baruffaldi, Vite
de' Pittori, ^c. Ferraresi ; Lanzi, Storia

Pittorica, &c. ; Giordani, Pinacoteca di Bo-
logna.) R. N. W.
'AVANZI'NI, GIA'COMO, an Italian

composer, a native of Cremona, is mentioned
as one of the writers for the theatre at Milan
from 1780 to 1790. E. T.
AVANZFNI, GIUSEPPE, was born on

the 15th of December, 1753, at Gaiuo, a little

hamlet in the Venetian territory. His parents

were in the middle rank, and in circum-
stances far from affluent, but they made
great exertions to procure Giuseppe an edu-
cation befitting the ecclesiastical profession,

for which from an early age he showed a

decided inclination. He received his first

instruction in his native village, whence he
was sent to the college of Salo, and thence to

that of Brescia. Here he applied himself to

the study of theology and mathematics. He
passed rapidly through the usual ecclesias-

tical gradations, and before the age of twenty-
three became an abate. At Brescia he became
the pupil of Domenico Coccoli, who at that

time filled the chair of mathematics ; and
under him Avanzini made great progress in

geometry and algebra, as well as the physical

sciences. After completing his academical
studies, and before taking his degree, we are

told that he defended no less than 259 theses

on various subjects connected with natural
philosophy.

Avanzini's talents attracted the notice and
procured for him the regard of the Count
Carlo Bettoni, a nobleman passionately fond
of science, and a munificent patron of scien-

tific men. In compliance with his request,

Avanzini became an inmate of his family.

For some years he employed himself in

assisting Bettoni in tlie composition of
several scientific works: Avanzini's studies
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enabling him to supply the mathematical
information in which the count was defi-

cient. The latter seems to have been some-
thing of a visionary, to judge from the title

of one of his published works—" L'Uomo
Volante per Aria, per Acqua e per Terra,"
to which Avanzini, as usual, furnished the
mathematical part. They had made consi-

derable progress in an extensive work of a
more useful nature, a topographical chart of
the Lago di Guarda, which, with the sur-

rounding mountains for a distance of twenty
or thirty miles, was to have included the
lake of Idri and the valley of Ledro; but
this was stopped in 1786 by the death of
Avanzini's patron. Shortly after the death
of the count, Avanzini accepted an invitation

to occupy the vacant chair of mathematics
and natural philosophy at the college of No-
venta. From this he was transferred by the
Venetian republic to a similar post in the
college of San Marco at Padua. While ful-

filling the duties which both these situations

imposed on him, he devoted his leisure time
to hydrodynamics, and more particularly to

the resistance of fluids. Several papers on
this subject which he read before the Aca-
demy of Padua gained him considerable
reputation.

In 1797 the college of San Marco was
abolished ; but Avanzini was speedily ap-
pointed to the chair of elementary mathe-
matics in the university of Padua. In the
political disturbances of 1801 he was forced
to quit this situation, and became secretary

to the Academy of Brescia, which was just

then revived. On the foimdation of the
National Italian Institute in 1805, he was in-

vited to Bologna, and elected its vice-secre-

tary. In the following year he was admitted
one of its pensioned members, and the greater

portion of his scientific essays were thence-
forward published in its Transactions.

In 1806 he was restored to Padua, where
he was appointed professor of applied mathe-
matics, and a member of a commission to

examine projects for the navigation of the

Brenta. While at Padua he continued to

study his favourite science, and from time to

time he published the results of his inquiries.

He is accused of over-valuing his own opi-

nions, and resenting with too much violence

any opposition to them. In 1809 he reviewed
with some acrimony a work by the Cavaliere

Vincenzo Brunacci, entitled " Sulla vera

legge deir urto dei fluidi contro ostacoli

mobili ; e sopra la teoria dell' Ariete Idrau-

lico." Brunacci replied, and a long and
bitter controversy followed. Avanzini in

vain requested the Viceroy of Italy to ap-

point a commission of learned men to decide

upon the questions in dispute. The refusal

of the viceroy was a source of disappoint-

ment to Avanzini ; but this was considerably

diminished by his election, in 1813, to a seat

in the " Societa Italiana dei Quaranta."
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The results of Avanzini's inquiries into

the laws of the resistance of fluids differ con-

siderably from those of Newton and Juan.

An account of them is given in Tipaldo.

Avanzini died at Padua, on the 18th of June,

1827. The only work which he published

in a separate shape is the " Opuscoli intorno

alia teoria dell' Ariete Idraulico," Padua,

1815, 8vo. (Tipaldo, Biogrcifia degli Ita-

ilani Illustri, iv, 27—31 ; Biograp'hie Uni-

verselle, Supplement?) G. B.

AVANZI'NI,PIER ANTO'NIO, a

painter of Piacenza, of the eighteenth cen-

tury, who studied with Franceschini at Bo-

logna. He is said to have been deficient in

invention, and to have painted chiefly from

the designs of his master. He died in 1733.

(Lanzi, Storia Pittorica, &c.) E. N. W.
AVANZI'NO, an Italian painter, born in

1552, at Cittti di Castello, who lived in Rome
during the pontificates of Sixtus V. and
Clement VIII., and died there in 1629, aged

77. He Avas the scholar of Circignani, called

Pomarancio, and assisted him in many of

his Avorks. He painted likewise many ori-

ginal frescoes in various churches of Rome,
the principal of Avhich are enumerated by
Bagiione. Baldinucci mentions an Aa^an-

ziNO DA GuBEio who lived at Gubbio in the

sixteenth century, and ofwhom there were in

his time still many pictures in private houses

there. (Bagiione, Vite de" Pittori, &c. ; Bal-

dinucci, Notizie de' Professori del Disegno,

&c. vol. xix.) R. N. W.
AVANZO. [AvANzi.]
AVANZOLI'NI, GIRO'LAMO, is only

known by having published at Venice, in

1623, " Salmi concertati a otto voci." E. T.

AVARAY, ANTOINE LOUIS, DUG D',

son of Claude Antoine, was born on the 8th

of January, 1759. He served, in 1782, at the

siege of Gibraltar by the vmited forces of

Fi-ance and Spain, and was engaged in many
of the conflicts and adventures connected

with that memorable effort. He was made
colonel of the regiment of Boulonnais in

1788. His celebrity chiefly rests on the part

Avhich he took in the escape of Monsieur,

Louis the Sixteenth's brother, afterwards

Louis the Eighteenth, from Paris and the

dangers which there threatened all the mem-
bers of the royal family. The king and his

brother had projected a contemporaneous

flight ; and the latter made his effectual

escape on the 21st of June, 1791, the day

before the abortive attempt of the king. In

1823 an account of this adventure was pub-

lished in Paris : it professed to come from

the pen of Louis XVIII., and, at all events,

was published during his reign without being

either suppressed or contradicted. The os-

tensible object of this tract, which was im-

mediately translated into English, was to

express the king's gratitude to D'Avaray,

and to make the public aware of the extent

of his services on the occasion. The author
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states, that as D'Avaray himself intends to

give an account of the journey, his modesty
will probably interfere with his doing him-

self justice: the narrative anticipated in this

supposition does not, however, appear to

have been published. The most minute par-

ticulars of the project—even to the measuring

of the prince for a wig, and the examination

of the state of the locks ofthe apartments to be

passed through—were personally performed

by D'Avaray. No other person was made
completely privy to the plan, and the disguise

adopted was that of English travellers. D'A-
varay at first endeavoured to obtain a pass-

port through Lord Edward Fitzgerald, with

whom he was on terms of intimacy ; and
failing in this attempt, he was obliged to have

recourse to the hazardous alternative of falsi-

fying an old passport, which had been issued

in the name of Mr. and Miss Foster. He
accomplished the expedition without any im-

portant interruption, except becoming himself

severely indisposed, and without subjecting

his royal master to any more serious incon-

venience than bad cookery. It was remarked
that Louis XVI. only wanted such a friend

to have been likewise saved. The expres-

sions of gratitude by the prince were in the

highest tone of French enthusiasm, and they

were at first seconded by the voice of the

emigrants, of Avhom those who were nobles

paid a congratulatory visit to D'Avaray in a

body at Brussels. He continued to accom-

pany his master ; and when the progress of

Napoleon compelled the prince to quit Verona
in 1796, he accomplished the arrangements

which enabled him to join Conde's emigrant

army on the Rhine. He supported the prince

in his determination to remain with the army,

and attending him during the retreat in

which they were at last compelled to accom-

pany the Austrians, saw him very nearly fall

a victim to an ambuscade. D'Avaray was the

chief agent in negotiating the marriage be-

tween the daughter of Louis XVI, and the

Due d'Angouleme, which was celebrated at

Mittau in 1799. The exiled prince whom
D'Avaray served made such attempts as

his situation permitted to reward his faithful

follower. While he was uncle and guardian

to the young titular king called Louis XVII.,

he appointed D'Avaray captain of his guards.

After the death of his young nephew, when
he was treated by his small band of followers

as King of France, and thus had, in name,

the dignities and offices of the kingdom at

his disposal, he made his favourite captain of

the Scots Guards, and allowed him to add
the arms of France to his achievement. In

1799 D'Avaray received from the same
quarter the titles of duke and peer. The
other emigrants complained that services

Avhich could not be considered of a public

character were thus rewarded by a profuse

distribution of national honours ; but as the

dignities Avhich the exiled prince was able to
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coufer had no more value at the time when
he bestowed them than they possessed as a

testimony of his personal esteem, it does

not seem unreasonable that he should have
bestowed them on one who had done him
such invaluable services. To appease the

jealousy of his other followers, the prince

drew up with his own hand a note of the cir-

cumstances connected with D'Avaray's claims

on his gratitude, dated the 28th of August,

1800, which was extensively circulated among
the French royalists. When Louis was driven

from Mittau, D'Avaray, accompanying him
on his journey to Warsaw, encountered many
hardships, and suffered severely from a com-
plaint in his lungs. During his master's re-

sidence in Poland, he, by the advice of phy-

sicians, spent the winter months in Italy

;

and he seems to have found this arrangement
advantageous as a means of conducting poli-

tical intrigues. When the peace of Tilsit

compelled the prince to take refuge in Eng-
land, D'Avaray followed him. He was here

subjected to the complaints and machinations

of his jealous fellow-emigrants, and to the

effects of a climate which aggravated his

constitutional disorder. In 1810 he proceeded,

for the benefit of his health, to Madeira ; and
he died there on the 3rd of June, 1811. After

the restoration, Louis XVIII., agreeably to

a wish expressed by his favourite that his

ashes should rest in his native soil, had his

remains conveyed to France and deposited

in the family burying-place of the D'Avarays.
A long Latin inscription, recording his ser-

vices, is said to have been from the pen of

Louis XVIII. {Biog. Univ. Suppl
.
; Biog.

des Contemporains ; Narrative of a Journey

to Brussels and Coblentz, 1791, by his most

Christian Majesty Louis XVIII.) J. H. B.

AVARAY, CLAUDE ANTOINE DE
BE'SIADE, DUG D', a younger son of the

Marquis Claude Theophile, and father of

the favourite of Louis XVIIL, was born in

1 740. He was engaged in the Seven Years'

War, and was wounded at the battle of Min-
den. He was appointed deputy from the no-

bility of the Orleanais to the States General

in 1789, in preference to the Duke of Or-

leans, who was his competitor. He was a

member of the constituent assembly, where
he proposed that a declaration of the duties

of man should follow the adoption of the

well-known declaration of rights. He was a

zealous royalist, and unable, from bad health,

to escape with several other members of his

family, in 1791 he was imprisoned, and only

escaped the guillotine by being one of those

who were spared in consequence of the fall

of Robespierre, commonly called the event of

the 9th of Thermidor. During the govern-

ment of Napoleon, he lived in retirement on
his paternal estates, and in 1814 he was sent

by Monsieur to convey to Louis XVIIL in

England the address of the senate. Louis,

who was under deep obligations to his sou,
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gave him a warm reception, and, soon after

the second restoration, bestowed on him the
honours of which his son had died the pos-

sessor. He died on the 23rd of April, 1829.

{Biog. Universelle, Suppl. ; Biog. des Con-
temporains.) J. H. B.
AVARAY, CLAUDE THE'OPHILE

DE BE'SIADE, MARQUIS D', descended
from a powerful family originally of Beam,
and subsequently of the country of the Or-
leanais, was born on the 2nd of May, 1655.

In 1672, he was made cornet in the regiment
of the Marquis of Sourdis. He served in the

army of Conde', in the various campaigns be-

tween that year and the peace of Ryswick,
and took part in the principal battles. At
the epoch of the peace, he was colonel of a
regiment bearing his own name. In 1702
he was made Marechal de Camp, and in

that capacity, and subsequently in that of
lieutenant-general, he signalised himself in

the war of the Spanish succession. He served

under the Duke of Berwick, who is accused
of having unjustly denied him the honours
he had won by his conduct at the battle of
Almanza. In 1708 he obtained a pension of
4000 livres. When the theatre of the war of
the succession approached the French terri-

tory, he joined the army of the Netherlands
under Villars and Montesquieu. He was
made ambassador to Switzerland in 1715.

In 1719 he received the order of the Grand
Cross of St. Louis, and in 1739 that of the

Saint-Esprit. He died in 1745. (^Biog. Uni-

verselle.) J. H. B.
AVAS, R. MOSES JUDAH (ni^D n

Dt^2y rrnrt"'), a Hebrew theological writer

and poet. He lived during the seventeenth cen-

tury, and was presiding rabbi of a synagogue
in Egypt. He died in the city of Rosetta, ac-

cording to De Rossi. Wolff says he was a
native of Hebron, but calls him Judah Achas,
having evidently mistaken the letter 2 in his

surname, in the Oppenheimer MS. cited below,

for 3, with which letter he gives it. R. David
Conforti, in his " Kore Hadoi'oth," cites him
as a learned expounder of the law, and a great

poet, and says he wrote two volumes of sacred

poetiy, and a commentary on some of the

books of the Talmud. In Oppenheimer's
library there is a manuscript volume of
" Sheeloth Uteshuvoth" (" Questions and
Answers") on the Mosaic law, by this au-

thor. (De Rossi, Dizion. Storic. degl. Autor.

Ebr. i. 58 ; Wolfius, Biblioth. Hebr^.ni. 337.)

C. P. H.
AVAUX, D', a violin player and

composer of some eminence at Paris, in the

latter part of the eighteenth century. His
works are chiefly Quartets, Concertos, Trios,

and Concertante Sinfonias. He also wrote

two Operettas—" Theodore " and " Cecilia,"

and appears to have been the first projector

of an instrument for the accurate measure-

ment of time, as there is extant a published

letter, dated June, 1784, in which the metro-
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nome now in use is described and its general

adoption recommended. (Avaux, Works.)

E. T.

AVAUX, COUNTS D'. The antient

family of Mesmes, several of the members of

which are eminent in the history of France

as magistrates and diplomatists, derived its

origin from the province of Bcarn. Two
chiefs of the house, who distinguished them-

selves during the sixteenth century, are usu-

ally known by their family name, or as

Lords of Roissi. [Mjesmes, Henri de
;

Mesmes, Jean Jacques de.] Jean Jacques

de Mesmes, only son of Henri de Mesmes,
just referred to, married an heiress, who
brought him, besides other possessions, the

estates of Avaux in Champagne; and in

1638 Louis XIIL erected those estates into a

countship. Accordingly, those descendants

/ of Jean Jacques who have a claim to be

named particularly in this work bore the

title of Counts d'Avaux. (Moreri, Diction-

naire Historique, "Avaux," " Mesme.") W. S.

AVAUX, CLAUDE DE MESMES,
COUNT D', was one of the most celebrated

diplomatists of the seventeenth century. He
was the second son of Jean Jacques de

Mesmes, the first Count d'Avaux, whose
marriage took place in 1584. Claude de

Mesmes entered the service of the French
government at a very early age. His talents

were speedily appreciated ; and he received

in succession several distinguished appoint-

ments, before engaging in the career which
made his name famous in the history of

Europe. He became master of requests,

superintendent of finances, and in 1623 a

counsellor of state. His diplomatic life began
in 1627. He was sent in that year as am-
bassador to Venice ; after which he repre-

sented the court of France at Rome, Mantua,
Florence, and Turin. In these Italian mis-

sions he gained Cardinal Richelieu's confi-

dence so entirely, as to be intrusted with the

performance of duties greatly more impor-

tant. After having been sent on an extra-

ordinary mission to the princes of Germany,
he was selected to conduct, in the same
quarter, those perplexed and difficult nego-

tiations which were designed for putting an
end to the Thirty Years' War.

In the execution of this arduous task the

Count d'Avaux remained abroad for a good
many years. He visited the courts of the

northern powers, and resided in several parts

of Germany. More than one negotiation of

secondary importance not only attested his

diplomatic skill, but gained for him from
foreign powers and their ministers a con-

fidence as full as any ambassador was ever

able to gain in the courts visited by him.

Everything he did was directed towards the

attainment of the ends which, advantageously

for France, and still more so for Europe at

large, were finally effected by the Peace of

Westphalia in 1648; and the removal of the
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obstacles which so long impeded the nego-

tiations for that peace was attributed, in no
small degree, to the trust which the con-

tracting powers reposed in his talents and
integrity.

But after the death of Richelieu and Louis

XI II. the Count d'Avaux was less esteemed

at home than abroad. For the completion of

the negotiations at Miinster and Osnabriick,

there was unluckily associated with him, as

second plenipotentiary, the active and saga-

cious, but jealous Servien. This irritable per-

son, after having quarrelled with several of

the foreign envoys, proceeded to quarrel with

his own colleague. In the earlier stages of the

mis\mderstanding D'Avaux behaved with for-

bearance, and even with generosity. Servien

having, notwithstanding the count's priority

of appointment, set up claims not merely of

equality, but of precedence, the count gave up
in succession every point of the sort. Among
other demands, Servien insisted upon draw-
ing up all the dispatches : D'Avaux oflFered,

first, to let him do so every alternate week,

and afterwards to let him do so always.

Not content with these concessions, the

junior plenipotentiary made new exactions

;

and at length, D'Avaux's temper being tho-

roughly exasperated, the two envoys vied

in indecent violence. They refused to see

each other; each wrote separate dispatches

to the minister ; and with the dispatches

there were usually put up memorials full of

mutual invective. It was clearly necessary

that one of the two should give way ; and,

through intrigues at Paris, D'Avaux was
made the victim. Servien's nephew Lyonne,

who enjoyed the confidence of Cardinal Ma-
zarin, reported to the cardinal all the facts

and all the suspicions unfavourable to

the Count d'Avaux, which his uncle had
been able to collect by an unscrupulous

questioning of every one with whom the

count had had dealings. All the accuser's

malice, indeed, was unable to detect any
dereliction of public duty; but there were
concocted, upon the tales of domestic ser-

vants and others (and principally of a low
Italian, a spy by profession), charges of a

different kind, which were equally efiectual.

It was asserted that D'Avaux had spoken
contemptuously of the cardinal ; that he had
expressed resentment towards him ; that he
had accused the cardinal of being in his own
person the chief obstacle to the peace ; and
that he had threatened to resign his appoint-

ment, and thus (as he trusted) embarrass the

proceedings of the government. The wound
thus inflicted on Mazarin's self-love com-
pleted the bad impression which had been

begun by previous calumnies. The count

was recalled in 1648, shortly before the

close of the negotiations; on the plea that

transactions so delicate could not advan-

tageously be conducted by two envoys equal

in rank and power.
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This unjust sentence of dismissal, involv-

ing not only a decision in Servien's favour

upon the questions leading to the quarrel,

but also a disapproval of D'Avaux's public

conduct, was not enough to satisfy the irri-

tated vanity of the minister. The count,

while on his way to Paris, received orders

to retire to his estates in the country. In

that exile he spent some time. Soon, how-
ever, Mazarin, harassed by the troubles of

the Fronde, found that he needed the services

both of the Count himself and of his brother,

who was one of the presidents of the parlia-

ment of Paris. Accordingly, with his usual

facility of reconciliation, he recalled D'Avaux
to Paris, reinstated him as superintendent of

the finances, and employed him in important

business. The count accepted, with courtier-

like submission, the restored favour of the

powerftil minister. It may be suspected,

however, that he did not forget the affront.

For, about this time, his brother the president

made up an old quarrel with the coadjutor De
Eetz ; and with this restless politician both

he and the count began to hold confidential

intercourse. But no long time was allowed

for the development of the consequences

which might have flowed from these preli-

minaries to an alliance with the chief of the

opposition. The Count d'Avaux died at

Paris on the 19th of November, 1650.

Besides possessing the talents for the busi-

ness of active life which gained for him so

brilliant a reputation, the Count d'Avaux
inherited that turn for literary cultivation

and that kindliness towards literary men,
which had characterized his family since

the time of his grandfather Henri de Mesmes,
the friend and patron of Passerat and Dorat.

Among the men of letters whose praises do
honour to Coimt Claude d'Avaux, the most
eminent was Voiture. Upon this once famous
writer, his companion in boyhood, D'Avaux
conferred a sinecure place in the finance

department ; and Voiture, in those letters in

which he praises his patron's friendship so

justly, and extols his literary accomplish-

ments so extravagantly, delights in calling

himself Monsieur d'Avaux's "commis," or

clerk, and exults in the fact that the duties

of his office consisted only in writing ron-

deaux and playful epistles. In two of Bal-

zac's letters, likewise, there is expressed a

hearty confidence in the count's active friend-

ship, which is not less creditable to the person

addressed.

Several sets of the Count d'Avaux's diplo-

matic papers, enumerated by Le Long, were
allowed to remain in manuscript. The fol-

lowing have been published :—1 .
" Exemplum

Literarum ad Daniaj Regem scriptarum,"

Paris, 1642, fol. ; Amsterdam, 1642, 4to.

2. " Lettres de D'Avaux et de Servien, Am-
bassadeurs en I'Assemblee de Miinster" (Hol-

land), 1650, 8vo. 3. " Memoires de M. D.
touciiant les Negotiations du Traite de Paix
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fait a Miinster en 1648," Cologne, 1674,
12mo. ; Grenoble, 1674, 12mo. (Anselme,
&c., Histoire Gene'alogique, ed. 1733, ix. 333

;

More'ri, Dictionnaire Historique, " Mesmes;"
Flassan, Histoire Gene'rale de la Diplomatie

Frangaise, ed. 1811, iii. 115, 155, &c.
;

Madame de Motteville, Memoires, in Peti-

tot's collection, 2nd series, xxxvii. 335;
Retz, Memoires, in Petitot, 2nd series, xlv.

145; Voiture, Lettres; Balzac, Lettres; Le
Long and Fontette, Bihliotheque Historique

de la France, iii. 93, 96, 100.) W. S.

AVAUX. [Felibien.]
~ AVAUX, JEAN-ANTOINE DE
MESMES, COUNT D', the older of two
persons here to be noticed, who bore the same
names, was born in 1640. He was the fourth

son of the president Jean-Antoine de Mesmes,
and the nephew of Claude Count d'Avaux,

the diplomatist. Devoting himself to public

employments, and particularly to diplomacy,

and aided both by the fame of his uncle and
by the influence of his family, he obtained

many distinguished appointments, and con-

ducted several important transactions with

approbation and success. He was extraor-

dinary ambassador at Venice from 1671 to

1674 : in 1675 he was one of the plenipoten-

tiaries for the treaty of Nimeguen ; and soon

afterwards Louis XIV. sent him as ambas-

sador to Holland, where he remained till the

declaration of war in 1688. His account of

his negotiations in Holland contains many
curious particulars (some of which are pro-

bably apocryphal) as to the rebellion of the

Duke of Monmouth and the English revolu-

tion of 1688. His reports to his master are

coloured, everywhere, by a very natural and
prudent animosity to the Prince of Orange.

In 1689 he was sent to Ireland as an extra-

oi'dinary envoy to James II. ; and in 1692 he

negotiated in Sweden the preliminaries of the

peace which was definitively concluded at

Ryswijk in 1697. After a second mission to

Holland, he died at Paris, in 1 709. Unprinted

papers of D'Avaux are described by Fontette

as being preserved in the Bihliotheque du
Roi. His published papers are the follow-

ing:— 1. "Lettres et Negotiations de D'Es-

trades, de De Croissy, et de D'Avaux, ple-

nipotentiaires de France pour la Paix de

Nimcgue," Hague, 1710, 3 tom. 12mo. 2.

" Memoire presente aux Etats-Generaux, le

5 Novembre, 1681," 12mo. 3. " Negotia-

tions du Comte d'Avaux en Hollande (depuis

1679 jusqu'en 1688, publiees par I'Abbe'

Edme Mallet)," Paris, 1752-53, 6 tomes,

8vo. Of this work there is an English

translation: "The Negotiations of Count

d'Avaux," &c. London, 1754, 1755, 4 vols.

12mo. (Moren, Dictionnaire Historique,

" Mesmes ;" Le Long and Fontette, Bihlio-

theque Historique de )a France, iii. 115, 117,

120; Querard, La France Litte'raire, i. 137.)

W. S.

AVAUX, JEAN-ANTOINE DE
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MESMES, COUNT D', born in 1661, was
a grand-nephew of Count Claude d'Avaux.

He is commonly known as the President de

Mesmes, which title, however, is also given

to his grandfather and namesake. Count
Claude's brother. He was placed by his

family in the profession of the law, and in

his eighteenth year was appointed substitute

to the procureur-ge'neral. Afterwards he

became a counsellor in the parliament of

Paris ; and, after having been one of its pre-

sidents " a mortier," was raised to the office

of its first president in 1712. Upon the

death of Louis XIV. in 1715, the President

de Mesmes was involved, not much to his

credit, in the intrigues regarding the king's

will and the regency. Ostensibly attached

to the party of the Duke of Maine, he had

pledged himself to the duke that the par-

liament of Paris would support his claims

and give effect to the king's intentions.

When, however, the parliament, with hardly

a dissenting voice, conferred the regency on

the Duke of Orleans, the president fell, with

some reason, under the suspicion of having

deceived the Duke of Maine, while he was
even charged with having been bribed by the

new regent. In the subsequent course of his

history his conduct was more independent.

He manfully headed the parliament in its

repeated acts of opposition to the measures of

the regency; and it was under his presi-

dency, in 1718, that the parliament, having

energetically remonstrated against the finan-

cial schemes of Law of Laviriston, was exiled

to Pontoise. There, while the disgrace of

the parliament lasted, there was held by the

president a kind of little court, to which it

was the fashion for the idle Parisians to resort

for amusement, and the expenses of which
(if the French historians are to be believed)

were defrayed by the fickle and whimsical

regent. Such occasional misunderstandings

between the Duke of Orle'ans and the parlia-

ment gave rise to one of those bon-mots for

which the President de Mesmes was cele-

brated. The regent had received an address

of the parliament with great displeasure, and
dismissed them with a rude and imperious

answer. " Monseigneur," coolly asked the

president, " is it your highness's pleasure that

this answer of yours be inserted in our re-

gisters?" The president died suddenly in

1723.

Pie possessed the hereditary turn of his

family for literary pursuits, and for the so-

ciety of literary men. To his patronage of

men of letters, rather than to his personal

sei'vices to literature, he owed his nomination

in 1710 as a member of the French Aca-
demy. The appointment was loudly con-

demned in many quarters, and Jcan-Baptiste

Rousseau made it the theme of a satirical

epigram. That the president, however, was
really, on the whole, not undeserving of the

lionour, may be believed on the testimony of
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two competent witnesses, of whom the former
at least was no lenient judge of the merits of
persons claiming admission into the Academy.
On the day when Monsieur de Mesmes was
received, Boileau, going up to him, paid him
a compliment which has been much ad-

mired :
" Monsieur," said he, " I come to give

you an opportunity of congratulating me on
having such a man as you for one of my col-

leagues.". D'Alembert, again, in the eloge

which he composed on the president, many
years after his death, speaks of him with
high respect, and has there preserved several

of those epigrammatic and spirited sayings

which are now our chief means of forming
dii-ectly a judgment of the talents which
Monsieur de Mesmes possessed. (Moreri,

Dictionnaire Hlstorique, " Mesmes ;" D'A-
lembert, Histoire des Memhres de VAcade'mie

Frangoise, iv. 339—34G ; Lacretelle, His-
toire de France pendant le Uix-huiticme
Siccle, i. 108, 324, &c.) W. S.

AVAUX, JEAN JACQUES DE
MESMES, COUNT D', was the eldest

brother of the ambassador Jean Antoine de
Mesmes. He was born about 1640. Besides

holding several places at court, he was master

of requests ; and after having been a coun-

sellor of the parliament of Paris, was made
one of its presidents " a mortier," in 1672. In
1676, having been elected a member of the

French Academy, he pronounced a discourse

which is printed in the " Recueil " of the

Academy. He died in 1688. (More'ri,

Dictionnaire Historique, " Mesmes ;" Bioyra-
phie Universelle, " Mesmes •" Anselme, &c.,

Histoire Gc'ne'alogique, ix. 316.) W. S.

AVED, JACQUES ANDRE' JOSEPH,
a distinguished French portrait painter, was
born at Douai in 1702. His father was
a physician, but dying whilst his son was still

a child, Aved was educated by a brother-in-

law, who was a captain in the Dutch guards

at Amsterdam. His brother-in-law, who de-

signed him for a soldier, had him taught

drawing, and gave him Bernard Picart, the

celebrated engraver, for his master, then

living in Amsterdam. Aved, however,
formed other views, and making the most of
his opportunity, resolved to become a painter.

Having visited the principal cities of Hol-
land and Flanders, he arrived at Paris in 1721,
and entered the school of A. S. la Belle,

then an eminent portrait painter, and he
shortly became intimate with Charles Vanloo,
Boucher, and some other young painters, who
afterwards distinguished themselves. In

1729 Aved was made associate of the French
Academy of the Arts, and was elected a
member in 1734. He was about the same
time chosen by the Turkish ambassador,
Mehemet-Effendi, to paint his portrait, which
he intended to present to the King of France,

Louis XV., as being the best portrait painter

of that time ; and he was, from the success of

that portrait, shortly afterwards appointed
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portrait painter to the king. The picture was
much admired, and placed in the Chateau de

Choisy. Aved is said to have succeeded per-

fectly in representing the character of his

sitters, and to have been very judicious in his

choice of accessaries. He was a man of taste

in the arts, and collected a curious cabinet of

interesting and valuable objects of virtu. His
character likcAvise is represented as having
been in the highest degree amiable. He
died at Paris of apoplexy, in 1766.

Among Avcd's works there are portraits of

Mirabeau, J. B. Rousseau, Crebillon, and other

distinguished men of the period, several of

which have been engraved. (De Fontenai,

Dictionnaire des Artistes, &c. ; Heineken,

Dictionnaire des Artistes, &c.) R. N. W.
AVEELEN. [AvELEN.]
AVEIRO, DOM JOSE' DE MASCA-

RENHAS, DUKE OF, was born about 1708,

probably at Lisbon. The family of Masca-
renhas was descended from George, a natural

son of King Joam II. surnamed the Perfect,

and was considered one of the most illustrious

in Portugal.

Of the early life of Jose de Mascarenhas
nothing seems to have been recorded, except

that he was undistinguished by any quality

of mind or body which could conciliate es-

teem. In manhood, his prominent vices were
ungovernable ambition and avarice. Being
the younger son of a younger branch of the

Mascarenhas family, he owed his advance-

ment partly to fortune, partly to his own un-

principled conduct, and partly to the influ-

ence of his uncle Caspar, an ecclesiastic high
in favour with Joam V., at that time King of

Portugal. He first acquired the title and

estates of his elder brother, the Marquis of

Gouvea, who was banished the kingdom for

forcibly carrying off another man's wife.

Shortly afterwai'ds, he put forward an un-

founded claim to the vacant Dukedom of

Aveiro; his pretensions were supported by
his uncle, and he succeeded to that title, to

the exclusion of the rightful heir, an elder

branch of the Mascarenhas family, who pos-

sessed no interest in the palace. With his

dukedom he obtained the office of Mordomo
Mor, or grand master of the Royal household.

In this capacity he ingratiated himself with

Joam v., and during the remaining years of

that prince the influence of the Duke of

Aveiro was all-powerful in the court of Por-

tugal.

On the accession of Jose I., in 1750, al-

though he still retained his office of Mordomo
Mr>r, which it seems was hereditary in the

Dukes of Aveiro, his political influence

ceased, and with it whatever popularity he
may have acquired as the dispenser of court

favours.

Sebastian Carvalho, Marquis of Pombal,
justly regarded as one of the most consum-
mate statesmen that ever lived, was the new
prime minister. On his accession to office,
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almost his first act was to deprive the Jesuits

of the post of confessors to the king : this

was followed up by a series of blows all tend-

ing to annihilate the pernicious influence

which they had acquired during the late

reign. He next instituted a searching reform
in every department of the public service.

In this he was opposed by a profligate aris-

tocracy, grown insolent by a long tenure of

office ; but Carvalho found frequent oppor-

tunities of humbling their pride. No minis-

ter, however, could with impunity long carry

on hostilities against two such powerful

bodies as the Jesuits and the nobility of Por-

tugal. Linked together by an identity of in-

terest, they mortally hated Carvalho. Cabal
after cabal was formed for the purpose of ruin-

ing his influence with the king ; but the king

would listen to no complaints against his

minister, whose worth he appreciated. Fre-

quent plots against the minister were detected

and punished ; but the king now became
almost as great an object of their animosity

as Carvalho himself. Failing in every at-

tempt on the latter, an extensive conspiracy

was at length planned to assassinate the king.

Involved in merited obscurity during the

first seven or eight years of the reign of Jose

I., the Duke of Aveiro rendered his name
infamous as ringleader of this conspiracy.

Aveiro had experienced frequent mortifica-

tions, as well from the king as his minister.

The most recent of these, was in a marriage
which he had precipitately adjusted between
his son and the sister of the Duke of Cadaval.

He endeavoured at the same time, by vexa-

tious artifices, to prevent the young Duke of

Cadaval from marrying, in order to secure

to himself and his family the titles and pos-

sessions of that house. This project, how-
ever, was defeated by the king, and the

Duke of Aveiro cherished an implacable

animosity against him. He now ingratiated

himself with all persons disaffected to the

government ; but more particularly with the

Jesuits, although he had long been notori-

ously at enmity with that body. "With these

he had frequent interviews, receiving them
at his house, and visiting them at their resi-

dences. The Jesuits by every artifice fos-

tered his resentment, and encouraged him
to seek vengeance for his imagined injuries.

It is probable, however, that no conspiracy

would ever have been matured, had he not

become reconciled by their means with the

family of Tavora, hitherto the enemy and
rival of his house.

The family of Tavora, as illustrious as

that of Aveiro, had long been justly incensed

against the king, for seducing the wife of the

young Marquis Dom Luiz Bernardo. Fa-

vours were heaped upon the old marquis and
his wife ; but the young marchioness was no-

toriously the king's mistress, and this wound
to their honour rankled in the bosom of every

member of the family. Luiz Bernardo
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de Tavora, only seeking for an opportunity

of revenge, threw himself with ardour into

the hands of the Duke of Aveiro and the

Jesuits. His mother, the old marchioness, a

woman of an imperious and violent temper,

having won over her husband and younger
son Jose Maria, soon became the soul of the

conspiracy. In her youth she had been re-

markably handsome, and still retaining some
of the charms and all the blandishments of

her sex, combined with energy of character

and strength of mind, she rallied round her

a considerable portion of the discontented

nobility. Besides the names already men-
tioned, Dom Jeronymo de Ataide, Count of

Atouguia, and brother of the young Marchio-
ness of Tavora, Braz Jose' Romeiro, Joam
Miguel, Manoel Alvarez, Antonio Alvarez
Ferreira, and Jose Polycarpo de Azevedo,
were prominent members of the conspiracy

;

but it included altogether upwards of two
hundred persons of various ranks and con-

ditions.

When their plans were sufficiently ma-
tured, it was resolved to attempt the king's

assassination on his return from one of his

visits to his mistress, who resided at a short

distance from the royal palace at Beleni.

Accordingly, on the 3rd of September, 1758,
the conspirators, to the number some say of

one hundred and fifty, distributed themselves
in five groups along the line of road by
which it was known that the king would
travel. About eleven o'clock at night, the

king left the residence of the marchioness in

a sege drawn by two horses, with one pos-

tilion, and his confidential valet and minister

of his pleasures, Teixeira. He had not pro-

ceeded far when he was met by the first

troop of assassins, who were headed by the

Duke of Aveiro and Joam Miguel on horse-

back. The King narrowly escaped a volley

of musketry from them, and the postilion,

fearful only of pursuit from the first body of

conspirators, whipped his horses until he was
met by a second division, under the com-
mand of Antonio Alvarez Ferreira and Aze-
vedo. He succeeded in passing this body
also, but Ferreira and Azevedo pursued, and
after discharging two muskets loaded with
slugs into the carriage, immediately rode off.

Fortunately the king, at the suggestion of
Teixeira, after escaping the first body of as-

sassins, had lain down in the bottom of the

carriage. He was, however, wounded se-

verely in the right arm and left side : the

postilion was dangerously wounded, and
Teixeira was also much hurt. The king,

now beginning to comprehend the extent of

his danger, ordered the postilion to turn back
a short distance and then drive through a

by-road to Belem. The postilion executed

his orders with great presence of mind, and
they succeeded in reaching Belem without

further injury. The king immediately
drove to the residence of the royal surgeon,
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confessed himself to a priest previously to

having his wounds dressed, and, after this

operation was performed, returned to his

palace. Carvalho was in immediate attend-
ance upon his master ; and the king and his

minister determined to keep the circumstance
a profound secret, in order the more effect-

ually to discover the originators of the con-
spiracy, and by seeming carelessness throw
them off their guard. Orders to this effect

were given to Teixeira, the postilion, con-

fessor, and surgeon ; and it was reported the

next day in the palace, to account for the

king having his arm in a sling, that on the

previous evening, in passing through a gal-

lery to go to the queen's apartments, he had
the misfortune to fall and bruise his right

arm. In consequence of this pretended acci-

dent, the queen was appointed Regent during
his indisposition, by a decree dated September
7th ; but notwithstanding the secrecy ob-

served by the king and his minister, a report

was soon spread of the attempted assas-

sination. The nobility and principal inha-

bitants of Lisbon flocked to the palace to con-

gratulate the king on his escape. Foremost
in the expression of his loyalty, the Duke of
Aveiro requested permission from Carvalho
to put himself at the head of a body of cavalry

and go in pursuit of the assassins. The king,

however, confining himself to his chamber, saw
no one, and Carvalho received these demon-
strations with the profoundest dissimulation,

thanking the duke and his friends for their

proffered services, but assuring them at the

same time that there was not the slightest

ground for accepting them, as the injury

Avhich the king had sustained merely pro-

ceeded from an accident. By such artifices

as these, the conspiracy was carefully hushed
up ; the king recovered the use of his arm,
and the minds of the people of Lisbon were
tranquillized by his appearing in public as

usual.

Four months had now elapsed, and the

conspiracy was no longer spoken about.

Meanwhile, however, the sagacious minister,

through his agents, had discovered the whole
secret. A principal instrument was his own
valet, who had an intrigue with the waiting-

woman of the old Marchioness of Tavora,
and put him in possession of the names of the

leading members of the conspiracy. Inferior

members were brought over by the promise
of a pardon to communicate whatever they
knew, and the minister's vengeance only
slumbered until he could avail himself of a
favourable opportunity of arresting the most
guilty.

On the 5th of January, 1759, a sumptuous
entertainment was given in honour of the

marriage of Carvalho's daughter with the

Count of Sampayo. The principal nobility

of Portugal were assembled on the occasion,

and Carvalho availed himself of this oppor-

tunity to arrest, almost at the same time, ten
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of the eleven conspirators whose names have
been already mentioned. The Duke of

Aveiro was absent at his country-house of

Azeitao, not far from Lisbon, and was stand-

ing at his window with his valet Azevedo,
who was also involved in the conspiracy,

when he perceived the officers of justice

advancing on horseback towards the house.

The valet, conjecturing the object of their

visit, counselled his master to fly ; but Aveiro,

either overpowered by fear, or perhaps not
exactly aware of his imminent danger, would
not follow the advice, and was arrested.

Azevedo fled, and was never afterwards
heard of, although ten thousand crowns re-

ward were offered for his head. Various
other members of the conspiracy were shortly

afterwards arrested ; among them were se-

veral of the principal nobility, and some
Jesuits. The latter, as a body, were ordered

to confine themselves for some time to their

residences, under pain of the severest penal-

ties ; and the motions of several other sus-

pected persons were strictly watched by the

minister's agents. The prisoners, it is said,

were treated with the utmost rigour : some
voluntarily confessed, and others declared

themselves guilty on the application of tor-

ture.

At length everything was prepared for

the trial and conviction of Aveiro and his

associates. Overwhelming evidence of their

guilt was adduced against the prisoners.

Aveiro and the Tavora family in vain pro-

tested their innocence : they were confronted

by the confessions of several of their accom-
plices, and by a multiplicity of documents
relating to the conspiracy which had been
seized among their papers at the time of
their arrest. In one of these a conspirator

writes to the Duke of Aveiro—" I have read
the plan your excellency sent of the great

affair, which is well arranged : if it is exe-

cuted as well as it is planned, I consider fail-

ure impossible." In another—" I approve
your design : under present circumstances

there is no choice. To destroy the authority

of King Sebastian [Carvalho], we must anni-

hilate that of King Joseph." The prisoners

were allowed counsel, but it was of the minis-

ter's choosing. There are contradictory state-

ments as to their trial. According to some
writers, it was an impartial one ; but it is

certain that some of the conspirators were
put to the torture, for the purpose of extort-

ing their confessions. They were all found
guilty, and the following sentence was pro-

nounced against ten of the ringleaders :

—

The Duke of Aveiro and Marquis of Ta-
vora to be conveyed to the public square at

Belem with halters round their necks ; after

a proclamation of their crimes, to be broken
on the wheel, their bodies to be consumed
by fire, and their ashes thrown into the sea

;

their arms and achievements to be effaced,

their property confiscated, their residences
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pulled down, and salt strewed on the sites

:

the name of Tavora was to be for ever abo-
lished, and a river so named to be called the
" River of Death." The two younger Ta-
voras, the Count of Atouguia, Romeiro,
Miguel, and Manoel Alvarez, were merci-
fully ordered to be strangled before being
bound on the wheel. Antonio Alvarez Fer-
reira was sentenced to be burned alive ; and
the old Marchioness of Tavora, in considera-
tion of her rank and sex, to be only deca-
pitated.

This sentence was carried into execution
on the next day. The following is the offi-

cial account of it, transmitted to the English
government by Mr. Hay, ambassador from
George II. to the court of Lisbon:—" Satur-

day, the 13th inst., being the day appointed
for the execution, a scaffold had been built

in the square opposite to the house where
the prisoners were confined, and eight wheels
fixed upon it. On one corner of the scaffold-

ing was placed Antonio Alvarez Ferreira,

and on the other corner the effigy of Joseph
Policarpo de Azevedo, who is still missing

—

these being the two persons who fired at the
back of the king's equipage. About a half
an hour after eight o'clock in the morning
the execution began. The criminals were
brought out one by one, each under a strong
guard. The Marchioness of Tavora was the
first that was brought upon the scaffold,

where she was beheaded at one stroke. Her
body was afterwards placed upon the floor of
the scaffolding, and covered with a linen cloth.

Young Jose Maria de Tavora, the young
Marquis of Tavora, the Count d'Atouguia,
and three servants of the Duke of Aveiro,
were first strangled at a stake, and after-

wards their limbs were broken with an iron

instrument. The Marquis of Tavora and
the Duke of Aveiro had their limbs broken
alive : the duke, for greater ignominy, was
brought bareheaded to the place of execution.

The body and limbs of each of the criminals,

after they were executed, wei*e thrown upon
a wheel and covered with a linen cloth. But
when Antonio Alvares Ferreira was brought
to the stake, whose sentence was to be burnt
alive, the other bodies were exposed to his

view. The combustible matter which had
been laid under the scaffolding was set fire

to ; the whole machine, with the bodies, was
consumed to ashes, and then thrown into the

sea."

The Duke of Aveiro, it seems, died like

a coward. The old Marquis of Tavora con-

fessed his guilt, and upbraided his wife as

the cause of his family's misfortunes. The
marchioness and her younger son, Jose

Maria, a youth only eighteen years of age,

were conspicuous among the criminals for

the fortitude with which they sustained their

cruel fate. The young Marchioness of Ta-
vora was shut up in a convent: it is not stated

whether the king was afterwards intimate
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with her ; but she was allowed a retinue of

servants and every luxury.
The sagacity and fearlessness of Carvalho

in this transaction are worthy of the highest

praise ; but the barbarous execution of the
prisoners, however guilty, must for ever re-

main an indelible stain upon his character.

His panegyrists attempt to justify it on the

ground of necessity, and assert that it was
the only course open for him to pursue, to

prevent the recurrence of similar plots for

the future ; but in a civilized country, and in

the latter half of the eighteenth century, no
minister can be excused for having recourse

to the barbarous executions of the middle
ages.

Shortly afterwards the Jesuits were com-
pletely expelled from Portugal, iu conse-

quence of the encouragement which they had
afforded to the disaffected in this and similar

conspiracies ; and the king, in requital for his

services, honoured Carvalho with the title of
Marquis of Pombal. There is no difficulty

in accounting for the assertion of the friends

and relatives of the conspirators, that no con-

spiracy ever really existed against the life of

the king, and that the attack upon the cai'-

riage was made under the supposition that it

was occupied by Carvalho ; but it is surprising

that the unblushing effrontery of the Jesuits

in the following reign should lead them to

deny altogether, not merely the existence of

the conspiracy against the king, but the at-

tempt which was made upon the carriage,

asserting that the whole circumstance was a

fabrication of the minister, invented for the

purpose of gratifying his well-known hatred

of the Jesuits and the nobility of Portugal.

Pombal, however, and the king himself, each
to his dying day, never showed any sym-
ptoms of remorse ; and the assertion of the

non-existence of the conspiracy barely rests

upon the authority of the Jesuits. Of the

less prominent conspirators, some made a
voluntary confession of their guilt, and were
accordingly pardoned ; others languished in

prison until the succeeding reign ; and others

succeeded in making their escape.

On the accession of Maria Francisca Isabel

in 1777, Pombal was dismissed from all his

offices ; the Jesuits were recalled from exile

;

and Don Jose Maria de Mello, a member of

that order, and closely connected with the

families of Aveiro, Tavora, and Atouguia,
was appointed to the important post of con-

fessor to the royal conscience. The young
queen, already half mad and entirely a fana-

tic, was assailed on all sides with entreaties

and appeals to her justice and mercy to atone

for the cruelties of her father's minister.

Menaced with the pains of eternal damnation
in case of a refusal, she at length yielded her

consent, and ordered a commission to revise

the process against the conspirators. On the

.3rd of April, 1781, the commissioners sat all

night, and concluded their labours at four
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o'clock on the following morning, by declaring
the innocence of all the individuals, living

or dead, executed or still in prison in conse-

quence of the sentence of the 12th of January,
1 759. The law-tribunals of the country, how-
ever, had the firmness to resist the official

publication of this decision ; the prisoners

had all previously been liberated on the ac-

cession of the queen ; and the only conse-

quence of the revision of the process was the

reinstatement of the Countess of Atouguia in

the honours and estates of her husband.
The queen shortly afterwards became com-

pletely insane, in consequence, it is supposed,

of the continual appeals made to her by her
confessor on behalf of the families of the con-

spirators. Mr. Beckford, on a visit to Portu-
gal in 1794, overheard some of her ravings,

which he represents as being the most ter-

rible which it was possible for a mortal being
to utter. She imagined she saw the image of
her father reduced to a mass of cinder, and
in the extremity of her agony shrieked " Ai
Jesous, Ai Jesous,"

The same writer, on a visit to the monastery
of Batalha, as he sat in his window at dead
of night, inhaling the cool breezes, was sur-

prised by a voice, exclaiming " Judgment!
judgment ! Tremble at the anger ofan offended

God ! Woe to Portugal ! woe ! woe !" On
watching whence the sounds proceeded, he
discovered that they were uttered by " a tall,

majestic, deadly-pale old man : he neither

looked about him nor above him ; he moved
slowly on, his eye fixed on stone, sighing

profoundly ; and at the distance of some
paces from the spot where I was stationed,

renewed his doleful cry, his fatal proclama-

tion, Woe ! woe !" Beckford was informed
in the morning, by the superior of the monas-
tery, that the singular being whom he heard
and saw Avas a near relative of the Duke of

Aveiro, and was arrested at the same time,

upon suspicion of being connected with the

conspiracy. This, hoAvever, was never proved,

and after languishing for some years in pri-

son, he was at length set at liberty. On
emerging from his dungeon, as the abbot in-

formed Mr. Beckford, " The blood of his

dearest relatives seemed sprinkled upon every

object that met his eyes; he never passed

Belem without fancying he beheld, as in a

sort of frightful dream, the scaffold, the

wheels, on which those he best loved had ex-

pired iu torture. The current of his young
hot blood was frozen ; he felt benumbed and
paralyzed ; the world, the court, had no
charms for him; there was for him no longer

warmth in the sun or smiles on the human
countenance :"—in short, he became a member
of the monastery of Batalha, where, at the

time of Mr. Beckford's visit in 1794, he had
resided for twenty-eight years. He always
professed his thorough conviction of the in-

nocence of the Duke of Aveiro, and at length,

by continually brooding over the misfortunes
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of his house, became a confirmed madman.
(Chaumeil de Stella and Santeiil, Essai sur

VHistoire de Portugal, vol. ii. 41—50 ; Smith,

Memoirs of the Marquis of Pombal, vol. i.

188—213; Gentleman's Magazine for Febru-
ary 1759; Anecdotes da Ministere du Mar-
quis de Pombal, 149— 189; Biographie Uni-

verselle ; Beckford, Pecollections of an Excur-
sion to the Monasteries of Alcohaga and Ba-
talha. 12— I'd, 219—224.) G. B.

AVEIS (SULTAN), the son of Amir
Shaikh Hasan Buzurg, second of the Ilkha-

nian princes, who during the latter half of the

fourteenth century ruled over part of Persia.

His father, Hasan Buzurg, amidst the con-

fusion that resulted on the death of Abu
Sa'id, succeeded in establishing himself ruler

of Baghdad and the adjoining territories on
the Tigris. Aveis succeeded him in Jul}^,

A.D. 1356, and within a few years he made
himself master of Irak Ajam, Azarbaijan,

and parts of Khonisan. It is gratifying to

add, however, that he owed his conquests

more to his fame for humanity and justice

than to the force of his arms. At that time

the whole land was in a state of anarchy, each

petty chief seizing and misgoverning as much
as he could. Under such circumstances, the

reign of Aveis forms a bright spot amidst the

surrounding darkness. According to the

best Persian historians, Aveis was a just and
humane sovereign, the father and benefactor

of his people, and the liberal patron of leai-n-

ing in every shape. His court became the

asylum of the few literary men that then

flourished in Persia, among whom the most
distinguished was Salman Savaji, the poet, at

that time a young man. The reign of Aveis

was frequently disturbed by the encroach-

ments of his unruly neighbours, whom, how-
ever, he ultimately defeated and chastised

with severity. He died in November, a.d.

1374, after an equitable reign of eighteen

years. Soon after his death the whole em-
pire fell under the iron grasp of the cele-

brated Timur. (Price, Mahommedan His-

torij ; Hahib-us-siyar and Labb ut-tawarikh,

Persian MSS.) D. F.

AVE'LEN, or AVEELEN, JOHAN
VAN DEN, a Dutch engraver and etcher of

moderate ability, of the end of the seven-

teenth and of the commencement of the

eighteenth century, who was employed

chiefly by booksellers. He lived from

1702 until 1712 at Stockholm, and en-

graved several plates there for a work
entitled " Suecia Antiqua et Hodieraa."

Heineken notices a few other works by this

engraver. He signed himself Joh. van den

Aveleen, and J. V. D. A. (Heineken, Dic-
tionnaire des Artistes, &c. ; BruUiot, Dic-

tionnaire des Monogrammes, &c.) R. N. W.
AVELINE, the name of several French

engravers of moderate reputation.

Antoine Aveline was a designer, etcher,

and engraver, born and established at Paris,

VOL. IV.

where he died in 1712, aged Mty. There are
by this engraver a great many landscapes and
views of cities, seats, and palaces, from draw-
ings, in France and elsewhere, many from his
owTi drawings, all of which are executed in
a light and agreeable styde. Among his

works Heineken enumerates, besides others,

sixteen large views of Versailles, a view of
Paris, eleven views of the principal buildings
of Paris, and \aews of Lyon, Marseille, Havre
de Grace, Rouen, Bordeaux, Brest, Strass-

burg, Basle, London, Amsterdam, Rome,
and St. Peter's at Rome, Venice, and the

Place of St. Mark at Venice, Turin, Lisbon,

Constantinople, Jerusalem, Tripoli, and Tan-
gier.

Pierre Aveline, likewise designer, etcher,
and engraver, was born at Paris in 1710, and
is supposed to have been of the same family
as Antoine Aveline: he died at Paris, a

member of the Royal Academy of Painting,
in 1760.

Pierre Aveline is the most distinguished
artist of this name ; he was the pupil of Jean
Baptiste Poilly, acquired much of that en-
graver's style of execution, and is reckoned
among the good engravei"s of France; he
would, however, says Huber, have obtained
a much greater reputation than he has done
if he had not spent much of his time in en-
graving mere sketches, and if he had been
more select in his choice of subject. He en-

graved figures, and his prints are numerous

;

from his own designs Heineken enumerates
thirty-six ; he engraved likewise many after

Fr. Boucher and Watteau, and some after

Le Brun, Jouvenet, C. Parocel, Bouchardon,
Berghem, Teniers, Ostade, J. B. Castiglione,

Schiavone, Albani, Giordano, Giorgione, J.

Bassano, Rubens, and other masters of less

note.

Francois Antoine Aveline, born at

Paris in 1718, was the cousin and pupil of
Pierre Aveline, but was an engraver of very
moderate ability. He lived some time in

Paris, where he worked almost exclusively

for the book and print sellers. On removing
to London he found the same kind of em-
ployment, and died there, according to Basan,
in poverty, in 1762. Heineken enumerates a
few of his prints, among them twelve Chinese
subjects, six after F. Boucher and six after

J, Pillenient.

Jean Aveline was the brother of Francois
Antoine, and was also a native of Paris. He
had likewise onlv moderate abilitv, and was
less known than his brother ; Heineken men-
tions only three of his works.

Heineken notices likewise an obscure en-

graver of the name of Joseph Aveline, who
was born at Paris in 1638, and died there in

1690. (Heineken, Dictionnaire des Artistes,

&c. ; Basan, Dictionnaire des Graveurs

;

Huber, Manuel des Amateurs, &c.') R. N. W.
AVELLA, GIOVANNI D', a Franciscan

monk in the monastery of Terra di Lavoro,

T
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published " Regole di Musica, divise in cinque
trattati," Rome, 1657, in the title-page of

which he promises easy and correct instruc-

tion on the Canto fermo, the Canto figurato,

melody and counterpoint, and the disclosure

of many new facts connected with the art.

But the volume adds little to the information

contained in previous elementary works of a

similar kind, (Burney, Historu cf Music.

^

E. T.

AVELLANE'DA, ALONSO FERNAN-
DEZ DE, is the assumed name of a Spanish

author of the seventeenth century, contem-

porary Avith Cervantes, who wrote a sequel

to the first part of " Don Quixote," before Cer-

vantes had finished his own second part of

that novel. The first part of " Don Quixote"
was published in the beginning of 1605, and
in 1613 Cervantes annomicedthe forthcom-

ing publication of the second. But before he
was ready for it, there appeared a spurious

second part, published at Tarragona about

the middle of 1614, under the title " Segundo
Tomo del ingenioso Hidalgo Don Quixote
de la Mancha, que contiene su tercera salida

:

y es la quiuta parte de sus aventuras. Com-
puesto por el Licenciado Alonso Fernandez
de Avellaneda natural de la Villa de Torde-
sillas." It bears the customary approbation

of the censor, a doctor of divinity, and the

licence for the publication by the vicar-gene-

ral of the Archbishop of Tarragona. In his

prologue, the author attacks Cervantes with
bitterness and scurrility, indulging in per-

sonal reflections on his being a cripple (Cer-

vantes had lost one of his hands at the battle

of Lepanto), his being old and peevish and
friendless, with other coarse allusions. He,
however, lets out the secret of his enmity to

Cervantes, who, he says, had unjustly criti-

cised his " excellent and numerous comedies
produced on the Spanish stage for many years,

composed in strict conformity to the rules of

art, and written with a purity of style that

might reasonably be expected from the pen
of a minister of the Holy Office." Cer-
vantes in his " Viage al Parnaso," as well as

in his " Don Quixote," had censured in gene-

ral terms the dramatic compositions of his

age. From the above hints of the pseudony-
mous Avellaneda, and from other circumstan-

tial evidence. Father Murillo, Don Juan An-
tonio Pellicer, and others have inferred that

he was an Aragonese, a Dominican friar,

and a writer of plays ; and Navarrete, in his
" Life of Cervantes," thinks that he must
have been a man of some influence, enjoying

the protection of persons at court, for which
reason Cervantes prudently abstained from
exposing him, or revealing his real name,
though he noticed his work in the second part

of his own " Don Quixote," exposing its lite-

rary deficiencies, and retorted, but in decent

language, the personal attacks of the author,

who was evidently well known to him. Cer-
vantes was far advanced in the composition
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of his second part when the rival work ap-

peared, for he only begins to notice it in the

5'Jtli chapter. He then hastened to complete
his owu work, which was finished by the

beginning of 1615, a few months after the

other, and was published in the course of that

year, Cervantes taking cai-e to state in the

title that this second part was by the author
of the first.

The work which goes by the name of Avel-
laneda does not seem to have been mucli

noticed at the time. In the beginning of
the following century, a copy of it having
fallen into the hands of Le Sage, he made a
French translation of it, taking considerable

liberties, after his usual manner, with the text,

for the purpose of adapting it to French taste.

Le Sage published his translation at Paris in

1704, which met with great success. The
" Journal des Savans " noticed it in terms
rather favourable to the fictitious Avellaneda,
saying, among other things, " that the re-

semblance Avhich occurs in parallel passages

of the two second parts, may be easily

accounted for by the fact that Cervantes
wrote his long after Avellaneda had pub-
lished his own," which, however, we have
seen above, was not the case. Several Spanish
literary men, judgmg of Avellaneda's work
from Le Sage's version, and not from the

Spanish text, which had become exti'emely

rare, began to think favourably of it, and ex-

pressed a wish that the original text should
be reprinted. A new edition was accordingly
published at Madrid, in 1732, with illustra-

tions and corrections by the licentiate Don
Isidro Perales y Torres.

It would be too nmch, perhaps, to say that

Avellaneda's work is destitute ofmerit, though
it is generally allowed to be inferior to Cer-
vantes'. The Sancho of the former is more
simple, he is facetious without intending it,

and his Don Quixote is more uniformly grave
and pompous, and consequently more dull.

The author often alludes to devotional and
monastic ceremonies ; he was evidently well
versed in scholastic and theological erudition,

and occasionally quotes passages of the Fa-
thers. The work of Avellaneda was trans-

lated into English from the Spanish edition

of 1732 : "The Life and Exploits of the in-

genious gentleman Don Quixote de la Man-
cha, with illustrations and corrections by the
licentiate Don Isidro Perales y Torres," 2

vols. 12mo. Swalfham, 1805. There were,
previous to this, other English translations of
Avellaneda's work, made from Le Sage's
French version. (Navarrete, Vida de Miguel
de Cervantes Saavedra, Madrid, 1819.) A. V.
AVELLANE'DA, DIDACUS DE, De-

curion of the nobility of Toledo, wrote a ge-

nealogical work on the House of Avellaneda,
" Tratado de la Casa y Familla de Avella-
neda," 1613. Another Didacus de Avel-
laneda, a native of Granada, was a distin-

guished member of the Society of the Jesuits
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in the second part of the sixteenth century.

He was superior of the College of Seville, and
afterwards of the College of Madrid, was sent

to INIexico to visit the houses of the Society

in that kingdom, and on his return to Spain
was appointed Rector of the professed house
of the Society at Toledo, where he died in

1598. He is the author of a treatise " Utruni
in Confessione Sacramentali criminis consors

nominari debeat." It appears from the state-

ment of Sacchinus, " Historia Societatis Jesu,"

part ii. 1. 2, p. 130, that, about the year 1558,

a mmour was spread at Granada that the

Jesuit confessors revealed the secrets of the

confessional. It was to defend the Society

from this charge that Avellaneda wrote the

above treatise, which was published in Italy

by Pietro Visconti, a Dominican, in 1593,

without the author's name. Avellaneda
wrote also a treatise " De Secreto," which
circulated in MS. but was not printed. (Ni-

colaus Antonius, Biblioiheca Hispana Nova ;

Alegambe, Bihliotheca Scriptorum Societatis

Jesu.) A. V.
AVELLANE'DA, DIDACUS COLLAN-

TES DE, a native of Guadalaxara in Spain,

and." a doctor of law, wrote " Commentario-
rum PragmaticsB in favorem rei frumentarioe

et agi'icolarum, et rerum qua; agriculturse

destinatse sunt," in three books, INIadrid, 4to.

1606. (Nicolaus Antonius, Bihliotheca His-
pana JVova.) A. V.
AVELLANE'DA, DON GARCIA DE,

COUNT OF CASTRILLO, born of a

noble family in Spain, in the latter part of the

16th century, studied at Salamanca, and was
afterwards appointed by Philip III. auditor

of the chanceiy of Valladolid. He rose high
in office under Philip IV., being appointed

successively Councillor of Castile, Coun-
cillor of State, and President of the Council

of the Indies. In 1 653 he was sent as Viceroy
to Naples, to replace the Count de Oiiate,

whose harsh administration had become
hateful to the Neapolitans. The new vice-

roy pursued a more conciliatory course,

whilst at the same time he was firm in en-

forcing obedience to the laws. In the fol-

lowing year the adventurous Henry of Lor-

raine, Duke of Guise, who had figui-ed in the

Neapolitan revolution of 1648 as captain-

general of the insurgents, for which he had
suffered four years' imprisonment in Spain,

determined to make a fresh attempt. Being
supported bj^ the French court, then at war
with Spain, he sailed from Toulon with a
French squadron having several thousand
men on board, entei-ed the Bay of Naples,
and landed at Castellamare in November,
1654. He easily took that small town, but
was foiled in all his attempts to get farther

into the country, and, after a fortnight,

finding himself hemmed in by the detach-

ments which marched against him from va-

rious quarters, and especially harassed by a
numerous troop of banditti, which the vice-
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roy had taken into his pay, and who had
stationed themselves in the mountains just

above Castellamare, he re-embarked, after

having lost many men, and sailed back to

France.

In 1656 the plague broke out at Naples,
said to have been brought thither by a vessel

from Sardinia. Naples had not been visited

by this scourge since the time of the siege by
the French under Lautrec in 1527-8. But
the plague of 1656 proved far more destruc-

tive than the former. It has been recorded
in history under the name of " the great

plague of Naples." Parrino, and Giannone
after him, have given accounts of the desola-

tion which it occasioned; but the most
graphic sketch of it is in a satirical poem
in the Neapolitan dialect, by Titta Va-
lentino, an eye-witness, under the title of
" Napole scontrafatto dalla Pesta." The
conduct of the viceroy was irresolute. He
disbelieved at first the report of the disease

being the plague of the Levant ; and he sent

to a dungeon a physician named Bozzuti,

who had said that all the symptoms of the

disease were those of the real plague. The
facultj', warned by this example, gave an-

other name to the complaint, which spread

unnoticed for two months at a fearful rate.

The Cardinal Filomarino, Archbishop of

Naples, remonstrated with the viceroy, who,
seeming to awake from his fancied securitj^

called a council of physicians. These phy-
sicians, however, did not declare it to be the

plague, but advised several sanatory measures
to check the spreading of the contagion. It

was said that the viceroy, who was called

upon to send troops to Lombardy, to assist in

the war against the Fi'ench, had a great ob-

jection to put the kingdom under quarantine.

The deaths amounted to one hundred per

day, and the people, left to themselves by the

apathy of their rulers, turned to their saints
;

they flocked to the churches, carried about

the streets images believed to be miraculous,

and made processions and other noisy pa-

geants. Latterly a report was circulated

that a certain nun, called Suor Orsola Benin-
casa, who had lately died in the odour of

sanctity, had foretold that a new and more
commodious monastery would be soon built

for her sisters on the slope of the hill of S.

Marti no, and that this would take place du-

ring the greatest calamity which Naples had
yet endured. This being considered as an
injunction from heaven, all the people, high

and low, crowded to the spot which had been

thus designated, and began excavating the

ground, in order to lay the foundations of the

new monastery. The viceroy went himself

to lay the first stone, and persons of the

highest rank were seen carrying mortar,

stones, timber, and other materials for the

building. Collections were made from house

to house, and ban-els were speedily filled

with gold and silver. But during this fit of
T 2
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devotional fervour, the pestilence raged with
the utmost fury, greater facilities being af-

forded for the spreading of the contagion by
multitudes from every part of the city crowd-
ing together under a broiling sun. Still the

building went on, the people being persuaded

that the plague would cease as soon as the

structure was completed. At last people

died at the rate of eight thousand to ten

thousand a day, according to the perhaps

exaggerated statement of the historian Par-

rino, until there were neither priests nor

physicians nor grave-diggers. The vice-

roy employed a hundred Turkish slaves to

remove the dead bodies to the cemeteries

outside of the town. In the course of six

months the plague destroyed two hundred
thousand people in the town of Naples, be-

sides many in the country. About the middle
of August, after a heavy fall of rain, the

disease suddenly abated, and soon after ceased

altogetlier, leaving the town nearly without
inhabitants. Numbers of persons from dis-

tant parts of the country, being told that all

the people had died at Naples, set off for the

capital, expecting to take possession of the

houses and furniture of the deceased. Strong
measures of police were resorted to by the

viceroy to arrest the system of plunder which
was going on, and it was a twelvemonth be-

fore the communications were opened again,

and Naples began to assume something of its

usual appearance. The monastery of Suor
Orsola w^as now completed, and it stands to

this day, with its massive walls, a memorial
of that awful visitation.

At the beginning of 1G59 the Count de
Peiiaranda arrived at Naples as the new
viceroy, and Don Garcia de Avellaneda em-
barked to return to Spain, where he was ap-

pointed member of the king's privy council.

He died at an advanced age. (Parrino,

Teatro Eroico e Politico dei Vicere di Na-
poli ; Giannone, Storia Civile del Regvo
di Napoli.) A. V.
AVELLA'NI, GIUSE'PPE, is noticed in

the " Biografia Universale," published of late

years by Missiaglia at Venice, as an Italian

poet of considerable merit. He w-as born at

Venice in 17G1, studied under the Jesuits,

and applied himself chiefly, as it appears, to

literature and poetry. He published an his-

torical poem, " Padova riacquistata," Venice,

1 790, 8vo., and a tale in verse, " Isabella Eo-
vignana," Venice, 1795, 8vo. He wrote seve-

ral other works, which have not been pub-

lished. He died at Venice in 1817. The
French " Biographie Universelle " writes his

name incorrectly Avelloni. (Lombardi, Sto-

ria della Letteratura Italiana.) A. V.
AVELLI'NO, ONO'FRIO, a clever Italian

painter of the seventeenth ceutuiy, was born

at Naples in 1674. He painted history and
portrait, but more especially portrait, in

which he was very successful. He studied

Jfirst with Liica Giordano, and when that
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painter w^ent to Spain, he entered the school

of Solimena. Avellino made many copies

from the pictures of Giordano, chiefly battles,

which were sold as originals, and he copied
several times his picture of Joshua command-
ing the Sun to stand still, which is considered
Giordano's masterpiece: he copied likewise

some of the works of Solimena, which have
been sold as originals, says Dominici.

After practising some yeai's at Naples,
Avellino removed to Rome, where he mar-
ried and established himself : he was settled

there in 1729, and probably a few years

before that date. Dominici, who corre-

sponded with Avellino, acknowledges him-
self much indebted to him for information

about the Neapolitan artists of his time, con-

cerning whom Avellino sent him many no-

tices. He died at Rome in 1741. In the last

years ofhis life, through the pressing demands
of a large family, he became very careless in

his portraits. Avellino was slight and rapid

in his execution, and an indifferent colourist

:

his principal work at Rome is the fresco of

the ceiling of the church of San Francesco
di Paola.

There was a Giulio Avellino, a land-

scape painter of Messina, who lived many
years at Ferrara, where he died about the

year 1700. He was called II Messinese, was
the scholar of Salvator Rosa, and painted

much in the style of that master, but with less

wildness ; he embellished his pictures with
tasteful pieces of architecture, and well-exe-

cuted small figures. There are several of
his pictures in the private collections of Fer-

rara, and in other parts of the Roman states.

(Dominici, Vite de' Pittori, Sfc. NopoUtaiii ;

Lanzi, Storia Pittorica, &c.) R. N. W.
AVELLO'NI, FRANCESCO, son of

Count Casimiro Avelloni, of Naples, was boi-n

at Venice, the native place of his mother, in

1756. He studied in the College of the

Jesuits, until the suppression of that Order
in 1773, w^hen, having lost his parents, and
being left destitute, he bethought himself of

going to Naples, where he knew that he had
some aunts living in good circumstances. On
the road between Rome and Naples, he was
stopped near Fondi by a band of robbers, who
stripped him of all he had, and then tied

him to a tree, whilst they sat down to take

their meal, which they seasoned with con-

vivial jests. One of them, who appeai'ed a

man of superior education to the rest, intro-

duced some half jocose, half serious remarks
on their mode of life, and the general state of

society in that time and country, displaying

a curious kind of philosophy, which made a

lasting impression on the mind of young
Avelloni. At last the banditti left the place,

after having untied their prisoner, who pur-

sued his way to Naples, begging on the road

to get a meal. On arriving at Naples, he
found out the residence of his aunts, who,
however, refused to see him or give him any
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assistance. Alone, half naked, and without
money, he was sauntering about the crowded
streets of Naples, when his attention was
attracted by a playhouse bill. A thought
struck him of trying his chance at play-
writing, and he introduced himself for this

object to the manager of the company, of the
name of Bianchi, offering to write a play with
considerable novelty in it. Bianchi accepted
the offer, he took Avelloni into his house, and
provided for his most pi-essing wants, and
Avelloni in the course of a fortnight wrote a
play in five acts, entitled " Giulio Assassino,"
in which he introduced as one of the charac-
ters his late acquaintance the philosophizing
robber of Fondi. The play, being acted,

proved extremely successful, and was re-

peated for twenty evenings to crowded houses.

During one of the performances, a livery ser-

vant inquired for the author, and, having
found Avelloni, requested him to follow him
to a box where sat two elderly ladies, who
lavished praises upon the young dramatist, and
addressed him by the title of their nephew.
Avelloni, half intoxicated with his stage

success, and still sore at his first reception by
his relatives, received these advances with
coldness, took his leave, and never sought his

aunts afterwards. He wrote several more
plays for Bianchi, which also proved suc-

cessful. He then assumed the costume of an
Abbe, which was the usual dress of literary

men, and being of a diminutive size, he was
nicknamed " II Poetino," or the little poet.

The Prince of Sangro, who belonged to one
of the principal families of Naples, had a
fancy to appear as a dramatic writer, but had
little ability for the task. He sought Avel-
loni, showed him several shapeless outlines

of plays which he had sketched, and re-

quested him to fill up the blanks, or, in other

words, to write the plays. Avelloni wrote for

him about forty plays, which were brought
on the stage under the name of the prince,

and which had a considerable run for a

time. For every play which he wrote, the

prince gave Avelloni eight Neapolitan ducats
(above thirty shillings) and a ham, the pro-

duct of his country estates. Having left the

prince, Avelloni wrote for several managers

;

he afterwards went to Kome with the actor

and manager Tommaso Graudi, who intro-

duced on the stage of the theatre Capranica
the so-called " Commedia Urbaua," or regu-

lar drama. Avelloni married an actress, by
whom he had many children, who all died at

an early age. After the death of his wife, he
became joint-manager with another actress,

but derived no profit from the concern. He
appeared on the stage as an actor, but finding

that he was not calculated for acting, he re-

sumed his profession of dramatic writer, and
wrote plays in various towns of Italy for

the well-known dramatic companies of De
Marini, Fabbrichesi, Vestris, and Blanes.

Tired at last of working hard for little emo-
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lument, he became a private teacher, and
spent many years in that capacity in several

respectable families. He spent nine of his

later years at Rome, in the house of his

friend Jacopo Ferretti, himself a poet. At
seventy years of age he married the widow
of the prompter Pieri, who had been left des-

titute at the death of her husband, and whom
he cherished till his death. Avelloni died at

Rome in 1837, at eighty-one years of age.

His friend Ferretti wrote a biographical

notice of him in the " Album," published at

Rome, in 1840.

Avelloni's first plays, which had the most
success, were of the sentimental style, called

by some " the lachi-ymose style," which was
then prevalent on the stages of Germany,
France, and Italy, and of which Kotzebue's
dramas, Goethe's " Werther," which was also

dramatised, and Schiller's " Robbers," are

M^ell known specimens. In Italy, whose
stage has generally imitated the stage of
other countries ever since the Roman times,

Greppi, Gualzetti, Federici, and Avelloni

were the champions of the sentimental drama,
and they were very successful on the stage.

Even to this day people are attracted by per-

formances like that of the well known drama
" Adelaide and Comminges," in which dis-

appointed lovers turn monks, or by others in

which spirited youths maddened by jealousy

and revenge become highway robbers, like

the characters of Avelloni. Avelloni was not

equally successful in the higher or regular

comedy, his characters being deficient in

dignity. His dialogues are generally easy

and natural, but the incidents ai-e often

strained, and he sins against probability and
truth. He wrote very fast, both from dis-

position and imperious circumstances, and he
seldom corrected his MSS., as is proved by
his autographs. His facility and carelessness

were so great that he has been known to

have been unable after a year or two to re-

cognise some of his own productions. He
wrote several allegorical dramas, in which he
was successful : the best of them are his

" Lucerna di Epitteto " (the " Lantern of

Epictetus") ; " Le Vertigini del Secolo"(the
" Follies or Vagaries of the Age"), " II Sogno
d'Aristo," &c. Some of these are still per-

formed on the stage. He wrote about six

hundred plays, some in verse and others in

prose, most of which are inserted in the

various collections of dramas which have

been published in Italy of late years. (Ti-

paldo, Biograjia degli Italiani illustri ihi

Secolo XVIII. e de Contemporanei ; Salfi,

Saggio Storico critico delta Commedia Ita-

liaiia.) A. V.

AVEMANN, WOLFF, a painter of Niirn-

berg, of the beginning of the seventeenth

century, who distinguished himself, accord-

ing to Doppelmayr, for his pictures of the

interioi's of churches, and other architectural

views, after the manner of H. Steenwyck.
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He left Niirnberg about the year 1620, and
went into Hesse, where he died shortly after

his arrival in consequence of a sword wound
which he received. (Doppelmayr, Histo-

rische JVacJtricht von den Niirnbergischen

Kilnstlern, &c,) K. N. W.
AVEMPACE, called also Aven Pace,

Aben Pace, and Aven Pas, the corrupt forms

of the name Ibn Bajeh, which first began to

be written Aben, and then, from the simi-

larity of the sound of the letters b and v

among the Spaniards, was pronounced Aven.
The complete name (or series of names) of

Avempace was Abu Bekr Mohammed Ibn

Yahya Ibnu-s-sayegh (the son of the gold-

smith), but he is better known under the sur-

name of Ibn Bajeh. He was one of the most
celebrated philosophers of his time, so as to

be preferred by Abvi-1-liasan 'Ali to Avi-
cenna, Al-ghazzalf, or any other writer except

Al-farabi; very little, however, is known of
the events of his life, nor have we now the

means of judging satisfactorily how far he
deserved his great contemporary reputation.

Some writers say that he was born at Cor-
dova in Andalusia, but others consider him
to have been a native of Saragossa in Ara-
gon ; which latter opinion appears to be the

more probable, as he belonged to the race of

the Tojibites, a noble and powerful family

who settled in Spain soon after the conquest,

and one of whom, Al-mundhir Ibn Yahya
At-tojibf, made himself master of Saragossa.

(Gayangos, Notes to Al-makkari's Mo-
hamm. Dynast, in Spain, vol. i. p. 462, and
vol. ii. p. 441.) The exact year of his birth

is unknown. He practised as a physician at

Seville in Andalusia till a.h. 512 (a.d.

1119), then travelled in search of know-
ledge, and went to Fez, to the court of Yahya
Ibn Tashefin, whose vizir he became. Here
he died and was buried, a.h. 533 (a.d.

1138-9), or, according to others, a.h. 525
(a.d. 1130-1), poisoned, as was said, by the

other physicians of the court, whose envy
and hatred he had in some way excited

against himself. The story of his having
been imprisoned at Cordova by the father of
Averrocs on the charge of heresy, which is

told by Leo Africauus, and has been repeated

by several modern writers, hardly deserves

to be believed on his sole authority. He is

said to have died very young, but, if the

above dates be correct, he cannot have been
much less than five and forty at the time of

his death. He was tutor to Abii-l-hasan

'Ali Ibn 'Abdi-l-'aziz Ibnu-1-imam, of Gra-
nada, who lived on terms of great intimacy

with him, and was one of his chief admirers,

and who, after his death, published a work
consisting ofa collection ofhis sayings. Avem-
pace was also one ofthe tutors to the celebrated

Averroiis, a fact which is hardly reconcilable

with the age of twenty-three, at which his

death is sometimes said to have taken place.

His works were very numerous, twenty-five
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being enumerated in his Life by Ibn Abi
Ossaybi'ah, translated by Gayangos, and in-

serted in the Appendix to his translation of
Al-makkari. Some of these are commen-
taries on different works of Aristotle and
Galen ; others are treatises on various philo-

sophical and metaphysical subjects ; and
others appear from their titles to have been
merely short pamphlets. Several of them
are still in MS. in different libraries in Eu-
rope ; and, besides those mentioned by Ibn
Abi Ossaybi'ah, Casiri states that there are in

the Escurial Library five treatises in one vo-
lume written by Avempace, and finished at

Seville on the fourth of Shawwal, a.h. 512
(Jan, 18, A.D. 1119). None of these (as far

as the writer is aware) have been published
either in the original Arabic or in a transla-

tion; but a Latin version appears to have
been well known in the middle ages, and is

quoted by St. Thomas Aquinas {Cont. Gent.

lib. iii. cap. 41) and other scholastic theolo-

gians.

Avempace was a learned and accomplished
man ; he is said to have been not only one
of the most eminent physicians that ever
lived, but also an excellent musician, well
versed in literature, an astronomer, mathe-
matician, geometrician, philosopher, and me-
taphysician. He was a great admirer of
Aristotle, to whose system he was, like most
of the principal Arabian philosophers, exclu-

sively devoted, and whose writings he both
thoroughly understood and explained with
peculiar clearness and beau^ty of expression.

He knew the Koran by heart, but is said to

have entertained very free opinions respect-

ing its divine authority, and also on several

other points of faith. " Respecting meta-
physics," says Ibn Abi Ossaybi'ah, " if truth

be told, Ibn Bajeh did not establish any new
doctrine, nor is there anything remarkable in

his writings, if we except a few loose obser-

vations in that Epistle of his entitled Al-
wadii' (or ' Fare thee well'), and in his

essay ' On Human Reason,' besides a few
separate hints in two more of his philo-

sophical tracts. Yet these are exceedingly
vigorous, and go very far to prove his pro-

ficiency in that illustrious science (meta-
physics) which is the complement and the

end of every other science. It was to his

constant application to the above studies that

Ibn Bajeh owed all his attainments, and his

superiority in all the other branches of know-
ledge. But what will appear almost incre-

dible is that Ibn Bajeh should have strained

every nerve to become possessed of those

sciences which had been known and culti-

vated before him, and in which the paths of
invention were entirely closed to him, and
that he should have fallen short in his en-

deavours to ameliorate that science which is

the complement of every science, and an ob-

ject of desire to all those endowed with a
brilliant disposition, or to whom God im-
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parted his divine gifts. However, with all

this, Ibn Bajeh was, of all his contempo-
raries, the most snccessful in promoting the

study of metaphysics, redeeming it from the

shadows which enveloped it, and in bring-

ing it to light. May God show him mercy !"

(Translated by Gayangos.) Little or no-

thing is known of his personal character,

but the following, which is one of his " re-

markable sayings," deserves to be recorded

:

—" There are things the knowledge of

which is beneficial to man even long after

he has learned them—namely, good actions,

because they ensure him the rewards of Al-

mighty God." (Nicolaus Antonius, Bih-
lioth. Hisp. Veins, vol. ii. p. 382 ; Casiri,

Biblioth. Arabico-Hisp. Escur. vol. i. p. 178
;

Wiistenfeld, Geschlchte der Arahischen Aerz-
te und Naturforseller, Leipzig, 1840; Al-mak-
kari, Hist, of the Mohammedan Dynasties in

Spain, vol. i. pp. 146, 423, and Appendix xii.

;

Leo Africanus, De Viris Illustr. c. 15, in

Fabricius, Biblioth. Grceca, vol. xiii. p. 279,

ed. vet.) W. A. G.
AVEN. [Daven.]
AVENANT. [Davenaxt.]
AVENA'RIUS, PHILIPP, born in 1553,

at Lichtenstein, was organist at Altenburg.

He published " Cantiones Sacrse, 5 voc." Niirn-

berg, 1572. (GexhQY, Lexicon der Tonkilnstler.)

AVENA'RIUS, THOMAS; (whose real

name was Habermann), a native of Eulen-

burg near Leipzig, published at Dresden, in

1614, a collection of songs in four and five

parts, entitled " Horticello anmiithiger froli-

cher und trauriger neuer amorischer Gesang-
lein," Sec. (Gerber, Lexicon der Tonkilnstler.)

F T
AVENBRUGGEE. [Auenbrug-

GER.]
AVENDANO, DIEGO DE, a Spanish

painter of Valladolid, of the seventeenth

century, and one of the artists who, in

1661, disputed the power of the corregidor,

or chief magistrate, of Valladolid to compel
artists to serve in the militia. (Cean Ber-

mudez, Diccionario Historico, &c.) R. N. W.
AVENELLES, ALBIN DES, a canon of

the church of Soissons in Picardy, born

about the year 1480. Nothing more appears

to be known respecting him. He translated

the"Remede d'Amour" of Pope Pius II.,

which has been published under the follow-

ing titles : 1. " Le Remede d'Amour, copose

par Eneas Silvius, aultremet dit Pape Pie
Second, translate de Latin en fran9oys par

maistre Albin des Auenelles, chanoine de
leglise de Soissons, auee aucunes additions

de Baptiste Mantue," printed at Paris, in

Gothic letter, in 4to., without date or printer's

name, but by Jean Trepperel, about the year

1505. This translation is made in ten syl-

lable verse ; the Latin original is printed in

the margin. Another edition was printed at

Paris by Jean Longis, in 4 to., also without
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date. 2. " Ovide de I'art d'Aymer, translate'

de latin en franyoys ; avec plusieurs autres

petitz ceuvres dont le contenu est a le page
suyvante ; le tout mieux que par cy-devant

reueu et corrige," Antwei-p, 1556, 16mo.
This work is divided into two parts. The
first contains " L'Art d'Aimer," "La Clef

d'Amour," and "Les sept Arts liberaux

d'Amour," composed in octosyllabic verse.

The second comprehends the " Remede
d'Amour." Barbier, on the authority of

Bouhier, attributes the first part of this col-

lection to Raoul de Beauvais, a poet of the

twelfth century. This must be an error, as

it appears from internal evidence that the

three pieces of which it consists, and which,

according to La Monnoye, are bad imitations

of the three books of Ovid's " Art of Love,"
were written in the beginning of the six-

teenth century. Du Verdier is equally in

error in assigning them to Avenelles. All
the pieces in this collection, with the addition

of a " Discours fait a I'honneur de I'amour
chaste pudique, an me'pris de I'impudique,"

were reprinted at Paris about 1580, in 16mo.
(La Croix du Maine and Du Verdier, Biblio-

theqnes Francoises, edit. Rigoley de Juvign}-
;

Goujet, Bibliotheque Francoise,V\. 3, vii. 44;
Brunet, Manuel du Libraire, art. " iEneas
Silvius" and " Ovid," 4th edit. ; Me'lanyes

tire's d'une grande bibliotheque, vii. 349, &c.)

J. W. J.

AVENELLES, PHILIPPE DES. The
time and place of his birth and death do not

appear to be known. He is only mentioned
as a translator. His works are:— 1. "Epi-
tome on Abrc'ge' des Vies de cinquante-quatre

excellenspersonnagestant Grecs que Romains,
mises an paragon I'une de I'autre ; extrait du
Grec de Plutarque de Cherone'e," Paris, 1558,

8vo. This is a translation of the first volume
of the Latin version by Darius Tiberti.

2. He also translated the sixth and seventh

books of Appian, printed with the rest of the

work, which was translated by Claude de
Seyssel, Paris, 1560, 8vo., and 1569, fol.

They comprehend " L'Histoire des Guerres
des Romains en Iberie," and " Guerres des

Romains contre Annibal." (Du Verdier,

Bibliotheque Francoise, iii. 197, 198 ; Preface

to the translation of Appian, by Combes-
Dounous, p. Ivii.) J. W. J.

AVENELLES, PIERRE, advocate of the

parliament of Paris, is only known as

the person who disclosed the Amboise con-

spiracy or project to remove the family of

Guise from the person of Francis IL, King
of France, set on foot by the Prince de

Conde. In the year 1560 Avenelles was
living at Paris in the fauboiu-g St. Germain,

and Renaudic', the ostensible chief of the

conspiracy, came to reside in his house.

Avenelles' suspicions were excited by the

great number of pei'sons who visited his

lodger ; he exerted himself to gain his con-

fidence, and having made himself master of
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all the details of the scheme, he proceeded
immediately to Etiemie rAlemant, sieur de
Vouzai, intendant of the Cardinal de Lor-
raine, and disclosed to him the particulars of

the conspiracy in the presence of Milet, the

secretary to the Duke de Guise. Avenelles

was a Protestant, and this betrayal of the

secrets of his party has been very generally

censured as an act of gross treachery. De
Thou, on the other hand, defends him as a

man of worth and learning, who was influ-

enced not by sordid motives, bnt by the

conscientious conviction that all plots and
conspiracies against a legally constituted

government are morally wrong. It cannot

be denied, however, that disinterested as his

motives may have been, he did not refuse

the reward of his disclosures, viz. the sum of
twelve thousand francs, and a judicial post in

one of the cities of Lorraine. The time of
his death is not recorded. (De Thou, His-
toire Universelle, edit. 1740, ii. 763—775;
Satm-e Menippee, edit. 1709, ii. 268, &c.)

J. W. J.

AVENPACE. [AvEMPACE.]
AVENTFNUS, JOHANNES, the author

of the "Annales Bojorum," was born at

Abensberg, in Bavaria, in 1466. His real

family name was Thiirmaier or Thiirnmaier
;

accordingly he is called in an epigram by
his friend Leonard von Eckh, " Thurnioma-
rus," and also " Johannes Aventinus Duro-
marus ; " but Aventinus called himself after

the Latinized name of his native place Abens-
berg, although he well knew that the Eomans
called that town " Abusina" and not " Aven-
tinium." His father kept an inn, but must
have been possessed of good property, as he
gave his son a liberal education. He sent him
to the Universities of Ingolstadt and Paris.

Having finished his philosophical and classical

studies he returned to Germany, and in 1503
he taught eloquence and poetry in Vienna.
In 1507 he went to Poland, gave public in-

struction in Greek grammar at Cracow, and
perfected himself in mathematics. He re-

turned soon after, and in 1 509 he expounded
at the University of Ingolstadt Cicero's
" Soranium Scipionis" and the " Rhetorica
ad Herennium," with so much success that

his name reached the ducal court at Munich.
He was invited to Munich, in 1512, to in-

struct Ludwig and Ernest, the two younger
sons of Duke Albert the Wise, who had died

in 1508, and whose place was occupied

by his eldest son Wilhelm IV. Aventinus
gained the good-will of the duke and the

affection of his pupils, with the younger of

whom, Ernest, he travelled through the south

of Germany and the whole of Italy during

1515 and 1516, and thus he had an opportu-

nity of making himself personally acquainted

with the great scholars of Italy. On his

return, in 1517, he began to prepare mate-
rials for the history of his native country, in

which undertaking he was chiefly assisted by
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the duke and his pupils, who not only opened
to him all the archives, but, in order to free

him from all pecuniary cares, gave him a
pension, and the means of travelling and
consulting the public records of the various
German states. Aventinus devoted himself
entirely to his great work. He rarely left

his study, saw his friends seldom, and allowed
himself little rest even during the greater

part of the night. In 1522, after six years'

labour, his " Annales' Bojorum" were in sub-

stance completed, but he employed the next
ten years in enlarging and improving, and
in translating them from Latin into German.

In 1529, he was carried by force from the

house of his sister in Abensberg, and put
in prison, for reasons unknown, according to

some of his biographers; but according to

others, on a suspicion of heresy, and espe-

cially for his attachment to the Reformation.
However, at the intercession of his patron,

the Duke, he was set at liberty ; but it seems
that the high-minded scholar could not brook
such an insult. From that time he fell into

a state of melancholy. He tried, at last, to

arouse himself from his grief by marrying,
an extraordinary step at his time of life, for

he was then sixty-four years of age. His
melancholy was not cured by marriage, for

his wife was of a quarrelsome temper. In
1 533 he was called to Ingolstadt as tutor to the

sons of a Bavarian counsellor. Upon this he
went to Ratisbon in order to fetch his wife

;

but being taken ill he died in that town in

1534. He had two children, a boy, who
died before him, and a girl,who survived him.
The " Annales Bojorum," by which he

gained so great a reputation, and which pro-

cured for him from Leibnitz the honourable
title of the " Father of Bavarian Historiogra-

phy," had a strange fate. They were dedi-

cated to the Duke Wilhelm IV. and his two
brothers, but these patrons withheld the work
from the public. Their successor Albert V.
permitted Hieronymxis Ziegler, professor of

poetry at the University of Ingolstadt, to

publish it. The " Annales Bojorum" ap-

peared in 1554. But the same reason which
might have induced the princely patrons to

stop the publication, led Ziegler to omit in his

edition all those passages which were directed

against the popes, several ecclesiastical per-

sons, and the Romish Church. Ziegler states

in his preface that these omissions excited

the curiosity of the Lutherans, who exerted
themselves to procure a complete copy. This
was accomplished by Nicholaus Cisner in his

edition under the title "Joannis Aventini
Annalium Bojorum Lib. vii., ex autenticis

manuscriptis codicibus recogniti, restituti,

aucti diligentia Nicolai Cisneri," Basil, 1580,
foL, 1615; Frankfort, 1627; and by H. N.
Grundling, Leipzig, 1710.

Four different editions of the German
translation are mentioned : 1 . the oldest under
the title " Chronica von Ursprung und
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taten der uhralten Teutschen durch Joh.

Aventinum, und yetzt erstmals durch Cesp.

Bruschium in truck verfertigt," Niiniberg,

4to., 1541. 2. "Die Annales Bojorum,
deutsch herausgegeben von Hier. Ziegler,"

Ingolstadt, fol. 1664 (the original, according

to Adehmg in his Supplement to Jocher's
" Allg. Gelehrten Lexicon," is in this edition

much disfigured), 3. " Bayerische Chronik,

herausgegeben von Simon Schard," Frank-
fort, 1566, printed from an incomplete copy;

and 4. " Bayerische Chronik, herausgegeben

von Nic. Cisner," Basil and Frankfort, 1580,

1 622, from the genuine manuscript of Aven-
tinus.

Both the Latin original and the German
translation bear the marks of indefatigable

industry, love of truth, and reverence for

all the great interests of mankind. The spirit

which animated the " humanists" of the six-

teenth century is felt as we peruse these

books. The Latin is pure and tlowing ; the

German is powerful, and bears a great simi-

larity to the language of Luther.

Besides these two works Aventinus left

many manuscripts, the greater part of which
treat of historical subjects, and some of gram-
mar, music, and poetry ; a complete list

of all, both the printed and those in ma-
nuscript, is i#Adeluug's " Supplement" to

Jocher.

The life of Aventinus has been written by

several scholars, all of whom have borrowed
from one source, the " Vita Joannis Aven-
tini Boji a Hiei'onymo Zieglero enarrata et

Annalibus Bojorum prsefixa," Ingolstadt,

1556. (Dan. Wilh. Moller, Diss, de Jo. Aven-
tino, Altorf, 4to., 1698; Vita Aventini, auct.

G. H. A. (Hier. Aug. Groschuf ), prefixed to

the Annales Bojorum, Leipzig, 1710; Bayle,

Dictionnaire ; Leben des Joliann Thurmaijers,

insgemein Aventin genant, in the Annalen der

Baierisclien Literatur vom Jalir 1778 ; C. W.
F. V. Breyer, Ueher Aventin, den Vater der

Baierischen Geschichte, in Erster offentlicher

Sitzung der Koniglichen Academie der Wis-
senschaften nach ihrer Ernennung ; Ersch and
Gruber, Allgem. Enci/clopddie.) A. H.
AVENZOAR, one of the corrupt forms of

the Arabic name Ibn Zohr, or (as it is some-

times, but probably less correctly, written)

Ibn Zahr, Zohar, or Zohir. The word has

been corrupted in the same way, and for the

same reasons, as the name Avempace, and is

sometimes written Aben Zohar, Abinzohar,

Aby9ohar, Abynzoahar, Aven Zohar, &c. It

is generally applied to one very celebrated

Arabic physician of the sixth century of the

Hijra, or twelfth of the Christian sera; but

as this has arisen from confounding several

persons of the same family, it will be neces-

sary here to distinguish them, for which pur-

pose the following genealogical table will be

useful :

—

1

.

Zohr Al-ayadi Al-ishbili.

2. Merwan Ibn Zohr.

3. Abu Bekr Mohammed.
A.H. 336—422 (a.d. 947-8—1031).

4. Abu Merwan 'Abdu-1-malek,

5. Abu-l-'ala Zohr.

Died A.H. 525 (a.d. 1130-1).

I

6. Abu Merwan 'Abdu-1-malek.

A.H. 465?—557 (A.D. 1072-3-1 161-2).

'

A daughter.
Died A.H. 595 (a.d. 1199).

A daughter.

7. Abu Bekr Mohammed.
A.H. 507—595 (A.D. 1113-4—1199).

8. Abu Mohammed 'Abdullah.

A.H. 577—602 (a.H. 1181-2—1205-6).

9. Abii Merwan 'Abdu-1-malek.
I

10. Abu-l-'ala Mohammed

The Beni Zohr, or family of Zohr, were

distinguished citizens of Seville in Andalusia,

belonging to the tribe of the 'Ayadites (or

Tyjidites), who formed part of the great

family of 'Adnan, and settled in Spain in the

eighth century of the Christian eera, shortly

after the conquest. There are certainly very

few families that can boast so many illustrious

members in direct succession. They are

sometimes said in modern works to have

been Jews, but this is not mentioned by

ancient authors, nor is it likely that persons

belonging to that religion would have given
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to their children the name of Mohammed.
It is, however, very possible that one or two

individual members of the family may have

been converted from the religion of Islam.

(Wiistenfeld, Geschichte der Arahischen Aer-

zte und Naturforscher, Leipzig, 1840 ;
Al-mak-

liari', Historij of the Mohammedan Dijnasties

in Spain, translated by Gayangos, vol. i.

p. 336, vol. ii. p. 24.)

1, 2. Of Zohr and his son Merwa'n no-

thing is known worth recording, except that

the former is said to have been a Jew, who

was converted to the Mohammedan religion.
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They both lived in the tenth century of the
Christian oera. (Gayangos, Notes to Al-mak-
kari, i. 336.)

3. Abu' Bekr Mohammed Ibn Merwa'n
Ibn Zohr was the first member of his family

who practised medicine. He was born a.h.

33G (a.d. 947-8), lived at Seville, and died

at Talavera in Toledo a.h. 422 (a.d. 1031),

aged eighty-six lunar or eighty-three solar

years. He was also eminent as a lawyer,

and is praised for his piety, uprightness, and
generosity. (Wiistenfeld, Gesch. der Arab.
Aerzte, § 156; Gayangos, Notes to Al-mak-
kari, i. 336.)

4. Abu' Merwa'n 'Abdu-l-malek Ibn
Abi' Bekr Mohammed Ibn Merwa'n Ibn
Zohr followed the profession of physic ; and
in order to improve himself in the science,

he left Seville, his native city, and visited

Baghdad, Cairo, and Cairwan, in all which
places he practised as a physician, and gained
great reputation. On his return to Spain he
settled at Denia in Valencia, then the court

of Abii-l-jiyitsh Miijahid, the Sclavonian.

According to Ibn Khallikan, he died in this

city ; but Ibn Abi Ossaybi'ah places his death

at Seville. Neither writer, however, men-
tions the date ; but, as Mujahid died a.h. 436
(a.d. 1044-5), we may safely place it about
the middle of the fifth century of the Hijra,

or eleventh of the Christian sera. (Wiisten-
feld, Gesch. der Arab. Aerzte, § 157 ; Gayan-
gos, Notes to Al-?nakkan', i. 336, 337.)

5. Abu'-l-'ala Zohr Ibn Abi' Merwa'n
'Abdi-l-malek Ibn Abi' Bekr Mohammed
Ibn Merwa'n Ibn Zohr was instructed at

Seville by his father and by Abii-l-'aina of

Egypt in medicine and philology, and ac-

quired great reputation both as a physician

and a philosopher. He was raised to the

rank of vizir either under Abii 'Amru 'Ab-
bad Al-mu'tadhed-billah, second King of

Seville of the dynasty of the Beui'Abbad,
A.H. 433—461 (a.d. 1042—1069), or under
one of the kings of the succeeding dynasty
of the Almoravides. He died either at Seville

or at Cordova, a.h. 525 (a.d. 1130— 1), of an
abscess between his shoulders. One of his

scholars was Abii 'A'mir Zanbuk, who after-

wards attained the rank of vizir and was
celebrated as a lyric poet. It was in the

time of Abii-l-'ala Zohr that the first copy of
the Kaniin of Avicenna (who had died nearly

a century earlier) was brought from Irak into

Spain, and was presented to him as a most
acceptable present. He did not, however,
much value the work, which he considered

to be unworthy of a place in his library, and
is said to have cut off the large blank margins
from his copy to write his prescriptions on.

Several medical works that bear his name
are still to be fomid in some of the European
libraries : Wiistenfeld enumerates seven, one
of which is a refutation of certain passages in

Avicenna. None of these have ever been

published either in the original Arabic or in
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a translation ; but there is a little work " De
Curatione Lapidis" ("On the (>ure of the
Stone"), published at Venice, 1497, fol., which
has very generally been attributed to his son,
but which there seems reason to believe was
written by Abii-l-'ala Zohr. The title of this

treatise does not occur in the lists of the
works of either fathei- or son, as preserved by
the Arabian biographers ; and therefore it is

by internal evidence alone that we must de-
cide to which of the two, if to either, it is to

be ascribed. In the title-page the work is

said to be by " Alguazir Albuleizor," which
seems to be a corruption of " Al-wizir Abii-
l-'ala Zohr ;" and it has been already men-
tioned that Abii-l-'ala attained this rank.
Dr. Patrick Russell, in the Appendix to his

brother's " Natural History of Aleppo," says
that the author is called " Abuale Zor filius

Abmeleth filii Zor," which means of course

"Abii-l-'ala Zohr Ibn 'Abdi-l-malek Ibn
Zohr." He says also, that " the tract is dedi-

cated Imperatori Sarracenorum Haly filio

Joseph filii Tesephin," that is, to 'Ali Ibn
Yiisuf Ibn Tashefi'n, the second of the Almo-
ravide sultans, who reigned from a.h. 500
(a.d. 1106) to a.h. 537 (a.d. 1143); which
agrees perfectly well with the date of Abii-l-

'ala Zohr's death, a.h. 525 (a.d. 1130-1);
and we know that this prinan had such re-

spect for his physician, that after his death
he commanded a collection to be made of his

most approved medical formulae. His son,

Abii Merwan 'Abdu-l-malek, several times
mentions him in his work entitled " Teysir,"
and always in terms of the highest admira-
tion. In one place he tells a story of himself,

and says, that in a particular case, where he
was at a loss how to proceed, and had asked
the opinion of several other physicians to no
purpose, at last he took a journey to the town
where his father lived, and desired his advice.

The old man would give him no direct answer,
but showed him a place in Galen, and told him
to read that : if he could find out the cure of
the distemper by it, it was very well ; if he
could not, he bade him never think of making
any proficiency in physic. The advice suc-

ceeded, so that the patient was cured, to the

satisfaction both of the father and the son.

(Wiistenfeld, Gesch. der Arab. Aerzte, § 158
;

Gayangos, Notes to Al-makhari, i. 337, and
Append, p. vii. note ; Freind, Hist, of Physic,
ii. 78, 103, 110, 111 ; Russell, Nat. Hist, cf
Aleppo, ii. Appen. p. xxxi.; Haller, Biblioth.

Chirurg. i. 136, and Biblioth. Medic. Pract.
i. 397.)

6. Abu' Merwa'n 'Abdu-l-malek Ibn
Abi'-l-'ala Zohr Ibn Abi' INIerwa'n 'Ab-
di-l-Malek Ibn Abi' Bekr Mohammed
Ibn Merwa'n Ibn Zohr, is the most cele-

brated member of the family, at least among
Europeans, though by the Arabian bio-

graphers his son is considered to have sur-

passed him. His first name has been much
corrupted, and is sometimes written in old
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books Abhomeron, Abhumeron, Abhymeron,
Abimeron, Abiimavuan, Abumeron, Abyn-
meron, Albumeron, &c. The exact date of
his birth is unknown, as it is not mentioned
by any ancient author, nor is his age or the
date of his death quite certain. It seems
most probable, however, that he was born
about A.H. 465 (a.d. 1072-3), either at Se-
ville, or at-Penaflor near Seville. He was
instructed in medical science by his father,

who is said to have made him swear, when
only ten years old, that he would never ad-
minister any poisonous substance ; but whe-
ther this Avas done on account of the fre-

quency of this crime among the Moors in

Spain at that time, as some persons have
supposed, or whether his father merely ad-

ministered the Hippocratic oath, which do-
cument was certainly known to the Arabians,
does not appear. It is said that he did not
begin to practise till he was forty years old.

Abu Merwan 'Abdu-1-malek was, like his

father Abii-l-'ala Zohr, employed in the ser-

vice of the Almoravide sultans, at whose
hands he received both riches and honours.
The " Hali filius Joseph," however, who is

mentioned in his work, and by whose order
he was thrown into prison, was not, as has
been sometimes imagined, the Sultan 'Ali Ibn
Yusuf Ibn Tashefin, who reigned from a.h.

500 to 537 (a.d. 1106—1143), but merely
the governor of Seville ( Contestabilis Begis
Sebilice), of whom he speaks in another place

as being his enemy. After the death of
Abu' Is'hak Ibrahim Ibn Tashefin, the last

of the Almoravide sultans, a.h. 541 (a.d.

1147), he entered into the service of 'Abdu-
l-mumen, the first of the Almohades, by
whom he was highly distinguished, and who
appointed him his vizir. Several anecdotes

of his piety, liberality, generosity, and medi-
cal skill are preserved in his own work and
by his biographers. He is commonly said

to have been a Jew, but this is not mentioned
by any ancient authority, nor do the passages

in his work which have been referred to as

intimating this necessarily lead to this con-

clusion. Possibly the opinion may have been
partly occasioned by the fact ofthe Latin trans-

lation of his work having been made, not from
the original Arabic, but from a Hebrew version,

and from the translator having been assisted

in his task by a Jew. He died of an abscess

in his side, as is said to have been predicted

to him by a physician at Seville, who himself
died of the disease that had been predicted to

him by Avenzoar. On the first appearance
of the disease which caused his death, he
began to take medicines, and to apply plasters

and poultices to his side; but his son Abu
Bekr, seeing that they produced no effect,

and that the disease did not abate, said to him
one day, " O father, if, instead of such me-
dicament, thou wert to use so and so, and then
add such a drug, and mixing it thou didst

prepare such a medicament, thou mightest
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perhaps recover:" and Ibn Zohr answered
him, " O my son, if God has decreed that what
is manifest (?) should be altered, I need not
prepare medicines ; since, whatever remedies I

may employ. His decrees must be fulfilled,

and His will finally executed." (Translated
from Ibn Abi Ossaybi'ah by Gayangos.)
He died at Seville, most probably a.h. 557
(a.d. 1161-2), and was buried outside the
gate called " Babu-1-fatah," or " Gate of
Victory." His age is not quite certain.

Averroes says {Collig. lib. iv. cap. 40, p.

73, O, ed. 1549) that he lived one hun-
dred and thirty-five years, which statement
has been adopted by Freind and others. This,
however, is probably a clerical or typogra-
phical error, as, among other chronological
difficulties, it would make his father, who
died A.H. 525 (a.d. 1130-1), attain nearly
the same extraordinary age as himself. In
the absence, therefore, of a better authority,

we must be content to receive the testimony
of Leo Africanus, who says that he lived to

the age of ninety-two lunar or eighty-nine
solar years. The names of several of his

pupils are preserved, among whom some per-
sons reckon the celebrated Averroes, who
certainly was one of his intimate friends, and
who mentions him in his " Kulliyyat " in
terms of the greatest admiration and respect.

Besides his son Abu Bekr Mohammed, who
succeeded him in his professional employ-
ments, Abii Merwan had also a daughter,
who was well versed in medicine and phar-
macy, and who in particular was so cele-

brated for her skill in midwifery and female
diseases, that she was admitted into the ha-
rem of Almansur; and no child of that
sultan, or of any of his relations, was ever
born within its walls without her assistance.

She was poisoned at the same time as her
brother Abii Bekr, a.h. 595 (a.d, 1199), and
was succeeded in her office at the palace by
her daughter, who was equally famous for

her medical skill.

Avenzoar wrote several medical works, of
which some are still in MS. in different

libraries of Europe. The most celebrated of
these is entitled " Kitabu-t-teysir fi madawati
wa tadbiri," or " The Book of Assistance in

Healing and Regimen," commonly called

simply " Theizir," or " Teisir ;" which is in-

deed one of the most interesting and valuable
works of the Arabian physicians. It consists

of three books, and is not meant to be a com-
plete and systematic treatise on Medicine, but
seems to be chiefly derived from his own per-

sonal experience, and is almost entirely of a
practical nature. Freind, in his " History of
Physic," considers Avenzoar to come under
the character of an original author more
justly than any other of the Arabian phy-
sicians, and accordingly gives a very full

analysis of his work, from which the follow-

ing account is chiefly abridged. He lays it

down as a maxim, that experience chiefly
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is the riglit guide and standard of a warrant-

able practice, and must absolve or condemn
him and every physician both in this life

and the next. He describes an inflammation

and abscess of the mediastinum which hap-

pened to himself; but the symptoms men-

tioned are almost as applicable to an at-

tack of pleurisy. He notices also an in-

flammation of the pericardium, and speaks

of its coats being increased in thickness

by the generation of some new substance,

like cartilages or pellicles. In treating of

consumption he takes notice how strongly

Galen recommends asses' milk; but adds,

that, because it was unlawful for the Sara-

cens to eat the flesh or drink the milk of that

animal, he substituted goats' milk in its

room ; in which respect he seems to be more

scrupulous than Rhazes and Avicenna, neither

of whom expresses any difficulty about recom-

mending certain parts of the ass to be used

by way of medicine. He speaks of certain

filthy and abominable operations, as he calls

them, in surgery, which he says are unfit for

a man of character to perform, such as the

extraction of the stone ; and thinks that no

religious man, according to the law, ought so

much as to view the genitals. He had a

good opinion of the operation of bronchotomy

in the case of a desperate quinsey : though,

as it was a difficult operation, and he had

never seen it performed, he says he would

not be the first person to recommend it.

However, he thinks it practicable, from the

experiment which he made himself with this

view upon a goat: he made an incision

through the rings of the trachea about the

size of a lupine ; dressed the wound every

day with honey-water; when it began to

incarn, applied powder of cypress nuts ;
and

so perfected the cure. In the case of a re-

laxation or stoppage of the oesophagus, when

there ensues an inability to swallow any nou-

rishment, he proposes three ways of giving

relief: 1, by putting down a tin or silver in-

strument like a pipe, and by that means

throwing into the stomach some milk or other

thin nourishment ; 2, by placing the patient

in a bath of milk, &c., that some of the nu-

tricious particles may insinuate themselves

through the pores ; which method, howfever,

he ridicules as frivolous ; and 3, by means of

clysters, which he says is the true method,

and never fails. The work has never been

published in Arabic, but there is a very in-

diff"erent Latin translation, which w^as several

times reprinted in the fifteenth and sixteenth

centuries. The first edition was published at

Venice in 1490, and is said to be scarce.
_
The

following is a description of the copy in the

Bodleian Library at Oxford. It is printed

in black letter, with two columns in a page,

and contains also the " Colliget" of Averroes.

On the first page is the title "Abiimeron.

Auenzohar;" then follow three leaves con-

taining a table of contents for both works

;
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then begins Avenzoar's work thus :—^" In

noie domini amen. Incipit liber theicrisi

dahalmodana vahaltadabir cujus est inter-

pretatio rectificatio medicationis & regiminis

:

editus in arabico a perfecto viro abumaruan
Auenzohar & triislatus de hebraico in lati-

num venetiis a magistro pai'auicio physico

ipso sibi vulgarizante magistro iacobo hebreo.

Anno dni Jesu xpi. M.cc.lxxx. primo mense

augusto die iouis in meridie scdo ducante

venetiis viro egregio & preclaro duo Johanne

dandolo & scdo anno sui ducatus : anni au-

tem regni. 679. menses, iiii, dies, ii." * The
Teysir occupies forty leaves, at the end of

which is printed " Explicit liber Auenzoar."

Then follows the work of Averroes, with a

fresh pagination, and the title "Colliget

Auerroys." It begins thus :
" Incipit liber

de medicina Auerrois: qui dicitur colliget.

&c. ;" occupies sixty-four leaves, and ends

thus : " Expliciunt tractate artis medicine fa-

mosissimorum virorum Albumeron Auenzo*

bar & Auerroys studiose correctos Impressi

Venetijs p Joannem de forliuio et Gregorium

fratres. Anno salutis M.cccc.lxxxx. die qrta

mesis Januarii." The last edition men-

tioned by Choulant is that published at

Venice, 1574, 8vo. by the Juntas. There is

a commentary on the more difficult passages

of the work by J. Colle, entitled " De Cog-

nitu Difiicilibus in Praxi ex Libris Aven-

zoaris," &c. 4to. Venice, 1628. The first

tract of the third book is inserted in Fernel's

Collection of Writers " De Febribus," Venice,

fol. 1594, pp. 105—108 ; and there are a few

extracts from it in the Venice Collection of

Writers "De Balneis," 1553, fol. A little

work entitled " Autidotarium," attributed to

Avenzoar, has been several times published

with the Theisir. The treatise " De Cura-

tione Lapidis" has been already mentioned in

the account of his father Abu-l-'ala Zohr,

and that " De Regimine Sanitatis " is no-

ticed in the account of his son Abvi Bekr

Mohammed. (Leo Africanus, De Viris II-

lustr. c. 16, in Fabricius, Bihlioth. GrcEca,

vol. xiii. p. 279, ed. vet. ; Haller, Bihlioth.

Chirurg. vol. i. p. 135, and BibUoth. Medic,

Pract. vol. i. p. 395 ;
Freind, Hist, of Fhi/sic,

vol. ii. p. 74, &c. ; Russell, Nat. Hist, of

Aleppo, vol. ii. Append, p. xxx. ; N. Antonius,

Bihlioth. Hisp. Vetiis, vol. ii. p. 382, &c,

;

Casiri, Bihlioth. Arahico-Hisp. Escur. vol. ii.

p. 132; Sprengel, Hist, de la Me'd. tome ii.

p. 332; Nicoll and Pusey, Catal. MSS.
Arab, in Bihlioth. Bodl. p. 589 ;

Wiistenfeld,

Gesch. der Arab. Aerzte, § 159; Gayangos,

Notes to Al-makkarf, vol. i. p. 337, and Ap-

pend, p. iii. &c. ; Choulant, Handbuch der

Bilcherkundefiir die Aeltere Medicin, Leipzig,

8vo. 1841.)

* This date means the second day of Rabi' the se-

cond, A.H. 679 ; but there seems to be a slight clerical

or typographical error, as the corresponding European

date is the 31at of .Tuly, not the 1st of August, a.d.

1280.
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7. Abd' Bekr Mohajimed Ibn Abi' Mer-
wa'n 'Abdi-l-malek Ibn Abi'-l-'ala Zohr
Ibx Abi' Merwa'n 'Abdi-l-malek Ibn
Abi' Bekr Mohammed Ibn Merwa'n Ibn
Zohr, the son of the precediug, is commonly
called by his Ai-abian biographers " Al-
hafid," or " The Descendant," to distinguish

him from his great-great-grandfather, who
bore the same name and surname. Like his

ancestors, Abu Bekr Mohammed followed the

pi'ofession of Medicine, but he was also a dis-

tinguished theologian and an excellent poet,

and is justly esteemed by the Arabian biogra-

phers as the most eminent individual of his

family. He has been frequently confounded
with his father Abu Merwan by European as

well as Eastern biographers, who have attri-

buted to one person the actions and works of
both, so that the celebrated Avenzoar of the

middle ages is, as it were, an imaginary per-

sonification of the two. He was born at

Seville, a.h. 507 (a.d. 1113-4), and edu-
cated under the eye of his father in medicine
and other sciences. He first, together with
his father, served the Almoravide Sultans to-

wards the end of their empire, and afterwards
their successors the Almohades. He suc-

ceeded his father as chief physician to 'Abdu-
l-miimen, a.h. 557 (a.d. 1162); and upon
the death of that Sultan in the following year,

he entered the service of his son Abu Ya'kub
Yusuf, and afterwards, a.tt. 580 (a.d. 1184),
that of his grandson Abu Yusuf Ya'kub, sur-

named Al-mansur. By all these princes, but
especially the last, he was held in the highest

esteem, and was raised to the rank of vizir.

Al-mansur took him with him from Seville

to Marocco, contrary to his inclination, as he
discovered from some verses which accident-

ally fell in his way, in which Abu Bekr
lamented his absence from his family and
country ; upon which the Sultan, without
communicating his intentions to Abu Bekr,
immediately sent for the whole of his family
from Spain, and increased his salary. After

the death of Al-mansur, the 22nd of Rabi'

the first, A.H. 595 (January 22, a.d. 1199),
he entered the household of his son 'Abdullah
Mohammed An-nasir, but died shortly after-

wards at Marocco, poisoned, as it is said, to-

gether with his sister, by Abu Zeyd 'Abdu-r-

raliman Ibn Biijan, vizir of Al-mansiir, who
envied and hated him on account of the favour
he enjoyed with the Sultan. The exact year of

his death is not quite certain, but it seems most
probable that he died on the 21st of Dhi-1-

hajjah, a.h. 595 (October 14, a.d. 1199),
aged eighty-eight lunar or eighty-five solar

years. Abii Bekr was a middle-sized man,
well made, of a clear complexion, and ex-

ceedingly strong and muscular, preserving to

the last his robust frame and firm step, al-

though he became deaf some time before he
died. It is particularly specified by Ibn
Abi Ossaybi'ah that he was deeply versed in

traditions, and knew the Koran by heart

;
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that he played very well at the game of
chess ; that he gave his attention to the study
of literature, the Arabic language, and poetry

;

that he had the gift of eloquence, and could

speak very fluently ; and that there was no
physician in his days who could equal him
in the knowledge and practice of his profes-

sion. To these ornamental and scientific

accomplishments Abii Bekr united the more
valuable qualities of being very strict in the

fulfilment of his religious duties, sound in his

doctrines, magnanimous and generous in liis

actions, and a lover of virtue. He was the

author of only a few medical works, none of
which are still extant, unless a little work
entitled " De Regimine Sanitatis," printed at

Basel, 1G18, 12mo., belonged to him ; but this

is a point, which, as the writer has never met
with the book in question, he has no means
of deciding. Some of his poems are preserved
in two MS. collections in theEscurial Library.

(Leo Africanus, I)e Viris Illustr. c. 18, in

Fabricius, Bihlioth. Graca, vol. xiii. p. 281,

ed. vet. ; Haller, Bihlioth. Medic. Pract. vol.

i. p. 397 ; N. Antonius, Bihlioth. Hisp. Vetiis,

vol. ii. p. 385 ; Casiri, Bihlioth. Arahico-Hlsp.
Escur. vol. i. pp. 93, 128 ; Wiistenfeld, Gesclt.

der Arab. Aertze, § 160 ; Gayangos, Notes to

Al-makkarf, vol. i. p. 337, and Append, p.

viii. &c. ; Russell, Nat. Hist, of Aleppo, \o\.

ii. Append, p. xxxi.)

8. Abu' Mohammed 'Abdullah Ibn
Abi' Bekr Mohammed Ibn Abi' Merwa'n
'Abdi-l-malek Ibn 'Abi-l-'ala Zohr Ibn
Abi' Merwa'n 'Abdi-l-malek Ibn Abi'
Bekr Mohammed Ibn Merwa'n Ibn Zohr,
was surnamed also " Ibnu-l-hafid" (or, the Son
of the Descendant), to distinguish him from
the other members of his family. He is said to

have been bom at Seville a.h. 577 (a.d.

1181-2), when his father was sixty-eight years

old, and to have died from the effects of poison

at Sale in Africa, a.h. 602 (a.d. 1205-6), aged
twenty-five lunar or twenty-four solar years.

He left two sons (9), Abu' Merwa'n 'Abdu-l-
malek, and (10) Abu'-l-'ala Moha3imed,
both of whom practised medicine, but of
whom the former appears to have been the

more distinguished. He inhabited Seville

and Granada, and gained great reputation by
his writings, as well as his practical skill.

Nothing more is known either of him or his

brother, who thus close the list of physicians

belonging to this celebrated family. (Gayan-
gos, Notes to Al-makkari, vol. i. pp. 337.

338.) W. A. G.
AVER. [AuER.]
AVERA'NI, BENEDETTO, was the eld-

est of three brothers, all of whom exercised

influence on the intellectual history of Italy

in their times.

Benedetto Averani was born at Florence,

of a good family, in 1645. He was distin-

guished in boyhood by a precocious love of

study, and passed with brilliant success

through all the stages of a liberal and di\'er-
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sified education, literary, philosophical, and
juridical. In 1G76 he became professor of

Greek in the university of Pisa, but after-

wards exchanged his chair for that of Hu-
manity. He refused a call to the university

of Padua, and a pressing invitation of Pope
Innocent XI. to a place in the Sapienza.

He died at Pisa in 1707, and was buried

within the walls of the famous Campo Santo.

Averani was a man of sanguine disposition,

warm affections, and hasty temper. He ex-

isted merely for his studies and his teaching,

and in common life was continually subject

to fits of mental absence. One day in church,

while he listened to a dull preacher, his mind
wandered away to its favourite objects of

thought ; and, in the midst of the sermon, the

congregation were astonished to hear the

professor break out into a loud declamation

of verses from Homer.
The following works of Averani are in

print:— 1. " Dieci Lezioni sopra il quarto

Sonetto della Prima Parte del Canzoniere

del Petrarca, recitate nell' Accademia della

Crusca," Ravenna, 1707, 4to. 2. "Lezioni
Undici dette nell' Accademia degli Apatisti,"

in the " Raccolta di Prose Florentine," part

ii. vols, iii, and iv. Florence, 1728, 1729. 3.

A posthumous collection of his Latin works,

edited by his brothers :
" Benedicti Averani

Florentini Dissertationes habitffi in Pisana

Academia, &c. Accesserunt ejusdem Ora-

tiones et Carmina, omnia iterum edita ; nec-

non Epistolse, quae nunc primum in lucem
prodeunt," Florence, 1716, 1717, 3 vols. fol.

Most of the orations had been published by
the author, Florence, 1G88, 4to. ; and the

rest, with the poems, by his brother Giuseppe,

Florence, 1709, 4to. 4. A sonnet in Italian,

given by Crescimbeni, iii. 237. 5. Several

Latin inscriptions, among which is that on
the tomb of the poet Filicaja.

As a teacher of the languages and antiqui-

ties of Greece and Rome, Averani was in the

highest degree popular and successful. In

the earlier part of his academical career, his

enthusiasm was even powerful enough to do
something towards reviving the neglected

study of Greek. Afterwards, while he filled

the chair of Latin, for which he had quali-

fied himself by philological studies much
more systematic and exact, he enjoj'^ed a more
general reputation than any other professor

in the university. In the delivery of his

lectures the manuscript was thrown aside:

his tenacious memory retained all that he

had written, and his warmth of temperament
prompted readiness and animation. Philo-

logical minutiae were reserved for the hours

of private instruction ; and the public dis-

courses were sedulously directed to the pur-

pose of imbuing the pupils with a love of

classical lore, through an exposition of the

varied store of interesting topics presented by
classical history and antiquities. Averani's

printed Lectures, occupying the first and
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second volumes of his collected Latin works,
possess indeed no inconsiderable merit, and
may still be perused with advantage ; but
they show him to have been better fitted for

familiarizing the minds of youth with facts

and principles developed by others, than for

extending the sphere of knowledge by origi-

nal researches. They are the effusions of
a full and active mind, which had its ac-

quisitions always at command, and could
always present them in an agreeable shape

;

but which possessed neither sufficient pa-

tience and self-denial to reject the useless,

nor sufficient judgment and logical power to

introduce clear arrangement, or to attempt
consecutive reasoning. The best parts of the

lectures are desultory discussions on ancient

customs or points of history. Indeed it was
only by the free use of such materials that

it was possible, if abstruse and unpopular
details were to be excluded, to fill up such an
outline as that which he marked out for

himself. His two volumes contain eighty-

six lectures on the Greek Anthology, fifty-

eight on Thucydides, and twenty-six on Eu-
ripides ; after which come thirtj'-one lectures

on Livy, forty-five on Virgil, and ninety-

eight on Cicero, which are perhaps the most
valuable of the series. The style of the lec-

tures shows the carelessness with which they

were composed. That of the orations is

more correct and polished ; but neither they
nor the Latin verses are important enough
to affect the estimate of Averani's literary

character. The Italian lectures on one of

Petrarch's Canzoni are spoken of in a depre-

ciating tone by the sarcastic Fontanini, and
do not seem to have received much attention

in any quarter since the author's own time.

(Giuseppe Averani, Benedicti Averani Vita,

prefixed to his Latin works ; Fabroni, Vitcp

Italorum, viii. 8—32 ; Mazzuchelli, Scrittori

d'Italia ; Tiraboschi, Storia della Letteratura

Italiana, ed. 1787—94, viii. 436 ;
Corniani,

Secoli della Letteratura Italiana, ed. 1833,

ii. 198; Le Clerc, Bihliotheque Choisie, :sixu.

1—42, Bihliotheque Ancienne et Moderne, xii.

130—198; Fabricius, Bihliotheca Latina,

ed. Ernesti, i. 148, 367.) W. S.

AVERA'NI, GIUSEPPE, the youngest

and best known of the three brothers who
bore the name, was bom at Florence in 1662.

He was professionally a jurist, but was hardly

less distinguished for his attainments in phy-
sical science. Scientific studies, indeed, were
the favourite occupation of his early youth

;

and, after having been for some time under
teachers of the antiquated school, he was for-

tunate enough to be initiated into the prin-

ciples of a better philosophy by Giuseppe del

Papa, and by the celebrated Viviani. Among
the first fruits of his researches was a juvenile

treatise " On the Motion of Heavy Bodies

upon Inclined Planes," written in defence of

the opinions of Galileo and other scientific

experimenters. Soon afterwards, while en-
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gaged in the study of the law at Pisa, he
translated the commentary of Eutocius of

Ascalon upon Archimedes.
In 1G84, on the recommendation of Vi-

viani, Averani was invited to accept a pro-

fessorship of mathematics in the university

of Bologna. Attached to Tuscany, or hoping
for better preferment there, he declined the

oifer. Meanwhile he had been no less active

in his professional and classical studies than
in his pursuit of scientific knowledge ; and
Magalotti and Redi, who had long known
him well, recommended him pressingly to

the Grand-Duke Cosmo III. Immediately,
while yet but twenty-two years old, he was
appointed one of the professors of law in the

university of Pisa. His friend Redi, in his

own whimsically lively style, declared the

new professor's inaugural address to be " su-

perbissima, Latinissima, et arci-eloquentis-

sima." His success as a lecturer corre-

sponded with the high expectations which
had been raised by his early character. He
lectured on the Institutions till 1688, when
he was intrusted with the more important
duty of expounding the Pandects. The
graud-duke committed particularly to his

charge the education of his son Giovanni-

Gastone, who was afterwards the last reign-

ing prince of the house of Medici.

While Averani's fame as a jurist rapidly

increased, he found time to cultivate the fa-

vourite studies of his youth. In 1G94 and
1695, he and Cipriano Targioni prosecuted,

by the orders of the grand-duke, an elaborate

series of experiments with the burning-glass,

the results of which were published. Not
long afterwards, his attention was directed to

the experiments of the English observer

Hawksbee on light and electricity, Avhich he
repeated at Pisa ; and he next instituted ex-

periments of his own upon the phenomena
of smell and the propagation of sound. His
friend Henry Newton, who was then ambas-
sador from England at the court of Florence,

communicated Averani's experiments to his

scientific friends in London. Some of the

foreign biographers assert that the papers

were printed in the " Philosophical Transac-

tions." This is a mistake ; but the same
wi'iters are correct in asserting that, in ac-

knowledgment of the merit of the commu-
nications, the author was elected a member
of the Royal Society. Among the names of

the members admitted in 1712, appears that

of " Sign. Josephus Averinus, Prof. Juris,

of Pisa." (Thomson, Historij of the Eoyal
Society, Appendix, p. xxxiii.)

About the same time, Brenkmann, the fa-

mous Dutch jurist, came to Florence to ex-

amine the celebrated codex of the Pandects.

Becoming acquainted with Averani, and
reading the manuscript of a work on which
he was engaged, called " Interprelationes

Juris," he requested leave to transmit a copy
for the perusal of Bynckershoeck and Noodt.
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Noodt, on examining it, insisted upon its be-
ing printed

;
and the first two books were

published in 1716. About 1720 Averani re-

fused the invitation of Victor Amadeus of
Savoy to a professorship in the university of
Turin. He declined with equal steadiness

to become a judge of the Supreme Court at

Florence. He remained in his accustomed
occupations at Pisa, teaching with high re-

putation, consulted and respected by jurists

both in Italy and abroad, and beloved as a
man whose heart was not less warm in age
than in youth, and whose natural hastiness of
temper had been tamed by reflection and by
religious principle.

About the time when he had attained his

sixty-second year, his health, which had long-

been infirm, became so much broken that he
felt himself incapable of performing his aca-
demical duties. Accordingly he sent in his
resignation, which, however, his former pu-
pil the new grand-duke (not altogether weak
or corrupted) peremptorily refused to ac-

cept. Averani was never able to resume
teaching ; but he spent the remaining four-

teen years of his life in prosecuting his legal

researches as assiduously as his feebleness

allowed him, and in completing his " Inter-

pretationes Juris," which he finally left for

publication to the care of his friend the Mar-
quis Antonio Niccolini. He died at Florence,
on the 24th of August, 1738. His excellent

library was bequeathed to the university of
Pisa.

The studies of Giuseppe Averani were not
confined to jurisprudence and physical sci-

ence. He dipped into theology, and endea-
voured to illustrate, chiefly by antiquarian

remarks, the history of the foundation of
Christianity. He was attached likewise to

polite literature, and to the study of his na-

tive language ; he was long the censor of the

academy Delia Crusca, and published dis-

courses which he had read at its meetings.

His Latinity is highly vaunted by his coun-
trymen, who however do him much more
than justice in comparing him with INIuretus.

His reputation, indeed, now rests exclusively

upon his juridical works, especially the " In-

terpretationes ;" and the value of his labours

in the antiquarian department of the law is

universally admitted to be considerable. In

his own time he enjoj^ed the confidence and
respect of Schulting, Noodt, Bynckershoeck,
and other great jvirists, with whose names
H^neccius, in the preface to his " Antiqui-

tates," couples that of Averani.

His published works are enumerated in

the following list :— 1. " Esperienze fatte collo

Specchio Ustorio," in the " Galleria di Mi-
nerva," torn. vi. part v., and in the " Gior-

nale de' Letterati d' Italia," torn. viii. art. 9.

2. " Disputatio de Jure Belli et Pacis," Flo-

rence, 1703. 3. "Prefazione alle Poesie

Toscane di Monsignor Ansaldo Ansaldi,"

Florence, 1704. 4. "Dissertatio de Rappre-
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saliis, habita Pisis, anno 1714," puMished by
Migliorucci, in his " Institutiones Juris Ca-
nonici," torn. iv. p. 75,1732. 5. " Interpre-

tationum Juris Libri Duo," Leiden, by Van
der Aa, 1716, 8vo. ; and " Interpretationum
Juris Libri Tres posteriores, Pars I. et IL,"

Leiden, by Van der Aa, 174G, 8vo. 6. " Vita

Benedicti Averani, et Prsefatio in ejus Ope-
ra," prefixed to the works of Benedetto,

1717. 7. "De Libertate Civitatis Florentine

ejusque Dominii," Pisa, 1721, 4to, 8. *' Ora-
tio de Jurisprudentia, Medicina, Theologia,

per sua principia addiscendis, Pisis habita

anno 1723," printed surreptitiously at Pisa

with the false date of Verona, 8vo. ; reprinted

in vol. ii. of the " Opuscula Variorum ad Ju-
risprudentiam pertiuentia," Pisa, 17G9, 9

vols. 8vo. 9. " Lezioni sopra la Passione di

Nostro Signore Gesu Cristo," Urbino, 1738,
8vo., an incorrect edition of lectures read in

the Academy Delia Crusca. 10. "Disser-
tatio de Calculorum seu Latrunculorum
Ludo," printed in vol. vii. of the " Miscel-
lanea di Varj Opuscoli," Venice, 1742, 12mo,
11. " Lezioni Toscane," edited by Gori, 4to..

Florence, vol. i. 1744; vol. ii. 1746; vol. iii.

1761. These volumes contain lectures on
topics of philosophy and antiquities, an aug-
mented and corrected edition of the lectures

on the Passion, reprints of the author's phy-
sical experiments, and some other pieces.

12. " Monumenta Latina Posthuma Josephi
Averani," Florence, 1768.

(Fabroni, Vit(s Italorum, vii. 321—359;
Tipaldo, Biogrqfia degli Italiani Illustri,

vi. 433—437, Venice, 1838; Covniani, Secoli

della Letteratura Italiana, ii. 197 ; Lom-
bardi, Letteratura Italiana del Secolo XVIII.
iv. 195—198; Mazzuchelli, Scrittori d' Ita-

lia ; Le Clerc, Bihliotluqiie Avcieiine et Mo-
derne, iv. 92— 126; Acta Eritditorum, Leip-
zig, 1716, p. 214.) W. S.

AVERA'NI, NICCOLO\ a brother of
Benedetto and Giuseppe, was born at Flo-
rence about the middle of the seventeenth
century. He practised as an advocate, but
was also eminent as a mathematician. In
1687 Magliabecchi earnestly advised the
Bishop of Padua to appoint him prefect of
studies in the university of that city ; but the
advice was disregarded, and Averani re-

mained at Florence. He died there in 1727.
His claim to remembrance rests on his having
been the editor of the second edition of the

works of Gassendi, Florence, 1727, 6 vols. fol.

In his lifetime nothing written by him was
printed, except the laborious indices to the

works of his brother Benedetto. Ten years

after his death Gori edited, with notes by
Cardinal Noris, the only original composi-

tion of Niccolo Averani which has seen the

light, *' De Mensibus ^Egyptiorum, nunc
primum edita Dissertatio," Florence, 1737,

4to. (Mazzuchelli, Scrittori d'Italia ;TiY)a\do,

Biografia deuli Italiani Illustri, vi. 438.)

W. S.
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AVERA'RA, GIOVANNI BATTISTA,
an Italian fresco painter of Bergamo, born
in the early part of the sixteenth century.
He is praised by Ridolfi, and was a painter
of versatile ability. He appears to have
made Titian his model ; he excelled in
colouring, in painting infants, and in land-
scape backgrounds, which he copied with
great truth from nature. Several of his
works are descriljed in Muzio's " Teatro di

Bergamo." He died at Bergamo, in 1 548, in
the prime of life. (Lanzi, Storia Fittorica,

&c.) R. N. W.
AVERBACH, R. ISAAC, or R. ISAAC

BEN ISAIAH REIS, of Averbach {\>^^^^ '1

D^n n^i'K^' p \>n^\ n in* 12"l^^<^1N

"]2'T'i^''1J^D), was a Jewish writer and gram-
marian who resided at Fiirth in the be-

ginning of the eighteenth century, where
he wrote several elementary works on the
Hebrew language, among which are a Ma-
nuel, with the Chaldee title " Ghersa Di-
nuka" (" The Instruction of the Suckling").
It is a short introduction to Hebrew gram-
mar, in the Juda>o-Germanic language, to

which is added the formation of the re-

gular verb " Pakad," throughout all its

conjugations. It was printed at Wilmers-
dorf by Hirsch ben Chajim, a.m. 5478 (a.d.

1718), in 8vo. Averbach is also the author
of another German-Hebrew Primer, or a re-

vised edition of the same, with the Chaldee
title " Shutha Dinuka," and the German one
" Kindersprach" (" The Speech of the Suck-
ling"). It was printed at Fiirth, a.m. 5485
(a.d. 1725), 8vo. He also wrote "Beer
Rechoboth" ("The Well of the Streets"), or
"Perush al Dikduke Rashi" ("A Com-
mentary on the Grammaticalia of Rashi"),
which is an exposition of those parts of the

Commentary of R. Solomon Jarchi on the

Pentateuch, which afford an opportunity for

grammatical illustration. It was printed at

Sulzbach, by Salman ben Aaron, a.m. 5490
(a.d. 1 730). It has the text of the passages
from Rashi above, and the analytical com-
mentary of Isaac Averbach below. (Wolfius,

Bihlioth. Ilebr. iii. 87, iv. 775, 882.)

C. P. H.
AVERBACH, R. SAMUEL BEN

DAVID (-ii-i\s''ii< nn p h^'\^\^' O), a
Polish Rabbi, a native of Lublin, who lived

during the middle and latter part of the
seventeenth century. He is the author of a
Avork called " Chesed Shenmel"("The Piety of
Samuel"). It is a cabbalistical commentary
on select passages and histories of the book
of Genesis, and was printed at Amsterdam,
by Moses ben Abraham Mendes Coltino, a.m.

5449 (a.d. 1G89). in large 8vo. In the pre-

face, the author thus assigns his reasons for

writing his book. God, he says, had twice
delivered him when his life was in the most
imminent peril ; in the first instance, in his

native town of Lublin, in the year a.m. 5417
(a.d. 1G57), when, on the evening before the
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Feast of Tabernacles, many thousand people

were slain or carried away into captivity,

while he escaped unhurt ; and again when on
a journey to the town of Reissen, near Lissa,

in Poland, his friend and fellow-traveller,

Jechezkel of the order of the priesthood, was
killed at his side. On account of these pro-

vidential deliverances, he bound himself by
a vow to make a pilgrimage to Jerusalem

;

but not finding it convenient to do so, he
substituted for it the writing of this short

commentary, which was edited after the

author's death by R. Eliakim ben Jacob.

(Wolfius, Bihlioth. Hehr. iii, 1079—85.)
C. P. H.

AVERDY, CLEMENT CHARLES
FRANCOIS DE L', sometimes called La-
verdi, a French statesman and author, was
born at Paris, according to some authori-

ties in 1720, and according to others in

1723. He was a councillor of parliament,

and became comptroller-general of the

finances in 1759. His predecessor in this

office, Bertin, whose policy had been strongly

opposed by the parliament, although high in

the favour of Madame de Pompadour, was at

last sacrificed to appease the opposition, and
the favourite conceived the design of choos-

ing a successor from the body of the op-

position. The parliament was flattered by
the choice, and withdrew its objections to

the imposts. The time was that in which
the resources of the nation, exliausted by the

previous war, had been reduced to the lowest

point, and when the expenditure of the court

had been raised to its highest pitch. After

having with great rapidity increased the na-

tional debt and the confusion of the finances,

L'Averdy was dismissed in 1763. During
the two years preceding his appointment

there had been four successive comptrollers

of finance. He was the author of one im-

portant commercial reform, wliich might have
given an opportunity for the revival of the

national strength, if it had not been neutra-

lized by the wild profusion of the court, the

consequent increase of debt and taxation, and
the absence of all confidence in the perma-
nence ofany new system. The reform in ques-

tion was the abolition of all transit duties on
grain passing from one province of France to

another, which was accomplished by an edict

of the 20th of December, 17(34. The pro-

bable effect of such a change was strongly dis-

cussed by opposite parties among the econo-

mists, but in a short time those who had
opposed it acknowledged its influence on the

improvement of agriculture. L'Averdy is

supposed to have been the author of another

measure, which was not embodied in an edict

until the 10th of July, 1765, when he had
left ofiice, authorizing the exportation of

grain at any time when the price in France
was below a certain standard. L'Averdy's
administration became the subject of more
lampoons than even those of his predeces-
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sors or successors, and after his short tenure
of office he retired to his estate, apparently
disgusted with public life. During the
Reign of Terror, he was accused of being
a monopolist, and of being accessory to

the famine of the time through the wilful

destruction of the grain on his estate. He
was brought to the guillotine on the 24th of
November, 1 793. He had been admitted an
honorary member of the Academy of Inscrip-

tions in 1765. He was the author ofsome books
now forgotten, among which are, 1 .

" Code
Penal," 12mo. 1752, apparently an abridged
compilation. It was republished with a preli-

minary essay by F. Lorry, in 1755. 2. " De
la Pleine Souverainete du Roi sur la Pro-
vince de Bretagne," 1765; 3. "Suite des

Experiences de Gambais sur les Bles noirs et

caries," 1788, the result of his agricultural

observations on his own estate. (Chaudon
and Delaudine, Diet. Historique ; Biog. Uni-
verselle ; Querard, La France Litteraire ; La-
cretelle. Hist, de France: Vies des Surin-

tendans des Finances et des Controleurs-qe'ne'-

raux, iii. 261.) J. H. B.
AVERELL, or AUERELL, WILLIAM,

was the author of three curious black-letter

pamphlets, all of which are now very scarce,

which were published in London in the latter

part of the sixteenth centurj^, under the

following titles:— 1. "A wonderflill and
straunge Newes which happened in the

Countye of Suffblke and Essex, the first of
February, being Fryday, where it rayned
Wheat, the space of vi. or vii. Miles Compas,"
16mo. 1583. 2. "A meruailous combat of

contrarieties, malignantlie striuing in the

members of man's bodie, allegoricallie repre-

senting vnto vs the enuied state of our fio-

rishing Commonwealth: wherin dialogue-

wise lay the way, are touched the extreame
vices of this present time ; with an earnest

and vehement exhortation to all true English
harts, couragiously to be readie prepared
against the enemie." This woi'k is in the

form of a dialogue between the tongue, hand,

foot, and other members of the body,
" wherin,'"' according to a second title, " the

extreame vices of this present age are dis-

playd against traytors and treasons ;" and it

was published, with a dedication to " Maister

George Bonde, Lord Maior of London," in

1588. 3. "Four Notable Histories, applyed

to foure worthy Examples : as, 1 . A Diall

for Daintie Darlings. 2. A Spectacle for

negligent Parents. 3. A Glass for disobe-

dient Sonnes. 4. And a Myri'our for vir-

tuous Maydes." This was published in 4to.

in 1590; but Lowndes mentions also an
edition, in the same form, of the year 1584.

Nothing is known of Averell's personal his-

tory, and of the above works the second only

is preserved in the British Museum. The
titles of the first and third are taken from

Lowndes's Bibliographer's Manual, vol. i.

pp. 82, 83. J. T. S,
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AVERKAM, HENRIK VAN, a land-

scape and marine painter of Kampen, where

he was born about the end of the sixteenth

century. His history is unknown; he was
called the Mute of Kampen, De Stomme van

Kampen, but whether from the fact of his

being dumb, or from any peculiar retire-

ment, seclusive reserve, or taciturnity of

habit, is doubtful. His pictures and draw-

ings are said to be valued by those who know
them, but more particularly his drawings,

which are in black chalk and with the

pen; the colouring of his paintings has

lost through time, especially in the greens,

which have blackened. He painted winter

and summer views, and his landscapes are

enriched with figures and animals: his

works are marked with a monogram, con-

sisting in an A upon an H. Van Aver-

kam is not mentioned in any of the Dutch
biographical works on artists published pre-

viously to the recent work of Van Eyn-

den and Vander Willigen, " Geschiedenis

der Vaterlandsche Schilderkunst." A few

of his works have been engraved, some

of which, according to Brulliot, are at-

tributed to A. Vander Hagen, through

the nature of the monogram upon them:

some prints after him are marked " H. de

Stom. inventor." (Brulliot, Dictionnaire des

Monogrammes, 8cc.) R. N. W.
AVEROLDO, GIU'LIO ANTO'NIO, the

son of Giarabattista Averoldo, was born at

Venice, on the Gth of January, 1651. He
studied at Padua, where he obtained the de-

gree of Doctor of Laws. Taking an especial

interest in the study of antiquities, he formed

a large library, and also a collection ofmai'bles

and medals, which became an object of at-

traction to the visitors of Brescia, where he

had taken up his residence. He published

an Italian translation of Raissant de Rems'
" Discours sur douze medailles des jeux

seculaires de I'empereur Domitien," Brescia,

8vo. 1687. His only original work is entitled

" Le Scelte Pitture di Brescia additate al

Foi-estiere," Brescia, 4to. 1700. Notwith-

standing its title, this book is not confined to

the description of paintings only, but re-

fers to many of the other curiosities of

Brescia, among the rest the antique marbles

in the possession of the author, from which

he gives the correction of forty inscriptions

inaccurately copied by Rossi and Vinacesi.

Averoldo died on the 5th of Jvine, 1717,

leaving behind him a great number of un-

published MSS. (Mazzuchelli, Scrittori

d'Italia, i. pt. 2, p. 1244 ; Averoldo, Scelte

Pitture di Brescia.) J- W.
AVERROES (written also AVERRHOES,

AVERROYS, AVEROIS, AVEROYS, &c.),

the corrupted form of Ibn Roshd, the name
of one of the most celebrated of all the Ara-

bian philosophers, who seems to have ac-

quired among European nations an undue

share of reputation, partly perhaps for his
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having been especially mentioned by Dante

(^Liferno, canto iv.) as

" Averro'is, die '1 gran comento feo,"

and partly from the accusations brought

against him by some of the Christian writei's

of the middle ages. His complete name was
Abii-l-walid Mohammed Ibn Ahmed Ibn

Mohammed Ibn Roshd, of which the first

two words have been sometimes corrupted

into Abulguail, and the last two into Aben-

rust, Aben Ruschd, Auen Ruis, Ibn Ruschad,

Ibn Rusid, Ibn Rosdin, &c. He was born of

a good family, at Cordova in Andalusia,

where his father and grandfather had held

the ofiice of Kadi, a dignity which, accord-

ing to Al-makkari {Hist, of Mohamni. Dyn.
in Spain, vol. i. p. 104) was always repvited

the most honourable of all, not only on ac-

count of his spiritual jurisdiction, all reli-

gious aflFairs being exclusively intrusted to his

care, but also owing to the great power which
that office gave to its holders. His grand-

father is probably the person who is called

by Al-makkari (vol. ii. p. 307) " the cele-

brated Kadi Abu-l-wah'd Ibn Roshd," and

who is said by him to have been chosen by
the citizens of Cordova, Seville, and other

places, as a deputy to be sent to the Sultan

'Ali Ibn Yusuf, to beg him to transport into

Africa some of the Christians who lived

in those parts. The exact year of Averroes'

birth is unknown. It has sometimes been

placed in a.d. 1149 (a.h. 543-4), on the

authority, it is said, of Pietro di Abano;
but this is certainly much too late, as may
be proved by several chronological argu-

ments : first, he is said to have been very old

when he died, a.h. 595 (a.d. 1198;i ;
secondly,

he was an intimate friend of Abu Merwan
Ibn Zohr, who died a.h. 557 (a.d. 1161-2)

;

and, thirdly, he was a pupil of Avempace,

who died either a.h. 525 (a.d. 1130-1) or

A.H. 533 (a.d. 1138-9). We may safely

conjecture that he was born in the first

quarter of the sixth century after the Hijra,

or the twelfth of the Christian sera. He
passed the first years of his life at Cordova,

where he soon became eminent for his bril-

liant qualities, and distinguished
_
for his ar-

dour in the acquisition of learning. He is

said to have attained the utmost limit of per-

fection in jurisprudence and the science of

controversy, which he learned from Abil

Mohammed Ibn Razek; he was instructed

in medicine by Abu Ja'far Ibn Harun, whose
disciple he was for a considerable length of

time, and from whom he acquired much
of his learning in the natural and philo-

sophical sciences. He was also a pupil of

Avempace, and as some say, of Ibn Tofayl

and Avenzoar ; and he was one of the tutors

of the celebrated Maimonides. He was first

Kadi of Seville, and afterwards of Cordova

;

and he became one of the principal officers

at the court of Abvi Yilsuf Yakiib Al-man-

sur-billah, the fourth of the Almohade Sul-
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tans, A.H. 580—595 (a.d. 1184—1199), with
whom he enjoyed great favour, and who,
whenever he summoned him to his presence
for the purpose of conversing with him, or of
inquiring into some particulars about the

sciences which Averroes cultivated, always
used to address him by the affectionate term
of " Brother." The story of the disgrace of
Averroes is given by Leo Africanus, and
since repeated by Nicolas Antonio, Bayle,

and almost all succeeding writers ; but Leo's

authority is not generally considered sufficient

to warrant the accuracy of any fact that is

mentioned by no other ancient author. The
following account is chiefly taken from
Bayle :—A great many of the nobility and
doctors ofCordova, and particularly Ibn Zohr,

the physician, envied Averroes, and resolved

to prosecute him on account of irreligiou.

They suborned some young men to desire

him to read them a philosophical lecture,

to which he consented, and discovered to

them in this lecture his philosophical creed.

They procured an act to be drawn up by a

notary, and declared him a heretic. This
act was signed by a hundred witnesses, and
sent to the Sultan Al-mansur, who was
then at Marocco. This prince, having
seen it, fell into a passion against Aver-
roes, and said aloud, " It is evident that this

man is not of our religion." He ordered

all his estate to be confiscated, and obliged

him to keep within Al-isalah, a town close to

Cordova, and inhabited by Jews. Averroes

obeyed ; but going sometimes to the mosque
in order to perform his devotions, and the

children driving him away with stones, he
removed from Cordova to Fez, and lay con-

cealed there. He was discovered within a

few days after, and put into prison, and Al-

mansur was asked what should be done with
him. That prince assembled together a great

many doctors in divinity and law, and in-

quired of them what punishment such a man
deserved. The greatest part of them replied,

that as a heretic he deserved death ; but

some of them represented, that a man of his

character ought not to be put to death, since,

as he was particularly eminent as a lawyer
and a divine, the general report would be,

not that a heretic was condemned, but that

a lawyer and a divine had suffered that

sentence. " The consequences of this,"

added they, " will be, 1. that no more in-

fidels will embrace our faith, and so our
religion will be discouraged; and, 2. that

there will be a complaint that our African
doctors seek out and find reasons to take
away one another's lives. The most proper
expedient will be, to oblige him to make a
retractation before the gate of the great

mosque, where he shall be asked whether he
repents. We are of opinion that your majesty
should pardon him in case he repents ; for

there is no man upon earth who is exempt
from all crimes." Al-mansiir approved of
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this advice, and gave orders to the governor
of Fez to see the execution of that sentence.
In consequence of this, one Friday, at the
hour of prayer, Averroes was conducted to

the gate of the mosque, and placed bare-
headed upon the highest step, and all those
who entered into the mosque spit in his face.

Prayers being over, the doctors with the
notaries, and the judge with his assessors,

came thither, and asked him, whether he re-

pented of his heresy. He answered " Yes ;"

upon which he was sent back. He stayed at

Fez for some time, and read lectures in law

;

till Al-mansiir having given him leave to

return to Cordova, he went thither, and lived
in a miserable manner, being deprived of
his estate and books. In the mean time the
judge who had succeeded him acquitted
himself so ill in his office, and justice in

general was so badly administered in that
country, that the people groaned under the
oppression. The Sultan, being desirous to

remedy this disorder, assembled his council,

and proposed to restore Averroes. The
greatest part of the counsellors agreed to the

proposition; upon which he sent an order
for him to come immediately to Marocco,
and discharge the duties of his former post.

Averroes soon removed thither with his

family, and spent the remainder of his life

there.

Ibn Abi Ossaybi'ah mentions the disgrace
of Averroes in much briefer and more general
terms, says that several other eminent philo-

sophers and theologians (whose names he
mentions) were involved in it, and gives as

the apparent cause of the Sultan's displeasure

that they had been accused of giving their

leisure hours to the cultivation of philosophy
and the study of the ancients. He goes on to

state that the Sultan's anger was said to have
been principally caused by his having been
called byAverroes, in one of his works, "Malek
al-berber," " King of the Berbers," and that

the author gave as an excuse, that it was a
slip of the pen, and that he had meant to

write " Malek al-barreyn," " King of the two
Countries" (Spain and Africa); the dif-

ference in the appearance of the two words
in Arabic being very small. Averroes lived

to a very great age, and died at Marocco,
most probably at the beginning of a.h.

595 (Nov. or Dec, a.d. 1198), though a

somewhat later date is sometimes given. He
left a son, named Abu Mohammed 'Abdullah,

who was a physician, and is said to have
been well versed in the practical part of me-
dicine ; and also other sons, who applied

themselves to the study of theology and law,

and became Kadis of different towns and dis-

tricts; and two of whom are said to have
visited the court of the Emperor Frederick

II., A.D. 1212—1250. Of the personal

character of Averroes little is said by Ibn

Abi Ossaybi'ah, but that which is attri-

buted to him by Leo Africanus is in a high
u 2
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degree noble and estimable, comprehending
the virtues of humanity, magnanimity, libe-

rality, patience under insult, and forgiveness

of injuries. With respect to his intellectual

qualities, he is described as being possessed

of a powerful reason, a clear understanding,

and an acute mind ; and altogether (bating

his irreligion, if the charge be true) he de-

serves to be ranked among the most illus-

trious characters of his own or any other age

or country.

The works of Averroes were very nu-

merous, no less than seventy-eight being

enumerated in a MS. in the Escurial library

(cod. 879) ; they treated also of very dif-

ferent subjects (theology, philosophy, logic,

law, natural history, medicine, &c.). The
titles of the greater part of these may be

found in Wiistenfeld's " Geschichte der Ara-

bischen Aerzte und Naturforscher," § 191,

and Gayangos' Appendix to his translation

of Al-makkari, vol. i. p. xx. &c. ; but only

those will be noticed here which have been
published either in a Latin or Hebrew trans-

lation, none of them (it is believed) having
ever appeared in the original Arabic. A col-

lected edition of his works was published in

a Latin version, chiefly made by Jacob Man-
tinus, a Jewish physician, together with a

Latin translation of Aristotle's works, in

eleven volumes, folio, at Venice, by the

Juntas, 1552, &c. The First volume contains
" Expositio in Librum Porpliyrii Intro-

ductio," (" An Exposition of Porphyry's In-

troduction to Logic,") published for the first

time ;
" Expositio in Aristotelis Prsedica-

menta," (" An Exposition of the Categories of

Aristotle,") published for the first time;
" Expositio in Aristotelis Libros De Inter-

pretatione," ("An Exposition of Aristotle's

books on Interpretation,") now first pub-
lished ;

" Media Expositio in Aristotelis

Libros Priorum Resolutoriorum," (" The In-

termediate (?) Exposition of the Prior Ana-
lytics of Aristotle ;") " Expositio Maxima,
seu Magna Commentaria, in Aristotelis

Librum De Demonstratione," (" The Great
Commentary on Aristotle's Posterior Ana-
lytics ;") " Expositio Media in eosdem Aris-

totelis Posteriorum Resolutoriorum Libros,"

(" The Intermediate (?) Exposition ofthe Pos-
terior Analytics of Aristotle ;") " Expositio
Media in Aristotelis Octo Libros Topico-
rum," (" The Intermediate (?) Exposition of
the Topics of Aristotle ;") " Expositio Media
in Aristotelis Libros Duos Elenchorum,"
(" The Intermediate Exposition of Aristotle's

Sophistical Elenchi ;") " Epitome in Libros

Logicge Aristotelis," ( " An Epitome of Aris-

totle's Logic ") (which was translated into

Hebrew by Rabbi Jacob Ben Simson Antoli,

and published at Rieff(Riva deTrento), 15G0,

small 8vo., " The whole of Aristotle's Logic,

abridged by Ibn Roshd") ;
" Quscsita Varia in

Libros Logicse," (" Various Questions on
Aristotle's Logic ;") and a short Letter on the
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Posterior Analytics, " Epistola in Librum de
Demonstratione." The Second volume con-

tains—" Paraphrasis in Libros Tres Rheto-
ricorum Aristotelis," ("A Paraphrase of Aris-

totle's Rhetoric;") "Paraphrasis in Librum
Poetics Aristotelis," (" A Paraphrase of Aris-

totle's Poetic,") now first published. The
Third volume contains—" Expositio in Aris-

totelis Libros Decern Moralium Nicomachio-
rum," (" An Exposition ofAristotle's Nicoma-
chean Ethics;") and " Paraphrasis in Libros

Platonis de Republica," (" A Paraphrase of

the Republic of Plato.") The Fourth volume
contains— " Procemium in Aristotelis de
Physico Auditu Libros Octo," (" A Preface to

the Physics of Aristotle ;") " Commentaria in

eosdem Magna," (" The great Commentary
on the same ;") and " Expositio Media super

tres primos Libros," (" The Intermediate (?)

Exposition on the first three Books of the

same,") now first published. (These works
were abridged and translated into Hebrew
by Rabbi Samuel Ben Jehuda Aben Tib-

bon, and published at Rieff (Riva de
Trento) in 1560, small 8vo., "A Compen-
dium of the Physical Auscultation of Aris-

totle," by Ibn Roshd.) The Fifth volimie

contains—" Commentarii in Aristotelis libros

de Ccelo," (" A Commentary on Aristotle's

Work on the Heavens ;") " Paraphrasis in eos-

dem," (" A Paraphrase of the same ;") " Ex-
positio Media in Aristotelis Libros de Gene-
ratione et Corruptione," ('' The Intermediate

(?) Exposition of Aristotle's Work on Ge-
neration and Corruption ;") " Paraphrasis in

eosdem," ("A Paraphrase ofthe same ;") " Ex-
positio Media in Aristotelis Libros Meteoro-
logicorum," (" The Intermediate Exposition

of Aristotle's Work on Meteors.") The Sixth

volume contains—" Paraphrasis in Aristo-

telis Libros Quatuor de Partibus Animalium,"
("A Paraphrase of Aristotle's Work on the

Parts of Animals,") now first published

;

" Commentarii in Aristotelis Libros Tres de
Anima," ("A Commentary on Aristotle's

Work on the Soul ;") " Paraphrasis in Aris-

totelis Librum de Sensu et Sensilibus," (" A
Paraphrase of Aristotle's Work on Sense

and Sensibles ;") " Paraphrasis in Aristotelis

Librum de Memoria et Reminiscentia," (" A
Paraphrase of Aristotle's Work on Me-
mory and Reminiscence ;") " Paraphrasis in

Aristotelis Libros de Somno et Vigilia,

de Somniis, et de Divinatione per Som-
num," (" A Paraphrase of Aristotle's Works
on Sleep and Wakefulness, on Dreams,
and on Divination by Sleep ;") " Paraphrasis

in Aristotelis Libros Quinque de Generatione
Animalium," (" A Paraphrase of Aristotle's

Work on the Generation of Animals,") now
first published ;

" Paraphrasis in Aristotelis

Librum de Longitudine et Bi'evitate Vitxe,"

("A Paraphrase of Aristotle's Work on Length
and Shortness of Life." The Seventh volume
contains nothing by Averroes : the Eighth

contains—" Commentarii in Aristotelis Meta-
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physicorum Libros Quatuordecim," (" Com-
mentaries on Aristotle's Metaphysics ;") and
" Epitome in eosdem Metaphysicorum Li-

bros," ("An Epitome of Aristotle's Meta-
physics.") The Ninth volume contains

—

'' Sermo de Substantia Orbis," (" A Discourse
on the Substance of the World ;" (" Destruc-
tio Destructionum Philosophise Algazelis,"

(" The Destruction of Al-ghazzsili's Destruc-
tion of Philosophy," a work which will be
more particularly noticed hereafter ; " Trac-
tatus de Animge Beatitudine," (" A Treatise
on the Blessedness of the Soul.") The Tenth
volume contains—" Colliget Libri Septem,"
the Work called " Colliget," which will be
more particularly noticed hereafter ;

" Col-
lectaneorum de Re Medica Sectiones Tres,"
(" Three Sections of Medical Miscellanies,")

the first, " De Sanitate," (" On Health ;") the
second, " De Sanitate Tuenda," (" On Pre-
serving Health ;") and the third, " De Ratione
Curandorum Morborum," (" On the Method
of Curing Diseases,") corresponding respec-

tively to the second, sixth, and seventh books
of the " Colliget ;" " Commentaria in Avi-
cennae Cantica," (" A Commentary on Avi-
cenna's Cantica ;") and " Tractatus de The-
riaca," (" A Treatise on Theriaca,") now first

published. The Eleventh volume contains

—

" Marci Antonii Zimara Solutiones Contra-
dictionum in Dictis Aristotelis et Averrois,"
(" Zimara's Solutions of the Contradictions in

the Writings of Aristotle and Averroes.")
Many of the above-mentioned works of Aver-
roes had been previously published, either in

a separate form, or in a collection with Aris-
totle's works, at Venice, 1496, fol., 1497,
fol., and 1500, fol. (Panzer, Annal. Tijpo-

graph.)

The celebrity of Averroes as a writer rests

chiefly on his Commentaries on Aristotle,

which form the greater portion of his pub-
lished works, and which in the middle ages
gained for him the title of " The Soul of Aris-
totle," and " The Commentator." Of the

value of these renowned commentaries it is

very difficult to speak, chiefly because in the

present day they are probably seldom, if

ever, read, and also because we do not find

that all the writers who had used and studied
them held them in equal estimation. It

seems, however, agreed that he laboured
under the disadvantage of understanding
little or no Greek, and of being forced to read
his author's works in a translation ; and ac-

cox'dingly we find that he falls into continual
mistakes, and sometimes completely misre-
presents Aristotle's opinions. This very de-
fect, however, has been ingeniously turned
by Vossius into a subject for praise, and he
exclaims {De Philos. Sect. p. 90), " If, with-
out knowing Greek, he was so happy in ex-
plaining the meaning of Aristotle, what
would he not have done if he had understood
that language?" Some persons may think
that he made up in some measure for his
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deficiency in this respect by his admiration,
or rather veneration, for his author, which
does indeed seem to have been extravagant.
In one place he says that his writings are " so
perfect that none of those who have come
after him, up to the present time, through a
space of fifteen hundred years, have added
anything to them, nor can you find in them
any error of importance ; a degree of per-

fection which it is miraculous and extra-

ordinary to find in any one individual, so

that the possessor is worthy of being con-

sidered rather a divine than a human
being." {Procem. in Aristot. Fhijs. Auscult.

vol. iv. p. 3, verso.) In another place, " Let
us praise God, who has separated this man
from all others in perfection, and appro-
priated to him the highest human dignity."

\De General. Animal, i. 20, vol. vi. p. 21(3.)

And in a third passage (quoted by Brucker),
he says, " The doctrine of Aristotle is

the perfection of truth, for as much as his

intellect was the utmost limit of the human
intellect; so that it may be truly said of him,
that he was created and given to us by a
Divine Providence that we might be aware
of how much is possible to be known."
The following are Tennemann's remarks

on Averroes {Grundj'iss der Geschichte der

Philosophie, § 258.) " Among the Arabs
Averroes was the greatest, almost the slavish

admirer of Aristotle. He is pre-eminently
called The Commentator ; and, notwith-

standing his numerous official employments,
he was the most active of all the Arab
writers. His services towards Aristotle

must be estimated with reference to the

circumstances of the times. His object was
to be merely an interpreter of Ax'istotle

;

but he combined the Aristotelian doctrine

of Matter and Form with the emanation of

the Alexandrine school, in order to establish

a living original principle, by means of
which every thing that depends on the ori-

ginal principle might be explained ; and thus

he introduced a foreign element into the sys-

tem of Aristotle, of which his theory of the

active understanding is a necessary conse-

quence. The original essence converts all

Forms into Reality, not by means of crea-

tion, for from nothing nothing can come, but

by combination of the Matter with the Form,
or by the development (explication) of the

Form which is implicated in the Matter.

(Averroes, lib. xii. Metaph.) Thought, as

well as the sensuous perception, presupposes

three things: a receptive (material) under-

standing; the understanding which is re-

ceived, or the forms of thought, Avhich is the

thinking power ; and an operating understand-

ing, which produces motion, and causes the

material, as well as the abstract forms and
the principle that produces thought, to be-

come objects of thought. There is an active

understanding in which all human indi-

viduals equally participate ; this comes to
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man from without ; its principle is pro-

bably that which puts the moon in motion.

Averroes, however, is a clear enlightened

thinker, who believes in the truth of the

Koran, but he views it only as a popular

system of religion, and considers that it

requires a scientific foundation." Averroes
is commonly said to have belonged to the

religious sect of the Ash'arites, whose prin-

cipal tenets have been mentioned under the

name of their founder [Al- ash'ari'], and this

leads us to notice the charge of impiety that

has been so constantly brought against him
and his writings. The irreligious opinions

attributed to him have been carefully col-

lected by Bayle in his long article on Aver-
roes, but they do not seem to rest on any evi-

dence sufficient to entitle them to belief. It

is, however, conjectured by Brucker, and ap-

parently not without reason, that he adhered
with more devotion to the tenets of his

favourite philosopher than to those of Mo-
hammed or any other religious sect. His
works appear to have been always' con-

sidered erroneous and dangerous, chiefly

on account of his opinions respecting the

eternity of the world, the mortality of the

soul, and the existence of a universal intelli-

gence ; which two latter theories Freind,

while correcting some of Bayle's errors, ap-

pears himself to have misunderstood, and to

have confounded the immortality of the uni-

versal intelligence with the immortality of
each individual's soul. (Brucker, Hist. Crit.

Philosoph. tom. iii. p. 112.) In the fifteenth

and sixteenth centuries the admirers of the

Peripatetic philosophy in Italy were divided

into two sects ; the Alexandrists, or followers

of Alexander Aphrodisiensis, and the Aver-
roists, who embraced the opinions of Aver-
roes. Among the latter were Achillini,

Zimara, Cesalpini, &c.; the other party boasted
of some still more celebrated names. Though
the works of both these once famous writers

are now little read, their opinions had at the

beginning of the sixteenth century so much
influence, and were considered so dangerous,
that there is a special bull of Pope Leo
X., dated December 19, 1513, and directed
" Contra asserentes animam rationalem mor-
talem esse, et (aut?) in omnibus unicam,"
" Against those who assert that the rational

soul is mortal, or one only in all men ;" the

former part of the sentence being directed

against the Alexandrists, the latter against

the Averroists. (Labbeus and Cossartius, Con-
cilia, tom. xiv. p. 187.)

The most celebrated of the works of Aver-
roes, after his Commentaries on Aristotle, is

that which is entitled " Tehafatu-t-tehafati,"
*' Destruction of the Destruction," commonly
called " Destructorium Destructorii." It

derives its name from a treatise of Al-ghaz-
zali entitled " Tehafatu-1-filosofa," " Destruc-
tion of the Philosophers," to which it is an
answer. In this work Al-gliazzali, while
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attacking the tenets of the Greek and Mo-
hammedan philosophers, fell himself into

several important errors with respect to the

creation of the world, and the nature and
the attributes of the Divinity ; and therefore

Averroes in his answer had the advantage of
employing his talents in the defence of the
truth. It was first translated into Hebrew
(according to Wolff", in his " Bibliotheca He-
brsea") by one of the family named Calony-
mus, and then from Hebrew into Latin ; as

indeed appears to have been the case with
most of the works of Averroes. It was
printed several times in the fifteenth and
sixteenth centuries : the earliest edition men-
tioned by Panzer is that of Venice, 1495, fol.

Besides the works contained in the col-

lected edition mentioned above, there is a
little book in English, which is probably
rather scarce, published at London, in small

8vo. 1695, entitled "Averroeana: being a
Transcript of several Letters from Averroes
an Arabian Philosopher at Corduba in

Spain, to Metrodorus a young Grecian no-

bleman, student at Athens, in the years 1149
and 1 1 50. Also several Letters from Pytha-
goras to the King of India," &c. In a
" Letter Prefatory by Monsieur Grineau, one
of the Messieurs de Port Royal in France, to

the ingenious Monsieur Gramont, Merchant
at Amsterdam," dated 1687, it is said that

these Letters " were written by Averroes'

own hand in ancient Latin, and in the year
1231 brought from his study at Cordviba,

and laid up in the library of a certain noble-

man at Andaluzia." As this work has been
sometimes considered as genuine, and quoted
accordingly, it seems necessary to state that

the contents are so very suspicious (to say
the least of it), that nothing but the strongest

external evidence could warrant a person's

believing them either genuine or authentic

;

whereas, in fact, they do not appear to possess

any external evidence whatever in their fa-

vour, as they are not alluded to by any of

the Arabic biographers of Averroes, they are

not stated to have ever existed in the Arabic
language, and even the MS. of the Latin
copy is not distinctly stated to have been in

existence at the date of their publication.

The principal medical work of Averroes
is entitled " Kitabu-1-kulliyyat" (commonly
written " Colliget"), "The Book of the

Whole," meaning probably that part of
medical science which relates to the body in

general, as, when he wrote this work, he
asked his friend Abii Merwan Ibn Zohr to

write another " On the Parts" (or treatment

of each different member of the body in par-

ticular), which might be a sort of complement
to his, and form together with it a complete
treatise on the science of medicine. In the

composition of this work his Arabian bio-

graphers consider that he surpassed himself;

but, though it contains evidences of his acute

and philosophical spirit, it has long lost much
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of its former reputation, and in real value is

far inferior to several other of the medical
writings of the Arabians. It is divided into

seven books, the titles of which give a suffi-

cient idea of their contents. The P'irst treats

" De Anatomia," of Anatomy ; the Second,
" De Sanitate," of Health ; the Third, " De
iEgritudinibus et Accidentibus," of Diseases

and Accidents ; the Fourth, " De Signis Sa-

nitatum et ^Egritudinum," of the Signs of

Health and Disease ; the Fifth, " De Cibis

et Medicinis," of Food and Medicines; the

Sixth, " De Regimine Sanitatis," of the Regi-

men of Health ; and the Seventh, " De ^gri-
tudinum Curatione, seu Ingenio Sanita-

tis," of the Healing of Diseases or the

Means ( ?) of recovering Health, The work
is (as he tells us himself) chiefly a compen-
dium of what had been said by others, with
some additions of his own. He begins with
the general rules of the art, and so descends

to particulars. He says expressly that no one
will be able to understand his writings, unless

he is well versed in logic and natui'al philo-

sophy ; and accordingly we find that he
applies the Peripatetic doctrines to the art of

healing more frequently than Avicenna or

any of the Arabian writers. In anatomy he
professes to give us nothing new, and indeed
(like almost all the ancient and medieval
authors) he here entirely copies Galen,

though he thought so highly of this branch
of medical science, that in one of his remark-
able sayings that have been preserved he
declares, that " Whoever studies anatomy, his

merits with the Almighty are increased by
it." He places the principal seat of vision

in the crystalline lens; attributes different

mental functions to different parts of the

brain ; and seems to have had absurd and
credulous ideas on the subject of generation.

In the practical part of his work there is

scarcely anything but what is borrowed,

forming in this, as in some other respects, a

striking contrast with the work of his friend

Avenzoar. It has been stated by several

modern authors, that Averroes never himself

gave any medicine to the sick ; but this, as

Freind remarks, is directly contrary to what
appears from his own works, as he several

times speaks of his own personal experience.

He seems, however, as we might conclude

from the history of his life and employments,
to have been much more conversant with the

theory than the practice of medicine; and
indeed expressly says in one passage ( Collig.

lib. iv. cap. 3, p. 68, A. ed. 1549) that he did
not consider himself to belong to the medical
profession. There is one of his observations,

noticed by Freind, which probably occurs in

no earlier writer,—that the small-pox does

not attack the same person twice. The first

edition of the Latin version was printed by
Laurentius de Valentia, at Venice, 1482, fol.

in black letter, with two columns in the page.

It is a scarce book. Choulant quotes Hain
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{Repert. Bibl.) as his authority for the fol-

lowing particulars. The first leaf begins
thus :

—" Me emito (sic) quisquis medicina-
lem prudentiam adipisci plene desyderas

:

Auerois sum Colliget," &c. ;— the second
thus :

" Incipit liber de medicina aueroys,
qui dicitur coliget," &c. ;—and the last thus :

" Anno gi^atie (sic) domini. 1482. die 5. Octo-
bris: Deo dante. Finis impositus est huic
aureo operi Aueroys philosophorum eximij
diligenti cura emendato. Impresso uero
Uenecijs," &c. It was several times re-

printed in the fifteenth and sixteenth cen-

turies, generally together with the " Theisir"

of Avenzoar: the first edition of the two
works, Venice, 1490, fol. has been de-

scribed elsewhere. [Avenzoar.] Some
extracts from this work, consisting of twenty
five chapters from the fourth and seventh
books on the symptoms and cure of fe-

vers (and wrongly supposed by Wiisten-

feld to be a distinct and complete treatise),

are inserted by Fernel in his collection of
authors " De Febribus," Venice, 1576, and
1594, fol. ; and some short extracts are also

to be found in the collection of writers " De
Balneis," Venice, 1553, fol. The second,

sixth, and seventh books were published in

an improved Latin translation at Lyon, 1537,

4to. with the title " Averrois Collectaneorum
de Re Medica Sectiones Tres, a J. Bruyerino
Campegio Latinitate donatse." Besides the
" Colliget," and the smaller medical treatises

already mentioned in the list of his works,
Averroes wrote commentaries on several of

Galen's writings, which are still extant in

MS., but have never been published or trans-

lated.

The logical works of Averroes require

to be briefly noticed, which consist al-

most entirely of commentaries on Aristotle's

treatises on that subject. These are, in

general, very full, and rather prolix, but

do not contribute to the understanding of the

text so much as might be wished. (Saint-

Hilaire, De la Logique d'Aristote.) Some-
times he merely writes a paraphrase, but

more commonly he explains it after the

manner of the Greek commentators, and
with even less precision. He also wrote a

commentary on the " Isagoge" of Porphyry,

because he tells us (tom. i. fol. 1, ed. 1552)

that it had long been customary to commence
the study of logic with this work. Perhaps

the most curious portion of his logical works

is his analysis of the " Organon" and of its

different parts. He follows the method of

Avicenna and Al-ghazzali very closely ; and

if the habit of writing lengthy commentaries

has deprived him of some of the precision

necessary for an abridgment, he neverthe-

less expresses himself with a clearness that

shows him to be familiar with his subject. It

is from Averroes that we learn that the fourth

figure (of a syllogism) was ascribed to Galen

(tom. i. fol. 56 verso, and 63 verso), a tra-
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dition which is found in no Greek authoi',

but which, in the absence of any contradic-

tory testimony, has been generally followed,

and has caused the figure to be called by
Galen's name. It is, however, rejected by
Averroes as less natural than the others ;

and
he accordingly confines his attention to the

three original figures invented by Aristotle.

(Saint-Hilaire.)

Further information respecting Averroes

may be found in the following works, and
the numerous authors quoted or referred to

by them:—Wolfius, Bihlioth. Hehr. vol. i.

;

Leo Africanus, Dc Viris Illustr. in Fabri-

cius, Biblioth. Grceca, vol. xiii. ed. vet.

;

Bayle, Diet. Hist, et Crit., who has fallen

into several mistakes, some of which are cor-

rected by Freind, Hist, of Physic, vol. ii.

;

N. Antouius, Bihlioth. Hisp. Vetns, vol. ii.

;

Brucker, Hist. Crit. Philos. vols. iii. et iv.

;

Sprengel, Hist, de la Med. tome ii. ; Gayan-
gos, Appendix to Al-makkari, Hist, of 3Io-

hammedan Dynasties in Spain, vol. i. p. xvii.

;

Wiistenfeld, Gesch. der Arahischen Aerzte

und Naturforscher, § 191 ; Saxius, Onomast.)

W. A. G.
AVERSA, MERCU'RIO D', a Neapolitan

painter of the early part of the seventeenth

century. He was one of the scholars of

Caracciolo, and was, according to Dominici,

employed by that painter to paint pictures

for him, for those persons who would not

give him his own price or who paid at a low
rate. (Dominici, Vite de' Pittori, Sfc. Na-
politani.) R. N. W.
AVERSA,TOMMA'SO, was born at Amis-

trato in Sicily, towards the close of the six-

teenth or shortly after the commencement of

the seventeenth century. Early in life he re-

moved to Palermo, and applied himself with
diligence to the cultivation of literature. It

is not known for what particular profession he
was intended in his youth. Poetry and the

drama, however, soon became his favourite

pursuits, almost to the exclusion of every
more serious study.

He was still very young when the publica-

tion of " Pyramus and Thisbe," a graceful

idyll in the Sicilian dialect, introduced him
to the favourable notice of the public. The
literati of Palermo were not slow to recognise

the young poet, who was as much distinguished

by his amiable manners as by his devotion to

the muses. He was enrolled a member of the
" Accademia de Riaccesi ;" although with the

ill-sounding and inappropriate name of
" L'Arido." Aversa now rapidly rose to dis-

tinction ; he conciliated the esteem of the

learned and noble ; and among his friends

and patrons at Palermo are reckoned the

names of the Cardinal Archbishop, Gian-
nettino Doria, Luigi Moncada, Duke of

Montalto, and Diego of Aragon, Duke of

Terranuova. The last-mentioned nobleman
became so attached to his person, that Aversa
at his particular request accompanied him to
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Spain. From Spain he travelled with the

Duke to Vienna, and thence to Rome. Don
Diego on each occasion acted in the capacity

of ambassador from his Catholic Majesty
;

and Aversa by accompanying him was im-
mediately introduced to the notice of some of

the most distinguished men in Europe. At
Rome he was made a member of the Aca-
demies of " Umoristi" and " Anfistili," in

the latter of which he was known by the

name of " L'Esaltado."

After continuing for some time in Rome,
Aversa was induced to take holy orders.

Immediately after his consecration he re-

turned to Palermo, and was appointed by the

new Archbishop, Pietro Martinez Rubio, to

the chaplaincy of Santa Maria della Volta-

From this time to the end of his life he

devoted himself with more ardour than ever

to his favourite literary occupations ; and if

we are to judge from the number of his

works, his industry must have been astonish-

ing. He died of apoplexy, sincerely regretted

by his numerous friends, on the 3rd of

April, 1063.

Of Aversa's writings the most important

seems to be a translation into Sicilian rhyme
of the iEneid of Virgil : the rest are for the

most part either tragedies or comedies, which
are not now much esteemed.

The following is a list of his works, chro-

nologically arranged :— 1. " Piramo e Tisbe,"

an idyll in the Sicilian dialect, Palermo, 1617,

8vo. 2. " Gli Awenturosi Intrichi, Corn-

media," Palermo, 1637, 8vo. 3. "La Notte
di Palermo, prima commedia in lingua Sici-

liana," Palenno, 1638, 8vo. 4. "II Pelle-

grino, overo la Sfinge debellata, tragedia

sacra," Palermo, 1641, 8vo. 5. "II Giorno
di Messina, Comedia," Messina, 1644, 8vo.

6. " II Sebastiano, tragedia sacra," Palermo,

1645, 8vo, 7. " Canzoni Siciliani," inserted

in vol. ii. part 2, of the collection entitled

"Muse Siciliane," Palermo, 1647, 12mo,,and

1662, 12mo. 8. " In portento canzone pane-

girica all' Illustriss. et Eccel. Signore Conte
Guglielmo Stavata, Consigliero di Stato, e

Camariero di Sua Maesta Cesarea," Vienna,

1647, 4to. 9. " II Bartolomeo, overo il Se-

lim Costante, tragedia," Messina, 1645, 8vo.,

and Trent, 1648, 8vo. 10. " II primo tomo
deir Eneide di Virgilio tradotta in rima
Siciliana," Palermo, 1654, 12mo. "II se-

cond© tomo," Palermo, 1657, 12mo. "II
terzo tomo," Palermo, 1660, 12mo. 11. "II
Padre Pietoso, comedia morale," Rome, 1656,

12mo. 12. " L'Alipio, overo la colomba fra

le Palme,*poema drammatico sopra il mara-
viglioso arrivo dell' osse benedette del P. F.

Alipio di S. Giuseppe Agostiniano Scalzo Pa-
lermitano, alle Spieaggie di Palma in Sicilia,

I'anno 1653," Rome, 1657, 12mo. 13. "La
Corte nelle Selve, Trattenimenti modesti ed

utili, distinti in piu veglie per gli di di Car-

nivale. Con gli discorsi di Tomino Amistrato

(T. Aversa), ed osservationi di lui sopra la
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comedia titolata Notte, Fato ed Aniore," with

the comedy itself at the end, Eome, 1657,

12mo. 14. " Idea, overo ordine delle scene

per la rappresentatione della tragedia del

Sebastiano : con un discorso academico detto

:

II Disinganno," Eome, 1659. 15. " L'Or-
inindo, tragicomedia reale per la felice na-

scita del Serenissimo Infante D. Carlo Giu-

seppe d'Austria, Prencipe della Spagne," with

a reprint of the " Disinganno " attached,

Palermo, 1662, 12mo.
Unpublished comedies:— 1. "II Manco-

male." 2. " Le fuite nozze." 3. " II Ma-
scheratto." 4. " Gl' Incolpati senza colpa.

"

5. " L'Adone." 6. " Nozze, Fato e Morte,

Trattenimenti modesti ed utili, distinti in piti

veglie per li ultimi di di Carnovale ;" the

original of the comedy entitled " La Notte

di Palermo." (Mongitore, Bihliotheca Sicula

;

Mazzuchelli, Scrittori d' Italia.) G. B.

AVESA'NI, GIOA'CHINO, was born at

Verona in the year 1741. Early in life he
became a member of the Society of Jesus, and,

on the suppression of that order, resided suc-

cessively at Bologna, Modena, and Mantua.

In each of these cities he gained a livelihood

by teaching. Eeturning to Verona, he was
appointed Professor of Ehetoric in the Uni-

versity, in the year 1775, and at his inaugu-

ration he pronounced an eloquent discourse

on the favourable influence exercised by
Christianity on literature and the arts. Ave-
sani's talents as a professor procured him
universal respect ; and he was much beloved

by his pupils, many of whom have since risen

to eminence. He continued to occupy his

chair until old age warned him to accept in

lieu of it the post of director of the public

seminary. This was a comparatively light

employment, and he died in its exercise, in

the month of April, 1818, aged 77 years.

Avesani was a refined scholar, and an ele-

gant Italian and Latin poet. Secure in the

emoluments of his professorship, and perhaps

not ambitious of fame beyond his own im-

mediate circle, he seems to have cultivated

the Muses rather as a dilettante than as a

professed author ; hence the number of his

productions is not great. The following

were published :— 1. "Saggio di poesie dell'

abate Gioachino Avesani Veronese," Parma,

1797, 4to.; containing " Stanze sulla caccia

di' Grilli, con una canzonette per la morte di

un grillo," and " Le metamorfbsi poemetto in

tre canti." 2. " Poesie Italiane Latine,

"

Verona, 1807, 12mo. 3. " Le Metamorfosi,

canti vi." Verona, 1812, 12mo. 4. " Scherzi

poetici," Venice, 1814, 8vo. ; containing the
" Canzonette per la morte di un grillo," and
the " Prosopopea del medesimo grillo." 5.

An edition of the " Orlando Furioso" of

Ariosto, 4 vols. Verona, 1820, 12mo. In this

edition, Avesani suppresses all the licentious

passages, and fills up the lacunoe with some
elegant verses of his own, which it is difficult

for even the most practised scholar to dis-
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tinguish from those of Ariosto. Two Latin
poems of Avesani, " On the origin of metals"
and " On hypochondriasis," both vmpublished,

are said to have been in the possession of his

friend Morgagni. (Moschini, Delia Lettera-

tura Veneziana de Secolo XVIII. ^rol.'i. 140,

vol. iv. 37, 46, 48 ; Biographie Universelle,

Supplement.) G. B.
AVESBUEY, EOBEET OF. [Egbert

OF AVESBURY.]
AVESNE, BAUDOUIN D'. [Baudouin

d'Avesne.]
AVESNE, FEAN9OIS D', a French

fanatic of the seventeenth century, was born
at Fleurance in the Lower Armagnac, but at

what time cannot be precisely ascertained.

He was a disciple of the celebrated Morin,
who for his seditious and blasphemous writ-

ings was burnt alive at Paris in the year 1663.

D'Avesne is principally known as the author

of a number of pamphlets, of which the titles

have been preserved by the industry of

Niceron. They are made up of violent de-

nunciations against the king, the nobility,

and Cardinal Mazarin, mixed with insane

and blasphemous pi'oclamations of his own
divine mission and authority. In the compo-
sition of these productions he is said to have
been assisted by Morin : on the other hand,

he is said also to have had a share in the

writings ascribed to his master.

D'Avesne, it appears, was once endangered

by his attacks on the established authorities.

The registers of the Parliament of Paris show
that he was arrested in 1651 ; but his punish-

ment seems to have been of slight duration,

for he is found soon afterwards recommencing
his publications with undiminished vigour.

It is concluded that he must have died pre-

viously to 1662, as he is not mentioned in the

trial of Morin, which took place that year.

(Niceron, Me'moires pour servir a I'Histoire

des Homines Illustres dans la Bepiiblique des

Lettres, xxvii. 72—84 ; Biographie Uni-

VGVScLLb,) Cjt* jj*

AVEYEO, PANTALEAM D', a Portu-

guese Minorite Friar, of the province of En-
oxbregas, was born in the former half of the

sixteenth century. Aveyro is known only as

theauthor of an " Itinerario da Terra Santa,

e suas particularidades," Lisbon, 1593, 4to,,

reprinted 1596, 1600, and 1685. In the pre-

face to this work, he informs us, that after

burning for many years with a desire to visit

the sites of the most remarkable occurrences

recorded in Scripture, and to perform his de-

votions at the holy sepulchre, he was at

length enabled to do so through the kindness

of Bonifacio de Araguza, Guardian of Movmt
Zion and bishop in partibus of a see in Mace-
donia, who invited Aveyro to accompany
him to Palestine. Aveyro and his com-
panion first proceeded to Eome : here they

were ftirnished with the necessary instruc-

tions for their voyage, and, after receiving the

benediction of Pope Pius IV., travelled to
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various cities of Italy, for the purpose of col-

lecting a new body of friars for the service

of the church in the East. After completing
the required number of pilgrims, sixty, Ara-
guza gave them orders to await his arrival

at Venice. He and Aveyro then proceeded

to Trent, during the sitting of the Council,

probably in 1562, and, after remaining for

some months in that city, joined the pilgrims

at Venice, From Venice they sailed to Cy-
prus, and thence to the Holy Land. Aveyro
on his return to Europe wrote a very in-

teresting account of his travels, the title of

which has been given above. (N. Antonius,

Bihliotheca Hispana Nova] Preface to the

Itinerario of Aveyro.) G. B.

AVIA'NI, an excellent Italian architec-

tural, landscape, and marine painter, born at

Vicenza, about the commencement of the

seventeenth century. He painted some beau-

tiful architectural pieces in the style of Pal-

ladio, in which Carpioni painted some figures.

There are several of his works in the private

collections of Vicenza, where he also painted

some ceilings of chui'ches, likewise with
architectilral designs. There is some ac-

count of his works in the " Guida di Vi-

cenza." (Lanzi, Storia Pittorica, &c.)

R. N. W.
AVIA'NO, GIRO'LAMO, was a native

of Vicenza, but the time of his birth is not

known. He studied at Padua, and in the

year 1592 was enrolled among the members
of the Collegio de' Nobili Giudici of his na-

tive city. He appears to have resided prin-

cipally at Milan. His death took place in the

year 1607. Aviano was an excellent poet

and a ready improvisatore. Very few of his

verses have been printed: they consist of

three capitoli, which are highly praised by
Mazzuchelli, Crescimbeni and Quadrio ; the

first is an amatory complaint addressed to a

lady ; the second is addressed to A. Lodi, on
his marriage ; and the third is in praise of

Cervellata e Busecclda Milanese (a sort of

sausage and tripes). They were first printed

in 1 603, in the third book of the " Rime
piacevoli" of Borgogna, &c., p. 197, Vicenza,

again in 1615, and finally at Vienne, in 1627,

12mo. This Aviano must not be confounded
with Hieronymus Avianvis, a German, the

author of " Clavis Poeseos sacrse, Hebraicse

et Syriacse linguae," published at Leipzig,

1627 and 1662, 8vo. (Angiolgabriello di

Santa Maria, Bihlioteca dei Scrittori Vi-

centini, vi. 18—20 ; Mazzuchelli, Scrittori

d'Italia.) J. W. J.

AVIA'NUS, FLA'VIUS, a Latin poet, is

frequently confounded with Rufus Festus

Avienus. He composed forty-two fables in

elegiac verse, which he dedicated to some
individual named Theodosius. The age in

which he lived is uncertain. From the dedi-

cation of his fables to Theodosius some writers

suppose that he lived during the reign of

the first emperor of that name; but this
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opinion is highly improbable. Avianus would
scarcely address an emperor in the familiar

style which he uses in his dedicatory epistle.

On the contrary, it may be supposed that

Theodosius was a literary person—" Who,"
says Avianus, " can speak of rhetoric or

poetry with you, who in Greek literature

excel even the Greeks, and in Latin the Ro-
mans ?" Afterwards he says, " The work
which I present to you, will delight your
mind, exercise your genius, alleviate your
cares," and so forth. Wernsdorf states it to

be his belief that Avianus was a writer of the

Theodosian sera, and that the Theodosius to

whom he dedicated his fables was a certain

Macrobius Theodosius, a grammarian, known
as a writer of Saturnalia. In enumerating his

predecessors who wrote fables, Avianus men-
tions ^sop, Socrates, Babrius, Flaccus, and
Phadrus ; but no later writer. From this,

Cannegieter is of opinion that he lived du-

ring the reigns of the Antonines ; but the

style of Avianus is not so pure as might be

expected from a writer of that age. He pro-

bably lived after the Antonines, but not so

late as the reign of Theodosius.
The fables of Avianus have been frequently

printed with those of^sop and other writers.

The first edition of Avianus contained only

twenty-seven fables, and is said to have been
published in 1480, with the fables of ^sop.
In 1484 they were published in English by
Caxton, in his edition of " The Subtyl his-

toryes and fables of Esope, ti-anslated out of

Frensh into Englysshe by William Caxton
at Westmynstre." The edition of P. Ri-

galtius, Lyon, 1570, which contained also

the fables of -35sop, is the first that contained

the forty-two fables of Avianus. The best

editions separately published are,— 1. " Flavii

Aviani fabulse, cum Commeutariis Selectis

Albini Scholiastae veteris, notisque integris

T. N. Neveleti et C. Barthii : quibus Anim-
adversioues suas adjecit Henricus Can-
negieter. Accedit ejusdem dissertatio de

setate et stylo Flavii Aviani," Leiden, 1731,

8vo. 2. " Flavii Aviani fabulsc ad MS.
CD. collatse. Curante Jo. Ad. Nodell," Am-
sterdam, 1787, 8vo. The fables of Avi-
anus were also published in editions of

Phaidrus, printed at Pai'is in 1742, 1748,

and 1754, 12mo. (Cannegieter, Disser-

tatio de ^tate et Stijlo Flavii Aviani, in-

serted in his edition of Avianus ; W^ernsdorf,

PoetcB Latini Minores, vol. v. pt. 2, 663

—

670; Baehr, Geschichte der Bomischen Li-

teratur, 317, 318.) G. B.

AVIA'NUS, L.ETUS. [Capella, Mar-
TIANUS.]
AVIA'NUS, WILHELMUS, of Thurin-

gia, an astronomer, of whom all we can find

is that he published at Leipzig, in 1629,
" Catalog! stellarum ex Tychoue desump-
tarum, prior pars," 4to. (Lalande, Bihliogr.

Astronom.) A. De M.
AVIAU DU BOIS DE SANZAY,
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CHARLES FRAN9OIS D', Archbishop of

Bordeaux, was born on the 7th of August,
1 736, at the Chateau of Bois du Sanzay in the

diocese of Poitiers. He was the eldest of the

family ; but he disregarded the advantage of
his primogeniture, and determined on enter-

ing the church. He pursued his preparatory

studies at the college of La Fleche, and after-

wards at the seminary of St. Sulpice at Paris :

he obtained his doctor's degree from the

faculty of theology at Angers. He became
a canon of the collegiate church of St. Hilaire,

at Poitiers ; and afterwards a canon of the

cathedral of the same city, and grand vicar

of the diocese. While he held this office, he
was appointed to deliver a funeral oration for

Louis XV. (who died in 1774), which he
afterwards published. In 1789 he was ap-

pointed Archbishop of Vienne, a dignity

which he would rather have declined, and
accepted only at the express desire of Louis
XVI. His conduct in this high office was
marked by piety, charity, and great sim-
plicity of manners. In 1792, having refused

to accept the civil constitution of the clergy,

he emigrated from France, and retired to

Annecy in Savoy : but on the invasion of that

country by the French he retired to the

abbey of Einsiedlen, in the canton of Schwitz
in Switzerland, and afterwards to Pome,
where he was kindly received by the Pope,
Pius VL, who gave him the title of " the

Holy Archbishop." Anxious to revisit his

bishopric, he returned to France on foot ; and
in this manner, disguised as a peasant, he
visited the various parts of his diocese, en-

countering frequent privations and dangers,

and administering, as he journeyed from vil-

lage to village, the consolations of religion.

He superintended also the dioceses of Die and
Viviers, which were then vacant. The moun-
tainous district of Le Vivarais (the depart-

ment of Ardeche) was the centre of his

labours ; and when endangered, he took re-

fuge in the chateau ofMadame de Lestranges,

near Annonay. After the concordat had
been concluded (a.d. 1801) between Napo-
leon and the Pope, Avian resigned his diocese

of Vienne, and was appointed, in April, 1802,

Archbishop of Bordeaux. In this new sphere

of action he manifested the greatest zeal for

the revival of religion. He re-established

the grand seminary of the diocese, founded
an ecclesiastical school at Bazas, in the build-

ing formerly occupied by the seminary for

the priesthood there ; established an asylum
for infirm or aged pi'iests, and a house for

missionaries ; and recalled to Bordeaux the

Ursuline and other nuns, and the " Freres

des Ecoles Chretiennes," that by them pro-

vision might be made for the religious in-

struction of the young. During the penin-

sular war he showed the greatest kindness to

the Spaniards who, whether as exiles or pri-

soners of war, came to Bordeaux : and the

liberal spirit which he exhibited towards
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those of other communions, who were ad-

mitted to partake both of his hospitality and
his charity, tended to cement the harmony
which prevailed in his diocese between the

Roman Catholics and the Protestants. In
1811 he defended the rights of the Pope in

the assembly of bishops which Napoleon
convoked at Paris, hoping that they would
sanction the harsh measures which he had
adopted against Pius VII. ; but, apparently

from the respect in which he was held, his

freedom did not incur the penalties which
similar freedom drew down upon other pre-

lates. In March, 1814, the Archbishop took

part in the declaration made at Bordeaux in

favour of the Bourbons ; received the Duke
of Angouleme at the door of the cathedral

;

and assured him of the fidelity of himself and
his clergy to Louis XVIII. During the

hundred days the Archbishop was unmo-
lested ; and after the second restoration of the

Bourbons in 1 8 1 5 was named a peer of France.

His death occurred in his ninetieth year, on
the 11th of July, 1826, from the elfects of an
accident (the curtains of his bed taking fire)

which had occurred four months before.

During this interval the most lively interest

in his condition was manifested by the inha-

bitants of Bordeaux, of all classes and deno-

minations. His charity had obtained for him
the title of " the Father of the Poor " and
had so reduced his own resources, that he
made no will, because he had nothing to

leave ; and even the expenses of his funeral

had to be defrayed by others. His remains
(with the exception of his heart) were de-

posited in the cathedral of Bordeaux, amid
an immense concourse of people, on the 18th

of July, 1826 ; and a monument, designed by
the architect Poitevin, has been erected over

them. His heart was deposited in the church
of St. Hilaire at Poitiers.

Beside the fimeral oration for Louis XV.,
Avian du Bois published— 1. A work " Sur
le pret a I'interet du Commerce," Lyon, 1799.

2. " Melanie et Lucette, on les avantages de

I'education religieuse," 12mo. Poitiers, 1811,

and a second edition, 18mo. Paris, 1823; a

work for yoimg people. 3. " Discours sur

le Triomphe de la Croix," subjoined to a

memoir of the Archbishop, by Tournon, 8vo.

Montpellier, 1829. A i-eligious story, " La
Pieuse Paysanne," has been erroneously

ascribed to him. Some of his letters, pub-

lished in the " Memorial Catholique," for

May and June, 1827, show that he was in

ecclesiastical affairs an Ultra-Montanist, or

supporter of the papacy in opposition to the

Gallican church. {Biographie Universelie,

Supplement ; Querard, La France Litteraire.)

J. C. M.
A'VIBUS, GASPAR AB, or GASPARO

OSELLO, an Italian engraver and etcher

of Padua, whose prints are dated from 1560

until 1580. He signed himself variously,

as Caspar ab Avibus Citadelensis, fe.— Gas-
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paro Osello Padovaiio, fe.—Caspar Patavi-

nus, f.—Caspar P. F.—Gasp. F.—G. O. F.—
G. A. P. F. and otherwise. He varied

likewise his monogram, which is generally

formed of G A P, GASP, and G P F.

Caspar imitated the style and copied se-

veral of the prints of Giorgio Ghisi called

Mantovano, but he never equalled that en-

graver. His principal work is a folio volume
containing sixty-six poi'traits of the house of

Austria, after Francesco Terzi of Bergamo,

painter to the Emperor Maximilian II. The
portraits are full length in rich costumes,

and are ornamented with fanciful borders.

He has in this work, says Strutt, " changed

his manner ; and something more of the style

of the Sadelers appears in it. The figures

are very neat, but stiff, yet well propor-

tioned, and possess much merit."

Heineken notices a Cjesar ab Avibus,
who was likewise an engraver and a native

of Padua, and signed himself Ca?sar Pata-

vinus; but Heineken was not acquainted

with any of his works. He lived in the six-

teenth century. (Heineken, Dietionnaire

des Artistes, &c. ; Strutt, Dictionari/ of En-
gravers; Bartsch, Peintre Graveur ; Brul-

liot, Dictionnaire des Monogrammes, &c.)

K. N. W.
AVICENNA, AVICENA, AVISENNA^

are the corrupt Latinized forms of the name
of the most celebrated of the Arabic phy-

sicians, whose complete appellation, as given

by Ibn Abi Ossaybi'ah, was Abii 'Ali Al-

huseyn Ibn 'Abdillah Ibnu-1-huseyn Ibn 'Ali

Ibn Sma, to which are commonly added by
his Arabian biographers the surnames Ash-
shaikh, the " doctor," Ar-rafs, the " chief"

The latter title was given him either, as

M. de Slane conjectures, in the notes to

his translation of Ibn Khallikun's " Biogra-

phical Dictionary," in his official capacity as

vizir, or as 'amil, " agent," or " collector ;"

or on account of his celebrity as a phy-

sician (as he is frequently called in mo-
dern works " the prince of the Arabian
physicians") ; or perhaps more probably as

being an abbreviation of the title " Rais

'ala-1-attebba, " or " Chief of the Phy-
sicians," an Arabic dignity synonymous ap-

parently with the Latin " Archiater." Casiri

says that the name Avicenna is deiived from
Afshena, the place of his birth ; but the word
is evidently a corruption of Ibn Sina, formed
in the same manner as Averapace, Avenzoar,

and Averroes. As in the case of Hippocrates

and Galen, the accounts of his life have been

disguised by strange geographical and chro-

nological errors, and still stranger fictions,

which are not worth notice here, but may
easily be found by looking at some of the

works referred to by the authors quoted at

the end of this article. The shortest way
of refuting them will be by the following

account, which is almost entirely taken from
ancient and original authorities.
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According to Ibn Khallikan, Avicenna was
born in the month of Safar, a.h. 370 (August
or September, a.d. 980). His father was a na-

tive of Balkh, but he removed fi*om that city

to Bokhara, in the time of the Amir Nxih
Ibn Mansiir As-samanf, one of the Samanian
princes of Khorasan, a.h. 3G6—387 (a.d.

976-7—997). Having displayed great abili-

ties as an 'amil, or tax-gatherer, he was ap-

pointed to fill that office in a town called

Kharmatin, called by Ibn Khallikan one of

the government estates (dia) in the depen-

dencies of Bokhara, and a place of great an-

tiquity. It was there that Abii 'Ali and his

brother Mahmud were born : their mother SaS
tara was a native of Afshena, a village near

Kharmatin. They afterwards went to Bok-
hara, and Abii 'Ali then travelled abroad to

study the sciences. The account which Avi-

cenna has left us of his early studies, in his

short autobiography, is interesting, as it gives

us some idea of the different branches of

study considered necessary among the ancient

Moslems, and the order in which they suc-

ceeded each other. At the age of ten years

he was a perfect master of the Koran and
general literature, and had attained a certain

degree of information in dogmatic theology,

the Indian calculus (or arithmetic), and
algebra. He then studied Porphyry's " Isa-

goge," or Introduction to the Categories of

Aristotle, the Elements of Euclid, and Pto-

lemy's '' Mathematical Syntaxis," commonly
called " Almagest," in which he is said to have
surpassed his tutor, and to have explained to

him several difficulties which he had not

before understood. He then studied juris-

prudence, and exercised himself in acquiring

the seven different systems followed in read-

ing the Koran, called by the Arabians
" the seven readings of the Koran," making
learned researches and holding discussions.

He next directed his labours to natural phi-

losophy, divinity, and other sciences, reading

the texts with the commentaries. When he
was sixteen years old, he felt an inclination

to learn medicine, and studied works on that

subject; he also treated patients, not for

emolument, but for instruction. He then

gave another year and a half to the study

of logic and other branches of philoso-

phy. Aristotle's Metaphysics he says he
read over forty times, till he knew the

book by heart, but did not understand it till

he met by chance with the Commentary of

Abu Nasr Al-fariibi. During the period of

his studies he says he never slept an entire

night, nor passed one without dreaming of

the employments of the day ; and whenever
he met with an obscure point, he used to

perform a total ablution, and proceed to the

great mosque to pray for Divine assistance.

Before he had reached his eighteenth year

he had finished the study of all these sciences

;

and the remark he makes in after life is, that

" at that early age his knowledge was more
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ready, and at the time lie wrote, more mature

;

in other respects it was much the same, nor

had he made any fresh accessions since that

period,"

The above account of his studies must
either be considered sufficiently wonderful in

itself, as an instance of precocious talent,

without the manifest exaggerations added by
Ibn Khallikan and others ; or else it must
impress us with a very unfavourable idea of

the superficial character of the education of

the Moslems in those times. About the same
period the Amir Niih Ibn Mansiir heard of

Avicenna's fame, and sent for him during a

dangerous illness ; and having been restored

to health by his treatment, took him into his

favour, and allowed him to visit his library,

which appears to have been one of the most
celebrated and valuable of the times, contain-

ing not only all the celebrated works which
were commonly to be met with, but also

others that were not to be found elsewhere,

and of which both the titles and the contents

were unknown. The books are represented

as being kept packed up in trunks. It hap-

pened, some time afterwards, that this library

was burned, upon which some persons said

that it had been set on fire by Avicenna, who,

as being the only person acquainted with its

contents, wished to pass off as his own the

information he had there acquired : a similar

accusation was brought by Andreas against

Hippocrates. [Andreas.]
At the age of twenty-two, a.h. 392 (a.d.

1001-2), Avicenna lost his father, in the

vicissitudes of whose fortunes he had par-

taken, and with whom he acted as 'amil for

the sultan. When, after the death of the

Amir Niih Ibn Mansur, a.h. 387 (a.d.

997), the affairs of the Samanian dynasty

were hastening to ruin under his sons

Mansur and 'Abdu-1-malek, Avicenna left

Bokhara, and proceeded to Korkanj, the

capital of Khowarezm. Here he attended the

court of Khowarezm Shah 'Ali Ibn Mamiin
Ibn Mohammed, by whom he was well re-

ceived, and from whom he obtained a monthly
stipend. He did not, however, remain here

very long, but visited Nasa, Abiward, Tus,

and other cities, and spent in these travels

about ten years. A very well known anec-

dote belongs apparently to this part of his

life, but it seems of rather doubtful authen-

ticity. He is said to have cured a nephew of

the celebrated Shams Al-m'ali Kabus Ibn

Washmakir, Amir of Jurjan and Tabaristan,

whose disease none of the physicians of the

court were able to discover, but whom Avi-

cenna almost immediately pronounced to be

in love, naming at the same time the object

of his passion. The story is told at length

by the author of the " Dabistan" (translated

by Shea and Troyer, Paris, 18-43) and other

eastern writers, and Avicenna certainly refers

to a somewhat similar case, which he says

happened to himself ( Canon, lib. iii. fen i.
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tract. 5, p. 495, Venice, 1595). There
seem, however, to be certain difficulties con-
nected with the anecdote, which can hardly
be got over. In the first place, it seems, at

first sight, to be fabricated from the well-

known story of Erasistratus, which Galen
tells us was a guide to himself in a simi-

lar case {De Pranot. ad Epig. cap. vi.

vol. xiv. p. 630, &c. ed. Kiihn) ; but this

objection is not by any means conclusive, as

Avicenna might have had these two instances

in his mind, and have imitated them accord-

ingly. A stronger objection arises from the

fact of his having omitted all mention of the

circumstance in the short account of his life

written by himself, and preserved by Abu-1-
faraj and the anonymous author quoted by
Casiri ; nor, in the passage in his " Canon,"
where he alludes to some such case, does he
give the name of the patient, nor any of the

details with which the story is embellished

by his later biographers. It also appears very
doubtful whether he was ever introduced at

the court of Kabus ; for though he went to

Jurjan with that object, he says, in his auto-

biography, that it happened to be the very
time when the amir was dethroned and put

to death, a.h. 403 (a.d. 1012-13).

He afterwards went to Dahistan, where he
had a severe illness ; and then returned to

Jurjan, where he wrote the first book of his

" Canon," and several other smaller works,

and where he became acquainted with Abu
'Obeydah 'Abdu-1-wahid Al-jausjani", who was
first his pupil, afterwards his friend and con-

stant companion, and lastly his biographer.

This must have been towards the end of a.h.

403, or the beginning of a.h. 404 (a.d. 1013),

as in one place we find that Abii 'Obeydah
remained with Avicenna for twenty-five years

(De Slane, Notes to Ibn Khallikan, p. 445,

note 15), and Abii-l-faraj says that he was
intimate with him for the remainder of his

life. From Jurjan he proceeded to Rai in

Irak Ajemi, to the court of INIajdu-d-daula

Ibn Fakhri-d-daula, the eighth prince of

the Buwayh dynasty, who succeeded to the

throne when only four years old, a.h. 387

(a.d. 997), and continued under the guardian-

ship of his mother, Seidat. Here he restored

this prince to health, who was afflicted with

melancholy, and who is said by some writers

to have made Avicenna his vizir, on which
account an open war broke out between him
and his mother, in which the latter was vic-

torious, and resumed the government of the

kingdom. This, however, does not seem to

be quite certain; but Avicenna soon after

went to Kazwin, and thence to Hamadau, to

the court of the Amir Shamsu-d-daula Abii

Tahir, who made himself master of Rai, a.h.

405 (a.d. 1014-15). This prince had sent

tov Avicenna to cm-e him of an attack of

colic, and upon his restoration to health en-

riched him with valuable presents, and finally

made him his vizir. But Avicenna's troubles
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and "wanderings, whicli seem to have been oc-

casioned in a great measure by the unsettled

state of public affairs in those countries, were
not yet over ; for the amir's troops revolted

against him, pillaged his house, arrested him,

and required Shamsu-d-daula to put him to

death. This, however, the amir refused to do

;

and Avicenna effected his escape, and remained
concealed for forty days in the house of one

of his friends. In the meantime the prince

had another violent attack of colic, which
obliged him again to have recourse to the

medical skill of Avicenna, who was accord-

ingly recalled, and reappointed vizir, after

having once more restored the amir to health.

Avicenna continued his studies, and wrote
several works on medical and other subjects,

besides which he had pupils with whom he read
every evening, and whom he afterwards enter-

tained with music and other amusements.
Shamsu-d-daula was a third time attacked

with colic, as he was marching against the

Amir Bahau-d-daula, and, as he neglected

Avicenna's directions both as to regimen
and medicines, the disease at last proved
fatal. His son and successor, Taju-d-daula,

refused to continue Avicenna in the office

of vizir; upon which he wrote privately

to the Amir 'Alau-d-daula Abii Ja'far Ibn
Kakuyeh, who had been appointed governor
of Ispahan by the mother of Majdu-d-daula,
offering him his services, and begging per-

mission to come to his court. His corre-

spondence was discovered by the prince, who
immediately seized him and put him in pri-

son, where he remained four months. This
was probably in the year 414 (a.d. 1023-24),

as 'Alau-d-daula conquered Hamadan in that

year, which event took place while Avicenna
was in confinement. At length he made his

escape from Hamadan in the dress of a sitfi,

accompanied by his brother Mahmiid, his

faithful friend Abu 'Obeydah Al-jausjani, and
two slaves, and reached Ispahan in safety.

He was very favourably received by the

amir, who furnished him with a house,

money, and everything necessary for his

comfort ; and here, if the above date be cor-

rect (which is not quite certain, as 'Alau-d-

daula made several expeditions to Hamadan),
he passed the last fourteen years of his life,

in greater quiet and prosperity than had ever
fallen to his lot before. He employed him-
self in composing works, not only on medi-
cine, but also on logic, geometry, astronomy,
grammar, and metaphysics; and is[_said to

have lived in great pomp and splendour. His
constitution was naturally strong, but he had
weakened it by indulging to excess in wine
and sexual enjoyment ; and as he was never
careful of his health, he was seized with an at-

tack of colic. It happened that, just at the same
time, he had to make a journey with 'Alau-

d-daula ; and therefore, in order to cure
himself quickly, he took eight injections in

one day. This brought on a dysentery, with
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excoriation of the intestines, and also an epi-

leptic fit, to relieve which he ordered to be
put into the mixture which he employed for

his injections one third of a drachm of a drug
which is commonly translated parsley seed,

but which Sprengel supposes to signify long

jjepper, as agreeing better with the effect

produced. The physician who attended him
put in five drachms, and the result was that

the dysentery was increased by the acrid na-

ture of the drug. A great quantity of opium
was also thrown into one of his medicines by
one of his slaves, who had embezzled a sum
of money, and was afraid of being punished
by his master if he recovered. From the

commencement of his illness he continued to

support the burden of business, and gave
public audiences from time to time ; he also

entirely neglected the necessary regimen, so

that for some weeks he alternately improved
and relapsed. At this period Altiu-d-daula

left Ispahan for Hamadan, and took Avicenna
with him. During the journey the colic re-

turned, and on arriving at the latter place

his strength was almost totally prostrated.

He perceived himself that his end was ap-

proaching, discontinued the further use of
medical applications, and said, " The director

which is in my body is unable to control it

any longer, nor can any treatment now avail."

He then made his ablutions, turned himself
to God, gave away his wealth in alms to the

poor, and redressed the grievances of all

those whom he could recollect to have in-

jured. He also manumitted^ his mamluks,
and read through the Koran once every three

days, till at length an end was put to his

troubled and eventful life on a Friday in the
month of Eamadan, a.h. 428 (June, or July,

A.D. 1037), at the age of fifty-eight lunar

years and eight months, or fifty-six solar

years and ten months.
Such is probably a tolerably correct outline

of the life of this remarkable man, who,
however, is perhaps less celebrated for his per-

sonal qualities, than for the vast influence

which his writings possessed for more than
five hundred years, together with an abso-

lute authority in all matters of medical
science scarcely exceeded by that of Aristotle

and Galen. In his personal character there

seems to be little to admire except his

energy and indefatigable activity. His in-

tellectual character was differently estimated

even by his Arabian biographers: some
called him the prodigy of his age, while
others said that he was blind in philosophy
and only one-eyed in medicine. His writings,

which were very numerous, amounted, to

more than a hundred, and consisted of trea-

tises on medicine, logic, metaphysics, theo-

logy, mathematics, geometry, zoology, mu-
sic, &c., besides some commentaries on part

of Aristotle's ^works, and some poems on
different subjects. Only those will be men-
tioned here which have been published
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either iu the "original Arabic or in a trans-

lation.

Avicenna is chiefly known as a physician,

and of his medical works the most celebrated

is that entitled " Kitabu-l-kanilni-fi-t-tibbi

"

(" The Book of the Canon of Medicine ").

This is one of the few Arabic medical works
that have been published in the original lan-

guage; an edition in that language having
appeared at Home in 1593, in thi-ee thin folio

volumes, which are commonly bound to-

gether in one. It contains merely the Arabic
text, without translation, notes, or preface

;

and is printed from a manuscript in the

library at Florence, marked No. 215 in Asse-

mani's Catalogue. The type is good, and
the book is not very scarce. The third vo-

lume contains a work on logic, physics, and
metaphysics. This is the only complete
Arabic edition of the Canon, but parts of it

have been published at various times. The
beginning of the second book was edited by
Peter Kirstenius, with notes and a Latin
translation, and was printed with his own
Arabic types at Breslau, 1609, fol. ; it is not

very well spoken off. An extract from the

fourth book was published at Augsburg,
1674, 4to., by G. H. Welsch, with the title

*' Exercitatio de Vena Medinensi, ad Men-
tem Ebusinge, sive de Dracunculis Vete-
rum, &c." It contains only two short

chapters of the Arabic text, with a double

Latin version, and a very copious com-
mentary, which displays immense learn-

ing. Sprengel has inserted a short extract

from the first book, with a German transla-

tion and a few notes, in the third part of his
" Beitrage zur Geschichte der Medicin,"
Halle, 1794—96, 8vo. A very short passage

from the third book was published by J. S.

Wittich, 1803, 8vo.,with the title " Interpre-

tatio Loci Arabici ex Opere Avicennse de
Superfoetatione," with a Latin translation

and commentary ; it is, however, worth little

or nothing. (Schnurrer, Bihlioth. Arab.

§§ 393—96.) The Canon has been trans-

lated into Hebrew, and exists in MS. in

several European libraries. A Hebrew ver-

sion, supposed to be by Rabbi Nathan Amathi,
was published at Naples in three small folio

volumes, in 1491. It is printed in double

columns, in rather an indistinct type,

and contains nothing but the Canon : it is

said to be veiy scarce. (De Eossi, Annal.

HehrcEo-Typogr. Sec. XV., p. 86.) The
Latin editions are very numerous, no less

than fourteen having been published (ac-

cording to Choulant, Handbiich, &c.), before

the end of the fifteenth century, thirteen in

the sixteenth century, only two in the seven-

teenth, and none since that time. The
earliest translation was made by Gerardus of

Cremona, and was first published in folio,

without place or date (but, as is supposed, by
J. Mentelin, at Strassburg), in black letter,

with two columns in a page. The following
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title-page is from Hain's Repert. Bihl.:—
" Liber Canonis primus quem princeps Abo-
hali Abiusceni de Medicina edidit. Trans-
latus a Magistro Gerhardo Cremonensi in

Toleto ab Arabico in Latinum." At the end
of the work is the following colophon :

—

" Canonis liber quintus Auicene qui est et

antidotarium ejus finit." Perhaps the best

and most complete edition is that which was
published at Venice by the Juntas, in 1595,

fol. in two vols. It contains:—a letter of

Nicholas Massa giving an account of Avi-
cenna, translated by Fadella of Damascus
from the Arabic of Abu 'Obeydah Al-jausjanf,

whose name is corrupted into Sorsanus;
" Tabulae Isagogicse in Universam Medi-
cinani, ex arte Humain, id est Joannitii

Arabis," ("A Tabular View of Medicine,
compiled from the Isagoge of Honain Ibn
Ishak, commonly called Joannitius,") by Fa-
bius Pauliuus ;

" CEconomise Librorum Ca-
nonis Avicenuse," (" A Tabular View of
the Contents of the Canon,") by Fabius Pau-
liuus ; Avicenna's Canon, translated by Ge-
rardus of Cremona, with the corrections of
Andreas Alpagus, and notes by Joannes Cos-
tffius and Joannes Paulus Mongius ; a short

treatise " De Viribus Cordis," or " De Medi-
cinis Cordialibus" (" On the Functions of the

Heart," or " On Cordial Medicines"), trans-

lated by Arnaldus de Villanova ; another, " De
Removendis Nocumentis quse accidunt in

Regimine Sanitatis " (" On removing evils

connected with Regimen"); a third, "De
Syrupo Acetoso" ("On Oxymel"), both
translated by Andreas Alpagus; and the
" Cantica," or poem on medicine, translated

by Armegandus Blasius; two glossaries of
Arabic words, one by Gerardus of Cremona,
and the other by Andreas Alpagus ; and,

lastly, a tolerably complete Index of the mat-
ter contained both in the text and in the

notes. An unfinished but very valuable

edition was begun at Louvain, 1658, fol., by
Vop. Fort. Plempius, who was pronounced
by the late M. de Sacy to be the only one
of the translators of the Arabic physicians

who was really equal to the task. The
Canon consists of five books, of which the

first treats chiefly of anatomy and physio-

logy; the second of materia medica; the

third of diseases, from the head to the feet

;

the fourth chiefly of fevers ; and the fifth

of the compounding of drugs, and of anti-

dotes. The work is curiously divided and
subdivided : each book containing a number
of divisions called " Fen," each fen so many
" treatises" or " doctrines," each doctrine being

divided into sums, and, lastly, each sum into

chapters. It is intended to be a complete

system of medicine both theoretical and
practical, and it contains also a compendium
of anatomy and botany; accordingly it is

strictly methodical in its arrangement, and
this must have been one of its chief recom-

mendations in the days of its popularity. At
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present it is probably hardly ever read, and
is not nearly so interesting and valuable

as several works of other Arabian phy-

sicians, much smaller in bulk, and infinitely

less celebrated ; and this neglect is in a great

measure occasioned by what was no doubt

in the middle ages one of the chief causes

of its estimation—the fact of its being al-

most entirely an analysis of what was to

be found in the writings of his predecessors.

Freind says that, though he had looked into

Avicenna's writings upon several occasions

(for he confesses that he had not read them
through), he " could meet with little or

nothing there, but what is taken originally

from Galen, or what at least occurs, with a

very small variation, in Rhazes or Haly
Abbas. He in general seems to be fond of

multiplying the signs of distempers without

any reason : he often indeed sets down
some for essential symptoms which arise

merely by accident, and have no immediate
connection with the primary disease itself.

And," he adds, " to confess the truth, if one
would choose an Arabic system of physic, that

of Haly seems to be less confused and more
intelligible, as well as more consistent than

this of Avicenna." The judgment of Haller

is to much the same effect : he calls Avicenna
awordy and diffuse writer beyond all patience

;

a mere compiler of the Greeks, so that one
might spend whole months without find-

ing any original observation ; and adds, that

though he had read through the " Contiuens"
of Rhazes (a work as large as the Canon),
without being tired of it, he never could get

to the end of Avicenna. His Anatomy and
Physiology are taken from Galen, as was,

indeed, the whole amount of knowledge pos-

sessed on these subjects not only by his pre-

decessors, but also by his successors for some
centuries after his death. Two of his ob-

servations have been extracted by Sprengel
worthy of record :— 1. he does not, like most
of the ancients, place the seat of vision in the

crystalline lens, but in the optic nerve, or

rather the retina ; and, 2, he follows Aristotle

in recognizing three ventricles in the heart.

In Materia Medica he makes great use of
Dioscorides, but at the same time mentions
many drugs peculiar to the East, several of
which have never yet been clearly identified

with any of the known productions of those

countries: the list of drags in the second
book he has arranged alphabetically. The
diseases treated of in the third book are men-
tioned in an order which was much in use

among the ancients, and which, though per-

haps not so philosophical as some of the

modern classifications, is at least equally con-

venient in a work of reference : he begins

with affections of the head, and proceeds
gradually downwards to the feet. In treating

of apoplexy he has improved upon Galen : he
says it is produced either by obstruction or

repletion, occasioned either by blood or a
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pituitous humour; thus agreeing with the

modern division into sanguineous and serous

apoplexy. He says that he had seen several

instances of persons having revived who
were apparently dead from an attack of apo-
plexy; and therefore recommends that in

such cases the burial should be delayed for

three days, the usual time of burial in those
hot countries being only about tAventy-four

hours after death. His account of a disease

which he describes under the name Tortura
Faciei, is better than that of his predecessors,

and corresponds more nearly to the tic dou-
loureux, as he mentions particularly the pain
in the bones of the face, a symptom which
had been previously overlooked. In treating

of the management and regimen of children,

he insists on the propriety of attending to the

regulation of the passions, as being conducive
to the health as well as the morals. As soon

as the child is roused from sleep he is to be
bathed ; then he is to be allowed to play for

an hour : afterwards he is to have some food,

and then again he is to be allowed more
play. Afterwards he is again to be bathed

;

then he is to take some more food, and he
is, if possible, to be prevented from drinking
water immediately after eating, as it has a
tendency to make unconcocted chyle be dis-

tributed over the body. When he is six years

old, he is to be consigned to the care of a
teacher, but not to be forced to remain con-

stantly in school : at this age he is to be less

frequently bathed, and his exercise is to be
increased before eating. Like most of the

ancient authorities, he forbids the use of
wine ; and thus, he adds, is the regimen of
the child to be regulated until he reach the

age of fourteen. His chapters on fevers

(which are included in Fernel's Collection

of ancient writers, " De Febribus," Venice,

1576, fol.) are chiefly taken from the Greeks,
with the exception of the parts concerning
small pox and measles. The following is his

plan of treatment in putrid fevers. He begins

with venesection, if the patient's strength

permits, and then gently opens the bowels, but
cautions the reader against violent purging.

He then gives diuretics, and afterwards

sudorifics, unless when the stomach is loaded
with crudities; he much approves of cold

drink. Though favourable to the seasonable

practice of blood-letting, he forbids it except
at the commencement of the disease, and
directs the quantity of blood to be propor-
tioned to the strength of the patient ; he also

forbids interfering with the crisis by bleed-

ing, purging, or giving gross food at that sea-

son. Further, with regard to venesection, he
does not approve of taking away much blood

at once, as this may occasion a dangerous
prostration of strength, but he prefers abstract-

ing a moderate quantity, and repeating the

operation, if necessary. The purgatives

which he most commends are tamarinds and
myrobalans; but when these are not suf-
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ficiently strong, he allows the use of scam-
mony, aloes, and colocynth. He also directs

camphor to be given as a refrigerant. He is

very minute in his directions about the diet

:

for drink he gives barley-water, with a small
proportion of wine or vinegar. His descrip-

tion of small-pox and measles is very similar

to that of Rhazes : and he confidently pro-

nounces them to be contagious diseases. He
states correctly, that, when small-pox proves
fatal, it is usually from the affection of the

throat, or from the bowels becoming ulce-

rated : sometimes, he adds, the disease su-

perinduces bloody urine. He agrees with
Rhazes that measles is a bilious affection, and
that it differs from small-pox only in this,

that in the former the morbific matter is in

smaller quantity, and does not pass the

cuticle. His treatment also is little different.

At any period during the first four days he
approves of venesection, but forbids it after-

wards ; he recommends cooling and diluent

draughts prepared from tamarinds and the

like ; he directs figs to be given, in order to

facilitate the eruption of the pustules, and
forbids cold drink after they begin to come
out. When the pustules are large and fully

formed, he approves of letting out their con-

tents with a gold needle. His treatment of

the throat, eyes, belly, and hands is nearly

the same as that recommended by Rhazes:
when ulcers are formed after the falling off

of the eschars, he directs them to be dressed

with the white ointment composed of ceruse

and litharge. His surgical practice seems to

have been rather feeble ; and in this depart-

ment he is inferior to Haly Abbas, and still

more so to Albucasis. Sprengel thinks he is

the first person who made use of the flexible

catheter. He does not recommend an opera-

tion in cases of hernia, even when stran-

gulated. In parturition, he states that the

expulsion of the child is performed by the

abdominal muscles ; which was the opinion

of Galen, and which is partially adopted in

the present day. He approves greatly of the

bath, both before labour has come on, and
during the time of it. When delivery is dif-

ficult, owing to the size of the child, he
directs the attendant to apply a fillet round
the child's head, and endeavour to extract it

;

when this does not succeed, the forcipes are

to be applied, and the child is to be extracted

by them ; and if this cannot be accomplished,

the child is to be extracted by incision, as in

the case of a dead foetus. In this passage he
seems to speak of a thing perfectly familiar

and well known to his countrymen, and thus

proves that the Arabians of his time were
acquainted with the method of extracting the

child alive by the forceps. A good idea of

Avicenna's treatment may be gained from
Mr. Adams's Commentary on his Translation

of Paulus ^gineta, from which work some of

the preceding remarks have been selected.

It appears that, though there is little original
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matter in the Canon, yet, as Avicenna was a
man of tolerably sound judgment, as well as

great learning, and generally exhausts every
subject which he undertakes, he may always
be consulted with advantage by any one who
wishes to know what were the most com-
monly received medical theories, and what
the most approved mode of treatment, as

exhibited in the works of the most celebrated

physician of his day.

Perhaps the most popular of his medical
works, next to the Canon, was the me-
dical poem commonly called " Cantica,"

on which Averroes wrote a Commentary,
which, together with the text, is in the

tenth volume of his collected works. The
Latin translation of this work has teen
several times republished, sometimes with
the Canon, and sometimes with some of

Avicenna's smaller treatises: the latest se-

parate edition mentioned by Haller is that

by Deusingius, 1649, Groningen, 12mo.
Though Avicenna's medical works were a

long time in reaching the Arabians in Spain
(for we are told that the first copy of the

Canon was brought to that country during
the life of Abii-l-'ala Zohr Ibn Zohr, who
died nearly a hundred years after Avicenna),

this must have arisen from the little commu-
nication that existed in those times between
the different parts of the world, and not from
his works being neglected or undervalued.

It is certain that they soon began to be com-
mented on, and besides Averroes, a great

number of less eminent men employed them-
selves in abridging and illustrating them.

The names of most of these are given by
Haller, and the works of several of them are

preserved in manuscript in various libraries

in Europe, but none of them, it is believed,

except the Commentary of Averroes men-
tioned above, have been published.

But though it is as a physician that Avi-

cenna's name is most celebrated, he wrote

numerous works on other subjects. One of

his largest and most important philosophical

works is that entitled " Ash-shefa" (Heal-

ing, or Remedy), which contains much more
than the title would lead us to expect. (Ni-

coll and Pusey, Catal. MSS. Arab. Bih-

lioth. Bodl., p. 581.) It consists of four

parts, of which the first treats of Logic,

in the largest sense of the term ; the

second, of Physical Science; the third, of

Mathematics ; and the fourth, of Theology
and Metaphysics. It is from the fifth part of

this work that Abu-l-feda quotes a passage

containing an account, furnished him by an

eye-witness, of a very large meteoric stone

which fell at Jorjan, from which, at the

command of the Sultan Mahmiid of Ghizni',

a small poi-tion was with great difficulty

broken oft' in order to be made into a sword,

but which was so hard that the attempt was
abandoned. This large work, of which there

is nearly a complete copy in the Bodleian
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Library at Oxford, has never been published,

either in the original Arabic or in a trans-

lation ; but an abridgment of the first, second,

and third parts of it was made by Avicenna
himself, with the title "An-najat" (Pre-

servative, or Deliverance), which is pub-

lished in the Arabic edition of the Canon
mentioned above. It is with reference to

these two works that it was said in an
Arabic poem, "His 'Shefa' (or Eemedy)
could not cure the misfortune which befel

him, nor could his ' Najat ' (or Preservative)

preserve him from death ;" which appears to

be the origin of the modern saying, that " His
philosophy did not enable him to govern his

passions, nor his knowledge of medicine pre-

serve him from disease." Tennemann says

that he showed originality in his Metaphysics.

Avicenna asserts that it is no more possible

to give a definition of Absolute Being, than
it is to give one of the Necessary, the Pos-

sible, and the Eeal. From the abstract

notion of Necessity, he concludes that what
is necessary is without an efficient cause

;

and that there is only one Being existing of

Necessity. With respect to his Logic, ac-

cording to M. Saint-Hilaire {De la Lo-
gique d'Aristote) it is divided into three

parts, of which the first treats of Rea-
soning in its elements and its form ; the

second, of Definition ; and the third, of Fal-

lacies. In it the doctrine of Aristotle is

classed and analysed with a precision and
clearness which was not to be found in

Europe for four or five centuries after his

time : he follows his method entirely ; and
admits, with him, only three figures in a syl-

logism, and fourteen moods. He excludes

the Topics from Logic, and refers his notice

of them to another work, in which he in-

tended also to treat of Rhetoric and Poetry.

The work was translated into French by
Vattier, and published at Paris, 1678.

The following editions of shorter and sepa-

rate works are worth mention:— 1. U^pi

Ovpuv TlpayiJ.aT€:ia 'Apicrr] rov XocpwraTov

Trapa [xev 'Ii/SoTs ''hXXr\ ''E/jlttui tov 'S,iva, (jjtoi

"AAAt; vlov rov Siw,) Trapa 5e 'IraKols 'AjSiT-

^lavov (" An excellent work on Urines, by the

Shaikh 'Ali Ibn Si'na, or 'Ali, the son of

Sina, commonly called in Europe Avicenna").

This is a very short treatise, published for

the first time in the second volume of Ideler's

" Physici et Medici Grseci Minores," Berlin,

1842, 8vo. ; which, as no work with this title

appears in the lists of Avicenna's writings, is

probably translated or abridged from the

Canon or the Cantica, though the writer has

not been able to find the exact passages that

compose it. 2. A Poem of Logic, in Arabic,

is inserted by Aug. Schmolders in his " Do-
cumenta Philosophise Arabum," Bonn, 1836,

8vo., with a Latin Translation and Com-
mentary. 3. Some works connected with

Alchemy are contained in " De Alchimia

Opuscula complura veterum Philosophorum,"
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Frankfort, 1550, 4to. ; in "Artis Auriferse,

qviam Chemiam vocant," vol, i. Basel, 1593,
8vo. ; in Maugetus, " Bibliotheca Chemica
Curiosa," vol. i. Cologne, 1702, fol. ; in
" Theatrum Chemicum," vol. iv. Strassburg,

1613, 8vo. ; in " Verae Alchemise Artisque
Metallic^ Doctrina," &c., Basel, 1561, fol.;

and in other similar collections. 4. " Avi-
cene perhypatetici philosophi : ac medicorum
facile primi opera in luce redacta : ac nuper
quantum ars niti potuit per canonicos emen-
data. Logyca. Sufficientia. De celo et

mundo. De anima. De animalibus. De
intelligentiis. Alpharabius de intelligentiis.

Philosophia prima," black letter, with two
columns in a page, Venice, 1500, fol. Seve-

ral of the works contained in this collection

have also been published in other similar

collections, or separately. 5. A Hymn, or

Exhortation (Khottbat), is printed in Arabic
in " Proverbia qusdani Alis," Leiden, 1629,

8vo., and translated into French by Vattier

in " L'E'legie du Tograi, &c.," Paris, 1660,

8vo. 6. " Compendium de Anima. De
Mahad, i. e. de Dispositione, seu Loco ad
quem revertitur Homo, vel Anima ejus post

Mortem. Aphorismi de Anima. De Dif-

finitionibus, et Qutesitis. De Divisione Sci-

entiarum," translated with notes by Andreas
Alpagus, Venice, 1546, 4to. 7. Abugalii
Filii Sina3, sive, ut vulgo dicitur, Avicennge,

de Morbis Mentis Tractatus," translated

by Vattier, Paris, 1659, 8vo., which is not, as

has been sometimes supposed, a complete

work by Avicenna, but consists of sixteen

chapters extracted from the Canon. The
above works pro1)ably contain all the writings

of Avicenna that have ever been published,

but a complete list of all the numerous
editions that have appeared has not been
attempted. (Further information respecting

his life and writings may be found in Freind's

Hist, of Phijsic ; Brucker, Hist. Crit. Fhi-
losoph. ; Haller, Bihlioth. Botan., Chirurg.,

and Medic. Pract. ; Wiistenfeld, Geschichte

der Arahischen Aerzte, with the authorities

there quoted. See also Ibn Khallikan's Bio-
graph. Diet, by De Slane, Paris, 1842; The
Dabistdn, by Shea and Troyer, Paris, 1 843

;

Mohammed Bin Yobsoof, Buhr-ool Jv.wahir,

Calcutta, 1830, fol. ; Choulant, Handhuch der

Bilcherkiinde fiir die Aeltere Mediciii ;

Adams, Commentary to his Translation of
Paidus vTLgineta.') W. A. G.
AV'IDIUS CA'SSIUS. The chief events

of the life of Avidius Cassius, and his attempt

to make himself emperor, are mentioned in

the article Marcus Aurelius. They are

briefly recapitulated here, together with a few
facts which belong more immediately to his

personal history.

Avidius Cassius, according to some au-

thorities, belonged to the ancient Cassii, " who
conspired in the senate-house against Julius

(Cjesar)." But Avidius Cassius himself

claimed no relationship to the Cassius who
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was one of Csesar's assassins, except the name.
Dion Cassius says that he was a native of

Cyrrhus in Syria, and the son of Heliodorus,

a rhetorician, who was made prefect of

Egypt during the joint reign of Antoninus
Pius and Aurelius. Avidius Cassius was a
brave soldier, an able general, and a strict

disciplinarian, whose severity often became
cruelty

;
yet he was loved by the soldiers,

and he possessed many great and good qua-

lities. In the wars of L. Verus against the

Parthians, the success of the Eoman arms
was due to Avidius Cassius, who defeated

Vologeses and took Seleuceia and Ctesiphon.

After the Syrian wars, he commanded on the

Danube, probably about a.d. 166. During
this campaign a body of Eoman auxiliary

troops, under the command of their cen-

turions, attacked and slaughtered three thou-

sand Sarmatians, who were carelessly en-

camped on the border of the Danube. The
centurions, with their forces, returned from
this bold exploit, expecting to be rewarded
for their success; but Avidius Cassius or-

dered the centurions to be crucified for a

breach of discipline in attacking the enemy
without orders. This severe punishment was
near exciting a mutiny, but it was quelled

by the general, who came unarmed amidst

the excited soldiery, and told them to kill

him and add crime to breach of discipline.

The soldiers quailed before his undaunted
courage, and the enemy, knowing what a

man they had to deal with, entreated for

peace from the emperor. About a.d. 170,

after Avidius Cassius had been appointed

governor of Syria, he went to Egypt to sup-

press an insurrection of the Bucoii, probably

the inhabitants of the marshy districts of the

Delta. The insurgents, headed by a priest

and a man named Isidorus, had defeated the

Roman troops, and were near taking Alex-

andria. Avidius Cassius avoided a battle

with desperate men who were under the im-

pulse of a strong fanatic fury: he sowed
division among them, and then compelled

them to submit. Avidius Cassius rebelled in

A.D. 175, but he was assassinated in a few
months. [Aurelius Antoninus, Marcus.]
The chief authority for the life of Avidius

Cassius is the biography of Vulcatius Galli-

canus, which is of doubtful value. Vulcatius

gives a letter from L. Verus to Aurelius, in

which Verus warns Aurelius against the

ambitious designs of Avidius Cassius. There
is no indication of the time when the letter

was written, but, if genuine, it may have been

written while Verus was in Syria. The reply

of Aurelius is characteristic : he says that the

letter of Verus was unworthy of an emperor

:

if Avidius was destined to have the empire,

it would not be possible to put him to death,

even if they should wish it: that a man
could not be treated as a criminal against

whom there was no charge, and whom the

army loved, as Verus admitted. Verus had
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advised Aurelius to secure the safety of his

own children by the death of Avidius Cassius,

to which part of the letter Aurelius replied

by saying that he would rather his children
should perish, if Cassius was more deserving
of being loved than they were, and if his life

was more important to the state than theirs.

Dion Cassius states that Faustina, seeing

the feeble health of her husband Aurelius,

and the youth of Commodus, and apprehend-
ing that if Aurelius died she should lose her
rank, entered into a correspondence with
Avidius Cassius, and urged him to be in

readiness, whenever he should hear of the

death of Aurelius, to take the empire and her
for his Avife. There was, it is said, a report

of the death of Aui'elius, upon which Avidius
Cassius was proclaimed emperor; and upon
discovering that it was false, he thought he had
gone too far to recede. According to other

accounts, he was the author of the report of

the death of Aurelius. Vulcatius attempts to

show that Faustina was not privy to the revolt

of Avidius Cassius, by quoting various lettei's

between Aurelius and Faustina, in which
Faustina urges Aurelius not to spare Cassius

and his adherents. One of the letters of Faus-
tina shows that Aurelius was in his residence

at Alba when he heard of the revolt ; another
letter of Faustina shows that he was then at

Formise or at Capua, and this letter does not

speak of Cassius as then dead, though the

reply of Aurelius does. But there is rea-

sonable evidence to show that Aurelius was
not in Italy when he heard of the rebellion,

and that he advanced direct to the East on
receiving the news. There are other good
reasons for supposing these letters not to be

genuine. The charge of treachery against

Faustina, however, would not be removed by
these letters, even if they were genuine; but

the story of her correspondence with Avidius

Cassius is very improbable.

Aurelius spared the family of Avidius

Cassius, but after his death Commodus burnt

alive all the surviving members of the family

on some pretence of a ncAv conspiracy;

so says Vulcatius. (Dion Cassius, Ixxi.

;

Capitolinus, M. Antonimis Pkilosoph. ; Vul-

catius Galiicanus, Avidius Cassius; Tille-

mont, Histoire des Empereurs, vol. ii. and
Note xix. p. 561.) G. L.

AVIE'NUS, RUFUS FESTUS, a Roman
poet who probably lived in the second half

of the fourth century after Christ. It was

once supposed that he was a native of Spain,

an opinion which is devoid of foundation,

and is apparently a mere inference from

the circumstance that in a fragment of one

of his poems he describes the southern

coast of Spain. It appears more probable

that he was a native of Volsinii in Etruria

;

but this fact too is not expressly mentioned,

though it may be inferred from the follow-

ing considerations, and, if once established,

will throw much light on the history of Avi-

X 2
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enus. The Latin Anthology (No. 278, ed.

Meyer) contains a short poem addressed to

the Dea Nortia and ascribed to Rufus Festus

Avienus. The author of this poem calls him-
self Festus, and states that he was a native of

Volsiuii, and a descendant of Musonius and
Avienus. He further adds, that he lived at

Rome, that he was twice proconsul, and that he

was married to Placida, by whom he had
many children. It is also intimated that he

was the author of many poems. Although
the author of this poem mentions only his

name Festus, yet his connection with Muso-
nius (if he be the Stoic C. Musonius Rufus
of the time of Vespasian) and Avienus make
it very probable that the Festus here spoken
of is Rufus Festus Avienus. As regards the

two proconsulships, we know, from a passage

in the Justinian code, that one Festus was
proconsul of Africa in a.d. 366 and 367

;

and a Greek inscription in Boeckh's collec-

tion mentions a Rufus Festus as proconsul of
Achaia, who won the gratitude of the Athe-
nians. Now, as far as chronology is con-

cerned, the proconsul of Africa and the pro-

consul of Achaia may be the poet Avienus,
but this is all that can be said. As for the

period here assigned to him, some further

evidence may be derived from St. Jerome,
who, in his Commentary on St. Paul's Epistle

to Titus, mentions Avienus among the Latin
translators of Aratus. and says that his trans-

lation was made some time before he wrote
his Commentary (nuper). Now, as St. Je-

rome died in a.d. 420, it is very probable

that Avienus lived towards the end of the

fourth century. Whether he is the same
as the Avienus who is introduced by Ma-
crobius in his " Saturnalia," is uncertain. The
notion of his having been a Christian, as some
of the earlier critics supposed, is not only un-
supported by any external testimony or in-

ternal evidence derived from his extant

works, but is contradicted by numerous senti-

ments expressed in his poems, which show
that he was attached to the pagan religion.

This is all that combination and conjecture

can arrive at in regard to the life and age of
Avienus.
The works which have come down to us

under the name of Rufus Festus Avienus are

—1. A Latin paraphrase, in hexameters, ofthe
geographical poem of Dionysius Periegetes,

which is entitled " Metaphrasis Dionysii,"
*< Situs Orbis," " Ambitus Orbis," or " De-
scriptio Orbis Terras." There are few pas-

sages in this work which can be called trans-

lations, for in most cases he either condenses

his original, or he spins it out and adds im-
provements and embellishments of his own.
His improvements, however, if they can be
called so, affect only the form of the poem,
for the geographical blunders and mistakes

which Dionysius made, are all repeated by
Avienus, although, unless he was a very igno-

rant man, he must have possessed a more ac-
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curate knowledge of various parts of the

world than Dionysius, who lived several cen-
turies earlier. In style and language, how-
ever, he is far superior to other writers of the

same time ; his expression is lively, and not
without poetical beauty. 2. A paraphrase of
the Phajnomena and Prognostica of Aratus
(" Aratea Phsenomena" and " Aratea Prognos-
tica"), in hexameter verse. These paraphrases
are executed like the paraphrase of Dionysius.
But Avienus takes greater liberties with the

works of Aratus, inasmuch as he introduces

various things which were known and cur-

rent in his time, but are not touched upon in

the original. He is also more ambitious in

his style, and his rhetorical and poetical em-
bellishments are introduced with considerable

success. This work has greater merits than
the paraphrase of Dionysius, and appears to

have been very popular in his time. 3. '• Ora
Maritima :" this is only a fragment of 703
lines. It is written in iambic trimeters, and
the author states that it was his intention to

give a description of the coasts of the Medi-
terranean, the Eaxine, the Palus Mseotis,

and of some portions of the coast of the At-
lantic. But whether he ever completed his

task, or whether he left it unfinished, is un-
certain ; the fragment which we possess com-
prises only the southern coast of Spain and
Gaul, from Gades to Massilia.' The author
does not appear to have had personal know-
ledge of the places which he describes, for

he mixes up fables and facts indiscriminately,

and he wanders from one place to another
without any plan or order. It is still more
surprising that he calls many places by names
which were no longer in use in his time, and
introduces mythical tales and fables, which
must in his time have been treated as absurd.

This seems to justify the inference that Avi-
enus derived his information from ancient

books which were written at a time when
that coast was imperfectly known. The
" Ora Maritima" is addressed to one Probus,
for whose instruction it seems to have been
written. 4. Four small poems, including the

one mentioned at the beginning of this

article.

Servius, in his commentary on Virgil's

jEneid, remarks, that one Avienus, who is

perhaps the same as the poet, commented on
Virgil, and paraphrased the whole of the

^^neid and Livy in iambic verses. But no
further particulars respecting this under-
taking are known. Wernsdorf endeavours
to prove that the Latin " Epitome Iliados

Homeri," which has come down to us as an
anonymous production, is the work of Rufus
Festus Avienus, but the arguments are not
satisfactory. There was a time when it was
customary to ascribe to him also two prose

works still extant, the one of which is anony-
mous and bears the title "Breviarium de
victoriis ac provinciis populi Romani ad
Valentinianum," and the second, " De Regio-
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nibus urbis RomaE ;" but it is now univer-
sally acknowleged that neither of them is the
work of Avienus, and the Sextus Rufus
whom the MSS. mention as the author of
the second is a diiferent person from Rufus
Festus Avienus.
The first edition of Avienus is that of

Venice, 14S8, 4to. ; with the exception of
three of his minor poems, it contains all the
works of Avienus that are extant, and also
the translations of Aratus by Cicero and
Germanicus. Another edition appeared at

Madrid, 1634, 4to., and also in Maittaire's
" Opera Poetarum Latinorum," London,
1713. The best edition is that of Wernsdorf,
in his "Poet£e Latini Slinores," which,
however, does not contain the paraphrases of
Aratus. They are printed separately in

Buhle's and Matthiae's editions of Aratus.
The paraphrase of Dionysius was edited
separately by Friesemann, Amsterdam, 1786,
8vo., and in Beruhardy's " Geographi Graeci
Minores," vol. i. (Wernsdorf, Foetce Latini
Minores, tom. v. part 2, p. 621, &c. ; H.
Meyer, Anthologia veterum Latinorum Epi-
grammatum et Poematum, No. 277—280.)

L. S.

AVIGADO'R, AVIGDOR, or ABAG-
pOR, R. Onn^* 1^? "inrnX n), a Jew-
ish writer, who wrote a cabbalistical com-
mentary on the Pentateuch, which he
called "Peshatim Upesahim al Hattora"
(" Literal expositions and decisions on the
law"), which was among the manuscripts in

the possession of Wolff, and acquired by him
from the library of Uffenbach : it is on parch-
ment, and in it the author is always called

Abagdor ; it also contains the " Peshatim"
(" Literal comments") of the same author on
the five Megilloth, or rolls [Vol. I. p. 131,

note] ; also on some of the Haphtoroth, or
Prophetical lessons read in the Synagogues.
A part of his commentary on Genesis and
Exodus is among the manuscripts of Dr.
Robert Huntington in the Bodleian Library,
on paper, but very imperfect. Wolff says this

name is always pronounced Avigdor by the

Jews. (Wolfius, BiUiotli. Hehr. iii. 7, 8,

iv. 750 ; CJrus, Catal. MSS. Orient. Bihlioth.

Bodl i. 63.) C. P. H.
AVIGADO'R, R. ABRAHAM BEN ME-

SHULLAM(-ln^^3^^ ^hrc^o p Dmnt^n),
an Italian Jewish physician and Rabbi,

who lived during the latter part of the four-

teenth century. He wrote, partly in verse

and partly in prose, a short treatise on logic,

to which he gave the title of " Segullath Me-
lakim" ("The peculiar Treasure of Kings :"

Eccles. ii. 8.). This work he completed a.m.

5127 (a.d. 1367), at the early age of seven-

teen, as appears from a manuscript copy
which was in the possession of De Rossi : this

work was also among the manuscripts in

the library of the Oratory at Paris, where
there was also a Hebrew Grammar by the

same author, as we learn from Le Long, who
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calls this author Abraham ben Meshullam,
which has led Wolff to confound him with
Abraham ben IMeshuUam who edited the

Mantua edition of the " Zohar," printed a.m.

5320 (a.d. 1560). This author, however, is

no doubt the same person as Abraham ben
Avigador, who wrote the medical rules of

R. Gilbert de Sola in Hebrew, a.m. 5139
A.D. 1379). [Abraham ben Avigador;
Abrahaji ben Meshullam.] There is also

among the Bodleian Manuscripts a short work
on logic, described in the catalogue as " R.

Abraham Abigdor, De Syllogismorum ter-

minis figuris item et modis, Libellus," which
we take to be a copy of the treatises possessed

by De Rossi. (De Rossi, Dizion. Storic. degl.

Autor. Ebr. i. 58 ; Wolfius, Bihlioth. Hehr.
i. 30, iii. 20, 56, 171, iv. 754; Le Long,
Bihlioth. Sacra, ii. 1169; Urus, Catal. MSS.
Orient. Bihlioth. Bodl. i. 77.) C. P. H.
AVIGADO'R KARA or KRA, R.

(Nip IN niNp nnrnN n), a Jewish Rabbi
of Prague, who lived during the latter

part of the fourteenth and the beginning
of the fifteenth centuries, and who died a.m.

5199 (a.d. 1439). According to the"Tze-
mach David" of R. David Ganz, under the

year a.m. 5149 (a.d. 1389), he is the author
of that prayer or lamentation ordered to be
perpetually made use of in the Synagogue
of Prague in commemoration of a dreadful

slaughter of the Jews, which took place in

that city in the year above cited, and which
begins with the words " Vecol Hattala"

("and every lamb"). According to Bas-

nage, the event alluded to above took place

A.D. 1391, when the people of Prague, filled

with indignation at seeing the Jews who had
lied from the persecution in Germany pub-
licly celebrating the feast of the Passover,

set fire to their synagogue, and burnt it, with
all who were performing their devotions in it,

not one of whom escaped. R. Shabtai, in his
" Siplite Jeshenim," ascribes to this author

the " Sepher Haphlia" (" the Admirable
Book"), a celebrated cabbalistical work, and
cites as his authority the work called " Asa-
ra Maamaroth" of R. Menachim Azariah

;

but the " Sepher Haphlia" is generally attri-

buted by all the best authorities to R. Kara.

In R. Oppenheimer's library, now in the

Bodleian, is a manuscript copy of " Sheeloth

Uteshuvoth" (" Questions and Answers") by
this author. (Wolfius, Bihlioth. Hehr. i. 12-

13, iii. 8 ; Bartoloccius, Bihlioth. Mag. Eahh.

i. 11 ; Basnage, History of the Jews, by T.

Taylor, p. 686.) C. P. H.
AVIGADO'R BEN MOSES, R.

{T\''y^ p nni^nX n), who is also called

ITZMUNSH (t^J^OV^N), a German
Rabbi, who lived towards the latter end of

the sixteenth century, and translated the
" Machazor," or Hebrew service-book of the

Polish Synagogues into the German lan-

guage : it was printed at Cracow, a.m. 5331

(a.d. 1571), folio. A\'igador died a.m. 5351
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(a.d. 1591), on tlie 24tli day of the month
Menachim or Ah (August). Wolff has in

his first volume confounded this author with
Avigador Sopher, who lived at a later period.

(Wolfius, Biblioth. Hebr. i. 12, iii. 8.) C. P. H.
AVIGADO'R, R. SOLOMON

,
BEN

ABRAHAM on:mN* pmiN* p T\'ap\y '"}),

a Jewish writer on philosophy. His chief

work is " Sepher Hammahalotli" (" The
Book of Steps or Degrees"), a moral trea-

tise compiled from the ancient philosophers,

and pointing out the various steps or degrees

by which man may arrive at wisdom and vir-

tue : this work was among De Rossi's manu-
scripts. He also translated into Hebrew the
" Sphsera Mundi" of Joannes de Sacro-Bosco,

which was printed with the "Tzurath
Haaretz" ("Form of the Earth") of R.
Abraham Chija or Chaja, at Offenbach, a.m.

5480 (a.d. 1720). We are not told at what
period this author lived, but, judging from
his name and works, he was probably the son
of Abraham ben Meshullam Avigador. (De
Rossi, Dizion. Storic. degl. Alitor. Ehr. i. 59.)

C. P. H.
AVIGADO'R SOPHER (the Scribe*), R.

(nSID "in2''_n« n),
_

a German Jewish
writer, a native of Eisenstadt in Hungary.
He lived at the end of the sixteenth cen-
tury, and wrote a German commentary on
the " Machazor," or Hebrew service-book of
the Polish and German Synagogues, which,
with a translation of the " Machazor" itself

into German, was printed at Cracow, a.m.
5354 (a.d. 1594), foL, at Prague a.m. 5423
(a.d. 1663), fol., at Wilmersdorf a.m. 5430
(a.d. 1670)., fol., at Frankfort on the Main
A.M. 5434, (a.d. 1674), 8vo., and at Dyrenfurt
A.D. 1709, 8vo. The, translation is probably
the same as that of Avigador ben Moses,
though the commentary is by Avigador
Sopher. Professor Unger assvxred Wolff
that these two Rabbis are not the same
person. (Wolfius, Biblioth. Hebr. i. 12, iii.

8.) C. P. H.
. AVIGADO'R ZUIDAL, R. (-in:iUX O
?J^T'1^*), a Venetian Rabbi, who lived
during the latter part of the sixteenth cen-
tury, and who appears to have been held in

high esteem by his contemporaries, though
he has left no work of any note : some " Te-
shuvoth" (Answers) by him, to questions on
points of Hebrew law or ceremonial, are
found in the " Nachalath Jahacob" (" The
Inheritance of Jacob"), of R. Jacob ben El-
chanan Heilbron, printed at Pavia, a.m. 5383
(a.d. 1623), who also wrote "Kina" ("a La-
mentation") on his death, which is found in

the book called " Dinim Ve Seder" (" The
Institutes and Order"). He died on the 10th

* A Scribe (Sopher) among the modern Jews is a
writer of legal instruments, a notary public or secre-
tary : they have also a sopher, or scribe, whose whole
business is to write the texts for the " Maznzoth," or
strips of parchment to be united to the door-posts,
and the small rolls to be enclosed in the " Tephil-
lim," or Phylacteries.
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day of the month Chesvan (October), a.m.
5355 (a.d. 1595). His funeral sermon was
preached by R. Judah Arje de Modena, and
printed in his " Midbar Jehuda" (" Wilder-
ness of Judah"), A.M. 5362 (a.d. 1602), 4to.

(Wolfius, Biblioth. Hebr. iii. 8.) C. P. H.
A'VILA, the name of three Spanish artists

of ability.

Don Francisco de Avila was a portrait-

painter of Seville, of the early part of the
seventeenth century, and his portraits were
celebi-ated for their likeness. He was painter
to Don Pedro Vaca de Castro, Archbishop of
Seville.

Hernando de Avila, a native apparently
of Toledo, was painter and sculptor to Philip
II., King of Spain; and after the death of
his master Francesco de Comontes, in 1565,
he was appointed by the chapter painter to

the cathedral of Toledo in his place. In 1 568
he finished two altar-pieces for a chapel of
that cathedral, a John the Baptist and an
Adoration of the Kings. In 1576 he de-
signed the principal altar of the nunnery of
San Domingo el Antiguo at Toledo. He
made also a design for the great altar of the
cathedral of Burgos, but one made by Martin
del Haya was preferred to that of Avila. He
was still living in 1594.
Fray Juan de Avila was a smith, and a

lay-brother of the celebrated monastery of St.

Jerome at Guadalupe in Estremadura. He
made at the beginning of the sixteenth cen-
tury, together with Fray Francisco de Sala-

manca, a lay-brother of the same order, the
iron gratings of the screen of the church of
that monastery; which are worked with great
skill, and are adorned with figures, festoons,

and other ornaments. (Cean Bermudez,
Diccionario Historico, &c.) R. N. W.
A'VILA, ALFONSO DE, born at Bel-

monte in 1546, abandoned the study of the

law and entered the society of Jesuits in

1566. He was for some time rector of the
colleges of Segovia and Palencia, and died at

Valladolid on the 12th of January, 1613.
He was for thirty years an eminent preacher,
and his only work is a collection of sermons,
" Conciones ad singulas ferias per totum an-
num," two parts, Antwerp, 1610, 4to. He has
been often confounded with another Alfonso
de Avila, also a Jesuit, who entered the order
in 1580, and died at Malaga, which was the
place of his birth, on the 21st of May, 1618.
A third individual of the same name, who
was a native of the city of Avila, in Old
Castile, wrote in Spanish, in 1583, a treatise

on St. Segundo, bishop of that diocese, " Un
tratado del bienaventurado S. Segundo, Obispo
de Avila." There is still a fourth Alfonso
de Avila, the celebrated Tostado. [Al-
PHONSUS Abulensis.] (Ribadencira, Biblio-
theca Scriptorum Societatis Jesii, a Sotvello,

p. 32 ; N. Antonius, Bibliotheca Hispana
Nova, edit, of 1788, i. 12.) T. W.
A'VILA, GIL GONZALEZ DE, a use-
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fill Spanish biographical writer, was born at

Avila, about the year 1577. He spent some
of his boyhood and received the rudiments of

education at Rome, in the household of Car-
dinal Deza, where he was the companion of

Francisco de la Mata, Juan Idiaquez, and
Francisco Cabrera, all afterwards authors.

At the age of twenty he returned to Spain,

on obtainina; the situation of deacon and
minor canon (diacono y racionero) in the

church of Salamanca. He commenced au-

thor immediately, but his first work of im-
portance was his " Antiquities of Salamanca,"
published in 1606. In 1612 he was sum-
moned to Madrid, and appointed to the post

of royal historiographer for the two Castiles,

to which, on the death of Taraayo, in 1641,

was added that of historiographer for the

Indies. In the enjoyment of these posts, and
the exercise of the duties connected with

them, he continued till he approached the

age of eighty, when he sunk into a state of

second childishness, was removed by his do-

mestics from Madrid to Avila, and died

at his native town on the 1st of May, 1658.

The first work of Avila was on a subject

of local antiquities :
" Declaracion del Toro

de Piedra de Salamanca, y de otros que se

Lallan en otras partes de Castilla" (" An
explanation of the Stone Bull of Salamanca,
and of others which are found in different

parts of Castille"), Salamanca, 1597, 4to.

It was followed by the " Historia de las

Antiguedades de la Ciudad de Salamanca,

Vidas de sus Obispos, y cosas sucedidas en su

tiempo" (" A History of the Antiquities of

the City of Salamanca, with the Lives of its

Bishops and the things that occurred in their

time"), Salamanca, 1606, 4to. The contents

of the book are much more of a biographical

than a topographical character. The de-

scription of the city is dispatched in about

forty pages, while more than five hundred
are devoted to the lives of the bishops. This
book bears the name of the author exactly in

the form which we have adopted ; in his later

works he prefers to write it Davila. His

three succeeding works were printed at Sala-

manca :—the " Vida y Hechos del M. Don
Alfonso Tostado de Madrigal, Obispo de

Avila," 1611, 4to., a biography of Tostado;

the " Historia del Origen del Santo Christo de

las Batallas" (a " History of the origin of

the Most Holy Christ of Battles "), 1615, 4to.,

and the " Relacion del asiento de la primera
piedra del Colegio de la Compaiiia de Sala-

manca," 1617, 4to., an account of the laying

the first stone of a college in that city. In

1618 he published, also at Salamanca, the

first volume of a " Teati-o Eclesiastico de las

Ciudades y Iglesias Cathedrales de Espaiia,"

the title of which we take from Nicolas An-
tonio, and respecting which we shall have
more to say hereafter. In 1623 appeared, at

Madrid, his " Teatro de las Grandezas de

Madrid, corte de los Reyes Catholicos de Es-
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pana," in a handsome folio volume. It is the
first work exclusively devoted to the capital

of Spain, and hitherto the largest. The bio-

graphical portion here also has an undue
preponderance. The first book contains a
short description of Madrid, which is followed

by the lives of the principal natives, among
whom King Philip III. alone occupies more
than a hundred pages. A meagre account,

or rather catalogue, of the different parishes

and convents is given in the second book

;

the third treats of the court and its officers,

among whom the author does not forget the

royal historiographers, including himself.

In the fourth book, which is devoted to the

different councils of state, he again brings

round his favourite subject of biography by
introducing lives of the presidents. No map
or plan or view of any kind is given in this

description of the capital, but there are some
fine illustrations of portraits of the royal fa-

mily and the saints. In 1638 Avila pub-

lished two works :—a " Compendio de las

Vidas de los gloriosos San Juan de Mata y
Felix de Valois," Madrid, 4to., an account

of the lives of the two founders of the reli-

gious order of the Holy Trinity; and an
" Historia de la Vida y Hechos del Rey Don
Henrique III. de Castilla," Madrid, small

folio, a Life of Henry III. of Castile, who
reigned from 1379 to 1390. The book con-

tains some interesting information with re-

gard to Tostado, to Vincent Ferrer, the con-

verter of the Jews and Moors, and to popes

Benedict XIII. and Martin IV. We have

already mentioned that in 1618 Avila had
published the first volume of a " Teatro

Eclesiastico de Espaiia," he now relinquished

the design of continuing that work, threw

some of his materials into a new shape, and
commenced the publication of a "Teatro
Eclesiastico de las Iglesias Metropolitanas

y Catedrales de los Reynos de las dos Cas-

tillas, Vidas de sus Arzobispos y Obispos y
cosas memorables de sus Sedes." The work,

as the title expresses, was to contain the lives

of the archbishops and bishops of the different

sees ; it was in fact an extension of the plan

of the work on Salamanca, which had proba-

bly led King Philip IV., who commanded
the work, to select Avila for the task. The
first volume of the "Teatro" in its new
shape was issued in 1645, the second in 1647,

the third in 1650 ; the fourth was not known
by Nicolas Antonio to have been published

either in 1672, when he issued his " Biblio-

theca Hispana Nova," or in 1684, the year of

his death, up to which he continued to note

down additions and corrections. It appears,

however, from a notice by Avila at the end of

another work published in 1655, that the

fourth volume must have been made public

before that time, and there is a copy in the

King's Library in the British Museum,

w^hich, though it has a title-page of the date

of 1700, has a licence of the date of 1653, and
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to all appearance must have been printed

about the same time as the preceding vo-

lumes. The number of volumes in the whole
"vvork was to be five. It is a valuable ad-

dition to a library, from the quantity of facts

it contains which are not accessible else-

where. The information which was given

from it in the article Acuna, Antonio (vol.

i. p. 260), appears to have been taken from
original documents, and was met with in no
other source. The " Teatro" will not sustain

an advantageous comparison with Ughelli's
" Italia Sacra," or the " Gallia Christiana,"

but it deserves the gratitude of all who have
occasion to make researches in Spanish bio-

graphy or history. The " Espana Sagrada"
of Flores and Risco, which was intended to

supersede it, has advanced to forty-six quarto

volumes without emerging from the uninter-

esting period of the dark ages, which the

editors have un.happily taken upon them to

illustrate with a mass of irrelevant, hov/ever

valuable matter ; Avila brings up his infor-

mation to the years in which his volumes
were published. The " Teatro Eclesiastico

de la primitiva Iglesia de las Indias Occiden-

tales" is a sort of supplement to the pre-

ceding work, containing the lives of the

archbishops and bishops of the New AVorld.

It is complete in two volumes, of which the

first, comprising North America, was pub-
lished at INIadrid in 1649, and the other,

comprising South America, in 1655. Of the

latter there ai"e two editions in the same
year, both of which are in the library of the

British Museum. To the latest of them

—

that in the King's or Georgian Library—is

affixed a notice by the author, to the effect

that it is one of forty copies which were
printed for the purpose of completing sets,

it having been found that the printers had
struck off forty less of the second volume
than the first. Avila adds that fifty addi-

tional copies of the fourth volume of the other

"Teatro" had been printed for a similar

reason—a statement to which we have al-

ready adverted as proving that that volume
had been issued. This notice is drawn up
in so rambling and childish a style, that it

warrants the supposition that the writer's in-

tellects were already weakened. To the list

of Avila's published works must still be
added a " Memorial de los Servicios perso-

nales de Don Baltasar de Saavedra, Caballero

del Orden de Santiago, y de los de sus As-

cendientes y Progenitores," Madrid, 1 649, a no-

tice ofthe exploits and the ancestry ofa knight

of Santiago. He left in manuscript a Life of

Philip III., written by order of Philip IV.,

to which he frequently adverts in his writ-

ings, and of which that inserted in the
" Grandezas de Madrid " is an abridgment.

It does not appear to have been published.

(N. Antonius, Bihliotheca Hispana Nova,
edit, of 1788, i. 5 ; Meusel, Bibliotheca Histo-

rica, vi. 61, 248, 460 ; Avila, Works .) T. W.
-"^12

A'VILA, JUAN DE, a Spanish ecclesiastic

who anticipated in the sixteenth century the

course of action pursued by Wesley and
Whitefield in the eighteenth. He was born
at Almodovar del Campo, a petty town of La
Mancha, about the year 1499. At the age of
fourteen he was sent to study law at the uni-

versity of Salamanca, but while there he was
struck with a strong religious impression,

returned home, and with the permission of
his parents fitted up a small cell at their

house, in which he practised all kinds of
austerities. He afterwards went to the uni-

versity of Alcala to pi-epare for the priesthood,

and studied philosophy under the Dominican
Domingo de Soto, a celebrated leader of the

Thomists. When he left the university he

distributed the property of his parents, who
had died in the interval, to the poor, reserv-

ing nothing for himself but a suit of coarse

raiment. He was bent on becoming a mis-

sionary to the heathen, and he had arrived

at Seville on his way to America for that

purpose, when, by the influence of Fernando
de Contreras, a friend v.hom he found there,

and of Alfonso Manrique, the bishop of the

diocese, he was induced to give his exertions

another direction, and to become a home-mis-
sionary in Andalusia. In spite of this strong

support he was denounced to the Inquisition,

and imprisoned on suspicion of Lutheran-
ism, but he was released by the influence of

Manrique. He had soon a number of ar-

dent disciples, and with their assistance

he seems to have effected what would now
be called a "revival of religion" through-
out Andalusia. He not only visited the

cities, the towns, and the villages, but he
traversed with unwearied zeal the woods, the

mountains, and the deserts. His model was
St. Paul ; he committed the whole of his

epistles to memory, and he imitated, as far

as lay in his power, his manner of speaking.

The force of his eloquence was such that Luis

de Granada, himself an eminent preacher,

who knew him well, says, that when he spoke

the very walls appeared to tremble ; and
Terrones, Bishop of Leon, in a treatise on the

art of preaching, asserts that in his experience

he had known two men, Francisco Lopez
and Juan de Avila, who with a single word
could set the hearts of their hearers on fire.

In the town of Baeza he put an end, by his

persuasion, to the feud between the families

of Benavides and Carvajal, whose animosity

had defied the severity of successive kings

of Spain. Among those whom his elo-

quence converted were some of the most
distinguished ornaments of the Roman Ca-
tholic church in his time— St. Juan de
Dios, the founder of an order of Brethren
of Charity, the Countess Anna Ponce de

Leon, who resigned the post of lady of
honour at court to devote herself to a reli-

gious life, St. Francisco Borja, and St. Teresa

de Jesus. He was highly esteemed by Ig-
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natius Loyola, and Luis de Granada was liis

familiar friend. Pope Paul IIL, in a docu-
ment issued during his lifetime, called him
" verbi Dei prsedicator insignis ;" and he was
generally styled " the apostle of Andalusia."
His course of activity lasted only twenty
years ; at the age of fifty his constitution

appears to have been completely worn out.

He still, however, continued to exert his

spiritual inlluence by means of letters, or
conversations by his bedside. He died on
the 10th of May, 1569, about severity years
old, at Montilla.

Nicolas Antonio gives a list of the different

editions of some of the separate works of
Juan de Avila. They appear to have been
first collected by Juan Diaz, in an edition

printed at Madrid in 1588 in 4to., " Obras
del padre Juan de Avila." A long Life of the
author by Lviis de Granada is prefixed. The
first part of the works consists of his " Cartas
espirituales," or spiritual letters, which have
been translated entire into French and Italian,

and a few of which are inserted, in an English
version, in Wesley's " Christian Library."
An English translation of the second part,

which is a devotional comment on a verse of
the 44th Psalm, was published without the
name of a place, and probably, therefore,

abroad, in 1620: "The 'Audi filia,' &c.,

Ps. xliv., or a rich cabinet of spirituall

Jewells, in English, by L. T." Versions in

Italian, French, and Dutch had preceded it,

though the original had been temporarily
prohibited by the Inquisition in 1559. The
whole works of Avila, as far as they ap-

pear in this edition, were translated into

French, and published in a folio volume, by
Robert Arnauld d'Andilly, in 1673. He
omitted to include the third part, which was
first published at Madrid in 1596, containing
twenty-seven treatises on the Holy Sacrament,
and reprinted both at Seville and Alcala in

1603, with fifteen additional treatises on the

Incarnation, the Nativity, &c. Besides these

Nicolas Antonio mentions " Dos Platicas

hechas a los Sacsrdotes," (" Two Discourses
made to the Priests,") as published at

Cordova in 1595, and not inserted in the

works. Two treatises by Avila, one entitled
" On the Reformation of the Ecclesiastical

State," and the other " Some Annotations to

the Council of Trent," have never been pub-
lished, but are known to have existed in

manuscript. These statements with respect

to Avila's works are probably not correct in

every particular. Some have been derived
from an inspection of the works themselves,
others from Nicolas Antonio and Clement
only, who have not been found perfectly ac-

curate in some of their statements which ad-
mitted of being tested, and can, therefore,

hardly be supposed infallible in others. To
discuss the subject at length is unnecessary.

In addition to the Life by Luis de Granada
there is an elaborate one by Luis de Muiioz,
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" Vida del venerable siervo de Dios, Maestro
Juan de Avila," Madrid, 1635, 4to. (Life,
by Luis de Granada, prefixed to Obras, edit,

of 1588; N. Antonius, Bibllotheca Hispana
Nova, edit, of 1 788, i. 639, &c. ; Clement,
Bibliotheque curieuse, ii. 288 ; Llorente, His-
toria CiHtica de la Inquisicion de Espafia, iii.

160, V. 160.) T. W.
A'VILA, LUDOVICUS LOBERA D'.

[LOBERA.]
A'VILA, DON SANCHO DE, a Spanish

general of the sixteenth century, was born at
Avila on the 21st of September, 1523. He
was at first intended for some literary pro-
fession and studied at Rome, but, by the ad-
vice of a learned friend, he changed the pur-
suit of letters for that of arms. He soon dis-

tinguished himself in the war against the
Protestants of Germany. When the hostile

armies of the Emperor Charles V. and the
Electors of Saxony wei-e in sight of each
other, with the Elbe between them, which the
Emperor wished to pass, the Saxons, galled by
the Spanish guns, prepared to leave the oppo-
site bank, but first set fire to some boats which
they were afraid might be used to construct a
bridge. On seeing this, Avila stripped himself
and plunged into the river, nine other sol-

diers followed him, and with their swords in
their mouths they swam to the opposite bank,
killed the Saxons who opposed them, and
brought over the boats, which enabled the
Emperor to complete the bridge, to cross the
river, and to win the decisive battle of Miihl-
hausen, or Muhlberg (24th of April, 1547).
It was probably by this act that Avila, whose
birth does not appear to have been illustrious,

made his way to stations of dignity. In
1550 he held a command in the expedition
against the town of Africa, in which the Tur-
kish corsair Dragut was defeated, and in

1561, after assisting in the campaign of Italy,

he was himself taken prisoner by the Turks
at the surprise of Gelbes, and remained in

captivity till the conclusion of peace. After
a fev/ years' of service in Spain and Italy,

where he was castellan of Pavia, Avila went
into the Netherlands as captain of the guard
of the Duke of Alba, whose arrival was
dreaded as the harbinger of his master's

wrath. It was Avila who surrounded Kui-
lemburg House at Brussels with his guards
and arrested Egmont and Hoorn (on the 9th
of September, 1567), and in all the subsequent
transactions he took a prominent part. In
1 568, when the discontent of the Netherlanders
broke out into open insurrection, he drove
the Count van Hoogstraaten across the Maas,
defeated his troops, and killed their leader.

In 1574, when he was sent by the Spanish
governor Requesens to the relief of Middel-
burg, besieged by the Prince of Orange, he
was less successful ; he was kept inactive l)y

the skilful measures of the Prince, till a
sea-fight, in which the Netherlanders had the

advantage, forced Middelburg to surrender.
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In the same year, however, Avila won the

battle of the Mookerheide, m which the two
Counts of Nassau, Lodewyk and Hendrik,
were killed. This was almost the last gleam
of success that shone on the Spanish arms.

Avila was placed in a most embarrassing

position, as castellan of Antwerp, by the mu-
tiny of the Spanish troops in 1576, when he

was called upon by the Dutch authorities to

put down his countrymen. Finding that

they were in danger of destruction from the

vengeance of the country-people whom they

had outraged, and who had been supplied

with arms by the Council of State, he, on
the contrary, sent the mutineers arms and
ammunition, though they continued in re-

bellion against his own authority. It was
partly in consequence of this act that, in

April, 1577, he was compelled, with the rest

of the Spaniards, to leave the country in

compliance with the treaty of Ghent. The
Dutch historians speak of him as equall-

ing in cruelty the Duke of Alba, while his

Spanish biographer speaks only of his cou-

rage and skill in arms. It is said by the latter

that about the time of his leaving Holland
Avila was invited to England by Queen
Elizabeth to take a command against the

Scotch, but that he declined the ofier, though
his services had not met with due reward
in Spain. In 1578 he was appointed cap-

tain-general of the coast of Granada, and,

in 1580, he was sent with his old captain

the Duke of Alba, to put down tlie attempt

of Don Antonio [Antonio] to seize the

crown of Portugal, when he was the first

to attack the Portuguese in the battle of Al-

cantara, near Lisbon, He died at Lisbon on
the 8th of June, 1 583, of the consequences of

a kick from a horse, which at first he had
thought of no moment, and afterwards endea-

voured to cure by charms and incantations.

The Duke of Alba, whom he used to call his

master, had died in the December preceding.

There is an account of Avila by Brantome,
in his " Capitaines estrangers," which is

almost entirely devoid of truth. (^Life, in

JRetratos de los Espa/toles ilustres, Madrid,

1791; Kok, Vaderlandsch Woordenhoek IV.,
1404 ; De Thou, Histoire Universelle, French
translation, vi. 171 ; Luis de Avila, Com-
mentaries, translated by Wilkinson.) T. W.
A'VILA Y TOLE'DO, SANCHO DE,

was born in 1546, at Avila, of a noble family,

and studied at the university of Salamanca,

ofwhich he was afterwards four times rector.

He was presented by Philip II. to the bishop-

ric of Carthagena and Murcia, and was
afterwards thrice translated : first, to the see

of Jaen; then, in 1615, to that of Siguenza;

and finally, in 1622, to that of Plasencia,

where he died on the 6th of December, 1625.

When bishop of Murcia, in 1594, he trans-

ferred with great pomp to the cathedral, from
the town of Berzocana, the arms of St. Ful-

gencio and St. Florentina, two Murcian
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saints, and in the following year he received,

as a present from Pope Clement VIII., the
entire body of St. Vital. These acquisitions

seem to have suggested the occasion of his

principal writings. 1 .
" Vida de San Vital,'"

Baeza, 1601, a biography of that saint, who
was a martyred archbishop of Toledo. 2.

" De la veneracion que se deve a los cuei'pos

de los Santos y a sus reliquias" (" On the

Veneration which is due to the Bodies and
Eelics of Saints"), Madrid, 1611, folio. He
also published in 1601, at Madrid, a Spanish
translation of the " Sighs of St. Augustine,"
and in 161 5, at Baeza, four sermons which he
had preached on occasion of the obsequies of
Margaret of Austria, Queen of Spain. He
left behind him, in manuscript, lives of St.

Thomas and St. Augustine, written, like all

the rest of his works, in Spanish. (Gonzalez
Davila, Teatro Eclesiastico de las Iglesias de

las dos Casiillas, ii. 510 ; N. Antonius, Bih-
liotheca Hispana Nova, edit, of 1788, ii. 276.)

T. W.
A'VILA, TOMASO VITTORIA D', a

Spanish composer, published the following
work at Rome in 1585: " Motecta festorum
totius anni, &c.—4,^5, 6, 8 voc." E. T.
A'VILA Y ZUNIGA, LUIS DE, is sup-

posed by Nicolas Antonio to have been born
at Plasencia, but is said by the French trans-

lator of De Thou to have been a native of

Cyprus. It is added by the latter writer that

Luis de Avila is said by some to have been
the brother of Enrico Davila, the historian

of the civil wars of France, but this assertion

is absurd, as Enrico was born in 1576, and
Luis must have been tolerably advanced in

life before the middle of the sixteenth cen-

tury. His station in early life was pi'obably

obscure, as in a proclamation by Albert of

Brandenburg he is styled an impudent adven-

turer (impudens circulator), but he obtained

wealth and station by a fortunate marriage
with an heiress of the family of Zuiiiga, whose
name he added to his own. He rose high in

the favour of the Emperor Charles V., held

the office of " commendador-mayor" or great

commander of the Order of Alcantara, was
ambassador to Rome in the time of the popes

Paul and Pius IV., had a considerable share

in effecting the resumption of the council of

Trent, and took part in the wars against the

German princes who had espoused the Lu-
theran party. In 1552 he was commander
of the cavalry at Charles V.'s unsuccessful

siege of Metz, and in 1558 he was present at

the funeral of the ex-emperor. After that

date nothing more is known of him.

Avila was the author of a work entitled

" Comentarios de la Guerra de Alemana,
hecha de Carlos V. en el ano de mdxla^i.

y MDXLVii." (" Commentaries on the War
of Charles V. in Germany in the years 1546

and 1547"). By some strange mistake

Nicolas Antonio has taken the date of the

war as given in the title, for the date of the
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publication of the book, and makes a state-

ment to that effect, which has been followed

by many bibliographers. There is an edition

at the British Museum, printed at Venice in

1548, which is probably the first. On the

last page there is a statement that " the pre-

sent commentary was printed in the famous
city of Venice in the year of our Lord 1548,

at the instance of Thomas de Cornoya, Consul
of his imperial and catholic majesty in the

same city. With the grace and privilege

(motu proprio) of his Holiness, who com-
mands that no other person in Christendom
shall print it, under the pain of the censure
contained in his holiness's brief. And with
the privilege of the most illustrious Seignory
of Venice, and of the most illustrious and
excellent Lord the Duke of Florence, and of

other princes of Italy for ten years." How
little these privileges were regarded in the case

of a popular work may be learned from the

fact that Sandoval quotes from an edition of
Granada, printed in 1 549, and that the Mu-
seum contains one printed at Antwerp in the

same year, and another in the following, both
by Juan Steelsio, or John Steels. The latter,

which is embellished with two maps, one of
Germany and the other of the passage of the

Elbe, contains an imperial privilege by which
the Emperor grants to Steels the sole copy-
right in all his dominions and lordships for

four years, but this again did not prevent the

appearance of an edition at Saragossa in

1550, which is likewise in the Museum.
The edition of Venice and the two by Steels

are in that collection bound up in one volume,
which appears to have formerly belonged to

King Edward VI., and at the end of this

volume there is a manuscript of some com-
mendatory Latin verses addressed to the

author, by " Antonius Marius, Italus." An
English translation of Avila appeared in

1555. The full title, which it may be worth
while to transcribe, as giving an idea of its

contents, is as follows :—" The Comentaries
of Don Lewes de Auela and Suniga, great

master of Acanter, which treateth of the

great wars in Germany, made by Charles the

fifth Maximo, Emperoure of Rome, King of

Spain, against John Frederike, Duke of
Saxon, and Philip the Lantgraue of Hesson,
with other gret princes and cities of the

Lutherans, wheriu you may see how god
hath preserved this Avorthie and victorious

Emperor in al his affayres against his ene-

myes, traslated out of Spanish into English,
An. Do. 1555, Londini, in sedibus Richardi
Totteli." The name of the translator, which
appears in the dedication to the Earl of Derby,
is John Wilkinson. There is an anonymous
Italian translation, printed at Venice in 1548,
probably in connection with the original,

and which is said by Brunet and other biblio-

graphers to have been executed by Avila
himself, but on examining the work we find

nothing to support that opinion. There is
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also a Latin translation by William Malinaeus,

printed at Antwerp in 1550, a Dutch one

of the same place and date, and three French

ones, the first by Mathieu Vaucher, Antwerp,

1550; the second by Gilles Boilleau de

Bullion, Paris, 1551; the third anonymous,

in 1672. That by Boilleau contains explana-

tory notes on German names and titles, some
of which are amusingly ridiculous. A Ger-

man translation, by Philip, Duke of Bruns-

wick, was published in 1557.

Avila's history has been generally praised

for the elegance and conciseness of its style,

but, as might be expected, has not escaped re-

proach on other accounts. The most illus-

trious critics it has had have been singularly

at variance in their opinions. We are as-

sured by Vera y Zufiiga that Charles V.,

when he heard that Avila was writing com-

mentaries on the wars of Germany (it should

be remembered that the opinion was pro-

nounced before reading the book) observed

that Alexander the Great had performed

greater actions than himself (" in which,"

observes Vera y Zuiiiga, " his modesty de-

ceived him"), but that he had not had so good

an historian. Albert of Brandenburg, in a

manifesto, made public in 1552, complained

that the emperor " had permitted an im-

pudent adventurer named Luis de Avila to

publish a work on the war, in which he

spoke of the Germans in so cold and dry a

manner that one would suppose he was
speaking of an obscure and barbarous nation,"

and concluded his criticism with the strange

corollary that indignities so insupportable

obliged him to join a league against the

emperor. The commendations of Charles V.

and the relation in which the author stood to

him as a favourite officer, raise indeed no

strong presumption of Avila's impartiality.

In the third volume of his " Scriptores rerum
Germauicarum " Menckenius has printed

a German history of the war of Smalkald,

designed throughout to controvert and dis-

prove the statements of Avila, whom the

writer accuses of gross misrepresentation.

The author is supposed by Menckenius to be

Sebastian Scherrtlin von Burtembach, who
took part in the war on the Protestant side.

Even the honour of being the author of

the work has not been left to Avila undis-

puted. In the British Museum copy of the

English translation we find a manuscript

note :
" The authorship of this book has been

ascribed to the Emperor Charles V. ;" and

there is a note to the same effect, in two edi-

tions which belonged to the famous Belgian

book-collector Van Hulthem, now in the

public library of Brussels. In Sandoval's

biography of the Emperor we are told, on

the contrary, by that historian, that he had

before him a narrative of the war in Ger-

many, addressed by a soldier whose name he

did not know, to the Marquis of Mondejar,

which agreed with the second book of Avila's
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narrative word for word ; and that he had no
doubt, from the circumstances, that the pla-

giarism was on AVila's side.

It is shown by Nicolas Antonio, from a

passage in the letters of Sepulveda, that

Avila had also written Commentaries on

Charles V.'s war in Africa, but the work
was never printed, nor does it appear to be

extant in manuscript. (N. Antoaius, Bib-

Liotheca Hispana Aom, edit, of 1788, ii. 20;

De Thou, Histoire Universelle, note in French
translation, edit, of 1740, ii. 51 ; Vera y
Zuiiiga, Epitome de la Vida de Carlos V.

95, 112, 113, &c. ; Sandoval, Vida y Hechos

de Carlos V. ii. 495 ; Menckenius, Scriptores

rerum Germanicaram, iii. 1362, &c.; Bihlio-

theca Ilulthemiana, No. 28190, &c. ; editions

of Avila in British Museum.) T. W.
AVILEE, AUGUSTIN CHARLES D',

a French architect, born at Paris in 1653, of

a family originally of Nancy. He showed
early a great ability for architecture, and
when only in his twentieth year he obtained

the first architectural prize given by the In-

stitute of France, and with it a pension from
the crown, to enable him to prosecute his

studies at Rome, in the French academy
there. He embarked at Marseille in com-
pany with Desgodets, the architect, and the

antiquary Jean Foi Vaillant. Unfortunately

the vessel was captured by some pirates,

and Aviler and his friends were carried

as slaves to Tunis, where they remained
for sixteen months, when Louis XIV. at

length procured their liberation in 1676,

and they prosecuted their journey to Rome.
Aviler, notwithstanding his captivity, per-

severed in his architectural studies, and he

designed a mosque, said to be in a good
style, which was erected at Tunis, on the

road leading to Babaluch, which is the prin-

cipal street of that place. He remained five

years in Rome, and then returned to Paris,

where he obtained constant employment from
Hardouin Mansard, who, however, kept him
in a subordinate situation, a position very
distasteful to Aviler, who accordingly re-

solved to try his fortune in the provinces, and
he left Paris for Montpellier, to build a gate

in the shape of a triumphal arch, after a

design by D'Orbay : it is called La Porte du
Peyron. He acquitted himself so well upon
this occasion, that he obtained the notice and
patronage of M. de Baville, the intendant of

Languedoc, and was employed to construct

many buildings at Carcassonne, Beziers,

Nimes, and at Toulouse, the principal of

which is the archbishop's palace at Toulouse.

For these works Aviler was created, in 1693,

architect of the province of Languedoc, and
he established himself accordingly at Mont-
pellier, where he scon afterwards married.

He did not, however, enjoy the fruits of his

labours long ; he died in 1 700, in his forty-

seventh year.

Aviler was a writer upon architecture of
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some reputation : he published at Paris, in

1685, in folio, a translation of the sixth book
of Scamozzi's treatise on architecture, with
original notes : it was published also at

Leiden in 1713. This was followed, in 1691,

by his " Cours d'Architecture," a commen-
tary on Vignola, in 2 vols. 4to., a more
considerable work, constituting a complete
course of architecture, and a dictionary of

all architectural terms, civil and hydraulic,
" Dictionnaire des tous les termes de 1'Archi-

tecture Civile et Hydraulique," in which
Aviler' s explanations were considered so

satisfactory, that they have been adopted in

all the best French dictionaries subsequently

published. An enlarged and improved edi-

tion of this work was published by Jean
Mariette in 1738, to which is prefixed a bio-

graphical notice of Aviler. (L'Abbe de

Fontenai, JJiciionnaire des Artistes, &c.

;

Biographie Universelle.^ R. N. W.
AVILES, MANUEL LEITAM DE, a

Portuguese composer, born at Portalegre,

was maestro di capella at Granada, about

1620. Sixteen of his masses for eight and
sixteen voices are preserved in the Royal li-

brary at Lisbon. (Fe'tis, Biographie Uni-

verselle des Musiciens.) E. T.
AVIOLA. [AciLiA Gens.]
AVIS. [AvEis.]

AVIS. [LoiSEL.]
AVISENNA. [AvicENNA.]
AVISON, CHARLES, if not a native of

Newcastle-upon-Tyne, resided there from his

boyhood to his death. When a young man
he visited Italy for the purpose of study, and
after his return to England became a pupil

of Geminiani. In 1736 he was appointed

organist of St. John's church in Newcastle,

which he resigned for that of St. Nicholas in

the same year. Avison, in addition to his

musical attainments, was a scholar and a man
of some literary acquirement, as appears by
his " Essay on Musical Expression," of which
the first edition was published in 1752. In

this work he examines the force and effect of

music, the analogies between music and paint-

ing, the essentials of a good musical compo-
sition, the errors of different composers in

cultivating one of these at the expense of the

rest, and musical expression in performance.

The work, for the most part, discovers a cul-

tivated and independent mind, sound judg-

ment, and correct principles of taste. It is

now little known or read, while its character

has been taken upon trust from Sir John
Hawkins's description, which has been copied

into various publications, and is now quoted

for the purpose of refutation :
" Throughout

his book Avison celebrates Marcello and
Geminiani, the latter frequently in prejudice

to Mr. Handel." The truth is that Gemi-
niani's name occurs only once in the book

accompanied with any term of eulogy, and
only twice in all. The passages in which
these several writers are mentioned are the
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following :
" The inimitable freedom, depth,

and comprehensive style of Marcello will

ever furnish the highest example to all com-
posers for the church. In his ' First Fifty

Psalms set to Music ' he has far excelled ail

the moderns, and given us the truest idea of

that noble simplicity which was the grand
characteristic of the antient church music."
" From Geminiani the public taste might
have received the highest improvement in

instrumental composition, had we thought
proper to lay hold of those opportunities

which his long residence in this kingdom
has given us. His compositions have such
a natural connection, such expression, and
sweet modulation, and are everywhere sup-

ported with harmony so perfect, that we can

never too often hear or too much admire
them. They have no impertinent digres-

sions, no unnecessary repetitions, but, from
first to last, all is natui-al and pleasing. This
it is properly to discourse in music, and
equally to delight the mind and the ear."

" To the great masters of the Italian school

we may justly add our own illustrious Han-
del, in whose manly style we often find the

noblest harmonies, and these enlivened with
such a variety of modulation as could scarcely

have been expected from one who has sup-

plied the town with musical entertainments

of every kind for thirty years together."

Geminiani is here mentioned only as an
instrumental writer, and no comparison is

instituted between him and Handel, who only

occupied similar ground with his Italian

contemporary in his " Twelve Grand Con-
certos."

But Avison immediately drew upon him-
self a bitter and personal attack from Dr.

Hayes, then professor of music at Oxford,

who severely criticised Avison's compositions,

and treated his opinions with contempt.

Many of Dr. Hayes's criticisms are made in

the true spirit of a pedant, who thinks he has

convicted a writer of incapacity if he can

discover " two perfect chords of one kind

taken together," and who rejoices in the

detection of "a false resolution." Avison's

real offence, in all probability, was his marked
preference for the composers of the Italian

school, and his depreciation of the English

school of church music ; and here his opinions

are justly open to censure. A musician who
eould mention the name of Croft without

respect, might well deserve rebuke. But
when it is considered that the quantity of

cathedral music then in print was very small

(Boyce's " Collection " was not published till

1760), and that Avison was living in a remote

provincial town, his ignorance of the value

and amount of English church music may be

easily accounted for, although it offers no
excuse for an erroneous judgment delivered

in a dogmatical tone. Among the composers

of the English school Dr. Hayes had classed

Handel, and thus endeavoured to include him
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in Avison's low estimate of it. In his reply
to the Oxford professor, contained in the
second edition of the " Essay," which ap-
peared in 1753, he thus answers this charge :—" Is Mr. Handel an Englishman—was his

education English—was he not educated in

the Italian school—did he not compose and
direct the Italian operas here for many years ?

To call him brother to such composers as our
Doctor is a claim of affinity that he would
reject with contempt. My opinion of Mr.
Handel, I flatter myself, will be assented to

by all rational musical judges. He is in

music what Dryden is in poetry, nervous,

exalted, and harmonious ; but voluminous,
and, consequently, not always correct. Their
abilities were equal to everything—their

execution frequently inferior. Born with
genius capable of soaring to the highest

fiights, they have sometimes, to suit the

vitiated taste of the age they lived in, sunk
to the lowest. Yet, as both their excellencies

are infinitely more numerous than their de-

fects, so their works will devolve to the latest

posterity, not as models of perfection, but as

glorious examples of the power and grasp of
human faculties."

Avison's reply was throughout written

with caustic severity, and there the contro-

versy ceased. He was a prejudiced admirer
of one school, and Hayes of another ; each
unwilling to allow the merits which attach

to both. In such a spirit is musical contro-

versy too often conducted.

Burney's account of this work is equally

calculated to mislead with that of Hawkins.
" The late Mr. Avison," said he, " attributes

the corruption and decay of music to the

torrent of modern sinfonias with which we
were overwhelmed from foreign countries.

But though I readily subscribe to many of
the opinions of that ingenious writer, we differ

widely on this subject." The passage to

Avhich Burney (probably from memory) re-

fers seems to be the following :—" If we may
judge from the general turn of our modern
music, a due regard as well to a natural suc-

cession of melodies as to their harmonious
accompaniment seems to be neglected or for-

gotten. Hence that deluge of Extravayanzi,

which the tmskilful call invention, but which
are merely calculated to show execution,

without propriety or grace." (Avison, p. 31.)

Burney's work was published in 1789, and
even then the twelve grand sinfonias of

Haydn, the acknowledged models of that

kind of composition, had not been produced

;

while, when Avison wrote (in 1753) the

compositions even of Vanhall were, if in ex-

istence, unknown in England. Avison could

not, therefore, attempt to depreciate the mo-
dern sinfonia, for it was then unborn. To
the second edition of the Essay was added

"A Letter to the Author concerning the

Music of the Ancients, and some passages in

classic writers relating to that subject,"
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written (though not avowedly) by Dr. Jortin.

A third edition of the Essay was printed in

1775.

Avison issued proposals for publishing
" Specimens of the various Stiles in Musical

Expression, selected from the Psalms of

Marcello," but this projected work merged
in a complete edition of Marcello's Psalms,

in 8 vols, published by John Garth, then

organist of Durham, but to which Avison

contributed a large, if not the largest, share

of editorial labour. Its title is "The first

fifty Psalms, set to music by Benedetto Mar-
cello, and adapted to the English version by
John Garth," 1757. Avison prefixed to the

first volume a Life of Marcello and some in-

troductory remarks. " These psalms," says

he, " are so excellent, and the great and
affecting touches both of nature and art so

numerous, that few subjects of censure will

be found. They appear to me fraught with

every musical beauty; and I believe from
every improvement in their performance fresh

excellencies will be discovered in the compo-
sition. Wherever the Psalms of Marcello

have been known they have been admired,

and every generation of true lovers of music
will admire them, till time and the art itself

be no more."
The opinion of the public has not been in

accordance with this estimate of Marcello's

powers. Garth's subscription list was a small

one, and chiefly confined to persons resident

in his own neighbourhood : of London mu-
sicians the names only of Mr. Stanley and Dr.

Dupuis appear. Avison hoped and thought

that it would produce a considerable sensation

in the musical world, but it produced none.

His endeavour to depreciate the school of

English church music, and to attempt the

exaltation of Marcello above Purcell, Croft,

and Greene, brought his judgment into ques-

tion among impartial critics, and arrayed

against him the body of living church writers.

The English version is perhaps as well

adapted as, in a work of such extent, it is

likely to be ; but he who attempts to adapt

our prose translation to one made in Italian

verse has to encounter difficulties at every

step, which can only be overcome by a sacri-

fice of rhythm, accent, emphasis, and some-
times sense. Nevertheless the English mu-
sical public is indebted to Avison for the

zeal, industry, and disinterestedness with

which he laboured to place within their

reach a work so large and of such unques-

tioned excellence as the Psalms of Marcello.

The two Italian editions of Marcello's Psalms
and Garth's English version are in the

library of Gresham College.

As a composer, Avison is principally

known by his concertos. Of these he pub-

lished five sets for a full band of stringed

instruments—some quartets and trios, and
two sets of sonatas for the harpsichord and
two violins—a species of composition little
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known in England until his time. In 1758
he published " Twenty-six Concertos, com-
posed for Four Violins, Viola, Violoncello, and
Repieno-Bass, in Score." The following

passage from the prefixed advertisement will

indicate the au^thor's design, and throw some
light on the state of instrumental perform-
ance in this country. It will be seen that even
then the modern sinfonia was unknown :

—

" I have endeavoured to work up every
movement so as to produce such a union of

melody, modulation, accompaniment, and
measure, as shall effect the unity of the entire

piece. To produce both variety and order
in the same piece, I have frequently changed
the subject, while the style of the first sub-

ject is everywhere preserved. For the same
reason I have contrived the accompaniments
to have as much air as possible."

" When we consider the essential variety

which full instrumental music gives to public

and private concerts, it is somewhat to be re-

gretted that so few composers have employed
their talents in this extensive branch of the

art. For among the numerous collections of
music which are every year published both
in Holland and France, as Avell as in Britain,

it is certain we have yet no great choice of
pieces that are really excellent for the

service of concerts. The concertos of Co-
relli and Geminiani, and the best overtures

of Handel, Martini, &c., have hitherto been
the support of our musical entertainments.

I hope that the concertos from Scarlatti's

lessons, when once they have got access to

the public eai% will be a dui'able addition to

this class of music."

The last publication here mentioned was
an arrangement by Avison of some of Scar-

latti's harpsichord concertos for a stringed in-

strument orchestra, which fully accomplished
their designed end, and were long admired
alike by players and hearers. Avison's own
style was, avowedly, formed on that of Ge-
miniani, whose concertos, both in structure

and detail, formed his model. Like all

works so conceived and executed, they want
the spirit and force of originals; but Avi-
son's concertos were long in favour with the

public, and for seventy years after their

birth they took their turn of performance at

the Concerts of Ancient Music, with those of
Corelli, Geminiani, Handel, and jNIartini.

Geminiani held his pupil in high esteem,

and in 1760 paid him a visit at New-
castle.

The following inscription on Avison's
monument in St. Andrew's churchyard, at

Newcastle, will give the time of his death,

and that of his son and grandson :

—

" H. R.I. P. Car: Avison, 9 Maii, 1770,

Eetat : 60.

Charles Avison, late organist of St. Ni-
cholas, son of Charles and Catherine Avison,

died April 6, 1793; aged 43 years.

Charles Avison, son of the above Charles
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Avison, organist, departed this life, Feb. 19,

1816, aged 25 years."

The organists of St. Nicholas church, from
Avison's time, were— Charles Avison, ap-

pointed 1736; Edward Avison, appointed

1770; Matthias Hawdon, appointed 1776;
Charles Avison, appointed 1 789 ; Thomas
Thompson, appointed 1797; Thomas Ions,

appointed 1835.

Avison was a man of polished manners,
extensive information, and upright character.

He corresponded with many of the most emi-

nent men of his time, and was esteemed and
admired by his townsmen. His writings,

while they evince that independent tone of

thinldng which resulted from the want of col-

lision with his musical contemporaries, dis-

cover also the imperfections naturally re-

sulting from the same cause. His musical

reading was limited—his opportunities of

hearing music well performed still more so

—

he had neither access to libraries nor or-

chestras—but in the seclusion of a remote

provincial town he was compelled to contem-

plate his art in the abstract, to form his own
notions of its powers and resources, and to

create his own standard of perfection. But
under all these discouragements, it must be

remembered to his praise, that he was the

only Englishman who established a perma-

nent reputation in that branch of the art to

which he especially devoted himself, and that

for more than half a century his concertos

were performed in every jmrt of the king-

dom, in turn with those of the most eminent

foreign composers. (^Information received

from Mr. Thomas Ions, of Neivcastle ; Haw-
'kins, History of Music; Avison, Essay on

Musical Expression, and other Worhs.) E. T.

AVISSE, E'TIENNE, was a French dra-

matist of the eighteenth century, of whose
biography nothing seems to have been re-

corded except that he died in the year 1747.

In 1 723 he wrote a comedy, entitled " Le
Divorce, ou les Epoux mecontents;" in 1730,
" La Reunion forcee ;" in 1737, "La Gouver-

nante ;" in 1 742, " Le Valet embarrasse
;"

and in 1743, "Les Petits-Maitres." "Les
Vieillards interesses," also attributed to

Avisse, is an alteration from the " De'dit in-

utile" of Guyot de Merville. The produc-

tions of Avisse enjoyed only a temporary

popularity, and in 1792 were so little known
that the Parisian public were not able to re-

cognise his " Gouvernante" in the " Vieux
Celibataire" of Collin d'Harleville. The pla-

giarism was exposed in one of the journals

;

but Collin d'Harleville strenuously asserted

the originality of his own play, and even

went so far as to protest that he never either

saw or heard of the comedy of Avisse. The
plot, however, of both pieces is the same : a

governess, who aspires to the hand of an old

man, her master, and a nephew, who by her

artifices and intrigues has been for a long

time separated from his uncle, but at length
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succeeds in obtaining an interview with him
in the disguise of a servant. If Collin d'Har-
leville spoke the truth, the similarity between
the two comedies can scarcely be accounted
for.

The " Valet embarrasse" of Avisse was
the original of the comic opera " Ma Tante
Aurore," which has been played with much
success in the Parisian theatres. (^Biograp/iie

Universelle.) G. B.

AVITA'BILE, BIA'GIO MA'JOLI D', a

Neapolitan man of letters, belonged to the se-

venteenth century. He wrote Lives of Mem-
bers of the Arcadia ; Letters on Moral Theo-
logy; Lyrical Poems, which are in several

collections ; and a prose tragedy, "II Tor-
zone," Naples, 1701, 12mo. (Ginguene, in

Bioqraplde Universelle.^ W. S.

AVITA'BILE, CORNE'LIO, a Neapoli-

tan, became a Dominican friar, was provincial

of his order for Sicily, and died at Naples, in

1636. He left a printed treatise, " Delia vera

Vita Religiosa," to which are appended some
Sermons, Naples, 1605, 8vo. (Mazzuchelli,

Scrittori d'Italia ; Toppi, Bihlioteca Napo-
litana, p. 67.) W. S.

AVITA'BILE, PIE'TRO, a native of

Naples, entered the order of Theatine Clerks

in 1607. In 1628 he was appointed by the

congregation of the Propaganda to be prefect

of their missions in Georgia and the Indies.

He died at Goa, in 1650. His only pub-

lished work is entitled " De Ecclesiastic©

Georgise Statu, ad Pontificem Urbanum
VIII. Historica Relatio," Rome. (Mazzu-
chelli, Scrittori d'Italia.) W. S.

AVI'TUS. This name belongs to two, if

not more Spanish ecclesiastics of the fifth

century. Paulus Orosius, in a letter to St.

Augustin, which Baronius places in a.d.

414, says that two of his countrymen, or

perhaps fellow-townsmen (cives), of the

name of Avitus, had travelled, one into the

East, the other to Rome, and that each on

his return had introduced heretical opinions

;

the Eastern traveller having adopted some of

the errors (so deemed) of Origen on the origin

of the soul, and the other Avitus the opinions

of Victorinus, of whom little is known. The
latter, however, soon renounced the opinions

of Victorinus, and adopted those of Origen,

which his namesake had diffused. A passage

in Orosius's letter, of which the reading, how-
ever, is disputed, gives reason to think that

they both subsequently renounced their ob-

noxious views, and Orosius appeals to them

as having joined in condemning the heresy

of the Priscillianists. It is probable that

they were both natives of Bracara in the

province of Lusitania, now Braga in Por-

tugal.

An Avitus appears among the correspond-

ents of Jerome as early as a. d. 402 : it

is probable that this was the Eastern tra-

veller; and if his acquaintance and corre-

spondence with Jerome commenced in the
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East, we must place his journey as far back

at least as a.b. 402. It is observable that the

Avitus with whom Jei'orae corresponded had

requested of that father a translation of the

" Periarchon" of Origen, which Jerome sent

him with a cautionary letter, pointing out the

erroneous views which the writings of Origen

contained. This Avitus was at Jerusalem in

A.D. 408 ; and if he is correctly identified with

Avitus of Bracara, his return to Spain and

diffusion of the opinions of Origen may be

placed between that year and a.d. 414.

In A.D. 415 an Avitus, to all appearance

the same person, was at Jerusalem, and took

part in a meeting of priests, Orosius among
them, who assembled in the presence of John,

bishop of that city, to confer on the opinions of

Pelagius, who also was present at the meeting.

Orosius took the lead in opposing Pelagius,

and Avitus acted with him, which circum-

stance corroborates the statement of Orosius

that Avitus had renounced his heretical senti-

ments. This will be still further confirmed if

we consider him to be the Avitus who, in 415

or 416, being in the East, and apparently at

Jerusalem, sent home to Bracara by Orosius

some of the reputed relics of Stephen the

proto - martyr, Nicodemus, and Gamaliel,

which had been discovered a short time

before (as it was affirmed, by a divine reve-

lation) at the village or town of Capharga-

mala, a few miles from Jerusalem. In the

letter by which these relics were accom-

panied, addressed to Balchonius the bishop,

and to the clergy of Bracara, Avitus terms

Orosius " his most beloved son and fellow-

presbyter." Avitus translated into Latin,

and subjoined to his letter, the narrative of

the discovery of the relics, drawn up in Greek
at his request by Lucian the presbyter, to

whom, it was affirmed, the place of the relics

had been revealed. How long Avitus

remained at Jerusalem is not known: in

the letter to Balchonius he expresses his

desire to return, but states that he had
been hindered by fear of the barbarians,

who were then overrunning Spain. No-
thing further is known either of him or of

the other Avitus. The letter to Balcho-

nius and the version of Lucian's narrative

are given by Baronius. The relics, it

may be observed, never reached Bracara,

having been left by Orosius in the island of

Minorca. (Tillemont, Memoires, tom. xii.

xiii. XV.; Baronius, Amiales ad Ann. 414,

415 ;
Nicolaus Antonius, Bibliotheca Hispana

Vet us, lib. ii. c. 3; Fabricius, Bibliotheca

Medice et Infimce Latinitatis ; Gennadius,

De Viris Illustrihus, c. 47 ; Ceillier, Auteurs

Sacres, tom. xiv.) J. C. M.
AVI'TUS, ALE'THIUS. [Alcimus, Ale-

THIUS.]
AVI'TUS, ALPHIUS. [Alphids Avi-

tus.]

AVI'TUS. [Elagabalus.]
AVI'TUS, GALLO'NIUS, legatus or go-
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vernor of the province of Thrace in the time

of the Emperor Aurelian. He is known only

by a letter of that emperor to him, giving

directions as to the payment of an annuity to

some Gothic chiefs who were detained (per-

haps as hostages) at Perinthus on the Pro-
pontis, or Sea of Marmora. Opitius has
asci'ibed to him the "Allocutio Sponsalis"

beginning " Linea constricto de pectore vin-

cula solve," given in the " Anthologia," and
ascribed by most critics to Alcimus. (Flavius

Vopiscus, Bonosus; Meyer, Anthologia, 259;
Wernsdorf, Poetce Latini Minores, torn. iv.

pars ii. p. 501 and note.) J. C M.
AVI'TUS, JU'LIUS, the husband of M^esa,

who was daughter of Bassianus, a Phoenician

or Syrian, and sister of Julia, wife of the

Emperor Severus. By a comparison of two
passages of Dion Cassius (Ixxviii. 30, and
Ixxix. 16), we gather that his name was
Julius Avitus, and that he was of senatorial

rank, and a native of Syria. His only claim

to notice is his connection with some of the

emperors of Eome. He had by his M'ife Msesa
two daughtei's, Julia Sosemias or Sosemis,

married to Varius Marcellus, a native of

Apamea in Syria and a senator of Eome, and
Mamcea or Mamma^a, married to Gessius

Macrianus, a native of Arce, also in Syria, or

more accurately in Phoenicia, and procurator

of some provinces which Dion does not name.
Julius Avitus was grandfather to the two
emperors Elagabalus, whose original name
was Avitus, and to Alexander Severus ; the

former being the son of Sosemias, the latter

of IMamaea. From a mutilated passage of
Dion Cassius (Ixxviii. 30) it is conjectured

that Julius Avitus was successively governor

of the Roman provinces of Mesopotamia,
Asia, and Cyprus, appointments which he
probably owed to his affinity with the em-
perors Severus and Caracalla, during whose
reigns it may be inferred he held these ap-

pointments. He appears to have died before

the close of Caracalla's reign. (Dion Cassius,

as above, with the notes of Valesius (Henri
de Valois) and Reimar ; Herodian, v. 3.)

J. C. M.
AVI'TUS, MARCUS M^CFLIUS, one

of the later emperors of the western division

of the Roman empii-e, was of an illustrious

Arvernian or Auvergnat family. The time
of his birth is not ascertained. If we may
take the assertion of Sidonius Apollinaris for

anything more than a mere poetical figure,

his birth was attended by circumstances which
were thought to indicate his future exaltation.

His father, that he might be fitted for the

eminence to which it was expected he would
attain, had him carefully educated, and Sido-

nius records a circumstance illustrative of the

strength and courage which he early ac-

quired. While yet a lad, he killed by a blow
with a stone a hungry wolf wliich crossed

his path. He also distinguished himself in

the sports of the field, and Sidonius records
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his eminence in hunting and hawking. His
first public employment, while he was yet

very young, was as delegate from the Arver-
nians, his countrymen, to the Emperor Ho-
norius, in order to obtain a remission or di-

minution of the taxes, which their reduced
condition, from some calamities not ascer-

tained, rendered them unable to pay. The
passage in Sidonius which records this em-
bassy leaves it doubtful whether it was suc-

cessful; but the precocious ability of the

youthful delegate won the admiration of Con-
stantius, then the most powerful noble at the

court, and afterwards the colleague of Hono-
rius in the empire. Avitus next visited the

court of Theodoric I., King of the Visigoths,

at Tolosa or Toulouse, in order to see his

kinsman Theodoras or Theodore, who was in-

cluded among the hostages that the Gauls had
been compelled to give to the Visigoths. In
this visit he won the friendship of Theodoric,

by which he was enabled on future occasions

to serve his country. Sirmond supposes that

the Gallic hostages had been given at the

treaty which followed the siege of Aries by
the Visigoths, a.d, 425, in which case the visit

of Avitus to Toulouse must be placed in or

after that year.

Avitus served with distinction in the wars
of Aetius. Whether he accompanied him in

his campaigns against the Juthungi and No-
rici (a.d. 429, 430, 431) is not clear from the

expressions of Sidonius, though it is probable

that he did ; but he was certainly with him in

his campaign against the Burgundians in Bel-

gic Gaul (a.d. 435 or 436). Immediately upon
the close of the Burgundian war, hostilities

broke out with the Visigoths ; and a body of

Huns, which Count Litorius, a Roman gene-

ral, was leading to the relief of Narbo or Nar-
bonne, then besieged by the Visigoths, ravaged
Auvergne with great cruelty. Their ravages

led to an encounter between them and the

people of the country, in which Avitus dis-

tinguished himself by killing a Hun in single

combat. The Visigoths soon afterwards raised

the siege of Narbonne (a.d. 437), induced, if

we believe Sidonius, by the representations

and advice of Avitus, but probably influenced

by the success of Litorius in throwing in re-

inforcements and provisions.

Soon after this Avitus received the appoint-

ment of prefect of Gaul, which was endan-

gered by the success of the Visigoths, who,
under their King Theodoric, had defeated

Litorius at Toulouse and taken him pri-

soner. Peace was, however, made (a.d.

439), as Sidonius asserts, by the influ-

ence of Avitus ; but according to the Chro-
nicle of Prosper, after a battle of doubtful

issue, which had abated the pride of Theo-
doric. After his prajfecture, the duration of

which is not ascertained, Avitus returned to

private life; but he was soon again called

from his retirement, and was sent by Aetius

(a.d. 451) to Toulouse to engage Theodoric
VOL. IV.

to ally himself with the Romans against
Attila, who, with his Huns and a multitude
of other barbarians, was ravaging Gaul. His
embassy was successful: he induced the
Visigoths to give up their purpose of waiting
in their own country for the approach of the
Huns, and to join Aetius in marching against

them. Whether Avitus was present at the

battle of Chalons, fought the same year, is

not clear.

After the assassination of the Roman Em-
peror Valentinian III., Petronius Maximus,
who succeeded to the imperial throne, a.d.

455, raised Avitus to the rank of master of
the infantry and cavalry. This appointment
drew forth Avitus from the rural occupations
to which, after the war with the Huns, he had
returned. Sidonius compares his reappear-
ance in public affairs with the appointment
of Cincinnatus to the dictatorship, and ascribes

to it the almost immediate cessation of hos-

tilities on the part of the barbarians, who were
threatening Gaul on every side. The most
formidable enemy was Theodoric II. (son of
Theodoric I., who had fallen in the battle

of Chalons), now King of the Visigoths;
and Avitus, to induce him to make peace,

visited him at Toulouse, where he was re-

ceived with the greatest respect.

While Avitus was at Toulouse, the intelli-

gence was received of the sack of Rome by
Genseric, King of the Vandals (a.d. 455), and
of the death of Maximus. Theodoric imme-
diately urged Avitus to assume the vacant
purple. Sidonius makes Avitus listen mourn-
fully to the suggestion ; to which, however,
he yielded. It does not appear whether he was
proclaimed emperor at Toulouse or not ; but
on his return into the Roman part of Gaul, he
was proclaimed at Ugernum (Beaucaire) or

Aries, or both, by general consent of the no-
bility and troops of the province. At Aries
he was visited by Theodoric and his brothers,

to whom he gave an honourable reception as

the allies and supporters of his throne.

From Gaul Avitus, according to Sidonius,

marched into Pannonia, which he recovered,

after it had been long occupied by the bar-

barians, but the statement probably applies to

Noricum or some adjacent province. He
then went to Rome (which Genseric had by
this time quitted), where he was welcomed
by the people. He appears to have assumed
the consulship the year (a.d. 456) after his

accession, though his name does not appear
in some of the Fasti Consulares. The pane-

gyric of Sidonius probably was written to

celebrate his enti'ance upon his consulship.

One of his earliest steps was to solicit the

alliance of the Eastern Emperor Marcian,

which he obtained. He then sent an ambas-
sador. Count Fronto, to the Suevians in Spain,

who had invaded the Roman part of that

province, but the ambassador was sent back,

and the invasion continued. The Visigoths

also sent an ambassador to the Suevians,

Y
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but with like ill-success ; and Theodoric,
with the consent and by the direction of

Avitus, marched into Spain, defeated the

Suevian king Rechiarius, and having taken

him prisoner, put an end to the Suevian

kingdom (a.d. 456). Avitus himself had
meanwhile to repel the attack of the Van-
dals, with whom he had vainly endeavoured

to make a treaty, and who had sent to

Corsica a fleet of sixty vessels, designed

to attack either Gaul or Italy. There they

were destroyed by Coimt Ricimer, whom
Avitus had sent to secure Sicily, and who
came from that island to Corsica in pur-

suit of the invaders. Avitus despatched an
ambassador to his ally Theodoric, to convey
this intelligence and some " sacred presents ;"

and himself departed into Gaul, where he
visited Aries. Adrien Valois supposes that

he at this time visited Treves, and there

offered violence to the wife of Lucius, a
Roman of rank, who in revenge gave up the

city to the Franks: but there is reason to

think that the incident is of much earlier

date, and that Fredegarius Scholasticus, the

writer on whose authority {Sancti Gregorii
Turonensis Epitomata, c. 7) it rests, has
connected Avitus with it by mistake, naming
him, instead of Jovinus, an usui'per of
an earlier period. Avitus is charged by
Gregory of Tours with the desire of living

luxuriously, and with having thereby in-

curred the enmity of the senate. It is dif-

ficult exactly to understand what Gregory's
imputation amounts to ; and the enmity of
the senate may be sufficiently accounted for

by the intrigues of Ricimer, who had re-

solved on the deposition of the emperor.
Avitus, on hearing of his design, hastened
back into Italy, but was defeated by Ricimer,
and obliged to resign the empire. The Visi-

goths, who had promised to assist him, were
too much occupied in their war with the

Suevians to fulfil their engagement. The
deposition of Avitus occurred a.d. 456, ap-
parently about fourteen months after his

accession. He was almost immediately ap-

pointed Bishop of Placentia, either desiring

the appointment, in the hope that its sacred
character would protect him from his ene-

mies, or forced into it by his enemies, to

prevent his reassimiing any secular dignity.

Apprehensive of the violence of the Roman
senate, he left Placentia and set out for

Brioude in his native country, where he
hoped to find an asylum in the church of St.

Julian ; but dying on the road (a.d. 457), his

remains were carried to Brioude, and buried

in the church where, he had hoped to find

security.

Of the family of Avitus nothing certain

seems to be known except that he had one
daughter, Papianilla, married to Sidonius

Apollinaris. Some assign to him two other

daughters : one married to Ommatius, son of
Ruricius, Bishop of Limoges ; the other to I
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Tonantius Ferreolus, praetorian prsefect of
Gaul. They also speak of two sons ; Ecdicius,

a' count, and Isichius, a senator, afterwards
Bishop of Vienne, and father of St. Alcimus
Ecdicius Avitus ; but these particulars are re-

jected by some of the most competent judges.

Eckhel has noticed several medals of Avitus.

(Sidonius Apollinaris, Panegyricus Avito Aii-

gusto Socero dictus ; Gregorius Turonensis,
Historia Francorum, ii. 11, 21; Idatius,

Chronicon; Tillemont, Histoire des JEmpe-
renrs; Gibbon, Decline and Fail, Sec, c. 36

;

Bollandus and others, Acta Sanctorum, 5

Feb. {Be S. Avito). J. C. M.
AVFTUS, SAINT, Bishop of Vienne.

Alcimus Ecdicius Avitus was the son of Isi-

chius, or Isicius, or Hesychius, a Roman
senator of illustrious family, apparently a re-

sident at Vienne, and successor of St. Ma-
mertus in the bishopric of that city. Some
writers have regarded Isichius as a son of
the Emperor Avitus, but this is doubtful.

The wife of Isichius was named Audentia,
and by her he had four children : two sons,

the elder of whom, St. Apollinaris, became
bishop of Valence ; the younger, St. Avitus,

succeeded his father in the bishopric of
Vienne. The younger daughter, Fuscina,

was from her infancy devoted to a religious

life. Avitus speaks of himself as related to

Apollinaris, Bishop of Clermont, in Auvergne,
son of Sidonius Apollinaris, and grandson of
the Emperor Avitus ; which circumstance
may be thought to corroborate the opinion

that St. Avitus was also a descendant of that

emperor. Of the year of Avitus's birth

nothing certain is known, but as he was bap-
tized by St. Mamertus, it must have been
before his father's elevation to the bishopric,

which was in 477, or thereabout: and cir-

cumstances tend to show that it was long

before that time, and probably about the

middle of the century. The circumstance of

his baptism by St. Mamertus makes it likely

that he was a native of Vienne or the neigh-

bourhood. The place of his education is not

known, but is conjectured to have been
Vienne. He obtained great reputation for

learning.

He succeeded his father in the bishopric of
Vienne during the reign of the Emperor
Zeno, who died a.d. 491. Henschen, in the
" Acta Sanctorum," places his elevation to

the see in 490. In 494 he assisted in redeem-
ing the captives whom the Burgundians had
brought away in their incursions into the

north of Italy, and for whose deliverance

Theodoric, King of the Ostrogoths, had sent

St. Epiphanius, Bishop of Ticinum (Pavia),

into Gaul. .Vienne was at this time included

in the Burgundian dominions. When Clovis,

King of the Franks, determined to embrace
Christianity in what was deemed the orthodox

form, he was anxious to chei'ish the favour of

orthodox prelates beyond his own dominions,

and expressed his respect for Avitus by send-
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ing him notice of his intended baptism, which
was fixed for Christmas, a.d. 494. Avitus was
unable to be present, but after the ceremony
he sent to Clovis a congratulatory letter, still

extant.

The Burgundian kings Gundebadus or
Gondebaud, and Godegisilus or Godegisil,
professed the Arian faith; but Gondebaud
paid much respect to Avitus, and had fre-

quent conferences with him on points of
theology and ethics. Several letters of Avitus
to Gondebaud are extant, some of them of
considerable length. Gregory of Tours
affirms that Gondebaud secretly embraced
orthodox opinions, and sought to be anointed
by Avitus, but that prelate refused to comply
with his wish, unless Gondebaud would
openly renounce Arianism, which he refused
to do. The refutation of Arianism was in-

deed the great object of Avitus, which he
pursued in some works, of which we have
only extracts made by Florus of Lyon. He
wrote also against other opinions deemed
heretical, such as those of the Eutychians,
Nestorians, Photinians, and Bonosians; and
against Faustus, Bishop of Eiez, who was
suspected of Pelagianism. The refutation of
the Eutychians was undertaken (a.d. 512) at

the desire of Gondebaud, and in order to

preserve or deliver Anastasius I., Emperor of
the East, and his subjects, from that system
of belief.

In 499 Avitus took a leading part in a
conference between several leading Arians
and several orthodox bishops, held appa-
rently at Lyon in the presence of Gondebaud.
If we may trust an ancient but very partial

account of this conference, apparently by an
eye-witness (given in the " Spicilegium " of
D'Achery), Avitus completely silenced his

opponents, and converted a number of Arians
to the orthodox faith. Early in the sixth

century Avitus engaged in the dispute con-
cerning the validity of the election of Pope
Symmachus, whom he supported against the

anti-pope Laurentius or Laurence; and
afterwards assisted Hormisdas, who suc-

ceeded Symmachus (and was pope from 514
to 523), in healing the breach between
the Eastern and Western churches, owing to

the condemnation of the patriarch Acacius by
Symmachus.
The zealous exertions of Avitus against

Arianism resulted in the conversion of Sigis-

mund, son of Gondebaud, and his colleague
and afterwards successor on the Burgundian
throne. The conversion of Sigismund took
place before the death of Gondebaud, but it

is not clear at what time it was avowed. The
conversion of Sigiric, son of Sigismund, by
his first wife, daughter of Theodoric the Os-
trogoth, and the conversion of a daughter of
Sigismund by the same lady, are also ascribed
to Avitus. The discourse or homily of Avi-
tus on the occasion of Sigismund's profession

of orthodoxy, is mentioned with high praise
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by Agobard of Lyon, but is not extant. The
discourse on the conversion of Sigiric is enu-
merated among some discourses of Avitus
now lost. The conversion of Sigismund en-
abled Avitus to revive the assembling of
provincial councils, the discontinuance or un-
frequency of which he had lamented : and in
519, the year after the death of Gondebaud,
he summoned his fellow-prelates of the Bur-
gundian territory to a council at Epaon (Pa-
rochia Epaonensis), a locality not well ascer-
tained. Ceillier places the council in 515,
Avitus delivered a discourse at this council,
which is lost. Some have supposed that he
was one of the bishops who held a council at

Lyon almost immediately after that of Epaon,
to investigate a charge of incest against one
of King Sigismund's officers and favourites :

there is no proof, however, that Avitus was
there, though his brother Apollinaris was.
Avitus died on the 5th of February, 525, at
the age, it is supposed, of seventy-three or
four. Some authorities place his death seve-
ral years earlier.

The extant works of Avitus are given in
various collections of the Fathers of the
Church and of the ancient Latin poets. The
most complete collection is in ;the tenth vo-
lume of the " Bibliotheca Veterum Patrum"
of Gallandi. The collection comprehends

—

1. A collection of letters, ninety-three in
number, written by Avitus or by others to
him, including a letter from Pope Sym-
machus and four others first published by
Baluze. Some of these, especially those
to King Gondebaud, are of cousidei-able

length, and are in fact dissertations on
various points, chiefly of theology. 2. A
homily or discourse " De liogationibus."

3. Fragments of eight discourses or homilies.

4. Fragments of other minor works. 5. Po-
ems on subjects from the Pentateuch. 6. A
poem addressed to his sister Fuscina, " De
Consolatoria Laude Castitatis" (" In praise of
Celibacy"). 7. Fragments of a work " De
Divinitate Spiritus Sancti" (" On the divi-

nity of the Holy Spirit"). 8. A discourse on
the third Rogation week, first published in

the " Thesaurus Novus Anecdotorum" of
Martene and Durand, The poetry of Avi-
tus is considered good for the age in which it

is written. The poems on subjects from the
Pentateuch are in five books, the titles of
which are as follows :— 1. " De initio mundi"
(" Of the beginning of the world"). 2. " De
originali peccato" (" Of the original sin").

3. " De sententia Dei" (" Of the judgment
of God"). 4. "De diluvio mundi" ("Of
the drowning of the world"). 5. " De trans-

itu Maris Rubri" (" Of the passage of the

Red Sea"). The measure is hexameter. These
poems have been published separately and in

several collections, among others in that of
Maittaire, 2 vols. fol. 1713. (Bollaudus
and others. Acta Sanctorum, 5 Feb. ; His-
toire Litte'raire de la France, iii. 115, &c.

;

y2
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Ceillier, Anteurs Sacre's, xv. 389, &c. ; Du-
pin, Nouvelle Bihliotltcque des Anteurs Ec-
clesiastiques, 6me Siecle ; Gallandius (Gal-

landi), Prolegomena to the tenth vol. of his

Bihliotlieca Veterum Patrum.) J. C. M.
AVI'TUS, SAINT, Abbot of Mici, in or

near Orle'ans, in the fifth and sixth centuries.

Mabillon and others have supposed that there

were two saints of this name, contemporaries,

but Henschen considers that there was only

one. He was born in Auvergne, probably

near or at Aurillac. His education was in-

trusted to a priest eminent for his humility
;

and as he grew up he determined to embrace

a monastic life, and entered the monastery of

Menat in Auvergne, near Aurillac. After

some time he left this monastery, in company
with St. Carilephus, or St. Calais, another of

the monks, and joining the lately established

abbey of Mici, or St. Mesmin, near Orleans,

was, on the decease of its first abbot, Maxi-
min, chosen to succeed him. The desii^e of

Avitus was, however, for a more secluded

life ; and twice he left the abbey of Mici,

once before and once after his appointment

to the abbacy, and took up his abode, with

St. Carilephus, in solitary places. In their

second retirement they acquired such repu-

tation as to attract the notice of Childebert,

King of the Franks, who built a church and
a monastery in the place of their retreat.

Of this monastery, which followed the rule

of St. Antony and St. Paul, Avitus was supe-

rior; while St. Carilephus removed, and
fixed his abode at a place which afterwards

took its name (St. Calais) from him. Avitus

died, as Henschen thinks, about a.d. 527,

and was buried at Orle'ans. The 17th of

June is most commonly observed as his anni-

versary, but there is (or was) some difference

of usage in this matter. Many miracles are

ascribed to him. Gregory of Tours has re-

corded an incident in the life of this saint.

When Clodomire, or Chlodomir, son of Clo-

vis, was about to put to death the captive

Burgundian king Sigismund, or Sigimund,
with his wife and family (a.d. 524), he was
warned by Avitus, that if he killed them, he
would himself fall into the hands of his

enemies, and that his own wife and children

would suffer the same fate as he was about

to inflict on the wife and children of his

captive. Chlodomir very soon after fell in

battle, and two of his children were subse-

quently murdered by their uncles, Childe-

bert and Clotaire. (" Life of Avitus," by a

writer nearly coeval, in the Acta Sanctorum,

by Bollandus and others, 17th June, with

Henschen's notes; Gregorius Turonensis,

Historia Francorum, iii. 6.) J. C. M.
AVFTUS, SAINT, distinguished from the

other saints of the same name as " the Her-
mit," was born in what was afterwards known
as the district of Perigord, of a noble family.

He lived in the sixth century, a little later

than the St. Avitus just mentioned. He re-
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ceived a learned and religious education
;

and while yet young, served in the array of
Alaric II. King of the Visigoths, in the battle

of Vouille, or Vougle, near Poitiers, which
was fought against Clovis (a.d. 507), in
which battle Avitus was taken prisoner. Re-
duced by this calamity to a state of slavery,

he won by his good conduct the confidence
and favour of his master. He afterwards
obtained his release, and having conceived
himself called by a vision to preach the gospel,

he assumed the monastic habit at Bonneval
in the diocese of Poitiers. He did not, how-
ever, reside in the monastery, but withdrew
to a solitary place near it, where he practised

the strictest mortification, and, according to

the legend' from which these particulars

are taken, became eminent by the miracles
which he wrought. From Bonneval, after

a time, he removed to his native district of
Perigord, and constructed, in a desolate situa-

tion, a chapel and a cell, where he lived

forty years in great reputation for his sanc-

tity, and, according to the legend, for his

miracles. He died about a.d. 570, as Pape-
broch calculates, at the age probably of
above eighty. In the second volume of
" Gallia Christiana," pp. 1451-2 (second edit.

1715, seq.), a brief account of this saint is

given, in which he is described as fighting on
the side of Clovis in the battle of Vougle, and
as quitting the palace of Clovis for the monas-
tic life ; but we have followed in preference

the account in the " Acta Sanctorum." The
anniversary of St. Avitus the Hermit is kept
on the 1 7tli of June, the same day as that of
St. Avitus of Mici. (" Life of Avitus," in

the Acta Sanctorum of Bollandus and others,

June 1 7, with the introduction and notes of
Papebroch.) J. C. M.
AVITY, PIEEPvE D', or DAVITY,

PIERRE, a French writer, was born a.d.

1573, at Tournon in the Vivarais, on the river

Rhone. He was of a respectable family, and
allied to several of the nobility of the pro-

vince. His father was of the same name
with himself. He received his early educa-

tion in the Jesuits' college in his native town,

and acquired there a good knowledge of La-
tin and Greek, to which he afterwards added
a perfect acquaintance with the Italian and
Spanish languages. After leaving the col-

lege he went to Toulouse to study law ; but
having in self-defence taken the life of a
fellow-student who had quarrelled with him
and sought to kill him, he quitted Toulouse
and went to Paris. Why this circumstance
should have led to his quitting Toulouse is

not clear ; it was not through apprehension of
any judicial sentence, as his innocence was
solemnly recognised after an examination.

At Paris he acquired considerable reputation

in the circle of his acquaintance, by a jeu

d'esprit on some incident which had occurred

at court. It was entitled " La Lettre de la belle

Erocalie au grand roy Porus," and was origi-
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nally written by him in Spanish, and trans-

lated by him into French. It exhibited such
a familiarity with the Spanish tongue, that

many Spaniards asserted it to be the produc-
tion of some one of their countrymen. It is

not said whether it was printed or circulated

in manuscript. His Italian and French
verses were also much esteemed ; the latter

were published, and placed him (according
to his biographer) among the first poets of
his day. He wrote also with great facility in

prose, and the works which he composed or

translated amounted to several volumes. As,
however, they were published anonymously,
they were claimed by others who wished to

have the credit of their authorship. This
was the case with his great work " Estats et

Empires."
Considerable part of his life was passed in

military service, in which he rose to the rank
of captain of infantry. He was in the army
of the Statholder Maurice of Nassau, at the

siege of Rheinberg in 1606, and afterwards
served in the army of the Duke of Lesdi-
guieres. Constable of France, on the Italian

frontier. In 1630 he was engaged in the

relief of Casale, on the Po, besieged by the

Marquis Spinola with the Spanish army.
During the war or part of the war with
the Hugonots, under the administration of
Richelieu, in the reign of Louis XIII., he
maintained at his own charge some compa-
nies of infantry. He passed some of the in-

tervals of military service in travelling ; he
spent eight months of the year 1620 in Italy;

and in 1626 visited several considerable cities

of Germany. His purpose in these travels

was to accumulate materials for his " Estats et

Empires," a work on which he was engaged,
but left incomplete

;
part of the work had

been published during his lifetime, and part

was in the press at the time of his death. He
died at Paris, March, 1635, ofa disorder aggra-

vated by the infirmities of age, and the effects

of his bodily and mental exertions, aged sixty-

two years. He is styled in the title-page of

those of his works which were not anonymous,
M. Mont-martin or Seigneur de Montmartin,
and gentleman in ordinary of the King's bed-
chamber. He left one son, a minor, Claude
d'Avity, who wrote the dedication to the se-

cond edition of his " Estats et Empires." His
biographer speaks of him as eminent for his

piety, and mentions an incident illustrative of
his strict moral principles. He had, at the

request of a person of distinction, made " an
elegant prose translation" of the " Amores"
of Ovid ; but a friend, to whose revision he
submitted the manuscript, having told him
that he would corrupt the world by this trans-

lation, more than the poet had by the origi-

nal, he threw the translation into the fire,

" judging that a Christian could not without
guilt publish a work which had been the

cause or the pretext of the banishment of a
heathen."
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His works are as follows :—1. "Les Tra-
vaux sans Travail," a collection of tales and
miscellaneous pieces, which went through
three editions in the author's lifetime, 12mo.
Paris, 1599 and 1602, and Eouen, 1609. 2.

" Panegyric a Mr. Desdiguieres (Lesdiguieres)
Marechal de France," 8vo. Lyon, 1611. 3.

" Le Banissement des Folles Amours," a
moral treatise designed to repress licentious-

ness, 12mo. Lyon, 1618. 4. " Arret de mort
execute en la personne de Jean Guillot, Ly-
onnois, architecte, duement convaincu de
I'horrible calomnie par lui impose'e a ceux de
La Ivochelle," 8vo. Paris, 1624. 5. A work
in German, professedly translated from part

of a letter from M. Montmartin (D'Avity) to

M. Maisonneuve Montournois, having the

title of " Discovery of a fearful enterprise

falsely charged on the townsmen of La Ivo-

chelle," 8vo. 1624. 6. " Etat certain de
ceux de la Religion en France," 8vo. Paris,

1625. These works relate to the religious

strugglesof the reign of Louis XIII. 7. The
work on wliich he was engaged at the time

of his death, currently referred to by the

abridged title of " Estats et Empii-es ;" but
of which the full title is " Estats et Empires
du Monde, par D. T. U. Y." This at least

was the title of the first volume, published in

fol. 1626. The portions which were pub-
lished after the author's death appear to have
borne other titles. In the second edition,

which was revised by FranQois Ranchin, an
advocate of Montpellier, and published in

1643, the title of the first volume, which may
be regarded as the general title of the work,
is " Le Monde, ou la Description Ge'nerale

de ses Quatre Parties, avec tons ses Em-
pires, Royaumes, Estats, et Republiques."

This edition is in seven folio volumes. The
first volume contains a preliminary treatise

entitled " Discours Universel, " compre-
hending the natural history and philoso-

phy of the heavens and the earth, the natural

history of man, an account of customs, lan-

guages, the various forms of religion and
government, the monastic and military or-

ders, and ancient and modern heresies, with
a brief historical sketch of the successive ages

of the world. The subsequent volumes have
different titles indicative of their contents

:

as " Description Generale de I'Asie, premiere
partie du monde, avec tons ses Empires, Roy-
aumes, Estats, et Re'publiques." A volume
each is assigned to Asia, Africa, and America

;

Europe has three volumes. The work, which
came to a third edition in 1660, revised and
augmented by J. B. de Rocoles, Historiogra-

pher to the King, manifests extensive read-

ing ; and the successive editions of it, not-

withstanding its size, show the credit it ob-

tained. It was translated into Latin by
Louis Godefroi, under the title of " Archon-
tologia Cosmica," 3 vols. fol. Frankfort,

1649, The work is described in the "Biogra-

phic Universelle" as " a very ordinary compi-
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lation, but which, nevertheless, contained some
pieces which had not before appeared in the

French language, as the abridged history of

the kings of Persia after Mirkhond, which
Davity translated from Texeira." Some ac-

counts make the volume published in 1626

to have been a first edition of the whole
work ; we believe we have described it more
correctly as the first volume only ; apparently

the second was in the press at the time of

the author's death. 8. " Origines de tons les

Ordres Militaires et de Chevalerie de toute la

Chrc'tiente', par le Sieur T. V. Y. A." fol.

Paris, 1635. We believe this to have formed
part of his great work just mentioned, and,

from the date, it was probably the part that

was in the press at the time of his death. It

was included, says Fevret de Fontette, in

some of the subsequent editions of that work.
(^La Vie de Pierre Davity, in the first vol. of

Eocoles' edition of D'Avity's great work Le
Monde, on La Description Ge'ne'rale, &c.

1660; Le Long, Bihliotheque Historique de

la France, ed. Fevret de Fontelle ; Catalogue
des Livres Imprime's de la Bihliotheque du
Boy {Belles Lettres'), Paris, 1750; Bio-
graphie Universelle, " Davity, Pierre ;"

D'Avity, Works.) J. C. M.
AVOGA'DRO, ALBERTO, a native of

Vercelli, lived in the first half of the fifteenth

century, and was a dependant of the Floren-

tine chief, Cosmo de' Medici. He celebrated

the churches and other edifices erected by his

patron, in a rude and inelegant Latin poem
of two books, in elegiac verse, which was not

printed till it appeared in the twelfth volume
of Lami's " Delicia? Eruditorum," 1736

—

1744. (Mazzuehelli, Scrittori d'Italia.) W. S.

AVOGA'DRO, CAMILLO, a Milanese of

noble birth, published a small volmne of

Latin poems on the canonization of San Carlo
Borromeo, Milan, 1611, 4to., and an Oration,
*' De Studio Literario, prsecipue in artibus

liberalibus, restaurando," Milan, undated.

Some of his Latin poems are in the sixth

book of the Epigrams of Ignazio Albani.

Avogadro died in 1617.

There was an earlier Camillo Avogadro, or
" Camillus Advocatus," who was a native of

Brescia. To him, and to his father Matteo
Avogadro, Marius Nizolius acknowledges
himself to have been much indebted in the

preparation of his " Lexicon Ciceronianum,"
which was first published in 1535. (Argel-

lati, Bibliotheca Scriptorum Mediolanensiam,

i. 4, ii. 1931 ; Mazzuehelli, Scrittori d'Italia.)

W. S.

AVOGA'DRO, FAUSTINO. [Avogadro,
Lucia.]
AVOGA'DRO, GIRO'LAMO, a native of

Brescia, was the son of Ambrogio Avogadro,
who distinguished himself both as a jurist

and as a patriotic citizen in the first half of

the fifteenth century. Girolamo is known
only for an early edition of Vitruvius, which
is ascribed to him, under his Latinized name
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of " Hieronymus Advocatus," by Cardinal
Quirini. The assertion is made on the
strength of some complimentary expressions
contained in a letter addi-essed to Avogadro,
in 1486, by the philologer Joannes or Ange-
lus Britannicus, whom he patronized. No
one has ever seen this edition ; and it is now
quite certain that it does not exist. The ut-

most possible extent of Avogadro's services to

Vitruvius is, that he may in some way have
assisted in the preparation of the Editio

Princeps, edited by Joannes Sulpicius, and
published at Rome in or soon after 1480 : but
even this is merely matter of conjecture.

Britannicus, throughout the whole letter, ex-
aggerates so grossly the merits of his rich

and liberal patron, that he is likely enough to

have derived from something very trifling

his vague assertion, that it was owing to Avo-
gadro that a complete and accurate text of
Vitruvius was now in the hands of every one.

(Mazzuehelli, Scrittori d'Italia ; Fabricius,

Bibliotheca Latina, ed. Emesti, i. 484.) W. S.

AVOGA'DRO, GIUSEPPE, Count of
Casanova, was born at Vercelli in 1731, of
an ancient family. He lived the life of a
country gentleman, and published several

treatises on topics of rural economy, of which
the most recent appeared in 1810. The
principal of them are, a treatise on the cul-

tivation and irrigation of meadows, Vercelli,

1783, 8vo. ; and another on the cultivation

of flax, Vercelli, 1786, 8vo. Count Avo-
gadro was made chamberlain of the king
of Sardinia : he was governor of the depart-

ment of Vercelli during the occupation of
Piedmont by the French ; and he received

further honours under the empire. He died

at Vercelli in 1813. {Biographic Univer-

selle, Supplement.) W. S.

AVOGA'DRO, LUC FA, an Italian

poetess of the sixteenth century, was born at

Bergamo. She was a daughter of the Ca-
valier Giovanni Girolamo Albano, who after-

wards became a cardinal. She married the

Cavalier Faustino Avogadro of Brescia, a
gentleman whose name has found its way
into the list of modern Latin poets through
this w^himsical mistake, that he has been
said to be the author of a poem celebrating

his own memory. The poem, addressed to

his widow, and entitled " Epicedium Faustini

Advocati Equitis ad Luciam Albanam con-

jugem," is in Gruter's " Delicise Italorum

Poetarum," part i. pp. 1—4. It was really

written by Giannantonio Taglietti. Lucia's

husband died at Ferrara, in 1568; and she
herself is supposed not to have survived the

end of that year. She is praised by the ob-

scure poet Amigio, and by a more illustrious

friend, Torquato Tasso. Her only poetical

remains are a few verses, in two collections

of her own times ; Ruscelli's " Rime di diversi

eccellenti Autori Bresciani," Venice, 1553,

1554, 8vo. ; and the "Rime in morte d' Irene

da Spilimbergo," 1561. From the latter of
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these volumes is taken a specimen quoted by
Crescimbeni. (Mazzuchelli, Scrittori d'Italia

;

Crescimbeni, Istoria della Volgar Poesia, iv.

96.) W. S.

AVOGA'DRO, NE'STORE DIONI'GI,
a nobleman of Novara, lived in the fifteenth

century. Having become a Franciscan friar,

he is usually called by his conventual name,
and known as Father Nestor Dionysius
Novariensis. He attached himself to classical

philology, and composed a Latin Lexicon,
which is described by Fabricius as a w^ork
not to be despised, if we take into account the
age in which it was written. Schottgen says
it is remarkable for its references to authors
very little known. It was dedicated to Lodo-
vico Sforza; but the dedication must have
been written before Lodovico became Duke
of Milan, if Mazzuchelli be correct in say-
ing that the author speaks of Sixtus IV. as
still alive. Sixtus died in 1483. The oldest
known edition of the Lexicon, which, how-
ever, is described in the colophon as being
the second, is that of Venice, 1488, fol. Sub-
sequent editions are those of Milan, 1493,
fol.; Paris, 1496, fol.; Venice, 1496, fol.;

Strassburg, 1502, fol.; Venice, 1506, and
Strassburg, 1507, fol. In the last of these
editions, revised by Joannes Tacuinus de Tri-
dino, there are inserted several philological

treatises by Father Nestor Dionysius. (Maz-
zuchelli, Scrittori d'Italia ; Fabricius, Bib-
liotheca Mediae et InfimcB Latinitatis, Padua,
1754, 4to., V. 97, 98.) W. S.

AVOGA'DRO, PIE'TRO, a clever Italian

painter of Brescia, who lived in the earlier

part of the eighteenth century ; the date of
his birth and death are vmknown. He was
the scholar of Pompeo Ghiti of Brescia, but
chose the principal Bolognese masters as his

models, with whose qualities he combined,
says Lanzi, somewhat of the colouring of
Venice. He was correct in his drawing,
graceful in his foreshortenings, judicious in

his compositions, and an agreeable harmony
of effect prevails in all his works : his mas-
terpiece is perhaps the Martyrdom of Santi

Crispino and Crispiniano in the church of
San Giuseppe at Brescia. Avogadro, says
Lanzi, holds in the opinion of many the first

place after the three great painters of Brescia

:

these are Alessandro Bonvicino^ called II

Moretto di Brescia ; Lattanzio Gambara, and
Girolamo Savoldo, known in Venice as Giro-
lamo Bresciauo. (Lanzi, Storia Pittorica,

&c.) R. N. W.
AVOGA'DRO, RAMBALDO DEGLI

AZZONI. [AzzoNi.]
AVOGA'DRO, or AVVOCA'TI, VIN-

CENZO MARI'A, born at Palermo in 1702,
became a Dominican friar, and taught theo-

logy in the seminary of Girgenti. He
was the author of a work in two books,
" De Sanctitate Librorum qui in Ecclesia

Catholica consecrantur," which enjoyed in

its day some fame among the theologians
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of Italy. Book i. "Pra^paratio Biblica,"
appeared at Palermo, 1741, fol.; book ii.

" Demonstratio Biblica," Palermo, 1742, fol.

(Mazzuchelli, Scrittori d'Italia; Lombard!,
Letteratura Italiana del Secolo XVIII. i

239.) W. S.
AVOGA'RO, RAMBALDO DEGLI

AZZONI. [AzzoNi.]
AVONDA'NO or AVONTA'NO,

PIE'TRO ANTO'NIO, a violin player and
composer, born at Naples, is known by his
two operas, " Berenice " and " II Mondo
nella Luna," an Oratorio, "Gioa, Re di
Guida," and various solos and duets for violin
and violoncello, of which six were printed at

Paris in 1777. (Fetis, Biographic Universelle
des Miisiciens.') E. T.
AVONMORE, VISCOUNT. [Yelver-

TON.]
AVONT, PIETER VAN, a painter,

etcher, and printseller of Antwerp, where he
lived in the middle ofthe seventeenth century.
He painted figure-pieces, such as landscapes
with figures from sacred history or heathen
mythology ; and he added also the figures in

some of the pictures of David Vinckenbooms
and of Velvet Breughel. His pictures are
scarce and highly esteemed, as are also his
etchings, which are few, and exclusively from
his own designs. There are however many
prints after him by other masters : W. Hollar
engraved several. Avont was proprietor and
publisher of some of the thirteen plates of
landscapes which Hollar engraved after Van
Artois, from 1644 until 1651 inclusive.

Heineken gives a numerous list of prints

after the works of this artist. (Heineken,
Dictionnaire des Artistes, &c. ; Huber,
Manuel des Amateurs, &c. ; Von Mechel,
Tableaux de Vienne.^ R. N. W.
AVONTA'NO. [AVONDANO.]
AVOSA'NI, ORFE'O, a composer of the

seventeenth century, was organist at Viadana,
a small Mantuan town, and published the
following works:— 1. "Missa a tre voci,"

Venice, 1645. 2. " Salmi." 3. " Compieta
concertata a cinque voci." (Walther, Lexi-
con.') E. T.
AVOST, JE'ROME D', born at Laval

in Brittany, in 1558 or 1559, held an employ-
ment in the household of Margaret of France,
first wife of Henry IV. He translated from
the Italian of Lodovico Domeniclii a comedy,
" Les deux Courtisannes," and the " Jerusa-
lem" of Tasso. He is also the author of the

following works :—1. " Les Amours d'Ismene
et de la chaste Ismine ecrits premierement
en grec par Eustathius ; traduits du grec en
Italien par Lelio Carassi, et de I'ltalien en
Fran9ais par d'Avost," Paris, 16mo, 1582. 2.

" Dialogues des graces et excellences de
I'homme et de ses miseres et disgraces, trad,

de rital. d'Alphonse Colombet," 8vo., 1583.

3. *' Poesies de Hierome d'Avost de Laval, en
faveur de plusieurs illustres et nobles per-

sonnes," Paris, Svo. 4. " Essais sur les son-
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nets du divin Petrarque, avec quelques autres

poesies de I'invention de I'auteur," Paris,

8vo. 1584. 5. "Des Quatrains de la vie et de

la mort," Paris. (Adelung, Supplement to Jo-

cher,'^Z/^. Gclelirten-Lexicon ; Abbe Goujet,

Bihlioth. Franc, vol. vii. p. 318; De Percel,

Bihiioth des Romans, vol. ii., p. 13 ;
Biogra-

plde Universelle.) A. H.

AVKIGNY, CHARLES-JOSEPH
LCEILLARD D', was born in the island of

Martinique, about the year 1760. He was
sent at an early age to France, and received

his education at Montpellier; but whether

with a view to any profession is uncertain.

A circumstance which occurred to him in

his eighteenth year in all likelihood deter-

mined the course of his future life. He
wrote a poem " On the Prayer of Patroclus

to Achilles," the subject for that year of the

annual prize of the French Academy. For
some reason not exactly known, no successful

candidate was named ; but the Academy, in

their report, declared D'Avrigny's verses

worthy of honourable mention.

Not long afterwards D'Avrigny removed
to Paris, where he married Mademoiselle

Regnault, at that time one of the most ad-

mired singers of the Opera Comique ; and
this connection induced him to attempt dra-

matic composition. The French revohition

soon broke out, but, in spite of its horrors,

the theatres of Paris were as crowded as

before. D'Avrigny wrote operas for the

establishment to which his wife belonged,

and vaudevilles for the minor theatres ; occa-

sionally diversifying these labours by the

composition of hymns and odes for the repub-

lican festivals of the period. In 1801 he
contributed to Michaud's work on Mysore
the sketch which it contains of the origin

and progress of British power in India, an
elegant and vigorous essay, which has led

French critics to regret that he did not turn

his attention exclusively to history. His

dramatic pieces were tolerably successful,

but have long ceased to be acted ; only one

of them was ever printed, a little afterpiece

called "La Lettre" (Paris, 1795), which it is

said the old playgoers of Paris still remem-
ber with pleasure.

Under the empire, D'Avrigny, besides be-

ing a censor of the press, held a high and
lucrative appointment in the bureau of the

minister of marine. Poetry was now no
longer the business of his life, but he con-

tinued to cultivate it as the amusement of his

leisure hours. In 1807 he published " Le
Depart de la Peyrouse, ou la Navigation mo-
derne," a poem which the " Biographic Uni-
verselle" strangely praises as a happy imita-

tion of Cicero's " Dream of Scipio," in his

" Tusculans." Avrigny wrote also, with

the assiduity of a self-constituted laureate,

triumphal odes on the victories of Napo-
leon ; and he began an epic on the conquest

of Mexico by Cortes, of which only a single
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episode entitled " Marina" was completed.
All these are contained in his " Poesies Na-
tionals" (Paris, 1812), to which he prefixed
the motto of " Celebrare domestica facta."

At the Restoration D'Avrigny lost his situa-

tion in the marine, and his censorship was
limited to the revision of dramatic pieces, a
task which he performed with great delicacy

and to the satisfaction of the irritable class

with which he had to deal. On the 4th of
July, 1819, he appeared once more in the

literary world, as the author of "Jeanne
d'Arc a Rouen," a tragedy, which was per-

formed with great applause at the The'atre

Frangais. In the course of the following

year he was made chevalier of the Legion of
Honour. Subsequently, on several occasions,

he struggled to be made a member of the

Academy, but he never obtained this dis-

tinction. D'Avrigny died of apoplexy, on
the 17th of September, 1823. {^Fncyclope'die

des Gens du Monde; Biograplne des Contem-
porains; Biographie Universelle ; Querard,
La France Litteraire.^ G. B.
AVRIGNY, HYACINTHE ROBIL-

LARD D', a French Jesuit, was born at

Caen, in the year 1675. He took the vows
of his order in 1G91, studied in a college of
Jesuits, and became at length professor of
the " Humanities," in what college is not
clear, but probably at Alen^on. His consti-

tution, naturally delicate, suffered from the

severe duties of his professorship; and, by
command of his superiors, he exchanged this

office for the post of procurator of the college.

Besides a care for his health, his superiors

were perhaps actuated by an additional and
more powerful motive in withdrawing him
from his professorship. With the sagacity of
members of their order, they discerned in

him at this time those mental qualities which
he afterwards displayed in his writings. A
spirit of fearless investigation and a judg-

ment which disdained the shackles of eccle-

siastical authority were never much admired
by the Jesuits in any man, and least of all in

an instructor of youth. D'Avrigny's new
office was less dignified than his professor-

ship, but, being almost a sinecure, left the

gi-eater part of his time at his own disposal.

His favourite study was history, both eccle-

siastical and civil ; and the fruit of his leisure

exists in two works, which, although pub-
lished, have not come down to us unimpaired
from the hand of their author. The titles of
these are— 1 .

" Me'moires chronologiques et

dogmatiques pour servir a I'Histoire eccle-

siastique, depuis 1600 jusqu'en 1716, avec
des Reilexions et des Remarques . critiques,"

4 vols. 12mo.; without the name of the au-

thor, and without imprint, but first pi'inted

at Paris, in the year 1720. Reprinted at

Lyon and Rouen, and a second edition printed

in 1739. 2. " Memoires pour servir a I'His-

toire universelle de I'Europe, depuis 1600
jusqu'en 1716," 4 vols. (Amsterdam or Paris),
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1725, 12mo. ; Paris, 1731, 12mo. ; a new edi-

tion, with additions and corrections by Father
Griifet, 5 vols. Paris, 1757, 12mo. Neither
of these works was published during the life

of the author. Of the former it is said that

upon its completion he lent the MS. to a
friend, a member of his own order, who,
finding in it some startling revelations re-

specting the Jesuits, immediately submitted
it to the inspection of his superiors, who re-

solved that it could not be printed without
much suppression and alteration, and Father
Lallemant was ordered to revise and prepare
it for the press. The expression of their

opinion was conveyed to D'Avrigny, as it

may be supposed, in no very mild or mea-
sured terms ; and, with a frame already atte-

nuated by sickness, the mortification which
he experienced hurried him to his grave. He
died either at Quimper or AlenQon, in the

year 1719.

D'Avrigny's reputation as an historian is

deservedly high. His works, even mutilated

as we possess them, are evidently the pro-

ductions of a cultivated and vigorous mind.
Impartiality and candour are apparent
throughout; they abound in curious anec-

dotes and philosophical reflections ; the nar-

rative is well sustained, and the author's style

not without grace. It is much to be regretted

that a century and sixteen years of civil and
ecclesiastical history, from the pen of an au-

thor evidently competent for his task, should
not have escaped the scissors of his ecclesias-

tical censor. Of the " Memoires pour servir

a I'Histoire universelle," which underwent
the same revision as the ecclesiastical me-
moirs, the Abbe Artigny assures us that the

original MS. contained a complete narrative

of the mysteries of the War of the Succession,

in which the French were so shamefully
beaten ; besides many other curious revela-

tions which are not in the printed work. It

may be mentioned also that the work as we
possess it justifies the cruelties exercised to-

wards the Protestants of the Palatinate, al-

though the author himself really stigmatized

them as opposed to the spirit of Christianity.

Notwithstanding the mutilated shape in

which they were published, the ecclesiastical

memoirs were condemned three several times

:

first, at Eome, by a decree dated the 2nd of

September, 1727; afterwards, in a pastoral

letter of M. de Tourouvre, Bishop of Eodez,
on the 19th of June, 1728 ; and finally, in the
" Assertions Dangereuses" of the parliament
of Paris, in 1762. (Moreri, Dictionnaire
Historique ; Gachet d'Artigny, Nouveaux
Memoires d'Histoire, de Critique, et de Lit-
terature, vol. i. 463—465 ; Le Long, Bihlio-

theque Historique, vol. i. 329, vol. ii. 612;
Sioqraphie Universelle.) G. B.
AVEIL, JEAN, Sieur de la Eoche, and

Prior of Corze, a French poet of the six-

teenth century, was a native of Pont-de-Cey,
near Angers. His only publications were
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some occasional verses, among which were—" Eegrets sur la Eupture de la Paix, I'an

1568," and "Ode sur les Victoires obtenues

par Monseigneur le Due d'Anjou," both of

which were printed together in 1570. In

1578 he published also " Le Bienveignement

a Monseigneur entrant en Anjou," a poem
intended as a welcome to the Duke of Anjou,

whom he had probably secured as a patron.

Avril translated from the Latin into French
verse the first two books of the " Zodiac" of

Manzoli ; but the success of Scevole de Sainte-

Marthe's imitations of that writer deterred

Avril from making his performance public.

La Croix du Maine tells us that Avril was
living at Angers at the time he wrote, 1584

;

and nothing further is known of his history.

(La Croix du Maine and Du Verdier, Bib-

liotheques Francoises, ed. Juvigny, i. 445.)

J. W.
AVEIL, JEAN JACQUES, the name of

two distinguished French engravers, father

and son.

The elder was bom at Paris in 1 744, ac-

cording to Joubert; Brulliot says 1736,

probably from Huber ; but as Avril died as

recently as 1832, the later date, 1744, is more
probably correct.

He studied originally architecture, but de-

cided eventually upon engraving, and became
the pupil of J. G. Wille. His works amount
to five hundred and forty, and many of them
are of large dimensions : they are executed

with great taste and technical skill, and his

subjects are well chosen. They are marked
with his name or initials.

Among his best plates are the following, of

ten after Lebarbier:—the Horatii and Cu-
riatii, Penelope and Ulysses, Coriolanus and
Veturia, Lycurgus, Virginia and Icilius, and
Cincinnatus receiving the ambassadors of

Eome; the last two were exhibited in the

Louvre in 1804. Also the following, after

other masters :—four marine landscapes after

J. Vernet ; Ste. Genevieve, after C. Vanloo

;

the Taking of Coui-tray, after Vandermeulen

;

the Passage of the Ehine, after Berghem

;

the family of Darius, and the Death of Me-
leager, after Le Brun ; the Eaising of Lazarus,

after Le Sueur; the Journey, in 1787, of

Catherine IL of Eussia, and the Accession of

Alexander L, after Demeys, ordered by the

Emperor Alexander L ; besides many after

Eubens, N. Poussin, Albani, and others,

several of which were for the Muse'e of Eo-
billard and Sauveur.

Avril was a member of the French Academy
of Painting, &c. ; his reception-piece was a

plate of Study attempting to stay Time, after

Menageot; the same piece was also Mena-
geot's reception-picture into the Academy.
The younger Avril was born at Paris,

according to Gabet, in 1771, and was the

pupil of his father. He obtained, in 1804,

the second great prize given by the National

Institute, for line engraving ; and he has eu-
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graved many excellent plates. In 1810 a
gold medal was awarded to him for a plate

which he exhibited of the Woman of Cana,
after Drouais, La Canane'enne ; it forms a

companion to his father's print ofthe Birth of

Samson, after Gauffier. He engraved up-

wards of thirty plates for the Musee of Ro-
billard and Laurent. He died, according to

Nagler, who does not give his authority, in

1831. (Huber, Manuel des Amateurs, &c.

;

Joubert, Manuel de VAmateur d'Estampes;
Brulliot, Dictionnaire des Monograynmes, &c.

;

Uiographie Universelle, Suppl. ; Gabet, Dic-
tionnaire des Artistes, &c. ; Nagler, JVeues

Allgemeines Kiinstler- Lexicon.') R. N. W.
AVRIL, PHILIPPE, a French Jesuit,

was professor of philosophy and mathematics
in the college of Louis le Grand at Paris, in

the latter half of the seventeenth century,

about which time many Jesuit missionaries

were flocking into China. Their usual route

was by sea ; but at the suggestion of Father
Verbiest, a distinguished missionary long resi-

dent at Pekin, the superiors of the order were
inclined to adopt in preference the overland
journey by way of Tartary. First, however,
they resolved to dispatch a competent person
to determine how far this might be safe and
practicable. Father Avril was selected for

the task ; and he accordingly left Paris in the

year 1684, for Marseille, where he was joined

by a priest who wished to accompany him on
the expedition. From Marseille they pro-

ceeded to Rome, where Avril's companion
was admitted into the Society of Jesuits,

and they embarked together, on the 1 3th of

January, 1685, at Leghorn, in a French ves-

sel bound for Alexandretta, otherwise called

Scauderoon. On their arrival at Aleppo, the

superior of the Asiatic mission retained Avril's

friend, and Avril proceeded alone through
Kurdistan to Armenia, where he remained
for eight months at Erzerum, studying the

Armenian and Turkish languages. He then
proceeded to the Caspian Sea, and crossing it,

arrived at Astrakhan, with the view of join-

ing a caravan of Russian merchants who
were about to travel to Samarcand. The
news, however, of a war between the Usbeck
and Calmuck Tartars led Avril to abandon
this project. He learned subsequently that a
caravan of Chinese merchants had arrived at

Moscow, and, as it was to return in the

course of the ensuing winter, he resolved to

accompany it. Having with some difficulty

obtained a pass from the governor of Astra-

khan, he reached Moscow, where he found
the merchants to be Tartars, and not Chi-
nese ; but his further progress was altogether

prevented by the refusal of the Russian go-

vernment to permit him to travel through
their territory towards the East. He now
travelled to Grodno in Poland, where he
renewed an acquaintance with a certain

Count de Syri, who had formerly befriended

him at Astrakhan. The count, at the sug-
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gestion^ of Avril, applied to the French go-
vernment for the appointment of ambassador
from the King of France to the Emperor of
China. He succeeded in obtaining this ap-

pointment, and it was arranged that Avril
should accompany him. They accordingly
started from Grodno with the intention of
travelling together to Moscow. An accident,

however, detained Avril on the road, and the

count arrived at Moscow some days before

his companion. On the arrival of Avril at

Moscow, he received the mortifying intelli-

gence that the Russian authorities had com-
pelled the count to proceed alone on his

journey. Having in vain requested permis-
sion to overtake him, Avril proceeded to

Warsaw, and was enabled, through the kind-

ness of Prince Jablonowski, to reach Con-
stantinople by way of Moldavia. Here he
was seized;' with a spitting of blood, which
was supposed to be incurable, and he found
himself compelled to relinquish his mission

and return to France. He landed at Toulon
on the 30th of September, 1690, and in 1692
published an account of his travels, entitled
" Voyages en divers etats d'Europe et d'Asie,"

Paris, 1692, 4to., and 1693, 12mo. : there is

also an English version, printed at London,
1693. This work contains many curious facts,

and is on the whole a useful book of travels.

The death of Avril is supposed to have taken

place shortly after the publication of his tra-

vels. {Biographie Universelle, Supplement;
Avril, Votiages, Sec.) G. B.
AVRILLON, JEAN BAPTISTE E'LIE,

a monk of the order of Minims, also called,

in France, Bons-Hommes, was born at Paris

in the year 1652. After going through the

regular course of study, he made his pro-

fession on the 3rd of January, 1671, in the

convent of the Minims of Nigeon. By the

advice of his superiors, he prepared himself

for the duties of a preacher, for which he was
well qualified by great natural eloquence.

He commenced his career in the year 1676,

and continued it with great and uninterrupted

success until 1728, the year preceding his

death, which took place at Paris, on the 16th

of May, 1729. His works are— 1. " Re'-

flexions theologiques, morales et affectives, sur

les attributs de Dieu, en forme de Meditations,

pour chaque jour du mois," Paris, 1705,

12mo. ; and again, 1754, 12mo,, "Avecune
preface sur les perfections et les noms de
Dieu." 2. " L'Annee affective ; ou, Senti-

mens sur I'Amour de Dieu, tire's du Cantique
des Cantiques pour chaque jour de I'annee,"

Paris, 1707, 12mo. This work has passed

through several editions ; the more recent are

Paris, 1813; Avignon, 1820; Paris, 1823
and 1824, 12mo. 3. "Reflexions, Sentimens

et pratiques "sur la divine enfance de Je'sus

Christ, tirees de TEcriture et des Peres,"

Paris, 1709, 12mo. 4. " Meditations et Sen-

timens sur la sainte Communion pour servir

de preparation aux personnes de piete qui
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s'en approchent souvent," Paris, 1713; and
again in 1723, 12mo. Querard states erro-

neously that the first edition was published
in 1729. The most recent editions are, Paris,

1814 and 1822, 12mo. 5. " Ketraite de dix
jours pour les personnes consacrces a Dieu,
et pour celles qui sont engage'es dans le

moude," Paris, 1714, 12mo. 6. " Conduite
pour passer saintement les octaves de I'Ascen-

sion, de la Pentecote, du Saint-Sacrement et

de I'Assomption," Paris, 1723, also in 1724;
Lille and Paris, 1820, 12mo. Several other

editions have also been printed of this work.
7. " Sentimens sur 1'Amour de Dieu, ou les

trente Amours sacres, pour chaque jour du
mois," Paris, 1737, 12mo. Recent editions,

Avignon, 1823, and Paris, 1824, 12mo. 8.

" Sentimens sur la dignite de I'ame, la neces-

sity de I'adoration, les avantages des afilic-

tions, et sur 1'abandon de Dieu, ouvrage
posthume," Paris, 1738 and 1783, 12mo.
9. " Traite de 1'Amour de Dieu a I'e'gard des
hommes et de I'amour du prochain," Paris,

1740 and 1786, 12mo. 10. " Pensees sur

diffe'rens sujets de morale, avec un avertisse-

ment contenant un abrege 'de la vie de
I'Auteur [by the Abbe Goujet]," Paris, 1741,

12mo. 11. " Commentaire affectif sur le

Psaume Miserere, pour servir de preparation

alamort," Paris, 1747, 12mo. 12. "Com-
mentaire aifectif sur le grand Pre'cepte de
rAmour de Dieu," 12mo., also Paris, 1785,

12mo. 13. " Conduite pour passer sainte-

ment le temps de I'Avent," 12mo., also Lille

and Paris, 1820, 12mo. 14. "Conduite pour
passer saintement le temps du CaremCj'ou Ton
trouve pour chaque jour une pratique sur

I'E'vangile du jour." Recent editions, Lille

and Paris, 1820, 12mo., and Paris, 1836, 8vo.

Le Long, in a note to the first edition of his
" ,Bibliotheque Historique de la France," p.

850, attributes to Avrillon a work entitled
" Gene'alogie de la Maison de Fontaine-Soliers

issue de la Case Solare, Souveraine d'Aste en

Piemont," Paris, 1680, 4to. This note, how-
ever, is expunged from the last edition of Le
Long by Fevret de Fontette. (Moreri, Dic-
tionnaire Historique, ed. Drouet ; Journal des

Savans, for 1705, 1713, 1737, &c. ; Richard
and Giraud, Bibliotheque Sacre'e ; Querard,

La France Litte'raire.^ J. W. J.

AVRILLOT, BARBE, better known by
the name of Acarie, which was that of her

husband, was born at Paris, on the first of

February, 1565. When she had arrived at

the age of fourteen or fifteen years, she was
very desirous to enter a convent. Her pa-

rents, however, would not comply with her
wisheSjtand in the year 1582 she married
Pierre Acarie, Maitre des Comptes of Paris,

one of the most active partisans of the League.
In the year 1594 Paris submitted to Henry
IV., and M. Acarie, being compelled to quit

the city, left his wife with six children in a
state of the greatest embarrassment : he was
deeply in debt, and had moreover many poli-
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tical enemies : all his goods were seized, even
to the plate from which Madame Acarie was
eating her dinner, at the time the seizure was
made. She bore her misfortunes with great
magnanimity, and, having placed her children
in safe asylums, exerted herself with great
skill and success in the arrangement of her
husband's afiairs. Her reputation for piety

was very great, and violent spasmodic attacks,

to which she was subject, being declared by
the priests whom she consulted to be Divine
visitations of a spiritual nature, her influence

daily increased. She exerted it in bringing
about the reform which at that time took
place in many of the monasteries. The es-

tablishment of the reformed Carmelites of
France is due to her exertions, in conjunc-
tion with those of the Cardinal de Berulle,

whom she also assisted in the foundation of
the Congregation de I'Oratoire. She took
upon herself the erection of the first monas-
tery of the reformed Carmelites, situate in

the faubourg St.-Jacques ; and induced her
friend Madame Sainte-Beuve to establish

the monastery of the Ursulines in the same
faubourg. In the year 1613 she became a
widow, and entered the order of reformed
Carmelites, by the name of Marie de 1' Incar-

nation. She passed her novitiate and took
the vows at Amiens, where, shortly after-

wards, she was elected superior, but declined

the dignity, and retired to the monastery of
Pontoise, which had likewise been founded
by her. Here she died, on the 18th of April,

1618. According to the " Bibliotheca Car-
melitana," she wrote five works in French,
the Latin titles of which are given as follow :—1. "De Cautelis adhibendis in vitse statu

deligendo." 2. " De idonea ad primam com-
munionem prseparatione." 3. " De vita inte-

riori," 4. " Centum circiter Monita spiri-

tualia." 5. "Vera Exercitia, omnibus ani-

mabus, quae vitam ejus consequi desiderant,

utilia." Paris, 1622, 24mo. Her life has
been written by several persons. The first

author was Du Val, who, in 1621, published
his account at Paris, occupying 818 octavo

pages. The last was by the Abbe J. B. A.
Boucher, printed at Paris, in 1800, in two
volumes, 8vo. Marie de ITncarnation was
a woman of sincere piety and most exem-
plary in all the relations of life : it is there-

fore the more to be regretted that the several

accounts of her life should be disfigured by
details of miracles, sometimes all but blas-

phemous.
One of her daughters, Marguerite, en-

tered the order of Barefooted Carmelites,

and took the name of Marguerite du Saint

Sacrement. She was born at Paris, on the

6th of March, 1590, and made her profession

on the 18th of March, 1607. In 1615 she

became superior of the convent of Tours, and
in 1618 was elected prioress. In 1624 she

was elected prioress of the convent of Car-

melites of the Rue Chafon at Paris. She
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appears to have suffered a good deal of per-

secution from lier order, probably because

she was a strict discipliuarian. Her death

took place on the 24th of May, 1G60. Her
Life has been written by Trouson de Cheue-

viere, Paris, 1690, 8vo. She is said to have

been the author of two works, in French, the

titles of which are given in Latin, in the

" Bibliotheca Carmelitana," viz. :— 1. "De
modo Christiane et religiose vivendi," Lyon,

1688, 12mo. 2. " Consilia Spiritualia,"

printed in Tronson's Life of her. (Mordri,

Dictionnaire Historique, edit. 1759, art.

" Acarie" and " Marie ;" Picot, Memoirespour

servir a I'Histoire Ecclesiastique pendant le

Vix-hidtieme Siecle, iii. 184, 185 ; Henrion,

Histoire des Ordres Religieux, 162 ;
Villiers

a S. Stephano, Bibliotheca Carmelitana, ii.

335, 336, 344, 345 ; Journal des Savans,

1690, p. 172, 173.) J. W. J.

AVUDRA'HAM, or ABUDRA'HAM,
R. DAVID (Dn-nni< nn n) ben Jo-
seph BEN DAVID, a Jewish divine and

astronomer of Seville. He lived in the early

part and middle of the fourteenth century,

and was a disciple of R. Moi'decai of Pro-

vence, and of R. Jacob ben Asher, the cele-

brated author of the " Arbah Turim." His

principal work is " Perush al Tephilloth Col

Hashana" ("A Commentary on the Daily

Prayers for the whole year"), which is, how-
ever, better known by the title " Avudraham,"
being generally so called after the surname

of the author. It has gone through several

editions, which not only contain the commen-
tary on the prayers, but also the astronomical

treatises of the author, which are—" Sedir

Huhibbur" (" The Order of the Intercala-

tion"), which he wrote at Seville, a.m. 5101

(a.d. 1341), the commentary on the " Te-

philloth" having been completed in the pre-

vious year ; and 2, " Shahar Hattekuphoth"

("The Gate of the Tekuphoth," the sol-

stices and equinoxes). The " Avudraham"
was first printed at Lisbon, a.m. 5249 (a.d.

1489), folio. This edition is, however, ex-

tremely rare : a very full description of it is

given by De Rossi, who possessed a copy of

it, in his " Annales Hebrajo-Typographici,

Sec. XV." The second edition was printed

at Constantinople, a.m. 5274 (a.d. 1514).

This edition is in the Oppenheimer col-

lection: it was also printed at Venice, by

M. A. Justiniani, a.m. 5306 (a.d. 1546),

4to. ; and at the same place, by Jo. de

Gara, a.m. 5330 (a.d. 1570), 4to. ; and

finally, at Amsterdam, by R. Moses of

Frankfort, a.m. 5486 (a.d. 1726), 8vo. The
" Siphte Jeshenim" cites an edition printed

at Venice, a.m. 5326 (a.d. 1566), 4to. ; but

this is probably that of Jo. de Gara, of a.m.

5330. There are manuscripts of this work
in the library of R. Oppenheimer, and among
those of Dr. R. Huntington, both in the Bod-

leian. It is described in the latter as a

literal, and sometimes moral and analytical
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commentary on the Jewish morning and
evening prayers, as well as those for the Sab-

bath and festivals, with short and clear direc-

tions for the order of the " Parashoth" and
" Haphtaroth, " or daily lessons from the

law and the prophets ; with two astronomical

tables, one being a perpetual calendar, for

seven ordinary years and as many leap years;

the other giving the moveable feasts, with

the golden number, for 266 years, begin-

ning with A.M. .5093 (a.d. 1333). The
author is called R. David bar Joseph bar

David ben Abudraham. He also composed
" Luchoth al Hattecuna" (" Astronomical

Tables"), of which Bishop Plantavitius de-

scribes a superb manuscript which was in his

own collection. It was on fine vellum, and

consisted of one hundred and seventj^-four

tables, beautifully written, and illuminated

with vermilion and gold. He also wrote
" Perush Hahaggada"" (" A Commentary on

the Haggada"), which is cited by R. Nathan
Ashkenazi in his " Imre Shepher," and which
is among De Rossi's manuscripts. (De Rossi,

Dizion. Storic. degl. Autor. Ehr. i. 59, Annales

HehrcEo-Typographici, Sec. XV.; Bartoloc-

cins, Biblioth. Mag. Eahh. ii. 19, 20 ;
Wolfius,

Biblioth. Hehr. i. 289, iii. 177, iv. 803 ;
Plan-

tavitius, Florileg. Eabhin. 547, 584 ; Urus,

Catal. MSS. Oriental. Biblioth. Bodl. i. 47.)

C. P. H.

AVVALORA'TO. [Angelico, Michel-
angelo.]
AVVOCA'TI, VINCENZO MARIA.

[AVOGADRO, ViNCENZO MaRIA.]
AWBREY, WILLIAM. [Aubrey.]
AWDELAY, AWDLAY, or AUDLEY,

JOHN, commonly called the Blind Aw-
delay, was a canon of the monastery of

Haghmon, or Haughmoud, in Shropshire,^

about the year 1426, and was the author of

some curious poems, which are preserved in

a manuscript volmiie, which was successively

in the possession of Dr. Farmer and Francis

Douce, and is now deposited in the Bod-

leian Library, at Oxford, The only bio-

graphical particulars with which we are

acquainted, are contained in the following

lines written at the conclusion of his volume

of poems :

—

" Jon the blynde Awdelay,
The furst prest to the lord Straunge he was.

Of this chauntre here in this place.

That made this bok by Goddus grace,

Deef, sick, blynd, as he lay."

As the Percy Society has undertaken the

publication of Awdelay's poems, it is probable

that they may be in print even before this

article is published. (Ritson, Bibliographia

Poetica, 43, 44; Halliwell, Introduction to

Warkworth's Chronicle, published by the

Camden Society, xiv.) J- T. S.

AWDELEY, or AWDELY, JOHN, an

English printer and miscellaneous writer of

the sixteenth century, would appear, accord-

ing to Dibdin, to have been an original mem-
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ber of the Stationers' Company, though his

name is not inserted in the charter list, as he
bound apprentices with them in 1559 and
subsequent years. He is, Dibdin observes,

mentioned in the Company's books, some-
times as John Awdeley, sometimes as John
Sampson, and sometimes John Sampson, alias

Awdeley ; but he always printed his name
Awdeley, or Awdely. The dates of his birth

and death are unknown, but his publications,

and the notices respecting him in the records

of the Stationers' Company, show that he was
engaged in business in London, from 1559 to

1576; while a MS. note of Herbert, referred

to by Dibdin, states that he was made free

by the name of John Sampson, October 10,

1556, and that he is mentioned under date

January, 1581-2, as Sampson Awdeley. Of
the several works published by him, a few
of which appear to have been written wholly
or partially by himself, a minute account is

given by Dibdin, Ti/pographical Antiquities,

vol. iv. pp. 563—570 ; and a list, containing

some additional articles, is printed by Watt,

in the Bihliotheca Britannica. J. T. S.

AWDELEY, THOMAS. [Audley,
Thomas.]
AWHADI OF MARA'GHA, a Persian

poet of the Siifi sect, who lived in the latter

half of the thirteenth century of our aera. He
had for his preceptor a famous Sufi, Shaikh
Awhad Karmani, in compliment to whom he
assumed the poetic name Awhadi. He was
the author of a celebrated work still extant,

entitled " Jtim-i Jam," or the " Cup of Jam,"
a mystic poem, which treats of the Sufi

doctrines by precept and example, in imita-

tion of the Hadi'ka of Hakim Sanayi. Aw-
hadi was also the author of a diwan, or

collection of odes, idyls, and short pieces,

said to amount altogether to 10,000 couplets.

According to the author of the biographical

work " Majalis-ul-Mviminin," the poems of

Awhadi were in very great estimation, so that

even a few leaves were generally sold for a

very high price. Awhadi died at Ispahan, a.d.

1297, in the reign of Ghtizan Khan. His

works are now scarce, though a few copies

may be met with in this country. {Majdlis-

ul-Muminin, Pers. MS.) D. F.

AWHAD-UD-DPN ANWAEF. [An-
"WARl'.]

AWSITEE, JOHN, was educated as an
apothecary, and afterwards took the degree

of doctor of medicine, and practised as a

physician at Brighton. He wrote two works,

the first entitled " An essay on the ef-

fects of opium considered as a poison, with
the most rational method of cure deduced
from experience," London, 8vo. 1763. The
author at the time of the publication of this

work was apothecary to Greenwich Hospital.

In this essay he recommends, in cases of

poisoning by opium, the administration of

emetics, and afterwards copious potations of

acidulated drink. His second work was en-
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titled " Thoughts on Brightelmstone con-
cerning sea-bathing and drinking sea-water,"

4to. This work was published in London
in 1768, whilst the author was residing at

Brighton. We have not been able to dis-

cover any further particulars of his life than
the existence of these two books. (Awsiter,
Worhs.) E. L.
AXAJACATL, AXAJATL (AXAYAT-

ZIN is the spelling adopted by the author of
the explanation of the " Codex Tellerio-Re-
mensis :" or AXAYAZI, by the author of the
explanations of the " Coleccion de Mendoza")
was the sixth king of Tenochtitlan or Mexico.
He was grandson of Acamapichtli, first king
of Mexico, and son of Tezozomoc, a brother of
the three sons of Acamapichtli who in succes-

sion filled the throne of Mexico ; brother of
the two who immediately succeeded himself,*

and father of Motezuma II., the last of the dy-
nasty. According to Clavigero (whose state-

ment Humboldt has adopted), Axajacatl
reigned from 1464 to 1477 ; according to the
intei-preters of the " Coleccion de Mendoza,"
and of the " Codex Tellerio-Remensis," from
1469 to 1482. In obedience to the dying
injunctions of Motezuma, the nobles, upon
whom devolved the charge of electing his

successor, chose Axajacatl, passing over his

elder brother Tizoc.

Axajacatl directed the military expedition

which every Mexican king was bound to

make as soon as the election feasts were over,

in order to procure prisoners to be sacrificed

at his coronation, against Tehuantepec. The
inhabitants of this town met him in the

field and offered a stout resistance, which
was only overcome by Axajacatl giving or-

ders for a feigned retreat, and tiu'ning upon
the enemy when their ranks were broken in

the eagerness of pursuit. Having taken and
burned Tehuantepec, he took advantage of
the universal consternation to advance and
take possession of Coatulce.

In the third year of his reign he recon-

quered Cotasta and Tochtepec, which had
revolted from the Mexican dominion. In
the fourth year of his reign he subdued
Huexotzin and Atlix ; and on his return to

Mexico erected the Teocalli, which was
named Coatlan. The inhabitants of Tlate-

lolco constructed about the same time a Teo-
calli in their city, to which they gave the

name of Coaxolotl. This and other acts of
rivalry renewed the ancient enmities between
the two cities. Moquihuix, fourth king of

Tlatelolco, entered into a confederation against

Axajacatl with a great number of neighbour-

ing cities or tribes ; but, too impatient, laid

siege to Mexico before their arrival. The
first assault of the Tlatelolcans was so furious

* In the article on AnriTzoTL, Axajacatl has, by-

some oversight, been called father of that prince,

when he was in reality his brother : see genealogi-

cal table of the kings of Mexico in the article Motjc-

ZUMA II.
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that the captains and soldiers of Axajacatl
gave way in all directions, and were with
difficulty rallied by their king. The assault

was renewed next day. Moquihuix was killed

by a Mexican chief and his body carried to

Axajacatl, who cut open the breast, and tore

out the heart as a sacrifice to his gods. The
Tlatelolcans fled in dismay ; and their ene-

mies, following up their success, took their

town by assault. It was incorporated with

the dominions of Tenochtitlan, and, being

close to Mexico, ultimately became a suburb

of that city. After the victory Axajacatl

caused a number of the Tlatelolcan nobility

and the princes of their allies to be executed.

These events took place in the sixth year of

his reign.

Towards the close of his reign Axajacatl,

thinking his frontier on the west not suffi-

ciently remote from the capital to afford se-

curity against a sudden attack, passed through
the valley of Toltuca, which he had con-

quered in a previous year, and crossing the

mountains subdued Tochpan and Tlaxima-
lojan, on the frontiers of Michoacan, which
he also subdued. Next j^ear he turned his

arms eastward and subdued Oquila. All the

authorities concur in assigning these cam-
paigns to the years 1475 and 1476.

Axajacatl died after a reign of thirteen

years. The year of his death, as has been
intimated above, is disputed. He evinced

both skill and energy in consolidating and
extending the Mexican territory. In the

course of his reign he added thirty-seven pro-

vinces to the empire. His voluptuousness

presents a striking contrast to the almost

ascetic character of his predecessor. But,

though self-indulgent, he enforced rigidly the

laws of Motezuma I. against his subjects. He
left a numerous offspring by a numerous col-

lection of wives. Motezuma II. was the only

one of his descendants who attained to the

throne. (Clavigero, Storia Antica del Mes-
sico ; Aglio, Antiquities of Mexico; Hum-
boldt, JEssai Politique du Royaume de la Nou-
velle Espaqne, and Monumem des Peuples in-

digeiies de 1.'Amerique.) ^„. W. W.
AXARETO. [AssERETO.]:
AXAYATZIN or AXAYAZI. [Axa-

jacatl.]
AXEHJELM, JOHANNES, a Swedish

scholar, was born on the 3rd of August, 1 608,

at Norkiopiug. He studied at Upsal, and
devoted himself to the antiquities of Sweden

;

and for the purpose of investigating this sub-

ject he undertook a journey through several

of the Swedish provinces in 1630. He was
nominated fiscal-advocate in 1633, assessor

to the superior court of law at Abo in 1637,

and antiquary of the kingdom, and assessor

at the Royal College of Antiquities in 1652.

He died on the 10th of November, 1692,

and left several manuscripts, none of which
have been printed ; as, " Leges Vestrogothia
et Vestmannise ;

" " Monumenta Runica ;"
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" Wilkina Saga forsvenskad ;" " On den
ratta Sveo-Gothiska Skrift ;" " Varia col-

lectanea ad concinnandum absolutum lexicon
Sveo-Gothicum ;" " Tractat om tre Kroner ;"

" Dictionarium ex Legibus Islandicis." (Ade-
lung. Supplement to Jocher, Allgem. Gelehr-

ten-JLexicon.) A. H.
AXEL. [Absalon.]
AXEL, JOHANN HONORIUS VAN,

born in Utrecht, in the beginning of the seven-

teenth century, took his degree as Doctor ofJu-
risprudence in Rome, practised there as an
advocate, and was the warden of the Utrecht
Hospital Church in that place, where he also

died. He had a strong memory, but small
judgment. He wrote " Totius juris Canonici
Compendium, ^s. brevis summa in 5 libros

decretalium, sacri concilii Tridentini decretis

accommodata." Cologne, 4to., 1630, 1656.

(Burmann, Trajectum Eruditum; Jocher,

Allgemeines Gelehrten-Lexicon.') A. H.
AXELSON, or AXELSON TOTT, a

powerful Danish family, which flourished in

the latter halfofthe fifteenth century, and had
considerable influence over the hostilities be-

tween Denmark and Sweden, in the times of
Christian I. and John IV., Kings of Den-
mark, and Carl Knutson, and Erich the Po-
meranian, Kings of Sweden ; the name of the

family is also occasionally mentioned in

modern times. In the middle of the fifteenth

century, Peder Axelson was at the head of
the family. He had nine sons, of whom four,

Olaf, Iver, Erich, and Aage, gained some
reputation. Although all born in Denmark,
and possessed of great estates in that country,

some of them attached themselves to the

cause of Sweden, against the interest of their

own princes. According to Geijer (" Ge-
schichte Schwedens, iibersetzt von Leffler,"

vol. i. p. 217), it was a frequent occurrence in

that period to find Danes in the service of
the Swedish Carl Knutson, and likewise

Swedes in the armies and councils of the

Danish King Christian. The nobles had
often their property, and still oftener family
connections, in both kingdoms ; or they sought
their fortune in arms under any leader, so

that it was then only the lot of the humbler
classes to live and to die for one and the same
country. But the reason of the Axelsons
abandoning their liege lords was an edict

published, with the approbation of the Danish
council of state, by Christian I. immediately
after his accession to the throne, according
to which those estates of the crown which
had been mortgaged for small sums of money
were resumed by the crown, inasmuch as the

mortgagees had, by their long possession, re-

ceived more than three or four times the

amount of their debt. Crown estates were
mortgaged to many of the Axelsons, and their

loss aroused in them a hostile feeling to the

government.
Olaf had been sent by Christian I., in

1449, with a fleet to take the island of Goth-
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land, to which Sweden was accustomed,
whenever an opportunity offered, to lay

claim. He took the castle of Wisburg, made
the Swedish king, Erich the Pomeranian,
who then held the island, prisoner, carried

him, with his treasures, to the island of

Bornholm, and established his own authority

in Gothland as long as he lived.

IvER, or IwAR, left Denmark in 1453, and
in 1467 he formally renounced his allegiance

to the King of Denmark. Having married
the daughter of Carl Knutson, he possessed

himself of Gothland after his brother Olaf 's

death, and declared himself independent.

At last he went so far as to man a number of
ships, with which he forced the Dutch to pay
him a salt-tribute annually, and infested the

seas, to the detriment even of the Swedes.
The Swedes were much 'annoyed, and
their Regent Sten Stui'e threatened Iver

with a formal attack upon his little king-

dom. In order to escape this danger, he
delivered up his island to John, King of

Denmark, in 1487. He received in return

his former possessions in his native country,

but he was obliged to give Oeland and Born-
holm, his chief property after Gothland, to

his enemy Sten Sture, He thus descended
from the rank of a king to that of an insigni-

ficant nobleman. He died in indifferent cir-

cumstances.

Erich made himself master of Finland,

married a sister of Carl Knutson, and was
elected Regent and governor of Stock-

holm. He deserved great praise for the

interest which he took in the welfare of

Sweden. Having defeated the strong party

of the Archbishop Jons Bengston, one of the

most dangerous enemies of Carl Knutson, he

delivered up to that king, who was his

brother-in-law, both Stockholm and the other

castles in his possession, in 1468, and thus

contributed greatly to the restoration of Carl

to his kingdom.
Aage, or Ake, appeared as Danish state-

counsellor, in 1450, at Halmstad, where a con-

vention was made between Sweden and Den-
mark. He agreed with Christian I., in 1453,

to return the estates of the crown, and to take

the mortgage money : in 1472 he was pre-

sented with the possession of the estates lying

in the circles of Halmstad and of Falkenberg.

(Gehren, in Ersch and Gruber, Allgem. En-
cyclopudik; Holberg, Ddnische Eeichsge-

schichte, i. 629; Geijer, Geschichte Schive-

dens, ilhersetzt von Leffler, i. 223, 225, not.

3 ; Dahlmann, Geschichte Ddnnemarhs, vol.

iii.) A. H.
AXELT or ATZELT, JOHANN, a Ger-

man engraver of moderate ability, who lived

at Niirnberg in the seventeenth century : he

was born, according to Heller, in 1654. He
engraved portraits and landscapes, and views

of towns, &c. He engraved several plates

for a book entitled, " Hist, de Rebus in Gallia

gestis, ab Alexandro Farnesio, de Guil. Don-
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dini ;" and half the portraits of the following
work : Frehenxs, " Theatrum Virorum Eru-
ditione clarorum," &c. Heineken enume-
rates also the following portraits of royal
persons, in 12mo., by Axelt :—the Kings of
Spain, from Ammaric to Charles II. ; the
Kings of Hungary, from Keir to Leopold

;

the Kings of Bohemia, from Czecho to Leo-
pold ; and the Kings of Denmark, from Dan
to Christian V. (Heineken, Dictionnaire des

Artistes, &c. ; Heller, Monogrammen Lexicon ;

Bvulliot, Diet ioJinaire des Monogrammes, &c.)

R. N. W.
AXEN, PETRUS, was born on the 16th

of July, 1635, at Husimi, in Holstein, where
his father was burgomaster. He studied, at

Helmstiidt, Leipzig, and Jena, jurisprudence
and the liberal arts. In tlie capacity of
tutor to some noble pupils he set out on
a journey in 1665, and travelled through
France, Holland, England, and Italy. On
his return, he married and settled in Schles-

wig in 1670, and gained in the neighbourhood
a good name as an advocate and legal adviser.

He was also an excellent philologist, critic,

and historian, and carried on a correspon-

dence with many classical scholars of his

time, such as Grsevius and Grouovius. He
lost his wife in 1687, and died a widower,
twenty years after her, in 1707.

He is the author of the following works :

—

1 .
" Historia vitse et obitus Helenae a Kers-

senbrug," Jena, 1657, 4to. 2. "Elogium
Sepulchrale Cath. Einsid." 3. A Latin trans-

lation of Galeazzi Gualdi's " Trattato della

pace tra le due Coronne nell' anno 1659,"

under the title " Galeatii Gualdi historia

pacis inter Ludovicixm XIV., and Philippum
IV.," Leipzig, 1667, 8vo. (also contained in

the Corpus Juris Publici, iv.) 4. " Phsedri

Fabulse ^sopicee cum prioribus ac posteriori-

bus notis Rigaltii," appeared at Hambm'g,
1671, 8vo. Axen's own learned notes, how-
ever, extend only over the first book, and
even these have been omitted in the following

editions on account of their diffuseness.

He left the following works in manuscript

:

— 1. " Notse in iv libros fabularum Phadri
posteriores." 2. " Notas ad Caji Institutiones."

3. " Tractatus de assassinio." 4. *' Diatribe

de expositione infantum et brephotrophiis."

5. " Nova versio latina Historiae Phil. Co-
minsei."

Several of his letters, addressed to Joh.

And. Bose, are in Horn's " Sachsischer Hand-
Bibliothek," p. 673.

Axen's large libi'ary contained a ma-
nuscript of Cornelius Nepos, written on
parchment, which had formerly belonged to

Matthias Corvinus, King of Hungaria, and is

now in the university libraiy of Kiel. The
readings of this manuscript have been adopted

in Heusinger's edition of 1756. (C J. G.

IMosche, Si/mbolcE ad crisin textus CorneUi Ne-
potis, ex codice Axeniano, Liibeck, 1808— 10,

4to. ; Mollerus, Cimhr. Litter, i. p. 25 ; JNIag-
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nus Cnisius, Oratio de vita et mentis Petri

Axenii, Kiel, 1718, 4to. ; J. Lass, Husumsche
JVachrichten, 1757 ; Jucher, Allgem.Gelehrten-

Lexicon, and Adelung's Supplement; Ersch

andGruber, Allgem. Encyclopddie.) A. H.
AXIA or AXSIA Gens, was Plebeian.

The name Naso appears on the obverse of

some medals, and the name Axius, which is

on the reverse, is written Axsivs, according

to the old fashion, like maxsvmvs and alex-
SANDRiA, which often occur on coins, though

in the printed books we find only the x
without the s. On the letter X, see " Penny
Cyclopaedia," article X. (Rasche, Lexicon

Mei JVtimarice.) G. L.

AXIONFCUS ('A|iJwKos), an Athenian
writer, who belonged to the middle comedy.

A few fragments of his plays are preserved

in Athenseus (iv. 166, vi. 244, &c., ed.

Casaub.) ; they are easily found by the aid

of the index in Dindorf's edition. G. L.

AXMANN, ANTON. [Axtiviann, Leo-
pold.]
AXSIA GENS. [AxiA Gens.]
AXT, FRIEDRICH SAMUEL, was born

at Stadt-Ilm, in 1684; was appointed to the

office of Cantor, at Berlin, in 1713; and
afterwards held that situation at Konigsee.

He died at Frankenhauseu, in 1745.' He
published a work called " Annus Mu-
sicus." (Gerber, Lexicon der Tonkilnstler.)

A'XTIUS or AXT, JOHANN CON-
RAD, lived at Armstadt in Thuringia. He
studied medicine at Helmstadt, and graduated

there in 1670. His inaugviral dissertation

was on the operation of paracentesis in

dropsy, and was entitled " Dissertatio Inau-

guralis de Paracentesi in Hydrope," Helm-
stadt, 4to. 1670. In 1679 he published a

work in 12mo., at Jena, entitled " Tractatus

de Arboribus Coniferis," in which he treats

generally on the properties of the coniferous

tribe of plants, of their secretions, as resin

and turpentine, and the mode of obtaining

them. To this he added some observations

on the action of antimony, entitled " Epistola

ad Amicum de Antimouio." In illustrating

his subject, he asserted in this letter that

Guy Patin had attempted to poison his son

with antimony ; but this, it appears, was
founded on a mistake, and the Faculty of

Medicine of Jena obliged him to suppress

that part of his work which related to Patin

in subsequent editions. He also published in

the same year, at Jena, a work entitled

" Dialogus de Partu Semestri," 12mo. In

this essay he points out the fact that children

born at the end of seven months' utero-gesta-

tion might live, but that they were always

weakly. He was right in the first point;

but the weakness of such children is not

always a consequence. In 1681 he published

a woi'k at Jena, entitled " Abortus in Morbis
Acutis lethalis, oder Frage ob einem Christ-

lichen Medico Zugelasseu, bey einer schwan-
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gern Fran die Frucht abzutreiben ?" 12mo.
{Biog. Medicale ; Axt, Works, except the

last.) E. L.

AXTMANN, LEOPOLD, a clever ani-

mal-painter born at Fulneck, in Mahren
(Moravia), in Austria, in 1700. He was the

pupil of John George Hamilton at Vienna,
and rivalled that painter in reputation. Axt-
mann settled in Pragixe, and died there in

1748. He excelled in painting dogs and
horses, and there are, according to Dlabacz,

several good pictures by him in Bohemia.
Jack mentions an Anton Axmann, evi-

dently the same name, who painted, in 1735,

a picture in honour of St. Catherine on the

ceiling of the parish church of a place called

Zentbechofen. (Dlabacz, Historisches Kilnst-

ler-Lexicon fur Bohmen, &c. ; Jack, Lehen
und Werhe der Kiinstler Bambergs.)

R. N. W.
AXULAR, PIERRE, was born in Gas-

cony, but of Biscayan parentage. He em-
braced the clerical profession, and became
at the age of thirty curate or parish-priest of
Sare, a small French town on the border-line

between Guipuzcoa and the former French
province of Labourd, which, together with
French Navarre and Soule, constituted, before

the French revolution, the " Pays Basques "

of France. After devoting several years ex-

clusively to the study of the Basque lan-

guage, he published a work entitled " Gue-
rokd Guero (literally " After for after "), aut

de non procrastinanda Pcenitentia," Bor-
deaux, small 8vo., 1 642, which is considered

the most remarkable that has ever been
written in that language. " It is singular,"

says M. Chaho, " that Axular, putting care-

fully aside all questions of Catholic mytho-
logy or faith, should have composed a mere
treatise on universal ethics, referring by turns

to St. Augustine and Plato, Ovid and the

Bible, Jesus Christ and Sesostris. . • . . His
style is original, rich, varied, and picturesque,

but his phrases are ill-trimmed and inharmo-
nious." The book is divided into fifty chap-

ters, and is dedicated to the memory of Ber-

trand d'Etchaiiz, Archbishop of Tours, the

last male heir of a branch of the blood-royal

of Navarre.
Axular mingled in his writings all the va-

rious Basque dialects, and did not, it is said,

reject with sufficient care the use of those

Romance corruptions which have crept into

the antique Iberian language. He was,

however, like all educated Basques, an ar-

dent admirer of his native tongue. " One
would say," he writes, in a passage which
forms the epigraph of the " Etudes Gram-
maticales," hereafter referred to, " that all

human languages have grown confounded
and mixed with one another, whilst the Es-

kuara still preserves its pristine originality

and purity."

With the exception of Oyhenart, Axular
appears to be the only great writer in the
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original Basque. Nothing is known of his

life, except that two of the persons whose
approval is annexed to his work call him a
man "most celebrated," and "of great re-

nown." Larramendi, who wrote a century
later, calls him the " celebrated Don Pedro
de Axular," and says of the book that " it

is in the hands of many Basques, and should
be in those of all ; and would to God that he
had given to light the second part which he
promises at the beginning to the reader !"

The work is now very rare, scarcely to be
met with out of the Basque pro^ances on
either side of the Pyrenees, but there it re-

tains all its popularity, " We have often,"

says M. d'Abbadie, " seen simple labourers,

after the fatigues of the day, take an enthu-
siastic delight in the pages of Pierre Axular."
(Larramendi, Diccionario TriUngue del Cas-
tillano, Bascuence, y Latin, fol. San Sebas-
tian, 1745 ; Chaho, Voyage en Navarre,
Paris, 1836; D'Abbadie and Chaho, Etudes
Grammaticales sur la Langue Euskarienne,
Paris, 1836.) J. M. L.
AYA'LA, BALTHASAR DE, was born

at Antwerp about 1548. His father, Diego
de Ayala, lord of Voordestein, a Spaniard,

married in the Low Countries Agnes de
Renialme, and had by her eleven sons and
eight daughters. Balthasar was cousin-

german of Gabriel Ayala, the physician. He
studied law at Louvain, where he also made
himself well acquainted with Roman history,

and on leaving the university with the de-

gree of licentiate, he obtained the post of
" Oidor General," supreme judge, or, as it

would be called in English, judge-advocate
of the ti'oops of Philip IL in the United
Provinces. He was rewarded for his merits
with the title of councillor of the parliament
of Mechlin, and appeared on the road to

higher dignities, when he was carried off by
death, at the age of thirty-six, at Alost, on
the IGth of August, 1584 (not on the 1st of
September, as stated by Foppens).
The only published work by Ayala is his

treatise " De jure et officiis bellicis et dis-

ciplina militari libri tres," first issued in

Svo., at Douay, in 1582; again at Antwerp,
in 1597; and a third time at Louvain, in

1648, with the treatise of Martin Landensis,
" De Bello." All the editions are scarce, and
all three are in the Bodleian Library. This
treatise was not in high estimation : Grotius
alludes to it slightingly, and Ompteda, in

his " Litteratur des Volkerrechts," drily ob-
serves, " the work is rare, but may easily be
dispensed with." Recently, however, Mr.
Hallam has called attention to it, as the first

book, so far as he is aware, " that systematic-

ally reduced the practice of nations in the

conduct of war to legitimate rules," a merit
that has been generally ascribed to Albericus
Gentilis, whose treatise " De Jure Belli " was
published in 1589. The second division of
Ayala's treatise relates to politics and
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Strategy, and the third exclusively to martial
law; but in the first, as Mr. Hallam ob-
serves, he " aspires to lay down great prin-

ciples of public ethics." That these how-
ever are not of a very enlightened character

is evident from the opening sentence of his

book, in which he praises the Romans for

never having entered on an unjust war, an
opinion which, if he was well acquainted
with Roman history, must be taken as evi-

dence of a singular obliquity of judgment.
Mr. Hallam himself quotes a passage in which
Ayala, though " a layman, a lawyer, and a
judge-advocate," asserts the absolute right

of the pope to depose princes. Ayala had
also written a treatise of temporary politics,

" De Pace," on the impolicy of con-
cluding peace, in 1597, a year before the
treaty of Vervins. It is mentioned with
scanty commendation in a letter by Justus
Lipsius to the author's brother Philip de
Ayala, who was afterwards ambassador from
Philip II. to Henry IV. of France, and died
in 1619. (N. Antonius, Bibliotheca Hispana
Nova, edit, of 1788, i. 181 ; Foppens, Bib-
liotheca Belgica (which contains a portrait of
Ayala), i, 121 ; Paquot, Histoire Litteiaire

des Pays Bas, i. 247 ; Hallam, Literatin-e of
Europe in the Fifteenth, Sixteenth, and Seven-
teenth Centuries, ii. 125—244; Ompteda,
Litteratur des Volkerrechts, i. 169, ii. 615;
Avala, Be Jure Belli.) T. W.
AYA'LA, BERNABE' DE, a Spanish

painter of Seville, of the seventeenth century.

He was the scholar of Zurbaran, whom he
closely imitated, and with considerable suc-

cess in colouring and in the style of his dra-
peries. There are an Assumption of the

Virgin, and some other works by Ayala, in

the church of S. Juan de Dios at Seville,

much in the style of Zurbaran. He was one
of the founders of the Academy of Seville in

1660, and was connected with it until 1671,
in which year, or in the year follovring, he
probably died.

There were two sculptors of ISIurcia,

brothers, of this name, of the latter part of
the sixteenth century : Francisco and Diego
DE Ayala. Francisco studied at Toledo
with Pedro Martinez de Castaneda, and, soon
after his return to his native place, he ac-

quired the reputation of being the best

sculptor of Murcia. He made the great

altar of the parochial church of Jumilla, in

which he was assisted by his brother Diego.

The two bas-reliefs of this altar, representing

the Assumption and St. lago, executed by
Francisco, are works of great merit. Fran-

cisco also completed in 1586 the altar of the

parochial church of Andilla in Valencia,

which was commenced by Josef Gonzalez,

but was interrupted by his death in 1584.

(Cean Bermudez, Diccionai io LJistorico, &c.)

R. N. W.
AYA'LA, DIE'GO LOPEZ DE, a canon

of Toledo in the sixteenth century, is only

z
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known as the author of two translations from
the Italian into Spanish. One, which is

anonymous, " El Laberinto de Amor," 1553,

4to., is from the "Philocopo" of Boc-

caccio, itself a version of the well-known
tale of Floris and Blancheflor [Assenede] :

the other is from the " Arcadia " of Sanna-

zarius, Toledo, 1547, 4to. The passages

which are in verse in the original of the
" Arcadia" are given in verse in this trans-

lation from the pen of Diego Salazar. The
prose of Ayala is elegant and correct. (N.

Antonius, Bihliotheca Hispana Nova, edit,

of 1788, i. 295.) T. W.
AYA'LA, GABRIEL, was born at Ant-

werp at the commencement of the sixteenth

century. His father's name was Gregory
Ayala, and he belonged to a family of

Spanish extraction. Gabriel studied at Lou-
vain, and took the degree of Doctor of Me-
dicine there in 1556. He then established

himself in Brussels, and in the course of a

short time was appointed Medicin pension-

naire of that city. He practised his profes-

sion with great success, and published at

different times Latin verses on medical

subjects. These were collected and pub-

lished at Antwerp in 1562, with the title

" Carmen pro vera Medicina ad eundem de
Lue pestilenti, elegiarum liber unus," 4to.

At the same time and place he also published

a collection of epigrams, entitled " Popularia

Epigrammata medica," 4to. These epigrams
are anything but epigrammatic, of which the

author seems to have been fully aware, if

we may judge from the following preface :

—

" Qui nos esse minus breves queratur.

Nee satis pro Epigrammatis facetos
;

Attendat, medica esse quae hie canuntur,
Et Galenica non Catulliana."

(Eloy, Diet. Hist, de la Me'deeine ; Ayala,
Works.) E. L.

AYA'LA, JUAN INTERIAN DE, or in

Latin JOANNES INTERAMNENSIS
AJALiEUS, a writer both in Spanish and
Latin, was born in Spain about the year 1656.

He entered the order of the Virgin Mary for

the Redemption of Captives, and was for

some time professor of the Hebrew language,

and afterwards of theology, at the university

of Salamanca : he had retired with a pension,

and was residing at Madrid at the time of his

death, on the 20th of October, 1730, at the

age of seventy-four.

The works of Ayala in Spanish, are—1.

*' Relacion de las Demonstraciones de accion

de Gracias que celebro la Universidad de

Salamanca por el naci'miento del Principe

Luis" (" An Account of the Rejoicings at the

University of Salamanca on the Birth of

Prince Louis, the Son of Philip V., during
the war of the Succession"), Salamanca, 1707,

4to. Mayans y Siscar, who praises the

work, adds that Ayala was the real author^of

several orations and poems to be found in it,

with the names of other writers attached to
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them. In 1725 Ayala published anony-
mously an account of the obsequies of the

same prince, whose birth he had thus cele-

bi-ated ; 2. " Relacion de las Reales Exequias
que se celebraron por el Seiior D. Luis Pri-

mero, Rey de Espana," Madrid, 1725, 4to.

He was also the author of— 3, a similar

"Relacion de las Exequias," Madrid, 1725,
4to., of his patron Don Juan Manuel Fer-
nandez Pacheco, Marquis of Villena, the ffi-st

director of the Spanish academy, which had
been founded by Philip V., in imitation of
the French. 4. " Demonstracion historica

del religioso Estado de S. Pedi'o Pascual,"
Madrid, 1721, 4to., a controversial work on
the Life of St. Pedro Pascual, in opposition

to Ferreras, the historian of Spain, which had
the unusual effect of inducing his candid anta-

gonist to confess himself in the wrong. 5. " Va-
rios Sermones predicados en diversas ocasi-

ones," 2 vols. Madrid, 1720—22, 4to., a col-

lection of sermons of no extraordinary merit.

On the whole his best production in Spanish
was (6) his translation of Cardinal Fleury's
" Historical Catechism, containing an abridg-
ment of Sacred History and the Christian

Doctrine," first privately printed at the ex-
pense of Don Juan Pacheco, at whose request

the translation was made, and reprinted and
published at Valencia in 1728, at the desire

of Mayans. It is spoken of with high com-
mendation for the purity of its Castilian

style. Ayala edited, in 1727, the translation

and exposition of the first Psalm by Luis de
Leon, and added a preface of his own.
The best works of Ayala are in Latin :

—

7. " Humaniores atque Amoeniores ad Musas
Excursus, sive Opuscula Poetica," Madrid,
1 723, 8vo. In hendecasyllabic verse Ayala
possessed a remarkable talent, and some of
his poems in this collection have a grace
and elegance which few Latin poets of the

eighteenth century could rival. 8. " Pictor

Christianus eruditus" (" The Learned Chris-

tian Painter, or a Treatise on the Errors
which are often committed in the repre-

sentation of sacred personages, both in sculp-

ture and painting"), Madrid, 1730, fol.

The subject of the work is curious ; the execu-
tion displays both learning and taste. The
French have two works of the same kind,

one by Mery, in 1765, and the other by Mole,
in 1771, both of a date much subsequent to

Ayala's, of whose labours they probably
availed themselves.

Ayala is now however best known by the

part he bears in the entertaining collection

of the letters of Emmanuel Marti, dean of
Alicant, which was published during Marti's

lifetime by Mayans y Siscar, and in the still

more entertaining biography of Marti by the

indefatigable Mayans, prefixed to the letters.

By this work we are agreeably introduced

to a little knot of learned Spaniards, who,
during the first quarter of the eighteenth

century kept alive in the Peninsula the love
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and taste for classical studies, daily com-
plaining at the same time of the ignorance
and indifference they saw around them. The
letters between Marti and Ayala occupy the

sixth book of the collection, and are full of
the high-flown compliments then so cus-

tomary between scholars. In a letter to

his friend Borrull, in the third book, we find

Marti however complaining of the loquacity

of Ayala, his incessant recitations from
Martial and his own compositions, and a
want of that " gravity " in his deportment
which Spaniards are so seldom deficient in.

Mayans, who in his " Specimen " gives us
the information that the "N." of the third

book thus spoken of is the " Ajalseus " of
the sixth, is himself not very consistent

in the style in which he alludes to Ayala
in his different works, the " Specimen,"
the " Vita Martini," and the " Episto-

larum Libri VL," from which this notice

is chiefly derived. Some agreeable Latin
poems by Ayala are inserted in the letters of
Marti. {Maiansii Epistolarum Libri VI.,

edit, of 1737, pp. 286—290, &c. ; Majansius,
Specimen Bibliothecce Hispano-MajansiancB,

p. 155—157 ; Martinus, Epistolarum Lihri
XII. lib. vi. &c.) T. W.
AYA'LA, PEDRO LOPEZ DE, the

most popular of Spanish chroniclers, was the

son of Fernando Perez de Ayala, adelantado
of the kingdom of Murcia, and was born in

1332. He was early a favourite of Pedro,
or Peter the Cruel, King of Castile, but
passed over to the party of Don Henry of

Trastamarre, the illegitimate brother of Peter,

who revolted against that prince, and drove
him from Castile. When Peter returned,

accompanied by an English army under the

command of Edward the Black Prince, and
defeated Don Henry at the battle of Najera,

on Saturday the 3rd of April, 1367, Ayala
was present on Henry's side. He tells us in

his own chronicle that he fought on foot in

the vanguard, and, bore the banner of the

Vanda, a brotherhood of knights, and in the

list of the names of the captives he gives his

own. He was carried to England, where he
was kept in chains in a dark dungeon, the

horrors of which he describes in his poems.
At length he was released by the payment of

a large ransom, and, on his return to Castile,

became one of the council of Don Henry,
who, by the assistance ofBertrand Duguesclin
and a French army, had finally triumphed
over his legitimate brother. In the reign

of Don John the First, the son of Henry,
he was no less in favour, and accompanied
that king in his expedition to take possession

of Portugal, when the Master of Avis, the

illegitimate son ofKing Peter the Severe, laid

claim to the crown, and, with an inferior

force, totally defeated the Castilians in the

battle of Aljubarota, on the 14th of August,
1385. On this occasion also Lopez de Ayala
had the misfortune to be taken prisoner. He
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served a fourth king of Castile, Henry III.,

son of John I., in whose reign he died, in the
year 1407, at the age of seventy-five, at Cala-
horra. He held for some time the office of
Chanciller Mayor, or High Chancellor.

Fernan Perez de Guzman, who is the ori-

ginal authority for most of the facts relating

to the life of Ayala, states that " he was very
fond of the sciences, and gave himself much
to books and history, so that although he was
a good knight enough and of great discretion

in the ways of the world, he was naturally

inclined to the sciences, and passed much of

his time in reading and study, not in works
of law, but philosophy and history. Through
him (por causa del)," he adds, ''some books
are known in Castile that were not so before,

such as Titus Li\'y, which is the most notable

history of Rome, the Falls of Princes, the

Morals of St. Gregory, Isidore ' De summo
bono,' Boethius, and the history of Troy. He
drew up the history of Castile from Don
Peter up to Don Henry III., and he made
a good book on hawking, for he was a great
hunter, and another book called ' Rhj'mes of
the Palace' (Rimado del Palacio)." This
passage in Guzman has proved a fruitful sub-

ject of commentary to the investigators of the

literary antiquities of Spain, among others to

Nicolas Antonio, his annotator Bayer, and San-
chez,whose remarks we shall endeavour to con-
dense. 1. The translation of Livy was made
at the express command of King Henry III.

and was taken not from the original, but from
the French version of Pierre Le Berceur or
Berchorius. The version of Ayala was printed

without his name, at Salamanca, in 1497, in

folio, and again at Cologne in 1552 or 1553.

2. "La Caida de Principes," a translation of
Boccaccio's work on the Fall of Princes, was
first printed at Seville in 1495, in folio, and a
second time at Alcala de Henares, in 1552,
of the same size. Only a portion of it is due
to Ayala, the remainder is by Garcia de
Santa Maria, dean of Compostella. 3, 4, 5,

and 6. The "St. Gregory," the "Isidore,"

and the " Boethius," appear to be still latent

in manuscript, if in existence ; and the " His-
tory of Troy" can only be conjectured to be
a versified translation of ^gidius de Columna
on that subject, of which there is a copy at

the Escurial, or another in prose, which is

extant at the royal library of Madrid, both in

manuscript. 7. " The History of Castile
"

is considered the best of the old Spanish
chronicles. The most complete edition of it

is that entitled " Cronicas de los Reyes de
Castilla, Don Pedro, Don Enrique II., Don
Juan I., Don Enrique III.," with the emen-
dations of Zurita and the corrections and
notes of Don Eugenio de Llaguno Amirola,

2 vols. 4to. Madrid, 1779, 8vo. It forms
the first two volumes of seven of a collec-

tion of Castilian chi-onicles, which it is much
to be regretted was carried no further.

There was to be a third volume of Ayala, to

z 2
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contain justificatory documents, an index, a

full life of the author, and some of his un-

published minor works, but it has never ap-

peared. The first edition of the Chronicles

was published at Seville, in 1495, and is so

rare, that Mendez, the historian of Spanish

typography, knew of only two copies, one

of which is now in England, in the library

of Mr. Thomas Grenville. Subsequent edi-

tions appeared in 1520, 1542, 1591, &c.,

but none of them contained the reign of

Henry III. Zurita, the historian of Ara-
gon, prepared a text from the collation of

various manuscripts, and obtained a licence

for its publication in 1577, but died without

issuing it ; he had also composed " Enmiendas

y Advertencias," or " Emendations and Ob-
servations," on the history, which were after-

wards published separately by Dormer, at

Saragossa, in 1683. Zurita states that he
found two manuscript versions of the work,
one which he calls the " vulgar," or com-
mon, which is substantially the same as

in the early printed copies ; and another,

the " abreviada," or abbreviated, somewhat
shorter than the former, but distinguished by
additions as well as omissions. It was only
in manuscripts [of the " abreviada" that the

history of the first five years of the reign of
Henry III. was found. Llaguno Amirola
notices minutely the difi^erences between the
" vulgar " and " abreviada," which in no
manner affect the spirit and tendency of the

history. The work of Ayala is written in

pure Castilian, with much of the " gravity
"

to which the Spaniards attach so high a value.

His narrative, if it does not display all the

liveliness and vivid colouring of his contem-
porary Froissart, is on that very account,

perhaps, the more trustworthy. His charac-

ter for impartiality has indeed been im-
pugned, but chiefly on the ground that there

was once in existence a chronicle of Peter the

Cruel, not now extant, written by a contem-
porary partisan of his own, Juan de Castro,

Bishop of Jaen, in which his actions were
placed in a much more favourable light than
in the pages of Ayala. Valladares y Soto-

mayor has printed, in the twenty-eighth and
twenty-ninth volumes of his " Semanario Eru-
dito," a favourable history of Peter the Cruel
and his descendants, written by an author
who styles himself Gratia Dei, in which the

only arguments worth regarding against the

authority of Ayala ai-e founded on the exist-

ence of this chronicle, and on the exemplary
character of Peter the Cruel's -will. Ayala,

as Llaguno Amirola has shown, certainly

does not conceal the faults of his own party.

He is fortunate in his subject, which em-
braces the very period in the middle ages

in which the history of Spain was most
closely connected with that of France and
England. It may therefore justly excite sur-

prise that his valuable history has never been
translated into French or English. 8. Of
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the book on hawking, " De la Caza de las

Aves," two manuscript copies were known
in 1788 to Bayer; one in the hands of
Llaguno Amirola, who probably intended
to publish it in the third volume of the
Chronicles. 9. The " Rimado del Palacio"
was for a long time believed to be lost.

Sanchez, the editor of the " Coleccion de
Poesias Castellanas anteriores al Siglo XV.,"
conjectured that an anonymous volume of
poetry in the library of the Escurlal was the

work in question, and the supposition was
confirmed shortly after by the discovery of
another copy with the author's name. San-
chez intended to include it in his collection, but
died before cai'rying his work so far. He men-
tions in his Notes to the famous letter of the

Marquis of Santillana, that Ayala's poetical

style is rather heavy, that he is a close imi-

tator of the " Archipreste de Hita," a con-

temporary poet, and that his poems are very
religious, not one of them turning on the

subject of "profane love." 10. Argote y
Molina, in his work on the " Nobleza de
Andalucia," refers to a manuscript work on
genealogy ("Libro de Linages") by Lopez
de Ayala, which appears to be lost. (Lopez
de Ayala, Cronicas, &c, ; Llaguno Amirola's
edition, Noticias, &c. prefixed to vol. i.

;

N. Antonius, Bibliotheca Hispana Vetiis,

Bayer's edition, 1788, ii. 190—195 ; Sanchez,
Coleccion de Poesias Castellanas,!. 106—115;
Valladares y Sotomayor, Semanario Eriidito,

xxviii. 222, &c.) T. W.
AYA'LA, SEBASTIA'NO, a Jesuit, was

born of a noble family, in the city of Castro-

giovanni in Sicily, in the year 1744. He
studied at Palermo, and was appointed pro-

fessor of rhetoric at Malta. When the

Jesuits were driven out of Malta, Ayala went
to Rome, he having been excepted from the

order which prohibited any Jesuit, a subject

of the house of Bourbon, being received in

that city. He studied theology in the Col-

legio Romano during two years, and made
such progress in mathematics and astronomy,
that Ricci, the general of the order, deter-

mined to associate him with Leonardo Xi-

menes as his colleague and future successor in

the observatory at Florence. Count Caunitz,

however, by whom he was held in great es-

teem, took him to Vienna, and by his inlmence,

after the suppression of the order of Jesuits,

Ayala was made minister from the republic of
Ragusa at the imperial court. He was the

friend and biographer of Metastasio. His
death took place in the year 1817. He wrote— 1. " Lettera apologetica della persona e

del regno di Pietro il Grande contro le gros-

solane calunnie di Mirabeau." 2. " De la

liberte et de I'e'galite des hommes et des

citoyens, avec des considerations sur quelques
nouveaux dogmes politiques," Vienna, 1792,

8vo., and again at Vienna in 1794, 8vo. It

was translated into Italian lander the title

" Delia liberta e della uguaglianza degli uo-
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mini e de' cittadini, con riflessioni su di

alcuni nuovi dommi politici," 1793, 8vo.

Two other translations in Italian also ap-

peared. Also into German, " Ueber Frei- und
Gleichheit der Menschen und Biirger,"

Vienna, 1793, 8vo. This work is directed

against the French declaration of the rights

of man, and discusses at large the questions

of civil liberty and equality. 3. Ayala was
among the first who perceived the necessity

of a revision of the " Dizionario della Crusca,"
particularly with a view to render the Latin
explanations more precise and to remove
many superfluous quotations. He explained
his views in a work entitled " Dei difetti

deir antico Vocabolario della Crusca, che
dovrebbero corregersi nella nuova edizione,"

Vienna, 8vo. 4. " Opere postume di Metas-
tasio, date alia luce dall' abate Conte d'Ayala,"
3 vols. Vienna, 1795, 8vo., also in 4to. and
in 12mo. in the same year, and at Paris in

3 vols, in 4to. and 8vo. in 1798. This pub-
lication contains Metastasio's unpublished
correspondence, translations of portions of

Sophocles and Euripides, and his Life,

written by Ayala. He is said to have
been the author of several anonymous
pieces, and to have published a catalogue of
the productions of the Aldine press, a com-
plete collection of which he possessed. He
also exposed the errors in Davanzati's trans-

lation of Tacitus, and accompanied his criti-

cism by a version of a copious extract from
the Latin. (Tipaldo, Biograjia degli Italiani

illustri del Secolo X VIIL i, 26 ; Scina, Pro-
spetto della Storia Letteraria di Sicilia nel Se-

colo Decimottavo, iii. 194, 417, 418.) J. W. J.

AYBAR XIMENES, PEDRO, a Spanish
painter, who lived at Calatayud towards the

close of the seventeenth century. He was a

relation and the pupil of Francisco Ximenes
of Tarragona, and painted in a similar style-

He painted, about the year 1 G82, three pic-

tures for the collegiate church of St. Mary
at Calatayud— a Holy Family, an Epiphany,
and the Nativity of our Saviour, all which
Ponz praises for the drawing, colouring,

and the composition. (Ponz, Viage de Es-
pana ; Bermudez, Diccionario Historico, &c.)

R. N. AV.

AYBEK. [AiBEK.]
'AYESHAH, the favourite wife of Mo-

hammed, was the daughter of Abu Bekr,

one of the eai'liest and warmest friends of the

Mohammedan prophet. She was only nine

years old when she married him, and is said

to have been the only one of Mohammed's
numerous wives who was a virgin, owing to

which circumstance her father, whose name
was 'Abdullah, was surnamed Abu Bekr,

or " the father of the virgin." Although
Mohammed had no children by 'Ayeshah, he
was so tenderly attached to her that he was
often heard to say that she would be the first

of all his wives to enter Paradise ; and in his

last illness he had himself carried to her
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house and expired in her arms. Her enemies
accused her of adultery on a particular occa-

sion, and the report gained so much credit,

that notwithstanding all her protestations

of innocence, Mohammed himself conceived
some suspicions of her guilt, although he pro-

bably thought it more prudent to conceal his

sentiments. In order, however, to preserve

the dignity of his own character and his wife's

reputation, he produced a seasonable revela-

tion from heaven, attesting 'Ayeshah's inno-

cence, after which he punished the accusers

as calumniators. {Koran, chap, xxiv., entitled
" the Light.") After the death of her hus-

band, 'Ayeshah was held in great veneration

by all the Moslems, who surnamed herUmmu-
l-mitmenfn (the mother of the believers), and
consulted her on all important occasions. For
some reason or reasons unknown 'Ayeshah
conceived a mortal hatred against the Khalif
'Othman, and took an active part in the plot

which deprived him of power and life. After

the assassination of 'Othman she vigorously

opposed the accession of 'Ali, because he had
believed at first in the accusation brought
against her. Uniting with Talhah, Zobeyr,
and others of 'Ali's enemies, who had taken
up arms under the pretence of avenging the

murder of the Khalif 'Othman, she put her-

self at the head of the insurgents and ap-

peared before Basrah, mounted on a power-
ful camel. At the gate of the town
she was met by a deputation of the people

who were sent to know her intentions ; but

instead of replying to their questions, 'Ayes-

hah harangued them with great passion, and
called upon them to join her banners. One
of the deputies, named Zariah Ibn Kadamah
then said, " O mother of the faithful ! the

murder of 'Othman was an occurrence of less

moment than thy thus leaving home upon the

back of that cursed camel. God no doubt cast

on thee a veil of protection, but thou hast

wilfully rent that veil, and set his protection

at nought." On the return of the deputies,

the people of Basrah prepared to defend their

home, but after some contest, the troops of

'Ayeshah gained possession of the city, and
entering the principal mosque, where the

governor, 'Othman Ibn Honeyf, had taken

refuge, they took him prisoner and dragged
him to her presence. 'Ayeshah, however,
spared the life of 'Othman in consideration

of his great age and of his having been the

friend of the Prophet, but she gave orders

that forty of the principal inhabitants of the

place, who were suspected of being the par-

tisans of 'Ali, should be put to death, which
was done. Meanwhile, 'Ali was advancing

upon Basrah at the head of considerable

forces, and as 'Ayeshah obstinately rejected

all offers of peace, a battle ensued, in which
both Talhah and Zobeyr were slain, and
'Ayeshah was taken prisoner. ['Ali Ibn Abi'

Ta'lib.] After mutual recriminations between

her and 'Ali, 'Ayeshah was civilly dismissed
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by the conqueror, who allowed her to fix her
residence at Medina or any other town of

Arabia, on condition that she would not

meddle in afi'airs of state. She died at Me-
dina in A.H. 58 (a.d, 677), at the age of 67.

(Abu-1-feda, Vita Mahometis, pp. 53, 82,

uec non Ann. Mosl. sub anno 36 ; Price,

Chron. Retros. ofMohammedan History, "vol. i.

cap. iv. ; Ockley, Hist, of the Saracens,

(edit. 1718), vol. ii., pp. 1—47; Elmacin,

Hist. Sarac. lib. i. capp. iv., v.) P. de G.
AYGUANI, MICHELE. [Aiguani

;

Angriani.]
AYLESBURY, EARL OF. [Bruce.]
AYLESBURY or AILESBURY, SIR

THOMAS, an eminent mathematician and
patron of learning during the reign of

Charles I., was the second son of William
Aylesbury, of whose station in society we
find no account, though Lloyd says that the

ancestors of Sir Thomas were high-sheriffs

of Bedfordshire and Buckinghamshire often

during the reigns of Edward IL and IIL
Thomas Aylesbury was born in London
in 1576, and was educated in Westmin-
ster school, and in 1598 he became a stu-

dent of Christ Church, Oxford, where
he distinguished himself by assiduous ap-

plication, especially to mathematical stu-

dies, by his proficiency in which he ob-

tained the notice and favour of many emi-
nent persons, both in and out of the

university. In 1602 he obtained the degree

of A.B., and in 1605 that of A.M. After

leaving Oxford, Aylesbury became secretary

to Charles, Earl of Nottingham, then lord

high admiral of England, an ofiice which
afforded him opportunities of both improving
and bringing into exercise his mathematical
knowledge ; and subsequently, when George
Villiers, Duke of Buckingham, succeeded the

Earl of Nottingham as high admiral, Ayles-

bury was not only continued in the same
employment, but was also made one of the

masters of requests, and master of the mint,

and was, by Buckingham's interest, created

a baronet in 1627. Being supplied, by these

high offices, with ample means for the en-

couragement of learning, Aylesbury not only
made all men of science welcome to his table,

and gave them all the countenance in his

power, but also allowed pensions out of his

private income to such as were in necessitous

circumstances, and liberally entertained them
at his summer residence in Windsor Park.
Among others who shared his bounty were
Walter Warner, who wrote a treatise on coins

and coinage at his request, and Thomas Har-
riot, who bequeathed all his writings and his

collection of MSS. to Aylesbury, Robert
Sidney, and Viscount Lisle. Thomas Allen
[Allen or Alleyn, Thomas] of Oxford,
who had been recommended by Aylesbury
to the Duke of Buckingham, also confided his

njanuscripts to him. Sir Thomas is said to

have been one of the most acute and candid
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critics of his time, and Wood styles him " a

learned man, and as great a lover and en-

courager of learning and learned men, espe-

cially of mathematicians (he being one him-

self), as any man in his time,"

On the breaking out of the civil war Ayles-

bury's adherence to the royal cause brought

him into difficulties. In 1642 he was de-

prived of his public employments: but he

bore his reverses of fortune with tolerable

calmness until the execution of the king,

early in 1649, when he left England, and
went, with his family, according to Wood,
to Antwerp, whence, according to the same
authority, he removed, in 1652, to Breda.

The " Biographia Britannica," however, does

not mention his residence at Antwerp, but

states that he resided for some time at Brus-

sels, before removing to Breda. Having very

limited means remaining, he lived in a very

private manner at Breda, where he died in

1657, at the age of eighty-one. He had a

son, William [Aylesbury, William], who
died in the same year, but whether before or

after him we are not informed, and a daugh-

ter, Frances, who married Edward Hyde,
afterwards Earl of Clarendon, and became
mother to the queen of James II. , and gi-and-

mother to Queens Mary and Anne, and who
inherited the wreck of her father's property.

(Wood, Fasti Oxonienses, ed. Bliss, i. 296,

305 ; JBiographia Britannica ; Lloyd, Me-
moires, Sfc. of the Noble, Reverend, and Excel-

lent Personages that suffered in the Civil

Wars, 1637 to 1660, p. 699.) J. T. S.

AYLESBURY, THOMAS, an English

theological writer, who was educated at

Cambridge, and whose name appears with

the degree of A.M. in a list of Cantabrigians

incorporated into the university of Oxford
on the 9th of July, 1622, and again, with the

degree of B.D., on the 10th of July, 1626,

was, according to Wood, the author of the

following works, the last of which is the

only one we have seen :—1. " Sermon
preached at Paul's Cross," June, 1622, on
Luke xvii. 37, published at London in 1623,

in 4to. 2. "Treatise of the Confession of

Sin, with the Power of the Keys," 1657, 4to.

3, "Diatribse de ^terno Divini beneplaciti

circa creaturas intellectuales decreto, ubi

patrum consulta, &c.," small 4to. pp. 473,

published at Cambridge in 1659, and again,

according to Watt, in 1661. This indivi-

dual may also very probably have been the

author of a sermon entitled " Paganisme and
Papisme parallel'd and set forth," which was
preached at the Temple Church upon the

feast-day of All-Saints, in 1623, and pub-

lished in the following year in small quarto,

having the name of " Thomas Ailesbury,

student in divinitie." (Wood, Fasti Oxoni-

enses, ed. Bliss, i. 408, 427 ; Watt, Bih-
liotheca Britannica.^ J. T. S.

AYLESBURY, WILLIAM, the son of

Sir Thomas Aylesbury, Bart., was born in
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Westminster about the year 1612, and became
a gentleman-commoner of Christ Church,
Oxford, early in 1628. He took the degree
of A.B. in 1631, and was subsequently ap-
pointed by Charles I. to the office of governor
or tutor to the young Duke of Buckingham
and his brother Lord Francis Villiers, the
orphan sons of the first Villiers, Duke of
Buckingham, with whom he travelled for

some time on the Continent. While in Italy

he was shot in the thigh by mistake for

another person, who was waylaid by ruffians.

He returned to England soon after the com-
mencement of the civil war, and gave up his

charge to the king, who was so well pleased
with his services that he made him a grant,

which, however, according to the " Bio-
graphia Britannica," he did not live to per-

form, of the first place of groom of the

bed-chamber which should become vacant

;

and also, according to Wood, commanded
him to translate D'Avila's work on the civil

wars of France, from the Italian, of which
language he is said to have been a perfect

master, " which," observes Wood, " he did

with the assistance of his constant friend Sir

Charles Cotterel," This translation was
published in a thick folio volume, in 1647,

according to the title-page, though the licence

for printing it, in which Aylesbury's name
appears unaccompanied by that of his coad-

jutor, is dated January 7, 1646 : the dedi-

cation, which is signed " Charles Cottrell

;

William Aylesbury," is dated January 1, 1648.

It is entitled "The Historic of the Civill

Warres of France, written in Italian by
H. C. Davila;" and a second edition was
published in a similar form, with the addition

of an index and an address to the reader, in

1678. This address states that the translation

was completed, but not commenced, at the

command of Charles I., when at Oxford, and
that the king " read it there, with such eager-

ness that no diligence could write it out

faire, so fast as he daily called for it ; wishing
he had had it some years sooner, out of a

belief that being forewarned thereby, he
might have prevented many of those mis-

chiefs we then groaned under; and which
the grand contrivers of them had drawn
from this original, as spiders do poison from
the most wholsome plants." The address is

not signed, but it claims the chief merit of

the translation for Cottrell, from whom the

copyright had been obtained, and who is said

to have executed the whole, excepting a few
passages in the first four books. About the

time of the death of Charles I., Aylesbury
went abroad with his father, with whom he
remained until 1650, "at which time," ob-

serves Wood, " being reduced to great

straits, (he) stole over to England, where
he lived for some time among his friends and
acquaintance, and some time at Oxon, among
certain royalists there." At length his neces-

sities compelled him to engage himself in the
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capacity of secretary to the governor who
accompanied a second expedition sent by-

Oliver Cromwell to Jamaica, at which island

he died in 1657. (Wood, AthencB Oxonienses,

ed. Bliss, iii. 440, 441, and Fasti Oxonienses, i.

460 ; Biographia Britannica ; Address pre-

fixed to Davila's History of the Civil Wars
of France, ed. 1678.) J. T. S,

AYLESFORD, EARL OF. [Finch.]

AYLETT or AYLET, ROBERT, who
appears by the date upon an engraved por-

trait described by Granger, and which is said

to have been prefixed to the collected edition

ofhis works, to have been born about 1 583,was

educated at Trinity Hall, Cambridge, and
was incorporated into the university of Ox-
ford, in 1608, at which time he had the degree

of A.M. In 1614 he obtained at Cambridge
the degree of LL.D., and Wood states that

he was " made master of the faculties on the

death of Sir Charles Csesar, in the beginning
of December, 1642." In his works he is

styled one of the masters of the high court of

chancery. His first publication appears to

have been an octavo volume issued in 1622,

comprising four poetical pieces, entitled

" Peace, with her foure Carders ; Thrift's

Equipage; Susanna; and Joseph, or Pha-
raoh's Favorite." In 1654 appeared a thick

octavo volume, now of somewhat rare occur-

rence, entitled "Divine and Moral Specula-

tions, in metrical numbers, upon various sub-

jects ;" to which, according to Granger, his

portrait was prefixed, although it is not con-

tained in the copy formerly belonging to

George III., and presented by him to the

British Museum. This copy is dated in MS.,
Jan. 5, 1653, and Watt gives the date 1652 as

well as 1654, as though there were editions

in both years. Granger gives 1635 as the

date of the portrait attached to it. Appended
to this volume, though with separate titles

and pagination, are several other pieces, em-
bracing " Susanna," " Joseph," and " Urania,

or the Heavenly Muse," the principal being

four pastoral eclogues, entitled " A Wife not

ready made, but bespoken; by Dicus the

batchelor ; and made up for him by his fel-

low-shepheard Tityrus; the second edition,

wherein are some things added, but nothing

amended." We find, however, no mention of

an earlier edition of this poem, which con-

tains a pleading, by way of dialogue, for and
against marriage. In 1655 Dr. Aylett pub-

lished, in a small pamphlet, in rhyme, with
numerous Scripture references, "Devotions,

viz. 1. A Good Woman's Prayer. 2. The
Humble Man's Prayer ;" with an engraved
frontispiece. Wood starts a query whether
Dr. Aylett was the uncle of Aylett Sammes,
whose " Britannia Antiqua Illustrata," pub-

lished in 1676, was, he states, rumoured to be

really written by an uncle of higher talents

than Sammes himself. (Wood, Fasti Oxo-
nienses, ed. Bliss, i. 328, ii. 363; Granger,

Biographical Histonj of England, fifth edi-
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tion, 1824, iii. 29, 30; Brydges, Festi-

tuta, iv. 38—44, and Censura Lite) aria, v.

373,374.) J.T. S.

AYLIFFE, JOHN, an English civilian

and canonist, of the circumstances of whose
life hardly anything is known. He calls

himself LL.D. and Fellow of New College,

Oxford. He published, in 1714, in two vo-

lumes, 8vo. " The Antient and Present state

of the University of Oxford, containing 1.

An Account of its Antiquity, past Govern-

ment, and Sufferings from the Danes and
other People, both foreign and domestic. 2.

An Account of its Colleges, Halls, and Pub-
lic Buildings ; of their Founders and especial

Benefactors; the Laws, Statutes, and Pri-

vileges relating thereunto in general ; and of

their Visitors and their Power. 3. An Ac-
count of the Laws, Statutes, and Privileges

of the University, and svich of the Laws of

the Realm which do anywise concern the

same ; together with an Abstract of several

Royal Grants and Charters, given to the said

University, and the Sense and Opinion of the

Lawyers thereupon." The work is dedi-

cated to Lord Somers. The author has

been charged with merely abridging Wood's
" Athenai Oxonienses ;" but he admits in his

preface that " the first, and about half the

second part of these treatises are an abridg-

ment of Mr. Wood's ' History and Anti-

quities of Oxford,' delivered from the many
errors and evident partiality of that laborious

undertaker and searcher after antiquities."

He accuses Wood of a partiality to Catholi-

cism and the Roman Catholics, and professes

to come forward as the champion of Protest-

antism. Party feeling at that time ran high,

and the Jacobites, exulting in the recent

triumph of Sacheverell, were predominant in

Oxford. Ayliffe seems, before he wrote this

book, to have become offensive to several

members of the University. He says, " In

the laws relating to Colleges and the Uni-
versity, I have been as concise as possible

without wronging the sense thereof, though
I cannot say that they are placed in the

method first intended, or that this work itself

is penned with that decoration of style and
language, as might be expected of a person

of my degree and standing in the University
;

but the trouble and vexation which I have
suffered from lawsuits and other persecutions

for the sake of my adhering to the principles

of the revolution, which shall be the test of

my loyalty so long as I live, have clouded

my imagination so mvich, that it is not so

strange I write without life and vigour, as

that I am still among the living, when I con-

sider the various afflictions of pain and other

oppressions under which I have laboured for

almost ten years together, from the malice of

such as are ever proposing arbitrary power
in the prince." It is said that Ayliffe was
expelled from the University, in consequence

of offensive passages in this book. A tract by
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him is alluded to in the " Gentleman's Maga-
zine," as "a vindication of himself," but
Watt and the other bibliographical authori-

ties make no mention of such a work. A
correspondent of the " Gentleman's Maga-
zine" asks " if it was a party business only"
which occasioned the sentence of expulsion,

but no one appears to ansM er the question

;

and several other inquiries regarding Ayliffe,

made through that periodical, are equally

unavailing. He is not alluded to in the

edition of Wood by Bliss, or in the other

historical works on Oxford, nor is he men-
tioned in " Sketches of the Lives and Cha-
racters of eminent English Civilians," pub-
lished in 1803, where he might be expected
to have a place. It is stated in the " Gen-
tleman's Magazine," that he never practised

at Doctors' Commons. In 172G, he published

in folio, " Parergon juris Canonici Angli-

cani ; or a Supplement to the Canons and
Constitutions of the Church of England."
This large and elaborate work has much
more of a controversial than an institutional

character. It is written in a spirit of strong

hostility to the Church of Rome, and to the

assumption of independent legislative or ju-

dicial authority by the priesthood. Although
the author was a civilian, this work represents

pretty accurately the old jealousy which the

common lawyers feit towards the canonists.

It enters largely on those questions, as to the

authenticity of various branches of the canon
law, and their title to be viewed as binding
in those countries where the canon law is

acknowledged—a subject affording ample
room for discussion. In 1734, Ayliffe pub-
lished " Pandect of the Roman Civil Law, as

anciently established in that Empire, and now
received and practised in the most European
Nations, with a Preliminary Discourse con-

cerning the rise and progress of the Civil

Law, from the most early times of the

Roman Empire; in which is comprised an
account of the Books themselves, containing

this Law ; the names of the Authors and
Compilers of them ; the several Editions, and
the best Commentators thereon." With the

exception, perhaps, of the translation of

Domat, this is the most extensive and elabo-

rate work on the civil law, in the English lan-

guage. Browne, in his " Compendious View
of the Civil Law," says of it," Ayliffe's work,
though learned, is dull and tedious, and
stuffed with superfluous matter, delivered in

a most confused manner." The author states

that he spent "thirty years' study" on the

work. It was never completed ; one volume
only being published. As this, however,
covers by far the larger portion of the civil

law, it is probable that the second volume
would have been of smaller bulk. The ar-

rangement followed is not precisely that of
any of the Justinian collections, but it ap-

proaches nearer to the order of the Institutes

than to that of the Pandects. The volume
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is divided into four books. Book I. treats

" Of Laws in general." Book II., " Of Per-

sons, the First Object of the Law." Book
III., " Of Things, the Second Object of the

Law," including testate sviccession. The
fourth book has no general title, but treats of

obligations, whether arising from contract or

delict. The main subjects, not embi-aced in

this division, and probably reserved for the

second volume, ai-e actions, public offences,

and intestate succession. Before his large

work appeared, Ayliffe published (in 1732) a

small treatise, entitled " The Law of Pledges
or Pawns, as it was in use among the Ro-
mans," which contains, perhaps, all that is

necessary on the subject, but the author's

manner of treatment is confused. {Gent.

Mag. Ixxiv. 646, 853, Ixxix. Ooli ; Works re-

ferred to.) J. H. B.

AYLFNI. [AiLiNi.]
AYLLON, LUCAS VASQUEZ DE, is

first mentioned by Herrera, as arriving at

Hispaniola in 1506, in search of a legal post.

He was a native of Toledo, of good abilities

and grave demeanour, but not remarkable
for piety or tenderness of conscience. Nico-
las Ovando, the then governor of Hispaniola,

appointed him alcalde mayor, or chief ma-
gistrate of the city of Concepcion and the

surrounding district in Hispaniola ; his prin-

cipal salary for which consisted in the ser-

vices of four hundred Indians, who might be

considered at that time as the circulating

medium of the island. His name first comes
into notice in 1520, when Velasquez, the

governor of Cuba, was preparing an expe-

dition to Mexico to thwart the progress of

his insubordinate lieutenant, Cortes, who,
in spite of being recalled, persisted in attack-

ing the empire of Motezuma. The royal

"Audiencia," or legal council of Hispa-

niola, despatched Ayllon to Velasquez to

remonstrate against the intended expedition,

on the ground of the danger which such

dissensions threatened to the Spanish power
;

and Velasquez was so far iniiuenced by his

arguments as to abandon the personal com-
mand of the armament ; but one of his officers,

Panfilo de Narvaez, sailed in his stead.

When Ayllon found that the expedition was
to set off' in two hours, he insisted on accom-

panying it to endeavour to appease discord,

and Narvaez was obliged to comply. No
sooner had they arrived at Vera Cruz than

Cort^iS despatched from Mexico Fray Barto-

lome de Olmedo, an artful priest, who had
frequent conferences with Ayllon, and, ac-

cording to Herrera, made him a handsome
present in gold. Ayllon now assumed a

bolder tone, and commanded Narvaez, under

pain of death, as a traitor, to desist from his

enterprise. The embarrassed commander
put him on board a caravel under orders

for Cuba; but on the voyage Ayllon per-

suaded the captain to change his destination

for Hispaniola, where, on his arrival, he
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drew up a report strongly implicating the

conduct of Velasquez and Nai-vaez, which
the royal audience despatched to Spain. This
report, which extends to 110 folio pages, is

now in the archives of the Royal Academy
of History at Madrid. It is referred to, as

well as several other manuscripts by Ayllon,

in Prescott's "History of the Conquest of

Mexico."
The thirst for enterprise appears to have

noAV been fully awakened in Ayllon. In
the same year, 1 520, he was engaged in au
expedition of two vessels which left His-

paniola for the purpose of kidnapping Caribs

to serve as slaves in place of the unfortu-

nate Indians, who wei-e rapidly disappearing

under the hard treatment of the Spaniards.

It is said by Barcia that it was a tempest

which carried him on an hitherto unknown
part of the coast of the American continent,

between the 32nd and 33rd degrees of north

latitude, where he discovered and surveyed
two provinces, one named Chicora, and the

other, according to Barcia, Duharhe, but ac-

cording to Navarrete, Gualdape ; a river

which was named the Jordan, after the

captain of one of the vessels, and a

cape, St. Helena, so called because disco-

vered on St. Helena's day. Bancroft iden-

tifies the Jordan, which has sometimes been
supposed to be the Santee, with the modern
Combahee river in South Carolina, which
runs into St. Helena Sound. The Indians,

whom Ayllon found there, were very white,

and their caciques were of gigantic stature,

which is curiously accounted for by Her-
rera, doubtless on the authority of Ayl-
lon. An infant cacique was always, he
states, fed, by a professional giant-maker,

on certain herbs which rendered the bones

as soft as wax ; the limbs were then

pulled out till the infant could bear it

no longer, when he was consigned to the

care of a nurse who was fed on very
strong diet, and the operation was repeated,

at intervals, till it was considered no longer

necessary. Ayllon treated these Indians

with signal kindness till he had acquired

enough of their confidence to induce 130

of them to come on board at once, when
he weighed anchor and set sail for His-

paniola with his prize. One of his vessels

was sunk on the voyage, and most of the

Indians in the other died in the course of

it, refusing to partake of food. Even in

Hispaniola a cry of indignation was raised

against the ungrateful cruelty of Ayllon,

and it was hoped and expected that he would
receive some punishment; but in 1523

we find him in Spain, attended by an

Indian servant, Francisco de Chicora, so-

liciting from Charles V. permission to con-

quer the country from which the poor slave

derived his name. He obtained it ; but in

the document there is a passage to the

effect, that in the new province there should
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be no " repartimientos," or distributions of
Indians, and that tliey should not do personal

service except of their own good will, and
with wages, " as is done with our free vas-

sals, and the working men in these king-

doms." While engaged in these solicitations,

Ayllon became acquainted with the historian

Pietro Martire d' Anghiera, better known
as Peter Martyr [Anghiera], and furnished

him with some information, which he in-

serted in his " Decades." There was some
delay before he was able to commence his

projected conquest; and Herrera mentions
him as a partner ,in a joint-stock company
for the purpose of making war against the

Caribs, in which Las Casas, the apostle of

the Indians, was the principal shareholder.

About the middle of July, 1526, after send-

ing out a preliminary expedition of two
vessels, which returned with a favourable

report, Ayllon himself set forth on his

grand expedition of colonization and con-

quest in a fleet of six vessels, carrying 500
men, and between 80 and 90 horses. For-
tune frowned on it from the beginning.

According to the narrative of Barcia, the

pilot, Diego de Miruelo, though he had also

been the pilot in the voyage of 1520, could
not succeed in finding his way to Chicora,

and the failure so preyed on his spirits that

he went mad and died. Ayllon at last

landed in a spot that seemed favourable for

his designs, and was received by the Indians

with every show of peace and amity. It

w^as now their turn to be treacherous. Ayl-
lon, relying on their apparent friendship,

incautiously sent an expedition of 200 of
his men to survey an Indian town about
a day's journey from the coast : the inha-

bitants feasted their guests for four days,

and, when they wei'e thus put completely
off their guard, murdered them in their

sleep to a man. The news of hostilities

was conveyed to those who had remained
with the ships, by a furious attack from the

Indians, which compelled them to put to

sea, and they only reached Hispaniola after

great sufferings. Such is the narrative of
the historian Barcia, which differs in many
respects from the more recent one of Navar-
rete, who refers as his authority to the

unpublished second part of Oviedo's " His-

tory of the Indies." He states that Ayllon
succeeded in discovering the river Jordan,

and disembarked there, but found the situ-

ation so bad that he removed some distance

to a better spot, and founded there the

settlement of St. Miguel de Gualdape, where
on the 18th of October, 1526, he died of a

disease brought on by cold and fatigue.

It was after his death that, the climate and
the Indians having reduced the number of

settlers from 500 to 150, it was determined
to abandon the colony. In the following

year his widow and son applied for a fresh

grant of the conquest, and obtained it ; but
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the son could find no one to second him,

and he also perished of mortification and a

sense of failure. In the dates of the later

events of Ayllon's life, we have followed

the chronology of Navarrete, which is gene-

rally a year later than that of Herrera and
two years later than that of Barcia. (Her-

rera, Historia de los Jiechos de los Cas-

tellanos en las islas y tierra Jirme del

Mar Occam, edit, of 1730, Dec. i. 171,

ii. 70, iii. 241 ; Cardenas z Cano [Gonzalez

Barcia], Eiisaijo Cronologico para la Historia

General de la Florida, years 1 520, &c. ; Pres-

cott. History of the Conquest ofMexico, ii. 206,

&c. ; Bancroft, Historu of" the United States,

i. 36, &c. ; Fernandez de Navarrete, Coleccion

de los Viages y Descuhrimientos que hicieron

por mar los Espauoles, iii. 69, &c.) T. W.
AYLMER, JOHN, Bishop of London in

the reign of Queen Elizabeth, was born at

Tilney, in Norfolk, in 1521, of an ancient

family in that county. He studied some
time at Cambridge, but took his degrees of

divinity at Oxford ; and on leaving the uni-

versity, he was selected by the Duke of Suf-

folk as his chaplain, and appointed tutor to

his accomplished daughter, the Lady Jane
Grey. His noble pupil thus bore witness to

his merits as a preceptor. "He teacheth

me," she said, "so gently, so pleasantly,

with such fair allurements to learning, that

I think all the time nothing whiles I am
with him. And when I am called from
him I fall on weeping, because whatsoever

I do else but learning, is full of grief, trou-

ble, fear, and wholly mislikiug to me." He en-

tered the Church under the patronage of the

Duke of Suffolk and the Earl of Huntingdon,

and in 1553 was preferred to the archdeaconry

of Stow, in Lincolnshire. In that year Queen
Mary succeeded to the throne ; when Aylmer
proved his courage and his fidelity to the

Protestant faith, by contending against the

Roman Catholic doctrines which were ad-

vanced in the convocation. His opinions be-

ing now heretical he was deprived of his

archdeaconry, and escaped to the continent,

where he resided first at Strassburg and after-

wards at Zurich; pursuing his studies, in-

structing youth, and corresponding with

many eminent countrymen who, like himself,

were exiles, on account of their religion.

On the death of Queen Mary he returned

to England, but in order to secure a better

welcome for himself and the other exiles, he
printed a book at Strassburg, entitled " An
Harborowe for faithful and true subjects,

against the late blown blast concerning the

government of women" (4to. 1559), in

answer to a work of John Knox. The lat-

ter, in his zeal for the Protestant religion,

and smarting under his own persecution, had
not been contented with denunciations of

Queen Mary of England, and Mary of Lor-
rain, Queen Regent of Scotland ; but in his

" first blast of the trumpet against the mon-
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struous regiment of women," he had indis-

creetly inveighed against the government of

queens in general. This political theory had
been inopportunely published a few months
before the accession of Elizabeth, and Ayl-
mer, at the suggestion of his companions in

exile, undertook an answer ; in which, with

much learning and argument, he ui'ged the

claims of women to the government of a state
;

and with flattering expressions of loyalty to

the queen, he promised "peace and pros-

perity under a princess of such admirable
parts and godly education."

Thus recommended by his zeal for the

Protestant religion, and by his loyalty to the

queen, he returned to England, and was
soon distinguished as one of the most eminent
divines of the Reformed Church. He was
appointed with seven others to hold a dispu-

tation with an equal number of Roman Ca-
tholic bishops; and in 1562, received the

archdeaconry of Lincoln, by virtue of which
office he attended the synod held in that

3^ear, for the settlement of the doctrines and
dicipline of the Church, He continued ac-

tively engaged in his archdeaconry, and as a

member of the ecclesiastical commission, until

the year 1.576, when he was preferred to the

see of London upon the removal of Bishop
Sandys to the archbishopric of York. He
now became noted for his severity in enforc-

ing compliance with the doctrines and dis-

cipline of the Church ; though in the earlier

part of his life he had shown a leaning to-

wards the Puritans. In his answer to Knox,
he had inveighed against the pomp and splen-

dour of the bishops and their excessive au-

thority ; and in a sermon he had said, "where-
fore away with your thousands, you bishops,

and come down to your hundreds." These
opinions, it is said, retai'ded his advancement
to a bishopric, which had been pi-omised him
for several years : but as Archdeacon of Lin-

coln he had effaced all impressions unfavour-

able to his rise, and as Bishop of London he

could not be accused of favoviring either the

Puritans or the Catholics ; nor of detracting

from the authority, or diminishing the re-

venues of the episcopal office.

As bishop of his diocese and as one of the

leading members of the Court of High Com-
mission, he was, for many years, the most
active enforcer of conformity, in which la-

bour he evinced more zeal than discretion,

and more violence than equity. After the

recent subversion of the Roman Catholic

Church, it is not surprising that the profes-

sors of its religion should have been I'egarded

with jealousy and apprehension by the heads

of the Protestant establishment ; nor that in

an age, when persecution was supposed to be

the only cure for errors, the Catholics should

have been subject to oppression. But it does

appear extraordinary, that the bishops of a

new church, in which the doctrines were
scarcely consolidated, and the discipline but
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recently defined, should have been eager to

detect every trivial nonconformity in its mi-
nisters, and by vexatious inquisitions to drive

them from its service. Yet it was the policy

of those times, to disgrace the reformation by
severities against the Catholics ; and at the

same time, to narrow the foundations of the

Protestant Church, by changing noncon-
formity into dissent. Of this policy no man
was a more conspicuous promoter than

Bishop Aylmer. He had no sooner entered

upon the duties of his see, than he advised

the Lord Treasurer Burleigh " to use more
severity than hitherto hath been used"

(against the Catholics), " or else we shall

smart for it ;" and within his own jurisdiction

he neglected no occasion for executing the

laws against them with rigour. But liis ener-

gies wei'e chiefly directed against the Puri-

tanical party in the Church, whom he sought

out and punished with unceasing activity.

His severity attracted most notice in the cases

of Mr. Cawdry, Mr. Benison, and Mr. Gar-
diner, all ministers of the Church. He pro-

ceeded against the first of these, not under the

act of uniformity, which had created the of-

fence, and by which a milder sentence would
have been given ; but under the general eccle-

siastical law, which authorized his depriva-

tion. The second was imprisoned by him for

a supposed irregularity in regard to his mar-
riage ; and the bishop was desired by the

PriAy Council to make him compensation,

lest, in an action for false imprisonment, he
should recover damages " which would touch
his lordship's credit." And the third was
deprived of his benefice and sufiered a long

and painful imprisonment under circum-

stances calling for indulgence.

For these and other proceedings he was
regarded with disgust by the Puritans.

He said himself that " he was hated like

a dog, and was called the oppressor of

the children of God;" and Neal, in his
" History of the Puritans," says of him,
" as this prelate had no compassion in his

nature, he had little or no regard to the

laws of his country, or the cries of the people

after the word of God :" nor did that party

fail to harass him in return ; they ridiculed

and maligned him in pamphlets ; they circu-

lated reports injurious to his character, and
made frequent complaints of his conduct to

the Privy Council. By these means they

caused him so much vexation that he endea-

voured, for a long time, to be translated to a

more quiet see, and two years before his

death he offered to resign his bishopric to

Dr. Bancroft. But none of his plans of re-

tirement succeeded; and after having been

Bishop of London for eighteen years, he died

on the 3rd of June, 1 594, in the seventy-third

3'9ar of his age. He left a large family of

sons and daughters, of whom a particular

account will be found in the tenth chapter of
" Strype's Life."
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Of his personal character and attainments

he has left no remarkable memorials. Fuller

speaks of him as " well learned in the lan-

guages, a ready disputant and deep divine,"

and Strype says that " his learning was univer-

sal," that he was "an exact logician," a good
Hebrew scholar, and an " excellent historian ;"

but his only published work was the " Har-
borowe for faithful subjects" already men-
tioned ; and he was careful in avoiding con-

troversial writing. In 1574 he was selected

by the Archbishop of Canterbury to answer
an anonymous book " De Disciplina," but he

at once declined the task ; and again, in 1 58 1

,

he was required by Lord Burleigh to answer
a work by the Jesuit Campion, but he trans-

ferred that undertaking to other divines

whom he recommended. He is said, how-
ever, to have been happy and forcible in his

sermons, and according to Strjpe " he had a

way of preaching that would encourage and
inspire with spirit and life those that heard
him." His descriptions and imagery were
quaint and humorous, but not always re-

markable for their delicacy. Thus he com-
pared a fallacy to " a painted madam's face,

which so long as nobody blows upon it, nor
sweat risetli in it, is gay glistering ; but any
of these means maketh the wrinkles soon ap-

pear. So is a false argument decked with
fair words: it seemeth good, but turn it

naked, and you shall soon see the botches."

He had defended the right of women to go-

vern a state, but they had no reason to thank
him for his good opinion ; for in a sermon at

court, he described them as being of two
sorts, " some of them wiser, better learned,

discreeter, and m.ore constant than a number
of men ; but another and a worse sort of them,
and the most part, are fond, foolish, wanton
flibbergibbs, tattlers, triHers, wavering, wit-

less, without counsel, feeble, cai'eless, rash,

proud, dainty, nice, tale-bearers, eaves-drop-

pers, rumour-raisers, evil-tongued, worse-
minded, and in everywise doltified with the

dregs of the devil's dunghill."

Aylmer's temper was hasty and his man-
ners blunt. He rated Lord Burleigh, he ap-

plied nicknames to the judges and sherilfs,

and in his old age he took Dr. Squire his

son-in-law into an inner room and "cudgelled
him soundly." He was fond of manly sports

and especially of bowls, Avith which he di-

verted himself on Sundays after evening
prayer. He entered into this game with such
eagerness that he laid himself open to ridi-

cule and censure. Thus Martin Marprelate,

who never lost an opportunity of assailing

the bishop, said that he would " cry, rub,

rub, rub, to his bowl, and when it was gone
too far, say, the devil go with it, and then
the bishop would follow." His severity had
raised him many bitter enemies, by whom all

his words and actions were exposed to oblo-

quy. From many of their charges a success-

ful defence has been made by Strype (Chap-
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ter xi.); but from others the bishop has
not been cleared. In the execution of the

laws he was violent and intemperate, and
in his general conduct and manners was un-
popular. In palliation of these faults, a can-

did inquirer will search in vain for indica-

tions of genius, or for high principles and a

liberal disposition. (Strype, Annals, Eccle-

siastical Memorials, (SiC, Historical collections

of the Life and Acts ofJohn Ai/lmer ; Fuller,

Worthies ff England, p. 238; IS'eal, History

of the Puritans ; Wood, Athence Oxonienses,

vol. ii. p. 832 ; Harrington, Nugce Antiqnce

;

Bioijraphia Britannica.) T. E. M.
AYLMER, MATTHEW, LORD, First

Baron Aylmer in the Peerage of Ireland,

v,as the second son of Sir Christopher Ayl-
mer, Bart., of Balrath, by Margaret, third

daughter of Matthew, the fifth Lord Louth.

He was born about the year 1643, and while

a young man, he was employed in the reign

of Charles II. in raising troops in Munster
to be transported into Holland, for the ser-

vice of the States against the French. In

this service he displayed great zeal and ex-

pended much of his own private fortune.

With the assistance of Sir Gerald Aylmer,
his eldest brother, he clothed and maintained

1 1)0 men for three months, and purchased a

ship, in which he accompanied them to Hol-
land. W^hen the auxiliary forces were dis-

banded, at the conclusion of the war, Aylmer
became a page to the Duke of Buckingham,
by Avhom he was sent to sea. In this new
service he acquitted himself so well, that in

the reign of James II. he was in command
of a ship ; and after the engagement of La
Hogue he was constituted, in 1692, Rear-

Admiral of the Red, and sent with a squa-

dron to the Mediterranean ; where he con-

cluded treaties at Algiers, Tunis, and Tri-

poli, for which he obtained much credit.

In 1698 he was chosen one of the Barons
of the Cinque Port of Dover, and sat in par-

liament for that port for twentj' years. In
1701 he was made governor of Deal Castle;

in 1709 he was a lord commissioner of the

Admiralty, and in the same year was con-

stituted admiral and commander-in-chief of

the Fleet. In the following year he lost this

office, but was reinstated on the accession of
George I., when he was appointed governor
of Greenwich Hospital. In 1717 he was
again a commissioner of the Admiralty, and
Rear-Admiral of the Fleet. At the same
time he received a patent of the mastership

of Greenwich Hospital, for life; and in 1718
was advanced by patent to the peerage of

Ireland by the title of Lord Aylmer, Baron
of Balrath. In 1720 he was appointed Rear-
Admiral of Great Britain, and died on the

18th of August in the same year, leaving

two daughters and a son. By the latter he
was succeeded in his title, which has been
transmitted to his descendants until this time.

(Lodge, Peerage of Ireland, by Mervyn
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Archdall, vol. vii. ; Smollett, Hist. vol. i., p.

193, 204
; Beatson, Political Index, and Chro-

nological Register; Political State of Great
Britain, 1711-1720; Historical Register,

1716-1720.) T. E. M.
AYLOFFE, SIR JOSEPH, an eminent

English antiquaiy, described as of Framfield,
in Sussex, was descended from an ancient

Saxon family formerly seated at Bocton Alof,

or Boughtou Aloph, near Wye, in Kent,
which place derived the second part of its

name from a Saxon named Alnphus, their

supposed progenitor. According to Morant,
who gives an account of the family, the

Ayloff'es, or one bi-anch of them, removed
from Bocton Alof to Hornchurch, in Essex,
where they were seated in the reign of
Henry VI. Thomas Ayloffe, of Sudbury, in

Suffolk, in the reign of Edward IV., held
great possessions in Essex and Suftblk.

William Ayloffe, or, as given by some
writers, Ailoffe, of Great Braxted, otherwise

called Braxted Magna, in Essex, was, with
many other persons, knighted by James I. at

the Charter-House, in 1603, upon occasion of

his first coming to London ; and on the 25th
of November, 1612, he was advanced to the

dignity of a baronet. From the eldest son of
this person by his third wife. Sir Joseph
Aylotfe was the fourth in descent; and he
inherited the baronetcy on the extinction of

the elder male line, December 10, 1730, by
the death of the Eev. Sir John Ayloffe, the

fifth baronet. Both the father and the grand-
father of Sir Joseph, who bore the same
Christian name, were barristers of Gray's
Inn, and the former died about 1726, after

passing the latter years of his life at Kirk
Ireton, in Derbyshire, in a wretched state of

body and mind. Sir Joseph Ayloffe was born
about the year 1708, was educated at West-
minster School, and was admitted of Lincoln's

Inn in 1724, in which year also he was en-

tered a gentleman-commoner of St. John's

College, Oxford, which he quitted about

1728. On the 27th of May, 1731, he became
a fellow of the Royal Society; and on the

10th of February following he was elected

fellow of the Society of Antiquaries. In

17.51, when the latter Society received its

chai'ter of incorporation, he was one of the

first council, and some years afterwards he
became vice-president. He also became, in

1738, a member of the Gentlemen's Society

at Spalding.

Upon the building of Westminster Bridge,
in 1736 or 1737, Ayloffe was appointed secre-

tary to the commissioners; in 1750 he was
made auditor-general of the hospitals of
Bridewell and Bethlem; and upon the es-

tablishment of the new State-Paper Office

in 1763, when the papers were removed from
the old gate at Whitehall to apartments at

the Treasury, he was one of the three com-
missioners appointed for their preservation

;

an office which must have assisted him ma-
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terially in the compilation of a very useful
work which he published, in 1772, upon the
national records, but which, according to
Nichols, " had been begun at the press by
the Reverend Mr. Morant." Of this circum-
stance, however, there is no mention in the
" Introduction " to the work, which (p, xlvii,

et seq.) gives a full account of the sources

from which its contents were derived, the
principal being the MS. calendars of Mr.
James Stewart, a record officer, which, after

his death, had fallen into the hands of Dr.
William Hunter, by whom they were com-
municated to Ayloffe. This work, which
foi'ms a large quarto volume, with a very
full index, is entitled " Calendars of the
Ancient Charters, and of the Welch and
Scotish Rolls now remaining in the Tower
of London," and of sundry other documents,
embracing treaties of peace between the kings
of England and Scotland ; catalogues of re-

cords brought to Berwick from the Royal
Treasury at Edinburgh, and of other Scottish

records ; transactions of the Scotch parlia-

ment from May 15, 1639, to March 8, 1650;
and memoranda concerning the affairs of Ire-

land, extracted from the Tower records.

The volume, which is illustrated with four
plates containing fac-similes of writing of
differing periods, has an " Introduction " of
seventy pages, " giving some account of the
state of the Public Records from the Con-
quest to the present time." The first issue

of this work appeared anonjanously, in the
year above mentioned ; but there are copies,

evidently printed from the same types, Avliich

bear date 1774, and have the name of Sir

Joseph Ayloffe on the title-page.

Ayloffe published, as far as the writer can
ascertain, no other distinct work, though he
was more or less connected with several other
publications, and wrote several papers for the
works of the Society of Antiquaries, some of
which were printed separately. About 1748
he prompted Mr. Kirby, an artist of Ipswich,
to make drawings of many monuments and
buildings in Suffolk, some of which were
engraved and published, with a description,

while others remained unpublished in the

possession of Sir Joseph, who purposed writ-

ing a history of the county. About 1764 he
drew up proposals for this work, which,
together with a circular letter which was sent

to some gentlemen of the county, were printed

by Nichols in his " Literary Anecdotes." In
the latter the proposed work is styled " A
Topographical History and Description of
the County of Suffolk ;" and the minute ac-

count of the plan contained in the proposals

show that it was most comprehensive. Ayloffe

did not, however, meet with the encourage-

ment which he expected, and being disap-

pointed in the supply of materials, he aban-
doned the work. Another work which was
announced by him was a translation, with
considerable additions, especially of articles
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illustrative of the antiquities, history, laws,

customs, manufactures, commerce, and cu-

riosities, of Great Britain and Ireland, of the
" Encyclope'die " then publishing at Paris,

under the direction of Diderot and D'Alem-
bert. The prospectus of this work, which
was to have extended to ten quarto volumes,

with upwards of six hundred plates, appeared

towards the close of 1751, and it was soon

followed by the first number of the work
itself, which was reviewed with some severity

in the " Gentleman's Magazine" for Januaiy,

1752, pp. 46, 47. It was not well received

by the public, and the undertaking was
dropped. Of the detached papers by Ayloffe

the principal were— 1. " An account of the

chapel on London Bridge," to accompany
Vertue's engraving, which was published in

1748, and again, by the Society of Anti-

quaries, in 1777. 2. " An Historical De-
scription of the Interview between Henry
VIII. and Francis I., on the Champ du Drap
d'Or," to accompany an engraving from an
ancient picture in Windsor Castle, printed in

the " Archseologia," vol. iii. pp. 185-229, and
in a separate form also, in 1773. 3. " An
Account of some Ancient English Historical

Paintings at Cowdry, in Sussex," forming

pp. 239-272 of the same volume of the
" Archseologia, " and published separately,

with a modified title, and extended to a some-
what greater length, in 1778. The principal

picture described in this paper represents the

encampment of the English forces near Ports-

mouth, and the position of the English and
French fleets at the commencement of the

action of July 19,1 545 ; and it was engraved
on a large scale for the Society of Anti-

quaries. 4. An " Account of the body of

King Edward I., as it appeared on opening
his tomb in the year 1774," printed in the

same volume, of which it occupies pages
376-413, and in a separate form in 1775.

5. Towards the close of his life Ayloffe wrote
descriptions of some monuments in West-
minster Abbey, of which engravings were
made for the Society of Antiquaries; and
Gough, in the " Introduction" to the first

volume of his " Sepulchral Monuments,

"

observes, in reference to this undertaking of
Ayloffe's, " When I reflect on his intimate

acquaintaince with every part of that vene-
rable structure, and the opportunities he had
for pursuing his inquiries there, I am at a

loss whether most to lament his reluctance to

continue what he had so happily begun, or

my own presumpticm in attempting to supply
his knowledge by vain conjectures." He
adds that the death of Sir Joseph took place

before three sheets of the '• Sepulchral Monu-
ments" had passed through the press. Nichols

states that besides the above-mentioned pub-
lications, Ayloffe superintended or revised

for the press Thorpe's " Registrum Roffense,"

published in folio, in 1769 ; a new edition of

Leland's "Collectanea," in 6 vols. 8vo, 1770;
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and new editions published in the following

year, of Hearne's " Curious Discourses," in

2 vols. 8vo. and of the " Liber Niger Scac-
carii," 2 vols. 8vo., to the latter of which he
added the charters of Kingston-on-Thames,
of which place his father was recorder.

This authority also states that an advertise-

ment was prefixed to the fourth volume of

Somers's tracts, of " A Collection of Debates
in Parliament before the Restoration," from
MSS., by Sir Joseph Ayloffe, Bart., which,
he adds, never appeared. In the announce-
ment of his Encyclopedia, Ayloffe is de-

scribed as author of " The Universal Libra-

rian ;" but we are unable to find any further

notice of that work.
Some of the last exertions of Sir Joseph

Ayloffe were directed to the establishment of

the affairs of the Society of Antiquaries upon
their removal to apartments in Somerset
House; and he closed a life which Gough
says was " devoted to the study of our na-

tional antiquities," on the 19th of April,

1781, in his seventy-second year. He died

at his residence in Kennington Lane, Lam-
beth, and was buried, with his father and his

only son, at Hendon. He married in 1734,

and had a son of his own name, who died at

Trinity Hall, Cambridge, at the age of

twenty-one, on the 19th of December, 1756
;

and at his death the baronetcy became ex-

tinct. "His extensive knowledge of our
national antiquities and municipal rights,

and the agreeable manner in which he com-
municated it to his friends and the public," are

mentioned by Nichols as deserving of recol-

lection. Among several of his letters printed

by Nichols, there is one especially worthy
of notice, giving his opinion to a young stu-

dent as to the best works on English anti-

quities. Such of his manuscripts as were not

claimed by his friends and acquaintance were
sold by auction on the 27th of February,

1782. (Nichols, Literarij Anecdotes of the

Eighteenth Centurij, iii. 183-190, vi. 74, viii.

486-492; Gentleman's Magazine, li. 195,

196 ; Morant, History of Essex, i. 69-71, ii.

138, 139 ; Burke, Extinct and Dormant Baro-
netcies ; Thomson, History of the Royal So-

ciety, Appendix, No. iv. p. 39.) J. T. S.

AYLWARD, THEODORE, Mus. Doc,
was for some years organist of St. George's

Chapel, Windsor. There is no accessible re-

cord of the date of his appointment, " the old

books," as is generally the case in such esta-

blishments, having been "put away." He
was elected a member'of the Madrigal Society

in 1769, and professor of music at Gresham
College in 1771. Burney, in his notice of

this institution, suppresses the fact of Dr.

Aylward's appointment, choosing to end his

list of the musical professors with the name
of Thomas Brown (appointed in 1739), and
asserting that Dr. Bull was the only one of

them who was " able to inform by theory, or

amuse by practice those who attended the
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music lectures." This reproach had ceased

Avith the appointment of Dr. Aylward, who
must have been competent to the discharge of

this and his other professional duties, al-

though 'he discovered very little genius for

composition. His published compositions

consist of single songs, and a collection of

glees. His glee " A cruel Fate" gained, un-

deservedly, the Catch Club prize in competi-

tion with Dr. Arne's " Come, Shepherds,

we'll follow the hearse." After this decision

Arne ceased to contend for the prize. In 1784
Aylward was appointed one of the assistant

directors at the commemoration of Handel.
He died in 1801, and was succeeded in the

Gresham professorship of music by Mr.
Stevens. He wrote for the chapel royal at

Windsor a Service in E flat, and another in

D. The following anthems are also pre-

served there :—" I will cry unto God"—" My
God, why hast thou"—" O how amiable are

thy dwellings"—" O Lord, grant the King a

long life"—"Ponder my words." (^Records

of Gresham College ; Itecoi'ds of the Catch
Club ; Choir Books of St. George's Chapel,

Windsor.) E. T.
AYMAR, [Ademar.]
AYMAR, JAQUES, was a peasant of

Dauphine, who attracted the attention of all

France, towards the close of the seventeenth

century, by his pretended powers of divina-

tion. He was born at St. Veran, on the 8th

of September, 1662, and, as was afterw^ards

particularly remarked, " between the hour of

midnight and one in the morning." He was
bred to the business of a mason, but appears

to have soon forsaken it for the more pro-

fitable trade of wielding the divining-rod.

At first he confined his pretensions within

the usual limits, giving his assistance in the

discovery of springs, mines, hidden treasures,

and obliterated boundaries ; but in course of

time he professed to have found a new and
most important use of the magic rod. By its

help he not only pointed out where stolen

property was hidden, but followed the traces

of the thieves until they were lodged in the

hands of the officers of justice. In 1688 and
1689 he is recorded to have performed several

feats of this nature in and around Grenoble,

but it was not until 1692 that his reputation

rose to its height. On the 5th of July in

that year, at Lyon, a vintner and his wife

were murdered, and their shop robbed, under

such circumstances that the endeavours of

the authorities to discover the perpetrators

were fruitless. At length Aymar was sent

for, and, after giving some proofs of his al-

leged powers, was employed to trace the

fugitives, of whom not even the number was
known. Provided with his rod, which had
already indicated to him the precise spots

where the two murders took place, he, guided

by its directions, quitted the city, and pro-

ceeded down the Rhone, pointing out to the

officers every spot at which the murderers,
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whom he pronounced to be three in number,
had rested, and the very vessels out of which
they had drunk. Ai-rived at length at the
Camp of Sablon, he declared that the mur-
derers were present ; but, under pretence of
the fear of ill-treatment from the soldiers,

should he then attempt to trace them more
closely, he went back to Lyon. Returning
with a better attendance, he proceeded fur-

ther down the river, and at length stopped
befoi'e the gaol at Beaucaire, which he de-

clared to contain one of the objects of pur-
suit ; and the rod finally selected a hunch-
backed young man just confined for a petty

theft as the criminal. He was taken on the
charge of murder, and, although he at first

asserted his innocence, he soon confessed
that he had planned the robbery, and Avatched
the door of the A^ntner's shop while the mur-
ders were committed by his accomplices, two
natives of Provence. Aymar was then de-
spatched in pursuit of the lattei", but it was
found, by the assistance of the rod, that they
had taken ship. They were still pursued by
sea until within sight of Genoa, when it was
evident the murderers had escaped out of the
French territory, and the officers were com-
pelled to put back. Shortly after their re-

turn, the hunchback (and no other name is

given him in the contemporary accounts of
these transactions) was condemned to be
broken ali\^e on the Avheel ; a sentence which
was carried into effect on the 30th of August,
1692.

Nothing could exceed the sensation pro-

duced by these events throughout France,
and especially in the learned world. The
facts being generally admitted, the next thing
was to propound a satisfactory theory to ac-

count for them. Some grave philosophers
invented a system of " corpuscules" trans-

piring from the blood of the murdered per-

sons, and acting in some unimaginable manner
on the rod and the nerA'Ous system of Aymar

;

but another body of disputants rejected all

attempts at a physical solution of the diffi-

culty, and at once attributed all Aymar's per-

formances to the direct agency of Satan.

Among the latter was the celebrated Male-
branche, and also the Abbe Le Brun, who
produced an elaborate treatise on the subject,

entitled " Illusions des Philosophes sur la

Baguette." An immense number of pam-
phlets on both sides of the question flowed
from the press in 1692 and 1693.

In the mean time Aymar was sent for to

Paris, at the instance of the Prince de Conde,
Avho wished to see with his own eyes the

wonders of his art. The removal was fatal

to his pretensions, for the rod now failed in

every trial. It indicated springs where no-

thing was found, on digging, but dry earth

;

pointed out treasures in spots where stones

and rubbish only were deposited ; and finally

led the prince into great trouble and expense

in re-discovering treasures which had been
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hidden in the garden with the view of testing

Aymar's powers, and which his rod had passed

over unmoved. He made one attempt to keep

up his reputation by procuring the restitution

of the value of some stolen property, though

without pointing out the offenders; but he

was shrewdly suspected of having himself re-

stored the money at his own expense, in order

to support his credit. At length, all his

arts failing him, he acknowledged himself an

impostor, and fell back into his original ob-

scurity.

The affair of the hunchback executed at

Jjyon was never further elucidated. It is

not at all impossible that he was the innocent

victim of a prevailing excitement, in which
he himself may have partaken. If guilty,

the probability is that Aymar knew of his

participation in the crime beforehand, and
made use of the knowledge as a ready means
to gain the belief of the many in the

powers of his art. It is no wonder that his

success should have been great in an age

when many of the " learned" recorded their

belief in the power of the divining-rod to

point out not only subterraneous springs and
minerals, but even things of such purely con-

ventional qualities as the boundary-marks of

estates and parishes. Many of the treatises

published on the occasion of Aymar's per-

formances with the rod betray a degree of

credulity almost incredible. (Collin de

Plancy, Dictioniiaire Infernal, i. 293-—295,
305—311 ; De Vallemont, Phijsique Ocailte,

26—42, 196, &c. ; Histoire critique des Pra-
tiques superstitieuses, 1— 72.) J. W.
AYMAR RIVAULT, a French lawyer,

author of one of the earliest histories of the

Roman law. Denis Simon says that Aymar
was a councillor in the parliament of Gre-
noble, under Charles VII., Louis XL, and
Charles VIII. ; and his statement has been

adopted by Le Long. According to this

account, Aymar must have lived in the fif-

teenth century. Pasquier, on the other hand,

includes him in his list of French civilians of

the sixteenth century ; and he is not only a

more learned authority than Simon, but lived

himself in the sixteenth century. Two cir-

cumstances corroborate Pasquier's statement

:

the " Historia Jm-is Civilis" of Aymar Ri-

vault, is dedicated to Du Prat, who is styled

in the dedication " Chancellor of France and
renowned ju^rist." No mention is made of Du
Prat's ecclesiastical dignities, which omission

could scarcely have been made after 1525,

when he was made archbishop of Sens, cer-

tainly not after 1527, when he was made
cardinal. This seems to fix the date of the

publication of the history (there is no date

in the book) between 1515, when Du Prat

was appointed Chancellor, and 1527. The
other corroborative circumstance alluded to

is the fact of a MS. history of Dauphine
by Rivault, mentioned by Le Long as con-

tained in the king's library, being brought
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down to the year 1535. We have no means
of fixing more precisely the time at which
Rivault lived.

Rivault informs us incidentally, towards the

close of the 5th book of his " History of the

Civil Law," that his father's name was Guigo
(Guido?) Rivallius, and that he was a lawyer
(jure consultus) ; and from the context we
are led to infer that he was a practitioner in

the parliament at Marseille. In the same
passage Aymar mentions a juvenile work
which he had composed on orthography (" in

nostris de orthographia libris quos adoles-

cens adhuc conscripsi "). Pasquier calls

him " Conseiller au Parlement de Grenoble ;"

and includes him in his list of those juri-

dical authors who were not teachers in any
university. Francis Bergeria, in the title of
some encomiastic verses, printed at the end
of Rivault's " History of the Civil Law," calls

him " celebrated orator and accomplished ju-

rist." Rivault does not appear from his dedi-

cation to have been personally known to Du
Prat; for he mentions that he had heard of the

chancellor's accomplishments and patronage

of letters in conversations with lafredus Ca-
rolus, president of the parliament of Gre-
noble. Pasquier expresses no opinion of the

merits of Rivault's writings ; but seems to

imply that though Rivault belonged to the

school of elegant jurists, of which Bude is

called the founder, his style was less polished

than could be wished.

Rivault's works are:— 1. "The Treatise

on Orthography," above alluded to ; which,
from the terms in which he mentions it,

would appear to have been published, but of

which we have found no notice elsewhere.

2. " Historioe Juris Civilis Libri V., Historise

item Juris Pontificii Liber singularis." We
have seen two editions of this work : one
published at Paris, a small duodecimo, in

black letter, without date, which appears to

be the original edition ; the other at Mayence
in 1527, of the same form and size. The
history is the first treatise in the first volume
of Ziletti's collection, which seems to imply
a high estimate of its merits. 3. " Aymari
Rivalii, Domini Rivalerise ac Consiliarii Re-
gii et Parlamenti Delphinatus Militis, de
AUobrogibus Libri novem." This MS., Le
Long tells us, was No. 1607 in Colbert's li-

brary, and was subsequently transferred to

the library of the king. He describes it as

a history of Dauphine' from the earliest times

down to the year 1535. 4. Jocher attributes

to Rivault a commentary on the Concordat
between Francis I. and Leo X. :—" Com-
mentar. ' in Concordata Regis Francisci et

Leonis X." Jocher is no great authority

;

but as Du Prat was violently assailed for

that Concordat, and as Rivault's dedication

has an appearance of seeking the chancellor's

patronage, it is not impossible that he may
have composed such a work.
Of these four works, the only one that can
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be said to be known is the " History of the

Civil Law," and the supplementary book on
the " History of the Canon Law," Con-
sidering the time at which it was Avritten, the

want of precursors and models, it is a credit-

able work. The style, if not highly polished,

is cleai', and the arrangement is good, though
the materials are not very abundant or very
critically examined. In the dedication to the

Chancellor Du Prat, the author states that

his object in tracing historically the growth
of the civil law, was to elucidate the real

meaning of many legal doctrines, and to show
clearly what laws had been superseded by
others of more recent date. The first book
contains a brief history of the Roman kings

;

the second traces the history of laws (leges),

properly so called, and plebiscita. To the

latter subject, only a few pages are devoted
;

the former occupies no less than 171 pages.

A brief statement of the form of government
established after the expulsion of the kings,

is followed by a collection of all the fragments
of the laws of the Twelve Tables then known.
To each is added a statement of the modifi-

cations superinduced upon it by subsequent

legislation, and any cases in which its meaning-
had been controverted or explained. At the

end of the fragments of the Twelve Tables is

a chronologically arranged list of the princi-

pal " leges " down to the close of the republic.

The chief " plebiscita " are enumerated in the

same manner. The third book contains si-

milar catalogues, first of the "senatuscou-

sulta," and next, of the edicts of the Pra'tors.

The fourth book contains a chronological

account of the imperial constitutions to the

time of Justinian, to which is added a brief

notice of the compilations of that emperor,
and of the extinction of the imperial power in

Italy. The fifth book contains notices of the

principal classical jurists under the head
" Responsa Prudentum." The book on the
" History of the Canon Law" is supple-

mentary to the five books just passed in

review. Rivault states at the outset, that
" pontifical law" occupies a difiereut field from
civil law, and he almost appears to derive

the authority of the ecclesiastical courts from
the Pope's being, under the Christian dispen-

sation, the successor of the Roman Poutifex

Maximus. The history of the canon law is

miich more brief and unsatisfactory than that

of the civil law ; indeed, its only value ap-

pears to consist in its adding to our knowledge
of the author's character that he was an un-

compromising opponent of Protestantism.

(Simon Denis, Bihliotheque Historique des

Auteurs de Droit ; Etienne Pasquier, Be-
cherches de la France; Aymarus Rivallius,

Historia Juris Civilis et Pontijicii ; D. Sam-
marthanus, Gallia Christiana.) W. W.
AYME' DE CHATILLON. [Ayjie' de

V.\RANNES.]
AYME', JEAN JACQUES, better known

by the name of Job Ayme, which, in spite of

VOL. IV.

his remonstrances, the French journalists

always called him, was born at Monte'limart

in the present department of Drome, in the

year 1752. Up to the year 1789, he exercised

the profession of advocate in his native city.

On the breaking out of the Revolution, he

became an active partif^an of that movement,
and in June, 1790, was rewarded for his ser-

vices with the appointment of Procureur

Ge'neral Syndic of the department of Drume.
In the progress of the Revolution, Ayme,
although a consistent friend of liberty, was
disgusted by the excesses of the Jacobins ; he

was accordingly suspected by that faction,

and after holding his office for two years, was
compelled to resign in August, 1792. He
now retired from public life, but his move-
ments were strictly watched by the revolu-

tionary agents. During the Reign of Terror,

he was arrested and sent to Paris. On the

2Gth of July, 1794, he was thrown into the

Conciergerie, and continued in that prison

for seven days, expecting each to be his last.

By the revolution of the 9th Thermidor (27th

July, 1794), however, he was restored to

liberty, and, in about a month afterwards,

placed himself at the head of the re-actionary

movement in Monte'limart. After this period

he continued to exercise a considerable infiu-

ence at Montelim.art, and acquired the con-

fidence not only of the inhabitants ofthat city,

but of the department of Drome generally.

On the 5th and 13th Fructidor, An III.

(22nd and 30th August, 1795), the Conven-
tion, in framing the constitution of the Council

Five Hundred, decreed a variety of restric-

tions not hitherto observed by the electors in

their choice of representatives. All France

was in a tumult in consequence ; the decrees

of the Convention were canvassed in no
measured terms, and Ayme presided over a
large meeting of electors in his own depart-

ment, in which it Mas unanimously resolved

that no decrees of the Convention should

restrict them in their choice of representatives.

This resolution was printed and obtained a

wide circulation ; but the Convention deter-

mined to punish its authors, and a decree of

arrest was accordingly issued against Ayme.
Surrounded by his friends however, Ayme at

first contrived to elude the vigilance of the

officers, and after a short time no further

steps were taken to arrest him. On the 2Cth

of October, 1795, the Convention ceased to

exist, and Ayme' was elected deputy from the

department of Drome to the new Council of

Five Hundred, He accordingly proceeded to

Pai'is ; but almost as soon as he appeared in

the Assembly, was denounced by Genissieu

and Goupilleau de Montaigu as a royalist and

traitor to the Republic. Ayme' replied ; and a

stormy debate ensuing, it required all the

energy of the Abbe' Sie'yes and other members
to restore tranquillity. On the following day
(21st of December, 1795), the attack upon

Ayme was renewed. Goupilleau said he was
2 A
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prepared with documents in support of liis

denunciation. Hardy, an ex-Conventionalist,

reminded the Assembly that the decree of

arrest issued against Ayme by the Convention

remained in force. A thii'd member asked in

a voice of thunder Avhy he was not in prison,

and various others contended that the most
essential forms of the constitution had been

violated in his election. Ayme', in his reply,

affirmed the legality of his election ; he repu-

diated the charge of royalism, denounced

Goupilleau as the harbourer of assassins, and
concluded by an expression of sincere attach-

ment to the republic. A commission was ap-

pointed to investigate his conduct; on the

4th Nivose (December 25), they reported,

and on the same day a majority of voices

voted his exclusion from the Assembly.

On the 5th Prairial, An V. (24th of May,
1797), on the motion of Pe'nieres, seconded

by Dumolard, Ayme' was readmitted, and in

about a month afterwards, chosen Secretary

to the Council. In this capacity he used all

his influence for the purpose of humbling the

extreme revolutionary party. On one occa-

sion, he moved for the deportation of Barrere

and Verdier, in compliance with a decree of

the late Convention: at another time, he
voted for a message to the Directory to in-

quire the exact age of Barras, who, according

to Villot, was not of the age required by the

constitution. On the 8th Thermidox', An V.
(26th of July, 1797), he moved for the aboli-

tion of all the revolutionary festivals, with the

exception of the 1st Vindemiaire, the day of

the proclamation of the Eepublic. This mo-
tion was strongly disapproved, and Ayme
was more than ever suspected of royalism.

On the 18th Fructidor, An V. (September

4, 1797), the extreme party in the Assembly
again triumphed, and a decree of arrest and
deportation was carried against Ayme and
fifty-one of his colleagues. Ayme remained
for some time in concealment at the house of

a friend in Paris ; after a strict search, how-
ever, he was arrested in the month of January,

1798, and conveyed to Rochefort. The Cha-
rente frigate was lying in the harbour, with
convicts for the penal settlement of Guiana

;

Ayme was added to their number, and the

vessel sailed shortly afterwards. On the 11th

of May they reached the island of Cayenne.
During an exile of more than eighteen
months, Ayme suffered severely, but at

length succeeded in effecting his escape in

an American vessel bound for Gottenburg.
This vessel however was wrecked on the

coast of Scotland ; more than half the

crew and passengers were lost, and Ayme
with considerable difficulty landed at the

small seaport of Frasei'burgh. He pro-

ceeded thence to London, and shortly af-

terwards embarked for Calais, which he
reached on the 20th of March, 1800. During
his absence, the revolution of the 1 8th Bru-
maire (9th of November, 1799) had corn-
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pletely altered the aspect of political affairs.

By a consular decree of the 5th Nivose,
An VIII. (2Gth of Decembei', 1799), an am-
nest}^ was declared in favour of the majority
of the exiled members. Ayme', on his return

to France, communicated im.mediatelv with
the proper authorities, and was ordered for

the present to reside at Dijon. During his

stay in that city, he drew up an interesting

narrative of his exile and shipwreck, entitled
" Deportation et Naufrage de J. J. Ayme,
ex-le'gislateur : suivis du Tableau de vie et de
mort des de'portc's a son depart de la Guyane

;

avec quelques Observations sur cette Colonic
et sur les Negres," Paris, 8yo., without date,

but printed in 1800. Several grave charges
advanced by Ayme in this work against M.
Burnel de Rennes, the agent for the Direc-

tory at Caj^enne, led to a rejoinder from that

functionary in a pamphlet entitled " Supple'-

ment a Touvrage de J. J. Ayme," &c., Paris,

An VIII. (1800), 8vo. " Ayme"s work,"
says a critic, " would be readable enough but

for the interminable declamations in which he
eveiywhere indulges."

In 1802, Aymt' was nominated Chief Jus-

tice of a colony which Bonaparte proposed

to establish in Louisiana ; this project, how-
ever, was never carried into effect. On the

5th Germinal, An XII. (2Gth of March, 1804),

he was appointed Director of the department
of Gers, and afterwards of Ain, and held this

office until his death at Bourg-en-Bresse, on
the 1st of November, 1818. (Arnault and
others, Biograpltie des Contemporairis ; Bio-
graphie UniverseUe, Supplement ; Rabbe, Bio-
graphie des Contemporains ; Buchez and Roux,
Histoire Parlemeutaire de la Bccolution

Frangaise, vol. xxxvii, 142—146, and 2G9

—

454, passim.) G. B.
AYME' DE V A R A N N E S, also called

AYME' DE CHATILLON, was a French
poet of the twelfth century, known as the

author of " Le Roman de Florimont." To
this poem we are indebted for all that is

known or conjectured respecting the author.

M. Paulin Paris, who has entered the most
fully into the subject, conjectures that he was
by birth a Greek, and that he did not take up
his residence in France until long past his

youth. He had resided at Gallipoli, in the

province of Romania, and had also visited

Damietta, Ipsala, Adrianople, and Philip-

popel in wliich last city he, for the first

time, heard related in Greek the adventures
which form the subject of his poem. He
appears to have settled in or near Chatillon,

in the Lyonnais, where (after his return from
the Crusades, according to the " Archives de
Rhone") the poem was written. The time
of his death is not known.

It is not easy to identify precisely the chief

personages of the romance ofFlorimont. The
author himself gives the following account
of the poem and its hero :

—
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Tousjours mais en iert remembrance
II ne fu mie fais en France,
Mais en la langue des Frangois
I-e fist Aimes en Lionnais.
Aimes y mist s'entencion,
Le romans fist a Chastillon
De felipon de Macedoine
Qui fust norris en iiabiloine,

Kt del fil au due Malaquas
Qui estoit sire de Duras.
Florimont otnomen Frangois
Elenuis est dist en Grezois.

Again

—

II I'avoit en Grece veue
Nes n'etoit pas partout seue,
A Filipople la trouva
A Chastillon le apporta.
Ainsi come il avoit aprise
L'a de Latin en romans mise.

Some writers have made Florimont the son
ofAlexander the Great, and Alexander the son
of the Philip mentioned in the poem : others
call Florimont the son of Philip. It appears,
however, from the poem itself, that he was
the son-in-law of Philip, the great-grand-
father of Alexander.

This poem is remarkable for its antiquity.

The dates of 1124, 1188, and 1224, have
been respectively assigned to it; but the
date of 1180 is given in a copy in the
British Museum. The style is elegant and
pure, and the versification good. The rela-

tions introduced into it bear occasional evi-

dence ofan Eastern origin, and were quite new
to France at the time Ayme' wrote. Florimont
performs what would now be termed the or-

dinary exploits for a hero of romance, in slay-

ing monsters, vanquishing giants, particu-

larly a cousin of the king of Carthage, and
putting to the rout numerous armies. The
loss of his first love, however, the queen of an
invisible island, plunges him into deep de-

spair, and he adopts the name of " Le Pauvre
Perdu," until the sight of the beautiful Ro-
manadaple, the only daughter of Philip, dis-

pels his grief by inspiring him with a new
passion. The naivete of this lady in making
love is rather startling, but it may have been
a natural consequence of her confined educa-
tion, as, until Florimont was presented to

her, she had never been allowed to see any
but persons of her own sex. She became the

wife of Florimont (with whom her father

shared his kingdom), and in due time the

mother of Philip, the future conqueror of

Greece. Ayme', in the midst of his fabulous

recitals, has maintained a degree of topogra-

phical correctness not often met with in

works of this description.

The manuscripts of this poem are consi-

dered rare, and yet M. Paulin Paris states

that there are seven in the Bibliotheque du
Roi. There are also two in verse in the

British Museum, and it is to be found in

other libraries. A prose version from
the poem was made some time in the fif-

teenth century, and was printed at Paris in

1528, in 4to., under the title " Histoire et

ancienne cronicque de lexcellent roy Flor-
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mont, filz du noble Mataquas due d'Albanie."
Again, at Lyon, 1529, 4to., and at Rouen,
without date. In 1555 it was printed at
Lyon, in 4to., with the title " Chronique de
Florimond, en laquelle est conteuue comment,
en sa vie, mit a fin plusieurs aventures, et

comment, pour I'amour de la demoiselle de
ITsle Cele'e, par trois ans mena vie si dou~
loureuse qu'il fut appelle' Pauvre Perdu."
Paulin Paris has given a very full analysis
of this work, and noticed at large the inac-
curacies of all previous writers. {Histoire
littcraire de la France, xv. 486— 491, xix.
678—680; Borel, Tresor de recherches et an-
tiquite'z Ganloises et Francoises, 552, 6fc.

;

Paulin Paris, Les Manuscrits Frangois de la

Bibliotheque du Eoi (1840), iii. 9—53 ; Bre-
ghot du Lut and Pericaud, Biographic Lyon-
naise, 307 ; Archives du Rhone, iii. 239, 240;
Brunet, Manuel du Lihraire (1842), art.

"Florimont.") J.W.J.
AYMON or HAIMON, COUNT OF

ARDENNES, and his four sons, " les quatre
filz Aymon," named Alard or Adalhard,
Regnaud, Guichard and Richardet, are con-
spicuous among that class of half-historical

half-fictitious personages whose adventures
form the subject of the romances of chivalry
which relate to Charlemagne's period, such
as the French romantic tales by Adenes,
Huon de Villeneuve, and others, and the
more elaborate Italian romantic poems of
Pulci, Bello, Tasso (in his poem " Rinaldo "),

and, above all, the splendid epopees of
Bojardo and Ariosto, in which the sons of
Aymon, and especially the most illustrious

of them, Regnault, Rinaldo in Italian, act a
prominent part.

The existence of Aymon, Count of Ar-
dennes, is mentioned by Arnold Wion, a
Benedictine historian and biographer, in his
" Lignum Vitse," or History of the Order of
St. Benedict, part ii., in which he speaks of
the blessed Reinold, Rainard or Reuaud,
who, he says, was son of Aymon, and also by
Gramaye, in his " Antiquitates Belgicse," in

which, speaking of Berthem, a village near
Louvain, he says, that Adalard or Alard, the

eldest son of Aymon, Count of Ardennes,
gave the lordship of Berthem to the monas-
tery of Corbie in Picardy, of which he be-

came monk, and afterwards abbot, and that

the monastery alienated it in 1562. Berthem,
he says, means " the dwelling of the horse,"

and the town bears the horse as its arms,
and in the neighbouring forest of Ardennes
is a valley called " the valley of the horse

;"

all which, according to local tradition, have
reference to the famous horse Bayard, Avhich

in the romantic legends and poems was the

horse of the four sons of Aymon, and Avhich

performed most extraordinary feats. Can-
timpre, or Thomas Cantipratanus, a Domi-
nican monk and miscellaneous writer of the

middle of the thirteenth century, in his work
" Miraculorumetexemplorum memorabilium

2 A 2
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sui temporis libri duo," edited by J. Col-

venerius in 1605, asks, under the head of
" the folly of tournaments," those who
piqued themselves on their feats of horse-

manship and joustling, " Whether they

could ever expect to rival the reputation

of the famous horse Bayard, who lived

in the time of Charles, and had been dead

more than five'cenluries, but vrhose memory
lived still ?" To this the editor Colvenerius

adds this note in the appendix :
" This horse

Bayardus is commonly said to have belonged

to the four sons of Haimon, in the time of

Charlemagne, and is called in Belgian Ros-

beyaert ; or in French " rouge Bayard."

Fabulous tales of this horse are repeated to

the present day both in French and in Ger-

man. A child can perceive that they are

fables, but these fables are probably built on
some ground of truth, from the serious man-
ner in which our author speaks of Bayard.

Of the four sons of Haimon, mention is made
by Peter Louvvius. in the notes which I have
above quoted." Traditions about Bayard
and the quatre fils Aymon are still pi-eserved

in Belgium. Several towns, and Mons among
the rest, have streets named " des quatre fils

Aymon." In the county of Namur there is

a cliff, called the " Roche a Bayard," from
which the horse, it is said, leaped into the

Maas. In the novel " Les quatre fils

Aymon,'" however, the story is that Charle-

magne passing through Liege after Eegnault
had set out for the Holy Land, ordei'ed Bayard
to be thrown from the bridge into the Maas,

with a millstone round his neck ; but Bayard
stemmed the current, leaped on shore, and
" is said to be still alive in the forest of

Ardennes," There is, or was, an old castle,

called Bayard, at Duy, in the county of

Namui', which, according to tradition, had
been a place of shelter to the fils Aymon
when they were obliged to quit the Ardennes.
Bayard, or Ros-Beyaert in Flemish, figured

and still figures in some popular processions

at Louvain, Mechlin, and other parts of

Belgium. Paquot, the historian of Flanders,

in the last century, states that he had read in

an old MS., that previous to the wars of the

sixteenth century, there was on the grand
altar at Berthem a picture representing the

four sons of Aymon kneeling before a cru-

cifix. Father Foullon, in his History of
Liege, places the adventures of Aymon of
Ardennes and his sons about the middle of

the sixth century : other chronicles and tra-

ditions make them live in the time of

Charlemagne.
The novel " Les quatre fils Aymon " was

written by Huon de Villeneuve, a French
poet, who lived under Philippe Auguste, and
wrote several chivalric romances concerning

Charlemagne and his Paladins. These ro-

mances were afterwards turned into prose,

and we have several editions of the prose

version of the "Quatre fils Aymon." Brunet,
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" Manuel du Libraire," registers the follow-

ing among others;— 1. "Les quatre fils

Aymon " (traduit de rime en prose) ending

thus :
" Cy finit I'hystoire du noble et vaillaut

Chevalier Regnault de Montauban, imprimee
a Lyon, le xx jour du mois d'Apuril, I'an

mil quatre cens nonante trois," fob, Gothic

character, with figures. 2. " Histoire singnliere

et fort recreative contenant les faitz et gestes

des quatre filz Aymon et de leur cousin

Maugis, lequel fut pape de Rome, semblable-

ment la chronique du Chevalier Mabrian,

Roy de Jerusalem," 4to. Paris (no date).

Em. Bekker has published a long fragment

of the original poem from a ISIS, in the Paris

library, at the beginning of the edition of
" Fierabras," 4to. Berlin, 1829. There is an
English translation of the prose version:
" The right pleasant and goodly Historic of

the foure Sonnes of Aimon, the which for the

excellent endyting of it, and for the notable

prowess and great vertues that were in them,

is no less plesaunt to rede than worthy to be

knowen of all estates both h3'ghe and lowe ;"

and at the end, " there finisheth the history

of the noble and valiant knyght Reynaude of

Mountawban and his three brethren. Im-
printed at London by WjTikyn de Worde,
the viii daye of Maye, and the yere of our

Lorde 1 504, at the request and commaunde-
ment of the noble and puissant Erie, the Erie

of Oxenforde, and now emprinted in the yere

of our Lord 1554, the vi daye of Maye, by
William Copland, for Thomas Petet."

The name Rainaldus or Reginaldus ap-

peal's frequently in the early chronicles of the

Carlovingian dynasty. A Count Rainaldus

of Aquitania, Count of Nantes, is mentioned
in Duchesne's " Historiee Francorum Scrip-

tores," as having fought under Charles the

Bald against the Bretons, and being killed in

battle, A.D, 843, Near Ancenis, not far from
Nantes, is a place called Clairmont, which is

the name ascribed to the family of the Reg-
nault of romance. Eginhardt, in his " An-
nales Ludovici Pii," mentions a Reginaldus,

chamberlain to Louis the Pious, who joined

in a conspiracy against his sovereign, for

which he had his eyes seared out. There
are other Reginaldi or Rainaldi mentioned as

having revolted against their sovereign. Le
Grand, in his notes to " La Confession du
Renard," in " Contes et Fabliaux du 12«

et 13e Siecles," says, " History speaks of a

certain Reginald or Reinard, a very cunning
baron, living in Austrasia in the ninth cen-

tury, who was councillor to Zwentibold, King
of Lorraine, and son of the Emperor Arnulf,

and who being banished for some misdeeds,

instead of obeying, withdrew to one of his

strong castles, from whence he gave great

trouble to his master, exciting both the

French and the Germans against him.

This conduct rendered his name obnoxious,

and many songs were written about him, in

which lie was nicknamed " Vulpecula," or
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little fox. Satirical pieces were subsequently
written in the romance of the Trouveres,
in which Reinard is represented under the
allegory of the animal who bears his name in

French, " Renard, or the fox." It ovight to

be remarked that the Paladin Regnault or
Rinaldo of the romantic narratives is repre-

sented both as having revolted against
Charlemagne, and as being a sort of free-

booter or border baron, sallying out of his

stronghold of Montauban at the head of his

bands and laying travellers under contribu-
tion. There is an old castle near Montauban,
which is called Chateau de Renaud, although
the town of Montauban did not exist in tiie

time of the Carlovingians, but there are
other places called Montauban in other parts

of France. In the Spanish ballad entitled
" Don Reynaldos," he appears as banished
from the court of Charlemagiie, of whose
injustice he bitterly complains. He then
resolves to accompany his cousin Roland to

fight against the Moors, and they both per-

form prodigies of valour. A Rainaldus is

mentioned by the historian Ordericus Vitalis,

under the year 870, and is called, hyper-
bolically no doubt, chief or general of all

France, " totius Franciae Dux. ' Dudo of St.

Quentin, in Duchesne's collection, speaks of
a Reginoldus, contemporary with the Rinal-

dus of Ordericus, as a celebrated warrior
who died in battle against the Normans, who
had invaded France in the reign of Charles
the Bald, and says that his standard-bearer

Rotlandus fell with him. Ordei'icus says

that both Rainaldus and Rotlandus were
killed by the Normans of Rollo, the finishing

blow to Rainaldus being given by a fisher-

man of the Seine, who pierced him with a

spear. All these Rainaldi were probably
confounded in one personage by subsequent
romance writers, who gathered their ma-
terials from old ballads and traditional

legends. In the same manner the weak and
credulous character attributed in most ro-

mances to Charlemagne belongs more pro-

perly to his successors Louis and Charles the

Bald, and the wars of Charles Martel against

the Saracens who had invaded France have
been ascribed, through a like anachronism, to

the reign of Charlemagne.
In the romance " Les quatre fils Aymon,"

by Huon de Villeneuve, already mentioned,
Aymon, Count of Dordone, is represented as

having four valiant sons, Alard, Regnault,
Guichard, and Richardet. The sons had a

cousin named Maugis (the Malagigi of Italian

romance), who equalled them in valour, and
who was moreover a sorcerer or enchanter.

Beuve d'Aygremont, father of Maugis, had
killed one of the sons of Charlemagne, but
had sued and obtained pardon. Some time
after Guennes (the Gano of the Italian

poems), a relative of the emperor, and a man
of consummate wickedness, treacherously

slew Beuve with the connivance of Charle-
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mague. It happened, after this, that Regnault
was playing at chess with Bertholet, the em-
peror's nephew, when the latter insulted and
struck him. Regnault, who had not forgotten
the murder of his uncle, seized the chess-
board, which was of solid gold, and struck
Bertholet with it, and with svich violence
that he clove his head in two. In conse-
quence of this, the four brothers, as well as
Maugis, were outlawed, and Aymon himself
was ordered by the emperor to march against
his own sons. They obtained possession of
a castle called Montensor, in which they de-
fended themselves for seven years, and de-
feated their father's vassals. Being obliged
at last to evacuate the castle, they Avere at-

tacked in their retreat by the emperor in

person, when Regnault slew one of the em-
peror's squires, and nearly killed the emperor
himself. The brothers then took shelter in

a forest, where they lived as banditti. They
afterwards found protection from Yon, King
of Bordeaux, who gave his sister Clarice in

marriage to Regnault, whom he allowed to

build a strong castle in his dominions, which
was called Montauban, the Montalbano of
Italian romance. Yon, however, being hard
pressed by Charlemagne, consented to betray
the Fils Aymon. Richardet was seized, and
would have been hanged had it not been for

the timely assistance of Regnault. Maugis
escaped by the help of his sorcery, after

which he turned hermit, and Regnault went
to the Holy Land, where he performed many
exploits against the Saracens. On his return
home, he made peace with the emperor. He
then killed Foulques of Morillon, a traitor

of the Maganza family, after which a com-
bat took place, in which Regnault's sons

Ivon and Aymonet killed the two sons of
Foulques. Regnault then, being tired of the
world, repaired to Cologne to assist in the
building of the cathedral of that town, as a
common workman, in expiation of his sins,

and there he was killed by his brother work-
men, who were jealous of his superior skill

and address. His body aftei-wards performed
miracles, and he was canonized as a saint.

Such is the substance of this story, which,
with many alterations and additions, has been
made the groundwork of subsequent ro-

mances, through which the name of Regnault
or Rinaldo has acquired a sort of historical

fame. {Les quatre filz Aijmon, 4to. Lyon,
1 539 ; Panizzi, Essai/ on the romantic narra-

tive Poetry of the Italians, prefixed to his

edition of Bojardo and Ariosto; Ferraria,

Storia ed Analisi degli antichi Romanzi di

Cavalleria e dei poemi romanzeschi d' Italia,

and a critical article on the same work in

the Foreign Quarterly lievieic, No. xii. Oc-
tober, 1830; Biographic Universelle, Sup-
plement?) A. V.

AYMON, JEAN, an ecclesiastical writer in

the early part of the eighteenth century. He
was a native of Dauphine, but the time and
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place of his birth are not given. In the in-

scription to a portrait in one of his works, he
is styled Johannes Aymon Craveta, Delphinas,

ex Dominis Genolisc. Having entered the

church, he became a priest at Grenoble ; and
accompanied the Bishop of Maurienne, in the

capacity of almoner, to Rome, where he was
appointed one of the prothonotaries. On
leaving Rome he went to Geneva, and there

renounced the Roman Catholic religion for

Protestantism. From Geneva he went to

Berne, where he repeated his renunciation of

the Romish church ; and from thence to the

Hague, where he married. The time of his

change of religion and his marriage are not

known : his conversion must have been be-

fore 1700. In 1706 he obtained leave to re-

turn to Paris, through the interposition of

Clement, keeper of the king's librai-y there,

who placed such confidence in him as to leave

him alone in the library. Aymon appears

to have promised to return to the Romish
church ; and it was affirmed at the time that

he had formally renounced Protestantism.

This, however, in his vindication of himself,

published soon after, he denied ; and declared

that throughout his stay in Paris, he wore
the habit of a Protestant minister, and stoutly

defended Protestant opinions. This may
have been the case ; but there appears evi-

dently to have been an understanding that he
would return to the church of Rome, as Car-
dinal Noailles, archbishop of Paris, obtained

a pension for him, and placed him in the

Seminary of Foreign Missions. Aymon
shamefully abused the confidence of Clement,
by stealing some of the manuscripts of the

king's library, and, it is said, mutilating

others. Notice of the theft of an important
volume, containing manuscripts relating to the

last Greek council of Jerusalem, held 1672
and 1673, was given, with a description of the

volume, in " La Republique des Lettres," a
journal of the time, for June, 1 707 ; but
without naming Aymon as the thief. Aymon
was, however, obliged, by the rumours which
Avere spread abroad respecting him, to pub-
lish a vindication of himself. It was con-
tained in a small pamphlet, entitled " Lettre
du Sieur Aymon, Ministre du Sant Evangile
et Docteur aux Droits, a Mons. N , Pro-
fesseur en The'ologie, dans I'Universite Re-
formee de N ," 4to., the Hague, 1707. He
denied the accuracy of some parts of the de-

scription given of the work ; intimated that

it did not belong to the king's library ; that

at least it was not marked with the usual
library stamp ; and declared that it was put
into his hands by some Roman Catholics,

who were secretly favourable to the Reform-
ation, and desired the publication of the work
with the view of damaging the cause of the

Romish church. The account of the coun-
cil of Jerusalem, taken from these MSS., and
given in Antoine Arnauld's " Grande Per-
petuite de la Foi," was affirmed bv Aymon
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to be a garbled account, and he declared

his purpose of proving his charge of sup-

pression and falsification by demonstrative
evidence. Clement endeavoured to re-

cover the volume by legal proceedings,

but without success. It was, however, re-

stored in 1709, by the intervention of

the States-General of Holland; but some
other works which were missed from the

king's library, and which Aymon was sup-

posed to have taken, were never found. The
time of Aymon's death is not stated ; but the

date of his published works shows that he
lived to 1719, if not later. We have no
account of him after he was obliged to

restore the stolen volume. He probably
continued to reside in Holland, as his works
were published there.

The works of Aymon are as follows:

—

1 .
" Metamorphoses de la Religion Romaine,"

12mo., the Hague, 1700. 2. "Lettre du
Sieur Aymon a tous les Archipretres, Curez,

Vicaires, et autres du Clerge Se'culier, &c.,"

12mo., the Hague, 17C4. This work was
occasioned by some proposals of an Abbe
Bidal and other persons for the reunion of the

Romish and Reformed churches. It is some-
times cited under part of its title, " Sur la

Reunion des deux Religions." 3. " Lettre du
Sieur Aymon, Ministre du Saint Evangile et

Docteur aux Droits, a Monsieur N ,"

4to., the Hague, 1707. This has been al-

ready noticed. 4. " Tableau de la Cour de

Rome," a satirical work, 12mo., the Hague,
1707. Reprinted in 1726 and 1729.

''

5.

" Monumens Authentiques de la Religion des

Grecs et de la faussete de plusieurs Confes-

sions de Foy des Chretiens Orientaux pro-

duites contre les Theologiens Reformcs, &c.,"

4to., the Hague, 1708. This is the work in

which Aymon designed to show the bad
faith of Antoine Arnauld and the Port-

Royalists, in their " Grande Perpetuite de la

Foi." It was replied to by the Abbe Eusebe
Renaudot, in his " De'fense de la Perpetuite

de la Foi," 8vo. Paris, 1709. Aymon's book
was reprinted under the title of " Lettres

Anecdotes de Cyrille Lucar," 4to. Amster-
dam, 1718. 6. " Actes Ecclesiastiques et

Civils de tous les Synodes Nationaux des

Eglises Reformees de France," 2 vols. 4to.,

the Hague, 1710. Reprinted in 1736. It

contains a translation of fifty letters from
Cardinal Prosper de Ste. Croix, nuncio of

Pope Pius IV. at the court of Catherine de
Medicis, to Cardinal Borromeo. 7. " Max-
imes Politiques du Pape Paul III., touchant

ses de'melez avec I'Empereur Charles Quint
an sujet du Concile de Trente, tirees des

lettres anecdotes de Dom Hurtado de Men-
doza, son Ambassadeur a Rome, &c.," 12mo.,

the Hague, 1716. 8. " Lettres Anecdotes, et

Me'moires Historiques du Nonce Visconti,"

2 vols. 12mo. Amsterdam, 1719. In the

title-page Aymon is called Ci-devant Prelat

Thc'ologal et Jurisconsulte gradue' a la Cour
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de Rome. In the catalogue of the library

in the British Museum the " Memoires et

Negotiations Secretes de la Com* de France
touchaut la Paix de Munster," 4 vols. 12mo.
Amsterdam, 1710, are described, we know
not on what authority, as edited by Aymon

;

and in the " Biographic Uuiverselle" he is

said to have edited not only the above work,
but also the " Lettres, Me'moires, Negotia-

tions du Comte d'Estrades, depuis IGGS^a
1668," 5 vols. 12mo. Brussels (the Haguej),

1709. A thin 4to. pamphlet in the British

Museum Library professes to describe an in-

strument invented by Aymon, called the

Diogirometre, for finding the latitude and
longitude at sea. It appears to have been
written by Aymon himself, and bears date

the Hague, 1700. (Biographie Uuiverselle;

Adelung, Supplement to Jocher, Allgem.

Gelehrten-Lexicon ; Aymon, Works.)

J. C. M.
AYMON, AIMO'NE in Italian, Count of

Savoy, was the second son of Amadeus V.,

Count of Savoy, and of Sybilla of Bugey, and
was born at Bourg-en-Bresse, in 1291. He
was first intended for the church, and he
took the minor orders, but afterwards he
gave up the clerical profession, and was
made a baron, and fought in the wars of his

father against the Dauphin of Vienne and
the Counts of the Genevois. When his elder

brother, Edward, Count of Savoy, died in

1329, withoixt male issue, Aymon was staying

at Avignon, at the court of Pope John XXII,
The States of Savoy assembled at Chambery
to elect a successor to Edward. John, Duke
of Brittany, who had married Edward's only

daughter, claimed the succession, and his

messengers repaired to Chambery to assert

his claim. But Bertrand, Archbishop of

Tarentaise, declared to them in the assembly
that by all precedents and customs of the

country no female could inherit the sove-

reignty as long as there was any male bear-

ing the name and arms of the House of Sa-

voy. Aymon was then chosen count, and
two bishops and four barons were sent to

Avignon to inform him of the election of the

States. Aymon was at first little inclined

to accept the proffered dignity, which—in

the existing circumstances of the country,

harassed by enemies and weakened by a sig-

nal defeat suffered by Count Edward from
the Dauphin of Vienne, at Varai, in the

Bugey, in 1325—was a charge more onerous

than profitable ; but, being urged by the de-

puties, he at last repaired to Chambe'ry,

where he was proclaimed count, and had
the ring of St. Maurice placed on his finger

as the emblem of sovereignty, according to

ancient usage. Savoy continued at war with

Guy, Dauphin of Vienne, who was soon

after killed at the siege of the castle of La
Perriere, and was succeeded by his brother

Humbert, Lord of Faucigny. Philippe de

Valois, King of France, happening to be at
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Lyon about the time, invited both the Count
of Savoy and the new Dauphin to repair
thither for the purpose of making peace,
which was effected through the good offices
of the king. Aymon afterwards sent an
auxiliary force to join the troops of King
Philip, who was at war with Edward III.
of England, and in 1340 he joined the French
camp, where he was instrumental in bring-
ing about a truce between the French and
the English. He also sent troops to the as-
sistance of Azzo Visconti, Lord of Milan, the
husband of Catherine of Savoy, daughter of
Louis, Baron of Vaud. Azzo was attacked
by a powerful band of condottieri, who
were defeated by the timely arrival of the
succour fi'om Savoy.
Aymon married, about 1331, Yolande, or

Violante, daughter of Theodore Pala^ologus,
Marquis of Monferrato. Theodore was a
younger son of Andronicus Palscologus the
elder, Emperor of Constantinople, and he
had inherited the marquisate in right of his
mother Yolande, called Irene by the Greeks,
who was sister of John, the last Marquis of
Pvlonferrato, of the dynasty of Aleramus, who
died in 1305, without issue. By the mar-
riage contract between Count Aymon and the
younger Yolande, it was stipulated, that in
case of the extinction of the male line of the
Marquis Theodore, the descendants of Yo-
lande should succeed to the marquisate, and
it was in virtue of this stipulation that, about
two centuries later, the House of Savoy laid
claim to JMonferrato, which it eventually suc-
ceeded in annexing to its dominions. Count
Ajmion had few possessions on the Italian side
of the Alps, as his father, Amadeus V., had
given Piedmont in fief to his nephew Philip,
Prince of Achaia, with the title of Lord of
Piedmont, under the suzerainte' of the Count
of Savoy. Louis of Savoy, cousin of Count
Aymon, held likewise, in fief, the Barony of
Vaud, on the north shore of the Leman
Lake, by virtue of a grant of Amadeus
to his lather, Louis L, Baron of Vaud.
[Amadeus V.] The direct dominion of
the Count of Savoy was therefore restricted

to Savoy Proper, with the exception of Fau-
cigny, and the Genevois, which were under
their respective lords, to the valleys of
Susa and Aosta, on the Italian side of the
Alps, and to the countries of Bresse and
Bugey on the French side of the Ehune and
of the Jura mountains.
Aymon was the first Count of Savoy who

created the office of chancellor, in imitation

of that of France. He appointed as chancellor

a learned jurist to reside at his court and be
at the head of the judiciary, to enforce the

execution of the laws, and to have a censo-

rial authority over all other judges and ma-
gistrates in the dominions of Savoy. He
also established, in November, 1329, a su-

preme council of justice at Chambery, to

hear appeals from the local courts. By an
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edict of 1336 he made all the judges of his

dominions liable to be summoned before the

public assizes by any private individual

who had any complaint or charge against

them.
Yolande, Aymon's wife, died in 1342. She

is spoken of by the chroniclers as a most ex-

cellent princess and the ornament of her age.

Her husband raised a handsome monument
to her memory, in the abbey of Hautecombe.
He died in 1343, and was buried by her side.

The abbey of Hautecombe having been de-

vastated by the French in the revolutionary

wars, the late King Charles Felix has had
the monuments of his ancestors restored, and
ornamented with new sculptures. Among
these monnments, in the chapel styled "of
the Princes," that of Aymon and Yolande is

one of the handsomest. Aymon left only
one son, a minor, having appointed as his

tutors Louis of Savoy, Baron of Vaud, and
Amadeus, Count of the Genevois. This son

succeeded his father by the name of Amadeus
VI., styled the " Green Count."
Count Aymon has obtained in history the

denomination of " the Pacific," because he
strove to keep his country at peace, and to

heal the wounds inflicted by former wars.

He had adopted for his emblem two stags

running one ahead of the other, with the

motto " Firmat victoria pacem," meaning to

say that when he had been obliged to make
war, it was for the purpose of obtaining an
honourable peace.

Pope Benedict XII. issued a bull, dated
April 6, 1339, in favour of Count Aymon, in

which he established the rule that whenever
a count of Savoy happened to be present at

the coronation of a pope, he should take rank
immediately after the kings.

Aymon has been called by some old

chroniclers Ame and Amadeus, and has been
placed as such in the series of the Ama-
dei, by the title of Amadeus V., these

same chroniclers making one person of the

first two Amadei, and thus making room
for Aymon as the fifth of the series. But
this arrangement has been long discarded,

and we have followed in this article the of-

ficial genealogy of the House of Savoy, as it

is acknowledged and published at Turin,
which registers five Amadei before Ay-
mon, and designates Aymon by the distinct

Italian name of Aimone. (Bertolotti, Com-
pendio delta Istoria della Beal Casa di Sa-
voia; Guillaume Paradin, Chronique de
Savoie ; Dalpozzo, Essai sur les Anciennes
Assemble'es Nationales de la Savoie et da
Pid'mont ; Bertolotti, Viaggio in Savoia,

Letter 55, on the abbey of Hautecombe.)
A. V.

AYMON OF SAVOY, LORD OF THE
CHABLAIS. [Amadeus IV.]
AYNSWORTH, HENRY. [Ainsworth.]

AYO or AIO, son of Arigisus I., Duke of

Bencventum, succeeded his father in the
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dukedom A, D. 641. Paulus Diaconus (" De
Gestis Langobardorum," iv. 45) says that

Ayo, being sent in his father's lifetime on a

mission to Rothar, King of the Longobards,
at Pavia, passed through Ravenna, which
was subject to the Byzantines, and that while
staying there " the malice of the Romans,"
by Avhich term is meant the officers of the

Eastern emperor, administered to him a be-

verage which affected his brain, so that he
never showed a sound judgment afterwards.

His father Arigisus, knowing his deficiency,

recommended him, while on his deathbed,
to the care of Radoald and Grimoald, the

sons of Gisulfus, late Duke of Friuli, whom
he had adopted as his own children, and
whom he designated to the assembled Lon-
gobard chiefs as the fittest persons to supply
the place of his sou. After the death of Ari-

gisus, a party of piratical Slavi having landed
on the coast of Apulia, Ayo went to fight

them, but was killed in the combat. Ra-
doald then marched against the Slavi, de-

feated them, and drove them out of the

country, after which he and his brother

Grimoald were proclaimed joint dukes of
Beneventum, a.d. 642. This Ayo, Duke of
Beneventum, must not be confounded with
Aio or Ayo, Prince of Beneventum, who
reigned more than two hundred years later.

[Aio.] (Camillus Peregrinius, Historia
Principwn Langobardorum ; Paulus Dia-
conus.) A. V.
A'YOLAS, JUAN D', a Spanish adven-

turer, who accompanied Don Pedro de Men-
doza on a voyage of conquest and discovery

to the river La Plata. The armament in

which Ayolas sailed is said to have been the

finest that had hitherto left Europe for Ame-
rica : it consisted of eleven ships and eight

hundred men, principally Spaniards, with a
few Germans and Flemings, and was well

furnished with ammunition and provisions.

Don Pedro de Mendoza, a knight of Cadiz,

and a daring man, but unprincipled and
avaricious, was commander-in-chief, with
the title of Adelantado, Juan de Osorio ap-

pears to have been second in command, and
Ayolas third or fourth. On the 1st of Sep-

tember, 1 534, the expedition weighed anchor
from the port of San Lucar in Spain, and,

after a prosperous voyage, arrived at Rio de
Janeiro. Mendoza remained at this port for

about a fortnight to refresh his men. After

the expiration of this period, the expedition

proceeded under the command of Osorio, to

whom Mendoza, although he himself accom-
panied the armament, had been compelled
by illness to depute his authority. They
anchored at the island of San Gabriel,

within the river Plata; the climate here

was remarkably salubrious, and the Spa-

niards gave the name of Nuestra Seilora de
Buenos Ayres to a small town which they
built on the south side of the Plata, near a

little river. At this station reports were
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circulated that Osorio aimed at usurping the
chief command, and he was shortly after-

wards basely murdered by order of INIen-

doza. Before the expedition left Spain, it

had been remarked by several that the ser-

vice of the dead ought to be performed for

the adventurers. The ill-omened words
seemed now about to be fulfilled. In healthi-

ness their settlement of Buenos Ayres could
scarcely be surpassed ; but after remaining
here for some time their provisions almost
completely failed, and the inhabitants of the
country, a tribe of Quirandies, were hostile.

It was ascertained, however, that this tribe

possessed a town a short distance in the inte-

rior, well stored with provisions ; and Diego
de Mendoza, Don Pedro's brother, was dis-

patched with three hundred foot and thirty

horse to make themselves masters of it. The
Spaniards stormed the place, and returned to

Buenos Ayres laden with provisions. After
some time, however, this supply failed, and
they were again threatened with famine.

Three men stole a horse for the purpose of
eating it, and by Mendoza's orders were
hanged ; they hung all night on the gallows,

and in the morning it was discovered that

their comrades had eaten their flesh from
the waist downwards. One man ate up the

dead body of his brother, who had died of

hunger: others murdered their messmates
and concealed their death, for the purpose of

receiving their miserable rations. At length

George Luchsam, a Fleming, was dispatched

up the river with four brigantines, to obtain,

if possible, a supply of food ; but the natives

fled at his approach, carrying with them the

greater part of their stores, and burning the

remainder. Half of Luchsam's men died of
starvation, and they might all have shared

the same fate, but for a friendly tribe, who
gave them maize enough to sustain life until

they rejoined their companions empty-handed.
The Quirandies and other tribes now assem-

bled in great numbers, and attacked and
burned Buenos Ayres. The governor's resi-

dence, which was built of stone, was the only

building that escaped the flames. Four ships

shared in the conflagration ; the remainder
got to a safe distance in time, and with their

artillery drove off the savages. In this en-

counter thirty Spaniards were killed, and a

vast number wounded.
To remain at Buenos Ayres was noAv im-

possible. Accordingly, in 1536, Mendoza
sailed vap the river, leaving some of the

ships with a small body of men behind,

to repair the settlement. He was at this

time suffering from disease, and accord-

ingly deputed his command to Ayolas. After

advancing for about eighty-four leagues, they

reached an island inhabited by a tribe of

Timbues, from whom they obtained an abun-

dant supply of provisions ; and the Spaniards,

elated with their prospects, named the place

Buena Esperanza. Here they were met by
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Gonzalo Romero, a Portuguese, one of the
survivors of Sebastian Cabot's former expe-
dition. This man, who was in high favour
with the Timbues, informed the Spaniards
that there wei-e rich and extensive settle-

ments farther vip the country, and advised
them to go in quest of them. Ayolas ac-

cordingly proceeded in the brigantines with
a large body of men. Mendoza, who was
now a complete cripple, returned to Buenos
Ayres, and, after waiting there some months
without hearing fi'om Ayolas, dispatched

Juan de Salazar, another of his captains, in

search of him. Mendoza's health, however,
growing worse, he shortly afterwards em-
barked for Spain, leaving Francisco Ruyz be-

hind him as governor for the time being,

with orders to surrender his authority to

Ayolas, if he ever returned, and if not, to

Juan de Salazar.

Ayolas advanced with four hundred men
in search of the river Paraguay, and the

rich countries on each side of it ; where,
according to the account of Romero, he was
to find maize and apples in abundance, sheep
like mules, and every description of fish. On
their way they discovered a serpent forty-five

feet long, in girth like the body of a man, of
a black colour, spotted with red and tawny

;

the natives said they had never seen one
larger. A skilful marksman killed him with
a single bullet, and the natives used his flesh

for food. Before reaching the river Paraguay
they had to endure the severest hardships, as

well from famine as other causes. They
lost one ship, the crew of which were com-
pelled to travel by land ; their comrades in

the other ships were unable to render them
any assistance, and, but for some friendly

Indians, this division of Ayolas's men must
have perished. At length they advanced
three hundred leagues into the country of
the Carios, a tribe less savage than any they

had hitherto encountered. The Carios were
an agricultural people, and the appearance of

the country corresponded with the informa-

tion they had received from Romero. After

recruiting their strength, the Spaniards, de-

lighted with the salubrity of the climate and
the richness of the soil, determined to take

possession of Lampere, the principal town of

the district. On advancing, however, Ayolas
found a formidable body of Carios drawn up
in military array to oppose him. After some
parley, the Spaniards attacked the town.

Lampere was tolerably fortified, and the

Carios fought bravely for two days ; on
the third "day the Carios, dismayed by
the number of their killed and wounded,
were glad to sue for peace. On the feast

of the Assumption of the Virgin Mary,
Ayolas took possession of Lampere, which
he declared should ever afterwards be called
" Asumpcion," the name by which it is still

knoAvn ; but his victory was purchased by
the loss of sixteen of his men killed, and a
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great many wounded. The Spaniards, on

taking possession of the town, appear to have
treated the inhabitants with leniency. The
Indians presented Ayolas with six stags and
seven virgins, besides two women for each of

his soldiers. Ayolas erected a strong foi-t

at Asumpcion, and he was assisted by the

Carios. In return for their services, he

marched with them against a tribe of Agaces,

with whom the Carios had been for a long-

time at war. The Agaces, with the excep-

tion of a few who were absent on a hunting

expedition, were exterminated, and the allies

returned to Asumpcion with five hundred ca-

noes laden with booty.

After remaining for six months at Asump-
cion, during the whole of which time he con-

tinued on amicable terms with the Carios,

Ayolas determined to proceed eighty leagues

farther up the Paraguay into the country of

the Payagoes. Leaving a hundred men at

Asumpcion, he advanced to a small town
which he named Candelaria. The Payagoes,

informed of his approach, oifered no re-

sistance, and Ayolas was enabled to refresh

his men with abundance of wholesome pro-

visions ; but the Spaniards hitherto had
found neither gold nor silver, the princi-

pal objects of their search, and were gladly

informed of a tribe of Carcarisos still farther

in the interior, who possessed the precious

metals.

Ayolas, after a short stay at Candelaria,

dismantled thi'ee of his vessels, and leaving

the remaining two with fifty Spaniards imder
the command of Domingo Martinez de Yrala,

he himself marched in a westerly direction

with two hundred of his men, and three hun-
dred natives to carry provisions and act as

guides. Before setting out he ordered Yrala
to remain four months at Candelaria, and if

he should not return within that period, to

fall down to Asumpcion. Ayolas proceeded
on his expedition, and Yrala remained for six

months at Candelaria, in expectation of hear-

ing from his commander. At the expiration

of that period, his vessels required caulking,

provisions also at Candelaria were scarce,

and he accordingly proceeded down the river

to Asumpcion. Here he remained for some
time, took in stores, and returned to Cande-
laria. Still there were no news of Ayolas

;

Yrala again fell down to Asumpcion, and on
reaching that station his courage failed at

finding the country almost devastated by
locusts.

Meanwhile Juan de Salazar, who had been
dispatched by Mendoza in search of Ayolas,

after advancing only as far as Buena Espe-
ranza, had been compelled by want of provi-

sions to return to Buenos Ayres. Francisco

Euyz, not brooking to be superseded in his

authority by Salazar, at the suggestion of the

latter, next went in search of Ayolas, with
six vessels and two hundred men. With
only six ounces of maize per diem for each
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man, the expedition was almost hopeless ; but

after great hardships they reached Asump-
cion. Here they found Yrala and the

Carios barely sustaining life by plundering
the neighbouring tribes. Ruyz accordingly
resolved to fall back upon Buena Esperanza.

Yrala, still clinging to the hope of hearing

from Ayolas at Candelaria, and his own
vessels being rotten, entreated Ruyz to fur-

nish him with a vessel to carry him to that

port. Ruyz at first refused, unless Yrala
would acknowledge him as his superior in

command ; but the latter, dexterously evading
the conditions, succeeded in inducing Ruyz
to comply with his request. Yrala probably

advanced to Candelaria in the vessel which
Ruyz gave him, and again shortly afterwards

returned to Asumpcion.
On the return of Mendoza's vessel to Spain,

the king ratified the appointment of Ayolas as

governor, and dispatched two vessels from
Seville, and a galleon with arms and am-
munition, under the command of Alonzo de

Cabrera, to complete the conquest of the newly
discovered provinces. Six Franciscans ac-

companied the expedition to convert the

natives to Christianity : and a pardon from
the king was granted to such Spaniards as in

the extremity of hunger had been guilty of

eating human flesh.

On reaching Buenos Ayres with a supply

of provisions, Cabrera, Ruyz, and the main
body of the Spaniards proceeded to Asump-
cion. Here they found Yrala with a hand-
ful of men, still living on friendly terms with

the Carios. No tidings had I'eached him of

Ayolas, and his death being now considered

almost certain, the question who should be

the new governor remained to be settled.

Yrala produced a deed by which Ayolas had
appointed him to the command during his

absence ; and his claim^s to the supreme au-

thority were supported, in opposition to those

of Ruyz, by Cabrera, who hoped to share his

powers. Yrala however would admit of no
equal, and thei'e was little chance of an
amicable settlement of the question. In this

dilemma, Cabrera proposed that they should

again go in search of Ayolas. Yrala ac-

quiesced, and placing himself at the head of

the expedition, with nine ships and four

hundred luen, again sailed to Candelaria.

From Candelaria he advanced some leagues

farther up the river, until he was met by
six Indians in a canoe, who informed him
by signs that some of his countrymen oc-

cupied a fort in the interior of the country,

and were employed in digging for the pre-

cious metals. Yrala, trusting to this infor-

mation, and concluding that it was Ayolas
or some of his men who were thus em-
ployed, dispatched two hundred Spaniards,

under the guidance of the Indians, in search

of them. After consuming a whole month
to no purpose, their provisions and strength

completely failed, and they returned to Can-
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delaria. Two days after the retui'n of this

force, Yi'ala learned the fate of his com-
mander from an Indian belonging to a
friendly tribe of Chanes. According to the

account of this Indian, Ayolas penetrated into

the country of the Chanes, and "was amicably-

received by that tribe, who informed him that

the Chemeneos and Carcaraes or Carcarisos,

two tribes still farther inland, had abundance
of gold and silver. Ayolas advanced into the

country, and with his own eyes saw its riches

;

but meeting with resistance from the natives,

turned back with the intention of recruit-

ing his forces at Candelaria. On passing

through the country of the Chanes, the chief

of that tribe presented him with treasure to

a considerable amount in token of his friend-

ship, and a numerous body of Indians ac-

companied him with it to Candelaria. On
reaching that station they were completely

exhausted, and complained bitterly at not
finding Yrala or any of his men to receive

them. The Payagoes, however, affected to

welcome them, and promised to entertain

them as guests imtil Yrala's return. Ayolas
confided in them, and the Payagoes shortly

afterAvards decoyed the whole body into a
morass, where, with the single exception of
the narrator, they were all murdered.

Yrala, although eager to chastise the Paya-
goes, could not immediately spare time for

that purpose, as it was necessary for him to

rejoin his forces at Asumpcion. Not long
after his arrival at that station, however, the

Carios made two of the tribe prisoners, and
having tortured them until they confessed to

the murder of Ayolas, Yrala sacrificed them
to his vengeance by roasting them alive.

Yrala shortly afterwards returned to Bue-
nos Ayres, but his cupidity was excited by
the narrative of the treasures said to have
been accumulated by Ayolas, and he soon
transferred the whole of his force to Asump-
cion, with the intention of penetrating into

the country. Hulderick Schmidel, a Ger-
man who accompanied the expedition, says

that Yrala was much esteemed for his

justice and benevolence ; but there is

reason to believe that his justice and bene-

volence were confined to his own soldiers.

(Herrera, Historia general cle los hcclios de

los Castellanos en las islas y tierra firme del

Mar Oceano, Dec. v. lib. ix. cap. 10, lib. x.

cap. 15, Dec. vi. lib. iii. cap. 17, 18, lib. vii.

cap. 5 ; Schmidel, Vera historia admirandcB
jiavigationis, ah anno 1534 usque ad annum
1554, z« Americam vel novum mimdumjitxta
Bixisiliam et Itio della Plata, cap. i.—xxx.,
inserted also, in Spanish, in the third

volume of Barcia's Historiadores primitivos

de las Indias Occidentales ; Southey, History

of Brazil, part. i. 57—75.) G. B.
AYRAULT or AIRAULT, PIERRE,

Latined Petrus ^rodius, and sometimes
called Airaud and Errault, was born at An-
gers in 1536. He was descended of a family
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of the noblesse of the robe, and his father
was Reni Ayrault, the procurator-fiscal and
mayor of Angers, after whose name one of
the town gates was called in commemo-
ration of his public services. Ayrault was
proud of his ancestors, to whom he makes
oocasional allusions in his works ; and he
erected a monument in the church of St.

Michel, at Angers, with a Latin inscription

to the memory of his gi'eat-grandfather, his

grandfather, and his father. When he was
twenty-one years old he lost his father, and
his mother placed him under his uncle,

Franc^ois Ayrault, Prior of Becon and Avire,
to whose zeal and kindness he complimen-
tarily attributed his acquisition of whatever
knowledge he procured. Having studied
Latin and philosophy at Paris, he went to

Toulouse, where he received instruction in
law from Barnabe Brisson. He afterwards
attended the lectures of Cujacius and other
celebrated jurists in Bourges, where he took
a degree as Bachelor in Laws. He practised

as an advocate in his native town of Angers,
and afterwards in the Parliament of Paris,

where, according to Loisel, in his " Dialogue
des Advocats," who frequently mentions him,
he obtained a high reputation. In 1564 he
married Anne, daughter of Jean des Jar-
dins, whose name is Latinized by Menage
as Johannes Hortensius, first physician to

the King of France. Wishing to be settled

in his native town, he accepted, in 15G8, the
office of lieutenant-criminel at Angers. He
administered the duties of his office with
strict justice. He was compared to Cato the
elder, and received from his contemporaries
the title of 'A^eAacrros or the severe. His
biographer, however, vindicates his character

from the charge of harshness, urging that he
was kind, generous, and conciliating among
his friends, and terrible only to those who
were bad citizens. During the war of
the League, to which he was opposed, he
acted as interim president of Angers, the
person who held the office having, it would
appear, been found incapable of acting up to

the emergencies of the time. He gained the

good opinion of his fellow-citizens by his

conduct in this office, and they rewarded him
with honorary civic distinctions, and assigned

to him a costly official I'esidence, which was
afterwards inhabited by his representatives.

The most remarkable circumstance in his

life is the vain effort which he made to de-

tach his son from the Jesuits. Anxious that

the young man should have an opportunity

of acquiring the superior instruction com-
municated by the teachers of that body, with-

out becoming a member of their order, he

sent his son Rene to be taught by them,

under a promise that they Avould use no
efforts to induce him to join their body. The
individuals who superintended the education

of the youth are charged with having broken

their pledge, and, at all events, he became a
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devoted admirer of the principles of his in-

structors, and, joining their order, assumed a

new name, by which he baffled his father's ef-

forts to obtain access to him. In connection

with this painful circumstance, Ayrault pub-

lished a work, " De patrio jure, ad filium

pseudo-Jesuitum." The earliest edition

mentioned in the authorities is dated 1593;

but at the commencement of the essay

the author dates it October, 1589. He
states that he has been making an inef-

fectual search for his son during the pre-

ceding three years, and he expresses a

hope that whoever reading his work and
approving of it, may happen to meet his

lost son, will lay it before the youth, when
the author doubts not that, if master of

his own actions, he will return to his obedi-

ence, or, as he quaintly expresses it, " quin

mihi pareat aut non pareat patri," The
work takes for its text the commandment,
" Honour thy father and thy mother," &c.,

which is frequently printed in the body of

the work in capital letters. A French edition

of this work is mentioned with the title " De
la puissance paternelle," without date—it is

probably the original, the Latin being a trans-

lation. Sinking under the disappointment

occasioned by his fruitless efforts to recover

his son, Ayrault died on the 2 1 st of J uly, 1601,

and was buried with public honours in the

church of St. Michel. He was the author of

several works of which the titles are given

at length by his biographer. Among these

there is an edition of Quintilian, printed in

1563, which has long been rare, and is said

to be very imperfect and erroneous. He pub-

lished several sets of his " Plaidoyers." A
work which went through several editions

has the title " L'Ordre, Formalite, et In-

struction Judiciaire, dont les Anciens Grecs
et Romains out use en accusations publiques,

sinon qu'ils ayent commance a I'execution;

confere au stile et usage de nostre France,"

&c. Another work which has also gone
through several editions is called " Decre-

torum, rerumve apud diversos populos ab
omni antiquitate judicatarum, libri duo."

Besides the editions of this work mentioned
by Menage, another appeared subsequently

to the publication of his biographical sketch,

published at Geneva, in 1677, and edited by
Andrea Oldenburger. It is remarkable for

having no fewer than twenty-one dedications

by the editor, who, beginning with the em-
peror of Germany and the king of Demwark,
gradually descends through the ranks of the

petty German princes, till he comes to subor-

dinate officials. It is divided into ten books,

and appears to contain matter culled from the

civil and canon laws and from the institu-

tions of the modern European states, without

distinction or order. Authorities are scarcely

ever quoted, so that it is difficult to suppose

that the book can have ever been advan-
tageously consulted. It mixes up principles
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of law derived from the civilians with his-

torical and local incidents, and may be said

to display a portion of the animation and
versatility which characterized the author's

nephew and biographer, (Menage, Vita Petri
-d£rodii ; Woiks re/erred to.) J. H. B.

AYRAULT, RENE', the son of Pierre
Ayrault, about whom he wrote his work on
the authority of parents, is said to have been
born at Paris, on the 11th of November,
1567. He studied with the Jesuits, who,
perceiving in him promise of high talent and
accomplishments, urged him to join their

order. He became a member of the society

at Treves, on the 21st of June, 1586. He
afterwards travelled in Germany, and appears

to have encountered some hardships while
passing through the Protestant states. He
was living at Dijon in 1594, when the Jesuits

were banished from France, and he then pro-

ceeded to Piedmont and subsequently took re-

fuge in the Papal territory at Avignon. Re-
turning afterwards to France, he became pre-

fect of the college of Pai'is, and held several

rectorships. He died at La Fle'che, on the

18th of December, 1644. It is said that he
answered the work written by his father, al-

luded to above ; but if such a book was pub-
lished, its title is not mentioned by the

authorities. (Moreri, Diet. Historique

;

Taisand, Vies des plus Ce'lehres Juriscon-

sidtes.) J. H. B.

AYRENHOFF, CORNELIUS HER-
MANN VON, a German poet, was born in

1733, at Vienna. He entered the military

profession at a very early age, but as he had
received a good education, he retained

through life a love for scientific pursuits, and
especially for poetry, which he cultivated

with considei-able success. He gradually ad-

vanced in the army to the rank of colonel,

and in 1776 he obtained the command of a

regiment of infantry. He was subsequently

appointed president of the institution for mi-
litary invalids at Vienna, and in 1794 he was
raised to the rank of lieutenant-field-marshal.

After the close of the war against France, he
resigned his post in the Austrian army, and
died in his native place, on the 14th of

August, 1819.

Ayrenhoff began his literary career very
early, and devoted himself mainly to the cul-

tivation of the drama. He wrote a series of

tragedies, comedies, and other minor poems,
some of which were published separately and
others only in the several collections of his

works which appeared during his lifetime.

Ayrenhoff" might have done great service to

dramatic literature in Germany, for he pos-

sessed undoubted talent, and the condition of
the stage, which he endeavoured to raise,

was then in a very deplorable condition.

But he was misled by the notion that

the French drama must be followed as a

model, and that the French plays alone were
master-pieces of dramatic composition. This
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was the general opinion in Germany at the
time when Ayrenhoff began his career, and
he was so strongly biased by his notion, tliat

even after a better taste had been diflnsed by
Lessing and others, he continued obstinately
to defend his ground, both by argument and
example, so that in the end he stood alone
among his contemporaries. His tragedies,

therefore, are stiff and conventional, though
the dialogue is always animated. The cha-
racters are on the whole well drawn, and the

action always excites a considerable degree
of interest. The versification is very faulty,

and the language antiquated and awkward.
Ayrenhoff, like most Viennese poets, is much
more successful in comedy, especially the
burlesque, than in tragedy, and some of his

comic productions, such as " Der Postzug"
and " Die grosse Batterie," were for many
years performed with great applause on all

the stages in Germany. All his dramas,
however, have now fallen into oblivion, and
are remarkable only as specimens of the mis-
taken notions of the drama which the Ger-
mans had for more than a century, until they
were exposed and refuted by Lessing. Ail

the works of Ayrenhoff were published in the

following collections:— 1. " Dramatische Un-
terhaltungen eines Kaiserl. Konigl. Officiers,"

Vienna, 1776, 8vo., contains five dramas and
some essays on the drama. 2. " Sammtliche
Werke," Vienna and Leipzig, 1789, 4 vols.

8vo. 3. " Sammtliche Werke," Vienna, 1803,

6 vols. 8vo., contains all the tragedies, come-
dies, minor poems, essays, tales, &c. that

had till then appeared. A much improved
collection, under the same title as the preced-

ing one, which also contains an autobiogra-

phy of Ayrenhoff, appeared at Vienna, 1816,

6 vols. 8vo. Separate editions of his minor
poems and tragedies were published at

Vienna in 1816 and 1817. (Ayrenhoff 's

autobiography, entitled Schreiben an J. F.

von Retzer iiber einige seiner M'ditui-isclien

und Literarischen Begehenheiten, Vienna,

1810; Jordens, Lexicon Deutsche?' Dichter
und Prosaisten, vol. i. p. 68, &c., vol. v. p.

725, &c. ; Wolff, Enc^clopildie der Ueutschen
Nationalliteratur, vol. i. p. lOn.) L. S.

AYRER, a name of some German artists,

apparently of Niirnberg, of whom, however,
little or nothing is known.

Heller mentions Jacob Ayrer, a de-

signer, who lived towards the close of the

sixteenth century, but he does not specify

any of his works. There are three portraits

said to be engraved by Christian Victor
Ayrer, dated 1665 and 1667. And there

was a Michael Ayrer, silk-embroiderer to

the electoral court of Dresden, who died

there in 1582, aged 43.

Justina Ayrer, a miniature-painter,

was born at Danzig in 1704. There are also

some genre pieces by her. She died about

1 790. (Heller, Monogrammen Lexicon

;

Brulliot, Dictionnaire des Monogrammes,
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Sec. ; Nagler, Neues Allgemeines Kiinstler-

Lexicon.) R. N. W.
AYRER, GEORG HEINRICH, was born

on the 15th of March, 1702, in Meiningen,
where his father was court-confectioner and
" Silberdiener, " or yeoman of the Silver

Chamber. In the year 1721 he was a stu-

dent at Jena, and he afterwards attended in

the capacity of tutor two young noblemen
at the universities of Leipzig and Strassburg,

and in their travels through Germany, Hol-
land, and France. In 1736 he received from
the university of Gottingen a doctor's degree,

and was made extraordinary professor of law
and assessor of the faculty of law there. In
the following year he was made ordinary
professor. George II. as Elector of Hanover,
raised him, in 1743, to the dignity of coun-
sellor, and, in 1768, appointed him privy-

counsellor of justice. In 1769 he was pre-

sident of the Historical Institute. He |died

on the 23rd of April, 1774.

The list of Ayrer's works, amounting to a
hundred and four, fills more than two pages
of Adelung's Supplement to Jocher. A con-
siderable proportion of them are small tracts

on temporary or local subjects; sixteen of the

most important of his minor works were
published after the author's death, in 2 vols.

8vo., with the title " Georg. Henr. Ayreri,

Opuscula varii argument], edidit et pra?-

fatus est loannes Henricus lungius Acade-
mige Georgia) Augustse secretarius, 1786."

This work is ornamented with a portrait of
the author. It contains the earliest tract

which he is supposed to have written, " De
Cambialis instituti vestigiis apud Romanes
Diatribe," first printed in 1735, in the form
of a letter to a Danish nobleman, a fellow-

student, who in an inaugural thesis, " De
Fcederibixs Commerciorum," had suggested

this subject to Ayrer. It is a very short

essay, treating, as its title intimates, on the

information which may be derived from the

Latin classic writers and the ancient jurists

regarding the manner in which the Romans
conducted the pecuniary department of their

commerce. It was inserted by Heineccius in

his " Elementa juris Cambialis" (1748).
Two tracts in the Opuscula will be of some
interest to the English reader. The one a

eulogium on the statesmanship and courage of
George II., with the title " Oratio Prima de
Georgio Augusto, M. B. Rege Augustissimo
heroe in toga et sago seque magno sub auspi-

cium suscepti Anno 1744 Magistratus Aca-
demici habita." The other is a congratula-

tory oration on the occasion of the victory of

Culloden and the suppression of the insur-

rection of 1745, with the title " Oratio

Secunda de Gulielmo Augusto Serenissimo

Cumbrian Duce, Rebellium Scotise Domitore
Patrisque et Patria> Defensore felicissimo."

This tract is interesting as exhibiting the

light in which the question of the Hanoverian

succession was viewed in Germany. The

^
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constitutional principles involved in the ques-

tion of the succession are suppressed, or rather

perverted, for it will naturally be imagined

that the principle of fixing the succession to

a crown by the vote of a legislative assembly,

however favourable it had been to the Bruns-

wick family in England, would be far from
being a palatable doctrine among the German
princes. Accordingly Ayrer revives the old

story of the warming pan and the fictitious

birth of James II.'s son. He maintains that

the Pretender was an impostor like Simnel

and Warbeck, cites the Hanoverian line as

representing legitimacy, and arrays in their

favour all the divine-right doctrines of the

civilians and their denunciations of the crime

of rebellion. In his brief narrative of the

expedition of Charles Edward, and the cam-
paign of the Duke of Cumberland, Ayrer is

pretty accurate, except in one particular—he
represents the duke to have acted with hu-

manity after the battle of CuUoden. Ayrer's

Latinity has been praised by his contempo-

raries. Of the difficulties he encountered in

endeavouring to adapt the nomenclature of

British politics to classic forms the following

sentence may be taken as a specimen :

—

" Quantumvis enim speciosa sint argumenta,

qu89 pro veritate aguiti statim a Rege partus

in medium adferebant fraudis participes, et

quae deinde inter oppositas sibi invicem fac-

tiones, sub diversis Torrysiorum et Whigum,
Episcopalium et Presbyterianorum, superioris

et inferioris ecclesiee nominibus notas, diu

satis acriter in utramque partem disputata

sunt; de falsitate tamen," &c. Among the

Opuscula there is a tract on the advantage of

having ample indexes to the sources of the

civil law, prepared as a Preface to the Lexi-

con Juridicum of Walther. Ayrer's works
are always richly indexed, and he seems to

have fully appreciated the importance of im-

proving this means of giving access to the

contents of extensive works. Another col-

lection of Ayrer's tracts, chiefly on branches

of the civil and canon law, was published

in a small volume in 1752, with the title

" Georgii Henrici Ayreri, &c. Opusculorum
Minorum varii argumenti, &c. Sylloge nova."

Among several works which he wrote on the

local laws of Germany, one is in support of

an edict of Frederick the Great of Prussia

abolishing the system of special dispensations

for marriages which were prohibited by the

canon law and removing the prohibition

:

the title is " Commentatio juris ecclesias-

tici de Jure dispensandi circa Connubia Jure

divino non diserte prohibita ad Edictum Re-

gium Prutenicura." He published, in 1761,

an antiquarian inquiry as to the birthplace

and history of Hermann, or Arminius,

the German liberator, with the title " Her-
mannus Officione an Gente Billingus ?"

(Konig, Lehrhuch der Allgemeinen juristischen

Literatur ; Ersch and Gruber, Allgemeine En-
cyclopadie; Adelung, Supplement to Jocher,
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AUgemeines Gelelirten- Lexicon; Worhs re-

ferred to.) J. H. B.
AYRER, JACOB, a dramatic poet of

Germany, who lived towards the end of the

sixteenth and the beginning of the seven-

teenth century, and was consequently a
younger contemporary of the famous shoe-

maker and poet Hans Sachs, next to whom
he was the most productive dramatist of that

period. Of his life we know little beyond
the fact that he was a doctor of law, and
practised as a notary and advocate at Niirn-

berg. Some believe that he was a native of

that city, while others state that he went
thither as a poor boy, and did not obtain the

citizenship till 1594. Tieck has inferred with
great probability, from some allusions in his

woi'k, that he lived till about 1618. Ayrer
wrote his dramas, for his own amusement,
in the leisure time which his professional

occupations left him, and some of his pi'O-

ductions were published in 1585, or perhaps
even earlier, or were, at least, circulated in

manuscript. But all his scattered poems
were collected after his death, and printed

under the title " Opus Thseatricum, dreissig

ausbiindige schone Komedien und Trage-
dien von allerhand denkwiirdigen Romischen
Historien, &c. samt noch andern sechs und
dreissig schonen lustigen und kurtzweiligen

Fastnacht oder Possenspielen, durch wey-
land den erbarn und wohlgelahrten Herrn
Jacobum Ayrer, Notarium publicum," &c.
Niirnberg, 1618, fol., containing 1262 pages,

in double columns. This volume, which is

extremely scarce, contains, as the editor

remarks, most of the serious and merry
things which Ayrer composed during his

leisure hours, and they are sufficient to give

us a notion of his character. He took the

subjects of his dramas from history, popular

traditions, and legends : and Plautus, hiYj,

the Heldenbuch, Frischlin, Boccaccio, old

chronicles and popular story-books are the

sources which he used, and which are gene-

rally indicated in a prologiie, which, as well

as the epilogue, is spoken by a character

whom the poet calls Ehrenhold. His dramas,
sixty-six in number, are little more than
stories in the form of a dialogue, without
unity of action or of time. The first in the

collection, for example, which is entitled

" Von Erbauung der Stadt Rom," begins

long before the birth of Romulus, and termi-

nates with his deatli; and everything that

occurred during that period, and was thought
fit for scenic representation and for dialogue,

is strung together, without any concern
about plan or systematic connection. Serious

and jocose scenes are mixed up together, as

though the poet wished to relieve the one
by the other. Nearly every drama has
its buifoon, generally in the person of a
servant, who, by puns and coarse jokes,

endeavours to raise laughter even in the

most serious and tragic scenes. Action can
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scarcely be spoken of in Ayrer's plays.

The dialogue is natural, though some-
times wearisome, as the most insignificant

occurrences are I'elated with great prolixity.

All his productions, as well as those of Hans
Sachs and other contemporaries, show the

influence which the English drama of the

time exercised upon the German stage, which
was then in its infancy; for about the be-

ginning of the seventeenth century English
dramas were frequently acted in Germany
by strolling English actors; and, however
imperfect their acting may have been, they
gave a great impulse to the German drama-
tists, who often took their subjects from the

English, or laid the scenes in England.
Notwithstanding his defects, Ayrer was a

man of great dramatic power, which is more
particularly displayed in his comedies and
carnival-plays, some of which are perfect in

construction, and show an inexhaustible ima-
gination and abundance of comic humour.
His language is powerful and energetic, and
far superior in flow and purity to that of

his immediate predecessors. His merri-

ment sometimes leads him beyond the bounds
of modesty or decency ; but this is a charac-

teristic of the age rather than of the indi-

vidual poet. A comic prose work, which
was published in Ayrer's lifetime, bears the

title " Historischer Processus juris, in wel-

chem sich Lucifer iiber Jesum auf das aller-

hefftigste beklaget, darinnen ein ganzer or-

dentlicher Process von anfang der Citation

bis auff das Endurtheil inclusive in erster

und anderer Instanz, &c., durch Jacob Ayrern,
beider Rechten Doctorem und Advocatum
in Niirenberg," Frankfort, 1601, fol. It con-

tains all the documents relative to an imagi-

nary suit which the devil institutes against

Jesus for having destroyed hell. This work,

which is extremely scarce, is full of excel-

lent humour. (Tieck, Deutsches Tlieater,

vol. i., where five of Ayrer's plays are re-

printed; Wolff, Encyclopddie der Deutschen

NationaUiteratur, vol. i. p. 106, &c.) L. S.

AYRES, JOHN, who is variously styled

Major Ayres and Colonel Ayres, was an
eniinent English penman at the close of the

seventeenth and commencement of the eight-

eenth century. He was of very humble
origin, and he appears to have served for

some time in the capacity of footman to Sir

William Ashurst, a London merchant, who
had him taught writing and arithmetic.

Making good use of these advantages, Ayres
subsequently established a school in St. Paul's

Churchyard, by which he is said to have
earned near eight hundred pounds per annum.
The earliest publication by him, of which
Massey, who gives a minute account of his

works, could find any notice, was the " Ac-
complished Clerk," a series of specimens of

penmanship, engraved by Jolm Sturt, and
published in 1683, and again in 1700, with a

portrait of Ayres. Of his other works of the
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same character, the titles of which are given
by Massey and Watt, the principal was " A
Tutor to Penmanship, or the Writing-Mas-
ter," in two parts, engraved by Sturt upon
forty-eight oblong folio plates, some of which
are dated 169.5, though the address to the

reader, prefixed to the second part, bears date

January 16, 1697-8. Besides this address,

which is by Ayres, and which contains a
brief history of the art of writing, there is a
second by Sturt, containing notices of several

other works executed conjointly by himself
and Ayres, and remarks on the difficulties

attending the imitation of penmanship by the

graver. Massey says that this work also had
a portrait of Ayres, but there is none in the

copy formerly belonging to George IIL
Ayres also published an octavo volume en-

titled, according to Massey, " Arithmetic
made Easy, for the use and benefit of Trades-
men," of which the first edition appears to

have been printed about 1G93 or 1694, and
which may be presumed to have been very
popular, as a twelfth edition was issued in

1714. Ayi-es died suddenly, but at what pre-

cise time is rather uncertain. Massey con-

ceives it to have been in the reism of Anne,
and before the year 1709, in which year he
is mentioned as deceased by a pupil named
Rayner, in his preface to a copy-book ; and
Chalmers, withoiit referring to any authority

for the date, places it about 1705. (Massey,
Origin and Progress of Letters, part ii. pp.
12—^19 ; Sturt, Address prefixed to the second
part of Ayres's Tutor to Penmanship ; Watt,
BihUotheca Britannica; Chalmers, Biogra-
phical Dictionarij.^ J. T. S.

AYRES, PHlLIP, who is styled " gentle-

man" upon the title-pages of his works, was
an English writer of the latter half of the

seventeenth century, of whose personal his-

tory we find no particulars. The works
which bear his name are as follow :— 1. " The
Fortimate Fool ; written in Spanish, by Don
Alonzo Geronimo de Salas Barbadillo, of
Madrid," and translated into English by
Ayres, according to the dedication, for

amusement and practice in the Spanish

language. This, as well as all the other

works in this list, was published in Lon-
don, and it forms a small pocket volume,

dated 1670. 2. "The Count of Gabalis; or,

the Extravagant Mysteries of the Cabalists,

exposed in five pleasant discourses on the

Secret Sciences." This piece of raillery,

which forms a kind of philosophical ro-

mance, was translated by Ayres, who added
a few pages of animadversions at the end,

from the French of the Abbe Pierre Villiers,

16mo. 1680. 3. "Emblems of Love," a

very curious little volume, "dedicated to

the Ladys," consisting of forty-four poetical

eml)lems, many of them far more singular

than beautiful, each repeated in four lan-

guages, Latin, English, Italian, and French,

and each illustrated with a pictorial design.

/
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The whole of the work is engrav^ecl upon
copper-plates ; and the copy iu the British

Museum is dated 1683, though Watt speaks

of the work as without date. 4. " Lyric

Poems, made in imitation of the Italians, of

which many are translations from other

languages," 8vo. 1687. 5. "Pax Redux;
or, the Christian Reconciler ;" being, accord-

ing to a secondary title, " A Project for Re-

uniting all Christians into One Sole Com-
munion," translated from the French, and
published " by authority " in a small 4to.

pamphlet, in 1688. The preface, however,

intimates that this translation had been pre-

viously published, about fifteen years earlier.

6. " Three Centuries of ^sopian Fables,"

8vo, 1689. (Watt, Bihliotlteca Britannica

;

Ayres, Works, as above.) J. T. S.

AYRMANN, CHRISTOPH FRIED-
RICH, was born in March, 1693 or 1695,

at Leipzig. He received his education at

the school of Torgau, and in 1710 he went
to the university of Wittenberg, where he

took the degree of Master of Arts in 1712.

In 1717 he Avas made adjunctus facultatis

philosophiifi ; in 1719 he received from King
Augustus II. of Poland, a patent, accord-

ing to which he was to have the first profes-

sorship vacant in the philosophical faculty.

In 1720 he was preparing himself for a

journey to Holland, when he was invited as

professor of history to the university of

Giessen ; in the following year he began to

discharge his duties. In 1 726 he was made
historiographer of Hesse-Darmstadt, and was
commissioned to write a history of Hesse,

the materials for which he was to collect

together with Schmincken and Estor. In

1733 he was made superintendent of the

library left to the university of Giessen by
the junior professor Majo, and in 1735 ordi-

nary librarian to the university. He became
primarius of the philosophical faculty in

1736, and died in March, 1747.

Ayrmann was descended from a very re-

spectable family, his grandfather, Georg
Ayrmann, having been raised to the rank of

nobility by the Emperor Ferdinand II., in

1 623. Christoph Friedrich originally studied

theology, but he gave it up for the study of
jurisprudence. He had during his whole
life to struggle with adversities, which were
increased by hypochondriasis, to which he
was constantly subject.

He possessed extensive and accurate know-
ledge in history and literature, but parti-

cularly the history of Hesse. He wrote
numerous tracts, containing suggestions for

the composition of large historical works,

some of which he himself began, but he did

not finish anything, and, according to his

biographers, he was prevented from printing

the great mass of his valuable writings, in

consequence of the little interest which the

public took in the subjects. Under the name
of Germanicus Sincei'us he edited Velleius Pa-
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terculus, Florus, Eutropius, Csesar, Suetonius,

Jvistin, and Terence, with German notes.

(Ersch and Gruber, Allgemeine Kncijclopddie

;

Jocher, Allgem. Gelchrten-Lexicon, and Ade-
lung's Supplement ; and particularly F. W.
Strieder, Hessische Gelelirten Geschichte,

vol. i. pp. 199, 214, for a complete list of

Ayrmann's writings, chronologically ar-

ranged.) A. H.
AYRTON, EDMUND, Mus. Doc, a truly

orthodox composer of English cathedral

nmsic, was the son of an active and upright

magistrate of the borough of Ripon, and there

born in 1734. He was educated, together

with Bishop Porteous, at the grammar-school
of that town, with a view to his entering

into orders, and under the hope of his suc-

ceeding to the joint livings of Nidd and
Stainley, in the liberty of Ripon, which had
been held by two at least of his forefathers

;

but his strongly marked predilection for

music—which most probably was generated

by his daily access to a chamber organ that

had been nearly one hundred and fifty years

in his family, together with his constant at-

tendance at the choir service of the minster

—

induced his father to prepare him for another

profession, though somewhat analogous, as

he pursued it, to that for which he was at

first designed, and to place him under the

instruction of Dr. Nares, then organist of

York Cathedral, with whom he commenced
an intimacy which ripened into a friendship

that death alone terminated.

At an early age he was elected organist,

auditor, and rector-chori of the collegiate

church of Southwell, in Nottinghamshii-e,

where he remained some years, and married

a lady of good family, by whom he had
fifteen children, of whom only one son and
three daughters are now living (1844). In

1764 he quitted that place, on receiving the

appointment of " gentleman of the chapel-

royal." He was shortly after installed as a

vicar-choral of St. Paul's Cathedral, and
afterwards became one of the lay-clerks of

Westminster Abbey. In 1780 he was pro-

moted by Bishop Lowth to the office of
" master of the children of his majesty's

chapels," on the resignation of his friend and
master, Dr. Nares. Having noAv become
the successor of such eminent musicians as

Blow, Croft, and Nares, he deemed it right

to follow their example by proving his claim

to academical honours. Accordingly, in

1784, the university of Cambridge created

him Doctor in Music : some time after which
he was admitted ad eiindem by the university

of Oxford. His exercise was a grand anthem,
" Begin unto my God with timbrels," having
full orchestral accompaniments, a composition

which attracted so much notice, and was so

highly approved by the best musical critics,

that it was ordered to be performed, with a

numerous band, in St. Paul's Cathedral, before

the civic authorities, the judges, &c., on the
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29th of July, 1784, the day of General
Thanksgiving for the termination of the

American Revolutionary War. The w'ork,

which exhibits all those ti-aits that are the

distinctive marks of a learned musician, was
immediately published in score.

When the fai'-famed commemoration of
Handel took place in Westminster Abbey, in

1 784, Dr. Ayrton was nominated by the king
as one of the "assistant-directors," which
situation he continued to fill at all the subse-

quent performances in that venerable struc-

ture till the French Revolution, at which
agitating period the public mind being too

much excited, and the great dignitaries of
both church and state too much occupied, to

attend to such tranquil enjoyments, the festi-

vals, till then annual, were discontinued.

In 1805 he relinquished the mastership of
the children of the chapel, having been al-

lowed during many previous years to execute
the duties of his other offices by deputy. He
died in 1808, and his remains were deposited

in the cloisters of Westminster Abbey, near
those of his wife and several of his children.

Dr. Ayrton was an excellent musician of
the good old English ecclesiastical school, a

fact to which his productions performed at

the Chapel-Royal bear indubitable evidence.

Among these, and which demand particular

notice, are, a complete and elaborate Morning
and Evening Service in c ; another equally

complete, but shorter, in e flat ; two verse

anthems,—" I will sing a New Song," and
*' Give the King thy Judgments ;" and two
full anthems with verses,—" Thy righteous-

ness, O God, is very high," and " Bow down
thine ear, O Lord ;" all of which evince the

pen of a master, while they are equally

pleasing to the learned and unlearned in the

art. But the fugues which constitute the

greater portion of the last two will ever bear
testimony to the scientific skill, the true

knowledge of effect, considered in I'elation to

the church, and the taste and good sense of

the composer. {From materialsfurnished hij

Dr. Ayrton's famili/.) E. T.
AYSCOUGH, ANNE. [Askew, Anne.]
AYSCOUGH, FRANCIS, appears to have

been so completely overlooked by biographical

writers, that we have been unable to find any
connected statement of facts concerning him,

although the " London Magazine " for Oc-
tober, 1766, contains a highly eulogistic

notice of his character, in which it is observed

that he might have been called, with pro-

priety, in the early part of his life, the child

of good fortune. From a pamphlet published

in 1730, the title of which will be found at

the close of this article, it appears that he
was admitted of Corpus Christi College,

Oxford, on the 28th of March, 1717. He took

the degree of A.M. in 1723 ; he subsequently

took, successively, deacon's and priest's

orders, and on the IGtli of January, 1727, he

was admitted scholar or probationer fellow
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of his college. On the expiration cf his
second year of probation, he became a candi-
date for an actual fellowship. On the day for
considering the claim, January 15, 1729-30,
the president and a majority of the fel-

lows voted against his admission, but without
assigning any reason. Ayscough hereupon
appealed to the Bishop of Winchester, the
visitor of the college, who wrote to the pre-
sident on the subject. The college requested
time to prepare a statement of the case, but,

in consequence of a further communication
from the bishop, two fellows waited upon him
to assert the right of their body to judge and
decide upon the claims of candidates for fel-

lowships without being responsible to the
visitor. At length, however, the Bishop
cited the president and fellows to appear before
him on the 24th of March ; but, considering
the case an important one, they resolved to

appear by their syndic, appointed under the
college seal. It was agreed that the point to

be argued should be, whether, by the statutes,

the visitor had any jurisdiction over the fel-

lows in the matter in question, a point wdiich
the bishop determined in his own favour,

declaring also his opinion in Ayscough's
favour on the merits of the case. A few days
afterwards, he sent an injunction commanding
the college to admit him, and requiring those
fellows who had excluded him to defray the
costs of both parties. Ayscough was' ad-
mitted accordingly, and he took the de-

gree of D.D. in 1735. In 1736, when he
published a " Sermon preached before the
Honourable the House of Commons, at St.

Margaret's, Westminster, on Friday, January
the 3(jth, 1735-6, being the anniversary of the
Martyrdom of King Charles I.," Dr. Ays-
cough was still a fellow of Corpus Christi,

and chaplain to his Royal Highness the Prince
of Wales. In 1 752 he preached a sermon on
Rev. iii. 17, at the triennial visitation of
the Bishop of Lincoln at Hemel Hempstead,
which was published in 1753 ; and in 1755 he
published "A Discourse on Self-Murder,"
upon Job xiv. 14, which was preached at

South Audley Chapel ; and on the titles of
both of these he is styled rector of North
Church, Hertfordshire. Dr. Ayscough held
the office of preceptor to George III. before
his accession to the throne, and to his brother
Edw ard, Duke of York. It is supposed that

he was recommended to the Prince of Wales,
their father, by George, Lord Lyttelton, to

whom he is said to have been tutor Avhile at

Oxford, and whose sister he married. Pro-
bably through his connection with the royal
family. Dr. Ayscough at length received the

appointment of Dean of Bristol. He probably
di.^d shortly before the publication of the

article above alluded to in the " London ^la-

gazine." He left a sou [Ayscough, George
Edward]. (Nichols, Literary Anecdotes nf
the Eighteenth Century, iii. 180, viii. 433, ix.

531 ; The Proceedings of Corpus Christi
•2 B
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College, Oxford, in the case of Mr. Ayscough,

vindicated, 1730 ; Catalogue of Graduates in

the University of Oxford, from 1659 to 1814,

Oxford, 1815, p. 15; London Magazine,
XXXV. 532, 533.) J. T. S.

AYSCOUGH, SIR GEORGE. [Ayscue,
Sir George.]
AYSCOUGH, GEORGE EDWARD, the

only son of the Reverend Francis Ays-
cough, D.D., by Anne, one of the sisters of

George, Lord Lyttelton, was a lieutenant in

the 1st regiment of Foot Guards, and appears

to have been a young man of exceedingly

profligate character. We are not informed

of the date of his birth, or any particulars of

his early history, excepting that he was ho-

noured by having George III. and his brother

the Duke of York for his godfathers. In

1774 he edited " The Works of George, Lord
Lyttelton, formerly printed separately, and
now first collected together ; with some other

pieces never before printed," in a quarto vo-

lume of 771 pages, to which some additional

pages, containing further detached writings

of Lord Lyttelton, were subsequently added.

This volume contains Lord Lyttelton's letters

to his father, between 1728 and 1747. A se-

cond edition was soon published in the same
form, and a third, in three volumes, octavo,

in 1776. The work is dedicated to Ayscough's

cousin, the second Lord Lyttelton, " who,"
observes Nichols, "has artfully developed

his noble father's motives," in appointing

Ayscough to the duty of editing his works,

in the twenty-fifth letter of the collection of
" Letters" published under his name in 1780,

which collection, however, was declared by
Lord Lyttelton's family to be spuriovis. " The
testamentary arrangement which appointed

him to the honourable labours of an editor,"

observes the writer of the letter referred to,

"took its rise from these motives: 1. To
mark a degree of parental resentment against

an ungracious son. 2. From an opinion that

a gracious nephew's well-timed flattery had
created of his own understanding. And 3.

From a design of bestowing upon this same
gracious nephew a legacy of honour from the

publication, and profit from the sale of the

volxime." In 1776 Ayscough published, in

8vo. " Semiramis, a Tragedy ; as it is acted

at the Theatre-Royal in Drury Lane." This
play, which has an epilogue by Richard
Brinsley Sheridan, superseded at Drury-Lane
George Keate's adaptation of the " Semi-
ramis " of Voltaire. In the following year,

Ayscough having injured his constitution by
his vicious habits, travelled on the Continent

for the recovery of his health, and during his

travels wrote an account of his journey,

which was published on his return home in

1778, in 8vo., under the title of "Letters

from an Officer in the Guards to his Friend
in England, containing some accounts of

France and Italy." His journey produced

no lasting benefit to his ruined health, for he
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died, after a lingering illness, on the 14th
(or, according to the " Gentleman's Maga-
zine," the 19th) of October, 1779. Nichols
observes that " though a military man,"
Ayscough " submitted to be insulted by a
gentleman (Mr. Swift, author of a poem
called "The Gamblers"), who repeatedly

treated him as a poltroon ; and, though in

no affluent circumstances, he gave up his

commission to avoid doing his duty when
called upon by his sovereign to fight in

America ;" and he adds that Ayscough " left

behind him a monument of his unexampled
disi'egard of every principle of virtue and
decency, in a journal of the most secret

transactions of his life," which, according
to the account given to that writer, was a

record of the most abominable character.

The " Biographia Dramatica" states that

he relinquished the profession of arms in

consequence of ill health. (Nichols, Li-
terary Anecdotes of the Eighteenth Century,

iii. 180— 182, ii. 332; Biographia Dramatica,
edition of 1812, i. 14 ; Gentleman's Magazine,
xlix. 520.) J. T. S.

AYSCOUGH, JAMES, a London optician

of the earlier half of the eighteenth century,

of whose history we have been unable to

find any particulars, wrote a very judicious

popular treatise upon vision and the use of
spectacles, which passed through several edi-

tions, under somewhat modified titles. That
which appears to be the first is dated 1750,
and forms a duodecimo pamphlet, entitled
" A Short Account of the Nature and Use of
Spectacles ; in which is recommended a kind
of glass for spectacles, preferable to any
hitherto made use of for that purpose." A
third edition appeared in 1754. The latest

edition preserved in the British Museum is

the sixth, published by Ayscough's succes-

sor, without date. It is entitled " A Short
Account of the Eye and Nature of Vision

;

chiefly designed to illustrate the use and ad-

vantage of Spectacles," and it embraces, at

somewhat greater length than the former,

rules for choosing glasses to suit various de-

fects of sight, and other useful practical in-

formation, and is illustrated with a folding

plate. J, T. S.

AYSCOUGH, SAMUEL, was the grand-
son of William Ayscough, who, about the

year 1710, introduced the art of printing into

Nottingham, and who died March 2, 1719;
and the son of George Ayscough, who suc-

ceeded to his father's business in Nottingham,
where he was settled as an eminent printer

and stationer for upwards of forty years.

George Ayscough, however, wasted his sub-

stance upon several wild projects, one of
which was a scheme for extracting gold from
the dross of coals, an idea which, however
chimerical it may appear, may have been
suggested, in the absence of correct mineralo-

gical knowledge, by the frequent occurrence

in the coal of the district in which he re-
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sided, of pyritous seams and fragments of a

glittering golden hue. About the year 1762
he took a fiirm at Great Wigston, in Leices-

tershire, where he lost the remnant of his own
property, and also that of his son and daugh-
ter. Samuel Ayscough, who, according to a

portrait published with his memoir in the

"Gentleman's Magazine," was born in 1745,

was educated at Nottingham, under Mr.
Richard Johnson, the author of " Noctes Not-
tinghamiae ;" and he assisted his father in

his business, his various experiments, and the

management of his farm, until circumstances
compelled him to work as a labouring miller

for the support of his father and sister.

While thus struggling against his adverse

fortune, his situation became known to a gen-
tleman in London, who had been his school-

fellow, and who sent for him, and, on his

arrival in the metropolis, clothed him, and
obtained employment for him as an over-

looker to some street-paviours. It was not

long, however, before he obtained a more
congenial engagement. After assisting for a

time in the shop of Mr. Rivington, a book-

seller in St. Paul's Churchyard, he obtained,

apparently through the exertions of his friend,

an engagement, at a very small weekly sti-

pend, as an assistant under the principal

librarian of the British Museum. His skill

in arranging and cataloguing books and ma-
nuscripts soon recommended him to an in-

crease of salary, and also to occasional em-
ployment in the libraries of private gentle-

men; and he generously shared his gains

with his father, whom he had, with some
assistance from his early friend, sent for to

London, and whom he maintained in comfort

until his death, on the 18th of November,
1783.

After having been employed in a subor-

dinate capacity in the British Museum for

fifteen years, Ayscough was, about the year

1785, appointed assistant-librarian upon the

establishment. After some difficulties, we
are informed, he accomplished his desire of

taking holy orders, but at what time appears

rather uncertain. Chalmers places that event

after his appointment in the Museum, and the

title of " Reverend" is omitted in a printed

"List of the Society of Antiquaries, from
1717 to 1796," in recording his election as

F.S.A. on the 12th of March, 1789 ; but, on
the other hand, he is styled " clerk" upon
the title-page of his " Catalogue," published

in 1782. In a brief notice of his father in

the " Gentleman's Magazine" for 1783 (vol.

liii. p. 982), it is observed that he had been
engaged for seven years in making catalogues

of printed books in the British Museum, and
that he entered holy orders at the end of that

term. He was ordained to the curacy of

Normanton-upon-Soar, in Nottinghamshire

;

and he also became assistant-curate of St.

Giles-in-the-Fields, London, where he gained

the esteem and friendship of several distin-
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guished persons. In 1790 he was chosen to

preach the annual Fairchild lecture, at Shore-
ditch church, before the Royal Society

;

which he continued to do until the comple-
tion of his series of fifteen discourses, on
Whit-Tuesday, 1804. About a year before

his death he was presented, by the Lord
Chancellor Eldon, to the living of Cudham,
in Kent, about seventeen miles from London,
where he regularly performed duty, though
he continued to reside at the British Museum,
where he died, of dropsy on the chest, on the

30th of October, 1804, in his sixtieth year.

He was buried in the cemetery of St. George's,

Bloomsbury, behind the Foundling Hospital,

with a monumental inscription by his asso-

ciate in the British Museum, the Reverend
Thomas Maurice.
Many of the labours of Ayscough, espe-

cially in connection with the library of the

British Museum, were of such a nature that

they cannot be distinctly pointed out. The
following works, however, appear to have
been wholly by him, and most of them were
published with his name :—1. " A Catalogue
of the Manuscripts presei'ved in the British

Museum, hitherto undescribed, consisting of

five thousand volumes ; including the collec-

tions of Sir Hans Sloane, Bart., the Rev.
Thomas Birch, D.D., and about five hundred
volumes bequeathed, presented, or purchased
at various times." This admirable catalogue

is in two volumes, quarto, paged continu-

ously, and sometimes bound in one, and it

was published in 1782. The manuscripts are

arranged in classes, according to their sub-

jects ; and the catalogue has two copious in-

dexes, the first of which enables the reader

knowing the number of any manuscript to

find the page on which it is described, while
the second forms a minute index of the names
of persons mentioned in the catalogue. A
letter explanatory of the plan of this cata-

logue was commvinicated by Ayscough to

the " Gentleman's Magazine," in 1781, while
the work was in progress (see vol. li. pp. 69,

70, 117). 2. " Remarks on the Letters of an
American Farmer; or, a detection of the

errors of Mr. J. Hector St. John, pointing

out the pernicious tendency of those letters

to Great Britain," an octavo pamphlet, pub-
lished in 1783, of which an account is given

in the " Gentleman's Magazine," vol. liii. p.

1036. 3. " A General Index to the Annual
Register," from 1758 to 1780, both inclusive.

This index, which forms an octavo volume,
and was published anonymously, was so well

received that second and third editions were
called for, the latter appearing in 1799, and
being somewhat improved and extended;

and in the same year appeared a second vo-

lume of Index, embracing the years 1781 to

1792. The subjects are, in these indexes,

classed mider fourteen headings, and the re-

ferences in each class are arranged alpha-

betically. 4. " A General Index to the.

2 B 2
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Monthly Review, from its commencement to

the end of the seventieth volume," in two
volumes, octavo, 1786. The first volume
consists of a catalogue of the books and
pamphlets reviewed, divided into eighteen

classes, each of which is arranged under a

separate alphabet, together with an additional

alphabet or index of addenda, and an alpha-

betical index of authors' names, referring

not to the pages of the Review itself, but to

those of tlie Index or classified catalogue of

books. The second volume contains, under

one alphabet, an index to the memorable
passages relating to discoveries and improve-

ments in the arts, literary anecdotes, critical

remai'ks, &c. A " Continuation" of this in-

dex, embracing from the seventy-first to the

eighty-first volume of the Review, and also

compiled by Ayscough, was published in one

volume in 1796. 5. " A General Index to

the first fifty-six volumes of the Gentleman's

Magazine, from its commencement in the

year 1731 to the end of 1785," two volumes,

octavo, 1789 ; the first consisting of an alpha-

betical index to the essays, dissertations, and
historical passages, including the more im-

portant biographical articles ; while the

second volume consists of four separate in-

dexes, to the poetical articles, the names of

persons, the plates, and the books and
pamphlets reviewed, respectively. It is

greatly to be regretted that, so far as the

commoner names are concerned, the index

to the names of persons is rendered almost

useless by the omission of initials of Christian

names, or any other means of identifying the

persons referred to, and the total want of

classification as to the nature of the notices

referred to. It thus happens, that in many
cases one or two hundred references, and in

some instances from five to six hundred re-

ferences, are given under one heading, which
renders the search after an obituary notice,

or other matter not referred to in the first

volume of the Index, a most wearisome task.

In the continuation of this Index subsequently

published by Nichols, the inconvenience al-

luded to is even greater, owing to the greater

number of references inserted. 6. " An Index
to the Remarkable Passages and Words made
use of by Shakspeare, calculated to point out

the different meanings to which the words
are applied," in one large octavo volume,

very closely printed, and published in 1790

by Stockdale, together with an edition of

Shakspere printed in a uniform style, for

binding in either one or two volumes. In

this laborious work the words are given in

alphabetical order, and after each word is

placed, first the line in which it occurs, then

the name of the play, together with a refer-

ence to the act and scene, and, thirdly, refer-

ences to the page, column, and line of the

edition of Shakspere which the Index was
intended more especially to accompany. An
index to the characters is incorporated under
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the same alphabet, and a short index of cross-

references, or words referred from one head
to another, is added at the end. 7. " A Ge-
neral Index to the first twenty volumes of

the British Critic," in one volume, octavo,

1804, arranged on a simpler plan than any
of the preceding, being divided into two parts

only, the first being an alphabetical list of

all the books reviewed, and the second an
index to extracts, criticisms, and general

matters. A continuation of this Index was
subsequently compiled by Dr. Blagdon.
8. Ayscough also assisted in the catalogue of

printed books in the British Museum, pub-
lished in two folio volumes, in 1787, under
the title of " Librorum Impressorum qui in

Museo Britannico adservantur Catalogus;"

of which it is said that about two-thirds were
compiled by Dr. Maty and Mr. Harper, and
the remainder by Ayscough. At the time of

his death he was engaged on a new and more
extensive catalogue of the printed books in

the Museum. He also compiled a very ela-

borate and excellent Catalogue, which has

never been printed, of the Antient Rolls and
Charters in the British Museum. The manu-
script of this catalogue forms three very large

folio volumes, the last of which contains two
indexes, the first " to names of places, and
some little other matter where it appeared

necessary," and the second to names of per-

sons. A table of the contents of the three

volumes is prefixed to the first index, accord-

ing to which the number of charters, rolls,

and seals described is nearly sixteen thou-

sand. From notes by Ayscough at the com-
mencement and close of this great work, it

appears to have been begun on the 8th of

May, 1787, and completed on the 18th of

August, 1792; but some few additions were
made subsequent to the latter date.

In addition to the separate indexes above

mentioned, Ayscough made indexes for se-

veral other works, among which were those,

of great extent in proportion to the works
themselves, to the " Calendarium Rotularum
Patentium in Turri Londinensi," and the
" Taxatio Ecclesiastica Anglise et Wallise

auctoritate P. Nicholai IV.," published by
the Record Commission in 1802; and those

to Bridges's " History and Antiquities of the

County of Northampton," and Manning's
" History of Surrey." According to the
" Gentleman's Magazine," he also compiled
the indexes to the " New Review," edited by
Dr. Maty ; and he is said to have told a friend

that he had indexed as much, at various times,

as had produced him 1300/. He received 200
guineas for his Index to Shakspeare. In ad-

dition to these labours he assisted in the ar-

rangement of the Records in the Tower, and
he was a very frequent contributor to the
" Gentleman's Magazine," by the editor of

which work it was remarked that he pos-

sessed considerable knowledge of topographi-

cal antiquities, and that perhaps no man
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emerging from such personal difficulties, and
contending with many disadvantages, ever
acquired so much general knowledge, or
knew better how to apply it to useful pur-
poses. He acquired a sufficient knoMdedge
of several languages to enable him, with his

knowledge of old books and their authors,
and his skill in deciphering difficult hand-
writing, to perform his duties as librarian

with eminent success ; and, though there was
something of bluntness in his manner, he
was ever ready to assist the researches of the

curious, and to impart to such as requii-ed it

the knowledge which he had acquired of the
vast resources of the Museum library. His
talents being appreciated by his employers,
his salary was increased, and during the

latter part of his life he was placed in very
comfortable circumstances, by which he was
the better enabled to exercise the benevolent
disposition by which he was especially dis-

tinguished. {Gentleman's Magazine, Ixxiv.

1093—1095, also 518, li. 09, 70, 117, liii.

982, 1014, 1036; Chalmers, Biographical
Dictionary (the article " Ayscough" in that

work having, according to Nichols's " Lite-

rary Anecdotes," vol. ix. pp. 54— 56, where
it is reprinted almost verbatim, been revised
by Chahiiers himself from Nichols's own
memoir in the " Gentleman's Magazine")

;

Nichols, Preface to vol. v. of the General
Index to the Gentleman's Magazine, p. viii.

;

Ayscough, Works as above.) J. T. S.

AYSCU, EDWARD, appears, from the

address to the reader prefixed to his only
known work, to have resided at Gotham, in

Lincolnshire ; but we can find no other ac-

count of him. He published in 1607, at

London, a small quarto volume of about
400 pages, entitled " A Historic coutayning
the Warres, Treaties, Marriages, and other

occurrents betweene England and Scotland,

from King William the Conqueror, vntil the

Happy Vnion of them both in our gratious

King James ; with a briefe declaration of
the first inhabitants of this island, and what
seuerall nations haue sithence settled them-
selues therein one after another." Ayscu's
professed object in the publication of this

work was the promotion of a good feeling

between the English and the Scotch ; and he
claims credit only for digesting his matter,

derived from various imperfect and scattered

sources, into a compact and continuous his-

tory. J. T. S.

AYSCUE, AYSCOUGH, ASCOUGH, or

ASKEW, SIR GEORGE, was descended
from a good family settled at South Kelsey,
Lincolnshire, the name of which is written

in many difierent ways by different writers,

and even by the same writer at difierent

times. Whitelock alone gives the name of
this individual in five difierent forms—Ais-

cough, Ascue, Ascugh, Askue, and Ays-
cough ; and other authorities have Aiscue,

Ascough, and Askew ; while the name Ash-
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cough has been applied to some earlier mem-
bers of the family. Ayscue, the orthography
adopted in the " Biographia Britannica," and
in this article, is the form in which, as ap-

pears by two original letters preserved among
the LansdoAvne MSS. in the British Museum,
Sir George wrote his name. Sir George
Ayscue was a younger son of William Ays-
cue, Esq., one of the gentlemen of the privy

chamber to Charles I. ; and he had an elder

brother. Sir Edward Ayscue, who, on the

breaking out of the civil war, adhered to the

parliament, and was one of the commissioners
appointed by them on the 22nd of December,
1645, to reside with the Scottish army.
George Ayscue, the date of whose birth we
are unable to ascertain, entered the navy at

an early age, acquired the character of an
able officer, and received knighthood from
Charles L He, however, took part with the

paidiament, " when," as Dr. Campbell ob-

serves in the " Biographia Britannica," " by
a very singular intrigue they got possession

of the fleet;" and when, in July, 1648, the

greater part of the navy, being twenty men-
of-war, most of them first and second rates,

well manned and furnished, quitted the ser-

vice of the parliament, and went over to the

Prince of Wales, Ayscue gave a proof of his

zeal in their service, by securing for them
the vessel commanded by himself, which was
called the Lion, which he then brought into

the Thames. This secured the confidence of

the parliament, who immediately gave him
the command of a squadron that was em-
ployed to watch the motions of the Prince of

Wales ; in the execution of which commis-
sion he not only kept the royalist fleet in

check, but also, by the exercise of his interest

with the seamen, drew back many who had
deserted from the parliament. What his

rank in the navy may have been previous to

this event we are not informed ; but it ap-

pears from Whitelock that, on the ICtli of

March, 1648-9, the parliament passed an
order for him " to command as Admiral of

the Irish Seas," without, it would appear,

giving him a formal commission. Subse-

quently, however, the same writer records an
order for " continuing" Ayscue as " Vice-

Admiral of the Irish Seas." In this capacity

he supplied the garrison of Dublin, which
was then in danger of starving, with provi-

sions, and thereby enabled it to hold out;

and he watched the revolted fleet, then under

the command of Prince Rupert, so narrowly

as to prevent it from doing anything of im-

portance, and at length blocked it up in Kin-

sale. He also convoyed Cromwell's army
to Ireland, and secured its landing ; and to

his services the parliament chiefly owed the

securing of Ireland at that critical period.

For these the parliament, in July, 1649, not

only voted his continuance in the same com-

mand, but also ordered the payment of his

arrears, and presented him with 100/.
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When the war in Ireland was at an end,

and parliament had time to attend to the sub-

jection of the more distant dependencies of

the country, Ayscue was instructed to form,

man, and victual, as soon as possible, a squa-

dron to proceed to Barbadoes; but, before

he was ready to sail, his destination was
changed in consequence of a report that the

Dutch were in treaty with Sir John Green-
ville, who then held the Scilly Isles for

Charles II. It being considered necessary to

reduce the Scilly Islands before proceeding to

Barbadoes, Blake and Ayscue were sent there

in the spring of 1651 ; but as they had only

a small body of troops on board their squa-

dron, while Greenville had a considerable

force in the island of St. Mary, commanded
by some of the ablest officers of the royalist

army, they hesitated to risk an engagement.
Greenville also perceived that, if the con-

test were pushed to extremities, it must end
fatally to himself and his forces, and he there-

fore entered into a treaty with the parlia-

mentary commanders, who gave him fair

conditions. Ayscue arrived at Plymouth
with Greenville and other prisoners in

June, 1651 ; and the parliament were much
pleased with the reduction of the islands

;

because the privateers issuing from them
had been exceedingly mischievous to trade.

When, however, they heard the conditions

of the treaty, they blamed Blake and Ayscue
for being too liberal, and hesitated to ratify

it, until Blake threatened to lay down his

commission, and said that Ayscue would do
the same. Ayscue subsequently* sailed for

Barbadoes, where he arrived on the 26th of

October. He found that Lord Willoughby
of Parham, "who commanded there for the

king, or rather for the royal party, but who
had formerly been connected with the par-

liamentary party, had assembled a body of

5000 men for the defence of the island, and
that his talents and probity had completely
won the affections of the inhabitants. Ayscue,
while fully aware of these difficulties, boldly
forced his passage into the harbour, and took
possession of one English and eleven Dutch
merchant ships, hoping also to excite an in-

surrection in the island. Failing in the latter

object, he summoned Willoughby on the next
day to surrender ; but his lordship declared
his intention to keep the island for Charles

* A note in the " Biographia Britannica" would
make it appear that Ayscue could have had no share

in actually jfranting these conditions; because, it

states, he had not only written for the parliament's
orders to continue his voyage to Barbadoes, but had
actually sailed before the articles were signed, the
date of the latter event being May 23rd, 1651. This
statement, however, is inconsistent with those of
Whitelock, who mentions, under the date June 12th,

1651, the receipt of letters by parliament, " That Sir

George Ascue was not gone for Barbadoes, but was
come into Plymouth with Sir John Greenville," &c.

;

and again, under date August 8th, 1651, ''Letters
that Sir George Askue was set sail for theiBarbadoes."
(Memorials of the English Affairs, ed. 1732, pp. 495
and 519.)
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II. at the hazard of his life, and immediately
put it in the best possible position for defence.

Knowing his numerical weakness, Ayscue
did not choose to discover it to so cautious

an enemy by landing his forces ; but on re-

ceiving intelligence from England of the

defeat of the royal army at Worcester, toge-

ther with an intercepted letter from Lady
Willoughby, giving a detailed account of the

battle, he summoned the governor a second
time, sending with the summons Lady Wil-
loughby's letter, which, however, did not
make him alter his resolution. Ayscue con-
tinued at anchor in Speight's Bay itntil De-
cember, when, on the arrival of the Virginia
merchant fleet, he summoned Willoughby a
third time, and made as if he had received an
expected reinforcement, welcoming the Vir-
ginia ships as if they had been men-of-war.
Having thus given an idea of his superior

strength, he speedily prepared for landing
his forces, which appear to have been greatly

inferior to those of Willoughby. The " Bio-
graphia Britannica" says that he had not

above 2000 men ; but this number probably
included his whole force, naval and military,

as the same authority afterwards speaks of
the forces landed as a regiment of 700 men,
to whom were added 150 Scotch servants

from the Virginia fleet, and some seamen, to

make them appear more formidable ; while
Whitelock says he had 600 men, of whom
170 were Scots. The soldiers landed on
the 17th of December, under the command
of Colonel Allen, a gentleman of Barbadoes,
who had been to England to solicit aid from
the parliament, and who was in Ayscue's fleet.

They found Willoughby well entrenched
near a fort on the sea-coast; but, after a
sharp engagement, they succeeded in over-

powering the islanders, and taking their fort,

with four cannon which were mounted in it.

Colonel Allen was killed while attempting to

land ; and after the engagement the sailors

returned to the ships, which cruised about to

prevent the arrival of succours, while the

soldiers retained possession of the fort, from
which they made excursions into the coun-
try. There still remained, however, more
than 5000 horse and foot with Willoughby,
and the Virginia fleet was about to depart for

want of provisions. In this critical position

of afiairs, Ayscue entered into negotiations

with Colonel Moddiford, or Muddiford, one
of the leading men of the island, with a view
to bringing Willoughby to terms of capitula-

tion ; an attempt which might have proved
unsuccessful, but for the accident of a cannon-
ball, which was fired at random, breaking
into the room in which his officers were sit-

ting in council, and striking a panic among
them. Ayscue promptly followed up this

advantage, and ordered all his forces on
shore, under the command of Captain Mor-
rice, as if he intended to attack the enemy in

their entrenchments. This demonstration so
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alarmed the principal inhabitants, that Wil-
loughby was induced to enter into negotia-

tions with Ayscue, and in January, 1651-2,

the island was given up upon honourable
terms, which provided for Willoughby's free-

dom of person and estate, and for the pro-

tection of the inhabitants. The islands of
Nevis, Antigua, and St. Christopher were
surrendered to the parliament by the same
articles; and the news of the reduction of
Barbadoes had such an effect that Virginia
was taken without any difficulty by Captain
Dennis, who was detached with a few ships

for that purpose. Ayscue appointed new
governors for Barbadoes, and Antigua and
the Leeward Isles, and then returned to Eng-
land with his squadron and thirty-six prizes,

arriving at Plymouth, where he was received

with extraordinary manifestations of joy, on
the 25th of May, 1652. The reduction of

Barbadoes had been considered more im-
portant than that of any other of our foreign

possessions ; and, independent of the circum-
stance that Willoughby, as a deserter from
the popular cause, could not hope for mercy
from the parliament, the inhabitants were
considered to be the least affected to the new
government.

Soon after his return, Ayscue was again

called into active service by the Dutch war
which had broken out during his absence,

notwithstanding the foul condition of his

ships, which were more lit to be laid up than

to be pressed immediately into active service.

In the month of June, in obedience to orders

from London, Ayscue, with his squadron of

eleven sail, joined his old friend and col-

league. Admiral Blake, at Dover; and as

Blake was ordered early in the following

month to sail northward to destroy the Dutch
herring fishery, Ayscue was left alone to

command the fleet in the Downs. Of his

exploits about this time there are various

accounts, which could only be explained and
reconciled by entering into veiy minute de-

tails. It is sufficient to say that he captured

several Dutch vessels, and that, receiving

intimation of a Dutch fleet of forty sail, called

by Charnock Saint Ube's fleet, being near

the coast, he gave chace, captured seven ves-

sels, sunk four, ran twenty-four upon the

French coast, which was little better for

them than being taken or sunk, seeing that

the French plundered them without mercy,
and separated the rest from their convoy.

While in the Downs with his small fleet,

which some say at that time consisted of ten,

and others of only seven vessels, the Dutch
admiral Van Tromp, who had a very large

force at sea, dispatched some ships to cut off

his escape to the north or the south, and sta-

tioned himself between Ayscue and the river

Thames, resolved to prevent reinforcements

from reaching him, and to attack and sink

his fleet. Such, however, were the precau-

tions adopted by the English, by a signal
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made from Dover Castle for all the ships to

keep to sea ; by raising a platform with artil-

lery between Deal and Sandown Castles, so

as to bear upon the Dutch fleet if it should
endeavour to come in ; and by ordering the

Kentish militia to the sea-shore to aid the

attack with their small-shot, that Van Trom.p
was compelled to abandon his design, and to

leave Ayscue and his squadron in safety.

This was early in July, and, so soon as this

danger was over, Ayscue was ordered to

Plymouth, to bring in five East India ships

under convoy, after which he captured four

French and Dutch prizes. In August intel-

ligence was received of Van Tromp's fleet

having been seen off the back of the Isle of
Wight, upon which Ayscue, with a fleet

of about forty vessels, most of which were
hired merchantmen, stretched across towards
the coast of France to meet it. On the 16th

of August, according to Dr. Campbell in the
" Biographia Britannica," Ayscue got sight

of the Dutch fleet, which immediately quitted

its convoy of merchantmen, fifty in number.
The fight commenced about four in the after-

ternoon, and Ayscue, with nine others, broke
through the Dutch fleet, receiving much
damage in his rigging, and returning it in

the hulls of the enemy. Having passed
through them, according to the same ac-

count, he got the weather-gage, and attacked
them again ; but as all his fleet did not come
up, and night drew on, it was a drawn battle,

no ship having been lost by the English or

Dutch, although several of the Dutch ships

were shot through and through. They were,
nevertheless, able to proceed on their voyage,
and anchored the next day, after being fol-

lowed by the English to the Isle of Bassa,

beyond which no further attempt was made
by Ayscue's fleet, on account, ostensibly, of
the danger of the French coast, whence they
returned to Plymouth Sound to repair. The
truth, however, observes the writer whose
account of this affair we have condensed, was
that some of Sir George's captains were a
little bashful in this affair, and that the fleet

was in such a condition that it was absolutely

necessary to refit before proceeding again
into action. He adds, in a note, that there

were various reports respecting this engage-
ment, some of which reflected on Ayscue
himself, and others on those under him ; and
both he and Charnock quote several different

statements respecting the relative numbers
of the two fleets, the discrepancies between
which may be partly, but not entirely, ac-

counted for by a confusion as to which were
vessels of war, which merchantmen armed
and taking part in the fight, and which trad-

ing vessels under convoy. According to the

French memoir of De Kuyter (who appears

to have been the commander of the Dutch
fleet engaged on this occasion, although it

is called Van Tromp's fleet\ the Dutch com-
mander had a fleet of thii-ty-three vessels
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of war (not thirty-eight, as quoted by Eng-
lish writers, probably by a clerical or typo-

graphical error), and he escorted sixty mer-
chant vessels ; while Ayscue had forty ships

of war. But, supposing these numbers to be

correct, it appears unquestionable that, owing
to the tai-diness of many of Ayscue's captains,

he v/as left to bear the brunt of the action

with a force greatly inferior to that of the

enemy. The author of the French life of

De Ruyter alluded to, the title of which will

be found at the close of this article, describes

the engagement as a most gallant atlair ; but

says that while Ayscue retired to Plymouth
under cover of the night, De Ruyter, having
repaired his injuries as well as he could, pre-

pared to meet him on the next day, and
finding that he did not seek a second battle,

contemplated even following him to Ply-

mouth ; which, however, he did not do. An
English memoir of De Ruyter, also referred

to at the close of the article, states that after

the engagement the Dutch commander, being

chiefly anxious for the safety of his convoy,

and finding that Ayscue did not think well

to renew the contest, carried off his fleet

without the loss of a single ship ; but that,

being directed to remain in the mouth of the

Channel, Ruyter "discharged an English ship

that he had taken, upon condition that the

master should acquaint Sir George Ayscue
that he stayed for him, and would be glad to

see him ; but," proceeds this authority, " Sir

George, knowing well the prudence and
valour of the commander, and the humour
of the Dutch, not rash to run any apparent

risk only for ostentation of bravery, his own
fleet being inferior in numbers, and having
received no new orders from his masters,

returned no answer."
During the greater part of September, in

the same year, 1G52, Ayscue was with Blake
in the northern seas, where he took several

prizes ; and towards the latter end of that

mouth he returned with him to the Downs,
with men-of-war to the number of one hun-
dred and twenty sail ; after which, while
Blake pursued a great Dutch fleet which
made its appearance on the 27th, Ayscue
returned to Chatham with his own ship, and
sent the rest of his squadron into various

ports to be careened.

It would seem that, though the parliament
had not openly expressed dissatisfaction with

his conduct upon his return from Barbadoes,

his friends intimated to him that the cordial

reception given to him by his employers was
more apparent than sincere, and tlaat they

were secretly ill-pleased with the liberality

of the terms which he had granted to Lord
Willoughby, as they had been in the previous

affair of Sir John Greenville. So long as

these jealousies were concealed, Ayscue con-

tinued to perform what he conceived to be

his duty, without suffering himself to be dis-

turbed by them ; but the next important
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event in his life appears to be the natural
consequence of so unpleasant a state of feel-

ing. About the close of November, a few
weeks only subsequent to the events above
narrated, Blake, who was lying near the
mouth of the Thames, conceiving that the
winter was too far advanced to render fur-

ther action probable, detached twenty vessels

from his fleet to bring up a convoy of colliers

from Newcastle, and sent twelve more to

Plymouth. Ayscue being also absent with
fifteen ships to be careened, Blake had only
thirty-seven sail of men-of-war, and a few
small vessels, remaining vmder his immediate
command, when Van Tromp appeared, with
a fleet of eighty-five sail. Blake determined
to give him battle, and a general engagement
ensued, the details of which belong to the life

of Blake. The English accounts of the battle

say nothing of Ayscue, who, it might be pre-

sumed, took no part in the engagement ; but,

according to the Dutch accounts referred to

by Dr. Campbell, he would seem at least to

have been with Blake when, after having, as

he conceived, sufficiently vindicated the ho-
nour of his country, he determined to retreat

up the river, instead of renewing the battle

on the following day ; for it is stated that

Ayscue inclined to a bolder, though less pru-
dent course, anticipating the ostentatious ex-
ultation which was, in fact, manifested by
Van Tromp, when, after seeking in vain for

the English fleet, he hoisted a broom at his

maintop to intimate that he had swept them
from the Channel ; and that, disgusted at

Blake's retreat, he laid down his commission.
Supposing these circumstances to be true, it

is hardly probable that the resignation of
such a man would have been accepted, if

there had not been a wish to get rid of him
;

but some writers do not even assign this

cause, while Charnock says that the parlia-

ment dismissed him from their service upon
the shallow pretence " that he had not been
so victorious as he ought to have been,"

a statement which, though not distinctly sup-

ported by Heath, is not inconsistent with his

account, which shows that, at least, they ne-

ver employed him again, on account of some
such dissatisfaction. The manner in which
William Lilly preserved the dates of Ays-
cue's principal achievements in his almanac,
also favours the supposition that, while Ays-
cue was in high credit with the people, he
had received ungrateful treatment from the
parliament ; for Lilly seems to have made
allusion to Ayscue's exploits after he was
laid aside, with a view to casting odium upon
the parliament. The " Biographia Britan-
nica" hints at a further reason which may have
induced the parliament the more willingly to

part with Ayscue, arising from the circum-
stance that the vacancy occasioned by his re-

tirement would aid them in their efforts to

curb the influence of Cromwell, by removing
some of his most suspected adherents from the
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army into the naval service ; and also inti-

mates that Cromwell and his party were pro-

bably well pleased with his retirement, be-

cause, on the one hand, it might tend to render

the parliament, which he was about to dissolve,

unpopular, and likewise because he might,

had he continued in the fleet, have opposed
their contemplated measures. Whatever
may have been the real cause of his retire-

ment, his past services were acknowledged
by a parliamentary grant of three hundred
pounds in money, and of an estate in Ireland

worth three hundred pounds })er annum, in

consequence of which he visited Ireland in

1655, where he appears to have had frequent

conferences with Henry Cromwell, who was
then governor of that country, and who ap-

pears, from a letter to secretary Thurloe,
which is printed in the notes to the " Biogra-

phia Britaunica," to have had a just appre-

ciation of his merits.

Upon his dismissal or resignation, Ayscue
retired to his country-seat in the county of

Surrey, where he led a quiet life, without in-

terfering in public affairs. He appears to have
lived in considerable splendour, and to have
been visited by distinguished foreigners, as

well as by his own countrymen, as one of

the greatest naval captains of the age. He
was drawn from his retirement after a few
years by circumstances which arose out of

Cromwell's jealousy of the Dutch, occasioned

especially by their having espoused the cause

of the King of Denmark, and shown a desire

to destroy the power of Sweden. Wishing
to oppose the Dutch without a renewal of

open war with them, the Protector encou-

raged the Swedes to improve and extend

their naval force, and promised to assist

them with able and experienced officers. In

pursuance of this policy the Swedish ambas-
sador was introduced to Ayscue by the Lord-

Keeper Whitelock, who has preserved in his

" Memorials" (pp. 649, 650) an account of

the conversation which took place on the

subject of naval architecture during this in-

terview, which was held in 1656, at Ayscue's

country residence. Ayscue did not comply
with the invitation offered to him during the

life of Oliver Cromwell, but at length,

towards the close of the year 1658, after see-

ing some other officers embark, he sailed for

Sweden. Before he went, however, Simon
Petkum, the Danish minister, wrote to Thur-
loe by way of remonstrance, endeavouring,

but in vain, to induce the English govern-

ment to interfere and prevent his voyage.
On his arrival in Sweden, Ayscue was most
honourably received by the king, Charles
Gustavus ; and a letter written by him to

Sir John Williams, from Lanscrowne, or

Landscroone, towards the close of 1659,

and now preserved among the Lansdowne
MSS., shows that he was well satisfied with

the honours bestowed upon him. Charles

Gustavus might probably have fulfilled a
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promise which he is said to have made, of
raising him to the rank of high admiral of
Sweden, had he not been himself carried off

by unexpected death, on the ] 3th of February,
1660, shortly after which event Ayscue re-

turned to England. He does not appear to

have had any hand in the restoration of
Charles II., which took place during his ab-

sence ; but on his return he expressed his

adhesion to the new government, and his

readiness to serve under it ; and he was ad-

mitted to kiss the king's hand.
On the breaking out of a new war with

the Dutch in 1664, Ayscue was again put in

commission, under the Duke of York, who
then held the chief command in the fleet. . In
the spring of the year 1665, he was rear-ad-

miral of the blue, under the Earl of Sand-
wich ; and in the great battle fought on the

3rd of June in that year, in which the Dutch
were defeated with immense loss, his squa-

dron had the honour to break through the

centre of the Dutch fleet. When the English
fleet was again in a position for service, in

the month of July, Ayscue was vice-admiral

of the red under the Earl of Sandwich, who
took the chief command in consequence of

the retirement of the Duke of York, and
he took part in the continued aggressions

upon the Dutch. In the spring of the fol-

lowing year, 1666, Ayscue was again at

sea, with the rank of admiral of the blue

(not of the white, as erroneously stated by
Echard, Eapin, and other writers), in which
capacity he served in the memorable action

of the 1st of June in that year, when the

Dutch fleet under Van Tromp and De Ruyter
was attacked by the English under Monk,
Duke of Albemarle. The fight was renewed
with vigour on the next day, at the close of

which the Duke of Albemarle determined to

retire, and endeavour to join Prince Rupert,

who was coming to his assistance. This re-

treat was performed in good order, the best

English ships forming a rear-guard, but on
the following day, June 3, Ayscue's vessel,

the Koyal Prince, which was one of the best

in the fleet, if not absolutely the best, unfor-

tunately struck upon the Gapper or Galloper

sand-bank, where, being threatened by the

Dutch fire-ships, and so situated that no assist-

ance could reach him, Ayscue was compelled

to surrender to the Dutch vice-admiral

Sweers. The accounts of this afl'air vary in

their details, and those afforded by the Dutch
are fuller than the English. Granger says

that Ayscue was compelled by his seamen to

strike, which agrees with the statement of

the French, that the crew gave up the vessel

contrary to the desire of Ayscue, who had
given orders for setting her on fire. The
Dutch authorities attribute the loss of the

vessel wholly to accident, and bear testimony

to the gallant conduct of Ayscue during the

action. According to the account in the
" Biographia Britannica," based upon the
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minute information respecting the engage-

ment collected by the Dutch government,

Ayscue made signals for assistance, but the

English fleet continued its retreat, leaving

him quite alone and without hope of succour
;

in which situation he was attacked by two
fire-ships, by which he would have been

burnt had not lieutenant-admiral Tromp, who
was on board the vessel of Sweers, made a

signal to call them off', seeing that Ayscue
had already struck his flag, and made a sig-

nal for quarter. Sweers then went on board

and brought off the officers and some of the

men ; after which, though the ship was got

off" the sands, the remainder of the crew were
removed and the vessel was burnt, because,

as Prince Rupert was bearing down upon
the Dutch fleet, there was not time to take

her away with security. Independent of the

circumstance that the Royal Prince was one

of the finest ships in the navy, carrying 92

brass guns and 620 men, and being in the

best possible condition, the loss of this vessel

was peculiarly vexatious to the English

government, as it was the ship which had
brought Charles II. to England at the Re-

storation. Ayscue was immediately sent off"

to the Dutch coast, probably from an appre-

hension that he might be retaken in the

expected battle. He is said to have been

civilly treated on his arrival at the Hague

;

but the Dutch government paraded him in

triumph through the principal towns of Hol-

land, and afterwards imprisoned him in

the fortress of Loevestein. A letter, of

which a copy is preserved among the

Harleian MSS., together with some de-

tails respecting the Royal Prince and the

circumstances of her capture, is published

in the " Biographia Britannica " from the

French Life of De Ruyter, which purports to

have been written by Ayscue to Charles II.

on his arrival at Loevestein, and which
states that more than one hundred and fifty

of his men had been killed before his ship

was taken, and requests the king to see to

the comfort of his family; but Dr. Camp-
bell, the writer of the article " Ayscue " in

the above-mentioned work, gives reasons of
considerable weight for doubting its authen-

ticity. A strange uncertainty is expressed

by most writers respecting Ayscue's sub-

sequent fate, the question of his ever having
returned to England being left undecided.

Dr. Campbell, however, in his " Lives of the

British Admirals," states, on the authority of

the " Annals of the Universe," that Ayscue
returned to England in November (of what
year is not stated), after an imprisonment of

some months, when he was graciously re-

ceived by the king, but that he spent the

remainder of his days in quiet, and went no
more to sea. Charnock says that he was not

released from his confinement till the end of

October, 1667 ; that he returned to London,
where he was received most affectionately
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by the people, and that he was introduced to

the king on the 12th of November. This
authority adds, that after his misfortune he
declined going again to sea, and lived very
privately ; but nevertheless states that, ac-

cording to a mamiscript list of the navy, of

unquestionable authority, he was employed
in 1668, in which year he hoisted his flag on
board the Triumph, and again in 1671-2,

when he was on board the St. Andrew.
These appointments, it should be observed,

were made in a time of profound peace.

Of the time and place of Ayscue's death

we can find no accoimt. (Campbell, Lives

of the British Admirals, ed. 1785, ii. 264
—274, and article " Ayscue," in the Bio-

graphia Britannica ; Charnock, Biogra-

phia Navalis, 1794, i. 89—93; Granger,
Biographical History of England, fifth

edition, 1824, v. 158, 159; Whitelock, Me-
morials of English Affairs, ed. 1 732, passim

;

Heath, Chronicle of the Intestine War in the

three Kingdoms (f England, Scotland, and
Ireland, ed. 1676, folio, pp. 306, 307, 322,

323 ; Clarendon, Histori/ of the Rebellion,

Oxford edition of 1807, iii. 697, 698, &c.

;

La Vie et les Actions memorables du Sr.

Michel de Rmjter, Amsterdam, 1677, part i.

pp. 10—14, 345, 346, 348—350 ; The Life of
Michael Adrian De Ruyter, London, 1677,

pp. 20, 21 ; Lansdowne MSS., 821, fol. 20,

and 1054, fol. 71.) J. T. S.

AYTA or AYTTA, ULRIC VIGER
VAN ZUICHM, a jurist and statesman of

the sixteenth century. His family name was
Ayta, but civilians will more readily recog-

nise him as Viglius Zuichemus, the latter

being Latinized from his patrimonial estate

of Zuichm, close to the town of Leeuwarden
in Friesland, where he was born on the 9th

of October, 1507. He was the second of a

family of six children. His uncle Ber-

nard Buchon, who was dean of the Hague,
adopted him when he was a child, and fur-

nished him munificently with the means
of education. Buchon appears to have
carried to an extreme the educational system

of the age, under which young men whose
fortunes admitted of a considerable expendi-

ture wandered from one university to an-

other, and derived instruction successively

from a number of celebrated teachers. His
biographers supply a long list of the places in

which, and the professors under whom Ayta
studied. He acquired while a youth the

friendship of Erasmus, who appears to have
been on intimate terms with his uncle the

dean. Erasmus mentions a present which
he had received from the youth—a ring with

astrological devices engraved on it ; and he

remarks, in reference to the dawning abi-

lities of his young friend, that if his life were

spared, he would some day be an ornament
to Friesland. He was about twenty years

old, and his plan of education was yet far

from being completed, when he lost his kind
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uncle. It is said that want of means to con-

tinue his studies would have made him at

that time abandon the legal profession, if he
had not found another patron in Gerard
Mulert, counsellor to the Emperor Charles

V. He gave private instruction in juris-

prudence at Avignon, and being driven

thence by the plague, continued his instruc-

tion at the university of Valence in Dau-
phine, where he obtained a doctor's degree.

Erasmus had introduced him to Andrea
Alciati, to whom he seems to have attached

himself as a disciple. He accompanied this

celebrated jurist to Bourges in 1528. It is

stated by Ayta's biographers that he held the

chair of law at Bourges for two years as suc-

cessor^to Alciati, but this is impossible, as he
left Bourges in the autumn of 1531, and
Alciati did not leave it till 1532. It is pro-

bable that he taught as Alciati's assistant.

On leaving Bourges he returned to his native

country, and resolved to proceed through
Germany to Italy. He had then acquired a

wide reputation, and the various learned men
in the towns and universities which lay be-

tween the Netherlands and Italy were de-

sirous of making his acquaintance as he tra-

velled. He left Bourges accompanied by a

crowd of admirers, who attended him to the

nearest town. In his journey he visited Lei-

den, Fribourg, Basle, Berne, Soleure, and Tii-

bingen, and among other learned men he met
with his friend Erasmus, Antony and Jerome
Fugger, CEcolampadius, Reylinger, and Baum-
gartner. Arriving at Padua, he presented

letters from Erasmus to Bembo, subsequently

the celebrated cardinal, and other men of

influence. He established himself at this

university as a public teacher of law, and
gave lectures on the Institutes. He had
applied himself to the study of the Roman
law with an ardour which had seldom been

matched, and having made many researches

through manuscript authorities, he possessed

sources of information which did not come
into the hands of the ordinary students of the

civil law till the succeeding century. He is

said to have possessed a wonderful facility in

classifying his subjects and explaining his

meaning to his hearers, so that uniting to the

value of the matter a happy method of in-

struction, he became the most popular juri-

dical teacher of his age, and is said to have

excelled all his predecessors. It was while

pursuing his researches at Padua that he dis-

covered the Greek version of the Institutes

generally attributed to Theophilus. To the

principal MS. which he made use of he ob-

tained access through the influence of Car-

dinal Bembo, and the MS. having afterwards

passed into his own possession, was deposited

in the college which he founded at Louvain.

When he had completed his collation of the

MSS., he published the Greek text of the

Institutes, with the title " Institutiones D.
Justiniani, in Grsecam Linguam per Theo-
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philum Antecessorem olim traductse, ac nunc
primum in lucem restitutse, cura ac studio
Viglii Zuichemi Frisii," 1534, dedicated to

the Emperor Charles V. Though there have
been several editions of the Institiites of
Theophilus, the text as published by Ayta
has preserved its reputation, and Reitz, in his
" Theophili Paraphrasis Grseca," prefers it

to the later edition of Fabroti. In 1534
Ayta received the appointment of official, or
judge of the court of the bishop of Miinster.

In this situation he had very important
duties to perform in connection with the out-

break of the Anabaptists. In the following

year the Emperor appointed him assessor of
the imperial chamber at Spire. In 1537
William, Duke of Bavaria appointed him
professor of the university of Ingolstadt. He
soon afterwards, however, quitted the occu-
pation of an instructor for that of a states-

man. In 1543 he was appointed an imperial

senator. In 1549 he was made president of
the imperial council of the Netherlands, and
received the Order of the Golden Fleece, of
which he afterwards was chosen chancellor.

He was much in the confidence of Cardinal
Granville, and it was perhaps at the recom-
mendation of that ambitious minister that he
entered the ecclesiastical profession. He was
first coadjutor and then successor of the

abbot of St. Bavon at Ghent. He was in

favour with the Spanish government, and
thus at the outbreak of the disputes which
ended in the securing of independence to

Holland, he was unpopular with the Revo-
lutionists. He showed himself, however, an
opponent of the violent methods which were
afterwards resorted to. When the Duke of
Alba proposed heavy commercial taxes, he
remonstrated with him in a state paper,

which has been preserved, and which Le
Clerc justly remarks contains advice suited

to governors in all ages. He states that the

Netherlands are a country of which the com-
merce forms the riches. That the existence

of this commerce depends upon all imposts,

whether on exports or imports, being light

;

and that no governor could more eflectually

injure the country, and by injuring it bring

unpopularity on his own head, than by esta-

blishing heavy commercial duties. Ayta
could not be called in any shape a partisan of

the liberators of the United Provinces. From
his family name, indeed, it may be inferred

that he was of Spanish origin. He was to

the last in the confidence of the Spanish

court, and was detained a prisoner while

Brussels was in possession of the Revolution-

ists, He was, however, one of those judi-

cious and humane statesmen who anticipate

the effects of harsh measures on a high-spi-

rited people, and he was fully alive to the

doubly invidious character of a tja-anny ex-

ercised through officials who were aliens in

the country where they governed. He pre-

pared an account of his own life, which con-
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stituted the material of the memoir by Petrus,

and is mentioned by Foppens as being in

the archiepiscopal library at Mechlin. This

book doubtless contains his views of the dis-

pute between Spain and the Netherlands, and

its publication would be an interesting addi-

tion to the literary and political history of

the period. lie appears to have left behind

him some MSS. bearing expressly on the

contest which he witnessed. About the year

16G0 there was published a work called

" Narratio tumultuuni Belgicorum sub

Ducissa Parmensi et Duce Albano," as the

production of Ayta, but Foppens says this

book contains internal evidence that it is by

another and inferior writer. Ayta was dan-

gerously ill in 1560, and his cure is attri-

buted to his having frequented the baths of

Aix-la-Chapelle. He died at Brussels, on the

8th of May, 1577, and was buried with great

pomp in a mausoleum which he had con-

structed in the church of his abbey at Ghent.

Through the exercise of his profession as a

lawyer, his political appointments, and his

ecclesiastical preferment, he had acquired a

large fortune, which he spent sumptuously.

He founded a college in the university of

Louvain, partly with his own money, partly

through a government subsidy of 2000
florins. The library of this institution con-

tains some of his unpublished MSS. He
added to the edifices of his abbey, and founded

several charitable institutions. Besides his

edition of the Greek text of the Institutes, he

wrote a legal work, of paramount authority

in its day, though now of course seldom re-

ferred to, which was first published in 1534,

and afterwards in 1591, with the title " Com-
mentaria ad decem titulos Institutionum juris

civilis. Quibus omnia pene testamentorum

jura eleganter ac dilucide explicantur."

There are several other editions of this work.

It is a commentary on titles 10 to 19 of the

second book of the Institutes relating to wills.

It is referred to with much respect by Hei-

neccius and others who have gone over the

same ground. It is generally accompanied

by two small tracts of minor importance, the

one on a title of the Code, the other on the

title of the Pandects, " si certum petatur,"

lib. xii. tit. 2, regarding actions. (Petrus,

De Scriptoribus FrisicE, 182—218; Foppens,

Bihliotheca Belgica ; Panzirolus, De Claris

Legum Interpret ibiis, 287, 288 ; Adamus,
Vitcs Germanorum Jurisconsultorum, 102

—

107 ; Taisand, Les Vies des plus cc'lebres

Jiirisconsuites ; Le Clerc, Histoire des Pro-

vinces Unies, liv. i. ; Strada, De Bello Bclgico,

lib. iv. vi.. &c. ; Worhs referred to.) J. H. B.

AYTON, SIR EGBERT, was born at

Kinaldie in Fifeshire, an estate which had
belonged to his family for several generations,

in 1570. He was a younger son, and was
incorporated a student at St. Leonard's Col-

lege in the university of St. Andrews, w ith

his elder brother, in 1584. He took the de-
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gree of master of arts at St. Andrews, in

1588, and afterwards studied in France.

Dempster says, that he left in that country dis-

tinguished marks of his literary abilities, and
speaks of his having written French and
Greek poems, but none of these productions

are known in this country, and Dempster is

too fond of boasting of the eminence of his

fellow-countrymen to be believed without

confirmation. In 1603 he addressed an en-

comiastic Latin poem in hexameters to King
James I., on his accession to the throne of

England, with the title " De Fcelici, et sem-
per Augusto, Jacobo VI. Scotia?, Insularum-

que adjacentium Regis Imperio, nunc recens

ilorentissimis Angliae et Hibernian sceptris

amplificato. Robert! Aytoni, Scoti, Pane-

gyris." Ayton seems to have been an ac-

complished courtier. There were no surer

means of securing the good opinion of James
than by complimenting him on his learning

in a classical language. Ayton has left

several other poetical pieces addressed to the

king or members of the royal family, as well

as to the Duke of Buckingham, all breathing

a strong spirit of adulation. He reaped his

reward in being appointed to the offices of

private secretary to the queen, gentleman of

the bed-chamber, and master of requests.

He was employed by King James to convey

copies of one of his works to the emperor and

the various princes of Germany. His latest

biographer supposes, that because he is called

" Eques Auratus" he had received the de-

coration of the Golden Fleece, but the adjec-

tive was simply used to distinguish those

who obtained knighthood as a mark of honour

from the feudal rank incident to the posses-

sion of a knight's fee. He became the proprie-

tor of a small mountainous estate called Over
Durdie, in Perthshire. It was no unfit resi-

dence for a poet. It is situated on the brow
of a steep bank rising abruptly to the height

of seven or eight hundred feet above the level

Carse of Gowrie. Beneath it lies what was
then the most productive district of Scotland,

full of fruit-trees and richly cultivated fields,

through which the river Tay runs eastward

to the sea. On the other side a range of

broken rocks leads westward to the Grampian
Mountains, and presents such a scene as he

himself described when he says

—

" . . . My courted secretaries

In whom I do confide,

—

The hills and crags I mean,
The high and stately trees,

The valleys low and mountains high,

Whose tops escape our eyes."

Whether his mountain - home had charms
sufficient to wean him from the court is not

known. Aubrey says of him, that " he was
acquainted with all the wits of his time in

England," and that " he was a great acquaint-

ance of Mr. Thomas Hobbes, of Malmesbury,
who told me he made use of him (together

with Ben Jonson) for an Aristarchus, when
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he drew up his epistle dedicatory for his

translation of Thucydides." Jonson, in his

conversation with Drumraond of Hawthorn-
den, is found to make the remark that " Sir

Robert Ayton loved him dearly." In his

Latin poems there are some epitaphs and
epigrams in which the names of other dis-

tinguished men of the day, who appear to

have been his friends, are commemorated.
The latest event to which any of these pro-

ductions refers is the assassination of the

Duke of Buckingham, " In obitum ducis

Buckingamii aFiltono cultro extincti, 1G28,"

a poem in hexameters and pentameters. He
died in the palace of Whitehall, in March,
1638. The vernacular poems of Ayton, for

which alone his personal history is now an
object of any curiosity, appear to have never
been considered by him worthy of preserva-

tion, though many of his Latin poems were
twice published during his lifetime. Verna-
cular composition of any kind was then un-

popular with Scotsmen, who found it easier

to use a dead language than to acquire a

dialect so different from their own as the

English, which was then becoming the lite-

rary language of Britain. With a trifling

exception, such of his English poems as have
reached us have come down almost tradi-

tionally, and have not retained their original

orthography. Aubrey says, " Mr. John
Dryden has seen verses of his, some of the

best of that age, printed with some other

verses ;" but if this alludes to his English
poems, it would appear that they must have
been printed anonymously. During the last

century some pieces of poetry which found
their way into poetical selections were attri-

buted on imperfect testimony to Sir Robert
Ayton—a collection of these was printed in

the miscellany of the Bannatyne Club. A
student of St. Andrews lately accidentally

purchased a MS. at a sale of books which
bore the title " The Poems of that worthy
gentleman Sir Robert Ayton, Knight, Secre-

tary to Anna and Mary, Queens of Great
Britain," &c. ; but this version is also of com-
paratively late date, and in modern ortho-

graphy. It contains some pieces which are not

in the Bannatyne collection, and has been very
creditably edited by the discoverer. Burns
was a great admirer of some of the poems
attributed to Ayton. One of them, which he
rendered, without certainly improving it, into

the modern Scottish dialect, begins with the

following melodious and expressive lines :

—

" I do confess thou'rt smooth and fair,

And I might have goae near to love thee.
Had I not found the slightest pray'r

That lips could speak had power to move thee.
But I can let thee now alone,
As worthy to be loved by none.

I do confess thou'rt sweet, yet find

Thee such an untlirift of thy sweets,

Thy favours are but like the wind,
Which kisseth everything it meets ;

And since thou canst love more than one,
Thou'rt worthy to be kissed bv none."
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Another of his poems at once associates

itself with Burns : it begins

—

" Should old acquaintance be forgot.

And never thought upon.
The flames of love extinguished,
And freely past and gone ?

Is thy kind heart now grown so cold,
In that loving breast of thine.

That thou canst never once reflect

On old langsyiie ?"

He indulges, though rarely, in satire. Thus,
in addressing a lady who painted her-
self, he sarcastically praises the modesty
which will make her decline all credit for

the skill with which she has imitated the

bloom of nature. A monument to Ayton's
memory, with an inscription detailing some
of the events of his life, stands in the south

side of the choir of Westminster Abbey, at

the corner of Henry V.'s chapel. It is a
brass-gilt bust, with a character in the atti-

tude and features which makes it appear to

have been copied from a portrait by Van-
dyke, surrounded by emblematic sculpture

in black marble. (Delitice Poetarum Scotorum

;

Miscellany of the Bannatijne Cluh ; Demp-
ster, Historia Kcclesiastica ; The Poems of

Sir Robert Ayton, edited by Charles Roger,
8vo. 1844.) J. H. B.
AYTTA. [Ayta.1
AYYU'B IBN HABI'B AL-LAKHMI',

third governor of Mohammedan Spain under
the khalifs, was a noble Arab of the tribe of

Lakhm. Trained to arms from his youth,

he served in all the African wars, and ac-

companied Miisa Ibn Nosseyr, whose rela-

tive he was, to the conquest of Spain. He
was present at the sieges of Merida and Sara-

gossa, where he gained great renown by his

courage and skill. In a.h. 95 (a.d. 713)
Musa was summoned to Damascus by the

khalif Suleyman, and Ayylib obtained the

command of a division of troops stationed on
the Ebro, with orders to prosecute the con-

quest. In concert with Mugheyth Ar-rumi",

another Arabian officer, Ayyub made several

incursions into the provinces beyond the

Ebro, reduced many important fortresses,

and defeated the Goths wherever they dared
to show themselves. 'Abdu-l'-azfz, son of

Mtisa, who commanded in Spain during his

father's absence, seeing the success which
attended his arms, supplied Ayyiib with mcu
and provisions, and enabled him to carry

the Moslem banners to the foot of the Pyre-
When Suleyman, who had in thenees.

meanwhile imprisoned and fined Musa, sent

secret orders to Spain to have 'Abdu-l'-aziz

deprived of the government of this coun-

try and put to death, Ayyiib was consulted

by the agents of the khalif as to the best

means of carrying the royal mandate into

execution. They addressed themselves to

him, and, having exhibited the letters tliey

had received from the khalif, proceeded

to represent 'Abdu-l'-aziz as a traitor and
an apostate who had secretly embraced the
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Christian religion, and who was about to

revolt against the commander of the faithful

;

they concluded by calling upon him to aid

them in their undertaking. Ayyiib, who was
the cousin of 'Abdu-l'-azi'z, and who owed his

promotion to his father Musa, hesitated at

first ; but the oifer which Habib Al-fehri", one
of the khalif's agents, made him of the govern-

ment of Spain, in case they succeeded with
his assistance in putting 'Abdu-l'-azi'z to death,

overcame his scruples, and he gave his con-

sent. That governor was assassinated in the

Dhi-l-hajjah,A.H. 97 (a.d. 7 16), whilst saying

his prayers in the mosque [Abdu-l'-azi'z, son

of Musa] ; and Ayyub was accordingly in-

vested with the command. He did not, how-
ever, retain it long. The news of 'Abdu-l'-

aziz's death had no sooner reached Damascus,
than Suleyman, who had conceived a mortal
hatred against all the members of Miisa's fa-

mily, deprived Ayyub of the government, and
appointed in his stead Al-horr Ibn 'Abdi-r-

rahman Ath-thakefi', who landed at Alge-
siras in the month of Dhi-1-hajjah, a.h. 98
(July or August, a.d. 717). Ayyiib made
no resistance, and retired into private life.

The year of his death is unknown. (Al-

makkari, Moliani.Dyn. ii. 32, and App. p. iii.

;

Borbon, Cartas para ilustrar la historia de
la Espam Arabe, p. Ixxxii., et seq. ; Casiri,

Bib. Arab. Hisp. Esc. ii. 105, 234, 323;
Conde, Hist, de la Dom. i. 18.) P. de G.
AYYU'B IBN SHA'DHI, surnamed

Abu-sh-shukr and Malek Al-afdhal Nejmu-
d-din (the excellent prince, the star of re-

ligion), father of Salahu-d-din, or Saladin,

the founder of the dynasty of the Ayyiibites,

was born in Sejestan, or, according to other

accounts, at Jebal Jur, in Armenia. Ibn
Khallikiin, who gives his life among those

of his illustrious Moslems, says that Ayyub
was a native of Duwin (Tovin), and the son
of Shadhi Ibn Merwan. Other writers, as

Ibnu-1-athir and Ibn-Shohnah, add that he
was a Kurd ofthe tribe of Rawadiyah. Having
accompanied his father Shadhi to 'Irak,

Ayyiib and a brother of his, named Shirkiih,

entered the service of Bihruz, at that time
governor of Baghdad for the Seljiikides.

After some years spent in the service of that

governor, Ayyiib and his brother Shirkiih ob-
tained from him the government, or rather the

feudal tenure of a castle, called Tekrit, in the

province of Diyar-Bekr ; but Shirkiih, having
some time after put to death one of Bihniz's
officers, and fearing the vengeance of that go-
vernor, the two brothers left Tekrit, and fled to

Mosul, at that time the court of 'Imadu-d-dm
Zinki, by whom they were kindly received

and hospitably entertained. In a.h. 534 (a.d.

1139), when 'Imadu-d-dm took Ba'lbek, he
intrusted its custody to Ayyiib, whose fidelity

and courage he had experienced on several

occasions. After the death of his benefactor,

Ayyiib retained possession of Ba'lbek until

a.h. 541 (a.d. 1146), when the place having
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been besieged by the troops of Damascus,
Ayyiib consented to surrender it on condi-

tions highly advantageous to himself. Both
he and his brother Shirkiih continued to

serve under Niiru-d-din Mahmiid, son of
'Imadu-d-dm Zinki, whose confidence they
enjoyed. In a.h. 558 (a.d. 1162-3) Niirii-d-

dm determined upon sending a body of
troops to Egypt, to the assistance of the vizir

Shawar, and Shirkiih was chosen to com-
mand the expedition. This event laid the

foundation of the future prosperity of the

Ayyiibites ; for Shirkiih, having in the course
of time become vizir to Al-'adhed the Fa-
timite, was succeeded at his death by Sa-
l;ihu-d-din, the son of Ayyiib, who ultimately

obtained the sovereignty of Egypt. Ayyiib
remained at Damascus until a.h. 565 (a.d.

1 1 70), when, at the request of his son, he set

out for Egypt. He arrived at Cairo on the 24th
of Rejeb (April, a.d. 1171), and was met out-

side of that city by the khalif Al-'adhed, and
by his son Salahu-d-din, who offered to re-

sign in his favour ; but Ayyiib replied that
" God had not chosen thee to fill this place,

hadst thou not been deserving of it : it is not
right to change the object of Fortune's fa-

vours." Ayyiib led a private life till the end
of A.H. 568 (July or August, a.d. 1173), when
he died of a fall from his horse. He was
buried by the side of his brother Shirkiih, in a
chamber of the royal palace, and some years
later their bodies were transported to Mecca,
to be deposited in a magnificent mausoleum
which Salahu-d-din had built to receive them.
(Ibn Khallikan, Biographical Dictionary,

translated by Baron de Slane, i. 243 ; Schul-
tens, Saladini Vita et Res Gestae, pp. 30—34

;

Price, Chron. Retrospect, &c. ii. 415; Abii-

1-faraj, Hist. Dynast, p. 306 ; D'Herbelot,
Bib. Or. " Aioii'b.") P. de G.
AYYU'BIAH, or AYYU'BITES, is the

name of an Egyptian dynasty founded about

A.H. 567 (a.d. 1171) by the celebrated

Salahu-d-din (Saladin), who was the son of

Ayyiib Ibn Shadhi. On the death of Sala-

din, which happened in Safar, a.h, 589
(July, a.d. 1193), his vast dominions were
divided among his sons, brothers, and ne-

phews. Niiru-d-dm 'Ali, surnamed Al-
malek Al-fadhil (the virtuous king), who
was the eldest son, had for his share all the

territory of Damascus and the whole of Pales-

tine. Malek Al-'aziz 'Othman, who was the

second, had Egypt, of which country he had
been governor during his father's lifetime,

Malek Adh-dhaher Ghiyathu-d-dm, another
son of Saladin, remained master of Aleppo
and Upper Syria, whilst others among the

brothers and nephews established them-
selves in various parts of Syria and Yemen,
and founded many dynasties which are

all known by the generic appellation of
Ayyiibiah, or the descendants of Ayyiib,

although they were distinguished by the

name of the countries over which they
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ruled, as the Ayyiibites of Egypt, the Ayyub-
ites of Damascus, the Ayyiibites of Aleppo,
&c. Among the above-mentioned those of

Egypt, nine in number, were the most cele-

brated. Malek Al-'aziz 'Othman was suc-

ceeded in A.H. 595 (a.d. 1198) by his son
Malek Al-mansur, who was shortly after de-

throned by his uncle Malek Al-'tidil. This
last-named prince, who was likewise Lord of

Damascus, died in A.n. 615 (a.d. 1218), and
was succeeded by his eldest son Malek Al-
kamil, whose death took place in a.h. 635
(a.d. 1237). Malek Al-kamil was succeeded

by his son Malek Al-'adil, surnamed As-
saghir, that is, the younger or the second,

to distinguish him from his grandfather, but

he had scarcely reigned two years when he
was dethroned by his brother Malek As-
saleh Nejmu-d-din, who was governor of

Kark in Syria. Malek As-saleh died in

Sha'ban, a.h. 647 (a.d. 1249), and was suc-

ceeded by his son Malek Al-mo'adhem Turan
Shah, who was put to death by his Baharite

mamliiks in a.h. 648 (a.d. 1250). Shajaru-

d-dorr, mother of Turan Shah, held for some
time the power conjointly with the mamliik
Aibek, who became afterwards the founder of

the dynasty known in history as the dynasty
of the Baharite Mamliiks. [Aibek Azad-
ed-din.] Malek An-nasir, son of Malek
Al-'aziz, who reigned at Aleppo and Damas-
cus, tried, though in vain, to re-establish the

power of his family in Egypt ; he was
obliged to return into his own dominions,

where he was soon attacked and put to death

by Hulaku Khan, the Tatar, in a.h. 658
(a.d. 1259). There are various histories of
the Ayyiibites of Egypt, among which the

most celebrated are:— 1. " Shefii-l-kolilb fi

mauakib Beni Ayylib " (" The remedy of

the heart : on the high deeds of the Beni
Ayyiib "), a copy of which is in the Library
of the British Museum, among the Rich MSS.
No. 7311. 2. "Soliik lima'refati dowali-1-

moliik " (" The trodden paths to the know-
ledge of the different dynasties of Egypt "),
by the celebrated Al-makrizi. This work,

one of the most important in Arabian litera-

ture, is not confined to a history of the

Ayyiibites ; it contains likewise that of all the

Mamliik dynasties of Egypt. 3. " Mufarraju-

1-koriib fi tawarikh Beni Ayyiib" (" The dis-

peller of sorrow: on the history of the Beni
Ayyiib "), in the Library of the University

of Cambridge. (D'Herbelot, Bib. Or., " Aiu-
biah ;" Qiiatremere, Histoire des Sultans

Mameloiiks d'Egypte; Price, Chron. Retro-

spect of Moham. Hist. vol. ii. p. 206, 316
;

Al-makrizi, Khittdt, MS.) P. de G.
AZA'D KHA'N, an Afghan chief, who

served with distinction under Nadir Shah,

by whom he was rewarded for his services

with the government of Azerbaijan. About
six years after the death of Nadir, a.d. 1753,

Aztid Khan became a competitor for the

throne of Persia, then occupied by Karira
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Khan Zend. The rival chiefs met near
Kazwin, each accompanied with a numerous
army, and after a desperate battle the Persian
ruler was totally defeated, and compelled to

abandon all the western provinces of the
kingdom. Kan'm Khan was further dis-

heartened by the desertion of a great num-
ber of his followers ; so much, that he medi-
tated flight into India, leaving the crown to

his successful rival. From this scheme he
was dissuaded by the remonstrances of Rus-
tam Sultan, a petty chief of a mountainous
district named Khisht, through which the
army of Azad Khan must march. The
shrewd mountaineer represented how easy it

would be to annihilate the army of Azad
Khan when entangled in the narrow and
difiicult passes which they had to traverse

;

and he readily undertook the task with his

own men. The pass of Kumarij, which
leads into the valley of Khisht, is about two
miles long, and the path extremely narrow,
so as to admit of troops marching only in

single file. The hills on both sides are very
steep, and in the most inaccessible parts of
these mountains Rustam Sultan posted his

men, while Karfm Khan waited for the
enemy in the valley below. Azad Khan,
unsuspicious of the vicinity of an enemy, en-

tered this dangerous pass with all his army,
when they were immediately attacked and
thrown into irremediable confusion. They
were entirely exposed to the destructive fire

of the mountaineers, who took aim at them
with all the coolness inspired by security.

Those who rushed forward to gain the open
valley, were instantly destroyed, before they
could form in any numbers, by the troops of
Karim Khan. All who remained for any
time in the pass were killed in detail ; but
retreat was impossible, as those in the rear,

when the action commenced, rushed forward
to support their comrades. A few brave men,
rendered desperate by their situation, made
an attempt to reach their enemies by scaling

the steep mountains, but they merely hastened
their own destruction. In short, the defeat

of Azad Khan's army was complete, and he
himself with great difficulty escaped. Karfm
Khan, attended by the chief of Khisht, pur-

sued the fugitives, and in a very short time
succeeded in re-establishing himself the un-
disputed ruler of Persia. Azad Khan gra-

dually lost all his possessions, and was
obliged to fly for safety, first to Baghdad, and
afterwards to Georgia. At length, wearied
of a wandering life, he came and threw him-
self upon the clemency of his conqueror.

Karim Khan received his once formidable

rival with the utmost kindness and gene-

rosity. He promoted Azad Khan to the first

rank among his nobles, and ever treated

him with such friendly confidence, that this

most dangerous of his enemies became the

most attached and the most devoted of his

friends. We know not how long Azad
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Khan enjoyed his prosperity, as his name no
more appears in history. Karim Khan
died in a.d. 1779, at the age of eighty.

(Malcohn, Histor<i of Persia.^ D. F.

AZAD-UD-DAULAH, the second prince

of the Di'lami family, who ruled over the

western portions of the Persian empire in the

tenth century of our ara. His grandfather,

Abu Shuja Buyah, was an obscure fisher-

man of the district of Dilam, a part of the

province of Tabristan. Ali Buyah, the eld-

est son of Abu Shuja, was enabled by his va-

lour to acquire a considerable kingdom along

the eastern bank of the Tigris ; and on his

deathbed, having no children of his own, he
appointed as his successor Azad-ud-daulah,

the eldest son of his brother Rukn-ud-daulah.

This young prince was appointed ruler of

Shiraz about a.d. 950, and was soon after no-

minated vizir to the khali'f of Baghdad. By
all the neighbouring princes he was treated

as an absolute sovereign, which he in fact

was ; although respect for the prejudices of

the age made him call himself the slave of

the Lord ofthe Faithful. During thirty-three

years he was the actual ruler of a portion of

Arabia, and of the finest provinces of Persia,

though he modestly appeared as the vice-

gerent of the pageant khalif. The memory
of this prince has been handed to posterity

with every claim to admiration and gratitude.

He was a generous patron of learning, and
became the copious theme of the poet's eulogy

and the historian's approbation. He greatly

improved the capital of the empire, carefully

repairing all the damages it had sustained

from sieges. He discontinued a vexatious

tax then levied on religious pilgrimages

;

and restored the sacred buildings at Medina,
Kerbela, and Nujuff. He also built hospitals

for the poor at Baghdad, to which he ap-

pointed physicians with regular salaries, and
furnished them with necessary medicines.

Nor was he less attentive to the prosperity

of the Persian provinces, which, under his

long reign, were completely alleviated from
the evils which they had suffered from pre-

vious wars. The most remarkable of his

works remaining is a dyke over the river

Kair (or Kir), which passes through the

plain of Mardasht. This dyke, still called

Bandi-Amir, is situated at a short distance

from the ruins of Persepolis, and when en-

tire it fertilized a vast tract of fine country.

Price, in his Mahommedan History, speaks

of this dyke as existing " between Armenia
and Georgia," having read for Kair (or Kcir,

as some authors have it) the word Kur ap-

plied to the river Cyrus. Indeed Sir John
Malcolm reads the word Kiir, though ap-

parently not satisfied with the name. In

a fine manuscript (Labbul-Tawarikh) to

which we have frequent occasion to allude,

the word is Kair or Ki'r, which is most pro-

bably the correct reading. Azad-ud-daulah
died in March, a.d. 983; and we are told
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that the khalif himself read the prayers pre-

scribed by the Koran at his funeral. His
name is still fondly cherished in a country
over which he made it his endeavour, during
a reign of thirty-three years, to diffuse pros-

perity and happiness. Unfortunately his

virtues and abilities were not transferred to

successors. From the moment of his death
his possessions became a subject of contention

between his cousins and nephews, none of
whom are deserving of any notice in history.

Not many years after Azad-ud-daulah's death
this brief dynasty was swept away before the

victorious arms of Mahinud of Ghizni.
(Malcolm, History of Persia; Vvice, Mahom-
medan Historu ; Labh-ul-Tawarikh, MS.)

D. F.
'AZATRl OF PtAI, a Persian poet who

lived at the close of the tenth century of our
sera. He was brought up at the court of the

Dilami or Biiyah family, to the princes of
which many of his earlier pieces are dedi-

cated. At length when Mahmud of Ghizni
took possession of Western Persia, and the

race of Biiyah ceased to reign, the poet fol-

lowed the fortunes of the conqueror, whom
he accompanied to the court of Ghizni.

There he became distinguished, even in that

tuneful assembly, consisting of all the poets

of Persia. It would appear that Mahmud,
like many great men, was fond of flattery,

and 'Azairi excelled in panegyric composi-
tion. It is said that in return for a single

ode Mahmiid rewarded him with seven pux'ses

of gold, amounting to fourteen thousand silver

dirams. The author of the " Majalis-ul-

Muminin" states that 'Azairi's compositions

were in great estimation in his time ; but it

is most probable that few of them are now
extant, their subjects having been only of
temporary importance. (Daulatshah, Per-
sian Poets; Majdlis-ul-Miiminin, Persian
MSS.) D. F.

AZAIS, PIERRE HYACINTHE, was
born in 1743, atLad.rn, a village in Langue-
doc, and entered the choir in the cathedral of
Carcassonne as a boy. At the age of fifteen

he was placed under the organist of the me-
tropolitan church at Auch, whence, after a
few years, he went to Marseille, and was ap-

pointed director of the concerts there. Two
years afterwards he went to Paris, where he
pursued his musical studies under Gossec,

and produced several Motets which were per-

formed at the Concerts Spirituels. By Gos-
sec he was recommended as musical instruc-

tor to the students of the military college at

Soreze, where he continued seventeen years.

In 1783 he finally settled at Toulouse, where
he produced several compositions for the

church, and died in 1796.

He published in 1776 a work which was
much esteemed in France, entitled " Mcthode
de Musique sur un nouveau plan, a I'usage

des e'leves de I'ecole militaire." It contained

a " studio " for the violin, and an elementary
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work on singing, with a short but well-ar-

ranged treatise on harmony. In 1780 he
published 1 2 violoncello solos, 6 duets for the

same instrument, and 6 trios for different in-

struments. His sacred compositions were
never printed, and were lost by his son in

the time of the Kevolution. (Fetis, Biogra-
phie Universelle des Miisiciens.) E. T.
AZAMBU'ZA, DIO'GO DE, was a Por-

tuguese commander, who was intrusted by
Joam II., King of Portugal, with the charge
of an expedition from that country to the

western coast of Africa. Father Labat and
other French writers claim for their country-

men of Dieppe the honour of the first disco-

very of Guinea; but it is now generally
conceded to some Portuguese navigators de-

spatched for that purpose by Prince Henry
of Portugal, who was a patron of geogra-
phical science and maritime discovery, and
one of the most enlightened men of the age.

The Portuguese immediately recognised the

importance of the discovery, and during a
series of years carried on an advantageous
commerce with the natives. This, however,
was liable to frequent interruptions, and it

was necessary for its protection that a per-

manent establishment should be formed upon
the coast. During the reign of Alfonso V.,

who was all his life engaged in foreign wars,

no steps were taken for the accomplishment
of this object; but his son Joam II. resolved

to prosecute it, as a means of encouraging a

spirit of enterprise in his subjects. An effec-

tive armament was accordingly fitted out for

the purpose. It consisted of ten caravels and
two smaller vessels, completely furnished

with arms, ammunition, and provisions. The
number of men is not stated ; but as it carried

out a large body of masons and artisans of

various kinds, it may be supposed to have
contained altogether upwards of a thousand
persons. Several missionaries accompanied
the expedition, and the whole was placed

under the command ofAzambuza, with orders

to erect a fort and persuade the natives to

embrace Christianity.

In 1481 the expedition sailed from Lisbon,

and, after a prosperous voyage of twelve
days, arrived at the small port of Besequichi.

Azambuza immediately notified his arrival

to Casamense, the king of the country, and
requested an interview for the purpose of

communicating the object of his voyage.

Casamense sent word that he would visit

him the following day, and the Portuguese
commander determined to receive him with
a display of pomp and magnificence calcu-

lated to impress him with the importance of
his mission. Accordingly on the morning
of the next day, the anniversary of St. Se-

bastian, the whole of the expedition disem-
barked ; Azambuza fixed upon a spot for the

erection of a fort, an eminence not far from
the king's residence ; an altar was erected at

its base, and mass was celebrated for the first
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time on the shore of Western Africa. The
flag of Portugal was unfurled, and Azambuza,
magnificently attired in a robe of cloth of
gold glistening with precious stones, and
with a chain of gold round his neck, sat in a
chair of state surrounded by his principal

officers. A sound of gongs and other savage
music indicated the approach of Casamense,
attended by an immense body of negroes
armed with spears and bows and arrows.

Casamense was in the centre, conspicuous by
a profusion of gold rings and bracelets on his

legs and arms. As he advanced slowly to

the sound of the music, the Portuguese opened
their ranks, and Azambuza rising, advanced
a few paces to receive him. Casamense
shook his hand cordially, snapped his fingers

according to the custom of his country, and
cried " Be're, Be're," several times, to indicate

his desire for peace.

After various ceremonies on both sides,

Azambuza proceeded to state the object of
his voyage. He began by enlarging upon
the power and grandeur of the King of Por-
tugal, who was delighted with the friendly

intercourse maintained between his subjects

and the natives of the coast of Guinea ; but
the king, his master, he said, being a very
religious prince, was much shocked at the

idolatrous practices of King Casamense's
subjects, and had accordingly despatched
some teachers to instruct them in the truths

of Christianity. He impressed upon Casa-
mense the propriety of setting a good ex-

ample to his followers by allowing himself
first to be baptized ; in which event he said

the King of Portugal would acknowledge
him as his friend and brother. He next in-

formed him that he had brought with him a
large supply of articles of merchandise, and
as several other vessels similarly laden would
shortly follow, the King of Portugal was
anxious to establish a permanent colony of

his subjects on the coast, which wovdd be for

the mutual advantage of the two nations.

He concluded by requesting the king's per-

mission to erect a fort on the eminence which
he had selected for the purpose.

Casamense, in his reply, remarked on the

splendour and magnificence of Azambuza,
who, he concluded, must be either the father

or brother of the King of Portugal ; he dex-
terously evaded the subject of religion ; and,

with respect to the erection of the fort, inti-

mated a wish that Azambuza should not

press the matter, but rather suffer the rela-

tions of the two countries to remain on the

same footing as before. Upon fiirther solici-

tation, however, he yielded his consent to the

erection of the fort; the king took his de-

parture ; and the masons proceeded 'to work
on the following day.

The consent of Casamense, however, was
not sufficient in itself to protect the woi'kmen
in their task. The principal negro chiefs

were from the first opposed to Azambuza's
2 c
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project, and the Portuguese themselves, by
unintentionally appropriating to the erection

of the fort some materials which were consi-

dered sacred by the natives, gave them a

pretext for interrupting their proceedings.

A skirmish ensued, and a pitched battle

might have taken place, but for the prompt

interference of Azambuza, who controlled his

own men and appeased the natives by some
judicious presents. Frequent disturbances of

a similar kind followed, but Azambuza al-

ways prevented a needless effusion of blood,

and encouraged his men in the prosecution of

their task. They worked day and night,

and the fort was completed within three

weeks from the laying of the first stone. On
its completion Azambuza despatched a por-

tion of his fleet to Lisbon to inform the king

of his success. Joam II. decreed that it

should be called Fort St. George El Mina,
and granted various privileges and immu-
nities to such of his subjects as should embark
for the new colony. In addition to his for-

mer titles, he ass]imed that of Lord of Guinea,

and confirmed Azambuza as governor of that

country. The colony shortly afterwards was
recruited from the mother-country; Azam-
buza superintended its interests for three

years, and at the expiration of that period

returned to Portugal. He was an able, up-

right commander, and one of the few in-

stances on record of early European adven-

turers who advanced the interests of their

native land without oppressing the inha-

bitants of the countries which they wished
to colonize. (Marmol, Descripcion general

de Affrica, book ix. chap. 22 ; Wimmer,
Geschichte der geographischen Entdeckungs-

reisen, vol. ii. 66—68 ; Biographie Uni-

verselle.) G. B.

AZANZA, DON MIGUEL JOSE' DE,
was born at Aoiz, in Spanish Navarre, in

1746. He studied successively at Sangueza
and Pampeluna, and at the age of seventeen

went to the Havana, where he completed his

education under the care of his uncle, Don
Martin Jose de Alegria, who was director-

general of the Royal Company of the Ca-
racas. Alegria was afterwards appointed

administrator of the royal treasure at Vera
Cruz, and on proceeding to take possession of

that ofiice, was accompanied by Azanza,

whom he employed in various matters of bu-

siness. Azanza next accompanied his uncle

to Mexico, and rendered him essential ser-

vice in the measures which he was instructed

to take for the expulsion of the Jesuits from
New Spain.

In 1768 Azanza was appointed secretary

to Don Jose de Galvez, Marquis of Sonora,

inspector-general of New Spain, and after-

wards minister of the Indies. In this ca-

pacity he was intrusted with the execution

of various important transactions, in which
he distinguished himself by his ability.

In 1769, Galvez undertook an expedition
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against the Indians of Sonora, and was
induced to penetrate thence into New
California, in search of the gold and silver

mines, which the Jesuits were accused of
having discovered, and concealed from the

government. Azanza accompanied him in

this expedition, and after traversing a parched
barren country, without finding any traces of
gold or silver, represented to the inspector

the propriety of abandoning the enterprise.

Galvez, however, refused to listen to this

advice. He had for some time shown signs

of madness, and the wild and extravagant
projects which he now formed revealed it to

his followers. Azanza expressed his disap-

probation, affirming that Galvez was mad,
and that for his own part he would no longer
execute his commands. For this hardihood
he was thrown into prison, by order of the

inspector, in the small village of Tepozotlan,

where he remained in confinement for five

months.
On obtaining his release, he abandoned

Mexico and the civil service, and in 1771
entered the Spanish regiment of Lombardy,
as a cadet. On the 4th of May, 1 774, he was
appointed lieutenant of a regiment at the
Havana, and in 1776 was promoted to a
captaincy. At the same time he held the

office of secretary to the Marquis de la Torre,
captain-general of Cuba, and governor of the
Havana. On the return of that general to

Spain, Azanza accompanied him, still acting

in the capacity of secretary. By the influ-

ence of the marquis, he obtained a captaincy

in the regiment of Cordova, and was at the

siege of Gibraltar, in 1781. Not long after-

wards the marquis was appointed ambas-
sador to Russia. Azanza accompanied the

Marquis to Saint Petersburg, and was em-
ployed by him in several delicate negotiations,

in which he displayed considerable diplomatic

skill. In reward for his services, he was
made secretary to the embassy, and on the

return of the Marquis to Spain, was left sole

charge-d'aiFaires at Saint Petersburg. In
December, 1784, he was appointed charge-
d'affaires at Berlin, and continued in that

capital for nearly two years. He returned
to Spain in 1786, and appears to have held
no important employment for the next two
years. In 1788, he was appointed intendant
and corregidor of Salamanca. Hitherto these

offices had never been held by one person,

and the royal ordinance, by which Azanza
was appointed, declared that they were now,
for the first time, united and conferred upon
him, as a reward for his extraordinary ser-

vices. On the 24th of May, 1789, he was
appointed intendant of the army and kingdom
of Valencia ; and in 1793, on the breaking
out of the war with France, he was intrusted

with the superintendence of the army of

Roussillon. In the course of the same year,

he was appointed minister of war. He held
this office with considerable ability, for
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nearly three years, until having given of-

fence to the favourite and prime minister,

Godoy, he was compelled to resign on the

19th of October, 1796, and accept the post of
viceroy of New Spain.

Azanza was exceedingly well qualified for

this post, which, however, was only a species

of brilliant exile. During a brief adminis-
tration of three years, he governed that

colony with equity, and made various salu-

tary regulations. Former viceroys had dis-

tinguished themselves by their lawlessness

and rapacity ; but Humboldt bears testimony
to the grateful recollection cherished by the

Mexicans, of the disinterestedness and gene-
rosity of Revillagigedo and Azanza.

In 1799, Azanza was recalled from Mexico
without any assigned reason. On his return

to Spain, he appeared for a short time at

court, and was appointed a councillor of
state. This appointment, however, was
merely honorary ; and Azanza, despairing of
receiving any further substantial employment
during the ascendancy of Godoy, retired to a
country residence at Santa Fe', not far from
Granada.
Azanza remained in obscurity until the

memorable events at Aranjuez, which termi-

nated in the disgrace and fall of Godoy, and
the abdication of Carlos IV., king of Spain,

in favour of his son Fernando VII., on the

20th of March, 1808. The young king, on
his accession, recalled most of the nobility

and ministers, who, through the jealousy or

hatred of Godoy had been banished from
court. Azanza, in compliance with the

royal summons, repaired to Madrid, and on
the 28th instant, was appointed minister of

finance. On the departure of Fernando to

meet Napoleon at Bayonne, Azanza was ap-

pointed a member of the Supreme Junta,

which, with the Infante Don Antonio for its

president, was intrusted with the government
of Spain, during the king's absence. In this

capacity, Azanza acted for a short time with
skill and resolution. A French army, how-
ever, under the command of Murat, whose
head quarters were in Madrid, held the

whole country in subjection, and controlled

the operations of the Junta. Murat was in

reality the supreme governor, and the Junta
which professed to act in the name of Fer-

nando gradually ceased to possess even the

semblance of authority. News soon reached
Madrid of the equivocal reception of Fer-

nando by Napoleon, at Bayonne, and the

French grew daily more insolent. The ex-

Idng and queen were shortly afterwards en-

ticed by Napoleon to Bayonne, and Murat
insisted on the departure of the young princes,

to join them. During the insurrection of the

2nd of May, which occurred in consequence,

the ministers, Azanza and O'Farrill, were
conspicuous for their exertions in quelling

the tumult. On the following day, Murat
took a bloody revenge by the military execu-
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tion of hundreds of the citizens. On the
evening of the same day, the Infante Don
Antonio resigned his office of president, and
prepared to join his nephew, Fernando, at

Bayonne. This defection of the last member
of the royal family who remained in Spain,

appears to have been the signal for the
Junta to resign itself to the domination of
Murat. On the 4th instant, Murat intruded
himself personally on the Junta, and inti-

mated his intention of presiding for the future

at its deliberations. Some of the members
obsequiously complied with his demands.
Azanza and O'Farrill resigned their offices,

and at the same time ceased to attend the
meetings of the Junta : but on being solicited

by Murat, they consented to resume their

functions, waiting anxiously for events by
which they might direct their future conduct.

On the 7th or 8th instant, news reached
Madrid of the re-assumption of the crown by
Don Carlos, and the Junta was completely
paralysed. That assembly had previously
dispatched a courier to Fernando, at Bayonne,
to receive his instructions as to what mea-
sures they should take with respect to the
government, and the French army in Spain.

On the 5th of May, Fernando replied by the
issue of two decrees, signed by his own hand,
and intrusted to a faithfixl courier, to be de-

livered to Azanza. The former of these,

addressed to the Supreme Junta, authorized
that assembly to transfer itself to any part of
the kingdom which might seem best adapted
for its security, or if more convenient, to de-

legate its authority to one or more of its

members ; to carry on the government in his

name ; to oppose the introduction of fresh

troops from France into the Spanish terri-

tory ; and as soon as news should arrive that

he was conveyed into the interior of France
(which he assured the Junta could not hap-
pen withovit violence to his royal person) to

declare hostilities against Napoleon. The
second decree was addressed to the Royal
Council, and if that body should not be in a
situation to act when it arrived, to any
chancery or audience of the kingdom, autho-
rizing it to assemble a Cortes in any part of
Spain which might seem most convenient

;

that the Cortes should at first attend solely to

the levies and subsidies necessary for the de-

fence of the kingdom; and that it should
afterwards declare its sittings permanent to

provide against any.'events that might happen.
The courier who had to carry these decrees

was compelled to take a circuitous route to

prevent their falling into the hands of Murat,
and the consequence was, that before he
reached Madrid, Murat had already an-

nounced to the Junta the re-assumption of
Don Carlos. In this dilemma, Azanza con-

tented himself with showing the decrees to

one or two of his colleagues as irresolute as

himself, and with their consent determined
for the present to suppress them.

2 c 2
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On the 10th instant, Fernando, on behalf

of himself and the rest of the royal family,

abdicated the throne in favonr of any member
of the Bonaparte family whom Napoleon
might choose to proclaim king of Spain. On
the communication of this intelligence at

Madrid, with the news that Fernando was af-

terwards conducted to Valen^ay, Azanza de-

stroyed the edicts which he had in his pos-

session, and with the rest of his colleagues,

submitted to Murat. On the 25th, Napoleon

issued an edict for an assembly of Spanish

Notables to meet at Bayonne, on the 15th

of June following, for the purpose of framing

a constitution, and swearing fealty to his

brother Joseph, whom he had appointed to

the vacant throne. Almost at the same time,

Azanza was summoned to Bayonne to submit

to the Emperor a statement of the finances of

the kingdom. Azanza obeyed the summons,
and on the 28th instant, repaired to Bayonne.
If, up to this time, he still cherished any pa-

triotic feelings, they either ceased to exist, or

he carefully suppressed them, after his first

or second interview with Napoleon.

Napoleon, who saw that Azanza was pu-

sillanimous and vain, resolved to win him
over to his interest. This was easily effected

by a few dexterous compliments, and a pre-

tence of admitting Azanza to his confidence.

He frequently consulted him on the affairs of

the Peninsula, but without revealing to him
any more ofhis plans than were already suffi-

ciently apparent, and invited him almost

daily to his palace at Marrac. On one oc-

casion, when Azanza entered the apartment
of the Emperor, he perceived lying on the

table, as if by accident, a ribbon of the Legion
of Honour, with which Napoleon, after the

first salute, was proceeding to decorate him.
" Sire," said Azanza, putting it aside, " when
I decided to recognise the brother of your
majesty, as king of Spain, I consulted the

good of my country, which I wished to pre-

serve from devastation and the misfortunes

with which it was menaced. If my country-

men saw me decorated with this ribbon, they
might, perhaps, look upon it as the reward of

my compliance with the wishes of your
majesty." Napoleon pretended to see the

force of the remark, and Azanza flattered

himself that he had obtained a considerable

ascendancy over the Emperor. From this

period he surrendered himself to the service

of Napoleon.
Of the 150 Notables summoned by the

Junta of Madrid, to meet Napoleon at

Bayonne, some excused themselves on ac-

count of the distance, others declined to

attend from indifference, and a few from pa-

triotic motives. Among the last, Don Pedro
Quevedo y Quintana, Bishop of Orense, de-

clined obedience in a calm and dignified

remonstrance against the interference of Na-
poleon in the affairs of Spain. Only ninety

assembled at Bayonne. They were pre-
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sented in a body to Napoleon, on the 18th of

June, and Azanza was appointed president.

The want of any legitimate authority to legis-

late for the nation was so apparent, that he
represented to Napoleon the propriety of as-

sembling a Cortes in Spain. Napoleon re-

plied that the consent of the Spanish nation

would supply the want of any minor formali-

ties, and delivered to Azanza the project of a

constitution, which the Notables were to dis-

cuss ; with permission to suggest alterations.

At their first sitting, Azanza congratulated

the Notables on the glorious task to which
they were summoned, of contributing to the

happiness of their country under the auspices

of the hero of their age, the invincible Na-
poleon. " Thanks and immortal glory,"

said he, "to that extraordinary man, who
restores to us a country which we had lost."

He spoke of the long misgovemment by
which Spain had suffered under a succession

of crafty or imbecile kings, until the last of

these had resigned his authority to a prince

who united in himself all the talents and re-

sources required for restoring Spain to her

former prosperity. He called upon his as-

sociates to sacrifice their privileges upon
the altar of their country, and to con-

struct a simple mommient in place of the

Gothic structure of their former government.

The assembly received the speech of Azanza
with applause, and the business of their first

meeting was confined to the preparation of a

flattering address to King Joseph. The ob-

ject of their second meeting was to present

it. During nine other sittings they were oc-

cupied in some trifling discussions relating

to the new constitution, and after suggesting

a few unimportant alterations, they agreed to

accept it at the hands of the new king.

At their twelfth and last meeting, on the

7th of July, the hall of assembly was fitted

up with a throne and altar, for the purpose

of swearing fealty to King Joseph and the

constitution. Joseph first addressed them
in the Spanish language. The constitutional

act was then read, and the president Azanza
asked the Notables if they accepted it. On
their replying in the affirmative, he addressed

a speech to King Joseph, in which he thanked
him in the name of the Assembly and Spanish

nation for his paternal language and his pro-

mise to alleviate the miseries of Spain.
" Sire," said he, " these miseries will cease

when your subjects shall see your Majesty
in the midst of them ; when they shall be

acquainted with that great charter of the

constitution, the immoveable basis of their

future welfare—that charter, the precious

work of the earnest and beneficent care which
the hero of our age, the great Napoleon, the

Emperor of the French, condescends to take

for the glory of Spain. What auspices could

be so fortunate for the commencement of a

reign and of a dynasty, as the renewal of the

compact which is to unite the people to the
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sovereign, the family to its father ; which de-
termines the duties and respective rights of
him who commands, and of those who have
the happiness to obey !"

After this address. King Joseph, assisted

by the Archbishop of Burgos and two canons,
laying his hand upon a copy of the Four
Gospels which had been taken from the
altar, swore to observe the constitution which
had been just read. The Archbishop of
Burgos and the other clerical members of
the assembly then took the oath of fidelity to

Joseph. They were followed by Azanza and
the members of the royal household, and
after the rest of the deputies had paid ho-
mage, the whole assembly attended Joseph
to his carriage. On returning to the hall,

the Notables, on the motion of Azanza, voted
that two medals should be struck to perpe-

tuate the event which had just occurred.

After this, they waited in a body upon Na-
poleon at his palace of Marrac, to express
their gratitude for all he had done for Spain,

Azanza addressed the Emperor in the name
of the Notables. The deputies stood in a
circle round Napoleon while Azanza de-

livered his fulsome address, and the French
Emperor, says Southey, "for the first and
perhaps the only time in his public life, was
at a loss for a reply."

After the dissolution of the Junta, Azanza,
who on the 4th inst. had been appointed mi-
nister of the Indies, accompanied King Jo-
seph to Madrid. On the 19th of July the

Spaniards defeated Dupont at Baylen ; and
on the following day the French army were
compelled to capitulate. This was the very
day on which Joseph entered the capital.

On the news of the capitulation reaching
Madrid, Joseph and his court were compelled
to retire to Burgos, to avoid falling into the

hands of Castaiios, who was marching with
his victorious army to drive the French from
the capital. Azanza and O'Farrill accom-
panied Joseph in his flight. At Buytrago,
on the 2nd of August, these two ministers

drew up a memoir on the best means
,
of

consolidating the alliance between France
and Spain, and on the propriety of relieving

the pressure on the finances of the latter

country. Azanza and Urquijo were sent

to Paris to submit it to Napoleon ; but the

Emperor declined to take it into consider-

ation.

On the 22nd of January, 1809, Joseph
Bonaparte re-entered Madrid. About the

same time Azanza resigned the department
of the Indies, and was appointed Minister of
Justice. In October he received the ribbon
of the Royal Order of Spain, and was ap-

pointed commissary-royal of the kingdom of

Granada. In the month of April, 1810, he
received the title of Duke of Santa-Fe, and
was sent ambassador extraordinary from
King Joseph to congratulate Napoleon on his

marriage with the Archduchess Maria Louisa.
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The real object of his mission was to remon-
strate with Napoleon on his continued mili-

tary occupation of Spain, and the little kingly

authority which Joseph was permitted to

exercise. After remaining for some months
in Paris, without obtaining an audience, he
succeeded at length in laying his statement

of grievances before the Emperor. Napoleon
was displeased. He treated the ambassador

personally in a manner totally different from
what he had expected, considering their

former intimacy at Bayonne ; he reproached

his brother Joseph with ingratitude, and said

that he was surrounded by French renegades,

who laboured to render Spain completely in-

dependent of French intluence. Azanza,

failing in his negotiation, returned to Joseph

at Madrid, probably about the commence-
ment of the year 1811.

From this time until the retreat of the

French armies from the Peninsula, Azanza
shared the various fortunes of King Joseph,

and showed himself always his faithful friend

and councillor. In August, 1812, he accom-

panied Joseph in his second retreat from Ma-
drid. After the battle of Vittoria, in which
Joseph narrowly escaped with his life, on the

21st of June, 1813, the ministers Azanza,

O'Farrill, and others, accompanied him into

France. Azanza at first took up his resi-

dence at^ Montauban. In December he was
sent for by Joseph to Paris, and during the

brief stay of the ex-kir.g at Paris he was in

constant attendance upon him. During the

hundred days in 1815, Azanza and his col-

leagues were solicited by Joseph to mount
the tricolor, with the promise, if they did

so, of becoming senators. They replied in a

sort of mock-heroic, "' Sire, we wish to con-

tinue what we are—Spaniards." "Then,"
said Joseph, " you will continue to be unfor-

tunates."

After the battle of Waterloo and the de-

parture of Joseph to the United States of

North America, Azanza continued to re-

side at Paris until the year 1820. In

that year the decree of the Central Junta at

Cadiz (November 25, 1808), declaring the

ministers of Joseph Bonaparte traitors to

their king, their country, and their religion,

having been annulled, he returned to Spain,

and offered his services to King Fernando.

Azanza was coldly i-eceived. He offered to

proceed to Mexico, and use his exertions to

reconcile that colony to the mother country.

The Mug declined his services, and in the

spring of 1822 Azanza went back to France.

Fernando allowed him a pension of 6250

francs per annum. He took up his residence

at Bordeaux, and on the 20th of June,

1826, he died in that city, in the eightieth

year of his age. The prefect of Bordeaux,

M. d'Haussez, and some of the most influ-

ential citizens, to whom Azanza had en-

deared himself, attended his funeral.

In estimating the character of Azanza. if
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it were possible to draw a veil over his con-

duct from the year 1808 to 1813, the epithets

of " virtuous and enlightened " applied to

him by Napoleon in the " Moniteur," after

the proscription of Azanza by the Central

Junta at Cadiz, might perhaps be considered

as not inordinately extravagant. Sprung
from a comparatively low station, without

family influence or personal intrigue, he
owed his advancement solely to the respect-

ability of his character and his capacity for

business. From an employe at Mexico in

1768, he rose to occupy the highest offices in

the state. In all these, but more particularly

in his government of Mexico, he discharged
his functions in a manner honourable to

himself and advantageous to his country. In

a corrupt and venal court, he refused to ally

himself to any of the various factions which
agitated Spain ; and on being summoned to

meet Napoleon at Bayonne, he was perhaps
the only Spanish minister who had served

his country for nearly forty years without
amassing a considerable fortune. But after

swearing allegiance to Fernando, he stooped

to become the instrument of Napoleon. His
main error appears to have been that he so

soon despaired of the fortunes of Spain after

the abduction of the royal family. Terrified

by the French arms, he placed no faith in the

resistance that could be offered to them by a

united people. His conduct with respect to

the edicts transmitted to him from Fernando
is indefensible. At Bayonne he became an
unblushing traitor, and his speeches as pre-

sident of the Notables have never been sur-

passed in base adulation. While he was
delivering these disgraceful speeches, and
seeking to rivet the chains of his native

country, the peasants of Spain, disdaining the

yoke of French bondage, had risen against

their oppressors. Azanza knew this; he
must have felt his degradation when con-

trasting his own conduct with that of Pala-
fox, Blake, Castanos, and other Spanish
patriots.

Azanza, during his government of Mexico,
collected all the reports of the expeditions to

the north of California under his predeces-

sors Bucarelli, Florez, and Eevillagigedo,

They were in four MSS., and were consulted

by Humboldt on his visit to Mexico.
While at Paris, towards the latter end of

the year 1815, Azanza and O'Farrill drew
up a justificatory memoir of their conduct
from 1808 to 1814, entitled "Memoria de

Don Miguel Jose de Azanza y Don Gonzalo
O'Farrill sobre los Hechos que justifican su

condu^cta politica desde Marzo 1808 hasta

Abril de 1814," Paris, 1815, 8vo. A French
translation by M. Alexandre Foudras ap-

peared the same year. This work is impor-

tant only as containing some highly inte-

resting official documents, some of which do
not appear elsewhere. Of the justificatory

portion, which it is surprising that two such
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sensible men as Azanza and O'Farrill could
have ever written, the following may serve

as a specimen :
—" When the transactions at

Bayonne had deprived us of our king ; when
our only choice was between anarchy and
constitutional rule—between the inevitable

disasters of conquest and the advantages of
an independent government ; when called

upon to decide whether we would undertake
a war, heroic indeed, but of long duration
and uncertain in its results ; the large party
which resolved on submission may surely be
forgiven : such a resolution in such circum-
stances can never be imputed to them as

criminal In spite of the obstacles by
which their good intentions were often frus-

trated during the war, Azanza and O'Farrill

have the consolation to know that they were
never the instruments of evil. On the con-

trary, they shielded a vast number of their

countrymen from the misfortunes which are
always the accompaniment of war. . . . They
protest that they have served their country
from pure and disinterested motives, and with
all the integrity and uprightness of which
they are capable. . . . In a word, they believe
they have done nothing which should render
them unworthy of the favour of their sove-

reign, or call a blush to their cheeks when in

the presence of their fellow-citizens." (A7i-

nales JBiographiques, vol. i. 297-328; Bio-
graphie Universelle, Supplement; Humboldt,
Essai politique sur le Royaume de la JVou-

velle Espagne, vol. i. Introduction p. 32,
Work p. 311, vol. ii. 803 ; Southey, History

erf tlie Peninsular War, and more particularly

vol. i. chap. V.—vii. ; Alison, History of Eu-
rope from the commencevient of the French
Revolution, and more particularly vol. vi.

;

Walton, The Revolutions of Spain, vol. i.)

C T?

AZA'RA, DON FELIX DE, was born at

Barbunales, near Balbastro in Aragon, on
the 18th of May, 1746. He was the son of
parents who had retired from active life in

order to educate their children in private.

His elder and only brother was Don Josef
Nicolas Azara, who was fifteen years old

when Felix was born. Immediately after

the birth of his brother, Nicolas was sent to

Salamanca to pursue his studies, and this

separation of the brothers, with only a mo-
mentary exception, was maintained till the

close of their lives. Felix commenced his

studies at the university of Huesca in Aragon,
and afterwards proceeded to the military

school of Barcelona. In 1764 he was named
cadet in the regiment of infantry of Galicia

;

in 1767 he was made ensign, and in 1773
lieutenant in the same regiment. He was
present at the battle of Algiers in 1775, where
he received a wound from a musket-ball, and
was left for dead, and would have lost his

life had it not been for the dexterity and
courage of a sailor, who abstracted the ball

from his wound with a common clasp-knife.
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At this period of his life he was strong and
healthy, but he never ate bread, as it pro-

duced attacks of dyspepsia.

In 1776 he was made captain. In the fol-

lowing year the courts of Spain and Portugal

wished to settle their disputes about their

territories in South America, and the treaty

of St. Ildefonso was drawn up. The survey
of the frontiers was ordered by both govern-

ments, and Azara was chosen by Spain to

undertake this duty. Previous to his ap-

pointment to this office he was made, in

1 780, lieutenant-colonel of engineers, and was
named captain of a frigate, which sailed from
Lisbon with Portuguese colours, as Spain
was then at war with England.
On arriving in South America, Azara found

that the Portuguese government had deter-

mined on throwing every obstacle in the way
ofthe proposed survey. He thus found himself,

in the prime of life, and at a period when a
man is most capable of exerting himself, at a

distance from society and friends, and with-

out any object to which he could devote him-
self. He accordingly conceived the project

of forming a correct map of the interior of

the country, whose frontiers only he came to

survey. Having obtained the sanction of the

home government, he commenced this work,
in which he had to encounter a vigorous

opposition on the part of the colonial au-

thorities. He, however, prosecuted his design

amidst hardships and obstacles that would
have dismayed a less energetic and enter-

prising mind. His labours were crowned with

success, and he succeeded in furnishing a very

complete outline of the physical geography
of Paraguay and Buenos Ayres.

During his labours for constructing a

map of this part of the world, he became
interested in the varied new forms of ani-

mal life which presented themselves, and
was desirous of recoi'ding something of

their history. For this purpose he obtained

the skins of the animals he met with, and
endeavoured to preserve them, in order to

forward them to Europe; but finding that

his sldns were destroyed, he determined on
drawing up descriptions of the animals with

which he became acquainted. This was a

work of considerable difficulty, for he had
not studied natural history in Europe, and
every form of animal was an entirely new
study, and he often described the same animal

several times, from the want of a knowledge of

distinguishing characters. Under these cir-

cumstances he drew up a system of clas-

sification of his own, by which he was en-

abled to assign distinguishing characters to

the animals he met with. He had been thus

engaged some years before he obtained any
assistance in his studies, but at last he pro-

cured a copy of Buffon's " Animal Kingdom,"
ti'anslated into Spanish by Don Josef Clavigo

y Faxado. He was much assisted in his

labours by this work, through which he be-
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came acquainted with the labours of Eu-
ropean naturalists, and was enabled to make
those criticisms for which his works on the
quadrupeds and birds of Paraguay are re-

markable.
After fifteen years' labour in South Ame-

rica, Azara petitioned to return to his native

country, but his petition was refused, and he
was not only obliged to remain away from
home, but to endure the envy and jealousy of
the Spanish authorities in Paraguay and
Buenos Ayres. His ardour in the pursuit of

knowledge was misunderstood, and his ex-
ertions in the cause of science attributed to

interested motives. At one time, when he
wished to consult the public library in the

city of Assumption, he was told that the

governor had lost the keys. The citizens of
Assumption being desirous of knowing the

results of his labours, he freely communi-
cated to them his information, and he was
rewarded with the honorary title of " the

most distinguished citizen of Assumption."
The public document in which this distinction

was enrolled was destroyed by the governor,

and when the popular rage threatened re-

taliation, he brought the charge against

Azara of designing to betray the interests of
his country to the Portuguese. His papers

and collections were seized, and if Azara had
not previously deposited some portion of his

manuscripts in the hands of a friend, none
of his works would probably ever have seen

the light. Some of his papers on natural

history found their way, through the officers

attached to his expedition, into a journal at

Buenos Ayres, and these were made use of by
the viceroy of that district in his reports

to the home government as the result of his

own researches, and he did all he could to

induce Azara to give up to him the rest

of his papers.

Although thus harassed, Azara was con-

stantly employed on important missions by
the government. He was commissioned to

survey the south of Paraguay, with a view to

the establishment of colonies. He also had
for some time the command of the frontiers

of Brazil. In 1778 Spain sent out several

emigrants to Patagonia, who were settled at

Monte Video, Maldonado, and San Sacra-

mento. Here they were in great distress, and
Azara removed some of them to the frontiers

of Bi"azil, towards the sources of the Ybicui,

where the city of St. Gabriel de Batovi

was thus founded, and others he esta-

blished on the Rio Santa Maria, where they

founded the city of Esperanza. The me-
moirs transmitted by Azara to the home
government were first published in the

public papers relating to the Spanish pos-

sessions, in 1836. The papers are entitled

" Coleccion de Obras y documentos relativos

a la historia antigua y moderna de las

Provincias del Rio de la Plata, illustrados con

notas y disertaciones por Piedro de Angelis,"
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Buenos Ayres, 1836, folio. This work con-
tains many papers by Azara, on the state of
the natives, on the projects for colonizing

various parts of Buenos Aj^res and Paraguay,
and narratives of voyages and surveys on
different parts of the coast.

Whilst in America Azara found time to

correspond with his brother Nicolas, to

whom he sent an account of his observations

on the mammalia and birds of Paraguay.
This account was placed by his brother in

the hands of M. Moreau de Saint-Mery, by
whom it was translated into French, and
published in Paris in 1801, with the title

'* Essai sur I'Histoire naturelle des Quad-
rupedes de la Province du Paraguay, ecrit

depuis 17G3 jusqu'en 1796; avec un Ap-
pendice sur quelques Reptiles ; et formant
suite necessaire aux OEuvres de Bufibn," 8vo.

Azara at last obtained leave to return, and
arrived in Europe in 1801. He lost no time
in putting into the hands of the printer the

manuscript of his observations on the animals
of Paraguay ; and his work appeared at

Madrid, in five volumes, 1802, 8vo. The first

two volumes were devoted to the mammalia
and reptiles, and hence entitled "Apunta-
mientos para la Historia natural de los Qua-
drupedos del Paraguay y Rio de la Plata."
The three last volumes contained the birds,

with the title " Apuntamientos para la His-
toria natural de los Paxaros del Paraguay y
Rio de la Plata."

After a short stay at Madrid, Azara visited

Paris to meet his brother Nicolas, who
died only a few months after the arrival
of Felix in Paris. Soon after this event
he was recalled to Spain, in order to be-
come a member of the " Junta de Forti-

ficaciones y defensa de ambas Indias," a
board of control in which was centred the
government of the Spanish transatlantic pos-
sessions. During the time, however, that
Azara was in Paris, he made the friendship
of M. Walckenaer, and to him intrusted the
task of bringing out an account in French of
his labours in America, This work was not
a translation of his previously published
books, although it contained much of the
matter that had appeared in them : it was
published at Paris in 1809, with the title

" Voyages dans I'Amerique Me'ridionale, par
Don Felix de Azara, commissaire et com-
mandant des limites Espagnoles dans le Pa-
raguay," 4 vols. 8vo. It was accompanied
with an atlas of twenty-five plates and a map.
This work contains a general account of the
natural history of Paraguay, embracing a
consideration of the meteorology, geology,

mineralogy, botany, and zoology of the coun-
try, with accounts of the natives, as well as of
the various commercial and economical uses

of the plants and minerals, and a full account
of the birds. It is also enriched with notes

by G. Cuvier, M. Walckenaer, and M.
Sonniui.
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An English translation of the first volume
of the Spanish edition of Azara's works on
natural history, by Mr. Percival Hunter, ap-
peared at Edinburgh in 1836, with the title

" The Natural History of the Quadrupeds of
Paraguay and the River La Plata," 8vo. In
this volume the Spanish text is adhered to

throughout, and copious notes have been
added by the translator.

Azara's contributions to natural history

place him in the first rank amongst original

observers. His opportunities for observation

were great, and he availed himself of them
to the utmost ; at the same time his want of
education in natural science is frequently ap-

parent, and his want of a knowledge of the

animals of Europe often led him to mis-
take the descriptions of BufFon, and many of
his criticisms on this author are thus ren-

dered nugatory. His descriptions of the

forms and habits of both mammalia and birds

are exceedingly accurate, and his accoimts of
the wild horses and oxen, and of the natives

of Paraguay and Buenos Ayres, are full of
interesting and curious particulars. The se-

verity of his criticisms on Bufibn has been
condemned, but every allowance must be
made for them when it is considered that

they were made in seclusion from society

and amidst a life of perpetual hazard and
anxiety, where but little knowledge of the
conventional laws of men of science could be
acquired, and where no time was afforded for

refining the style of his literary productions.

We cannot asceiiain exactly the period of
Azara's death. He was alive in 1809, and
in the Supplement to the " Biographic Uni-
verselle" he is stated to have died in 1811.

In 1836 Mr. Hunter was not aware of his

death, but that this event has taken place

there can be no doubt, as proposals for erect-

ing a monument to his memory at Madrid
were circulated amongst the scientific so-

cieties of London two years since. (Walck-
enaer, Notice of Azara, in the Voyage dans
I'Amerique ; Hunter, Natural History, &c.

;

De Angelis, Coleccion de Ohras, &c.) E. L.

AZA'RA, DON JOSEF NICOLAS DE,
was born on the 28th of March, 1731, at

Barbunales, near Balbastro in Aragon, of a
noble family. He studied first at the uni-

versity of Huesca, where he took his degree
in jurisprudence, and afterwards at the col-

lege of Oviedo, in the university of Sala-

manca. His reputation attracted the attention

of Don Ricardo Wall, then minister of state

in the service of King Ferdinand VI., who
ofiered him the choice of a post in the
judiciary, the army, or the diplomatic ser-

vice. Azara chose the last, and in 1765
became the agent and procurator-general of
his Catholic majesty at Rome. In this sub-
ordinate station he soon acquired the con-

fidence and friendship ofDon Joseph Monino,
then Spanish ambassador to the Papal See,

afterwards Count of Florida Blanca, and
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prime minister of Spain, During the time
of Grimaldi, Moiiino's successor, Azara was,

in fact, ambassador in everything but the

title, which he received in 1785, on Gri-

maldi's retirement, and retained till 1798.

During this long residence at Rome Azara
maintained a high character as a patron of

literature and the arts. In Spain he had
become acquainted with Raphael Mengs, the

painter, and by the warmth of his admiration
had urged him to attempt some of his finest

works. It was owing to his intiuence that

Mengs obtained the favour of being allowed
to reside at Rome, and still to retain his pen-

sion from the King of Spain. On his death,

in 1779, Azara superintended, with Milizia,

the publication of his works, and supported

his family, whom his negligence had left

wholly unprovided for. On every Wednes-
day Azara kept an open table for the most
distinguished artists and men of letters in

Rome, and on every Friday he entertained

those with whom he was particularly inti-

mate : Angelica Kauffmann, the German
lady-member of the English Royal Aca-
demy, Winckelman, Fea the Roman anti-

quary, Canova, Seroux d'Agincourt the

French historian of the arts, Gavin Hamil-
ton the Scotch painter, Visconti the Roman
antiquarian, Milizia the architectural critic,

were all his frequent guests. Although the

ambassador was hostile to the Jesuits, this

did not prevent him from being on the most
friendly terms with several ex-members of

the order, who were distinguished for learn-

ing : Ortiz, Clavigero, and Andres were
indebted to his good offices ; and Arteaga
was his librarian. With the cardinals Al-

bani and De Bernis he was closely con-

nected ; and De Bernis, at his death in 1794,

left him trustee of his large property. His
influence with the pope enabled him to ob-

tain for Visconti not only forgiveness for

the offence ofhaving abandoned ecclesiastical

preferment to be married, but the gift of a

post for which he was eminently qualified,

that of director of the Capitoline Mu-
seum. In conjunction with the Prince

of Santa Croce, he undertook extensive

excavations at Tivoli, on the site of the

villa of the Pisos, which led to the dis-

covery of several valuable antiquities,

one of which, the only authentic bust of

Alexander the Great, Azara afterwards pre-

sented to Bonaparte, who gave it to the

French National Museum.
These were not. however, the most serious

occupations of Azara's time. He materially

assisted Monino, in 1770, in the difficult task

of obtaining the consent of Clement XIV.
(Ganganelli) to the abolition of the order of
the Jesuits. [Aranda.] On Ganganelli's

death, which Azara always believed to be

owing to poison, it was found that his suc-

cessor, Pius VI., though much indebted to

Azara's influence for his election, was scarcely
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inclined to look with favour on one who
had been so active in the downfall of the
order. De Bernis, the French ambassador
to the Papal See, acted in concert with Azara,
and at that time the influence of France and
Spain was almost irresistible at the court of
Rome ; but while De Bernis was always
gentle in his remonsti'ances, Azara found it

necessary to assume a firmer attitude, and
this had an unfavourable effect on the dispo-

sition of the pope towards him. On his return

from Vienna, in 1782, Pius VI. showed this

feeling more than ever, and almost imme-
diately after an opportmiity of revenge was
offered to Azara, which to many men
would have been irresistible. The Emperor
Joseph II., on his first visit to Rome, in

1769, had conceived a very high opinion of
Azara's judgment; on his second visit, in

1783, he requested his opinion of a plan

which he had formed for breaking off' all

connection, except a purely spiritual one,

between the Austi'ian states and the court of

Rome. Azara strongly dissuaded him from
an undertaking which promised very inade-

quate advantages in return for the risk and
trouble with which it would be attended,

and, fortunately both for the pope and the

emperor, the advice was taken. Azara was
often after this in alternate favour and dis-

grace with the pope, but he never refused

his friendly offices when required, and as-

sisted to settle the disputes with Naples and
Parma. A more serious danger threatened

in 1796. The French revolutionary armies
had overrun the north of Italy, and a march
on Rome was resolved on by Bonaparte,

when Azara, who was more out of favour

with the Papal court than ever, was sud-

denly solicited to intei*pose his mediation.

He made his way through considerable

danger to the head-quarters of Bonaparte,

who received the veteran diplomatist with
respect. By the armistice of Bologna,
concluded on the 23rd of June, 1796,

Azara saved Rome from invasion at the

price of the two legations of Bologna and
Ferrara, the sum of fifteen millions of francs

(about 600,000/.), and the most beautiful

paintings and statues in the public galleries

and museums. On his return he was received

with general murmurs and reproaches, and
accused of having inconsiderately or treache-

rously sacrificed more than was required,

but his foresight was justified by the events

which followed the non-performance of his

stipulations, and led to the ignominious

treaty of Tolentino, concluded on the 19th

of February, 1797. During the subsequent

period Azara became intimate with Joseph

Bonaparte, the French ambassador, and

was looked upon as standing on such good
terms with the French authorities, that

when, in February, 1798, the Roman re-

public was proclaimed, and Azara followed

the pope into Tuscany, he received orders
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from his court to leave Florence for Paris as

Spanish ambassador to France.
In this capacity Azara gave more satis-

faction to the French government than to his

own. While he was always in favour at the

Tuileries, he was twice recalled by the Spa-

nish court, during the administration of

Godoy, and on one occasion sent for a few

mouths in honourable banishment to Barce-

lona, where he passed the time in writing his

memoirs. He held, however, the office of

Spanish plenipotentiary at the peace ofAmiens
in 1802. After a third time receiving the ap-

pointment of ambassador, he was a third time

deprived of it, but, at the desire of Napoleon,

allowed to remain at Paris. His brother,

Don Felix Azara, the South American tra-

veller, had joined him there, and he was
preparing to return to Italy, where he had
left his favourite collections and his valuable

library, when he was overtaken with a fatal

illness. He died at Paris, on the 26th of

January, 1804, and was buried in the ceme-
tery of Montmartre.

Azara, though a diplomatist and a courtier,

had much of the obstinacy of character and
roughness of manners which are thought to

be characteristic of his countrymen the Ara-
gonese. He expressed his opinions iu matters

of taste with caustic sharpness, and in his

management of affairs he often gave offence

by incautious expressions, and seemed, iu

general, to have little regard for the opinions

of others. It is said, however, that he was
never incautious in matters of great import-

ance, and as a proof of this, it is mentioned,
that though his own opinions coincided

pretty nearly with those of the French phi-

losophers of the last century, he never gave
open scandal at the papal court. He was a

warm friend, but it was necessary for his

friends to allow him to serve them iu his

own manner.
Azara's Spanish style is remarkable for

brevity and precision, qualities which are

very rare in the writers of that country.

He wrote both Italian and French with
ease and propriety, knew English, and was
master of Latin. His only separate work
is " Riflessioni sopra le virtii del venerabile

servo di Dio G. de Palafox," Rome, 1777,
8vo., some reflections on the virtues of Juan
de Palafox, an eminent Spanish theological

antagonist of the Jesuits, whom Pius VI.
was solicited to canonize. It is a pamphlet
of less than fifty pages, was written in a few
hours, and was published without the au-

thor's consent ; it ran through two editions, of

the first of which, more than eight thousand
copies were sold. As a translator and
editor his labours were more important. He
published:— 1. " Obras de Garcilaso de la

Vega, ilustradas con notas," Madrid, 1765,

8vo., 1788, 12mo., and 1796, 12mo. To
this edition of the works of the most cele-

brated Spanish lyric poet, Azara, who was
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always a zealot for the purity of Spanish,
prefixed a history of that language, written in

a masterly manner. Garcilaso was intended
to form the first of a series similarly edited,

but the plan was carried no further. 2. " In-

troduccion a la Historia Natural, y a la Geo-
grafia fisica de Espana," by Don Guillermo
Bowles, or William Bowles, a native of Cork,
Madrid, 1775, 4to., and again, in 1782, 1788,
and 1789. The composition of this work is

due to Azara, who drew it up in pure Cas-
tilian from the notes of Bowles in English,

French, and very indifferent Spanish. The
second edition, which appeared iu 1782, two
years after the death of the author, was also

superintended by Azara, who prefixed a short

biography of Bowles, and a few letters, in

which he ci'iticises very caustically Swin-
burne's " Travels in Spain," and an incorrect

French translation of Bowles by a certain

Viscount de Flavigny. A good Italian

translation by Milizia was afterwards printed

by Bodoni. 3. " Opere di R. Mengs,"
Parma, 1780, 4to. Here also Azara had
the task of reducing to order a confused mass
of notes in different languages, and convert-

ing them, first, into Italian, and secondly,

into Spanish, for he published an edition in

each. In the Italian part of his task he was
assisted by Milizia, who is also accused of

some of the critical heresies embodied in

the life and notes, in which Raphael Mengs is

spoken of as the equal, if not the superior of

Raphael Sanzio. In a second edition Azara
himself is very severe on Cumberland, who, in

his " Anecdotes of the Spanish Painters," had
ventured to dispute this critical dictum, but,

unfortunately for the ambassador, posterity

has decided against him. The life ofMengs is

a very entertaining piece of biography. The
whole work was translated into English, and
published in 1796, in 2 vols. 8vo. 4. " Vida
de Ciceron," a Spanish translation of Mid-
dleton's "Life of Cicero," Madrid, 1790,

4 vols. 4to. It is executed with remark-
able elegance. The book is beautifully

printed, and embellished with numerous
plates of antiquities, chiefly busts in Azara's

own collection, and some of them the fruits

of his own excavations at Tivoli. The bust

of Hortensius is the' only authentic por-

trait known of that orator. 5. " La Religion

vengee," Parma, 1795, in four different sizes,

from folio to duodecimo, a posthumous poem
of the Cardinal de Bernis, to which Azara
attached a short notice of his friend. In
addition to these editorial labours Azara
superintended, in conjunction with his friends

Visconti, Fea and Arteaga, a most splendid

folio edition of Horace, printed by Bodoni at

Parma, in 1791, and another of Virgil in

1793. Smaller editions of both were pub-

lished, but are not equal in execution to the

folios, which must be placed in the first rank
of specimens of the typographic art. Azara
had also made a translation of the books of
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Pliny on the arts, and commenced another

of the works of Seneca the philosopher, as

well as composed an eulogium on Charles III.

of Spain, which have never been published.

His memoirs, if still existing in manuscript,

will probably form at some future day an

important contribution to the history of his

time. Two volumes of " Memoires Histo-

riques et Philosophiques, sur Pie VI.," which
were published at Paris in 1799, and have

sometimes been attributed to Azara, are

assigned by Barbier to his friend Bourgoing.

They contain several interesting particulars

relative to Azara's conduct at Rome. (Article

in Moniteur for the 5th ofApril, 1804, ascribed

to Talleyrand on its appearance, but since

attributed to Bourgoing ; Latassa y Ortin,

Biblioteca Nueva de los Escritores Aragoneses,

vi. 312, &c. ; Sempere y Guarinos, Biblioteca

Espanola de los mejores Escritores del reynado

de Carlos III., i. 176, &c.; Rezabal y Ugarte,

Biblioteca de los Escritores de los seis colegios

maijores, u. 17, &c. ; Azara, TTorA's.) T. W.
A'ZARI, SHAIKH, a celebrated Persian

poet of the Siifi sect, who lived in the first

half of the fifteenth century of the Christian

sera. During his youth he applied diligently

to the study of poetry, and the pieces which
he then composed excited the admiration of

his contemporaries. "The King of the

Faith," Shah Rokh, was so pleased with

Azari's compositions that he was about to

bestow upon him the title of " King of the

Poets," but at this period, according to

Daulatshah, "the soft breeze of the word
of truth was wafted along the rose-garden of

the Shaikh's inward man"^—in other words,

the promising poet became a saint or sufi,

despising the vanities of the world, and
passed the remainder of his life in poverty

and retirement, excepting such portions of it

as were devoted to religious peregrinations.

He visited Mecca twice during his life, each

time on foot, and spent a year there in the

sacred temple, where he composed a work
entitled " Sa'i-us-SafFa," which treats of the

nature and duties of the holy pilgrimage

;

also a history of the Ka'ba. He afterwards

visited India, and was received with the

greatest deference by Sultan Ahmed of the

Dekkan [Ahmed Sha'h Wali Bahmani],
who, at his departure, offered him a sum of

100,000 (or a lak of) dirams, which the

Shaikh declined accepting. After these wan-
derings, Azari passed the remainder of his

days in his native place, where he died about

1460, aged seventy-two. His poetical works
are of a miscellaneous character, consisting

of a Diwan and numerous pieces addressed

to the princes and nobles of the time. His
various religious works it would be needless

to enumerate, as they were chiefly confined

to the particular doctrines of his own mystic

sect, and most probably some of them are

now extinct. (Daulatshah, Persian Poets;

Majdlis-id-Muminin.) D. F.
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AZARI'AH (Heb. innTV or H^ITy; in

the LXX. and in Josephus 'A^apias, or in

one place, Neh. viii. 7, according to the text

of the Complutensian Polyglott, 'Acrctpms ; in

the Vulgate, Azarias), the name of several

persons mentioned in the Old Testament.

The following are the principal :

—

AzAKiAH, called also Uzziah, King of Ju-
dah. The name Azariah, which is given to

him only in the second book of Kings, is pro-

bably a corruption of Uzziah ("liT'Ty or JT'Ty),

from which it differs in Hebrew only by the

addition of a single letter. The error must
have been of early date, since it has been
followed in the version of the LXX. [Uz-
ziah.]

Azariah. This name is given evi-

dently by mistake in the Masoretic text,

of 2 Chron. xxii. 6, and in the English
version, to Ahaziah, King of Judah. [Aha-
ZIAH.]

Azariah. This name is given to two
sons of Jehoshaphat, slain by their elder

brother Jehoram about b.c. 904. [Atha-
liah ; Jehoram.] In the Hebrew they are

distinguished from each other by the use of
the two forms of the name given at the head
of this article ; but in the LXX., Vulgate,

and English versions, no distinction is made.
Azariah, one of the high priests, ac-

cording to Josephus (Jeivish Antiq., x. 8),

second in descent from Zadok, the contem-
porary of David and Solomon. An Azariah,

doubtless the same person, appears as grand-

son of Zadok in the genealogical table of a
branch of the priestly family, given in 1

Chron. vi. 4—15 ; but he is not there called

high priest, nor does the line of descent there

given correspond with the incidental notices

of the high priests in the books of Kings and
Chronicles. The list of the high priests

given by Josephus is of little value. In
Calmet's Dictionary, and some other works,
this Azariah is conjectured to be the same
person as Amariah, who was high priest

under Jehoshaphat, but without any just

ground : it is more likely that he is the
" Azariah, the son (or descendant) of Za-
dok," who is first in the list of Solomon's
" princes," among whom was another Aza-
riah, the son of Nathan. (1 Kings iv. 2—5.)

Azariah, son of Johanan, and grandson
of the Azariah mentioned above. His name
occurs in the genealogical table in 1 Chron.
vi., and it is probable, from the way in

which he is mentioned, that he was high
priest, though his name is not in the list

given by Josephus. It is conjectured by
Calmet, contrary to all probability, that he
is the same person as Zechariah, the son of

Jehoiada, who was slain by order of Joash,

about B.C. 849. (2 Chron. xxiv. 20, &c.)

Azariah, high priest about b.c. 760,

towards the close of the reign of Uzziah,

whose attempt to combine the priestly with

the kingly office he boldly withstood (ii.
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Chron. xxvi. 16, &c.), claiming the priest-

hood as the exclusive prerogative of the

house of Aaron. [Uzziah.] It is observable

that although Josephus notices him by name
in his account of this event, he does not

mention him in his enumeration of the

high priests. (Jeivish Antiq., ix. 10, x. 8.)

Neither can he be identified with any of the

persons in the genealogical table in 1 Chron.

vi.

AzARiAH, high priest under Hezekiah

(2 Chron. xxxi. 10,) whom he assisted in

his reforms. [Hezekiah.] He is not men-
tioned by Josephus, nor in the genealogical

table in 1 Chron. vi.

AzABiAH (1 Chron. vi. 13, 14, and
Ezra vii. 1), a son of Hilkiah, who was
high priest under Josiah (2 Kings xxii.

;

2 Chron. xxxiv.) about B.C. 620, and father

of Seraiah, who was high priest at the final

capture of Jerusalem by Nebuchadnezzar

(2 Kings xxv. 18). It is not known whether
Azariah himself was high priest. He is not

mentioned by Josephus in his list, but is

given in the Jewish chronicle " Seder 01am,"
in which, however, Seraiah is not men-
tioned, for whom perhaps he is by mistake

inserted.

Azariah, son of Oded, a prophet in the

time of King Asa, about B.C. 955. [Asa.]

Azariah, one of the three companions
of Daniel in his captivity at Babylon, better

known vmder the name of Abednego, given

him by the Chaldeans. [Daniel.]
Azariah, son of Hoshaiah, one of the

leaders of those Jews who in spite of the

warnings of Jeremiah, went down into

Egypt and took Jeremiah and Baruch with
them. [Jeremiah.] {Jeremiah xliii. 2,

&c.)

Azariah or Azarias, a general of the

Jews in the time of the Maccabees. Judas
Maccabseus had left him in Judsea in con-

junction with Joseph, the son of Zachariah

or Zacharias, at the head of a body of Jews,

with strict injunctions not to fight in his

absence. Judas and his brother Jonathan
were in the country east of the Jordan, and
Simon, the third brother, in Galilee. Joseph
and Azariah, seeking to emulate the glory

of their chiefs, disregarded the caution of

Judas, and marched against Jamnia ; but

they were defeated by Gorgias, who com-
manded the Syrian garrison, with the loss of

two thousand men. (1 Maccabees v. 55

seq. : Josephus, Jewish Antiq., xii. 8.)

J. C. M.
AZAEFAH BEN EPHRAIM PIGO, R.,

(ia''D DnSK tl nniy n), an Italian Rabbi,

who performed the office of preacher in the

synagogue of Venice in the early part of the

seventeenth century, where he died a.m.

5402 (a.d. 1G42). His published works are

1. " Sepher Bina Lehittim" (" The Book of

the Understanding of the Times"), alluding

to 1 Chron., xii. 32, which is a collection of
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seventy-five discourses for the Jewish fes-

tivals and other solemn occasions, as well, as

on the duties of repentance, prayer, and good
works, with funeral sermons on various

learned contemporaries, as R. Aaron Aben
Chajim, R. Jacob, of the House of Levi,

preached a.m. 5391 (a.d. 1G31) ; onR. Abra-

ham Aboab, A.M. 5392 (a.d. 1632). Each
discourse has its separate title, into each of

which the author manages to introduce the

word " Eth " (time) : it was printed at

Venice, by Francesco Viziri, for Andrea
Vendramini, a.m. 5408 (a.d. 1648), folio.

At the beginning of the book is the author's

inaugural discourse as preacher to the syna-

gogue of Venice. 2. " Ghedule Theruma"
(" The Grandeurs of the Offering"), which
is a commentary on the " Sepher Therumoth"'

("Book of Oiferings") of R. Baruch, of

Worms, which treats on the rites and cere-

monies of the Mosaic law, and which was
printed, with this commentary of Azariah

ben Ephraim, at Venice, by Franc. Viziri,

A.M. 5413 (a.d. 1653), 4to. Two epistles

from this Rabbi to R. Issachar Behr ben

Leiser are inserted in that author's work,

called Beer Shebah. Several " Teshuvoth,"

or answers to questions on the law, by this

author, have also appeared in print, accord-

ing to R. Isaac Chajim, whose authority is

cited by Wolff. (Wolfius, Bihlioth. Hehr.,

1. 945, 946, iii. 872 ; Bartoloccius, Bihlioth.

Mag. F.abb., iv. 283, 284.) C. P. H.
AZARI'AH DE ROSSI, or DE RUBEIS,

R. (D^OnS^n p nntj; n), in Hebrew, R.

Azariah min riaadomim, an Italian Rabbi,

and one of the most learned Jewish writers

who appeared in Italy during the sixteenth

centuiy, was a native of Mantua, but settled

in Ferrara. He possessed an acute and ex-

cellent genius, which he cultivated with

unwearied study, and applied himself with

ardour to the acquirement of the learned

languages and to the most useful sciences

;

and, with a taste for general literature of

which the Hebrew nation had then afforded

few examples, he made himself acquainted

with the best Italian authors, as well as those

of Gi-eece and Rome ; for these latter, how-
ever, says De Rossi, he made use of Italian

translations. These important acquisitions

were not thrown away, for with this assist-

ance he has displayed in his principal work
a degree of erudition very rare in Hebrew
books, and, what is still more rare, a spirit

of judicious and liberal criticism on many
points of theology, which has caused his

book to be esteemed among learned Chris-

tians as a work almost unequalled in the

Hebrew language. The title of this work
is " Meor Enajim" ("The Light of the

Eyes," Prov. xx. 30), which work he tells

us (p. 174) he began to write a.m. 5331 (a.d.

1571), and finished a.m. 5333 (a.d. 1573).

It was printed at Mantua a.m. 5334 (a.d.

1574), in 4to., and is divided into three parts.
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The first, called " Kol Elohim " (" The Voice

of God"), gives a description of the earth-

quake which happened at Ferrara, a.m. 5331

(a.d. 1571), on the 18th day of November,
with a long dissertation on the causes of this

and other earthquakes, drawn from the

writings of Plutarch, Seneca, Pliny, and
other ancient as well as modern writers,

nearly the whole of which has been trans-

lated by J. Henr. Hottinger, in his disserta-

tion on Earthquakes. The second part,

called " Hadrath Zekenim " (" The Glory of

Old Men "), is a Hebrew translation by this

author, of the History of the Septuagint, by
Aristeas. The third, called " Imre Bina

"

(" Words of Understanding," Prov. i. 2), is

the important part of this extraordinary

work ; it is divided into sixty chapters, and
contains much interesting matter on va-

rious points of history, chronology, and
antiquarian research, and displays the

author's varied erudition. The principal

matters on which it treats are the ne-

cessity for consulting the authors of other

nations, on Philo of Alexandria, and on the

various sects among the Jews, on the Septua-

gint version of the Old Testament, on the

allegorical expositions of the ancient Rabbis,

on many striking differences between Chris-

tian and Jewish writers, on the different

seras and the various errors of the Hebrew
chronologers, on the series of the kings of

Persia and that of the high priests ; on the

vain expectation of the Jews of the coming
of the Messiah a.m. 5335 (a.d. 1575); on
the Talmudic passage relative to the duration

of the world, which is therein fixed at six

thousand years; on the difference between
Onkelos and Aquila ; on the sacerdotal vest-

ments and their form ; on the prophecy of

Haggai relative to the glory of the second

temple ; on Flavins Josephus, and his au-

thority on various points; on the signs of

great prosperity and great misfortunes; on
the praj^ers used by the Jews for princes and
governors ; on the literature and chronology

of the Samaritans ; on the antiquity of the

Hebrew language, and of the use of the

Chaldee among the Jews ; on the antiquity of

the letters and vowel points ; and lastly, on
Hebrew poetry. In all these various dis-

sertations the author has shown a wonderful

degree of courage and liberality, far in ad-

vance of the age in which he lived, by op-

posing himself vigorously to the errors, pre-

judices, and credulity of his nation, so that

the most learned Christian authors have
made much use of this third part, and trans-

lated and inserted in their works whole chap-

ters from it ; among the rest Jo. Buxtorff, at

the end of the book Cozri, gives the whole of

the final chapter on Hebrew poetry, and in

his Exercitationes the chapter on Urim and
Thummim ; he also draws largely upon this

work in his treatise " De Antiquitate punc-

torum." Joh. Meyer has prefixed to his edi-
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tion of the "Seder Olam" a Latin translation

of the nineteenth chapter, which treats on
Jewish chronology. Gilbert Gualmin, in his

work on the Life and Death of Moses, often

cites the " Meor Enajim," but calls the author
Solomon Paniel, confounding the author of the
" Meor Enajim "' with the author of a book
called " Or Enajim," a work of an altogether

different character. Among the Jews R. David
Ganz, in his celebrated chronological work,'the
" Tzemach David," frequently cites R. Aza-
riah, whom he calls " Bahal Meor Enajim ;"

sometimes praising him highly, and some-
times impugning his accuracy ; he especially

differs with him concerning the ^ra of the

Contracts (the Seleucid ^ra), and other

points of chronology. The learned and ac-

curate De Rossi, who has written an admirable
work in defence of this author's treatise on
the " Vain Expectation of the Messiah," and
who gives the greatest praise to the author
and his great work, nevertheless points out
some errors and inaccuracies in the " Meor
Enajim," among the rest that of the author
having given a translation of the supposed
compendium of chronology of Philo as an
authentic work, although it was well known
to the learned to be a fiction of Giovanni
Nani, commonly called Annius Viterbensis.

Richard Simon, in his list of Hebrew authors,

afiixed to his " Histoire Critique," speaks of
R. Azariah and his great work in very high
terms. There being but one edition of the
" Meor Enajim," this work is very rare : De
Rossi's copy has marginal notes by the hand
of the celebrated R. Judah Arje, who is better

known as Leo de Modena. Wolff gives an-

other work by this author, called " Matzraph
Lakeseph" ("The Fining-Pot for Silver,"

Prov. xvii. 3), an historical and critical work
in connection with the matter of the third

part of the " Meor Enajim," but which re-

mains unpublished. Plantavitius attributes to

this author the work called " Orach Chajim,"
in which error he is followed by Hendreich,
in his " Pandectffi Brandenburgicse," but the

work alluded to is by R. Raphael Minnorzi.

R. Azariah died near his native city of
Mantua, towards the end of the sixteenth

century, but the exact year of his decease is

not ascertained. (De Rossi, Dizion. Storic.

degl. Alitor. Ebrei, ii. 105, 106; Wolfius,

Bihlioth. Hehr., i. 944, 945, iii. 871; Barto-

loccius, Bihlioth. Mag. Babh., iv. 271, 272;
Plantavitius, Florileg. Bahhin., pp. 552 and
586; Le Long, Bihlioth. Sacra, ii. 617;
R. Simon, Hist. Crit. clii Vieiix Test., pp.

537, 538 ; Jo. Meyer, Seder Ohm, after the

Preface.^ C. P. H.
AZARI'AH ABU SAMUEL, R. (T]'^']])) n

7i^)'0li^ U5<), a Jewish theological writer,

who is called Almoslimani (the Moslem),

because he abjured the Jewish religion

and embraced that of Mohammed. Among
the manuscripts of Dr. Robert Huntington,

in the Bodleian library, is one by this
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author. It is in the Arabic language,

and beautifully written on paper. The
catalogue describes it as a treatise on cei*-

tain ceremonial institutions (of the Jews),

in eight chapters, by Azariah Abu Samuel
Almoslimani. In the preface it treats on the

manner of blessing all those things which
are to be used for the sustaining of life. The
same volume contains an Arabic treatise on

astronomy, by R. Samuel, the son of Azariah,

who appears to have followed in the steps of

his father, and to have become a Moham-
medan. (Wolfius, Bihlioth. Hehr., i. 945:

Urus, Catal. MS. Oriental. Bihlioth. Bod-
leian, i. 43.) C P. H.
AZA'RIO, PIE'TRO, was born at No-

vara, early in the fourteenth century. He
was at first a notary, afterwards a judge and

chancellor of Giovanni Pirovano, Podesta of

the city of Tortona. In 1362 he compiled a

chronicle entitled " Liber Gestorum in Lom-
bardia et prsecipue per Dominos Mediolani

ab anno 1250 usque ad annum 1362," which
was published for the first time in vol. ix.

part 6, of the " Thesaurus Antiquitatum

Italiee" of P. Burmannus, and afterwards in

the 16th vol. of Muratori's " Scriptores Re-

rum Italicarum." Cotta (" Museo Nova-
rese") says that Azario continued this chro-

nicle to the year 1389. This, however, is

very doubtful; if such a continuation ex-

isted when Muratori wrote, it is strange that

it should have escaped the notice of that

learned and industrious antiquary. A little

work entitled "De Bello Canapiciano et

Comitatu Masini," also written by Azario,

was published by Miiratori in the same vo-

lume with the Chronicle. This had pre-

viously appeared in the second volume of

the " Galleria di Minerva," but in an imper-

fect form, and shorn of its simplicity, under

the idea of improving its Latinity. Accord-

ing to Piccinelli and Cotta, Azario wrote

also the annals of Milan from the foundation

of that city to the year 1402. Mazzuchelli,

however, doubts this, and is of opinion that

it is the same work as the " Annales Medio-
lanenses," published by Muratori as the pro-

duction of an anonymous writer, in the vo-

lume of his Thesaurus before referred to.

It is probable, however, that Azario wrote

also a work entitled " De Dominio centum
Nobilium Magnatum Lombardise," which
appears not to have been published. (Maz-
zuchelli, Scrittori d'ltalia.) G. B.

AZE, or correctly ADZER, DANIEL
JENSEN, a distinguished Danish medallist

of the eighteenth century. His father was a

peasant of Schleswig. The year of Adzer's

birth is not known. He was sent, about 1760,

as a pensioner of the Royal Academy of the

Arts of Copenhagen, to Rome, where he stu-

died some time, taking Hedlinger and J.

Duvivier as his models, who were two of

the most distinguished medallists of the

eighteenth century. After his return to Co-
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penhagen, Adzer was elected a member of
the Danish Academy of the Arts, and was
appointed medallist to the King of Denmark.
He died in 1808, according to Nagler, who
quotes Weinwich's " Kunstens Historie i

Danmark." Adzer executed many medals

;

among others the gold and silver prize me-
dals of the Swedish Agricultural Society, of
which the gold medal is worth fifteen, and
the silver three pounds sterling. (Nagler,
JVeues Allgemeines Kiinstler-Lexicon.)

R. N. W.
AZE'GLIO, CE'SARE, MARQUIS D',

was born at Turin in 1763, of the ancient

family of the Taparelli. He was the younger
son of the Marquis Roberto, and with his

elder brother Ferdinando was educated for

the military profession. In 1774, he entered

an infantry regiment, but as it was destined

to remain for three years in garrison in the

island of Sardinia, he requested and obtained

leave of absence, by which he was enabled to

travel through a great part of Italy. In

1787, his brother died, and Cesare Azeglio
became the head of the family. He married
a rich heiress, and found himself in very
good circumstances. On the invasion of

Piedmont by the French in 1792, Azeglio
joined his regiment and marched against

them. In one of the first engagements, how-
ever, he was taken prisoner, and as such was
sent forthwith to Lyon. By his comrades
and family he was supposed to have been
killed, and his relatives on opening his will,

which he had drawn up before joining the

army, were surprised to find a request that

they should wear no mourning for him
if he fell in the defence of his country.

In 1795 Azeglio contrived to communicate
with his friends, and they were enabled to

insert his name in a list of prisoners to be
exchanged. One of the conditions of the

exchange, however, was that he should never
again bear arms against France, and Azeglio

indignantly refused to be released on such

terms. The condition was afterwards aban-

doned, and he was restored to his country in

1796.

In 1798, on the abdication of Charles

Emanuel X., Azeglio accompanied the Sar-

dinian court to Tuscany. Some years after-

wards an imperial decree, threatening emi-

grants with the confiscation of their property,

forced him to return to Turin. Here he
gained the favour of the reigning king,

Victor Emanuel, by whom he was appointed

Gentleman of the Chamber, Knight Grand
Cross of the Order of Saint Maurice, and
ambassador extraordinary to Rome. After

fulfilling his mission, Azeglio visited a num-
ber of benevolent institutions in various parts

of Italy, and on returning to Turin was made
a privy councillor and inspector of all the

hospitals. In 1822 he founded a journal

entitled "L'Amico d' Italia," Turin, 8yo.,

which was devoted to the defence of religion
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and monarchical government. He continued
editor of this journal until 1829, when, after

reaching the sixteenth volume, it stopped.

In a notice to the reader, Azeglio assigns the

declining state of his health as his reason for

quitting the editorship. He died at Genoa,
on the 26th of November, 1830. {Bioyra-

phie Universelle, Supplement.^ G. B.

AZEVE'DO. There are several Spanish
and Portuguese physicians of this name.
AzEVEDO, Juan Velasquez, a Spanish

physician, who published a work on the art

of memory, at Madrid, with the title " Fe-
nix de Minerva y Arte de Memoria," 1626,

4to.

AzEVEDo, Mangel, was born at Lisbon.
On taking the degree of doctor of medicine,
he was appointed physician to the Portu-
guese fleet, in 1638. He practised his pro-

fession with great success for ten years ; but
becoming disgusted with the world, he took
the habit of a Carmelite in the convent of
Collars, in 1648, and made a public profession

at Lisbon in 1649. He wrote two works on
medicine, in Portuguese, which were pub-
lished at Lisbon, in 4to., in 1668 and 1680,
and of which subsequent editions have ap-
peared. These works were both entitled
" Correccao de Abuzos," and consisted of an
exposition of the author's medical views.

AzEVEDO, Moyse Salomon, is the author
of a dissertation on asthma, which was pub-
lished at Leiden in 1662, with the title " De
Asthmate," 4to.

AzEVEDo, Pedro, a Spaniard, who was
admitted doctor of the faculty of medicine of

Paris, and taught medicine in the schools of

this faculty many years. We have no par-

ticulars of his life, nor is there a collected

edition of his works. Most of his labours

appear as dissertations presented on the gra-

duation of members of the faculty in medi-
cine during the time that he was president.

The following are the titles of some of these

dissertations :—On his own graduation. Dr.
A. J. Collot presiding, the question discussed

was, whether health was better with one
kind of aliment :

" An una tantum Alimenti
specie utentis robustior Sanitas?" Paris,

1704, 4to. Azevedo was president in 1705,

when the question was, whether animal spirits

were necessary to sense and motion ; which
Azevedo denied. The title of this disserta-

tion is, " An Spiritus Animales ad Sensum
et Motum necessarii ?" The titles of other

dissertations were as follows :
" An sola Cog-

nitio Morbi inventio Eemedii?" Paris, 1705,

4to. " An Consueta Insuetis Tutiora ?"

Paris, 1720, 4to. " An in Inflammationibus
Kermes Minerale ?" Paris, 1733, 4to. In the

discussion of this question Azevedo opposed
Helvetius, and denied that the Kermes-
mineral was useful in inflammations. An-
other work is mentioned in the " Biographic

Medicale" on the use of experience in medi-
cine, with the title " De Experientise Utili-
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tate in Medicina," Paris, 1707, 4to. This is

also referred to by Adelung.
Azevedo, Pedro, was born in the Ca-

nary Islands, and was educated as a priest,

but wrote a work on the plague, which was
published at Saragossa in 1589, with the title

" Remedios contra Pestilencia," 8vo. This
appears to be a Spanish translation of a work
in Portuguese by the same author, entitled
" Renaciio da Alma, e Alivio da Pestilencia,"

&c., but which was not printed. {Biogra-
phie Me'dicale; Adelung, Supp. to Jocher,

Allgem. Gelehrten-Lexicon.) E. L.
AZEVE'DO, ALONSO DE, a Spanish

lawyer of the sixteenth century, was a na-

tive and inhabitant of Plasencia. Antonio
says that Azevedo spent 40 years of his life

in his native city in learned ease, and died

on the 23rd of July, 1598. He is styled

Bachelor on the title-page of one of his

works. There is in the library of the Bri-

tish Museum a collection by Azevedo of the

laws enacted by Philip II., from 1552 to

1564, a continuation of the collection made
by the Licentiate Burgos. It was published
at Salamanca in 1565, and is entitled " Re-
pertorio de todas las Pragmaticas, y Capi-
tulos de Cortes, hechas por su Magestad,
desde el Ano de mil y quinientos y ciquenta

y dos, hasta el Ano de mil y quinientos y
sesenta y quatro inclusive, puesto por sus

Titulos, Leyes y Libros, periendo solo le

decidido y quitando lo superfluo. Hecho por
el Bachiller Alonso de Azevedo, vezino y
natural de la ciudad de Plazencia." It is

difficult to conjecture on what principle of
arrangement the laws are distributed under the
different titles. We learn from Antonio that

Azevedo edited the collection of " Royal Con-
stitutions," published at Salamanca, 1583-98,

under the title " Nueva Eecopilacion," &c.
This work consists of six folio volumes ; the

last volume was completed by Alonso de
Azevedo, but he was prevented by death
from superintending the printing of it ; this

task devolved upon his son Juan. Reprints

of this collection appeared at Douay in 1612,

and at Antwerp in 1618. Antonio also attri-

butes to Azevedo the following works:

—

" Additiones ad Curiam Pisanam," Sala-

manca, 1593, 4to. ;
" Consilia XL," Vallado-

lid, 1607, a posthumous publication. (N.
Antonius, Bihliotheca Hispana Nova ; Alonso
de Azevedo, Repertorio de todas las Pragma-
ticas, &c.) W. W.
AZEVE'DO. ALONSO DE, a Spanish

poet, who published at Rome, in 1615, a

poem entitled " Creacion del Mundo." It is

divided into seven days, and is composed in

ottava rima. The verses flow easily enough;

but the diction is languid, and the ideas com-
monplace. Antonio conjectures that this

Alonso might be a son or other near relation

of the preceding ; apparently on no better

ground than his being styled " Canonigo de

la Santa Iglesia de Plasencia" on the title-
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page of his poem. (N. Aiitonius, Bihlio-

theca Hispana Nova ; Alonso de Azevedo,
Creadon del Mundo.) W. W.
AZEVE'DO, A'NGELA DE, a native

of Portugal, and dramatic author, who wrote

in Spanish. She was born at Lisbon, and
was the daughter of Joilo de Azevedo Pe-

reira of Cusa Ileal, by his second wife,

Izabel de Oliveira. Angela was received

into the service of Elizabeth of Bourbon,

wife of Philip IV., with whom she became
a favourite, and who gave her in mar-
riage at Madrid to a gentleman of good
family. Angela had by her husband one

daughter, with whom, on becoming a widow,
she retired to a convent of the Benedictine

order, where she took the veil. Machado,
who mentions these particulars, does not name
her husband, and gives no dates. Elizabeth

of Bourbon died in 1G44, and the mamage
of Angela de Azevedo must have taken place

before that event. Machado notices the fol-

lowing comedies by this lady as having been

printed:— 1. " La Margarita del Tajo gue
dio nombre a Santarem." 2. " El muerto
dissimulado." 3. " Dicha y desdicha del

juego, y devocion de la Virgen." (Machado,
Bibliotheca Lusitana.^ W. W.
AZEVE'DO, ANTO'NIO DE. Machado

notices three Portuguese authors, and Nicolas

Antonio one Spanish author of this name :

none of them are of great note.

Antonio de Azevedo, a comic poet

of Portugal, lived in the reign of Joito

III. (1521-57). Machado speaks in high
terms of his works, and in particular of a
" Comedia " which he composed on the

words of the Evangelist " Venite post me,
faciam vos fieri piscatores hominum."

Antonio de Azevedo, a native of

Orense in Gallicia. He belonged to the

order of Eremites of St. Augustin, and pub-
lished a catechetical commentary on the

Apostles' creed, under the title " Catecismo
de los Mysterios de la Fe, con la Exposicion

del Symbolo de los sanctos Apostolos,"

Barcelona, 1590; reprinted at Saragossa in

1592—both editions in 4to. Herrera attri-

butes to this author a " Cronica de la orden
de San Augustin," published in 1607.

Antonio de Azevedo Saa, a native of

Portugal, who applied himself with great di-

ligence to the study of Spanish, and pub-
lished at Madrid, in 1 G 1 5, a translation into

that language of the sermons of Francisco
Fernandes Galva5, a popular Portuguese
preacher.

Antonio de Azevedo, a Portuguese Je-

suit, son of Antonio de Azevedo Fernandes,

was born at Oporto, towards the close of
the seventeenth century. He was asso-

ciated to the order in 1712; devoted him-
self to the study of literature and science

;

taught grammar and rhetoric, and subse-

quently philosophy and theology in the

universities of Evora and Coimbra ; and
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obtained some notoriety as an eloquent
preacher. Machado mentions only one
printed work of this author: a funeral
sermon on Don Antonio de Norenha Moniz
e Albuquerque, second Marquis of Angeja,
preached and published at Coimbra in 1736.

(Machado, Bibliotheca Lusitana ; N. An-
tonius, Bibliotheca Hispana Nova.) W. W.
AZEVE'DO COUTINHO Y BERNAL,

JOSEPH-FELIX-ANTOINE-FRAN9OIS
DE, a Belgian genealogist, was born at

Mechlin, on the 22nd of April, 1717, the
sixth in order of seven children. His father,

Jean Baptiste, a captain in the service of
the United Provinces, belonged to a family
from Murcia, which had for three gene-

rations furnished captains for the wars of
the Netherlands. Joseph Felix was created

a canon in the Church of Our Lady beyond
the Dyle, on the 2nd of May, 1738, and died
there in 1780. His first publication, in con-

cert with his brother, Gerard Dominic, a
canon in the same church, was the " Table
Genealogique de la Famille de Corten,"
a thin folio, published at Louvain, in

1753. His mother belonged to the family
of Corten, and this probably led to the pub-
lication. The book contains som^e histori-

cal notices of the Church of Our Lady
beyond the Dyle. Azevedo's " Table Gene-
alogique de la Famille Heyns, alias Smets ;"

his " Table Genealogique de la Famille de
Bayard," and his *' Table Genealogique de la

Famille de Liebeecke," all thin folios, with-
out date, are mere supplements to the gene-
alogy of the family of Corten, genealogies

of ladies who married into that family.

These publications are in the library of the

British Museum, and are the only works by
this author in that collection. The author
of the Life of Azevedo, in the supplement
to the " Biographic Universelle," enume-
rates similar genealogical tables, by him,
of the families—Van Kiel, Van Criechingen,

De Brecht, Vander Lind, Schoofi, and Co-
loma. A work on a more comprehensive
scale is his " Ge'nealogie de la Famille Van-
der Noot" (1771), which is represented as

being virtually a peerage of the Netherlands.
Azevedo contributed a short chronicle of the
principal events which have occurred in the

cities of Brabant and Mechlin, to a series of
Almanacs, published at Louvain, from 1747
to 1780. He also published, at Louvain, in

1770, in Flemish, an account of the con-

dition of Mechlin from the first destruction

of the images on the 28th of March, 1565,
till the 9th of October, 1566. (Azevedo
Coutinho y Bernal, Table Ge'ne'alogique de
la Famille de Corten ; Biographic Univer-

selle, Supplement.') W. W.
AZEVE'DO DA CUNHA, FELIX DE,

a Portuguese naval officer, who about the
beginning of the eighteenth century obtained

some reputation as a poet. He published at

Lisbon, iu 1706, " Patrocinio empeuhado
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pelos clamores de hum prezo dirigido ao

Senhor Luiz Cezar de Menezes, Governador
e Capitao General do Estado do Brasil."

(Machado, Bibliotheca Lusitana.) W. W.
AZEVE'DO, FELIX A'LVARES, a

Spanish general, was born at Otero, in the

province of Leon. He studied at Salamanca,
where he was rector of the college of St.

Pelago in 1799. He soon after went to

Madrid, where he became an advocate. He
was subsequently enrolled among the royal

guards. In 1808 the members of this body
were dispersed through the provinces to

raise troops for the War of Independence

:

Azevedo was sent on this mission to Leon,

and the Junta appointed him to command
the provincial volunteers. His zeal and
efficiency attracted the notice of Eomana,
who promoted him to the rank of colonel.

Azevedo distinguished himself at the siege

of Astorga. When the insurrection of the

Isla de Leon broke out, Azevedo was sta-

tioned in Galicia : he was nominated a mem-
ber of the Junta of that province, and ap-

pointed to command its troops. He marched
immediately to besiege the town of Santiago

which was held by San-Roman for the king.

San-Roman evacuated the town, and was
pursued by Azevedo, who, having been re-

inforced, entered Orense on the 28th of

February. Having settled the government
of that city, he resumed his pursuit of San-

Roman ; and on the 9th of March came up
with a column of that general's army, com-
manded by Torrejon. The royalist soldiers

took to flight, and Azevedo galloped after

them through the village of Padornello with

the view of persuading them to join the con-

stitutional standard. While haranguing them
for this purpose, he received thi-ee musket-
balls in his breast, and immediately expired.

The Supreme Junta declared that Azevedo
had deserved well of his country, and, in

imitation of the honours paid by France
to the grenadier La Tour d'Auvergne, de-

creed that his name should be continued

on the army list as if he were still alive.

{Biographie Universelle, Supplement, art.

« Acevedo.") W. W.
AZEVE'DO, FERNANDEZ MATU-

TE DE. [Matute de Azevedo, Fernan-
dez.]
AZEVE'DO FORTES, MANOEL, a

Portuguese officer of engineers, who lived in

the beginning of the eighteenth century. He
rose to the rank of brigadier-general, received

several court offices, and the order of Christ.

A treatise on engineering by Manoel de Aze-
vedo, entitled " O Engenheiro Portuguez,"

was published in 1728-9 ; and Adelung men-
tions that he had previously published, in 1 722,

also in the Portuguese language, a treatise on
the easiest and best method of delineating

maps and charts, and consti'ucting instru-

ments for engineers and sea-officers. There
is an analysis of the former book in the

VOL. IV.

Leipzig " Acta Eruditorum" for 1730, from
which it appears that the work consists of

two parts—a compendium of practical geo-

metry, and a treatise on fortification and
gunnery. The first contains three books
—principles of linear measurement, of the

measurement of planes, and of the measure-

ment of solids ; with an appendix, on trigo-

nometry. The second contains eight books

:

the first treats of military architecture ; the

second, third, and fourth explain Vauban's

system of fortification ; the fifth treats of ir-

regular fortification ; the sixth, ofengineering

;

the seventh and eighth, of the attack and de-

fence of fortresses. Azevedo is called in the
" Acta Eruditorum" a distinguished geometer
and experienced military architect. The name
of Manoel Azevedo Fortes occurs in the list

of members of the Royal Academy of History

of Portugal, from its foundation in 1721 till

1729. In the earlier volumes of Sylva's

Transactions of that body, his titles are

—

"Engenheiro Mor do Reyno, e Bregadeiro

da^exercitas de sua Majestad." In 1729 he
is, for the first time, styled in addition, " Ca-
valleiro da Ordem de Christe."

INIanoel de Azevedo Scares, Doctor
of Laws, was a member of the Portuguese

Academy of History from 1721 to 1729;
Judge in the Court of Requests (De-

sembargador da Casa da Supplicacjao) ; and
afterwards Judge of Appeal (Desembargador
des Aggravos). In the distribution of depart-

ments among the members of the society at

its first institution, all questions in geography
were referred to Azevedo Fortes, and all law

points to Azevedo Soares. In the first volume
of Sylva's Transactions there is a dissertation

by Azevedo Soares on the question whether
Jews could leg-ally possess Christian slaves

—

" Dissertatio Historico-Juridica de Potestate

Judgsorum in Mancipia," (Adelung, Sup-

plement to JcJcher, Allgem. Gelehrt. Lexicon

;

Sylva, Collecgam dos Documentos, SjC. da
Academia Real da Historia Portugueza

;

De Sousa, Memorias Historicas e Genealo-

gicas dos Grandes de Portugal?) W. W.
AZEVE'DO, FRANCISCO DE, a native

of Lisbon, was the son of Diogo Fernandes

and Isabel Alvares. He took the vows as a

monk of the order of Ei-emites of St. Augus-
tine, on the 25th of July, 1649 ; was created

Doctor of Divinity by the University of

Coimbra, on the 19th of July, 1664; and
appointed to deliver exegetical lectures on

the Scriptures, in that university, on the 27th

of July, 1677. He died on the 4th of April,

1680. He had some reputation as a Latin

poet : a manuscript, in his own handwriting,

entitled " Epigrammatum Liber Unus," was
preserved (in 1747) in the library of the

convent of N. Senhora da Gra^a at Coimbra.

(Machado, Bibliotheca Lusitana.) W. W.
AZEVE'DO, FRANCISCO ZIDRON

DE. [ZiDRON DE Azevedo, Francisco.]

AZEVE'DO, IGNA'ZIO DE, the eldest

2 D
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brother of Jeronymo, was born at Oporto
in 1527. In 1547 he was persuaded by
Govea, one of the most energetic ,'of the

early Jesuits, to enter their house at Coira-

bra, with a view to prepare himself for taking

the vows ; and in 1 541), having struggled long

against distrust of his own powers of self-

denial, he transferred his secular rights to a

second brother, Francisco, and was received

into the order. In 1553 he was appointed

rector of the new college at Lisbon. In 1 5G0

he was selected to assist in establishing and
organizing a new college at Braga, and was
placed at the head of it. Azevedo was one

of those members of the Society who con-

tributed to its reputation and influence, not

by his learning, but by his fervid perse-

verance in devotional and ascetic exercises.

It is impossible to withhold admiration from
the self-control by which he brought himself

to perform the humblest offices of an attend-

ant on the sick, and persons in the last ex-

tremity of the most loathsome diseases. A
still nobler feature in his character was his

love of peace and unity among his brethren.

He terminated by his exhortations and ex-

ample the fierce jealousies and rivalries which
threatened at one time to destroy the infant

establishment at Braga. And following out

his course of self-denial, when he found that

his conduct had brought the inhabitants of

the surrounding country to venerate him as

a saint, he petitioned to be sent on a mis-

sion to the heathen, in order to remove
him from temptations to vain-glory. He was
sent to Brazil, in what year we have not been
able to ascertain, but certainly after 1564.

He remained there three years. On his

return to Europe he was called to Eome, to

render an account of his mission ; and ex-

pressing a wish to return to the scene of his

missionary labours, he was appointed Pro-

vincial of Brazil, and permitted to make his

own selection of the young Jesuits who were
to accompany him. He sailed, with sixty-

eight of his brethren of the order, from Lis-

bon, on the 5th of June, 1570, in company
with Don Luiz Govea, the newly appointed

viceroy of Brazil. On the 2nd of July,

when the armament was off the island of

Palma (one of the Canaries), the ship on
board of which Ignazio Azevedo and thii'ty-

eight of the other Jesuits were, was attacked

by Jacques Sourie, a Calvinistic sea-captain

in the service of the Queen of Navarre. The
Portuguese vessel was captured after an
obstinate defence, in which a good number
of Sourie's men were killed. Irritated by
the resistance offered to him and the loss he

had experienced, and guided by a fanatical

spirit, Sourie gave directions to kill all the

Jesuits on board. Azevedo, apprehensive of

such an order, had directed his companions
to conceal themselves, and he advanced with a

crucifix in his hand to meet their captors,

«o«ompanied by Diogo de Andrada, who re-
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fused to part from him. They were imme-
diately killed and thrown into the sea. The
thirty-eight Jesuits who remained were then
dragged from their hiding-places, and, after

having been beaten till they were nearly half
dead, were also thrown into the sea. Not
one escaped. The relics they were carrying
to Brazil were thrown after them. In 1742
a Papal bull declared Azevedo and his com-
panions martyrs for the faith. Cordara and
Beauvais have written lives of Ignazio Aze-
vedo, neither of which we have seen. In
the " Biographic Universelle " the dates of
his birth and canonization are stated on the

authority of Beauvais ; the other incidents in

his career noticed in the present sketch are

stated on the authorities quoted below. (Sac-

chiuus, Historice Societatis Jesu, Pars Secun-

da ; Nuovi avisi delV India de' reverendi padri
della Compania di Gesu, ricevuti quesV anno

1570; Cordara, Historice Societatis Jesu,

Pars Sexta ; Biographic Universelle.^ W. W.
AZEVE'DO, JERO'NYMO DE, a Portu-

guese nobleman, who was governor-general
of the Portugviese settlements in Ceylon,
from 1595 to 1612 ; and viceroy of the Por-
tuguese possessions in India, from 1612 to

1617. He was brother of Ignazio de Aze-
vedo, who was murdered in 1570. Kespect-

ing the early history of Jeronymo Azevedo
we have been unable to obtain any informa-
tion. Incidental notices of his operations in

Ceylon are scattered through the 11th and
1 2th Decades of the continuation of Barros'
" Asia" by Couto. They convey the impres-
sion ofan able but stern soldier, who succeeded
to the command after the affairs of Portugal
in Ceylon had almost been ruined by the in-

capacity of his predecessor ; and who had oc-

casion to struggle with a mutinous temper in

his troops, created by the irregularity with
which they were paid under the Spanish
usurpation. Minute, but not very coherent

or judiciously related details, of the transac-

tions of Azevedo's viceroyalty to the year
1616, are given in the 13th Decade of the

Portuguese exploits in India, compiled by
Bocarro as a continuation of Barros and
Couto, a MS. copy of which is in the King's
Library in the British Museum. Cordara,
in his Annals of the Jesuits, relates se-

veral enterprises of Azevedo—none of them,
however, of a later date than 1616. Aze-
vedo was engaged in several contests with
the English, who were endeavouring in his

time to extend their intercourse with India,

in the neighbourhood of Surat. In 1616,

at the request of the viceroy of the Philip-

pines, Azevedo despatched four ships of war
to co-operate in an expedition against the

Dutch possessions in the Eastern Archipelago.
Azevedo was a zealous promoter of missions,

and much devoted to the Jesuits, one or more
of whom, he appears, when \iceroy, to have
had constantly in his train. The only in-

formation we have found respecting the close
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of his career is in the brief notice of his life iu

the " Biographic Universelle," an article in

which no authorities are referred to, and in

which on at least one important point (Aze-

vedo's alleged share in establishing the

Spanish authority in Ceylon) a gross mis-

take has been committed. According to this

notice, Azevedo, on his return to Portugal,

in 1617, was arrested on charges of excessive

severity and disloyal intrigues with the Eng-
lish, and thrown into prison, where he died

goon after. (Cordara, Historice Societatts Jesu,

Pars Sexta ; Couto, Asia ; Bocarro, Decada
XIII. da Asia—MS. in the King's Library,

in British Museum: Biographie Universelle.)

W.W.
AZEVE'DO, JOAO, a Portuguese canon-

ist, was born at Lisbon, but in what year

is unknown. He was elected a member of

the royal college of St. Paul in the university

of Coimbra, in June, 1660. He was appointed

by his university lecturer on the canons,

afterwards lecturer on the Clementines, and
finally on the Sextum. The last-mentioned

chair he continued to occupy till allowed to

retire on a pension. He was elected Canonico

Doutoral (the canon who has taken the de-

gree of doctor in canon law) of Algarve, in

January, 1664, and of Viseu, in February of

the same year. He took the oaths as judge-

depute ofthe Inquisition, and Commissario da
Bulla, in the bishopric of Coimbra, in June,

1664. He was elected Canonico Doutoral of

Coimbra, in November, 1668; of Lisbon, in

March, 1676. He took the oaths as judge-

depute of the Inquisition in Lisbon, in

January, 1684. In April, 1688, he was pro-

moted to be a member of the king's council,

and of the council-general of the Inquisition,

with the appointment of judge of the palace.

He died at Lisbon on the 19th of November,
1697. Joseph Barbosa praises Joao Azevedo's

lectures on the following titles. " In Sexto ;"

—De Procuratoribus ; De Transactionibus

;

de Probationibus ; de Furtis. (Sylva, Col-

lecgam dos Documentos, SfC, da Academia
Real da Historia Portitgueza, 1727.) W. W.
AZEVE'DO, JOAO, a Portuguese monk

of the order of Eremites of St. Augustine,

was born at Santarem on the 27th of January,

1665. His father was Antonio de Azevedo
Pereira; apparently of the same family as

the poetess Angela de Azevedo. Joao took

the vows in the monastery of Our Lady of

Grace in Lisbon, on the 1st of November,
1686. Machado attributes to him general

talent and a strong memory. He devoted

himself to the study of theology, more es-

pecially in its practical application to morals.

For twenty years after the termination of

his noviciate he was employed in giving

scientific instruction to the younger inmates

of his convent. At the termination of that

period, he was elected prior of the monastery
of Ilha ; and received subsequently the ap-

pointments of rector of the college of Braga

;
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prior of the monastery of his order in Lis-

bon ; chancellor (Definidor) ofthe order ; and
examinator at the Board of Conscience. He
died in the monastery of Our Lady of Grace
at Lisbon, on the 16th of June, 1746. The
following are the only published works of

Joao de Azevedo mentioned by Barbosa Ma-
chado :— 1. " Tribunal Theologicum et Juridi-

cum contra subdolos Confessarios in Sacra-

mento Poenitentise ad Venerem sollicitantes,"

Lisbon, 1726, 4to. 2. " Tribmaal de desen-

ganos dividido em 24 desenganos, delibera-

^oes Theologicas, Escriturarias, doutrinaes,

politicas e Christaas," Lisbon, 1733, fol.

(Machado, Bihliotheca Liisitana.) W. W.
AZEVE'DO, JOAO VELASQUEZ DE.

[Velazquez de Azevedo, Joao]
AZEVE'DO, LA'ZARUS GONZALEZ

DE. [Gonzalez de Azevedo, Lazarus.]
AZEVE'DO, LUIZ, a Portuguese Jesuit,

was born at Chaves, near the frontier of Gal-

licia, in 1573. He was admitted into the

Society in 1589, and sent to Goato prosecute

his studies. He there received in succession

the appointments of master of the novices and
rector of Tana, and was sent to Abyssinia

in the company of Lorenzo Roman, about

1604. He took the four vows in Abyssinia

in 1609. About the year 1625 he esta-

blished a school for children ; and died on
the 22nd of February, 1634, having laboured

under severe illness for several years. In

Southwell's "Bibliotheca Scriptorum Socie-

tatis Jesu" it is stated, on the authority of a

MS. history of the Abyssinian mission, by
Alonso Mendez, Patriarch of Abyssinia, that

Azevedo was universally beloved in that

country for the assiduous and liberal hu-

manity with which he attended both to the cor-

poreal and spiritual wants of the people. He
was in the habit of procuring large supplies

of medicine for them from India and other

countries. He spoke fluently and understood

perfectly well the Geez and Amharic dia-

lects. Southwell gives a list of Azevedo's

translations into Amharic and " Chaldsean,"

by which we presume he means the Geez or

iEthiopic—the dialect in which the Scrip-

tures are written. They are as follows— I.

Amharic : 1 . The books of the New Testa-

ment. In this translation Azevedo was as-

sisted by Luiz Caldeira. 2. A Catechism,

translated from the Portuguese. 3. A
Grammar of the Amharic dialect, composed
originally in Latin by himself. 4. A col-

lection of Sermons on the Apostles' Creed,

for the use of his parishioners. The mate-

rials for this work were collected principally

from the works of Bellarmine. II. Geez
("Chaldsean"): 1. The Commentaries of

Francisco Toledo on Romans, and of Fran-

cisco Ribera on Hebrews. 2. " Horae Cano-

nicse et Horse B, Virginis." 3. " Annotationes

imaginum vitse Christi Domini ab Hieronymo
natali nostro futffi." 4. " Annotationes ima-

ginum Apostolorum et Eremitarum."
2 D 2
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There were two other Azevedos of the

name of Luiz :— 1. A Spanish monk of the

order of St. Augustin, born at Medinacampo
in Galicia, who died in his thirty-eighth year,

in 1600. He wrote lives of St. Tomas de

Villanueva and Friar Luis de Montoya ;
and

" Marial. Discursos morales en las Fiestas de

Nuestra Senora," published at Valladolid, in

1600, and at Lisbon, in 1602. 2. A Portu-

guese friar of the order of Dominicans, who
is said to have published a treatise on the

education of boys. (Southwell, Blhliotheca

Scriptorinn Societatis Jesu ; Cordara, Historice

Societatis Jesu, Pars Sexta ; N. Antonius,

Bihliotheca Hispana Nova.) W. W.
AZEVE'DO, LUIZ ANTO'NIO DE, a

native of Lisbon, was regius-professor ofgram-
mar and the Latin language in that city, in

1815. He published remarks on inscriptions

found in Lisbon, in the Lisbon Gazettes of

the 23rd of November, 1798, and the 9th of

February, 1799. In 1815 he published a

respectable essay on the remains of a Eoman
theatre excavated in the street of San Ma-
mede in Lisbon, in 1798. A Luiz Antonio
de Azevedo, apparently the same person,

published at Lisbon, in 1785, with copious

notes, a new edition of the translation of

the Manual of Epictetus, published by An-
tonio de Sousa, Bishop of Viseu, in 1594.

(Luiz Antonio de Azevedo, JDissertagdo

Critico-filologico-kistorica sobre o verdadeiro

anno, Sec do antigo Theatro Romano desco-

herto na excavagdo da rua de Sao Mamede
perto do Castello desta Cidade, Lisbon,

1815 ; Id., Manual de Epictete, traduzido de

Grego per 1). JFr. Antonio de Sousa, Bispo de

Viseu, novamente correcto e illustrado com
JEscolias e Annotagoes Criticas.) W. W.
AZEVE'DO, LUIZ MARINHO DE.

[Marinho de Azevedo, Luiz.]

AZEVE'DO, MANOEL DE, a Jesuit,

who was sent from Goa with Manoel Ferreira,

in 1616, to Celebes. Their mission promised
at first to be prosperous, the principal chief

of the island, who had only a short time be-

fore been visited for the first time by Portu-

guese merchants, expecting that the presence

of the Christian priests would encourage
more frequent intercourse. The influence of
the Mohammedan priests, whose jealousy was
excited by the arrival of the Jesuits, prevailed

however, and Azevedo and Ferreira were
forbidden to proselytize the natives. The
latter thereupon proceeded to the island of

Solor, where a Portuguese naval squadron

was at that time stationed. Azevedo remained
at Macassar, to be in readiness to minister to

the spiritual wants of any Portuguese seamen
or merchants who might touch there. He
remained, the only European in the place,

for about five months, and during that time

suffered much from sickness. The arrival of

a Portuguese embassy to the chief of Macas-
sar renewed his hopes, but that prince refus-

ing to enter into any treaty except on condition
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that no instruction in the Christian doctrines
was to be given to natives, and that all native
converts were to be delivered up by Portu-
guese, Azevedo sailed from the island after

a residence of about a year and a half. On the
voyage he was dangerously ill, and suspicions
were entertained of poison having been ad-
ministered to him at Macassar. Of Aze-
vedo's subsequent career nothing appears to

be known. (Cordara, Historice Societatis

Jesu, Pars Sexta.) W. W.
AZEVE'DO, MANOEL, a Portuguese

Jesuit, who lived at Rome about the middle
of the eighteenth century. He published—
1. " Opera Benedicti XIV., Pontificis Max-
imi, olim Prosperi, Cardinalis de Lamber-
tinis," Rome, 1747— 51, in 12 vols. 4to.

2. " Benedicti XIV. Doctrina de Servorum
Dei beatificatione in Synopsin redacta,"

Rome, 1757, 4to. This is an abridgment of
the contents of the first seven volumes of his

great work. 3. " Vita de Sant' Antonio di

Padova." The copy of this work in the
library of the British Museum is the fourth
edition, published at Venice in 1818. (Ade-
lung. Supplement to Jocher, Allgem. Gelehrt.

Lexicon.^ W. W.
AZEVE'DO, SYLVESTER, a Domini-

can friar, and native of Portugal. He Avas

sent from Malacca, on a mission to Caraboia,
in 1580. By his prudence and tact he con-
ciliated the King of Camboia to such an ex-
tent that he obtained leave to preach to the
natives. In 1585 he composed, at the king's

request, in the language of Camboia, a trea-

tise on the mysteries of the Christian faith.

He died in 1587. (Echard, Scriptores Or-
dinis Predicatorum.) W. W.
AZEVE'DO TOJAL, PE'DRO DE, a

Portuguese graduate in canon law, who pub-
lished at Lisbon, in 1716, an heroic poem in

twelve books, entitled " Carlos reduzido, In-

glaterra illustrada" (" Charles reclaimed, and
England enlightened"). The hero is Charles
II. of England, and the theme is his conver-
sion to the Roman Catholic faith by his queen,
Catherine of Braganza. In a dedication to

Joao V. the author informs us that the poem
had been " hammered for twelve years in

the labourer's workshop of Parnassus ;" and
in a prefatory notice he protests against any
inferences to the prejudice of his orthodoxy,
from his having introduced the machinery
of the heathen mythology into his verses.

The poem is in ottava rima, and absurd
enough to be amusing. (Pedro de Azevedo
Tojal, Carlos reduzido, Inglaterra illustrada.)

W. W.
AZEVE'DO Y ZUNIGA, CASPAR DE,

fifth count of Monterey, was the third in

descent from Diogo de Azevedo de Babila-
fuente, a Portuguese nobleman, who, by his

marriage with Francisca de Zuniga, Countess
of Monterey, brought the name of Azevedo
into that family. Caspar de Azevedo y Zu-
niga succeeded Luis de Velasquez, Marquis of
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Salinas, in the office of Viceroy of Peru in

1603. He had previously been Viceroy of

Mexico. Azevedo made his public entry into

Reyes on the 18th of January, 1(J04. He
equipped a fleet for the discovery of the great

southern continent, which was tiien an object

ofspeculation, and Pedro Fernandez de Quiros,

commander of the expedition, is said, in effect,

to have discovered some islands about the

28th degree of south latitude. The Count
of Monterey died on the IGth of March,
1606, and was buried in the church of the

Jesuits at Lima. (Imhof, Genealogice Vi-

ginti Illustrium in Hispania Familiarimi

;

Ulloa, Eesumen Historico de los Empera-
dores del Peru.) W. W.

AZEVE'DO Y ZUNIGA, MANOEL
DE, sixth Count of Monterey, was the fourth

in descent from Diogo de Azevedo, Lord of

Babilafuente, a Portuguese nobleman, who
by his marriage with Francisca de Zuiiiga,

Countess of Monterey, gave origin to a line

of Counts of Monterey, who for four gene-

rations bore the patronpiiic of Azevedo y
Zuniga. Count Manoel was Viceroy ofNaples

from 1631 to 1C37. He died without issue.

Giannone (who calls him Emmanuele di

Gusman) gives him credit for many legisla-

tive reforms carried into effect during his

viceroyalty, but complains of the increased

fiscal exactions. Of the early history of

Manoel de Azevedo y Zuniga no account

appears to have been preserved. (Imhof,

Genealogice Viginti Illustrium in Hispania
Familiarum.) W. W.
A'ZrZF, KARA'-CHELEBFZA'DE

'ABDU-L-A'ZFZ E'FENDF, the son of

Hosam Efendi, high judge of Rumelia, was
born at Constantinople, in a.h. 1000 (a.d.

1591), and being appointed to various high
civil and ecclesiastical offices, became known
as one of the most impudent and successful

intriguers among Tvirkish statesmen ; he is

likewise known as an historian and a poet.

It seems that he lost his father early, for he
was educated under the care of his elder

brother Mohammed Efendi, high judge of

Eumelia, and at the age of twenty was ap-

pointed professor at the school called Khaire-
d-din Pasha Medrese at Constantinople. He
was subsequently appointed to similar offices

at different schools and mosques at Brusa,

Adrianople, and Constantinople ; in a.h.

1035 (a.d. 1625) he became judge of Mecca.
A short time after his arrival there, he was
deposed and recalled to Constantinople, but
he succeeded in re-obtaining the favour of

his superiors, and a few years afterwards was
appointed judge of Constantinople. His in-

trigues brought upon him new disgrace.

Sultan Miirad IV. deprived him of his office

and banished him to Cyprus. Azizi', however,

had many powerful friends, and he was not

only recalled, but obtained the high post of

chief judge of Ivumelia, which his father and
his brother had held. Azizi took an active part
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in the conspiracy against Sultan Ibrahim I,,,

which resulted in the deposition and murder
of that prince. Azi'zi was one of those who
entered the seraglio and declared to the
sultan that his deposition was unavoidable,
on which occasion he made use of such in-

sulting expressions that the historian Naima
has not ventured to repeat them in his Annals,
nor does Azlzi mention them in his own his-

torical works. Thus much, however, is ac-

knowledged as true by the Turkish his-

torians, that Sultan Ibrahim having implored
his minister to show him some indulgence,

Azizi silenced him with these words :
"• You

are unworthy to be padishah, you have aban-
doned the path of your ancestors." Azi'zi

was also one of those who insisted upon
Ibrahim being put to death. This was the
first example in Turkey of a sultan being
executed.

No sooner was Ibrahim succeeded by his

son Mohammed IV. than Azizi flattered the
new sultan by presenting him, in presence
of the members of the diwan, with his
" Kiafiyes," a work on jurisprudence and
divinity ; and the sultan found so much plea-

sure in reading it, that Azlzi, trusting to his

master's favour; plotted against the mufti
Behaji, bu.t being unable to effect his depo-
sition, he declared he would not be quiet till

the title and rank of a mufti were conferred

upon himself. The co-existence of two
muftis was against the constitution of the

church, as well as of the empire, but
he nevertheless carried his point, and ob-
tained the title of mufti. Shortly after-

wards the real mufti, Behajf, insulted the

English ambassador. Sir Thomas Bendish,
and put him into prison, an event of which.
Azfzi availed himself for the purpose of de-

posing Behaji and having himself chosen
mufti in his stead. This took place early in

A.H. 1061 (a.d. 1651). However, he re-

mained in his post only during five months,
for his chief protectors, the Sultana Walide
and the Agha of the Janissaries, having died,

he was deposed and banished to Chios. Two
years afterwards he obtained his pardon, and
was appointed judge of Gallipoli, but this

place being more honourable than lucrative,

he intrigued till he obtained the income of

the island of Chios as a pension. Azizi died

in A.H. 1068 (a.d. 1657), and was buried at

Brusa. Besides the " Kiafiyes," mentioned
above, Azizi was the author of the following

works:— 1. A Turkish translation of the

Life of Mohammed by the Persian Kiar-

ziinf. 2. " Halli yetu-l-enbiii" (the ornament
of the prophet) ; and, 3. " Mizetes safa " (the

mirror of purity), two works on the prophet

Mohammed. 4, 5, and 6, three historical

works (" Tarikhi") : the first is a universal

history, goes down to a.h. 1056 (a.d. 1646),

and is entitled " Rauzatu-l-cl)rar" (the garden
of the just) ; the second is a history of his

own time, from a.h. 1056 to 1069 (a.d. 1646
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to 1658), and maybe considered as a more
detailed continuation of the universal his-

tory ; and the third is a history of the reign

of Sultan Soliman the Legislator, commonly
called the Great. All these works are cha-

racterized by a brilliant style. The most
remarkable is the history of his own time, so

rich in important events, but the author is

reproached with being prejudiced, especially

against the muftis, and generally all those

who thwarted his plans or held offices which
he wished to obtain for himself, Azizi also

wrote many lyrical poems, some of which
are given by Von Hammer in a German
translation. None of the works of Azizf

have been printed. MSS, of " Raiizatu-1-

elarar" are in the libraries of Von Hammer
at Vienna, and of the college of St. John at

Graz. (Von Hammer, Gesckichte der Os-
manischen Diclitkioist, vol. iii. p. 426—429,
Gesckichte des Osmanischen Beiches, vol. v.

p. 168, 449, 503, 535, vi. p. 44, &c.) W. P.

AZNAR, or ASINA'RIUS, from whom
is traced the descent of the first dynasty of

the kings of Navarre, is first mentioned in

history as Count of Jaca, which he had taken
from the Moors, and commander of the
" March" of Aragon for the Emperor Louis
I. in 819. A few years after, 823 or 824, his

name occurs in connection with an expedi-

tion sent from Aquitaine against the Na-
varrese, who had allied themselves to the

Moors ; it comprised a strong body of troops

and many covmts, amongst whom two only
are named, Ebles and Azuar, the latter of
whom is described as Count of Citerior

Vascony. They descended without obstacle

as far as Pamplona, and accomplished the

object of their expedition (" re peracta" is the

chronicler's expression) ; but on their return,

according to the Author Vitse Ludovici Pii,

they experienced the " wonted perfidy of the

place and the innate treachery of the inha-

bitants" in the defile of Roncevaux (or rather

Ibaneta). The Franks were surprised and
surrounded by the joint forces of the Basques
and Moors, and destroyed or made prisoners

to a man, with all their baggage and the

plunder which they had collected. Ebles
was sent to Abdu-r-rahman H., King of Cor-
dova, but Aznar was spared and released, as

being " near in blood" to the victors. About
832 he profited by the quarrels of King
Pepin of Aquitaine with his father the Em-
peror Louis, to render himself independent
in his county of Citerior Vascony, in the pos-

session of which he died, in 836, of a dreadful

death, according to the annals of S. Ber-
tinus. His son Sancho Sancion, expelled

from Citerior Vascony, took refuge in Na-
varre, of wliich he was proclaimed count by
the inhabitants, and the possession of which
he transmitted to his own sou Garcia.

Garcia Ximenes L, son of Garcia, took the

title of king on his accession, 869.

Notwithstanding the statement to that
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effect in the " Biographic Universelle," it

does not appear that Aznar ever possessed
any authority in Navarre. There is even
nothing but probability to connect the Aznar,
Count of Jaca in 819, with the Aznar, Covmt
of Citerior Vascony in 823, though it is easy
to conceive that the former might have been
expelled in the mterval from the much dis-

puted Spanish Marches by the alliance of the

Moors and Navarrese. {L'Art de Verifier les

Dates ; Eois de Navarre ; Oyheuart, Notitia
utrinsqne Vasconice, 4to. Paris, 1 638 ; Fauriel,

Histoire de la Gaide Me'ridionale, vol. iv.)

J. M. L.
AZO, also named AZZO or AZOLINUS,

one of the greatest jurists of the middle ages,

was born about the middle of the twelfth

century. His name is sometimes found, but
in no good authority, with the prefix of
Dominicus ; sometimes, but erroneously, with
the surname of Ramenghis, or with that of
Porcus or Porcius, which has several old
testimonies in its favour ; at other times,

according to the custom of the age, it is

coupled with that of his father Soldanus.

He was a native of Bologna, as is proved by
his own testimony in the Prooemium to his
" Sum of the Institutes," and by the more
ancient authorities, and not, as has been
stated by later authors, of Casalmaggiore
or Montpellier. He never professed juris-

prudence except in the University of Bo-
logna, although by an error, similar to that

with respect to his birth-place, he is fre-

quently stated to have given lessons at Mo-
dena or Montpellier. The mistake arises

from his having been confounded with other

Glossators, Placentinus and Pillius, who con-

tinued his " Sum of the Code," and the former
of whom was long a resident at Montpellier.

So prevalent, however, did the error become,
that a carved head of Azo, together with that

of Placentinus, formed one of the ornaments
on the maces of the University of Mont-
pellier.

Azo was a pupil of Johannes Bassianus,

but he far surpassed his master's fame and
success. It is related that he had ten thou-

sand scholars, and that he was obliged to

deliver his lessons in the open air, in the

square of San Stefano. The tale amounts to

this, that he once changed his lecture-room
for a more spacious one in the square, and
that the University of Bologna numbered in

his time ten thousand students. Among his

pupils, many of whom attained legal emi-
nence, it will be sufficient to name the elder

Accursius.

Azo was frequently employed on state

affairs by the city of Bologna. Harsh
towards his adversaries, he seems to have
possessed some independence of character.

Odofredus relates that the Emperor Henry
VI., on the occasion of his visit to Bologna
(in 1191), was riding one day with Azo and
another professor of jurisprudence of the
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name of Lotharius, when the emperor asked

of them to whom belonged the " merum im-

perimn ?" Lotharius answered, to the prince

alone : Azo, on the contrary, replied that

other judges were also entitled thereto.

Lotharius was rewarded with the present of

a horse on his return, and Azo received no-

thing. He alludes himself to the circum-

stance, whilst repeating the obnoxious posi-

tion, in one of his works, and makes it the

occasion of a bad pun :
" Licet ob hoc ami-

serim equum, quod nou fidt aquum." It

must not be supposed, however, that he en-

tertained a low opinion of the imperial pre-

rogative: in the very first chapter of his
" Sum of the Code" he derives the word codex

from cogere, otherwise imperare, which, says

he, is peculiar to the emperor.

He is said to have known little of the liberal

arts and of the canon law. This, however,

must not be received without qualification,

for his works (especially his '" Readings on
the Code," besides quoting Virgil, Juvenal,

and Persius) contain references to the Decre-

tum, the Decretales, the opinions of the

canonists and the practice of the Pontifical

Courts, as well as to the Lombard Code, the

customary law of Milan, Ferrara, France,

and Spain. He is even stated by some au-

thors to have become a canonist in his latter

years, and to have entered holy orders ; but

this results from confounding him with two
later canonists, Azo Lambertaccius and Azo
de Ramenghis.
The date and manner of his death are

alike uncertain. Savigny mentions to have
seen, in 1825, in the town cemetery of Bo-
logna, his epitaph, restored in 1496, and pur-

porting to be transcribed from an older one,

which gives the date of his death in 1200.

But he is proved from authentic documents
to have been still living in 1220 ; and al-

though Sarti, usually accurate, considers him
to have died in that year, Savigny most inge-

niously conjectures that his death did not

take place till 1230 at the earliest. In one

passage of his works he blames a jurist of the

name of Jacobus for having at Genoa de-

livered judgment on horseback and in his

armour. Now this, it is argued, could

scarcely apply to an older jurist of that name,
of whom nothing is related that can serve to

explain so curious a passage; but it agrees

perfectly with what is known of Jacopo Bal-

duini, one of Azo's own pupils, who became
podesta of Genoa in 1229.

A frequent version of his death is, that

having in a fit of passion killed one of his

colleagues, he was publicly beheaded. But
the story is not possibly applicable to the

jurists Bulgarus or Martinus, one or the other

of whom is usually named as the victim ; and
if the same objection does not apply to Hugo-
linus, who also sometimes figures in the tale,

at least the whole account rests on no early

authority. Odofredus, the nearest of all in
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point of time, mentions that Azo's devotion
to his duties was so unremitted that he never
felt ill except in vacation time, and actually

died in the autumn vacation ; and that as a
mark of respect towards his memory, the
beginning of the scholastic year, which had
till then opened on St. Luke's day, was de-

ferred to that of All Saints'. This account
hardly tallies with the supposition of his

having undergone an ignominious death.

The mistake is probably founded on some
real event, such as that of the execution of
Azo's own son Ameus, in 1243; or perhaps
that of another jurist, Azo Porchus, in 1247.

But the latter account, which only rests on
the testimony of Ludovico Cavitelli, an an-

nalist of Cremona in the sixteenth century,

is probably only another version of the same
fable.

Azo left five sons, and his posterity can be
traced at Bologna down to the close of the

fourteenth century ; but they never attained

to wealth or eminence.
The works of Azo are six. 1. His " Glos-

ses," manuscript, remarkable as being the

earliest which have often sufficient sequency
to form a continuous commentary, 2. His
Readings on the Code, known under the title

of " Azonis ad Singulas L. L. xii. libr. Cod.
Just. Commentarius et magnus apparatus."

They were collected by one of Azo's scholars,

Alexander a S. Egidio, otherwise unknown,
and were twice published, the first time by
Contius, Paris, 1577, and again, with new
title-pages, in 1581 and 1611; the second
time at Lyon, 4to. 1596. Notwithstanding
the title of Apparatus, it is clear that this

work is merely a collection of notes, taken
down from oral delivery ; this is proved
by the frequent occurrence of familiar ex-

pressions, Italian phrases, jokes, proverbs, and
mnemonic verses. That part of the pub-
lished volume which treats of the Tres Libri

(the last three books of the Code) is not, how-
ever, by Azo, but by Hugolinus. Savigny
reckons this book the most valuable of all

the works of the Glossators, as exhibiting the

method followed by them in teaching, and as

comprising a number of various readings

of the texts which are not to be found else-

where.
3. The " Summa Codicis," and, 4. " Summa

Institutionum," the groundworks of his fame.

Though they completely supplanted in com-
mon use all previous works of a similar

nature, it must not be forgotten that three

different Sums had already been composed on
the Code, by Rogerius, Placentinus, and Jo-

hannes Bassianus. The first and last of these

are never even mentioned by Azo himself; but

he speaks in a somewhat disparaging tone of

the irregularities and defects in the work of

Placentinus. The Sums of Azo, which, as

is shown in the preface and conclusion, con-

stituted but one work in the idea of the

author, received subsequent additions from
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Hugolinus and Odofredus ; and there gradu-

ally arose a collection of Sums, or Commenta-
ries, on the whole Corpus Juris, usually in-

cluded in one volume, and compi'ising those

of the Code and Institutes by Azo ; that of the

three Digests, attributed to Johannes, but in

reality by Hugolinus ; that of the Tres Li-

bri, begun by Placentinus, continued by

Pillius, and never completed ; and lastly,

that of the Novels, by Pillius, The whole

collection was frequently attributed to Azo,

and hence the inextricable confusion in which

Diplovataccio and other later authors have

involved their accounts of the lives and writ-

ings of Azo, Johannes, Placentinus, and Pil-

lius. The editions of the Sums are thirty

in number, from that of Spire, 1482, fol. to

that of Venice, 1610, fol., which may be dis-

tributed as follows, according to the places

of publication: one at Spire, one at Milan,

one at Geneva, two at Pavia, two at Bale,

six at Venice, and no less than seventeen at

Lyon, all either in fol. or 4to.

.5. The " Brocarda," consisting of short

maxims of law, for which authorities are

quoted. Two opposite positions are often

quoted in succession, each with its array of

testimony, after which the writer gives his

own comment, and endeavours generally to

reconcile the discrepancy. There are some
additions to it by a jurist of the name of

Cacciavillano. The "Brocarda" were pub-

lished with the Sums in the editions of 1566

and 1581, Venice, fol. ; Lyon, 1593, fol. ; and

Venice, 1610, fol. ; and also separately at

Bale, 1567, 8vo. 6. The last extant work
of Azo is the " Quscstiones Sal)bathingp," in

manuscript. His " Definitiones" and "Dis-

tinctiones" are lost. Various other works
have been attributed to Azo ; some by a con-

fusion of name between him and Azo Lam-
bertaccius and Azo de Ramenghis.

The reputation which Azo's Svims acquired

and retained for a long time was almost

unbounded. It passed into a proverb that no
forensic matters could be transacted without

them :—" Chi non ha Azzo non vada a pa-

lazzo." At Verona, at Padua, no persons could

be admitted to the College of Advocates who
were not in possession of the book ; nor at

Milan, unless such possession were evidenced

by production in open court and by the oath

of the candidate. Gravina still speaks of the

work as indispensable to every jurist. Azo
was called the " fountain of law," the " trump
of truth" (veritatis tuba), and even in his

epitaph the " god of jurists" (jureconsultorum

numini). (Savigny, Geschichte des Romischen

Rechts im Mittelalter, vols. iv. and vi.

;

Tiraboschi, Storia della Litteratura Italiana

;

Panzirolus, De Claris Legum Interpret ibus.)

J. M. L.

AZO, HERMENRICUS. [Adsc]
AZOLINUS. [Azo.]

AZORIA, CAROLUS. [Aquila, Cas-

par.]
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AZPILCUETA, MARTIN, a famous
doctor of the canon law, in the sixteenth

century, is often called "the Navarrese,"

from the kingdom of his birth. He was
born, according to Niceron, on the 13th of

December, 1491 ;
according to Antonio, in

the year 1493, at Varasoayn, a town near

Pampeluna, in the kingdom of Navarre,

which was then an independent state, and

governed by kings of the house of D'Albret.

He became, when young, a canon regular of

Roncesvalles, and commenced his studies at

the university of Alcala. In 1512, when
Jean d'Albret, the King of Navarre, re-

tired to France from the invasion of Fer-

dinand the Catholic, King of Aragon, he

was followed by Francisco Navari-a, one

of the principal church dignitaries, and it

is supposed that Martin, who was patron-

ized by Francisco, and who went to France

about the same time, went in his com-

pany, and from the same motives. Az-

pilcueta remained fourteen years in France,

and taught canon law at Toulouse and Cahors.

At the end of that time Francisco submitted

to the Emperor, Charles V. as King of

Navarre, and received the bishopric of

Ciudad Rodrigo; Azpilcueta also soon af-

ter returned to Spain, and taught at the

university of Salamanca. It is stated by
De Thou that in after-life he frequently

urged on Charles V. and Philip II. the duty

of restoring Navarre to its rightful owners.

He was first lecturer on the Decretals, and

then on canon law in general, the study of

which, till then not so much cultivated in

Spain as in France, he revived with such

effect that he became celebrated throughout

Europe, and John III. of Portugal, who was

anxious to obtain teachers of celebrity for the

university of Coimbra, solicited permission

for his removal from the Emperor Charles V.,

and tempted him with one thousand pieces of

gold a year, the largest salary that had ever

been paid to a professor either in France or

the Peninsula. Azpilcueta taught at Sala-

manca for fourteen years, and at Coimbra for

sixteen, after which he retired with a pen-

sion, went in the first instance to his na-

tive town, and afterwards lived for twelve

years at the court of Spain as confessor to

some of the princesses of the royal family.

He was now arrived at a time of life

when he might very reasonably have

looked for repose, but in his eightieth year

he was summoned to greater activity than

ever. His friend Bartholome de Carranza,

who had been distinguished in England,

during the reign of Queen Mary, by his suc-

cessful efforts to reclaim the university of

Oxford to the Roman Catholic belief, was
now, when holding the office of Archbishop

of Toledo, the highest ecclesiastical dignity

in Spain, himself accused of heresy, and

compelled to defend himself from the charge

before the tribunal of the Inquisition at Val-
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ladolid. De Thou says that Azpilcueta em-
braced Carranza's cause with firmness, though
he could not be ignorant that Philip and his

ministers were against him, and, from docu-
ments first brought to light in Llorente's
" History of the Inquisition," it appears that

this statement was well founded, though An-
tonio asserts that it was at Philip's express
command that Azpilcueta became Carranza's

counsel. The then pope, Pius V., removed
the cause to his own jurisdiction at Rome,
and thither Azpilcueta followed. An account
of the proceedings is given at some length by
Llorente, with the principal arguments used
by Azpilcueta (whom he incorrectly calls

Alpizcueta throughout) and the opposing
counsel. The investigation lasted some years,

and, as nothing could be proved against Car-
ranza, he was finally ordered to dissolve all

suspicion of heresy by a public abjuration of
obnoxious doctrines, soon after which he died

at Rome, in the monastery of Santa Maria so-

pra Minerva, on the 2nd of May, 157G. His
advocate was treated with such distinguished

honour, that he appears to have lost all wish
to return home, Pius V. named him assessor

to Cardinal Francesco Alciati, the vice-peni-

tentiary. Gregory XIII., the successor of
Pius, used never to pass Azpilcueta's door,

which he frequently did on horseback, with-

out summoning him to have a conversation

in the street, which generally lasted about an
hour. Throughout Rome his name became so

famous, that De Rossi, the contemporary bio-

grapher, says that every one who excelled in

an art or profession was called its "Navarro."
Covarrubias, the pupil of Azpilcueta, sur-

passed him, in De Rossi's opinion, in learning

as a canonist, but he never attained to such
universal fame. The same writer gives a

pleasing description of Azpilcueta's charac-

ter. " He was," he says, " of so liberal and
beneficent a disposition that he never suffered

any one who rendered him even the smallest

service to depart without his reward. There
used to be a great contention between my
brother and myself, when we were little

boys, as to which of us should take him his

monthly salary as counsellor, which my
father had to pay him. My father, who
knew his disposition, and wished us to get a

little pocket-money without any expense of

his own, used to send sometimes one and
sometimes the other on the errand, and we
were never disappointed : whoever went was
sure to return in a joyous mood with a

piece of silver money at the least." Another
biographer, Thomasini, relates that Azpil-

cueta's mule, on which he rode through
Rome, always stopped, as a matter of course,

when he came to a beggar, and did not

move on till his master had bestowed the

customary donation. He had practised charity

from an early age : when a professor at

Toulouse and Salamanca he was frequently

'Seen in the morning delivering his lectures
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on the law, and in the afternoon acting as a
servant in the hospitals, and performing the
most menial offices for the sick. The good
old man was equally strict in the duties of
religion, and never, at the most advanced
age, omitted the prescribed fasts. Though
of a weak constitution, he continued in suf-

ficient health to give legal advice, which he
afforded gratuitously to all who applied, till

within five days of his death, which took
place on the 21st of June, 1586, when he
was, according to Antonio, at the age of
ninety-three. He was honoured with a magni-
ficent funeral by order of Pope Sixtus V. and
a monument with a bust was erected to him
in the church of St. Anthony of Portugal,,

where he was interred. In his funeral ora-
tion, by Correa, which was afterwards printed,

it was erroneously stated that his age was up-
wards of a century.

There are, according to Clement, four
editions of Azpilcueta's works :— 1. " Opera
Omnia," Rome, 1590, 3 vols, folio. 2. Lyon,
1595—97, 3 vols, folio, the title of which,
according to the Bodleian Catalogue, is

" Pleraque Opera." 3. At Venice, 1602,
6 vols. 4to., the first four of which contain
all, and more than all, that is given in the
two preceding editions, while the last two
are occupied by " Consilia et Responsa."
4. At Cologne, IGIG, 2 vols, folio. An
abridgment of the whole of his works was
published by Castellanus, in 1 vol. 4to., at

Venice, in 1598. The separate works, and
the editions of them, are so numerous, that

for a list of the whole we must refer to the

second volume of Nicolas Antonio, or the
fifth of Niceron. The most remarkable
are:— 1. " Manuale sive Enchiridion Con-
fessariorum et Penitentium," a manual for

confessors and penitents, into which, as

Azpilcueta told Roscius Hortinus, one of his

biographers, he had introduced all he knew.
In the preface to it in its Latin shape Azpil-

cueta tells us that he had at first only made
additions to a similar work ])y another writer,

that afterwards he had recast the Avliole in

Portuguese, that he had next re-written it in

Spanish with additions, and that finally, when
at Rome, he had translated it with numerous
alterations into Latin. At the time of the

first recasting, he had, he says, spent a whole
year upon it, shut up in a printing-office,

with no other society than two monks who
assisted him in the work. The "Manual"
has had three augmenters, Simon JNIagnus

Ramlotseus, Francisco de Sesa, and Victorelli,

and three abridgers, Cominio Ventura, Este-

van de Avila, and Pedro Alagona. It has

been censured by Jurieu, on the same ground
for which similar manuals have generally

been censured by Protestant writers, that it

points out too clearly actions which are bet-

ter buried in oblivion, and even the Roman
Catholic critic Du Pin considers Azpilcueta

as sometimes lax in his morals. Its stvle is
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not elegant, but the work abounds in con-
densed matter. 2. " De reditibus Ecclesi-

asticis," a treatise on benefices, also translated

by Azpilcueta himself from a Spanish trea-

tise of his OAvn :
" Tratado de las rentas de

los beneficios eclesiasticos para saber en que
se han de gastar," Valladolid, 1566. In this

treatise Azpilcueta maintains that the holders

of ecclesiastical benefices are bound to expend
on their own wants no more than is strictly

necessary, and to distribute all the remainder
to the poor. So unpalatable a doctrine soon
found an opponent in an ecclesiastic, Fran-
cisco Sarmiento, judge of the Ruota, who con-

troverted it in a treatise bearing the same
title, " De reditibus Ecclesiasticis," to which
the learned canonist rejoined in '' Apologeti-
cum pro libro suo." Azpilcueta afterwards
incorporated the matter of both his treatises

in one, entitled " De reditibus Beneficiorum
Ecclesiasticorum," dedicated to Pope Pius V.
His remaining works are, " On the Canoni-
cal Hours ;" " On Silence during Divine
Service ;" " On the Year of the Jubilee, and
on Indulgences in general ;" " On the ends of
Human Actions," &c. To the last is ap-

pended an " Apologetic Letter to the Duke
of Albuquerque," in which, while refuting a
report which was prevalent at Rome, that he
had fallen into disgrace with Philip II., Az-
pilcueta is led to give some particulars of his

life, from which subsequent biographers have
drawn most of their information. There is

also a biography of him by Simon Magnus
Ramlotseus, prefixed to his edition of the
" Manuale," at Rome, in 1575, and conse-

quently published during Azpilcueta's life-

time, a proceeding atwhich he openly testified

his displeasure. (N. Antonius, Bihliotheca

HispanaiNova, edit, of 1788, ii. 93—98
; Ni-

ceron, Memoires des hommes illustres dans la

Repuhlique des Lettres,Y. 1—13; Erythraus
[De Rossi], Pinacotheca illustrium Virorum, p.

1; Clement, Bihliotheque curieuse, ii. 317;
De Thou, Histoire Universelle ; Llorente,

Historia critica de la Inquisicion de Espana,
vii. 103, 117, &c., French translation, edit,

of 1740, vi. 631.) T. W.
AZRAKI, a Persian poet and sage, who

lived in the eleventh century of our sera,

was born at Herat, and became distinguished
for his varied acquirements at the court of
Tughan Shah, a prince of the Saljviki dynasty,
whose seat of government was Nishapiir. Of
this prince we have not been able to find any
notice in the histories of Persia ; Daulat-
shfih, however, extols him (in his notice of
Azraki) as the very perfection of a ruler.

Von Hammer states that Tughan Shah was
the nephew of Toghrul, one of the founders
of the Saljiiki dynasty. Azraki was the

author, or rather the extractor, of a work
called " The Book of Sindbad," consisting of
maxims of practical philosophy. This work
has no connection with the famed Sindbad of
the sea, whose adventures we read of in the
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" Arabian Nights." The Persians seem to have
received from India, in very ancient times, a
work of a philosophical character which they
called the " Sindbdd-nama," or book of Sind-
bad. In Azraki's time the language of
this work (the Pahlavi) had of course
become unintelligible to the people at

large ; and it is most likely that the poet
merely abridged the original work in the

language of his own day ; but whether
in prose or verse his biographer says not.

Another work of which Azraki was the
author, is called "Alfiyah wa shalfiya,"

written for the amusement of Toghan Shah,
the subject being the history of a lady
Avith a thousand lovers, enriched, according
to Daulatshah, with most delectable pictures.

According to Lutf 'Ali Beg, Azraki was the

author of a diwdn, or collection of odes,

amounting in all to ten thousand couplets,

yet Daulatshah, who lived much nearer the
poet's lifetime, makes no mention of the latter

work. If any of Azraki's works be still ex-
tant, we believe they are very rare, at least

we are not aware that there are any of them
in Europe. (Daulatshah, Persian Poets

;

Von Hammer, Geschichte der Schbnen Pede-
kiinste Persiens.) D. F.

AZRIEL, R. (^Nniy n), a Jewish the-

ological M^iter, of whose country, or the pe-

riod at which he lived, we find no record.

He is the repiited author of the work called
" Seder Keria" (" The Order of Reading"),
which treats of the proper order of the read-

ings from the various Holy books, and the

Talmud, on the great Jewish festivals : it was
printed at Amsterdam a.m. 5450 (a.d. 1690),
12mo. In the library at Turin there is also

a manuscript exposition of the Morning
Prayer by this author. (Wolfius, Biblioth.

Hehr. i. 943, iii. 939.) C. P. H.

AZRIEL BEN MENACHEM, R.

(DHiD p ^Nnry "'\), a Jewish Cabbalistical

writer, of an uncertain period. He is the au-
thor of "Sepher Hammilluini" ("The Book
of Fulfilments"), which is a Cabbalistical trea-

tise : it is cited at the end of the Mantuan edi-

tion of the "Sepher Jetzira." Wolff is of
opinion that this Azriel is the same person
cited by Bartolocci as R. Azariah the Cabbal-
ist of Catalonia, ofwhom there is a manuscript
Cabbalistical work in the Vatican library, in
which the author says that he had learned
from his elders that the ancient Tetragram-
matic name of God should be written Cab-
balistically with three circles inserted in
each stroke of the four letters of which it is

composed. Wolff does not state the grounds
of this his opinion, but we see some confirma-
tion of it in the manner in which Bartolocci
has spelt Azariah in this instance (X''"1TJ/)

which is more likely to be Azriel, the two
letters j^ and ^ being often contracted to-

gether in Hebrew manuscripts in such a way
that they may on a casual glance be mistaken
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for 5,5 only. Bartolocci also calls this author

Azariah ben Menachem, (Wolfius, Bihlioth.

Hehr. i. 946 ; Bartoloccius, Bihlioth. Mag.
liahh. iv. 284 ; Le Long, Bihlioth. Sacra, ii.

621.) C. P.H.

AZRIEL BEN MOSES, R. (p b^nty "I

^)hr[ ni^D) called the Levite, a German
Jewish theological writer, who was chief

Rabbi of the synagogue of Tarnogrod, to-

wards the latter part of the seventeenth

century. He is the author of " Sepher Na-

chalath Ezriel" (" The Book of the Inherit-

ance of Azriel"), which is a collection of

discourses arranged according to the Sections

(Parashas) of the Pentateuch, and illustrative

of various passages of the Ghemara, Tose-

photh, and Medrashim on those Sections.

It was edited after the author's decease by

R. Samson ben Chajim, and printed at

Frankfort on the Oder, by Jo. Christ. Bec-

mann, a.m. 5451 (a.d. 1691), in 4to. (Wol-

fius, Bihlioth. Hehr. i. 946, iii. 873 ;
Le Long,

Bihlioth. Sacra, ii. 621.) C. P. H.

AZRIEL BEN MOSES MEISEL, R.

ih^^V^ n^Ki \2 'pxnTV n), a PoUsh Rabbi,

a native of Wilna, residing at Prague in the

beginning of the eighteenth century. In

conjunction with his son Elijah, he under-

took a new edition of the Jewish prayer-

book called "Sepher Tephilla," to which

he added grammatical notes in the mar-

gin, as instructions to the reader for sup-

plying the vowel points to certain words of

the prayers, which are of ambiguous and

obscure meaning, and of dubious punctua-

tion, and thus fixing their proper reading.

At the end there is subjoined a short tract

by the son, called " Mahane Elijahu" (" The
Answer of Elijah"), which consists of rules

for reading the Hebrew language, with some

fiirther exposition of the " Sepher Tephilla."

It was printed at Frankfort on the Main, by

Joh. Wust, A.M. 5464 (a.d. 1704), 8vo. We
learn from the title that these prayers had

been twice before printed in the same form

at Prague, first edited by a R. Levi, and

afterwards by R. Shabtai, a scribe of Pre-

mislaw (Przemysl), in Gallicia. A new
edition, revised by R. Azriel, was printed at

Berlin a.m. 5473 (a.d. 1713), under the new
title "Tephilla derec siach hassade" ("A
Prayer by way of meditation in the field"),

alluding to the prayer of Isaac when walk-

ing in the field in evening meditation, as

described Gen. xxiv. 63, and in which the

word " Siach" indicates by the figures Ge-

matria (vol. i. p. 156, note), the name of the

editor Azriel, the letters of which both words

are composed being resolvable into the num-
ber 318. To this latter edition is also pre-

fixed a set of rules in the Judseo-Germanic

language, for rightly and grammatically pro-

nouncing these prayers. (Wolfius, Bihlioth.

Hehr. iii. 873 874.) C P. H.

AZULAI, R. ABRAHAM BEN MOR-
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AZULAI.

DECAi i''i6m ^mnp p on"ip« n), a

Jewish Cabbalistical Avriter, who lived daring

the early part of the seventeenth century. He
was a native of Fez in Marocco, but of Spanish

descent. In the year a.m. 5379 (a.d. 1619),

the city of Fez being almost depopulated by
the plague, he removed thence into the Holy
Land, and settled at Hebron, where he died

A.M. 5404 (a.d. 1644). His works are :— 1.

" Zohare Chamma" (" The Splendours of the

Sun"), which is an abridgment of the com-
mentary of R. Abraham Galante on the book
" Zohar." In his preface the author says

that he calls his work "Zohare Chamma"
because it forms the first part of a work
which he has in hand to be called "Or
Chamma" ("The Light of the Sun"), in

which he means to illustrate the whole of

the book "Zohar," for which purpose he

is studying the works of R. Moses of Cor-

dova and R. Chajim Vital. The " Zohare

Chamma" extends only to the end of the

book of Genesis, whereas the " Zohar" is

a Cabbalistical commentary on the whole of

the Pentateuch and the five "Megilloth"

(vol. i. p. 131, note). The author finished the

"Zohare Chamma" at Hebron, a.m. 5382

(a.d. 1622). It was printed at Venice by
Andr. Vendramini, a.m. 5410 (a.d. 1650),

4to. : this work is cited, and a considerable

extract from it translated, in the " Cabbala

Denudata," vol. ii. 2. " Chesed le Abraham"
(" Mercy to Abraham," Mich. vii. 20) ; in this

work the author comments cabbalistically on

all the peculiar doctrines of the Jewish reli-

gion, from the " Zohar," as well as from the

works of Moses of Cordova, Isaac Luria, and

other cabbalistical writers. The work is di-

vided into seven parts, which he calls " Aja-

noth" (Fountains), and to each of which he

gives a separate title, as— 1. "En Col" (" A
Fountain for all"), which treats on God's Provi-

dence and Omnipresence. 2. " En Hakkore"
('• The Fountain of him that calleth"), Judg.

XV. 19, which treats on the formation of the

heavens and the earth, on the excellence and

reasonableness of the divine law, and of the

nocturnal study of it, and other matters. In

the preface the author gives an account of his

own life, which will be found translated in the

"Acta Eruditorum Lipsise," for 1687. The
"Chesed le Abraham" was first printed at

Sulzbach, a.m. 5445 (a.d. 1685), in 4to., and

at Amsterdam, by Emanuel Athias, the same

year. 3. " Kenaph Renanim" (" The Peacocks'

Wing"), Job xxxix. 13, is an abbreviation

of,the book called "Sepher Hackevannoth"

("The Book of Opinions"), of R. Isaac

Luria. R- Shabtai, in the " Siphte Jeshenim,"

calls this an excellent work. 4. " Kirjath

Arbah," Gen. xxiii. 2, which, according to

the " Siphte Jeshenim," is also a commentary

on the book " Zohar," and which appears to

have received its title from the author's

dwelling-place, where it was written, Kirjath

Arbah and Hebron being the same city. He
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left also many other worl'is in manuscript,

which were in the possession of his descend-

ant R. Chajim David Azulai, among which
were a commentary on the Scriptures and
another on the Mishna. (De Rossi, Dizion.

Storic. decjl. Alitor. Ebrei, i. 59 ; Wolfius,

Bihlioth. Hehr. i. 88, 89, iii. 53, 54, iv. 766,

767 ; Bartoloccius, IBihUoth. Mag. liabb. i.

15; Acta Eraditor. Lips'ice, 1687, pp. 88

—

'90; Kabbala Deniidata,n. p. ii. 145— 186;
J. C. Wagenseilius, Sota, p. 1233.) C. P. H.
AZULAI, R. CHAJIM DAVID

('•x'piTN* in Q^^n n), a learned Jewish writer,

who was living at Leghorn during the latter

part of the eighteenth and the beginning of

the present century, was the grandson or

grand-nephew of Abraham ben Mordecai
Azulai, and is the author of several works by
which he has acquired a considerable repu-

tation ; the most celebrated among these is

his Bibliographical work on the Hebrew
writers called " Shem Haghedolim" (" The
Name of the Great Ones"), the first part of

which was printed a.m. 5534 (a.d. 1774),
the second part a.m. 5546 (a.d. 1786), and
the third a.m. 5556 (a.d. 1796), with the new
title of " Vahad LachacaminV (" The Assem-
bly of the Wise"). (De Rossi, Dizion. Storic.

degl. Alitor. Ebrei, i. 59.) C. P. H.
AZU'NI, DOMENICO ALBERTO, a

distinguished lawyer and antiquarian, was
bom at Sassari, in Sardinia, on the 3rd of
August, 1749. He studied law in the uni-

versities of Sassari and Turin. Sassai'i had,

a short time previous to Azuni's entering it,

been reformed by the exertions of Carlo
Emanuele III. and his enlightened minister

Count Bogino. Distinguished professors had
been invited from all parts of Italy, and
among the students Azuni's contemporaries

were Gemelli, Berlendi, Gagliardi, and others

since distinguished in Italian literature.

Azuni had given indications of talents of

no common order from his childhood, and,

stimulated by the lively spirit of emulation
which animated his academical companions,
he devoted himself with enthusiasm to

study. He applied himself to the Roman
law, and, before he left Sassari, maintained
an honourable, though unsuccessful, com-
petition with jurists much his seniors, for

the professorship of the Pandect. At Turin
he studied the practical branches of his pro-

fession ; was admitted into the office of the

Intendent-General, and appointed Vice-In-

tendent at Nice.

In 1782 he was appointed Judge of the

Consolato of Nice ; and the class of cases

which were submitted to the decision of this

tribunal appear to have first directed his at-

tention to that branch of legal study in

which he most distinguished himself. The
fruit of his studies in this department were
given to the world in 178G-7-8, in his " Di-

zionario universale raggionato della Giuris-

prudenza mercantile." This work, in every
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practical respect, was a great improvement
upon that of Savary, which preceded it.

The information respecting geography, ma-
niifactures, &c., which, although indispen-

sable in such a work, had been so extended

by Savary as to render his publication in-

convenient for mere purposes of legal re-

ference, was kept within due limits by
Azuni. The dictionary of Azvmi, too, is a

digest of the mercantile law of Europe,

whereas that of Savary contains almost ex-

clusively French mercantile law. The stjie,

though sufficiently precise, is not disfigured

by unnecessary technicalities ; and, what is

the most valuable feature of the dictionary,

the authorities are quoted at the end of

each article. The dictionary was begun
and completed in the brief space of two
years, although much of the author's time

was necessarily occupied by the discharge of

his judicial functions, and his mind ha-

rassed by the successive deaths of his wife

and children. The universal approbation

with which the work was received induced

the Grand-Duke of Sardinia to intrust

Azuni with the compilation of a Code of

IMaritime Law—a task the completion of

which was prevented by the revolution

which ensued in Italy.

When the French took possession of Nice,

Azuni retired to Turin, where he was re-

ceived with coldness, being suspected of a

predilection for revolutionary political prin-

ciples. He proceeded, in consequence, to

Florence, where he published, in 1795, the

first edition of his " Sistema universale del

principii del Dritto Maritirao dell' Europa."

In the first part of his work he treats in

general of the sea, and the rights which may
be acquired over it; in the second, of the

maritime law of Europe in time of war,

principally with a view to place the rights

of neutrals in a clear and satisfactory point

of view. A second edition of this work was
published at Trieste, in 1796-7 ; and a trans-

lation of it, by Digeon, appeared at Paris, in

1798. In 1805 an improved French version

was published by the author himself. In the

same year in which his system of maritime
law appeared, he published an essay on the

invention of the mariner's compass, which
he had read, on the 10th of September, at a

meeting of the Royal Academy of Florence.

In this ti-eatise Azuni attribvxtes the inven-

tion to the French nation, an opinion which
was zealously controverted by Professor Ha-
ger of Pavia. Without pretending to settle

the controversy, it may be admitted that

Azuni's political sentiments appeared to have
biased his reasoning in no slight degree.

Azuni had been politely received by Bo-
naparte at his entry into Nice; and this

reception, together with his predilection for

the French party in politics, induced him,

about 1798, to transfer his residence to Paris.

He published there, in 1799, an " Essai sur
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I'histoire de Sardaigne," which he extended, in

1802, into an " Histoire ge'ographique, po-

litique et naturelle de la Sardaigne." The
object of this work was twofold : in the first

place, to supply, what was at that time a

desideratum, a compendious view of the

civil and natural history of the island ; and,

in the second place, to invite the French
government to remodel its institutions.

Azuni remained at Paris till 1806, and
was a member of the commission appointed
by the minister of foreign affairs to prepare

the draft of the " Code de Commerce." Dur-
ing this time he was not altogether idle as

an author. In 1803-4 he communicated
two papers to the Academy of Marseille :

—

1 .
" Notice sur le Voyage maritime de Pi-

theas de Marseille." 2. "Seconde notice

sur les Voyages maritimes de Pitheas,"

In 1807 Napoleon appointed Azuni pre-

sident of the Court of Appeal at Genoa.
The department of Genoa elected Azuni its

delegate to the Legislative Council, on the

3rd of October, 1808. In 1811, a change
having taken place in the constitution of the

Genoese tribunals, Azuni was nominated to

preside in the " Camera della Compagnia di

Genova;" and created a member of the

Legion of Honour, and of the " ordine della

riunione." When the French power in

Italy was overthrown in 1814, Azuni con-

tinued to reside at Genoa, in strict seclu-

sion, till called upon by the king, Victor

Emanuele, to fill the office of judge in the

Consolato of Cagliari.

The works published by Azuni during
his residence at Genoa, under the French
government, are:— 1. "Appel a I'Empereur
des vexations exercees par le Corsaii'e I'av-

venturier contre les negocians Liguriens,"

Genoa, 1806. 2. " Observations sur le

poeme du Barde de la Foret Noire," Genoa,
1807. 3. "Origine et progres du droit ma-
ritime," Paris, 1810. This is an historical

sketch of the growth of the law which he
had embodied in his dictionary and system
of maritime jurisprudence. 4. " Discours pro-

nonce par M. Azuni en faisant hommage
au Corps Le'gislatif d'un ouvrage intitule

Du contrat et des lettres de change, par

M. Pardessus," Genoa, 1810. 5. "Consul-
tation pour les Courtiers de Commerce pres

la Bourse de Marseille," 1812. 6. *' Me'moires

pour servir a I'histoire des voyages mari-
times des navigateurs de Marseille," Genoa,
1813.

From the time of Azuni's return to his

native island, in 1814, as judge of the Con-
solato of Cagliari, he continued to reside in

it till his death. He received, at the same
time, the appointment of keeper of the

Eoyal library at Cagliari. The European
reputation he had acquired, made his coun-
trymen receive him with pride. He died at

Cagliari, on the 23rd of January, 1827. To
this period of his life belong the following
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publications: — 1. "Systeme universel des

Armemens en course," Genoa, 1816. 2. " Ee-
cherches pour servir a I'histoire de la Pira-
terie," Genoa, 1816. 3. " Osservazioni po-
lemiche dell' autore della storia di Sardegna
sull' opera intitolata ' Compendiosa descri-

zione, &c. del P. Tommaso Napoli,' " Genoa,
1816. 4. " Trattato della publica Amminis-
trazione Sanatoria in tempo di Peste," Cag-
liari, 1820. He left in MS., 1. "Progetto di

Codice di Legislazione Marittima del 1791."

2. " Dissertazioni sullo stato naturale dell'

uomo; e sui pericoli derivanti della li-

berta della stampa." 3. " Osservazioni sul

Codice de Commercio del Eegno d' Italia."

4. " Conslderazioni sugli oziosi e mendici
in Sardegna." 5. " SulF arresto personale

dei debitori di mala fede."

Azuni wrote elegantly and correctly both
in French and Italian. He was also well ac-

quainted with the Greek, English, German,
and Spanish languages. His writings are

more popular than profound. His best works
are his Dictionary, his " System, of Mari-
time Law," and his " History of the Origin
and Progress of Maritime Jurisprudence and
Legislation," which have generally been re-

ceived as authorities since their publication.

The best edition of the Dictionary is that

published by Ricci, at Leghorn, in 1834.

As a writer who contributed materially to

develope the modern doctrine of interna-

tional law with regard to neutrals, and as a
participator in the compilation of the " Code
de Commerce," Azuni's name is likely to sur-

vive. (Giuseppe Manno, Sketch of Azuni's

Life in Tipaldo, Bioqrafia degli Italiani il-

iastri del Secolo X VIII.) W. W.
AZZA'RI, FU'LVIO, was born at Eeggio,

in Lombardy, about the middle of the six-

teenth century. Having embraced the mili-

tary profession, he attained the rank of cap-

tain. Hewas also a member ofthe Accademici
Politici of Reggio, and is known as the author
of a " History of Reggio," written in Latin,

and consisting of several books. This history

in its original form was never published
;

but his brother Ottavio Azzari having epi-

tomized it, it was printed at Reggio in 1623,

4to. (Mazzuchelli, Scrittori d'ltalia.) G. B,
AZZARl'TI, a teacher of music, at Naples,

is known as the author of a work entitled

" Elementi Pratici di Musica," Naples, 1819.

E. T.

AZ-ZARKA'L (Abu-1-kasim Ibn 'Abdi-r-

rahmtin), was born at Cordova about the

beginning of the eleventh century of the

Christian ara. Having, when young, re-

moved to Toledo, where the study of the

mathematical sciences was vigorously prose-

cuted, he made great progress in astronomy

and became chief astronomer to Al-mamiin
Ibn Dhi-n-nun, king of that city. Az-zarkal

is said to have been the inventor of an hypo-

thesis to account for the diminution of the

sun's eccentricity, which he thought had
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taken place since the days of Ptolemy, and

the motion of the sun's apogee. He was like-

wise the inventor of an instrument much
used in astronomical observations during the

middle ages, and called zarcalla, or zarcalU-

cum, after his name. He constructed for

Al-mamiin, and close to the palace of that

prince, in Toledo, a clepsydra, or water-clock,

of extraordinary dimensions, the description

of which may be read in Al-makkari", as

well as a planisphere, or astrolabe, upon an

entirely new principle. Upon the death of

Al-mamun (in June, a.d. 1077), Az-zarkal

attached himself to the court of Al-mu'tamed,

King of Seville, for whom he continued to

work till he died. The Life of Az-zarkal is

in the " Biographical Dictionary" by Al-kifti

;

but that author, as well as Casiri and D'Her-
belot, gives him a different name, Abu
Is'hak Ibrahim Ibn Yahya An-nakkash (the

engraver), and Az-zarkal. Indeed we should

be tempted to believe them to have been two
distinct personages, were it not that both

bore the surname of Az-zarkal, and both are

said to have been the inventors of the zar-

calla and to have resided at Toledo. There
is in the library of the Escurial (No. 967)
a work by Az-zarkal containing one hun-

dred astronomical problems, besides a trea-

tise upon the manner of using the instru-

ment of which he was the inventor. These
remarks may be taken as supplementary to

the article Arzachel, under which name
the scientific pretensions of this astronomer

are discussed. (Casiri, Bib. Arah.-Hisp. Esc.

vol. i. p. 393; Al-makkari', Moham. JJynast.

vol. i. pp. 81, 383; Lalande, Histoire de

rAstronomic, Yo\. i. pp. 120, 127; D'Herbe-
lot. Bib. Or., " Zarkallah.") P. de G.
AZZE'MINO, PA'OLO, a Venetian artist,

of the early part of the sixteenth century,

who acquired his name from the species of

niello, or damask-work, in which he distin-

guished himself, called All' Azzemina, or Alia

Gemina, a name apparently corrupted from
the name of the place most celebrated at that

period for such work, Damascus : works of

the kind are called also Damascheni. Paolo

was famous for engraving and inlaying with

gold or silver, suits of armour, shields, swords,

and other implements of war. The art of

inlaying or encrusting metals with other

metals has been called in English, Damask-
ening or Daniaskenating ; in French it is

termed Damasquinure. It was practised by
the ancients—there are specimens still extant

;

and Larcher, Millin, and others suppose it to

be what Herodotus terms koUesis (K^AXTjo-is),

in speaking of the iron stand made by Glau-

cus of Chios for the cup or vase dedicated

by Alyattes, King of Lydia, in the temple

of Apollo at Delphi. Glaucus was the in-

ventor of the art kollesis, and it was some-
times called the art of Glaucus, or TKavKov

Te'xJ/rj. K6\\7](ns is rendered in Latin by
ferruminatio, which signifies generally weld-
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ing; in damask-work, however, a process

very analogous to welding must take place,

and the above intei'pretation of the Greek
word, used by Pausanias as well as Hero-
dotus for the same piece of work, may be
correct. (Cicognara, 'Storia della Scultura

;

Millin, Dictionnaire des Beaux Arts ; Hero-
dotus, lib. i. c. 25; Pausanias, lib. x. c. 16.)

[Alyattes.] R. N. W.
AZZI NE' FORTI, FAUSTI/NA

DEGLI, a lady of Arezzo, whose Italian

verses are praised by her countrjTnen, died

in 1724. Her works are comprised in a

volume containing odes, sonnets, madrigals,

eclogues, and other small poems, and entitled

" Serto Poetico di Faustina degli Azzi ue'

Forti," Arezzo, 1694, 1697, 4to. Specimens
of her compositions have been inserted in

various collections, some of which are enu-

merated by Mazzuchelli. (Mazzuchelli,

Scrittori d'Italia ; Galleria di Minerva, ii.

189, 1697; Lombardi, Storia della Lette-

ratura Italiana, iii. 301.) W. S.

AZZI, FRANCESCO MARI'A DEGLI,
a native of Arezzo, and brother of Faustina

degli Azzi, was born in 1655. He lived in

his native town as a citizen of rank and dis-

tinction, and enjoyed considerable reputation

as a poetical amateur. He died in 1707.

His poetical works are collected in a volume
bearing the title " Genesi, con alcuni Sonetti

Morali, del Cavalier Francesco Maria degli

Azzi," Florence, 1700, 8vo. The " Genesi"
is a series of sonnets, treating events in the

Book of Genesis, and each preceded by a
prose argument. The poems of Azzi have
been much commended by the Italian critics.

He left unfinished a translation of Homer
into Italian ottava rima. (Mazzuchelli, Scrit-

tori d'Italia ; Galleria di Minerva, iv. 60 ;

Crescimbeni, Storia della Volgar Poesiaj

V. 262
;

Quadrio, Storia e Ragione d' Ogni
Poesia, i. 203.) W. S.

AZZIO, MARCO, an Italian gem engra-

ver, of the sixteenth century, probably of

Bologna ; he is celebrated by Bumaldi in his
" Minervalia Bononiensia." (Cicognara, Sto-

ria della Scultura.) R. N. W.
AZZO I., Alberto, and his brother Ugo,

sons of Oberto II., Marquis of the Holy
Palace, were the first Marquises of Este

(about 1012). With these two brothers

commenced the hostility of the House of Este

against the German emperors. In 1014,

having assisted Arduino, Marquis of Ivrea,

who had been called to the throne of Italy

by the Italian nobles since 1002, against the

Emperor Henry II., on his second descent

into Italy, the two marquises of Este were
placed vmder the ban of the empire, deprived

of their estates, and thrown into prison;

but they soon escaped or were released

and regained possession of their lands,

which comprised at this time, besides Este,

Rovigo and Monselice. On the death of

Henry II. (1024) they strenuously op-
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posed the election of Conrad II., and of-

fered the crown of Italy to King Eobert of

France ; and on his refusal, successively to

his son Hugues, to Guillaume IV., Duke of

Aquitaine, and to his son the Count of

Angouleme, afterwards Guillaume V. The
duke was induced to meet his adherents in

Italy, but finding little concert among them,
and unwilling to embroil himself with the

Holy See by the deposal and creation of cer-

tain bishops, as was required of him, he re-

turned to Aquitaine, and no claimant remained
to oppose Conrad. Alberto Azzo I. died

about 1029, and was succeeded by his son

Azzo II. J. M. L.

AZZO II., the son of Azzo I., in 1045
held two Plaids at Milan as lieutenant

of the Emperor Henry III. Already the

wealthiest of the Italian nobles, he be-

came the founder of the greatness of the

house of Este by various alliances, and
chiefly by his marriage with Cunigunda,
sister of Guelf III., Duke of Carinthia and
Marquis of Verona. Guelf III. died, and
left his extensive domains, including large

estates in Swabia, to his nephew Guelf IV.,

the eldest son of Azzo II. After the death

of Cunigunda, Azzo took to wife Garsende,
sister of Herbert, Count of Maine, the in-

habitants of which province, after its con-

quest by William of Normandy (1058), called

in the aid of the Italian prince. Azzo took

possession of it whilst William was engaged
on the conquest of England ; but his son

Ugo, whom he left in Maine on his return to

Italy, was easily expelled by William in

1072. Azzo's power in Italy, however, still

continued to increase; he was, with the

Countess Matilda of Tuscany, a member of

the synod held at Rome by Gregory VII. in

1074; three years after, on the occasion of

the famous penance of Canossa, he was one
of the nobles whom the Emperor Henry IV.
deputed to the pope to solicit the removal of
the interdict which the pope had pronounced
against him. About the same time Azzo
married his second son Ugo to the daughter
of Robert Guiscard, the Norman, now master
of the greater part of Southern Italy. A still

more important alliance was that which he
negotiated (1089) between his grandson
Guelf v., son of Guelf IV. (created Duke of

Bavaria in 1071), and the Countess Ma-
tilda. The pope (Urban II.) willingly

assented to the marriage for the increase of

the power of the Holy See, of which both the

houses of Tuscany and Este were devoted
adherents ; and the ceremony was performed
without the knowledge of Henry IV., who was
greatly incensed on hearing of it. Alberto
Azzo II. died in 1097, at the age of more
than a hundred years. His donations to the
church were very considerable ; he is stated

to have given fifty estates to one monastery,
that of the Vangadizza on the Adigetto. He
left three sons—Guelf IV. of Bavaria, from
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whom the royal house of BrunsMuck descends,

Ugo, and Folco ; the last- named prince was
the ancestor of the house of Este properly so
called.

Several other Azzos (III., V., VL, VII.,
and VIII. chiefly) play a somewhat con-
spicuous part in the intricate history of
Northern Italy during the twelfth and thir-

teenth centuries. Azzo VI. may be men-
tioned as having married Alisia, a daughter
of Rinaldo, Prince of Antioch, whilst he
gave his two daughters in marriage, the one
to Manuel Comnenus, Emperor of Constan-
tinople, the other to Bela, King of Hungary.
His estates comprised the greater part of the

marches of Verona, Vicenza, Padua, Treviso,

Trento, Feltro, and Belluno. (Muratori,
Delle Antichita Estensi, vol. i., Annali
d'Italia, vols. vi. to viii.) J. M. L.
AZZO VII., while yet in his infancy, suc-

ceeded to the estates and titles of his father

Azzo VI., conjointly with his elder brother
Aldovrandino, and on the death of the latter

remained sole Marquis of Este and Ancona.
His first wars were with Salinguerra, the

chief of the Ghibeline faction in Ferrara,

over which town the Marquises of Este
claimed to exert an influence ; afterwards

with the infamous Ezzelino da Romano,
podesta of Verona, and the head of the whole
Ghibeline party in Northern Italy. In 1236,

when the Emperor Frederic 11. had crossed

the Alps on the invitation of Ezzelino, and
the latter had left Verona unguarded to join

the Emperor, Azzo of Este and Ramberto
Ghisilieri, podesta of Padua, made an at-

tempt upon that town ; but during the absence
of the Marquis of Este, Frederic marched
upon Vicenza, of which Azzo was rector,

took and sacked the place, and gave it over to

Ezzelino, whom he left as his lieutenant on
his return to Germany. The Guelfs imme-
diately rose again, and Azzo VII. received
from the hands of the podesta of Padua the

standard of that republic, with the fullest

powers for the defence of the March ; but he
had scarcely quitted the town when the Ghi-
beline faction gave it up to Ezzelino, and
Azzo then made his peace. Two years after

hostilities again broke out in the March of
Treviso ; Azzo was deprived of almost all his

estates, and compelled to shut himself up in

Rovigo. The Emperor however (1238) ap-

pears not to have approved of these hos-

tilities; he spent the greater part of the

winter of this year in Padua, invited the

Marquis of Este to his court, treated him
with much favour, negotiated a maniage
between Rinaldo d' Este, son of Azzo, and
Adelaide, daughter of Alberigo da Romano,
Ezzelino's brother, and was present at the

ceremony. In vain Ezzelino besought him
to beware of the only traitor noble who yet
" kicked against the pricks," telling the Em-
peror to " strike the snake on the head, that

the body might be more easily secured :" the
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Emperor wrote back that he considered the

marquis as one of the staunchest defenders of
his throne.

This interval of imperial favour was a

short one for the marfjuis. On tlie excom-
munication of Frederic by the pope, Gregory
IX. (Palm Sunday, li239), the Emperor
began to suspect the Guelf nobles, especially

the Marquis of Este, a family always devoted

to the Holy See, and compelled him to give

up as hostages his son Kinaldo, with the newly
married wife of Rinaldo, both of whom were
sent to a castle in Apulia. Alberigo da
Romano took fire at this affront, and began
hostilities against the Imperialists, which,

though of short diiration, were sufficient to

produce a reaction in favour of the Guelfs

;

so depressed had that party become, that no
one dared even to mention the name of the

Marquis of Este in Verona, Vicenza, Ferrara,

or Padua, all now under the immediate
tyranny of Ezzelino. As the Imperial army
was passing under the walls of San Bonifazio,

the count of which town was, with the

Marquis Azzo, the chief Guelf noble of

Northern Italy, and was at the time, together

with Azzo himself, in the suite of the Em-
peror, a friend of the two nobles made sign

to them, dra\ving his hand across his neck,

that their execution was resolved. They in-

stantly put spurs to their horses, and succeeded
in entering the town and closing the gates,

almost before their sudden flight had sug-

gested the idea of pursuit, and no persuasion

could induce them to venture forth again.

Frederic did not undertake the reduction of

the place, and the marquis soon succeeded in

recovering, one after the other, almost rJl his

lost estates. The next year (1240) his old

enemy Salinguerra, now more than eighty

years of age, was taken prisoner by the

Guelfs; and the city of Fei'rara, tired of

Ghibeline sway, gave the supreme authority

to the Marquis of Este.

Hostilities continued with varying success

during the following years, no longer against

Ezzelino alone, but against the Emperor him-
self. In 1247, when the Emperor laid siege

to Parma, the Marquis of Este shut himself
up in the town with a body of Ferrarese,

leaving his own estates to be overrun and
devastated by Ezzelino. The success of the

Parmesans is well known ; whilst the Em-
peror was engaged in hunting, they repelled

their besiegers, and took and burnt the camp
(1248), of M^hich Frederic had made a town
under the name of Vittoria. Meanwhile
Azzo lost once more all his possessions and
fortresses, even Montagnana and Este, which
had been considered impregnable, and only
retained the Polesino of Rovigo and his in-

fluence over Ferrara. The death of Frederic,

in the year 1250, was the occasion of fresh

calamity, for Conrad IV., his successor,

caused Rinaldo d' Este, still a hostage, to be
put to death.
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The enormities of the house of Romano
had now reached such a pitch that the pope,
Alexander IV., preached a crusade against
them (1254). Azzo VII. was named captain

and marshal of the whole army, and in this

manner, says the chronicler Rolandino, " the
whole people were made quiet and secure, by
reason of the greatness, wisdom, and courage
of the lord Marquis." The Crusaders en-

tered Padua (1255); Ezzelino took his re-

venge for this reverse by the execution of
11,000 Paduans, who were sen'ing under
his own banners. This butchery only served

to exasperate his own subjects, and the

efforts of the league were at last crowned
with success in the campaign of 1259.

Ezzelino had laid siege to Orci Novi, near
the Oglio, between Brescia and Crema, when
he found himself between two bodies of
troops, the Ferrarese and Mautuans under
the Marquis of Este, and the Cremonese under
the Marquis Pelavicino, and threatened on a
third side by the Milanese. After trying in

vain to baffle them, he engaged the Marquis
of Este at Ponte Cassano, after fording the

Adda, and was completely put to rout and
taken prisoner : he died of his wounds a few
days after. The allies next besieged his

brother Alberigo in San Zeno, amidst the

Euganean hills. Compelled by starvation to

give himself up, with his six sons and three

daughters, Alberigo vainly recalled to the

mind of the Marquis of Este the former ties

which had subsisted between them. The
whole family were put to death, and their

limbs sent to the diliereut towns till then sub-

ject to the tyranny of the house of Romano,
as memorials of their deliverance (1260).

The reign of Azzo VII. was little troubled

after the death of Ezzelino. It may perhaps

be mentioned, as a somewhat rare example
of feudal honesty, that he raised money for

payment of his debts by selling to the town
of Padua his possessions in Monte Ricco. He
died in Ferrara (13th or 16th of February,

1264), after having seen, says the monk of

Padua (monachus Pataviinsis), "the most
eminent Emperor Frederic despoiled of all

honour, the astute Salinguerra a prisoner, tlie

tumid Ezzelino struck down with a club, the

slippery Alberigo killed dreadfully before his

eyes ; for those princes of iniquity, like four

pestilent winds, had rushed with all their

fury against the house of Este to destroy it

wholly ; but it did not fall." Azzo left by
will his estates to his grandson Obizzo, son

of Rinaldo, who had been brought back from
Apulia before his father's execution. At his

funeral, says another chronicler (Ricobaldus),
" even his adversaries could not restrain their

sighs or their tears ; a man liberal, innocent,

ignorant of all tyranny, always most ashamed
to refuse when solicited to give." Azzo VII.

was a zealous patron of Provencal literature,

and retained at his court a somewhat cele-

brated troubadour of the name of Mastro
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Ferrari. (Sismondi, Histoire des Repuh-

liques Italiennes, vols. iii. iv, ; Muratori, Velle

Antiddta Estensi, vols. i. ii., Annali d'Italia,

vols, vii, viii.) J. M. L.

AZZO, ALBERTO (also called ATTO
or ADALBERTO), was the second son of

Sigefrido, a nobleman of Lucca, who esta-

blished himself in Lombardy with his family,

and became patron of various towns in that

province. Azzo, according to Donizo, the

biographer of his descendant the " Great

Countess " Matilda, seeing Canossa " stand

a bare flint," made it his castle and fortified

it with towers and other works. In 951,

when the queen, afterwards Empress Ade-
laide, widow of Lothario IL, having refused

to marry the deformed son of Berengario IL,

the late guardian and now successor of her

deceased husband, was imprisoned by Be-

rengario at Rocca di Garda, on the lake of

that name, and succeeded in making her

escape, Adelardo, Bishop of Reggio, whose
protection she besought, intrusted her to the

charge of Azzo, his feudatory for the castle

of Canossa. She remained for some months
under his protection, and left him to meet
King Otho the Great, who had not yet re-

ceived the title of emperor, and who married

her at Pavia, 951. Azzo was of course re-

ceived under the imperial protection, but on
the return of Otho to Germany, and whilst

the latter was engaged in quelling the revolt

of his son Ludolf, Berengario took up quarters

in person before Canossa, 953, and resolved

not to leave it till he should become master

of the place. Canossa was situate near the

river Enza, on a steep rock entirely in-

sulated, and so well fortified as to be proof

against assault or against such warlike en-

gines as were then in use ; it was moreover
well victualled and defended, and fully

capable of sustaining a long siege. Azzo
held out for three years, unassisted by Otho,

who, although reconciled with his son, was
now engaged in warfare with the Slavonic

and Hungarian tribes: at last the German
king sent his son Ludolf with an army, on
whose approach Berengario at once re-

tired, 956. Azzo had perhaps to sustain a

second siege in 959—961, but the accounts

of it are little trustworthy. In 962 he re-

ceived splendid gifts from Otho, and was
created by him first Count and then Mar-
quis of Reggio and Modena. He was still

living in 981, and left two sons, Tedaldo, his

successor, and Gotifredo, who was Bishop of

Brescia in his father's lifetime. Both Azzo
and his wife Ildegarda are stated to have been
munificent patrons of the clergy, and to have
built or established a church, a monastery,

and a college of Canonists. The Countess
Matilda, known in history as the devoted
adherent of Pope Gregory VII., was the

great-granddaughter of Alberto Azzo. (Sis-

mondi, //is/oiVe des Bepiibliques Italiennes,

vol. i. ; Muratori, Annali d'Italia (Monaco
VOL. IV.

edition of 1761), vol. v.; Donizo, Vita Ma-
tkildis Comitissce, in Muratori, lierum Ita-

licarum. Scriptores, vol. iii.) J. M. L.
AZZO. [Azc]
AZZOGUPDI, GERMA'NI, was born at

Bologna, in 1 740, and obtained the degree of
Doctor of Medicine there in 1762. The
subject of his inaugural dissertation was the

physiology of generation. In 1766 he was
appointed to a professorship of the institutes

of medicine in the University of Bologna.
About this time also he was actively en-

gaged in the discussion then pending on the

sensibility of various parts of the body, and
he communicated a paper on the subject,

containing the results of numerous experi-

ments, to the Institute of Bologna; but it

was not published. In 1773 his best work,
that on the structure of the uterus, appeared

;

and in 1775 he published his Institutes of
Medicine. On the reorganization of the uni-

versity, about 1804, he was appointed to the
professorship of comparative anatomy and
physiology ; and he, at this time, commenced
the formation of the museum illustrative of
these sciences, which is still at Bologna. He
died in 1814.

The following are Azzoguidi's works:

—

" Observationes ad Uteri Constructionem
pertinentes," Bologna, 1773, 4to. This was
also published with essays by Palletta and
Brugnoue, in E. Sandifort's " Opuscula Ana-
tomica Selectiora," Leiden, 1788, and to-

gether with them was translated into Ger-
man, by H. Tabor, Heidelberg, 1791, 8vo.

It is an excellent treatise, proving that the
author had laboured in both the practical

anatomy of the organ and in the literature

concerning it. It is chiefly directed against

the description of the uterus by Astruc,

whose supposed discoveries of milk-vessels

and venous appendages in the uterus Azzo-
guidi entirely denies. He denies also the ex-
istence of a distinct lining membrane of the

uterus ; and maintains that the uterine sub-

stance, though it may contain muscular fibres,

is not, as Astruc more rightly held, truly mus-
cular, and does not exhibit the peculiar circu-

lar fibres which Ruysch described as arranged
about its fundus. He confirms the description

of the membrana decidua by William Hun-
ter ; and, in the best part of his work, dis-

proves the existence of communications be-

tween the uterine and placental blood-vessels,

and suggests the best explanation of the cir-

culation in the acardiac foetus by the contrac-

tion of the heart of the twin foetus connected
with it. 2. " Institutiones Medicse in usum
auditorum suorum," Bologna, 1775, 2 vols.

8vo., an old-fashioned book, containing in

the first volume the bare elements of physio-

logy after Haller, and in the second, the

elements of medicine." 3. " Lettere sopra i

mali effetti dell' Inoculazione," Venice, 1 782,

12mo. 4. "Compendio dei discorsi . . . . di

Fisiologia e di Notomia Comparata," Bologna,
2 K
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1808, 4to. Azzogiiidi is said to have also

written a small work entitled "Spezieria

Doniestica." (L. Frank, in Biographie Me'di-

cale ; Azzoguidi, Ohservationes, and Institu-

tiones.') J. P.

AZZOGUFDI, VALE'RIO FELI'CE,
was born at Bologna, in 1G51. He practised

as a notary with good repute for many years

in his native city, and died there on the IStli

ofApril, 1 728, aged seventy-seven, leaving two

sons, both friars of the order of St. Francis.

He was the author of two works in Latin. In

the first of these, " De Origine et Vetustate

civitatis Bononise, regum priscai Etruscorum
sedis, Chronologica dissertatio," Bologna,

4to. 1716, the author is led by that attachment

to the place of his birth which amounts to a

passion with some of the Italians, to main-

tain that the city of Bologna is no less than

seven centuries older than the city of Rome.
In his second publication, " Chronologica et

apologetica Dissertatio super qusestiones in

sacra? Genesis historiam excitatas," Bo-
logna, 4to. 1720, Azzoguidi undertakes to

fix the pi'ecise periods of birth and death of

all the patriarchs named in the book of

Genesis, without reference to any other au-

thority than the holy Scriptures themselves.

(Mazzuchelli, Scrittori d' Italia, i. part 2,

p. 1290; Fantuzzi, Notizie degli Scrittori

Bolognesi, ix, 309.) J. W.
AZZOLA, GIOVA'NNI BATTISTA, a

perspective and architectural painter of Ber-

gamo, of the latter part of the seventeenth

century. He painted in oil and in fresco,

but chiefly in fresco. (Bottari, Lettere Pit-

toriche, &c.) R. N. W.
AZZOLI'NI, DE'CIO, is usually called

" II Giovane," or the Younger, to distin-

guish him from an elder namesake and re-

lative, who was known in the political world,

and, like the younger Decio, became a car-

dinal. Decio the Younger was born at

Fermo, in the Papal State, in 1623; was
created a cardinal in 1664; and died at

Rome, in 1689. There is extant a work on
the rules of the Conclave, which was written

by him in Italian, and translated into Latin

by Joachim Henning :
" Eminentissimi Car-

dinalis Azzolini Aphorismi Politici," &c. Os-
nabriick, 1691, 4to. There is likewise attri-

buted to him, but on doubtful authority,
" Voto del Eminentissimo e Reverendissimo
Signor Cardinale Azzolini, V anno 1677, nella

Canonizzazione del venerabile Servo di Dio
Roberto Cardinale Bellarmino," &c. Rome,
1749, fol. The Cardinal is honourably
named as a poet, by Muratori, in his Life of

Francesco di Lemene, and by Crescimbeni,

who gives a canzone on the pregnancy of a

lady, as a specimen of his powers. (Mazzu-
chelli, Scrittori d' Italia ; Oldoini, Athenceum

Bomanum, p. 181 ; Crescimbeni, Storia della

Volgar Poesia, iv. 184.) W. S.

AZZOLFNI, MAZZOLI'NI, or ASOLE'-
NI, GIO. BERNARDrNO. a very clever
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Neapolitan painter and modeller in wax, who
settled in Genoa, says Soprani, about 1510,

which Orlandi supposes to be an error for

1610, as he found the name Gio. Bernardino

Asoleni entered among the academicians of

Rome in the year 1618, whom he concludes

to be the same person, as he was distinguished

for the same kind of work. Dominici speaks

of them as distinct persons, but his account

of Azzolini is a mere repetition of Soprani's.

Azzolini excelled in expression, both in his

wax figures and in his pictures. There are

two fine altar-pieces by him at Genoa—an
Annunciation at the church of the Monache
Turchine, and a Martyrdom of St. Apollonia

at the church of San Giuseppe. Soprani

mentions six small models in wax of half-

figures, executed by Azzolini for the Mar-
chese Antonio Doria, as works of extraor-

dinary merit, especially in expression. (So-

prani, Vite de' Pittori, ifc. Genovesi ; Orlandi,

Ahecedario Pittorico; Dominici, Vite de'

Pittori, See. A'apolitcmi.) R. N. W.
AZZOLPNI, LORENZO, a native of

Fermo, was nephew of Cardinal Azzolini

the elder, and uncle of Cardinal Azzolini the

younger. Becoming an ecclesiastic, he was
appointed by Pope Urban VIII. to be his

secretary and a counsellor of state. The pope

made him Bishop of Ripa Transona, in 1630,

and of Narni two years afterwards, and was
about (we are told) to create him a cardinal,

when the intention was frustrated by the

death of Lorenzo, in 1632. The following

poetical works of Lorenzo Azzolini are in

print:— 1. " Stanze nelle Nozze di Taddeo
Barberini e di Anna Colonna," Rome, 1629,

8vo. 2. " Satira contro la Lussuria," pub-

lished in the collection entitled "Scelta di

Poesie Italiane," Venice, 1686, 8vo. This

poem, although it is confessedly tainted with

the faults of the " seicento," is much es-

teemed by the Italian critics, some of whom
assign to its author a high rank as a writer

of serious satirical poetry. Other poems of

Azzolini are mentioned by Mazzuchelli as

preserved in various libraries. (Mazzu-

chelli, Scrittori d' Italia ; Ughelli, Italia

Sacra, 2nd edit. i. 1021, ii. 762; Crescun-

beni, Storia della Volgar Poesia, iv. 172;

Bibliotheca Aprosiana, 1734, p. 61.) W. S.

AZZO'NI AVOGA'RI, RAMBALDO
DEGLI, was born at Treviso, in the year

1719, of a noble family, two members of

which had filled the office of Podestk in the

thirteenth century. One of these, Altenieri,

was honoured with the office of " Avogaro,"

advocate or champion of the church of Tre-

viso, as a fief from the pope, and the title

was borne by all his descendants, in addition

to their original surname, Degli Azzoni; a

circumstance which has led to much confu-

sion. Rambaldo was educated at the college

of the Somaschi, and first turned his attention

to poetry, some specimens of which he pub-

lished at a very early age. In his twentieth
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year he was elected a canon of the cathedral,

before he had taken priest's orders. His

admissibility was disputed on that ground by
a rival candidate, upon which Azzoni ap-

plied himself to minute researches into the

archives of the church, and succeeded in

establishing his right. This accidental cir-

cumstance determined the bias of his studies

;

from that time he became an enthusiastic

antiquary and archseologist. The history of

his native city was his chief subject, but he
often extended his inquiries to the elucidation

of the history of Italy. He had so strong an

attachment to the place of his birth, that he
refused all preferment which would have
taken him away from it ; and he remained a

simple canon until a short time before his

death, when he was elected dean, or canonico

primocerio. He died in 1790, at the age of

seventy-one, and was buried in the cathedral.

The day of his funeral was observed as a day
of mourning by the whole population of

Treviso, many of the houses and shops of

which were hung with black cloth as a token

of respect for his memory.
Azzoni re-established at Treviso a local

academy of the Solleciti, for which he drew
up a code of regulations, which received the

approbation of Muratori, in a letter dated

February 3rd, 1747. He also procured the

erection at Treviso of a colony of the Arcadi,

to which he was appointed custode, taking

the name of Targilio Ambracio. He like-

wise exerted himself in the foundation of a

library for the chapter of Treviso, which was
open to all the citizens. A grand hall was
built, chiefly at his expense ; the collection

of books was liberally augmented from his

own stores ; and, finally, he endowed the in-

stitution with a fund for the maintenance of a

librarian. His marble bust now decorates

the centre of the hall.

Azzoni is the author of two separate works

:

1. " Memorie del Beato Enrico morto in

Trivigi 1' anno 1315, corredate di documenti;

con una Dissertazione sopra San Liberale e

sopra gli altri Santi de' quali riposano i sacri

corpi nella Chiesa della gia detta citta,"

Venice, 17c;0, 4to. This work affords ample
evidence of the care and industry with which
the author must have applied himself to the

task of ransacking the archives of his native

city. To the text, which occupies a volume,

is appended a second part, separately paged,

and chiefly composed of copies of ancient

documents in illustration of the subject. 2.

" Considerazioni sopra le prime notizie di

Trivigi contenuti negli Scrittori e ne' marmi
antichi, Opera postuma," Treviso, 1840, 4to.

In this production the author's object, which
is most elaborately worked out, is to disprove

the opinion that Treviso was of Gothic
origin. After remaining fifty years in MS.,
the work has at length been given to the

public under the editorship of Signor Pu-
lieri, who has prefixed a notice of the life
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and character of the author, with his portrait

by way of frontispiece.

The other writings of Azzoni are contained

in miscellaneous collections, especially the
" Nuova Raccolta" of Calogiera, to which he
was a frequent contributor. His articles

chiefly relate to points in the history of Italy,

as illustrated by ancient documents and in-

scriptions ; a branch of study in which he was
nearly unrivalled. In one instance he con-

tributes " Notizie de' cavalieri Alteniero e

Jacopo degli Azoni," a sketch of the lives of

two of his own ancestors, originally drawn up
for private use. His principal production

not separately published, however, is his
" Trattato della Zecca e delle Monete ch'

ebbero corso in Trivigi fin tutto il Secolo

XIV." which is printed by Zanetti, with high
encomiums, in his " Nuova Raccolta delle

Monete e Zecche d' Italia," vol. iv. p. 3—201.

This treatise gained for the author the spe-

cial approbation of Tiraboschi, whose high
opinion of Azzoni's merits is left on record

in an " Elogia," published at Bassano in 1791,

8vo.

It may be as well to observe, that although

the title of honour which the Azzoni added to

their surname was a mere addition, and was
sometimes placed by Rambaldo, in his signa-

ture, after his personal office of canon, thus,
" Rambaldo degli Azzoni, canonico e avo-

garo della Chiesa di Trevigi," yet it is so

highly thought of by Italian writers, that

our author is quite as often referred to

under the name of " Avogaro," or " Avo-
gadro," as under his proper family name
of Degli Azzoni. (Life, prefixed to Con-
siderazioni sopra le prime Notizie di Trivigi^

Treviso, 1840, pp. ix—xx. ; Corniani, Secoli

della Letteratura Italiana, continuata da Ti-

cozzi, ii. 538 ; Gamba, Galleria dei Lette-

rati ed Artisti Illustri delle Provincie Vene-

ziane nel Secolo X VIII., vol. i. ; Mazzuchelli,

Scrittori d'Italia, i. part 2, p. 1272; Lom-
bardi, Storia della Letteratura Italiana nel

SecoloX VIII. iv. 1 53 ; Degli Azzoni, Notizie

de' cavalieri A. e J. degli Azoni, in Nuova
Raccolta d' Opuscoli, Sec. 1755, vol. xxxi.)

J. W.
AZ-ZUBEYDr (Mohammed Ibnu-1-hasan

Al-madhiji Abii Bekr), a celebrated gram-
marian and lexicographer, was bom at Se-

ville in Spain, in a.h. 315 (a.d. 927). Ac-
cording to Ibn Khallikan, Az-zubeydi's

family was originally from Madhij, a dis-

trict of Yemen so called because an Arabian
tribe of that name settled in it. When still

young, he repaired to Cordova, then the

court of Al-hakem II., ninth sultan of the

race of Umeyyah, and he studied in the

schools of that city until he became one of

the most distinguished scholars of the day.

His principal masters were Abu 'Ali Al-kali

and Abii Abdillah Ar-riyahi. Having at-

tracted the attention of Al-hakem by an ela-

borate composition ir prose and verse, which
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he presented to him on the occasion of a cer-

tain festival, Az-zubeydi was appointed chief

kadhi of Seville, which office he filled to the

great satisfaction of the inhabitants of that

city until he was summoned to Cordova and
intrusted with the education of Prince
Hisham, the son and heir of Al-hakem, hold-

ing at the same time the office of sahibu-sh-

shortah, or chief of the police department.

Az-zubeydi died at Cordova on the 15th of

Jumada the second, a.h. 379 (August, a.d.

989) ; such at least is the date given by Ibn
Khallikan. Al-homaydi says that he died

the year after (a.d. 990). He wrote the follow-

ing works;— 1. "Mokhtassar kitabu-l-'ayn,"

or an abridgment of the large Arabic
dictionary entitled Al-'ayn, by Khali 1 Ibn
Ahmed Al-farahidi. Kitabu-l-'ayn means
the book of the letter 'ayn, not the book of

the fountain (liber fontis), as Conde and
other writers have erroneously asserted. In
the preface to a copy of Az-zubeydi's abridg-

ment, which is in the National Library of

Madrid, the reasons are given why the ori-

ginal work was so entitled. It appears that

Khalil, unwilling to begin his dictionary

with the letter alif, the first of the Arabic
alphabet, owing to certain grammatical ob-

jections of his own, put into a bag twenty-
420

eight scraps of paper, having each the name
of a letter of the Arabic alphabet, and draw-
ing them one by one, disposed his dictionary
in the order that the letters came out. The
letter 'ayn being the first, he entitled his dic-

tionary Kitabu-l-'ayn. 2. " Bakyatu-1-wa'at
fi tabakati-1-laghuwin wa-n-nohat " (" The
bottom of the closet : on the classes of rheto-

ricians and grammarians "). This is a bio-

graphy of Spanish Moslems who have distin-

guished themselves by their knowledge of
rhetoric and grammar, divided into tabakat,

that is, classes or schools, from the time of
Abu-1-aswad to that of his own master Abii

'Abdillah Ar-riyahi. 3. " Al-wadheh" (" The
Demonstrator"), a treatise on grammar,
greatly praised by the writers of the time.

4. " Al-abniyah fi-n-uahu " (" Fundamental
rules of Arabic syntax:"). 5. A Diwan, or

collection of his own poems. Some of these

have been preserved in the collections formed
by Ath-tha'lebi (Brit. Mus. No. 9578, fol.

126), Ibn Khakan (ib. No. 9580, fol. 144),

and others. (Al-makkari, Moham. Di/nast.

i. 194, 474, ii. 190; Casiri, Bib. Arab.-

Hisp. Esc. ii. 133; Conde, Hist, de la Dorn.

i. 483 ; Ibn Khallikan, Biog. Diet. ; D'Her-
belot, Bib. Or.) P. de G.
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